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CITATION

Cite all material in the Washington State Register by its issue number and sequence within that issue, preceded by the acronym WSR. Example: the 37th item in the August 5, 1981, Register would be cited as WSR 81-15-037.
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS

A copy of each document filed with the code reviser's office, pursuant to chapter 34.05 RCW, is available for public inspection during normal office hours. The code reviser's office is located on the ground floor of the Legislative Building in
Olympia. Office hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, except legal holidays. Telephone inquiries concerning material in the Register or the Washington Administrative Code (WAC) may be made by calling (360) 786-6697.
REPUBLICATION OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

All documents appearing in the Washington State Register are prepared and printed at public expense. There are no restrictions on the republication of official documents appearing in the Washington State Register. All news services are especially encouraged to give wide publicity to all documents printed in the Washington State Register.
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STYLE AND FORMAT OF THE
WASHINGTON STATE REGISTER

ARRANGEMENT OF THE REGISTER
The Register is arranged in the following six sections:
(a) PREPROPOSAL-includes the Preproposal Statement of Inquiry that will be used to solicit public comments on a
general area of proposed rule making before the agency files a formal notice.
(b) PROPOSED-includes the full text of fonnal proposals, continuances, supplemental notices, and withdrawals.
(c) PERMANENT-includes the full text of permanently adopted rules.
(d) EMERGENCY-includes the full text of emergency rules and rescissions.
(e) MISCELLANEOUS-includes notice of public meetings of state agencies, rules coordinator notifications,
summaries of attorney general opinions, executive orders and emergency declarations of the governor, rules of the
state Supreme Court, and other miscellaneous documents filed with the code reviser's office under RCW 34.08.020
and 42.30.075.
(0 TABLE-includes a cumulative table of the WAC sections that are affected in the current year.
(g) INDEX-includes a combined subject matter and agency index.
Documents are arranged within each section of the Register according to the order in which they are filed in the code reviser's office during the pertinent filing period. The three part number in the heading distinctively identifies each document,
and the last part of the number indicates the filing sequence with a section's material.

1.

PRINTING STYLE-INDICATION OF NEW OR DELETED MATERIAL
RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of certain marks to indicate amendments to existing agency rules. This style quickly and
graphically portrays the current changes to existing rules as follows:
(a) In amendatory sectionsunaerlined material is new material;
(i)
(ii) deleted material is ((lieed ettl ~etweee dee~le J'8f8Rlheses));
(b) Complete new sections are prefaced by the heading NEW SECflON;
(c) The repeal of an entire section is shown by listing its WAC section number and caption under the heading
REPEAJ.ER.

2.

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL NOT FILED UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT
Material contained in the Register other than rule-making actions taken under the APA (chapter 34.05 RCW) does not
necessarily conform to the style and format conventions described above. The headings of these other types of material have
been edited for uniformity of style; otherwise the items are shown as nearly as possible in the fonn submitted to the code reviser's office.

3.

4.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF RULES
(a) Pennanently adopted agency rules normally take effect thirty-one days after the rules and the agency order adopting
them are filed with the code reviser's office. This effective date may be delayed or advanced and such an effective
date will be noted in the promulgation statement preceding the text of the rule.
(b) Emergency rules take effect upon filing with the code reviser's office unless a later date is provided by the agency.
They remain effective for a maximum of one hundred twenty days from the date of filing.
(c) Rules of the state Supreme Court generally contain an effective date clause in the order adopting the rules.

EDITORIAL CORRECTIONS
Material inserted by the code reviser's office for purposes of clarification or correction or to show the source or history of
a document is enclo8ed in [brackets].
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I All documents are due at the code reviser's office by 12:00 noon on or before the applicable closing date for inclusion in a particular issue of the Register; see WAC 1-21040.
2 A filing of any length will be accepted on the closing dates of this column if it has been prepared and completed by the order typing service (OTS) of the code ~viser's
office; see WAC 1-21-040. Agency-typed material is subject to a ten page limit for these dates; longer agency-typed material is subject to the earlier non-OTS dates.
3

At least twenty days before the rule-making hearing, the agency shall cause notice of the hearing to be published in the Register; see RCW 34.05.320( I). These dates
represent the twentieth day after the distribution date of the applicable Register.

4
A minimum of forty-five days is required between the distribution date of the Register giving notice of the expedited adoption and the agency adoption date. No hearing
is required, but the public may file written objections. See RCW 34.05.230, as amended by section 202, chapter 409,_1..aws of 1997.

REGULATORY FAIRNESS ACT
The Regulatory Fairness Act, chapter 19.85 RCW, was enacted in 1982 to minimize the impact
of state regulations on small business. Amended in 1994, the act requires a small business
economic impact analysis of proposed rules that impose more than a minor cost on twenty
percent of the businesses in all industries, or ten percent of the businesses in any one industry.
The Regulatory Fairness Act defines industry as businesses within a four digit SIC classification,
and for the purpose of this act, small business is defined by RCW 19.85.020 as "any business
entity, including a sole proprietorship, corporation, partnership, or other legal entity, that is owned
and operated independently from all other businesses, that has the purpose of making a profit,
and that has fifty or fewer employees."
Small Business Economic Impact Statements (SBEIS)
A small business economic impact statement (SBEIS) must be prepared by state agencies when
a proposed rule meets the above criteria. Chapter 19.85.RCW requires the Washington State
Business Assistance Center (BAC) to develop guidelines for agencies to use in determining
whether the impact of a rule is more than minor and to provide technical assistance to agencies
in developing a SBEIS. All permanent rules adopted under the Administrative Procedure Act,
· chapter 34.05 RCW, must be reviewed to determine if the requirements of the Regulatory
Fairness Act apply; if an SBEIS is required it must be completed before permanent rules are filed
with the Office of the Code Reviser.
Mitigation
In addition to completing the economic impact analysis for proposed rules, state agencies must
take reasonable, legal, and feasible steps to reduce or mitigate the impact of rules on small
businesses when there is a disproportionate impact on small versus large business. State agencies
are encouraged to reduce the economic impact of rules on small businesses when possible and
when such steps are in keeping with the stated intent of the statute(s) being implemented by
proposed rules. Since 1994, small business economic impact statements must contain a list of
the mitigation steps taken, or reasonable justification for not taking steps to reduce the impact
of rules on small businesses.
When:

When is an SBEIS Required?

The proposed rule has more than a minor (as defined by the BAC) economic impact on
businesses in more than twenty percent of all industries or more than ten percent of any one
industry.
When is an SBEIS Not Required?
When:
The rule is proposed only to comply or conform with a federal law or regulation, and the state
has no discretion in how the rule is implemented;
There is less than minor economic impact on business;
The rule REDUCES costs to business (although an SBEIS may be a useful tool for demonstrating
this reduced impact);
The rule is adopted as an emergency rule, although an SBEIS may be required when an
emergency rule is proposed for adoption as a permanent rule; or
The rule is pure restatement of state statute.
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lated to interested parties for comment. Interested parties
include those persons known to the department, such as state
employees, and any other person who requests a copy and/or
opportunity to comment.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Elyette M. Weinstein, Rules Coordinator, Legal/Legislative Affairs, Department of Retirement
Systems, Mailstop 48380, P.O. Box 48380, Olympia, WA
98504-8380, phone (360) 709-4747, FAX (360) 753-3166.
May 22, 1998
Elyette M. Weinstein
Rules Coordinator

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
[Filed May 22, 1998, 1:55 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Converting the state
deferred compensation plan to a trust to comply with recent
changes to the Internal Revenue Code.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 41.50.050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: RCW 41.50. 770 and
41.50.780 which govern the state's deferred compensation
plan were amended in 1998 to comply with changes in the
Internal Revenue Code. The amendments to the state statute
require that assets be held in trust for the beneficiaries.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Because the department already has existing rules on this subject in place and
the amendments are being made only for the purpose of
bringing the existing rule into compliance with RCW
41.50.770, [41.50.)780 and the Internal Revenue Code, the
department did not seek input on the preliminary draft prior
to filing the CR-101. Copies of the draft rule will be circu-

WSR 98-12-010
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

SOUTHWEST AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY
[Filed May 22, 1998, 3:28 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amendments to
SW APCA 400, General Regulations for Air Pollution
Sources.

SWiQn

400-030

400-040

400-050
400-070
400-075
400-099
400-100
400-109
400-110

400-111
400-115
400-131
400-136

- Change definition of VOC to exclude methyl acetate as a VOC consistent with federal rule making (63 FR
17331)
- Include definition for "pollutant"
-Revise definition of "new source" to address physical relocation of a source
-Revise definition of "open burning" to be consistent with recent legislation
- Revise (i) visible emissions to make reference to EPA Method 9 applicability for NSPS, NESHAP & MACT
sources in addition to current Method 9 requirements to be consistent with federal rules
-Revise (6) to remove exception for meeting S02 emission standards
- Correct typographical errors in (2) to be consistent with chapter 173-400 WAC
-Add new section to address "dry cleaners" - this will only make reference to a separate rule being developed by
SWAPCA which will be consistent with existing state and federal rules.
- Update adoption of federal hazardous air pollutant rules
-Add a new section to document the per capita and other fee assessments as provided under RCW 70.94.093
- (3) revise to increase Registration Fee assessed to sources
-(6) add a new section to clarify transfer of ownership of registered sources
- General revisions for clarity
- Changes and additions to source categories and to include fee increases in some source categories
-Move requirements for gas dispensing facilities to SWAPCA 491
- Update Table C to include new federal ozone and PM standards
- General revisions for clarity
- Update adoption dates of NSPS as required by EPA for federal delegation
-Add new reference to Subpart WWW - Municipal Solid Waste Landfills by reference
-(2) further elaborate on what it means for an "emission reduction has been accomplished"
- (5) change the time of use for an ERC to expire five years after the original date of issuance instead of ten years,
to be consistent with the federal rules
[ 1]

Preproposal

WSR 98-12-011
400-171
400-180
400-230
400-280

Washington State Register, Issue 98-12

- Revise to further clarify the public involvement process for issuance of a variance
- Clarify the requirements for issuance of a variance
- (2) revise to include discussion of liability for owner or owner's agent
-Revise to include a new item to make reference to adjudicative proceedings as found in RCW 43.21B.240
Process for Developing New Rule: The SWAPCA rule
will be substantially similar to the existing federal and state
rules. Minor changes will be made to the existing rules to
make it applicable to SW APCA jurisdiction.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may write to Paul Mairose, Southwest Air Pollution Control Authority, 1308 N.E. 134th Street,
Vancouver, WA 98685, voice (360) 574-3058 ext. 30, FAX
(360) 576-0925.
May 19, 1998
Robert D. Elliott
Executive Director

Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 70.94.141 and 70.94.093.
.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: General update of the rules
to (I) revise fee schedules to include or increase fees; (2)
adopt current federal standards as required by EPA; (3)
update definitions; and (4) clarifications to many sections.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: United States Environmental Protection Agency and
Washington Department of Ecology, the Southwest Air Pollution Control Authority will be adopting by reference several existing federal and state rules.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study for fee
increases. Other changes are for adopting other federal or
state regulatory provisions.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may write to Paul Mairose, Southwest Air Pollution Control Authority, 1308 N.E. 134th Street,
Vancouver, WA 98685, voice (360) 574-3058 ext. 30, FAX
(360) 576-0925.
May 19, 1998
Robert D. Elliott
Executive Director

WSR 98-12-012

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

SOUTHWEST AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL AUTHORITY
[Filed May 22, 1998, 3:30 p.m.)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: New SWAPCA 802
SEP A Procedures.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 70.94.141, 43.21C.120.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The proposed amendment
updates the SWAPCA rules consistent with legislative
changes in the SEPA rules.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: Department of Ecology, chapters 173-802 and 197-11
WAC. As proposed SWAPCA 802 will incorporate most of
chapter 197-11 WAC verbatim. Sections which apply specifically to units of government other than SW APCA will not be
incorporated. SW APCA 802 will incorporate appropriate
sections from chapter 173-802 WAC with clarification made
for SWAPCA purposes.
Process for Developing New Rule: The SWAPCA rule
will be the same as chapter 197-11 WAC except for sections
that do not apply to SW APCA. This rule will not impose new
requirements on business. SW APCA is required by RCW
43.21C.120 to adopt amended SEPA rules after changes are
made by Department of Ecology.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may write to Paul Mairose SouthwestAir Pollution Control Authority, 1308 N.E. 134th Street,
Vancouver, WA 98685, voice (360) 574-3058 ext. 30, FAX
(360) 576-0925.
May 19, 1998
Robert D. Elliott
Executive Director

WSR 98-12-011

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

SOUTHWEST AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL AUTHORITY
[Filed May 22, 1998, 3:29 p.m.)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: New SW APCA 494
Dry Cleaning Operations.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 70.94.141.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The Southwest Air Pollution
Control Authority (SW APCA) is proposing to develop a new
rule which incorporates the existing federal rules under 40
CFR 60 and 40 CFR 63 subpart M. SW APCA's proposed
rules will also incorporate the Department of Ecology rules at
WAC 173-400-075(6). SW APCA is required under current
agreements and delegations with EPA and ecology to maintain current program delegation for this source category.
This rule will document SW APCA's program.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: United States Environmental Protection Agency at 40
CFR 60 and 40 CFR 63 subpart M. WDOE at WAC 173400-075. SW APCA will be incorporating these programs
into the local rule.
Pre proposal

(2)

t
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WSR 98-12-039
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Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Mary Jane Ferguson, Rules Coordinator, at (360) 753-1947, FAX (360) 586-6586, P.O. Box
43025, Olympia, WA 98504-3025, with any comments or
questions regarding this statement of intent.
May 27, 1998

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

SOUTHWEST AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL AUTHORITY
[Filed May 22, 1998, 3:31 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amendments to
SW APCA 491 Emission standards and controls for sources
emitting gasoline vapors.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 70.94.141.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: This amendment is necessary to make the SWAPCA rule consistent with chapter 173491 WAC. Rule changes are necessary because of RCW
20.94.165 (SHB 2376, 1996 regular session) which identifies
the conditions under which Stage II gasoline vapor recovery
systems are important to achieving or maintaining ozone
attainment status.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: Chapter 173-491 WAC regulates gasoline vapors in
Washington state. SW APCA is proposing to amend
SWAPCA 491 to be consistent with chapter 173-491 WAC.
Process for Developing New Rule:
Negotiated rule
making.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may write to Paul Mairose, Southwest Air Pollution Control Authority, 1308 N.E. 134th Street,
Vancouver, WA 98685, Voice (360) 574-3058 ext. 30, FAX
(360) 576-0925.
May 19, 1998
Robert D. Elliott
Executive Director

Mary Jane Ferguson
Rules Coordinator

WSR 98-12-039
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 29, 1998, 10:30 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Rules relating to commercial feeds, official definitions adopted by the Association
of American Feed Control Officials and federal regulations
adopted under the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 15.53.9012(1).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: To update sections of rules
relating to commercial feeds, chapter 16-200 WAC, with
regard to references to Title 21, parts 500-599, 225, and 226
under the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act as published
in the 1998 edition, and official definition of feed ingredients
and official feed terms as adopted by the Association of
American Feed Control Officials as appear in their 1998 official publication. Federal regulations have been amended
since rules relating to commercial feeds were adopted (1996).
Additionally new definitions and terms have been adopted by
the Association of American Feed Control Officials since
1996. Rules relating to commercial feeds need to be updated
accordingly to remain in conformity with federal regulations
and national standards and uniformity.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The United States Food and Drug Administration regulates this subject. A memorandum of partnership may be
developed for future coordination of the inspection activities.
Process for Developing New Rule: Working with stakeholders, feed advisory committee and other interested parties.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. To receive additional information or provide comments (comments should be provided before July 8, 1998),
please contact Ali Kashani, Washington State Department of
Agriculture, Pesticide Management Division, P.O. Box
42589, Olympia, WA 98502, phone (360) 902-2028, FAX
(360) 902-2093, e-mail akashani@agr.wa.gov.
May 27, 1998

WSR 98-12-033

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

LOTTERY COMMISSION
[Filed May 28, 1998, 4:15 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Rules regarding
licensing of retailers and credit checks for retailers.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 67.70.040(1).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The lottery is considering
amending chapters 315-04 and 315-30 WAC to provide for
credit checks of retailers applying for instant scratch ticket
licenses. The lottery is also considering revising the provisions regarding retailer credit and moving some provisions
from chapter 315-30 WAC to chapter 315-04 WAC. The lottery is also considering providing for the reporting of retailer
credit history to credit bureaus or <?ther credit organizations.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.

Bob Arrington
Assistant Director
[3]

Pre proposal

WSR 98-12-040
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tance to local governments. Changes relate to an ongoing
effort to achieve a high level of consistency between the SRF
and the state-funded centennial clean water fund, and to •
insure the perpetuity of the fund. Other changes are simply
"housekeeping" or are intended to clarify the existing rule or
put existing policy into rule form.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The existing "Financial Assistance Realignment Committee" includes representatives of other state and federal
agencies that are involved in the issue.
Process for Developing New Rule: Traditional rule
making.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Public workshops in Spokane, Yakima and Lacey in
June; public hearing in Lacey in September. For more information contact Brian Howard, (360) 407-6510, e-mail
brho46l@ecy.wa.gov or Tim Hilliard, (360) 407-6429, email thil46l@ecy.wa.gov, FAX (360) 407-6426, Department
of Ecology, Box 47600, Olympia, WA 98504-7600.
May 28, 1998
Megan White, PE
Program Manager

.ii

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

SOUTHWEST AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY
[Filed May 29. I 998. I I :42 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amendments to
SW APCA 493, VOC Area Source Rules.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 70.94.141.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: SW APCA is proposing to
amend the rule to include 493-100 Consumer Products. During original rule development, the business community
requested that SW APCA postpone adoption of this section
until the federal consumer product rules were issued. This
rule making happened in April of 1996 and the federal rules
were to be finalized in a month from that date. To date, no
federal rules have been finalized. SW APCA has relied on
VOC emission reductions iii the SW APCA Ozone Maintenance Plan as a result of these rules. There currently is no
way for SW APCA to implement the consumer product VOC
reductions as credited in the Ozone Maintenance Plan.
SW APCA proposes to adopt the language originally proposed which was a negotiated rule making consistent with
rules implemented by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality unless the federal rules are finalized by such
date.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule:
Negotiated rule
making.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by writing to Jennifer Brown, Southwest Air Pollution Control Authority, 1308 N.E. 134th Street, Vancouver,
WA 98685-2747, voice (360) 574-3058 ext. 27, FAX (360)
576-0925.
May 26, 1998
Robert D. Elliott
Executive Director

WSR 98-12-069

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL BOARD
[Filed June I, I 998, 3:37 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 16-750
WAC, State noxious weed list and schedule of monetary penalties.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 17.10.080 and 17.10.010(5).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The state Noxious Weed
Control Board is charged with updating the state noxious
weed list on an annual basis, to ensure it accurately reflects
noxious weed control priorities and noxious weed distribution. A revised mission statement for the Washington State
Noxious Weed Control Board will be considered in order to
make the statement more consistent with current state weed
board goals.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: No other state agencies regulate this subject. Federal
agencies are subject to federal noxious weed laws that require
them to coordinate with state regulations. Federal agencies in
Washington are invited to participate in all stages of noxious
weed rule making.
Process for Developing New Rule: The State Noxious
Weed Board annually solicits suggestions from county programs, state and federal agencies, interest groups and the general public by a series of extensive mailings. Comments are •
welcome in written or oral form. The Noxious Weed Com- •
mittee of the state board, which includes representation from
the Washington Native Plant Society, county weed boards,

WSR 98-12-044
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

[Order 98-10-Filed May 29, 1998, 1:08 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 173-98
WAC, Uses and limitations of the water pollution control
revolving fund.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 90.50A RCW, Water pollution control
facilities-Federal capitalization grants.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The rule became effective in
1989 and needs to be updated in order to improve ecology's
flexibility in providing effective and efficient financial assisPreproposal
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ogy) also regulates certain commercial fertilizers and the
Department of Agriculture has been working closely with
ecology on the issue.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Washington
State Department of Agriculture will be meeting with the
Fertilizer Advisory Committee and other interested parties.
Anyone wishing to receive more information on the proposed
rule should contact the department by one [of] the methods
listed below.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by sending any comments/suggestions to Washington State Department of Agriculture, Attn: Robin SchoenNessa, P.O. Box 42589, Olympia, WA 98504-2589, phone
(360) 902-1934, FAX (360) 902-2093, Attn: Robin SchoenNessa, e-mail rnessa@agr.wa.gov.
June 2, 1998
William E. Brookreson
Assistant Director

the public interest and several scientific advisors, meets twice
to review and research the suggestions. Their draft suggestions are sent out again for public comment before the Noxious Weed Committee drafts their final recommendation to
the full state Noxious Weed Board. The state [Noxious]
Weed Board will then consider these recommendations and
draft a final rule-making proposal. Public comment is welcome at all committee and state board meetings. A press
release and information mailing is prepared on the recommended changes and a public hearing is scheduled. The state
[Noxious] Weed Board makes their final decision after considering the public input received during the hearing.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Lisa E. Lantz, Washington State Noxious Weed Control Board, 1851 South Central Place, Suite
211, Kent, WA 98031-7507, phone (253) 872-2972, FAX
(253) 872-6320. Contact Lisa for information on preparing a
recommended change or for meeting dates and other participation opportunities.
June 1, 1998
Lisa E. Lantz
Executive Secretary

WSR 98-12-080
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

WSR 98-12-078

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

[FiledJune2, 1998, 11:16a.m.]

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Longshore and marine
terminals, chapter 296-56 WAC, Safety standards for longshore, stevedore and related waterfront operations.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 49.17.010, [49.17).040, [49.17).050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Federal OSHA issued
amendments to their CFR 1910, 1917 and 1918 standards
relating to longshoring and marine terminals, in Federal Register Volume 62, Number 143, published on July 25, 1997.
Amendments will be proposed to maintain rules that are at
least as effective as those enforced by federal OSHA.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: Federal OSHA also regulates this subject. We must
maintain rules that are at least as effective as those enforced
by federal OSHA. No other state or federal agencies are
known that regulate this subject.
Process for Developing New Rule: The department must
adopt rules identical to or at-least-as-effective-as OSHA rules
as required by the OSHA/WIS HA state plan agreement.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Cindy Ireland, Project Manager,
WISHA Services Division, P.O. Box 44620, Olympia, WA
98504-4620, phone (360) 902-5522, FAX (360) 902-5529.
June 2, 1998
Gary Moore
Director

[Filed June 2, 1998, 8:40 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: To describe the
requirements for registration of commercial fertilizers,
including the methods for analysis of metals and specifying
the metals information which must be submitted with the registration application; to describe the methods for determining
maximum use rates for plant nutrients; to set the Washington
application rates; to express the Washington standards for
metals in pounds per acre per year; to describe how the
department will determine if a commercial fertilizer meets or
exceeds the standards; and to describe a violation of rules.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 15.54.325, 15.54.330, 15.54.370, 15.54.800.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Rules are necessary to
implement the requirements of the new fertilizer law (SSB
6474). The new law requires metals analysis and the use of
Washington application rates, and gives authority to the
department to specify which methods are acceptable and how
rates will be determined. The rules will establish the acceptable analysis methods and the methods for determining
Washington application rates. In addition, the rules also will
express the standards for metals in pounds per acre per year
and enable the department to implement the new registration
requirements and enforce the requirements of the new law
against commercial fertilizers which do not meet Washington
standards.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The Washington State Department of Ecology (ecol[ 5]
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ter 296-62 WAC. The department will propose amendments
to chapter 296-62 WAC to incorporate these restrictions and
eliminate confusion caused by the different requirements.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: No other state or federal agencies (other than OSHA)
are known to regulate this subject.
Process for Developing New Rule: Interested parties
may contact the individual below. The public may also participate by commenting after amendments are proposed by
providing written comments or giving oral testimony during
the public hearing process.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Ken Lewis, Project Manager, phone
(360) 902-4568, FAX (360) 902-5529, Department of Labor
and Industries, WISHA Services Division, P.O. Box 44620,
Olympia, WA 98504-4620.
June 2, 1998
Gary Moore
Director

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed June 2, 1998, 11: 17 am.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Abatement verification, chapter 296-27 WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 49.17.010, [49.17).040, [49.17).050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The state plan agreement,
which authorizes Washington state to operate the state industrial safety and health program, requires Washington to adopt
regulations at least as effective as all OSHA codes. OSHA
adopted 29 CFR 1903.19, Abatement Verification, on March
31, 1997. Federal document STP 2.23, Final Rule on Abatement Verification, advises Washington that it must adopt
rules at least as effective.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: No other state or federal agencies (other than OSHA)
are known that regulate abatement of WISHA violations.
Process for Developing New Rule: The department must
adopt rules identical to or at least as effective as OSHA rules
as required by the OSHA/WISHA state plan agreement. Parties interested in the formulation of these rules for proposal
may contact the individuals listed below. The public may
also participate by commenting after amendments are proposed by providing written comments or giving oral testimony during the public hearing process.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Project Manager, Michael McCauley,
Management Analyst, phone (360) 902-5779, FAX (360)
902-5529; Technical Specialist, Roger Dickey, Safety and
Health Specialist, phone (360) 902-5476, FAX (360) 9025438; Department of Labor and Industries, WISHA Services
Division, P.O. Box 44620, Olympia, WA 98504-4620.
June 2, 1998
Gary Moore
Director

WSR 98-12-083
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed June 2, 1998, 11: 19 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Accident prevention
plan, chapter 296-24 WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 49.17.010, [49.17).040, [49.17).050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Currently the requirements
for employers to develop formal, written accident prevention
plans are found scattered throughout the various sections of
the WISHA W ACs. The department will be proposing to
consolidate the references to these requirements into a central
reference list within this one chapter (296-040 WAC) but
leave the actual requirements in the referenced chapter. This
would simplify the employer's task of identifying the requirements to create an effective prevention program. No other
changes or additional requirements are anticipated.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: No other state or federal agencies (other than OSHA)
are known that regulate this subject.
Process for Developing New Rule: Interested parties
may contact the individual below. The public may also participate by commenting after amendments are proposed by
providing written comments or giving oral testimony during
the public hearing process.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Ken Lewis, Project Manager, phone
(360) 902-4568, FAX (360) 902-5529, Department of Labor

WSR 98-12-082

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed June 2, 1998, 11: 18 am.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Eyewash, chapter
296-62 WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 49.17.010, [49.17).040, [49.17).050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: WISHA Regional Directive
(WRD) 12-35, which is based on ANSI Z358.l-1990 Emergency Eyewash and Shower Equipment, specifies restrictions
in emergency washing facilities that are not included in chapPre proposal
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Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 66.08.030, 66.24.010 .
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The Liquor Control Board
has, by policy, published penalty guidelines for liquor licensees. The agency believes these policies should be converted
into rule form.
.
The penalty guidelines were created in order to:
Provide technical assistance to licensees and the pubhc;
Provide a measure of equal treatment to all licensees;
and
Prevent violations by informing licensees of the conse•
quences of failing to operate their business according to
legal requirements.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: The agency will
work with interested parties during one or more public hearing(s).
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Teresa Berntsen, Rules Coordinator,
P.O. Box 43080, Olympia, WA 98504-3080, phone (360)
586-1641, FAX (360) 704-4920, e-mail rules@liq.wa.gov.
June 2, 1998
Nathan S. Ford, Jr.
Chairman

and Industries, WISHA Services Division, P.O. Box 44620,
Olympia, WA 98504-4620.
June 2, 1998
Gary Moore
Director

WSR 98-12-084
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed June 2, 1998, 11 :20 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Hazardous waste
operations and emergency response, chapter 296-62 WAC,
Part P.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 49.17.010, [49.17).040, [49.17].050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Chapter 296-62 WAC, Part
P, contains requirements for both hazardous waste operations
and emergency response. The department is considering separating these requirements into two parts: Part P for existing
hazardous waste requirements and a new Part R for existing
emergency response requirements. This revision will eliminate confusion caused by the commingled requirements.
This change would be consistent with OSHA's standards
where these subjects are separate. No new requirements will
be proposed.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: No other state or federal agencies (other than OSHA)
are known to regulate this subject.
Process for Developing New Rule: Interested parties
may contact the individual below. The public may also participate by commenting after amendments are proposed by
providing written comments or giving oral testimony during
the public hearing process.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Ken Lewis, Project Manager, phone
(360) 902-4568, FAX (360) 902-5529, Department of Labor
and Industries, WISHA Services Division, P.O. Box 44620,
Olympia, WA 98504-4620.
June 2, 1998
Gary Moore
Director

WSR 98-12-089

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
[FiledJune2, 1998, 1:14p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amend WAC 314-14160 to include the agency's penalty guideline policy for holders of mandatory alcohol server permits.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 66.08.030, 66.20.070, 66.20.340.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The Liquor Control Board
has, by policy, published penalty guidelines for holders of
mandatory alcohol servers permits. The agency believes this
policy should be converted into rule form.
The penalty guidelines were created in order to:
Provide a measure of equal treatment to all mandatory
•
alcohol server training permit holders and
Prevent violations by informing permit holders of the
•
consequences of failing to perform according to legal
requirements.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: The agency will
work with interested parties during one or more public hearing(s).
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub-

WSR 98-12-088

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
[Filed June 2, 1998, 1:13 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amend WAC 314-12170 to include the agency's penalty guidelines policies for
liquor licensees into rule form.
[7]
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lication by contacting Teresa Berntsen, Rules Coordinator,
P.O. Box 43080, Olympia, WA 98504-3080, phone (360)
586-1641, FAX (360) 704-4920, e-mail rules@liq.wa.gov.
June 2, 1998
Nathan S. Ford, Jr.
Chairman

regulations. In addition the application process will be clarified and written in a clear comprehensive manner.
Process for Developing New Rule: In order to assure the
most inclusive process the OAHP will work informally with
stakeholders and the public to develop to draft rules.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Department of Community, Trade and
Economic Development, Attn: David Hansen, Office of
Archaeology and Historic Preservation, P.O. Box 48343,
Olympia, WA 98504-8343, phone (360) 407-0752, FAX
(360) 407-6217.
June 3, 1998
Tim Douglas
Director

WSR 98-12-095

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
[Filed June 3, 1998, 8:36 a.m.)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amend WAC 468-72050, adopt-a-highway eligibility criteria to allow privately
sponsored adoptions in addition to volunteer organizations.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 47.40.100.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The state adopt-a-highway
program has been successful in soliciting volunteer help to
clean up state highways and interest has been expressed by
businesses and other private parties in sponsoring contracts
for clean up. This approach has been successfully implemented in other states and it should help increase the level of
service for litter control on state highways without fiscal
impact.
Process for Developing New Rule: Legislative process.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Raymond Willard, Adopt-a-Highway
Program Manager, Washington State Department of Transportation, P.O. Box 47358, Olympia, WA 98504-7358,
phone (360) 705-7865, FAX (360) 705-6823.
June 3, 1998
Gerald E. Smith
Deputy Secretary, Operations

WSR 98-12-102

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed June 3, 1998, 11 :30 a.m]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Criteria used by the
department for making medical coverage decisions.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 51.04.020, 51.04.030.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Legislation that passed in the
1998 session (SHB 2822, chapter 230, Laws of 1998) clarifies that medical coverage decisions of the department do not
constitute a "rule" and are not subject to the rule-making provisions of chapter 34.05 RCW, the Administrative Procedure
Act. SHB 2822 mandates that criteria used by the department
to establish medical coverage decisions be adopted by rule.
A new rule describing these criteria will make clear the
objective methods and variety of information sources the
department will use to make medical coverage decisions.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: Labor and Industries will consider related licensure and
approval processes of the federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Washington State Department of Health.
Process for Developing New Rule: Develop in consultation with major stakeholders and other interested parties:
Workers Compensation Advisory Committee, Chiropractic
Advisory Committee, Washington State Medical Association's Industrial Insurance Advisory Committee, Washington
State Trial Lawyers Association.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Jami Lifka by phone (360) 902-4941 or
FAX (360) 902-4249 or mail Department of Labor and
Industries, Office of the Medical Director, P.O. Box 44321,
Olympia, WA 98504-4321.
June 1, 1998
Gary Moore
Director

WSR 98-12-098

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY,
TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
[Filed June 3, 1998, 9:50 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: This rule revision pertains to the process necessary for applying to the state and
federal historic registers. It also profiles the administrative
procedures that the applications will follow as well as the
steps necessary to protest listing on either register.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 43.330 RCW.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: These rules must be changed
in order to bring the Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (OAHP) and the Department of Community, Trade
and Economic Development (CTED) in line with new federal
Preproposal
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Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 26.23.120(2).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: These new rules will set
forth the criteria for listing an absent parent on the Internet on
the DCS web page as someone who owes a significant
amount of back child support.
Process for Developing New Rule: Those persons wishing to participate in developing the new rules are encouraged
to contact Nancy Koptur at the Department of Social and
Health Services Division of Child Support headquarters prior
to July 30, 1998, when DCS intends to file the CR-102 and
proposed rules. DCS will post information regarding this
rule development project and others on its web site, which
can be found at www.wa.gov/dshs/dcs/csrc.html.
DSHS/DCS encourages the public to take part in developing
the rules. After the rules are drafted, the Department of
Social and Health Services will file a copy with the Office of
the Code Reviser with a notice of proposed rule making, and
will send a copy to everyone currently on the mailing list and
anyone else who requests a copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Nancy Koptur, Division of Child Support, P.O. Box 9162, Mailstop 45860, Olympia, WA 985079162, phone (360) 664-5065, FAX (360) 664-5055,
TTY /TDD (360) 664-5011, e-mail nkoptur@dshs.wa.gov.
June 1, 1998

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
(Division of Child Support)
[Filed June 3, 1998, 11 :40 am.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Change to WAC 38814-045 to conform with ESSB 6418, chapter 160, Laws of
1998.
. Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 26.23.120(2), as amended by chapter 160,
Laws of 1998.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: WAC 388-14-045 was
adopted by Division of Child Support (DCS) prior to the
enactment of SSB 6418, which changes the criteria for when
a parent is eligible for notice before DCS releases their
address to the other parent. WAC 388-14-045 provided that
notice would be given to either parent when the other
requested disclosure of the whereabouts information; SSB
6418 provides that the noncustodial parent must request such
notice in writing.
Process for Developing New Rule: Those persons wishing to participate in developing the new rules are encouraged
to contact Nancy Koptur at the Department of Social and
Health Services Division of Child Support headquarters prior
to July 30, 1998, when DCS intends to file the CR-102 and
proposed rules. DCS will post information regarding this
rule development project and others on its web site, which
can be found at www.wa.gov/dshs/dcs/csrc.html.
DSHS/DCS encourages the public to take part in developing
these rules. After the rules are drafted, DSHS will file a copy
with the Office of the Code Reviser with a notice of proposed
rule making, and will send a copy to everyone currently on
the mailing list and anyone else who requests a copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Nancy Koptur, Division of Child Support, P.O. Box 9162, Mailstop 45860, Olympia, WA 985079162, phone (360) 664-5065, FAX (360) 664-5055,
TIY/TDD (360) 664-5011, e-mail nkoptur@dshs.wa.gov.
June 1, 1998
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 98-12-109
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
[Filed June 3, 1998, 11 :58 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Local government self
insurance.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 48.62.061.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The Governor's Executive
Order 97-02 asks each state ag~ncy to begin a review of their
administrative rules. The local government self-insurance
program will conduct a review of chapter 236-22 WAC. The
review will focus on the need, effectiveness, clarity, intent
and fairness of the rule. A plan for the review of the rule will
be coordinated with the property/liability and health/welfare
advisory boards.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting John Nicholson, P.O. Box 41027,

WSR 98-12-107
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
(Division of Child Support)
[Filed June 3, 1998, 11 :42 am.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: The Division of Child
Support is developing a "most wanted" list on the Internet.
[9]
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Olympia, WA 98504-1027, (360) 902-7311, FAX (360) 5861789, JNICHOL@GA.W A.GOV.
May 20, 1998
Marygrace G. Jennings
Administrative Rules Coordinator

Pre proposal
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WSR 98-11-077

[Filed May 19, 1998, 12:45 p.m.)

Date of Intended Adoption: August 9, 1998.
May 14, 1998
Charles Peace
Executive Director
AMENDAIORY SECTION

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 70.94.141.
Title of Rule: Amending OAPCA Regulation 1 Article
1, Section 1.07; Article 8, Section 8.03, Solid Fuel Burning
Device.
Purpose: Amend these Articles and definitions to conform with changes to chapter 70.94 RCW imposed by SHB
1354 as passed by the legislature in 1998.
Other Identifying Information: Adoption changes to
chapter 70.94 RCW in SHB 1354 as approved by the governor.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.94 RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 70.94.141.
Summary: Amending OAPCA Regulation 1, Section
1.07 (definitions) and Section 8.03 to conform with changes
to chapter 70.94 RCW under SHB 1354.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The 1998 legislature
passed and the governor signed SHB 1354 to make changes
to the definition of "impaired air quality stage 1."
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Jean-Paul Huys, 909 Sleater Kinney Road S.E. #1, 438-8768;
Implementation and Enforcement: John Kelly, 909 Sleater
Kinney Road, 438-8768.
Name of Proponent: Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority (OAPCA), governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Amending OAPCA's Regulation l, Sections 1.07
(definitions) and 8.03 to conform with changes to chapter
70.94 RCW under SHB 1354. May increase frequency of
declarations of impaired air quality curtailments (burn bans)
to protect public health.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: It will
change the definition of "impaired air quality stage 1."
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19 .85 RCW. This agency is not subject to the small business economic impact provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Pursuant to RCW 70.94.141 (i)[(l)], RCW 34.05.328 does
not apply to this adoption.
Hearing Location: Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority Office, 909 Sleater Kinney Road S.E. #1, Lacey,
WA 98503, on July 8, 1998, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Craig
Weckesser by July 3, 1998, (360) 438-8768 ext. 111.
Submit Written Comments to: John Kelly, 909 Sleater
Kinney Road #1, Lacey, FAX (360) 491-6308, by July 8,
1998.

SECTION 1.07 DEFINITIONS
When used in regulations of the Olympic Air Pollution
Control Authority, the following definitions shall apply,
unless they are preempted by definitions in individual Articles:
ACTUAL EMISSIONS means the actual rate of emissions of
a pollutant from an emission unit, as determined in accordance with (a) through (c) of this subsection.
(a) In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate, in tons per year, at which the
emissions unit actually emitted the pollutant during a one
year period which precedes the particular date and which is
representative of normal source operation. The Authority
shall allow the use of a different time period upon a determination that it is more representative of normal source operation. Actual emissions shall be calculated using the emissions unit's actual operating hours, production rates, and
types of materials processed, stored, or combusted during the
selected time period.
(b) The Authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the emissions unit.
(c) For an emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall equal
the potential to emit of the emissions unit on that date.
ADVERSE IMPACT ON VISIBILITY means visibility impairment which interferes with the management, protection, preservation, or enjoyment of the visitor visual experience of the
Federal Class I area. This determination must be made on a
case-by-case basis taking into account the geographic extent,
intensity, duration, frequency, and time of visibility impairment, and how these factors correlate with (a) times of visitor
use of the Federal Class I area, and (b) the frequency and timing of natural conditions that reduce visibility. This term
does not include effects on integral vistas.
AGRICULTURAL BURNING means burning of vegetative
debris from an agricultural operation necessary for disease or
pest control, necessary for crop propagation and/or crop rotation, or where identified as a best management practice by the
agricultural burning practices and research task force established in RCW 70.94.650 or other authoritative source on
agricultural practices.
AGRICULTURAL OPERATION means the growing of crops,
the raising of fowl or animals as gainful occupation.
AIR CONTAMINANT means dust, fumes, mist, smoke,
other particulate matter, vapor, gas, odorous substance, or
any combination thereof. "Air pollutant" means the same as
"air contaminant".
AIR POLLUTION means the presence in the outdoor atmosphere of one or more air contaminants in sufficient quantities, and of such characteristics and duration as is, or is likely
to be, injurious to human health, plant or animal life, property, or which unreasonably interferes with enjoyment of life
and property. For the purpose of this Regulation, air pollu-
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Such standard shall, to the degree possible, set forth the emission reduction achievable by implementation of such design,
equipment, work practice or operation and shall provide for
compliance by means which achieve equivalent results. The
term "all known available and reasonable methods of emission control" is interpreted to mean the same as best available
control technology.
BEST Av AILABLE RETROFIT TECHNOLOGY (BART) means
any emission limitation based on the degree of reduction
achievable through the application of the best system of continuous emission reduction for each pollutant which is emitted by an existing source. The emission limitation must be
established, on a case-by-case basis, taking into consideration
the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy
and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any
pollution control equipment in use or in existence at the
source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the degree
of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology. If an emission limitation is not feasible, a design, equipment, work
practice, operational standard, or combination thereof, may
be required.
BOARD means the Board of Directors of the Olympic Air
Pollution Control Authority.
BUBBLE means a set of emission limits which allows an
increase in emissions from a given emissions unit(s) in
exchange for a decrease in emissions from another emissions
unit(s), pursuant to RCW 70.94.155 and WAC 173-400-120.
CAPACITY FACTOR means the ratio of the average load on
equipment or a machine for the period of time considered, to
the manufacturer's capacity rating of the machine or equipment.
CLASS I AREA means any area designated pursuant to §
162 or 164 of the Federal Clean Air Act as a Class I area. The
following areas are the Class I areas in Washington state:
Alpine Lakes Wilderness;
Glacier Peak Wilderness;
Goat Rocks Wilderness;
Mount Adams Wilderness;
Mount Rainier National Park;
North Cascades National Park;
Olympic National Park;
Pasayten Wilderness; and
Spokane Indian Reservation.
COMBUSTIBLE REFUSE means any burnable waste material containing carbon in a free or combined state other than
liquid or gases.
COMBUSTION AND INCINERATION UNITS means units
using combustion for waste disposal, steam production,
chemical recovery or other process requirements; but
excludes open burning.
COMMENCED CONSTRUCTION means that the owner or
operator has all the necessary preconstruction approvals or
permits and either has:
(a) Begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of
actual onsite construction of the source, to be completed
within a reasonably time; or
(b) Entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program

tion shall not include air contaminants emitted in compliance
with chapter 17 .21 RCW, the Washington Pesticide Application Act, which regulates the application and control of the
use of various pesticides.
AIR POLLUTION EPISODE means a period when a forecast,
alert, warning, or emergency air pollution state is declared, as
stated in Chapter 173-435 WAC.
• ALLOW ABLE EMISSIONS means the emission rate calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source (unless
the stationary source is subject to limits enforceable by the
Authority which restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and the most stringent of the following:
(a) The applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR part
60 or 61;
(b) Any applicable state implementation plan emissions
limitation including those with a future compliance date; or;
(c) The emissions rate specified in an approval order,
permit condition, or regulatory order issued by the Authority
including those with a future compliance date.
ALTERATION means any addition to or enlargement or
replacement; or any major modification or change of the
design, capacity, process or arrangement; or any increase in
the connected loading of equipment or control facility which
will significantly increase or adversely affect the kind or
amount of air contaminant emitted.
AMBIENT AIR means that portion of the atmosphere
external to a building to which the general public has access.
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARD means an established
concentration, exposure time, and frequency of occurrence of
air contaminant(s) in the ambient air which shall not be
exceeded.
ANCILLARY for the purpose of defining "source", means
"related".
AUTHORITY means the Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority.
AUTHORIZED PERMITTING AGENT means either the
county, county fire marshall, fire districts, or county conservation district, provided an agreement has been signed with
the local air pollution control authority or Department of
Ecology.
BEST Av AILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (BACT) means
an emission limitation (including a visible emission standard)
based on the maximum degree of reduction for each air pollutant subject to this regulation which would be emitted from
any proposed new or modified source which the permitting
authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account
energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other
costs, determines is achievable for such sources or modification through application of production processes, available
methods, systems, and techniques, including fuel cleaning or
treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for control of such air pollutant. In no event shall application of the
best available technology result in emissions of any air pollutant which would exceed the emissions allowed by any
applicable standard under 40 CFR Part 60 and Part 61. If the
reviewing authority determines that technological or economic limitations on the application of the imposition of an
emission standard is infeasible, it may instead prescribe a
design, equipment, work practice or operational standard, or
combination thereof, to meet the requirement of BACT.
Proposed
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FOSSIL FUEL FIRED STEAM GENERATOR means a device,
furnace, or boiler used in the process of burning fossil fuel for
the primary purpose of producing steam by heat transfer.
FUEL BURNING EQUIPMENT means any equipment, device
or contrivance used for the burning of any fuel, and all appurtenances thereto, including ducts, breechings, control equipment, fuel feeding equipment, ash removal equipment, combustion controls, stacks, chimneys, etc., used for indirect
heating in which the material being heated is not contacted by
and adds no substances to the products of combustion.
FUGITIVE DUST means a particulate emission made airborne by forces of wind, man's activity, or both. Unpaved
roads, construction sites, and tilled land are examples of areas
that originate fugitive dust. Fugitive dust is a type of fugitive
emission.
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS means emissions which do not pass,
and which could not reasonably pass, through a stack, chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent opening.
GARBAGE means refuse, animal or vegetable matter as
from a kitchen, restaurant or store.
GENERAL PROCESS UNIT means an emissions unit using a
procedure or combination of procedures for the purpose of
causing a change in material by either chemical or physical
means, excluding combustion.
GENERATING EQUIPMENT means any equipment, device,
process or system that creates any air contaminant(s) or toxic
air pollutant(s).
GOOD ENGINEERING PRACTICE (GEP) refers to a calculated stack height based on the equation specified in WAC
173-400-200 (2)(a)(ii).
HOG-FUEL means wood slabs, edging, trimmings, etc.,
which have been put through a "hog" to reduce them to a uniform small size, and also includes shavings from planing
mills, sawdust from saw-kerfs, bits of bark, chips and -other
small recovered products from the manufacture of wood
products or any combination thereof.
IDENTICAL UNITS means units installed and operated in a
similar manner on the same premises provided the materials
handled, processed, or burned are substantially the same in
composition and quantity and their design, mode of operation, connected devices and types and quantities of discharge
are substantially the same.
IMPAIRED AIR QUALITY means a condition declared by
the department or a local air authority in accordance with the
following criteria:
(a) Meteorological conditions are conducive to accumulation of air contamination concurrent with:
(1) Particulate that is ten micron and smaller in diameter
(PM-10) at or above an ambient level of ((se·reHty five))
sixty (6Q) micrograms per cubic meter measured on a twentyfour-hour average; or
(2) Carbon monoxide at an ambient level of eight parts
of contaminant per million parts of air by volume (ppm) measured on an eight-hour average.
(b) Air quality that threatens to exceed other limits established by the department or a local air authority.
INCINERATOR means a furnace used primarily for the
thermal destruction of waste.
IN OPERATION means engaged in activity related to the
primary design function of the source.

of actual construction of the source to be completed within a
reasonable time.
CONCEALMENT means any action taken to reduce the
observed or measured concentrations of a pollutant in a gas- eous effluent while, in fact, not reducing the total amount of
pollutant discharged.
CONTROL APPARATUS means any device which prevents
or controls the emission of any air contaminant.
CONTROL OFFICER means the Air Pollution Control
Officer of the Olympic Air Pollution Control Authority.
DAYLIGHT HOURS means the hours between official sunrise and official sunset.
DIRECTOR means director of the Washington State
Department of Ecology or duly authorized representative.
DISPERSION TECHNIQUE means a method which attempts
to affect the concentration of a pollutant in the ambient air
other than by the use of pollution abatement equipment or
integral process pollution controls.
ECOLOGY means the Washington State Department of
Ecology.
EMISSION means a release of air contaminants into the
ambient air.
EMISSION LIMITATION means requirement established by
the EPA, Ecology, or the Authority which limits the quantity,
rate, or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis, including any requirements which limit the
level of opacity, prescribe equipment, set fuel specifications,
or prescribe operation or maintenance procedures for a
source to assure continuous emission reduction.
EMISSION POINT means the location (place in horizontal
•
• plane and vertical elevation) at which an emission enters the
atmosphere.
EMISSION REDUCTION CREDIT (ERC) means a credit
granted pursuant to WAC 173-400-131. This is a voluntary
reduction in emissions.
EMISSION UNIT means any part of a source or a stationary
source which emits or would have the potential to emit any
pollutant subject to regulation.
EPA means the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA).
EQUIPMENT means any stationary or portable device, or
any part thereof, capable of causing the emission of any air
contaminant into the atmosphere.
EXCESS EMISSION means emissions of an air pollutant in
excess of an emission standard or emission limitation.
EXCESS STACK HEIGHT means that portion of a stack
which exceeds the greater of sixty five meters or the calculated stack height described in WAC 173-400-200(2).
FACILITY is defined as all emission units in the same
industrial grouping located on contiguous or adjacent properties and under common ownership of control.
FEDERAL CLEAN AIR ACT (FCAA) means the Federal
Clean Air Act, also known as Public Law 88-206, Stat. 392,
December 17, 1963, 42 U.S.C. &401 et seq., as last amended
by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, P.L. 101-549,
November 15, 1990.
FEDERAL LAND MANAGER means, with respect to any
lands in the United States, the Secretary of the department
with authority over such lands.
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(2) Is located in a "marginal" or "moderate" ozone nonattainment area and which emits or has the potential to emit
one hundred tons per year or more of volatile organic compounds or oxides of nitrogen;
(3) Is located in a "serious" carbon monoxide nonattainment area where sources contribute significantly to carbon
monoxide levels and which emits or has the potential to emit
fifty tons per year or more of carbon monoxide; or
(4) Is located in a "serious" particulate matter (PM-10)
nonattainment area and which emits or has the potential to
emit seventy tons per year or more of PM-10 emissions.
(5) Emits or has the potential to emit 10 tons or more per
year of any toxic air pollutant or 25 tons per year of any combination of toxic air pollutants.
(b) Any physical change that would occur at a source not
qualifying under (a) of this subsection as a major source, if
the change would constitute a major source by itself;
(c) A major source that is major for volatile organic compounds or nitrogen oxides shall be considered major for
ozone;
(d) The fugitive emissions of a source shall not be
included in determining for any of the purposes of this section whether it is a major source, unless the source belongs to
one of the following categories of sources or the source is a
major source solely due to paragraphs (a)(3) or (a)(4) of this
subsection:
(1) Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(2) Kraft pulp mills;
(3) Portland cements plants;
(4) Primary zinc smelters;
(5) Iron and steel mills;
(6) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(7) Primary copper smelters;
(8) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than two hundred fifty tons of refuse per day;
(9) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(10) Petroleum refineries;
(11) Lime plants;
(12) Phosphate rock processing plants;
(13) Coke oven batteries;
(14) Sulfur recovery plants;
(15) Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(16) Primary lead smelters;
(17) Fuel conversion plants;
(18) Sintering plants;
(19) Secondary metal production plants;
(20) Chemical process plants;
(21) Fossil fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling
more than two hundred fifty million British thermal units per
hour heat input;
(22) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding three hundred thousand barrels;
(23) Taconite ore processing plants;
(24) Glass fiber processing plants;
(25) Charcoal production plants;
(26) Fossil fuel fired steam electric plants of more than
two hundred fifty million British thermal units per hour heat
input; and

INTEGRAL VISTA means a view perceived from within a
mandatory Class I federal area of a specific landmark or panorama located outside the boundary of the Class I area.
LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) means the EPA
alternate method 1 Determination of the opacity of emissions
from stationary sources remotely by lidar.
LOWEST ACHIEVABLE EMISSION RATE (LAER) means for
any source that rate of emissions which reflects the more
stringent of:
(a) The most stringent emission limitation which is contained in the implementation plan of any state for such class
or category of source, unless the owner or operator of the proposed new or modified source demonstrates that such limitations are not achievable; or
(b) The most stringent emission limitation which is
achieved in practice by such class or category of source.
In no event shall the application of this term permit a
proposed new or modified source to emit any pollutant in
excess of the amount allowable under applicable new source
performance standards.
MAJOR MODIA CATION means any physical change, or
change in the method of operation, of a major source that
would result in a significant net emissions increase of any
pollutant subject to regulation under the act. Any net emissions increase that is considered significant for volatile
organic compounds and nitrogen oxides shall be considered
significant for ozone. A physical change or change in the
method of operation shall not include:
(a) Routine maintenance, repair, and replacement;
(b) Use of an alternative fuel or raw material by reason of
an order under sections 2 (a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Supply Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act;
(c) Use of an alternative fuel by reason of an order or rule
under section 125 of the FCAA, 42 U.S.C. 7425;
(d) Use of an alternative fuel at a steam generating unit
to the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste;
(e) Use of an alternative fuel or raw material by a source
which:
(1) The source was capable of accommodating before
December 21, 1976, unless such change would be prohibited
under any federally enforceable permit condition which was
established after December 12, 1976, in a Prevention of Significant Deterioration permit or Notice of Construction
Approval; or
(2) the source is approved to use under any permit issued
under regulations approved pursuant to this section;
(f) An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate, unless such change is prohibited under any federally
enforceable permit condition which was established after
December 21, 1976 in a Prevention of Significant Deterioration permit or a Notice of Construction Approval.
(g) Any change in ownership of a source.
MAJOR SOURCE means:
(a) Any source which:
(1) Emits or has the potential to emit one hundred tons
per year or more of any air contaminant regulated by the state
or Federal Clean Air Act;
Proposed
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52.21 which the order or permit is in effect when the increase
in actual emissions from the particular change occurs.
(d) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to
the extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the
old level.
(e) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to
the extent that:
(1) The old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower, exceeds the new
level of actual emissions;
(2) It is federally enforceable at and after the time that
actual construction on the particular change begins;
(3) It has approximately the same qualitative significance for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
increase from the particular change; and
(4) Ecology or the Authority has not relied on it in issuing any permit under regulations approved pursuant to 40
CFR 51 Subpart I or Ecology or the Authority has not relied
on it in demonstrating attainment or reasonable further
progress.
(f) An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational only after a reasonable shakedown
period, not to exceed one hundred eighty days.
NEW SOURCE means:
(a) The construction or modification of a stationary
source that increases the amount of any air contaminant emitted by such source or that results in the emission of any air
contaminant not previously emitted; and
(b) Any other project that constitutes a new source under
the Federal Clean Air Act.
NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE ST AND ARDS (NSPS) means
the federal regulations set forth in 40 CFR Part 60.
NONATTAINMENT AREA means a clearly delineated geographic area which has been designated by EPA and promulgated as exceeding a national ambient air quality standard or
standards for one or more of the criteria pollutants, which
includes carbon monoxide, fine particulate matter (PM-10)
sulfur dioxide, ozone, and nitrogen dioxide.
NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION APPLICATION means a written
application to permit construction of a new source, modification of an existing source, or replacement or substantial alteration of control technology at an existing source. Replacement or substantial alteration of control technology does not
include routine maintenance, repair, or parts replacement.
NUISANCE means an emission that unreasonably interferes with the use and enjoyment of property.
OPACITY means the degree to which an object seen
through a plume is obscured, stated as a percentage.
OPEN BURNING means the combustion of material in an
open fire or in an open container, without providing for the
control of combustion or the control of the emissions from
the combustion. Wood waste disposal in wigwam burners is
not considered open burning.
OPEN FIRE means a fire where any material is burned in
the open or in a receptacle other than a furnace, incinerator or
kiln.

(27) Any other stationary source category which, as of
7, 1980, was being regulated under sections 111 or
1'112 of the Federal Clean Air Act.
MANDATORY CLASS I FEDERAL AREA means any area
defined in § of the FCAA, Subpart D as amended through the
adoption date of this rule. The mandatory Class I federal
areas in Washington state are as follows:
Alpine Lakes Wilderness;
Glacier Peak Wilderness;
Goat Rocks Wilderness;
Mount Adams Wilderness;
Mount Rainier National Park;
North Cascades National Park;
Olympic National Park;
Pasayten Wilderness.
MASKING means the mixing of a chemically nonreactive
control agent with a malodorous gaseous effluent to change
the perceived odor.
MATERIALS HANDLING means the handling, transporting,
loading, unloading, storage, and transfer of materials with no
significant chemical or physical alteration.
MODIFICATION means any physical change in, or change
in the method of operation of, a stationary source that
increases the amount of any air contaminant emitted by such
sources or that results in the emissions of any air contaminant
not previously emitted. The term modification shall be construed consistent with the definition of modification in Section 7411, Title 42, United States Code, and with rules implementing that section.
~ugust

•
NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR
poLLUT ANTS (NESHAP) means the federal regulations set
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forth in 40 CFR Part 61.

, NATURAL CONDITIONS means naturally occurring phenomena that reduce visibility as measured in terms of visual
range, contrast, or coloration.
NET EMISSIONS INCREASE means:
(a) The amount by which the sum of the following
exceeds zero:
(1) Any increase in actual emissions from a particular
change or change in method of operation at a source; and
(2) Any other increases and decreases in actual emissions at the source that are contemporaneous with the particular change and are otherwise creditable.
(b) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs before the date that the increase from the particular change occurs.
(c) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable only if:
(1) It occurred no more than one year prior to the date of
submittal of a complete notice of construction application for
the particular change, or it has been documented by an emission reduction credit, in which case the credit shall expire ten
years after the date of original issue of the ERC. Any emissions increases occurring over the life of the ERC shall be
counted against the ERC.
(2) Ecology or the Authority has not relied on it in issung an order of approval for the source under regulations
approved pursuant to CFR Part 51, Subpart I or the EPA has
not relied on it in issuing a PSD permit pursuant to 40 CFR
[ s]
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means a regulatory order issued by Ecology or the Authority to approve
the Notice of Construction Application for a proposed new
source or modification or the replacement or substantial alteration of control technology at an existing stationary source,
after review of all information received including public
comment as required under Article 5 and Article 7.
OWNER means and includes the person who owns, leases,
supervises or operates the equipment or control apparatus.
PARTICULATE MATIER OR PARTICULATES means any liquid, other than water, or any solid, which is so finely divided
as to be capable of becoming windblown or being suspended
in air, or other gas or vapor.
PARTICULATE MATIER EMISSIONS means all finely
divided solid or liquid material, other than uncombined
water, emitted to the ambient air as measured by a preapproved method by the Authority.
PARTS PER MILLION (ppm) means parts of a contaminant
per million parts of gas, by volume, exclusive of water or particulates.
PERMIT means a written warrant or license granted by the
Board, Control Officer, or duly authorized Representative or
Agent.
PERSON means an individual, firm, public or private corporation, association, partnership, political subdivision,
municipality or government agency.
PM-10 means particulate matter with an aerodynamic
diameter less than or equal to a nominal 10 micrometers as
measured by a reference method based on 40 CFR Part 50
Appendix J and designated in accordance with 40 CFR Part
53 or by an equivalent method designated in accordance with
40 CFR Part 53.
PM-10 emissions means finely divided solid or liquid
material, including condensible particulate matter, with an
aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to a nominal 10
micrometers emitted to the ambient air as measured by an
applicable reference method, or an equivalent or alternate
method, specified in Appendix M of 40 CFR Part 51 or by a
test method specified in the Washington State Implementation Plan (SIP).
POTENTIAL CONTROLLED EMISSIONS means the emissions from a facility determined as if the facility was operated
at maximum capacity, 8,760 hours per year with control
equipment operating. Operating control equipment can be
considered only if the affect such controls have on emissions
is federally enforceable.
POTENTIAL TO EMIT means the maximum capacity of a
source to emit a pollutant under its physical and operational
design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution
control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or
on the type or amount of material combusted, stored, or processed, shall be treated as part of its design only if the limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is federally
enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in determining the potential to emit of a source.
POTENTIAL UNCONTROLLED EMISSIONS means the emissions from a facility determined as if the facility was operated
at maximum capacity, 8,760 hours per year with control
equipment NOT operating.
ORDER OF APPROVAL OR APPROVAL ORDER

Proposed

PREVENTION

OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION

(PSD)

means the program set forth in WAC 173-400-141. Ecology
has adopted the federal PSD program contained in 40 CFR
52.21 with some changes, which are described in WAC 173400-141.
PROCESS means any equipment, device apparatus, chemical, natural element, procedure, effort, or any combination
thereof which performs a service, function, use, or method,
leading to an end of a particular performance, or manufacturing production.
PROJECTED WIDTH means that dimension of a structure
determined from the frontal area of the structure, projected
onto a plane perpendicular to a line between the center of the
stack and the center of the building.
REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES means disposal alternatives
to open burning that cost less than eight dollars fifty cents per
cubic yard. After July 1993, this amount shall be adjusted
periodically by department policy.
REASONABLY ATTRIBUTABLE means attributable by
visual observation or any other technique the Authority
deems appropriate.

AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
REASONABLY
(RACT) means the lowest emission limit that a particular

t

source or source category is capable of meeting by the application of control technology that is reasonably available considering technological and economic feasibility. RACT is
determined on a case-by-case basis for an individual source
or source category taking into account the impact of the
source upon air quality, the availability of additional controls,
the emission reduction to be achieved by quality, and the cap- ~
ital and operating costs of the additional controls. RACT •
requirements for any source category shall be adopted only
after notice and opportunity for comment are afforded.
RECREATIONAL FIRE means barbecues and campfires,
using charcoal, natural gas, propane, or natural wood, which
occur in designated areas, or on private property. Fires used
for debris disposal purposes are not considered recreational
fires.
REFUSE means waste as defined in Section 1.07 of this
Regulation.
REGULATION 1 means any regulation, or any subsequently adopted additions or amendments thereto, of the
Olympic Air Pollution Control Authority.
REGULATORY ORDER means an order issued by Ecology
or the Authority to an air contaminant source which approves
a notice of construction application, limits emissions and/or
establishes other air pollution control requirements.
REPRESENTATIVE or AGENT means any person authorized
by the Control Officer of the Authority to represent him in an
official and specific manner.
RESIDENTIAL means a two or single family unit.
RUBBISH means waste as defined in Section 1.07 of the
Regulation.
SALVAGE OPERATION means any operation conducted in
whole or in part for the salvaging or reclaiming of any product.
SIGNIFICANT means a rate of emissions equal to or.
•
greater than any one of the following rates:
TonsNear
Pollutant
[6)
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Carbon monoxide
Nitrogen oxides
Sulfur dioxide
Particulate matter (PM)
Fine particulate matter (PM_10)

100
40
40
25
15

Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
Lead
Fluorides
Sulfuric acid mist
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S)

40
0.6
3
7
10

Total reduced sulfur (including H2S)
Reduced Sulfur compounds (including H2S)

10

Municipal waste combustor organics (measured as total tetra-through octa-chlorinated
dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans)
Municipal waste combustor metals (measured as PM)
Municipal waste combustor acid gases (measured as S02 and hydrogen chloride)

0.0000035
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STANDARD CUBIC FOOT OF GAS means that amount of the
gas which would occupy a cube having dimensions of one
foot on each side, if the gas were free of water vapor and at
standard conditions.
STATE ACT means the Washington Clean Air Act, Chapter 70.94 RCW, as amended.
STATIONARY SOURCE means any source as defined in this
section which is fixed in location temporarily or permanently.
This term does not include emissions resulting directly from
an internal combustion engine for transportation purposes or
from a nonroad engine or nonroad vehicle as defined in section 216 of the FCAA.
SULFURIC ACID PLANT means any facility producing sulfuric acid by the contact process by burning elemental sulfur,
alkylation acid, hydrogen sulfide, or acid sludge.
TEMPORARY means a period of time not to exceed one (1)
year.
TOT AL REDUCED SULFUR (TRS) means the sum of the sulfur compounds hydrogen sulfide, mercaptans, dimethyl sulfide, dimethyl disulfide, and any other organic sulfides emitted and measured by EPA method 16 or an approved equivalent method and expressed as hydrogen sulfide.
TOTAL SUSPENDED PARTICULATE means particulate matter as measured by the method described in 40 CFR Part 50
Appendix Bas in effect on July 1, 1988.
TOXIC AIR POLLUTANT(S) (TAP) means any class A or
Class B toxic air pollutant listed in WAC 173-460-150 and/or
WAC 173-460-160.

10

15
40

SIGNJACANT VISIBILITY IMPAIRMENT means visibility
impairment which interferes with the management, protection, preservation, or enjoyment of visitor visual experience
of the Class I area. The determination must be made on a
ease-by-case bas~s, taking into account ~he geographi~ ~x!e.nt,
intensity, durat10n, frequency, and time of the v1s1b1hty
impairment, and how these factors correlate with the time of
visitor use of the Class I area and frequency and timing of
natural conditions that reduce visibility.
SJLVICUL TURAL BURNING means burning on any land the
Department of Natural Resources protects per RCW
70.94.030(13), 70.94.660, 70.94.690, and pursuant to Chapter 76.04 RCW.
SOURCE means all of the emissions unit(s) and all of the
pollutant emitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping, including quantifiable fugitive emissions, that
are located on one or more contiguous properties, and are
under the control of the same person or persons under common control, whose activities are ancillary to the production
of a single product or functionally related groups of products.
Pollutant emitting activities shall be considered as part of the
same industrial grouping if they belong to the same Major
Group (i.e., which have the same two digit code) as described
in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972, as
amended by the 1977 Supplement.
SOURCE CATEGORY means all sources of the same type or
classification.
ST ACK means any point in a source designed to emit solids, liquids, or gases into the air, including a pipe or duct.
ST ACK HEIGHT means the height of an emission point
• measured from the ground level elevation at the base of the
.stack.
STANDARD CONDITIONS means a temperature of 20°C
(68°F) and a pressure of 760 mm (29.92 inches) of mercury.

t

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
(USEPA) shall be referred to as EPA.

URBAN GROWTH AREA means an area defined by RCW
36. 70A.030.
VENT means any opening through which gaseous emissions are exhausted into the ambient air.
VISIBILITY IMPAIRMENT means any perceptible degradation in visibility (visual range, contrast, coloration) not
caused by natural conditions.
VISIBILITY IMPAIRMENT OF CLASS I AREAS means visibility impairment within the area and visibility impairment of
any formally designated integral vista associated with the
area.
VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND (VOC) means:
(a) Any compound of carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium carbonate, which participates in
atmospheric photochemical reactions. This includes any
organic compound other than the following, which have negligible photochemical activity: Methane; ethane, methylene
chloride (dichloromethane); l ,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl
chloroform); 1, 1, 1-trichloro 2,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC113); trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11); dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12); chlorodifluoromethane (CFC-22); trifluoromethane (FC-23); 1, 1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114);
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115); 1, 1, 1-trifluoro 2,2dichloroethane (HCFC-123); 1, 1, 1,2-tetrafluoroethane
(HCFC-124); pentafluoroethane (HFC-125); 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134); l, 1,1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a);
l, 1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a); and perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
C7 I
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ash pan and an ash cleanout below the firebox. Any device
with a fan or heat channels used to dissipate heat into the
room shall not be considered a cook stove.
IMPAIRED AIR QUALITY STAGE 1 means a condition
declared by the Control Officer when particulates, 10
microns and smaller in diameter, are at an ambient level of
((~)) sixtv (60) micrograms per cubic meter measured on a
24 hour average or when carbon monoxide is at an ambient
level of eight parts of contaminant per million parts of air by
volume measured on an eight hour average.
IMPAIRED AIR QUALITY STAGE 2 means a condition
declared by the Control Officer when particulates 10 microns
and smaller in diameter are at an ambient level of 105 micrograms per cubic meter measured on a 24 hour average.
NONAFFECTED PELLET STOVE means that a pellet stove
has an air-to-fuel ratio equal to or greater than 35.0 when
tested by an accredited laboratory in accordance with methods and procedures specified by the EPA in 40 CFR Part 60
Appendix A, Reference Method 28A-Measurement of Air to
Fuel Ratio and Minimum achievable burn rates for Wood
fired Appliances as amended through July 1, 1990.
SALT LADEN WOOD means any species of wood that has
been soaked in salt water.
SEASONED WOOD means wood of any species that has
been sufficiently dried so as to contain twenty percent or less
moisture by weight.
SOLID FUEL BURNING DEVICE means a device that burns
wood, coal, or any other nongaseous or nonliquid fuels, and
includes any device burning any solid fuel except those prohibited by Section 8.07. This also includes devices used for
aesthetic or spaceheating purposes in a private residence or
commercial establishment, which has a heat input less than
one million British thermal units per hour. A cook stove is
specifically excluded from this definition.
TREATED WOOD means wood of any species that has
been chemically impregnated, painted, or similarly modified
to improve structural qualities or resistance to weathering or
deterioration.
WOODSTOVE means an enclosed solid fuel burning
device capable of and intended for residential space heating
and domestic water heating. Any combination of parts, typically consisting of, but not limited to: Doors, legs, flue pipe
collars, brackets, bolts and other hardware, when manufactured for the purpose of being assembled, with or without
additional owner supplied parts, into a woodstove, is considered a woodstove.

(1) Cyclic, branched, or linear completely fluorinated
alkanes;
(2) Cyclic, branched, or linear completely fluorinated
ethers with no unsaturations; and
(3) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur bonds only to carbon and fluorine.
(b) For the purpose of determining compliance with
emission limits, voe will be measured by the appropriate
methods in 40 CFR Part 60 Appendix A. Where such a
method also measures compounds with negligible photochemical reactivity, these negligibly reactive compounds
may be excluded as voe if the amount of such compounds is
accurately quantified, and such exclusion is approved by the
Authority.
.(c) As a precondition to excluding these negligibly reactive compounds as voe or at any time thereafter, Ecology or
the Authority may require an owner or operator to provide
monitoring or testing methods and results demonstrating, to
the satisfaction of Ecology or the Authority, the amount of
negligibly reactive compounds in the source's emissions.
wASTE means unproductive, worthless, useless or
rejected material.
WASTE-WOOD BURNER means equipment or facility used
solely for the combustion-disposal of waste wood without
heat recovery. Such burners shall include, but not be limited
to, a wigwam burner, a silo-type burner, or an air-curtain.
burner.
WIGWAM or TEPEE BURNER - see Waste-wood Burner.
Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION
SECTION 8.03 DEFINITIONS
ADEQUATE SOURCE OF HEAT means the ability to maintain seventy degrees Fahrenheit (70"F) at a point three (3) feet
above the floor in all normally inhabited areas of a dwelling-garages are specifically excluded.
CERTIFIED means that a woodstove meets emission performance standards when tested by an accredited independent laboratory and labeled according to procedures specified
by:
(a) EPA in 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart AAA-Standards of
Performance for Residential Wood Heaters as amended
through July 1, 1990; or
(b) Oregon Department of Environmental Quality Phase
2 emission standards contained in Subsections (2) and (3) of
Section 340-21-115, and Oregon Administrative Rules,
Chapter 340, Division 21-Woodstove Certification dated
November 1984.
COMMERCIAL means a location that is licensed by the
State of Washington to conduct business within the State of
Washington.
COOK STOVE means an appliance designed with the primary function of cooking food and containing an integrally
built in oven, with an internal temperature indicator and oven
rack, around which the fire is vented, as well as a shaker grate
Proposed
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PROPOSED RULES

OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL AUTHORITY
[Filed May 19, 1998, 12:50 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under.
•
RCW 70.94.141.
Title of Rule: Amend OAPCA's Regulation 1 Article 7
Notice of Construction.
[8]
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(6) Fertilizer plants.
(7) Grain handling, seed processing, pea and lentil processing facilities.
(8) Mineralogical processing plants.
(9) Nonferrous foundries.
(10) Oil refineries.
(11) Other metallurgical processing plants.
(12) Power boilers using coal, hog fuel or oil.
(13) Rendering plants.
(14) Scrap metal operations.
(15) Veneer dryers.
(16) Wood waste incinerators including wigwam burners.
( 17) Other incinerators designed for a capacity of 100
pounds per hour or more.
(18) Stationary internal combustion engines rated at 500
horse power or more.
(19) Any category of stationary sources to which a federal standard of performance applies.
(20) Any source which emits a contaminant subject to a
national emission standard for hazardous air pollutants.
(21) Sawmills, including processing for lumber, plywood, shake, shingle, pulp wood insulating board, or any
combination thereof.
Provided, however;
For sources, such as asphalt batch plants, which locate
temporarily at particular sites, the owner or operator shall be
permitted to operate at a temporary location without filing a
Notice of Construction, providing that the owner or operator
notifies the ((Olympie Air Pellutien Centrel)) Authority of
intent to operate at the new location at least 30 days prior to
starting the operation, and supplies sufficient information to
enable the ((Olympie Air Pellutien Centre!)) Authority to
determine that the operation will comply with the emission
standards for a new source and the applicable ambient air
standards. The permission to operate shall be for a limited
period of time and the ((Olympie Air Pellutien Centre!))
Authority may set specific conditions for operation during
said period which shall include a requirement to comply with
all applicable emission standards.
(b) A Notice of Construction and Application for
Approval shall not be required to begin an alteration of equipment or control apparatus if delaying the alteration may
endanger life or the supplying of essential services. The
Authority shall be notified in writing of the alteration on the
first working day after the alteration is commenced, and a
Notice of Construction and Application for Approval shall be
filed within fourteen (14) days after the day the alteration is
commenced.
(c) RESERVED SUB-SECTION ((A septuate Net:iee anEI
Applieatien shall be submitteEI fer eaeh unit ef equipment er
eentrel apparatus, unless iElentieal units ef equipment er een
trel apparatus are te be installed, eenstrueted er established in
aft ideRtieal maRner aft the saHte premises: PROVIDED, that
the e 11 ner has the eptien te give net:iee and appl) fer appreval
ef a preeess with a EletttileEI iR·rentery ef eeRtttminant seurees
aRd emissiens related te said preeess.))
(d) Each Notice of Construction and Application for
Approval shall be signed by the applicant or owner, who may
be required to submit evidence of their authority.

Purpose: Adjust Notice of Construction fees to cover
costs.
•
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.94 RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 70.94.141.
Summary: This proposal will establish Notice of Construction fees to cover program costs.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Notice of Construction
fees must be adjusted to cover the costs of administrating the
program.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Mark Goodin, 909 Sleater Kinney Road, 438-8768; Implementation and Enforcement: Charles Peace, 909 Sleater Kinney Road, 438-8768.
Name of Proponent: Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority (OAPCA), governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This proposal would increase Notice of Construction fees to cover the costs of administering the program.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Notice
of Construction fees would increase to cover program costs.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. This agency is not subject to the small business economic impact provision of the
Administrative Procedure Act.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Pursuant to RCW 70.94.140 (i) [(l)], RCW 34.05.328 does
not apply to this rule adoption.
•
Hearing Location: Olympic Air Pollution Control
.Authority, 909 Sleater Kinney Road S.E. #1, Lacey, WA
98503, on July 8, 1998, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Craig
Weckesser by July 3, 1998, (360) 438-8768.
Submit Written Comments to: Charles Peace, FAX
(360) 491-6308, by July 8, 1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 9, 1998.
May 14, 1998
Charles Peace
Executive Director
AMENDATORY SECTION
~rogram

SECTION 7.01 NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION

(a) No person shall construct, install, establish, or modify an air contaminant source, except those sources listed in
Article 5, section 5.01 (b) of the Regulation without first filing with the Authority a "Notice of Construction and Application for Approval", on forms prepared and provided by the
Authority, and without having received approval by the
Authority. For the purposes of this Article, addition to,
enlargement, or replacement of an air contaminant source, or
any alteration thereto, shall be construed as construction,
installation or establishment of a new air contaminant source.
New air contaminant sources shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
(I) Agricultural drying and dehydrating operations.
•
(2) Asphalt plants.
. , (3) Cattle feedlots with facilities for 1,000 or more cattle.
(4) Chemical plants.
(5) Ferrous foundries.
[9]
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NEW SECTION
(((e) Natiee shall be give ft ta the pttblie foF pttblie eam
Applieatiaft
ttftd
CaftstrnetiaH
af
"Natiee
the
meftt eafteefftiftg
SECTION 7.04 PUBLIC NOTICE, COMMENT S AND •
for Apprnval" filed by the applieaftt. Stteh ftatiee shall be
•
HEARINGS
gi·;eft by pttblieatiaH ift a Hews13aper af geHeral eirettlatiafl ifl
(a) Applicability of public notice requirements. The
the eattHty ift ">vhieh the prn13ased eaHtamiHaftt sattree is ta be
Authority shall provide public notice prior to approval or
eaftstfttetee, iftstallee, ar establishes. The flttblie shall hft'l·e
denial of any Notice of Construction and Application for
thirty (30) da}'S fram the date af pttblieatiaft 'Nithift whieh ta
Approval if:
sttbmit eammeHts ift writiHg ta the Atttherit} eaHeerniftg the
(l) The proposed installation or modification would
applieatiaft. The seape af stteh eammeftt shall be limited ta
a significant increase the potential to emit of any air
cause
the emissiaH eafttral system aftd im13aet aft the ambieftt air
contaminant listed in Table 7 .0 l; or
staftSftfS.))
TABLE 7.1: SIGNIFICANT EMISSIONS INCREASE
Potential Tons/Year
100.0
40.0
40.0
40.0

Air Contaminant
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
Sulfur dioxide
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)

25.0
15.0

Particulate Matter (PM )
Fine Particulate Matter (PM 10 )

0.6
3.0
7.0
10.0

Lead
Fluorides
Sulfuric Acid Mist
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S)
Total Reduced Sulfur (including H2S)
Municipal waste combuster organics (measured as total tetra-through octa-chlorinated dibenzop-dionxins and dibenzofurans
Municipal waste combuster metals (measured as PM)
Municipal waste combuster acid gases (measured as S02 and hydrogen chloride)
(2) The applicant requests a limit on the potential to
emit; or
(3) The applicant requests to bank emission reduction
credits; or
(4) The proposed installation or modification involves
refuse burning equipment; or,
(5) The Control Officer determines that there may be
substantial public interest in the proposal.
(b) Public notice requirements. Public notice shall be
made only after all information required by the Authority has
been submitted and after a Preliminary Determination has
been made. The cost of providing public notice shall be
borne by the applicant according to provisions in section
7.13. Public notice shall include the following:
(1) Availability for public inspection in at least one location near the proposed project, of the nonproprietary information submitted by the applicant, and any written Preliminary
Determination by the Authority.
(2) Publication of a legal notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the area of the proposed project which provides:
(i) A brief description of the project;
(ii) Location of the project and location of documents
made available for public inspection;
(iii) The deadline for submitting written comments;
Proposed
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(iv) A statement that any person, interested governmental agency, group, or the applicant may request a public hearing; and,
(v) A statement that a public hearing may be held if the
Authority determines within a 30-day period that significant
public interest exists.
(3) Notice to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Regional Administrator.
(c) Consideration of public comments. Unless a public
hearing is held, the public comment period shall be the thirtyday period following the date the public notice is first published. If a public hearing is held, the public comment period
shall extend through the hearing date and thereafter for such
period, if any, as the notice of public hearing may specify.
No final decision on any Notice of Construction and Application for Approval for which a public notice is required pursuant to Section 7.04(a) shall be made until the public comment
period has ended and any comments received have been considered.
(d) Provisions for public hearings. The applicant, any
interested governmental entity, any group, or any person may
request a public hearing within the comment period specified
in the public notice. Any such request shall indicate, in writ-·
ing, the interest of the entity filing it and why a hearing i .
warranted. The Authority may, in its discretion, hold a public
hearing if it determines significant public interest exists. Any
[ 10]
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such hearing shall be held upon such notice and at a time and
.place as the Authority deems reasonable. The Authority shall
rrovide at least 30 days prior notice of any hearing.
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date the Order is served pursuant to Section 3.21 of the Regulation, the owner or applicant petitions for a reconsideration
of the Order, stating reasons for the reconsideration.
(1) The Board or Control Officer shall consider the petition and shall within thirty (30) days give written notice of
approval or disapproval of the petition, setting forth the reasons for disapproval.
(2) If the petition of the owner or applicant is disapproved, the owner or applicant may appeal to the Pollution
Control Hearings Board of the State of Washington, pursuant
to Section 3. 17 of this Regulation.
(e) Any Order issued or the failure to issue such an order
or approval, shall not relieve any person from their obligation
to comply with any emission control requirement or with any
other provision of law.

Reviser's note: The spelling error in the above section occurred in the
copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION
SECTION 7.05 ISSUANCE OF APPROVAL ((GR-))
ORDER

(a) As soon as practicable after receipt of Notice of Construction and Application for Approval, and. if public noticing is required pursuant to Section 7.04. after consideration
of any comments and testimony received. the Board or Control Officer shall issue an Approval Order for the proposed
prQjru ((of Cottstrttetiott)) or an Order that the construction,
installation or establishment of a new air contaminant source
will not be in accord with the applicable emissions standards
as are in effect at the time of filing the Notice of Construction
and Application for Approval. Failure to comply with any
term or condition of an Approval Order constitutes a violation of this section and is subject to penalties pursuant to
RCW 70.94.430 and RCW 70.94.431.
(b) No approval will be issued unless the information
required by Section 7.01 and 7.03 evidences to the Control
Officer or the Board that:
(1) The equipment or control apparatus is designed and
.will be installed to operate without causing violation of any
.aw or regulation of the Authority.
(2) Upon request of the Control Officer or Board, equipment or control apparatus having a stack three (3) feet or
more in diameter is provided with:
(i) Sampling ports of a size, number and location as the
Authority may require; and
(ii) Safe access to each port; and
(iii) Such other sampling and testing facilities as the
Control Officer or Board may require.
(3) The equipment incorporates all known available and
reasonable methods of emission control and will meet the
requirements of all applicable Standards of Performance promulgated by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
(c) If the Board or Control Officer determines that the
construction, installation or establishment of a new air contaminant source or sources will not comply with all laws or
regulations of the Authority, the Board or Control Officer
shall issue an Order for the prevention of the construction,
installation or establishment of the air contaminant source or
sources; and
(1) The Order shall be in writing;
(2) The Order shall set forth the objections in detail with
reference to the specific law or section or sections of the Regulation that will not be met by the proposed construction,
installation or establishment;
•
(3) The Order shall be signed by the Control Officer or
r n authorized representative.
(d) Any Order issued pursuant to this section shall
become final unless, no later than twenty (20) days after the

AMENDATORY SECTION
SECTION 7.13 NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION FILING FEES
(a) The fee for processin& a Notice of Construction and
Application for Approval (NOC) shall include a Filing Fee
accordin& to Section 7. J 3(b). Plan Examination and Inspection Fees according to Section 7. 13(c), and any applicable
Additional NOC Processin& Fees accordin& to Section
7.13(d).
((W)) .(bl Filing Fees. The Authority shall not commence processing of a ((Notiee of Cottstn1etiott ttflrl At>f>liett
tiott for Af>f>Fo;·al)) NOC until it has received a filing fee of
((~))$100.00. ((Platt El{ttffiitt1ttiett 1ttt6 lttsf>eetiett fees
llS sho iVH itt T1thle 7. 1. 0He Fili Hg fee, a Ha the Pl1tH El{ttffii
Hlltioft BHfl IHsf>eetioH fees, sh1tll be flllitl fer irleHtieal 1:1Hits,
exeef)t whef! a sef>ttrate examiHatiott, ttHtl/or ittspeetiett is
req1:1irea fer e1teh itleHtieel 1rnit.))
(c) Plan Examjnation and Inspection Fees. A Plan
Examination and Inspection Fee shall be paid for each piece
of equipment or process proposed which emits air pollutants
and requires filing a NOC. and for certain fee eligible reviews
and determinations as identified in Table 7.2 The applicant
may choose to determine applicable Plan Examination and
Inspection Fees based on this section and include payment
aloni: with the NOC application. or may elect to have the
Authority determine applicable Plan Examination and
Inspection Fees durin& the NOC completeness reyiew. in
which case. the applicant would be billed. In either case. the
NOC application is incomplete until the Authority has
received payment of applicable Plan Examination and
Inspection Fees. Plan Examination and Inspection Fees shall
be determined as follows:
(I) One Plan Examination and Inspection Fee shall be
paid for each rei:ulatory determination or review item identified in Table 7.2 which applies to the NOC;
(2) One Plan Examination and Inspection Fee shall be
paid for each piece of equipment or process which emits air
pollutants and requires filing a NOC except for equipment or
processes which can be considered as identical equipment or
processes:
(3) Equipment or processes may be considered identical
provided that they have the same physical specifications and
[ 11]
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only one examination and/or inspection is required by the
Authority:
(4) Identical equipment or processes may be accounted
for collectively as a single piece of eguipment or process subject to a sin~Je Plan Examination and Inspection Fee:
(5) The Plan Examination and Inspection Fee for a piece
of equipment shall be based on the fee amount in Table 7.2
which most closely matches the eguipment or process type:

and..

(6) Any fee based on actual cost to the Authority shall be
determined accordin~ to 7.l 3(el.
(d) Addjtional Fees. An Additional NOC Processin~
Fee shall be paid by the applicant for any work identified in
Table 7.3 which has been completed by the Authority for purposes of finalizin~ review and approval of a NOC. The
Authority shall not issue the Final Determination or Order of
Approval for any NOC until applicable additional NOC Processing Fees have been paid. The Authority shall determine
which additional NOC Processin~ Fees apply and shall bill
an applicant after issuing a Preliminary Determination. but
prior to issuin~ a Final Determination or Approval Order.
Additional NOC Processing Fees shall be determined based

TABLE

7.2:

on the fee schedule contained in Table 7.3. Any fee based on
actual cost to the Authority shall be determined according to~
•
7 13(el.
<el fee amounts in Table 7 2 and Table 7.3 which are
based on the Authority's actual cost to complete a review or
task shall be determined usin~ the actual direct hours
expended completing the specific review or task and the correspondin~ direct hourly salary rate of each Authority staff
person directly involved. The following provisions shall
aJ2llh'.;.
m Actual hours used in deteuninin~ the amount of a fee
shall be recorded on a daily basis by each Authority staff person directly involved in completin~ the specific task:
(2) Time accrued for pucposes of determinin~ the
amount of a fee for this section shall be accounted for to the
nearest 15 minutes:
(3) Current employee salary rates shall be used when calculating actual cost-based fees: and.
(4) The bill issued for any fee based on the Authority's
actual cost shall indicate the total hours expended and the
hourly cost rates which were used to determine the fee.

NEW TABLE

PLAN EXAMINATION AND INSPECTION FEES
FEE

DESCRIPTION

Fuel Burning Equipment (new installation) (fee based on Million Btu/hr heat input at design capacity):
Jess than IO
IO or more but less than 20
20 or more but Jess than 50
50 or more but less than 100
100 or more
fuel change or new fuel

$350
$500
$700
$1,500
$2,500
112 x new installation fee
Emissions from control equipment or from uncontrolled process equipment (fee based on Actual cubic Feet per minute at
design capacity):
$300
Jess than I0,000
$400
I0,000 or more but less than 20,000
$550
20,000 or more but Jess than 50,000
$850
50,000 or more but less than 100,000
$1,700
100,000 or more but less than 250,000
$2,500
250,000 or more
capacity)
design
at
hour
per
pounds
Incineration (fee based on rate in
$300
Jess than IOO
$550
100 or more but 1.ess than 500
$1,650
500 or more but less than 1000
capacity):
design
at
day
per
tons
in
rate
combustion
on
Refuse Combustion (fee based
$2,500
Jess than 12
Cost
Actual
12 or more
Storage tanks, reservoirs, or containers other than retail gasoline or diesel fuel dispensing facilities (fee based on gallons total
capacity):

Proposed
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6,000 or more but less than 40,000
40,000 or more but less than 100,000
100,000 or more but less than 500,000
500,000 or more
Spray Painting Operation (per booth)
Dry Cleaner (per machine)
New Gasoline Station
Gasoline Station Upgrade or Modification
Coffee Roaster
Asphalt Plant (initial)
Soil Thermal Desorbtion Unit (initial)
Odor Source
Soil and Groundwater remediation
Air Toxics Screening Review (Chapter 173-460 WAC) (provided by source)
NOC Application Assistance (emission calculations, air toxics screening, etc.)
SEPA Threshold Determination
Approval Order Modification
Other (whichever is greater)

$350
$800
$1,250
$1,400
$300
$200
$300
$200
$1,000
$1,000
$2,500
$500
$500
$200
$300
$300
$100
$200 or Actual
Cost

TABLE 7.3: FEE ELIGIBLE ITEMS

FEE ELIGIBLE ITEM
Additional NOC Processing Fees for Major
Sources
Environmental Impact
Statements
NOC Assistance

DESCRIPTION
Additional NOC processing fees shall equal the actual cost of processing
the NOC for a Major Source less the NOC fees already paid.

FEE AMOUNT
Actual Cost

Preparing an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in order to comply
with the State Environmental Policy Act.
Assistance in completing a NOC application including, but not limited to,
assistance in calculating emissions, filling out standard forms, determining
applicable requirements, completing a BACT analysis, performing an air
toxics screening analysis pursuant to Chapter 173-460 WAC. and selecting
monitoring equipment.
Review and approval of emission reduction credits pursuant to Chapter 173400-131 WAC.
Review and approval of voluntary limits on emissions requests pursuant to
Chapter 173-400-091 WAC.

Actual Cost

Emission Reduction
Credits
Voluntary Emissions
Limits (Synthetic
Minors)
Alternative Opacity Lim- Review and approval of alternative opacity limit requests pursuant to RCW
70.94.331 (2)(c}.
its
Public Noticing
Work Associated with issuing public notice pursuant to Chapter 173-400171 WAC and Section 7.0l(e) ofOAPCA Regulation I. Associated work
includes issuing a press release if warranted, copying and posting the written Preliminary Determination for public viewing, and reviewing and
responding to comments.
Publishing
Cost of publishing any legal public notice required pursuant to Chapter 173400-171 WAC.
Public Hearings
Work associated with conducting a public hearing including, but not limited
to, preparation of summary materials, copying, issuing hearing notice, conducting the hearing, and responding to comments.

[ 13 J

Actual Cost

Actual Cost
Actual Cost

Actual Cost
$350

Actual cost of publishing.
$400
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(6) Other, Net Clftssifi:etl in Sttbseetien (1 ),
(2), (3), (4), eF (5) aee·re.

TABLE7.1
PLl.rN EXAP.UNATION AND INSPECTION FEE
(1) Fttel Bttrning Eqttipment:

Milliee BTH per Hear
Heat lep11t (Capaeity)

Fee

lestallatiee

less dtttn 5
5 er mere ettt less Htttn 10
10 er mere ettt less thftn :w
20 0f mefe ettt less thftn 50
50 eF meFe httt less thftn l 00
100 er mere httt less thftn 250
250 er mere bttt less thftn 500

HG

FHel
ChaHge
~

$-400

$-5G

H5G

$--100

Hee

~

~

~

~

$-400

$-4,009

$-600

(2) Aetttftl Cttbie Feet per Minttte (ACFM) ffem eentrel
eqttif'ment ef frem ttneentrelletl f'Feeess eqttipment
!.rCFM
less dtftn 5,000
5,000 er mere bttt less dtftn 29,000
20,000 er mere ettt less dtftn 50,000
50,000 er mere ettt less thftn 100,000
100,000 er mere ettt less thfttt 250,000

250,000 er mere
(3) ltteineffttefs:
Cemll11stieR Kate iH Pe11Rds Per Hear
(eapaeity)
less th1t1t 100
100 er mere bttt less thftn 500
500 er mere bttt less thftn 1000
Selid Waste aedler Selid Waste Berh•ed
F11el ie Tees per hear (eapaeity)1
0. 5 ef me Fe hut less thftn 2
2 er mere ettt less dtftn 4

(e) State Enf'irenmentftl Peliey Aet (SEPA) Fee
(l) Thresheltl Determinfttien Fer e'fef) en• irenmentftl
eheeklist the Atttherity re·1ie'>-.s whett it is Lead Ageney, the
llf'plieftnt shftll first f}ft) the Atttherity ft fee ef $50.00 prier te
unElerutking the ThFeshelEl Determinatien ey the feSf'ensible
effi:eial ef the Atttherity.
(2) If the AtttheFit}' EleeiEles it ffll:ISt tJl'tlf'tlFe ft stfttefflent in
artier te eemtJly with the Stftte Ettvirettmentftl Peliey Aet
hefere taking any aetien en a Netiee ef Censtr1:1etien, the east
ef tJretJftring, i:>ttelishing, ftne tlistribttting s1:1eh ft statement ttt
a east tJeF he1:1F rate i'ef Atttherity staff time hasee U(:Jen aet1:1al
east ftS eetermi ttetl 6) the Central Offieer ftntl sueh ether
extJenses as mtttttally agreee l:lf'en hy the ftf}tJlieant ane the
Cantrel Offieer inelueing eettsttlting seniees, testing, repre
euetieft, eistrihuting, ete., shall he paiEl by the applieant.
(ti) Pttelie ~tetiee Fee
(1) The east ef publishing a f'Uhlie netiee (as 6efi:ne6 in
'.VAC 403 1 Hl) shall ae aeffte B) the lltJtJlieant er ether initi
ater ef the aetien.))

AMENDATORY SECTION
SECTION 7.15 WORK DONE WITHOUT APPROVAL

(a) Where work, for which a Notice of Construction i s .
required, is commenced or performed prior to making appli-.
cation and receiving approval, the Control Officer or an
authorized agent may conduct an investigation as part of the
Notice of Construction review. In such a case, an investigation fee, in addition to the fees of Section 7 .13 shall be
assessed in an amount equal to 3 times the ((plttn examintttien
1t1t6 i1tstJeetie1t)) fees reguired of Section 7.13. Payment of
the fees does not relieve any person from the requirement to
comply with the regulations nor from any penalties for failure
to comply.

WSR 98-11-080

PROPOSED RULES

4 er mere

OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL AUTHORITY

(4) Stersge Tuttlts: Orgftttie liquids, exeept gftseline,
with a tank ellf'fteity greater thfttt 6,000 gallens anEl ft vaf'eF
pressure greater er eqttal te 1.5 les per squftre ineh tttttler
aetttal steFage eenElitiens anEllef gaseline stef!lge tanks ·with a
ellf'aeit) greftter thatt 40,000 gallens.

[Filed May 19, 1998, 12:55 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 70.94.141 (i) [(1)].
Title of Rule: Amend OAPCA's Regulation 1, Article 6,
Air Operating Permits.
Purpose: Adjust air operating permit fees to cover program costs.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.94 RCW. •
•
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 70.94.141.
Summary: This proposal will establish operating permit
fees to cover program costs.

TaHk Capaeity
6,000 er mere ettt less thftft 40,000
40,000 er mere eut less thfttt 100,000
100,000 eF mere ettt less thftn 500,000
500,000 ef mere
(5) OEier Seuree:

Proposed
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eiteept far the equipment ana preeesses Iistea i11: (a) threugh
(g) belew:
(a) Gaseline er ether fuel sterage tanks leeatea at ais
pensing faeilities llS aefinee in Artiele 15.
(b) Sterage taflks a11:6 ether equipmeHt leeatea at ary
eleaHiHg faeilities.
(e) CembustieH units .vith less thaH 1El millieH BTUs per
heur heat iHput.
(6) Preeess equipment with less thaH 20,000 ACFM
flewrate.
(e) PaiHt spray beeths aHa related paiHt sprayiHg equip

Reasons Supporting Proposal: Air operating permit pro.gram must be adjusted to cover the costs of administrating the
.program.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Mark Goodin, 909 Sleater Kinney Road, 438-8768; Implementation and Enforcement: Charles Peace, 909 Sleater Kinney Road, 438-8768.
Name of Proponent: Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority (OAPCA), governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal Jaw, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This proposal would increase air operating permit
fees to cover the costs of administering the program.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Operating Permit fees would increase to cover program costs.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. This agency is not subject to the small business economic impact provision of the
Administrative Procedure Act.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Pursuant to RCW 70.94.141 (i) [(1)], RCW 34.05.328 does
not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority Office, 909 Sleater Kinney Road S.E. #1, Lacey,
WA 98503, on July 8, 1998, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Craig
Weckesser by July 3, 1998, (360) 438-8768.
Submit Written Comments to: Charles Peace, FAX
• (360) 491-6308, by July 8, 1998.
•
Date of intended Adoption: August 9, 1998.
May 14, 1998
Charles Peace
Executive Director
AMENDATORY SECTION

'
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ment:
(f) Mebile seurees.

(g) AHy ether equipmeHt er preeess aetermiHea appre
priate fer this eJCemptieH hy the Autherity.))
EMISSIONS means a release of air contaminants into the
ambient air.
EMISSIONS UNIT means any part of a source which emits
or has the potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation.
FACILITY means the same as "source".
POTENTIAL TO EMIT means the maximum capacity of a
source.to emit a pollutant under its physical and operational
design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution
control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or
on the type or amount of material combusted, stored, or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation or
the effect it would have on emissions is federally enforceable .
SOURCE means all of the emissions unit(s) including
quantifiable fugitive emissions, that are located on one or
more contiguous properties, and are under the control of the
same person or persons under common control, whose activities are ancillary to the production of a single product or
functionally related groups of products. Activities shall be
considered ancillary to the production of a single product or
functionally related group of products if they belong to the
same major group (i.e., which have the same two digit code)
as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
STACK means, for purposes ·of calculating Article 6 fees,
any point in a source designed to emit solids, liquids, or gases
into the air, including a pipe or duct, except for the following:
(a) Emission points associated with gasoline or fuel dispensing stations.
(b) Emission points associated with dry cleaning facilities.
(c) Pipes or ducts equal to or less than twelve (12) inches
in diameter.
(d) Any other emission point determined appropriate for
this exemption by the Authority.
TOXIC AIR POLLUTANT means any Class A or Class B
toxic air pollutants listed in WAC 173-460-150 and 173-460160. The term toxic air pollutant may include particulate
matter and volatile organic compounds if an individual substance or group of substances within either of these classes is
listed in WAC 173-460-150 and 173-460-160. The term
toxic air pollutant does not include particulate matter and volatile organic compounds as generic classes of compounds.

SECTION 6.00 DEFINITIONS
For purposes of Article 6, the following definitions shall
apply.
ACTUAL EMISSIONS means the actual rate of emissions of
a pollutant from an emission unit, as determined in accordance with (a) and (b) of this subsection.
(a) In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the rate, in tons per year, at which the emissions
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a one-year period
which precedes the particular date and which is representative of normal source operation. Actual emissions shall be
calculated using the emission((lt)) unit's actual operating
hours, production rates, and types of materials processed,
stored, or combusted during the selected time period.
(b) The Authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the emissions unit.
((AIR CONTAMINAPH means aust, fttmes, mist, smeke,
ether partieulate matter, vaper, gas, eaereus substanee, er
an) eemhinatien thereef. "Air pellutant" means the same as
"air eentaminant."
AIR cmHAMmAPH GENERATING EQUIPMENT means, fer
purpeses ef ealeulating Artiele 6 fees, any equipment er pre
eess eapaMe ef generating er emitting air ee11:taminants
[ 15]
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AMENDATORY SECTION
SECTION 6.03 OPERA TING PERMIT FEES((, GFJN
FJRAL.))
(a) ((Air Operstiftg Peffftit Aeeattftt. The Atttharity shall
establish Bftd msifttaift 8 dediestoo seeattftt far the Air Oper
atiftg Permit Pragrsm eslled the t..ir Oper&tieg Permit
lzeeet1Rt. The 1teeettftt shitll be ftmded exelttsi'. ely by fee
revefttte fram sattrees rettttiriftg Bft sir eperittiftg permit pttrstt
ttftt te RC'N 70.94.161. All fee re~·efttte eelleeted ttftder Arti
ele 6 shall be depesited iftte the Air Operatiftg Permit Pre
grem Aeeettftt. All direet aftd iAdireet easts aftd eltpeftditttres
Bttribtttable ta the Air OperBtiftg Permit Pragritm shall be met
eltelttsively with re 1 efttte frem the Air Operntiftg Permit
Aeeettftt.)) Fee Applicability. Any source in the Authority's
jurisdiction subject to the reguirement to obtain an Operating
Permit pursuant to 40 CFR 70 or RCW 70 94.161 (major
sources). except those sources for which air emissions are
reeulated by the Washineton State Department of Ecoloey
Industrial Section. shall pay fees to the Authority accordine
to the provisions in this section.
(b) ((Aftftttftl Warklaad AA1tlysis. Oft ft aftftttftl bits is,
stMting l'lith eitlendM ) ettr 1994, the Atttherit) shall eendttet
a warklaaa Bftalysis ta deterfftifte the 1tEleEjtt1tey aftd fairftess
ef the Artiele 6 fee sehedttles. The 1/erklaaa anal) sis shitll be
based an the Atttharity's histarieal reeard af tiffte aftd
resattree expenditttres Bttribtttftble ta the 1tir aperating permit
pregl'ftm. The warklead aftttlysis shall be made aYailable
ttpeA rettttest ta the Atttharit)·. Any prapasoo revisiafts ta the
annttal fee sehedttle shall be presented ta the Beard far 1tdap
tien after pttblie netieing pttrsttftftt ta Regttlittian l pttblie
netieing rettttiremeftts ttnd eppertttnit) fur ft pttblie hettring.))
Operating Permit Program Account. The Authority shall
maintain a dedicated account for the Air Operating Permit
proeram. The account shall be funded exclusively by fee revenue collected from major sources. All fee revenue collected
under this section and all fee revenue from major sources collected under Section 7 .13 shall be deposited in the Air Operatine Permit account.
(c) Ooerating Permit Program Funding. The sum of
fees assessed by the Authority under this section and fee revenue from major sources assessed under Section 7.13 shall be
sufficient to coyer all direct and indirect costs to develop and
administer the Authority's Operating Permit Program includine Ecoloey's cost for development and oversieht of the
Authority's Operatine Permit Proeram. as provided in RCW
70.94.162
(dl Ecology Deyelopment apd Oversight Fees. The
Authority shall assess an annual Ecolon Deyelopmept apd
Oyersjght Fee to all major sources. The total amount of
Ecology Deyelopmept apd Oyersight Fees assessed annually by the Authority shall egual Ecology's annual cost of
development and oversieht of the Authority's Operatine Permit Program. as provided in RCW 70.94.162.
(el Notice of Copstruction Fees. The Authority shall
assess Notice of Copstructiop Fees to all major sources
according to Section 7.13 of Regulation 1.
(f) Annual Fees. Existing Major Sources. The Authority shall assess an Annual Fee to all existing major sources.
Proposed

The total amount of Annual Fees assessed by the Authority
to existine major sources shall equal the projected net annual ~
cost to administer the Authority's Operating Permit Program •
durine the current fiscal year.
(el Net Appual Cost Projections, Projected net annual
cost to administer the Authority's Operating Permit Program
shall be determined annually and shall equal the projected
annual cost to administer the program minus any balance of
funds in the Operatine Peonit Proeram account at the end of
the previous fiscal year. Projected annual costs shall include
all direct and indirect costs to administer the Authority's
Operating Permit Program and shall be based on a workload
analysis conducted by staff. Net annual cost projections
including the workload analysis shall be included in the
Authority's annual budeet and swproved by resolution of the
Authority's Board of Directors in a public hearing.
(h) Workload Analysis. Only fee eligible activities as
specified below. as provided in RCW 70.94.162. shall be
considered in the workload analysis conducted annually by
staff Fee elieible activities shall include:
(1) Preswplication assistance and review of an swplication and proposed compliance plan for a peonit. permit revision or permit renewal:
(2) Source inspections. testing and other data gathering
activities necessary for development ofa permit. permit revision or renewal:
(3) Actine on an application for a permit permit revision
or renewal. including the cost of developing an applicable
requirement as part of the processine of a permit. permit revision or renew 1 re arin a draft ermit and fact sheet reparine a proposed permit and pu;parine a final permit:
(4) Notifying and soliciting. reviewing and responding to
comment from the public and contieuous states and tribes.
conducting public hearings regarding the issuance of a draft
permit and other costs of providine information to the public
regarding operating permits and the permit issuance process:
(S) Modeline necessary to establish permit limits or to
determine compliance with permit limits:
(6) Reviewing compliance certifications and emission
reports. conductine related compilation and reportine activiti.c.s..;
G) Conductine compliance inspections. complaint
investigations and other activities necessarv to ensure that a
source js complyine with permit conditions:
(8) Administrative enforcement activities and penalty
assessment. excludine the cost of proceedines before the Pollution Control Hearings Board (PCHB> and all costs of judicial enforcement:
(9) The share attributable to permitted sources to the
development and maintenance of emissions inventories:
(IQ) The shaw attributable to permitted sources of the
ambient air guality monitoring and associated recording and
reportine activities:
(11) Training for permit administration and enforcem.W.;.

02) Fee determination. assessment and collection.
includine the cost of necessary administrative dispute resolu'
tion and enforcement;
0 3) Required fiscal audits. periodic performance audits
and reporting activities:

[ 16]
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<17) Other activities required by operatini: permit rei:ulations issued by EPA under the Federal Clean Air Act.
(i) Allocation of Fees. The Annual Fee for a source
shall be calculated usjn~ the followini: three part fee allocation equation:

04) Trackini: of time. revenues and expenditures and
.accounting activities:
•
(15) Administerini: the permit proi:ram includini: costs
of clerical support. supervision and manai:ement:
06) Provision of assistance to small business under
jurisdiction of the Authority as required under Section 507 of
the Federal Clean Air Act: and.

NEW TABLE
TABLE 6.1: OPERA TING PERMIT FEE FORMULAS

Annual Fee = Facility Fee + Equipment Fee + Emissions Fee
WHERE:
Facility Fee= (Annual Net Cost+ 3) + n
Equipment Fee= [(Annual Net Cost+ 3) + Utota!l x Usource
Emissions Fee= [(Annual Net Cost+ 3) + Etota1l x Esource
Annual Net Cost= Projected net annual cost as approved by the Authority's Board of Directors.
n = Total number of Operating Permit Program sources in the Authority's jurisdiction.
Utotal = Total number of emission units located at Operating Permit Program sources in the Authority's jurisdiction.
Usource =Number of emission units at the specific source.
Eiotal =Total actual annual emissions of the air pollutants listed in Table 6.2 from Operating Permit Program sources based
on the Authority's most recent emissions inventory.
Esource = Total actual annual emissions of the air pollutants listed in Table 6.2, Section 6.02 from the specific source .for
the most recent calendar year.
(j) Initial Fees. New major sources shall be assessed an
Initial Fee after commencement of operation to cover the
Authority's cost of administerini: the proi:ram for the new
source for the remainder of the current fiscal year The Initial Fee for a new source shall equal the Annual Fee based
on section 6,03CD. which would otherwise be assessed if the
source commenced operation on or prior to the be~jnnini: of
the current fiscal year. prorated by multiplying by the number
of months remainini: in the current fiscal year divided by 12,
(k) Fee Assessment and Payment Schedule. The
Authority shall assess Annual Fees after August 1 of each
year to coyer the cost of administerini: the proi:ram for the
current fiscal year commencing on July 1 and ending on June
30. Upon receipt. Annual Fees are due and payable and shall
be deemed delinquent if not fully paid _within thirty (3Q) days
Howeyer. option shall be i:iven to pay Apnual Fees in quarterly installments. Owners or operators may choose to pay
their Annual Fees in quarterly installments by indicating so
on the fee invoice received and remittin~ payment of the first
quarterly installment back to the Authority. These installments shall be due October 1. January 1, and April 1. following initial payment. Quarterly installments shall be equal to
twenty-five percent (25%) of the total fee,
(I) Late Payment. Any source which does not pay the

(m) Appeal of Annual Fees. Annual Fees may be
appealed accordini: to the procedure specified in section 3 17
of Re~ulation I, The basis for such appeals shall be limited
to arithmetic or clerical errors.
(n) Exemotion for Article 5 Fees. Sources assessed
fees shall not be subject to annual Registration Program Fees
under Article 5 of Regulation 1.
(o) Transfer of Owpershjp, Transfer of ownership of a
source shall not affect that source's oblj~ation to pay fees
required by this section, Any liability for fee payment.
includini: payment of delinquent fees and other penalties
shall survive any transfer of ownership of a source,

(p) Accountability. The sum of the fees assessed by the
Authority to all major sources within the Authority's jurisdiction shall not exceed the cost of developing and administering the program. The Authority shall keep record of all direct
and indirect costs to develop and administer the Operating
Permit Program as specified in 40 CFR part 70. This information shall be used by the Authority in determinini: the net
annual cost projections required by 6,03(~) aboye, Provided.
however. the information obtained from trackini: revenues.
time. and expenditures shall not provide a basis for challeni:e
to the amount of an individual source's fee,

~:!if: :si:Ss::~ ~f~~;~t~~:;~~J~~\!%~Y~ii~:P:r~
1

Reviser's note: The brackets and enclosed material in the text of the
above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

!;ent (25%) of the fee amount due Any penalty shall be in
addition to the fee amount due.

[ 17]
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(2) A GENERATING EQUIPMENT FEE of an amount as indicated in Table 6.3 for each item of air contaminant generating
equipment located at the source; and .
(3) A STACK FEE of an amount as indicated in Table 6.3
for each stack located at the source; and
(4) An EMISSIONS FEE of an amount as indicated in Table
6.3 per ton of each air contaminant listed in Table 6.2 emitted
by the source in excess of ten tons, evaluated on a pollutant
by pollutant basis, during the previous calendar year; and
(5) A CLASS FEE of an amount as specified in Table 6.3;
and
(6) A SOURCE SPECIFIC MONITORING FEE of an amount as
specified in Table 6.3 if ambient monitoring is a requirement
for the source; and
(7) An AGENCY OVERSIGHT FEE of an amount as determined by the Washington Department of Ecology (DOE) to
recover DOE's cost of development and oversight of the air
operating permit program.

DELETED SECTION
SECTION 6.04 ANNUAL FEES.
The Authority shall assess an annual air operating permit
program fee according to section 6.04 subparts (a) through
(g) below to any source requiring an air operating permit pursuant to RCW 70.94.161.
(a) Effective Date. Section 6.04 fees shall become effective commencing the date the Authority receives delegation
from the Washington Department of Ecology to administer
the air operating permit program.
(b) Fee Schedule. The annual air operating permit program fee charged a source shall consist of the sum of;
(1) A FACILITY FEE of an amount as indicated in Table
6.3 applicable to all sources subject to the annual air operating permit program fee; and

41

TABLE 6.3: ANNUAL FEES FOR AIR OPERA TING PERMIT SOURCES

ANNUAL FEE COMPONENT
Facility Fee
Generating Equip.
Fee
Stack Fee
Emissions Fee
Class Fees:
OPl
OP2
OP3
OP4
SOURCE SPECIFIC
AMBIENT AIR MONITORINGFEES
AGENCY OVERSIGHT FEE

Fee assessed to all sources requiring registration or an operating permit.
Fee assessed per each item of air contaminant generating equipment
located at the source.
Fee assessed per each stack located at the source.
Fee assessed per ton of TSP, S02, NOx, VOC, and toxic air contaminants
(see section 6.04 (b) (4).
Major sources (}100 tpy)
Major toxic sources
General operating permit sources
Non-maj requiring operating permit
Fees charged a source for OAPCA to establish and operate a special purpose source specific monitoring station will be determined on a case by
case basis when such monitoring is required.
Fees charged a source to recover the Department of Ecology's cost of
development and oversight of the TI tie V Operating Permit program.

$103.00
$342.00
$325.00
$18.00

$2,250
$2,050
note 2
$1,150
variable

variable

file received prior to August 1 of the current year. If process
rates, equipment specifications, and emissions data from the
previous calendar year is not on file with the Authority, the
Authority may base the annual fee on the enforceable emissions limitations for the source and maximum capacities and
production rates.
(3) The authority shall assess the emissions fee based on
actual emissions from the source which occurred during the
previous calendar year when available.
(4) For purposes of assessing annual fees, definitions for
air contaminant generating equipment and stack shall be consistent with the definitions in section 6.00, and air contamijil
nant generating equipment and stacks which are identical i1.
size, capacity, function, and emissions may be counted as one
unit as approved by the Authority.

TABLE 6.3 NOTES:
I) "na" means non-applicable.
2) Annual air operating permit program fees for general operating permit program sources will be adopted separately after general operating permits are developed and adopted.

(c) Assessment of Annual Fees. The annual air operating
permit program fee charged a source shall be assessed
according to section 6.04(c) items (1) through (4) below:
(1) The Authority shall assess annual air operating permit fees after August 1 of each year to cover the direct and
indirect cost of administering the program for the current fiscal year commencing on July 1 and ending on June 30.
(2) The annual fees required by this section shall be
based on process rates, equipment specifications, and emissions data from the previous calendar year on file with the
Authority. For purposes of assessing annual fees, the
Authority shall consider updates and revisions to any source's
Proposed

FEE AMOUNT

FEE COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
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(d) Payment of Annual Fees. Upon assessment by the
• Authority, annual fees are due and payable and shall be
.deemed delinquent if not fully paid within thirty (30) days.
However, sources classified as OPl, OP2, or OP4 shall be
given the option to pay their annual fee in quarterly installments. Sources may choose to pay their annual fees in quarterly installments by indicating so on the first invoice
received and remitting payment of the first installment back
to the Authority along with the duplicate copy of the invoice.
Quarterly installments shall be equal to 25% of the total
annual registration fee. Installments shall be due 30 days
from assessment by the Authority.
(e) Late Payment of Annual Fees. Any source which
does not pay their annual fee or annual fee installment within
thirty (30) days of the due date, shall be assessed a late penalty in the amount of twenty-five percent of their annual fee.
This late penalty shall be in addition to the annual fee.
(f) Appeal of Annual Fees. Annual fees may be appealed
according to the procedure specified in section 3 .17. The sole
basis for such appeals shall be that the annual fee assessment
contains an arithmetic or clerical error.
(g) Applicability of Article 5 Registration Fees. Sources
assessed an annual operating permit fee shall not be subject to
annual Registration Program Fees under Article 5.

DELETED SECTION

SECTION 6.05 SERVICE FEES FOR OPERA TING
tPERMIT MODIFICATIONS AND APPEALS.

Effective starting the date upon which the Authority
receives delegation to administer the air operating permit
program pursuant to Title 5 of the federal Clean Air Act
Amendments and RCW 70.94.161, the Authority shall
charge fees, separate and additional to annual fees, to sources
applying for modification, minor modification, or administrative modification of an operating permit, and for services
associated with an appeal of a proposed or approved operating permit. For purposes of assessing fees under this section,
the terms "modification", "minor modification", "administrative modification", and "permit appeal" shall be defined consistent with definitions in title V of the Federal Clean Air Act
Amendments and RCW 70.94.161. Fees charged by the
Authority under this section shall be assessed according to
subsections (a) through (f) of this section and shall cover the
direct and indirect costs of providing these services pursuant
to RCW 70.94.161.
(a) Operating Permit Modification Fees - All sources
applying for modification of an operating permit shall be
assessed a fee consisting of the sum of a "application filing
fee", "generating equipment fee", "stack fee", "emissions
fee", and "class fee" according to (1) through (6) of this subsection and amounts as specified in Table 6.4. The full fee
for a modification application shall be assessed by the
Authority after receipt of a complete application and shall be
.due and payable within 30 days. However, the Authority
~hall not commence processing an application for modification until, at a minimum, the APPLICATION FILING FEE portion
of the total fee amount has been paid.
[ 19]
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(1) All Sources applying for modification of an operating
permit shall pay an APPLICATION FILING FEE of an amount as
specified in Table 6.4; and
(2) A GENERATING EQUIPMENT FEE of an amount as
specified in Table 6.4 for each item of air contaminant generating equipment located at the source which is. directly or
indirectly affected by the proposed modification; and
(3) A STACK FEE of an amount as indicated in Table 6.4
for each stack located at the source which is directly or indirectly affected by the proposed modification; and
(4) An EMISSIONS FEE of an amount as indicated in Table
6.4 per ton of each air contaminant listed in Table 6.2 emitted
by the source in excess of ten tons, evaluated on a pollutant
by pollutant basis, during the previous calendar year; and
(5) A CLASS FEE of an amount as specified in Table 6.4.
(6) The authority shall assess the EMISSIONS FEE based
on the sum of actual emissions from stacks and/or generating
equipment for the last calendar year directly or indirectly
affected by the proposed modification and potential annual
emissions from proposed new emissions units. If actual
emissions data for the last calendar year is not on record with
the Authority, the Authority may base the EMISSIONS FEE on
the enforceable emissions limitations which apply to the
source and maximum capacities and production rates.
(b) Minor Modification Fees - All sources applying for a
minor modification of an operating permit shall pay a fee of
an amount dependent on the classification of the source as
indicated in Table 6.4. The fee for processing a minor permit
modification application shall be assessed by the Authority
after receipt of a complete application and shall be due and
payable within 30 days.
(c) Administrative Modification Fee - All sources applying for an administrative modification of an operating permit
shall pay a fee of an amount dependent on the classification
of the source as indicated in Table 6.4. The fee for processing
an administrative permit modification application shall be
assessed by the Authority after receipt of a complete application and shall be due and payable within 30 days.
(d) Operating Permit Appeal Fee - The cost of Authority
services directly or indirectly attributable to an operating permit appeal case shall be charged directly to the associated
source at the rates as specified in Table 6.4. On a monthly
basis, the Authority shall determine the cost of services provided by the Authority which are attributable to the operating
permit appeal case and bill the source accordingly. Included
in the billing invoice, the Authority shall provide a record of
the time the Authority attributed to the case. Payment of the
appeal fee shall be due 30 days after the Authority assesses
the fee.
(e) Payment of Service Fees. Upon assessment by the
Authority, fees charged under section 6.05 are due and payable and shall be deemed delinquent if not fully paid within
thirty (30) days.
(f) Appeal of Service Fees. Any fee assessed under section 6.05 may be appealed according to the procedure speci-'
fied in section 3.17. The sole basis for such appeals shall be
that the fee assessment contains an arithmetic or clerical
error.
Proposed
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TABLE 6.4: OPERATING PERMIT SERVICE FEES

SERVICE ITEM
PERMIT MODIFICATION

MINOR, PERMIT MODIFICATION

ADMINISTRATIVE
PERMIT MOD.

PERMIT APPEALS

DESCRIPTION OF FEE COMPONENT
a. Filing Fee
b. Generating Equipment Fee
c. Stack Fee
d. Emissions Fee
e. Class Fee:
OPl - Major sources (}100 tpy)
OP2 - Major toxic sources
OP3 - General permit source
OP4 - Non-maj requiring operating permit
a. Class Fee:
OPl - Major sources (}100 tpy)
OP2 - Major toxic sources
OP3 - General permit source
OP4 - Non-maj requiring operating permit
a. Class Fee:
OPl - Major sources (}100 tpy)
OP2 - Major toxic sources
OP3 - General permit source
OP4 - Non-maj requiring operating permit
OAPCA will log direct time hours spent on a permit appeal case and charge a fee
based on the indicated hourly rate plus any incidental costs:
a. General Staff Cost
b. Engineer/Control Officer Cost
c. Attorney Cost

AMENDATORY SECTION
SECTION 6.06 RESTRICTING THE POTENTIAL TO
EMIT
A service based fee, additional to annual registration or
operating permit fees, shall be assessed to those sources
applying to the Authority for approval of enforceable conditions that restrict the source's potential to emit, making the
source a minor source and not subject to an operating permit.
Fees for restricting a source's potential to emit shall be
assessed {(ttpan ttpplietttian and)) according to ((tfie)) Article
7, section 7.13((, Pl&ft EK&ffiift&tiaft &Rd IRspeetieft fee sehed
ttle)). The Authority shall assess the fee based on only those
emissions units affected by the enforceable condition as proposed by the applicant.

WSR 98-12-017
PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 27, 1998, 8:40 am.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9808-099.
Proposed

AMOUNT
$ 103
$ 196
$ 196
$ 6
$1,674
$1,474
na
$ 934

$1,058
$ 852
na
$ 521

$ 212
$ 170
na
$104

$33/hr
$36/hr
$50/hr

Title of Rule: Chapter 16-557 WAC, Washington
Asparagus Commission. Adopt rules governing promotional
hosting expenses.
Purpose: Agricultural commodity commissions are
authorized to make expenditures for promotional hosting for
agricultural development and trade promotion. These rules
will establish guidelines for expenditures.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 15.04.200.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 15.65.380.
Summary: The rule established budgeting requirements
and guidelines for expenditures of funds for promotional
hosting on approved activities of the commission.
RCW 15.04.200(2)
Reasons Supporting Proposal:
requires agricultural commodity commissions to adopt rules
governing promotional hosting if commission funds are used
for market development and trade promotion activities authorized in the marketing order.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Walter Swenson, Natural Resources Building, 1111 Washington Street, Olympia, WA, (360) 902-1928; Implementation and Enforcement: Mike Harker, 2705 St. Andrews
Loop, Pasco, WA, (509) 544-9363.
Name of Proponent: Washington Asparagus Commis•
sion, governmental.
Agency Comments or Recommendations, if any, as t o .
Statutory Language, Implementation, Enforcement, and Fiscal Matters: The Washington Asparagus Commission has the
[20 J
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authority to adopt rules of a technical or administrative nature
subject to provisions of chapter 34.05 RCW.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rule establishes the budget approval requirement and guidelines governing promotional hosting as
required by RCW 15.04.200. The rule authorizes the Asparagus Commission to approve and expend funds [to promote]
agricultural development and trade promotional hosting.
Trade development and promotion maintains and expands
markets for Washington grown asparagus.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The rule will not
increase grower assessments or cost in equipment, supplies,
labor or administrative expenses.
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, does not apply
to this rule adoption. The Washington State Department of
Agriculture is not a listed agency in section 201.
Hearing Location: WSU Cooperative Extension, 317
West Rose Street, 2nd Floor, Walla Walla, WA 98362, on
July 21, 1998, at 10:15.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Cathy
Jensen by July 17, 1998, TDD (360) 902-1996, or (360) 9021976.
Submit Written Comments to: Jeanne Pickel, Chair,
Washington Asparagus Commission, 2705 St. Andrews
Loop, Pasco, WA 99301, FAX (509) 544-9056, by July 21,
1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 5, 1998.
May 27, 1998
Jeanne A. Pickel
Chairperson
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(9) "Affected handler, processor" means any person who
acts-as principal or agent or otherwise in processing, freezing
asparagus, and selling, marketing, or distributing said processed or frozen asparagus, not produced by him.
(10) "Asparagus commodity board," hereinafter referred
to as "board," means the commodity board formed under the
provisions of WAC 16-557-020.
(11) "Asparagus" means and includes all kinds, varieties,
and hybrids of "officinalis" Linn.
(12) "Marketing season" or "fiscal year" means the
twelve-month period beginning with January 1 of any year
and ending with the last day of December following, both
dates being inclusive.
(13) "Producer-handler" means any person who acts both
as a producer and as a handler with respect to asparagus. A
producer-handler shall be deemed to be a producer with
respect to the asparagus which he produces and a handler
with respect to the asparagus which he handles, including
those produced by himself.
(14) "Affected area" means the following counties in the
state of Washington: Adams, Benton, Columbia, Franklin,
Grant, Kittitas, Klickitat, Walla Walla, and Yakima.
(15) "Sell" includes offer for sale, expose for sale, have
in possession for sale, exchange, barter, or trade.
(16) "Affected unit" means one pound net pay weight of
asparagus.
(17) "Promotional hosting" as used in these rules means
the hostjn~ of jndjyiduals and ~roups of jndjyiduals at meetings. meals. and gatherings for the purpose of cultivating
trade relations and promotjn~ sales of Washjn~ton ~rown
asparagus.
(18) "Hosting" may include providing meals. refreshments. lod~in~. transportation. ~ifts of a nominal yalue. reasonable and customary entertainment. and normal incidental
expenses at meetin~s or ~atherin~s.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-09-003,
filed 4/4/91, effective 5/5/91)

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-557-025 Rules for implementation of promotional hosting by the Washington asparagus commission. The laws of section 1, chapter 26, Laws of 1985 (RCW
15.04.200) provide that agricultural commodity commissions
shall adopt rules governing promotional hosting expenditures
by agricultural commodity commission employees, agents,
or commissioners. The rules governing promotional hosting
expenditures for the Washington asparagus commission shall
be as follows:
(1) Budget approval. Commission expenditures for agricultural development or trade promotion and promotional
hosting shall be pursuant to specific budget items as
approved by the commission at annual public hearings on the
commission budget.
(2) Officials and agents authorized to make expenditures. The following officials and agents are authorized to
make expenditures for agricultural development or trade promotion and promotional hosting in accordance with the provisions of these rules.
·
(a) Commissioners;
(b) Administrator;
(c) Communications coordinator.

WAC 16-557-010 Definition of terms. For the purpose
of this marketing order:
(1) "Director" means the director of agriculture of the
state of Washington or his duly appointed representative.
(2) "Department" means the department of agriculture of
the state of Washington.
(3) "Act" means the Washington Agricultural Enabling
Act of 1961 or chapter 15.65 RCW.
(4) "Person" means any person, firm, association, or corporation.
(5) "Affected producer" means any person who produces
in the state of Washington asparagus in commercial quantities for fresh market, for processing, or for sale to processors.
(6) "Commercial quantity" means any asparagus produced for market in quantities of three tons (6,000 pounds) or
more, in any calendar year.
(7) "Affected handler" means both affected handler fresh
and affected handler processor.
(8) "Affected handler, fresh" means any person who acts
as principal or agent or otherwise in selling, marketing, or
distributing fresh asparagus not produced by him.
[ 21 J
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Individual commissioners shall make promotional hosting expenditures, or seek reimbursements for those expenditures, only in those instances where the expenditures have
been approved by the commission.
(3) Payment and reimbursement. All payments and
reimbursements shall be identified 1and supported by vouchers to which receipts are attached. Voucher forms will be
supplied by the commission, and shall require the following
information:
(a} Name and position (if appropriate) of each person
hosted;
(b) General purpose of the hosting;
(c) Date of hosting;
(d) Location of the hosting;
(e} To whom payment was or will be made:
(t) Signature of person seeking payment or reimbursement.
(4) The chair of the commission, administrator, and/or
treasurer are authorized to approve direct payment or reimbursements submitted in accordance with these rules.
(5) The following persons may be hosted when it is reasonably believed such hosting will cultivate trade relations
and promote sales of Washington grown asparagus:
(a) An individual from private business, associations,
commissions;
(b) Foreign government officials;
(c) Federal and state officials: Provided, That lodging,
meals, and transportation will not be provided when such
officials may obtain full reimbursement for these expenses
from their government employer;
(d) The general public, at meetings and gatherings open
to the general public;
(e) Commissioners and employees of the commission
when their attendance at meetings, meals, and gatherings at
which the persons described in (a) through (d) of this subsection are being hosted, will cultivate trade relations and promote sales of Washington grown asparagus;
(t) Spouses of the persons listed in (a), (b), (c), and (e} of
this subsection when attendance of such spouse is customary
and expected.

Reasons Supporting Proposal: New data have shown
that the physical characteristics of streams, as defined in the ~
current forest practices rules, are no longer accurate. This •
proposed rule would update those physical characteristics
based on current knowledge so that appropriate riparian protection is provided along streams.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Judith Holter, 1111 Washington Street S.E., Olympia, WA
98501-7012, (360) 902-1412; Implementation and Enforcement: John Edwards, 1111 Washington Street S.E., Olympia,
WA 98501-7012, (360) 902-1730.
Name of Proponent: Forest Practices Board, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The proposed rules establish presumptions for determining fish use in the absence of field verification. Current
knowledge about fish use of streams and habitat is needed in
the forest practices rules so that appropriate riparian protection is provided along streams. Recent studies have resulted
in upgrading a large number of Type 4 (nonfish-bearing)
streams to fish bearing (Type 2 or 3 ). The proposed rules are
necessary to protect public resources, specifically fish, by
ensuring that riparian rules are being applied to fish-bearing
streams and that the water quality upstream of fish hatchery
intakes is protected.
The proposal also adds fish use determination protocols
to the Forest Practices Board manual.
•
Timber, fish and wildlife (TFW) participants developed •
this rule and recommended it as a consensus proposal to the
Forest Practices Board as a first step in developing a comprehensive strategy to deal with fish, water quality, and a functional water typing system. TFW is currently developing a
more comprehensive proposal that will also meet federal
water quality requirements.
Because this proposed rule pertains to water quality, it
will be coadopted by the Department of Ecology per RCW
76.09.040(1). The board and ecology will conduct a joint
public review process that will include public hearings.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: WAC
222-12-090 adds a new section to the Forest Practices Board
manual.
WAC 222-16-030: Provides protection of water quality
above fish hatcheries; stream gradient percentages change
from "less that 12%" to "16% or less"; stream channel widths
change from "5 ft" to "2 ft or greater in western Washington"
and "3 ft or greater in eastern Washington"; contributing
basin sizes are added to the rule: 50 acres in western Washington and 175 acres in eastern Washington; and the department is given authority to waive the presumption of fish use
based on three specific criteria.
A small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
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PROPOSED RULES

FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
[Filed May 28, 1998, 9:43 a.m.)

Continuance of WSR 97-15-042, 97-20-10?, and
98-02-065.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR
97-05-033.
Title of Rule: Revisions to stream typing rules.
Purpose: To modify forest practices rules that define
Type 2 and 3 waters in WAC 222-16-030 and define requirements for the Forest Practices Board manual.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 35.05 [34.05)
RCW, RCW 76.09.040, [76.09.)050.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 76.09 RCW.
Summary: WAC 222-16-030 and 222-12-090.
Proposed

Small Business Economic Impact Statement
The small business economic impact statement was published in Washington State Register 97-16 as WSR
97-15-042.
[ 22)
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tions to the version of the standard methodology approved by
the-board. Substantial amendments to the standard methodology requires approval by the board .
(12) A list of special concerns related to aerial application of pesticides developed under WAC 222-16-070(3).
(13) Gujdelines for determjnin~ fish use for the purpose
of tvping waters under WAC 222-16-030.
(14) Survey protocol for marbled murrelets. The
Pacific seabird survey protocol in effect March 1, 1997, shall
be used when surveying for marbled murrelets in a stand.
Surveys conducted before the effective date of this rule are
valid if they were conducted in substantial compliance with
generally accepted survey protocols in effect at the beginning
of the season in which they were conducted.
(15) The department shall, in consultation with the
department of fish and wildlife, develop platform protocols
for use by applicants in estimating the number of platforms,
and by the department in reviewing and classifying forest
practices under WAC 222-16-050. These protocols shall
include:
(a) A sampling method to determine platforms per acre
in the field;
(b) A method to predict the number of platforms per acre
based on information measurable from typical forest inventories. The method shall be derived from regression models or
other accepted statistical methodology, and incorporate the
best available data; and
(c) Other methods determined to be reliable by the
department, in consultation with the department of fish and
wildlife.

A copy of the statement may be obtained by writing to
• Forest Practices Board Recording Secretary, Department of
• Natural Resources, Forest Practices Division, P.O. Box
47012, Olympia, WA 90504-7012 [98504-7012], phone
(360) 902-1413, FAX (360) 902-1730.
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, applies to this
rule adoption.
Hearing Location: Natural Resources Building, Room
172, 1111 Washington Street S .E., Olympia, WA, on December 10, 1998, at 9 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Forest
Practices Board Secretary, (360) 902-1413, by December 1,
1998, TDD (360) 902-1431.
Submit Written Comments to: Judith Holter, Department of Natural Resources, Forest Practices Division, P.O.
Box 47012, Olympia, WA 98504-7012, FAX (360)
902-1784, by December 11, 1998.
Date oflntended Adoption: December 17, 1998.
May 27, 1998
Jennifer M. Belcher
Commissioner of Public Lands
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-15-105
[97-24-091], filed 7/21/97 [12/3/97], effective 8/21197
[1/3/98))

WAC 222-12-090 Forest practices board manual.
When approved by the board the manual serves as an advi• sory technical supplement to these forest practices regula• tions. The department, in cooperation with the departments of
fisheries, wildlife, agriculture, ecology, and such other agencies, affected Indian tribes, or interested parties as may have
appropriate expertise, is directed to prepare, and submit to the
board for approval, revisions to the forest practices board
manual. The manual shall include:
(1) Method for determination of adequate shade
requirements on streams needed for use with WAC 222-30040.
(2) The standard methods for measuring channel
width, stream gradient and flow which are used in the water
typing criteria WAC 222-16-030.
(3) A chart for establishing recommended permanent
culvert sizes and associated data.
(4) Guidelines for clearing slash and debris from Type 4
and 5 Waters.
(5) Guidelines for landing location and construction.
(6) Guidelines for determining acceptable stocking levels.
(7) Guidelines for calculating average widths of riparian
management zones.
(8) Guidelines for wetland delineation.
(9) Guidelines for wetland replacement or substitution.
(10) A list of nonnative wetland plant species.
(11) The standard methodology, which shall specify the
quantitative methods, indices of resource conditions, and def• initions, for conducting watershed analysis under chapter
.222-22 WAC. The department, in consultation with Timber/Fish/Wildlife's Cooperative Monitoring, Evaluation and
Research Committee (CMER), may make minor modifica-

Reviser's note: The bracketed material preceding the section above
was supplied by the code reviser's office.
Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-091,
filed 12/3/97, effective 1/3/98)
WAC 222-16-030 Water typing system. *The department in cooperation with the departments of fish and wildlife,
and ecology, and in consultation with affected Indian tribes
shall classify streams, lakes and ponds and prepare stream
classification maps showing the location of Type 1, 2, 3 and
4 Waters within the various forested areas of the state. Such
maps shall be available for public inspection at region offices
of the department. The waters will be classified using the following criteria. If a dispute arises concerning a water type the
department shall make available informal conferences, which
shall include the departments of fish and wildlife, and ecology, and affected Indian tribes and those contesting the
adopted water types. These conferences shall be established
under procedures established in WAC 222-46-020.
*(I) "Type 1 Water" means all waters, within their
ordinary high-water mark, as inventoried as "shorelines of
the state" under chapter 90.58 RCW and the rules promulgated pursuant to chapter 90.58 RCW, but not including
those waters' associated wetlands as defined in chapter 90.58
RCW.
[23]
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*(2) "Type 2 Water" shall mean segments of natural
waters which are not classified as Type I Water and have a
high fish, wildlife, or human use. These are segments of natural waters and periodically inundated areas of their associated wetlands, which:
(a) Are diverted for domestic use by more than 100 residential or camping units or by a public accommodation facility licensed to serve more than I 00 persons, where such
diversion is determined by the department to be a valid
appropriation of water and the only practical water source for
such users. Such waters shall be considered to be Type 2
Water upstream from the point of such diversion for 1,500
feet or until the drainage area is reduced by 50 percent,
whichever is less;
(b) Are diverted for use by federal. state. tribal or private
fish hatcheries. Such waters shall be considered Type 2
Water upstream from the point of diversion for 1.500 feet and
tributaries if highly significant for protection of downstream
water quality. The department ma.y allow a.dditiona.I harvest
beyond the reguirements of Type 2 Water designation provided the department determines after a. landowner-requested
on-site assessment by the department of fish a.nd wildlife.
department of ecology. the affected tribes and interested parties that:
(j) The ma.na.~ement practices proposed by the landowner will adeguately protect water guality for the fish
ha.tcheey: a.nd
(jj) Such addition a.I harvest meets the requirements of the
water type desi~na.tion that would apply in the absence of the
hatchery:
~ Are within a federal, state, local, or private campground having more than 30 camping units: Provided, That
the water shall not be considered to enter a campground until
it reaches the boundary of the park lands available for public
use and comes within I 00 feet of a camping unit, trail or other
park improvement;
((ftj)) UU Are used by substantial numbers of anadromous or resident game fish for spawning, rearing or migration. Waters having the following characteristics are presumed to have highly significant fish populations:
(i) Stream segments having a defined channel 20 feet or
greater in width between the ordinary high-water marks and
having a gradient of less than 4 percent.
(ii) Lakes, ponds, or impoundments having a surface
area of I acre or greater at seasonal low water; or
(((tB)) WAre used by salmonids for off-channel habitat.
These areas are critical to the maintenance of optimum survival of juvenile salmonids. This habitat shall be identified
based on the following criteria:
(i) The site must be connected to a stream bearing salmonids and accessible during some period of the year; and
(ii) The off-channel water must be accessible to juvenile
salmonids through a drainage with less than a 5% gradient.
*(3) "Type 3 Water" shall mean segments of natural
waters which are not classified as Type I or 2 Water and have
a moderate to slight fish, wildlife, and human use. These are
segments of natural waters and periodically inundated areas
of their associated wetlands which:
(a) Are diverted for domestic use by more than IO residential or camping units or by a public accommodation facilProposed

ity licensed to serve more than I 0 persons, where such diversion is determined by the department to be a valid appropria- ~
tion of water and the only practical water source for such •
users. Such waters shall be considered to be Type 3 Water
upstream from the point of such diversion for 1,500 feet or
until the drainage area is reduced by 50 percent, whichever is
less;
(b) Are used by significant numbers of anadromous m:
resident game fish for spawning, rearing or migration. Guidelines for determinin~ fish use a.re described in the forest
Practices Board Manual. If fish use has not been determined:
ill Waters having the following characteristics are presumed to have significant anadromous or resident ~a.me fish
use:
((fit)) .(Al Stream segments having a defined channel of
((:S)) 2 feet or greater in width between the ordinary highwater marks in Western Washington: or 3 feet or greater in
width between the ordinary hi~h-wa,ter marks in Ea.stern
Washington; and having a gradient ((efless dt&ft 12)) 16 percent ((ttftd Mt upstream ef a falls ef mere thaft IO vertieal
feet)) or less:
(B) Stream segments having a defined channel of 2 feet
or ~ater in width between the ordinary hi~h-water marks in
Western Washington: or 3 feet or greater in width between
the ordina.ey hi~h-wa,ter marks in Ea.stern Wa.shin~ton: a.nd
ha.vin~ a. ~radient ~rea.ter than 16 percent a,nd less than or
equal to 20 percent: a.nd ha.yin~ ~reater than 50 acres in contributin~ basin size in Western Wa,shjn~ton: or ~reater than
175 acres in contributing basin size in Eastern Washington
based on hydro~raphic boundaries:
•
(ii) The department shall waive or modify the character- •
istics in (j) above where:
(A) Waters haye confirmed. Ion~ term. naturally occurrin~ water quality pa.ca.meters incapable of supportin~
anadromous or resident game fish:
CB) Snowmelt streams ha.ye short flow cycles that do not
support successful life history phases of a.nadromous or resident game fish. These streams typically have no flow in the
winter months a,nd discontinue flow by June I : or
(C) Sufficient information a.bout a. ~eo~raphic re~ion is
a.vaila,ble to support a. departure from the characteristics in (j),
as determined in consulta.tion with the depa.rtment of fish a,nd
wildlife. department of ecology. affected tribes and interested
~((611)) iliil Ponds or impoundments having a surface
area of less than I acre at seasonal low water and having an
outlet to an anadromous fish stream.
(((e) Are used by sigHifieaftt ftUlftbers ef resideftt game
fislt. Weters with the fellewiftg eharaeteristies are presumed
te lta+·e sigRifieaHt resideftt game fish use:
(i) Stream segments ha·ting a defifted eh&nftel ef IO feet
er greeter ift width betweeft the erdiRIU)' high water marks;
aRd a summer lew fie 11 greater thaR 9.3 eubie feet per see
eftd; &Rd a gfftdieRt ef less thaft 12 pereeftt.
W)) {iv) For resident game fish ponds or impoundments
having a surface area greater than 0.5 acre at seasonal low
water; or
•
(((tB)) !kl Are highly significant for protection of down-·
stream water quality. Tributaries which contribute greater
than 20 percent of the flow to a Type I or 2 Water are pre[ 24]
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sumed to be significant for 1,500 feet from their confluence
with the Type 1 or 2 Water or until their drainage area is less
than 50 percent of their drainage area at the point of confluence, whichever is less.
*(4) "Type 4 Water" classification shall be applied to
segments of natural waters which are not classified as Type 1,
2 or 3, and for the purpose of protecting water quality downstream are classified as Type 4 Water upstream until the
channel width becomes less than 2 feet in width between the
ordinary high-water marks. Their significance lies in their
influence on water quality downstream in Type 1, 2, and 3
Waters. These may be perennial or intermittent.
*(5) "Type 5 Water" classification shall be applied to
all natural waters not classified as Type 1, 2, 3 or 4; including
streams with or without well-defined channels, areas of
perennial or intermittent seepage, ponds, natural sinks and
drainageways having short periods of spring or storm runoff.
*(6) For purposes of this section:
(a) "Residential unit" means a home, apartment, residential condominium unit or mobile home, serving as the principal place of residence.
(b) "Camping unit" means an area intended and used for:
(i) Overnight camping or picnicking by the public containing at least a fireplace, picnic table and access to water
and sanitary facilities; or
(ii) A permanent home or condominium unit or mobile
~ome not qualifying as a "residential unit" because of part
time occupancy.
(c) "Resident game fish" means game fish as described
in the Washington game code that spend their life cycle in
fresh water. Steelhead, searun cutthroat and Dolly Varden
trout are anadromous game fish and should not be confused
with resident game fish.
(d) "Public accommodation facility" means a business
establishment open to and licensed to serve the public, such
as a restaurant, tavern, motel or hotel.
(e) "Natural waters" only excludes water conveyance
systems which are artificially constructed and actively maintained for irrigation.
(f) "Seasonal low flow" and "seasonal low water" mean
the conditions of the 7-day, 2-year low water situation, as
measured or estimated by accepted hydrologic techniques
recognized by the department.
(g) "Channel width and gradient" means a measurement
over a representative section of at least 500 linear feet with at
least IO evenly spaced measurement points along the normal
stream channel but excluding unusually wide areas of negligible gradient such as marshy or swampy areas, beaver ponds
and impoundments. Channel gradient may be determined utilizing stream profiles plotted from United States geological
survey topographic maps.
(h) "Intermittent streams" means those segments of
streams that normally go dry.

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed June I, 1998, 11:35 am.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: WAC 308-125-200.
Purpose: Incorporation by reference of the 1998 edition
of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice,
the generally recognized national organized standards of real
estate appraisal. Incorporation by reference is required
because to incorporate the whole text would be unduly cumbersome and expensive.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.140.030
(16), (17).
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 18.140 RCW.
Summary: Incorporate the 1998 edition of the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice into WAC 308125-200.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: That real estate appraisals in Washington state be performed in accordance with current generally accepted appraisal standards as evidenced by
the most recent amendments to appraisal standards promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of the Appraisal
Foundation. This is required by Section 1110, Title XI of the
Financial Institutions Recovery, Reform and Enforcement
Act of 1989 (12 USC 3339).
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Cleotis Borner, Jr., Olympia, (360) 753-1062.
Name of Proponent: Department of Licensing, Real
Estate Appraiser Program, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: WAC 308-125-200 will incorporate by reference the
1998 edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice as promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of the Appraisal Foundation.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Adopts
current edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. This proposed change
only adopts the current edition of the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice and has no economic impact
on small business.
RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. The proposed rule change reflects the incorporation of the 1998 edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice. (Title XI; 12 U.S.C. Section 3301 et seq.) For this
reason, the significant legislative rules provisions apply.
Hearing Location: Department of Licensing, Driver
Examining, 2502 112th Street East #200, Tacoma, WA, on
Friday, August 14, 1998, at 9:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Ralph
Birkedahl by August 6, 1998, TDD (360) 753-1966, or (360)
753-1062.
[ 25]
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Submit Written Comments to: Cleotis Borner, Jr., Real
Estate Appraiser Program, P.O. Box 9015, Olympia, WA
98507-9015, FAX (360) 586-0998, by August 13, 1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 17, 1998.
May 29, 1998
Cleotis Borner, Jr.
Program Manager
AMENDAIORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-04-074,
filed '115/91, effective 3/8/91)
WAC 308-125-200 Standards of practice. ill The
standard of practice governing real estate appraisal activities
will be the 1998 edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Foundation. A
copy of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice is ayaj)able for review and inspection at the office of
the Real Estate Appraiser Unit Office. Olympia. Washington.
The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice is
a copyright document. Copy of the full text may be obtained
from the Appraisal Foundation at The Appraisal Foundation.
P.O. Box 96734. Washington. DC 20090-6734.
{2) Expert review appraisers as defined by RCW
18.140.0100 J) while perfoonin~ expert reviews pursuant to
chapter 18.140 RCW are exempt from the Uniform Standards
of Professional Appraisal Practice. Standard 3 reyjew provisions while performing expert reviews for the director.
Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed June I, 1998, 11 :37 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9810-063.
Title of Rule: WAC 308-125-120 Fees and charges.
Purpose: Io increase fees pursuant to the requirements
of RCW 43.24.086.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.24.086.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 18.140.050.
Summary: Io increase fees identified as WAC 308-125120(1), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10).
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Under provision ofRCW
43.24.086, the cost of each professional licensing program
shall be borne by the members of the profession. The director
of the Department of Licensing is charged with setting fees at
a level sufficient to defray the costs of administering the program.
Projected revenue for the 1997-99 biennium from licensing fees is not sufficient to cover projected operating costs for
the real estate appraiser program. An increase in original
license applications anticipated as a result of mandatory
licensing legislation has not been realized. In addition, many
Proposed

licensees have opted not to renew due to market conditions
~nd perceptions regarding the value of certification or licens- . .
mg.
•
Current resources are needed, at a minimum, to maintain
program effectiveness. Program workload has shifted from
primarily an application review process to include an emphasis on the enforcement of practice standards. Consumer complaints are technical in nature; related enforcement involves
increased staff training, investigation and legal support costs.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Cleotis Borner, Jr., Olympia, (360) 753-1062.
Name of. Proponent: Department of Licensing, Real
Estate Appraiser Program, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Increase WAC 308-125-120(1), application fee,
from $182.00 to $197.00; increase WAC 308-125-120(4),
original certification fee, from $ 102.00 to $ 106.00; increase
WAC 308-125-120(5), certification renewal fee, from
$284.00 to $303.00; increase WAC 308-125-120(6), late
renewal penalty fee, from $36.00 to .$.l2..QQ; increase WAC .
308-125-120(7), duplicate certificate fee, from $26.00 to
$28.00; increase WAC 308-125-120(8), certification history
record fee, from $25.00 to i21.Qil; increase WAC 308-125120(9), application for reciprocity fee, from $182.00 to
$197.00; and increase WAC 308-125-120(10), original certi- •
fication via reciprocity from $102.00 to $106.00.
•
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
1998 legislature in Supplemental Operating Budget Bill ,
ESSB 6108 approved an increase in fees for 1999 of 8%.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The proposed rule raises
fees 8% with the largest fee increase of only nineteen dollars.
. The increase does not impose more than minor costs on businesses and are exempt from small business economic impact
statement preparation under RCW 19.85.030. The proposed
rule also adjusts a fee pursuant to legislative approval.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to rules that set or adjust fees
or rates. See RCW 34.05.328 (l)(b)(vi).
Hearing Location: Department of Licensing, Driver
Examining, 2502 l l 2th Street East #200, Tacoma, WA, on
Friday, August 14, 1998, at 9:00 a.m ..
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Ralph
Birkedahl by August 6, 1998, TDD (360) 753-1966, or (360)
753-1062.
Submit Written Comments to: Cleotis Borner, Jr., Real
Estate Appraiser Program, P.O. Box 9015, Olympia, WA
98507-9015, FAX (360) 586-0998, by August 13, 1998.
Date oflntended Adoption: August 17, 1998.

May 29, 1998.
Cleotis Borner, Jr. •
Program Manager
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-21-077,
~filed 10117/97, effective 111/98)

t

•
•

WAC 308-125-120 Fees and charges. The following
fees shall be paid under the provisions of chapter 18.140
RCW:
Fee

Title of Fee
(1)

Application for examination

$((~))

121.!lQ

(2)

Examination

((BOO.OOU)

(3)

Reexamination

((ElOO.OOU)

(4)

Original certification

((19i!:.00*))

(5)

Certification renewal

((i!:84.00*))

(6)

Late renewal penalty

((~))

(7)

Duplicate certificate

((*=00))

(8)

Certification history record

((~))

(9)

Application for reciprocity

((~))

303.0Q*

32.00
28.00
21..00

197.00

Original certification via reciprocity

(11)

Temporary practice

((19;!;.00;1;))

106.QO*
150.00

Proposed fees for these categories marked with an asterisk
include an estimated $25.00 to be submitted by the state to
Federal Government. Title XI, SEC. 1109 requires each
state to submit a roster listing of state certified appraisers to
the Appraiser Subcommittee "no less than annually." The
state is also required to collect from such individuals who .
perform appraisals in federally related transactions, an
annual registry fee of "not more than $50," such fees to be
transmitted by the state to the federal government on an
annual basis.

Ch&fges fer eafegeries HlllFIEell with

••

m:-oot))

lQQ 00**

106.QQ*

(10)

•

E+~.oom

H}Q,00**

B

lle1!1,Je BSlerisk

llftl

lletel'H!ined h) een!ftlet "ith llfl et1f!ille testiHg seR iee.]))
Charifls for categorjes marked wjth a dpuble asterisk are
detennined by contract with an outside testing service.

WSR 98-12-070
PROPOSED RULES

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION
[Docket No. UT-971664-Filed June l, 1998, 3:40 p.m.)

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9809-033.
Title of Rule: Method of setting rates for Washington
telephone assistance program.

WSR 98-12-070

Purpose: Change from rule making to order the means
by which the commission sets the rates paid by Washington
state customers to support this program.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 80.01.040,
80.04.160, 80.36.440.
Summary: Revises WAC 480-122-020 and 480-122070 to change the Washington telephone assistance program
process from rule making to order.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The Federal Communications Commission has jurisdiction over matching and nonmatching support funding through the LIFELINE program.
The Department of Social and Health Services is responsible
for administering the program in Washington state. The
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission is
authorized to regulate telecommunications companies.
Changes to the federal and state low income support programs require speedy changes to assure that funds are generated, used, and properly credited for low income support in a
way that allows programs continuity.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Rebecca Beaton, 1300 South Evergreen Park Drive S.W.,
Olympia, WA 98504, (360) 664-1287; Implementation and
Enforcement: Carole Washburn, Secretary, 1300 South
Evergreen Park Drive S.W., Olympia, WA 98504, (360) 6641174.
Name of Proponent: Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: On May 8, 1997, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued its Report and Order, FCC Order No.
97-157 (FCC Order) implementing key portions of Section
254 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the federal act),
which addresses universal service. Among other matters a
revised LIFELINE program was made available to all states
with matching support funds. This rule changes from rule
making to order the means by which the commission sets the
rate paid by Washington state customers to support this program. Due to the dynamic nature of the program and the federal and state support mechanisms, the method of revising the
client base must be flexible to assure continued universal service discounts are passed through to clients without delay as
they become available.
Proposal Changes · the Following Existing Rules:
Amendment of WAC 480-122-020 and 480-122-070 so the
commission may set by order the telephone assistance rate
paid by customers to support the program.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. There is no fiscal
impact, these administrative revisions change the method by
which the commission effects the rate, but not the results.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The commission is not an agency to which RCW 34.05.328
applies.
Hearing Location: Commission Hearing Room, Chandler Plaza, Second Floor, 1300 South Evergreen Park Drive
S.W., Olympia, WA 98504, on July 8, 1998, at 9:30 a.m.
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Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Pat
Valentine by July 1, 1998, TDD (360) 586-8203, or (360)
664-1133.
Submit Written Comments to: Carole Washburn, Secretary, P.O. Box 47250, Olympia, WA 98504-7250, FAX (360)
586-1150, by June 24, 1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 8, 1998.
June 1, 1998
Terrence Stapleton
for Paul Curl
Acting Secretary
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order R-328,
Docket No. UT-900462, filed 9111190, effective 10/12/90)
WAC 480-122-020 Washington telephone assistance
program rate. The commission shall set by order the telephone assistance rate ((is eight tlellars fler menth)).
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order R-328,
Docket No. UT-900462, filed 9111190, effective 10/12/90)
WAC 480-122-070 Recovery of costs. Local exchange
companies shall recover to the maximum extent possible by a
waiver of all or part of the federal end user access charge and,
to the extent necessary, from the telephone assistance fund
administered by the department the following amounts:
( 1) The difference between the telephone assistance rate
((speeifietl in)) set by the commjssjon by order under WAC
480-122-020 and the lowest available local exchange service
flat rate, as specified in WAC 480-122-010 (3)(c);
(2) The discounted portion of the service connection
fees;
(3) Applicable taxes not billed to the subscriber;
(4) Net uncollectibles directly resulting from the waiver
of local exchange service deposits for eligible subscribers,
provided that any partial payment collected for disconnected
accounts shall be applied first to the payment of the local service bill; with the total for any account not to exceed two
times the telephone assistance rate; and
(5) Administrative and program expen~es incurred in
offering the telephone assistance program, as authorized by
the department.
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PROPOSED RULES

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTA TION
COMMISSION

[Docket No. UT-970545-Filed June I, 1998, 3:45 p.m.]

Supplemental Notice to WSR 98-03-01 l.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9709-023.
Title of Rule: Defining minimum local calling areas.
Purpose: To define when service is sufficient with
respect to the scope of subscribers' available local calling
area.
Proposed

[ 28]

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 80.01.040,
80.04.160, and 80.36.140.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 80.36.080.
Summary: The proposal would require that each local
exchange telephone company shall provide as part of its basic
flat rate service a local calling area adequate to allow customers to reach community services, including medical facilities,
police and fire departments, government offices, and elementary and secondary schools.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Telephone subscribers in
most existing exchanges can reach a diversity of basic services without incurring high toll charges, either because their
exchanges are extensive, or because the exchange has been
combined in the past into a larger local calling area. However, in some exchanges, people still must pay toll charges
for most of their calls to reach basie services or other integral
parts of their local community. To ensure that service is sufficient for all subscribers across the state, it is necessary to
define a minimum scope of local calling.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Jeffrey Showman, 1300 South Evergreen Park Drive S.W.,
Olympia, WA 98504, (360) 664-1212;. Implementation and
Enforcement: Carole Washburn, Secretary, 1300 South
Evergreen Park Drive S.W., Olympia, WA 98504, (360) 6641174.
Name of Proponent: Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rule would require each local exchange telephone company to provide as part of its basic service a local
calling area adequate to allow customers to reach community
services, including medical facilities, police and fire departments, government offices, and elementary and secondary
schools.
Telephone subscribers in most exchanges can reach a
diversity of basic services without incurring high toll charges,
either because their exchanges are extensive, or because the
exchange has been combined in the past into a larger local
calling area. However, in some exchanges, people still must
pay toll charges for most of their calls to reach basic services
or even other parts of their local community. The purpose of
the rule is to help ensure that local telephone service is sufficient for all subscribers across the state.
The effect of the rule would be to allow subscribers in
exchanges that currently have little or no local access to some
basic services for their basic telephone rate to obtain such
access by incorporating thei~ exchanges into a larger local
calling area with other, nearby exchanges.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Rule
would replace existing rules governing the expansion of local
calling areas, WAC 480-120-400 through 480-120-435,
which would be repealed.
A small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
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mentary and secondary schools and a primary commercial
center, and exchanges which clearly meet this criteria; (B)
allow for optional local calling plans; (C) require implementation within ten months; (D) provide for commission review
of customer notification materials.
--Stakeholder Involvement: This statement has been
developed based upon cost estimates from previous comments in this rule-making docket, the small business economic impact statement (SBEIS) prepared for the access
charge reform rule making (Docket No. 970325), cost information from previous extended area service (EAS) filings
and commission records, and interviews with company representatives.
The analyses and conclusions are not the result of a consensus, but rather are based upon consideration and judgement of the issues presented by the various parties.
Since the initial proposed rule (CR-102) was filed, comments have been received and considered. Based upon input
from companies and consumers the rule has been modified in
ways to reduce implementation costs while at the same time
increasing its effectiveness towards reaching the intended
goals.
Professional Services Possibly Needed (and Other
Potential Impacts): In order to comply with these new
requirements, a local exchange company may require the following professional services: Engineering consultant to
determine facilities requirements, tariff consultant to prepare and file the required tariff changes, legal counsel to
negotiate interconnection agreements and defend any cost
study and/or tariff filing, billing systems update to implement the required tariff changes, and other administrative
functions as may be necessary. In addition, a company may
incur capital costs to install new trunks (fiber-optic cable or
wire) and switches, as well as installation and engineering
costs. Companies may also forego some revenues from
access charges, foreign exchange, and toll services.
Costs of Compliance: Determining the precise cost of
compliance of the new rule is not an easy task because of the
number of exchanges affected (possibly as many as 100
required to implement new routes under the discussion dr2ft),
the difficulty in measuring precise mileage and producing
specific engineering studies for each; whether or not to
include the elasticity (stimulation) effects of shifting to a
"free" commodity (i.e. moving from per-minute toll usage to
unmeasured, unlimited free local calling can increase
demand up to 200%, requiring additional investment in network facilities in both terminating and receiving exchanges),
etc. In addition, mitigation measures through the revised proposal will also have varying effects on compliance costs on
different companies depending on the adequacy of each company's current local calling area(s). Given this fact, it is
essential to recognize that not all companies, and especially
not all small companies will necessarily be impacted by this
rule; and if so, to varying degrees based on company and situation specific information. To that end this statement is a
reflection of what a "worst case scenario" might be for a
small business. Finally, any costs incurred as a result of the
proposed rule should be compared against the alternative cost

Small Business Economic Impact Statement
MINIMUM LOCAL CALLING AREAS

WUTC Docket UT-970545

Proposed repeal of WAC 480-120-400 through
480-120-435 "Extended Area Service"; and new section(s) to
be added to chapter 480-120 WAC, under the title of "Basic
service to include a minimum local cal1in~ area" (WAC
480-120-045), applicable to all local exchange telecommunications companies.
For more explanation see the 3/25/98 and 5/27/98 Open
Meeting backup memorandums on this topic. A copy can be
obtained by calling (360) 664-1234 and referencing UT970545, or by accessing the commission's website for this
proceeding at: http://www.wutc.wa.gov/ "Industry News,"
"Telephone Matters," "Minimum Local Calling Area Rule,"
"See Related Documents" at the bottom of the page.
Background: The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) is proposing a new section applicable to all local exchange telecommunications companies (a
subset of SIC 4813; see Appendix 1 for list) operating in the
state of Washington.
This new rule is intended to address a clear problem in
Washington state: Customers in many local telephone
exchanges cannot call basic community services, such as
schools, medical facilities, government offices and businesses, without payjn~ toll char~es. This really is two prob• lems: (1) Insufficient local calling capability, due to the his.toric, ad hoc, and somewhat arbitrary nature of local
exchange boundaries, and (2) access charges paid by toll calling. This rule making attempts to solve the first problem; the
second is being addressed in the access charge reform docket
(see UT-970325 and proposed WAC 480-120-540).
Essentially, the goal of the proposed rule is to make
Washington's local calling areas more equitable among
customers within and between companies, and to reflect
today's social, civic, and economic realities.
The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) is proposing to define a minimum scope of
local calling as part of basic telephone service. Telephone
subscribers in most exchanges can reach a diversity of basic
services without incurring high toll charges, either because
their exchanges are extensive, or because the exchange has
been combined in the past into a larger local calling area.
However, in some exchanges, people still must pay toll
charges for most of their calls to reach basic services or other
integral parts of their local community. To ensure that service is adequate and sufficient for all subscribers across the
state, the commission is proposing to define a minimum
scope of local calling. These changes are consistent with
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rules and policies. The commission has authority to set local exchange
boundaries and to regulate service quality.
Summary of Proposed Amendments: The proposed rule
awould: (A) Require each local exchange telephone company
r o provide as part of its basic flat rate service a local calling
area adequate to allow customers to reach community services, including medical facilities, government offices, ele[ 29]
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of complying with the existing EAS rule (which would be
fairly similar).
With the caveats explained above, local exchange telecommunications companies may experience the following
estimated impacts (see also Appendix 2 for the workpaper
with comparison calculations):
Cost element:
Large comSmall company:
pany:
$1,500
$6,000
Engineering study 1
Capital costs 2

$30,000

$2,280,000

Lost Revenue3 (access,
foreign exchange, and
toll)

$50,000

$2,000,000

Negotiate 1 interconnection agreement
Tariff filing
Notification:
Billing Changes
Administrative
Total Impact:

$2,000

$10,000

$2,000
$1,000
$2,000
$2,000
$90,500

$3,000
$30,000
$15,000
0
$4,344,000

Net impact with mitigation $21,500
1
Note: These numbers have been amortized over a five-year
period.
2
Note: These numbers have been annualized by applying a
30% annual charge factor.
3
Note: Lost revenue is not necessarily "cost based," see UT970325.

Detail: Engineering study: Companies must analyze
current and potential calling between two exchanges, determine the capacity necessary to provide sufficient service (i.e.
the number of trunks and switches sufficient to handle the
estimated number of calls), map the system and determine
infrastructure requirements.
Capital Costs: Once a route is determined, the company
must install facilities. These depend on both the distance
between central offices, the number of trunks and switches
installed, and any other facilities that may be needed. Facilities may be necessary to augment existing facilities, if sufficient capacity is not available.
Negotiate Interconnection Agreements: If the target
exchange belongs to another local exchange company, a
company may have to negotiate one or more interconnection
agreements. The final decision on access charge reform rule
making in Docket UT-970325, will impact the necessity of
individual agreements and the level of intercompany compensation for terminating traffic. The proposed rule
(CR-102) in Docket UT-970325 would eliminate the need for
company specific interconnection agreements on a case by
case, route by route basis; in place of being able to purchase
cost-based terminating access service "off the shelf' of each
local exchange telecommunications company's tariff.
Lost Access Revenue: For each minute of toll calling
that is converted to local calling, a company may will likely
lose forego originating access charge revenues (or toll as
applicable) from its own customers, and potentially terminatProposed

ing access revenue for those routes the company establishes
pursuant to local interconnection agreements. If the rule
making in Docket UT-970325 is adopted there will be less
terminating access revenues to lose, and more of an opportunity to avoid the cost of entering into local interconnection
agreements as a result of this rule. Therefore, the access
charge reform rule making could have a profound impact and
mitigation effect on the cost of implementing the minimum
local calling area rule in this proceeding.
Interstate cost shift to intrastate jurisdiction. For those
companies who calculate costs on an embedded basis, using
the fully distributed cost allocation methodology employed
by the FCC's Part 36 and 69 (CFR 4 7), may experience a shift
in costs to the state jurisdiction depending on how the actual
subsequent traffic patterns develop and impact the associated
relative use allocation factors. For purposes of this analysis
no amount has been quantified, but companies may justify it
on a case by case basis.
Mitigation:
Cost impacts may be mitigated by several measures,
including:
Expanding the list of communities in subsection (2), to
reduce the potential length of trunk lines, and to recognize exchanges with current adequate local calling.
Providing a waiver process in cases where local calling
is adequate, but the exchange cannot reach a community on the list.
Providing an exemption for companies that have
already offered mandatory EAS plans under the previous rule.
Allowing an optional local calling plan to substitute for
minimum local calling area if it meets the intent of the
rule and is available at a comparable price.
•
Allowing phased implementation.
•
Allowing a local exchange company to recover costs at
the time they file tariffs, e.g. by allowing them to pass
through a per-line rate increase capped at a certain
amount.
Implementation of access charge reform, Docket
UT-970325.

•
•

•
•

Comparison of Costs: RCW 19.85.020 defines small
companies as those local exchange telecommunications companies which have fifty or fewer employees. RCW 19.85.040
requires comparison with the largest companies, or those
which comprise the top ten percent of the local exchange telecommunications industry.
A preliminary analysis of local calling capability indicates that only eight of the small businesses (local exchange
companies) would need to take action in order to comply with
the rule.
As can be seen from the "cost of compliance" chart
above, the total costs and total impacts are estimated to be
lower for small businesses. However, the proportionate costs
can be illustrated by using the average cost per employee
analysis (see below). Thus, the disproportionate effects of
the proposed rule on small local exchange telecommunica- •
tions companies can be evaluated.
•
The estimated costs per employee are provided below:
(See Appendix #2 for details).
[30]
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Employees:
Total Cost/Employee:
with mitigation
Total Lost Rev/Employee:
with mitigation
Total Impact/Employee:
with mitigation

Small
20
$ 2,025

This fact is also recognized in the economies of scope
and scale inherent in the distinction between small and large
employers within the telecommunications industry. Smaller
employers usually have smaller operations and typically
serve in the less dense and/or rural areas of the state (historically). Therefore, due to the capital intensive nature of the
telecommunications industry smaller employers have
become accustomed to disproportionately higher costs.
There are currently in effect support mechanisms through
federal and state universal service programs which help
defray these distinctions between urban and rural (e.g. large
and small) companies.
Other, newer companies known as competitive local
exchange companies (CLECs) (who may also be relatively
small employers but most likely are not rural) are not as
entrenched as incumbent monopolies (both small and large).
These CLECs incur initial start-up costs to provide service
regardless of this rule, and any CLEC can be expected to
offer service only to places in Washington state for which
there is calling demand. Since the list of communities in the
rule encompass the primary communities in the state, it
seems reasonable to assume that any CLEC will already offer
service to at least any cities listed in the rule. Thus, the rule
will not .add costs for new entrants.
As can be seen from the "cost of compliance" chart
above, the cost impacts on small businesses are estimated to
be about $90,500. Since regulated companies can recover
increased costs from ratepayers (who may be small businesses, which is addressed in the next section), there is
always the option of a general rate increase request. However, that may not be necessary given all of the proposed mitigations now included in the revised proposed rule language.
(The total impact on small business has been reduced by over
75%, down to $21,500, as a result of the proposed mitigations).
Additionally, to the extent companies are rural and/or
high-cost there are in place federal and state universal service
funding mechanisms to defray the costs of providing basic
universal service in these areas. Local usage and local calling
areas have an impact on the affordability of basic universal
service and therefore will be funded in order to meet the minimum level of service required for rural customers to have
comparable and affordable telecommunications service. The
goal of this rule is to ensure that all customers have access to
the minimum local calling area necessary to meet that definition. Therefore, universal service funding may also be
looked upon as a mitigation for small businesses, whose costs
are otherwise higher than normal due to the rural/high cost
nature of their serving territories.
Effect on Other Small Businesses Which Are Not Telephone Companies: The overall purpose of this rule is to
establish a minimum scope of local calling. At present, inadequate scope of calling means many customers, including
business customers, must pay for toll charges to reach basic
community services. Defining a minimum local calling area
will allow many small businesses in the state to lower their
overall phone bills (an important basic cost of doing business), to expand their customer base, and to be able to reach
Internet service providers. The rule should be an overall
(composite) benefit to small business long-distance users.

Large
6,000
$391

(175)

2,500
1,250
$4,525
1,075

333
$724

Although these costs per employee appear fairly high,
one must compare to the other costs incurred and revenues
realized in the telecommunications industry. In this context,
an example of revenues per employee follows:
Large
Small
6,000
20
Employees:
$2.5 Million $1.3 BilTotal Revenue:
lion
Total Revenue/Employee:

SUS.!HH!

S21Z,!HH!

The cost per one hundred dollars of sales revenue is
another analysis which is useful in determining the relative
(or proportionate) costs of implementing this proposed rule:
Large
Small
$13 Million
$25,000
Total Sales/100:
$1.62
$0.1803
Total Cost/Sales/100:
with mitigation
(0.14)
Total Lost Rev/Sales/100:
with mitigation
Total Impact/Sales/100:
with mitigation

2.00
1.00
$3.62
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0.1538
$0.3342

(0.86)

As can be seen from each of these analyses, the proportionate total impact of implementing this rule will be disproportionate for small businesses in the local exchange telecommunications company industry. This outcome has been
mitigated to the extent feasible as the result of the revised rule
language proposed by the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, as explained further below.
Mitigation of Disproportionate Costs to Small Employers: Implementation costs have been addressed through mitigations included in the revised rule language - not only as
reflected throughout the revised text, but as well as in specific
subsectio.n(s) geated specifically towards small businesses.
Capital costs may be necessary as a result of this rule.
Foregone revenues are also a consideration in determining its
overall impact. Other less material costs are more administrative in nature, yet in the aggregate contribute to the disproportionate effects on small businesses. Local exchange telecommunications companies are familiar with these costs, as
they are an ongoing expense of running a business in the regulated (and capital intensive) telecommunications industry.
Because these capital and administrative costs are ongoing, small employers already experience disproportionate
capital and administrative costs per employee as compared to
large employers, in general.
[ 311
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Small businesses which use telecommunications services in their business may take advantage of expanded or
enlarged local calling areas at affordable and predictable
local rates.
However, because not all small business consumers have
the same usage patterns, there may be instances where benefits are not realized. Additionally, for some small businesses
it is hypothetically possible that this rule would adversely
affect them to the extent that their current customers choose
to shop in the larger cities added as a result of this rule.
Although we cannot quantify any such impact, we recognize
that this type of lost sales may occur and could be perceived
as a problem. We are currently aware of no specific situation,
but are cognizant. Nonetheless, we believe the overall benefit of community-based calling will outweigh the potential
detriments.
The current toll charges which small businesses have to
pay in order to reach their suppliers, employees, and other
business associates often imposes significant operating
expense on them. With the availability of the defined minimum local calling areas, small businesses will benefit from
not only the reduced expense, but also from controllable
phone bills given that fixed monthly rates will enable them to
reach the community they locate in and also the nearby communities. Staff are not able to quantify other benefits as a
result of this proposed rule, however, we believe that the benefits will outweigh the costs because the costs that may need
to be recovered in the basic monthly rates will move downward, especially when reflecting access charge reform and
universal service support initiatives.
Public comment received in this proceeding (up to this
point) has also indicated a strong level of support from both
small businesses and individuals alike.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The commission is not an agency to which RCW 34.05.328
applies.
Hearing Location: Commission Hearing Room, Second
Floor, Chandler Plaza, 1300 South Evergreen Park Drive
S.W., Olympia, WA 98504, on July 22, 1998, at 9:30 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Pat
Valentine by July 16, 1998, TDD (360) 586-8203, or (360)
664-1133.
Submit Written Comments to: Paul Curl, Acting Secretary, P.O. Box 47250, Olympia, WA 98504-7250, FAX (360)
586-1150, by June 26, 1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 22, 1998.
June 1, 1998
Terrence Stapleton
for Paul Curl
Acting Secretary
NEW SECTION
WAC 480-120-045 Basic service to include a minimum local calling area. (1) Each local exchange company
shall provide as an element of basic service, a local calling
area adequate to allow customers to call and receive calls
from the following community services: Community medical facilities, police and fire departments, city or town govProposed
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ernment, elementary and secondary schools, and libraries. In
determining whether an exchange has an adequate local calling area, the commission will consider the overall community
of interest of the entire exchange.
(2)(a) For the purposes of this rule, the ability to call and
receive calls from one of the following exchanges will be
deemed to meet the requirements of subsection (1) of this
section: Aberdeen, Anacortes, Auburn, Bellevue, Bellingham, Bremerton, Cathlamet, Centralia, Cle Elum, Colfax,
Colville, Coulee Dam, Dayton, Ellensburg, Enumclaw, Ephrata, Everett, Forks, Friday Harbor, Goldendale, Kennewick,
Kent, Lewiston (Idaho), Long Beach, Longview, Morton,
Moses Lake, Mount Vernon, Newport, North Bend, Oak Harbor, Olympia, Omak, Port Angeles, Port Townsend, Poulsbo,
Prosser, Pullman, Renton, Ritzville, Seattle, Shelton, Spokane, South Bend, Stevenson, Sunnyside, Tacoma, Vancouver, Walla Walla, Wenatchee, White Salmon, and Yakima.
(b) The commission may approve a local calling area
that does not include any of the exchanges listed above if the
local exchange company demonstrates that the local calling
area is adequate to meet the requirements of subsection (1) of
this section.
(3) Each local calling area for an exchange shall contain
all intervening exchanges. Any change in calling area made
as a result of this rule shall, as much as reasonably possible,
conform to existing county and school district boundaries
within the state and shall not reduce the existing calling area
of any exchange.
(4) "Basic service" is the minimum service a local
exchange company may offer.
(5) Each local exchange company shall offer a choice of
local calling plans, including, at a minimum, flat-rated service to the entire local calling area, and local measured service to the entire calling area. Nothing in this rule is intended
to prohibit companies from offering optional flat-rated or
measured service plans to a larger or smaller geographic area.
(6)(a) Any local exchange company providing service
for which the local calling area is not adequate to meet the
basic service standard as required in subsection (1) of this
section shall, within ninety days from the date this rule
becomes effective, file tariff revisions showing projected
costs and decreased revenues as a result of this rule, and an
implementation schedule to make necessary changes to its
calling areas. The implementation schedule shall provide for
all revised calling areas to become effective no later than ten
months after the date this rule becomes effective.
(b) Companies may request, and the commission may
grant, an extension of this deadline if it determines that additional facilities are required and that a company cannot reasonably complete its service revisions within the required
time.
(7)(a) Projected costs and decreased revenues resulting
from implementation of this section shall be calculated as the
net of all cost and revenue changes for access and local service and engineering and plant expense and investment.
(b) Any local exchange company may seek a concurrent
increase in rates to recover in whole or part the projected
costs and decreased revenues resulting from implementation
of this section. The commission shall approve the increase if

•
•

•
•

•
•
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out the purposes of this rule. Interconnection agreements
should be negotiated in good faith on an expedited basis.
Existing interconnection agreements should be used to the
greatest extent feasible. Any company which believes
another company is not fulfilling its obligation to interconnect may file a complaint with the commission pursuant to
RCW 80.04.110.

it is supported by the compliance filing required under sub• section (6) of this section and is in the public interest.
(8) Any rate increase allowed under subsection (7) of
•
this section shall be made by:
(a) Increasing local rates in exchanges rece1vmg an
expanded local calling area, up to the rate level, including
existing charges for extended area service, paid by other similarly situated customers of the company; and, if necessary,
(b) Except as provided in (c) of this subsection, below,
increasing local rates of all customers of the company by no
more than $.25 per customer per month, unless the company
demonstrates in a general rate filing that a larger increase is in
the public interest.
(c) For any local exchange company that is a small business as defined by chapter 19.85 RCW, the limit on local rate
increases for all customers in (b) of this subsection shall be
$3.50 per customer per month.
(9)(a) Prior to filing a proposal to increase local calling
areas, each company must notify its customers of any resulting changes in services or rates. Each company must submit
to the secretary a draft notice for review before it is mailed to
consumers. The company must design its customer notice to
ensure that its customers receive adequate information about
the change in order to understand the change, and determine
whether to become involved in the commission's decisionmaking process. Customers must receive notice at least thirty
days prior to the date it proposes to file its implementation
plan and tariff.
(b) The notice shall contain an explanation of the new
• rates and conditions so customers can easily understand the
• changes and the impact it will have on them, including, at a
minimum: A clear, brief explanation of the proposal, and any
proposed change in rates; the requested effective date of the
change; the implementation date, and a phone number for
customers to reach a company representative if they have
questions.
(c) Each notice must contain public involvement language as follows:
If you have questions about the filing and how it will
affect you, please call . . . . . . . . (Company name & office
phone number). . . . . . . . . If you have questions about the
ratemaking process, you may contact the Washington utilities
and transportation commission at the following address:

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
Purpose.
WAC 480-120-400
Definition of extended area
WAC 480-120-405
service.
WAC 480-120-410
Local calling capability.
WAC 480-120-415
Determination of extended
area service routes.
Revenue requirements and
WAC 480-120-420
rate design.
WAC 480-120-42S
Community calling fund.
WAC 480-120-430
Impact on current compensation arrangements.
Petition for waiver.
WAC 480-120-435
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed June I, 1998, 4:50 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9803-025.
Title of Rule: Vessel registration and certificate of
title-Confidential vessel registration, WAC 308-93-241,
308-93-242, 308-93-243, 308-93-244, and 308-93-245.
Purpose: Clarify the process of registering confidential
vessels; and to meet the criteria set forth in Governor Locke's
Executive Order 97-02.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 88.02.070,
88.02.I 00, 88.02.120.
Summary: Clarifying WAC 308-93-241 Confidential
vessel registration-Application procedure, 308-93-242
Confidential vessel program-Agency contact, 308-93-243
Confidential vessel registrations-Inventory, 308-93-244
Confidential vessel registrations-Refusal and removal, and
308-93-245 Confidential vessel registrations-Records disclosure.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Meet criteria supporting
Governor Locke's Executive Order 97-02.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Patrick Zlateff, 1125 Washington Street Southeast, Olympia,
(360) 902-3718; Implementation and Enforcement: Nancy
Kelly, 1125 Washington Street Southeast, Olympia, (360)
902-3754 .
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.

Secretary
Washington Utilities & Transportation Commission
P.O. Box 47250
Olympia, WA 98504-7250
1-800-562-6150 (toll free)
Electronic mail: comments@wutc.wa.gov

The commission encourages your written comments,
either in favor or opposition, regarding this proposal. Comments must be submitted in writing or presented at the commission's open meeting to be considered as part of the formal
record. If you would like to be added to the commission's
mailing list to be notified of the open meeting date, please
• call the toll-free number listed above and leave your name
. , and mailing address.
(10) As common carriers, local exchange companies
have an obligation to interconnect with each other to carry
[ 33]
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Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The anticipated effects will be a clarification of the
above mentioned requirements.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Clarify
sections as needed. Repeal sections as needed. Meet criteria
of Executive Order 97-02.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. A small business economic impact statement is not required pursuant to RCW
19.85.030 (l)(a). The proposed rule making does not impose
more than a minor cost on businesses in an industry.
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, does not apply
to this rule adoption. The content of the proposed rules are
explicitly and specifically dictated by statute.
Hearing Location: Highways-Licenses Building, Conference Room 309, 1125 Washington Street, Olympia, WA
98507, on July 7, 1998, at 11:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Pat
Zlateff by July 6, 1998, TDD (360) 664-8885, on (360) 9023718.
Submit Written Comments to: Patrick Zlateff, Rules
Coordinator, Title and Registration Services, P.O. Box 2957,
Olympia, WA 98507-2957, FAX (360) 664-0831, by July 6,
1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 21, 1998.
June 1, 1998
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pro~ram:

•

(b) Complete an application form approved by the
department:
(c) Provide a copy of the current certificate of ownership
or re~istratjon certificate showin~ the vessel is re~istered to
the government agency.
(2) The letter of reguest and application shall be signed
by the ~overnment a~ency head or desj~nated contact person
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-15-023,
filed 7/6/92, effective 8/6/92)
WAC 308-93-242 Confidential vessel ((re1t;istretie1t))
pronam-Agency contact. (((1) Ell:eept its prtwitletl ift st1b
seetieft (2) ef this seetieft, the eftly perseft 1ttttherizetl ta
request issu1tftee ef eeftfitleftti1tl vessel registr1ttiefts er sigft
eeFFespefttleftee peft1tiftiftg ta the eeHfitleftti1tl 11·essel Fegistflt
tieft pregr1tm, is the 1tgeftey he1ttl, whieh shall iftelutle
Fegieftal f'etleF1tl 1tgeHey 1ttlHtiftistF1tteFs 1tfttl milit1tfy eem
fft1trttliHg effieers.
(2) The &gefte} helttl m1ty tlesigH1tte 1t fft1tll:imt1m ef twe
1ttltlitieft1tl ifttli·1itlt11tls withift the 1tgeHey 1tS eeftt&et peFsefts
autherizetl te sigft 1tpplie1ttiens 1tfttl eetTespefttleftee pert1tift
iftg ta the eeftfitfeftti1tl Yessel FegistF1ttieft pregfltfft.
(3) The 1tgeHey he1ttf mt1st st1bmit iftf'eFm1ttieft ta the
tfep1tftmeftt ef Jieensing, eft 1t f'erfft pre'<·itfetf by the tfep1tft
meftt, iHtlie1ttiftg the H1tme, title, 1ttftfFess, 1tfttf telephefte fttlfft
ber ef eaeh atftlitienal eent&et perseft.
(4) Upeft reme (It) er repl1teemeftt ef 1tft 1tgene) helttl er
tfesigft1ttetf eefttltet perseft, the tfep1tftmeHt ef lieeftsiftg sh1tll
be ftetifietl ift writiftg "ithift fi'ie Bit) s ef the ehange, 1tftd a
Hew f'erm ltS iHtfie1ttetf ift st1bseetieft (3) ef this seetieH sh1tll
be fernartled ta the dep1tflfflent.)) Ol A ~ovemment a~ency
head or designee may apply for confidential vessel registrations or si~n correspondence pertainin~ to confidential vessel

Nancy S. Kelly, Administrator
Title and Registration Services
AMENDATORY Sf:CTION (Amending WSR 92-15-023,
filed 7/6/92, effective 8/6/92)
WAC 308-93-241 Confidential vessel registrationApplication procedures. (((1) Reqttesffi feF eeftfitleftti1tl Yes
sel registr1ttieft sh1tll be ift writiftg, 1ttltlressetl ta the Atlffliftis
tF1tteF, Title 1tfttl RegistF1ttieft SeFYiees, Depe:RHteftt ef Lieefts
iftg, 01} Htpi1t, W&Shiftgteft 1tfttl sh1tll be 1teeeHtp1tftietl b} the
f'ellewiftg:
(It) Aft 1tpplie1ttieft fur eeftfitleftti1tl 't'essel registrlttiefts,
aft 1t f'erffl fttFftishetl b)' the tlepltftffteftt;
(b) Aft e!!:pl1tft1ttieft ift sttppeft ef the Feqttest feF eeftfi
tleftti1tl vessel registflttiefts, aft It form forrtishetl by the
tlep1tftffteftt, settiftg the pttFpeses f'eF •w•hieh the 11·essel regis
tr1ttieft "ill be ttsetl, 1tfttl why eeftfitleftti1tl 1 essel registF1ttiefts
ltfe fteeessltfy ta 1teeemplish this pttrpese;
(e) Cepies ef tleettffteftts estltblishirtg th1tt the Yessel is
ewftetl er eefttrelletl by the 1tgeHey reqttestiHg isstt1tftee ef
eeHfitleHti1tl vessel registr1ttiens; 1teeept1tble tleettffteftts
iHeltttle, bttt 1tre Hat limitetl ta, et1tTent eertifie1tte ef title er
registr1ttien, fftltftttfoeturer's stltteHteHt ef erigift, eet1rt artier
er seizure tleet1Hteftffi;
(ti) St1eh etheF tleet1Hteftt1ttieft its the tlep1tflffleftt 1tt its
ewft tliseretieH Htity re1tsen1tbly reqt1ire.
(2) The request, 1tpplie1ttien, 1tfttl ell:pl1tft1ttien sh1tll be
sigftetl b} the 1tgefte} he1ttl er tlesigft1ttetl eeftt1tet perseft.)) ill
A ~overnment a~ency requestin~ confidential vessel re~istra
tion shall:
Proposed

(a) Write to the department on their letterhead requestin~
one or more vessels be included in the confidential vessel

4

~e~istrations,

(2) The government agency head may designate a maximum of two a~ency employees to represent the a~ency
regarding confidential vessel registrations. The government
a~ency head shall provide the name, title, address. and telephone number of each desi~nee
(3) A government agency head or designee shall notify
the department in writjn~ within five days of any chan~e in
the agency head or designee.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-15-023,
filed 7/6/92, effective 8/6/92)
WAC 308-93-243 Confidential vessel registrations((A1t1n1el)) Inventory. ((By M1t} 31 ef e1teh ye1tr, eaeh
&geftey h1tYiHg eeHfitfeHti1tl Yessel registflttieHs ift iffi passes
sien shall fttfftish ltft ift•• entery ef the eenfideftti1tl l'essel reg
istF1ttieHs ta the tfep1tftmeHt. The ift'l'efttef)' sh1tll iHeltttle:
(1) A list ef eeftfiEleHtial Yessel registrlttieHs;
•
(2) The make, } eltf ef m1tHufitett1re, 1tftd identifielttieft •
ftumber ef eaeh Yessel be1tring eenfidefttial 1 essel registr1t

tierur,
[34]
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(3) A eertifieatieft, sigftetl b' the agefte' he!t6 er desig

1=;:::::;s::ii!: :~l=~~:::::u~:::::~:

ey RCW 88.02.035. )) Cll The departmen t shall provide an
inyentoz:y listin~ of yessels to each a~ency participatin.i: in the
confidential vessel registration program. Each government
a~ency shall verify the accuracy of the information by:
(a) Correcting any erroneous information:
(b) Delete vessels no longer in the program:
Cc) Adding vessels in the program. but not shown on the
inventory listin~:
Cd) Signing the inventory listing certifying that all confidential yessel reeistrations shown on the listin~ are bein~ utilized under RCW 88.02.035(3): and
Ce) Returning the inventoa listing to the department.
(2) The department shall not renew a vessel shown on
the inventory listin~ until the ~oyernmem ai:;ency has complied with the requirements of subsection (1) of this section.
J

(3) Nethiftg hereift sh111l be eeHstrttetl te prehieit the dis
elesttFe ef statistieal iRfermatieft whieh is ftet deseripti'fe ef
the idefttit' ef the eeftfideftti al ·1essel er its 1:1sage.)) ill
Because disclosure of confidential vessel registration information is contrary to vital i:;oyernmem interest. the department shall not disclose files. records. documents . and any
other information pertainin~ to the confidential yessel re~is
tration program. These records are exempt from public
inspection and copyin.i: under RCW 42.17.310(2).
(2) The department shall not release information concemjn~ confidential vessel re~istrations to anyone other than
the government agency head or the designee of the agency
that owns the vessel.
(3) The department may disclose confidential vessel statistical information if the information is not descriptive of the
identity of the confidential yessel or its usa~e.

WSR 98-12-073

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-15-023 ,
filed 7/6/92, effective 8/6/92)
WAC 308-93-244 Confident ial vessel registratio ns-Refusal and removal. (( (1) The depettmeftt ef lieeRsiftg mey
eafteel er ref1:1se te iss1:1e er reiss1:1e a eeHfideHtittl • essel regis
lf'ttti6ft wheR it has reaS6ft te ee(ie¥e the regislf'etieft is BeiRg
1:1sed fer pttl'f'eses ftet a1:1therized ift RCW 88.02.035. Isstt
!tftee ef the regislf'etieft wettld ¥ielate the iRteRt er meaRiHg ef
. the referefteed statttte.
(2) Wheft aft agefte, ft6 leftger req1:1ires 11 eenfideftti!tl
·1essel regislf'atieR er the registFatieH is eaReeled, the ·1alid11
tieH deeal mttst be reme¥ed ttftd destreyed aHd the eeftfideft
tial registflltieH retttrRed te the def>altmeHt ef lieeRsiftg fer
deletieH frem the ageHey's iH reftter,•.)) 0) The department
may cancel or refuse to issue or renew a confidential vessel
re~istration when the department or chief of the Washineto n
state patrol has reasonable cause to believe the re~istration is
not being used for purposes authorized in RCW 88.02.035.
(2) When a government agency no longer requires a confidential vessel re~istration or the reeistration is cancelle<l:
(a) The ~overnmeot aeency shall remove and destroy the
validation decal and return the confidential vessel registration
to the department: and
(b) The department shall delete the confidential vessel
re~istrati?n record from the confidential vessel pro~ram.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-15-023 ,
filed 7/6/92, effective 8/6/92)
WAC 308-93-245 Confidenti al vessel registratio ns-Records disclosur e. (((1) IR aeeerdafte e with RCW
42.17.310(2), files, reeerds, dee1:1meftts, aftd aHy ether iHtef
matieR pettaiRiRg te the eeftfideHtial vessel registratieft 13re
grem shall ee eitempt frem pttBlie inspeetien aHd eef>, ing, as
Stteh diselesttre \'t'ettld Be eefttrllfy te ¥ital ge¥efftlfteRt iRtef
.~

•

(2) Iftfurmtttien eefteerftiHg the eeHfidential vessel regis
lf'atiens isstted te afty partiettl!tf ageHey shall ft6t ee released,
eiteept te the ageRey he!t6 er the desigHatoo eentaet 13erseA(s).

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTM ENT OF LICENSIN G
[Filed June I, 1998, 4:50 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9803-022.
Title of Rule: Vehicle licensing- Confident ial plates,
WAC 308-96A-080, 308-96A-085, 308-96A-090, 308-96A095, and 308-96A-097.
Purpose: Clarify the process of confidential license
plates and to meet the criteria set forth in Governor Locke's
Executive Order 97-02.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.08.066.
Summary: Clarifying WAC 308-96A-080 Confidential
license plates-App lication procedures, 308-96A-085 Confidential license plates-Ag ency contact, 308-96A-090 Confidential vehicle license plates-Inv entory, 308-96A-095 Confidential license plates-Ref usal and removal, and 308-96A097 Confidential license plates-Rec ords disclosure.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Meet criteria supporting
Governor Locke's Executive Order 97-02.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Patrick Zlateff, 1125 Washington Street Southeast, Olympia,
(360) 902-3718; Implementation and Enforcement: Nancy
Kelly, 1125 Washingto n Street Southeast, Olympia, (360)
902-3754.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The anticipated effects will be a clarification of the
. above mentioned requirements.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Clarify
sections as needed and repeal those no longer required. Meet
criteria of Executive Order 97-02.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. A small business economic impact statement is not required pursuant to RCW
19.85.030 (l)(a). The proposed rule making does not impose
more than a minor cost on businesses in an industry.
[ 35 l
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Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, does not apply
to this rule adoption. The content of the proposed rules are
explicitly and specifically dictated by statute.
Hearing Location: Highways-Licenses Building, Conference Room 309, 1125 Washington Street, Olympia, WA
98507, on July 7, 1998, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Pat
Zlateff by July 6, 1998, TDD (360) 664-8885, or (360) 9023718.
Submit Written Comments to: Patrick Zlateff, Rules
Coordinator, Title and Registration Services, P.O. Box 2957,
Olympia, WA 98507-2957, FAX (360) 664-0831, by July 6,
1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 21, 1998.
June 1, 1998
Nancy S. Kelly, Administrator
Title and Registration Services

(a) Write to the department on their letterhead requesting
one or more vehicles be included in the confidential license.
plate program:
•
<bl Complete an application form approved by the
department:
(c) Provide a copy of the current certificate of ownership
or registration certificate showing the vebicle is registered to
the government agency.
(2) The letter of request and application shall be signed
by the government agency head or designated contact person,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG-12,
filed 5/8/85)
WAC 308-96A-085 Confidential license platesAgency contact. ((( l) Eitee)'lt as Jlre·f'ided iH subseetieH (2) ef
this seetieH, the enly Jlersen autheri:ted te request issu11:Hee ef
e6Hfidential lieeftse Jllates er sigH eerresJleHdeHee JleFtaiHiHg
te the eeHfidenti11:I Jllate lieeHsiHg Jlregraffi, is the ageHey
head, whieh shttll inelude regieHal federal agefte) 11:d1HiHistm
tars ane ffiilitary eelftffiaHeiHg effieers.
(2) The ageHey ffill:Y eesigHttte a ffiWE:iffittffi ef twe indi
vieuttls as e6Htaet Jlersefts 11:t1theri:ted te 8Jlf'IY for eenfideft
tittl Jllates afte sign eerreSJl6ndenee JleFtaiHiflg te the e6Hfi
deHtial Jllttte lieeHsiHg Jlregralft.
(3) The 11:geney head fftust sttbffiit iHferffitttieft te the
eeJlaFtffieftt ef lieeftsing, aft a ferffi Jlre•tided by the deJlaFt
ffieftt, iHdieatiHg the naffie, title, address aftd tele)'lhefte ftttffi
her ef eaeh eentttet perseft atttheri:ted te apply fer eeafideft .
tial lieense Jllfttes.
(4) UJleft reffie • al er reJllaeemeftt ef ll:ft ageney hetttl er
desigaated eefttftet perseft, the depll:Ftffieftt ef lieeHsiHg shall
he Hetified iH tVritiftg l(ithiH five da) s ef the ehaftge, aftd a
Hew farm RS iHdieatee in stthseetiea (3) ef this seetieH shall
he ferwareee t6 the deJlaFtffieftt.)) Cl l A government agency
head or designee may apply for confidential license plates or
sign correspondence pertaining to confidential license plates
<2l The government agency head may designate a maximum of two agency employees to represent the agency
regarding confidential license plates, The government
agency head shall provide the name. title. address. and telephone number of each desjgnee.
(3) A government agency head or designee shall notify
the department in writing within five days of any change in
the agency head or designee,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG-12,
filed 5/8/85)
WAC 308-96A-080 Confidential license platesApplication procedures. (( (I) E 1 ery request for e6Hfidefttial
lieeftse Jllates shall be mtttle iH ·u·ritiHg, en stttti6nery 6f the
requestiHg ageHey, t6 the deJlftftmeHt 6f lieensiHg, aftd shall
be aee6mJlaHied by the fellewiHg:
(8) AH aJlJllieatieH fer eeHfideHtial lieeftse Jllfttes, aft a
form fttfftished b) the deJlaftffieftt;
(b) Eitee)'lt fer th6se etrnfidefttial Jllates auth6ri:ted by
RCW 46.08.066(3), by aft eit:JllaHatien iH SUJlJl6ft ef the
request for e6fifideHtial lieeHse Jllates, 6n a form fttFHished b)
the deJlaftffieftt, settiftg feFth the Jlurpeses fer whieh the Jllates
will he used, aftd why e6ftfideHtial lieense Jllates ftfe Heees
SftfY te aeeemJllish this Jlurpese;
(e) C6)'lies 6f d6eumeftts establishing that the i'ehiele is
ewHed er eefttrelled by the ageHey requestiftg issuaftee 5f
e6HfideHtial lieeHse Jllates; aeee)'ltable deeumeftts iHelude,
hut are Hat Heeessarily limited te, eurreftt eeFtifieate ef title er
registrati6H, maHuftteturer's statemeftt ef 6rigiH, and e6uFt
ertlers er sei:ture deeuffteftts;
(d) Sueh ether deeufftentati6ft RS the deJlaFtfftent Htay
reas6Hahly require.
(2) The request, 8JlJllieati6H, ftftd eit:Jllanati6ft shall he
sigHed by the age Hey head 6r aft iHdi l'iduttl desigHated by the
ageHey head es the autheri:ted eefttttet Jlerseft as Jlrevided iH
WAC 308 %A 085.
(3) E, ery request f6r e6HfideHtittl lieeHse Jllates vii II be
reviewed aft ttft iHdi·1idual basis te ensure eelftJllittHee with
RCW 46.08.066. The de)'lMtm:eftt h11:s the 11:tttherity te rejeet
er refuse ll:JlJllieatieHs whieh de ft6t eeftferfft te the Jlrevisiefts
6f the refereHeed st11:tute, ll:ftd rules aftd regulatitrns ef the
deJlftftffteHt.
(4) Af'Jllieatiefts fer eeftfidefttial lieense Jllates te he used
for the JlerseHal seeurity ef a JlUblie effieial er elftJlleyee will
he fen; arded by the deJlartffteftt te the WashiHgteH state
)'latrel fer re·1iew aftd reeeffiffieftdtttieH Jlrier te fiHll:I deterffii
Hatieft by the deJlartfftent.)) 0) A government agency
requesting confidential license plates shall:
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG-12,
filed 5/8/85)
WAC 308-96A-090 Confidential license plates((l..aaeel)) Inventory. (((1) At least eftee eaeh yeftf, ttt a tiffie
eesigfttttetl by the deJlltftmeftt ef lieensing, eaeh agefte) hll"t'
iHg e6HfideHtial lieeftse plates ift its pessessieH shall fttrHish
aft iH·+·entery 6f the e6HfieeHtial lieeHse Jllates te the deJlftft
ffieftt. The iHveHtery shall iHelttee:
(a) A list ef eeHfidential lieense plates iH alphahetieal •
ertleF,

(h) The ffit1:ke, ) ear ef ffittnttfttetttre anti ifleHtifieatien
ftttffiher ef eaeh ·1ehiele beftfing e6Hfidential lieense plates;
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(2) I11fermatie11 eeneeffling the eenfi6e11tial lieense
plates iss1:1ed te a11y 1'artie11lar ageaey shall aet be released,
eiteel't te the age11ey head er the c:lesignatec:I ee11taet J'ersen(s).
(3) Nething herein shall ee eenstrt!e6 te l'rehibit the c:lis
eles1:1re ef statistieel i1tfermatie1t whieh is net deseril'ti·;e ef
the identity ef the eenfic:lential f'ehiele er its 1:1sage.)) ill
Because disclosure of confidential license plate information
is contrary to vital ~overnment interest. the department shall
not disclose files. records. documents. and any other information pertainin~ to the confidential license plate pro~ram
These records are exempt from public inspection and copying
under RCW 42.17.310(2).
<2) The department shall not release information concerning confidential license plates to anyone other than the
~overnment a~ency head or the desi~nee of the a~ency that
owns the vehicle.
(3) The department may disclose confidential vehicle
statistical information if the information is not descriptive of
the identity of the confidential vehicle or its usa~e.

(e) A eertifieatien, signed by the agene) hea6 er 6esig

46.08.066.)) (1) The department shall provide an inventory
listin~ of vehicles. scheduled to be renewed within the next
guarter. to each agency participating in the confidential vehicle license plate pro~am. Each eovemment a~ency shall
verify the accuracy of the information by:
(a) Correcting any erroneous information:
(b) Deleting vehicles no longer in the program:
(c) Adding vehicles in the program. but not shown on the
inventocy listin~:
(d) Si~njn~ the inventocy listin~ certifyin~ that all confidential license plates shown on the listing are being utilized
under RCW 46.08 066: and
(e) Returnin~ the jnventocy listjn~ to the department.
(2) The department shall not renew a vehicle shown on
the quarterly inventory listin~ until the ~ovcrnment a~ency
has complied with the requirements of subsection Cl) of this
section.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG-12,
filed 5/8/85)

WSR 98-12-074

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING COUNCIL
(By the Code Reviser's Office)

WAC 308-96A-095 ((Ceeeelletiae af)) !:onfidential
license plates-Refusal and removal. (((1) When an ageney
ne lenger reqttires a set ef eenfitlential lieense J'lates, the
J'lates and fietitietts registfatien are te ee ret11rned te the een
widential l'late J'regram atlministrater at the tleJ'ttrtment ef
.ieensing fer deletien frem the ageney's in'f'enteey.
(2) The deJ'liftment ef lieensing may ellfteel er refllse te
reiss11e eenfic:le11tial liee11se f'lates when it has reasenaB!e
gretJHdS te eelie·;e that the plates are eeiftg 11sed fer pllfl'eSeS
11et a11therized tt11c:ler R:CW 46.08.066, er etherwise eelie'f'es
eenti1111ed iss11aaee ef the l'ltttes v1e11ld vielate the iate11t er
mea11ing ef the refereaeec:I statllte.)) 0) The department may
cancel or refuse to issue or renew confidential license plates
when the department or chief of the Washin~ton state patrol
has reasonable cause to believe the license plates are not
bein~ used for purposes authorized in RCW 46.08.066.
(2) When a ~ovcrnment a~ency no lon~r requires confidential license plates or the license plates are cancelled:
(a) The government agency shall remove and destroy the
license plates and re~istration or return them to the department: and
(b) Notify the department in writing that the confidential
license plates have been removed and destroyed. The department shall delete the confidential license plates record from
the confidential pro~ram.

[Filed June 2, 1998, 8:00 a.m.]

Chapter 296-04 WAC, proposed by the Apprenticeship and
Training Council in WSR 97-23-088, appearing in issue 9723 of the State Register, which was distributed on December
3, 1997, is withdrawn by the code reviser's office under RCW
34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted within the
one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute. ·
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed June 2, 1998, 11: 15 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9715-141and97-15-142 .
Title of Rule: Workers' compensation classification
plan, chapters 296-l 7 and 296-14 WAC.
Purpose: Agency proposes to revise general reporting
rules, classification plan, and corresponding base insurance
rate tables. This includes creating thirty-two general rules,
repealing twenty-six general rules, creating three new risk
classifications, repealing one risk classification, amending
three hundred fourteen risk classifications, and amending two
experience rating rules applicable to chapter 296- l 7 WAC
for workers' compensation insurance underwritten by the
Department of Labor and Industries. The agency also pro-

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG-12,
filed 5/8/85)

WAC 308-96A-097 Confidential license platesRecords disclosure. (( (1) In aeeertlaaee with R:CW
42.17.310(2), files, reeertls, 6eettmeats, aa6 any ether i11fer
-natien pertai11iag te the ee11fic:leatial lieensiag J'regram shall
be exeml't frem pttelie inspeetien anti eel'yi11g, as s11eh 6is
eles11re we11ld Be eeatrary te Yitai gevernffieftt iftterests.

1
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poses to repeal two claim process rules applicable to chapter
296-14 WAC for workers' compensation insurance.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 51.16.035.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 51.16.035.
Summary: The department proposes to create thirty-two
new general reporting rules, repeal twenty-six general reporting rules, create three new risk classification definitions,
repeal one risk classification definition, amend three hundred
fourteen risk classification definitions, and amend two experience rating and base insurance rate tables applicable to
chapter 296-17 WAC. The department also proposes to
repeal two claim process rules applicable to chapter 296-14
WAC.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: RCW 51.16.035 requires
the department to maintain actuarial solvency of the industrial insurance funds and maintain a classification plan.
Adjustments to the classification and rating plan reflect
changes in Washington industries. Revisions to general
reporting rules are rewritten in clear rule writing and the risk
classifications are being amended to provide greater clarity to
the definitions.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Ken Woehl and Frank Romero, Tumwater," Washington, 9024775/902-4835; Implementation: Doug Connell and Kathy
Kimbel, Tumwater, Washington, 902-4209/902-4835; and
Enforcement: Doug Mathers, Tumwater, Washington, 9024750.
Name of Proponent: Department of Labor and Industries, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The department is required by RCW 51.16.035 to
establish and maintain a workers' compensation insurance
classification plan that classifies all occupations or industries
within the state, and to set basic rates of premium for all classifications. The rule proposals are intended to better clarify
the general reporting rules, to distribute the costs fairly
among employers, and to ensure actuarial solvency.
The department proposes to revise general reporting
rules, classification plan, and corresponding base insurance
rate tables. This includes creating thirty-two general reporting rules, repealing twenty-six general reporting rules, creating three new risk classifications, repealing one risk classification, amending three hundred fourteen risk classifications,
and amending two experience rating rules applicable to chapter 296-17 WAC for workers' compensation insurance underwritten by the Department of Labor and Industries. The
department also proposes to repeal two claim process rules
applicable to chapter 296-14 WAC for workers' compensation insurance.
The department is proposing numerous changes to the
general reporting rules and classification plan in order to
rewrite many of the rules in clear rule writing and to provide
greater detail for risk classification definitions; repeal one
classification for chore services/domestic servants and create
a separate risk classification and base rate for each due to the
dissimilar of services and claim costs; create one classification for energy services and base rate; and repeal two claim
process rules which are obsolete.
Proposed

Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:

B.1:121:al - Gt:ot:cal B.1:1u1ctiu2 B.ult:5

296-17-310
296-17-320
296-17-345
296-17-350
296-17-360
296-17-370
296-17-380
296-17-390
296-17-400
296-17-410

296-17-411
296-17-420
296-17-430
296-17-440
296-17-44001
296-17-441
296-17-450
296-17-45001
296-17-45002
296-17-45003
296-17-45004
296-17-4 5005
296-17-4 5006
296-17-455
296-17-460
296-17-470

General instructions
Definitions
Professional athletic teams
Assumed worker hours
Classification by analogy
Governing classification
Single enterprise
Multiple enterprise
Mercantile operations
Division of single employee's worker
hours
Supporting separate operations
General inclusions
General exclusions
Standard exceptions
Business by standard exception
Special exceptions
Special agriculture rule
Special horse racing rule
Trucking
Building construction rule
Forestry industry rule
Logging and/or tree thinning rule
Special drywall industry rule
Special temporary help industry rule
Classification phraseology
Penalty assessment for unregistered
employers

4

fC!!Ra5t:d - Cct:ali: ls:i:li: Gt:Di:Clll Bt:D!lc1iu2 Bult:5
296-17-31001
296-17-31002
296-17-31003

296-17-31004
296-17-31005
296-17-31006
296-17-31007
296-17-31008
296-17-31009
296-17-31010

[ 38]

Introduction
Definitions
What is a workers' compensation program?
Am I required to have coverage for my
employees?
How do I determine if I am an employer?
Where can I buy workers' compensation
insurance?
A~ an owner, can I buy Workers' Compensation insurance?
Will you notify me when I open my
account?
Do I need to buy insurance when my
employees are in a different state?
How much will I pay for workers' compensation insurance?

t
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296-17-31011

~296-17-31012

t

296-17-31013

296-17-31014

296-17-31015
296-17-31016

296-17-31017
296-17-31018
296-17-31019
296-17-31020

296-17-31021
296-17-31022
296-17-31023
296-17-31024
296-17-31025
296-17-31026
296-17-31027
296-17-31028

296-17-31029

296-17-35202
296-17-35203
296-17-35204

B1:111:al -

What is a workers' compensation classification system?
How are classifications assigned to my
business?
Does this same classification approach
apply to building and construction contractors?
Does this same classification approach
apply to farming or agricultural operations?
When are certain operations included
and excluded in a basic classification?
How do you determine the classifications
for my business if a specific reference
does not exist?
Can I have more than one basic classification assigned to my account?
What are exception classifications?
How do you assign classifications to a
standard exception business?
How can I divide hours between classes
for employees supporting more than one
basic class?
What is a "unit of exposure"?
How do I report exception employees on
my quarterly report?
How often will I need to report and pay
premiums?
How do you determine what rate to
charge me?
Should I call if my business operation
changes?
If I have more than one business, can I
report them on the same account?
Do I need to report workers when hired
through a temporary help company?
What are my responsibilities when I
close my business, or no longer have
employees?
What insurance principles does the
department use when a new classification is developed?
Definitions
Special Reporting Instructions
Penalty assessment for unregistered
employers

Bi~k Cla~~itildllifHJ~

t96-17-721

Classification
6508

Prgno~ed

New Risk ~lassifications
Domestic servants
Classification
6510
Chore workers
Classification
6511
Department of Energy
Classification
7002

~real!l

296-17-72201
296-1 7-72202
296-17-75303

Amend - Risk Classifications
Classification
296-17-501
0101
Classification
296-17-503
0103
Classification
296-17-504
0104
Classification
296-17-505
0105
Classification
296-17-50601
0107
Classification
296-17-50602
0108
Classification
296-17-50603
0112
Classification
296-17-508
0201
Classification
296-17-509
0202
Classification
296-17-50908
0210
Classification
296-17-50910
0212
Classification
296-17-50912
0214
Classification
296-17-50915
0217
Classification
296-17-50917
0219
Classification
296-17-510
0301
Classification
296-17-511
0302
Classification
296-17-51101
0303
296-17-512
Classification
0306
296-17-513
Classification
0307
Classification
296-17-51301
0308

Chore workers and
domestic servants
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Road building
Drilling
Dredging
Fence erection or
repair
Pipelaying
Ditch and sewer construction
Sand and gravel produe ti on
Bridge work
Diving operations
Paving - street or road
Paving - N.O.C.
Concrete paving -roadways
Concrete flatwork
Roadway specialty
services
Landscape construeti on
Masonry work
Plastering and stucco
work
Plumbing - N.O.C.
Heating and ventilati on
Lawn care maintenance

Proposed

---
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296-17-516
296-17-517
296-17-519
296-17-52001
296-17-52002
296-17-521
296-17-52101
296-17-52102
296-17-52103
296-17-52104
296-17-52105
296-17-52106
296-17-52108
296-17-52109
296-17-52110
296-17-52111
296-17-52113
296-17-52116
296-17-52118
296-17-52119
296-17-52120
296-17-52121
296-17-52122
296-17-52123
296-17-52124

Proposed

-----

-- -
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Classification
0403
Classification
0502
Classification
0504
Classification
0506
Classification
0507
Classification
0508
Classification
0509
Classification
0510
Classification
0511
Classification
0512
Classification
0513
Classification
0514
Classification
0516
Classification
0517
Classification
0518
Classification
0519
Classification
0521
Classification
0524
Classification
0526
Classification
0527
Classification
0528
Classification
0529
Classification
0530
Classification
0531
Classification
0532

Sign erection and
repair
Flooring installation

296-17-52126

Exterior painting

296-17-522

Building demolition

296-17-523

Roofwork

296-17-524

Tower and crane erection - N.O.C.
Overhead transmission
installation
Wood frame building
construction
Glass installation buildings
Insulation installation

296-17-525

296-17-52125

296-17-526
296-17-527
296-17-52701
296-17-528

Interior finish carpentry
Garage door installati on
Building repair N.O.C.
Mobile home installati on
Building construction
-N.O.C.
Sheet metal work

296-17-529

Interior painting

296-17-53504

Wallboard installation

296-17-536

Wallboard taping

296-17-537

Wallboard priming

296-17-538

Wallboard stocking

296-17-53801

Wallboard scrapping

296-17-53802

Wallboard installation - nondiscounted
Wallboard taping nondiscounted
Wallboard priming nondiscounted

296-17-53803

296-17-532
296-17-534
296-17-535
296-17-53501
296-17-53502

296-17-53805
296-17-53806

C40 I

Classification
0533
Classification
0534
Classification
0601
Classification
0602
Classification
0603
Classification
0604
Classification
0606
Classification
0607
Classification
0608
Classification
0701
Classification
0803
Classification
0901
Classification
1002
Classification
1003
Classification
1004
Classification
1005
Classification
1007
Classification
1101
Classification
1102
Classification
1103
Classification
1104
Classification
1105
Classification
1106
Classification
1108
Classification
1109

Wallboard stocking nondiscounted
Wallboard scrapping nondiscounted
Electrical work N.O.C.
Elevated installation

4

Plant maintenance
Scrap metal dealers
Vending machine
installation
Household appliance
installation
Electrical pre-wire
Dam construction
Cities and towns -clerical
Ship building and
repair
Shake and shingle
mills - automated
Pole yards and pole
treating
Log storage and sorting yards
Shake and shingle
mills
Surveyor services N.O.C.
Delivery - N.O.C.

t

Trucking - N.O.C.
Top soil and bark dealers
Auto/truck wrecking
Pumping services
Rental stores
Glass merchants
Auto/truck towing

t
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296-17-539

ti96-17-540
296-17-541
296-17-54101
296-17-542
296-17-544
296-17-54401
296-17-545
296-17-546
296-17-548
296-17-549
296-17-550

-296-17-551
296-17-552
296-17-55201
296-17-555
296-17-557
296-17-560
296-17-561
296-17-56101
296-17-562
296-17-563
296-17-564
296-17-56401

,96-17-56402

Classification
1301
Classification
1303
Classification
1304
Classification
1305
Classification
1401
Classification
1404
Classification
1405
Classification
1501
Classification·
1507
Classification
1701
Classification
1702
Classification
1703
Classification
1704
Classification
1801
Classification
1802
Classification
2002
Classification
2004
Classification
2007
Classification
2008
Classification
2009
Classification
2101
Classification
2102
Classification
2104
Classification
2105
Classification
2106

Electric companies

296-17-565

Telephone com-panies
- manual
Telephone com-panies
- clerical
Television cable companies
Taxicab companies

296-17-566
296-17-56601
296-17-56602
296-17-567

Bus and transit companies
Ambulance services

296-17-568

Counties and taxing
districts
Waterworks

296-17-56901

Ore reduction

296-17-57001

Mines - N.O.C.

296-17-57002

296-17-569

296-17-570

Open cut mining

296-17-57003

Quarries

296-17-571

Smelting and furnace
operations
Aluminum smelting

296-17-572
296-17-573

Freight handling

296-17-574

Iron and steel merchants
Grain elevators

296-17-575
296-17-57602

Field warehouses

296-17-57603

Building material
dealers
Grain and feed mills

296-17-578
296-17-580

Distribution centers

296-17-581

Fruit and vegetable
packing
Beverage distributors

296-17-582
296-17-58201

Chemical dealers

296-17-583
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Classification
2201
Classification
2202
Classification
2203
Classification
2204
Classification
2401
Classification
2903
Classification
2904
Classification
2905
Classification
2906
Classification
2907
Classification
2908
Classification
2909
Classification
3101
Classification
3102
Classification
3103
Classification
3104
Classification
3105
Classification
3303
Classification
3304
Classification
3309
Classification
3402
Classification
3403
Classification
3404
Classification
3405
Classification
3406

Laundry and dry
cleaning operations
Carpet cleaning
Commercial laundry
services
Coin operated laundry
services
Paper manufacturing
Wood products manufacturing/assembly
Plywood/veneer manufacturing
Furniture manufacture
or refinish
Pattern manufacturing
Cabinet manufacturing
Mobile home and factory housing manufacturing
Woodenware manufacturing
Redi mix concrete
dealers
Rock wool insulation
Cement manufacturing
Plaster mills and stone
cutting
Concrete product manufacturing
Retail meat and fish
dealers
Fish and meat processo rs
Motorcycle sales and
service
Machine shops N.O.C.
Aircraft manufacturing
Metal goods manufacturing
Aircraft parts manufacturing
Service stations and
car washes
Proposed
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296-17-584
296-17-585
296-17-58501
296-17-58502
296-17-58503
296-17-58504
296-17-58505
296-17-58506
296-17-58507
296-17-586
296-17-587
296-17-590
296-17-59201
296-17-59202
296-17-59203
296-17-59204
296-17-59205
296-17-594
296-17-595
296-17-596
296-17-597
296-17-599
296-17-600
296-17-604
296-17-606
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Classification
3407
Classification
3408
Classification
3409
Classification
3410
Classification
3411
Classification
3412
Classification
3413
Classification
3414
Classification
3415
Classification
3501
Classification
3503
Classification
3506
Classification
3509
Classification
3510
Classification
3511
Classification
3512
Classification
3513
Classification
3602
Classification
3603
Classification
3604
Classification
3605
Classification
3701
Classification
3702
Classification
3708
Classification
3802

Refinery operations

296-17-612

Natural gas companies

296-17-614

Self service gas stations
Convenient grocery
stores
Automobile sales dealerships
Automobile body
shops
Semi truck repair centers
Boat service centers

296-17-615

Modular and mobile
home dealers
Brick or clay product
manufacturing
Pottery and earthenware manufacturing
Pump truck services

296-17-620

296-17-616
296-17-618
296-17-61801
296-17-61804
296-17-619

296-17-622
296-17-626
296-17-627

Plaster/concrete statue
manufacturing
Plastic/graphite goods
manufacturing
Fiberglass goods manufacturing
Plastic goods cut/mill/bend
Rubber goods manufacturing
Electronic components
manufacturing
Painting - shop

296-17-628

Galvanizing or tinning

296-17-63501

Truck manufacturing

296-17-636

Chemical manufacturing
Winery/brewery operations
Textile goods manufactoring
Pliable goods manufacturing

296-17-637

296-17-629
296-17-630
296-17-631
296-17-633
296-17-634
296-17-635

296-17-638
296-17-640
296-17-641
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Classification
3808
Classification
3901
Classification
3902
Classification
3903
Classification
3905
Classification
3906
Classification
3909
Classification
4002
Classification
4101
Classification
4103
Classification
4107
Classification
4108
Classification
4109
Classification
4201
Classification
4301
Classification
4302
Classification
4304
Classification
4305
Classification
4401
Classification
4402
Classification
4404
Classification
4501
Classification
4502
Classification
4504
Classification
4601

Upholstery work
Retail bakeries

~

Food product manufacturing
Sugar refining
Restaurants
Bakeries - N.O.C.
Caterers
Creameries
Printing/silk screening
Newspaper publishing
Business machine
repair
Mailing companies
Sign painting in shop
Longshoring and stevedoring
Sausage manufacturing
Custom meat cutting

~

Feed lots
Landfills
Cold storage plants
Ice manufacturing
Cold storage
Radio/television companics
Radio/television stations
Theatres

~xplosive manufactur-41
mg
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296-17-643

~296-17-644
296-17-645
296-17-646
296-17-647
296-17-649
296-17-64901
296-17-64902
296-17-64903
296-17-64904
296-17-64905
296-17-64999
296-17-650

-296-17-651
296-17-652
296-17-653
296-17-654
296-17-655
296-17-656
296-17-657
296-17-658
296-17-65801
296-17-659
296-17-660

,96-17-66001

Classification
4802
Classification
4803
Classification
4804
Classification
4805
Classification
4806
Classification
4808
Classification
4809
Classification
4810
Classification
4811
Classification
4812
Classification
4813
Classification
4900
Classification
4901
Classification
4902
Classification
4903
Classification
4904
Classification
4905
Classification
4906
Classification
4907
Classification
4908
Classification
4909
Classification
4910
Classification
5001
Classification
5002
Classification
5003

Field crops

296-17-66002

Fanns - N.O.C.

296-17-66003

Fanns- eggs

296-17-66004

Nurseries

296-17-661

Berries - hJlnd harvest

296-17-663

Field crops - N.O.C.

296-17-666

Greenhouses

296-17-668

Fanns - field vegetabl es
Hop farms

296-17-669

Fish and shellfish
hatcheries
Vineyards

296-17-673

296-17-670

296-17-675

Construction superintendents
Consulting engineers

296-17-676

State government clerical
Boiler inspections

296-17-67602

Clerical office N.O.C.
Hotel and motels

296-17-678

296-17-67601

296-17-677

296-17-679

Institutions - higher
learning
Inmates - prison
industries
Inmates - adult camps

296-17-67901

Inmates - juvenile
camps
Property management

296-17-682
296-17-684

Logging - N.O.C.

296-17-685

Rafting logs

296-17-686

Log truck drivers

296-17-68601

296-17-680
296-17-681
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Classification
5004
Classification
5005
Classification
5006
Classification
5101
Classification
5103
Classification
5106
Classification
5108
Classification
5109
Classification
5201
Classification
5204
Classification
5206
Classification
5207
Classification
5208
Classification
5209
Classification
5301
Classification
5305
Classification
5306
Classification
5307
Classification
6103
Classification
6104
Classification
6105
Classification
6107
Classification
6108
Classification
6109
Classification
6110

Forest land services
Mechanized logging
Forestry - machine
work
Metal molding
Foundries - N.O.C.
Forging
Cable manufacturing
Heavy anns manufacturing
Electric appliance
manufacturing
Railroad car manufacturing
Permanent shop
Bowling centers
Iron works
Metal goods manufacturing
Service organizations
Cities/towns -clerical
County - clerical
State government N.O.C.
Churches and schools profess-ional
Churches and schools
Hospitals
Veterinary
Nursing homes
Dental clinics
Home health services

Proposed
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296-17-687
296-17-688
296-17-689
296-17-690
296-17-691
296-17-692
296-17-693
296-17-694
296-17-695
296-17-696
296-17-697
296-17-698
296-17-699
296-17-700
296-17-701
296-17-703
296-17-704
296-17-706
296-17-707
296-17-708
296-17-709
296-17-711
296-17-712
296-17-713
296-17-71301
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Classification
6201
Classification
6202
Classification
6203
Classification
6204
Classification
6205
Classification
6206
Classification
6207
Classification
6208
Classification
6209
Classification
6301
Classification
6302
Classification
6303
Classification
6304
Classification
6305
Classification
6306
Classification
6308
Classification
6309
Classification
6402
Classification
6403
Classification
6404
Classification
6405
Classification
6407
Classification
6408
Classification
6409
Classification
6410

Crematoriums

296-17-714

Cemeteries

296-17-715

Youth camps

296-17-716

Health clubs

296-17-717

Clubs - N.O.C.

296-17-718

Golf courses

296-17-719

Carnivals

296-17-722

Carnivals - N.O.C.

296-17-723

Camp grounds

296-17-724

Auto/truck sales

296-17-725

Door to door sales

296-17-726

Outside sales

296-17-727

Department stores

296-17-729

Clothing stores

296-17-730

Furniture/appliance
stores
Jewelry stores

296-17-73105

Retail stores

296-17-73107

Grocery stores

296-17-73108

Convenient grocery
stores
Florists

296-17-73111

Tire stores

296-17-736

Wholesale stores

296-17-737

Farm machinery dealers
Machinery dealers

296-17-738

Janitorial supply dealers

296-17-740

296-17-73106

296-17-735

296-17-739
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Classification
6501
Classification
6502
Classification
6503
Classification
6504
Classification
6505
Classification
6506
Classification
6509
Classification
6601
Classification
6602
Classification
6603
Classification
6604
Classification
6605
Classification
6607
Classification
6608
Classification
6614
Classification
6615
Classification
6616
Classification
6617
Classification
6620
Classification
6704
Classification
6705
Classification
6706
Classification
6707
Classification
6708
Classification
6709

Beauty shops
Banks/credit unions

t

Labor unions
Welfare stores
Welfare programs
Studios
Boarding homes
Protective services
Janitorial services
Auction sales
Lens manufacturing
Musicians - N.O.C.
Billiard halls
Motion picture production

t

Horse racing - major
tracks
Horse grooms - major
tracks
Horse racing - bush
tracks
Horse grooms - bush
tracks
Entertainers - N.O.C.
Parking lot operations
Ski facilities
Athletic teams
Professional sport
teams
Jockeys and race drivers
Sheltered workshops

t
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296-17-741

-296-17-742
296-17-743
296-17-744
296-17-745
296-17-746
296-17-747
296-17-748
296-17-749
296-17-750
296-17-751
296-17-752
296-17-753

-296-17-75301
296-17-754
296-17-755
296-17-756
296-17-757
296-17-758
296-17-759
296-17-760
296-17-761
296-17-762
296-17-76201

,96-17-76202

Classification
6801
Classification
6802
Classification
6803
Classification
6804
Classification
6809
Classification
6901
Classification
6902
Classification
6903
Classification
6904
Classification
6905
Classification
6906
Classification
6907
Classification
6908
Classification
6909
Classification
7101
Classification
7102
Classification
7103
Classification
7104
Classification
7105
Classification
7106
Classification
7107
Classification
7108
Classification
7109
Classification
7110
Classification
7111

296-17-76203

Scheduled airlines flying crew
Scheduled airlines ground crew
Aircraft operations N.O.C.
Aircraft companies

296-17-76204
296-17-76205
296-17-76206

Professional non-contact sport teams
Volunteers

296-17-76208

Log road construction

296-17-76209

Crop dusting

296-17-76210

Fire fighters

296-17-76211

Law enforcement
officers
Volunteer law enforcement officers
Moving companies

296-17-76212

296-17-764

Paper manufacturing

296-17-765

Laboratories

296-17-766

Corporate officers

296-17-772

NFL teams

296-17-773

State government N.O.C.
Temporary help administrative
Temporary help -clerical
Temporary help retaiVwholesale
Food services

296-17-777

296-17-76207

296-17-763

296-17-778
296-17-779

WSR 98-12-079
Classification
7112
Classification
7113
Classification
7114
Classification
7115
Classification
7116
Classification
7117
Classification
7118
Classification
7119
Classification
7120
Classification
7121
Classification
7201
Classification
7202
Classification
7203
Classification
7204
Classification
7301
Classification
7302
Classification
7307
Classification
7308
Classification
7309

Agriculture services
Plant maintenance
Freight handling
Food processing
Flagging services
Machine operators
Construction
Trucking
Maritime employment
Logging
State government health care
Real estate agencies
Community service
workers
Preferred workers
Dairy farms
Livestock farms
Christmas tree farms
Animal shelters
Work activity centers

Amend - Expedepce Ratipg RulesCiables
296-17-870 (4)(b) Evaluation of actual losses
296-17-895
Industrial insurance accident and
medical aid fund base rates

Packaging or repackaging
Electronic assembly

BlilPHI - !::laim l!cas:1:5-4i Bul.:=i
296-14-010

Field technicians

296-14-015

Medical services
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Reciprocal agreements - Industrial
insurance
Industrial insurance labor -management cooperation program.
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No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The Regulatory Fairness Act requires that the economic impact of proposed regulations be analyzed in relation to small business, and outlines
the information that must be included in a small business economic impact statement (SBEIS). Preparation of a SBEIS is
required when a proposed rule has the potential of placing a
more than minor economic impact on business. However,
since the proposed rule would not place a more than minor
economic impact on business, the preparation of a comprehensive SBEIS is not required.
RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. RCW
51.16.035 requires the Department of Labor and Industries to
establish a classification plan to include general classification
rules, risk classifications, and premium rates for all classification in accordance with recognized principles of insurance.
Although the rule proposal would be considered "significant," as defined by statute, the department is exempted from
preparing an Evaluation of Probable Costs and Probable
Benefits Analysis as mandated in RCW 34.05.328(l)©[(c)].
RCW 34.05.328(5)(b)(vi) establishes that rules that set or
adjust fees or rates pursuant to legislative standards are
exempt from the criteria outlined in RCW 34.05.328.
Hearing Location: Labor and Industries, Auditorium,
7273 Linderson Way S.W., Tumwater, WA, on July 9, at 10
a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Classification Services, (360) 902-4776, by July 9, 1998, TDD
(360) 902-4776.
Submit Written Comments to: FAX (360) 902-4729, by
July 9, 1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 28, 1998.
June 2, 1998
Gary Moore
Director

•

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-17-31002 General rule definitions. In
developing the general reporting rules and classifications
which govern Washington's workers' compensation classification plan, we have used certain words or phrases which
could have several meanings. Many of these words or
phrases are defined by law in the Revised Code of Washington(Title 51 RCW) and can be found in Appendix A of this
manual. Some words, however, are not defined by law. To
reduce the misunderstanding which can result by our use of
certain words or phrases not defined in law (Title 51 RCW),
we have developed definitions which will govern what these
words and phrases mean for purposes of this chapter(chapter
296-17 WAC).
The following words or phrases mean:
Account: A unique numerical reference that we assig~
to you that identifies your business or businesses and allow~--.
us to track exposure that you report to us and losses (claims)
which we pay on your behalf.
Actual hours worked: A worker's composite work
period during each work day, including all of the time the
employee performed work, and all periods of mandatory
presence at the worksite. Actual hours worked does not
include nonpaid lunch periods. The following example is
provided to illustrate how work hours are to be reported. If
you have questions on reporting please contact our underwriting section at (360) 902-4817.
Example: A carpet installer arrives at the employer's
place of business at 8:00 a.m. to pick up supplies, carpet, and
the job assignment. The carpet installer arrives at the job site
at 9:00 a.m. and works until 12 noon. The installer takes a
half hour nonpaid lunch period and resumes working from
12:30 p.m. until 4:00 p.m. The installer then returns to the
employer's premise to drop off supplies and carpet waste.
The installer leaves the employer's premise at 5:30 p.m. The
employer is to report nine hours of work time regardless of
whether the employee is paid by the hour or by the number of
yards of carpet installed.
All: When a classification contains a descriptive phrase
beginning with "all" such as in "all employees," "all other
employees," "all operations," or "all work to completion," it
includes all operations and employments which are normally
associated with the type of business covered by the classifica.
tion. This condition applies even ifthe operations or employ.
ments are physically separated or conducted at a separate
location. Operations or employments are to be classified sep-

Chapter 296-17 WAC
((MANUAL OF)) GENEBAL REPORTING RULES,
CLASSIFICATIONS, AUDIT AND RECORDKEEPIN!i. RA TES((r)) AND RA TING SYSTEM FOR WASHING TON WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31001 Introduction. WAC 296-1731001 through 296-17-31029 provides rules applicable to
workers' compensation insurance coverage (industrial insurance) that employers in the state of Washington must provide
for their workers. We refer to these rules (WACs) as sections
and the complete body of information as the workers' compensation underwriting manual. The workers' compensation
underwriting manual contains sections (W ACs) that define or
explain:
•
Words and phrases which we use
· •
Who the workers' compensation system applies to
How to obtain workers' compensation coverage
•
Why a classification system is necessary
Proposed

How our classification plan is designed
How our classification approach compares to other~
states
•
How we assign classifications to your business
How we classify your business if a specific classification treatment is not referenced in our classification
plan
How employers report and pay premiums to us
How we compute base rates
Audit and recordkeeping requirements
Experience rating plan
Base rate tables.
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arately when the classification wording requires it, or when
operations or employments are not incidental to, and not
• .sually associated with, the business described by the classification.
And: When this word is contained in any rule it is to be
considered the same as the phrase "and/or."
Basic classification: A grouping of businesses or industries having common or similar exposure to loss without
regard to the separate employments, occupations or operations which are normally associated with the business or
industry. Basic classifications describe a specific type of
business operation or industry such as mechanical logging,
sawmills, aircraft manufacturing, or restaurants. In most
business operations some workers are exposed to very little
hazard, while others are exposed to greater hazard. Since a
basic classification reflects the liability (exposure to hazard)
of a given business or industry, all the operations and occupations that are common to an industry are blended together and
included in the classification. The rate for a basic classification represents the average of the hazards within the classification. All classifications contained in this manual are considered basic classifications with the exception of classifications 4806, 4900, 4904, 5206, 6301, 6302, 6303, 7101, and
temporary help classifications 7104 through 7121. Classification descriptions contained in WAC 296-17-501 through
296-17-779, establish the intended purpose or scope of each
classification. These descriptions will routinely include
types of businesses, operations, processes or employments
hich are either included or excluded from the classification.
ese references are not to be considered an all inclusive listmg unless the classification wording so specifies.
But not limited to: When this phrase is used in any rule
in this manual it is not to be interpreted as an all inclusive list.
Such a list is meant to provide examples of operations,
employments, processes, equipment or types of businesses
which are either included or excluded from the scope of the
classification.
Excludes or excluding: When a classification contains
a descriptive phrase beginning with "excludes" or "excluding" such as "excluding drivers or delivery," "excluding second hand appliance stores," or "excludes construction operations," you must report those operations in a separate classification. If a business fails to keep the records required in the
auditing recordkeeping section of this manual and we discover this, we will assign all workers hours for which records
were not maintained to the highest rated classification applicable to the work which was performed.
Exposure: Worker hours, worker days, licenses, material, payroll or other measurement which we use to determine
the extent to which an employer's workers have been exposed
to the hazards found within a particular business or industry
classification.
Governing classification: Is the basic classification
assigned to a business that produces the largest number of
worker hours during a calendar year (twelve months). The
.overning classification rule applies only to situations where
• business has been assigned two or more basic classifications and is used for the sole purpose of determining what
classification applies to employees and covered owners who
~e

E
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support two or more operations. The governing classification
rule is not to be used to determine the basic classification of a
business.
Includes or including: When a classification contains a
descriptive phrase beginning with "includes" or "including"
such as "including clerical office," "including meter readers," or "includes new construction or extension of lines,"
you must report these operations in that basic classification
even though they may be specifically described by some
other classification contained in this manual or may be conducted at a separate location.
Industrial insurance: Refer to the definition of "workers' compensation insurance."
N.O.C.: This abbreviation stands for not otherwise classified. Classifications are often worded in this way when
there are many variations of the same general type of business and it would be nearly impossible to list all the variations. Before a classification designated with N.O.C. is used,
all other related classifications must be reviewed to determine if the business or industry is specified in another classification.
Example: You operate a retail store that sells greeting
cards. In our search to classify your business we come
across a classification that covers retail stores N. 0. C.
Before our underwriter assigns this classification to your
business, they would look at other retail store classifications
to see if a more precise classification could be found. In our
review we note several classifications such as grocery and
department stores where greeting cards are sold. None of
these classifications, however, specify that they include
stores that exclusively sell greeting cards. Classification
6406 "Retail stores, N.O.C., "on the other hand, contains language in its description that states it includes stores that sell
items such as greeting cards, table top appliances, tropical
fish and birds, and quick print shops. We would assign classification 6406 "Retail stores, N.O.C. "to your business.
Or: Refer to the definition of the word "and. "
Policy manager: An individual who works in the underwriting section of the department of labor and industries and
manages an employer's workers' compensation insurance
account. A policy manager is also referred to as an underwriter.
Premium: The total amount of money owed to the
department of labor and industries as calculated by multiplying the assigned classification composite rate by the total
units of exposure.
Rate: The amount of premium due for each unit of
exposure. All rates are composite rates per worker hour
except as otherwise provided for by other rules in this manual.
Risk: All insured operations of one employer within the
state of Washington.
Temporary help: The term "temporary help" means the
same as temporary service contractors defined in (Title 19
RCW) and applies to any person, firm, association or corporation conducting a business which consists of employing
individuals directly for the purpose of furnishing such individuals on a part-time or temporary help basis to others.
Underwriter: Refer to the definition of a "policy manager."
Proposed
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Be certified as a self-insured employer by the self insurance section of the department of labor and industries . •
Employers engaged exclusively in interstate or foreig~
commerce are permitted to purchase workers' compensation
insurance from a private carrier in another state if they do
business in that state. The workers' compensation laws of the
other state must allow the Washington drivers to be covered
in that state. You will need to complete a master application
to obtain workers' compensation insurance from us. For
more information on self insurance you can call (360) 9026867 and one of our self insurance representatives will assist
you.
(2) Where can I get a master application?
You can get a master application from any labor and
industries, employment security, department of revenue
office, the department of licensing master license service, or
the corporations division of the office of the secretary of
state. For your convenience you can call us at (360) 9024817 and we will mail you one.
(3) Where do I send my completed master application?
You can mail your completed master application to the
department of licensing address shown on the form, or you
can return it to your local labor and industries, department of
revenue, or employment security district tax office. Be sure
to include the appropriate fees indicated on the form.

Work day: Any consecutive twenty-four hour period.
Work hour: Refer to the definition of "actual hours
worked."
Workers' compensation insurance: The obligation
imposed on an employer by the industrial insurance laws
(Title 51 RCW) of the state of Washington to insure the payment of benefits prescribed by such laws.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31003 No-fault insurance. What is a
workers' compensation insurance program? Workers'
compensation insurance is a no-fault insurance program that
eliminates blame to either party for workplace injuries or illnesses. The principle features include:
•
Wage and medical benefits to employees who suffer
on-the-job injuries or illnesses; and
•
Immunity from lawsuits for employers as a result of
workplace injuries or illnesses suffered by their
employees.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31004 Coverage requirements. I own a
business. Am I required to have workers' compensation
insurance coverage for my employees? Nearly every
employer doing business in the state of Washington is
required to have workers' compensation insurance for their
employees. Washington law (RCW 51.12.020) does exempt
certain types of employment from coverage. A copy of this
law can be found in Appendix A of the workers' compensation manual. If you employ only individuals who are
excluded from mandatory workers' compensation insurance
coverage, you are not required to have workers' compensation insurance coverage.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-17-31007 Owner coverage. (1) As a busit
ness owner, can I buy workers' compensation insurance
to cover myself?
Yes, as a business owner or corporate officer you can
obtain workers' compensation coverage from us. We refer to
this coverage as optional coverage since as the owner/corporate officer, you are not required to have this insurance.
Because owner insurance coverage is optional, you must
meet certain conditions and requirements which are detailed
on the application for owner/corporate officer optional coverage. These requirements include:

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31005 Employer/employee relationship. How do I determine if I am an employer? Chances
are that if you employ one or more individuals to work for
you, you are probably an employer. RCW 51.08.070,
51.08.180 and 51.08.195 all define the employer/employee
relationship. These laws present the conditions that must
exist before an exception or an independent contractor status
can be recognized. Copies of these laws can be found in
Appendix A of the workers' compensation underwriting
manual. You may call one of our offices and a representative
will help you determine if you are an employer. We are listed
in the government pages of your local telephone directory, or
you can call our underwriting section at (360) 902-4817 for
assistance.

•

•

•
•

NEW SECTION

(2) When will my owner/corporate officer coverage
become effective?
•
Your coverage will become effective immediately afte.
the filing date we receive your application unless you indicate a future date. We will not make coverage effective on

WAC 296-17-31006 Application process. (1) Where
can I buy workers' compensation insurance? Washington
law requires that you:
•
Purchase your workers' compensation insurance
through labor and industries; or
Proposed

Completing an application for optional
owner/corporate officer coverage;
Reporting owner/corporate officer hours in the
classification assigned to your business that is
applicable to the work being performed by the
owner/officer;
Submitting a supplemental report which lists
the name of each covered owner/corporate
officer; and
Reporting four hundred eighty hours or actual
hours worked each quarter for each covered
ownericorporate officer and in the applicable
workers' compensation classification code.
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the same date or a date prior to our receipt of your completed
pplication for owner/corporate officer coverage.
(3) Where can I obtain an application for owner/corporate officer coverage?
To obtain a copy of this application, contact your local
labor and industries office. We are listed in the government
pages of your local directory or you can call our underwriting
section at (360) 902-4817.

f

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31008 Notification requirements. (1)
Will you notify me when you have opened my workers'
compensation insurance account?
Yes, we will notify you when we have opened your
workers' compensation insurance account.
(2) Will you contact me if you need additional information about my business?
Yes, we will contact you if we need additional information to classify your business or establish your workers' compensation insurance account.
(3) Will you provide me with instructions on how to
report and pay premiums to you?
Yes, we will send you a written notice describing the
classification or classifications we have assigned to your
business and how to report the worker hours or other exposure of your employees to us. You will receive a rate notice
which will detail information about your premium rate and
hat portions of the rate you may deduct from your employs wages. You should keep these notices with your business
records. A copy of a rate notice can be found in Appendix B
of this manual.
(4) Will you notify me if you are going to change a
classification assigned to my business?
Yes, if we need to change the classifications assigned to
your business, we will send you a written notice describing
the new classifications and when they become effective.
(5) How do I notify my employees that they are covered by workers' compensation insurance?
We will send you a certificate of coverage and a packet
of information when we open your account. The packet will
include some special notices which you are required to post
in areas where employees frequently gather. Areas where
you might consider posting the special notices include
employee break rooms, employee bulletin boards, or areas
where time cards are kept. These notices will inform your
employees that they are covered for workers' compensation
insurance under the Washington state fund and will tell them
what they must do if they suffer a workplace injury or illness.
The certificate of coverage should be posted in a place visible
to the public. This certificate provides confirmation that you
have obtained workers' compensation insurance coverage for
your employees.

l
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workers' compensation insurance in the state where they
are working?
In some cases, we can provide workers' compensation
insurance coverage for your Washington based employees
working for you on a temporary assignment in another state.
We have formal written agreements with some states which
detail coverage and jurisdiction issues. We refer to these formal agreements as "reciprocal agreements." If you have
questions regarding temporary coverage in another state you
should contact your policy manager for assistance. .The name
and telephone number of your policy manager can be found
on your quarterly premium report or annual rate notice. For
your convenience you can call us at (360) 902-4817 for assistance and we will put you in contact with your assigned policy manager.
(2) What is a reciprocal agreement?
A reciprocal agreement is a contract between the department of labor and industries acting on behalf of the state of
Washington and another state. The primary purpose of the
agreement is to identify which state will be responsible for
paying benefits if one of your employees is injured. This also
limits your insurance costs. If you employ only Washington
workers you need to buy workers' compensation insurance
only from us.
(3) You mentioned that there are circumstances when
you can provide insurance coverage. What are the circumstances?
The actual circumstances will vary by state. In most
cases we will look at:
•
The work to be performed,
•
The location where the work is to be performed,
Where the employee was first hired to work,
•
How long the employee will be working in the other
state.
(4) Which states have reciprocal agreements with
Washington? We currently have reciprocal agreements with
the following states:
•
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
•
North Dakota
Oregon
•
South Dakota
•
•
Wyoming.
(5) Can I get a copy of a reciprocal agreement?You
can get a copy of a reciprocal agreement by calling your policy manager.The name and telephone number of your policy
manager can be found on your quarterly premium report or
your annual rate notice. For your convenience you can call us
at (360) 902-4817 and we will put you in contact with your
assigned policy manager.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31010 Premium cost. How much will I
pay for workers' compensation insurance? What you pay
for workers' compensation insurance will vary by:
•
The nature of the business you are conducting,
The specific classifications applicable to your business,
The unit of exposure applicable to your industry, and

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31009 Reciprocal agreements. (1)
one of my Washington employees will do
some work for me in another state. Do I need to buy

~ccasionally
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Your company's experience factor.
You may call our underwriting section at (360) 902-4817
and one of our representatives will help you estimate your
premium cost per hour.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31011 Classification system and plan.

(1) What is a workers' compensation classification sys-

tem?
A workers' compensation classification system is an
objective method of collecting money (premiums) to pay the
benefits of workers injured on the job. We believe the
method used to spread this cost among the employers we
insure should be fair and have some relationship to their hazard and potential for loss. Classifications are the tool used to
achieve a fair method of distributing the risk among employers we insure. Objective boundaries are established for each
classification. These boundaries describe the types of businesses which are included in the classification, as well as the
operations and employments routinely encountered. We
refer to these objective boundaries as the scope of the classification. Once these boundaries have been defined, we can
begin collecting information about the employers assigned to
each classification. The information includes the exposure
which is being covered (risk) and the losses (claims) which
are related to these businesses. Next, we use this information
to establish premium rates that employers in each industry
will pay for their workers' compensation insurance. Our goal
is to produce fair insurance rates which reflect the hazardous
nature of each industry. We have tailored our classification
system in Washington to reflect industries found in our state.
This makes our system responsive to change and provides
rate payer equity to the employers we insure. Employers
engaged in more hazardous industries such as logging will
pay higher insurance rates than employers engaged in less
hazardous businesses such as retail store operations.
(2) Why is a classification system needed?
We need a classification system to provide fair premium
rates. Washington law (RCW 51.16.035) also requires us to
have a classification system.
(3) Is the classification system the same as the classification plan?
No, we refer to the body of rules (WA Cs) which establish
the general parameters of how classifications are to be used
as the "classification system." These rules speak to the
requirements of workers' compensation insurance and to our
general classification approach, such as classifying by nature
of business, not by occupation of worker. The "classification
plan" refers to all of the various classification descriptions
which describe different types of business or industry. The
classification system rules (general rules) will apply to all
businesses unless another treatment is specifically provided
for in the classification plan rules (special rules).
(4) How is our classification plan designed?
We have designed a plan which is keyed to the nature of
the businesses or industries of the employers we insure. Our
plan has over three hundred business or industry classifications. Each classification carries a premium rate which
reflects the hazards that workers are exposed to. Descriptions
Proposed

of our classifications can be found in WAC 296-17-501
..
through 296-17-779.
th~
to
similar
approach
(5) Is your classification
approach used by private insurance companies?
Yes, we are required by law (RCW 51.16.035) to use the
same classification (underwriting) approach used by private
carriers.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-17-31012 Classification assignment. (1)
How are classifications assigned to my business?
We will assign a basic classification or classifications to
your business based on the nature of the business you are
engaged in. We will not assign classifications to your business based on the individual operations, duties or occupations
of individuals found within your business unless the basic
classification assigned to your business either requires or permits a separate classification treatment for specified operations or employments. Exceptions to this approach are outlined in WAC 296-17-31017 and 296-17-31018.
(2) Does this same classification approach apply if I
have several businesses?
This classification approach will apply to each separate
legal entity. Each separate legal entity will be classified on
its own merits.
(3) How do you decide what classification(s) to assign
business?
my
to
To determine what classification(s) to assign to you.
business, we need enough information to give us a clea.
understanding of the precise nature of your business. In some
cases we will need to call you to obtain more detailed information about your business. Occasionally one of our field
representatives may visit yolU" business to gain a better understanding of the nature of your business. In most cases we will
find a classification that specifically describes your business.
Example: You operate a company that sells baked
goods to retail customers. Before we can classify your business we need to determine whether you bake the goods you
are selling or simply selling goods another business has
baked. Once we have determined the precise nature of your
business, we will reviewall of the available classifications to
find the one that best describes the entire business. If the
business has baked the products they are selling, we would
consider a bakery classification or maybe a restaurant classification. If your business simply sells baked goods that
another business made, we may look at a retail store classification. In most cases we will find a classification that specifically describes the business we are classifying.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31013 Building construction. (1) Does
this same classification approach apply to building and
construction contractors?
Yes, but it may not appear that way without furthllm
explanation. We classify contractors by phase and type •
construction since it is common for each contract to vary in
scope.
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Example: A contractor who builds and remodels private
.,.esidences may frame the structure and work on no other
rhases of the project. On another job the same contractor
may do only the interior finish carpentry. On still another job
the contractor may install a wood deck or build a garden
arbor. Each of these carpentry activities is covered by a different classification code. To ensure that contractor businesses receive the same treatment as other businesses, we
assign classifications according to the phases and types of
construction they contract to perform. Since some contractors specialize in one area of construction, such as plumbing,
roofing, insulation, or electrical services, this classification
approach mirrors that of nonbuilding contractor businesses.
The policy of assigning several basic classifications to contractors engaged in multiple phases of construction may
seem to be in conflict with the classification approach used
for nonbuilding contractor businesses, but we have simply
used the multiple business classification approach.
If we have assigned multiple classifications to your construction business you should take special care in maintaining
the records required in the auditing and recordkeeping section of this manual. If we discover that you have failed to
keep the required records we will assign all worker hours for
which the records were not maintained to the highest rated
classification applicable to the work that was performed.
(2) Who does this rule apply to?
If you are a building, construction or erection contractor
and we have assigned one or more of the following classifications to your business, this rule applies to you: 0101, 0102,
~0103,0104,0105,0107,0108,0201,0202,0210,0212,0214,

1'0217,0219,0301,0302,0303,0306,0307,0403,0502,0504,
0506,0507,0508,0509,0510,0511,0512,0513,0514,0516,
0517,0518,0519,0521,0524,0526,0527,0528,0529,0530,
0531,0532, 0533,0534,0601,0602, 0603,0607,0608, and
0701.
(3) Can I have a single classification assigned to my
business to cover a specific construction project?
Yes, to simplify recordkeeping and reporting requirements we will assign a single classification to cover an entire
project.
(4) How do I request the single classification for one
of my construction projects?
You should send your request to the attention of your
policy manager at the address below:
Department of Labor and Industries
P.O. Box 44144
Olympia, Washington 98504-4144
(5) If I have asked for a single classification on one of
my construction projects, how do you determine which
classification will apply?
You must supply us with a description of the project and
a break down of the total number of hours of exposure by
phase of construction that you are responsible for.
Example: You notify us that your company will be
responsible for all plumbing and iron erection work on a
commercial building site. You have requested a single clas. .ificationfor this project. In your request you tell us that you
.stimate that it will take one thousand work hours to perform
all the plumbing work and five hundred work hours to do the
steel erection work.
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With this information we will estimate the premiums by
classification .
Example: We determine that the plumbing work is covered under classification 0306 and the steel erection work is
covered under classification 0518. Assume that classification 0306 has an hourly premium rate of $1.50 and classification 0518 has an hourly premium rate of $2.55. We estimate the total premium on this job to be $2, 775 ( 1,000 hours
x $1.50 = $1,500 + 500 hours x $2.55 = $1,275).
Our next step in this process is to develop an average
hourly rate for the project. We will use this information to
select the single classification which will apply to this
project.
Example: We will take the estimated premium ($2, 775)
and divide this number by the estimated hours ( 1,500) and
arrive at an average hourly rate of $1.85.
To select the single classification that will apply to a
construction project, we will compare the average hourly rate
that we have computed to the rates of the classifications
applicable to the project. We will select the classification
whose hourly rate is the closest to the average hourly rate that
we computed from the information you supplied us with.
Example: From the information you supplied, we have
determined that the average hourly rate for this project is
$1.85. We also know that the rate for the plumbing classification (0306) is $1.50 per hour and the rate for steel erection
is $2.55 per hour. We would assign classification 0306 as the
single classification applicable to this project.
(6) How will I know what classification will apply to
my construction project?
We will send you a written notice which will specify the
basic classification and premium rate that will apply to this
project.
(7) If I have asked for a single classification to cover
one of my construction projects, am I required to use the
single classification which you gave me?
No, but you should call your policy manager to verify
what other classifications would apply to the project. The
name and phone number of your policy manager can be
found on your quarterly premium report or your annual rate
notice. For your convenience you can call us at (360) 9024817 and we will put you in contact with your assigned policy manager.
(8) I am a general construction or erection contractor, I subcontract all my work and have no employees of
. my own. Do I have to report to the department of labor
and industries?
No, since you do not have employees, you do not need to
report to the department of labor and industries. You should
be aware that the workers' compensation insurance laws of
Washington include certain independent contractors as workers. If we determine that an independent contractor that you
used qualifies as a covered worker, you will be responsible
for the premium due for their work time. You can also be
held responsible for premiums due to labor and industries if
you subcontract with an unregistered contractor and they fail
to pay premiums on behalf of their empl,oyees. It is in your
best interest to make sure that your subcontractors are registered contractors by contacting us at 1-800-647-0982.
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Yes, but you will need to call your policy manager to
•
verify the applicable classifications.
The name and phone number of your policy manager can •
be found on your quarterly premium report or your annual
rate notice. For your convenience you can call us at (360)
902-4817 and we will put you in contact with your assigned
policy manager.
(6) I am a farm labor contractor. How is my business
classified?
If you are a farm labor contractor we will assign the basic
classification that applies to the type of crop being grown, or
livestock being cared for. If you contract to supply both
machine operators and machinery on a project, all operations
are to be assigned to classification 4808.

(9) Am I required to keep any special records of subcontractors that I use?
Yes, you are required to keep certain information about
the subcontractors that you use. A list of these recordkeeping
requirements can be found in the audit and recordkeeping
section of this manual.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31014 Farming and agriculture. (1)
Does this same classification approach apply to farming
or agricultural operations?
Yes, but it may not appear so without further explanation. We classify farming and agricultural operations by type
of crop or livestock raised. This is done because each type of
grower will use different processes and grow or raise multiple crops and livestock which have different levels of hazards. It is common for farmers and ranchers to have several
basic classifications assigned to their account covering various types of crops or livestock. If you fail to keep the records
required in the auditing recordkeeping section of this manual,
and we discover this, we will assign all worker hours for
which records were not maintained to the highest rated classification applicable to the work performed.
(2) I am involved in diversified farming and have several basic classifications assigned to my business. Can I
have one classification assigned to my account to cover
the different types of farming I am involved in?
Yes, your policy manager can assist you in determining
the single classification that will apply to your business. The
name and phone number of your policy manager can be
found on your quarterly premium report or your annual rate
notice. For your convenience you can call us at (360) 9024817 and we will put you in contact with your assigned policy manager.
(3) How do you determine what single farming classification will be assigned to my business?
The approach used to assign a single classification to a
farming business is much the same as we use for construction
or erection contractors. To do this, we will need a break
down of exposure (estimate of hours to be worked by your
employees) by type of crop or livestock being cared for (classification). This information will be used to estimate the premium which would be paid using multiple classifications.
The total premium is then divided by the total estimated
hours to produce an average rate per hour. We will select the
classification assigned to your business which carries the
hourly premium rate which is the closest to the average rate
that we produced from the estimated hours. Classification
4806 is not to be assigned to any grower as the single farming
classification.
(4) How will I know what single farming classification
you have assigned to my business?
We will send you a written notice of the basic classification that will apply to your business.
(5) If I requested a single classification for my farming operation can I change my mind and use multiple
classifications?
Proposed

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-17-31015 General inclusions. When are
certain operations like delivery drivers included in a basic
classification and when are they excluded? There are certain operations, such as delivery of goods or merchandise,
which are routinely found in the businesses we insure. We
refer to these operations as general inclusions to a basic classification. Although these operations are sometimes covered
by a specific basic classification, we will not assign separate
basic classifications to a business to cover these operations
unless it was, coincidentally, the nature of the employer's
business. General inclusion operations are support functions
or operations of a business and, as such, are usually included •
within the scope of each basic classification. The determina- •
tion of whether or not these operations will be included
within the scope of a basic classification is made when the
basic classification is first developed. That is why some
basic classifications will exclude certain operations and others will include them. Unless the wording of a basic classification specifically excludes any operation listed below, they
are to be included. The more common general inclusion
operations are:
•
Aircraft travel by employees in connection with the
business of the employer, other than members of the
flying crew.
Commissaries and restaurants for the employers'
employees. However, such operations, when operated
in connection with construction, erection, lumbering,
or mining, will be assigned classification 3905 - restaurants.
Manufacture of containers, such as bags, barrels, bottles, boxes, cans, cartons, wooden pallets, or packing
cases by employees of the employers for use in the
employer's operations.
•
Hospitals, medical facilities, or dispensaries operated
by employers for their employees.
Printing, lithography, or similar operations of the
employer when used exclusively for their own products
or needs.
Maintenance or ordinary repair of the employer's build-t
ing or equipment when performed by employees of the
employer.
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•

Pick up and delivery when performed by employees of
the employer in connection with the business of the
employer.
Sales of all products being manufactured by the
employer.
Warehousing, handling, packing, and shipping when
performed by employees of the employer in connection
with the business of the employer.
Testing or analytical laboratories when operated by
employees of the employer in connection with the business of the employer.
Example: Picture the variety of delivery vans and trucks
you encounter as you drive down a highway. In this example,
there is a company-owned truck delivering grocery items, a
van that delivers parcels and packages, a moving van transporting household furnishings for a customer, and a common
carrier company hauling goods from one state to another.
Even though the drivers ofthese vehicles are performing similar duties (hauling goods/driving on a freeway), we would
not assign them to the same basic classification. Our classification policy requires us to assign classifications based on
the type of the businesses they work for and to consider the
overall operations of that business. We learn that the truck
delivering grocery items was owned by a retail grocery store
and they were transporting goods from a central warehouse
to one of their stores. Since the employer is engaged in operating retail grocery stores we would begin our classification
search by looking for a classification that covers retail grocery stores. Our search discloses classification 6402 which
.covers retail grocery stores. A review of the wording of that
• classification does not require drivers to be reported in
another classification so the grocery store classification
would include the driver. Now, assume that the driver of the
van delivering parcels and packages is an employee of a drug
store. Drug stores are covered in classification 6406. A
review of that classification reveals that drivers are to be
reported separately in classification 1101. Therefore the
driver would be reported in classification 1101 and not classification 6406. Moving and storage companies are covered
in classification 6907. Since this classification does not
exclude drivers, the driver would be reported in classification
6907. And, finally, we would assign the interstate/intrastate
trucking classification 1102 to the common carrier trucking
operation.

t.
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business when a reference does exist. However, we need to
go a step further by considering the processes used and the
related hazards. We call this classifying by analogy.
. Example: You are the owner of a pen manufacturing
business. Assume we have contacted you and learn the following:
You purchase all the plastic components from another
unrelated business;
Some of your pens have plastic housings and others
have metal housings;
You manufacture all of the small metal components at
your plant;
Your metal manufacturing consists of metal stamping,
using metal lighter than nine gauge, and extrusion processes;
•
You also manufacture small boxes to package your
pens;
•
You operate a printing department for printing your
company's logo and pen information on the boxes;
•
As a special service to customers, you will deliver their
pens if they are within a sixty mile radius of your plant.
We have over three hundred classifications. To simplify
the classification process, we have grouped our classification
codes into about thirty-eight smaller groupings which we
refer to as a schedule grouping. Jn the case of a pen manufacturer, we can narrow our search to the group which covers metal goods manufacturing. Within the metal goods manufacturing group we have classifications that cover the fabrication of structural iron or steel beams used in construction;
classifications that cover the manufacture of wood stoves,
storage tanks, and other products using plate metal; classifications that cover light weight sheet metal works such as
heating and ventilating duct work; and a classification that
covers the manufacture of light metal products. In our
search for a classification we encounter classification 3602.
Classification 3602 includes the manufacture of fishing
tackle, scientific instruments, metal buttons, and jewelry.
When we consider the weight of metal, other materials used
in the manufacture of the product, the manufacturing processes, and the end product, we conclude that classification
3602 is the most applicable to the manufacture of writing
pens and would assign this classification to your pen manufacturing business.
NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-17-31017 Multiple classifications. (1) Can
I have more than one basic classification assigned to my
account?
Yes, we will assign other classifications to your business
when the assignment of another basic classification is
required or permitted by the description(s) of the employer's
other classification(s).
Example: You operate a retail book store. We would
assign classification 6406 to your retail book store. Assume
that as a part of the book store business you have a separate.
lunch counter and espresso bar in one section of the book
store. A review of classification 6406 reveals that lunch
counters are to be reported separately in classification 3905.
We would assign classification 3905 for your lunch counter

WAC 296-17-31016 Classification by analogy. How
do you determine what classification(s) to assign to my
business if a specific reference does not exist in the classification plan? You may operate a business which is not specifically referenced in our classification plan. This can simply be the result of differences in terminology. Classifications are constantly evolving as employers adopt new
technology, employ more specialized employees, modernize
equipment, and employ new processes. In rare instances our
. .classification plan will not specifically reference a type of
·~usiness. When we discover a type of business or industry
for which a classification does not exist, we will follow the
same general classification approach that we use to classify a
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and espresso bar operation. This classification (3905) would
be in addition to the book store classification (6406).
Remember to keep accurate records of the exposure of each
employee by classification. If you do not keep accurate
records we will assign the exposure of each employee to the
highest rated classification applicable to the work they performed for you. A detailed explanation of payroll records
you must keep can be found in WAC 296-17-35201.
(2) Are there other circumstances when I can have
more than one basic classification assigned to my
account?
Yes, under certain circumstances we will assign more
than one basic classification to your account. These circumstances include:
The employer is operating a secondary business which
includes operations that we do not consider a normal
part of that employer's principal business in Washington, or
The employer has multiple retail store locations.
In these instances we will assign additional basic classifications only if all of the following conditions are met:
•
The employer maintains separate payroll records for
each business,
Different employees work in each business,
Each business is separated by structural partitions if
they share a common business location,
Each business can exist independently of the other, and
The classification language of the principal business
does not prohibit the assignment of the secondary classification.
If all of the above five conditions are not met, then the
operations of the secondary business will be reported in the
highest rated classification that applies to the employer.
(3) What do you mean by the term "principal business?"
The principal business is represented by the basic classification assigned to an employer which produces the greatest
amount of exposure. The principal business does not include
standard exception or general exclusion classifications or
operations.
(4) If I have more than one basic classification
assigned to my business and I have employees who do
work in more than one of these classifications, can I
divide their hours between these classifications on my
quarterly report?
Yes, you can divide the work hours of any one employee
between two or more basic classifications provided the following conditions are met:
•
The basic classification assigned to your business
allows or requires a division of hours; and
You keep detailed records of the actual time spent by
each employee in each classification. Use of percentages, averages or estimates is not permitted. If you do
not have original time card or time book entries to support your reporting, all worker hours in question will be
assigned to the highest rated classification applicable to
the work being performed.
Example: Jn a previous rule (WAC 296-17-31017) we
described a book store business that operated a lunch
counter and espresso bar in connection with the book store.
Proposed

In that example, the book store business was assigned classification 6406. A review of classification 6406 revealed that.
the lunch counter operation was to be reported separately in.
classification 3905. Assume that you have one employee
who, in addition to stocking and selling books, prepares
sandwiches for customers on occasion. You must keep accurate time records by day for each employee. This time record
must reflect the actual time the employee worked in the book
store operation and the actual time worked preparing sandwiches. lf you fail to keep these records all work hours in
question would be assigned to the highest rated classification
which, in this example, is classification 3905.
(5) If my business is assigned a basic classification
and a standard exception classification and I have an
employee who works in both classifications, can I divide
their exposure (hours) between the two classifications on
my quarterly report?
No, you cannot divide an employee's exposure (work
hours) between a basic classification and standard exception
classification. An explanation of "standard exception classification" is discussed in the next section (WAC 296-17-31018
(2)). If an employee performs work covered by a basic classification and a standard exception classification, all of their
exposure (hours) must be reported in the basic classification
applicable to your business. You cannot report the exposure
(hours) of any employee in a standard exception classification if they perform duties covered by a basic classification
assigned to your business. Refer to WAC 296-17-31018 for
a list and explanation of the "exception classifications."
(6) I have more than one standard exception classifi-·
cation assigned to my business. One of my employees.
works in more than one of the standard exception classifications. Can I divide their exposure (hours) between two
or more standard exception classifications on my quarterly report?
No, you cannot divide an employee's work hours
between two standard exception classifications. You must
report all exposure (work hours) in the highest rated standard
exception classification applicable to the work being performed.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31018 Exception classifications. (1)
What are exception classifications?
In WAC 296-17-31012 we discussed our classification
policy. We described the process used to classify risk and
stated that we assign the basic classification or basic classifications that best describe the nature of your company's business. While this policy is modeled after the policy used by
private insurance carriers and is geared to administrative ease
for you, we recognize that there are some duties or operations
where your employees do not share the same general workplace hazards that your other employees are exposed to. To
provide for those operations that are outside the scope of a
basic classification, we have created three types of exception
classifications listed below:
•
•
Standard exception classifications,
•
•
Special exception classifications, and
General exclusion classifications.
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with duties such as delivery and stocking of shelves are to be
reported in the basic classification applicable to the business
unless the basic classification assigned to the business
requires another treatment.
Messengers are defined as employees whose duties are
delivering interoffice mail, making deposits, and similar
duties that are exclusively for the administration of the
employer's business. Classification 6303 "messengers" does
not include delivering mail or packages to the employer's
customer or as a service to the public. If a messenger is
engaged in delivering mail or packages as a service to the
public they are to be assigned to the basic classification of the
business or classification 1101 as applicable.
Corporate officers duties in classification 7101 must be
limited to: Clerical duties; outside sales duties as described
above; administrative duties such as hiring staff, attending
meetings, negotiating contracts, and performing public relations work. To qualify for this classification, a corporate
officer must:
•
Be a shareholder in the corporation,
Be elected as a corporate officer and empowered in
accordance with the articles of incorporation or bylaws
of the corporation,
Serve on the corporation's board of directors,
Not have any exposure to any operative hazard of the
business, and
Not directly supervise employees who have any exposure to any operative hazard of the business.

(2) What are the standard exception classifications?
Standard exception classifications cover those employments that are administrative in nature and common to many
industries. Employees covered by a standard exception classification cannot be exposed to any operative hazard of the
business. If the language of the basic classification assigned
to your business does not include these employments, you
may be able to report them separately. The standard exception classifications are:
Classification 4904 (WAC 296-17-653) "clerical office
employment." This classification includes clerical,
administrative, and drafting employees.
Sales personnel classifications 6301 (WAC 296-17696), 6302 (WAC 296-17-697), and 6303 (WAC 29617-698) includes outside sales personnel and messengers.
•
Classification 7101 (WAC 296-17-754) applies to corporate officers who have elected optional coverage. A
corporate officer as used in these rules is a person who
is an officer in the corporation, such as the president,
who also serves on the corporation's board of directors
and owns stock in the corporation.
Clerical office employees are defined as employees
whose duties are limited to: Answering telephones; handling
correspondence; creating or maintaining financial, employment, personnel, or payroll records; composing informational
material on a computer; creating or maintaining computer
software; and technical drafting. Their work must be performed in a clerical office which is restricted to:
•
A work area which is physically separated by walls,
partitions, or other physical barriers, from all other
work areas of the employer, and
•
Where only clerical office work as described in this rule
is performed.
A clerical office does not include any work area where
inventory is located, where products are displayed for sale, or
area where the customer brings products for payment. Clerical office employees can perform cashiering and telephone
sales work if they do not provide any retail or wholesale customer service that involves handling, showing, demonstrating, or delivering any product sold by the employer. Clerical
office employees can make bank deposits, pick up and
deliver mail at the post office, or purchase office supplies, if
their primary work duties are clerical office duties as defined
in this rule.
Sales personnel are defined as employees whose duties
are limited to: Soliciting new customers by telephone or in
person; servicing existing customer accounts; showing, selling, or explaining products or services; completing correspondence; placing orders; performing public relations
duties; and estimating. Although some of sales person's
duties may be performed in a clerical office, most of their
work is conducted away from the employer's physical business location or in showrooms. We refer to work that takes
place away from the employer's premises as "outside sales."
Sales personnel whose duties include customer service activities such as, but n?t lii_nited to, the delivery. of product, s~o~king shelves, handhng mventory, or otherwise merchand1smg
products sold to retail or wholesale customers are excluded
from all standard exception classifications. Sales personnel

Classification 6303 may apply to a corporate officer
whose duties are limited to outside sales activities as
described in the sales personnel section of this rule. Under no
circumstance is classification 4904 to be assigned to any corporate officer. You cannot divide the work hours of an
employee between a standard exception classification and a
basic classification unless it is permitted by another rule. If
an employee works part of their time in a standard exception
classification and part of their time in your basic classification, then all exposure (hours) must be reported in the highest
rated basic classification applicable to the work being performed.
(3) What are the special exception classifications?
Special exception classifications represent operations
found within an employer's business that are allowed to be
reported separately when certain conditions are met. Assuming the conditions have been met, the following classifications may be used even if your basic classification includes
the phrases "all operations" or "all employees."
Security guards - classification 6601 (WAC 296-17723) will apply if the security guard:
•
Is an employee of an employer engaged in logging or
construction,
•
Is for the purpose of guarding the employer's logging or
construction sites,
Is employed at the site only during the hours the
employer is not conducting any other operations at the
site,
•
Has no other duties during their work shift as a security
guard.
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If all of the above conditions are not met, the security
guard is to be reported in the basic classification applicable to
the construction or logging operation being conducted.
Janitors - classification 6602 (WAC 296-17-724) will
apply if:
•
The janitorial/cleaning activities being performed are
limited to the employer's clerical office,
The clerical office meets the criteria described earlier in
this rule, and
The employer's office employment is assigned to be
reported in classification 4904.
Log truck drivers - classification 5003 (WAC 296-1766001) will apply if the log truck driver has no other duties
during their work shift that are subject to the logging classification 5001 (WAC 296-17-659).
(4) What are the general exclusion classifications?
General exclusion classifications represent operations
that are so exceptional or unusual that they are excluded from
the scope of all basic classifications. If you have these operations, we will assign a separate classification to cover them.
You must keep accurate records of the work hours your
employees work in these classifications. If you do not keep
accurate time records for each employee performing work
covered by a general exclusion classification, we will assign
the work hours in question to the highest rated classification
applicable to those hours. The general exclusion classifications are:
•
Aircraft operations: All operations of the flying crew.
•
Racing operations: All operations of the drivers and pit
crews.
•
Diving operations: All operations of diving personnel
and ship tenders who assist in diving operations.
New construction or alterations of the business premises.
•
Musicians and entertainers.
A division of work time is permitted between a standard
exception classification and flight crew operations, racing
operations, or diving operations. If you fail to keep original
time records that clearly show the time spent in the office or
in sales work, we will assign all work hours in question to the
highest rated classification applicable to the work hours in
question.
Example: Assume a corporate officer performs duties
which are described in classification 7101. Occasionally, the
officer flies a plane to attend a meeting. You would report the
flying exposure (hours) of the corporate officer in classification 6803. The remainder of the corporate officer's time
would continue to be reported in classification 7101.

exception classification will be classified according to the
type of work being performed.
•
Example: You operate an insurance company. Besides.
having office and sales employees you have a printing
department where you produce office stationery, brochures,
and insurance policies, and maintenance employees to clean
the office. We would assign classification 4904 to your office
employees, classification 6303 to your sales employees, classification 4101 for your printing operation and classification
6602 for your janitorial staff. Since classifications 4904 and
6303 are standard exceptions, they do not include printing or
maintenance operations.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31020 Employee supporting multiple
business operations. I have more than one basic classification assigned to my business. I have employees such as
laundry workers whose duties never change but who support several operations. Can I divide their work hours on
my quarterly report?
No, if we have assigned two or more basic classifications
to your business and you have employees whose duties
remain the same and are performed at the same location
regardless of the operation they support, you would report
these workers in the classification which carries the largest
number of worker hours. To arrive at the classification that
carries the largest number of worker hours, you must first
eliminate the hours related to the employees who support two
or more operations. Whichever basic classification carries •
largest number of worker hours after the supporting person- •
nel have been segregated is the classification the supporting
employees are to be reported in.
Example: You operate a motel and a restaurant which
are located next to each other. You have a laundry operation
that cleans the linens for the restaurant as well as doing the
sheets and towels for the motel. The laundry employee's
duties never change regardless of whether they are doing linens or sheets. The classification of the laundry workers
would depend on which classification produces the largest
amount of exposure. Let us assume for this illustration that
the motel has a larger exposure (hours worked) because you
have reported the laundry workers in that classification.
When you remove the laundry workers hours from both classifications the restaurant classification has the larger volume
of exposure (hours worked). You would report the laundry
workers in the restaurant classification.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-17-31021 Units of exposure. (1) What is a
"unit of exposure?"
A unit of exposure is the measure which is used to help
determine the premium you will pay. For most businesses
the unit of exposure is the hours worked by their employees.
Because not all employees are compensated based on the
hours they work, we have developed reporting alternatives to_.
make reporting to us easier.
•
Example: Employers in the horse racing industry pay
their premiums based on a type of license their employees

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31019 Standard exception classification describes business. What if the only classification
that describes my business is a standard exception classification? How do you assign classifications to my business?
When this happens we will assign the standard exception
classification that best fits your business. Any work performed by employees that is outside of the scope of the
Proposed
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employees on my quarterly report? If the language of the
basic classification assigned to your business does not
include those occupations, operations or employments which
we have defined by exception classifications and treatments,
you may report them separately in the applicable exception
classification. To report these employments, operations and
occupations separately, you must meet all of the conditions
specified in the exception classification rules which are applicable to the classification.

hold rather than the hours the employees work. Drywall con.tractors pay premiums based on the square footage of the
.materials they install rather than the hours it took their
employees to install the drywall material.
In other instances, we have developed daily, weekly, or
monthly assumed work hours.
Example: Commission sales employees who work primarily away from your premises, such as a real estate sales
person, are to be reported on the basis of eight hours per day
or forty hours per week.
(2) What are the alternatives to actual hours worked?
The exceptions are:
•
Apartment house managers, caretakers, or similar
employees: To determine the number of hours you
need to report to us, divide an employee's total compensation, including housing and utility allowances, by the
average hourly wage for the classification. The total
number of work hours to be reported for each employee
is not to exceed 520 hours per quarter. You will need to
call us at (360) 902-4817 to obtain average hourly wage
information.
Baseball, basketball, and soccer teams - including
players, coaches, trainers, and officials: Report each
individual at 40 hours per week for each week in which
they have duties.
Commission personnel - outside (such as, but not
limited to, real estate and insurance sales): For each
day they have duties, report each individual at eight
hours per day for part-time employees and forty hours
•
per week for full-time employees.
••
Drywall - stocking, installation, scrapping, taping,
and texturing: Premiums are based on material
installed/finished rather than the hours it took to
install/finish the drywall.
•
Horse racing - excluding jockeys: Premiums are paid
on a license basis and collected by the Washington
horse racing commission at the time of licensing.
•
Jockeys: Report ten hours for each race/mount or for
any day in which duties are reported.
•
Race car drivers: Report ten hours for each race/heat.
•
Salaried personnel: All salaried employees of an
employer must be reported by the same method. You
must report either the actual hours worked for each
employee or one hundred sixty hours per month. You
cannot report some salaried workers based on the actual
hours they work and others using the one hundred sixty
hours per month method.
(3) Can I use assumed work hours for piece workers?
No, if you employ piece workers you must report the
actual hours these individuals work for you unless another
unit of exposure is required.
Example: If you have employees engaged in drywall
work you would report and pay premiums on the basis of the
square footage of the material they installed not the hours
they worked.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31023 Premium reporting. How often
will I need to report and pay premiums? Most employers
will report and pay premiums once every three months. We
refer to these three-month periods as quarters. For example,
the months of January, February, and March represent the
first quarter of a calendar year. In some cases employers
report at more frequent intervals.
Example: Reforestation contractors report on a contract basis for any project over ten thousand dollars. Since
contracts may last only a few days, reforestation contractors
may file reports daily, weekly, and monthly.
If you do not have employees during a quarter, you must
return your premium report by the due date and indicate "no
payroll" or "no employees" across the face of the report. If
you do not submit reports when required, we will estimate
premiums and initiate legal action against you to collect premiums due.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31024 Classification rates. (1) How do
you determine what rate to charge me?
Each classification has a corresponding base rate. The
base rate assigned to your business will depend on the basic
classification or classifications assigned to your business.
(2) What do you mean by a base rate?
The base rate is a comparison of losses (claims) and
exposure to produce a cost per unit of exposure. The base
rate is an unmodified rate that all employers with an experience factor of 1.000 will pay in a specific classification.
(3) Do all employers in the same classification pay the
base rate?
In practice, only a few employers pay the base rate. If
you are a new employer, you will pay the base rate until you
have reported worker hours during the current experience
period. After you have reported hours during an experience
period, your rate will be modified as of January l, of the next
calendar year. We refer to that modified rate as your experience rate. Your experience rate is the base rate adjusted by
your own company's claims losses (experience factor). It can
produce a premium higher or lower than the base rate. This
means that employers with few claims will pay less than
employers in the same classification who have many claims.
Experience rating encourages strong safety and accident pre-.
vention programs. Details of how experience rating affects
your premium are outlined in WAC 296-17-850 through 29617-875. Your policy manager can also answer questions
about your individual experience factor. The name and

~EWSECTION
WAC 296-17-31022 Reporting exception classification employees. How do I report exception classification
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phone number of your policy manager can be found on your
quarterly premium report or your annual rate notice. For
your convenience you can call us at (360) 902-4817 and we
will put you in contact with your assigned policy manager.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31028 Closing accounts. What are my~
responsibilities when I close my business, or when I no •
longer have employees? You must notify us in writing
when you close your business or when you no longer have
employees. You may either send a letter, or include a note on
your final quarterly report. We will not close your account
from a telephone call.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31025 Change in business operations.

If I change the type of business I operate, or add a new

operation, should I call you? Yes, we rely on you to update
us about changes in your business operations. We provide a
place on your quarterly premium reports to let us know about
any changes you have made. If you need help determining if
changes to your account are necessary, you can call your policy manager. Depending on the type of change you are making, you may need to complete a new master application. The
name and phone number of your policy manager can be
found on your quarterly premium report or annual rate notice.
For your convenience you can call us at (360) 902-4817 and
we will put you in contact with your assigned policy manager.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31029 Insurance principles. (1) What
insurance principles does the department of labor and
industries use when a new classification is developed?
Those principles are broken down into four major components as follows:
•
Administration
•
Equity
•
Homogeneity
•
Safety
A detailed explanation of these principles can be found
in subsection (2) of this section.
(2) What are these principles?
•
Administration: Recordkeeping requirements must
be simple and easy to follow. If our classification system imposed burdensome recordkeeping requirements,
most employers would find it difficult to comply.
Resolving complaints related to burdensome recordkeeping requirements would be in nobody's interest.
The premium rate for your basic classification is based
on the average exposure to hazard of all your workers.
If our classification system were based upon individual
occupations, you would pay a lower rate for your workers whose duties are considered low hazard, but you
would pay a higher rate for your workers who have
duties that expose them to a greater hazard. The total
premium you pay would not be decreased; it would
only be redistributed and would require more recordkeeping. Having one basic classification assigned to
cover all the operations makes recordkeeping and
reporting easier for you.
Statistical credibility or equity: By monitoring our
classification plan, we ensure that enough hours are
reported in each classification to provide a meaningful
statistical base. A large enough statistical base helps
avoid sudden large increases or decreases in rates and
keeps them at the lowest possible level. We refer to this
as statistical credibility. Classifications must also be
responsive to change if equity and fairness are to be
achieved. Our classification plan is in a constant state
of evolution. In the early 1970s we had approximately
45 classifications. Today we have over 300 main classifications and approximately 1,000 subclassification
codes to track losses. In some industries, the evolution
is gradual, and no change to the classification itself is
needed. We recognize that the wording used to
describe a classification may not have kept up with •
changes in an industry. However, as the industry condi- •
tions evolve because of modem equipment, new processes or materials, or changes in employment laws and

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31026 Reporting multiple business
operations. If I have more than one business, can I report
them on the same account? The way the businesses are
organized will make a difference .. Each separate "ownership
type" must be classified and reported separately from any
other much the same way you must keep each business' financial records separate from any other. Your master application
must specify the "ownership type" of your business, such as,
sole proprietor, partnership, corporation, etc. If that one
ownership type registration is for more than one location of
the same business or more than one type of business, you can
choose to report all of them on the same account or on separate accounts. However, if you register each as a separate
ownership type, you must report them on separate accounts.

4

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-31027 Temporary help company.
Sometimes I use temporary help employees which I
obtain through a temporary help company. Do I have to
report those workers to labor and industries in my basic
classification? No, if you obtain temporary help employees
from a temporary help company, the temporary help company should report these workers to us and pay the required
premiums. Temporary help companies have special classifications assigned to them to report and pay premiums on
behalf of their client businesses. These classifications are
used only in the temporary help industry and are different
from our basic classifications which are assigned to nontemporary help companies. If the temporary help service fails to
pay premiums to us, the client company is held responsible
for the unpaid premiums of any temporary help employee
used by the client company.
Proposed
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safety standards, so does the experience upon which the
rate is based. In other words, the changes in the experience which is used to develop premium rates reflect
new developments in processes, equipment, and technology even though the wording in the classification is
unchanged. We strive to keep our classification language current. Although it would be easy to just
change the classification wording as we encounter
changes in an industry, Washington law requires that
we conduct public hearings before we make official
changes to the rule. We do this as a public safeguard
and to involve business in the change process. As technologies change or new industries develop, we receive
requests from industry representatives for new classifications or for determination of proper classification
assignments for the new processes. We will evaluate
the request and determine if there is a large enough
group of employers to justify a new classification. Any
classification must produce enough premium to cover
losses. In addition, as specific industries become obsolete or certain processes are no longer in use we will
discontinue the classifications that covered them.
Homogeneity: Although it is rare that any two businesses are identical, our classification plan recognizes
that similar businesses have similar exposures to occupational injury and disease. Employers with similar
operations and exposures are grouped together so each
classification includes common exposures and carries a
rate that reflects those exposures. This method of
grouping homogenous risks ensures that the overall
cost of the workers' compensation system is distributed
fairly among the businesses we insure. Classifications
must also be mutually exclusive. Our classifications are
clearly defined so that each type of business or industry
fits in only one basic classification.
Workplace safety and accident prevention: By classifying employers by the nature of their business, each
industry can take responsibility for controlling its own
workers' compensation costs. Employers may belong
to a trade association, which usually offers safety or
risk management services. If such services result in
fewer and less costly accidents, that improved experience will tend to lower the base rates for that industry.
If our classification system were based upon the occupations or duties of employees, the success of a single
industry's safety or risk management program would
have little impact on its premium costs.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-35202 Definitions. For the purpose of
interpretation of this manual, chapter 296-17 WAC, or
administering Title 51 RCW, the following terms shall have
the meanings given below:
(1) "Free from control or direction" shall mean that the
contracted individual has the responsibility to deliver a finished product or service without the contracting firm or individual either exercising direct supervision over the work
hours or the methods and details of performance or having
the right to exercise that authority under the contract.
(2) "Principle place of business" shall be the physical
location of the business from which the contract of service is
directed and controlled.
(3) "Within a reasonable period" for establishing an
account with state agencies shall be the time prior to the first
date on which the individual begins performance of service
toward the contract or the date upon which the individual is
required to establish an account with a state agency, as otherwise required.by law, whichever event shall last occur.
(4) "Bona fide officer" means any person empowered in
good faith by stockholders or directors, in accordance with
articles of incorporation or bylaws, to discharge the duties of
such officer.
(5) "Related by blood within the third degree" means the
degree of kinship as computed according to the rules of the
civil law.
(6) "Related by marriage" means the union subject to
legal recognition under the domestic relations laws of this
state.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-35203 Special reporting instruction. (1)
Professional and semiprofession al athletic teams. Athletes assigned to a Washington-do miciled sports team are
mandatorily covered by Washington industrial insurance:
Provided, That a professional athlete who is under contract
with a parent team domiciled outside of the state of Washington while assigned to a team domiciled within Washington is
subject to mandatory coverage by Washington industrial
insurance unless the player and employer (parent team) have
agreed in writing as to which state shall provide coverage in
accordance with RCW 51.12.120(5).
The following rules shall apply to the written agreement:
(a) Agreement must be in writing and signed by the
employer and the individual athlete.
(b) Agreement must specify the state that is to provide
coverage. The state agreed upon to provide coverage must be
a state in which the player's team, during the course of the
season, will engage in an athletic event. For example, if the
Washington-based team is a part of a league with teams in
only Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, the player and the
employer can agree to any of those three states to provide
coverage. However, they could not agree to have California
provide the coverage as this would not qualify as a state in
which the player regularly performs assigned duties.

Example: Many retail grocery stores employ meat cutters. If grocery stores wanted to reduce the frequency of
injury to their meat cutters they could develop a safety plan
that focused on proper meat handling, lifting, and cutting.
Assuming the safety program was successful and reduced the
cost associated with meat cutter claims, the rate for grocery
stores would go down. If, on the other hand, all meat cutters,
such as those who work for restaurants, grocery stores, or
slaughter houses, reported in a single meat cutter classijication, it is doubtful that the grocery stores' safety program
would have any impact on the premium rates since grocery
stores' meat cutters would represent only a small portion of a
meat cutter classification.
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(c) The state agreed upon accepts responsibility for providing coverage and acknowledges such to the department by
certified mail.
(d) Agreement and certification by the other state must
be received by this department's underwriting section prior to
any injury incurred by the athlete.
(e) Agreement will be for one season only commencing
with the assigning of the player to a particular team. A separate agreement and certification must be on file for each additional season.
Failure to meet all of these requirements will result in the
athlete being considered a Washington worker for premium
and benefit purposes until such time as all requirements have
been met.
Professional sports teams who are domiciled outside the
state of Washington and who participate in sporting events
with Washington-domiciled teams are not subject to Washington industrial insurance for their team members while in
this state. These out-of-state teams are not considered
employers subject to Title 51 on the basis that they are not
conducting a business within this state.
(2) Excluded employments. Any employer having any
person in their employ excluded from industrial insurance
whose application for coverage under the elective adoption
provisions of RCW 51.12.110 or authority of RCW
51.12.095 or 51.32.030 has been accepted by the director
shall report and pay premium on the actual hours worked for
each such person who is paid on an hourly, salaried-part time,
percentage of profit or piece basis; or one hundred sixty hours
per month for any such person paid on a salary basis
employed full time. In the event records disclosing actual
hours worked are not maintained by the employer for any
person paid on an hourly, salaried-part time, percentage of
profits or piece basis the worker hours of such person shall be
determined by dividing the gross wages of such person by the
state minimum wage for the purpose of premium calculation.
However, when applying the state minimum wage the maximum number of hours assessed for a month will be one hundred sixty.
(3) Special trucking industry rules. The following
subsection shall apply to all trucking industry employers as
applicable.
(a) Insurance liability. Every trucking industry employer
operating as an intrastate carrier or a combined intrastate and
interstate carrier must insure their workers' compensation
insurance liability through the Washington state fund or be
self-insured with the state of Washington.
Washington employers operating exclusively in interstate or foreign commerce or any combination of interstate
and foreign commerce must insure their workers' compensation insurance liability for their Washington employees with
the Washington state fund, be self-insured with the state of
Washington, or provide workers' compensation insurance for
their Washington employees under the laws of another state
when such other state law provides for such coverage.
Interstate or foreign commerce trucking employers who
insure their workers' compensation insurance liability under
the laws of another state must provide the department with
copies of their current policy and applicable endorsements
upon request.
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Employers who elect to insure their workers' compensation insurance liability under the laws of another state and ~
who fail to provide updated policy information when.
requested to do so will be declared an unregistered employer
and subject to all the penalties contained in Title 51 RCW.
(b) Reporting. Trucking industry employers insuring
their workers' compensation insurance liability with the
Washington state fund shall keep and preserve all original
time records/books including supporting information from
drivers' logs for a period of three calendar years plus three
months.
Employers are to report actual hours worked, including
time spent loading and unloading trucks, for each driver in
their employ. For purposes of this section, actual hours
worked does not include time spent during lunch or rest periods or overnight lodging.
Failure of employers to keep accurate records of actual
hours worked by their employees will result in the department estimating work hours by dividing gross payroll wages
by the state minimum wage for each worker for whom
records were not kept. However, in no case will the estimated
or actual hours to be reported exceed five hundred twenty
hours per calendar quarter for each worker.
(c) Exclusions. Trucking industry employers meeting all
of the following conditions are exempted from mandatory
coverage.
(i) Must be engaged exclusively in interstate or foreign
commerce.
(ii) Must have elected to cover their Washington workers . .
on a voluntary basis under the Washington state fund and •
must have elected such coverage in writing on forms provided by the department.
(iii) After having elected coverage, withdrew such
coverage in writing to the department on or before January 2,
1987.
If all the conditions set forth in (i), (ii), and (iii) of this
subsection have not been met, employers must insure their
workers' compensation insurance liability with the Washington state fund or under the laws of another state.
(d) Definitions. For purposes of interpretation of RCW
51.12.095(1) and administration of this section, the following
terms shall have the meanings given below:
(i) "Agents" means individuals hired to perform services
for the interstate or foreign commerce carrier that are
intended to be carried out by the individual and not contracted out to others but does not include owner operators as
defined in RCW 51.12.095(1).
(ii) "Contacts" means locations at which freight, merchandise, or goods are picked up or dropped off within the
boundaries of this state.
(iii) "Doing business" means having any terminals,
agents or contacts within the boundaries of this state.
(iv) "Employees" means the same as the term "worker"
as contained in RCW 51.08.180.
(v) "Terminals" means a physical location wherein the
business activities (operations) of the trucking company are •
conducted on a routine basis. Terminals will generally •
include loading or shipping docks, warehouse space, dispatch
offices and may also include administrative offices.
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(vi) "Washington" shall be used to limit the scope of the
.term "employees." When used with the term "employees" it
~ill require the following test for benefit purposes (all conditions must be met).
The individual must be hired in Washington or must
•
have been transferred to Washington; and
The individual must perform some work in Washington
(i.e., driving, loading, or unloading trucks).
(4) Forest, range, or timber land services--lndu stry
rule. Washington law (RCW 51.48.030) requires every
employer to make, keep, and preserve records which are adequate to facilitate the determination of premiums (taxes) due
to the state for workers' compensation insurance coverage for
their covered workers. In the administration of Title 51
RCW, and as it pertains to the forest, range, or timber land
services industry, the department of labor and industries has
deemed the records and information required in the· various
subsections of this section to be essential in the determination
of premiums (taxes) due to the state fund. The records so
specified and required, shall be provided at the time of audit
to any representative of the department who has requested
them.
Failure to produce these required records within thirty
days of the request, or within an agreed upon time period,
shall constitute noncompliance of this rule and RCW
51.48.030 and 51.48.040. Employers whose premium computations are made by the department in accordance with (d)
of this subsection are barred from questioning, in an appeal
before the board of industrial insurance appeals or the courts,
the correctness of any assessment by the department on any
period for which such records have not been kept, preserved,
or produced for inspection as provided by law.
(a) General definitions. For purpose of interpretation of
this section, the following terms shall have the meanings
given below:
(i) "Actual hours worked" means each workers' composite work period beginning with the starting time of day that
the employees' work day commenced, and includes the entire
work period, excluding any nonpaid lunch period, and ending
with the quitting time each day work was performed by the
employee.
(ii) "Work day" shall mean any consecutive twenty-fourhour period.
(b) Employment records. Every employer shall with
respect to each worker, make, keep, and preserve original
records containing all of the following information for three
full calendar years following the calendar year in which the
employment occurred:
(i) The name of each worker;
(ii) The Social Security number of each worker;
(iii) The beginning date of employment for each worker
and, if applicable, the separation date of employment for each
such worker;
(iv) The basis upon which wages are paid to each
worker;
(v) The number of units earned or produced for each
• worker paid on a piece-work basis;
(vi) The risk classification(s) applicable to each worker;
•
(vii) The number of actual hours worked by each worker,
unless another basis of computing hours worked is prescribed
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in WAC 296-17-31021. For purposes of chapter 296-17
WAC, this record must clearly show, by work day, the time
of day the employee commenced work, and the time of day
work ended;
(viii) A summary time record for each worker showing
the calendar day or days of the week work was performed and
the actual number of hours worked each work day;
(ix) In the event a single worker's time is divided
between two or more risk classifications, the summary contained in (b)(viii) of this subsection shall be further broken
down to show the actual hours worked in each risk classification for the worker;
(x) The workers' total gross pay period earnings;
(xi) The specific sums withheld from the earnings of
each worker, and the purpose of each sum withheld;
(xii) The net pay earned by each such worker.
(c) Business, financial records, and record retention.
Every employer is required to keep and preserve all original
time records completed by their employees for a three-year
period. The three-year period is specified in WAC 296-17352 as the composite period from the date any such premium
became due.
Employers who pay their workers by check are required
to keep and preserve a record of all check registers and cancelled checks; and employers who pay their workers by cash
are required to keep and preserve records of these cash transactions which provide a detailed record of wages paid to each
worker.
(d) Recordkeeping - estimated premium computation.
Any employer required by this section to make, keep, and
preserve records containing the information as specified in
(b) and (c) of this subsection, who fails to make, keep, and
preserve such records, shall have premiums calculated as follows:
(i) Estimated worker hours shall be computed by dividing the gross wages of each worker for whom records were
not maintained and preserved, by the state's minimum wage,
in effect at the time the wages were paid or would have been
paid. However, the maximum number of hours to be assessed
under this provision will not exceed five hundred twenty
hours for each worker, per quarter for the first audited per:od.
Estimated worker hours computed on all subsequent audits of
the same employer that disclose a continued failure to make,
keep, or preserve the required payroll and employment
records shall be subject to a maximum of seven hundred
eighty hours for each worker, per quarter.
(ii) In the event an employer also has failed to make,
keep, and preserve the records containing payroll information
and wages paid to each worker, estimated average wages for
each worker for whom a payroll and wage record was not
maintained will be determined as follows: The employer's
total gross income for the audit period (earned, received, or
anticipated) shall be reduced by thirty-five percent to arrive at
"total estimated wages." Total estimated wages will then be
divided by the number of employees for whom a record of
actual hours worked was not made, kept, or preserved to
arrive at an "estimated average wage" per worker. Estimated
hours for each worker will then be computed by dividing the
estimated average wage by the state's minimum wage in.
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effect at the time the wages were paid or would have been
paid as described in (d)(i) of this subsection.
(e) Reporting requirements and premium payments.
(i) Every employer who is awarded a forest, range, or
timber land services contract must report the contract to the
department promptly when it is awarded, and prior to any
work being commenced, except as provided in (e)(iii) of this
subsection. Employers reporting under the provisions of
(e)(iii) of this subsection shall submit the informational
report with their quarterly report of premium. The report shall
include the following information:
(I) The employers' unified business identification
account number (UBI).
(II) Identification of the landowner, firm, or primary
contractor who awarded the contract, including the name,
address, and phone number of a contact person.
(III) The total contract award.
(IV) Description of the forest, range, or timber land services work to be performed under terms of the contract.
(V) Physical location/site where the work will be performed including legal description.
(VI) Number of acres covered by the contract.
(VII) Dates during which the work will be performed.
(VIII) Estimated payroll and hours to be worked by
employees in performance of the contract.
(ii) Upon completion of every contract issued by a landowner or firm that exceeds a total of ten thousand dollars, the
contractor primarily responsible for the overall project shall
submit in addition to the required informational report
described in (e)(i) of this subsection, report the payroll and
hours worked under the contract, and payment for required
industrial insurance premiums. In the event that the contracted work is not completed within a calendar quarter,
interim quarterly reports and premium payments are required
for each contract for all work done during the calendar quarter. The first such report and payment is due at the end of the
first calendar quarter in which the contract work is begun.
Additional interim reports and payments will be submitted
each quarter thereafter until the contract is completed. This
will be consistent with the quarterly reporting cycle used by
other employers. Premiums for a calendar quarter, whether
reported or not, shall become due and delinquent on the day
immediately following the last day of the month following
the calendar quarter.
(iii) A contractor may group contracts issued by a landowner, firm, or other contractor that total less than ten thousand dollars together and submit a combined quarterly report
of hours, payroll, and the required premium payment in the
same manner and periods as nonforestation, range, or timber
land services employers.
(f) Out-of-state employers. Forest, range, or timber land
services contractors domiciled outside of Washington state
must report on a contract basis regardless of contract size for
all forest, range, or timber land services work done in Washington state. Out-of-state employers will not be permitted to
have an active Washington state industrial insurance account
for reporting forest, range, or timber land services work in the
absence of an active Washington forest, range, or timber land
services contract.
Proposed
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(g) Work done by subcontract. Any firm primarily
responsible for work to be performed under the terms of a
forest, range, or timber land services contract, that subcontracts out any work under a forest, range, or timber land services contract must send written notification to the department prior to any work being done by the subcontractor. This
notification must include the name, address, Social Security
number, farm labor contractor number, (UBI) of each subcontractor, and the amount and description of contract work
to be done by subcontract.
(h) Forest, range, or timber land services contract release
- verification of hours, payroll, and premium. The department
may verify reporting of contractors by way of an on-site visit
to an employers' work site. This on-site visit may include
close monitoring of employees and employee work hours.
Upon receipt of a premium report for a finished contract, the
department may conduct an audit of the firm's payroll,
employment, and financial records to validate reporting. The
department will notify the contractor, and the entity that
awarded the contract, of the status of the contractors' account
immediately after verification. The landowner, firm, or contractors' premium liability will not be released until the final
report for the contract from the primary contractor and any
subcontractors has been received and verified by the department.
(i) Premium liability - work done by contract. Washington law (RCW 51.12.070) places the responsibility for industrial insurance premium payments primarily and directly
upon the person, firm, or corporation who lets a contract for
all covered employment involved in the fulfillment of the
contract terms. Any such person, firm, or corporation letting
a contract is authorized to collect from the contractor the full
amount payable in premiums. The contractor is in tum authorized to collect premiums from any subcontractor they may
employ his or her proportionate amount of the premium payment.
To eliminate premium liability for work done by contract
permitted by Title 51 RCW, any person, firm, or corporation
who lets a contract for forest, range, or timber land services
work must submit a copy of the contract they have let to the
department and verify that all premiums due under the contract have been paid.
Each contract submitted to the department must include
within its body, or on a separate addendum, all of the following items:
(I) The name of the contractor who has been engaged to
perform the work;
(II) The contractor's UBI number;
(III) The contractor's farm labor contractor number;
(IV) The total contract award;
(V) The date the work is to be commenced; a description
of the work to be performed including any pertinent acreage
information;
(VI) Location where the work is to be performed;
(VII) A contact name and phone number of the person,
firm, or corporation who let the contract;
(VIII) The total estimated wages to be paid by the contractor and any subcontractors;
(IX) The amount to be subcontracted out if such subcontracting is permitted under the terms of the contract;
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(X) The total estimated number of worker hours anticiby the contractor and his/her subcontractors in the fulrillment of the contract terms;
(j) Reports to be mailed to the department. All contracts,
reports, and information required by this section are to be
sent to:
·~ated
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The Department of Labor and Industries
Reforestation Team 8
P.O. Box 44168
Tumwater, Washington 98504-4168
(k) Rule applicability. If any portion of this section is
declared invalid, only that portion is repealed. The balance of
the section shall remain in effect.
(5) Logging and/or tree thinning-Mechanized operations-Industry rule. The following subsection shall
apply to all employers assigned to report worker hours in risk
classification 5005, WAC 296-17-66003.
(a) Every employer having operations subject to risk
classification 5005 "logging and/or tree thinning - mechanized operations" shall have their operations surveyed by
labor and industries insurance services staff prior to the
assignment of risk classification 5005 to their account.
Annual surveys will be required after the initial survey to
retain the risk classification assignment.
(b) Every employer as a prerequisite of being assigned
risk classification 5005 and having exposure (work hours)
which is reportable under other risk classifications assigned
to the employer shall be required to establish a separate subaccount for the purpose of reporting exposure (work hours)
and paying premiums under this risk classification (5005).
Except as otherwise provided for in this rule, only exposure
(work hours) applicable to work covered by risk classification 5005 shall be reported in this subaccount. In the event
that the employer's only other reportable exposure (work
hours) is subject to one of the standard exception risk classifications, or the shop or yard risk classification then all exposure (work hours) will be reported under a single main
account.
(c) Every employer assigned to report exposure (work
hours) in risk classification 5005 shall supply an addendum
report with their quarterly premium report which lists the
name of each employee reported under this classification during the quarter, the Social Security number of such worker,
the piece or pieces of equipment the employee operated during the quarter, the number of hours worked by the employee
during the quarter, and the wages earned by the employee
during the quarter.
(6) Special drywall industry rule.
(a) Why are we changing the way you pay premiums?
Under Washington law (RCW 51.16.035), we are given the
authority to establish how workers' compensation insurance
rates are computed. For most industries, workers' compensation insurance rates are based on hours worked by employees.
While the worker hour system works well for most industries,
this method of paying premium can be unfair when a large
segment of workers within an industry are not paid an hourly
wage. The drywall industry is one in which many workers are
paid on the basis of material installed, finished, stocked
and/ or scrapped (piece work), not the hours they work. As a
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result, employers have developed a variety of different ways
of converting payroll to hours worked to comply with our
hourly reporting requirements. In many instances the conversion of payroll to hours worked has resulted in the under
reporting of work hours to us. Under reporting results in
higher premium rates which you pay. To help remedy the
problems caused by using work hours as the basis of how you
pay premiums, and to provide greater fairness to employers
engaged in drywall work, the premium for classifications
0524, 0526, 0527, 0528,0529,0530,0531, 0532,0533, and
0534 is based on material (square feet).
(b) How can I qualify for a discounted rate? For each
drywall industry classification, we will establish a second
classification covering the same activity. The second classification will carry a discounted rate. To qualify for a discounted classification and rate you will be required to meet
all of the following conditions:
(i) Prior to the end of the quarter that you want the discounted classifications and rates to be applied to your business, you must attend two workshops that we will offer. For
example, if you want the discounted classifications and rates
to apply to your business for the third quarter 1997 (July 1
through September 30, 1997), you must attend the two workshops by September 30, 1997. One of the workshops covers
claims and risk management practices. The other workshop
will cover premium reporting and recordkeeping. The two
workshops may be offered together or separately. Be sure to
sign in so that you receive credit for attending the workshops.
(ii) Provide us with a signed and completed voluntary
release of information form that we will provide to you or
your representative at the workshops. We will use this release
form to obtain material and supply/purchase sales records
from the material supply dealer(s) that you use in the event of
an audit. This will aid us as we verify the information you
supply us on your premium and supplemental reports. If we
need to verify the information that you supplied us, we will
send you written notice before we contact your material supply dealer(s). We must receive this release form prior to the
end of the quarter in which you want the discounted classifications and rates to become effective. For example, if you
want the discounted classifications and rates to apply to your
business for the third quarter 1997 (July 1 through September
30, 1997), we must receive your signed and completed
release of information form by September 30, 1997. You can
complete the voluntary release form at the workshop and give
it to our representative at the workshop or mail it to:
Labor and Industries
Employer Services - Drywall Manager
P.O. Box 44166
Olympia, Washington 98504-4166
(iii) Submit complete and accurate premium reports
when they are due and be current with all premium reports
and payments. If you owe us money (premiums) for any
quarter or period prior to December 31, 1996, we will allow
you to report in the discounted classifications. To meet this
condition you must file all reports required by this section
when due; and if you have not paid premiums which were
due for any quarterly report you submitted to us prior to and
including the fourth quarter 1996 (October 1, through
[ 63]
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December 31, 1996), either pay the balance due immediately
or maintain a current payment agreement with us for any past
due premium. For purposes of this section, a "current payment agreement" is a written legal agreement which we have
approved and entered into with you. This agreement will set
forth your unpaid premium obligation, any applicable penalties and interest that must be paid, the amount of each installment (payment) and a schedule of payment due dates. If you
fail to make any payment covered in a payment agreement
you will lose the right to use the discounted classifications
and rates. You will not be allowed to use a discounted classification or rate if you fail to submit reports, or make premium
payments on time for any period beginning with the first
quarter 1997. This requirement applies to any classification
assigned to your business and for any exposure (hours, square
feet, etc.,) which occurs after January 1, 1997.
(iv) Provide us with a supplemental quarterly report
which shows by employee the employee's name and Social
Security number, the wages you paid them during the quarter,
the basis for how they are paid, (piece rate, commission,
hourly, etc.,) their rate of pay per unit/hour, and a notation as
to whether they are an installer, finisher, scrapper, painter,
etc. This report is to be attached to and submitted with your
quarterly premium report.
(v) For any work which you subcontract to others, you
must maintain the records described in WAC 296-17-31013.
(vi) Keep and retain the payroll and employment records
described in WAC 296-17-35201.
If you do not meet all of the above conditions, we will
not assign the discounted rates to your business and you will
be required to pay premiums in the nondiscounted classification(s).
(c) Can I be disqualified from using the discounted
rates? Yes, as opposed to failing to qualify because you did
not meet the conditions of (b) -of this subsection, your business will be disqualified from using the discounted premium
rates if you do not file premium reports on time; if you fail to
pay premiums on time; if you under report or misclassify the
work performed by your employees; if you fail to maintain
the payments in a payment agreement you have entered into
with us; or fail to meet any other condition set forth in this
rule.
(d) How long will I be disqualified from using the discounted classifications? If we disqualify your business
from using the discounted classifications, the disqualification
will be for three years (thirty-six months) from the period of
last noncompliance.
(e) I have several businesses, if one of my businesses is
disqualified from using the discounted rates will that
affect my other businesses? Yes, if you have ownership
interest in a business which has been disqualified from using
the discounted rates, and you also have ownership interest in
other construction businesses which have separate industrial
insurance accounts or subaccounts, all businesses in which
you have ownership interest will be disqualified from using
the discounted rates. This includes a business which you own
or owned that is in bankruptcy status and for which you have
not entered into a payment agreement, if you owe us any
Proposed

money; or money that you owe us which we wrote off as an
uncollectible debt.
•
(f) What if I make a mistake in how I reported to you, •
should I correct the error? Yes, you should send in a
revised report with an explanation of the error you are trying
to correct. If we audit your business, and we determine that
you have under reported exposure in any classificat10n
assigned to your business, all exposure which you reported in
the discounted classifications for the audit period will be
reclassified to the nondiscounted classifications.
(g) If I disagree with an audit or other decision can I
still use the discounted rates while we are resolving the
issue? Yes, if you are involved in a dispute with us over the
status of an independent contractor, the issue being whether
an individual is a covered worker; the proper classification of
work your employees performed; or under reporting; you
may qualify for the discounted classifications by paying the
disputed amount while the issue is under dispute. In the event
the issue is resolved in your favor we will refund any moneys
which you paid which were disputed. We will not pay interest
on the refunded amount. If you do not pay the audit balance
or disputed amount when requested or post an equivalent
bond, you will not be permitted to use any of the discounted
classifications.
(h) I am the owner of the business, and I do some of
the work myself, can I deduct the work I do from the total
square feet to be reported to you? Yes, as an owner of the
business you can deduct the amount of work that you did
from the total square feet which you are going to report to us. •
(i) How do I calculate and report this deduction to •
you? To claim this deduction you must send us a report
which shows by job, project, site or location the total amount
of material that was installed or finished at that job, project,
site or location; the amount of material which you as the
owner installed and/or finished at the job, project, site or
location; the hours that it took you to install and/or finish the
material you are claiming deduction for; the total material
installed and/or finished by employees at the job, project, site
or location; and the hours the employees worked by job,
project, site or location. This report must accompany the
quarterly report in which you are claiming a deduction. If
there are several owners, you must supply this information
for each owner you wish to claim a deduction for.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-35204 Penalty assessments for employers who fail to register under Title 51 RCW. (1) Any
employer who has failed to secure payment of compensation
for their workers covered under this title will be liable, subject to RCW 51.48.010, to a maximum penalty in a sum of
five hundred dollars or in a sum double the amount of premiums due for the four quarters prior to securing payment of
compensation under this title, whichever is greater, for the
benefit of the medical aid fund.
(2) If an injury or occupational disease is sustained by a
worker of an employer who has failed to secure payment of
compensation under this title that employer may also be Iia[ 64]
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ble for the cost of such an injury or occupational disease at
the time the claim for benefits is accepted by the department.
For the purposes of this section only the cost of such
claim will be determined as follows:
The case reserve value shall be determined by the nature
of the injury or occupational disease, the part of the body
affected and other factors which will impact the cost, including but not limited to, age, education and work experience.
The case reserve value will include actual costs paid to date
and estimated future claim costs. No further adjustments or
evaluations of the cost of the claim will be made for the purposes of this subsection after assessment for the cost of an
injury or occupational disease is made by the department.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

0101-00 Lagd c!earjo&i Hi&hway, street and road constructjog. N.O.C.

WAC 296-17-501 Classification 0101.

((AifpeFts, 11t1ttli1tg stFips, R:1ftw1tys ftfttl lflxi '•YftYs: Ce1tstFt1e
tien i1telt1tling eper1ttiens stteh as elearing, grttbbing,
gnttliftg, ettt 1tfttl fill weFk, ftfttl lni1tgi1tg Feaabea eF
pmjeet site te gratle
Alie'.) ftfttl p1trking let: Censtrttetien i1telt1tling eperatiens
stteh fts eleMing, grttbbing, graaing, ettt anti fill 11·erk,
ftfttl eFi1tgi1tg refttleetl eF pFejeet site te gF1ttle
Exell'/1ttieft weFk, RO.C.
GFfttling weFlc, ~LO.C. i1telt1tli1tg 11t1ttl leYeli1tg 1tfttl gF1tEli1tg
ef fttrm Janas B'.) eefttf'aeter
• Highway FeaEI eeftstfttetien, ~LO.C.: Ce1tstftletieft i1telt1tl
ing eperatiens stteh as ele1tFing, grt1bei1tg, gradiftg, ettt
•
ftfttl fill weFk, llftEi Bfiftgiftg Fefttleea te gFfttle
Lafttl ele1tFi1tg, ~LO.C. i1telt1tli1tg slepe gFeeFHing
Peel er pe1ttl exe1t·1atien
R::ailrefttl lifte: Censtmetieft, fftainteftanee ttnEI Fepair, N.O.C.,
i1te!t1tli1tg the aiSfftftAtliftg ef tffteks ftfttl the Sft!e ef sftl
, agea tfllek fftetal ftfttl ties
R::etainiftg "'1tll: Censtftletien er repair ii hen tltme ift eeftftee
tieft with Fefttl, stFeet ftfttl highway eeAstftletieH, N.O.C.
Tree eftre 1tntl prttning sen iees, N.O.C. use ef this ehtssifi
e1ttie1t is liFHitea te eFHpleyeFs e1tg1tge6 in pFevitliftg a
't llfiety ef tree eare serviees stteh ftS tree tapping anti tree
pFttftiHg. WeFk petferfftetl sttbjeet te this elassifie1ttieft
will genefftlly take pl1tee in resitleHtial arefts, er settings
fttlj1teeftt te reftElways, parkiftg lets, ettsiftess pftfks, shep
piHg mftlls. A primary pttrpese ef this werk is te reme • e
tree er Bfftneh hllZBFtlS fFefft pewer lifteS er ettiltliftg
strttetttres. This elftSsifieatien i1telt1des all the ineidefttttl
grettftEI eperatiefts stteh as piekiHg ttp era1tehes 1tntl
!ifftes, eperating H!:ebile ehip H1:1tehines ttsed in eenftee
tieft with a tree tapping er limbi1tg epeffttieA, spr1tyi11g er
fttH1:ig1tti1tg, and aebris reme t'al. This el1tssifieatien
exeltttles tree pFttftiftg tlefte ift ·ee1t1teetie1t with ftft
erehara eper1ttieft whieh is te be repertetl separately in
elftSsifieatieft 4803; tree pR:11ti1tg defte ift eenfteetieft with
a nttrser'.) eperatieft whieh is te be repertetl separate!'.) in
elftSsifieatien 4805; tree eftre er tree pmftiftg tlefte in een
•
1teetien 1vith ft pttblie er private ferest, rttnge land epem
.,
tien whieh is te be reperted sepM1ttely in elassifieatieft
5004; eF tFee pFttftiftg tlefte iA eeftfteetieft with ft Christ

Am;ilies to contractors engaged in clearing right of ways
for subsurface construction on a new or existin~ hi~hway.
street. or roadway project that is not covered by another classification <N.O.C.). The subsurface is the roadbed foundation consisting of dirt. sand. gravel and/or ballast which has
been leveled and compressed. Unless the finished project is
a compressed gravel road. the subsurface or sub base is constructed prior to any asphalt or concrete pavin~ activities.
Work contemplated by this classification involves the excavation of rocks and boulders. removal of tree stumps. clearing or scraping land of vegetation. grubbing. earth excavation. cut and fill work. and brin~ini:- the roadbed to ~rade.
Equipment used by contractors subject to this classification
includes a variety of eaoh movjn~ eQujpment such as. but not
limited to. shovels. scrapers. bulldozers. graders. rollers. and
dump trucks.
This classification excludes asphalt surfacing or resurfacin~ on roadways which is to be reported separately in classification 0210: construction specialty services such as the
installation of ~uardrails. lii:-htin~ standards and stripin~
which is to be reported separately in classification 0219:
brid~e or tunnel construction includin~ the abutments and
approaches which is to be reported separately in classification 0201; fellin~ of trees which is to be reported separately
in the applicable logging classification: and logging road
construction which is to be reported separately in classification 6902.
0101-01 Lagd clearipg; Ah:port landjpg strips. runways

agd taxi ways; alleys agd parkjpg lots

Applies to contractors primarily en~a~ed in clearin~
right of ways for subsurface construction on a new or existing
airport landin~ strip. runway. and taxi way. This classification also includes clearing ofright of ways for alley and parkin~ lot projects. The subsurface is the foundation consistjn~
of dirt. sand. gravel and/or ballast which has been leveled and
compressed. Unless the finished project js compressed
~ravel. the subsurface or sub base is constructed prior to any
asphalt or concrete pavin~ activities. Work contemplated by
this classification involves the excavation of rocks and boulders. removal of tree stumps. clearing or scraping land of.
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ve2etation. ~ubbin2. earth excavation. cut and fill work. and
bringing the roadbed or project site to grade. Eguipment used
by contractors subject to this classification includes a variety
of earth moving eguipment such as. but not limited to. shovels. scrapers. bulldozers. 2raders. rollers. and dump trucks.
This classification excludes asphalt surfacin2 or resurfacin2 on roadways which is to be reported separately in classification 0210: construction specialty services such as the
installation of 2uardrails. li2htin2 standards and stripin2
which is to be reported separately in classification 0219: and
fellin2 of trees which is to be reported separately in the applicable logging classification.

Applies to contractors en2a2ed in the construction.
maintenance and repair of railroad tracks not covered by
another classification <N.O.C ). includin2 the dismamlin2 of •
track and the sale of salvaged track metal and ties. Work con- •
templated by this classification includes all operations on
new or existing main lines. side tracks and spurs to industrial
properties. This classification includes. but is not limited to.
the laying of rock or ballast. laying of ties and track. installation of crossover fro2s and switches. erection of switch
stands and switch mechanism. erection of cattle guards. the
placin2 of 2rade crossin2 planks. and simjlar activities related
to the layin2 or relayin2 of railroad lines and also includes the
dismantlin2 of railroad main lines. side tracks and spurs to
include track. ties. etc .. and the subsequent stora2e and sale of
salvaged material after the railroad line is dismantled.
This classification excludes asphalt surfacing/resurfacin2 and all concrete construction work which is to be reported
separately in the applicable asphalt or concrete construction
classification: Io22in2 railroad construction which is to be
reported separately in classification 6902: and the construction. maintenance. or repair of an elevated railway which is to
be reported separately in classification 0508.

0101-02 Excayatiop work. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in 2eneral excavation
work for others that is not covered by another classification
<N O.C ) Work comemplated by this classification involves
excavatin2 or di22in2 of earth to form the foundation bole
such as for a wood-frame or nonwood-frame building and
side sewer hookups (street to house) when performed as part
of the excavation contract. Activities include. but are not
limited to. excavation of rocks and boulders. removal of tree
stumps. clearing or scraping land of vegetation. grubbing. pilin2 or pushin2 of earth. earth excavation. cut and fill work.
backfilling. etc. Eguipment used by contractors subject to
this classification includes a variety of earth movin2 equipment such as. but not limited to. shovels. scrapers. bulldozers.
2raders and dump trucks
This classification excludes asphalt suifacin2 or resurfacing on roadways which is to be reported separately in classification 0210 and fellin2 of trees which is to be reported
separately in the applicable Io22in2 classification

0101-17 Retaining wall; Construction or repair when
done in connection with road. street and highway construction. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
repair of retainin2 walls in connection with hi2hway. street
or roadway projects that are not covered by another classification <N.O C ) Retainin2 walls are often constructed to
protect against potential problems such as earth slides or ero- •
sjon of banks alon2side a roadway or overpass. Work con- •
templated by this classification involves large scale excavation to comour a specific area of earth servin2 as a retainin2
wall. Activities include. but are not limited to. excavation.
clearin2. cut and fill work. backfillin2. 2radin2 and slope
2roomin2. Fill material used may include dirt. sand. stone or
boulder. Equipment used by contractors subject to this classification includes. but is not limited to. scrapers. bulldozers.
graders. backhoes and dump trucks.
This classification excludes asphalt surfacing or resurfacin2 on roadways which is to be reported separately in classification 0210: concrete construction which is to be reported
separately in the applicable concrete construction classification: construction specialty services such as the installation of
2uardrails. Ii2htin2 standards and stripin2 which is to be
reported separately in classification 0219: bridge or tunnel
construction includin2 the abutments and approaches which
is to be reported separately in classification 0201: felling of
trees by chain saw which is to be reported separately jn classification 5001: Io22in2 road construction which is to be
reported separately in classification 6902: and tunnels and
approaches includin2 linin2. cofferdam work. shaft sinkin2 ·
and well digging with caissons which is to be reported separately in classification 0201.

0101-03 Grading work. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in various forms of gradin2 work for others that are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). Typical equipment used is a grader. but other
equipment such as a bulldozer and a front end loader may
also be used. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. levelin2 and 2radin2 lands.
spreadin2 dirt. sand. 2ravel and/or ballast to desired contour
on farm lands or other tracts of land.
0101-04 Land clearing. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in 2eneral land clearin2
work that is not covered by another classification <N.0.C.).
This classification includes. but is not limited to. excavation
of rocks and boulders. removal of tree stumps. clearin2 or
scraping land of vegetation. grubbing. piling or pushing of
earth to rearran2e the terrain. earth excavation. cut and fill
work. backfilling. and slope grooming. Equipment used by
contractors subject to this classification includes a variety of
earth moving equipment such as. but not limited to. shovels.
scrapers. bulldozers. 2raders and dump trucks.
This classification excludes fellin2 of trees which is to be
reported separately in the a1wlicable logging classification.

0101-36 Tree care and pruning services. N.O.C.
Applies to specialist contractors en2a2ed in providin2 a t
varie~y of tree care services such as tree toppin2 and tree
prunm2 that are not covered by another classification
(N.O.C.). Work contemplated by this classification generally

0101-16 Railroad line: Construction. maintenance and
repair. N.O.C.
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tree or branch hazards from power lines. structures. or buildings. This classificatibn includes. but is not limited to. incidental ground operations such as picking up branches and
limbs. operating mobile chip machines ysed in connection
with a tree care service. spraying or fumigating of trees.
debris removal and stump removal when conducted by
employees of an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes tree care services done in
connection with an orchard operation which is to be reported
separately in classification 4803 when performed by orchard
employees: tree care services done in connection with a nursery operation which is to be reported separately-in classification 4805: tree care services done in connection with a public
or private forest or timberland which is to be reported separately in classification 5004: or tree care services done in connection with a Christmas tree farm operation which is to be
reported separately in classification 7307.

0101-37 Soil remediation
Applies to establishments engaged in various types of
remediation of soil contaminated with hazardous or toxic
materials. Soil remediation can take place at the site of the
contamination. or the contaminated soil may be hauled to
another area for remediation. This classification also
includes oil spill cleanup on land. Equipment used will
include backhoes and front end loaders. as well as other Wpes
of dirt moving equipment.
~ The methods used for sojl remediation may include. but
• are not limited to. the following:
- Bio-remediation
- Encapsulation
- Excavation and hauling to an approved disposal site
- Hot air vapor extraction
- Soil vapor extraction
- In situ vitrification
- Land farming
- Mobile incineration
- Thermal disabsorotion
- Stabilization
This classification excludes oil spill cleanup involving
diking or ditching work which is to be reported separately in
classification 0201.

WSR 98-12-079

This classification excludes concrete construction which
is to be reported separately in the applicable concrete construction classification.
0101-40 Mowing or chemjcal spraying of roadway
median strips. roadsides. and/or power line right of ways
Applies to contractors engaged in mowing. grooming.
picking up litter. and chemical spraying of roadway median
strips and edges. roadsides. and power line right of ways.
Work contemplated by this classification includes spraying
chemicals to control weeds and unwanted vegetation. tall
grass. brush. brambles and tree seedlings as part of a roadway. roadside or right of way maintenance contract. Equipment used by contractors subject to this classification
includes. but is not limited to. a variety of eguipment such as
backhoes. tractors. push mowers. brush mowers. weed eaters.
as well as hand tools such as machetes. sickles. and pruners.
This classification excludes mowing and/or grooming of
roadway median strips. roadsides. and power line right of
ways when performed by employees of cities. counties. state
agencies. or other municipalities which is to be reported in
the classification applicable to the type of municipality performing the work: forest. timber or range land contract work
which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: and the feWng and
removal of trees by chain saw which is to be reported sepa. rately in classification 5001.
Soecial note.· Classification 0301. "landscape construction." and classification 0308. "landscape maintenance." are
not to be assigned to mowing and/or grooming of roadway
median strips. roadsides. and power line right of ways .
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-503 Classification 0103.
((Drilling, N.O.C. exeltttling drilling werk tlene in eennee
tien ~ ith tt eenstrnetien ('lfe:jeet v1hieh is te be re('lertetl
se('lttrtttel) in the elttssif-ielltien llf'f'liettble te the f'hllSe ef
werk being sttf!pertea
Gee13hysie1tl ex13ler1ttien, seisffiie eeteetien ef the 1Heehanieal
f'Fef'erties ef the etlfth.))
0103-09 Drimng or blasting; N.O.C.
Applies to contractors enga~d in driIIiog operations for
others not covered by another classification <N.O.C.). Work
comemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to, well drilling for oil. gas or water: exploratory well
drming: and drilling of holes in rock for shot holes. Such
drilling generally contemplates the digging of a hole using a
rotating or pounding type tool. Equipment used by drjJJing
contractors includes earth auger drills. jackhammers. drilling
rigs. and bits which will vary in size depending upon the terrain or material to be drilled and the depth and size of holes to
be drilled. This classification also includes blasting operations not covered by another classification (such as the blasting of rock in connection with highway. street or road con'
struction).
This classification excludes drilling operations performed in connection with concrete or building construction
which is to be reported separately in the construction classifi-

0101-39 Pool or pond excayatjon
Placement of pool or pond liners
Applies to contractors engaged in the excavation of
pools or ponds. Work contemplated by this classification
involves excavating or digging of earth to fonn the hole sych
as for a swimming pool or pond. Work contemplated by this
classification includes excavation of rocks and boulders.
removal of tree stumps. clearing or scraping land of vegetation. grubbing. piling or pyshing of earth. earth excavation.
cutting. filling or backfilling. etc. Equipment used by contractors subject to this classification includes a variety of
earth moving equipment such as. but not limited to. shovels.
_ulldozers. backhoes and dump trucks. This classification
includes the placement of plastic pool and pond liners provided it is not in connection with concrete work.

l
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cation applicable for the work being performed: drilling done
in connection with all types of underground or surface mining and quarry operations which is to be reported separately
in the applicable mining classification: and blasting performed as part of building demolition which is to be reported
separately in classification 0506.

federal law covered under the U.S. Longshore and Harbor
Workers Act. Usually. dredging projects involve a variety
types of work crews such as those working from a floatin
derrick or dredge. a pontoon. a shoreline dredge. workers
who are on shore distributing the discharged material. as well
as the maintenance and repair of the dredge and equipment.
Care should be exercised prior to assignment of this classification as the workers could be subject to either or both of
these acts. The criteria used in determining federal law and
coverage is based on the most current federal court decisions
and case law

0!41

0103-10 Geophysical exploration: Seismic detectjop of
the mechapjcal properties of the earth
Applies to establishments engaged in geophysical exploration. by seismic detection. of the earth's subsurface. Work
contemplated by this classification involves a seismograph
work crew consisting of a party chief. a permit person. a surveyor. drillers. shooters. observers and a computer analyst
The seismic method utilizes a dynamite blast that simulates a
miniature earthquake. The recorder of the vibrations is the
sensitive earthquake detector which records the intense vibrations on a rapidly moving tape The data collected from the
tapes and photographic records are interpreted and a contour
map of the rocks and their foundation to depths of several
thousand feet is developed.
This classification excludes geophysical exploration
without seismic detection which is to be reported separatfil
in classification 1007.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-505 Classification 0105.
((Fenee ereetien er repair. AH types, N.O.C.
Parking meter: lnstallatien exeluding parking meter meeh
anism serviee er repair whieh is te ae reperted separately
in elassifieotien 0606, "·1ending er eein eperated
maehine serviee"
Plaeement ef wire mesh en slepes fer slepe prnteetien.))
0105-13 Fence erection or repair: All types. N.O.C.;
parkini: meter installation: and placement of wire mesh
on slopes for slope protection
Applies to contractors engaged in the erection and repair
of all types of metal or wood fences not covered by another
classification CN.O.C.l. Work contemplated by this classification includes the use of a tractor with a r elled au er or
a mechanical or manual post hole digger. The poles or posts
are set in the ground with small quantities of sand. gravel or
concrete. Occasionally. a fence contractor may pour a concrete footing around the perimeter of the fence to be constructed. Work of this nature. when done in connection with
a fence construction project. is included within the scope of
this classification. This classification also includes the installation or removal of entire parking meter units. and the placement of wire mesh on slopes for slope protection.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in the
erection or repair of brick. masonry or stone fences or planters which are to be reported separately in classification 0302:
erection or repair of concrete fences or planters which are to
be reported separately in classification 0217: and service or
repair of parking meters which is to be reported separately in
classification 0606.
Special no{e; It is common for contractors subject to
this classification to sell kennel kits. fence repair parts and
fencing materials. Sales of fencing materials by a fence contractor are included in classification 0105. Classifications
2009. 6309 or simUar store classifications are not to be
assigned to a contrac.ting business.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-504 Classification 0104.
((Dredging, N.O.C.))
0104-12 Dredi:iDI:· N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in providing dredging
services to others that are not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). Work contemplated by this classification
includes cleaning. deepening or widening a body of water
such as a harbor or other waterway. Scooping or suction
machinery is generally employed in the dredging process to
remove sand. clay. mud or other material from the body of
water that is being dredged.
This classification excludes diving operations which are
to be reported separately in classification 0202: underground
mining operations which are to be reported separately in classification 1702: and dredging for the production of sand.
gravel. or shale which is to be reported separately in classification 0112.
Special note: Dredging projects could occur on or adjacent to navigable waters (a harbor. river. canal) which is
defined as those which form a continuous highway for interstate or international commerce. Workers who perform the
work activities from a vessel could be subject to the Admiralty Law which recognizes such work crews and workers as
a master or member of a vessel. and subject to federal law
known as the Jones Act. Every person on board a vessel is
deemed a seaman if connected with the operation while on
navigable water. The term vessel has been interpreted by the
courts to include any type of man-made floating object such
as a floating derrick or dredge. or type of pontoon which is a
flat bottom boat or portable float. Workers who perfoon the
work activities from the shoreline or from adjacent areas such
as an existing dock or bridge may or may not be subject to
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 711/93)
WAC 296-17-50601 Classification 0107.
((Invisible fenee installatien
Pipelayiag, N.O.C.
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keep animals in. digging a trench 1" wide by 2" deep along
the field perimeter (usually the trench is made with a relatively small trench digger or modified rototiller). placing wire
in the trench and burying it. The wire is connected to a transmitter box which plugs into a 110 volt electrical outlet, The
intensity of the voltage is set by the transmitter and the animal wears a receiver collar. This classification includes
related maintenance and repair at the customer's location.

Utility line eenstrttetien: Unaergt"ettna t) pe, N.O.C. ineltta
• . ing tele¥isien eaele, pewer, ana telephene lines.))
.107-00 Utmty Upe copstructiop; Updergroupd. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in underground utility
line or cable construction that is not covered by another classification CN.0.C.). Work contemplated by this classification
includes the installation and maintenance of underground
television cable. power. and telephone line including main.
extension. and outside service connection lines. Installation
of these types of utilities usually occurs at a depth of 3' or
Jess, This classification includes digging narrow trenches.
laying pipe or conduit. laying Jjne or cable. and filling or
backfilling trenches. In some instances automatic equipment
is used which in one operation opens the trench. lays the line
and backfills. Equipment used by contractors subject to this
classification includes backhoes. mechanical or manual
trench diggers. automatic equipment and dump trucks.
This classification excludes land or road clearing and
excavation which is to be reported separately in classification
0101; overhead television. power. or telephone lines including poles or towers which are to be reported separately in
classification 0509 or the applicable utility company classification: asphalt surfacing/resurfacing which is to be reported
separately in classification 0210 or 0212: concrete construction which is to be reported separately in the applicable concrete construction classification(s): and construction specialty services including the installation of guardrails. lighting standards and striping which is to be reported separately
in classification 0219.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-12-063,
filed 5/30/94, effective 6/30/94)
WAC 296-17-50602 Classification 0108.
((Ditehes ana eanals, N.O.C.
Sewer eeHstrttetien
Septie tftftk installatien, iHelttaing arainfiel<:l eenstrttetien
Tanks, N.O.C. ttnaergrettna t)pe: IHstallatien, repair, er
reme·1al.))
0108-00 Ditches and canals. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction of
ditches and canals not covered by another classification
CN.O C.). A ditch or canal consists of a Jong trench dug in the
ground that will remain uncovered to serve as an artificial
waterway or artificially improved river such as for irrigation.
drainage. or a boundary line. Work contemplated by this
classification includes digging of main irrigation canals or
drainage ditches and all laterals extending from the canal or
ditch. installation of pipe. making connections as needed. and
filling or backfilling as needed. Equipment used by contractors subject to this classification includes a variety of machinery and equipment such as power shovels. backhoes. bulldozers. dump trucks. and mechanical or hand tool trench diggers
This classification excludes asphalt surfacing/resurfacing which is to be reported separately in classification ·0210
or 0212. and concrete construction which is to be reported
separately in the applicable concrete construction classifica-

t107-01 Pinelaying. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in underground pipelaying or pipeline construction not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). Work contemplated by this classification
includes the installation and maintenance of underground
gas. oil or water main construction. and other pipelines such
as those extending cross country. Installation of these types
of pipes usually occurs at a depth of approximately 3', This
classification includes digging narrow trenches. laying pipe.
making connections. and filling or backfimng trenches, This
classification includes machinery and equipment such as
backhoes. mechanical or manual trench diggers. and dump
trucks.
This classification excludes land or road clearing and
excavation which is to be reported separately in classification
0101: construction of sewer lines and drainage systems.
canals. ditches. underground tanks generally occurring at a
depth greater than 3' which are to be reported separately in
classification 0108: asphalt surfacing/resurfacing which is to
be reported separately in classification 0210 or0212 as applicable: concrete construction which is to be reported separately jn the applicable concrete construction classification(s): and construction specialty services such as the installation of guardrails. lighting standards and striping which is
to be reported separately in classification 0219.

timlls.l.

0108-01 Sewer copstructjop; septic tapk jpstallatiop
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
repair of new or existing sewer lines and systems. This
includes. but is not limited to. sewers. cesspools. drainpools.
storm drains. and septic tanks including the drainfield construction, Work contemplated by this classification includes
the installation and maintenance of all types of storm. sanitary or sewage lines and systems. Installation of these types
of pipelines and systems occur entirely. or in part. at a depth
greater than 3' This classification includes such activities as
excavation. trench digging. leveling trench with fill material
such as sand or gravel. filling or backfilling. installation of
force main type sewage work. the installation of storm sewer
lines including the outfall construction of drain concrete
boxes. catch basins. manholes. handling and laying of pipe
<regardless of the size of pipe or depth below the ground).
making connections. etc. Equipment used by contractors
subject to this classification includes a variety of machinery
and equipment such as power shovels. backhoes. bulldozers.
dump trucks. and mechanical or manual trench diggers.
This classification excludes side sewer hookups (street
to house) when performed by a plumbing contractor as part of

0107-02 Invisible fence installation
Applies to specialjst contractors engaged in the installa~on of invisible fences which are usually used to confine animals within a given area, Work contemplated by this classification includes identifying the land area to be fenced to

•
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a plumbin2 contract which is to be reported separately in
classification 0306: and sewer pipe cleaning including services en2a2ed in line cleanin2 and unplu22in2 of waste lines
which is to be reported separately in classification 0306.

or2anic substance consistin2 of decayed ve2etable matter that
provides nutrients for plants and increases the water retention4
of soil. Peat: is a Partially carbonized ve2etable matter found
in bogs and used as fertilizer and fuel. Work contemplated by
this classification involves strippin2 material from the surface or bogs with mechanical eguipment such as. but not limited to. power shovels. scrapers. dra21ines. clamshell di22ers
or cranes. and hydraulic dredges. The material is conveyed
from the pit or bo2 to hoppers by trucks or belt conveyors. At
times it is necessary to grade. screen and dry the material
prior to stora2e or delivery to customers. This classification
includes dealers who stockpile or store material in a yard type
of environment prior to delivery to customers when done in
connection with the di22in2 or strippin2 of such products.
Soecial note: Classifications 0112 and 1103 are not to
be assi2ned to the same business unless all of the conditions
of the general reportin2 rule coverin2 the operation of a secondary business have been met.

0108-02 Tapks. N.O.C. - updergroupd; lpstallatiop.
repair. or removal
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in the installation. repair
or removal of underground tanks not covered by another classification <N O.C.) such as those used to store 2as or oil.
Activities include excavating or digging of holes. placement
or removal of tank. and fillin2 or backfiWn2. This classification makes no distinction as to the size of tank bein2 placed
or removed. Usually. the actual lifting into or out of the
2round occurs with the use of a power shovel. front end
loader or backhoe. Equipment used by contractors subject to
this classification includes a variety of earth movin2 equipment such as power shovels. front end loaders. backhoes.
bulldozers. and dump trucks.

0112-02 Pit. crusher and bunker operations in connection
with road. street and highway construction
Applies to establishments engaged in pit. crusher and
bunker operations in connection with hi2hway. street or roadway construction projects. Generally. this type of operation
is located in close proximity to the project site and is only set
up for the duration of the project. Work contemplated by this
classification includes excavatin2 open or surface pits. scraping or stripping the surface. crushing. and bunker (storage) of
material. Products extracted from the pit or surface include
boulders. stone. rock. gravel. aggregate. sand. dirt or clay.4
These products can be used directly without any further_
refinements or could be washed. sorted. crushed and/or
screened Products are stored in bunkers or piles until
needed. These products are used in a variety of ways as part
of the roadway project such as. but not limited to. making
preliminary roads into an area. filling in low or uneven areas.
use as natural barriers. and brin2in2 the roadbed and surroundin2 areas to grade. Equipment includes. but is not limited to. power shovels. scrapers. bulldozers. front end loaders
and other earth movin2 equipment. trucks. conveyors. jaw
crushers. gyrators. roll crushers. shaking tables. etc.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-50603 Classification 0112.
((C6mmereial pr66tteti6ft 6f saft6, gra1el aH6 pr6eessiHg elay
1tft6 st6fte pr66ttets iHeh16iHg r6elc erttshiHg
Httmtts 6f pettt 6iggiHg
Pit, ernsher aH6 l:nrnker 6perati6HS iH e6ftfteeti6H with r6tt6,
street aHa highway e6Hstrttetieft
8aH6, grttYel, er shale. DiggiHg, N.O.C.))

0112-00 Commercjal productjop of sapd. gravel. clay apd
stone products
Applies to establishments engaged in the production of
sand. 2ravel. clay and stone products. Material may be excavated in an open or surface type pit at the production site. or
from a mine or quarry operation. Sand. 2ravel and stone is
washed. crushed. sorted. graded and screened. Sand or gravel
in its natural state usually requires only screenin2 with the
larger stones being removed. The larger stones are crushed
and rescreened Clay is screened and 2raded. Refined products are stored in bins. hoppers. piles or yards prior to delivery by truck or rail to customers. This classification includes
dealers who stockpile or store products in a yard type of environment prior to delivery to the customers when done in connection with the production of such products. Eguipment
includes. but is not limited to. scrapers. shovels. front end
loaders. trucks. conveyors. jaw crushers. gyrators. roll crushers. and shakin2 tables.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
sellin2 custom soil mixes. bark. decorative rock. sand. or
gravel purchased from others which are to be reported separately in classification 1103.
Soecial note.· Classifications 0112 and 1103 are not to
be assi2ned to the same business unless all the conditions of
the general reporting rule covering the operation of a secondary business have been met

0112-03 Sand. gravel. or shale; Digging. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the digging or
dred2ing of sand. 2ravel or shale that is not covered by
another classification (N.O.C.). The material is excavated
from surface pits with mechanical equipment such as power
shovels. drag lines. clamshell diggers or cranes. or obtained
from nonnavi2able waters by means of hydraulic dred2es.
clamshell dredges. etc. The material is conveyed from the
bank. pit or dred2e to hoppers by trucks. belt conveyors. narrow gauge railroads or pipelines. It is then washed. graded.
screened and stored in bins. hoppers. or piles prior to delivery
by truck or rail to customers. Sand or gravel in its natural
state usually requires only screenin2 with the lar2er stones
being removed. In some instances. the larger stones may be
crushed and rescreened which is included in this classification. This _cla_ssjficatjon includes _dealers who stockpile or.
store matenal m a Yard type of environment prior to delive~
to customers when done in connection with the di22in2 or
stripping of such products.

0112-01 Humus or peat digging
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the di22in2 or
stripping of humus or peat. Humus is a brown or black
Proposed
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Special note.· Care should be exercised prior to assignment of this classification as the workers could be subject to
federal laws covered by the Jones Act or by the U S Longshore and Harbor Workers Act. A detailed description of
these acts can be found in classifications 0104 or 0202.

Special note: Classifications 0112 and 1103 are not to
be assigned to the same account unless all the conditions of
the general reporting rule covering the operation of a secondary business have been met.

0201-04 Breakwater. jetty. levee: Construction. maintenance and repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction.
maintenance or repair of a jetty. levee or breakwater. These
types of barriers or embankments are very similar to a dike.
but involve substantially more construction in that they usually begin away from the water and extend into a body of
water and are sometimes used as protection for a harbor to
prevent adverse currents from interfering with shipping,
Work contemplated by this classification involves building.
protecting and/or filling in an embankment or barrier of a
river. harbor or other body of water. The predominant activity involves earth moving or placing of fill or other material
This classification includes. but is not limited to. clearing of
land. excavation. filling. and grading and involves earth moving eguipment such as. but not limited to. drag lines. graders.
scrapers. bulldozers. and dump trucks Materials include. but
are not limited to. dirt. sand. stones or boulders. concrete
piles. timber or heavy timber cribbing filled with stones or
boulders. Often. the barrier or embankment being built is
seeded or paved in part with asphalt. concrete. soil. or cement
to assist in strengthening the structure.
This classification excludes pile driving operations in
connection with jetty. levee and breakwater operations which
are to be reported separately in classification 0202. and
asphalt surfacing/resurfacing which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special note: Care should be exercised prior to assignment of this classification as the workers could be subject to
federal laws covered by the Jones Act or by the US, Longshore and Harbor Workers Act. A detailed description of
these acts can be found in classifications 0104 or 0202.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-508 Classification 0201.
((Bridge, trestle, everhead eressiHg, Yiad1:1ets, eeHstr1:1etiea,
maiHteftaftee aftd re1mir iHelt1diHg the fettftdatieHs and
llf3preaehes
Break·n·ater, jetty, leYee, eeHstr1:1etieH, maiHtenanee and
repaif
B1:1lkhead retaiHiHg walls, eeHstr1:1etieH, maintenaHee and
repair, riprfif3piHg all water hazftfd
CeHerete et:1l'lerts er ether types eyer 12 feet
DikiHg, N.O.C. iHel1:1diHg eil spill elean 1:1p inYelYing diking
anc:ller ditehiHg werk
TuHHels aHd llf3preaehes inel1:1diag liaiag, eefferd81fl: ·.verk,
shaft siHkiHg, afttl "ell diggiHg with eaissen
UHtlereressiHgs aftc:l appreaehes iael1:1diHg lining.))

0201-01 Bridge. trestle. oyerhead crossjng apd yjaduct;
Copstructjop. majptepapce apd repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction.

.

.
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nd viaducts including the foundations and approaches.
These types of structures provide a series of spans or arches.
or a type of vertical and horizontal framework for a road or
railroad passage over an obstacle such as a waterway. wide
valley. other roads. or railroads. Work contemplated by this
classification includes the construction of approaches. abutments. foundation supports. framework. and includes all concrete. iron or steel. timber. or carpentry work to completion
of the project. The approach is the area of ground or roadway
built up just before entering onto a structure such as a bridge
or trestle. The abutments are the reinforced foundation supports at the end of the approach which will bear much of the
weight for the structure. The erection of the structure usually
begins at both ends of the approaches and abutments and
gradually continues toward the center of the structure. This
classification includes activities such as. but not limited to.
the placement and securing of piles. beams and members by
way of boom or crane. forming columns. piers and supports.
tying reinforcing steel. set-up and tear down of forms. pouring and finishing of concrete. installing precast deck supports. decking slabs and nonstructural members. constructing
the retaining walls. erecting iron railings. and the installation
of suspension cables and cable clamps. This classification
also includes shaft sinking. pile driving. caisson and cofferdam work as it is considered an integral part of the structure's
foundation and support.
•
This classification excludes asphalt surfacing/resurfacg on roadways which is to be reported separately in classification 0210 and concrete paying which is to be reported
separately in classification 0214.

0201-05 Bulkhead retaining walls: Construction. maintenance and repair. riprapping - all water hazard
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction.
maintenance or repair of a bulkhead. A bulkhead is a wall or
embankment constructed to protect against potential problems such as earth slides. erosion of banks alongside water. or
excessive increases in the water level. Work contemplated
by this classification involves building. protecting and/or filling in a wall or embankment of a river. harbor or other body
of water. or other areas of land. The predominant activity
involves earth moving or placing of fill or other material.
This classification includes. but is not limited to. clearing of
land. excavation. filljng. and grading Equipment used by
contractors subject to this classification includes. but is not
limited to. drag lines. graders. scrapers. bulldozers. and dump
trucks. Materials include. but are not limited to. dirt. sand.
stones. boulders. concrete piles. timber or heavy timber cribbing filled with stones or boulders Often. the wall or
embankment being built. or if it already exists. is seeded or
paved in part with asphalt, concrete. cement. or soil to assist
in strengthening the structure. This classification includes
[ 71]
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solid bar stock are bolted or welded for support. Shielding
the bore between the I-beams reguires bolting or weldin;.
steel plates to the beams This is followed by filling the ~ap~
between the face of the bore and the shielding with sand or
concrete grout Some tunnels wj)J then be lined with concrete. steel or tile. and lighting. ventilation and drains may be
installed.
This classification excludes undeq~round mining operations which are to be reported separately in classification
1702. and asphalt surfacing/resurfacing or concrete paying
which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.

riprap work which is a loose assembla~e of broken stones
erected in water or on soft ground. Such stone serves as a filljn material to assist with the buildin~ of a dike. levee. or bulkhead.
This classification excludes pile drivin~ operations in
connection with bulkhead construction operations which is to
be re.ported separately in classification 0202. and asphalt surfacing/resurfacing which is to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the work bejn~ performed.
Special note: Care should be exercised prior to assi~n
ment of this classification as the workers could be subject to
federal laws covere<l by the Jones Act or by the U.S. Longshore and Harbor Workers Act. A detailed description of
these acts can be found in classifications 0104 or 0202.

0201-09 Dikjpg, N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction of
dikes not covered by another classification <N.O.C.). A dike
is a type of protective barrier or embankment which keeps a
body of water such as a river in its proper channel and prevents the erosion of banks. Work contemplated by this classification involves building up and/or protecting the embankment. This classification includes. but is not limited to. earth
moving work. assemblage of loose stone or rock. placement
of sandbags or concrete piles. fill dirt or broken pieces of concrete. or building of crib work which may be filled in with
stone or other types of fill. This classification also applies to
diking or ditching work in connection with oil spm clean-up
such as alongside a river bank or other shoreline.
This classification excludes pile driving operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 0202.
Special note: Care should be exercised prior to assignment of this c assification as the workers could be sub'ect t
federal laws covered by the Jones Act or by the U.S Longshore and Harbor Workers Act. A detailed description of
these acts can be found in classifications 0104 or 0202.

0201-06 Concrete cuiverts; alumjpum. steel. or other
types ofculyerts oyer 12 feet
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
placement of concrete culverts or other types of culverts
greater than twelve feet in diameter. A culvert is a sewer or
drain runnjn~ under a road. embankment. or structure such as
a bridge. Culverts can be made of material such as. but not
limited to. concrete. aluminum. and ~alvanized steel. Their
primary purpose is to channel excess water away from the
road. embankment. or structure to assist in preventing water
damage or flooding. Work contemplated by this classification includes excavation. laying of sand or ~avel. placement
of culverts. and filling in the site.
0201-08 Tuppels apd approaches
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction of
tunnels and approaches including the lining. cofferdam work.
shaft sinking. and well digging with caissons A tunnel is a
passage through or under a barrier to be used as a roadway.
railway or pedestrian walkway The approach is the area of
ground built up before the entrance of a tunnel or similar type
of structure. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. the construction of approaches.
shaft sinking. caisson and cofferdam work. boring. the framework or lining. and all concrete. iron or steel. timber. and carpentrv work to completion of the project. In some instances.
the initial phase of a tunnel project may require that the
approaches and abutments be put in place. This may involve
extensive excavation and fill work depending on how uneven
the terrain is with the proposed tunnel entrances. The abutments are the reinforced foundation supports at the end of the
approach and will bear much of the weight at the tunnel
entrances. Most often. the abutments will consist of metal
beams or concrete with reinforced steel. that are placed vertically. horizontally or at an angle into the ground. The boring
of the tunnel may include the removal of earth. rock and
water with mechanical equipment. drilling and boring
machines. rock drills and chippers. explosives. well drilling
with caissons. and the need for pumps and drains piped to the
outside of the bore. Occasionally. a cofferdam is erected
which is a temporary structure from which water can be
pumped or sucked to provide a dry work area during construction of the structure. Once the structural support is complete. the cofferdam is taken apart and removed. As the bore
progresses steel I-beams are placed and horizontal beams or
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 1/1/90)

WAC 296-17-509 Classification 0202.
((Diving epertttiens ttntl sttbftfttteeus n'6rk, RO.C.
Pile tlri•«ing er eenerete piling eenstft1etien
Whe:tf, pier, seek tttte ffl1tritte reihvtty: Cettstruetiett, ffl1tittte
nenee, ene repair.))

0202-02 PHe driyjpg • wood or copcrete pilipg copstruc-

.tism

Applies to contractors engaged in pile driving and piling
construction. Pile driving involves long sturdy posts or columns of timber. steel. or concrete being driven into the earth
as a foundation or support for a structure such as a building.
pier or wharf. This type of activity usually occurs when a
portion of the structure is going to be under water. in mud. at
a site where the ~mind is soft or unstable. or when the structure is expected to be of extraordinarv weight. Work contemplated by this classification includes drivin~ wood or steel
beams. driving concrete columns. shaft sinking or caisson
work. stackin~ of concrete piles. erection of a cofferdam. and

;~~:~:!!f~~:~ cb0e::~~ !~~rc:~:i~~:fu~~t~
part of the foundation construction prQject. Shaft sinking lS
removal of earth from a bole with a relatively small diameter
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ture. Once the foundation support is complete. the cofferdam
is taken apart and removed. This classification also includes
caisson work as part of the construction for the foundation or
substructure support.
This classification excludes diving operations or activities which are to be reported separately in classification
0202-04.
Special note.· The construction of piers. wharves. docks
and marine railways could occur on or adjacent to navigable
waters (harbors. rivers. canals) which is defined as those
which form a continuous highway for interstate or international commerce. Workers who perform the work activities
from on board a vessel could be subject to the Admiralty Law
which recognizes such work crews and workers as a master
or member of a vessel. and subject to federal Jaw known as
the Jones Act Every person on board a vessel is deemed a
seaman if connected with the operation while on navigable
water. The term vessel has been interpreted by the courts to
include any type of man-made floating object such as a floating derrick. floating barge. a pontoon (which is a flat bottom
boat) or portable float. Workers who perform the work activities from the shoreline or from adjacent areas such as an
existing dock. pier. or bridge may or may not be subject to
federal Jaw covered under the U.S. Longshore and Harbor
Workers Act. Usually. these types of projects involve a variety of work crews such as those working from a floating derrick or barge. a pontoon. a shoreline pile crew. workers inside
the cofferdam. as well as the maintenance and repair of the
construction material or ecmipment. Care should be exercised prior to assignment of this classification as the workers
could be subject to either or both of these acts. The criteria
used in determining federal Jaw and coverage is based on the
most current federal court decisions and case Jaw.

tion or substructure. Once the foundation support is complete. the cofferdam is taken apart and removed.
This classification excludes diving operations or activities which are to be reported separately in classification
0202-04.
Special note: Pile driving projects could occur on or
adjacent to navigable waters (harbors. rivers. canals) which is
defined as those which form a continuous highway for interstate or international commerce. Workers who perform the
work activities from on board a vessel could be subject to the
Admiralty Law which recognizes such work crews and workers as a master or member of a vessel. and subfoct to federal
Jaw known as the Jones Act. Every person on board a vessel
is deemed a seaman if connected with the operation while on
navigable water. The term vessel has been interpreted by the
courts to include any type of man-made floating object such
as a floating derrick. pile driver or dredge. a barge. or a pontoon (which is a flat bottom boat) or portable float. Workers
who perform the work activities from the shoreline or from
adjacent areas such as an existing dock. pier. or bridge may or
may not be subject to federal Jaw covered under the U.S.
Longshore and Harbor Workers Act. Usually. pile driving
projects involve a variety of types of work crews such as
those working from a floating derrick or pile driver. a barge.
a pontoon. a shoreline pile crew. workers inside the cofferdam. as well as the maintenance and repair of the construcion material ore ui ment. Care should be exercised rior to
assignment of this classification as the workers could be subject to either or both of these acts. The criteria used in determining federal Jaw and coverage is based on the most current
federal court decisions and case law.

0202-04 Diving operations apd subaqueous work. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in diving operations
not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). Diving operations such as underwater diving. skin diving or scuba diving
are performed in numerous types of uncontrolled environments such as the ocean. harbors. bays. dams. lakes. as well
as controlled environments such as swimming pools or
aquarium tanks. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. marine salvage and wreckage.
underwater mining and sweeping. underwater construction or
demolition. installation. repair and/or inspection of wharves.
piers. and docks. inspection of ships. barges. and other vessels. subaqueous harvesting of geoduck. sea cucumbers. or
similar marine life. underwater exploration. as well as diving
instruction Classification 0202 includes all diving activities
with the following exception: Diving instructors who provide instructional lessons in a controlled environment such as
a swimming pool may be reported separately in classification
6209 provided accurate time records are maintained foe the
instructional lesson hours. Failure to maintain accurate time
records will result in the hours in Question being assigned to
classification 0202 without a division of hours between the
two classifications.
Soecial note.· Many diving operations and activities
occur on or adjacent to navigable waters (a harbor. river.
canal. dam. Jake) which is defined as those which form a con-

0202-03 Wharf. pier, dock and marine railway; Construction. maintenance and repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction.
maintenance or repair of piers. wharves. docks and marine
railways A pier or wharf is a platform extending from a
shore over water and supported by piles or pillars. A dock is
the area between two piers or alongside a pier or wharf.
These types of platforms are for vessels to tie up and provide
an area for loading. unloading. or repairing vessels Most
often. the construction of such platforms will include the
foundation or substructure being under water or mud. and the
remainder of the platform being exposed above the water or
mud Work contemplated by this classification includes. but
is not limited to. construction of the foundation or substructure which consists of shaft sinking. pile driving. stacking of
piles and/or erection of a cofferdam. and includes all concrete. steel or carpentry work after the foundation or substructure is built to completion of the project. Shaft sinking
involves the removal of earth from a hole with a relatively
small diameter and usually at a considerable depth. Pile driving involves Jong sturdy posts or columns of timber. steel. or

1:ti~~hbee~:1~;:n~~ !i~e~~~: !! :~:;i:!~~:~c~~~~
0

from which water can be pumped or sucked to provide a dry
work area during construction of the foundation or substruc[ 73]
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concrete construction which is to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the work being performed.

tinuous hi2hway for interstate or international commerce.
Workers who perform diving activities (to include divers.
deck bands. or "divin2 tenders" who are support personnel
such as line handlers and pump persons) from on board a vessel could be subject to the Admiralty Law which reco2nizes
such work crews and workers as a master or member of avessel. and subject to federal law lcnown as the Jones Act Every
person on board a vessel is deemed a seaman if connected
with the operation while on navi2able water The term vessel
bas been interpreted by the courts to include any type of manmade floatin2 object such as a floatin2 derrick or dred2e. a
boat or ship. a bar2e. or type of pontoon (which is a flat bottom boat) or portable float. Workers who perform divin2
activities Cto include divers. deck bands. or "divin2 tenders"
who are support personnel such as line handlers and pump
persons) from the shoreline or from adjacent areas such as an
existing dock. pier or bridge may or may not be subject to
federal law covered under the US. Lon2shore and Harbor
Workers Act. Care should be exercised prior to assignment
of this classification as the workers could be subject to either
or both of these acts. The criteria used in determining federal
law and coyera2e is based on the most current federal court
decisions and case law.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-50910 Classification 0212.
((Ceastrttetiea. Asphslt pa·1iag er sttrftteiag, N.O.C.
This elsssifiestiea ee·1ers asphslt pa iiag, repaviag, sttrftte
iag, resttrfaeing, ana sawiag er ettttiag eperatieas aet in
eenaeetien .,., ith highway, street er reaa 11 tt) prejeets
sueh as but net limitea te park:iag lets, alleys, run·w tt) s,
lsnaing strips, Elriveways, wslk:ing psths, bieyele trails,
ten a is eettrts, plsygrettnEls, saa gelf eftl"t psths.))
0212-00 Asphalt paving or surfacing. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in asphalt pavin2 or surfacing not in connection with highway. street. or roadway
projects not coyered by another classification CN.0.C.). This
classification covers all forms of asphalt paving or surfacing.
resurfacin2. scrapin2. sawin2. cuttin2 or patchin2 operations
not in connection with highway. street. or roadway projects
such as. but not limited to. parkin2 lots. airport runways and
landing strips. driveways. walking paths. bicycle trails. tennis
courts. play2rounds. and 2olf cart paths The process be2ins
after the land grade bas already been established and the subsurface or sub base has been prepared. Work contemplated
by this classification includes the layin2 of crushed stone.
placement of expansion joints. application of oil or other

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-50908 Classification 0210.

.

((Censtrt1etien: Asphalt pa 1 ing er sttrfaeing streets er retttl
weys-

.

.

subject to this classification includes. but is not limited to.
scrapers. graders. rollers. paving machinery. oil trucks and
dump trucks This classification also iwplies to the application of various types of cushion surfaces for playgrounds.
This classification excludes the preliminary clearin2 of
land. establishing grades. subsurfaces or sub bases which are
to be reported separately in classification 0101: asphalt surfacing/resurfacing in connection with highway. street. or
roadway projects which is to be reported separately in classification 0210: construction specialty services such as the
installation of 2uardrails. li2htin2 standards and stripin2
which are to be reported separately in classification 0219:
and concrete consttuction which is to be reported separately
in the classification applicable to the work being performed.

This elassitteatien eevers all fefffls ef ssphalt paving, reps·1
ing, sttrfaeing, resttrfaeing, aaa sawiag er etttting epefft
tiens perfermea in eenaeetiea .,., ith high'n'tty, street er
reaaway prejeets.))
0210-00 Asphalt paying or surfacing: Highway. street or
roadway
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in forms of asphalt paying or surfacing. resurfacing. scraping. sawing. cutting or
patchin2 operations performed on or in connection with new
or existing highway. street. or roadway projects including
iwproacbes and brid2es. The process be2ins after the roadbed or roadside grade bas already been established and the
subsurface or sub base bas been prepared. Work contemplated by this classification is limited to laying crushed stone.
placement of expansion joints. application of oil or other
adhesive bonding materials. and the surface spreading and
romn2 of crushed a22re2ate Equipment used by a contractor
subject to this classification includes. but is not limited to.
scrapers. 2raders. rollers. payin2 machinery. oil trucks and
dump trucks.
This classification excludes preliminary roadbed or
roadside construction such as clearing of right of ways. estabJjshin2 2rades. subsurfaces or sub bases which is to be
reported separately in classification 0101: asphalt surfacin2/resurfacin2 not in connection with hi2hway. street or
roadway projects which js to be reported separately in classification 0212: construction specialty services such as the
installation of 2uardrails. li2htin2 standards and stripin2
which is to be reported separately in classification 0219: and
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-50912 Classification 0214.

((Ceastrttetien: Cenerete pttYiag aaa reptt'ling streets er
reaa ways
Ceastmetiea: Cenerete ettrbs, gtttters, aaa siaewttllts streets
er retttlwtt) s
Ceastrttetien: Cenerete meaiaa walls flfta retaining .,.,·alls
streets er resaways
Ceastmetien: Ceaerete sawing, Elrilling saa ettttiag street.
er retttl·11ays
•
This elassifieatien inelttaes the set ttp ana tear Elewn ef
fefffts, pettring, aaa fiaishing ef eenerete eperatiens per
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Applies to contractors engued in the construction or
repair of concrete median (divider) walls and retaining walls
in connection with highway. street. or roadway projects
including approaches and overnasses. The process begins
after the roadbed or roadside grade has already been established and the subsurface or sub base has been prepared.
Work contemplated by this classification includes the set-up
and tear down of forms. placement of reinforcing steel or
expansion joints. and the pouring and finishing of concrete to
form median or divider walls. median strips. or retaining
walls alongside the roadway.
This classification excludes the preliminary land excavation of a retaining wall area. as well as roadbed or roadside
construction such as clearing right of ways. establishing
grades. subsurfaces or sub bases which are to be reported separately in classification 0101: asphalt paving. surfacing/resurfacing which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: concrete
flatwork not in connection with highway. street. or roadway
projects which is to be reported separately in classification
0217: and construction specialty services such as the installation of guardrails. lighting standards and striping which are to
be reported separately in classification 0219.

rermea eH er iH ee1t1teetie1t with highway, street er read
way prejeets.))
214-00 Concrete parini: apd repavini:; Hii:hwavs.
streets or roadways
Applies to contractors engaged in concrete paving and
repaving of highways. streets. or roadways including
approaches and bridges. This classification covers all forms
of concrete paving. repaving. scraping. sawing. drilling or
cutting operations in connection with a highway. street or
roadway project. including the construction of curbs. gutters.
sidewalks. median walls and retaining walls when performed
as part of the roadway paving or repaving project. The process begins after the roadbed or roadside grade has already
been established and the subsurface or sub base has been prepared. Work contemplated by this classification includes the
laying of crushed stone. placement of reinforcing steel or
expansion joints. grading or rolling stone base. set-up and
tear down of forms. pouring. and finishing of concrete.
Equipment used by a contractor suQject to this classification
includes. but is not limited to. scrapers. graders. rollers. paving machinery. water trucks and dump trucks.
This classification excludes preliminary roadbed or
roadside construction such as clearing right of ways. establishing grades. subsurfaces or sub bases which are to be
reported separately in classification 0101: asphalt paving.
surfacing/resurfacing which is to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the work being performed; concrete flatwork not in connection with highway. street. or
oadwa ro ·ects which is to be re orted se aratel in classi-

0214-03 Concrete sawing. drilling. and cuttini:; In connection with highways. streets or roadways
Applies to contractors engaged in concrete sawing. drilling and cutting in connection with concrete highway. street.
or roadway projects including concrete curbs. gutters. sidewalks. median walls and retaining walls. These activities
occur on new or existing roadway and related projects" such
as. but not limited to. the sawing. cutting and drilling for
manholes. drainage grates. poles or posts. exposing underground utility lines and systems. and repairing defective

nstallation of guardrails. lighting standards and striping
which are to be reported separately in classification 0219.
0214-01 Concrete curbs. i:utters. apd sjdewalks; Constructjop apd repair in connection with hjghways. streets
or roadways
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
repair of concrete curbs. gutters. and sidewalks in connection
with highways. streets. or roadways including approaches
and bridges. The process begins after the roadbed or roadside
grade has already been established and the subsurface or sub
base has been prepared. Work contemplated by this classification includes the set-up and tear down of fonns. placement
of reinforcing steel or expansion joints. and the pouring and
finishing of concrete.
This classification excludes preliminary roadbed or
roadside construction such as clearing right of ways. establishing grades. subsurfaces or sub bases which are to be
reported separately in classification 0101: asphalt paving.
surfacing/resurfacing which js to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the work being performed: concrete flatwork not in connection with highway. street. or
roadway projects which is to be reported separately in classification 0217: and construction specialty services such as the
installation of guardrails. lighting standards and striping
which are to be reported separately in classification 0219.

~

This classification excludes preliminary roadbed or
roadside construction such as clearing right of ways. establishing grades. subsurfaces or sub bases which is to be
reported separately in classification 0101: asphalt paving. or
surfacing/resurfacing which is to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the work being performed: concrete flatwork not in connection with highway. street. or
roadway projects which is to be reported separately in classification 0217: and construction specialty services such as the
installation of guardrails. lighting standards and striping
which are to be reported separately in classification 0219.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-50915 Classification 0217.
((Ce1tstrt1etie1t: Ce1terete flatwerk, N.O.C.
Ce1tstrt1etie1t: Ce1terete f.et11ttlatie1t a1ta flatwerk ef weea
stmetttral et1ilai1tgs
Ce1tstrnetie1t: CeHefete Sft Ii iftg, arilliHg afta ettttiHg, n.o.c.
This elassifieatieH applies te ee1terete f.ett1taatie1t ana flat
''efk iH eeftfteetieft with weea Stftletttfftl BttilaiHgS ftet te
e*eeea three steries iH height a1td i1teltttles the set ttf' ftfta
teftf ae 11 ft ef f.erms, pettriHg, ftftB fi1tishi1tg ef ee1terete
f.eeti1tgs, stem walls, fleer paas, eellar er easemeHt

14-02 Concre
struction and repair in connection with highways. streets
or roadways
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fleers, gftfage fleers, siae ... alks, \>1alkways, afrveY1ftyS,
paties atta swimmittg peels. This elassifieatiett alse
ittehtaes ether types ef eetterete flatwerk stteh as siae
walks, viallcways, pathways, S'Nimming peels, atta ettras
atta gtttters inelttaittg the set ttp atta teflf ae'tv ft ef farms,
plaeemettt efreittfereittg steel er ·,vire mesh, pe1uittg ana
finishittg. This elassifieatiett ittelttdes eetterete sawing,
arillittg, atta ettttittg ttttless speeified elsewhere
This elassifieatiett exelttaes all eenerete werk eetttaittea
withitt a eetterete, masefl:fy, iren er steel frame attilaittg
er strttetttre stteh as the fettttaatiett, fleer slaas, preeast er
petuea in plaee Beflfittg fleers er wall panels, eelttmns,
pillars, metal ereetiett er atty ether pertiett ef the attila
ittg er strttetttre itself. This elassifieatien alse exelttaes
all eenerete er asphalt •werk stteh as siaewellcs, ettras,
gtttters, retaitting 'ii'ttlls, atta sawing er etttting eperatiens
perfermea ett er in eettneetiett vvith highway, street er
reaaway pr6jeets.))
0217-00 Concrete tlatwork - construction and/or repair:
N.O.C.
Ai:miies to contractors engaged in the construction
and/or repair of concrete flatwork not covered by another
classification (N.O.C.) such as. but not limited to. walkways.
pathways. fences. and curbing. Work in this classification
includes the set-up and tear down of forms. placement of
reinforcing steel and wire mesh. and the pouring and finishing of concrete.
This classification excludes land clearing and excavation
which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: concrete work performed on or in connection with highway,
street. or roadway projects including sidewalks. curbs. gutters. median or retaining walls. sawing. drilling, or cutting
oi'erations which is to be reported separately in classification
0214: and concrete work contained within a concrete,
masonry. iron or steel frame building or structure such as the
foundation. floor slabs, precast or poured in place bearing
floors or wall panels. columns. pi11ars. metal erection or any
other portion of the building or structure itself which is to be
reported separately in classification 0518.

structure itself which is to be reported separately in classification 0518.

0217-02 Concrete sawing. drjmne and cutting. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in concrete sawing. drilling and cutting not covered by another classification
(N.O.C.), including repairs. Work contemplated by this classification includes concrete sawing. drilling and cutting operations in connection with wood frame and nonwood frame
buildings or structures. including flatwork such as. but not
limited to. foundations. walkways. driveways, patios and
swimming pools which may or may not be part of the building or structure. Activities include. but are not limited to, the
sawing. cutting and drilling for ventilation boxes in the footings or stem walls. cut outs for windows or door ways. preparation to mount brackets for stairways or interior bearing
walls, cutting interior walls as part of a building renovation
project. cut outs for electrical and switch boxes. a.nd repairing
defective areas.
This classification excludes concrete sawing. drilling.
and cutting operations performed on or in connection with
highway. street. or roadway projects including sidewalks.
curbs. gutters, median or retaining walls as part of roadways
which are to be reported separately in classification 0214:
bridge construction which is to be reported separately in classification 0201: and new dam construction which is to be
reported separately in classification 0701.

4

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/l /96)

WAC 296-17-50917 Classification 0219. ·
((Censtrttetien speeialty seniees, N.O.C. ittelttaittg the
installatiett ef gttararails, lighting stanaaras ana strip
ffig-:-))

0219-00 Construction specialty serykes. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation or
removal of highway. street. or roadway lighting, signs,
guardrails. roadside reflectors. lane buttons or turtles. or lane
markers not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). Usually. these activities occur as finishing touches after new or
existing roadways are paved or surfaced. Roadway lighting
includes traffic signal lights. and halogen or mercury vapor
lights mounted to metal standards erected alongside the roa,dway. Signs (such as speed limit. road condition. city and
town mile destination) are mounted on overpasses or on
wood or metal poles erected alongside the roadway. Guardrails include meta.I barriers mounted on wood or metal poles
driven into the roadside shoulder. Lane markers. Jane buttons
or turtles consist of srriall reflectors. or chips of plastic or concrete attached to the road with an adhesive bonding material.
This classification includes the related hook-up of power to
the light standard.
This classification excludes the installation of powe~
lines that feed into power poles which is to be reported sepa;
rately in the applicable construction classification for the·
work being performed.

0217-01 Concrete foundation and tlatwork construction
and repajr; Wood structural buildings
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction
and/or repair of concrete foundation and flatwork for wood
structural buildings not to exceed three stories in height. This
classification includes the set-up and tear down of forms.
placement of reinforcing steel and wire mesh. pouring. and
finishing of concrete footings. stem walls. floor pads, cellar
or basement floors. garage floors. swimming pools and
ponds. This includes incidental concrete work such as walkways or driveways when performed by a foundation contractilL.
This classification excludes land clearing and excavation
which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: concrete work performed on or in connection with highway.
street. or roadway projects including sidewalks. curbs. gutters. median or retaining walls. sawing. drilling. or cutting
operations as pa.rt of the roa,dwa,y which is to be reported separately in classification 0214: a,nd concrete work contained
within a concrete. masonry. iron or steel frame building or
Proposed
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though such signs may be erected or placed alongside roadways (such as advertisement bill boards. business. or personal property signs) which is to be reported separately in
classification 0403.
0219-01 Copstructjop 5pecjalty services
Applies to contractors engaged in specialty services such
as the paintini: or &tripini: of hii:hway5. streets. roadways. or
parkini: lots not covered by another classification (N O.C.).
This classification includes painting. striping. numbering. or
letterini: hii:hways. streets. roadways. parkini: lots. parkini:
garages. airport runways. taxi ways. curbs. roadway dividers
or median strips. and special traffic areas 5uch as fire. bus.
handicap. and no parking zones. The paint or other material
used for these markini:s is usually applied to the surface usini:
a mechanical device. either self-propelled or towed by a truck
or other motor vehicle. In some instances. the paint will be
applied manually with brush or roller which is included in
this classification. This classification includes the application of asphalt sealants to roadways or parking lots. This
classification also includes concrete barrier installation. in
connection with road construction. by a concrete barrier
rental business or by a flai:i:ini: contractor who also supplies
the concrete barriers. This includes the tlaggers who are necessary durini: the installation of the barriers a& well as any
tlaggers the company supplies to the road construction
This classification excludes the interior paintini: of
uildings which is to be reported separately in classification
0521. the exterior paintini: of buildini:s or structures which is
to be reported separately in classification 0504: the rental of
the concrete barriers and other flai:i:ini: equipment which is
to be reported separately in classification 6409: and tlaggers
who are not employed by a concrete barrier rental business or
by a flagging contractor who also supplies the concrete barriers which are to be reported separately in classification 7116
or 7118 as appropriate.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WSR 98-12-079

activity is performed by landscapini: comractors. plumbini:
contractors. and irrigation specialist contractors. Generally.
lawn type sprinkler 5y5tems are installed at private residences
or commercial businesses. The process involves identifying
the area of land to be covered to determine the size and
amount of pipe and sprinkler heads needed for the job. The
installation involves cuttini: a trench in the i:round 0 2" to 18"
deep and wide enough to accommodate the pipe) with a
vibratini: plow or pipe pulling machine Next. pipe is laid in
the trench. glued. or otherwise joined. heads and canisters are
installed. and the timer is hooked up The system is checked
foe leaks. needed adjustments are made. and the pipe and
heads are buried.
This classification excludes open canal type irrii:ation
systems which are to be reported separately in classification
0108: the installation. service or repair of above or below
i:round ai:ricultural/irrigation systems which is to be reported
separately in classification 0301-06: and maintenance and
cleaning of lawn sprinkler system pipes and heads done in
connection with a landscape maintenance contract which is to
be reported separately in classification 0308.
0301-06 Agricultural spripkler/jrrjgatiop systems.
N.O.C.; lpstallatjop. seryice or repajr
Applies to contractors eni:ai:ed in the installation. service or repair of aboye or below i:round ai:ricultural sprinkler
and irrigation systems not covered by another classification
CN.O C.). The more common types of systems include below
ground. fixed or movable. and wheel or impulse. Generally.
these type& differ from lawn sprinkler systems in that the size
of pipes and pumps installed are much larger to produce the
water pressure needed to irrii:ate lari:e areas of land Installation of below ground systems involves the use of trenching
equipment to dig trenches. which are usually more than two
feet deep to lay pipe. The above ground systems are laid out
and assembled based on the need of the land area.
This classification excludes open canal type irrii:ation
systems which are to be reported separately in classification
0108. and the installation. service or repair of lawn type
sprinkler systems which is to be reported separately in classification 0301-04.
0301-08 Landscape construction operations. N.O.C.
Applies to landscape contractors engaged in new landscape construction or renovation projects not covered by
another classification CN.O.C.). This classification includes
producini: a preliminary drawini: of the landscape or renovation project. preparing the ground (which may include tilling
and spreadini: top soils or custom mix soils). installini: sprinkler systems. planting trees. plants or shrubs. planting or
replantini: i:rass from seed or sod. installini: ground coyer
material or plastic to retard weeds. placement of concrete
borders. and the incidental construction of rockery. fences.
ponds. paths. walkways. arbors. trellis and gazebos when performed by employees of a landscape contractor as part of a
landscape contract. Such activities conducted separately
from a landscape contract and not pact of the landscape
project are to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the work being performed Equipment used by
contractorn subject to this classification includes. but is not
limited to. tractors with till attachments. small front end load-

WAC 296-17-510 Classification 0301.
((Agriettltttrttl sprinkler/irrigtttien systems, N.O.C.. Aheve
er helew grettne instttllatien, serviee er FeJlair
L1tnese1tpe epertttiens: La·wn, tree, shftlh ane gareen
Lttwn t} pe SJlrinkler S) stems instttllfttien, sen iee er repttir
LaneseaJle Vierk, RO.C.
This elttssifiefttien !lflfllies te new lttntlse11:pe eenstmetien er
renevtttien Jlrejeets stteh as the ltt} ing ettt ef the grettntls,
mixiRg er SflFettEliRg ef tel' sail, fllantiRg er FefllBRting
grttss frem seed er see, Jllttnting ef trees anti shrtths,
SflFeaei Hg hark er Eleeerttti·1e reelc, BREI the eenstrttetien
ef ineitlentttl llfhers, trellis, er eenerete hereers.))
1r~~·~~4r!;!7rn type sprjpkler systems; Insta!latjop. serApplies to contractors eni:ai:ed in the installation. service or repair of lawn type sprinkler systems. This type of
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((Plasteri1tg, sttteeeiftg ttfttl lttthi1tg btti1Eli1tgs iHterier ttfttl
exterier werk, N.0.C.))
0303-00 Plasterin stuccoin and lathin
N.O.C.
Applies to contractors en~a~ed in interior and exterior
plastering. stuccoing and lathing work on buildings or structures not covered by another classification CN 0 C.). Work
contemplated by this classification includes the lathing work
which involves nailin~ thin wood or metal strips and wire
mesh or Styrofoam panels to studs or joists to support the
application of plaster or stucco. mixin~ of plaster or cement
with water. and applying the mixture by hand trowel or low
pressure spray apparatus to the lathin~ material.
This classification excludes masonry or brick work
which is to be reported separately in classification 0302: interior painting which is to be reported separately in classification 0521: exterior paintin~ which is to be reported separately
in classification 0504: and concrete work which is to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work bein~ perfoaned.

ers. trenchers. mowers. fertilizer spreaders. wheelbarrows.
and electric power tools.
This classification excludes all grading. clearing. or contourin~ of land which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: bulkheads not adjacent to water. or similar structures built of rock. which are to be reported separately in classification 0302: and lawn care maintenance or chemical
sprayin~ or fumi~atin~ which is to be reported separately in
classification 0308.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-511 Classification 0302.
((Briek, bleek, reek llftEI slate werk, RO.C.
Mase1try, N.O.C., i1telttEli1tg ehimfte)' llftEI firef'laee ee1tstrne
tffitr.))

0302-01 Brick. block. rock and slate work. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in interior or exterior
brick. block. rock and slate work not covered by another classification (N.0.C.). Included in this classification are
projects related to sidewalks. walkways. driveways. patios.
steps. pads for wood stoves. flower or planting boxes. fences.
inlay for fireplaces. countertops. buffets. full or partial interior or exterior walls. and includes the construction of entire
buildin~s or structures with brick. block or rock products.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. layin~ and cuttin~ and/or polishin~ brick. block.
rock. slate. marble. granite. and adhering with mortar or tuck
pointin~ <filljn~ and/or finishin~ brickwork or stonework
joints with cement or mortar).
This classification excludes plastering. stuccoing or lathin~ work which is to be reported separately in classification
0303: tile settin~ which is to be reported separately in classification 0502: and concrete work which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work bein~ performed.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-512 Classification 0306.
((Beilers, N.O.C., i1tstttlltttie1t, serviee er Fef'ttir i1teltttli1tg
bailer seali1tg afttl taftk ereetieft vlithift bttiltli1tgs
Het water heater i1tstallatie1t, seniee, er ref)air

Pltt~:::t:·~~;e:::;;;::;:::.::=~:~
ter stthjeet te this elassifieatieft, afttl e1tly wheft it is f'er
f.efftletl as a f'llFt ef tt f'h1mbi1tg ee1ttraet wltieh i1teltttles
i1tstalllltie1t ef water li1tes a1tEI waste eaffY systems withift
a btti1Eli1tg; ttfttl se" er f'if'e elettfting i1teltttli1tg seniees
f're·;iEleEI by Rate Reeter er similar serviee f'revitlers
engageEI ift li1te elettftiftg er tt1tf'lttggi1tg. Sitle se·ner
heekttf'S Elefte as a sef'llFate eefttraet is te be ref'erteEI sef'
llftttely ift elttssifieatieft OHH "exett1tttie1t"
P11mf' i1tstallatie1t, serviee er ref'air, N.O.C.
Sf'rinkler i1tstalltttie1t tttttemtttie
Steam f'if'e, hailer, ete., ee·;eri1tg iftsttllltieft
Water seftening er treatmeftt S) stems installatieft ef fte"'
ettttif'meftt systems.))
0306-00 Plumbing. N.O.C
Applies to contractors en~a~ed in plumbin~ work not
covered by another classification (N.O.C.). Work contemplated by this classification includes activities such as. but
not limited to. rough-in plumbing work as part of new or
remodel projects. placement of pipe (plastic. copper or ~alva
nized). cutting and/or threading pipe. soldering. welding or
~lujn~ all types of pipe. fittin~s or valves. installation of fixtures (sinks. showers and tubs. faucets). installation of appliances (dishwashers. hot water tanks. refri~erators with ice
and water dispensers). and other necessary plumbing activities in connection with water supplies. water can:yin~. djs-

0302-02 Masonry. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in interior or exterior
masonry work not covered by another classification
(N.0.C.). including chimney and fireplace construction. This
classification includes Jinin~ or relinjn~ fireplace walls or
boxes. chimneys. blast furnaces. ovens. firepits. and setting
tombstones. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. laying and cutting brick or
stone. and tuck pointin~ Cfilljn~ and/or finishin~ brickwork or
stonework joints with cement or mortar).
This classification excludes plastering. stuccoing or lathin~ work which is to be reported separately in classification
0303: tile setting which is to be reported separately in classification 0502: and concrete work which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work bein~ performed.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

1

r:~~i~:t'af ~~~a~~a;:r s::~~mu~s ;:~ ~~~~~~:r~tnec~~de.

formed by a plumbin~ contractor subject to this classification. and only when it is performed as a part of a plumbing

WAC 296-17-51101 Classification 0303.
Proposed
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Applies to contra,ctors engaged in the insta.lla.tion. service or repair of boilers not covered by another classification
CN.O C.). including boiler sea.Hog and ta,nk erection within
buildings. A boiler is a type of enclosed storage tank erected
within a, building which hea,ts a,nd circulates extremely hot
water or converts hot water into steam. Work contemplated
by this classifica,tion includes the erection a,nd/or insta,llatjon
of the boiler or tank (which is above ground). pipes. tubing.
ducts. heating units. va,lves. hea,ders. jets a,nd insula,tion·coverings. Also included is the process of boiler scaling which is
the remova,I of scales or residue from the ta,nk or pipes using
chemica,ls. stea,m or mecha,nica,I methods.
This classifica,tion excludes contractors primarily
engaged in covering a, boiler a,nd pipes with insula,tjon covering who a.re to be reported separa,tely in classification 030603. and the erection of exterior tanks which is to be reported
separately in classifica,tion 0508,

cleaning or unplugging waste lines.
This classification excludes side sewer hook ups performed as part of an excavation contract which are to be
reported separately in classification 0101. and underground
water line or water main construction which is to be reported
separately in classification 0107.
Soecial note.· This classification includes the installation of displa,y a,rea,s or showrooms which provide prospective customers an opportunity to inspect the guality of workma,nship a,nd products carried by the contractor. Generally.
displays or showrooms are installed where the contractor
stores his ma,teria.Is. It is common for contractors subject to
this classification to sell plumbing fixtures and supplies. but
the intent of these a.rea.s is not to sell products to wa,lk-in customers. Sale of these products by a plumbing contractor is
included in cla,ssifica,tion 0306. Classifica,tions 2009. 6309.
or similar store classifications are not to be assigned to a contra,ctor's business Employees engaged exclusively in showing the display areas or showrooms to customers are to be
a,ssilrned cla,ssifica,tion 6303 provided the conditions of the
standard exception general reporting rule have been met.

0306-05 Pump installation. seryjce or repajr. N.O.C.
Applies to contra,ctors engaged in the insta,lla,tjon. service or repair of pumps related to water or waste carrying systems. a,nd which a.re not covered by a,nother cla,ssifica,tjon
CN.O.C.) Work contempla.ted by this cla,ssifica,tion a,pplies
to a.II types of wa,ter or sump pumps in connection with residentia,1 or commercial settings. water wells. a,nd irrigation
and drainage systems. A pump is a device that siphons or
transfers ma,teria.I from one source or coota.iner to a,nother.
Activities include pump installation or repair services related
to a, building's wa,ter lines a,nd wa,ter ca,n:ying systems. plumbing fixtures. dispensers. swimming pools and bot tubs. water
wells. a,nd agricultural or irrigation systems
·
This classifica,tjon excludes the installation of wa,ter
pumps in connection with drilling operations which is to be
reported separately in classifica,tion 0103: the insta,lla,tjon or
repair of service station pumps which is to be reported separately in cla,ssifica,tion 0603: and contractors enga,ged jn a.II
types of general plumbing installation or repair work who are
to be reported sepa,rately in classifica,tion 0306-00.

0306-02 Automatic sprinkler systems or fire extinguishing systems: Installation. service or repair within buildings

tion includes insta,lla,tion of pipe. fittings. couplings. va,lves.
hangers. regulators. and alarms in ceilings. walls and floors.
a,nd cutting a,nd/or threading pipe. These systems are usua,lly
equipped to release dry chemicals or water automatically
when the surrounding temperature exceeds a, predetermined
limit.
This cla,ssifica,tion excludes contra,ctors engaged in the
installation. service or repair of outside lawn type and agricultural/jrriga,tion sprinkler systems who a.re to be reported
separately in classifica,tion 0301. a,nd contractors engaged in
a.II types of general plumbing installation or repa,ir work who
are to be reported sepa,rately in classifica,tion 0306-00.

0306-06 Water softening or treatment systems - installation of new equipment systems
Applies to establishments engaged in the installation of
plumbing Jines for new water conditioning. purifying or softening systems. Establishments providing this type of service
are not required to be a, "licensed plumber" to do the jnsta,lla,tion: however. it does involve plumbing work. The installation involves cutting the wa,ter line between the wa,ter source
and the building or home. The line is cut with a hacksaw.
reciprocating sa,w. or copper tube cutter. depending on the
type of pipe involved. After the line is cut. the water source
is connected to the inta,ke of the system a,nd the building or
home is connected to the outlet of the system with supply and
return lines. The bypa,ss unit will a,llow the wa,ter to rema,in
hard for the outside faucet. A small rubber hose is installed
under the house into the drain, Occa,siona,lly. a, sump pump is
needed. For plastic pipes. glue is used to seal the connections, On copper pipes. soldering equipment is used to secure
the connections. Wa,ter softening is a, process by which the
wa,ter pa,sses through a resin ta,nk where ca,Jcium ions a.re
excba,nged for sodium ions. resulting in "soft" wa,ter Periodically. the resin is recharged by "back flushing" with a satu-

0306-03 Boilers. steam pipes. water pipes. heating ducts:
Installation of covering insulation
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation of insulated covering on boilers. stea.m pipes. wa,ter pipes a,nd heating ducts to help them retain beat. A boiler is a type of
enclosed storage ta,nk erected within a, building which hea,ts
and circulates extremely hot water or converts hot water into
stea,m. Contractors subject to this cla,ssifica,tion ma,y also
install water jets inside the tanks.
This classification excludes contractors primarily
enga,ged in the erection of boiler ta,nks who are to be reported
separately in classification 0306-04. and the removal of
.bestos from boilers which is to be reported separately in
__assification 0512.
0306-04 Boilers. N.O.C.: Installation. service or repair
[79]
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rated salt solution from another tank. Installations of this
type include the two tanks. pressure regulators. valves. and in
new facilities an automatic timer.
Sgecial note." This classification allows for the service
or repair of water softening or treatment systems to be
re.ported separately in classification 0607 provided accurate
time records are maintained which distinguishes new installation contract work from service or repair contract work.

fication 5206. "Permanent yard or shop." is no lon2er applicable to be c ntractor's business for the stora e of materials
or repair to equipment.
This classification excludes sheet metal fabrication
shops which are to be reported separately in classification
3404: duct cleaning work which is to be reported separately
in classification 1105: installation or repair of ventilation. air
conditioning and refrigeration systems which is to be
reported separately in classification 0307-04: or the installation of wood stoves which is to be reported separately in classification 0307-05.
Special note: This classification includes the installation of display areas or showrooms which provide prospective customers an opportunity to inspect the quality of workmanship and products carried by the contractor, Generally.
displays or showrooms are installed where the contractors
store their materials, It is common for contractors subject to
this classification to sell furnace and beating system materials
and accessories. but the intent of these areas is not to sell
products to walk-in customers. Sales of these products by a
furnace and beatin2 systems contractor are included in classification 0307, Classification 2009. 6309. or similar store
classifications. are not to be assi2ned to a contractin2 business. Employees engaged exclusively in showing the display
areas or showrooms to customers are to be assi~ned classification 6303 provided the conditions of the standard exception
2eneral reportin2 rule have been met.

0306-07 Hot water heater; Ipstallation. seryice or repair
Applies to contractors engaged exclusively in the installation. service or repair of bot water beater units. Work contemplated by this classification includes removal of old units
and the installation of new or replacement units. This
includes activities such as disconnectin2 bot beater units.
removal of plastic. copper or galvanized water pipes. installin2 or settin2 up new or replacement units. installin2 new
pipes. cutting and/or threading pipe. soldering. welding or
2luin2 all types of pipe. fittin2s or valves. fillin2 and testin2
the new or replacement units. and wrapping hot water beaters
with insulation blankets.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in all
types of 2eneral plumbin2 work. or when the installation. service or repair of a hot water beater unit is performed as part
of a 2eneral plumbin2 contract which is to be reported separately in classification 0306-00.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1196)

0307-04 veotilatipg. ajr copdjtiopjpg apd refrigeration
systems; lpstallatiop. seryjce or repajr. N.O.C.
•
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. ser~
vice. or repair of ventilatin2, air conditionin2 and refri2eration systems not covered by another classification (N.O.C.).
includin2 duct work at the job site in all types of residential
and commercial settings. These services are generally performed by beatin2 and ventilation contractors. refri2eration
contractors. or sheet metal contractors. Work contemplated
by this classification includes the fabrication. erection. installation and duct work performed at the job site. Materials
include. but are not limited to. air conditionin2 units. refri2eration systems. air purification systems. hoods and protective
metal covers. hot water tanks. flat sheets of metal. vents. preformed or bent duct portions. vent collars and reels. thermostats. fittin2s. ~alvanized pipe. insulation wrap. and concrete
pads. This classification includes the installation or repair of
built-in vacuum systems and air (pneumatic) tube systems.
such as those at drive-up teller windows. Contractors who
operate a sheet metal fabrication shop or who prefabricate the
duct systems in a shop away from the consttuctjon site ace to
be assigned classification 3404 for the shop fabrication work.
When a contractor's business is assi2ned classification 3404
for shop operations. then classification 5206 "Permanent yard
or shop" is no lon2er applicable to the contractor's business
for the storage of materials or repair to equipment.
This classification excludes sheet metal fabrication
shops which are to be reported separately in classification

WAC 296-17-513 Classification 0307.
((Ventilating, air eenditiening and refrigeratien systems,
iRstal:latieR, serviee aRd repair, ~l.O.C.
'FtlFR&ees, iRstallatieR, serviee &Rd repair iRehtdiRg dttet werk
eleaniRg
Heating S) stems, iRstallatieR, seFViee aRd repair iRelttdiRg
selftf heatiRg systems
Weed ste·te installatieR exelttding maseRf) 11 erk whieh is te
he repartee separately iR elassifieatieR 0302
See elassifieatieR 3404 fer sheet metal shep werk.))
0307-01 Furnaces and heating systems; Installation. service or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. service. or repair of furnaces and beatin2 systems. includin2
duct work. in all types of residential and commercial settings.
These services are 2enerally performed by furnace contractors. beating and ventilation contractors. or sheet metal contractors. Work contemplated by this classification includes
the fabrication. erection. installation and duct work performed at the job site. Materials include. but are not limited
to. gas or electric furnace units. beater units. beat pumps. air
purification systems. fireplace inserts or units. bot water
tanks. thermostats. flat sheets of metal. vents. preformed or
bent ventin2 duct and pipe. vent collars and reels. fittin2s.
galvanized pipe. insulation wrap. concrete pads and gas logs.
Contractors who operate a sheet metal fabrication shop or
who prefabricate the duct systems in a shop away from the
construction site are to be assi2ned classification 3404 for the
shop fabrication work When a contractor's business is
assigned classification 3404 for shop operations. then classiProposed
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and the installation of wood stoves which is to be reported
separately in classification 0307-05.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-51301 Classification 0308.

manship and products carried by the contractor. Generally.
displays or showrooms are installed where the contractors
store their materials. It is common for contractors subject to
this classification to sell ventilatine and air conditionine
equipment and materials. but the intent of these areas is not to
sell products to walk-in customers. Sales of these products
by a ventilatine and air conditionine contractor are included
in classification 0307. Classification 2009. 6309. or similar
store classifications. are not to be assiened to a contractine
business. Employees engaged exclusively in showing the
display areas or showrooms to customers are to be assiened
classification 6303 provided the conditions of the standard
exception eeneral reportine rule have been met.

((Chemieal Sf)faying a11tl fttmigatittg
Lawtt eftfe: Maitttettattee
Lawtt eare is limited te maittteftftnee er eare ef established
lawtts and gaFdetts. Werk aetivities itteh1de mewittg attd
thatehittg lawtts, ediing, weeding flewer beds, rakittg,
retetilling gftfdetts, aflplieatien ef fertilizers, attd spray
ing attd trimmiHg ef slm1bs. This elassifieatieH ineludes
mitter landseaf*l reHevatiaH a1tfl10r resteratiett aetivities
iHeitlental ta and perfurmed as part ef the lattdseape
maitttettattee eetttraet ef an existittg lawtt er lattdseape
sueh as the reffte'ilil aRd refllaeemettt ef plaHts, turf repair
er reseedi1tg ef grass, attd the additien ef tepseil er bark
This elassifieatien alse iHeludes the ff!aintenanee and elean
ing ef la·w·n type Sflrinkler systems whieh is itteide1ttal te
the la11H eare mainteHanee eentraet bttt exeludes installa
tiett er repair ef lawtt and/or irrigatien sprinkler systems
This elassifieatieR exeludes He 11 lattdseaf*l eettstrttetiett attd
ittstallation aperatieRs whieh are te be repartee sepa
rate!) itt elassifieatiett 0301. Classifieatietts 0308 attd
0301 ff!a) be assigned ta the same busittess as set furth itt
WAC 296 17 410 pre v·ided aeeurate reeerds are ff!aitt
taifted whieh distiflgttishes la:wft eare mai1tte1tanee aHd
resteratien eetttraets frem ne\1 lattdseape eettstrnetiett
aftd iflstallatien eentmet prejeets.))

0307-05 Wood. pellet. or 2as stoye; Installation. service
or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. service or repair of wood. pellet or eas stoves in all types of residential and commercial settings. Work contemplated by this
classification includes the fabrication. installation and duct
work performed at the job site. Materials include. but are not
limited to. wood. eas or pellet stoves. inserts. heater units.
protective metal covers or hoods. gas fireplace Jogs. preformed or bent ventine duct and pipe. or vents and vent collars. Contractors who operate a sheet metal fabrication shop
or who prefabricate the duct systems in a shop away from the
1

34
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0308-00 Chemical sprayin2 and fumjeatin2
Applies to establishments engaged in providing chemical sprayine and fumieatine services only to established residential landscaping and commercial properties. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
the application of various liguid and granular chemicals (fertilizers. herbicides. pesticides. insecticides. iron. nitroeen.
slow release food stakes) for use on grass. plants. shrubs.
flowers. trees. moss. ivy or weeds. Employees of establishments subject to this classification arrive at the location site
in a tank truck equipped with a premixed solution that is dispensed with a spray hose. or by fertilizer spreaders. injection
euns. and back pack dispensers.
This classification excludes chemical spniying of roadway median strips by nonmunicipal employees adjacent to
state. city or town roadways which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: chemical sprayine done in connection with forest roads or reforestation projects which is to
be reported in the applicable forestry classification: pest and
termite control which is to be reported separately in classification 6602: chemical sprayine and fumieatine by employees
of cities. counties. state agencies. or other municipalities
which is to be reported in the classification applicable to the
type of municipality performing the work: chemical spraying
of aericultural farms or orchards which may be reported separately in classification 4808 or in the agricultural classification applicable to the employer's operation: and crop dustine
by aircraft which is to be reported separately in classification

assiened classification 3404 for the shop operations. then
classification 5206. "Permanent yard or shop." is no longer
applicable to the contractor's business for the storaee of materials or repair to eguipment.
This classification excludes wood stove and accessory
stores which are to be reported separately in classification
6309: stove manufacturine which is to be reported separately
in classification 5209: sheet metal fabrication shops which
are to be reported separately in classification 3404: brick or
masonry work which is to be reported separately in classification 0302: and the installation or repair of furnace or heating systems which is to be reported separately in classification 0307-01.
Special note.· This classification includes the installation of display areas or showrooms which provide prospective customers an opportunity to inspect the guality of workmanship and products carried by the contractor, Generally.
displays or showrooms are installed where the contractors
store their materials. It is common for contractors subject to
this classification to sell wood stove installation materials
and accessories. but the intent of these areas is not to sell
products to walk-in customers. Sales of these products by a
wood stove installation contractor are included in classification 0307. Classifications 2009. 6309. or similar store classifications. are not to be assiened to a contractine business.

e=~::t=E?~=

D20.3..

eral reporting rule have been met.
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0308-01 Lawn care maintenance
Applies to contractors engaged in maintenance of established lawns and 2ardens. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. mowing and thatching
lawns. edi:ini:. weedini: flower beds. rakini:. rototmini: i:ardens. application of fertilizers. and spraying and trimming of
shrubs Also included is minor landscape renovation and/or
restoration activities incidental to. and performed as part of.
the lawn care maintenance contract for an existini: lawn or
landscape such as the removal and replacement of plants. turf
repair or reseedini: of i:rass. and the spreadini: of decorative
rock. topsoil. or bark. This classification includes replacement of sprinkler heads and cleanini: of lawn type sprinkler
systems only when performed in connection with and incidental to the lawn care maintenance contract. Equipment
used by contractors subject to this classification includes. but
is not limited to. ridini: or power lawn mowers. power sweepers. edgers. thatchers. weed eaters. grass blowers. fertilizer
spreaders. sprayers. i:as or electric power tools. and hand

trull£.

This classification excludes new landscape construction
which is to be reported separately in classification 0301: tree
care and pruning services which are to be reported separately
in classification 0101: i:radini:. clearini:. or contourini: of
land which is to be reported separately in classification 0101:
installation. service or repair of lawn type sprinkler systems
which is to be reported separately in classification 0301: and
the installatiQn. service or repair of above or below i:round
agricultural irrigation systems which is to be reported separately in classification 0301.
Soecial notes: Classifications 0308 and 0301 may be
assii:ned to the same business provided that the conditions of
the general reporting rule covering the operation of a secondary business have been met.
Care should be exercised in the assignment of this classification when tree services are included. Tree care service
contracts generally call for the radical topping. pruning or
cuttini: of tree limbs to remove or eliminate a hazard to bujldini:s. property. or power lines. Tree trimmini: as part of this
classification is only for the purpose of shapini: and maintainini: healthy trees and to control size for the visual relationship
to other landscape material.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-516 Classification 0403.

properties. private properties. buildini:s or structures. or open
s~aces. Signs ma;jbe i:riade.of wood; meta~J!lastic;fiasW·o~
n on tube. Free _tandm2 s12n erect_on pr_~_ss be_JJs _It_
digging or drilling holes in which to stand or set poles or
posts. The sii:n is attached to the pole or post prior to standing or is lifted with a boom or crane to be mounted and
secured. Other sii:ns are mounted and secured directly to
buildings or structures. This classification includes the
related electrical hook-up work to install neon and dii:ital
signs such as those located at banks and stores including the
maintenance. repair. and paintini: of sii:ns at the customer's
location or at the contractor's shop
This classification excludes the installation or removal
of highway. street. or roadway signs that specify roadway
information (such as speed limits. road conditions. city and
town mile destinations) which are mounted on overpasses or
erected aloni:side the roadway which are to be reported separately in classification 0219: the placement of temporary
sii:ns which is to be reported separately in classification
4910: or the manufacturing of signs which is to be reported
separately in the awlicable classification.

0403-10 Sign pajptjpg or letterjpg outsjde buildjpgs or
structures. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors eni:ai:e<l in sii:n painting or lettering outside buildings or·structures not covered by another
classification CN,0,C.). and includes all contractor's shop
operations. Generally. this classification involves specialty
letterini: or paintini: such as, but not limited to. business
lo os addresses business hours or hone numbers murals o
other artwork,
This classification excludes contractors eni:a2ed in the
installation or removal of hii:hway. street. or roadway sii:ns
that specify roadway information (such as speed limits. road
conditions. city and town mile destinations) which are
mounted on overpasses or erected alongside the roadway
which are to be reported separately in classification 0219:
striping parking lots and painting curbs (and numbering on
curbs) which is to be reported separately in classification
0219: sign painting or lettering inside of buildings. including
inside murals or other artwork. which js to be reported separately in classification 4109: exterior painting of buildings or
structures which are to be reported separately in classification
0504: painting or lettering in connection with an automotive
body shop which is to be reported separately in classification
3412: and the erection. repair or removal of outdoor signs
which is to be reported separately in classification 0403-00
0403-ll Street apd buildjpg decoration; Hapgjpg or
remoyjpg flags or buptipg
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in hani:ini: or removing flags or bunting for conventions. celebrations. events. or
similar decorations on the exterior or interior of buildin2s.
structures. or streets. Buntings are strips of decorative cloth
which may be used to span a roadway to promote events. as
overhead streamers at an auto sales lot. or as a sign hung on a
•
buildini: to advertise i:rand openin2s.
•
fla2s
of
manufacture
This classification excludes the
buntini: which is to be reported separately in the applicable
classification.

((Sigft ereetieft, pttifttiftg, repttir ttftEI fftftiftteftttftee er reffte¥1tl,
iHelttEling shep eperfttiens
Sigft pttifttiftg er IetteriHg e1:1tsiEle b1:1ilEli1tgs er strttehtFes,
N.O.C., inelttEling shep eperfttiens
Street ttnEI bttilEling Eleeerftting, httnging Attgs er bttnting.))
0403-00 Sign; Erection. repair. and/or removal. including related painting and maintenance
Applies to contractors eni:ai:ed in the erection. repair.
and/or removal of sii:ns. includini: related paintini: and maintenance. Sii:ns include. but are not limited to. commercial
business or personal property sii:ns. advertisement billboards. poster panels erected at commercial or residential
Proposed
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are several types of waterproof processes: Membrane. which
adheres long strips of rubber and pumice to exterior walls or
foundations with the use of primer: pressure injection. which
uses a long wand inserted into the ground to fill cracks: epoxy
injection. which is performed on the interior or exterior with
use of a caulk gun to inject a silicon material into cracks: or
application with use of a brush. roller or spray directly onto
the surface.
This classification excludes excavation work performed
in conjunction with a water:proofing contract which is to be
reported separately in classification OJ OJ: waterproofin2
operations performed in connection with roofing or subagueous work which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: the application
of waterproof materials performed as part of roadway or
parking lot projects which is to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the work bein2 performed: and
the application of waterproof materials performed by a concrete contractor as part of the concrete construction project
which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work bein2 performed.
Specia,/ note: Classification 0101 applies when excavation work is performed (to remove dirt away from a foundation wall or to push it against the wall after the waterproofing
material is applied) re2ardless of the type of contractor performing the excavation work.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
.filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

I'

WAC 296-17-517 Classification 0502.
((Rttg, liHelettm, tile aHd ether t) pes ef fleer er draiHbeard
ee·,.eriHg iHstftllatieH exelttdiHg hardweed fleer iHstalla
tieft Nhieh is te be reperted separntel} iH elassifieatieH
~))

0502-04 Rui:. linoleum. tUe and other floor or drajnboard
coyerini:; lpstallatjop or remoyal
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in the installation or
removal of floor or drainboard coverings such as. but not limited to. ru2S. wall to wall carpet. linoleum. vinyl. laminate.
tile. parguet or astroturf in residential or commercial settings.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. the installation and/or removal of foam or rubber
paddin2. floor coverin2s such as ru2s or carpet. tack strips.
door strips. subflooring (particle board or plywood). linoleum. vinyl. base board or door strips. and haulin2 existin2
floor covering debris away. This classification also includes
the installation of counter tops and the installation of clay or
ceramic tiles on drainboards and backsplashes.
This classification excludes contractors en2a2ed in the
installation of counter tops as part of an interior finish carpentt:y or cabinetzy contract which is to be reported separately in
classification 0513: the installation of hardwood floors which
is to be reported separately in classification 0513: the installation of decorative brick. slate. marble or granite which is to
be reported separately in classification 0302: installation of
• roofing tiles which is to be reported separately in classifica• tion 0507: and floor coverin2 stores which are to be reported
separately in the applicable classification.

•
•

WSR 98-12-079

0504-18 Pressure washing services or sandblastini:.
N.O.C.: Buildini:s or structures
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in pressure washin2 or
sandblasting buildings or structures. not covered by another
classification CN 0 C ). includin2 shop operations This classification includes cleaning. washing. pressure washing or
sandblastin2 buildin2s or structures. These services are performed to remove dirt. moss. rust or old paint from buildini:s
or structures. Pressure washin2 involves a forced spray ofair
and water to remove unwanted surface materials. whereas.
sandblastin2. or abrasive blastim:. involves a forced spray of
sand. steel. or glass. This classification includes the cleaning
of roofs. 2utters. and downspouts. the removal of moss or
snow from multiple story buildings. and the cleaning of ceilin2 tiles. Pressure washin2 and sandblastin2 systems include
portable blast and pressure cleaning machines. hand-operated. cabinet-type sandblastin2 or pressure washin2
machines. automatic blast or pressure cleaning machines and
wet-blast cleanin2 machines.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in multimedia blastin2 in shop which is to be reported separately in
classification 3402: pressure washing or sandblasting by a
paintin2 contractor as a part of the preparation for paintin2
exterior buildings. structures. or the interior/exterior of tanks
which is to be reported separately in the classification 050421: pressure washing as a part of interior building painting
contracts which is to be reported separately jn classification
0521: cleaning or washing roofs. or removing snow from.
sin2le story buildin2s (provided the cleanin2 or washin2 is
not part of a paintine or roofin2 contract) which js to be .
reported separately in classification 6602: waterproofin2
buildin2s or structures. N 0 C. which is to be reported separately in classification 0504-06: and pressure washing or

AMENDAIORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-519 Classification 0504.
((PaiHtiHg: BttildiHg exteriers, P'LO.C.
PlliHtiHg: 8trttetttre eJtteriers, N.O.C.
Pressttre ;1ashiHg serviees, N.O.C. bttildiHgs er stmetttres
8aHdblastiHg, P'LO.C. bttildiHgs er strttetttres
'lfaterpreefiHg, N.O.C. bttildiHgs er strttetttres
This elassifieatieH iH rel't·es paiHtiHg the exterier ef bttildiHgs
er strttetttres aHd iHelttdes all prepftftttieH werk stteh as
the set ttp ef seaffuldiftg er p6wer lifts, pressure 11 ash
iRg, saRdblastiRg, tllf'liRg er ffiftSkiHg, elettft ttf'l wefk ttftd
shep 6pemtieHs related te stteh pl'6jeets deseribed by this
elassifieati6H. This elassifieatieH alse iHelttdes eleaHiHg
ef gas er eil sterage taHks aHd beer rats.))

05Q4-06 Wateroroofipe. N.O.C.; Buildini:s or structures
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in waterproofin2 buildings or structures not covered by another classification
CN.O C.l. includin2 shop operations. This classification
includes the application and repair services of waterproofing
material to all types of buildin2s or structures. re2ardless of
hei2ht. includin2. but not limited to. foundations and foundation walls. floors. decks. fences. walkways and driveways.
Watecproofmaterial is applied to a variety of surfaces such as
wood. concrete. asphalt. steel. metal. plaster. or stone. There
[ 83]
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sandblastine operations performed in conjunction with and as
a part of another type of business such as a foundry. metal
eoods manufacturer. auto body repair shop. etc,, which is to
be reported separately in the applicable classification.

0504-20 Lead abatement

Applies to contractors engaged in lead abatement which
is performed on structures where there are sienificant
amounts of lead-based paint and lead dust. Contractors must
comply with various eovernmental reeulations The first step
in all lead abatement projects is the preliminary testing of the
site to determine the presence of lead and the extent of the
contamination. If the ground surrounding the proposed
worksite is contaminated. it will require remediation. which
is done by a soil remediation contractor who is to be reported
separately in the appropriate classification. The next step is
deciding which abatement procedure is right for the project
such as: Encapsulation which is used on interior surfaces to
seal the lead-based paint with a bondine material: enclosure
which is used on interior and exterior surfaces and involves
constructine special airtieht enclosures made out of eypsum
wallboard. plywood paneling. aluminum. vinyl or wood exterior sidines: component replacement which involves removing building components such as paneling. moldings. windows and doors which are coated with lead-based paint and
replacing them with new components: and chemical removal.
abrasive removal or handscrapine which are methods to
physically remove the lead paint. This classification includes
all preparation work and all cleanup work.
This classification excludes soil remediation work which
is to be reported separately in classification 0101: asbestos
abatement which is to be reported separately in classification
0512: and lead abatement as part of a paintine contract for
interior/exterior of buildines or structures. or the interior/exterior of tanks which is to be reported separately in the
applicable classification.

0504-21 Pajntine; Exterjor buildines or structures.
N.O.C.; Cleanine; lpterior/exterjor of oil or eas storaee
tanks. beer vats. and sewaee treatment tanks

Applies to contractors eneaeed in paintine the exterior of
all types of buildings or structures not covered by another
classification fN.O C.). reeardless of heieht. Buildines and
structures include. but are not limited to. bridees. towers.
smokestacks. stadiums. factories. warehouses. stores.
churches. and residential or commercial sinele or multiple
story buildings. Paint is applied by brush. roller or spray to a
variety of surfaces such as wood. concrete. steel. metal. plaster. stone. or other types of exterior surfaces. This classification includes all preparation work such as the set up of scaffolding or power lifts. pressure washing. removal of old paint
or asbestos. sandblastine. tapine or maskine. cleanup work
and shop operations related to projects described by this classification. This classification also applies to cleanine. coating. or painting the interior/exterior of oil or gas storage
tanks. beer vats. or sewaee treatment tanks.
This classification excludes contractors eneaeed in
waterproofine bujldines or structures. N.O C. which are to be
reported separately in classification 0504-06: pressure washine services or sandblastine of buildines or structures which
are to be reported separately in classification 0504-18: inteProposed

rior paintine of buildines which is to be reported separately in
classification 0521: painting of murals or other artwork on
the interior of buildines which is to be reported separately in ~
classification 4109: and painting of murals or other artwork •
on the exterior of buildines which is to be reported separately
in classification 0403.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-52001 Classification 0506.
((Bttilding raising er meving and ttndel'f'illning
Wreekiftg er demelilien ef httildings.))

0506-03 Buildine raisine. movine and underpinnine

Appljes to contractors eneaeed in raisine. movine and
underpinning buildings. Work contemplated by this classification includes a variety of services involvine the chanee of
a building's elevation. location or support structure including
incidental shorine and removal or rebuildine of walls. foundations. columns or piers. Employees of the contractor
responsible for the overall completion of the project are to be
reported in this classification. Underpinning is a process to
correct wall cracks. foundation settline or collapse of a building or structure. Generally. underpinning involves one of
two methods In the first method. earth around a foundation
is removed to permit construction of a new foundation to
replace the old one or to allow for the installation of subfoundations to support the existing earth. This would include
masonry or concrete work. blastine (when required) and ~
shoring of surrounding ground and building or structure to •
prevent cave-ins while foundation work is beine performed.
The second method deals with steel or wooden beams being
inserted throueh a lower point of the buildine or structure.
The beams are raised and supported by jacks until the foundation is relieved of some or all of its eround pressure. Building raising or moving is a process to change a building's position. either raised to a new elevation in place or moved to a
new site. or both. Workers. subcontractors or utility companies will first disconnect all utilities from the buildine or
structure to be moved. Workers will remove all detachable
items and open foundation walls to allow metal or wood
beams to be placed under the floor structure. Once beams are
placed. hydraulic jacks are used to lift the buildine cir structure clear of the old foundation high enough for a new foundation to be constructed. or hieh enoueh to allow the carryine
vehicle (trailer) to be placed under the beams if it is to be
moved. The trailer is moved alone a previously eraded and
cleared path to the new location. The building or structure is
then set down on a new foundation which is usually constructed by a separate contractor. Miscellaneous repair work
is performed and utilities are reconnected.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in
clearine paths. eradine and excavation work who are to be
reported separately in classification 010 l: contractors who
disconnect or hook-up undereround eas. water or power lines
who are to be reported separately in classification 0107: con- .
tractors who construct concrete foundations for wood frame
or nonwood frame buildines who are to be reported separately in classification 0217. or in classification 0518 as
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pumped or raised by bucket to the roof top a,nd applied by
spray or mop: cold tar is applied by brush. spray or mop; and
metal roofin2 is sea,m welded or nailed. For purposes of this
classification the term "roofwork" includes repairs to the subroof such a,s the replacement of trusses. rafters. supports. a,nd
sheathing. but excludes the placement of trusses. rafters. supports or shea,thim: on new buildin2 construction. Essentially.
when removing the existing roof material from an existing
buildin2 or structure it is not uncommon to find dry rot or
deterioration to parts of the subroof. The repair of the subroof is pa.rt of the roof repair or replacement project a,nd is
included in this classification. By contra.st. when a, subroof is
constructed on new buildin2s or structures. this activity is to
be reported separa,tely in the classification a,pp)jca,ble to the
work being performed such as 0510 for wood frame construction or 0518 for nonwood frame construction
This classification excludes roof cleaning. moss or snow
remova,1 on sin2le story bujldin2s not incidental to. or pa.rt of.
a roofing contract which is to be reported separately in classification 6602: roof clea,nin2 or moss removal of multiple
stor:y buildings not incidental to. or part of. a roofing contract
which is to be reported separately in classification 0504: the
installation of gutters and downspouts which is to be reported
se~a,~a,tely in classification 0519: wa,terproofin2 parts of
bmldmgs other than roofs which is to be reported separately
in cla,ssifica,tion 0504 a,nd/or 0101: pla,cin2 roof trusses.
rafters. supports and sheathin2 on new wood frame buildin2s
which is to be reported separately in classification 0510: the
application of polystyrene strips used as insulation on mobile
homes which is to be reported separately in classification
0512: a,nd pla.cin2 roof trusses. rafters. supports a,nd sheathing on new buildings. N.O.C. which is to be reported separately in classification 0518.

am>licable: and contractors em:a2ed in the delivezy and set up
' f facto~ built housin~ units who are to be reported sepaately in~assification517.

0506-04 Buildin2 wreckin& or demolition
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in wreckin2 or demolishin2 buildin~s or structures. Work contemplated by this classification includes incidental sales of materials. burning or
haulin2 away of debris. and incidental 2round clearin2 activities at the site to permit other use of land. Wrecking and
demolition involves barricadin2 the site and walkways to
keep nonconstruction workers out of the area to prevent possible injur:y to them. Guards. watchmen. and traffic controllers (flaggers) are on-site and in adjacent areas to keep work
areas secure. Work hours are occasionally restricted to avoid
interference with surrounding business activities. Salvage of
materials is usually done by hand. Loadjn~ of trucks with
debris is by chute or front end loaders. Actual demolition of
a buildin2 or structure is performed in a variety of ways.
including dismantling board by board. by crane (pulling sections to the 2round). by crane equipped with a steel hall
which is swung from the boom of the crane. or by explosives.
Employees of the contractor responsible for the overall completion of the project are to be reported in this classification.
This classification excludes security ~uards employed by
contractors to guard the job site before or after the construction work activity hours who are to be reported separately in
classification 6601: establishments primarily engaged in sellin2 salya~ed buildin2 materials which are to be reported sep• arately in classification 2009: and all types of wood frame
.and nonwood frame buildin2 construction. remode)jn~. or
repair work which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 711193)

WAC 296-17-52002 Classification 0507.

((Roofwork, ell ty13es, eoHstntetioH eHEI re13eir
Reef eleaHiHg anti moss remeV1tl is to be Fef3ertetl separately
tifttler elassifieatioH 6602 pro·riElea stteh serviee is Aot
iAeiElentel te or pttrt of a reofiAg eontraet. Fer 13ttr13eses
of this rttle the term "reefwerk" will iaelttEle re13eirs to
the sttbroof stteh as re13laeement of trttsses, rafters, sttp
13orts, sheathiAg, ete., bttt will Aot iAelttEle the 13laeeH1eAt
of trttsses, rafters, er sheathing oft ftew bttiltliAg eeA
strttetieA.))
0507 -05 Roofwork copstructjon and renajr
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation or
repair of roofin2 material on all types of new or existjn~
buildings or structures. Roofing materials include. but are
not limited to. felt roofin2 paper. rolled composition. wood ..
fiberglass or composition shingles or shakes. aluminum or
sheet metal masonr:y or ceramic tile. tar. and polyurethane
foam. Installation of roofing materials varies with the product. Wood. fiber2lass and composition shin2les are nailed:
.masonry. slate or ceramic tiles require drillin2. nailin2 or
.cementin2: polyurethane foam is applied by spray then
coated with a protective layer of pa.int-like ma,terja,l: hot ta,r
requires melting in tanks. usually at ground level. then it is
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((BltlSt furnaee tmtl ffietal bt1rners eet1strnetiet1
CmHe er Elerriek iAstellati oft
Ele'tlltetl raih•ay, tram, lift, ete., eoftstrttetieH, fflaiftteAaHee
anti re13air
Exterier taAks all ty13es ereetieH, ftlaiAteAaAee or re13eir,
N:e:&.
Oil still er refiAery eoAstruelioA. Eiteltttles 13laAt fflftiftteflllftee
by eontraetor whieh is to be re13ertetl se13Matel} ttt1tler
risk elassifieetion 0603
Radio, televisioH, ·water towers, 13eles aHEI tewers, N.O.C.
ereetion, mainteflllftee anti re13ait'
Smekesteeks ereetieA, maiAteHaAee eAtl re13air
Water eooliAg towers er strttetttres ffletal er 'NeoEI: Bree
tieH, fflaiHtenanee, 1t1tEI repair
WiHElfflills all ty13es, ereetieH, fflftiAteHaAee aAEI re13eir, silo
ereetien
This elassifieatiot1 ineh16es ereetieH ef skeletons fer pillars,
pests anEI like eolt1mt1s, all ex ea+ atiens, f.ottRtlatieR
werk, aHEI tlismaRtlirtg aHEI repairing ef abeve types of
strttetttres.))
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rately in the applicable classification: and the construction of
a control building or installation of a modular control build- •
ing which is to be reported separately in the applicable con- •
struction classification.
Special nofe.· This classification does not allow separate
reporting of excavation or foundation work irrespective of
who performs the work.

0508-00 Radio. television. water towers. poles and towers.
N.O.C.; Construction or erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair of iron. steel or
wood. radio. television. water towers. poles. towers and those
towers which are not covered by another classification
(N.0.C.). Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but js not limited to. clearing of land <if done by the excavation contractor). excavating for the foundation. the placement
of forms. installation of reinforcing steel. pouring and finishing the foundation. on-site fabrication and assembly of parts.
erecting the frame. installation of scaffolding. raising structural members by crane and welding or bolting them into
place. This classification also includes the delivery of material and supplies to the job site and the installation of antennae or other apparatus to a structure covered by this classification when done by employees of an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes the felling of timber which is
to be reported separately in the applicable logging classification: the preliminary clearing of land by a contractor who is
not also excavating for the foundation which is to be reported
separately in classification 0101: delivery of material to the
site by employees of a material supplier or a common carrier
which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: and the construction of a control building or installation
of a modular control building which is to be reported separately in the applicable construction classification.
Soecial note; This classification does not allow the separate reporting of excavation or foundation work irrespective
of who performs the work.

0508-02 Windmill and silo; Construction or erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair of iron. steel or
wood windmills or silos. Windmills use the force of wind
passing around the rotor blades to turn turbines and produce
electric power. These may be built individually or in groups
known as "wind farms." Additional apparatus and storage
batteries are housed in separate buildings nearby. Silos are
large cylindrical structures used to store grain or fodder
(silage). They are filled through the top by means of a conveyor. Within the structure. augers and pumps can move the
grain to blend. aerate. or feed it out the chute. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
clearing of land (if done by the excavation contractor). excavating for the foundation. the placement of forms. installation
of reinforcing steel. pouring and finishing the foundation. onsite fabrication and assembly of parts. erecting the frame.
installation of scaffolding. raising structural members by
crane and welding or bolting them into place. This classification includes the delivery of material and supplies to the job
site and the installation of apparatus onto a structure covered •
by this classification when done by employees of an.
employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes the felling of timber which is
to be reported separately in the applicable logging classification: the installation of machinery which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603: the preliminary clearing of
land by a contractor who is not also excavating for the foundation which is to be reported separately in classification
0101: delivery of material to the site by employees ofa material supplier or a common carrier which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: and the construction
of a control building or installation of a modular control
building which is to be reported separately in the applicable
construction classification.
Soecial no(e: This classification does not allow the separate reporting of excavation or foundation work irrespective
of who performs the work.

0508-01 Smokestack; Construction or erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair of iron. steel or
concrete smokestacks. These structures are part of an industrial complex and facilitate the discharge of combustion
vapors. gases. or smoke. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. clearing of land <if done
by the excavation contractor). excavating for the foundation.
the placement of forms. installation of reinforcing steel. pouring and finishing the foundation. on-site fabrication and
assembly of parts. installation of scaffolding. raising segments into place with a crane and welding or bolting them
into place. This classification includes the delivery of material and supplies to the job site and installation of any apparatus onto a structure covered by this classification when done
by employees of an employer having operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes the felling of timber which is
to be reported separately in the applicable logging classification: the installation of machinery which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603: preliminary clearing of land
by a contractor who is not also excavating the foundation
which is to be reported separately in classification 0101:
deliveey of material to the site by employees of a material
supplier or a common carrier which is to be reported sepaProposed

0508-03 Oil still or refinery; Construction or erection.
dismantling. maintenance or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair of oil stills or
refineries. These facilities are basically composed of multistory storage tanks. chimneys. pipelines. separating apparatus
and steam 1rnneratjng systems. They receive unprocessed
petroleum (crude oil) and convert it into usable products such
as gasoline. kerosene. wax. grease and chemical feed stocks.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not.
limited to. clearing of land <if done by the excavation con-·
tractor). excavating for the foundation. the placement of
forms. installation of reinforcing steel. pouring and finishing
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the foundation and other concrete. on-site fabrication and
.assembly of parts. erecting framework. installation o~ scaf.foldin~. raisin~ structural members by crane and weldm~ or
bolting them into place. This classification includes the
delivecy of material and supplies to the job site and the installation of apparatus in an oil still or refinerv when done by
employees of an employer bavin~ operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes the felling of timber which is
to be reported separately in the applicable lo~~in~ classification: the installation of machinery which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603: preliminary clearin~ of land
by a contractor who is not also excavatin~ for the foundation
which is to be reported separately in classification 0101:
delivery of material to the site by employees of a material
supplier or a common carrier which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: and the construction of
control or pump houses and other buildings not part of the
main processin~ plant which is to be reported separately in
the applicable construction classification.
Special note: This classification does not allow separate
reportin~ of excavation or foundation work irrespective of
who performs the work and plant maintenance contract work
which is to be reported separately in classification 0603

•
•

•

0508-04 Blast furnace and metal burners; Construction
or erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
erection. dismantlin~. maintenance or repair of blast furnaces
and metal burners. These are tall. very heavy gauge. cylindrical steel structures in which heated air and combustible fuels
are combined to produce the beat necessary to separate the
usable material in metal ores from the waste products. Work
contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. clearin~ of land (if done by the excavation contractor). excavatin~ for the foundation. the placement of forms.
installation of reinforcin~ steel. pourin~ and finishin~ the
foundation. on-site fabrication and assembly of parts. erecting the frame. installation of scaffolding. installation of a
brick Jjnin~. raisin~ structural members by crane and weldin~
or bolting into place. This classification includes the delivery
of material and supplies to the job site and the installation of
apparatus onto a structure covered by this classification when
done by employees of an employer havin~ operations subject
to this classification.
This classification excludes the felling of timber which is
to be reported separately in the applicable lo~~in~ classification: the installation of machinery which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603: the preliminary clearin~ of
land by a contractor who is not also excavating for the foundation which is to be reported separately in classification
0101: delivery of material to the site by employees of a material supplier or a common carrier which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: and the construction
of additional buildin~s as part of an ore reduction or metal
producin~ facjljty which is to be reported separately in the
applicable construction classification.
·
Special note: This classification does not allow separate
reportin~ of excavation or foundation contractors irrespective
of who performs the work.

WSR 98-12-079

0508-08 Elevated railway. tram. lift or similar conveyances: Construction or erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
erection. dismantlin~. maintenance or repair of elevated railways. trams. lifts or similar conveyances. An elevated railway can be a full scale railroad or a smaller scale system such
as a recreational monorail. For the purposes of this classification. trams are overhead cable cars. and lifts are similar to
the typical ski lift. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. clearin~ of land (if done by the
excavation contractor). excavating for the foundation. the
placement of forms. jnstallatjon of reinforcin~ steel. pourin~
and finishing the foundation. on-site fabrication and assembly of parts. erectin~ frames and supports (metal or concrete).
installation of scaffoldin~. raisin~ structural members by
crane and welding or bolting them into place. and installing
and securin~ tracks. cables or pulley systems. This classification includes the delivery of material and supplies to the
job site and the installation of apparatus onto a structure covered bv this classification when done by employees of an
employer havin2 operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes the fellin~ of timber which is
to be reported separately in the applicable logging classification: the installation of machinery which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603: the preliminary clearing of
land by a contractor who is not also excavatin~ for the foundation which is to be reported separately in classification
0101: delivery of material to the site by employees of a material supplier or a common carrier which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: or the construction of
a control building or installation of a modular control buildin2 which is to be reported separately in the applicable construction classification.
Special note: This classification does not allow separate
reporting of excavation or foundation contractors irrespective
of who performs the work.
0508-09 Exterior tanks. N.O.C.; Construction or erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
erection. dismantling. maintenance or repair of all types of
exterior tanks not covered by another classification <N.0.C.).
These tanks may be part of water stora~e and distribution systems. chemical or petroleum processing and storage operations. or other industrial applications. This classification
includes the erection or construction of tanks that are elevated on structural piers and those that rest on the ~round.
These tanks may be constructed singly or in groups known as
"tank farms" which are common to the petroleum industry.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. clearin~ of land <if done by the excavation contractor). excavating for the foundation. the placement of
forms. installation of reinforcin2 steel. pourin~ and finishin2
the foundation. on-site fabrication and assembly of parts.
erectin~ the frame. installation of scaffoldin~. and raisin~
structural members by crane and weldjn~ or boltin~ them into
place. This classification includes the delivery of material
and supplies to the job site and installation of apparatus onto
a structure covered by this classification when done by

I'
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employees of an employer havin~ operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes the felling of timber which is
to be reported separately in the applicable Jo~~in~ classification; the installation of machinery which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603: the preliminary clearin~ of
land by a contractor who is not also excayatin~ for the foundation which is to be reported separately in classification
0101; delivery of material to the site by employees of a material supplier or a common carrier which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: and the construction
of a control building or installation of a modular control
buildin~ which is to be reported separately in the applicable
construction classification.
Special note: This classification does not allow separate
reporting of excavation or foundation contractors irrespective
of who performs the work.

!igecial note; This classification does not allow separate
reporting of excavation or foundation contractors irrespective ~
of who performs the work,
•

0508-12 Water coollne towers or structures - metal or
wood: Construction or erection. dismantline. maintenance or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction or
erection. dismantlin~. maintenance or repair of metal or
wood water cooling towers or vertical structures. These
structures are usually part of an industrial complex in which
water is used as a cooling element in a manufacturing process, The water. which absorbs heat from the machinery
bein~ cooled. can be circulated and reused after is has been
channeled through a cooling tower to be chilled sufficiently.
A common desi~n allows the hot water to tumble down
numerous open louvers or steps to lower its temperature.
These towers are often composed of prefabricated parts
which are delivered to the site and then assembled by bolting
or weldin~ to~ether. then the necessary motors. pipes. fans
and pumps are installed. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. clearin~ of land (if done
by the excavation contractor). excavating for the foundation.
the placement of forms. installation of reinforcin~ steel. pouring and finishing the foundation. on-site fabrication and
assembly of parts. erectin~ the frame. installation of scaffolding. raising structural members by crane and welding. bolting
or otherwise fastenin~ them into place, This classification
includes the delivery of material and supplies to the job site
and installation of apparatus onto a structure covered by this ~
classification when done by employees of an employer hav- ~
in~ operations subject to this classification,
This classification excludes the fellin~ of timber which is
to be reported separately in the applicable Jo~~in~ classification; the installation of machinery which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603: the preliminary clearin~ of
land by a contractor who is not also excavating for the foundation which is to be reported separately in classification
0101: delivery of material to the site by employees of a material supplier or a common carrier which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: and the construction
of other related buildin~s at the project site which is to be
reported separately in the applicable construction classifica.ti.Qn.
Special nofes.· This classification does not allow separate reporting of excavation or foundation irrespective of who
performs the work, Construction of a water coolin~ structure
that uses a horizontal rather than tower-like design is to be
reported separately in classification 0518,

0508-11 Crape or derrick; lpstallatjop. copstructjop or
erectjop. djsmaptlipe. majptepapce or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. construction or erection. dismantljn~. maintenance or repair of
nonmobile cranes and derricks for commerce and industrial
use. Cranes and derricks can be yecy similar in that they are
both defined as machines for hoisting and moving heavy
objects throu~h the use of stationary or movable booms
equipped with cables. An object. sometimes weighing many
tons. can be secured to the cables and moved into position
alon~ the len~th of a stationary boom or to another location
within the reach of a movable boom. A derrick. however. can
also be a permanent framework over an openin~. such as an
oil-drilling operation. to support boring eguipment. The
cranes included in this classification are those that are permanently installed at a marine port. cargo handling facility or an
industrial facility to move supplies. car~o containers. or
heavy objects (vertically or horizontally) that are being
assembled and must pass throu~h the len~th of a buildin~ to
complete the process. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. the placement of forms
and reinforcin~ steel for a foundation (jn the case of some
structures described above. the additional reinforcing
reguired to support the crane is usually contemplated in the
plan for the building's foundation where the crane is being
anchored). on-site fabrication and assembly of parts. erectin~
the frame. installation of scaffolding. raising structural members by hoist and weldin~ or boltin~ them into place This
classification includes the delivery of material and supplies to
the job site and installation of apparatus onto a structure covered by this classification when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes the installation of machinery
which is to be reported separately in classification 0603: the
preliminary clearing of land by a contractor who is not also
excavatin~ for the foundation which is to be reported separately in classification 0101; and delivery of material to the
site by employees of a material supplier or a common carrier
which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification.
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-52101 Classification 0509.

ftnti eftete.
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This classification excludes specialty contractors
engaged in any single phase of the work described above:
Land clearing and grading operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 0101: erection of poles or
towers which is to be reported separately in classification
0508: drilling boles which is to be reported separately in classification 0103: tree topping which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: service connections which are to
be reported separately in classification 0601: underground
television line installation which is to be reported separately
in classification 0107: and the felling of timber which is to be
reported separately in the applicable logging classification.
Special note: If done by a cable television company the
work described above is included in classification 1305 A
contractor engaged in the installation of overhead electric
and/or telephone or telegraph lines in addition to overhead
television lines is to be reported in classification 0509-03. If
a specialty contractor is only stringing overhead television
lines. and not erecting poles or towers. classification 0509-01
is still applicable.

Applies to contractors engaged in the construction.
maintenance or repair of overhead telephone or telegraph
lines. poles and towers. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. clearing a right of way
(excluding logging-type operations). boring holes for poles to
be set in. installing cross arms. insulators and brackets on
poles (which may be wood or metan. setting poles or towers
into position. installing guy wires if necessary, stringing the
Hoes. incidental tree topping. tying into the low-voltage
power source, and making service connections when done by
employees of an employer having operations subject to this
classification Towers may be of a solid wall. cylindrical
steel construction or of a fabricated steel cross member
design reaching a height of about 50 feet. and are secured to
a concrete pad or set into the ground. They may be used to
elevate the lines to cross Jong distances or to support microwave antennae or receivers.
This classification excludes specialty contractors
engaged in any single phase of the work described above:
Land clearing and grading operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 0101: erection of poles or
towers which is to be reported separately in classification
0508: drilling holes which is to be reported separately in classification 0103: tree topping which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: service connections which are
be reported separately in classification 0608: underground
.telephone line installation which is to be reported separately
.in classification 0107: and the felling of timber which is to be
reported separately in the applicable Jogging classification.
Soecial note: If done by a telephone or telegraph company the work described above is included in classification
1303. A contractor engaged in the installation of electric
and/or cable television overhead lines in addition to telephone and telegraph lines is to be reported in classification
0509-03. If a specialty contractor is only stringing telephone
or telegraph lines. and not erecting poles or towers. classification 0509-00 is still applicable.

0509-02 Overhead electric transmjssjop lines; New copstructjop or extepsjop of lines - jpc!udjpg poles. or towers;
erectjop. majptepapce or repajr by contractor
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction.
maintenance or repair of overhead electric transmission lines.
poles and towers. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. clearing a right of way (excluding logging-type operations). boring holes for poles to be set
in. installing cross arms. insulators and brackets on poles
{which may be wood or metal), setting poles or towers into
position. installing guy wires if necessary. stringing the lines.
installing circuit breakers and transformers. incidental tree
topping. tying into the high-voltage power source. and making service connections when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
Towers may be of a solid wall. cylindrical steel construction
or of a fabricated steel cross member design reaching a height
of about 50 feet. and are secured to a concrete pad or set into
the ground. They may be used to elevate the lines over Jong
distances or to support electric power distribution apparatus.
This classification excludes specialty contractors
engaged in any single phase of the work described above:
Land clearing and grading operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 0101: erection of poles or
towers which is to be reported separately in classification
0508: drilling holes which is to be reported separately in classification OJ 03: tree topping which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: underground electric line installation which is to be reported separately in classification
0107: and the felling of timber which is to be reported separately in the applicable logging classification.
Special no(e; If done by an electric power company the
work described above is included in classification 1301. A
contractor engaged in the installation of overhead telephone
or telegraph lines and/or television lines in addition to over·
head electric lines is to be reported in classification 0509-03. ·
If a specialty contractor is only stringing overhead electric
lines. and not erecting poles or towers. classification 0509-02
is still applicable.

0509-01 Oyerhead teleyjsjop Upes; New copstructjop or
extepsjop of lipes • jpcludjpg poles or towers; erectjop.
majptepapce or repair by contractor
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction.
maintenance or repair of overhead television Hoes. poles and
towers. Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to. clearing a right of way (excluding logging-type operations), boring boles for poles to be set in.
instamng cross arms. insulators and brackets on poles (which
may be wood or metan. setting poles or towers into position.
installing guy wires if necessary. stringing the lines. incidental tree topping. tying into the low-voltage power source. and
making service connections when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
Towers may be of a solid wall. cylindrical steel construction
• or of a fabricated steel cross member design reaching a height
. o f about 50 feet. and are secured to a concrete pad or set into
the ground. They may be used to elevate the lines over long
distances or to support microwave antennae or receivers.
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0509-03 Overhead transmission lines. N.O.C.: New construction or extension of lines • including poles or towers:
erection. maintenance or repair by contractor
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction.
maintenance or repair of more than one type of overhead
transmission line. including poles and towers which are not
covered by another classification CN.O.C.). If the contractor
specializes in either telephone. tele2raph. television or electric hnes. they can be specifically defined elsewhere within
classification 0509 Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. clearing a right of way (excludin2 Io22in2-type operations). borin2 holes for poles to be set
in. installing cross arms. insulators and brackets on poles
(which may be wood or metaD. settin2 poles or towers into
position. installing guy wires if necessary. stringing the hnes.
incidental tree toppin2. installin2 circuit breakers and transformers. tying into the power source. and making service
connections when done by employees of an employer havin2
operations subject to this classification. Towers may be of a
solid wall cylindrical steel construction or of a fabricated
steel cross member design reaching a height of about 50 feet.
and are secured to a concrete pad or set into the 2round They
may be used to elevate the lines over long distances or to support microwave antennae. receivers or electric power distribution apparatus.
This classification excludes specialty contractors
engaged in any single phase of the work described above:
Land clearin2 and 2radin2 operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 0101; erection of poles or
towers which is to be reported separately in classification
0508; drilling holes which is to be reported separately in classification 0103: tree toppin2 which is to be reported separately in classification 0101; service connections for cable
television hnes which is to be reported separately in classification 0601; underground line installation which is to be
reported separately in classification 0107: and the fellin2 of
timber which is to be reported separately in the apphcable
lo22in2 classification.
Soecial note.· If done by a telephone or telegraph company. the work described above js included in classification
1303: if done by a cable television company it is included in
classification I 305: if done by an electric utility company it is
included in classification 1301. If a specialty contractor is
only strin2in2 a combination of types of overhead hnes. and
not erecting poles or towers. classification 0509-03 is still
applicable.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 711/93)
WAC 296-17-52102 Classification 0510.
((Weed fmme httilding eenstfttetien er ttlteratien, N.O.C.
Fer the fJttrpeses ef this rttle weed frttffie httilding eenstme
tien means httildings ereeted exelttsi v el) ef "eed er
·ueed IJredttets.
This elassifieatien inelttdes all httilding framing aeti, ities
dene in eenneetien 'W"ith weed frame httilding eenstrne
tien inelttding the IJlaeement ef reef trnsses, sheathing
reefs, installatien ef exterier httilding siding, and instal
Proposed
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0510-00 Wood frame buildjpg; Copstructiop or alteratiops. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in wood frame buildin2
construction or alterations not covered by another classification (N.0.C.). For the purposes of this classification. wood
frame building construction means buildings erected exclusively of wood or wood products. This classification
includes all building framing activities done in connection
with wood frame bui1din2 construction includin2 the placement of roof trusses. sheathing roofs. installation of exterior
buildin2 sidin2. and the installation of exterior doors and
door frames.
This classification excludes all other phases of wood
frame building construction not listed as part of the framing
activities above such as. but not limited to. site preparation
and excavation (0101); overhead or underground utilities.
asphalt work. or concrete work which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: new landscape work
<0301); brjck work (0302): stucco work <0303): plumbin2
work <0306); HVAC work (0307); carpet and tile work
<0502): exterior paintin2 (0504): roof work (0507): insulation
work (0512): interior finish cacpenu:y - interior doors. cabinets. fixtures or moldin2 (0513): installation of 2ara2e doors
(0514): installation of sheet metal sidin2. 2utters. aluminum
carports (0519); interior painting (0521); electrical work
(0601) or wallboard installation. tapin2 or texturin2 which
are to be reported separately in the applicable classifications. •
For a more thorou 2h description of the activities included and •
excluded from wood frame building construction. review the
Construction Industzy Guide.
Special note· Classification 0510 also includes wood
frame bujldin2 alterations or remodel work when the activity
involves building new additions. The term "new additions" is
defined as addin2 on to an existin2 wood frame buildin2
(upwards or outwards) in which the use of structural supports
and main bearin2 beams is required. This is distin2uishable
from classification 0516 -building repair or carpentry work
that typically does not require the placement of structural
supports or main bearing beams. The purpose of classification 0516 is to build or rebuild with nonstructural or bearin2
beams. or to replace an existing portion (including existing
structural and bearin2 beams) of a wood frame buildin2 for
appearances or as a result of deterioration to make it appear
new a2ain. Care should be exercised as the terminolo2y to
build. rebuild. remodel. construct or reconstruct is irrelevant
to assi2nment of classification which should reco2nize what
the project actually involves.
Guidelines:
Constructin2 a new wood frame buildin2 that never
existed -0510
Alterin2 all or part of an existin2 wood frame buildin2
by adding on new additions - 0510
Remodelin2 all or part of an existin2 wood frame building without adding on new additions - 0516
•
Installation of wood or vinyl siding on a new or existing •
wood frame buildin2 - 0510
C90
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Constructini: a new wood earaee that never existed -

OAlterine all or part of an existini: wood earaee by addini:
on new additions - 0510
Remodelini: all or pact of an existine wood eara2e without adding on new additions - 0516
Constructin2 a new wood carport or wood shed that
never existed - 0510
Rebuildin2 an existine wood carport or wood shed (all or
part) with or without new additions - 0516
Construction of a new wood deck by the framine contractor when a new wood house is being built - 0510
Constructini: or replacine a wood deck on an exjstini:
wood house - 0516
Constructing or replacing a wood deck for any type of
·
nonwood buildin2 - 0516
Alterine the exjstine interior of a wood frame buildine
by adding exterior additions - 0510
Remodeling the existing interior of a wood frame buildine without addine exterior additions - 0516
Constructing. altering. or remodeling the interiors of
nonwood frame buildines - 0516
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-52103 Classificatio n 0511.
((Glass iftstallatieft ift bttiltliftgs
This elassifieatief t ifteltttles iftstallatieft ef wifttle·;dtlee r
glass, 13lastie, er similar materials; skylights, miners,
sterm '+'lirttle Ns, anti >ttintle~ sashes iH builtliHgs and res
idenees. Installatien ef attte glass is te be repertetl sepa
rately iH elassifieatien 1108 "glass merehants."))
0511-00 Glass jpstallatjop in huildioa:s
Applies to contractors and glass merchants engaged in
the installation and/or removal of elass in buildin2s and residences. This type of work is generally performed by a "glazier" who installs. removes. and/or boards up broken or damaged window or door glass. This classification includes a
variety of elass. plastic and similar materials in buildini:s and
residences. including exterior glass curtain walls on multistory buildin2s. skylii:hts. mirrors. storm windows. window
sashes and window/doo r glass. This classificatio n also
includes 2Jass tintin2 or the application of tinted plastic film
to glass windows and doors in buildings or residences.
This classification excludes i:lass merchants which are to
be reported separately in classification 1108; the installation
of auto elass which is to be reported separately in classification 1108 when performed at or away from the glass merchant's shop: i:lass frostin2. etchini: or bevelin2 which is to be
reported separately in classification 1108: tinting or the application of tinted plastic film to auto 2lass by an auto detailer
which is to be reported separately in classificatio n 3406:
elass manufacturin 2 which is to be reported separately in
classification 3503: and the installation of windows. window
frames and skylii:hts when performed as part of a framini:
contract on a wood frame buildin2 by the framini: workers
which is to be reported separately in classification 0510.
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Special note: Care should be exercised when determining if the business is a glass installation contractor or a glass
merchant A el ass merchant in classificatio ns 1108 and
0511. does not qualify for classification 5206 "Permanent
yard or shop." However. if the business is eni:ai:ed exclusively as a glass installation contractor. and not as a glass
merchant. the contractor's business mav Qualify for classification 5206 for the storage of materials.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-52104 Classificatio n 0512.
((Asbestes abatemeftt all e13eratiefts
lftsttlatien er set1fttl13reefiRg ffiaterials iftstftllatieft, N.O.C.
This elassifieatieft ineltttles instftllatieft ef weather stri13 afttl
eattlkiftg, reef er seffit vefttilaters, eftergy effieieftt
deers and related ear13e1ttry werk tlene i!i eeftfteetieft
with the .. eatherizatieft er retrefittiftg ef bttildiftgs afttl
resideftees. IRstallatie1t ef wiRdews is te be re13erted se13
arately ift elassifieatieft 95 I I "glass iftstftllatieR auiltl
iRgs" aRd energy autliters with Re iftstftllatieR er deli·1ery
tluties are te be repertetl sepaftltely in elassifieatien 6303
"6tttside sales estimaters. "))
0512-00 lpsu!atiop or soupd orooflm: materjals; lpstallatjop. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in installing insulation or
sound proofine materials not covered by another classification <N.0.C.) Ibis classification includes the installation or
removal of insulation material for all types of residential or
commercial buildini:s or structures. Insulation materials
include. but are not limited to. flexible types in the form of
blankets. rolls or Quilts. loose fills or mineral substances in
granulated. powder. cellulose or fibrous wood forms. pads
and bats of mineral wool. slabs of cork board or wood fiber.
rigid types such as wood and sugarcane fiberboard or panels.
and the reflective type often consistini: of aluminum foil
encased in paper. The methods of installation include hand.
blower. nailin2. or cementine with special adhesive. This
classification includes the installation of suspended or acoustical ~rid ceilin~s. This classification includes installation of
weather strip and caulking. roof or soffit ventilators. energy
efficient doors and related carpentry work done in connection
with the weatberization or retrofitting of buildings and residences. This classification also includes the application of
polystyrene strips placed as insulation on the tops of mobile

b..wru<s..

This classification excludes the installation of 2lass windows in buildings which is to be reported separately in classification 0511; ener2y auditors with no installation or delivery
duties who may be reported separately in classification 6303
provided all the conditions of the eeneral reportin~ rules covering Standard exception employees have been met: asbestos
abatement which is to be reported separately in classification
0512-01: lead abatement which is to be reported separately in
classification 0504: and the installation of insulated covecin2
on boilers or steam pipes which is to be reported separately in
classification 0306.
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0512-01 Asbestos abatement
Applies to contractors engaged in the removal of asbestos. Work contemplated by this classification includes all
operations such as. but not limited to. the removal of damaged. deteriorated or unwanted existing asbestos coverings
and material from buildings and other structures such as. but
not limited to. ceilings. walls. partitions. floors. and from
around air conditioning and heating ducts. Also included in
this classification is the removal of asbestos insulated covering around boilers and steam pipes. asbestos used as insulation. fireproofing. and in various building materials such as
floor coverings. ceiling tiles. cement sheeting. granular and
corrugated wrap. and acoustical and decorative treatment for
walls and ceilings.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in the
installation of boiler and steam pipe insulation coverings who
are to be reported separately in classification 0306; lead
abatement which is to be reported separately in classification
0504: asbestos abatement as a part of painting the interior or
exterior of buildings or structures or the interior/exterior of
tanks which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification.

plumbing work which is to be reported separately in the
applicable classification.
•
Special note; This classification includes the installa- •
tion of cabinet display areas or showrooms which provide
prospective customers an opportunity to inspect the quality of
workmanship and products carried by the contractor. Generally. displays or showrooms are installed where the contractors store their materials. It is common for contractors subject to this classification to sell some interior finish-related
products. but the intent of these areas is not to sell products to
walk-in customers. Sale of these products by an interior finish contractor is included in classification 0513. Classifications 2009. 6309. or similar store classifications. are not to be
assigned to a contracting business. Employees engaged
exclusively in showing the display areas or s.howrooms to
customers are to be assigned classification 6303 provided all
the conditions of the general reporting rule covering standard
exception employees have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 1/1/90)
WAC 296-17-52106 Classification 0514.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/1/87)

((l\:.vftiHgs llfttl fife esellfles: lftste:lllltieft, 1t!terlltieft, Fepllir er
reme·11tl
G1tf!lge er e·1erhe1ttl tleer iHst1tl11ttieft iHeh:ttliHg 1ttttem1ttie
tleef eriefters wheft iHst1tlletl with ft garage er twerhetttl
tl60f
Shtttter iHstttllatieH: Mete:!, fllttStie er ·.veetl ifteltttling reriair
er remev1tl.))
0514-00 Garage or oyerhead door: Installation. seryice or
repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. service or repair of garage or overhead doors made of wood.
metal. or aluminum. As part of a new construction project.
the installation usually occurs before the building or structure
is painted. Garage or overhead door installation can also
occur as a replacement to an existing door or as an alteration
or addition to a building or structure. The process involves
installing door tracks on both sides of the doorway. inserting
the door. which usually consists of panels or sections. into the
tracks. and attaching panels or sections to one another. This
classification also includes the installation of automatic door
openers when performed as a part of the garage or overhead
door installation contract. and by the same contractor installing the doors.
This classification excludes the installation of automatic
door openers when it is not performed as a part of the garage
or overhead door installation contract and by the same installation contractor which is to be reported separately in classification 0603. as is all service or repair for automatic door
openers; the installation of exterior glass doors and door
frames such as nonautomatic and automatic opening doors at
retail establishments or commercial buildings which are to be
reported separately in classification 0511: the installation of
interior or exterior doors and door frames when performed by
a framing contractor as prut of framing a wood frame buildini~ which is to be reported separately in classification 0510:
the installation of interior doors and door frames which is to

WAC 296-17-52105 Classification 0513.
((lftterief fiHish eEttpefttry.))
0513-00 Interior fipjsh carpeptey
Applies to contractors engaged in interior finish carpentry work for all types of buildings. Generally. the interior finish carpentry work begins after the drywall. taping. texturing.
and painting and/or wallpapering is complete. This classification includes a variety of interior finish or trim carpentry
work to include. but not be limited to. the installation of wood
paneling and wainscoting. wood fireplace mantels. stair railings. posts and banisters. interior doors and door frames.
wood molding on windows. baseboards. interior fixtures such
as towel bars and tissue holders. closet organizers. installation and/or finishing of hardwood flooring. and cabinets such
as kitchen. medicine. laundry and storage. Contractors who
operate a wood cabinet manufacturing or assembly shop
away from the construction site. are to be assigned classification 2907 for the shop manufacturing work. When a contractor's business is assigned classification 2907 for the shop
operation. then classification 5206. "Permanent yard or
shop." is no longer applicable to the contractor's business for
the storage of materials or repair of equipment. This classification includes the installation of counter tops as part of a
contract which includes the installation of cabinets or other
interior finish or carpentry work. Contractors engaged exclusively in the installation of counter tops or as part of a floor
covering contract are to be reported separately in classification 0502.
This classification excludes all carpentry work on the
exterior of a building. or interior work such as framing interior walls. installing wallboard. tapin~ and texturing walls.
plastering. painting. masonry. glazin~. insulation. installing
overhead garage or exterior doors. concrete. electrical and
Proposed
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be reported separately in classification 0513: the installation
• of wood. fiberglass or metal exterior doors as part of a non.wood frame buildin2 when performed by employees of the
general contractor which is to be reported separately in classification 0518: and the repair or replacement of wood. fiberglass or metal doors on an existing building which is to be
reported separately in classification 0516.
0514-01 Nonstructu ral additions to buildings or structures; Installation. removal. alteration. and/or repair
Applies to contractors en2ai:;ed in the installation.
removal. alteration. and/or repair of nonstructural additions
to buildin2s or structures. Nonstructural iron. steel. brass or
bronze additions include. but are not limited to. fire escapes.
staircases. balconies. railin2s. window or door lintels. protective window or door gratings. bank cages. decorative elevator
entrances or doors. wall facades and facin2s. Shutters and
similar decorative add-ons may be made of wood. vinyl or
plastic. Generally. the process involves boltin2. screwin2.
riveting. or welding these additions to the interior or exterior
of buildin2s or structures. Contractors who operate a shop to
prefabricate the additions are to be assigned the classification
applicable for the shop manufacturin2 work bein2 performed.
When a contractor's business is assigned a manufacturin g
classification for shop operations. classification 5206. "Permanent yard or shop." is no longer applicable to the contractor's business for the stora2e of materials or repair of equipment. This classification also applies to the installation of
permanent stadium seatine,
This classification excludes sheet metal installation such
•
• as sidin2. 2utters and downspouts. and aluminum patio covers/carports which are to be reported separately in classification 0519: the installation. repair or dismantlin2 of portable
bleachers or stages which is to be reported separately in classification 0603: and the erection of commercial metal carports. service station canopies. and structural iron or steel
work as part of a building or structure which is to be reported
separately in classification 0518

•
•

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)
WAC 296-17-52108 Classificatio n 0516.
((B1:1il6i11g repair 1t116 e1trpe11~, N.O.C.
Playgre1:1n6 eqttipHtent: lnstalllltian wea6.))

0516-00 Building repair apd carpentry. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engaged in building repair and
carpentry work. not covered by another classificatio n
CN.O.C.). This classification applies to carpentry-re lated
framin2 work on concrete. brick and steel buildin2s. and to
wood framed building renovation and remodeling projects
where the structure is not bein2 modified or altered, Typical
projects include. but are not limited to: Converting a room
from one use to another. such as a bedroom to a study. or a
garage to a family room: enlarging or changing the configuration of a room by removine or addini:: an interior wall:
up2radin2 a kitchen or bathroom· or addin2 structures such as
a wooden deck to an existin2 buildin2. screenine a porch.
installin2 a wood patio coyer. or assemblin2 lii:;htwei2ht 2arden sheds. Contractors subject to this classification use a
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variety of dimensional lumber and wood products as well as
metal fasteners (nails. screws and bolts). and metal reinforcini: or support straps such as jojst hani:;ers and post brackets
Technological changes have produced new materials which
are replacin2 wood and wood products. These materials
include. but are not limited to. light weight metal studs and
plastic and fiber reinforced boards. This classificatio n
includes the framing of private residences with light weight
metal studs and the installation of earthquake tie downs on
residential buildings. This classification also includes specialty service providers or contractors en2a2ed in providin2
2eneral repair services (handyman) on buildin2s and dwellini:s. Classification 0516-00 can be used for these businesses
to simplify recordkeepin2 and reportini: if they provide i:;eneral caroentry work and at least two of the following types of
repair work: electrical. plumbini:;. cabinet. interior alteration.
painting. drywall. masonry. carpet/linoleum/laminate. glazini:. or appliance repair.
This classification excludes roofing or roof work which
is to be reported Sf<Paraiely in classification 0507,
0516-01 Wood playground equipment; Installation
and/or reoair
Applies to contractors eni:ai:ed in the installation and/or
repair of wood playground eguipment. Work contemplated
by this classification bei:;ins after the area of land has been
excavated and/or cleared and includes installing wood playi:round eQuipment at private residences and in public settin2s
such as. but not limited to. schools. parks. daycare centers.
churches and hotels This classification usually includes a
variety of playground eguipment comprised of treated wood
beams. poles. posts, and a variety of dimensional lumber used
in buj)din2 swini:s. forts. stationary and swin2in2 bridi:;es.
balance beams. climbing towers. slides. and rope and tire
walks. Generally, the process involves settin2 poles or posts
with use of a post hole digger. backhoe or tractor egui1iped
with an au2er. The poles or posts may be set in concrete.
Depending on the piece of eguipment being built. use of
beams. planks. dimensional lumber. rope. chains, tires. and
metal bars or rings. are securely attached with nails. screws.
bolts or eye hooks. This classification includes the buildin2
of borders surrounding the playground eguipment area with
beams or railroad ties and the spreadin2 of pea 2ravel. sand or
wood chips underneath the equipment.
This classification excludes the installation of metal
playground eguipment which is to be reported separately in
classification 0603. and the excavation or clearin2 of land
which is to be reported separately in classification 0101.
AMENDAJO RY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 111/90)
WAC 296-17-52109 Classificatio n 0517.
((Mabile ft61fte set ttf' by eant:rttetar ineltttling instttlllltien ef
skirting, ttwnings ttne Eleeks.))

0517-00 Factorv built housing units; Set up by contractor
or by employees of the manufacture r
Applies to the set up of factozy built housin2 units such
as mobile/manufactured homes. modular homes. or prefab
cedar homes by contractors who work independently from a
[ 93 J
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sales dealership or by employees of the manufacturer. This
classification includes delivery of the factory built unit when
performed by the set up contractor. The set up process
includes placement of the unit or unit sections on blocks or
foundations: joinin2 the interior and exterior sections which
may involve incidental placement of ridge cap. siding. trim
boards. moldin2s. and interior seams· plumbin2 and electrical
connections: and the installation of skirting. awnings or

bers into place
rivet or weld.

a crane or boom and securin2 by bolt.

This classification excludes all other phases of construction which are not in connection with buildin2 the superstructure. skeleton framework. or buildin2 shell such as. but not
limited to. site preparation and excavation which is to be
reported separately in classification 0101: brid2e or tunnel
construction which is to be reported separately in classification 0201: pile drivin2 which is to be reported separately in
classification 0202: underground utilities and systems which
is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to
the work being performed: asphalt work which is to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work being performed: concrete paving or flatwork not contained within the building which is to be reported separately
in the classification applicable to the work being performed:
new landscape construction which is to be reported separately in classification 0301: brick. block. granite. marble.
slate or masonry work which is to be reported separately in
classification 0302: plastering. stuccoing and lathing work
which js to be reported separately in classification 0303:
plumbin2 work which is to be reported separately in classification 0306: HV AC work which js to be reported separately
in classification 0307: carpet and tile work which is to be
reported separately in classification 0502: exterior paintin2
which is to be reported separately in classification 0504: roof
work which is to be reported separately in classification
0507: installation of 2lass panels. curtain walls or windows
which is to be reported separately in classification 0511:
installation of insulation. sound proofin2 or suspended acoustical ceilin2s which is to be reported separately in classification 0512: interior finish carpentry such as the installation of
interior doors. cabinets. fixtures or moldin2 which is to be
reported separately in classification 0513: installation of
overhead doors. garage doors which is to be reported separately in classification 0514: installation of exterior doors and
door frames. interior framing and carpentry work which is to
be reported separately in classification 0516: installation of
sheet metal siding or gutter work which is to be reported separately in classification 0519: interior building painting
which is to be reported separately in classification 0521: electrical work which is to be reported separately in classification
0601: the installation of elevators and elevator door bucks
which is to be reported separately in classification 0602: new
dam construction projects which are to be reported separately
in classification 0701: wood frame buildings which are to be
reported separately in classification 05 JO: li2ht wei2ht metal
sheds which are to be reported separately in classification
0516: brick or block buildin2s which are to be reported separately in classification 0302 and wallboard installation. tapin~ or texturin2 which are to be reported separately in the
applicable classifications.

~

This classification excludes mobile home or factory built
housing sales dealerships who set up and/or deliver the unit to
a sales location or customer's site which are to be reported
separately in classification 3415: the delivery of a mobile
home or other factory built housin2 unit by a truckin2 service
which is to be reported separately in classification 1102: the
pourin2 of foundations: and/or the construction of carports.
garages or storage sheds regardless if performed by employees of the set up contractor or by another contractor which is
to be reported separately in the applicable classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

WAC 296-17-52110 Classification 0518.
((Building eenstftletien, ~l.O.C., ineluding 1tlterntiens
Cftff)eft eenstruetien metttl. Ereetien
Cenerete eenstruetien, ~LO.C. ineluding 1tlter1ttiens
Seniee stfttien e1tH6f'Y met1tl. Ereetien
This el1tSsifie1ttien llf'f)lies te eenerete, iren 1tnd steel werk in
eenneetien with nenweed struetuml buildings 1tnd ether
eenstruetien f'F6jeets sueh 1ts but net limited te nenweed
struetur1tl buildings ef single er multif)le steries, v11tste
tfefttment 1tnd '+'l'ftSte disf)es1tl f)l1tnts, fish h1tteheries 1tnd
st1tdiums. This el1tssifie1ttien ineludes sueh 1tetivities 1ts
the set Uf' 1tnd te1tr dewn ef f6rms, f)6Uring 1tnd finishing
ef eenerete, st1tnding er r1tising ef f)ree1tst eenerete f)er
tiens, 1tnd r1tising 1tnd seeuring ef met1tl fr1tmes er mem
bers:-))

0518-00 Building construction. N.O.C.: Alterations and
concrete construction. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors en2a2ed jn buildin2 construction.
not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). including
alterations. Work contemplated by this classification
includes nonwood frame buildings and structures such as. but
not limited to. waste treatment and waste disposal plants. fish
hatcheries and stadiums in which the superstructure. skeleton
framework. or buildin2 shell consists of concrete. iron or
steel. or a combination of concrete. iron. steel and/or wood.
This classification makes no distinction to the size of the
structure or number of stories within the building and
includes all concrete tilt-up buildin2s. Activities include. but
are not limited to. the set up and tear down of forms. placement of reinforcin2 steel. rebar. or wire mesh. pourin2 and
finishing concrete within the building or structure such as
foundations. monolithic slabs. 2round supported floor pads.
precast or poured in place bearin2 floors or wall panels. columns. pillars. balconies. stairways. includin2 the raisin2
and/or standin2 of concrete tilt-up walls or precast floors and
wall portions. and raising and securing metal frames or memProposed

usin~

0518-01 Metal caroort; Erection
Applies to contractors engaged in the erection of metal
carports such as those used for commercial parking lots. This
classification includes raising and securing metal frames.
members. or I-beams into place with a boom or crane and
securing by bolt. rivet or weld.
[ 94]
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This classification excludes the erection of a nonstruccarport which is t? be reported separately i~ classi·~cation 0519. and the erection of a wood carport which is to
be reported separately in the applicable cru:pentry classification (see classification 0510 for additional information).

~ral_ steel

0518-02 Metal service station canopy: Erection
Applies to contractors engaged in the erection of metal
service station canopies. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. raising and securing
metal frames. members. or I-beams into place with a boom or
crane and securini: by bolt. rivet or weld.
This classification excludes the removal or installation
of underground tanks which is to be reported separately in
classification OJ08. and the removal or installation of service
station pumps which is to be reported separately in classification 0603.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 1/1/90)

WAC 296-17-52111 Classification 0519.

•

((BttiltliHg eeHstrttetieH: Sheet metal werk, N.O.C., iael1:1tl
iag i1tstalletitrn ef fftetal/alt1mia1: 1m sitliag a1ttl
gtttter/tlewHsf!ettt werk. This elessifieatieft eevers ell
tyf)eS ef iHterier eatl exterier sheet fftetal ether theH heat
iHg e1ttl veatilatiag systems whieh ere te ee Fef!ertetl sefl
aratel) iH risk elassifieatieH 0307 aad reef •rerk 1rhieh is
te Be Fefl0Ftetl Sef!ElFEttely tft risk elessifieetieH 0507.))

0519-00 Buildini: copstructjon sheet metal work. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors eni:af:ed in the installation or
repair of sheet metal work in building construction. not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). Work contemplated
by this classification applies to interior and exterior sheet
metal work for residential or commercial buildini:s and
includes wood frame. pole buildings. and nonwood frame
buildini:s. This classification includes the installation of
metal or aluminum sidini:. i:utters and downspouts. nonstructural steel carports. and aluminum or sheet metal patio covers. This classification includes the installation of metal
industrial shelving and the installation of stainless steel
counter tops. and interior walls (such as the back splash
behind stoves or sinks) in restaurants. Contractors who operate a sheet metal fabrication shop or prefabricate the fiUUers.
downspouts and posts in a shop away from the construction
site are to be assii.:ned classification 3404 for the shop operations. When a contractor's business is assigned classification
3404 for shop operations then classification 5206 "Permanent
yard or shop" is no longer applicable to the contractor's business for the storai:e of materials or repair to equipment.
This classification excludes sheet metal work as part of
heating ventilation and air conditioning systems installation
which is to be reported separately in classification 0307: the
installation of aluminum or sheet metal as part of roof work
which is to be reported separately in classification 0507: the
installation of lii.:ht weii.:ht metal sheds which is to be
•
. , reported separately in classification 0516: and the installation
of commercial metal carports and service station canopies
which is to be reported separately in classification 0518.
•
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-52113 Classification 0521.
((PaintiHg: BttiltliHg iateriers
This elessifieatieH iaeltitles fleeeratiHg aHtl haHgiHg wallf!a
fler, aHd all f!repftfetien werk stteh as the set tlfl ef seaf
feltli1tg, taf)iHg er maski1tg, eleaH tlfl aHtl shef' ef)era
tietts-:))

0521-00 Pajptjpg bui!djpg jpteriors; wallpaper hani:jng/remoyal
Applies to contractors engaged in painting building interiors rei.:ardless of the heii:bt inside the buildini:, This classification includes buildini: interiors such as. but not limited to.
sin!ile and multiple stocy residential houses and commercial
buildini:s. warehouses. factories. coliseums. theaters. stores
and churches. The following structures are examples which
would not meet the definition of a buj)djni: or qualify as interior painting: Bridges. refineries. grain silos. water towers.
service station canopies. or tanks, Paint is applied by brush.
roller or spray to a variety of surfaces such as wood. wallboard. plaster. stucco. metal concrete. or other types of surfaces found within the interior of a building. This classification includes all preparation wmk such as the set up of scaffolding. sanding. removal of old paint or asbestos. taping or
maskini:. clean up and shop operations. This classification
also includes the hanging or removal of wallpaper. The process of hanfiin!i wallpaper includes cleanini.: or scrapinfi walls
to ensure the wallpaper will adhere to the surface. Depending
on the type of wallpaper. adhesive is applied to the wall surface. the wallpaper. or both. Patterns are matched and the
strip is applied to the surface and brushed smooth to remove
the air pockets. This process is repeated until the entire job is
complete, This classification also includes refinishini: or
resurfacini: of tubs. sinks. appliances and countertops.
This classification excludes exterior pajntini: of buildini:s or structures which is to be reported separately in classification 0504. Classifications 0521 and 0504 may be
assii:ned to the same employer provided accurate records are
maintained which distinguish interior building painting contracts from exterior buildin~ or structure paintini: contracts.
This classification also excludes contractors engaged in
waterproofin!i buildinfiS m structures N.O,C,. pressure washing services or sandblasting of buildings or structures. lead
paint abatement. and the exterior paintini: of buildini:s oc
structures. including interior/exterior tanks which are all to be
reported separately in classification 0504: paintini: of murals
or other artwork on the interior of buildings which is to be
reported separately in classification 4109: and paintini: of
murals or other artwork on the exterior of buildings which is
to be reported separately in classification 0403,
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 97-06-007,
filed 2/24/97, effective 4/1/97)

WAC 296-17 -52116 Classification 0524.
( (Wal!eeertl iHstallatie11 tliseettHtee rate
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This elttSsifieati6R exehtees '•i1tllb61tr6 tapiRg afte texturiRg
w6rk whieh is t6 be rep6rte6 separately ift elassifieati6R
~

Spt:eittl 1ttJtt::

compound over the seams and nail or screw heads. When
dry. the seams are sanded to remove any rou2h ed2es.
This classification excludes wallboard installation which
is to be reported separately in classification 0524 or 0530:
wallboard priming and texturing which is to be reported separately in classification 0527 or 0532: wallboard stocking by
nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in classification 0528 or 0533: and wallboard scrappin2 by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported
separately in classification 0529 or 0534
Special note; The basis of premium for this classification is material finished (sauare feet I. Foe contractors to be
assi2ned. and continue to report in this classification. their
account must remain in 2ood standin2 and conform to the
conditions specified in the special drywall industry rule.

The bttSis Bfpremittnr ftJr t.'tis elttssifietttimr
is mtttt:rittl instttllt:d (sqttttrt: feet).))

0524-00 Wallboard installation - discounted rate (to be
assigned onlv by the drywqll untlerwriter)
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in the installation or
repair of wallboard. This classification includes the installation of wallboard. deywall. or sheetrock in all types of residential or commercial buildings or structures. Material is
2enerally delivered to the construction site by employees of
the building material dealers. This classification includes
delive[)' of materials to the construction site when performed
by employees of the wallboard contractor. The process consists of cutting wallboard with a utility knife. hacksaw. or
power saw to the desired size and then buttin2 material into
place and nailing or screw fastening to wood or aluminum
wall studs. Electrical box. window. or door openin2s are cut
out where needed. Installation may require the use of scaffoldin2. ladders. specialty lifts. or stilts when workin2 at
heights. including the use of T holders or hydraulic lifts to
hold material bein2 installed on ceilin2s.
This classification excludes wallboard tapin2 which is to
be reported separately in classification 0526 or 0531; wallboard primin2 and texturin2 which to be reported separately
in classification 0527 or 0532: wallboard stocking by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in
classification 0528 or 0533: wallboard scrapping by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in
classification 0529 or 0534: interior painting work which is
to be reported separately in classification 0521: plasterin2.
stuccoin2 or lathin2 work which is to be reported separately
in classification 0303: and the framin2 of nonbearin2 walls
when performed by the drywall contractor which is to be
reported separately in classification 0516.
8.gecial note; The basis of premium for this classification is material installed (sguare feet J For contractors to be
assigned and continue to report in this classification. their
account must remain in 2ood standin2 and conform to the
conditions specified in the special drywall industry rule.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 7/1197)

WAC 296-17-52119 Classification 0527.
((W!tl:lbeara pfimiRg llfta texturiRg Eliseeunteti rate
This elassifieatieR iReluties ifteitiefttal p1tiRtiRg wheR per
f6rmed by empl6) ees 6f lift empl6yer subjeet te this elas
sifieati6R, but exeluees fl 1tllb61tr6 iRstllllati6ft, fl allb6ar6
tapiRg, ·;, allb61trd st6ekirtg, 1tft6 wallbeard serappiRg
whieh is l6 be repartee separately iR elasstfiellti6R appli
eable t6 the vr6rk beiRg perfermee.
Speeiel 1tete:
The besis efprt:mittntf8F this elessifietttien
is mttterittlfi1rished (sqttttre feet).))

0527-00 Wallboard primin2 and texturin2 - discounted
rate (to be assigned only by the drvwall underwriter)
Applies to contractors eni:a2ed in primin~ and texturin2
wallboard in residential or commercial buildings or structures. Priming is the application of an undercoating that may
be applied either directly to the wallboard or after it has been
textured The primin~ application is necessary for any subseQuent paiotin2 work. Texture is a putty-like material that is
sprayed over the prepared wallboard in a clump-like application. The clumps are smoothed with a trowel or a wide putty
knife. This classification includes incidental paintin2 when
performed by employees of the priming and texturing contractor.
This classification excludes wallboard installation which
is to be reported separately in classification 0524 or 0530:
wallboard taping which is to be reported separately in classification 0526 or 0531: wallboard stockin2 by nonmaterial
dealer employees which is to be reported separately in classification 0528 or 0533: and wallboard scrappin2 by non material dealer employees which is to be reported separately in
classification 0529 or 0534.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 7/1197)

WAC 296-17-52118 Classification 0526.
((Wallb6ar6 tapiRg 6ise6ttftte6 rate
This elassifieati6R exeluees fl llllb61tr6 iRstallati6R, v11tllb61lf6
primiRg 1tR6 teMtttriRg, wallb61tr6 steekiRg, aRe wall
b61tr6 serappiRg whieh is t6 be rep6rte6 separate!) iR
elttSsifieatieft llflplieable te the W6rk beiRg petfermee.
Speciel ntJte:
The bttSis ff/pFentittm fer this effissifietttiBn
is mett:Fielfinislted (sqttere feet).))
0526-00 Wallboard tapin2 - djscoupted rate (to be
assigned only by the drvwall underwriter)
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in tapin2 wallboard in
residential or commercial buildin2s or structures This process occurs after wallboard. drywall. or sheetrock has been
installed and involves taping the seams. and spreading joint
Proposed

Special note: The basis of premium for this classification is material finished (square feet). For contractors to be
assigned. and continue to report in this classification. their
account must remain in good standing and conform to the
conditions specified in the special drywall industry rule.
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•

•

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 7/1197)

WAC 296-17-52120 Classification 0528.
((Wallbettftl steelciftg by Reftmftterial dealer emple'.) ees dis
eettftted fftte
This elassifiefttieft exelttEles wallba&rd staekiBg by bttiltliRg
fftftterial dealer em pie) ees .., hieh is te repartee sepa
rately iB elassifieatiaft 11 () l, w&llbefl:ftl iRstftllatieft, wall
beard ll'tf'iBg, wallbeftfd prifftiBg ftfte textttriBg ftfte wall
beartl serappiBg whieh is te be repertetl separetely iB

Speei!T!::::.atienrh!'~~:J~~~,===~

==itm

is t7tt1tfrittl sftJeketl (sqttttre feet).))

0528-00 Wallboard stocking by nonmaterial dealer
employees - discounted rate (to be assigned only by the drywall underwriter>

•
•

Applies to contractors or employees of contractors
engaged in the process of stocking drywall. This activity
usually entails placing the needed amount of dr:ywall within
the various rooms of the residential or commercial building
or structure being built.
This classification excludes wallboard installation which
is to be reported separately in classification 0524 or 0530:
wallboard taping which is to be reported separately in classification 0526 or 053 l: wallboard priming and texturing
which is to be reported separately in classification 0527 or
0532: and wallboard scrapping by nonmaterial dealer
employees which is to be reported separately in classification
0529 or 0534.
Special note: The basis gfpremium for this classifica·
tion is material finished fsauare feet). For contractors to be
assigned. and continue to report in this classification. their
account must remain in good standing and conform to the
conditions specified in the special drywall industry rule.

WSR 98-12-0~9

wallboard taping which is to be reported separately in classification 0526 or 0531: wallboard priming and texturing
which is to be reported separately in classification 0527 or
0532: and wallboard stocking by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in classification 0528
or0533.
Special note: The basis of premium for this classification is mate rial finished (square feet I. For contractors to be
assigned. and continue to report in this classification. their
account must remain in good standing and conform to the
conditions specified in the special diywall industry rule.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 7/1/97)

WAC 296-17-52122 Classification 0530.
((l.V&llbettrtl iRstttllatieR Rertdiseetmted rate
This elttssifieatieft exeltttles wallbeartl tepiRg, wallbaartl
Jlriming, ·n allbettrtl textttrirtg werk, wttllbeard steeking
antl wallbeanl serepf!iRg whieh is te be ref!erteEI sepa
rately iR the elessifietttien l'tflplieable te the werk beiRg
petfarlfleEI. This elttssifieatieR tlees Bet l'tflf'I)' te efflf'ley
ees ef a bttildiRg mftterial dealer eRgaged iR steeking er
ser1tppiRg whieh ftfe ta be repartee sef!aretely iB elassifi
eatieft II() I.
The btisis &fprentit:mtf<Jf' this eltlssijietttimt
Speeittl lttJfe.
is nitt1eFittl instttlled (stJttttFe }ee(J.))

0530-00 Wallboard installation • nondiscounted rate (to
be anirned only by tbe drvwall unclecwriterl

Applies to contractors engaged in the installation or
repair of wallboard. This classification includes the installation of wallboard. dr:ywall. or sbeetrock in all types of residential or commercial buildings or structures. Material is
generally delivered to the construction site by employees of
the building material dealers. This classification includes
deliyecy of materials to the construction site when performed
by employees of the wallboard contractor. The process consists of cutting wallboard with a utility knife. hacksaw. or
power saw to the desired size and then butting material into
place and nailim: or screw fastening to wood or aluminum
wall studs. Electrical box. window. or door openings are cut
out where needed. Installation may require the use of scaffolding. ladders. specialty lifts. or stilts when working at
heights. including the use of T holders or hydraulic lifts to
bold material being installed on ceilings.
This classification excludes wallboard taping which is to
be reported separately in classification 0526 or 0531: wallboard priming and texturing which to be reported separately
in classification 0527 or 0532: wallboard stocking by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in
classification 0528 or 0533: wallboard scrapping by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in
classification 0529 or 0534: interior painting work which is
to be reported separately in classification 0521: plastering.
stuccoing or lathing work which is to be reported separately
in classification 0303: and the framing of nonbearing walls
when performed by the drywall contractor which is to be
reported separately in classification 0516.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 7/1197)

WAC 296-17-52121 Classification 0529.
((Wallbeard seFl'tflflirtg b) rteftmaterial dealer emf!leyees
6iseet1Rte6 fftte
This elassifieatieft exeltttles wallbeaftl seraf!fliBg by bttiltliBg
material dealer emple) ees ,,., hieh is te be ref!ertetl sefll't
rfttely iR elassifieatieft l HH, wallllefl:ftl iBstftllatieB, wall
beard ll'tfliBg, ·;, allbettftl steekiRg, ftfte 1vallbeftfd prifftiBg
eBtl textttriBg whieh is te be reperted sepftffttely iB elassi

spee~:r,~i:,~ ..af!pli~~i:t::;;:!:!:J;~:rz!·VietttitJn
is 111ttterifll sttJeketi {sqttflf't: feet).))

0529-00 Wall board scrapping by nonmaterial dealer
employees ·discounted rate (to be assigned only by the drywall untlerwriterl

Applies to contractors or employees of contractors
engaged in the process of scrapping dr:ywall. This activity
emails the picking up and djscardjng of the wallboard remnants and scraps.
This classification excludes wallboard installation which
is to be reported separately in classification 0524 or 0530:
[97]
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Special note: The basis Qf premium for this classification is material installed (sguare feet).

performed by employees of the primin2 and texturin2 contractor.
•
This classification excludes wallboard installation which •
is to be reported separately in classification 0524 or 0530;
wallboard taping which is to be reported separately in classification 0526 or 0531: wallboard stockin2 by nonmaterial
dealer employees which is to be reported separately in classification 0528 or 0533: and wallboard scrappinl! by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in
classification 0529 or 0534.
Soecial note: The basis of premium for this classification is material finished (square feet).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 711/97)

WAC 296-17-52123 Classification 0531.
((Wflllheftfd tElf'iHg HeHcliseettfttecl Fftte
This elftssifiefltieH exelttcles 'Nflllbeflre iHstflllfltieft, IYflllhellfcl
f'FimiHg ftftti teittttriHg, Wflllheftrcl steekiHg, ftftti Willi
beftre seFllf'f'iHg ,., hieh is te he ref}ertee sepllrfltely in
e!BSsifiefttieH Eipplieftble te the werk heiHg peff.ermee.
Special nete:
The hes is ftjpFeniir:un faF this elassifteatien
is J1tataialfinished (s<J1taFe feet).))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 7/1197)

0531-00 Wallboard tapipg - popdjscoupted rate (to be
assienetl only by tbe dcywqll underwriter!
Applies to contractors en2a2ed in tapin2 wallboard in
residential or commercial buildings or structures. This process occurs after wallboard. drywall. or sheetrock has been
installed and involves taping the seams. and spreading joint
compound oyer the seams and nail or screw heads When
dty. the seams are sanded to remove any rou2h ed2es.
This classification excludes wallboard installation which
is to be reported separately in classification 0524 or 0530;
wallboard primin2 and texturin2 which is to be reported separately in classification 0527 or 0532; wallboard stocking by
nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in classification 0528 or 0533; and wallboard scrappinl! by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported
separately in classification 0529 or 0534.
Soecial note: The basis o_fpremium for this classification is material finished (square feet).

WAC 296-17-52125 Classification 0533.
((Wflllheflre steeking by nenmaterial eeftler empleyees Hen
cliseettHtecl rate
This elBSsifielltieH exelttees Wflllheafd steekiHg by httilcliHg
mftteriftl eealer empleyees v. hieh is te he repartee sepa
rately iH elBSsifiefltieH 1101, wflllhellfcl iHstflllfltieH, Willi
beftre tEipiHg, "ftllbe!lfe f'Fiming flne textttring fttte IYflll
beftrcl seFllf!piHg whieh is te he ref}ertecl sepllrfttely iH
elflSsifiefltian Eipplieflble ta the werk heiHg f}erfarmecl.
Special nete:
The basis efpFenii1tntfeF this ela!i!iifieatien
is material sffiek:t:d (s<JMare f-eet).))

0533-00 Wallboard stockjpg by popmaterjal dealer
employees - popdjscoupted rate (to be assiened only by the •
dcywall underwriter)
•
Applies to contractors or employees of contractors
engaged in the process of stocking drywall. This activity
usually emails placin2 the needed amount of drywall within
the various rooms of the residential or commercial building
or structure bein2 built.
This classification excludes wallboard installation which
is to be reported separately in classification 0524 or 0530:
wallboard tapinl! which is to be reported separately in classification 0526 or 0531: wallboard priming and texturing
which is to be reported separately in classification 0527 or
0532: and wallboard scrapping by nonmaterial dealer
employees which is to be reported separately in classification
0529 or 0534.
Special note: The basis of premium for this classification is material finished (square feet).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 7/1197)

WAC 296-17-52124 Classification 0532.
((Wflllheftrcl priffiiHg llftti textttriHg Hefteiseettfttecl rllte
This elftssifiefttien iHelttees iHeieentftl f}ainting 1Yhen per
fermecl by effipleyees ef lift effiple)·er stthjeet te this elfls
sifiefltieH, httt exelttees "flllheflffi iHstallfltien, 11flllhellfe
tllpiHg, 'Nflllheftrcl steekiHg, ftftti wallbeftrcl seFllf'f'iHg
whieh is te he ref}ertee sepflflltely in e!BSsifiefltien Eippli
eflhle te the werk heiHg peff.ermecl.
Special nete:
The basis t'tfpFemiHnifeF this elassifieatien
is mataialfinished (s<JMaFe feet).))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-011,
filed 5/27/97, effective 711/97)

0532-00 Wallboard priming and texturing - nondiscoupted rate fto be assiened only by lhe drywall untler-

ma:l

WAC 296-17-52126 Classification 0534.

Applies to contractors en2a2ed in priminl! and texturin2
wallboard in residential or commercial buildings or structures. Priminl! is the application of an undercoatinl! that may
be applied either directly to the wallboard or after it has been
textured The priminl! application is necessary for any subseQuent paintin2 work. Texture is a putty-like material that is
sprayed over the prepared wallboard in a clump-like application. The clumps are smoothed with a trowel or a wide putty
knife. This classification includes incidental painting when
Proposed

((Wallhaare serllpping by naHmateriftl eealer em pl a) ees
HeHcliseettHtecl rflte
This e!BSsifiefltieH exelttcles wftllbeftrcl seraf!f!iHg by httilcliftg
material eealer empla)ees whieh is te be repartee sepa
rately ift elassifiefltian 110 I, wflllballfe iHstallfltien, .. Elli •
baftrd tflf}ing, wallbaare staekiHg, ftne "'allbaftfe priming •
ane textttring 'n hieh is ta be repartee Sef}llffttely in elflSsi
fielltieH llflplie~hle te the '•¥erk heiHg peff.ermecl.
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Speeittl R8te:
~

The btttJi!i &ffJHH1'li1:tmfBF #ti!i cltt!i!ii}iettti8R
i!i nttttt?rittl !if8eketl (!iq1:tare feet).))

. .534-00 Wallboard scrapping by nonmaterial dealer
employees • nondjscounted rate (to be assivzed on{x by tbe

drywall underwriter!
Applies to contractors or employees of contractors
engaged in the process of scrapping drywall. This activity
entails the picking up and discarding of the wallboard remnants and scraps.
This classification excludes wallboard installation whjCh
is to be reported separately in classification 0524 or 0530:
wallboard taping which is to be reported separately in classification 0526 or 0531: wallboard priming and texturing
which is to be reported separately in classification 0527 or
0532: and wallboard stocking by nonmaterial dealer employees which is to be reported separately in classification 0528
or0533.
Special note: The basis of premium for this classification is material finished (square feet).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-522 Classification 0601.

((Eleetrieal fftaehiftef) afttl attxiliary apparatt1s installation
ftftti repair ineltttliftg ineitJefttal .,, iriftg
Eleetrieal wiriftg iR bttil6iRgs, aREI eleetrieal wiriRg, ~l.O.C.
.EreetieR ef tefftJlOfary fleeEllights seareh light 6JleflltieR
fft6tlRteEI 6ft aREI geRerateEI by trttek
•
PermaneRt flood lightiRg statJittffts aRtJ parks
TelevisieR eable iRstalltttieR ift lrnileliftgs by eefttraeter
iRelttEliRg tJrefl lifte eenReetieR (Jlele to hettse heek
~))

0601-00 Electrical wiring in buildings; electrical wiring.
N.O.C.;
fermanent flood lighting; Installation
Applies to contractors engaged in the electrical wiring of
buildings. or jn electrical wiring not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). Work contemplated by this classification
is characterized as general electrical work. including installation. service or repair at residential and commercial settings.
This classification includes electrical work which generally
begins at the power meter and extends to the inside or outside
of the building or its exterior setting. including. but not limited to. the installation of the breaker panel. fuses. plugs and
snap switches. rough-in electrical work to include the stringing of insulated or encased wiring and mounting of plug-in or
switch housing boxes. installation of plug-in. dimmer and
switch units: installation of light fixtures. recessed canister
and fluorescent lighting. track lighting. and other interior and
exterior lighting fixtures. installation of ceiling fans. and the
installation of residential and commercial appliances such as
built-in microwaves. dishwashers. electric ovens and oven
hoods. This classification also includes the installation of
.l?:ermanent flood lighting at stadiums and parks. Generally.
pl()od lighting fixtures are mounted onto poles. buildings. or
other structures: the erection or construction of those structures is not included in this classification.

WSR 98-12-079

This classification excludes the installation of overhead
or underground power lines and poles by an electric utility
company which is to be reported separately in classification
1301: the installation of overhead power lines by a nonelectric utility contractor which is to be reported separately in
classification 0509; and the installation of underground
power hoes by a nonelectric utility contractor which is to be
reported separately in classification 0107.

0601-07 Electrical machinery and auxiliary apoaratus:
Installation and repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation and
repair of electrical machinery and auxiliary apparatus such
as. but not limited to. heavy motors. generators. conveners.
transformers. compressors and power switchboard eguipment. Generally. this type of work occurs at industrial or
commercial plants. power plants. or sites where large
machinery is to be installed Work contemplated by this classification includes extendjn~ insulator or encased wirin& or
cable from the power meter. breaker or control panel to the
physical location where the machinery is to be installed. and
incidental wiring of the machinery or auxiliary apparatus.
0601-08 Temporarv floodlights or search lh:hts; Erection
Applies to contractors engaged in the erection or set up
of temporary floodlights away from the contractor's premises. Usually. these li~hts are mounted on a truck or trailer.
then transported to the customer site or location where they
are operated with use of a 2enerator. Uses of temporary
floodlights and searchlights include. but are not limited to.
advertising grand openin~s or special sales at shopping malls.
auto dealers. grocery and outlet stores. marking the location
of special events such as carnivals or concerts. or at construction project sites.
This classification excludes the erection of permanent
floodlight fixtures to poles. buildings or structures which is to
be reported separately in classification 06Ql-OO
0601-15 Teleyjsjon cable; Installation seryke or rgpajr in
buildin2s by contractor
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. service or repair oftelevisio11 cable in buildings. This classification includes the installation of television cable lines in residential and commercial buildin2s and includes the droppin&
of lines from the pole to the house. mounting of cable control
panel boxes to the exterior of buildings. extending cable.
mounting multiple line adapter units and relay switches. and
affixing the cable end for hook-up to televisions and other
stereo components.
This classification excludes the installation of under&round or overhead television cable lines when performed by
a television cable company which is to be reported separately
in classification 1305: installation of under2round television
cable lines when performed by a nontelevision cable company contractor which is to be reported separately in classification 0107: and installation of overhead television cable
lines from pole to pole by a nontelevision cable company
contractor which is to be reported separately in classification
0509.
[ 99]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 1/1/90)

reported separately in classification 6407,) Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. the.
pouring of a concrete pad on which the machinery will be.
installed. cutting and welding of brackets and mountings.
assembling component parts. any incidental electrical connections needed to complete the installation. and calibrating
the controls and testing the machinery's operation when done
by employees of an employer having operations subject to
this classification Placement of heayy machinery must often
be done with cranes or by rigging hoists. This classification
also includes the dismantling and removal of machinery and
equipment covered by this classification,

WAC 296-17-523 Classification 0602.
((Elevaters: Installatien, serviee and ref!air freight er pas
senger type
Ele, ater deer bueks installtttien.))
0602-03 Elevators or elevator door bucks; Installation.
seryice and/or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. service and/or repair of freight or passenger elevators and elevator door bucks in private residences and commercial buildings or structures. Generally. the process begins after the elevator shaft has been erected. to include. but not be limited to.
the installation of elevator units. doors. door bucks. cables
and hoisting systems. motors. and electrical apparatus and
wiring in connection with operation of the elevator.
This classification excludes the installation or repair of
escalators and industrial machinery which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603. and the erection of temporary construction elevators as part of a construction project
which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the phase of construction being supported.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-524 Classification 0603.
((Cemmereial equipment instttlltttien, serviee 1rnd repair
Dynames: Installatien, serviee and repair ineluding eleetrieal
geHeraters aftd turbines
EHgiHes aHd gas maehines: Seniee aftd repair iHeludiHg
iHstallatieH, repltteemeHt ef dri 1 e belts, ereetien ef shttft
fflg

lftdustrial plaftt maiHtenanee b) eefttraeter sueh as but Het
limited te paper mills, refiHeries, feefl preeessiHg plaHts
and manuftteturing plants
Mttehinery: Installatien, seniee and repair inelufliHg instal
latieH aftd repair ef esealater aftfl eeftveyer systems,
priHting presses, and eemmereial launflr) equipment
~LO.C. !lftd millwright werlc, RO.C.
Pl1tygreuHd equipment metttl: Install!ltien aHd repair
This elassifieatien ineludes the dismantling ef all the 1tbe 'e
types ef m1tehiHery.))
·
0603-00 Machinerv; Installation. seryke and/or repajr.
N.O.C.; Mmwrieht work. N.O.C.
·
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. service and/or repair of heavy machinery or equipment at a customer's location which is not covered by another classification (N.0.C.). Millwright work and the service or repair of
engines and gas machines is also included. A millwright is a
technician who specializes in installing and repairing industrial machinery Typical customers include. but are not limited to. wood. metal and plastic manufacturing plants. fuel
refineries. and mills. Types of machinery installed and
repaired includes. but is not limited to. escalators. conveyor
systems. printing presses. lathes. mill saws. dairy equipment
and wind machines, (Store operations of dairy equipment/supply dealers or wind machine dealers are to be
Proposed

0603-05 Dynamos. electrical eenerators and turbines;
Installation. seryke and/or repair
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. service and/or repair of dynamos. electrical generators and turbines at a customer's location, A dynamo is a generator of
direct electrical current: a turbine is a mechanism that converts moving fluid into mechanical power. Customers
include. but are not limited to. electrical utilities. manufacturing plants. mills. and telecommunications companies, Work
contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. preparation of a concrete pad on which the machinery
will be installed. cutting and welding of brackets and mountings. assembly of component parts if necessary. any incidental electrical connections needed to complete the installation.
and calibrating and testing the machinery's operation when
done by employees of an employer having operations subject
to this classification. Placement of heavy machinery must.
often be done with cranes or by rigging hoists, Also included.
is the dismantling and removal of dynamos. generators and
turbines,
This classification excludes the installation of underground overhead power lines and poles by an electric utility
company which is to be reported separately in classification
1301: the installation of overhead power lines by a nonelectric utility contractor which is to be reported separately in
classification 0509: and the installation of underground
power lines by a nonelectric utility contractor which is to be
reported separately in classification 0107.
0603-07 Industrial plant maintenance by contractor
Applies to contractors engaged in maintaining. repairing
and ins~alling machinery on a long-term contract basis for
customers at the customers' location. Customers include. but
are not limited to. manufacturing or chemical plants. petroleum refineries. food processing plants and mills Work contemplated by this classification includes all routine maintenance and repair of a customer's equipment such as. but not
limited to. cleaning. oiling and regularly scheduled maintenance and replacem~mt of machinery or machinery parts.
equipment and other mechanical installations that are part of
the customer's building when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification.

0603-08 Metal playground egujpmept. portable bleachers
or staees. aboye eround swjmmine pools; Installatiop• •
djsmantliqe. and/or repajr
•
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. dismantling. and/or repair of metal playground equipment. por-
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plated by this classification for the erection of playground
equipment and portable bleachers or stai:es includes borini:
holes in the ground (usually with an auger) into which the
various pieces of equipment will be set in concrete. any incidental cutting. welding. drilling and bolting of the tubular
steel components which are usually from one to four inches
in diameter. and fastening on the chains. swings. handlebars.
slidini: surface. platforms. bench seats. or other components.
Activities in the installation of above 2round pools are similar. This classification also includes the application of any
finish material or paint when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes the installation of wood
playground eguipment which is to be reported separately in
classification 0516.

0603-09 Commercjal egujpment; Iostallatjop. djsmapt!ipg. seryjce. apd/or repajr
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. dismantlini:. service. and/or repair of commercial equipment
such as. but not limited to. commercial dishwashing units.
bakery and restaurant ovens. stoves. IP"ills. sanitizers. steam
tables. car washing eguipment. commercial laundry eguipment. electric entry doors. dry cleanini: equipment. us
pumps. or parimutuel totalizer equipment at horse racini:
facilities. Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to. placini: and levelini: the equipment. any
ssembl of com onent arts if necessar connectin or
boltin2 to the wall or floor. makini: any necessary incidental
plumbing or electrical connections. and calibrating and testini: the equipment when done by employees of an employer
having operations subject to this classification. Some pieces
of equipment in this classification may be lari:e enoui:h that
they must be moved and positioned with hoists or cranes.
Also included is the dismaotlini: and removal of commercial
eguipment.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 1/1/90)

WAC 296-17-525 Classification 0604.

((Serap lftetal sealers er preeessers eelleet, sert aae rea11e
tieft ef ser~ metal.))
0604-04 Scrap metal dealers or processors; Col!ectin1:1
sortjog apd reduction of scrap metal
Applies to establishments engaged as dealers or processors of ferrous and nonferrous scrap metals for resale. Ferrous metals are primarily composed of iron or steel. Nonferrous metals include. but are not limited to. aluminum. brass.
bronze. copper. lead. magnesium. pewter. tin. and zinc. If the
dealer collects scrap metals from mills. foundries. refineries.
or fabricators. they usually leave dumpster containers with
the "customer" and pick up the full containers with their own
.trucks If they buy scrap from independent collectors. the
.collectors brini: the metals to the dealer's yard. In either case.
the metal is weii:hed. i:raded. and sorted by type at the
dealer's yard. It may be resold as is to customers who occa-
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sionally come to the yard: however. it is usually further processed and prepared for shipping to industrial customers.
Shippin2 is done by rail. ship. or common carrier. As an incidental service. scrap dealers may also buy back recyclable
i:-oods such as. but not limited to. aluminum cans. i:-lass. and
batteries: this activity is included within the scope of this
classification when performed by employees of employers
subject to this classification. Processing includes one or
more of the followini: operations: Cuttini: off impure metals
or plastic parts with acetylene cutting torches: cutting scraps
into smaller pieces with allii:ator shears or cuttini:- torches:
slicini: heavier scrap metals or flattened automobiles with
hydraulic i:uillotine shears: crushini:- auto bodies with crushers: rippini:- apart Iari:-e pieces of scrap with shredders: separating metal from rubber. plastic. wood. dirt. and other materials with mai:netic separators: removini: insulated coverini:-s
from copper wire with wire choppers. and compressing
scraps into bales with balers. Additional machinery includes.
but is not limited to. conveyors. scales. forklifts. tractortrailer trucks. cranes. electrorna~nets or i:-rapples. front end
loaders. and grinders. Because of recent EPA regulations.
instead of meltini:- down metals in their own furnaces. scrap
dealers usually ship it to foundries or steel mills that conform
with the rei:ulations, However. reduction of metals is
included within the scope of this classification if performed
by an establishment subject to this classification.
This classification excludes dealers that sell new iron
steel. wire or cable which are to be reported separately in
classification 2004: automobile or truck wreckini: or dismantling establishments which are to be reported separately in
classification 1104: and recycle. collection. and receivini: stations (known as buy-back stations) for rags. bottles. paper.
and metal containers which are to be reported separately in
classification 2102.
Special no(e.· Scrap metal dealers vary widely in the
type of metals or usable items they buy and sell. Often the
term "junk yards" is used to describe dealers who carry a sizable inventory of used i:-oods. such as. but not limited to. bottles. rags. paper. appliances. nails. rubber. in addition to scrap
metal in varyint,: amounts, It is the activity of the business
that must be considered when determining the classification.
rather than how the business refers to its activities. Receiving/Buy-back stations for recyclable items in classification
2102 are different from dealers in classification 0604.
Receiving stations buy back only recyclable items which they
do not process. other than condensini: the materials into
bales. and selling it to others.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-526 Classification 0606.
((Alftttsemeflt eeviees, N.O.C.: IHstallatieH, sen·iee, repair,
aft6 refftevttl eeift eperated ifl stares and shepping mttlls
Cain eperated ffi&ehines mene) eelleeting sert'iee
Fire exting11isher sales afttl serviee
VeHtliag er eeifl eperttted maehiHes: 1Hst1tll1ttiefl, seniee,
fe:J'aif afte remeval ifteludes preduet prep1tFEttieft by
·1eatliHg eelftpaH)' empleyees but exel11tles heHer sftaelc
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feea serviees whieh ftfe te be repartee sepafately irt elas
sifieatieH 110 l "ariver aelivery sales," pFeviaea thllt iH
the e, ertt that art herteF srtaek foea sefviee is eertc:luetea
as ft pllrt ef Brtc:l irt eertrteetiert with RH epeFBtiert subjeet
te this elBssifieatiert (0606), elBssifieatiert 0606 will be
BSsigrtec:l te eeveF beth epeFlltierts.))

0606-01 vendjng. cojp-. or token-operated machjpes;
fostallatjop servjce apd/or repajr

Applies to establishments engaged in the installation.
service and/or repair of vendinl!. coin- or token-operated
machines. Operations contemplated by this classification
include. but are not limited to. deliverinl! machines to desired
location. unloading and setting up machines. servicing
machines. collectinl! money. repajrinl! machines. and
restocking product into machines. Coin-operated machines
include pay telephone booths. weil!ht machines. juke boxes.
chanl!e makers. pull tabs. slot machines. and similar l!aminl!
devices. Vending machine products include. but are not limited to. soft drinks. candies. sandwiches. stamps. cil!arettes.
frozen desserts. coffee. and personal hygiene products. This
classification also includes the preparation of products such
as. but not limited to. salads. sandwiches. cookies. and
deserts. and honor snack food services when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes honor snack services operated independently from. and not in connection with. coinoperated vendinl! machine services which are to be reported
separately in classification 1101: and the installation of parking meter units which is to be reported separately in classification 0105.

0606-02 Fire. extinguisher and fire safety equipment:
Sales and service

Applies to establishments engaged in the sales and servicinl! of fire extinl!uishers and related safety equipment.
Operations contemplated by this classification include. but
are not limited to. retail and wholesale store operations. field
testing services. recharging services. and related safety traininl! Establishments subject to this classification routinely
sell a variety of home and commercial type fire extinguishers.
protective clothinl!. i:Ioves. and hats. specialty shoes. smoke
and fire alarms. and first aid kits. Fire extinguisher sales and
service companies may also can:y other safety items such as
traffic cones. construction and speed signs.

0606-03 Money collecting service of coin-operated and
vending machines

Applies to establishments eni:al!ed in the removal and/or
replacement of money into coin-operated machines. Operations contemplated by this classification are limited to the
collection and replenishinl! of coins in coin-operated or vending machines. This classification also applies to replenishing
currency in automated teller machines <cash machines) and
removal of coins from parking meters and pay telephones.
This classification excludes the servicini: of machines.
placement of products into machines for sale. installation of
machines. or any product preparation. which is to be reported
separately in the applicable classification: installation of free
standinl! automated teller machines which is to be reported
separately in classification 0607: establishments enl!al!ed in
the construction of structures which house automated teller
Proposed

machines. such as those found in parkinl! lots of shoppinl!
centers. which are to be reported separately in the applicable •
•
construction classifications.

0606-12 Coin- or token-operated amusement devices in
stores or shopping malls. N.O.C.: Installation. removal.
service and/or repair

Applies to establishments eni:a!!ed in the placement and
servicing of coin- or token-operated amusement devices. not
covered by another classification <N.O.C.). within stores and
shoLming malls for use by the general public. Operations
contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. the installation. service. repair. or removal of the
devices. such as. but not limited to. video umes. pinball
machines. carrousels and small amusement rides for children.
Establishments subject to this classification l!enerally are not
involved in the operations of arcades or amusement rides. If
an establishment subject to this classification also operates a
video or amusement arcade. such operations may be reported
separately in classification 6406 provided all the conditions
of the general reporting rules covering the operation of a secondary business have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-527 Classification 0607.
((Ac:lt'eftisirtg c:lisplay set up ser.·iee ·nithirt buileirtgs b~ nert
stare empleyees
CllF steFee, twe wily Faeie, RHB eellulftf pherte system irtstal •
•
latiert, sef'iiee arte repair withirt 'ehieles
Delle belt leek set: IHstllllBtiert Hew eertstFuetiert by leek
smith ef eerttflletef
Drapery er eurtairt fee. lrtstallatiert irtelueirtg the hartging
ef ttfllpes arte eurtllirts
Heusehele Bppliartees: Usee er seeerte hBrte tlealeFs irtelutl
irtg irtstallatiert, ser 1 iee arte repair
He11seheltl Bpplillrtees: lrtstftllfttiert, seniee Brttl repaiF by
nertstere serviee arttl repair eemparty
Meat slieer ef grirtcler. lrtstallatiert, sefi iee arte repaif
Rubber tleek bumper: lrtstllllatiert, sert'iee arte repair
Sttfes BHtl vftults: lrtstllllBtiert, seFviee, FepBiF RHB Feme·rlll
Tele·t'isiert BHe Ffteie Feeeivirtg sets: lrtstBllBtiert, seF¥iee Bntl

ref'tlit'

Tele·risieft arttenrta er satellite eise eish: lrtstllllatien, serviee
arttl repair
Wirteew blirttls Mtl shades: IHstallatiert, sert'iee arte repair.))

0607-11 Household appliances: Installation. service
and/or repair by nonstore service or repair company;
dealers of used household appliances

Applies to establishments engaged in the installation.
service and/or repair of electrical or l!as household appliances
and to dealers of used electrical or gas household appliances.
Many establishments covered by this classification have
small retail store operations where they offer reconditioned
or second hand appliances for sale. a parts department. and an
area where appliances broul!ht into the shop are repaired . •
Althoul!h this classification deals primarily with service.
away from the shop. the store. parts department and shop
operations are included within the scope of this classification.
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openers. washing machines. and clothes dryers. This classification also applies to the installation. service or repair of
automated teller machines. Repair services provided by
establishments subject to this classification may also include
related smaller appliances such as video players. portable
television sets. stereo systems. microwave and toaster ovens.
blenders. coffee makers and mixers. The servicing of water
softening systems. coffee and juice machines. and beer taps is
also included in this classification.
This classification excludes dealers of new household
appliances who are to be reported separately in classification
6306; installation. service. and/or repair of commercial appliances such as those used in laundries. bakeries. and restaurants which is to be reported separately in classification 0603;
installation. service. and repair of commercial garage doors
and openers which is to be reported separately in classification 0603; installation of water softening systems which is to
be reported separately in classification 0306; and small table
top or counter top appliance stores which are to be reported
separately in classification 6406.
Sgecial note: Classification 0607 is distin1wishable
from classification 6306-02 operations in that appliance
stores covered in classification 6306-02 are engaged primarily in the sales of new appliances Although classification
6306 includes repair of appliances. most repairs are related to
warranty work and represent a minor part of the business. By
ontrast the re air of a liances in classification 0607 is the
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gasoline service stations. as well as in private residences.
Services contemplated by this classification include. but are
not limited to. safe opening services.
0607-17B Lock sets and/or dead bolt locks; New jpstalla-

llim

Applies to the new installation of lock sets and/or dead
bolt locks on buildings or structures by contractor or by
employees of a locksmith. The term new installation applies
to installing a lock set <locking doorknob) or a dead bolt
where none previously existed. The process consists of measuring and marking where the unit is to be placed on the door.
boring holes into the door to accept the lock set or dead bolt
lock. and installing the lock set unit using a power drjll and
basic hand tools.
This classification excludes the installation of a replacement lock set or dead bolt lock unit by employees of a locksmith. and locksmith store operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 6309.
0607-18A Window/door blipds. shades. curtajps apd
drapes; lpstallatiop
Applies to contractors and employees of store operations
who are engaged in the installation of indoor or outdoor window coverings. such as. but not limited to. blinds. shades.
screens. exterior roll shutters and draperies or curtains. but
does not include awnings. The process consists of marking
the location of covering on the frame or opening. securing
brackets or hardware. rods and poles. and installing the cov~

This classification excludes the installation of window
and door awnings which is to be reported separately in the
applicable classification. and the manufacture of coverings
which is to be reported in the applicable classification ..
Special note: Care should be taken when considering
the assignment of a store classification to an establishment
engaged in the installation of coverings to verify that a store
exists. It is common for establishments subject to this classification to have show rooms to help customers visualize covering products available for sale. These establishments have
little or no product available for immediate sale. as most
items are special order from the manufacturer. A bona fide
window/door covering store will have a large assortment of
coverings. as well as related home interior products such as.
but not limited to. pillows. small rugs. and accent pieces.
readily available for sale to customers.

0607-16 Television antenna or satellite dish: Installation.
removal. service and/or repair
Applies to establishments engaged in the installation.
removal. service and/or repair of television antennas or satellite dish receiving units. Operations contemplated by this
classification are limited to rooftop installation of television
antennas or ground or rooftop-mounted satellite dish reception units. Establishments covered by this classification will
generally employ technicians and installers to install systems
and trouble shoot reception problems. Equipment is limited
primarily to delivery trucks and vans. ladders. and small
power and hand tools
This classification excludes installation of larger commercial broadcasting or receiving antennas or dish units such
as those found in television and radio broadcast stations
which is to be reported separately in classification 0508: and
establishments engaged in the sale of new console type and
big screen televisions who also sell and install antennas
which are to be reported separately in classification 6306.

0607-19 Adyertisjpg or merchapdjse display; Set up or
remoyal wjthjp buildings by nopstore emplqyees
Applies to contractors engaged in the set up or removal
of advertising or merchandise displays within buildings for
retail or wholesale store customers. Operations contemplated
by this classification will vary from seasonal panoramas with
extensive carpentry. painting. and art work to dressing mannequins to be displayed in store windows. Classification
0607 also includes employees of a manufacturer and manufacturer's representatives who are involved in the setting up
of these displays.
This classification excludes employees of store operations engaged in setting up displays who are to be reported

0607-17A Safes or yaults. priyate mail boxes. or safe
deposit boxes: Installation. remoyal. servjce and/or

.wWr

Applies to contractors engaged in the installation.
removal. service and/or repair of all types of safes or vaults

a:::;e;~o0fs~!z:0~r=~i~~~f~ :~:~~il5oaf~:!t:d ~~~~;
are found in businesses such as. but not limited to. banks.
jewelry stores. rare coin and stamp stores. grocery stores. and
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0608-01 Electrical alarm systems: Installation, service,
and/or repair
•
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. ser-·
vice. and/or repair of electrical alarm systems such as. but not
limited to. burglar. smoke. security. and fire. within buildin2s. Operations contemplated by this classification include.
but are not limited to. installing low voltage wiring for security units. connectin2 control panels. instamn2 motion or
magnetic sensors on doors. windows. and hallways. installing
security cameras and recordin2 equipment. and installin2
smoke and fire alarm units on walls or ceilin2s, This classification includes both field and shop operations.

separately in the applicable store classification as this is a
common store activity.

0607-21 Meat slicer or &cinder: Installation. seryice
and/or repair
Applies to contractors and employees of equipment
manufacturers engaged in the installation service and/or
repair of meat cuttin2. slicin2. or 2rindin2 equipment within
stores. restaurants. or processing plants. Repair may be performed at the customer's location or in a shop operated by an
employer subject to this classification. This classification
includes repair shops. field technicians. installers. and warehouse or parts department employees.
Soecial note: Establishments subject to this classification 2enerally do not baye store operations. Equipment is
generally ordered from the manufacturer or distributor and
shipped to the customer's location where it will be installed,
In the event that an establishment subject to this classification
bas a store operation it is included within classification 0607.

0608-02 Intercom or audio call box: Installation. service.
an<l/or repair
AppHes to contractors en2a2ed in the installation. service. and/or repair of all types of building or plant audio communication systems such as. but not limited to. intercoms.
sound and paging systems in stores and shopping malls. and
call box units in factories and refineries. Operations contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to.
installation of low yolta2e wirin2. installation of audio and
speaker units and connecting control units. This classification includes both field and shop operations.

0607-22 Protective bumpers; Installation
Applies to contractors engaged in the installation of protective bumpers on structures such as. but not limited to. store
loading docks for freight or cargo. Operations contemplated
by this classification are limited to measurin2 the dock to be
fitted with a rubber bumper. finish cutting or otherwise fabricatin2 the rubber pieces to fit the required application. and
fastenin2 the dock bumper with the use of band tools Dock
bumpers are made of rubber from recycled tires or similar pliable materials,
This classification excludes the manufacture of loadin2
dock bumpers which is to be reported separately in the applicable manufacturin2 classification

0608-04 Telephone and/or telephonic equipment prewire by contractor; Iustallation. seryice. and/or

.wwil:

Applies to contractors engaged in the installation. service. and/or repair of all types of telephone and/or telephonic
equipment within residences. office buildings. stores and•
sboppin2 malls. factories. refineries or other types of build-.
in2s. Operations contemplated by this classification include.
but are not limited to. installation of low voltage wiring.
installation of telephone units. and connectin2 control units.
This classification includes both field and shop operations. as
well as contractors en2a2ed only in prewirin2 buildin2s for
telephone and computer systems. but who do not install
equipment.

0607-23 Cellular phone systems or audio components:
Installation in yehicles. service and repair
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the installation of
cellular phone systems and/or audio components in vehicles.
Audio components include. but are not limited to. radios and
stereo systems. speakers and amplifiers. alarm systems. television units. antennas. two-way radio systems. This classification applies to installation employees of stores that sell
products as well as to auto service centers that specialize in
the installation of products covered by this classification.
This classification excludes retail and wholesale store
operations which are to be reported separately in the applicable store classification.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

WAC 296-17-528 Classification 0701.
( (Dliffi eeRstrttetieR, all eperatiefts in damsite area
This elassifieatien eRI) applies te fte w dam eenstrttetieft all
ether TY6rk is te 6e Feperted separately ift the appliea61e
eeRstrttetieft elass er el asses.))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 1/1/90)

WAC 296-17-52701 Classification 0608.
((Eleetfieal alllfm S) stems inelttding smeke alllfms
InteFeem er attdie eall 6e'll:
Teleeemmttnieatien and PBX er similllf eqttipment
Telephene sen iee pFe"' ire 6) eentraeter
This elassifieatien inelttdes installatien, serviee er repair ef
the a6eve types ef eqttipment and inelttdes all shep er
yllfd eperatiefts.))
Proposed

0701-00 New dam construction; All operations in dam
site area
Applies to contractors engaged in the construction of
new dams only. and includes all operations in the dam site
area. A dam is a barrier built across a waterway to control the
flow or level of water. Work contemplated by this classification includes the construction of the foundation and substructure such as. but not limited to. earth and rock excavation:
borin2 or tunnelin2: pile drivin2 or shaft sinkin2: caisson.
work: erection of coffer<lams: placement of reinforcin2 steel.
and rebar: settin2 and strippin2 of forms. false work <temporary forms and support structures). concrete distributing
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includes the incidental construction of fish ladders as part of
the new dam construction project.
This classification excludes all other construction. service. or repair work done as part of an existing dam which is
to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
phase of construction work being performed. For example.
the inspection of the foundation by divers is to be reported
separately in classification 0202: the patching of cracks in the
dam is to be reported separately in classification 0518.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WS_!l 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17 -529 Classification 0803.
((Cities 1u1El te 11 ns, exelttEling Hlttnieipsl pewer snEI trsnsit
systeffls, lsw enfeFeefflent effieeFs snEI fife fighteFs
This ela:ssifiefttien exelttEles eleriea:l effiee a:nEI a:dministra:ti • e
effiee peFsennel whieh a:Fe te be FepeFtetl sepa:Fe:tely in
elsssifiea:tien 5305.))
0803-00 Cities and towns • all other employees
Applies to employees of cities or towns who perfonn
manual labor. or who supervise a work crew performing
manual labor such as custodial or maintenance. and machinery or equipment operators. This classification includes
administrative personnel such as eni:ineers. safety inspectors.
nd biolo ists who have f eld ex osure and also includes
field exposure is defined as any exposure other than the normal travel to a work assii:nmeot. such as an auditor or social
worker would encounter.
This classification excludes municipal power districts
which are to be reported separately in classification 1301:
municipal transit systems which are to be reported separately
in classification 1404: law enforcement officers who are to be
reported separately in classifications 6905 and 6906. as
appropriate: fire fit:hters who are to be reported separately in
classification 6904: volunteers who are to be reported separately in classification 6901 · and clerical office and administrative employees who are to be reported separately in classification 5305.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-13-018,
filed 6/8/90, effective 7/9/90)

WAC 296-17-532 Classification 0901.
((Ship bttilding er repair, !ll.O.C., all types inelttding Elis
mantling ef ship httlls
This ele:ssifieatien inelt1Eles all shep a:nEI ye.Ft! e11eFatiens.))
0901-00 Ship building and/or repair. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the buildini: and/or
repair of ships not covered by another classification CN.O.C.)
and to the dismantlini: of hulls. Ships contemplated by this

1

l~~m~: ~~~~~r::;;:r~!~ :s~s~:~!~~~;~~~;~~!tve;~~
0

se!s over 65 feet. This classification includes shop operations.
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This classification excludes wood boat bujldint: and
repair which is to be reported separately in classification
2903: sheet aluminum boat buildini: which is to be reported
separately in classification 3404: fiberglass boat building
which is to be reported separately in classification 3511: plate
aluminum boat building which is to be reported separately in
classification 5209: and boat dealers. marinas. and boat house
operations including repair centers which are to be reported
separately in classification 3414.
Special no(e.· This classification is seldom assii:ned as
most work would be covered by LHWCA.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17 -534 Classification 1002.
((Mills: Shake a:nEI shingle fttttema:teEI f)reeesses
FeF pttrf)eses ef this ela:ssifiea:tien, a:tttema:ted preeesses
refers te shake a:nEI shingle mills eqttif)petl with a:ttte
Hta:tie feetlers en all saws, a:tljttsta:ble f'B:eking a:nEI etttting
ste:tiens, snEI fttlly a:ttteme:tie systems fer eenveying
msteria:l te v1erk ststiens. All eqttif)ment mttst be
eqttil'f'etl with a:tttemstie shttt eff switehes. Within ft
shingle mill the 6f)erstien ef a: triHI ssw H1t1st be f)er
feFH1ed by lift inEli·iitlttsl a:s ft sef)ftFftte fttnetien ffeffl that
ef the shingle ssw ef)era:ter (shingle ss") er is net te per
ferffl beth fttnetiens). Shake s11litters fflttst be eqttipf)eEI
with a: gfttlge eentrel Hteeha:nism "hieh peFHtits the aper
steF te a:t1teH1a:tieslly set the thiekness ef the ettt. Cen
¥eyeF systems mttst hsve c::lttsl eentrels te alle w the Eleek
fflftft anti sswyeF the ability te eentFel it1eemit1g mateFial
te the werk ststien.
B leek mills mttst be eqttif)ped 11 ith aft fttttefflfttetl pallet dttfflp
te elimit1ste the hat1Ellit1g ef material te the sawyeF weFk
ststien eF lift ftEljttsllible seisser lift ftEljseent te the shingle
saw eF shake splitteF. B leekeEI weeEI f'ttFehsseEI by mills
fflttst be eentsineEI in f'B:llets Jlrier te entering the mill
yartl er pFemises. Leg mills mttst be eqttippeEI with ft
fttlly meehanizeEI leg slip (ttsed te me• e legs inte the
Eleek &Fe&), leg le·1eleFs, stabilizeFs, afltl lifters mttst be
present in the Eleek a:res, fttttematie deek ettt eff ss w, live
Eleek feF me¥it1g mftteria:I frem the Eleek te the Sf'liltit1g
area snd everhesd ffl6ttflteEI splitteFs. Trim saws, slse
refeHeEI te a:s eliJlpeF ssws, m11st be eqttippetl with a laser
gttitle er qttll:l'tz light. This lighting re, esls te the eperster
where its saw blaEle is in Felatienship te the msterial
being preeessed.
Fer pttrpeses ef this elassifieatie11, the felle·n ing terms er
weffis shall be gi·1e11 the ffieat1it1gs belew:
Atttematie Eleek er ettt eff saw A large saw, t1st1ally eirettlftF,
ttseEI te triffl legs te ft Sf'eeified let1gth (rettnEls) befere
they et1teF a mat1t1foetttrit1g 13la11t.
Clipper ssw A msehine used te make shingle edges f'&ra:llel.
Shingle Reefing er siding mttterial hsving ss lift fftees snEI
bseks, are ef a stantle:nl thiekt1ess st the btttt et1El at1El
llipereEI finish at the ether end.
Shake Reefing er siEling msterisl hs·1ing st lesst ene sttffftee
with ft flfttttral gF&ifl teJttttreEI s13lit sttrfaee.
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Li't e deek A ehftifl dri'teft pltttferm leettted ifl the sftme prex
imity ttS the deek sftw ftftd is Hsed te eeAvey eHt reHAds
frem the eHttiflg ttreft te the splittiAg ftreft.
Leg stftbilizer A levered deYiee ftdjfteeAt te the deek sftw
HSed te held the leg steftd) 'ti hi le it is be.iflg eut.
Leg slip A ehftiA dri, efl eeAveyer Hsed te meYe legs iAte the
deek ttreft.
Lftser er fJHftrtz gHide light AR e" erheftd meuflted light
ttbe·1e ft sftw thttt illumiAfttes thttt pertieA ef ft werk sur
fttee where the SftW' b!ftde n•il! pttSS er mftke ft eut.
Leg le·reler A levered deviee ftdjfteeAt te the deek sftw used
te level ft leg ftlftemfttiettlly.
O, erheftd splitter A eeiliflg HteHflted hydrftHlie, ftir er elee
trieftl!y eperftted ftppttrtttus with wedge shftped efld thftt is
used te split leg reHRds iflte bl eek weed whefl fteti v·ftted
by the splitterHtftft.
ShiRgle Sft't• A mttehiAe used te mttke shiflgles.
Shftke splitter A mftehiAe Hsed te split bleeks iAte shftke
~

Shttke SftW A mttehifle used te SftW shake biltflks iftte ft fifl
ished wedged shftpe predHet.
Shttke ftfld shiRgle mills ftet meetiflg ftl! the eeRditiefls ftS set
ferth ftbe·re shall be separtttely elttSsified iA el11ssifie11tieA
lOOS "Shftke ftfld shiRgle mills, N.O.C."
811wH1:ills, epertttiefl tlfld m11iAteR11Aee
This e!ftssifiefttiefl exelHdes eperfttiefls eeftdueted ifl the
weeds 'Nhieh is te be repertee septtrately ifl elassifieatiefl
SOOl "leggiRg, N.O.C."))

1002-00 Sawmms; Ooeratjon apd majptepapce

Applies to establishments eneaeed in the operation and
maintenance of a sawmill. Sawmills receive raw logs which
they usually store temporarily in their yard before cuttine
them into rough and finished lumber. This classification
includes operations such as. but not limited to. loadine raw
logs onto the conveyor or log slip: sawing logs with a variety
of bead. cut-off. circular or band saws: eradine and sortine
lumber; drying green (wet) lumber: and the stacking and storine of lumber. The raw Ioes are cut into roueh lumber. such
as cants and blocks. or into finished lumber. such as posts.
planks or boar<ls.
This classification excludes all operations conducted in
the woods. such as Ioeeine or use of a portable sawmill.
which is to be reported separately in classification 5001. and
establishments engaged only in the manufacturing of wood.
veneer. veneer products. or lumber remanufacturine which is
to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
manufacturine beine performed.

1002-08 Shake and shingle rums - automated process

Applies to establishments operatin~ an automated shake
and shingle mill which manufacture shakes. shingles and/or
ridee caps usine automated processes. For purposes of this
classification. automated processes refers to shake and shinele mills eguipped with automatic feeders on all saws. adjustable packing and cutting stations. and fully automatic systems for conveyine material to work stations. All equipment
must be equipped with automatic shut off switches Within a
shinele mill the operation of a trim saw must be performed by
an individual as a separate function from that of the sbinele
saw operator (shingle sawyer is not to perform both funcProposed

tions). Shake splitters must be equipped with a eauee control
mechanism which permits the operator to automatically set.
the thickness of the cut. Conveyor systems must have dual.
controls to allow the deck man and sawyer the ability to control incomine material to the work station.
Block mills must be eguipped with an automated pallet
dump to eliminate the bandlin~ of material to the sawyer
work station or an adjustable scissor lift adjacent to the sbineie saw or shake splitter. Blocked wood purchased by mills
must be contained in pallets prior to entering the mill yard or
premises Loe mills must be equipped with a fully mechanized log slip (used to move logs into the deck area). log levelers. stabilizers. and lifters must be present in the deck area.
automatic deck cut-off saw. live deck for moving material
from the deck to the splittine area and overhead mounted
splitters. Trim saws. also referred to as clipper saws. must be
equipped with a laser euide or quartz lieht. This liehtine
reveals to the operator where its saw blade is in relationship
to the material being processed.
For purposes of this classification. the following terms or
words shall be eiven the meanines below·
Automatic deck or cut-off saw: A large saw. usually circular. used to trim lo~s to a specified len~tb (rounds) before
they enter a manufacturing plant.
Cliv.per saw: A machine used to make shinele ed~es
parallel.
Shingle.· Roofine or sidine material havine sawn faces
and backs. are of a standard thickness at the butt end and
tapered finish at the other end.
•
Shake: Roofing or siding material having at least one.
surface with a natural erain textured split surface.
Live deck: A chain driven platform located in the same
proximity as the deck saw and is used to convey cut rounds
from the cutting area to the splitting area.
Log stabilizer: A levered device adjacent to the deck
saw used to hold the log steady while it is being cut.
Log slip: A chain driven conveyor used to move lo~s
into the deck area.
Laser or quartz guide light: An overhead mounted light
above a saw that illuminates that portion of a work surface
where the saw blade will pass or make a cut.
Log leveler: A levered device adjacent to the deck saw
used to level a log automatically.
Overhead splitter: A ceiline mounted hydraulic. air. or
electrically operated apparatus with wedge shaped end that is
used to split Joe rounds into block wood when activated by
the splitterman.
Shingle saw: A machine used to make shineles.
Shake splitter: A machine used to split blocks into shake
~

Shake saw: A machine used to saw shake blanks into a
finished wedeed shaped product.
This classification excludes all operations conducted in
the woods. such as loeeine or the cuttine and splittine of
shake or shingle bolts. which are to be reported separately in
classification 5001.
•
Special notes; Shake and shinele mills not meetine all.
the conditions as set forth above shall be re.ported separately
in classification 1005 "shake and shingle mills. N.O.C."
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
~ 1/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

•

WAC 296-17-535 Classification 1003.
((CFeesete v, eFks, l'ile ttftti !'61e tFesti1tg

ysFti 61'efstie1ts

etHy
Pale yftftl

Masts ttftEI S!'llfS ysffis.))

1003-02 Drv kilo operations
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in kiln dryin2 of
wood as a service for customers in the wood products industry. They may also purchase and dry wood themselves for
later sale to a wood product manufacturer. Operations contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to.
receiving green lumber or logs. peeling (mechanized or manuaD. any incidental machinin2 or turnin2. layerin2 on a trolley (with spacers in between to allow for air circulation). drying in the heated kiln. and the incidental application of preservative. fire retardant. or insecticide treatments. storin2.
and delivery. Preservatives may be oil or water based and
may be applied throu2h a heated. pressurized vacuum process
in an autoclave. by surface application (spraying. brushing.
dippin2> or by soakin2 in tanks. Machinery and equipment
includes. but is not limited to. log handling and trimming
machinery. kilns. boilers that heat the kilns autoclaves. storage tanks. trolley cars. fork lifts. hand tools and delivery

.tmW..

rately in the classification applicable for the operation being
performed: all operations conducted in the woods. such as the
felling of timber. which are to be reported separately in the
applicable lo22in2 classification. and work conducted away
from the shop or yard. except delivery. which is to be
reported separately in the classification applicable for the
work bein2 performed.

1003-03 Creosote works; pile apd pole treating
Applies to establishments engaged in treating wood
poles with creosote or other chemicals to inhibit deteriora-.
tion. Poles produced by this type of business are intended for
use as utility line poles. supports for brid2es and trestles. or
piles to be driven into the ground as part of the support for a
pier or other structure. Operations contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. receiving Jogs. storin2. seasonin2 (either by air or kiln dryin2l. peelin2 (mechanized or manuaD. any incidental machining and turning
(which may include cuttin2 material into ties or cross arms).
the application of creosote or other chemical preservative.
and pick up and delivery. Preservative may be applied to seasoned wood through a heated. pressurized vacuum process in
an autoclave by surface application (sprayin2. brushin2. dipping). or soaking in tanks. Machinery and equipment
includes. but is not limited to. 102 handlin2/trimmin2fcuttin2
machinery. kilns. boilers that heat the kiln. autoclaves. stor' 2 e tanks. trolley cars for use in the kiln. fork lifts. hand tools.
_nd trucks.
This classification excludes all operations conducted in
the woods. such as the felling of timber. which are to be
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reported separately in the applicable 102ging classification.
and work conducted away from the shop or yard. except
delivery. which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable for the work being performed.

1003-04 Pole yards
Applies to establishments engaged in producing wood
poles to a customer's specifications or for their own resale.
These poles are intended for a variety of uses and are finished
to varyin2 requirements. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. receiving logs. storing.
seasonin2 (either by air or kiln dryin2>. peelin2 (mechanized
or manual). incidental machining or turning (which may
include cuttin2 some material into cross arms. cuttin2 and
boring). the application of creosote or other chemical preservative. and pick up and delivery. Preservative may be
applied to seasoned wood through a heated. pressurized vacuum process in an autoclave. by surface application (spraying. brushing. dipping). or soaking in tanks. Machinery and
equipment includes. but is not limited to. log handlin2/trimming/cutting machinery. kilns. boilers that heat the kiln. autoclaves. stora2e tanks. trolley cars for use in the kiln. fork lifts.
hand tools. and trucks.
This classification excludes all operations conducted in
the woods. such as the fellin2 of timber. which are to be
reported separately in the applicable logging classification.
and work conducted away from the shop or yard. except
delivery. which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable for the work bein2 performed
1003-05 Masts apd spars yards
Applies to establishments enga2ed in producin2 wood
masts and spars. Masts and spars are the main and secondary
supports. respectively. for sails and runnin2 ri22in2 on sailing vessels. These businesses may also produce poles for
other uses which may need to be more precisely shaped and
finished than those produced in 1003-04. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
receiving logs. storing. seasoning (either by air or kiln dryin2). peelin2 the 102s (mechanized or manual). machinin2
and turning to size (which may include cutting and boring
holes). application of chemical preservative. sandin2 if necessary. and pick up and delivery. The application of wood
finish is also included when performed by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
Preservative may be applied to seasoned wood throu2h a
heated. pressurized vacuum process in an autoclave. by surface application (sprayin2. brushin2. dippin2). or soakin2 in
tanks. Machinery and equipment includes. but is not limited
to. 102 handlin2ftrimmin2/cuttin2 machinery. kilns. boilers
that heat the kiln. autoclaves. stora2e tanks. trolley cars for
use in the kiln. fork lifts. wood finishing equipment. hand
tools. and trucks. This classification includes the production
of finished logs that will be used in the manufacture of log
houses or cabins.
This classification excludes all operations conducted in
the woods. such as the fellin2 of timber. which are to be
reported separately in the applicable Io2ging classification.
and work conducted away from the shop or yard. except
delivery. which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable for the work being performed.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5131196, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-53501 Classification 1004.
((Leg sterage ttftd leg sertiHg )ttrds exehtdiHg leg sterttge er
sertiHg yttrds eperated iH eefttteetiett with all leggittg
eperatieflS aftd ey aft empleyer 'Ji hese epeflltieflS !tfe
sttejeet te either elassifielltiett 5001 er 5005
This elassifieatiefl exelttdes all leg treekiHg eperatietts eeft
dtteted etttside ef the leg sterage attd leg sertittg yards.))
1004-00 Log storage and log sorting yards
AppHes to establishments eni:ai:ed in the operation of
log storage or sorting yards. The logs may be owned by the
yard. for later sale. or store<l for others. Operations contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to.
loadinf:lunloadin& Joi: trucks. gradin& Ioi:s by type or size.
stacking logs. recordkeeping. security and routine maintenance of grounds and equipment
This classification excludes all trucking outside of the
yard which is to be reported separately in classification 1102:
log storage or sorting yards operated by a logging company at
a side or a remote location. which are considered an inclusion
and are to be reported separately in classifications 5001 or
5005 as applicable: and log storage yards operated in conjunction with a pole yard. log drying. or wood products manufacturing business which are to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the business.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending 96-12-039, filed
5131196, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-53502 Classification 1005.
((Shittgle mills, eperatiefls aHd maiHteHanee
Shake mills, eperatiens attd mllitttettanee
This elassifieatieH exelttdes eperatiens eendtteted in the
·.veetls whieh is te ee repartee sepllfately itt elassifielltien
5001 "leggiHg, RO.C."))
1005-02 Shake apd/or shjpgle mms
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation and
maintenance of a shak:e and/or shingle mm. Work contemplated by this classification includes receiving raw logs
which they cut and spHt into shakes. shingles and ridge caps.
A shake is a roofing or siding material having at least one surface with a natural grain textured split surface. A shingle is a
roofing or siding material having sawn faces and backs and
are of a standard thickness at the butt end and tapered finish
at the other end. A ridge cap is produced from two pieces
nailed together to form a "v" shape placed on the center line
of a roof. Raw logs are temporarily stored in the yard. This
classification may include operations such as. but not limited
to. loading raw logs onto a conveyor or log slip. cutting the
log into rounds. spHtting the rounds into blocks. feeding the
blocks through a shake or shingle saw. grading and sorting.
bundHng. stacking and storing of finished shakes. shingles
and/or ridge caps. Machinery and equipment includes. but is
not limited to. log loaders. conveyors. log s)jps. overhead
splitters. cut-off saws. shake saws. shini:Ie saws. taper saws.
bead saws. pallet presses. and forklifts.
Proposed

This classification excludes establishments engaged
exclusively in the manufacturing of ridge caps or shims
which are to be reported separately in classification 2903: ~
automated shake and shingle mms which are to be reported•
separately in classification 1002 provided the entire process
to produce shakes and shingles uses automated processes at
the mm site. meets the requirements defined in WAC 296-17534: and all operations conducted in the woods. such as Iog&ini: or the cutting and splitting of shake or shini:Ie bolts.
which are to be reported separately in the applicable logging
classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-12-063,
filed 5/30/94, effective 6/30/94)
WAC 296-17-53504 Classification 1007.
((Feresters, ferest rttHgers ttfttl timeer erttisers
Geephysieal explerlltien, N.O.C., rte eere tlrilling
lftspeetien and grlltiiHg ettreatts, N.0.C.
Leg sealing and grlltlittg ettre!ttis
Lttmeer inspeetien se1Viees
Prespeeters
Rainmaking net ey airerllft
SttFYeyer seFYiees, RO.C.
Testing anti iHspeeting ef pipe lifleS raaiegraphers
Wellther statietts
Weigh seale atteHdattts, ~l.O.C.
x Fil} ing e) eeHtraeter at ifldttstrial plants er eenstrttetien

4

Clas=::atien 1007, elassifieatiefl 5001, attd elassifieatien
5004 shall Het ee assigned te the same risk ttflless the
eperatiens tleserieetl ey these elassifieatiefts are een
dtteted 8:S sepllfate !tftd distittet ettsinesses aftd eaeh ettsi
ness has separllte and distittet empleyees.))
1007-08 Geophysical exploration. N.O.C.
Applies to contractors engai:ed in geophysical exploration. with no core drilling. and without seismatic detection.
who are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). The
more common methods of geophysical exploration are gravitational. electric and magnetic. In the gravitational method.
delicate pendulums and torsion balances capable of detecting
differences in the gravitational pull of the earth at various
places enable the geoloi:ist to tell where oil is likely to be
found. There are two electrical methods. resistivity and
inductive. In the resistivity method. measurements are taken
on an ohmmeter. which indicate the resistivity of the subsurface. The inductive method is somewhat comparable. but
instead of determining the resistivity of the subsurface formations. the conductivity is measure<l enabling the geologist to
determine the character of the subsurface being studied. The
mai:netic method is accomplished by means of a highly
developed form of magnetic dipping needle with a telescope
mai:nifier. The magnetic attraction exerted by magnetic
rocks and formations causes the needle to deflect from its
horizontal plane. thereby enabling a geologist to develop contour maps with lines of equal magnetic attraction. This clasi
sjfication includes prospectors who may specialize in Partic_
u)ar instrumentation such as electrical. i:ravity. mai:netic or·
seismic. The prospector studies structure of subsurface rock
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formations to locate petroleum deposits: conducts research
lsin~;eo~h~sical instruments such as seismo2ra~h
~avi ter tcuion balance. and mai:netometer. pendul ;;;
devices. and electrical resistivity apparatus to measure characteristics of the earth: computes variations in physical forces
existing at different locations and interprets data to reveal
subsurface structures likely to contain petroleum deposits:
and determines desirable locations for drilling operations.
This classification includes prospectini: for mineral ores and
the testing of soil for percolation when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification;
This classification excludes core drillini: and seismic
geophysical exploration which are to be reported separately
in classification 0103. and i:eophysical crews employed by
oil companies who are to be reported in the classification
applicable to the business.
Special note.· When assii:nini: classifications 1007-08.
4901-16 - Geoloi:ists. and 0103-10 - Seismic i:eophysical
exploration. care must be taken to look beyond the word
"i:eoloi:ist" to determine the actual nature of the activities
being performed.

1007-09 Testing and inspecting of pipelines using radiographic or X-ray analysis prncess by contractor at industrial plants or construction sites
Applies to establishments engaged in the testing or
inspecting of pipelines or conduits for others. provided the
testing or inspecting is not performed in conjunction with the
construction of the pipeline. This classification includes test-n; or ins~ectin!involvin;.radio)!r;;hi~ or X~ra~ an.al~sis
_r_cesses_uchs the X-nung ofcg_ tamers. ms_ectm_ of
utility lines. and the drawing of oil samples on-site when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. Classification 1007-09 is assigned primarily to field
activities.
This classification excludes testing or inspecting done in
conjunction with construction which is to be reported separately in the appropriate construction classification.
1007-15 Inspection and grading bureaus. N.O.C.; log scaling and grading bureaus; lumber inspection services;
weigh scale attendants. N.O.C.; weather stations; rainmaking - no aircraft
Applies to establishments operating as inspection and
grading bureaus. not covered by another classification
<N.O.C.). including. but not limited to. those involved in
inspecting and i:rading commodities such as Ioi:s. lumber.
shingles. shakes. poles. and railroad ties. The commodity is
examined and stamped with a grademark which indicates the
grade. species. producer's name or number and other pertinent data. A certificate of inspection may be issued in lieu of
a grademark. The purpose of the inspection is to grade. tally.
and stamp only those products which meet certain required
specifications and to cull those products which do not meet
the established standards. log scaling and grading bureaus
measure the logs. and by applying log rule formulas. determine the net yield. usually expressed in board feet. A scale

J:ei~%1~~;~i~f;c!~~~~~~:e!~~;: ~:~e~:~ !°!t:!r;:n°lan~;

not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). when the service is available to the general public. otherwise the weigh
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scale attendants are to be included in the basic classification
of the business. This classification includes establishments
eni:ai:ed exclusively in such services as auto emission control
testing. air flow balancing and testing. the balancing and testing of heating. ventilatini: and air conditioning systems.
hydrostatic testing of such objects as boilers. tanks. pipes and
fittings using compressed air or water pressure to detect
leaks. the strength testing of building material such as. but not
limited to. asphalt. concrete and steel: and the testing or
inspecting of steel weldments. This classification also
includes weather stations which observe and record weather
conditions for use in forecasting. and which read weather
instruments. including thermometers. barometers. and
hyi:rometers to ascertain elements such as temperature. barometric pressure. humidity. wind velocity. and precipitation.
Weather data is transmitted and received also from other stations. A fully automated (computerized) weather station can
be reported under classification 4904. This classification also
covers rainmaking without the use of aircraft.
Sgecial note; Classification 1007. classification 5001.
and classification 5004. shall not be assigned to the same
business unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses and
the conditions set forth in the i:eneral reporting rules coyering
the operation of a secondary business have been met.

1007-16 Foresters Uo be assigned only by reforestation
underwriter>
A1;mlies to foresters engaged in forest management for
others. Foresters may plan and direct forestation or reforestation projects. map forest areas. estimate standing timber
and future i:rowth. or manage timber sales, Foresters also
may plan cutting programs to assure continuous production
of timber. and determine methods of cuttini: and removini:
timber with a minimum of waste and environmental damage.
They may plan and desii:n forest fire suppression and fireprevention programs. plan and design construction of fire
towers. trails. roads and fire breaks and may also plan and
design projects for control of floods. soil erosion. tree diseases. and insect pests in forests. Foresters may specialize in
one aspect of forest management.
This classification excludes manual labor or direct
supervision of manual labor.
Soecial note: Classification 1007. classification 5001.
and classification 5004 shall not be assigned to the same business unless the operations described by these classifications
are conducted as separate and distinct businesses and the conditions set forth in the general reporting rules covering the
operation of a secondary business have been met.
1007-18 Foresters and timber cruisers - scientific tree.
forestrv. and watershed studies (to be assigned only by
reforestation underwriter>
Applies to establishments engaged in scientific tree studies for others. Scientific tree studies are research oriented:
random sample plots are measured and data such as the size
of trees. species. disease and insect or animal damage. and
seedling mortality. are recorded. Plots are maintained where
each tree is tagged. its genealoi:y recorded. and growth statistics entered. A scion Ca detached living shoot or twig) may be
grafted onto a root stock and detailed records maintained of
Proposed
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its i:enealo1:y and 1:rowth. Other data. such as fertilizers
used. also may be maintained. These test plots are sometimes
referred to as pro1:eny plots or pro1:eny studies. This classification includes scientific studies of watersheds or watershed
restoration which involves the evaluation of slopes. road systems. streams and the entire ecosystem (an ecological community with its physical environment. regarded as a unitl.
This classification also includes precommercial thinning layouts or pruninl! inspections to determine if an area is ready
for thinning or pruning.
This classification excludes manual labor or direct
supervision of manual labor.
Aflecial note.· Classification 1007. classification 5001.
and classification 5004 shall not be assigned to the same business unless the operations described by these classifications
are conducted as separate and distinct businesses and the conditions set forth in the 1:eneral reportini: rules coverini: the
operation of a secondary business have been met.

1007-19 Timber cruisers (to be assigned only by reforestation underwriter)
Applies to timber cruisers engaged in cruising timber
land to estimate the volume and quality of a timber stand
through an on-site visual inspection for others. A timber
cruiser collects data concerninl! forest conditions for
appraisal. sales. administration. lo1:i:inj!. land use. and forest
management planning. A forest area is traversed on foot in
an established pattern and samplini: techniques applied. The
height and diameter of each tree in a test site is recorded as
are defects such as rot and bends. to estimate the useable
wood in each tree. From the data collected a summary report
is prepared l!ivini: the timber types. sizes. condition and outstanding features of an area. such as existing roads. streams.
and communication facilities. Trees may be marked with
spray paint to denote trail. boundary. or for cutting.
This classification excludes manual labor or direct
supervision of manual labor.
Soecial note.· Classification 1007. classification 5001.
and classification 5004 shall not be assi1:ned to the same business unless the operations described by these classifications
are conducted as separate and distinct businesses and the conditions set forth in the general reporting rules covering the
operation of a secondaey business have been met
1007-20 Foresters and timber crujsers - tree auditing Cto
be assigned only by reforestation underwriter)
Applies to establishments engaged in tree auditing for
others. This service is i:enerally associated with new plantations and is the process of evaluating the quality and the rate
of plantini: of new trees. as well as surveyini: newly planted
sites on a periodic schedule to determine the survival rate.
This classification excludes tree auditing services when
plantinl! is in process. which is to be reported separately in
classification 5004. and manual labor or direct supervision of
manual labor.
Soecial note: Classification 1007. classification 5001.
and classification 5004 shall not be assii:ned to the same business unless the operations described by these classifications
are conducted as separate and distinct businesses and the conditions set forth in the 1:eneral reportini: rules coverini: the
operation of a secondary business have been met.
Proposed

1007-21 Environmental and ecological surveyor services.
N.O.C.
•
Applies to establishments en1:a1:ed in providinl! environ-·
mental and ecoloi:ical surveyinl! services not covered by
another classification (N.0.C.) for others. Environmental or
ecoloi:ical surveyini: firms typically serve as consultants to
industrial or commercial enterprises. governmental agencies
or private citizens. Environmental en1:ineer is a term applied
to engineering personnel who apply knowledge of chemical.
civil. mechanical. or other eni:ineerinl! disciplines to preserve
the quality of life by correcting and improving various areas
of environmental concern. such as air. soil. or water pollution. Services include identifying and projecting potential
environmental impact resultinl! from proposed projects.
assessing the source. severity and extent of environmental
damai:e resultinl! from human or natural causes. and recommending solutions to protect or regain the natural balance
between or1:anisms and their environment. Activities of
environmental surveying/consulting establishments include.
but are not limited to. locatinl! arcbaeolo1:ical sites for preservation. researching and collecting field data on birds and
insects. preparinl! impact statement for landowners and
developers. stream and fish monitoring. botanical surveys.
wetland surveys. soil and i:roundwater testinl! for contamination. air monitorinl! includinl! industrial hy1:iene services.
monitoring and testing at hazardous waste sites. providing
advice on pollution control at its source. and developinl! a
plan for cleaning up already recognized problems such as
waste disposal sites. radon or asbestos contamination. Othe~
services provided may include helping clients develop a sys-·
tern for complyinl! with various 1:overnmental re1:ulations.
This classification includes employees of the environmental
surveyini: service who conduct field work as well as those
who are assigned to act as project managers or project superintendents to oversee the work of remediation contractors.
This classification excludes all types of remediation
work which is to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the type of remediation work beinl! performed.
and surveyors employed by construction companies or other
types of businesses who are to be reported separately in the
applicable classifications.
Special note: When assigning classifications 1007 or
4901. care must be taken to look beyond the words "consulting" or "engineering" to determine the actual nature of the
activities beinl! performed Classifications I 007 and 4901
shall not be assigned to the same business unless the operations described by these classifications are conducted as separate and distinct businesses. each business bas separate and
distinct employees. and the conditions set forth in the 1:eneral
reportinl! rules coverinl! the operation of a secondary business have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7II196)

WAC 296-17-536 Classification 1101.

t

((Atttemeeile delivery drive away, atttemeeile Fef3eSsessi11g .
Cemf3ttter t8f3e/aeeett11ti11g reeerds delivery serviee
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Delivery b) rehlil, t9'helesale, eembined whelesale and rehlil
._ steres and eistribttters, N.O.C.
peii·ter) eempanies, deli ref pareels and paekages, ne bttlk
H1erehaneise
Distribtttien ef sample merehar1eise by rehiele
Driver eelivery sales, N.O.C.
Dfrters ef se11r1d trtteks
News ageHtS er eistribttters ef magaziHeS, perieeieals ane
telephene beaks, H6 rehlil dealer
Rettte feee seF¥iees, ell:eltteiHg feee preparatien whieh is te
be reperted separate!) in elassifieatien 3905
Street veneing vehieles.))
1101-04 Automobile deliyerv or repossessjng
Applies to establishments engaged in delivering or
repossessing individual automobiles for others. Generally. a
client wjll contact the service company and arramrn for a car
to be delivered to a specific destination or reguest that a car of
which they (client) is the legal owner. be repossessed and
delivered to a specific location. In either case. a driver. not a
motorized transportation service. does the delivery Duties of
employees subject to this classification are generally limited
to unlocking vehicles and driving It is common on long distance deliveries for the service company to use more than one
driver. This classification also applies to drivers of sound
trucks~

This classification excludes operation of tractor/trailer
combinations to transport vehicles which is to be reported
separately in classification 1102 or classification 1109.
~e:endin~on the method of trans:rtin!!.

I

andhol~sale

1 1-06eliyery by retail
stores and distributors. N.O.C.
Applies to employees of retail and wholesale stores
engaged in inter-store delivery. customer merchandise delivery when excluded from the store classification. and delivery
not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). Employees
subject to this classification are generally involved in loading
and unloading delivery vans or trucks and driving from store
to store. or from a store to a customer's location. Drivers may
or may not have designated routes or delivery areas. This
classification is not applicable to establishments engaged in
general trucking services which are to be reported separately
in classification 1102. Classification 1101 is distinguishable
from delivery operations reported in classification 1102 in
that businesses covered by classification 1102 generally do
not own the merchandise they are transporting,
1101-09 Parcel delivery companies for delivery of small
parcels
Applies to establishments em;aged in the delivery of
small parcels for others. Establishments subject to this classification may offer overnight express services. but usually
do not deliver packages that exceed 150 pounds. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
driving. loading and unloading delivery vehicles. This classification also applies to contract mail delivery route drivers
and contract hauling of mail between post offices.
This classification excludes the delivery of bulk freight
such as that delivered by trucking companies which are to be
reported separately in classification 1102.
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1101-14 News agents or distributors of magazines. periodjcals and telephone books - no retail dealers
Applies to establishments engaged in the distribution of
newspapers. periodicals. and telephone books. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
driving. loading and unloading the vehicles. stocking shelves.
and removing old periodicals from shelves.
1101-17 Driver delivery sales. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in route sales of a
wide variety of merchandise not covered by another classification (N.0.C.). including. but not limited to. hand tools.
automotive supply household items. used clothing. snack
foods (such as potato chips). daiey products. greeting cards.
over-the-counter medications. grooming products. and pamphlets, Sales personnel drive company vehicles to deliver
moducts which have been previously ordered and. while at
the customer's location. solicit further orders. remove outdated merchandise. and restock shelves or displays. They
may also call on new customers along their route.
1101-19 Route food services
Applies to establishments engaged in route food services
where prepackaged. prepared food is sold. or where food may
be prepared in the mobile unit for immediate sale by employees of the route food service. Duties include. but ace not limited to. driving. food preparation. loading and unloading the
vehicle. and cashiering Typical route food services include.
but are not limited to. traveling coaches that sell beverages
and prepared pastries or snack items at various locations during a given work day. ice cream wagons. refrigerated trucks
that sell specialty prepackaged foods to route customers. or
mobile "short-order" food services that sell fast foods at special events or at locations where hot food may not be avail-

.a.bk..

This classification excludes food preparation at a fixed
location foe the route food vehicles which may be reported
separately in classification 3905 or as applicable.

1101-20 Computer tape or accounting records deliyery
service
Applies to establishments engaged in picking up and
delivering computer tape. accounting records. or similar
financial records to or from storage centers to customer locations Delivery drivers in this classification often work in
metropolitan areas and drive small cars or bicycles.
1101-21 Errand servjce
Applies to establishments engaged in providing errand
services for others. Types of errands include. but are not limited to. shopping services. delivery of food. beverages or
other commodities. and delivery of body fluid samples to laboratories. Vehicles used by these services are typically small
cars or bicycles. This classification also applies to the distribution of sample merchandise by vehicle.
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-537 Classification 1102.
((Interstate anti intrastate trtteking ineltttiing transpert eem
panies, express eeRtf!anies, freight hauling anti tFtteking,
N:e:-&.))

1102-02 Interstate truckine
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in interstate truckini:.
Interstate trucking is the hauling of goods that either originate
out of state or baye an out-of-state destination. Duties
include driving. mechanical repair. and in some cases loadimuunloadini: vehicles. The loadini: and unloadini: ma.y be
done with forklifts. pallet jacks. hand trucks. or by band. The
drivers may have an assii:ned route. or they may be assii:ned
a different destination each trip.
Sgecial no(es.· Effective July I. 1993. truckini: establishments are allowed to have both the trucking classification
1102 and the freii:ht bandlini: classification 2002. However.
hours cannot be split for a worker who works in both classes.
If an employee bas any drivini: duties. all their hours are to be
reported in classification 1102. Establishments subject to this
classification are to report actual hours worked for each
driver. However. the hours are to be capped at 520 hours per
driver per quarter. Detailed information can be found in the
i:enecal audit rule coverini: the truckini: industry and in RCW
51.12 095.
1102-03 Intrastate truckioe
Applies to establishments engaged in intrastate trucking.
Intrastate truckini: is the haulini: of i:oods only within the
boundaries of a state. In other words. the goods must have
both an orii:in and destination in the same state. Duties
include driving and. in some cases. loading and unloading the
vehicles. The loadini: and unloadini: may be done with forklifts. pallet jacks. hand trucks. or by band. The drivers are
usually assii:ned routes or a territory. Businesses in this classification usually have terminals or storai:e depots where
merchandise is stored awaitini: transfer.
Soecial notes.· Effective July 1. 1993. trucking establishments are allowed to have both the truckini: classification
1102 and the freight handling classification 2002. However.
hours cannot be split for a worker who works in both classes.
If an employee bas any driving duties. all their hours are to be
reported in classification 1102. Establishments subject to this
classification are to report actual hours worked for each
driver. However. the hours are to be capped at 520 hours per
driver per quarter. Detailed information can be found in the
general audit rule covering the trucking industry.
1102-04 Combined interstate/intrastate truckine
Applies to establishments engaged in a combination of
interstate/intrastate ttuckini: activities Businesses assii:ned
to this classification generally do not produce. manufacture.
or Iei:ally own the i:oods they are haulini:. Interstate truckini:
is the hauling of goods which either originate out of state or
have an out-of-state destination Intrastate truckini: is the
baulini: of i:oods only within the boundaries of a state. In
other words. the i:oods have both an orii:in and destination in
the same state. Duties include drivini: and. in some cases.
loading and unloading the vehicles. The loading and unloadProposed

ini: may be done with forklifts. pallet jacks. hand trucks. or by
band. The drivers are usually assigned routes or a territory.t
Establishments jn this classification usually have tennjnals or
storage depots where merchandise is stored awaiting transfer.
Sgecial notes: Effective July I. 1993. truckini: establishments are allowed to have both the trucking classification
1102 and the freii:ht handlini: classification 2002. However.
hours cannot be split for a worker who works in both classes.
If an employee has any drivini: duties. all their hours are to be
reported in classification 1102. Establishments subject to this
classification are to report actual hours worked for each
driver. However. the hours are to be capped at 520 hours per
driver per quaner. Detailed information can be found in the
general audit rule covering the trucking industry and in RCW
51 12.095.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-538 Classification 1103.

((Beattt) eark dealers. Yara eperatiens exelttties eark
grinding eperatiens "hieh are te ee ref!ertea separate!)
in elassifieatien 2903
CeRtf!esting serf'iees: Yara ef!eratiens ineltttiing fflttlehing
anti ehipping '+'egetati • e matter
Ceal llftti selia fuel Elealers: Y!lfa ef!eratiens exelt1Eles Rtin
ing er Eligging ef!eratiens whieh are te ee repartee sepa
rately in the Etf'f'lieable elEtSsifie1ttiee
Fireweea Elealers: Yaffi 6f!eratiees exelt1Eles fireweea e11t . .
ting in the weeds whieh is te ee repertea Sef!aratel) in.
elassifieatien 5001
Pallet reeyele ser • iee: Yara eper1ttiens exel116es pallet man
t1faett1rieg, 1tsseRtbly er ref!air whieh is te be repartee
separate!) in e!EtSsifieatien 2903
Peat er httmtts dealers exelttding digging eperatiens ~· hieh
are te ee reperted separately in elassifieatien 0112
Tuf' seil dealers: Yard eperatiens
This elassifieatien inelt1des delivery when perfermea ey
empleyees ef an emf!leyer sttejeet te this elEtSsifieatien.))
1103-00 Coal and solid fuel dealers • yard ooerations
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale and delivery of coal. pressed wood fiber Ioi:s <fire Ioi:s). wood stove
pellets. wood chips. and sawdust. Operations contemplated
by this classification include all related store. yard and delivery operations when conducted by employees of employees
having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all manufacturing operations which are to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the material and process used. and all mining
operations which are to be reported separately in the applicable classification.
1103-02 Firewood dealers· yard operations
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale of firewood, This classification is limited to establishments operat-

~;~rorre~~e!!!~s;wl ~~~c:ff!:f!/fr~:. P~~e~~J~~-

contemplated by this classification are limited to yard and
delivery operations.
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This classification excludes firewood cutting operations
conducted in timber or forest lands and firewood sales lots
inducted from a logging landing which are both to be
;ported separately in the applicable logging classification.
Special note: Establishments subject to this classification may purchase precut firewood from other nonrelated
businesses or may have a cutting crew. The only cutting
operations allowed in classification 1103 are those conducted
in the sales lot.

1103-04 Composting
Applies to establishments engaged in composting yard
waste or other materials. Depending on the type of yard
waste accepted. grinders may be used to reduce the size of the
material for faster composting. Once the material is an
acceptable size for composting. it may be placed in static curing piles. turned periodically to aerate until it is adequately
decomposed. then sometimes screened. Another method of
curing is to place the waste material in long rows. called
"windrows" which are turned periodically. Other establishments. either operated privately or by municipalities. may use
processed and dewatered sludge which is mixed with other
materials such as shredded yard waste. sawdust. or other
wood waste The mixture must be designed to have the right
degree of moisture and air to maintain a temperature of
between 130 and 160 de~ees Fahrenheit. The end product.
in either instance. is a "Class A" pathogen product. meaning
it can be used in soil for raising vegetables and is referred to
as "manufactured" soil. This classification includes delivery
lhen pe:rmed ~Y empl~yee~ of an employer having opera_ons sub_~t to this class1ficat1on.
1103-05 Pallet recycle seryice - yard operatjons
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale of used
wood pallets to others. Operations contemplated by this classification are limited to the pick up of discarded used pallets
from stores. warehouses. or other facilities. transporting of
pallets to the establishment's sorting and storage yard where
they are sorted by grade and size. reloading of pallets onto
trucks. and delivery of pallets to customers,
This classification excludes all pallet repair activities
which are to be reported separately in classification 2903,
1103-06 Top soil. humus. peat and beauty bark dealers yard operatjops
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale of soils.
humus. peat. and beauty back to others. Operations contemplated by this classification are limited to the receipt of soils.
peat. humus. bark and compost in bulk and the subsequent
load out of bark. soil and related organic matter into customer
vehicles. This classification includes custom mixing soils.
incidental sales of landscaping rock. sand. gravel. and
crushed rock. and delivery when performed by employees of
an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes contract delivery by non-

Q=~=~
applicable classification.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-53801 Classification 1104.
((At1t01tt0eile 0f tftlek 'tHeelcing er disfft1t1ttling
This el1tssifie1tti0n inelttees e" er the eettnter sttles ef new er
t1seEI flllFts e11EI tew trt1ek epeRHie11s.))
1104-00 Auto or truck wrecking or dismantling
Applies to establishments engaged in salvaging. dismantling and parting out motorized vehicles. motorcycles. and
aircraft. Parts may be removed and inventoried or removed
when there is a special request foe them, Afterwards. hulls
are stripped and may be crushed. Operations contemplated
by this classification includes removal of salable pans with
the use of hand tools and discarding frames and bodies for
future sale to scrap dealers and metal manufacturers, Any
subsequent breaking up of stripped chassis and bodies with
torches oc shears to be sold as iron oc steel scrap is also
included within the scope of this classification as is the reconditioning of the yard's own autos and tcucks for resale, In
addition to the yard work, salvaged pacts will be reconditioned or repaired and sold over the counter. New parts may
also be sold, A dismantlec may locate and obtain parts from
another yard for a customer. Dismantlers may haul cars and
trucks to the yard by tow truck. flatbed. oc multi-car carrier oc
the owner may bring the vehicle to the yard. Tow truck operations related to the hauling of vehicles purchased by the
wrecking yard for sale by the yard are included within the
scope of this classification,
This classification excludes establishments engai:ed in
tow truck services to the public which are to be reported separately in classification 1109. and establishments engaged in
salvaging. collecting. sorting and reducing scrap metal which
are to be reported separately in classification 0604,
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-53802 Classification 1105.
((Pertllhle ehe1ttie1tl teilet ser·f'iee
Sej:ltie ltlnk pt11ttping ser·tiees inst1tll1tti0n ttnEI Fef'llif ef sep
tie systeHts life te ee FeperteEI sepllflltely in elassifielltien
GlGS
Street er pttrking let swee13ing serviees
Vaet1t1Ht trt1ek ser1iees SHeh as bHt net limited te reeevery ef
w1tSte ail, elettning seh ents ana antifreeEe
This elassifieatien inelHees the relatee eispesel ef waste
pre611ets whieh life reeeverecl by establishments SHBjeet
te this elassifieatien; anti Htttintenttnee ef "'ehieles and
eEjttiptHent HBless enether elassifieatien tfeatment is pre
·1ide6 fer ey the fttles ill this ffiftnttal.))
1105-00 Septic tank pumping
Applies to establishments engaged in septic tank pumping services for others. In addition to driving duties. the drivers connect the pumping hose to the top of the septic tank and
start the motor/pump to remove waste from the septic tank oc
cesspool. This classification includes the related disposal of
waste products which are recovered by establishments subject to this classification.
J
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This classification excludes installation and repair of
septic tanks or systems which are to be reported separately in
classification 0108. and cleanini: of septic systems which is
to be reported separately in classification 0504.
1105-01 Street sweeping; parking lot sweeping; and portable chemical toilet servicing
Applies to establishments that perform street sweepini:
and parkini: lot sweepini: services for others. Trucks used for
sweeping are equipped with rotating or nonrotating brushes
and vacuum/suction devises. In addition to drivini: duties.
the drivers may adjust/unclog the brushes. and clean the holdini: tanks contained on the sweepini: or pumpini: vehicle.
This classification also includes snow removal by plowing.
delivery of portable toHets and the related servicini: and disposal of waste products which are recovered by establishments subject to this classification.
1105-02 vacuum truck seryjces
Applies to establishments engaged in vacuum truck services for others Services include. but are not limited to.
cleaning of duct work. picking up waste oils. lubricants. antifreeze. bHi:e water. and simHar waste products. Establishments subject to this classification may offer a rei:ular service. one-time or occasional pick-up service. The driver has
kits for testini: the materials and. if there is a question. a sample is taken to a laboratory for further analysis. If the waste
material is acceptable. it is pumped into the tanker truck. The
waste material may be consolidated with similar products and
"bulked" in storai:e tanks. then taken to appropriate treatment
or disposal facHities. or it may be taken directly to appropriate facilities. If it is to be "bulked" with other products. it wm
be filtered as it is pumped into the storage tanks and allowed
to sit for a few days for any water to settle to the bottom of the
tank and be drained off. Bulked materials may be hauled
away by the establishment's own trucks or by common carrier. Establishments subject to this classification may pick up
containers of used oil filters and brini: them into their plant
where they are sorted into crushed and uncrushed filters. and
i:askets removed. This activity is included within the scope
of this classification if it is an incidental service. This classification includes the related disposal of waste products which
are recovered by establishments subject to this classification.
This classification excludes septic tank pumping which
is to be reported separately in classification 1105-00.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-53803 Classification 1106.
((Rental stefes N.O.C.
This elassifie!tlian inehtdes elerieal affiee aftd sales perseft
Heh))

1106-00 Rental stores. N.O.C.; Truck capopy sales
Applies to establishments engaged in the rental of items.
not covered by another classification CN O.C.). such as hand
tools. air compressors. automotive tools. baby equipment.
convalescent equipment. exercise equipment. floor care
equipment. pressure washers. party and banquet equipment.
light construction tools or eguipment such as saws. drills. and
Proposed

sanders. and lawn and i:arden equipment. as opposed to
machinery or larger commercial or industrial eguipment. The
tools and equipment are i:enerally rented to homeowners fo~
use on their property. Rental stores within this classification
rent a variety of tools and equipment unlike specialty rental
stores that specialize in one type of product. This classification includes clerical office personnel. sales personnel. as
well as the maintenance and repair of rented goods when performed by employees of the rental store. This classification
also applies to establishments engaged exclusively in the sale
and related installation of truck canopies.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the rental of commercial or industrial equipment and/or
machinecy such as. but not limited to. bulldozers. tractors.
and backhoes which are to be reported separately in classification 6409: establishments eni:ai:ed in the rental of farm
machinery equipment which are to be reported separately in
classification 6408: establishments eni:ai:ed in the rental of
vehicles which are to be reported separately in the applicable
classification: establishments eni:ai:ed in the rental of sporting goods which are to be reported separately in classification
6309: establishments eni:ai:ed in the rental of clothini: or costumes which are to be reported separately in classification
6305: and establishments eni:ai:ed in the rental of furniture
which are to be reported separately in classification 6306.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-53805 Classification 1108.
( (Attte glass merehants
Class merehaftts inelttdiftg bendiRg, griftdiftg, be·;eling, sil
veriftg er temperiftg ef pl!tle ar sheet glass
Class frasting, etehiRg, be"t·eliftg inehtdiftg etttting
This elassifieatieft e:Kehtdes the instalhttien ef glass, miHers,
ahtmiftttfft er "aed ,r;indew sashes er similar pradttets
away fram the shep whieh are ta be reperted separ!tlely
ift elassifieatiaft 0511.))
1108-02 Glass femperjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in glass tempering
services for others. Operations contemplated by this classification include glass cutting. bending. grinding. beveling. and
silverini:. Tools and equipment include metal and wood cutting tools and machinery. grinders. sanders. drills. saws.
knives. suction cups. putty. caulkini:. cleanini: solvents. forklifts. packing materials. delivery and service vehicles and
temperini: ovens. The process of i:lass temperini: consists of
taking auto or sheet glass which has been purchased from a
i:lass manufacturer or distributor and placini: it in a tempering oven. The oven heat realigns the molecular structure of
the i:lass creatini: added streni:th. however. the appearance of
the glass remains unchanged. This classification includes the
sale of accessories for flat i:lass such as sealants. screenini:.
aluminum frames for storm windows and doors. mirror back'
ings. frames and glass cleaners.

\0
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the
sashes or similar products away from the shop which are
be reported separately in classification 0511: establishments
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engaged in the manufacture of glass which is to be reported
• separately in classification 3503: merchants who specialize in
.selling or installing auto glass which is to be reported separately in classification 1108-04: glass merchants engaged
exclusively in flat glass sales which are to be reported separately in classification 1108-03; and combined auto/flat glass
merchants with no tempering which are to be reported separately in classification 1108-05.

1108-03 Flat glass merchants - po temperjpg
Applies to establishments emmged in receiving. storing
and selling all types of fabricated glass and plexiglas. Glass
products include. but are not limited to. window glass. plate
glass. safety glass for automobiles. and mirrors. Work contemplated by this classification includes cutting of glass to
customers specified dimensions. beveling. buffing. grinding.
polishing. silvering of plate glass. and the installation of glass
into frames within the shop or adjacent yard. Some dealers
may specialize in cutting. selling or installing fabricated flat
glass or they may also sell and install plate. laminated. window. cathedral. stained. bullet proof. opalescent flat. picture.
skylight and tempered glass. Most glass dealers will cut glass
to order. Tools and equipment include metal and wood cutting tools and machinery. grinders. sanders. drms. saws.
knives. suction cups. putty. caulking. cleaning solvents. forklifts. packing materials. delivery and service vehicles. This
classification includes the sale of accessories for flat glass
such as sealants. screening. aluminum frames for storm windows and doors. mirror backings. frames and glass cleaners.
•
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
• the installation of glass. mirrors. aluminum or wood window
sashes or similar products away from the shop which are to
be reported separately in classification 0511; manufacturing
of glass which is to be reported separately in classification
3503: glass merchants who perform glass tempering which
are to be reported separately in classification 1108-02: and
merchants who specialize in selling or installing auto glass
which are to be reported separately in classification 1108-04.

1108-04 Auto glass merchants
Applies to establishments engaged in selling and installing automobile glass in vehicles. In addition to selling and
installing new or replacement auto glass. merchants typically
repair auto windshield cracks. scratches. bullseyes and
breaks. Tools and equipment include metal and wood cutting
tools. grinders. sanders. drills. saws. knives. windshield
sticks. suction cups. putty. caulking. cleaning solvents. delivery and service vehicles. Solar tinting of auto glass with film
to reduce beat and glare may also be performed. as well as
selling and installing sun roofs. Auto glass merchants may
offer 24-bour emergency service or pickup and delivery.
Installation of auto glass. truck glass or boat tops performed
in or away from the shop is included within the scope of this
classification.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacturing of glass which are to be reported sepa.rately in classification 3503; glass merchants who perform
.glass tempering which are to be reported separately in classification 1108-02: glass merchants exclusively dealing in flat
glass which are to be reported in classification 1108-03: and
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combined auto/flat glass merchants with no tempering which
are to be reported in classification 1108-05 .

1108-05 Combined auto and flat glass merchants - no
tempering
Applies to establishments engaged in receiving. storing
and selling all types of fabricated glass and plexiglas as window glass. plate glass. safety glass for automobiles. mirrors
and other types of glass at a permanent shop location or adjacent yard Work contemplated by this classification includes
cutting of glass to customers' specified dimensions. beveling.
buffing. grinding. polishing. silvering of plate glass and the
installation of glass into frames, Tools and equipment
include metal and wood cutting tools and machinery. grinders. sanders. drills. saws, knives. suction cups. windshield
sticks. putty. caulking. cleaning solvents. forklifts. packing
materials. and delivery and service vehicles A glass merchant performing the installation of glass in automobiles is
also included within the scope of this classification: as are
related services such as. but not limited to. repair of auto
windshield cracks. scratches. bullseyes and breaks: in vehicle
tinting of auto glass to reduce beat and glare: and installing
sun roofs, Other dealers may specialize in cutting. semng or
installing fabricated flat glass or they may also sell and install
plate. laminated. window. cathedral. stained, bullet proof.
opalescent flat. picture. skylight and tempered glass.
Included within the scope of this classification is the sale of
accessories for flat glass such as sealants. screening. aluminum frames for storm windows and doors. mirror backings.
frames and glass cleaners
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the installation of glass. aluminum or wood window sashes or
similar products away from the shop which are to be reported
separately in classification 0511: manufacturing of glass
which is to be reported separately in classification 3503:
glass merchants who perform glass tempering which are to be
reported separately in classification 1108-02: and flat glass
merchants who do not sell or install auto glass which are to be
reported separately in classification 1108-03.
1108-06 Glass frosting. etching. beveling or grinding
Applies to establishments engaged in shaping and finishing solid glass by cutting. frosting. etching. ·beveling. grinding. sandblasting. carving. glue chipping. decorating or
grooving, Custom items manufactt.ired in this classification
include. but are not limited to. video game tops. glass signs.
glass used in the assembly of electrical appliances such as
microwave ovens. electronically controlled cabinets and display panels. and mirrors of all sizes, Machinery includes diamond or glass cutting saws. diamond or glass grinding
wheels and discs. drjlls. polishing laps. etching tools and
other hand tools. In the manufacture of mirrors. metallic
solutions (usually silver). shellacs or varnishes. paints. and
plate glass are received from outside sources. The glass is cut
to size. ground. smoothed. and the edges may be beveled,
Hole drilling. chemical etching. drying. buffing and polishing
may be performed, Reflective surfaces are generally pro- .
duced by pouring or spraying metallic solutions over prepared glass Heavier coats are obtained by successive applications of the plating solution, After applying the plating
solution. the mirrors are sprayed or hand brushed with shellac
Proposed
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or varnish. then with paint. Frames. handles or simUar finishings may be attached. Production manufacturing of insulated
2Iass by sealin2 to2ether two or more sheets of 2Iass with an
air space between them is also included when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes the minin2. di22in2 or quarrying of raw materials which is to be reported separately in
the applicable classification: 2Iass merchants who do incidental grinding. beveling. silvering and cutting of glass who
are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to
the type of glass they specialize in: establishments manufacturin2 optical 2oods or telescopes. or perform precision
grinding of blank or rough lenses which are to be reported
separately in classification 6604: and establishments en2a2ed
in manufacturing stained or leaded glassware. or in melting
or blowin2 2Iass which are to be reported separately in classification 3503.

conditions of the 2eneral reportin2 rule coverin2 the division
of worker hours has been met. Otherwise. all driver and.
assistant hours are to be assi2ned to the hi2hest rated classifi-·
cation applicable to the business.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-539 Classification 1301.
((Bridge teftders, eleetrieally eperated bridges, vehie1:1lllf tl:lft
Hels eperatieH
Eleetrie light aftd pe o·er eeeperatives
Eleetrie light aftd pewer plaHts, eities, tewfts 1tft6 ee1:11tties
Eleetrie light 1tftd pe wer p1:1blie utility distriets
Eleetrie systems, N.0.C.
Steam heat aHd pe wer plaHts
This elassifielltieft i1tel1:1des exteHsieH ef liHes 1tftd meter read
ers wheH deHe by empleyees ef empleyers haYiHg eper
atiefts s1:1Bjeet te this el~sifieatieH
This elassifieatieH exel1:1des eeHtraeters eHgaged ift 1:11tder
gre1:11td lifte eeHstmetieH, maiHteftaftee er repair whieh
!lfe te be reperted sep!lFately iH elassifieatieH 9107; eeft
tf&eters eHgaged ift eYerkead liHe eeHStfl:letieH, maiHte
Haftee er repair "'hieh are te be reperted separatel) ift
elassifieatieH 9599; aHEI eeHtraeters e1tgaged iH wiriRg
witkiH b1:1ildi1tgs "hieh are te be reperted separatel) ift

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-53806 Classification 1109.
((A1:1temebile er tfl:lek tewiHg eempaHies
A1:1temebile er tr1:1ek tewiHg, N.0.C.))

1109-00 Automobile or truck towjne servjces. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in providing towing
services to others which are not covered by another classification <N.0.C.). Operations contemplated by this classification are limited to tow truck drivers and their assistants who
are engaged in towing services for hire. For purposes of this
classification "towin2 services for hire" means. but is not limited to. the towin2 of disabled vehicles to a shop (that is unrelated to the towing service) for repair: the recovery of repossessed vehicles for others by tow truck: roadside assistance
during snow. ice or flooding to recover or free stuck vehicles:
and the towin2 in of disabled vehicles to a secured Yard for
insurance or Jaw enforcement agencies. It is common for
towin2 companies to also operate a vehicle repair 2ara2e or
service center in conjunction with the towing service. Auto
service centers and repair 2ara2es. auto body shops and
wrecking yard operations are to be reported separately in the
applicable service or repair classification provided that the
conditions of the general reporting rules covering the operation of a secondaiy business and the division of worker hours
have been met. Tow truck dispatchers who have no other
duties may be reported separately in classification 4904 provided that the conditions of the standard exception general
reportin2 rules have been met
S,gecial note.· Towin2 is common to many classifications. Employers offering towing services should be contacted to verify whether the towin2 service they provide is
only in connection with their auto repair. auto body or wreckin2 yard (towing service not for hire). or provided as a 2eneral service unrelated to their repair garage (towing services
for hire I Only towin2 services for hire are to be assi2ned to
classification 1109 If a business provides both towin2 services for hire and not for hire. worker hours for drivers and
their assistants maybe divided between this classification and
the applicable repair garage classification provided that the
Proposed

el~sifieatieH 9601.))
1301-00 Electric lieht apd power plants Qperated by cities.
towns. or counties
•
Applies to establishments. operated by a city. town. or.
county. enn2ed in 2eneratin2 and distributin2 electricity to
their residents. These may be hydroelectric. fossil fuel steam
or turbo-2enerator plants. This classification includes the
regular installation. maintenance and repair of power plant
machinecy and equipment. the extension and maintenance of
lines (including poles. towers and underground lines). the
installation and maintenance of circuit breakers and transformers on poles. pole-to-house book-ups (service connections). meter installation and meter readers when done by
employees of an employer havin2 operations subject to this
classification Machinery and equipment may include. but
not be limited to. boilers. turbines. 2enerators. cables. transformers. switcbgears. circuit breakers. control panels. substations. poles. lines. relays. computers. cranes. forklifts. vehicles and garages. warehouse eguipment. meters and band

tQQJ.s..

This classification excludes contractors engaged in
undecwmnd line construction maintenance or repair who are
to be reported separately in classification 0107: contractors
en2a2ed in overhead line. pole and tower construction. maintenance or repair. who are to be reported separately in classification 0509: contractors en2a2ed in wirin2 within buildin2s
who are to be reported separately in classification 0601: contractors engaged in the installation of machinery or eguipment who are to be reported separately in classification 0601
or 0603 as applicable: and the construction of any buildings
which is to be reported separately in the applicable construe-•
tion classification.
•
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Applies to establishments. in the form of cooperatives.
• engaged in generating and distributing electricity to their cus• tomers. A cooperative is formed by. and owned jointly by.
those who make use of the service being provided. The
power may be i:enerated by a hydroelectric. fossil fuel steam
or turbo-generator plant. This classification is appropriate
whether a cooperative owns a power plant or js distributini:
power purchased from another utility company. Work contemplated by this classification includes the rei:ular installation. maintenance and repair of power plant machinery and
equipment. the extension and maintenance of Jjnes <includini:
poles. towers and underi:round lines). the installation and
maintenance of circuit breakers and transformers on poles.
pole-to-house book-ups (service connections). meter installation and meter readers when done by employees of an
employer havini: operations subject to this classification.
Machinery and eguipment may include. but not be limited to.
boilers. turbines. i:enerators. cables. transformers. swjtcbgears. circuit breakers. control panels. substations. poles.
Jjnes. relays. computers. cranes. forklifts. vehicles and
garages. warehouse eguipment. meters and hand tools.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in
underi:round line construction maintenance or repair who are
to be reported separately in classification 0107: contractors
eni:ai:ed in overhead line. pole and tower construction. maintenance or repair. who are to be reported separately in classification 0509: contractors eni:ai:ed in wirini: within buildini:s
who are to be reported separately in classification 0601: contractors eni:ai:ed in the installation of machinery or equip• meat who are to be reported separately in classification 0601
• or 0603 as applicable: and the construction of any buildini:s
which is to be reported separately in the applicable construction classification.

•
•

1301-02 Electric light and power plants operated by public utility districts
Applies to establishments. in the form of a public utility
district CP.U.D.). eni:ai:ed in 1:eneratinfi and distributinfi electric power to a part of a county. This classification applies
whether a P. U.D. owns a power plant or is distributing power
purchased from another utility. Work contemplated by this
classification includes the regular installation. maintenance
and repair of power plant machinery and equipment. the
extension and maintenance of lines (including poles. towers
and underi:round lines). the installation and maintenance of
circuit breakers and transformers on poles. pole-to-house
book-ups (service connections). meter installation and meter
readers when done by employees of an employer having
operations subject to this classification. Machinery and
eguipment may include. but not be limited to. boilers. turbines. i:enerators. cables. transformers. switcbgears. circuit
breakers. control panels. substations. poles. lines. relays.
computers. cranes. forklifts. vehicles and i:arai:es. warehouse
eguipment. meters and hand tools.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in
underi:round line construction maintenance or repair who are
to be reported separately in classification 0107: contractors
engaged in overhead line. pole and tower construction. maintenance or repair. who are to be reported separately in classification 0509: contractors engaged in wiring within buildings

WSR 98-12-079

who are to be reported separately in classification 0601: contractors engaged in the installation of machinery or eguipment who are to be reported separately in classification 0601
or 0603 as a1miicable: and the construction of any buildings
which is to be reported separately in the applicable construction classification.
1301-05 Steam heat power plants
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of a
steam beat power plant These businesses use coal. oil. natural gases or electric power to produce steam which is distributed throui:h a network of under or overi:rouod pipes to customers (the plant must be vea near the purchaser). The initial process of producing the steam is the same as the process
used in a steam powered electric generating plant. but the
steam is channeled out to the purchaser instead of beini: used
to turn turbines. The purchasers use the steam for beating
buildini:s. operatini: saunas. as a beat source for cookini: or
processing in food processing plants. breweries or restaurants
. producini: the beat needed for wood drying kilns. or to convert back to hot water. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. the rei:uiar installation.
maintenance or repair of plant machinery and equipment. the
extension and maintenance of over or underground pipes.
main-to-user hook-ups. meter installation and meter readers.
This classification excludes contractors eni:ai:ed in over
or underfjffiund pipeline construction. maintenance or repair.
main-to-house line extensions and hook-ups. who are to be
reported separately in classification 0107: contractors
engaged in the installation or contract maintenance of
machinery or equipment who are to be reported separately in
classification 0603: and the construction of any buildings
which is to be reported separately in the applicable construction classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-540 Classification 1303.
((Telegntph eemp1uties, all ether empleyees, eperatieH aHfl
mai1tteHa1tee, exteHsieH ef Iines
TelepheHe eempaHies, all ether empleyees, eperatieH aHfl
maintenenee, extensien ef lines
This elassifieatieH iHelttfles Hew eeHstrttetieH aHfl eKteHsieH
ef liHes when flene by emple) ees ef emple) ers ha·ring
eperatiens sttbjeet te this elassifieatieH
This elassifieatieH exelttfles eentraeters engagefl iH ttHfler
grettHfl liHe eeHstrttetieH, maiHteHaHee er repair whieh
ftf'e te be repertefl sepBFatel) in elassifieatieH <H 07; een
traeters engagefl in everheafl line eenstrttetieH, maiHte
nanee er repair whieh are te be repertefl separately in
elassifieatieH 0509; and eefttreeters engagefl in wiriHg
within bttildings ·n·hieh Me t6 be repefted separately iH
el1tSsifieeti6n 0698.))
1303-00 Telephone compapjes - all other employees
Applies to establishments en2ai:ed in providini: telecommunications services which enable subscribers to converse or.
transmit coded data. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. the regular installation.
maintenance and repair of machinery and eguipment. the
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extension and maintenance of lines <includini: poles. towers
and underground Jines). clearing right of ways. installing
telephones and wirini: in buildini:s. and makini: service connections when done by employees of an employer havini:
operations subject to this classification. Machinery and
equipment includes. but is not limited to. central control and
switchin2 center equipment. relays. computers. antennae.
cranes. forklifts. vehicles and garages. warehouse eguipment.
and hand tools.
This classification excludes clerical office. exchani:e
operators and administrative personnel who are to be
reported separately in classification 1304: contractors
eni:ai~ed in under2round line construction maintenance or
repair who are to be reported separately in classification
0107: contractors eni:ai:ed in overhead line. pole. and tower
construction. maintenance or repair. who are to be reported
separately in classification 0509: contractors engaged in wirini: within buildini:s and makini: pole-to-house hook-ups who
are to be reported separately in classification 0608: contractors en2a2ed in the installation or contract maintenance of
machinery or equipment who are to be reported separately in
classification 0603: and establishments primarily engaged in
sellini: telephone equipment retail which are to be reported
separately in classification 6406.

1303-01 Telegraph companies - all other employees
Applies to establishments engaged in providing telecommunication services which enable printed messai:es (telegrams) to be transmitted from one agent to another for receipt
by. or delivery to. a desii:nated party Telei:raph companies
also provide a "monenram" service which allows an ai:ent to
receive a sum of money at one location and transmit a messai:e to another ai:ent to pay out the same amount of money to
a designated party at another location. Work contemplated
by this classification includes the re2ular installation. maintenance and repair of machinery and equipment. the extension
and maintenance of Jines <including poles. towers and under2round lines). installini: transmission and receivini: equipment. the clearini: of rii:ht of ways. and deliveO' work when
done by employees of an employer having operations subject
to this classification. Machinery and equipment includes. but
is not limited to. cables. control panels. poles. lines. relays.
computers. cranes. forklifts. vehicles and i:arai:es. warehouse
equipment. and hand tools.
This classification excludes clerical office and administrative personnel who are to be reported separately in classification 1304: contractors en2a2ed in undeq~round line construction maintenance or repair who are to be reported separately in classification 0107: contractors engaged in overhead
line. pole. and tower construction. maintenance or repair.
who are to be reported separately in classification 0509: contractors eni:ai:ed in wirini: within buildin2s who are to be
reported separately in classification 0608: and contractors
engaged in the installation or contract maintenance of
machinery or equipment who are to be reported separately in
classification 0603.
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-541 Classification 1304.

~

•

((Telef3R0He eefflf'lllHies, exehllHge 0f3eFllteFs, eleFielll effiee
llftd Sllles peFS0HHel
TelegFttf3h eoH!pllHies, elerielll effiee llHd sllles f3ersoHHel.))
1304-00 Telephone companies - exchange operators. clerical office and sales personnel
Applies to the administrative and clerical office personnel of establishments engaged in providing telecommunication services which enable two or more parties to converse or
transmit coded data. For purposes of this classification.
administrative personnel includes clerical office. sales. data
processing. exchange operators. customer service. marketing.
and retail telephone store (when operated by the telephone
company) sales personnel.
This classification excludes all other telephone company
employees who are to be reported separately in classification

llQ.l.

1304-01 Telegraph companies - clerical office and sales
personnel
Applies to administrative and clerical office personnel of
establishments eni:ai:ed in providin2 telecommunication services which enable printed messa2es (tele2rams) or moneygrams to be transmitted from one agent to another for receipt
by a desii:nated party. For purposes of this classification.
administrative personnel includes clerical office. sales. data
processini:. customer service. marketini:. cashiers and opera- ~
tors. of telegraph. teletype or other transmitting and receiving •
equipment.
This classification excludes all other tele2faph company
employees who are to be reported separately in classification

llQ.l.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-54101 Classification 1305.
((Tele 1 isitrn eable eefflpllHies, operlltioH llHd ffllliHteHllHee,
exteHsieH of liHes llll outside eH1ployH1eHts
This elassifielltioH iHeludes Hew eeHstrnetioH aHd exteHsieH
of liHes wkeH eoHe by eH!pleyees ef eH1f3leyeFs kllviHg
opeFlltieHs subjeet to this elassifielltioH
This elassifielltioH exeluees eoHtFlleters eHgllgee iH ttHeer
gFet:tHEI liHe eeHstFuetioH, ffllliHteHllHee OF Fef31liF whiek
are te be reportee sef3arlltel::y iH elllssifielltieH 9HH, eoH
trlletors engaged iH o l'erhelle Ii He eenstruetion, fflaiHte
Hllnee er repllir whieh lire to be repertee separately in
elllssifielltion 9599, llftd eoHtrlletors eHgagee iH wiring
withiH builEliHgs llHEI teleellble heekt:tf"S withiH buileiHgs
whieh are te be reported sepllrlltely iH elllssifielltioH
G@h))

1305-00 Teleyjsiop cable compapjes - all other employees
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in providini: point-topoint subscription cable communications services This clas- •
sification is restricted to companies that provide the total •
spectrum of cable services for a fee or rental chari:e These
companies will normally operate and maintain antenna and
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-12-014,
filed 5/31/91, effective 7/1191)
associations and co-ops that operate a central system for residential users. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. the regular installation. maintenance and repair of machinery and equipment. the extension and maintenance of lines <including poles. towers and
undeq~round lines). installation of antennae. the clearing of
rj~ht of ways. erections of poles. crossarms and insulators.
and subscriber service connections when done by employees
of an employer having operations subject to this classification. Machinery and equipment includes. but js not limited
to. cables. transformers. control panels. poles. lines. antennae. relays. computers. cranes. forklifts. vehicles and
garages. warehouse equipment. and hand tools.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in
under~round line construction. maintenance or repair who
are to be reported separately in classification 0107: contractors engaged in overhead line installation who are to be
reported separately in classification 0509: contractors
en~a~ed in pole and tower construction. maintenance or
repair who are to be reported separately in classjficatjoo
0508: contractors en~a~ed ju wirin~ within buildings and
making pole-to-house service connections who are to be
reported separately in classification 0601: and clerical office
employees of television cable companies who are to be
reported separately in classjficatjoo 4502.

-AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5129187, effective 7II /87)
WAC 296-17-542 Classification 1401.
((T1tXie1tb eetHpanies.))
1401-01 Taxicab companies
Applies to establishments engaged in furnishing passen~er transportation to others. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. operation of the vehicle. loading/unloading passengers' luggage. assisting passengers in and out of the vehicle. and maintenance/repair of the
vehicle when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. Businesses that operate cabulance.
pedicab. and horse-drawn carriage services are included in
this classification.
This classification excludes establishments that operate
ambulance services which are to be reported separately in
classification 1405. and dispatchers with no other job duties
who may be reported separately in classification 4904.

341 L See RCW 51.08.180 for the definition of "worker" to
aid in determining if drivers are employees.

WAC 296-17-544 Classification 1404.
((Btts eetHpllnies, tfansit systetHs, e1mtraet btts driving
EqttiptHent eseert !lHB pilat e!lf ser1iee
Vessels, ferries, tttgs and steatHbaats aperatian, N.O.C.
inelttaing aaek etBplayees exelttaing tH!lfititBe.))
]404-04 Bus compapjes apd trapsjt systems
Applies to bus companies. transit systems. contract bus
drivin~. and other establishments en~a~ed in public transportation services such as. but not limited to. scenic bus tour services. comract school bus services. shuttle van services. and
public transit systems. Work contemplated by this classification includes drjvin~ and related loadinwunloadin~ duties.
inspecting and maintaining vehicles. and all terminal
employment except for office personnel. Ticket sellers may
be reported separately in classification 4904 provided that
they do not handle ba~uge and that all the conditions of the
standard exception ~eneral reportin~ rules have been met
This classification excludes limousine companies which
are to be reported separately in classification 6301.

1404-06 Vessels. ferries. tugs. and steamboats. N.O.C.
Applies to employees not covered under federal jurisdiction. or another classification <N,O.C.l. who provide services
for seaworthy vessels such as ferries. tugs. or steamboats at
the dockin~ site or on adjacent land. Vessels may operate
seasonal or year-round. Employments include. but are not
limited to. dock workers. maintenance workers. traffic control personnel. and night security personnel.
Special note.· Care should be exercised prior to assi~n
ment of this classification as the workers could be subject to
federal laws covered by the Jones Act or by the U.S. Longshore and Harbor Workers Act A detailed description of
these acts can be found in classifications 0104 or 0202.
1404-07 Train rides
Applies to establishments enga~ed in the operation of
passenger excursion train rides for scenic or amusement purposes on an intrastate basis only. Excursion train rides are
typically operated from a mountain. lake or similar site, The
trains may operate on a seasonal basis in direct relation to the
volume of tourists. weather conditions. or dates of local celebration. Employments in this classification include. but are
not limited to. drivers/engineers. guides. lecturers. hostesses.
maintenance personnel and on-board food service. Ticket
sellers can be reported separately in classification 4904 provided that they do not handle ba~~a~e and that the conditions
of the standard exception general reporting rules have been
~

1404-11 Escort apd pilot cars
Applies to establishments that provide escort or pilot car
services for others The duties include drivin~ ahead of. or
behind. various types of vehicles.
This classification excludes employees of an employer.
assi~ned to drive escort or pilot cars in connection with the
delivery of equipment. buildings. ~oods. or similar items
which the employer sells or contracts to deliver Such
employment is to be reported separately in the classification
[ 119]
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applicable to sales or delivery of such items. For example. an
escort driver employed by a common carrier transporting a
modular borne to a customer's site is to be reported separately
in classification 1102.

ers stthjeet te elttssifieatien 6994; ttnEI lttw enfereement
effieers sttbjeet te elttSsifieatien 6995
•
This elassifieatieft alse eitelttees elerieal effiee anEI white eel •
lttr empleyees.))
1501-00 Counties apd taxing districts. N.O.C .• all other
employees
Applies to employees of counties and taxinl:' districts.
not covered by another classification (N.0.C.). who perform
manual labor. or who supervise a work crew performinl:'
manual labor such as custodial or maintenance. and machinery or equipment operators, This classification includes
administrative personnel such as engineers. safety inspectors.
and biolol:'ists. who have field exposure. and also includes
store and stock clerks. For purposes of this classification.
field exposure is defined as any exposure other than the normal travel to or from a work assignment.
This classification excludes electric light and power public utility districts which are to be reported separately in classification 1301: bus or transit systems which are to be
reported separately in classification 1404: water distribution
or purification system public utility districts which are to be
reported separately in classification 1507: irrigation system
public utility districts which are to be reported separately in
classification 1507: port districts which are to be reported
separately in classification 4201: school districts. library districts or museum districts which are to be reported separately
in classifications 6103 or 6104: hospital districts which are to
be reported separately in classification 6105: fire fighters
who are to be reported separately in classification 6904: law
enforcement officers who are to be reported separately in•
classification 6905: clerical office and administrative•
employees who are to be reported separately in classification
5306. and volunteers who are to be reported separately in
classifications 6901 or 6906. as appropriate.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/1/87)
WAC 296-17-54401 Classification 1405.
((Amlntlttnee ser • iees inelttEling mebile meElie ttnEI ptttient
tFttnspert sen·iees.))
1405-00 Ambulance services
Applies to establishments enl:'al:'ed in prebospital emergency care and transportation of ill or injured persons to or
from medical facUities, The services provided by any one
ambulance company will vary to some degree. however. normal operations for ambulance companies include. but are not
limited to. the following: Prebospital care. responding to
calls where the injury or accident does not require me<lical
treatment other than that provided by Emergency Medical
Technicians (para-medics) who work for the ambulance company. standby at events. assisting in providing prebospital
care and patient transport services of injured players or spectators at games. concerts. and fairs. public education/training.
teachinl:' CPR. first aid. and related courses to the public. and
cabulance service (transportinl:' patients who do not require
prebospital care to and from medical facilities).
$pecial notes.· Special care must be taken in classifyinl:'
cabulance services which are included in classification 1401.
In order to qualify for classification 1405. a company must be
primarily in business as an ambulance company. For premium reportinl:' purposes. ambulance companies are to report
all employees on an hourly basis. provided the maximum will
not exceed eil:'ht hours durinl:' any twenty-four hour period.
If verifiable records disclosing actual time worked are
unavailable. employees are to be reported at eil:'ht hours per
day for each day they had duties. If records do not disclose
hours or days worked by individual employees. an assessment of forty hours per week is to be made for each week in
which an employee bad duties. or one hundred and sixty
hours per month. For air ambulance services. flight time is to
be reported separately in classification 6803. and !:'round
operations are to be reported separately in classification
~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-545 Classification 1501.
((Cettftt:ies MEI tftitiftg ElistFiets, RO.C., all ether empleyees
Hettsing tttttlterities, leettl pttblie, ttll ether empleyees inelttEI
ing meter retttiers
InElittn tribttl eettneils, ttll ether emple) ees
This elttssifietttien eitelttEles pttelie tttility ElistFiets sttbjeet te
elttSsifietttien 139 l ttnEI 1597; btts er trttnsit seFViees stte
jeet te elttssifietttien 1494; pert Elistriets sttbjeet te elttssi
fietttien 4291; librttr) eistriets, mttsettm Elistriets ttne
seheel Elistriets stthjeet te elttSsifieatiens 6193 ttnEI 6194,
hespital Elistriets sttbjeet te elassifieatien 6105; fire fight
Proposed

1501-01 Housing authorities. N.O.C. ·all other employees
Applies to emplQyees Qf hQusinl:' authQrities. nQt cQvered
by anQther classificatiQn. whQ perform manual labm. Qr who
supervise a work crew performing manual labor such as custQdial QC maintenance. and machinery m equipment Qperators. This classification includes all functional operations of
a bQusinl:' authority such as inspectiQn. maintenance and
repairs. including minor structural repairs. janitorial service.
and buildinl:' and !:'rounds maintenance AlsQ included in this
classification are meter readers. security personnel. other
than those with law enforcement powers. administrative personnel such as engineers and safety inspectors who have field
expQsure. and store and stQck clerks Fm purpQses Qf this
classification. housing authorities are defined as nonprofit.
public and pQlitical entities which serve the needs Qf a specific city. county or Indian tribe. The nature and objectives of
sQme Qf the projects undertaken by hQUsinl:' authorities
include providing decent. safe and sanitary living accommodatiQns for IQw incQme persQns. or providinl:' l:'roup homes Qr
halfway houses to serve developmentally or otherwise disabled persQns QC juveniles released from cQrrectiQnal facilities. A hQusinl:' authQrity has the pQwer tQ prepare. carry Qut. •
lease _and operate hQ~sjn~ facilities: tQ provide for the cQn- •
strucUQn. recQnstructmn. improvement. alteratjQn m repair Qf
any housing project: to sell or rent dwellings forming part of
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project: to arrange or contract for the furnishing of the units:
and to investii:ate into the means and methods of improvin&
such conditions where there is a shortage of suitable. safe and
sanitary dwellini: accommodations for persons of low
income.
This classification excludes new construction or major
alteration activities which are to be reported separately in the
appropriate construction classifications: clerical office and
administrative employees who are to be reported separately
in classification 5306: security personnel with law enforcement powers who are to be reported separately in classification 6905: and volunteers who are to be reported separately in
classifications 6901 or 6906. as appropriate.

1501-08 Native American trjbal coupci!s - all other
employees
Applies to employees of Native American tribal councils
who perform manual labor. or who supervise a work crew
performini: manual labor such as custodial or maintenance.
and machinery or eguipment operators. This classification
includes administrative personnel such as eneineers. safety
inspectors. and biologists. who have field exposure. and also
includes store and stock clerks For purposes of this classification. field exposure is defined as any exposure other than
the normal travel to and from a work assienment.
This classification exdudes electric lieht and power pub• lie utility districts which are to be reported separately in clas• sification 1301: bus or transit systems which are to be
reported separately in classification 1404: water distribution
or purification system public utility districts which are to be
reported separately in classification 1507: irrigation system
public utility districts which are to be reported separately in
classification 1507: school districts. library districts or
museum districts which are to be reported separately in classifications 6103 or 6104: hospital districts which are to be
reported separately in classification 6105: fire fiehters who
are to be reported separately in classification 6904: law
enforcement officers who are to be reported separately in
classifications 6905 and 6906: new construction or reconstruction activities which are to be reported separately in the
appropriate construction classification: clerical office and
administrative employees who are to be reported separately
in classification 5306.
Special notes: Housine authorities operatini: under the
name of. and for the benefit of. a particular tribe are not
exempt from mandatory covernee. These housine authorities
are federally funded and are not owned or controlled by a

•
•

tribk.

Only those tribal operations which are also provided by
county governments are subject to classification 1501. The
followine activities. such as but not limited to. visitine nurses
and home health care. grounds keepers. building maintenance. pack maintenance. road maintenance. and earba&e and
sewer works. are considered to be normal operations to be
included in this classification. All other tribal council operations which are not noemally performed by a county eovernment shall be assigned the appropriate classification for the

WSR 98-12-079

activities beine perfoemed The followine operations. such
as but not limited to. meals on wheels. bingo parlors. casinos.
liquor stores. tobacco stores. ~oceey stores. food banks. eift
shops. restaurants. motels/hotels. Head Start programs.
fish/shellfish hatcheries. loi:i:ini:. and tree plantinelreforestation are outside the scope of classification 1501 and are to be
reported separately in the applicable classifications
1501-09 Militao base majntenapce. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments. not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). enueed in prnvidine all support operations and services on a military base on a contract basis Such
services include. but are not limited to. data processing. photo&raphy. mail delivery (on post and to other military facilities). hotel/motel services. mess halls. recreational facilities.
erounds and buildine maintenance. vehicle maintenance. and
may also include the maintenance of such facilities as water
works. sewer treatment plants and roads
This classification excludes new construction or construction cepaic prnjects which ace to be reported separately in
the applicable construction classification for the work being
performed: contracts foe specific activities on a military base
such as. but not limited to. buildine maintenance. club or
mess hall operations. or vehicle maintenance. which are to be
reported separately in the applicable classification for the
work being performed: firefighters who are to be reported
separately in classification 6904: law enforcement officers
who are to be reported separately in classification 6905: and
clerical office and administrative employees who are to be
reported separately in classification 5306 .
Soecial note; Classification 1501-09 is to be assii:ned to
an establishment only when all support services on a military
base are being provided by the contractor.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-546 Classification 1507.
((lri'igatieH ditehes, SJlere.tieH, reJle.ir e.Hd me.i1tte1ta1tee wheH
cfone 13:; emf316' ees ef firms suBjeet t6 this ele.ssifieatien
We.terwerks i11:ehufo1g exteHsieH ef li1tes a11:d meter readers
wheH deHe l:ly emJlleyees ef emJlleyers he.vi1tg 6Jlera
tie1ts s1:1bjeet te this elassifieatien
This ele.ssifiee.tieH exeh:1des eentre.eters e1tge.ged iH wftterli1te
ee1tstr1:1etie1t, me.i1ttene.1tee er ref3air ·1;hieh are te be
reJlerted seJle.rately iH elassifieatieH 0Hl7; e.Hd eeHtrae
ters e1tgaged iH diteh er ee.11:al eenstRtetien, mainte1ta1tee
er reJlair whieh are te !:le reJlerted seJle.rately ift either
classifiee.titms 0108 er 0201 as ftf.'f.'liee.l:lle.))
1507-01 Irrigation ditches operation. repair and mainte~

Applies to establishments eni:aged in providing water
for agricultural irrigation through a network of ditches. canals
and/oe pipelines. Irrieation system operations may be owned
by individuals. a private company. cooperatives or a municipality. Water foe irri~ation can come from a natural above or
below eround source or a reservoir and is kept flowin~ by
means of pumpine plants. lcriution.water usage is monitored at the "turn-out" which must be manually opened by an
employee of the irrigation company and is located between
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the ditch/pipeline and the user's field. Work contemplated by
this classification includes. but is not limited to. digging and
maintainin2 ditches or canals. installini: under2round pipe.
installation or maintenance of control gates and pumps.
cleanin2 of ditches. sprayini: to control insects. and re2ular
maintenance of vehicles and eguipment when done by
employees of an employer bavin2 operations subject to this
classification. Machinery and eguipment includes. but is not
limited to. water pumps. ditch di22in1:/pipe layin2 equipment. control gates. pumps. vehicles. spraying eguipment and
hand tools. This classification includes the operation of
draina2e systems by a private company or a municipal special purpose district.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in the
di22in2 of ditches or canals who are to be reported separately
in classification 0108 or 0201 as applicable; underground
pipe layin2 which is to be reported separately in classification
0107: the installation of agricultural sprinkler systems which
is to be reported separately in classification 0301; the installation or repair of irrigation/drainage pumps which is to be
reported separately in classification 0306: the routine irrii:ation of individual agricultural acreage with the owner's own
system which is to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the establishment; the construction of any new
buildin2s which is to be reported separately in the construction classification applicable to the work being performed;
and clerical office and administrative personnel who are to be
reported separately as appropriate. classification 5305 for cities and towns. classification 5306 for counties. or classifications 4904 and 6303 for nonmunicipal ownership.
Sgecial note.· Many water supply operations in Washington may have "irrigation district" as part of their name
because of their orii:inal purpose. but they are actually functioning as a waterworks sup_plying residential users and are to
be reported separately in classification 1507-02.
1507-02 Waterworks operations. repair apd majptepapce
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
water purification and distribution systems known as waterworks. Water is obtained from natural sources of surface or
2round water. piped to filtration plants. filtered. treated with
chemicals. then pumped to holding facilities for eventual distribution to the user throu2h underi:round pipes Waterworks
may be owned by cooperatives. such as homeowners' associations. a private company. or a municipality <as a P.U.D.).
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. erection of towers and tanks. under2round waterline construction. maintenance of purification and filtration
facilities. installation of fire hydrants. operatin2 a laboratory.
main-to-house hook-ups and the installation and reading of
meters when done by employees of an employer havin2 operations subject to tbjs classification. Machinery and eguipment includes. but is not limited to. excavatin2. pipe layini:.
erecting and welding eguipment. vehicles. machine shop
equipment. pumps and 2au2es. meters and hand tools. This
classification includes the operation of sewerage treatment
plants by owner or contract
This classification excludes contractors eni:a2ed in
under2round waterline construction. maintenance or repair.
including main-to-house hook-ups. who are to be reported
Proposed

separately in classification 0107: plumbin2 contractors
engaged in waterline main-to-house book-ups as part of an.
all-inclusive plumbin2 installation contract which is to be.
reported separately in classification 0306: the erection of
water towers and tanks by a contractor which is to be reported
separately in classification 0508: contractors engaged in
industrial plant maintenance who are to be reported separately in classification 0603; the construction of dams which
is to be reported separately in classification 0701; the construction of any new buildings which is to be reported separately in the construction classification applicable to the work
bein2 performed: and clerical office and administrative personnel who are to be reported separately as appropriate.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-548 Classification 1701.
((Ore refluetien, b) 11et er fir) preeess ,·,iH1et1t applieatien ef
heat at mine.))
1701-02 Ore reduction. by wet or dry process without

application of heat at mine
Applies to establishments engaged in the reduction of
coarse ores by a wet or dry process at a mine site. Work contemplated by this classification involves a variety of ore millini: activities. The process bei:ins by crushin~. screenini: and
washing the ores. Next. ores are placed in a rotating cylindrical mill which contains steel balls. flint pebbles. rods or rock
for further grinding. Then with the use of amalgamation.
<introduction of a chemical such as mercury to break down •
the ores) or flotation (uses water to separate by buoyancy and
densities). the ore material is broken down and dried to obtain
concentrated ores of metals, The millini: of ores to recover
some nonmetallic minerals which do not require amal2amation or flotation are also included within this classification.
This classification excludes underground mining operations which are to be reported separately in classification
1702. and open cut mining operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 1703.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-549 Classification 1702.
((Ceal mines, ttnflergmttnfl
Cake evens
Mines, ~l.O.C., ttnflergrettnfl.))
1702-01 Coal mjpes apd mjpes N.0.C .. updergroupd;

coke ovens
Applies to establishments engaged in underground minini:. not covered by another classification <N O.C.). involvim:
the extraction of coal. ores. stone. clay or other minerals.
Operations contemplated by this classification include excavation and tunneling below ground as well as the incidental
activities occurrini: above i:round. Unc1eri:round minini: may
involve shaft sjnkini:. slope sinkin2. rock tunnelini:. and the •
buildini: of drifts and shafts with heavy timbers or steel •
beams. Material is broken loose within the tunnel or shaft
with explosives. drilling machines. rock drills. chippers.
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Stene etttting, qttafi)' hazartl.))
urface. some of the extracted material is further refined such as
coal which is crushed. screened. washed and graded before
being hauled away. Additional equipment includes elevators.
ventilation and communication systems. water pipes. lighting
systems. as well as front end loaders. bulldozers and trucks.
This classification also applies to establishments engaged in
the manufacture of coke which is a solid carbonaceous residue obtained from bituminous coal after the removal of volatile materials by a distillation process. The method usually
consists of a beehive or by-product oven process. Coal is fed
into crushers which breaks oversized pieces into smaller
pieces which are then conveyed to bunkers serving the ovens.
This classification also applies to ore reduction involving
heat processes.
This classification excludes ore reduction operations
which do not require the use of heat which are to be reported
separately in classification 1701. and open cut mining which
is to be reported separately in classification 1703.
AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

-=1

WAC 296-17-550 Classification 1703.

((OpeR ettt ffiiRiRg, all types
Plaeer er h)tlrattlie ffiining.))

Open cut mjpjpg - all types; placer or hydraulic

Applies to establishments engaged in open cut mining to
extract all types of ore including certain minerals such as. but
not limited to. phosphate rock. graphite. talc. chalk. mica.
asphalt. asbestos and gypsum. The process of open cut mining is also commonly referred to as surface mining. open pit
mining or strip mining whereby such ores and minerals are
extracted from a large hole or pit on the surface. Operations
contemplated by this classification involve excavating and
stripping the surface material with use of drag lines. power
shovels or earth moving equipment. The products are loaded
onto dump trucks or belt conveyors for movement to railroad
sidings and loading into ore cars for shipment to processing
plants The equipment generally involves compressors.
pneumatic drilling rigs. conveyors. trucks. drag lines. shovels. scrapers and bulldozers. Ibis classification also applies
to establishments engaged in hydraulic mining in which
material is excavated by moving a stream of high pressure
water over the mining face. and placer mining which obtains
minerals from placers by use of running water such as on a
stream or the shoreline.
This classification excludes underground mining which
is to be reported separately in classification 1702. and quarrying which is to be reported separately in classification 1704.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
.11127/85, effective 1/1/86)

•

WAC 296-17-551 Classification 1704.
({Qttaffies, N.O.C., ineltttles stene erushiRg at EJttaA)' site

1704-02 Quarries· N.O.C.

A11plies to establishments engaged in quarrying. not covered by another classification <N 0 C ). to extract large solid
stone such as. but not limited to. limestone. sandstone. granite. marble. slate. bard shale rock. ballast rock. cement rock.
coral rock. etc .. from hillsides or open I!its. Operations. contemplated by this classification involve exposing stone with
use of drag lines. I!OWer shovels. scrapers or other earth moving equipment. In some instances. blastini: with explosives is
performed on large stone masses to break portions loose. The
stone is separated into large blocks. sometimes called loafs.
There are several methods to cut a loaf - line drilling. wire
sawing. diamond wire sawing or chiseling The loafs are
removed from the quarry pit and taken to the surface. This
classification includes all other activities occurring on the
surface of the quarry site which could involve the further cutting of the loafs or the crushing of stone into smaller pieces.
This classification excludes open pit mining operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 1703. and
underground mining which is to be reported separately in
classification 1702.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31/88, effective 711/88)

WAC 296-17-552 Classification 1801.
((Blast fttrnaee eperatio11
Lead ffi1tn11faet11ring red er white
Lead werks sheet, tiRfeil ffiltftttfaetttring
Reeevering, refiRing, er repreeessi11g ffietals
Rolling fflills steel er ireH, FOlliag mills, N.O.C.
SffieltiHg, sintering er refining leatl, m1tHttfaet11ring ealeittm
eafflt6e
Sffl:e!ting, siRtering or refiHing eres, N.O.C.))

1801-01 Lead smeltjpg. sjnterjng. or refipjpg; calcjum
carbjde mapufacturipg

Applies to establishments primarily engaged in the
smelting. sintering. or refining of lead. including the manufacturing of calcium carbide. The lead ore most commonly
mined is galena which is the sulfide of lead. The ore is mixed
with other metalliferous minerals. such as spbalerite. copper
pyrites and iron pyrites. The smelting process consists offusing or separating the metallic elements. After ore bas been
received. the process begins by crushing. washing and
screening the ore. There may be various steps of milling.
concentration or amalgamation (floatation) to separate the
galena from the spbalerite and other minerals. The roasting
or sintering process takes place in rotary kilns or other types
of furnaces. In this way the material is sintered or converted
into lumps (called sinter) which are mixed with coke and
placed into a shaft furnace. The material is then desilvertized
which is achieved by adding metallic zinc and raising the
temperature sufficiently to dissolve it. The molten metal is
then cast into im:ots. The ingots may go through further
refining processes or may be considered a finished product.
Ibis classification also includes the manufacturing of calcium carbide which is a crystalline material produced by
heating pulverized limestone or quicklime with carbon and
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used to generate acetylene gas. as a dehydrating agent. and in
making graphite and hydrogen.
This classification excludes aluminum smelting operations which are to be reported separately in classification
1802: the smelting. sintering or refining of ores not covered
by another classification. CN.O.C.) which is to be reported
separately in classification 1801-08: the recovering. refining
or reprocessing of metals which is to be reported separately in
classification 1801-09: ore reduction which is to be reported
separately in classification 1701; and open pit or underground mining operations which are to be reported separately
in the classification applicable to the mining being performed.
·

This classification excludes aluminum smelting operations which are to be reported separately in classification~
1802: the smelting. ~interin~ or r~fining of lead which is to be
reported separately m class1ficat10n 1801-01; the recovering.
refining or reprocessing of metals which is to be reported separately in classification 1801-09: ore reduction which is to be
reported separately in classification 1701: and open pit or
underground mining operations which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the mining being.
performed.
1801-09 Metal recovering. refining or reorocessing
Applies to establishments engaged in the recovering.
refining. or reprocessing of metals. These establishments are
considered secondary processors or reprocessors to primary
metal producers. The primary producer uses ore to manufacture metal. whereas. the secondary processors or reprocessors
will recover. refine. or reproduce refined metals from coarse
metal. Types of metal include. but are not limited to. gold.
aluminum. silyer. lead. and zinc Metal comes in various
forms to include cast ingots. dross. and scrap material. The
scrap material and dross are recycled to extract reusable
metallic elements. Other metals are reprocessed and may
include adding alloys and/or other elements. or recasting the
metals into different shapes and sizes. An example may
include adding magnesium to zinc as part of the recycling
process in which zinc oxide is produced and sold to rubber
companies for manufacturing tires and other rubber products
Metals are weighed. sorted and/or sifted through a variety of
screens and includes crushing as needed. Next. the materials •
are placed in an oven or furnace and chemicals and/or alloys •
are added At this point the metal may be placed in molds and
cooled by air or water. Finished products are inspected.
graded. weighed. packaged and shipped. To assist in the processing function. ladles. rakes. conveyers. scales. hoist. front
end loaders and forklifts may be used This classification
also includes the incidental buying and selling of scrap metal.
This classification excludes aluminum smelting operations which are to be reported separately in classification
1802: the smelting. sintering or refining of lead which is to be
reported separately in classification 1801-01; the smelting.
sintering or refining ores not covered by another classification N 0 C .. which is to be reported separately in classification 1801-08: ore reduction which is to be reported separately
in classification 1701: scrap metal dealers which are to be
reported separately in classification 0604: and establishments
which compact or recycle metal containers such as aluminum
or tin cans which are to be reported separately in classification 2102.

1801-03 Steel or iron rolling mills; rolling mills. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in operating iron or
steel ro11ing miils. In a rolling mill ingots and/or slabs of
steel are rolled (i.e .. they are passed between rollers whereby
they undergo an increase in length and a corresponding
reduction in depth). The rollers used by the rolling mills vary
widely in size and shape. depending on the type of rolled section(s) to be produced. Depending upon the thickness of the
metal to start and the desired thickness when finished. a single piece of metal may pass through the same or a different
set of rollers several times.
Rolling mUls for pipes may be divided into two categories - welded pipes and seamed pipes. Welded pipes are produced from a steel strip which is bent to a tubular shape and
whose edges are then joined by welding. Seamed pipes are
produced from cast or rolled billets at rolling temperature.
There are different processes for both kinds of manufacturing. Whatever method is used the metals are somehow
heated to temperatures up to 1400 degrees Fahrenheit. The
equipment may include. but is not limited to. rakes. ladle.
forklifts and front loaders.
This classification excludes aluminum smelting plant
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 1802. and establishments engaged in the manufacture of
pipe or tube from iron or steel by drawing or bending which
are to be reported separately in classification 5101.
1801-08 Ore smelting. sintering or refining. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the smelting. sintering. or refining of ores not covered by another classification CN.0.C.). Smelting and sintering are refining processes
which use different properties of heat which may or may not
reduce the ore to molten form. Temperatures are usually
lower than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit. Ore is received direct
from the mine or in a variety of forms such as. but not limited
to. pellets. particles. molds and briquettes. After ore has been
received. the process begins by crushing. washing and
screening the ore There may be various steps of milling.
concentration or amalgamation (floatation) to separate the
ore or already formed materials. The roasting or sintering
process takes place in rotary kilns or other types of furnaces.
In this way the material is sintered or converted into lumps
(called sinter) which may be mixed with other materials and.
placed into a shaft furnace. The molten metal ore is then cast
or recast into ingots. The ingots may go through further
refining processes or may be considered a finished product.
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711196)
WAC 296-17-55201 Classification 1802.
((Aluminum smelting: Primary smelting ef aluminum frem
alumina using an eleetrelytie recluetien f3reeess
This elsssifiestien: inelucles the alleyin:g an:<! easting ef sheet
ingets, T ingets, relling ingets, netehed ingets, sews,
f3igs, Mtrusien legs, e11:trusien billets, O:lld ether flFimO:Fy
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pretlttetien shapes "hen pertermetl 6y a primary pre
tleeer seejeet te this elassifieatieft
•
~is elassifieatieft exehu:les seeenfiftl)' preeessers whe fie ttet
reflttee ah1mint1m frem alttmifta, 6ttt whese prineiple
Bttsittess is eastiftg, relliftg, extFtttliAg, feiliAg, er reey
eling !tlttminttm anti alttmiftttm alleys frem melteft ale
miftem, f1rifftary f1retlttetieft shafleS er esed serap aftfl
dress whieh are reperted separately in elassifieatien
+8ffi-:.))

1802-00 Alumjpum sme)tipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the primary smelting of aluminum from alumina using an electrolytic reduction
process. This classification includes the alloying and casting
of sheet ingots. T-ingots. rolling ingots. notched ini:;ots. sows.
pigs. extrusion logs. extrusion billets and other primary production shapes when performed by a primacy producer subject to this classification. Aluminum is produced from alumina. Alumina is extracted from bauxite which is an ore
found in the earth's crust. Bauxite contains approximately
50% aluminum oxide (alumina) together with iron oxide. silica. and titanium oxide. The aluminum smelting process is
two-fold: first. pure aluminum oxide is produced. then the
aluminum is decomposed from the oxygen by an electrolytic
treatment The process is complex. labor intensive and
power intensive. The use of an electric current causes pure
aluminum to go to the cathode (part of the smelting structure)
and accumulates as a layer floating on the molten salt in a
large vat. Ibis aluminum has a purity of 99.99% and is
~~~~;:d from time to time and cast into suitable shapes from
This classification excludes secondary processors who
do not reduce aluminum from alumina. but whose principle
business is casting. rolling. extruding. foiling or recycling
aluminum alloys from molten aluminum. primary production
shapes or used scrap and dross which are to be reported separately in the applicable classification: ore reduction which is
to be reported separately in classification 1701: and open pit
or underground mining operations which are to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the mining being
perfoaned.
AMENDAIORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-555 Classification 2002.

((Freight haftdler seniees paekiAg, kaAdling er shipfliHg
merekEmflise N.O.C.
Refrigeratitin ear leading, ttftleadiAg er ieing
This el11:ssifie11:tien 11:lse iftelttfles empley ees eng11:getl in
ref1aeltagiAg ef geefls frem flaffiagefl eetttaitters
This el11:ssifieatieft exeledes drivers er ether empleyees witk
tlri, iHg tlttties ·,:r,·hieh are tti 6e repertetl sepftfately in el11:s
sifieatieft 1102 witkeet a tlivisieR ef "r.'erk heers.))
2002-13 Frejght hapdler services. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in packing. handling.
-~hipping. or repackaging merchandise or freight which is
Qwned by others and is not covered by another classification.
(N.O.C ). General cargo is usually in boxes. canons. crates.
bales. or bags. Other cargo includes. but is not limited to.
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lumber. Jogs. steel. pipe. grains. produce. machinery. and
vehicles. These establishments are generally located at railroad yards. airports. or warehouses not located on piers or
areas adjoining piers. This classification includes the repackaging of goods from damaged containers. Employees of
freight handler services perform duties such as. but not limited to. unloading. checking in and weighing goods sorting
and repackaging goods. tiering (placing in a series of rows
one above the other). and reloading goods for shipment.
Employments include. but are not limited to. superintendents.
checkers. tally men. and Jumpers. Machinery and equipment
includes. but is not limited to. pallet jacks. band trucks. forklifts. boom trucks. mobile cranes or overhead track cranes.
and band tools. This classification also includes moving or
uncrating. and assembly of modular work stations or other
types of office furniture.
This classification excludes drivers and freight handling
employees with driving duties who are to be reported separately in classification 1102 without a division of work hours:
establishments engaged in loading. unloading. or icing refrigerator cars which are to be reported separately in classification 2002-31: and establishments engaged in warehousing
operations for general merchandise which are to be reported
separately in classification 2102.
Soecial notes.· Establishments engaged as freight handlers have the hazard of the continual movement of goods. in
contrast to warehousing operations in classification 2102-00
that usually store goods for long periods of time. In addition.
freight handling services providers do not operate warehouses and storage facilities as a 2eneral rule. Freight handling operations performed in connection with the loading or
unloading of vessels or rail lines on piers or adjoining areas
may be subject to coverage under the U.S Lon2shore and
Harbor Workers Act. Care should be exercised prior to the
assignment of this classification to determine proper jurisdiction.

2002-31 Refrjeeration car · loadjng. uploadjpg or icioe
Applies to establishments engaged in loading. unloading. or icing refrigeration cars at railroad yards. aimorts. or
warehouses not located on piers or in areas adjoining piers.
This classification includes the repackaging of goods fwm
damaeed containers. Establishments in this classification
have no eguity or ownership in the merchandise being bandied. They may contract with customers such as. but not limited to. grocery distributors. meat packers. or pharmaceutical
suppliers to pick up and deliver frozen goods. Goods are
loaded into refrigerated containers and shipped by common
carrier or into refrigerated railcars Icine the refrigeration
systems by adding water. ammonia. or other additives is done
to maintain the cold temperatures. Machinecy and equipment
includes. but is not limited to. pallet jacks. band trucks. forklifts. compressors. and band tools
This classification excludes drivers and freight handline
employees with driving duties who are to be reported separately in classification 1102 without a division of work hours:
establishments engaged in freight bandier services not covered by another classification (N.O.C.) which are to be
reported separately in classification 2002-13: and establishments engaged in warehousing operations for general mer[ 125]
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chandjse which are to be reported separately in classification
2102.
Special notes.· Establishments engaged as freight handlers have the hazard of the continual movement of 2oods. in
contrast to warehousing operations in classification 2102-00
that usually store 2oods for Ion2 periods of time. In addition.
freight handling services providers do not operate warehouses and stora2e facilities as a 2eneral rule. Freight handling operations performed in connection with the loading or
unloadin2 of vessels or raj! lines on piers or adjoinin2 areas
may be subject to coverage under the U.S. Longshore and
Harbor Workers Act. Care should be exercised prior to the
assignment of this classification to determine proper jurisdic-

ililn.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 111/86)

WAC 296-17-557 Classification 2004.
((lren er steel merchants, net junk er serap tiealers
This elassifieatien alse inelttties wire repe and eahle deal
ers-:))

2004-21 Iron or steel merchants; wire rope and cable
dealers
Applies to establishments engaged as iron or steel merchants or as dealers of wire rope. cable. or metal conduit.
This classification includes the merchandising of nonferrous
metals such as. but not limited to. copper. brass. or aluminum. This classification is distinguished from scrap metal
dealers in classification 0604 who deal primarily in used
metal as opposed to merchants in classification 2004 who sell
new 2oods. Iron or steel merchants receive metal in the form
of beams. sheets. plates. bars. rods. pipe. rounds. channels.
an2Ies. tubes. or coUs from the mjlls which they unload with
overhead cranes. and store them in their shop or yard. Using
power equipment such as shearers. hacksaws. drills. benders.
and cutting torches. they are cut. sheared. and formed to customer specifications. Wire rope and cable dealers use coilers
to wind the wire rope or cable from large spools onto smaller
spools. and use saws or other cuttin2 tools to cut it to len2th
and large hydraulic presses to attach sockets. pulleys and
other har<lware to wire rope to form ri22in2 used by the fishing. logging. and construction industry.
This classification excludes scrap metal and junk dealers
which are to be reported separately in classification 0604. and
rebar fabricators which are to be reported separately in classification 5209.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-560 Classification 2007.
((Crain ele'> ater er .. arehettse
Bean er pea elevater er wftfehettse.))

2007-02 Grajp eleyator or warehouse
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in providin2 2rain
elevator or warehouse facilities. These facilities may ran2e
from hundred thousand bushel country elevators to multimillion bushel terminal elevators. the latter of which are
Proposed
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located near railroad lines or seaports Grain may be stored
in elevators for years. depending on market conditions . •
Grain elevators operate year round or seasonally and may.
offer a variety of services ranging from storage only to grain
millin2 (see exclusions below). Typical operations in this
classification include weighing. grading. cleaning and drying
of the ~ain. and conveyance to the stora2e lofts Most 2rain
elevators also provide a brokerage service for their custom-

m....

This classification excludes 2rain mimni which is to be
reported separately in classification 2101 and bean or pea elevators which are to be reported separately jn classification
2007-03.

2007-03 Bean or pea eleyator or warehouse
Applies to establishments engaged in providing bean or
pea elevator or warehouse facilities. Bean or pea elevators
run all year round or seasonally and may offer a variety of
services ran2in2 from stora2e only to brokera2e services
Typical operations in this classification include weighing.
2radin2. cleanin2 and dryin2 of the bean or pea. and conveyance to the s10ra2e lofts.
This classification excludes seed merchants who are to
be reported separately in classification 2101: 2rain elevators
which are to be reported separately in classification 2007-02:
and ye2etable cannery or processin2 operations and pea vining by cannery employees which are to be reported separately
in classification 3902

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,.
filed 5/31196, effective 711/96)
•

WAC 296-17-561 Classification 2008.
((WB:fehettses field heneee, ineltteing elerieeJ effiee at stteh
leeatien
This elassifieatien exelttdes tiri •ers v. hieh are le ee reperted
separately iH ele:ssifieatien 1102.))

2008-01 Warehouses - field bonded
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in providin2 bonded
warehouse services at the customers location. Field bonding
involves appropriatin2 a warehouse for portion of one). that
is owned by the customer. for the purpose of segregating and
securin2 a portion of that customer's merchandise to be used
as collateral for a bank Joan. The field bonding company will
catalo2 the merchandise that is involved in the transaction.
issue a receipt (the receipt is presented as collateral for the
loan). and ensure its security and value for the len2th of the
contract. The field bondin2 company js not responsible for
the maintenance of the facility and doesn't become involved
in handlin2. movin2 or shippin2 the 2oods. Work contemplated by this classification is limited to employees who catalo~ the 2oods bein2 held. security 2uards. and clerical help
employed at the secured location.
Ibis classification excludes drivers who are to be
reported separately in classification 1102.
$pecial note: Traditional warehousin2 establishments
(such as those described in classification 2102) may be •
"bonded" in that they can assure their customers that 2oods •
re2ulated by the Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms.
or goods awaiting inspection by U.S. Customs. will remain
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will also utilize an uncovered open yard type of environment
for storage of more durable wood. lumber. and building
materials. In addition, such establishments could also have
an inside store operation to include a variety of items such as
hand and power tools. table saws, paints and varnishes,
caulking. and a variety of hardware type items such as nails.
nuts and bolts, hini:es, doorknobs, Jocks, and more, This
classification also includes retail/wholesale fence material
dealers, This classification includes all store and yard operations and the transfer of materials or inventory between
related stores,
This classification excludes delivery drivers (other than
those involved in intrastore or intrayard transfers mentioned
above) who are to be reported separately in classification
1101: nondelivery activities conducted away from the store
or yard: hardware stores with buildini: materials or lumber
which are to be reported separately in classification 2009-03:
and warehouse centers which are to be reported separately in
classification 2009-05.

secured. This type of bondini: is similar in that it is an assur• ance of value and safekeeping. but differs from classification
.2008 in that the 2oods are delivered to. and held at. the warehouse company's own facility.

•
•

•
•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-56101 Classification 2009.
((BttildiRg tHaterial dealers, warehettse eeRters, heffte
impre 'effieRt eeRters, aRd lttml:ler yftfds
Eleetrieal sttppl) dealers
Farffi sttppl) steres
Ilflfd·.vare steres with lttml:ler er l:lttildiRg material sttpplies
Pttffip, plt1ml:ling, iffigatieR and pipe sttppl) dealers: lnelttdes
ptttHp repair if deRe iR shep
Fer the pttf'f'eses ef this rttle the tefffl "l:luilding materials"
inelttdes l:lttt is net limited te stteh items as 1f'alll:leard,
reefing, insttlatien, sheet metal, l:lrieks, l:lleeks, winde .,•s,

ere:
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This elassifieatien iRelttdes all stere and } ftfd eperatiens •n ith
iR't eRtery ef l:lttilding material, lttmher and lttml:ler pred
ttets. Stteh steres ma) alse eaffy a ·1ariety ef hardware
items, haRd and pewer teals, paints, fleer eeveriRgs, gar
den sttpplies, hettsewares, aRd similar types ef predttets.
TraRsfer ef predttet er tHaterial iRveRter}' l:letween
related steres is iRelttded within this elassifieatien
This elassifieatien exelttties aeli • ef)' dri • ers whe are te l:le
reperted separately iR elassifieatien 1101 "delivery
steres. Retailhvhelesale." This elassifieatien fttrther
eltelttdes all ether aetivities eeRdtteted away freffi the
stere er yard.))
2009-00 Building material dealers and lumber yards
Applies to establishments en2a2ed as buildin2 material
dealers or lumber yards, For purposes of this classification
the term "buildini: materials" includes. but is not limited to,
such items as wallboard, roofin2. insulation. sheet metal.
bricks. blocks. windows. fixtures. cabinets. doors. linoleum.
tile, panelin2, interior wood and plastic trim and moldini:.
concrete mix. pipe. plumbing. and electrical supplies. In
addition, such establishments often carry a variety of paints
and accessories. garden tools and accessories. and hardware
items such as nails, nuts and bolts, tools, hini:es, doorknobs.
locks. and more. It is not uncommon for a building material
dealer to specialize and sell only one of the above types of
items. Establishments engaged as lumber yards carry a
diverse line of wood and lumber products and usually with
sufficient quantity to build an entire wood structure. This
line of wood and lumber products could include beams.
planks. boards. plywood. an array of dimensional lumber
(lx2. 2x4, 2x12. etc,). fence posts, railroad ties, shakes and
shingles. siding. wood paneling. as well as interior wood trim
and moldini:. Such establishments often carry a variety of
other building materials such as electrical supplies. pipe and
plumbini: supplies. fixtures, cabinets, doors, windows, wallboard, insulation, linoleum. tile, panelini:, bricks, blocks.
concrete mix, roofini: materials, sheet metal and more. These
establishments often utilize one or more covered sheds to
protect less durable materials from the outside climate. and

2009-01 Electrical sypply dealers
Applies to establishments engaged as electrical hardware
and supply dealers who primarily sell electrical hardware and
supplies in bulk to the contractor trades. such as electrical and
construction. althou2h sales also may be made to individuals
for their own use. Supplies are typically received in bulk
quantity and may include, but are not limited to. spools of
electrical wiring and cable. wiring harnesses. plastic and flex
hosin2, panel boxes. brackets. electrical outlet boxes, fuses,
switches. plates. and residential and commercial canisters
and li2ht fixtures, This classification includes all store and
yard operations and the transfer of materials or inventory
between related stores,
This classification excludes delivery drivers (other than
those involved in intrastore or intrayard transfers mentioned
above) who are to be reported separately in classification
1101: nondelivery activities conducted away from the store
or yard: all service or repair work which js to be reported separately in the applicable classification whether it is conducted
at the store or a customer's location: retail li2htin2 fixture
stores which demonstrate lights and fixtures to walk-in customers which are to be reported separately in classification
6406: and establishments engaged as wholesale lighting fixture and lii:ht bulb dealers who buy direct from manufacturers and who sell wholesale to retail li2htin2 fixture stores or
other such stores or institutions who are to be reported separately in classification 6407,
2009-02 Farm supply stores
Applies to establishments primarily engaged in operatin2 farm supply or farm cooperative stores. These establishments carry a diverse line of farm feeds. products. and accessories. Typical items may include. but are not limited to, bulk
quantities of mixed and unmixed feeds. seeds. oats and
2rains: bales of alfalfa or hay: bai: feed for do2s. cats, chickens. birds. and other animals: bulk and bag fertilizers: pesticides and other 2arden items includin2 peat moss and bark:
animal 2roomin2 and care accessories: horse tack: specialty
clothini:: feed and water bins: metal fencini: and 2rates for
livestock: fence posts: barbed wire: pumps and pipin2: hardware and tools: automotive and tractor parts and accessories:
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and miscellaneous homeowner or yard equipment such as
mowers. rototillers. and a variety of small tractors and accessories. This classification includes all store and yard operations and the transfer of materials or inventory between
related stores.
This classification excludes delivery drivers Cother than
those involved in transferring materials or inventory between
related stores) who are to be reported separately in classification 1101: all other nondelivery activities conducted away
from the store or yard: all service or repair work which is to
be reported separately in the applicable classification whether
it is conducted at the store or a customer's location: and establishments primarily engaged in the sale. service and/or repair
of farm machinery and implements which are to be reported
SS<Parately in classification 6408.
!igecial no(e; Farm supply or farm cooperative stores
may conduct additional operations which are to be reported
separately These activities may occur at a single location
operated by the business or at separate locations and may
include an oil or gas dealership which is to be reported separately in classification 3407: self-service gas or diesel stations which are to be reported separately in classification
3409: or agricultural fertilizer dealers (not including the manufacture of raw materials) which are to be reported separately
in classification 2106.

2009-03 Hardware stores with lumber or building material supplies
Applies to establishments engaged in operating hardware stores that also sell building material supplies For purposes of this classification the term "building materials"
includes. but is not limited to. such items as wallboard. roofing. insulation. sheet metal. bricks. blocks. and windows.
cabinets. doors. windows. sheet metal. roofing materials.
concrete mix. boards. plywood. dimensional lumber Ox2.
2x4. 2xl2. etc.). fence posts. railroad ties. siding. and wood
paneling. as well as interior wood trim and molding. The
merchandise carried will vary from store to store. For the
purposes of this classification. hardware includes items such
as. but not limited to. nails. nuts. bolts. screws. door fixtures.
hinges. locks. power and hand tools. garden tools and accessories. electrical and plumbing supplies. and paint and automobile supplies. Depending on their location and customer
base. hardware stores may also sell a limited selection of giftware. housewares. sporting goods. athletic equipment. games
or similar items. Other services provided could include making keys. threading pipe. mixing paint. and the sale of fishing
or hunting licenses. This classification includes all store and
yard operations and the transfer of materials or inventory
between related stores.
This classification excludes delivery drivers (other than
those involved in transferring materials or inventory between
related stores) who are to be reported separately in classification 1101; all other nondelivery activities conducted away
from the store or yard operation: and all service or repair
work which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification whether it is conducted at the store or a customer's
location.
Sgecial note: Hardware stores with lumber or building
material supplies are smaller and offer a smaller product
Proposed

selection than warehouse centers which are reported separately in classification 2009-05. Establishments primarily
engaged as building material dealers and lumber yards are to
be reported separately in classification 2009-00.

2009-04 Pump. plumbjpg. ircigatiop. apd pjpe supply

lkalw

Applies to establishments engaged as pump. plumbing.
irrigation. and pipe supply dealers. Merchandise includes.
but is not limited to. pumps. above and below ground irrigation systems and supplies. pipe. fittings. elbows. adapters.
connectors. hoses. valves. water softeners. filters. disposals.
hot water tanks. heaters. sinks. tubs. toilets. and shower units
Merchandise is typically received in bulk guantity by the pallet. sling. crate or box. Merchandise is sold primarily to
plumbing and irrigation contractors. This classification
includes all store and yard operations. including showrooms
or display areas and in-shop services such as the rebuilding or
repair of pumps. and cutting and threading pipe. Also
included in this classification is the transfer of product or
material inventozy between related stores.
This classification excludes delivery drivers who are to
be reported separately in classification 1101: all other nondelivery activities conducted away from the store or yard: and
all service or repair work not described above which is to be
reported separately in the applicable classification whether it
is conducted at the store or a customer's location.

2009-05 Warehouse centers
Applies to establishments engaged in operating warehouse centers with lumber or building material supplies. For
purposes of this classification a warehouse center is an
enclosed building or structure which serves to protect the
majority of the items or products contained within the warehouse environment. Warehouse centers are larger than traditional hardware stores and offer a wider product selection A
dominant characteristic of a warehouse center is that excess
stock is stacked up to 25 feet high throughout the building.
The term "building materials" as used in this classification
includes. but is not limited to. such items as wallboard. roofing. insulation. sheet metal. bricks. blocks. and windows.
Merchandise carried by warehouse centers may include hardware. variety items. building materials. as well as wood or
lumber. Hardware items may include such items as nails.
nuts. bolts. door fixtures. hinges. locks. hand or power tools.
garden tools. garden supplies and accessories. lawn mowers.
electrical supplies. plumbing supplies. paint. and auto supplies. Variety items may include giftware. housewares.
sporting goods. athletic equipment. games. rugs. and lawn
chairs. Wood and lumber products may include beams.
planks. boards plywood. dimensional lumber Ox2. 2x4
2x12. etc.). fence posts. railroad ties. shakes and shingles.
siding. and wood paneling. This classification includes all
store and yard operations and the transfer of materials or
inventory between related stores.
This classification excludes delivery drivers <other than
those involved in transferring materials or inventory between
related stores) who are to be reported separately in classification 1101: all other nondelivery activities conducted away
from the store or yard; and all service or repair work which is
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to be reported separately in the applicable classification
.whether it is conducted at the store or a customer's location.
Special note: Hardware stores with lumber or building
•
material supplies are smaller and offer a smaller product
selection than warehouse centers and are reported separately
in classification 2009-03. Establishments primarily emrn&ed
as building material dealers and lumber yards are to be
reported separately in classification 2009-00.

2009-06 HYAC supoly dealers
Applies to estahlishments engaged as heating. ventilation. and air conditioning product and supply dealers. Merchandise includes. but is not limited to. furnace units. gas
firepfaces. air conditioning and beater uriits. hot water tanks.
thermostats. vents. venting duct and pipe. vent collars and
reels. registers. fittings. adapters. galvanized pipe. insulation
wrap. preformed or bent duct portions. flat sheets of metal.
concrete pads and gas logs. Merchandise is typically
received in bulk quantity by the pallet. sling. crate or box,
Merchandise is primarily sold to heating and ventilation contractors. furnace contractors and sheet metal contractors.
This classification includes all store and yard operations and
the transfer of product or material inventory between related
stores.
This classification excludes sheet metal fabrication
shops which are to be reported separately in classification
3404: delivery drivers (other than those involved in intrastore
or intrayard transfers) who are to be reported separately in
classification 1101: all other nondelivery activities conducted
away from the store or yard: and all service or repair work
•which is to be reported separately in the applicable classifica• tion whether it is conducted at the store or a customer's location.

•
•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-562 Classification 2101.
( (Gr1tifl milliHg, feed mills, feed m1tflttfttetttre iHelttdiHg
prepltffttiefl ef eerettl er eempettfld feeds fer livesteek
Flettr ftl:ills
Hay, grllia er feed dealers
Hep pellet m1tflttflletttri Hg
Seed mereltaats iHelttdiHg eperatieH ef seed sertiHg ftl:tteltiH
ery-:))

2101-00 Grajp mmjpg; flour mUls; feed mms; feed mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in milling grain into
flour or meal or in the manufacture of dry (powdered. granule
or pelleO feed. Operations contemplated by this classification include the receipt of grain (wheat. barley. oats. corn) in
bulk or bag which is purchased from others. fiCinding or milling the grain to either a coarse or a fine powder. adding
binder (molasses). adding and mixing ingredients (depending
on product being made). and packaging. This classification
includes delivery of products in packaged or bulk form to
customers.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the further processing of flour or meal to manufacture food
products which are to be reported separately in the applicable
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food manufacturing classification. and establishments
engaged in the manufacture of canned animal food which are
to be reported separately in classification 3902,
2101-01 Hay. grajp or feed dealers
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale of grain.
feed. and hay to others. Operations contemplated by this
classification are limited to the purchase of hay. grain. or feed
in bulk from others and the subseguent resale of these items
in bulk to others, Establishments subject to this classification
may have a small store operation. a substantial storage facility. or they may haul product from location to location all of
which are included within the scope of this classification
when done by employees of employers subject to this classification,
This classification excludes the sale of bay by farm operations which is to be reported separately in classification
4808. and establishments engaged in the manufacture of animal feed which are to be reported separately in classification
2101-00,
2101-02 Seed processing
Applies to establishments engaged in the processing of
agricultural seeds for wholesale or retail sales, These establishments receive produce such as wheat. barley. alfalfa. lentils. vegeta.bles. fruit or flowers from farmers the seed company bas contracted with. or in the case of larger seed companies. they may have their own fields for raising the seed crop.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. cleaning. grading. crushing. separating. and packaging of the product (either by band or by machine), Machinery includes. but is not limited to. screening machines. air
gravity separators. clippers. tumbling drums for polishing.
and bagging machines. This classification also includes trial
plots or lab research facilities used to develop new seed
hybrids and improve existing varieties. consultation services
provided to the farmers during planting and harvesting seasons. and custom milling work conducted at the farmer's premises Also included in this classification are establishments
engaged exclusively in providing grain or seed drying ser~

This classification excludes growing of seeds. other than
on a trial plot. which is to be reported separately in the appropriate agricultural classification: merchants engaged in hand
packaging seeds that have been processed by others who are
to be reported separately in classification 6309-06: grain
milling which is to be reported separately in classification
2101-00: hay/grain/feed dealers which are to be reported separately in classification 2101-01; and grain or bean/pea elevators which are to be reported separately in classification
2007.
2101-05 Hop pellet mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
hop pellets, Hop pellets are one of several ingredients used
by breweries in the manufacture of beer and ale. Operations
contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. cold storage room operations where bales of bops are
kept. bale breaking and grinding of hops into powder. blending of powders and additives. testing of hops. pelletizjng.
packaging. and shipping. Establishments subject to this clas-.
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sjfication may own the hops or do custom blendine for oth-

to the business that is warehousine them. and are not intended
for sale to a wholesaler/retailer.
•
2102-04 Recycle. collection apd recejyjpg statjops; rags• •
bottles. paper and metal container dealers. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eneaeed in the collection of
used paper. aluminum. tin. glass. and plastic for the pur:pose
of selline the material to another business that will recycle/remanufacture it into new products. These facilities normally acquire material by placine collection bins at various
remote locations. operatine a drop-off cemer (this phase of
the business is known in the trade as a "buy back center").
and employine drivers to pick up from businesses. Work
contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. sortine material. operatine various pieces of equipment used to crush. reduce. wash. and bale material. weighine containers. payine customers for receipt of items that
have a redemption value by the pound or piece ("buying
back"). and operatine shop or yard vehicles. Machinery and
equipment includes. but is not limited to. shredders. balers.
can crushers. weieh scales forl<lifts. collection bins. shop or
yard vehicles. and roll off trucks to handle the collection bins.
This classification includes dealers of raes. bottles, paper and
metal containers not covered by another classificatio n
(N.O.Cl
This classification excludes drivers who are to be
reported separately in classification 1102 and establishments
engaged in collecting. sorting and reducing scrap metal such
as junk dealers. scrap metal dealers or processors, which also
receives glass. paper. plastic. etc .. which are to be reported
separately in classification 0604
Special note: Classification 2102-04 should not be
assiened to an employer who also operates a business subject
to classification 4305-18 (Garbage. refuse or ashes collectine) without careful review and an on-site survey Most earbaee collectine businesses have some type of "recycle" proeram as part of their normal operations in an effort to sort and
reduce the amount of waste that eoes to landfills and this is
considered an inclusion.

This classification excludes establishments eneaeed in
the manufacture of hop extract which are to be reported separately in classification 3701.
Soecial note: Hop pellets are often referred to as a flavorine so care should be taken. when another classification is
being considered. to determine the process used.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

WAC 296-17-563 Classification 2102.
((Greeery, frttit er predttee distribttters, 'Nhelesale er ee111
bined whelesale and Fetail. DfrteFs aFe te be Feperted
sepaFately in elassifieetien 1101 "deliver} b} ee111bined
·.vhelesale and reffiil stares"
Reeyele, eelleetien and reeeiving statiens, and dealers ef
rags, battles, paper ana meffil eentainers, JILO.C. inelttl.'I
ing eashiers and attendants bttt exel11des, junk dealers.
Drivers aFe te ee reperted separately in elassifieatien
1102 "trtteking, N.O.C."
Warehettses general merehandise exelttl.'ling whelesale
dealers "hieh are ta be reperted separately in the eppli
eaele elassifieatien; and drivers whieh are te ee repertel.'I
separate!} in elassifieetien 1102 "trtteking, Jll.0.C."
Weal er eetten merehants. DFiveFs are te ee repertel.'I sepa
rate!} in elassifieatien 1102 "trtteking, N.O.C."))
2102-00 Warehouses - general merchapdjse
Applies to establishments operating as warehouses for
eeneral merchandise . This merchandise belones to a customer and is usually stored for long periods of time. Products
typically involved are bulk. nonperishable materials which
mieht include. but not be limited to. rice. coffee. potatoes. or
dry cement. Work contemplate d by this classificatio n
includes, but js not limited to. unloadine deliveries. moyine
merchandise within the facility. recordkeeping. security. and
maintainine the facility Equipment and machinery used
includes pallet jacks. forklifts. routine maintenance. cleaning
and recordkeepine supplies. and shop vehicles.
This classification excludes delivery drivers who are to
be reported separately in classification 1102: wholesale dealers who operate a warehouse for storage of their own product
which js to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the product being sold: warehousing of household
furnishines by a moyine and storaee company which is to be
reported separately in classification 6907: cold storage plants
which are to be reported separately in classification 4401:
mini-storage warehousing which is to be reported separately
in classification 4910: field bonded warehouses which are to
be reported separately in classification 2008: and the warehousine of a manufacture r's own product which is to be
reported separately in the manufacturing classification applicable to the work beine performed.
Special no(e.· Even thoueh this type of operation may
handle some "erocery" products. it differs from 2102-11 in
that the products beine handled in 2102-00 are in bulk packaging (not cases of consumer-size packages). do not belong
Proposed
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2102-11 Grocery. fruit or produce distributors · wholesale or combined wholesale and retail
Applies to establishments eneaeed in the wholesale, or
wholesale/retail. distribution of a variety of grocery items.
fruit and produce. A business in this classification buys products from the manufacturer and sells to retail grocery stores.
restaurants. and similar businesses. Grocery items may
include. but not be limited to. packaged foods. frozen foods.
household cleanine supplies, paper products. personal care
items. beer. soda. and dairy products. Work contemplated by
this classification includes but is not limited to. unloadine
deliveries. moving merchandise within the facility. incidental
repackaeine. breakdown of merchandise into smaller lots,
recordkeepine. security. and maintainine the facility. Equipment and machinery includes. but is not limited to. pallet
jacks. forklifts, strappine and shrink wrappine equipment,
and vehicles.
This classification excludes delivery drivers who are to •
be reported separately in classification 1101: any eeneral •
merchandise warehouse operations in which the operator of
the warehouse does not own the merchandise being handled
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401: operations specializing in vegetable/fruit packing for
wholesale distribution which are to be reported separately in
classification 2104: operations specializing in wholesale distribution of beer. wine. ale or soft drinks which is to be
reported separately in classification 2105: field bonded warehouses which are to be reported separately in classification
2008: and the warehousing of a manufacturer's own product
which is to be reported separately in the manufacturine classification applicable to the work beine performed.
2102-28 Wool or cotton merchants
Applies to establishments operating as wool or cotton
merchants. Merchants subject to this classification buy raw
wool or cotton from others. do incidental sorting. grading and
repackaeine. and sell the product to another business for use
as a raw material to make products such as yarn. thread or
fabric, Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to. unloading deliveries. moving merchandise within the facility. band sortine the product by erade
(quality). repackaeine. recordkeepine. security. and maintainine the facility. Equipment and machine()' includes. but
is not limited to. pallet jacks. forklifts. repackaeine equipment and vehicles.

e reported separately in the manufacturing classification
applicable to the work beine performed,
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-564 Classification 2104.

((Frttit pttekiflg fresh
Vegelftele pttekiflg fresh
This elassifieatiefl ifleltttles eeltl sterage eperatiefls whefl
eeflattetea ifl eeflfleetiefl with a frttit er vegelftele peek
iflg eperetiefl
This elassifieatiefl exelttaes all e&flfliflg er freeziflg epera
tioos-:-))
2104-01 vegetable packing - fresh
Applies to establishments engaged in the packing of
fresh veeetables. These operations are usually located in produce growing areas and are generally seasonal. The vegetables are eenerally broueht to the packine plant by the farmer
or co-op drivers. but some packing plants may employ their
own drivers to pick up the product from the local faons or coop. Typical activities of the packing operation include. but
are not limited to. sortine. eradine. cleanine. trimmine. packing and shipping of the vegetables. Various packing containers such as plastic baes. boxes. barrels. crates. and baskets
·~ay be used The packine may be done by hand for fraeile
~eeetables or by machine for the more sturdy produce This
dassjfication includes cold storaee operations if it js used
solely for the storage of their own produce. Drivers
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employed by these establishments who pick up the veeetables from the farmer or deliver the packaged product to the
market are included in this classification. When an establishment is engaged in both fresh vegetable and fresh fruit packine a deteanination needs to be made as to which produce is
the majority of their business in order to assign the appropriate classification. A farm operation that erows and packs
their own fresh vegetables or packs other farms' fresh vegetables in addition to their own is to be assiened this classification (2104) for the packing operation. However. if the farmer
only sorts and stores the fresh veeetables. the appropriate
aericultural classification is applicable to both the erowine
and sortine/storaee operations This classification also
includes establishments eneaeed in seed potato processine
These processors will pick the potatoes up from the farmer
and take them to their processine plant where the potatoes are
washed and chopped up by machine on a conveyor belt. The
seeds are then removed by hand usine a knife After the processing is completed the seeds are returned to the farmer for
future crops.
This classification excludes fresh fruit packing which is
to be reported separately in classification 2104-02: cannery
or freezine operations and/or any processine of the vei:etables which are to be reported separately in classification
3902: and cold stora~e operations not exclusively part of a
packing operation which are to be reported separately in
either classification 4401 or 4404.
2104-02 Fruit packing - fresh
Applies to establishments engaged in the packing of
fresh fruit These operations are usually located in produce
growing areas and generally are seasonal. The fruit may be
broueht to the packine plant by the farmer or co-op drivers.
but some packing plants may employ their own drivers to
pick up the product from the local farms or co-op. Typical
activities of the packing operation include. but are not limited
to. sonine. eradine. cleanine. trimmine. packjn~ and shipping the fruit. Various packing containers such as plastic
baes. boxes. barrels. crates and baskets may be used, The
packing may be done by band for fragile fruit or by machine
for the more sturdy produce. This classification includes any
cold storage operations if it is used solely for the storage of
their own produce Drivers employed by these establishments who pick up the fruit from the farmer or deliver the
packaeed product to the market are included in this classification. When an establishment is eneaeed in both fresh fruit
and fresh vegetable packing a determination should be made
of which produce is the majority of their business to assien
the appropriate classification. A farm operation that grows
and packs their own fresh fruit. or packs other farms' fresh
fruit in addition to their own. is to be assigned this classification (2104) for the packine operation, However. if the farmer
only sorts and stores the fresh fruit the appropriate agricultural classification is applicable to both the erowine and sorting/storage operations.
Ibis classification excludes fresh veeetable packine
which is reported separately in classification 2104-01: cannery or freezine operations and/or any processine of the fruit
which are to be reported separately in classification 3902:
and cold storage operations not exclusively part of a packing
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operation which is reported separately in either classification
4401 or 4404.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-56401 Classification 2105.
((Beer, ale, wifle er seft driflk imperters, eltperters flfld dis
tribttters, ev'helesale er eembifled ·whelesale afld retail
Classifieatiefl 2105 flfld 3702 are Het te be assigHed te the
same establishmeflt ttflless eaeh eperatiefl is eefldtteted
as a separate ftfld distiflet \:iusifless BHd the eeflditieHs set
ferth ifl WAC 296 17 390 hav'e beefl met
This elassifieatieH eKelttdes the iflstallatieH, seniee Bfld
ref}air ef veHdiflg maehiHes 'Nhieh are te be retJerted sep
ftfately iH elassifieatieH 0606.))
2105-00 Beer. ale. wine and soft drink imnorters· exnorters and distributors - wholesale or combined wholesale
and retaU
Applies to establishments engaged in wholesale. or combined wholesale and retail. distribution of beer. ale. wine and
soft drinks. These establishments cariv a wide selection of
soft drinks. domestic and import beers. ales. and wine. as well
as beer pumps and ice. Product stock is received directly
from the breweries. wineries. manufacturers or larger distributors. and stored in warehouses or refrigerated storerooms on
pallets. in crates. boxes. cases. canons. kegs or canisters.
Stock is then distributed to customers such as. but not limited
to. restaurants. lounges and bars. hotels. grocery stores. or
other commercial businesses. This classification includes
route drivers and driver's assistants.
This classification excludes establishments enga~d in
the installation. service and repair of vending machines
which are to be reported separately in classification 0606. and
breweries. wineries. and beverage bottlers. N.O.C. which are
to be reported separately in classification 3702
Special notes: Classifications 2105 and 3702 shall not
be assigned to the same account unless each operation is conducted as a separate and distinct business and the conditions
set forth in the general reporting rule covering the operation
of a secondary business have been met.
2105-01 Beer. ale apd wine importers. exporters apd distributors - wholesale or combined wholesale apd retaU
Applies to establishments engaged in wholesale. or combined wholesale and retail. distribution of beer. ale and wine.
but not in soft drink beverages These establishments carry a
wide selection of domestic and import beers. ales or wines. as
well as beer pumps and ice. Product stock is received directly
from the breweries. wineries. manufacturers. or larger distributors and stored in warehouses or refrigerated storerooms
on pallets. in crates. boxes. cases. cartons. kegs or canisters.
Stock js then distributed to customers such as. but not limited
to. restaurants. lounges and bars. hotels. grocery stores. or
other commercial businesses. This classification includes
route drivers and driver's assistants.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the installation. service and repair of vending machines
which are to be reported separately in classification 0606. and
Proposed
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be assigned to the same account unless each operation is conducted as a separate and distinct business and the conditions
set forth in the general reporting rule covering the operation
of a secondary business have been met.
2105-02 Soft drink importers. exporters and distributors
- wholesale or combined wholesale and retaU
Applies to establishments engaged in wholesale. or combined wholesale and retail. distribution of soft drink beverages but not alcoholic beverages. Product stock is received
directly from the manufacturers or larger distributors and
stored in warehouses or refrigerated storerooms on pallets. in
crates. boxes. cases. canons. or canisters Stock is then distributed to customers such as. but not limited to. restaurants.
lounges and bars. hotels. grocery stores. or other commercial
beverages. This classification includes route drivers and
driver's assistants.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the installation. service and repair of vending machines
which are to be reported separately in classification 0606. and
establishments that bottle beverages which are to be reported
separately in classification 3702.
Sgecial note; Classifications 2105 and 3702 shall not be
assigned to the same account unless each operation is conducted as a separate and distinct business and the conditions
set forth in the general reporting rule covering the operation
of a secondary business have been met.

4

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-56402 Classification 2106.

((AHhydretts ammeHifl, fertili~er, aHd agriet:1ltt:1ral ehemieal
dealers iHelttdiHg iReidefltal milliRg ef ehemieals fHif
ehased frem ethers
This elassifieatieH dees Het llf'f'l'.'1 te flRY establishmeRt
eHgaged ifl the tJredttetiefl ef raw fflftterials er ehemieals
ttsed iH the maflt:1faett:1re ef the abe'fe tJredttets.))
2106-00 fertilizer. aphydrous ammonia apd agricultural
chemical dealers
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale of fertilizer. anhydrous ammonia. and agricultural chemicals. This
classification includes the mixing of wet or dcy chemical fertilizers all of which fall into one of three categories: Nitrogen. phosphate or potassium. Fertilizer dealers may use a
chemical or mechanical process to mix one or more of the
basic fertilizers or combine portions of each per customer
specifications. Included in this classification is the manufacture. distribution. and application of anhydrous ammonia
which is dry ammonia gas compressed into a liguid and used
as a fertilizer Also included in this classification are establishments that sell and distribute "natural" fertilizers
(manure). Typical establishments in this classification
include. but are not limited to. commercial fertilizer dealers . •
farmer co-ops. and grange supply dealers which may do some •
chemical mixing but are more predominately involved in the
sales and delivei:y of the fertilizer.
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the manufacture of ammonia and nitric acid which is to be
reported separately in classification 3701: and the application
of fertilizer by a custom farm services contractor which is to
be reported separately in classification 4808.
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amendi ng WSR 96-12-03 9,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-565 Classific ation 2201.
((Latuufr ies anti tlry eleaning estaeiishm .ents all eperatien s
it1eh1tliflg aheFatiefls, repair, at1tl tlrep eff ~tiefls aper
atetl b) stteh establishm.eflts
Cleaniflg 1tfltl 6) eing
This elassifieatiefl is lifftitetl te establishmeflts pre¥itliflg ser
viees primarily te retail walk ifl ettstem.ers.))
2201-01 Laundry . dry cleaning and dyeing establish ments
Ap_plies to establishments eni:ai:ed in laundry. dry cleaning. or dyeing services. This classification is limited to establishments providini: services primarily to retail walk-in customers who leave the items to be laundered. dry cleaned. or
dyed at the laundry facility. This classification covers all
operations including. but not limited to. dry cleaning. dyeing.
the washini:. dryini:. and pressini: of clothini: or household
furnishings such as. but not limited to. curtains. bedding. linens. and sleepin& ba&s. repairini: or alterini: the items left for
ick u and deliver services and dro off stations.
leanin
on customers as well as employees who eni:ai:e in launderini:
and/or dry cleanini: operations Calthoui:h some employee s
may perform both activities ). This classific ation also
includes waterproofing or mothproofing garments. or providini: cold storai:e for fur &oods for retail customers. Materials
and machinery include. but are not limited to. detergents.
bleaches. cleanini: solvents. deodorizers. dyes. clothes ham~
ers. plastic bags. automati c or steam operated washing
machines. dryers. dry cleanini: chambers. dyeini: vats. pressing and ironing boards. sewing machines. and delivery vans.
This classification excludes self-service. coin-operated
laundry or dry cleaning establish ments which are to be
reported separatel y in classifica tion 2204: commerc ial or
industrial laundries not covered by another classification.
includini: linen. uniform and diaper services which are to be
reported separately in classification 2203: a,nd carpet. rui: a,nd
upholstery cleaning establishments which are to be reported
separately in cla,ssifica,tion 2202
Special note; It is common for establishments subject to
this cla,ssifica,tion to have satellite locations where customers
drop off and pick up cleaning. but where no actual laundering
occurs Drop off centers are included in this classification.

t

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/1/87)
WAC 296-17-566 Classific ation 2202.
((Carpet, rttg and ttphelstery eleafliflg, shep er etttside.))
2202-03 Carpet. rug. and upholster y cleaning
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Applies to establishments engai:ed in cleaning ru&s. carpets. or upholstery for commercial. institutional or residential
customers. This cla,ssification contempla.tes work done either
at the customer's location or in their own shop or plant. Inshop cleaners usually clean area ru~s. a,nd ma,y occa,siona,lly
clean furniture upholstery. Items are picked up by employees
or delivered to the shop. where they are measure d a,nd
inspected for tears. worn areas. stains or other damage. Rugs
ma,y be cleaned with vibratini: machines. vacuum clea,ners. or
shampoo ing machines. Cleaned rugs are suspende d from
poles a,nd conveyed into the deyin~ room where lari:e fans
propel hea,ted a.ir to dry them. Once dry. the rugs a,re
inspected. rolled. wrapped. and returned to the customer or
stored until the customer reQUests delivery. Services a,t customers' location may use truck-mounted or portable cleaning
equipmen t, Carpet and upholstery clea,nini: services ma,y
offer incidental. related services such as. but not limited to.
carpet dyeini: a,nd tinting. repairs. ca,rpet ma,intena,nce consultations. rug decontamination. on-site dry cleaning of draperies. floor or wa,11 cleaning. the rental of clea,nini: equipment.
or the sale of cleaning solutions. These incidental activities
are included in this cla,ssifica,tion when done by employees of
employers subject to this classification.
This classification excludes ia.nitoria,I esta,blishments
that provide general interior cleaning services to the public
which are to be reported separately in cla,ssification 6602. and
laundry and dry cleaning establishments providing services
prima,rily to retail wa,lk-in customers which a.re to be reported
separately in classification 2201.
Special note: Restoration work (as a, result of smoke or
water damage) such as drying and/or cleaning carpets and
upholstered furniture. washing and polishini: furniture. washing walls. washing and waxing floors. and cleaning the persona.I contents of a home is included in cla,ssifica,tion 660203. Refer to classification 6602-03 for more detailed information on restorations.
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, ·effective 711/87)
WAC 296-17·56601 Classific ation 2203.
((Lattfltlries eemmere ial er ifltlttstrial, N.O.C., ifle!tttling
liflefl, ttfliferfl'I afltl tliaper serviee.))
2203-00 Laundrie s - commerc ial or industria l; N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eni:a&ed in la,underini: operations which are not covered by another classific ation
(N,O C l. In addition to linen uniform or diaper services.
these establishments may launder other goods such as. but
not limited to. protective a,ppa,rel ffla,me. hea,t. or chemical
resistant). dust control items (treated mops. rugs. mats. dust
cloths). a,nd wipini: towels. These items ma,y beloni: to the
commercial or industrial laundry and rented to users. or they
ma,y be the customers' own ~oods, Operations include. but
are not limited to. soliciting new customers by route supervisors or drivers. co!lectin2 a,nd deliverini:. marking. weii:hinea,nd sorting laundry. washin2. extractini:. tumbling. starchin2.
drying. ma.chine or ha,nd ironine-. ma,kini: repairs or a,ltera,tions. fo!dine- and wrapping, This classification also contemplates employee s such as counter personne l. receiving
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clerks. sorters and markers at collection or distribution stores
operated on the premises where laundering is performed.
This classification excludes laundry and dry cleaning
establishments proyidin2 services primarily to retail walk-in
customers which are to be reported separately in classification 2201: self-service. coin-operated laundry or dry cleanin2
establishments which are to be reported separately in classification 2204: and carpet. ru2 and upholstery cleanin2 establishments which are to be reported separately in classification

ing services on the premises which are to be reported separately in classification 2201.

4

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-567 Classification 2401.
((Cem1gated attd fiber beard eetttaitter: Mattttfaetttrittg,
itteltttlittg eeffttgating and laminating ef 13a13er
Pa13er: Ceatittg, eeHttgatittg, laffiittatittg er eilittg
Pa13er geeds: Mattttfaetttrittg, N.O.C., stteh as bttt ttet limited
te eettttter te13s, panels, s13iral tttbes, milk eartetts, and
13a13er ffiaehe iteffis
P!tfler er flttlp: Mattttf.aetttrittg
Weed fiber: Mattttfttetttrittg.))

22Q2..

Sgecial note: This classification also coyers establishments specializing in stone washing jeans or "contract dyein2" for commercial or industrial businesses and the cleanin2
of nonfabric items. such as venetian blinds. plastic goods or
computer parts when done at the laundry facility.

2401-00 Paper. pulp. or wood fiber; Mapufacturjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in making paper from
raw materials such as. but not limited to. wood chips. cotton
fiber. water. kraft paper. recycled paper. bleach and dye purchased from outside sources. This classification includes the
mashing of wood chips into fiber. Paper manufacturers may
make finished products from the paper they manufacture
which is included in this classification when done by employees of employers subject to this classification, Equipment
includes. but is not limited to. large vats and tanks. spraying
systems. choppers. paper-making machines. conveyor systems. forklifts. scales. winders. rewinders. and cutting
machinery. Modern automated paper mills are monitored
from computerized control rooms: many of the employee~
are electricians and control technicians Wood chips ar~
heated. washed. drained. impregnated with chemicals to sep~
arate natural binder fibers from the cellulose fibers. then
chopped into tiny particles and further cleansed. Bleach and
water are added again and the fibrous mixture is held in tanks
to relax and fluff it to a natural state before going to a filtering
process where the water is removed. allowing it to coagulate.
More ingredients are added to increase strength. then the
mixture is sprayed onto the paper-making machinery where it
winds throu2h the various sections at high speed During the
first stage the pulp is mostly water: as it spins on the wire
mesh. the water is suctioned out and the paper winds around
felt-covered rollers. The machine moves the paper through
an enclosed. heated room Coven) and dried, The dried paper
is rolled from the oven. smoothed on rollers. then rewound
into smaller rolls and cut into desired lengths and widths.
This classification excludes estabUshments engaged in
the manufacture of wood chips which are to be reported separately in classification 2903 and establishments engaged in
the manufacture of abrasive cloth or paper (emery cloth/sandpaper) which are to be reported separately in classification
3708.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-56602 Classification 2204.
((Ltuittdry er dry eleattittg: Ceitt e13erated self serviee e13er
~))

2204-00 Laundry or dry cleaning - coin-operated. selfservice operations
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
coin <or card) operated self-service laundry and dcy cleanin2
eguipment for customers' use on the premises. Most facilities
have an attendant(sl on duty at all times: others may haye
only periodic surveillance by the owner or employees. Attendants 2enerally ensure there are no problems with the equipment or with vandalism: they may perform minor repair or
adjustments on the machines. assist patrons by carcyin2 laundry or explaining the operation of the machines. There is
usually a small waitin2 area which may include benches and
chairs. change-making machines. vending machines with
food and laundry supplies. Materials include. but are not limited to. detergents. bleaches. fabric softeners. dry cleaning
solvents. spot-removin2 fluids. plastic ba2s. and han2ers.
Machinery includes. but is not limited to. residential or commercial sized washers and dryers. dcy cleanin2 machines.
pressing machines. irons. coin changing machines. tables for
foldin2 clothin2. chairs. han2er racks. water heatin2 and stora2e system. solvent reclaimin2 units. and solvent stora2e

tanks..

This classification excludes laundcy and dry cleanin2
establishments providing services primarily to retail walk-in
customers which are to be reported separately in classification 220 I. and commercial or industrial laundries not covered
by another classification. includin2 linen. uniform and diaper
service which are to be reported separately in classification

2201..

Soecial nofe.· This classification includes self-service/coin-operated cleaning facilities that offer dry cleaning
services where the customers leave their clotbin2 with the
attendant and it is sent elsewhere for professional dry cleanin2. This classification does not apply to any self-service/coin-operated cleanin2 facilities where the attendant
performs any washing. drying. dry cleaning. banging. or fold-
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2401-03 Corrugated apd fiber board coptajper; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
boxes and cartons made of corrugated cardboard. Manufac-

:::: ~~~:tfn~~!i~ :~~~~~~~a~:P~r~rh~~~;~:~4
1

cardboard from others Applymg coatmgs or lammatmg their
own products is included in this classification when done by
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includes. but is not limited to. sheeters. slitters. slotters. winders or rewinders printing presses. box-making machinery.
die cutters or other cutting machines. laminators. corrugators.
balers and shredders. and forklifts. Car<lboard is cut to sjze
and shape. printed. scored or creased. corners cut or slotted.
sides folded and bottom pieces taped together. Box manufacturers may cut Styrofoam into packing pieces if their customers want them as a packaging unit. This incidental activity is
included within the scope of this classification when done by
employees of an employer subject to this classification
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
corrugating. laminating. oiling or coating pape(which are to
be reported separately in classification 2401-04 and establishments engaged in the manufacture of abrasive cloth or
paper (emery cloth/sandpaper) which are to be reported separately in classification 3708.

2401-04 Paper coating. corrugating. laminating. oiling. or
embossing
Applies to establishments engaged in manufacturing corrugated cardboard. or in coating. laminating. oiling. embossing paper or cardboard (chipboard) for others. To make corrugated cardboard. three (or more) rolls of kraft paper are
simultaneously fed into a corrugating machine. Steam is
sprayed onto the middle sheet as it winds around grooved
rollers. forming grooves. Glue is applied to the tips of the
w
h
w
.
i 1
v
process
the
of
rest
The
cardboard.
sheets to form corrugated
involves heating. drying and curing. scoring and cutting the
cardboard. Coating involves mixing coating materials. pouring the mixture into troughs of coating machines: the paper
passes over rollers through the coating mixtures. Oiling or
waxing processes are similar. but the oils or waxes are heated
prior to being applied to the paper. After saturation. paper is
dried. then finished by calendering (smoothed by being
pressed throui~h large rollers). slitting to desired widths. and
rewinding or sheeting to size. Laminated paper is produced
by feeding a paste or glue between layers of paper. pressing
them together. drying and finishing by winding into rolls. or
cutting. slitting or die cutting to size and shape. Paper is
embossed by winding it on embossing rollers that perforate
designs in it Raw materials include. but are not limited to.
kraft paper. chipboard. glues. waxes. resins and other coating
liquids Machinery for all these processes moves paper
through glue baths. finishing applications. squeeze rollers.
corrugating or embossing rollers. drying ovens. cutting
devices. laminators. and/or stacking equipment. Other
machinery includes. but is not limited to. forklifts. balers and
shredders.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of paper. pulp or wood fiber which are to be
reported separately in classification 2401-00: establishments
enuged jn the manufacture of corrugated and fiber board
.Nntainers which are to be reported separately in classifica.tion 2401-03: and establishments engaged in the manufacture
of abrasive cloth or paper (emery cloth/sandpaper) which are
to be reported separately in classification 3708.
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Special nofe.· This classification differs from classification 2401-03 in that making corrugated cardboard or laminating. oiling. or coating cardboard products made by others js
the main activity in classification 2401-04 while such supporting operations in classification 2401-03 are incidental to
the manufacture of the product.
2401-08 Paper goods, N.O.C.: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
heavy-grade. paper-based products. which are not covered by
another classification CN.0.C.). Products range widely and
include. but are not limited to. panels. paper-mache items.
milk cartons. display boards. commercial air filters. and spiral tubes Spiral tubes range in size from small cores for
paper towels to large tubes used by the construction industry
to form concrete Materials include. but are not limited to.
paper. chipboard. glue. inks and dyes. chemicals: materials
such as lightweight wire. or small parts made of plastic. Styrofoam. or textiles could be used as auxiliary pieces of the
finished product. Machinery includes. but is not limited to.
sheeters. slitters. slotters. winders. rewinders. printing
presses cutting. drilling or punching machines. ovens. heated
presses. vats and beaters. grinders. laminators. embossers.
gluers. vacuum machines. heat-sealing machines. wire-bending equipment. packaging equipment. conveyors. shredders.
and balers. Depending on the product being made. processes
are similar to one or more of those described in the other
paper products manufacturing classifications.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of paper. pulp or wood fiber which are to be
reported separately in classification 2401-00
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-568 Classification 2903.
((Beat: Ma1ntfaettuiHg, Fepa:iF, eF refiHish weed
Bex, sheek, pallet, bia: MaHttfaeturing, assembl) er repair
.,..eed inelttding assembl) 11 erk perfermed at the etts
temer's plaee ef bttsiHess
Deer, jamb, winde .. , sash, stair, fflelding and misee!laaeetts
millwerk manttfa:etttFiHg inelttding prehanging eF assem
bly weed
Fttrnitttre steek manttf.ttetttriHg weed
Lttfflher FelftanttfueturiRg
Sign lftanttfuetttFiHg 'Need
Tftlss mttnttfttetttring weed
Veneer predttets manttftteturing
Weed ehip, heg fuel, bark, bark fleur, preste leg and lath
manufaetttriag
\lleed predttets manuftteturit1g er assembly N.O.C.
Sawmill eperatiens are te be reperted separate!~ in elassifiea
tien 1002. VeReer maHufa:eturing is te be reperted sepa
rately in elassifieatien 2904
Unless etherwise speeified iR the elassifieatien weFding this
is a shep er plant et1ly elassifietttien. This elassifieatiea
inelttdes ..·erk being perfermed it1 an adjaeent) ard 11 het1
epernted by aft empleyef having epeffttieHs sttbjeet te
this elassifieatieH. This elassifieatien exelttdes all instal
latien aetivities a:way frem the shep er plant.))
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2903-00 Wood chip. hog fuel. bark. bark flour. fire log
and lath: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the production of
products such as. but not limited to. wood chips. hog fuel.
bark. bark flour. fire lo2s. kindlin2. excelsior. particleboard.
and similar wood by-products.
Wood chips are small pieces of wood. generally uniform
in size and lar2er and coarser than sawdust. commonly used
to make pulp. particleboard. stuffing for products such as animal beddin2. and as smoker/barbecue fuel:
Hog fuel is made by grinding waste wood in a hog
machine. is lar2er and coarser than wood chips. and is used to
fire boilers or furnaces. often at the mill or plant at which the
fuel was processed:
Bark is the outermost covering of a tree which is
chopped into pieces of var.yin2 sizes. and is commonly used
for landscaping:
Bark flour is finely ~ound bark used as a filler or
extender in adhesives:
Fire logs are made by forming sawdust into a log about
15 inches 1002 and are used for fuel:
Lath is a narrow strip of wood commonly used to support
shin2le. slate or tile roofin2. and as a fencin2 material:
Excelsior is the curled shreds of wood used as a packing
and stuffin2 material. or as a raw material in maldn2 various
board products:
·
Particleboard is a panel made from discrete particles of
wood which are mixed with resins and formed into a solid
board under heat and pressure.
The de2ree of manual labor required to make these products varies depending upon the size of the operation and
sophistication· of the equipment. Raw materials include. but
are not limited to. logs. mill waste. bark. sawdust. or chips.
Machiner.y includes. but is not limited to. rip saws. cut-off
saws. loaders. debarkers. hog chippers. hammer mills. conveyors. sortin2 screens. and stora2e bunkers. This is a shop
or plant only classification: it includes work bein2 performed
in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer havin2
operations subject to this classification The operation of
portable chipping or debarking mills is included in this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work bein2 performed: veneer
manufacturing which is to be reported separately in classification 2904: and sawmill operations which are to be reported
separately in classification I 002.
2903-06 Wood fumjture stock; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
wood furniture stock such as. but not limited to. tabletops.
table or chair le2s. chair backs or seats. panels for beds. turning sguares (bolts of wood which are shaped on lathes into
furniture te2sl and furniture squares (standard sized - usually
2" x 2" -pieces of wood used in constructing frames of upholstered furniture) Stock ma,y be ma,ss produced or custom.
Ra,w material includes dimensjona,l lumber from hardwoods
such a,s. but not limited to. ash or a.Ider. If the lumber is not
presurfaced. it is sanded a,nd/or planed. It is cut to desired
width and thickness with a rip saw: and cut to desired length
Proposed

with a. cut-off sa,w Pieces ma,y be beveled with a, ta.hie sa,w.
bored with a horizontal boring machine. molded or shaped. •
a,nd joints formed usin2 a. mortise. tenon or jointer. Finished •
stock is banded and/or palletized and usually shipped unfinished a,nd unassembled to furniture ma,nufacturin2 plants
This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work
bein2 performed in a,n adjacent yard when operated by a,n
employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant which a.re to be reported sepa,ra,tely in the classification applicable to the work being performed: manufacture of wood furniture a,nd caskets which is to be reported
separately in classification 2905: lumber remanufacturing
which is to be reported separately in cla,ssjfication 2903-26:
veneer manufacturing which is to be reported separately in
classification 2904: a,nd sawmill operations which a.re to be
reported separately in classification 1002.

2903-08 Wood door. iamb. window. sash. stair. molding
and miscellaneous millwork: Manufacturing. prehanging or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture.
preha.n2in2 or assembly of wooden doors. door components.
jambs. windows. sashes. stairs. mantels. moldings. turnings.
a,nd miscellaneous millwork such a,s. but not limited to. shutters. door and window grilles. skylights. pillars. wainscot.
a,nd similar architectural ornaments. Doors manufactured in
this classification may be for residential or commercial use.
such as. but not limited to. 2a.ra2e. closet. warehouse. interior
and exterior: they may be odd-size or standard. panel. solid.
louver. hollow core. slidin2. bi-fold a,nd overhead. Component parts for stairs include. but are not limited to. risers.
tread. ha.lusters. ha,nd rails. a,nd newel posts. Fireplace mantels include both the shelf and the complete ornamental facin2 surroundin2 the firebox Moldin2s include. but are not
limited to. picture moldin2s. cha,ir rails. quarter round. coves.
a,nd architectural moldin2 a,nd ba,se Ra,w ma,teria,ls include.
but a.re not limited to. cut stock lumber. plywood. veneer. particleboard. cardboard. plastic laminates. glue. hardware.
2Ia.ss. a,nd metal. Cuttin2 a,nd fittin2 of 2Iass a,nd meta.I components for doors and windows is an integral phase of the
ma,nufacturin2 process a,nd is included within the scope of
this classification. Machinery includes. but is not limited to.
various types of sa,ws(ta,ble. panel. rip. cut-off. ra,dia,l a.rm.
trim. circular. band. jig. and miter>. molders. shapers. routers.
planers. fin2er jointers. mortises. tenons. lathes. presses. various types of sanders. drill presses. hand drills. boring
machines. pneumatic na,il. screw a,nd staple 2uns. spray 2uos.
chisels. air compressors. glue spreaders. drying ovens. overhead vacuum lifts. conveyor systems. fork lifts. a,nd pallet
jacks. Some door manufacturers have "door machines"
which route impressions in jambs a,nd blanks for hin2e placement. and bores holes in the blank for knobs and locks: some
have computerized overhead vacuum ti2bts. electronic 2luers. hydraulic lift pits. or electronically controlled saws. Preha.n2in2 doors involves borin2 holes in door blanks for knobs
a,nd locks. routin2 impressions into the blanks a,nd ja,mbs for •
hin2e replacement. mouutin2 hin2es. trimmin2 door a,nd •
ja,mb replacements to exact size. Finjshin2 the products with
stain. paint. oil. or lacguer is included in this classification
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be reported separately in classification 1103: lumber remanufacturing which is to be reported separately in classification
2903-26: and sawmm operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 1002.
Special note.· Classification 1103 for pallet dealers does
not include the repair or assembly of pallets. Any assembly
or repair of pallets is to be reported in classification 2903-10.

an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: the manufacture of wood furniture and caskets which is to be reported
separately in classification 2905: the manufacture of wood
cabinets. countertops. and fixtures which is to be reported
separately in classification 2907: lumber remanufacturing
which is to be reported separately in classification 2903-26:
yeneer manufacturing which is to be reported separately in
classification 2904: the manufacture of metal doors. jambs.
windows. and sashes which is to be reported separately in
classification 3404: and sawmill operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 1002.
Special note.· Lumber yards and building materials centers subject to classification 2009 are to be assigned classification 2903-08 in addition to their basic classification if they
prehang door blanks.

2903-10 Wood box. shook. pallet. bjp; Mapufacturipg.
assembly. or repajr
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture.
assembly. or repair of wood pallets. boxes. bins. shook. shipping crates. and storage containers. A shook js a set of unassembled sawn wood components for assembling a packing
box or barrel. Shooks are usually sold to box assembly

.
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ontal runners of dimensional lumber to form a slatted pallet
or by attaching three eyenly spaced rows of wooden blocks
between two sheets of solid plywood to form a lid-block pallet Usually. the manufacturer subject to this classification
picks up pallets. boxes or shipping crates from the customer.
brings them to the plant for repair. reconditioning. or rebuilding. then returns them to the customer. However. the assembly or repair of bins is often done at the customer's location.
which is still to be reported in classification 2903-10 when
performed by employees of the bin manufacturer. Raw materials include. but are not limited to. dimensional lumber. plywood. nails. staples. screws. glue. and paint. Machinery
includes. but is not limited to. a variety of saws (table. rip.
radial arms. cut-off. band or trim). planers. molders. drills.
boring machines. notchers. nailing machines. pneumatic stapler. screw and nail guns. conveyors. roll cases. sortinf;!
tables. pallet jacks. and fork lifts. Incominf;! lumber is cut to
specified lengths. widths. and thicknesses with saws. then
planed. bored. tongued. and grooved, Pieces are nailed. stapled or glued together to form finished products. Cut ends of
pallets. bins. and boxes may be painted for design or for color
identification purposes. Customer's name may be imprinted
on the product using stencils and paint or wood burning tools.
This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work
being performed in an acJjacent yard when operated by an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
~ This classification excludes all activities away from the
op or plant (except bin assembly at a customer's location)
which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: pallet dealers which are to

2903-12 Wood products. N.O.C.; Manufacturing or
assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of miscellaneous wood products which are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). including. but not
limited to. ladders. utility pole crossaans. beams. barricades.
cable spools. slugs or ends for paper rolls. attic vents. prefabricated wall panels. f;!azebos. saunas. solariums. lattice panels. mall and park furnishings. playground eguipment. docks
and floats. parade floats. boat trailer bunks. cattle feeders.
tree spreaders. tack strip. exhibit booths. weaving looms. and
pottery wheels, Finishinf;! of the product with stains or other
lacguers is included in this classification when done by
employees of employers subject to this classification. Raw
materials include. but are not limited to. dimensional lumber.
plywood. particleboard. lath. logs. f;!lue. staples. screws.
nails. stains. paints. oj)s. and lacquers. Operations require
substantial amounts of machine work. as well as hand assembly. Machinery includes. but is not limited to. saws <table.
panel. cut-off. band. jig. miter. or chain). sanders. planers.
routers. shapers. molders. jointers. drill presses. boring
machines. hydraulic presses. pneumatic nail. screw and staple f;!Uns, This is a shop or plant only classification: it
includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when
operated by an employer haying operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: the manufacture of wood household and sporting f;!Oods which is to be
reported separately in classification 2909: the manufacture of
wood furniture and caskets which is to be reported separately
in classification 2905: the manufacture of wood cabinets.
countenops and fixtures which is to be reported se.parately in
classification 2907: lumber remanufacturing which is to be
reported separately in classification 2903-26: veneer manufacturing which is to be re.ported separately in classification
2904: and sawmill operations which are to be reported separately in classification 1002,
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2903-13 Veneer products; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
veneer products by laminatinf;! rough veneer to plywood or
particleboard and applying plastic or polyester overlays.
Laminated veneer sheets are f;!enerally sold to other manufacturers and used in the construction of items such as. but not
limited to. cabinets. countertops. furniture. wall board. flooring. and shelving. Veneer products generally reguire no prefinishinf;! with paint. stain or lacquer, Raw materials include.
but are not limited to. plywood. particleboard. polyester.
paper. polyethylene. fiberglass. plastic laminates and f;!lue.
To make veneer products. sheets of rough veneer are individually fed through glue spreader machines which apply glue to
Proposed
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both sides. veneer sheets may be laminated to other veneer
or to plywood or particleboard. cut to size with saws. then
plastic or polyester overlays applied. Laminated sheets are
fed through either hydraulic cold or hot presses to be bonded
and cured More sophisticated presses automatically feed the
sheets through. and shear the laminated panels to standard 4'
x 8' or 4' x 10' dimensions. or to specified Jen2ths and widths
for custom orders. Forklifts are used to move materials. This
is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work bein2
performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
havin2 operations subject to this classification,
This classification excludes activities away from the
shop or plant which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work bein2 performed: the manufacture of household and sporting goods wooden ware which
is to be reported separately in classification 2909: the manufacture of wood products not covered by another classification fN.O,C ) which is to be reported separately in classification 2903-12: the manufacture of wood furniture and caskets
which is to be reported separately in classification 2905: the
manufacture of wood cabinets. countertops and fixtures
which is to be reported separately in classification 2907: the
manufacture of rou2h veneer which is to be reported separately in classification 2904-00: lumber remanufacturin2
which is to be reported separately in classification 2903-26:
and sawmill operations which are to be reported separately in
classification 1002.

classification applicable to the manufacturin2 process: and
sawmill operations which are to be reported separately in.
classification 1002.
•
Soecig.l note.· The majority of sign manufacturers also
install their si2ns. Installation and removal of si2ns is to be
reported separately.

2903-20 Wood sign: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
interior or exterior si2ns made of wood or wood products.
Raw materials include. but are not limited to. dimensional
lumber. plywood. moldin2. acrylic. paint. stain. lacquer and
hardware. When additional sizing is required. saws. such as
table. panel. cut-off, or radial arm. are used to cut material to
desired dimensions. Pieces may be further sized. shaped. and
smoothed with routers. saws. planers. or sanders. Stain.
paint. or other finishes may be applied as background colors.
borders or desi2ns. with pneumatic spray 2uns. airbrushes. or
by hand. Lettering or designs can be painted directly on the
si2n. cut from separate stock and 2Jued or screwed on. or
carved. routed or sandblasted. Computer-cut vinyl lettering
may also be applied. Si2n paintin2 and letterin2 is included
in this classification when done by employees of the sign
manufacturer. Hand drills or drill presses are used to mount
wood letterin2 or designs. bore holes and attach hardware
used in the subseguent installation of the sign. This is a shop
or plant only classification: it includes work bein2 performed
in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having
operations subject to this classification,
This classification excludes the installation or removal
of si2ns outside of buildin2s which is to be reported separately in classification 0403: the installation or removal of
si2ns inside of bui1din2s which js to be reported separately in
classification 0513: sign painting or lettering on the inside of
bujldin2s which is to be reported separately in classification
4109: establishments that paint on or apply Jetterin2 to si2n
"backin2s" that are manufactured by others which is to be
reported separately in classification 4109: the manufacture of
metal or plastic signs which is to be reported separately in the
Proposed

2903-21 Wood truss; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
structural roof trusses. and/or ceilin2 and floor joists from
wood or wood products. These products usually do not
require a hi2h de2ree of finishin2 work. Raw materials
include. but are not limited to. dimensional lumber (usually
2" x 4". 2" x 6". and 2" x 8". which is kiln dried. machine
stressed. and presurfaced). plywood. metal gussets. and hardware, Dimensional lumber is cut with 2an2. table. resaw. or
radial arm saws. Cut stock is placed in a hydraulic jig assembly which holds the unassembled components in the properly
aligned configuration. Pneumatic nailers are used to embed
the nail clips which connect each joint of the truss, A 2antry.
which is an overhead crane traveling along a bridge-like
frame. is used to relocate the truss alon2 the assembly line.
The assembled truss is placed in a stationary or moveable
press which attaches reinforcin2 trian2ular shaped metal
plates called gussets at each joint or angle. This is a shop or
plant only classification: it includes work bein2 performed in
an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having operations subject to this classification,
This classification excludes all installation activities
away from the shop or plant which are to be reported sepa-.
rately in the classification applicable to the work being per-·
formed: the manufacture of door iambs. windows. sashes.
stairs. molding and miscellaneous millwork which is to be
reported separately in classification 2903-08: lumber remanufacturing which is to be reported separately in classification
2903-26: and sawmill operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 1002.
Sgecial note.· Truss manufacturers. whose primary customers are building contractors and building supply dealers.
usually deliver their product. Delivery to the construction
site often entails placing trusses onto the roof top. using
boom lifts mounted on the delivery truck. which is included
in this classification when performed by employees of
employers subject to this classification,

2903-26 Lumber; Remapufacturjpg
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in lumber remanufacturing. which is the process of converting cants. plywood. or
lumber into a more specialized or hi2her 2rade product.
Cants are large slabs of wood. usually having one or more
rounded ed2es. which have been cut from Jo2s. The incoming stock is generally green. rough-cut. and may be owned by
the customer or by the remanufacturer. Machinery includes.
but is not limited to. a variety of saws. (chop. resaw. trim. rip.
table. radial arm. and cut-ofD. planers. surfacers. sanders.
molders. groovers. finger jointers. tenoners. gluers. kiln dryers. fork lifts. and trolley cars. Stock is kiln d[ied. re-sawed.
plan~. 2~oov~d. or otherwise trea~d. according to customert
spec1ficauon 1f the customer owns 1t or to standard cuts if it
is for resale, Remanufacturers sell lumber to construction
contractors or manufacturers that use it in the construction of
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

products such as. but not limited to. panelin1,:. countertops.
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WAC 296-17-569 Classification 2904.

riaI with stain. paint. or lacquer. This js a shop or plant only
classification: it includes work beini.: performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having operations
subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: the manufacture of roof trusses and ceiling and floor joints which is to
be reported separately in classification 2903-21: veneer manufacturini.: which is to be reported separately in classification
2904: establishments that exclusively kiln dry and/or treat
lumber with preservatives. fire retardants. or insecticides. and
that do not perform any remanufacturini.: operations which
are to be reported separately ju classification 1003: and sawmill operations which are to be reported separately in classification 1002.
2903-27 Ridge cap and/or shim: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the production of
shims and ridge caps. Shims are thin wedges of wood used
for filling spaces or leveling. Ridge caps are shingles which
are used as a coverini.: for roof peaks. This js a shop or plant
only classification: it includes work beini.: performed in an
adjacent yard when operated by an employer havini.: operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work beini.: performed: veneer
manufacturini.: which is to be reported separately in classification 2904: and sawmill operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 1002.
Special note: Thjs classification must be assjgned
only by Classification Services after a field inspection of
the busjness has been performed. If a classification must
be assigned prior to the field inspection. assign classification 1005-02.

((Plyweetl ma1tt1faett1Fiftg
Vefteef, eemmereial pF6dt1eti6R
This elassifieatieft iReltttles all eypes ef vefteer pF6tlt1etieR.))
2904-00 veneer; Commercial productjop
Applies to establishments eni.:aged in all types of commercial production of rough veneer. Veneer is a thin layer of
material. usually made of wood or plastic. which is used to
cover the surface of another material. In most instances. finished veneer will have a superior appearance or quality than
the surface it covers. Rough veneer made of wood generally
involves sawing 101,:s. bolts Oeni.:thwise strips). or blocks.
softening them in vats of hot water or steam rooms to remove
the bark and make the fiber pliable for cutting or turning The
pieces are further shaped by turning. slicing or sawing. cutting the single-ply veneer sheets to various sizes of leni.:th and
thickness. then drying them in kilns. Roui.:h veneer manufactured in this classification is generally sold to manufacturers
of veneer products made by laminatini.: roui.:h veneer to plywood or particleboard. Machinery includes. but is not limited to. band saws. table saws. stationary knife machines.
rotary lathes. conveyor systems. kilns. forklifts.
This classification excludes sawmill operations which
are to be reported separately in classification I 002: the manufacture of plywood which is to be reported separately in
classification 2904-01: the manufacture of veneer products
which is to be reported separately in classification 2903: and
the manufacture of other products made from wood or plastic
which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work beini.: performed. The production of veneer
by employees of employers engaged in the manufacture of
other products js to be included ju the classification coverini.:
the manufacture of those products.

2903-28 Wood boat; Manufacturing. repair. or refinish
Applies to establishments engaged in manufacturing.
repairing. or refinishing wooden boats. Raw materials
include. but are not limited to. dimensional lumber. plywood.
glue. staples. screws. nails. stains. paints. oils. and lacguers.
Machinery includes. but is not limited to. band saws. lathes.
drill presses. jointers. planers and sanders. Other than pleasure craft. very few wooden boats have been manufactured
over the last 50 years. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work beini.: performed in an acljacent yard
when operated by an employer havini.: operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes the manufacture of fiber-

';a;~ .b~~~ ~~:=~~~ab~~:o~~!~~~O~Ifs ~~!~~s\~ct~i~~

reported separately in the classification applicable to the
materials used and work being performed.
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2904-01 Plywood; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
plywood. Plywood is a structural material made of layers of
wood (veneer) glued tightly together. usually with the grains
of acljoining layers at rii.:ht ani.:les to each other. <In this
application the word "ply" means one of the sheets of
veneer.) The production of veneer is included in the scope of
this classification when done by employees of employers
eni.:ai.:ed in the manufacture of plywood. To form plywood.
it may be necessary to join less-than-full-size sheets of
veneer into full-size sheets. In the joining process. veneer
jointers. taping machines. tapeless splicers. or other methods
of joinini.: veneer. such as strini.:ing and stitching are used.
Next. a glue spreader coats the cross banding and core
veneers (front and back) with liquid 1,:lue. Once 1,:lued. the
veneer is conveyed to a hot press that bonds the veneers into
plywood. The panels are removed from the presses. placed in
a storage pile <referred to as a "hot stack") to cool and cure.
then trimmed. sanded. and stacked for conditioning. Plywood may be imprei.:nated with chemicals to develop woodplastic combinations that are harder and denser than ordinary
plywood. After they are inspected and ~aded accordini.: to
thickness and guality. plywood panels are moved by forklift
Proposed
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to the warehouse portion of the plant where they are stacked
in tiers which are separated by a piece of lumber to prevent
sagging or distortion. Pieces are bundled with metal straps.
either manually or with automatic strapping equipment.
This classification excludes sawmill operations which
are to be reported separately in classification 1002: establishments that manufacture rough veneer as a product which are
to be reported separately in classification 2904-00: and the
manufacture of other products made from wood or plastic
which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-56901 Classification 2905.
((Fttrftitttre ttftd easket mttftttfttetttfiftg er assembly weed
Fttrftitttre refiftishiftg ifteludiftg repair weed
Fttrftitttre refiftishiftg with fttl repttir wark is te be repartee
septl:ftttely ift eh1ssifie11tiaft 3603
Ph) siettll) separated ttphelstery dep11rtmefttS af firms
eftgaged ift fttrftitttre er easket maftttftteturiftg, assembly
er fiftishiftg may be repartee sepftf11tel) ift elassifie11tieft
3808, preYided that the eeftditiafts set forth ift WAC 296
17 410 h11ve heeft met
Uftless etherwise speeified i1t the el11ssifie11tieft wardiftg this
is a shep· ar plaftt eftly elassifie11tiaft. This elttssifie11tieft
iReh1des '•¥erk beiftg perfermed ift llft ttdjtteeftt y1ttd wheft
eperated by ttft emple) er h11Yiftg eper11tiefts subjeet te
this elassifieatieft. This elassifieatieft eJteludes 1111 iftst11l
latieft aeth'ities away frem the shep ar pl11ftt.))

2905-00 Wood furniture arid casket; Manufacturing.
assembling. or repairing;
Fumjture refipjshjpg
Applies to establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing. assembling or repairing furniture or caskets made
of wood Products may be custom-made or stock. for residential or commercial use. This classification includes estabJishments that re.pair and refinish wood furniture that is new,
used. antique. or furniture with factory defects or damages
from shipping, Furniture includes, but is not limited to, sofas.
love seats. chairs. tables. beds. dressers. chests. stools.
butches, pool tables. credenzas. desks. bookcases, pews.
altars. pulpits. baptisteries. and benches. Materials include.
but are not limited to. dimensional lumber, furniture stock,
plywood. veneer. particleboard. plastic laminates. polyfoam.
upholstery materials (fabric. stuffing. cardboard. metal
springs). hardware. glue. paint. stain. oils or lacquer.
Machinery includes. but is not limited to. various types of
saws (table. panel. rip. cut-off. radial arm. trim. circular.
band. jig and miter). molders. shapers, routers, jointers, mortises. tenons. lathes. planers. various types of sanders. drill
presses. band drills. boring machines. pneumatic nail. screw
and staple guns. spray guns. air compressors. glue spreaders.
dust collectors. dcyjng ovens. sewing machines, steam irons.
fork lifts. and pallet jacks, Operations range from processing
rough or surfaced lumber. plywood or fiberboard, to the
assembly of frame parts into finished products. For classification purposes. repair includes fabricating replacement
Proposed
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parts, reinforcing structural weak points, disassembling.
re luin and reassemblin recanin chairs and similar activities. and refinishing includes stripping. sanding, filling.
priming. and finishing with stain. oil. paint. or lacquer. Manufacturers in this classification may upholster their furniture,
sell it unfinished. or finish it with various lacquers by spraying. dipping. or applying by hand. To make caskets. wood is
cut to size. planed. and sanded. Sections are joined to form
the shell. finished with lacquer. oil. or stain, and hardware
added. Interior upholstery is usually stapled in place: exterior
upholstery is usually glued on, This classification also contemplates the assembly of caskets from purchased components. Manufacturers of wood caskets often purchase readymade fiberglass or metal casket shells, refinish them if necessary. mount the hardware. and upholster them. This is considered incidental to the main operation and is included in
this classification. This is a shop or plant only classification:
it includes work being performed in an aqjacent yard when
operated by an employer having operations subject to this
classification, Physically separated upholstery departments
of establishments engaged in furniture or casket manufacturing. assembly. or finishing may be reported separately in
classification 3808 provided that the conditions of the general
reporting rules covering the division of employee hours have
been met.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: establishments engaged in strjgping and refinishing furniture, but do
not otherwise re air it which are to be re orted se ara el in
classification 3603: establishments engaged in the manufacture of wood cabinets countertops or fixtures which are to be
reported separately in classification 2907: and establishments
engaged in the manufacture offurniture or caskets from metal
or plastic which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed,
Special note.· Establishments primarily engaged in the
manufacture of furniture or caskets may make other wood
products such as cabinets. countertops and fixtures as an incidental activity. The incidental manufacture of these products
can be included within the scope of this classification. Furniture is generally moveable and unsecured. Fixtures are usually secured. stationary. or permanently built-in objects,
Even though some fixtures may not be secured to a wall or
floor. they are not intended to be relocated, unlike furniture
which is frequently and more easily arranged.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-570 Classification 2906.
((P11ttefft er medel mllftttflletttfiftg, metlll, pl11stie er weed
Pi11fte er mttsieal iftstrtt.meftt fftllftttfttetttriftg, net met11I.))

2906-01 Pattern or model - metal. plastic or wood; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in making metal,t
plastic. or wood patterns or models, Patterns or models i;iroduced may include industrial. aircraft foundry. architectural
scale and mechanical models. Use of this classification is
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limited to the fabrication of individual or prototype pieces.
Work contemplated is limited to fabricating the pattern or
f.odel usini: woodworkini: and metal cuttini: tools. sandini:
and filling voids with fillers (wood or plastic); and extensive
hand finishin~ of all these mediums when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes pattern or model makini: by
other manufacturers unless specifically allowed for in the
manufacturing classification. and establishments engaged in
the manufacture of plastic or wood model kits <assembly of a
scale model of a car. boat. or plane) which is to be reported
separately in the applicable classification.

2906-14 Wood piano or musical instrument: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
wood musical instruments including. but not limited to.
pianos. ori:ans. violins. harps. and i:uitars. Work contemplated by this classification includes various phases of woodworkini: techniques required to manufacture cases. soundini:
boards. pedals and action boards. metal workini: techniques
reguired to produce components such as oipes. frames.
switches. mai:nets. wind reservoirs and blower systems. and
incidental tanning of skins for drums and banjos when done
by employees of an employer havini: operations subject to
this classification. This classification applies whether the
company is producini: all component parts or assemblini: a
wooden musical instrument from purchased parts. This classification includes the reconditionini: and subsequent sale of
~~;~~~itioned pianos. organs. and wooden musical instruThis classification excludes the manufacture of metal
musical instruments which is to be reported separately in
classification 3404: tuning or repair of pianos which is to be
reported separately in classification 4107: and the sale of new
piano and ori:ans or wooden musical instruments which is to
be reported separately in classification 6306 or 6406 as appli-

Wle.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-57001 Classification 2907.
((Cahittet, ee111ttertefl, attEI fixt11Fe: Ma1t11faet11Fi1tg, meElify
ittg er assemhly weeEI
Utt less ethern ise speeifieEI itt the elassifieatien werEling this
is a shefl eF fllllttt ettly elassifieatiett. This elassifieatiett
i1tel11Eles v~erk heittg perfermeEI itt att aejaeettt yarEI whett
eJleFateEI hy llft emJlleyeF haYittg ef)eFatietts s11hjeet te
this elassifieatien. This elassifieatiett exel11Eles all ittstal
latiett aeti·1ities away fFefft the shefl er fllllRt.))
2907-00 Wood cabinet. countertop. and fixture: Manufacturing. modifying or assembly
Applies to establishments enni:ed in the manufacture.
modification. or assembly of wood cabinets. countertops. and
fixtures. Cabinetcy work contemplated by this classification

ji~~uc~i~~~~~s~~~~TI~~~:;:f!~~~f!s~t::D~~ :,o~~
~mnems. refacini: existini: cabinets and replacini: hardware.
and modifying the dimension or design of modular cabinets.
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Manufacturini: coumertops includes fabricatini: the core or
sub top in addition to laying the plastic laminate. polyester
overlay or tile when performed in the shop by employees of
employers subject to this classification. Finishing may be
subcontracted out to a prefinish contractor or performed by
the general or specialty construction contractor at the job site:
however. finish work is included in classification 2907-00
when performed by employees of an employer subject to this
classification. Fixture manufacturini: includes built-in store.
office. restaurant. bank and residential fixtures such as. but
not limited to. showcases. display cases. end aisles. display
pedestals. shelvini:. partitions. racks. closet ori:anizers. bookshelves. work stations. cre<lenzas. podiums. wall units. china
hutches. entertainment centers. cashier cubicles. check-out
counters. and curio cabinets. The wiring of fixtures for electrical fittini:s. and the cuttini: and fittini: of plastic laminates.
glass. mirrors. or metal trim. when performed in the shop. is
included as an inteJiial function of the manufacturini: process
encompassed within this classification. Raw materials
include. but are not limited to. dimensional lumber. plywood.
veneer. particleboard. plastic laminates. polyester overlays.
sheet rock. slot wall dowels. hardware. mirrors. metal trim.
electrical hardware. carpet. upholstery fabric. stain. paint.
lacquer or ~Jue. Machinery includes. but is not limited to.
table. panel. radial arm. cut-off. chop. rip. band. and miter
saws. wide belt sanders. edi:e sanders. hand finish jointers.
mortises. tenoners. drill presses. hand drills. boring
machines. edi:e handers. dowel machines. i:Jue spreaders.
face framing machines. pneumatic nail. screw and staple
i:uns. air compressors. spray i:uns. forklifts. pallet jackets.
and dust collectors. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work beini: performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer havini: operations subject to
this classification Lumber yards. buildini: material dealers.
or i:eneral construction contractors that maintain a separate
woodworking shop for manufacturing. assembling cabinets.
and fixtures are subject to this classification for the woodworking operations. in addition to any other basic classification applicable to their business.
This classification excludes the installation of cabinets.
countertops. and fixtures which is to be reported separately in
classification 0513: the manufacture of wood furniture and
caskets which is to be reported separately in classification
2905: the manufacture of metal cabinets which is to be
reported separately in classification 3404; lumber remanufacturini: which is to be reported separately in classification
2903: veneer manufacturini: which is to be reported separately in classification 2904: and sawmill operations which
are to be reported separately in classification J 002.
Special note.· Establishments primarily enni:ed in the
manufacture of cabinets. countertops and fixtures. may make
other wood products such as doors. windows. moldin~s.
and/or furniture as an incidental activity to the main business.
The manufacture of these incidental products is included
within the scope of classification 2907-00. Furniture is generally moveable and unsecured Fixtures are usually secured.
stationacy. permanently built-in objects Even tbou~h some
fixtures may be secured to a wall or floor. they are not
intended to be relocated. unlike furniture which is frequently
and more easily arranged.
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)

WAC 296-17-57002 Classification 2908.
((Trttek eanep): ManttfttetttriRg metal er n·eetl shep enly
Hettsing FesitleRtial type: Faetery httilt shep eRly
Mehlle hemes, eampers anti travel trailers: Manttfaetttring
shep enly
This elassifieatien exeltttles fiberglass ee.nepy manttfaetttring
whieh is te he repertetl separately in elassifieatieR
~))

2908-00 Factory built housjpg; Mapufacturipg or assem-

lm

Applies to establishments engaged in the assembly ljne
production of factory built (manufactured) housing such as
wood prefab and modular homes. log home kits. mobile
homes and prefab cedar homes when manufactured at a shop
or adjacent yard. Sections vary in size up to 80 feet long and
28 or more feet wide. Manufactured homes are built on an
assembly line with materials such as plywood. rolls of aluminum. steel I beams. insulation. electric wire. particleboard.
lumber. pipes. plumbing fixtures. electrical fixtures. appliances. cru:peting. paint and hardware Assembly may be single line or on a side by side line. After the chassis is built. it
is placed on a conveyor where workers lay joists and heating
and plumbing lines. Floors are then installed. interior walls
are raised and cabinets are installed Preassembled exterior
walls are fastened. the roof is placed. covered. and tie down
straps are attached. These homes may be sided with aluminum. vinyl. hardwood fiberboard or natural wood. While the
chassis and some other steel parts are welded. the mruority of
the work is performed with stamping and forming equipment.
hand and air tools. joiners. jig clamps. planers. hoists. forklifts and rail conveyors. Other parts may be nailed. riveted.
stapled or glued Furniture and blinds or curtains may then be
installed and specialty items such as fireplaces may be added.
Units are inspected. then moved to the yard until sold or
delivered Individual work stations may include a mill room.
cabinet mill room. sheet metal department or paint and finish
departments Some plants may also have sewing departments
where they make curtains. blinds and drapes. This classification includes transporting of the factory built home to the customer's site or a dealer's sales lot when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. but excludes
set up which is to be reported separately in classification

lliL

This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of campers and travel trailers which are to be
reported separately in classification 2908-02: establishments
engaged exclusively in the manufacture of truck canopies
which are to be reported separately in classification 2908-03:
establishments engaged in the manufacture of fiberglass canopies which are to be reported separately in classification
3511: and deliver:y and set up performed by an independent
contractor which is to be reported separately in classification

lliL

2908-02 Campers and travel trailers; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
factory built campers or travel trailers which are generally not
Proposed

more than 35 feet Jong and 8 feet wide. This process includes
cutting steel I-beams. placing them on a iig and welding th~·
pieces together. Hitches. running gear. and side frames ar~
installed. Subflooring is assembled on ajig and fastened with
Jag bolts to the frame. Shears. stamping eguipment. drill
presses and jig clamps are used to perform the work as the
pieces are moved by conveyor Interior and exterior metal
panels and trim are spray painted in spray booths or dipped in
tanks. using enamel and then hardened by using drying ovens
or heat lamps. All electrical wiring. flooring. cru:pets. heating
units. and plumbing fixtures are installed with the use of electrical hand tools. pneumatic wrenches. staplers. and air compressors. Partition walls are then nailed in place with nail
guns. Side walls are framed up on a jig and placed on the
trailer. Afterwards. the ceiling is nailed in place and the insulation and cabinets are put in place. Sheet metal sides are stapled on and the top js installed. All systems are checked and
the trailer or camper is delivered to the distributor's lot. The
process of manufacturing a camper is similar except there are
no frame rails. axles or hitch involved as a camper has no
chassis. Campers are mounted on pickup trucks; travel trailers are fitted with a hitch for towing behind a motor vehicle.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of factory built housing which are to be
reported separately in classification 2908-00: establishments
engaged in the manufacture of truck canopies which are to be
reported separately in classification 2908-03: establishment~s
engaged in fiberglass canopy manufacturing which are to b
reported separately in classification 3511: and camper and
travel trailer rental/sales agencies which are to be reported
separately in classification 3411.

2908-03 Wood or metal truck capopy; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
wood or metal truck canopies. After the framework is assembled. insulation is cut to size and inserted. electrical wiring is
strung. exterior aluminum sheeting or "skin" is cut to size and
attached. interior paneling and decorative trim is fitted. doors
and windows are installed and electrical clearance lights are
attached. Machinery includes. but is not limited to. saws.
electrical hand tools. metal cutting and welding equipment.
shears. stamping equipment. drill presses. jig clamps. spray
booths. pneumatic wrenches. staple and nail guns. air compressors and miscellaneous hand tools. Direct sales to retail
consumers or to wholesale dealers by a canopy manufacturer
are included in this classification.
This classification excludes dealers who sell and/or
install canopies who are reported separately in classification
1106: establishments engaged in the manufacture of campers
and travel trailers which are to be reported separately in classification 2908-02: establishments engaged in the manufacture of factory built housing which are to be reported in classification 2 08-00· and establishments en a ed in the manu
facture of fiberglass canopies which are to be reported
separately in classification 3511.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 711/96)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
~ed 5/31196, effective 711/96)

•

WAC 296-17-57003 Classification 2909.

WAC 296-17-571 Classification 3101.

((\\'eetlennare. Hettseheltl H:ntl sperting gee6s lftftnttffietttr
ing er asselftB!y, N.O.C.
This elassifie&tien exel1:16es .,.,.eee preettets lftanttfaetttring er
asselftbl) ii hieh are te be repartee separately as appliea
Ble in elassifie1ttiens 2903, 2905, ane 2907
Unless ether ... ise speeifietl in the elassifieatien wertling this
is a shep er plant enly elassifieatien. This elassifieatien
inelttE:ies ii erk being perferlftetl in an aejaeent yare when
eperatetl by an elHf!leyer having Sf!eratians sttbjeet ta
this elassifieatien. This elassifieatien exeltttles all instal
latien aetiYities away fraffi the shap er plant.))

((Ready lftix eenerete dealers
This elassifieatian inel1:1E:ies the sale af teals, ettttif'FRent and
ineidentftl bttilding lftateriH:ls s1:1eh as brieks H:nd eanerete
bleeiffi.:))

3101-05 Ready mix concrete dealers
Applies to establishments engaged in the mixing and
delivery of ready mix concrete for all types of residential and
commercial projects such as. but not limited to. foundations.
walls. slabs. roadways. driveways. walkways. dams. brid2es
and swimming pools. Usually. these establishments operate
a plant location with a supply of sand. 2ravel. pebbles. broken
stones or slag. and various ingredients to produce bonding
adhesives such a.s cement. The concrete is premixed at the
plant location and loaded into a delivery truck. or the raw
unmixed in2redieots such as cement. sand. 2ravel. pebbles.
broken stones and water are loaded into a concrete truck and
mixed in a revolvin2 or rotatin~ drum in transit to the project
site. The concrete is discharged from the drum with use of a
metal shoot or is transferred into the bed of a concrete pump
truck for pumping. This classification includes ready mix
dealers who operate concrete ready mix trucks and/or concrete pump trucks as part of the delivery service This classification also includes the related sale of tools. equipment. and
bujldjn~ materials such as bricks or concrete blocks. and pit
and crusher operations provided all sand and gravel produced
is used by the dealer to manufacture concrete mix.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the commercial production and/or di&&in~ of sand. iuavel or
stone not in connection with a ready mix dealer which is to be
reported separately in classification 0112. and concrete pump
truck services not in connection with a ready mix dealer
which is to be reported separately in classification 3506.

2909-00 Woodenware - household and sporting goods
N.O.C.: Manufacturing or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in light woodworkin2. not covered by another classification CN.O.C.l. for the
manufacture of woodenware household goods. sporting
2oods and a wide ran2e of decorative woodenware items that
require a minimal amount of cutting. shaping. drilling. sandin2. assemblin2 and finishin2. Items produced in this classification include. but are not limited to. towel bars. tissue
holders. ma2azine racks. spice racks. knife holders. recipe
boxes. cuttin~ boards. rollin2 pins. salad forks. bowls. picture
and mirror frames. candle holders. speaker shells. bases for
turntables. trophy and plaque bases. house numbers. window
blinds and shades. drapery woodenware (rods. brackets. sup.
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boxes. tobacco pipes. toys. 2ames. basketball backboards.
baseball bats. boomerangs. pool or shuffleboard cues. hockey
sticks. oars. paddles. archery bows and arrow shafts. Establishments in this classification generally purchase readymade components which they assemble with pneumatic or
hand tools such as. but not limited to. nail or glue guns. spray
or paint 2uns. staple 2uns. screw 2uns. drills. shapin& tools.
and brushes. Products may be left natural. or finished by
applyin2 paint. stain. lacquer or varnish. or hand djppin2 or
rubbing. A limited assortment of basic wood shop machinery
such as. but not limited to. table saws. circular saws. band
saws. miter saws. jig saws. routers. shapers. belt sanders.
ed2e sanders. drill presses borin2 machines. and fin2er
jointer may be used for the occasionally cutting of a piece of
wood Other materials include. but are not limited to. moldin2 stock. dowels. plywood. 2lue. staples. screws. and small
nails. In most cases. products are small and the manufacturers do not provide installation. This is a shop or plant only
classification. It does. however. include work being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed: and the
manufacture or assembly of wood products such as. but not

IH!~ii~!~~~~~cs~~:c:;z~~~s~~~fa;!!rs~~~~n~~~:~:~~!:

or cable spools from dimension lumber which is to be
reported separately in the applicable classifications.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

WAC 296-17-572 Classification 3102.
((Reek wee! insttlH:tian. Mftnttfoet1::1ring digging er ttt:1ttt'fy
ing ta be ref!erteEI sepH:Fately in the llf'plieable elassifiea
tffltr.))

3102-04 Rock wool insulation; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
mineral wool insulation from siliceous materials such as. but
not limited to. rock. sla2. and ~lass. or combinations thereof.
In a special furnace. bot air or steam is blown through molten
rock or sla2. shreddin2 the material into a mass of fine intertwined fibers to form the wool. To produce fiberglass insulation material. molten 2lass is drawn at hi2h speeds tbrou2h
orifices. then subjected to jets of high pressure steam which
break the ~lass filaments into fine fibers. The final product.
re~ardless of raw material. may be shipped in 2ranules which
are ba22((d. or formed into flat sheets. cut to size enclosed in
paper or foil. and packa2ed. Incidental rock. sla~. and &lass
crushing operations are contemplated by this classification.
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This classification excludes the di~~in~ or quan:yin~ of
raw materials which is to be reported separately in the classification appropriate to the work bein~ performed. and the
manufacture of asbestos products which is to be reported separately in classification 3 I 04.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-573 Classification 3103.
((Cement manttfaeturing, lime manttfaetttring
Lightweight aggregate ettilding er insttlatiefl msterial mafllf
faetttring
Perlite, pezzelafl, mttgHesite er expttHaea shale sggregate
manttfaetttring
This elBSsifiestieH exelttaes aiggiHg er f!:HttrryiHg whieh is te
ee repartee separate!} in the 8pplieaele elassif.ieatien.))
3103-01 Cement or lime; Mapufacturine
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
cement or lime. Cement is a mixture of various ~ranulated
raw materials which may include limestone. shale. clay. slate.
alumina. silica sand. iron ore and ~psum The manufacturing process involves crushing and grinding the raw materials
into a powder state. Materials are then blended with water to
create a slun:y. then kiln burned at high temperatures which
chemically chan~es the mixture. This mixture is then combined with gypsum and ground into the final product.
Cement may be sold as is or mixed with water and coarse
aggregate to make concrete. Lime production involves a similar process usine crushine and bleodine machinei:y and lar~e
kilns. Cement and lime manufacturers may own a limestone
quan:v as it is the major component of both products.
This classification excludes the quarrying of raw material which is to be reported separately in classification 1704:
ready mix concrete dealers who are to be reported separately
in classification 3101: and the manufacturine of concrete
products which is to be reported separately in classification

.lllli..

3103-02 Liehtweieht aeueeate buildine or insulation
material; Manufacturine
Applies to establishments eneaeed in the manufacture of
lightweight aggregate building material or insulation material Types of products covered by this classification include.
but are not be limited to. vermiculite. perlite. pozzolan. magnesite. expanded shale aeereeate and fiberelass. The manufacturing process contemplates crushing of raw materials and
blendine and heatine of materials in laree furnaces.
This classification excludes the quarrying of raw material which is to be reported separately in classification 1704.
and the manufacture of fiberglass products which is to be
reported separately in the appropriate manufacturine classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31193, effective 7/1193)
WAC 296-17-574 Classification 3104.
((Plaster mills ans vf'hiting manttfaetttring, ttttarrying te ee
Sef!tlf8tely r8tea
Proposed

Tale mills afla emery werks
Aseestes preattets manttfaetttring, iHelttaiHg spinning
wea +'ing, miea geeds manttfaetttriflg
~
Seltflstene er seapstene predttets manttfaetttriHg, mtlfele ettt
ting ttfla pelishing, slste milling
Stene ettttiflg er pelishing, N.O.C., BWB}' frelfl fl:HBffY
Plastereetlfd er plaster eleek maftttfaetttring
Ceating ef ettilaing mttterials, ~l.O.C. shep epertttiens
Menttlf!eflt settlers whe ae stefteetttting, eftgrttYiflg er sttna
elastiflg.))
3104-08 Plaster. whitine. talc. emery powder; Manufacturine
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
plaster. whitine. talc or emer.v powder. Plaster js a mixture of
lime. sand. water. and may include hair or other fibers. that
hardens to a smooth solid and is used for coatine walls and
ceilines. Plaster can also be manufactured in dr,y form and
sold in bags. Whiting is a pure white grade of chalk that has
been eround and washed for use in paints. ink. and as an
extender in pigments. putty or whitewash. Talc is a fine~rained white. ~reenish. or ~ray mineral with a soft soapy
texture. which is used in the manufacture of talcum and face
powder. as a paper coatine. and as a filler for paint and plastics. Emei:y is a fine-grained mineral used for grinding and
polishine This classification is for the production of the
powders only. Machinery includes. but is not limited to.
crushioe. mjxio~. erindine. mmine and washine and cookine
machinery. conveyors and forklifts.

11
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the
be reported separately in classification 3509: establishments
engaged in the manufacture of plasterboard or plaster block
which are to be reported separately in classification 3104-55:
interior and exterior plastering and stucco work which is to be
reported separately in classification 0303: and quarryine
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 1704
3104-52 Asbestos products or mica eoods: Manufactur-

i!!:

Applies to establishments eneaeed in the manufacture of
asbestos products and mica goods. Asbestos products
include. but are not limited to. fireproofine. electrical insulation. building materials. brake linings. clutch facings. valve
packines. dryer felt. and chemical filters. Asbestos is a
fibrous mineral form combined with impure magnesium silicate. Flake asbestos can be mixed. spun and woven into
cloth: or the flakes can be used as an ingredient in the processine or treatment of paper. To make molded asbestos
products. asbestos is mixed with other ingredients. molded.
baked. cut to size. and ~round. Mica js also a mineral form:
it is split to desired thickness using hand knives or knives
mounted on tables. The split mica is sent to punch presses
which stamp out the various products usually used by the
electrical trades. Mica that is too small to be processed on

;: h;;
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twos 1s usually done by hand: the sheets are dried. baked in
ovens and run through sanders prior to crating and shipping.
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include. but are not limited to. immersion vats. drills.
brushes. or machines to drill holes and apply preservatives.
This classification excludes installation of these products
which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed,

engaged in the installation or removal of asbestos or mica
products at the customer's site which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the phase of construction being performed: and quarrying operations which are to
be reported separately in classification 1704.

3104-58 Monument dealers
Applies to establishments engaged in selling monuments. statues. cornerstones. and grave markers to others,
This classification includes the finish cutting. grinding. polishing. engraving. and sandblasting of the stone when done
by employees of employers subject to this classification.
Wholesale monument dealers generally receive split. rough
cut stone from the mine or quarry. Materials such as granite
and marble are cut to block size. and precast bronze markers
may be attached to the stone. Some blocks are sold without
further processing while others are finished with stone polishers and abrasives. then cut into monuments prior to shipment to retail monument dealers. Retail monument dealers
may provide engraving. artwork. lettering. and dates. according to customer specifications. that is usually done with a
sandblasting technique. This classification includes installation of monuments when performed by employees of the
monument dealer.
This classification excludes installation of monuments
by employees of cemeteries which is to be reported separately in classification 6202: contractors engaged in the
installation of monuments which are to be reported separately
in the classification applicable to the work being performed;
and establishments engaged in providing specialized services. such as. but not limited to. sandblasting which are to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work being performed.

3104-53 Soaostone or soapstone products: Manufacturing; marble cutting and polishing; slate milling; stone cutting or polishing. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
soapstone products. and the cutting. milling. and polishing of
marble. slate. or stone such as grindstone. limestone. millstone and lithographic stone (usually sheet zinc). not covered
by another classification CN.O.C.). Soapstone (also called
steatite) is a massive white-to-green talc found in extensive
mine beds and is used in products such as. but not limited to.
insulation. paints. ceramics. decorative accessories. and ornamental objects. The manufacturing process requires turning.
shaping. carving and polishing of the soapstone with a variety
of milling equipment. Finished products of marble. slate or
stone include. but are not limited to. decorative accessories.
tops for furniture. countertops. floor tiles and other building
materials. Machinery and materials include. but are not limited to. saws. milling machines. grinders and abrasives
This classification excludes installation of tile. marble or
slate building materials which is to be reported separately in
.

.

.

ein
erformed and uarr o erations which are to be
reported separately in classification 1704.
3104-55 Plasterboard or plaster block: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
plasterboard (wallboard) or plaster block which are used as
building materials. Raw materials include. but are not limited to. plaster. fiberboard. and rolls of paper. Plasterboard is
made by bonding plaster to a thin rigid board or to layers of
fiberboard or paper to form a flat board or a block. Product is
dried in ovens. cut to size with slitters or other cutting
machinery. and packed for shipment. This classification
includes the mixing of the plaster when done by employees of
employers subject to this classification.
This classification excludes establishments operating as
plaster mills which are to be reported separately in classification 3104-08: interior and exterior plastering and stucco work
which is to be reported separately in classification 0303: and
quarrying operations which are to be reported separately in
classification 1704.
3104-57 Coating of building materjals. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the coating of
building materials. not covered by another classification
(N.O C.). with preservatives to keep them from decaying
when placed into the ground. These materials include. but
are not limited to. dimensional lumber. deck materials. fence

£~=n;:~::~SE

applying preservatives that soak in. Machinery and materials
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-575 Classification 3105.
((Cenerete eleeks, erieks, f'Bles, piles, tile ttna bettm mttfttt
faeturing
Cenerete sewer ttna irrigatien vipes, eerierete septie tanks ana
eenerete preauets, 1-LO.C. mttnttfttetttring.))
3105-06 Concrete blocks. brjc;ks. poles. piles. tiles apd
beams mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
concrete blocks. bricks. poles. tiles. and beams Sand. gravel.
cement. cinders. aggregates. mesh wire. rods. and. in some
cases. plastics are received from others. Raw materials are
mixed with water and fed into molds or forming machines.
Heavy mesh wire or rods may be inserted into the molds for
strength. The formed products are usually steam dried and
placed in the yard for curing prior to shipping. This classification does not apply to the manufacture of these products
when done by construction contractors at a construction site
for use in the construction project.
This classification excludes the production of raw materials which is to be reported separately in the applicable mining. quarrying. or excavation classification: the installation or
erection of products manufactured under this classification
which is to be reported separately in the classification appli-
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cable to the work bein2 performed: the manufacture of concrete sewer and irrigation pipes. septic tanks and concrete
products not classified elsewhere which is to be reported separately in classification 3105-07: the manufacture of statuary
and ornamental items from plaster or concrete which is to be
reported separately in classification 3509: and the manufacture of brick or clay products which is to be reported separately in classification 3501.
Soecial note: This classification differs from classification 3509 "statuary or ornament manufacturin2" in that products manufactured in classification 3105 are rough. do not
require perfect finishes. and are 2enerally for construction
use; products manufactured in classification 3509 are for decorative purposes. are usually li2hter wei2ht. and have
smoother or more perfect finishes than the concrete products
manufactured in classification 3105

use: products manufactured in classification 3509 are for decorative ~ur;ses are usuall; li~hter wei~ht and hav4
smoothe orore ~rfect finisiu t an the co cr~te produc
manufactured in classification 3105.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-57602 Classification 3303.
((Meat, fish a1tEI pettltry Elealers, retail
This elessifieatien is litHiteEI te etHpleyers e1tgageEI in selli1tg
fresh ffieats, fish anEI pettltry ever the eettnter, by the
pettnEI te a retail eensttffier anEI whe ffi1ti1tttli1t shew eases
Elisplayi1tg fresh ettts ef tHeat, fish &BEi pettltry a·1ailable
fer sale by the pettftEI te stteh ee1tst11Hers
This elassifieatien eMelttEles "ettsteffi tHeat etttting faeilities"
whieh are te be reperteEI separate!) ift elassifieatien
4302; &BEi "whelesale ffietlt Elealers" whieh are te be
reperteEI separate!) ift elassifieatien 3304.))

3105-07 Concrete sewer and jrrjgation pjpes. concrete
septic tanks and concrete products. N.O.C. manufactur~

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
concrete sewer and irri2ation pipes. septic tanks and other
concrete products not covered by another classification
CN O.C.l. such as. but not limited to. panels. tubs. catch basin
covers. chimney caps. columns. incinerators. manhole covers. pier footin2s. monuments. coffins. caskets. and burial
vaults. Sand. gravel. cement. cinders. aggregates. mesh wire.
rods. and. in some cases. plastics are received from others.
Raw materials are mixed with water and fed into molds or
formin2 machines. Heayy mesh wire or rods may be inserted
into the molds for strength. The formed products are usually
steam drjed and placed in the yard for curin2 prior to shippin2. The manufacture of concrete panels 2enerally involves
the cutting and welding of metal to form a frame to which
concrete fiberboard is attached. Additional steps may
involve the application of an adhesive to the frame and the
attachment of decorative material such as crushed rock.
gravel. ceramic tile or brick. The fabrication of the metal
framin2 is included within the scope of this classification
when performed by employees of an employer engaged in
manufacturin2 concrete panels. This classification does not
apply to the manufacture of these products when done by
construction contractors at a construction site for use in the
construction project.
This classification excludes the production of raw materials which is to be reported separately in the applicable mining. guan:ying. or excavation classification: the installation or
erection of products manufactured under this classification
which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification: the manufacture of concrete blocks. bricks. poles. piles.
tiles and beams which is to be reported separately in classification 3105-06: the manufacture of statuary and ornamental
items from plaster or concrete which is to be reported separately in classification 3509: and the manufacture of brick or
clay products which is to be reported separately in classification 3501.
Soecial no(e.· This classification differs from classification 3509 "statuary and ornament manufacturin2" in that
products manufactured in classification 3105 are rou2h. do
not reguire perfect finishes. and are generally for construction
Proposed

3303-07 Fish dealers - retail
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the retail sale of
fresh fish and shellfish over the counter. Refrigerated show
cases display the fresh fish available for sale by the pound.
Retail fish dealers typically purchase a supply of fish and
shellfish. such as finfish. bottomfish. shrimp. crabs. oysters
and clams. from wholesale seafood processing. packing or
repacka2in2 dealers. and clean. cut. trim. portion. shuck.
package. and weigh the products for consumer use. This

=s~~a:~~~u!~~c:::ea~~:::!ri~~e:a~~}:: ~

packaging operation involves placing whole fresh fish side
by side on a tray which is then sealed in clear plastic. wei2hed
and placed in cold storage until delivery. Bait may be sold
retail or wholesale. The incidental sale of items such as seasonings. spices. snack foods. and condiments is also included
in this classification.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
fish processin2. packin2 and repacka2in2 operations on a
wholesale or combined wholesale/retail basis which are to be
reported separately in classification 3304: establishments
engaged in the raising. harvesting and subseguent processing
and packin2 of shellfish which are to be reported separately
in the appropriate classifications: and establishments
en2a2ed in the cold stora2e or locker operations of products
owned by others which are to be reported separately in classifications 4401 or 4404 as applicable.

3303-08 Meat and poultry dealers - retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of
fresh. frozen or cured meat and poultry over the counter.
Refrigerated show cases display fresh meat and poultry for
sale by the pound. Retail meat and poultry dealers typically
purchase their supply of meat or poultry from wholesale dealers. and cut. trim. portion. packa2e. wei2h and label the products for consumer use. The incidental sale of items such as
seasonin2s. spices. condiments. milk. and bread is also
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other multi-purpose buildin2. but independently owned and
operated by the meat and poultry dealer.
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which are to be reported separately in classifications 4401 or
4404 as applicable when conducted as a separate and distinct
business; and wholesale or combined wholesale/retail meat.
fish and poultry dealers who are to be reported separately in
classification 3304.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/l/96)
WAC 296-17-57603 Classification 3304.

((Fish preeessers, paekers ane repaekagers: Whelesale er
eembinee whelesalelfetail exeh1eiag eele sterage er
leeker eperatiens when eenet1etee !1:9 a separate ane eis
tinet bt1siness eperatien
Meat aae/er pet1ltry eealers: Whelesale er eembiaee
o·helesale/retail exeh1eing slaughter er peeking het1se
eperatieas whieh are te be repartee separately in elassi
fieatien 4301; ane eele sterage er leeker eperatiens
whieh are te be reflertee separately when eenet1ete6 as a
separate ane c:listinet bt1siness 0f'eratien.))
3304-00 Fjsh processors. packers and repackaeers wholesale or combjped wholesale/retail
Applies to establishments engaged in processing. packai:ini:. and repackai:ini: fish such as salmon. cod. whitefish.
halibut. tuna. and/or shellfish when conducted by a wholesale
.or combined wholesale/retail operation. Typically. fish will
.arrive at a port via a commercial fishing vessel. Before the
load of fish is accepted the wholesaler will inspect the commercial fishing vessel's records to ensure that the fish were
caui:ht. handled and stored in accordance with all applicable
laws. The fish is then unloaded. identified. inspected for
quality. weii:hed and stored in a refrii:erated area or a freezer
to await further disposition Fish are processed. packed and
repackai:ed as requested by the customers. Processini: may
include. but is not limited to. cuttini:. Wletini:. cookini:.
and/or canning. The fish may be sold to fish and meat markets. supermarkets. i:rocery stores. restaurants. or other
wholesale dealers. This classification includes fishing activities that are not covered by another classification <N.O.C.)
and the harvesting. planting or packaging of aguatic plants
obtained from natural areas where the husbandry of the
resource is not an integral part of the operation.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
the cold storage or locker operations of products owned by
others which are to be reported separately in classifications
4401 or 4404 as applicable: establishments engaged in the
raisini:. harvestini: and subsequent processini: and packini: of
shellfish which are to be reported separately in the appropriate classifications: and establishments eni:ai:ed exclusively in
retail fish activities. or the packaging of whole minnow. herrini:. or anchovy (not processed). which are to be reported
separately in classification 3303.

~:t;::~'!!;~Tr1!:~f oultry dealers - wholesale or comApplies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the wholesale or
combined wholesale/retail distribution of fresh. frozen.
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cured. or smoked meat or poultry Wholesale dealers i:enerally purchase meat (whole. half. or guarter carcasses) from
slaui:hterhouses. and poultry from poultry processini: plants.
The meat or poultry is cut into steaks. chops. roasts. fillets or
poultry parts. for sale to commercial or institutional customers such as restaurants. hotels. grocery stores. meat and poultry markets; hospitals. and prisons Wholesale dealers typically do not have display cases for the meat or poultry and
receive orders by telephone or by mail This classification
includes the processing and butchering of poultry.
This classification excludes meat products manufacturing. canning or dehydrating. and packing house or slaughterhouse operations. which are to be reported separately in classification 4301; custom meat cutting operations. including
farm kill. which are to be reported separately in classification
4302: cold storage or locker operations which are to be
reported separately in classifications 4401 or 4404 as applicable. when conducted as a separate and distinct business;
establishments eni:ai:ed in processini:. packai:ini:. and
repackaging fish which are to be reported separately in classification 3304-00: and retail meat. fish and poultry dealers
who are to be reported separately in classification 3303.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/l/87)
WAC 296-17-578 Classification 3309.
((Metefe}'ele, mepec:I, tHeter seeeter, sae·,.,.mebile, jet slci, ge
earts, gelf ears, all terrain ·rehieles, er ether similar
meteri:tee ·rehieles sales anc:I rental ageneies inelt1eing
f'ftftS ane serviee departments.))
3309-02 Golf cart sales[reptal aeepcjes
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the sale and/or
rental of new. used golf carts and go carts. and related items
such as. but not limited to. i:olf cart trailers. canopies. protective outerwear. helmets. and replacements parts for the above
products. The sale of boats and canoes can be included in this
classification if they are incidental to the sale of golf carts and
~o carts. This classification includes outside lots. and full
product line parts and service departments. Rei:ional service
representatives who provide factory training to local dealer
shop mechanics are included in this classification
This classification excludes establishments primarily
engaged in the sale of boats. boat trailers and motors. which
are to be reported separately in classification 3414. and the
repair of lawn and garden eguipment and small engines
which is to be reported separately in classification 3402.
3309-03 Motorcycle. moped. motor scooter. snowmobile.
jet skj. all-terrajp vehjcles sales[reptal anodes
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the sale of new and
used motorcycles. mopeds. motor scooters. snowmobiles. jet
skis. three wheel and four wheel all-terrain vehicles. These
establishments may also sell related items such as. but not
limited to. portable i:enerators. lawn and i:arden equipment. .
chain saws. water pumps. snow blowers. small i:asoline
eni:ines. boat motors. protective outerwear. helmets. and
replacement parts for the above products. The sale of boats
and canoes can be included in this classification if they are
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incidental to the sale of motorcycles. mopeds. or other primary merchandise. This classification includes outside Jots.
and full product Hoe parts and service departments. Also
included are motorcycle service and repair shops. motorcycle
dismaotlers (wreckin~ yards). re~ional service representatives who provide factory training to local dealer shop
mechanics. and establishments en~a~ed in the sale/rental and
service (repair) of motorized mobility aids. such as motorized wheelchairs and 3-wbeel scooters.
This classification excludes establishments primarily
en~a~ed in the sale of boats. boat traUers and motors. which
are to be reported separately in classification 3414: establishments primarily en~a~ed in the sale of lawn and ~arden
equipment which is reported separately in classification
6309: and the repair of lawn and ~arden equipment and small
engines which is to be reported separately in classification

.l4il2..

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-580 Classification 3402.
( (Abfa:sive ·n heel ma:ftufa:etufiftg
Aif eampressar fftftftufa:etufiftg ar a:ssembly, ele·1a:tar fftftftu
fa:emriftg, gea:r griftdiftg ar ma:ftufftetufiftg
Autamabile ar tfuek, rftdia:ter ftftd hea:ter eare ma:ftuffteturiftg
a:ftd fepa:if shaps
Auta bed) ma:ftuffteturiftg tftlek, tra:iler, bus bady ma:ftufa:e
mfiftg, tra:·1el tra:ilef bady repa:if
Auta ar matareyele ma:ftufa:etufiftg er a:ssembl)
Auta ar tfuek eftgifte ma:ftufa:etufiftg, a:irefa:ft eftgifte ma:ftu
fa:emriftg ar rebuild, ~l.O.C.
Auta ar tfuek pa:rts: Ma:eltiftiftg ar rebuild Hat ift ·1eltiele
Ba:ttefy ma:ftufa:eturiftg: Assembly ftftd repa:if stafa:ge type
Bed spring ar wire ma:ttfess. Ma:ftufa:eturiftg
Caftfeetiaftefs ma:eltifteey: Ma:ftufa:emring af a:ssefftbiy; faad
praeessing ma:ehiftef): Ma:nufa:eturing er a:ssembly; pre
eisiaft fftfteltifted pllrts, RO.C.: Ma:nufa:etufing
Ceppersmithiftg, sltep
Die ea:stiftgs ma:ftufa:etufing
Pufftftee, ltea:tef ar redietar: Meftuffteturing
Ilea:t tfeetiftg meta:!
Leed burftiftg; mete! spreyiftg eapper
Ma:eltifter) ma:ftufa:eturiftg ar a:ssembly, N.O.C.
Ma:eltine shaps, N.O.C. ineluding mebile shaps; previded
tha:t mabile ma:eltifte sltep eperetiens subjeet ta this ela:s
sifiea:tieft a:re limited ta the repa:ir ef equipmeftt a:nd
ma:eltifter) ; teal shftffJeftiftg; a:nd ma:rifte eftgifte repa:ir
Nut, bait, serew, fta:il, ta:ek, riv et, eyelet, spike a:ftd fteedle
fftB:ftuffteturiftg, N.O.C.
Offiee meehinef). Ma:ftufa:emriftg er a:ssembl), RO.C.; eesh
register B:Rd sewiftg meeltifte: Menufa:eturiftg ar essefft
blyPlteta f!reeessiftg ffteeltinery: Menufaeturiftg ar essefftbiy
Pe·.ver sa:w, la:nft ftftd ga:rden equipment, ftftd sma:ll meter:
Ref!eir, ~LO.C.
Prifttiftg er baekbiftding ma:ehiftery: Meftufaeturing ar
a:ssembly
Proposed
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Pufftp ma:nuffteturiftg Bf a:ssembly; sa:fe: Ma:nufa:eturing ar
essefftbly; seele: Meftufa:eturiftg ar essembly ineluding
repa:ir; a:uta jaek: Meftufftetufiftg Bf assembly; water
meter: Maftufeetttriftg er essefftbly iHelttding ref!eir
Sa:nd blasting sltep inelttding a:ll medittms sttelt a:s bttt net
limited ta glass, pla:stie ar sand
Saw: Man1:1fa:et1:1riftg ar a:ssembly
Sewing ma:eltifte: Cammereial repa:if ftftd rebttild
Shae fftaeltinery: Men1:1fa:et1:1Fiftg ar assembly; Sf!Finkler
head: Ma:ftt1faett1ring ar assembl); textile ma:ehiftefy:
Manttfaemring ar essefftbly
Sma:ll ftfms, speedemeter ftftd eftfbttretef: Mant1fa:ett1fiftg Bf
essembly iftelttdiftg rebttild
Tuel manttfaeturing. Maeltifte finishing
Tuel maftufuetufing: Nat hat farmiftg af stantping; die ma:ft
uflleturi8g ferraus
Val ;e ma:nuflleturiftg
Weldiftg er e1:1ttiftg, ~l.O.C. ineludiftg mabile eperatiafts
pre ;idea that mebile welding eperatiafts subjeet ta this
elassifieetiaft are lifftited ta ref!air af equif!ffteftt eftd
maeltiftery
Unless etherwise speeified in the elassifieatieft wardiftg this
is e shap ar pla:ftt eftl) elassifiea:tiaft. This ela:ssifieatian
ifteludes 11 ark beiftg perfermed ift ftft a:dja:eent yard 11 heft
epereted by ftft emf!layer ha·1ing aperatians subjeet ta
this elassifieatian; and ineludes the repa:ir af iteffts beiftg
ment1feet1:1red ar asseffl:bled when dane by eRl:playees ef
aft emplayer lta1·ing apefatiefts subjeet ta this elassifiea
tian wlteft the fepa:if is dane a:s a f18:Tt af and in eeftftee
tian with the manufaet1:1ring ar a:ssembly epemtiaft. This •
ela:ssifieatian exeludes ell a:etivities away frelfl the sltefl •
er plaftt.))

3402-00 Ajr compressor; Manufacturjne or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of air compressors. This includes air or ~as compressors used for paint sprayers. air tools. tire inflation. and
~eneral industrial purposes. Operations contemplated
include. but are not limited to. welding. machining. general
mechanical and electrical work. Machinery and equipment
includes. but is not limited to. band and air tools. welders.
punches. shears. and compression equipment. This classification includes the repair of items bein~ manufactured or
assembled when done by employees of an employer having
operations subject to this classification when the repair is
done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturing or
assembly operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer bavin~ operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3402-01 Priptjng or bookbjpdjpg machjpery; Mapufacturipg or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of printin~ or bookbindin~ machinery. The outside
?asin~s of the .~a.chine~. ~ay ~e made of plate metal that var-.
1es between 1 to 2 1/2 m thickness. The machines use<l to.
make the presses and bindin~ machinery may include both
Computer Numeric Controlled <CNC) and manual mills and
[ 148]
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lathes. Other machinery used in the manufacturin~ process
includes. but is not limited to. welders or cutters. grinders.
and drill presses. This classification includes the r«pajr of
items being manufactured or assembled when done by
- employees of an employer havin~ operations subject to this
classification when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturin~ or assembly operation. This
is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being
performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: and the set up. installation and repair of printing or bookbinding machinery which is to be reported separately in classification 0603.

•
•

•
•

3402-02 Pump. safe. scale. auto jack. apd water meter;
Mapufacturipg or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of pumps. safes. scales. auto jacks. and water
meters. Materials range from brass screws and rubber washers used to rebuild water meters to plate metal and steel castings used for safe and pump manufacturing. Machinery
includes. but is not limited to hand tools used for repairs.
lathes. welders. and pressure testers. This classification
includes the repair of items bejn~ manufactured or assembled
when done by employees of an employer having operations
subject to this classification when the repair is done as a part
of and in connection with the manufacturint: or assembly
operation This is a shop or plant only classification: it
includes work beint: performed in an adjacent yard when
operated by an employer having operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: the installation and r«pair of safes which is to
be reported separately in classification 0607: and the installation of pumps which js to be r«ported separately in the applicable classification.
3402-03 Shoe or textile machinery; Manufacturing or
assembly
Applies to establishments eni:a~ed in the manufacture or
assembly of shoe machinery or textile machinery. Metal
materials used vary in size. shape and dimension Machinery
includes. but is not limited to. drills. mills. lathes. saws. and
welders. This classification includes the repair of items being
manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification
when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the
manufacturing or assembly operation. This is a shop or plant
only classification: it includes work bein~ performed in an
adjacent yard when operated by an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and the installation and r«pair of shoe or textile
machinery which is to be reported separately in classification

ooa

3402-04 Confectioners or food processing machinery;
Manufacturing or assembly
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture or
assembly of food processing or confectioners machinery.

WSR 98-12-079

Metal materials used vary in size. shape and weii:ht. These
establishments often have an assembly line operation and a
separate electronic assembly area. This classification
includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled
when done by employees of an employer havini: operations
subject to this classification when the repair is done as a part
of and in connection with the manufacturin~ or assembly
operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it
includes work beini: performed in an adjacent yard when
operated by an employer having operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and the installation and repair of confectioners
and food processing machinery which is to be reported separately in classification 0603.

3402-05 Machjpe shops. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eni:a~ed in ~eneral machine
shop operations not covered by another classification
CN O.C.). tool sharpenini:. and mobile weidini: shops. Many
of the establishments in this classification are "job shops."
Size and shape of materials vary with steel and aluminum
bein~ the most common. Plastics. lit:ht weii:ht aluminum.
and alloyed metals are becoming increasingly popular in the
manufacture of equipment for some industries. These establishments often have welding shops along with machine
shops. Machinery and equipment includes. but is not limited
to. mills. lathes. grinders. saws. welding equipment. inspection equipment. and material handlini: equipment. Machinery is both manual and Computer Numeric Controlled
CCNCl This classification also includes "mobile shops"
which are used exclusively to repair machinery or equipment.
A "mobile shop" in this classification usually means a van or
pick up pulling a utility trailer eguipped with hand tools. specialty tools. air tools. a compressor. and a portable weldin~
unit. The machinerv or equipment is usually repaired at the
customer's location. however. sometimes the broken part is
removed and taken back to the shop for repair.
This classification excludes repairs to buildini:s and
structures which are to be reported separately in the appropriate construction classification. and mechanical repairs which
are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to
the work beini: performed.
Soecial note: The term "job shop" is an industry term
that means the shop will produce products to customer specifications.
3402-06 Power saw. lawn and garden equipment. small
motor. N.O.C.; Repair
Applies to establishments engaged in repairing small
power tools. small motors powered by ~as or diesel. outboard
marine engines. and lawn and garden equipment not covered
by another classification CN.O C.). The lari:est piece of
eguipment repaired in this classification is generally a riding
lawn mower. Classification 3402-06 is assi~ned in conjunction with a store classification for establishments that have a
store operation and also repair the type of items they sell,
Classification 3402-06 may also be assi~ned to a manufacturers IJ<Presentative who performs warranty IJ<Pairs. Tools used
in this type of repair are mainly hand and air tools This is a
shop or plant only classification: it includes work being per[ 149]
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formed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and the repair of electrical motors which is to be
reported separately in classification 5201.

3402-07 Gear; Manufacturing or grinding
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
grinding of gears. Establishments in this classification may
also cut key slots and broaches Establishments that cut stock
to manufacture the gear are often not the same ones that perform the final grinding process. Gears may go through two.
three. or four different grinding. slotting. and/or keying establishments and then go to another establishment for electroplating or galvanizing before they are ready for sale or use.
Precision machine shops may grind gears to the ten thousandths of an inch. Materials used are usually stainless steel.
aluminum. or plastic. Machinecy includes. but is not limited
to. gear shapers. drill presses. mill. hobbers. grinders. some
of which might be Computer Numeric Controlled (CNC).
This classification includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification
when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the
manufacturing or assembly operation. This is a shop or plant
only classification: it includes work being performed in an
adjacent yard when operated by an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
3402-08 Eleyator; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
elevators and associated electronic components. Machinecy
includes. but is not limited to. mills. drills. lathes. saws. and
grinders. This classification includes the repair of items
being manufactured or assembled when done by employees
of an employer having operations subject to this classification when the repair is done as a part of and in connection
with the manufacturing or assembly operation. This is a shop
or plant only classification: it includes work being performed
in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having
operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and the installation. service. and repair of elevators which is to be reported separately in classification 0602.
3402-11 Metal goods; Manufacturing and shop services
(temoorarv classification)
Applies temporarily to all establishments assigned any
classification within WAC 296-17-580. When the metal
goods study is complete. the establishments within this classification will be assigned to the appropriate classifications.
This classification includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification
when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the
manufacturing or assembly operation. This is a shop or plant
only classification: it includes work being performed in an
adjacent ya.rd when operated by an employer having operations subject to this classification.
Proposed

This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3402-12 Multimedia blasting
Applies to establishments engaged in multimedia (such
as. but not limited to. glass. plastic and sand) blasting operations which strip paint or other coatings from metal or fiberglass. Most of the blasting operations in this classification
are done on automobiles. but it also applies to establishments
that perform blasting on items such as. but not limited to. barbecue grills. and cast iron pieces. Multimedia blasting processes in this classification are performed in a shop. use Jess
air pressure and media with softer finishes than other blasting
operations. This is a shop or plant only classification: it
includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when
operated by an employer having operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and sandblasting of buildings or structures
which is to be reported separately in classification 0504.

4

3402-14 Furnace. heater or radjator; Mapufacturjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
furnaces. radiators. or similar heating fixtures. Materials
include. but are not limited to. metal cast parts. sheet metal.
aluminum. or stainless steel. Machinery includes. but is not
limited to. hand tools. solder guns. punches. lathes. and saws.
Establishments in this classification may have separate areas
for electronic assembly and/or painting This classification
includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled
when done by employees of an employer having operations •
subject to this classification when the repair is done as a part •
of and in connection with the manufacturing or assembly
operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it
includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when
operated by an employer having operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: establishments engaged in the manufacture of
radiators for automobiles or trucks which are to be reported
separately in classification 3402-48: and establishments
engaged in the manufacture of baseboard heaters which are to
be reported separately in classification 3404.
3402-16 Die casting
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
products by die casting. Die casting is a manufacturing process for producing accurately-dimensioned. sharply-defined
metal products which are referred to as "die castings." "Dies"
are the steel molds used to mass produce the product. The
process begins when ingots of various metal alloys are
melted in die casting machines. The machine forces the
metal into the die under hydraulic or pneumatic pressure.
The casting quickly solidifies in the die. and is automatically
ejected by the machine. and the cycle starts again The castings are cleaned by grinding or sanding. which also removes
any excess metal "flash." Many die casting manufacturers
maintain their own machine shop for making the dies. Die
making. when done as a part of dje casting operations. is
included within the scope of this classification. This classification includes the repair of items being manufactured or
[ 1501
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adjacent yard when operated by an employer havini: operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

assembled when done by employees of an employer havini:
t!perations subject to this classification when the repair is
one as a part of and in connection with the manufacturini: or
assembly operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work beini: performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer having operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: and establishments engaged in making dies for
others which are to be reported separately in classification
3402-74.

3402-26 Saw blade; Mapufacturing. assembly. or sham~

Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture.
assembly. or sharpening of saw blades such as. but not limited to. those used in circular saws. band saws. ripsaws. keyhole saws. and handsaws such as hacksaws or meat saws.
This classification also includes sharpenini: services for items
such as. but not limited to. tools. scissors. and knives. Materials include. but are not limited to. hii:h tensile steel and carbide tipped blades. Machinery includes. but is not limited to.
saws. mi11s. drills. and hand tools. This classification
includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled
when done by employees of an employer having operations
subject to this classification when the repair is done as a part
of and in connection with the manufacturing or assembly
operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it
includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when
• operated by an employer havini: operations subject to this
.classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: establishments eni:ai:ed in the repair or sharpening of chain saws which are to be reported separately in
classification 3402-06: and establishments eni:ai:ed in the
manufacture or repair of electrical saws which are to be
reported separately in classification 5201

3402-28 Heat treating metal
Applies to establishments engaged in heat treating metal.
The heat treatinfj process may use computer numeric controlled ovens or furnaces. The oven may heat up to 1200
dei:rees Fahrenheit and a furnace may heat up to 2000
degrees Fahrenheit. The metal(s) is placed on a platform: the
platform is hydraulically moved into the first chamber and
the door is automatically closed. At this time. the oxygen is
burned from the chamber. Then the second chamber door is
opened and the metal enters the oven/furnace. Depending
upon the specifications. the heat treatini: process usually
takes six to sixteen hours. When the metal is finished in the
heatini: chamber it returns automatically to the first chamber.
Then the platform lowers and the metals are dipped into a
coolini: ai:ent. Once the metals are cooled to room temperature the platform rises. the door opens. and the materials are
removed The process is essentially the same usini: noncomputer numeric controlled heat treating equipment except that.
rather than beini: hydraulically operated. the machine opera.tors move the metals throui:h the system. Many establish.ments do not produce a product. but heat treat a variety of
products to customer specifications. This is a shop or plant
only classification: it includes work being performed in an
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3402-29 Nut. bolt. screw. nail. tack. rivet. eyelet soike.
needle. N.O.C.: Manufacturing Sorinkler head. speedometer. carburetor: Manufacturing or assembly
Applies to establishments eni:aged in the manufacture of
nuts. bolts. screws. nails. tacks. rivets. eyelets. spikes. and
needles not covered by another classification <N.O.C ) This
classification also applies to establishments engaged in the
manufacture or assembly of sprinkler heads. speedometers.
or carburetors. Materials include. but are not limited to. steel
or iron rods which may be pressed or formed. and small component parts. Machinery includes. but is not limited to. saws.
shears. presses. chuckers. threadini: and tappini: machines.
some of which may be Computer Numeric Controlled
fCNCl. Establishments may have separate areas for deburring. inspecting. packing and shipping. The carburetor
rebujldini: may be performed on vehicles that are driven or
towed into the shop. or on carburetors that have been already
removed from the vehicles. In either case the repairs are
made exclusively with hand and air tools and sometimes a
diagnostic scope and a drill press. A spee<lometer is usually
embodied with a mileage recordini: mechanism. The central
feature of the device is a permanent magnet. There are gears.
spindles. and a drive shaft present in most speedometers
There is also a unit counting disc and a spiral spring calibrator. Hand tools are used almost exclusively in the repair of
this kind of speedometer. Today many speedometers are
computer controlled. Basically. if this kind of speedometer is
in need of repair. a computer chip(s) is replaced. using hand
tools. This classification includes the repair of items beini:
manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer havini: operations subject to this classification
when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the
manufacturini: or assembly operation. This is a shop or plant
only classification: it includes work being performed in an
adjacent yard when operated by an employer havini: operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments engaged in the manufacture
of hardware that is not covered under another classification.
such as handles. latches. and hinges which are to be reported
separately in classification 3404. and the repair of spee<lometers or carburetors in a vehicle which is to be reported separately in the appropriate vehicle repair classification.
3402-32 Abrasjye wheel; Mapufacturjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
abrasive wheels Manufacturing operations often include a
laboratory where carbon and other materials are mixed
toi:ether to form the abrasive edi:e of the mainly hii:h tensile
steel wheels. This classification includes the repair of items
beini: manufactured or assembled when done by employees
of an employer havini: operations subject to this classificatiQn when the repair is done as a part of and in connection
with the manufacturing or assembly operation. This is a shop
or plant only classification: it includes work being performed
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in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer havine
operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3402-40 Weldine or cuttipe. N.O.C. (mobile operations
limited to repair of equipment and machinery)
Applies to establishments engaged in welding or cutting
operations not covered by another classification (N.O.C.)
either in the shop or at the customer's site. Steel is the predominant material alone with some aluminum alloys.
Machinery is predominantly welding eguipment. but may
include tools such as. but not limited to. grinders. saws. drills.
and material handline equipment. This classification also
includes "mobile shops" which are used exclusjvelv to repair
machinery or equipment. A "mobile shop" in this classification usually means a van or pick up pulline a utility trailer
equipped with hand tools. specialty tools. air tools. a compressor. and a portable welding unit. The machinery or
equipment is usually repaired at the customer's location.
sometimes with the use of the customer's equipment: however. broken parts may be removed and taken back to the
shop for repair.
This classification excludes repairs to buildings or structures which are to be reported separately in the appropriate
construction classification and mechanical repairs which are
to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work being performed.
3402-48 Automobile or truck. radjator apd heater core;
Mapufacturine apd repair shops
Applies to establishments eneaeed in the manufacture
and/or repair of automobile or truck radiator and heater cores.
Manufacturers in this classification may have a die casting
area and a separate electronic assembly area. Tools and
equipment include. but are not limited to. hand tools. solder
euns. and punches. Shops that repair radiators may work on
the radiators in the vehicles. but usually the radiators have
been removed from the vehicle. The radiator is examined
and the core may be removed. Next the radiator is cleaned.
air pressurized. and dipped in a water tank to check it for
leaks. Once the leaks are found they can generally be
repaired by weldine the holes shut. The radiator is dipped
aeain to ensure the repair has been made properly. Cleanine
the radiator may be done by sandblasting. ultra sound baths
or by "rodding" the radiator to remove corrosion. Repair
equipment includes. but is not limited to. welders. air and
hand tools. dippine tanks. hoists. and forklifts. This classification includes the repair of items being manufactured or
assembled when done by employees of an employer havine
operations subject to this classification when the repair is
done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturing or
assembly operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work beine performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer havine operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
Proposed

3402-60 Office machinery, N.O.C.: Manufacturing or
assembly;
Cash reeister or sewine machines: Manufacturine or.
assembly
•
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of cash reeisters. sewine machines and office
machinery not covered by another classification (N.O.C.)
such as. but not limited to. copiers. collators. mail/postaee
machines. calculators and automatic Jetter openers. Component parts may be metal. plastic. or wood. Operations
include. but are not limited to. cutting. shaping. forming.
drilline. rivetine. clampine. and boltine: there may be a separate electronic assembly area. Machinery and tools vary
within this classification: some establishments use hand and
air tools only. others use additional equipment such as. but
not limited to. saws. lathes. mms. drills. or waterjets. some of
which may be Computer Numeric Controlled CCNC). This
classification includes the repair of items being manufactured
or assembled when done by employees of an employer having operations subject to this classification when the repair is
done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturine or
assembly operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work beine performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer having operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3402-61 Small arms: Manufacturine. assembly. or
rebuild
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture. •
assembly. or rebuild of small arms. For the purpose of this •
classification. small arms means .50 caliber or less. such as
pistols. rifles. shoteuns. and lieht machine euns. Operations
include. but are not limited to. metal stampine of casines.
machinin~. assembline. and a hi~h proportion of inspectine.
This classification includes the repair of items bein~ manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer havine operations subject to this classification
when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the
manufacturin~ or assembly operation. This is a shop or plant
only classification: it includes work being performed in an
adjacent yard when operated by an employer havine operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: establishments en~aeed in the manufacture of
ammunition which is to be reported separately in classification 4601 : the manufacture or repair of heavy arms which is
to be reported separately in classification 5109: and gun
stores which are to be reported separately in classification
6309.

3402-74 Tool; Mapufacturipe. pot hot formine or stampine: Die; Mapufacturine - ferrous
Applies to establishments engaged in tool manufacturing
or die manufacturine. for others. from ferrous materials.
Tools manufactured in this classification are usually cuttinet
tools used in lathes. mms. rotors. and saws Machinery
includes. but is not limited to. sharpeners. erinders. lathes and
mills. which are both manual or Computer Numeric Con[ 152]
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assembly operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer havini: operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: establishments eni:ai:e<l in the manufacture of
tools from ferrous materials which are to be reported separately in classification 3402-7 4: and establishments engaged
in tool forging which are to be reported separately in classification 5106.

trolled (CNC). The die manufacturing included in this classi.fication includes those made exclusively of ferrous materials
.includioi:. but not limited to. jigs. fixtures. and dies for metal
work in general. This classification includes the repair of
items being manufactured or assembled when done by
employees of an employer having operations subject to this
classification when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturing or assembly operation. This
is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being
performed in an adjacent Yard when operated by an employer
havini: operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture
of machine-finished tools which are to be reported separately
in classification 3402-83.

t
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3402-85 Auto or truck parts; Machjpipg or rebuild pot jg

llhkk

Applies to establishments eni:aged in machinini: or
rebuilding auto or truck parts such as. but not limited to.
water pumps. fuel pumps. transmissions. heads. brake drums.
ball joints. and rear ends. which are not in the vehicle. Work
contemplated in this classification may also include manufacturing sockets. pulleys. shafts. fittini:s. flywheels. and/or
bearings. Machinery includes. but is not limited to. mills.
lathes. i:rinders. sanders. presses. welders. and balancini:
equipment. This is a shop or plant only classification: it
includes work beini: performed in an adjacent yard when
operated by an employer having operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments engaged in manufacturing
or rebuildini: auto. truck. or aircraft eni:ines which are to be
IJ<l)Orted separately in classification 3402-86.

3402-77 Auto. truck. semi-trailer and bus body; Manufacturing; Trayel trailer body; Manufacturing or repair
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
auto. truck. and bus bodies. and travel trailer bodies manufacturing or repair. Repairs are usually made with the use of
welders or cutting torches and air or hand tools. These establishments will also repair or replace hydraulic units. Material
used in the manufacture of goods in this classification is usually steel and aluminum. varying in thickness from 16 gauge
tQ plate metal up to one inch thick Shapes include. but are
not limited to. sheet metal. tubes. solid rod or I-beams.
Equipment includes. but js not limited to. shears. breaks.
hydraulic presses. iron workers. drill presses. grinders. welders. hoist. cranes. and forklifts. Shops may have a finish
sanding area as well as a paint area where the vehicle bodies
are sprayed with primer. a body bondini: material. or a finish
coat of paint. This classification includes the repair of items
beini: manufactured or assembled when done by emvloyees
of an employer having operations subject to this classification when the repair is done as a vart of and in connection
with the manufacturing or assembly operation. This is a shop
or plant only classification: it includes work being performed
in an adjacent yard when operated by an emvloyer having
operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shov or plant.
3402-83 Tool; Manufacturing and machine finishing
Applies to establishments engaged in manufacturing and
machine finishing tools. Tools manufactured in this classification are usually hand held instruments such as. but not limited tQ. wrenches. screw drivers. hammers. torque wrenches.
pliers. and sockets. Machinery includes. but is not limited to.
air and hand tools. polishers. i:rinders. inspection equipment.
mills. lathes. shapers. and drill presses. some of which may
be Computer Numeric Control (CNC). Establishments may
have a galvanizing and/or electroplating area for the finish
work which is included when performed by employees of
employers subject to this classification. Other establishments
jn this classification send the finish work out. This classification includes the repair of items beini: manufactured or
assembled when done by employees of an employer having
operations subject to this classification when the repair is
done as a Part of and in connection with the manufacturing or

3402-86 Auto. truck or aircraft engine. N.O.C.; Manufacturing or rebuilding
Applies to establishments engaged in manufacturing or
rebuildini: auto. truck. or aircraft engines not covered by
another classification (N.0.C.). including manufacturing the
component parts. Establishments in this classification often
specialize in the type of eni:ines they make or rebuild The
basic difference between automobile. truck. and aircraft
eni:ines is the size and weii:ht of the parts being worked on.
Engine rebuild shops use many specialized machines and air
tools to tear the core down to an engine block: then rebuild
the engine. After the engine is stripped down to the engine
block. it is placed in a machine called a baker which heats to
approximately 600 degrees and bakes away the grease. After
bak:ini:. the engine block is placed in a sand blaster where the
surface is cleaned with very fine steel shot. The engine block
is then placed in a lari:e pressure washer which removes the
steel shot. Next. the crank and cam shafts are ground and
turned on machinery similar to lathes. There is usually a separate room or area which is called the "head shop" where the
heads and valves are machined on valve grinders. valve facers. and head grinders. Engine rebuild shops that do not have
the equipment to i:rind the crank and cam shafts wm contract
work out to other shops. or buy new crank shafts and cam
shafts. Other machinery includes. but is not limited to. boring bars and hones to polish cylinder walls. small pressure
washers for oil pans and other smaller parts. solvent tanks.
and hoists or forklifts for lifting the eni:ines or eni:ine parts. ·
This classification includes the repair of items beini: manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification
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when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the
manufacturing or assembly operation. This is a shop or plant
only classification: it includes work bein2 performed in an
adjacent yard when operated by an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments en~a2ed in macbinin2 or
rebuilding auto or truck parts. other than engines. which are
to be reported separately in classification 3402-85.
3402-91 Bed sprint: or wire mattress; Manufacturine
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
bed sprin2s or wire mattresses. The wire stock is coiled and
cut to length on a coiling machine. then tempered in an oven
to produce the sprin2. The coils are fastened to the frame
either by band or by machine. This classification includes the
repair of items bein2 manufactured or assembled when done
by employees of an employer having operations subject to
this classification when the repair is done as a part of and in
connection with the manufacturing or assembly operation.
This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work
being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an
employer havin2 operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture
of stuffed mattresses which are to be reported separately in
classification 3708.
.3402-93 Yalye; Manufacturioe
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
valves. Valves regulate the flow of air. gases. liguids. or
loose material throu2h structures by openin2. closin2. or
obstructing passageways. They are operated manually. electrically. with compressed air. or hydraulic pressure. Valves
are usually cut from aluminum. steel. or stainless steel either
by a Computer Numeric Controlled machine CCNC) or water
jet machine. Dependin2 upon the complexity of the valve.
they are assembled in one or several stages. This classification includes the repair of items bein2 manufactured or
assembled when done by employees of an employer having
operations subject to this classification when the repair is
done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturing or
assembly operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer bavin2 operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments engaged in the manufacture
of valves made in a die mold which are to be reported separately in classification 3402-74.
3402-94 Precision machined parts. N.O.C.; Manufactur-

in&

Applies to establishments engaged in manufacturing precision machined parts not covered by another classification
CN.O.C.). Most of these establishments are "job shops." Job
shops make component parts for other businesses accordin2
to customer specifications. rather than manufacturin2 a specific product. Many establishments in this classification
manufacture precision parts for the aerospace industry.
Machining usually begins with solid blocks of material such
Proposed

as. but not limited to. steel. aluminum. titanium. inconel. or
plastic. although some hollow tube. flat bar. and angle stock •
may also be used. The "rou2h cuts" are often made on man- •
ual machines. and the finish cuts on Computer Numeric Controlled CCNCl machines Dependin2 on the establishment
and the job specifications. a specific part may be sent to one
or more additional shops to be tempered. mmed. or inspected
before the original establishment is through with the manufacturin2 process. Some parts are so sensitive that climate
controlled conditions are necessary. Both manual and CNC
mms and lathes are the most common types of machines
used. Others include. but are not limited to. saws. drills. and
2rindin2 machines. This classification includes the repair of
items bein2 manufactured or assembled when done by
employees of an employer having operations subject to this
classification when the repair is done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturing or assembly operation. This
is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work bein2
performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
havin2 operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
3402-95 Storaee battery; Manufacturine. assembly or
repair
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture.
assembly. or repair of stora2e batteries. Lead in2ots. wei2hing 20-25 pounds. are melted and poured into a mold or castin2 machine. After the 2rids are cooled lead oxide is then
pumped onto each side of a grid and cured by baking in an •
oven of about 300-400 de2rees F. The plates are then assem- •
bled by placing a negative separator (zinc) between a positive
separator (copper). and so forth until there are enou2h of
these cells to form the battery. Next. they are sent to a burnin2 machine that cures the paste and plates After the burnin2
process. the plates are placed into a plastic or hard rubber
box-like container and cured for two or three days. The
plates are welded to2ether and the top is attached to the body
of the battery case with an epoxy glue. Diluted sulfuric acid
is added to the battery and then it is put on a char2er. The battery is then cleaned and packed for shipping. This classification includes the repair of items bein2 manufactured or
assembled when done by employees of an employer having
operations subject to this classification when the repair is
done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturing or
assembly operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employee havin2 operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: establishments engaged in the manufacture of
dcy cell mashli2ht type) batteries which are to be reported
separately in classification 3602: and establishments engaged
in battery sales and installation which are to be reported separately in the applicable automotive services classification.
3402-96 AutomobUe or motorcycle; Mapufacturipe or
assembly
·
•
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture or •
assembly of automobiles or motorcycles. Most of the manufacturing operations. such as cutting. milling. and turning. are
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performed with Computer Numerically Controlled CCNC)
.machinery . Most of the assembly operations are performed
.with air and hand tools. Other machinei:y includes but is not
limited to saws. grinders. and drill presses. This classification includes the repair of items being manufacture d or
assembled when done by employees of an employer having
operations subject to this classification when the repair is
done as a part of and in connection with the manufacturing or
assembly operation. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer having operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments engaged only in the manufacture of auto bodies which are to be reported separately in
classification 3402-77.

•
•

3402-98 Machinerv. N.O.C.: Manufacturi ng or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of machinery not covered by another classification
(N.O.C.l. For purposes of this classification . machinery
means any combination of mechanical parts constructed primarily with metal. Finished products yai:y widely and range
from hand held machines to those weighing thousands of
pounds: products include. but are not limited to. grinding
machines. boring machines. conveyer systems. and wood
chippers. Machinery used to manufacture these items
includes. but is not limited to. lathes. mills. press. breaks.
shears. and welders. some of which may be Computer
Numerically Controlled CCNC). This classification includes
the repair of items being manufactured or assembled when
done by employees of an employer having operations subject
to this classification when the repair is done as a part of and
in connection with the manufacturing or assembly operation.
This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work
being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
3402-99 Photo processjpg machjpery; Mapufactuc ipg or
assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of photo processing machinery such as. but not limited to. photo processors or film enlargers. This classification
includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled
when done by employees of an employer having operations
subject to this classification when the repair is done as a part
of and in connection with the manufacturing or assembly
operation. This is a shop or plant only classificatio n: it
includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when
operated by an employer having operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-581 Classification 3403.
( (AifeFaft ffiaRt1faett1riag

WSR 98-12-079

Fer the pt1rpeses ef this rt1le aireraft ffiaa11faett1riag ffieaas the
eFigiaal ffiaRt1faett1re ef st1eh aiFeraft as tlistiag11ishetl
frem reet1ileling, ffi6difying, er eenverting eitisting air
eFaft anti enly applies te the prntlt1etiea ef t1Rits when
eempleteel that are eapaele ef in air flight as elistin
gt1ishetl fFem aireraft kits te ee assemeletl ey the pt1r
ehaser Md are net eBf3aele ef air flight whea seltl
This elassifieatien inelt1des elerieal effiee aatl sales persenael
anti aireraft eperatiefts ineidental te the maftt1faett1re
stteh as test flights.))

3403-00 Aircraft: Manufacturi ng
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
aircraft. For the pumoses of this classification "aircraft manufacturing" means the original manufacture of such aircraft
as distinguished from rebuilding. modifying. or converting
existing aircraft and applies onlv to the production of units
that. when completed. are capable of in-air flight as distinguished from aircraft kits to be assembled by the purchaser
that are not capable of air flight when sold. This classification includes clerical office and sales personnel and aircraft
operations incidental to the manufacture such as test flights.
This cla8sification excludes establishments engaged in
the original manufacture of aircraft pans which are to be
reported separately in classification 3405 or as otherwise provided for in WAC 296-17-58201: the manufacture of aircraft
kits which is to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the work being perfoaned: modification. repair
or conversions made to an existing aircraft which are to be
reported separately in classification 6804: and the assembly
of aircraft kits into an airplane which is to be reported separately in classification 6804.
AMENPAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-582 Classification 3404.
((Alt1ffiiflt1ffi Wftfe ma1t1:1fiteturing freffi sheet al1:1minum
Attte er tr11ek parts maat1faett1Fiag er assemely ~l.O.C. mis
eellanea1:1s stamped parts
AwniRg mant1faett1ring ar assembly metal
Brass ar eeppeF geaels manttfaet11ring
Cans ffift1tt1faetttring alt1mint1m er gah ani:teel
Ceffin easlcet ffiaflt1faet1:1FiHg er assembly, ether thltfl vleefi
Eleetrie ef gas lightiag filttt1res, lftlflpshatles er lafttern ffiaftt1
fttet1:1ring er assembly metal
Ft1rnitttre, shewer tleer, sheweases Ret "eetl mant1faett1r
iRg ef asseml:lly
Ga1¥aai:ted ireR ·uerks, ffta1t1:1faet11riflg Ret strt1et1:1fftl
Hftftlware ma1t11faett1ri1tg, N.O.C.
Metal geetls maftttfaett1fi1tg, N.O.C., frem material lighter
than 9 ga1:1ge
Metal stamping, ineltttling plating afttl pelishi1tg
SigR maftttfaet11ring metal
Ski m1tftttfaett1ring afttl teeeggaa maftt1fuett1ring metal
Ste 1 e maftt1faett1ring, eitelttfiiRg v~eeel ste 1 e mant1faett1ring
and ether ste •es matle f Pem material 9 gat1ge er heavier
o•hieh ftfe te Be fefJeFtetf Separatel) iR elassifieatieft 5299
Water heater ffiftftt1faett1ring eF assemely
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Windew, sash er deer m1tn1:1fttet1:1ring er assembl)

and buckles. Operations include. but are not limited to.
stamping and assembly. electroplating and/or other types of •
finishing. This classification includes the repair of items •
being manufactured or assembled when done by employees
of an employer having operations subject to this classification and when the repair work is done as a part of. and in connection with. the manufacturing or assembly operations
This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work
being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments engaged in the manufacture
of nuts. bolts screws. nails. tacks. rivets. eyelets. spikes. and
needles which are to be reported separately in classification
l4Q2.

1tl1:1mi

ftttfft

Physiettlly separate 1:1phelstery departments ef firms engaged
iR fttrRitttre, eeffiR er ettSket maRttfttetttriflg, assembly, er
fiRishing mtt) be reperted separately in elassifietttien
3808 pre, ided that eenditiens set fertlt in WAC 296 17
410 h1t1e beeR met
URless ether11 ise speeified in the elassifietttieR .verdiRg this
is tt shep er plttRt eRly elttssifietttieR. This elttssifietttieR
iRelttdes werk beiRg performed iR an ttdjtteeRt yard .vheR
eperated by ttfl empleyer ha·1iRg eperatieRs s1:1bjeet te
this elassifietttieR; and the repair ef items beiRg mttntt
fttetttred er asseffibled wheR tleRe by effipleyees ef ttft
em pl eyer htt, iRg eperatiens s1:1bjeet te this elassifietttieR
wheR the repair is tleRe as a part ef aRtl iR eeRReetieR
with the m1tftttfttet1:1riRg er assembly eperntien. This elas
sifieatieR exelttdes all aetivities av1ay frem the shep er
plttttr.))

3404-04 Metal stampine

Applies to establishments engaged in the mass production of products by metal stamping technigues which
impress. cut out. or shape something to a desired size. Products produced by this technigue include. but are not limited
to. license plates. pie plates. pots. and waste baskets. This
classification includes any finish work when performed by
employees of employers subject to this chtssification. This
classification includes the repair of items being manufactured
or assembled when done by employees of an employer having operations subject to this classification and when the
repair work is done as a part of. and in connection with. the
manufacturing or assembly operations. This is a shop or
plant only classification: it includes work being performed in •
an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having oper- •
ations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3404-01 Can; Mapufacturjne - alumjnmn or ealyanjzed

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
cans from aluminum or galvanized metals lighter than 9
gauge Products include. but are not limited to. soda cans.
food cans. and garbage cans. The galvanizing process
includes dipping the tin/metal into liquid zinc. The manufacturing process involves cutting. forming. stamping. and solderine/welding. This classification includes the repair of
items being manufactured or assembled when done by
employees of an employer having operations subject to this
classification and when the repair work is done as a part of.
and jn connection with. the manufacturing or assembly operations. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes
work being perfooned in an aQjacent yard when operated by
an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3404-02 Galyanized iron works; Manufacturine - nonstructural

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
nonstructural galvanized iron from sheet metal lighter than 9
gauge Processes include cutting. forming. welding riveting.
punching. and drilling. The eguipment used includes. but is
not limited to. drills. presses. punches. shears. and press
breaks. Establishments in this classification may paint. powder coat. or silk screen their products: which is included when
performed by employees of employers subject to this classification. This classification includes the repair of items being
manufactured or assembled when done by employees of
employers subject to this classification and when the repair
work is done as a part of. and in connection with. the manufacturing or assembly operations. This is a shop or plant only
classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having ooerations
subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3404-03 Hardware. N.O.C.: Manufacturing

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
'hardware that is not covered by another classification
(N.0.C.). such as. but not limited to. bandies. latches. hinges.
Proposed

3404-06 Metal sien; Mapufacturioe

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
signs from metals lighter than 9 gauge Materials may be cut.
punched. drilled. riveted. and welded. Machinery includes.
but js not limited to. punches. presses. drills. shears. brake
presses. water jets and welders. All operations necessary to
make a sign operative. such as. but not limited to. adding
electrical wiring or circuitry. painting. powder coating. or silk
screening are included within the scope of this classification.
This classification includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification and
when the repair work is done as a part of. and in connection
with. the manufacturing or assembly operations. This is a
shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant: the installation or removal of signs outside of
buildings which is to be reported separately in classification
0403: the installation or removal of signs inside of buildings
which is to be reported separately in classification 0513: sign •
painting or lettering on the inside of buildings. or establish- •
ments that paint on or apply letterinfl: to sign "backings" that
are manufactured by others. which is to be reported sepa-
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vided all the conditions in the general reporting rule covering
the division of an employees hours have been met.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant. and establishments engaged in the manufacture
of caskets from wood or plastic which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the manufacturing
process and materials.

manufacturing process and materials.

3404-07 Metal goods. N.O.C.; Manufacturjog or assembly from materjals lighter than 9 gauge
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of metal goods from materials lighter than 9 gauge
which are not covered by another classification CN.O.C.)
including water heaters. electric baseboard heaters. electric
furnaces and bicycles. Materials may be cut. punched.
drilled. riveted. and welded. Machinery includes. but is not
limited to. punches. presses. drj)Js. shears. brake presses. and
welders. This classification includes the repair of items being
manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer subject to this classification and when the repair
work js done as a part of. and in connection with. the manufacturing or assembly operations. This is a shop or plant only
classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having operations
subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3404-19 Metal awnings; Manufacturjng or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of awnings from metals lighter than 9 gauge Materials may be cut. punched. drj)Jed. riveted. and bent. Machinery includes. but is not limited tQ. punches. presses. drills.
shears. brake presses. and welders This classification
includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled
when done by employees of an employer having operations
subject to this classification and when the repair work is done
as a part of. and in connection with. the manufacturing or
assembly operations. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer having operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant. and establishments engaged in the manufacture
of awnings from canvas or other textiles which is to be
reported separately in classification 3802.

3404-12 Aluminum ware; Manufacturing from sheet aluminum
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
aluminum ware such as. but not limited to. mail boxes. buck.ets. gutters. and down spouts. from sheet aluminum. Materi• als may be cut. bent. punched. drilled. riveted. and welded.
Machinery includes. but is not limited to. punches. presses.
drills. shears. brake presses. and welders. This classification
includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled
when done by employees of an employer having operations
subject to this classification and when the repair work is done
as a part of. and in connection with. the manufacturing or
assembly operations. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer having operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.

3404-18 Metal coffip/casket; Manufacturing or assembly
Applies to establishments enuged in the manufacture of
coffins or caskets out of metal. Materials may be cut. bent.
punched. drilled. riveted. and welded Machinery includes.
but is not limited to. punches. presses. drills. shears. break
presses. and welders. This classification includes the repair
of items being manufactured or assembled when done by
employees of an employer subject to this classification and
when the repair work is done as a part of. and in connection
with. the manufacturing or assembly operations. This is a
shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
•having operations subject to this classification. Physically
• separated upholsteey departments of establishments engaged
jn furniture. coffin. casket manufacturing. assembly. or finishing may be reported separately in classification 3808 pro-

3404-20 Metal furojture. shower door. showcases; Manufacturing or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of furniture. shower doors. QT showcases made with
metals lighter than 9 gauge. Other items manufactured in this
classification include. but are not limited to. file cabinets.
desks. and stands. Material may be cut. punched. drilled. riveted. and bent. Machinery includes. but is not limited to.
punches. presses. drills. shears. brake presses. and welders
This classification includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer subject to this classification and when the repair
work is done as a pan of. and in connection with. the manufacturing or assembly operations. This is a shop or plant only
classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having operations
subject to this classification. Physically separated upholstery
departments of establishments engaged in furniture. coffin.
casket manufacturing. assembly. or finishing may be reported
separately in classification 3808. provided all the conditions
of the general reporting rule covering the division of an
employee's hours have been met.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant and establishments engaged in the manufacture
of wood furniture which are to be reported separately in classification 2905.
3404-21 Stoye; Manufacturing from metals lighter than 9
&illlG
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
stoves from metals lighter than 9 gauge. Types of stoves
include. but are not limited to. electric QT gas cook stoves.
Accessory materials such as. but not limited to. electrical
assembly units. glass. plastic. or wood may be used in the
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manufacture of stoves Materials may be cut. punched.
drilled. riveted. and bent. Establishments in this classification may paint or powder coat their products which is
included when performed by employees of employers subject
to this classification Machinery includes. but is not limited
to. punches. presses. drills. shears. brake presses. grinders
and welders This classification includes the repair of items
being manufactured or assembled when done by employees
of an employer hayin2 operations subject to this classification and when the repair work is done as a part of. and in connection with. the manufacturin2 or assembly operations.
This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work
bein2 performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an
employer havin2 operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant. and establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture
of wood stoves or other stoves made of metals 9 gauge or
heavier which are to be reported separately in classification

5202..

3404-24 Metal electric or eas lighting fixtures. lampshades or lantern; Mapufacturipg or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of electric or 2as li2htin2 fixtures. lampshacles. or
lanterns from materials lighter than 9 gauge. Material may be
cut. punched. drilled. riveted. and bent. Machinery includes.
but is not limited to. punches. presses. drills. shears. break
presses. grinders. welders. and solders. Establishments in
this classification may make a finished product or only component pieces. This classification includes the repair of items
bein2 manufactured or assembled when done by employees
of an employer having operations subject to this classification and when the repair work is done as a part of. and in connection with. the manufacturing or assembly operations.
This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work
being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an
employer havin2 operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
3404-25 Brass or cooper goods; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
brass or copper 2oods such as. but not limited to. belt buckles.
lamp stands. cooking utensils. and flower pots. Materials
may be cut. punched. drilled. riveted. and bent. Machinery
includes. but is not limited to. punches. presses. drills. shears.
break. presses. water jets. ~inders. welders/solders and brazing guns. Establishments in this classification may make a
finished product or a component part. This classification
includes the repair of items being manufactured or assembled
when done by employees of an employer havin2 operations
subject to this classification and when the repair work is done
as a part of. and in connection with. the manufacturin2 or
assembly operations. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work bein2 performed in an adjacent yard
when operated by an employer having operations subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
Proposed

3404-26 Aluminum window. sash or door; Manufacturing or assembly
•
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture o r .
assembly of windows. sashes or doors from aluminum.
Accessory materials such as. but not limited to. 2lass. wood
or plastic may also be used in the assembly process. Materials may be cut. punched. drilled. riveted. and bent. Machinery includes. but is not limited to. punches. presses. drills.
shears. break presses. i:rinders. and welders/solders. Establishments in this classification may make a finished product
or only component parts. Manufacturers may paint. enamel.
or bake a finish onto products. which is included when performed by employees of employers subject to this classification. This classification includes the repair of items being
manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer havin2 operations subject to this classification and
when the repair work is done as a part of. and in connection
with. the manufacturin2 or assembly operations. This is a
shop or plant only classification; it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant; establishments engaged in manufacturing vinyl
window sashes which are to be reported separately in classification 3512; and establishments engaged in manufacturing
wooden window sashes and doors which are to be reported
separately in classification 2903.
3404-27 Auto or truck parts. N.O.C.; Mapufacturipg or
assembly; mjsce!lapeous stamped parts
•
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or •
assembly of auto or truck parts not covered by another classification CN.0.C.). and of miscellaneous stamped parts. such
as. but not limited to. hub caps. fenders. and trim. Galvanizing or electroplating is included in this classification when
performed by employees of employers subject to this classification. This classification includes the repair of items being
manufactured or assembled when done by employees of an
employer having operations subject to this classification and
when the repair work is done as a part of. and in connection
with. the manufacturing or assembly operations. This is a
shop or plant only classification; it includes work bein2 performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
havin2 operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
3404-29 Metal ski and toboggan; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments enn2ed in the manufacture of
skies or toboggans primarily from metal although wood or
plastic component parts may also be used. Materials may be
cut. punched. drilled. riveted. and bent. Machinery includes.
but is not limited to. punches. presses. drills. water jets.
shears. break presses. grinders. and welders/solders. Establishments in this classification may make a finished product
or only a component part. This classification includes the
repair of items bein2 manufactured or assembled when done
by employees of an employer havini: operations subject to •
this classification and when the repair work js done as a part •
of. and in connection with. the manufacturini: or assembly
operations. This is a shop or plant only classification; it
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includes work bein~ performed in an acijacent yard when
• operated by an employer having operations subject to this
. , classification.
This classification excludes all activities away from the
shop or plant.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-58201 Classification 3405.

•
•

It

((Aireraft parts mat11:1faet1:1rit1g, N.O.C.
Fer the pttrpese of this rttle, aireraft parts meat1s the eempo
HeHt pllFts makit1g the airernft operative 1tt1d beeemiHg
part ef the aireraft wheH beiHg mat11:1faet1:1red B'.) the air
eraft mllftttfaet1:1rit1g eempat1y
This elassifieatioH is Het applieable to aft empleyer .vhe has
eperatieHs repefied iH elassifieatieH 3 402; elassifieatioH
3404; elassifieatioH 3510; 3511, 3512; or elassifieatitm
5201 1:1t1less stteh operatioHs ltfe eot1d11eted as a distiHet
at1d sepllfate b11sit1ess 1:1t1de11akit1g 1tt1d the eot1ditiet1s set
f'.ofih iH WAC 296 17 390 Jm·e beeH met
This is a shep or plaHt ot1ly elassifieatioH bttt dees eeHtem
plate work beiHg performed it1 tlfl adjaeeHt yard 'tf'heH
operated by aft emple'.)ef h1tYit1g eperatioHs s1:1bjeet to
this elassifieatiet1.))
3405-01 Ajrcraft parts. N.O.C.; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
aircraft parts not covered by another classification {N,0 C,) .
usually from steel and aluminum mixes and exotic metals.
For the purpose of this rule. aircraft parts means the component parts making the aircraft operative and becoming part of
the aircraft when bein2 manufactured by the aircraft manufacturing company. The component parts manufactured in
this classification are usualJy small. li~ht wei~bt. and can easily be held in the band, Machinery includes. but is not limited
to. mms. lathes. ~cinders. and forklifts Computer Numeric
Controlled CCNC) equipment is used most of the time for
many of the parts being mass produced. Once pieces are cut
and milled. they are usua!Jy deburred. then inspected and prepared for shipping in separate areas. Businesses in this classification routinely employ en~ineers and draftsmen who perform office work only who may be reported in classification
4904 provided a!J the conditions in the 2eneral reportin~ rule
covering standard exception employees have been met. This
is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work bein~
perfonned in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
bavin2 operations subject to this classification
Special note.· This classification is not to be assi~ned to
an employer who bas operations reported separately in classifications 3402. 3404. 3510. 3511. 3512. or 5201 unless all the
conditions in the general reporting rule covering the operation of a secondary business have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-583 Classification 3406.
((Atttomobile or tFttek ear washes
Atttomobile or trttek gas serviee statioHs, N.O.C.

WSR 98-12-079

Atttomobile or trttek storage gllfages HO repair
This elassifieatioft iHelttdes eashiers who reeeive paymeHts
from ettstemers 6ttt exelttdes pertaB!e atttomobile or
tFttek ear washes sttbjeet to elassifieatioH 6602.))
3406-00 Automotive or truck gas service stations. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments operatin~ full service ~asoline
or diesel service stations not covered by another classification CN.O.C,} and includes lube and oil chan~e specialists and
mobile lube and oil services. Full service includes. but is not
limited to. pumpin2 us for customers. replacin~ wiper
blades. checking and/or filling the fluid levels (oil. transmission. wiper wash and antifreeze). and addin2 ajr to the tires.
The repairs included in this classification are oil and filter
cban~es. tune-ups. replacement of brakes. front end ali~n
ments and the repair or replacement of tires. This classification includes cashiers.
This classification excludes portable automobile or truck
car washes which are to be reported separately in classification 6602: establishments en2a~ed in automobile or truck
repair services and tune up specialists which are to be
reported separately in classification 3411: semi truck. tractor.
or bus repaii- services which are to be reported separately in
classification 3413: self-service ~as stations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3409: and convenience
2rocery stores or mini-markets with self-service 2asoline
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 3410.
3406-01 Automobile or truck storage garages
Applies to establishments operatin~ automobile or truck
storage garages. Generally. these types of storage garages
consist of an enclosed structure and usually with more than
one level of parking. Storage garages may provide additional
incidental services such as. but not limited to. 2as0Hne. tuneups. washing and waxing services. as well as cashiers and full
time attendants or security personnel This classification
excludes portable automobile or truck car washes which are
to be reported separately in classification 6602: estabHshments providing parking Jot services which are to be reported
separately in classification 6704: automobile or truck repair
services which are to be reported separately in classification
3411 : semi truck. tractor. or bus repair services which are to
be reported separately in classification 3413: self-service gas
stations which are to be reported se,parately jn classjficatjon
3409: and full service gas station services which are to be
reported separately in classification 3406-00.
Soecial note: Storage garages applicable to this classification are distin~uishable from parkin~ lots in classification
6704 in that parkin2 lots usually are not an enclosed structure. and they do not provide service to automobiles.
3406-04 Automobile or truck - detailing by contractor
Applies to establishments en~a2ed in providin~ automobile or truck detailing services. DetaiHng involves complete.
in-depth cleanin~ of exteriors and interiors such as. but not
Hmited to. washing. waxing. polishing. buffing. vacuuming
or otherwise cleanin~ the auto bodies. chrome work. tires.
hub caps. windows. mirrors. carpets and seats This classification includes the tintini: of automobile or truck window
~lass when performed by employees of the detailin~ operation. as well as cashiers.
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This classification excludes portable automobile or truck
car washes which are to be reported separately in classification 6602: tintin2 of automobile or truck window 2lass performed by a glass dealer which is to be reported separately in
classification 1108: detailin2 performed in connection with
automobile or truck dealers. service centers or repair garages
which are to be reported separately in classification 3411:
detailing performed in connection with automobile or truck
body and fender repair shops which are to be reported separately in classification 3412: detailing performed in connection with semi truck. tractor or bus dealers. service centers or
repair 2ara2es which are to be reported separately in classification 3413: and detailin2 performed in connection with full
service 2as stations which are to be reported separately in
classification 3406.

Gasehel tlistillittg er refittittg
Gaselitte reeevery frem easittg heatl er ttatural gas
Oil er gas lease 'f+erk, H.O.C. hy eetttraeters ttet lease
epertltiett
Oil er gas f'if'e litte ef!eratiett
Oil er gas ·.veils eemetttittg
Oil er gas wells ittstftllatiett er reee·1er~· ef easittg
Oil er gas uells Sf!eeialty tee! ef!eratiett, N.O.C., hy eett
trfteteF

Oil refittittg petreleum, ittelutlittg mattttfaeturittg ef pretluets
ehtaittetl therefrem
Oil wells ef!eratiett eil er gas lease ef!eraters
Syttthetie rtthher mattttfaeturittg.))
3407-00 Gas or oil dealers. wholesale or retail. includim:
fuel oil. propane or butane
Applies to establishments engaged in the distribution of
fuel oil. liquefied petroleum 2ases (propane and butane> and
gasoline on a retail or wholesale basis. ·Dealers may maintain
their own stora2e tanks on their premises and receive 2as or
oil through a pipeline from a refinery. by rail or tanker truck.
or they may receive their supplies from a separate distribution facilitv. Gas dealers will deliver gasoline and lubricating
oils directly to retail 2as stations in lar2e tank trucks. Fuel oil
js delivered to customers by pump trucks and pumped into
the customer's tank Liquefied petroleum 2ases <LPG) is
delivered to customers by pump truck or in prefilled cylinders. Some dealers may also provide. through sale or lease.
the installation and maintenance of 2as appliances which is
included in this classification when done by employees of an
employer subject to this classification This classification
includes the incidental mixing or blending of oil or gas with
additives. the drainin2. repair. installation or removal of customer's oil tanks. maintenance contracts and emergency

3406-05 Automobile or truck car washes
Applies to estab1ishments providin2 automobile or truck
washing services. This classification includes the exterior
washin2. waxin2. po!jshin2 or buffin2. cleanin2 of chrome
and tires. and the interior cleaning of windows. carpets. dash
and seats. These services may be performed at a coin operated self-service unit. or at a full service automatic unit where
the vehicle is conveyed throu2h the 1ine assisted by attendants. This classification includes cashiers and the sale of
accessory items such as. but not limited to. bottled car care
products. air fresheners. floor mats. beverages and snack

fu.ruls...

This classification excludes portable automobile or truck
car washes which are to be reported separately in classification 6602: washing services performed in connection with
automobile or truck dealers. services centers or repair 2ara2es
which are to be reported separately in classification 3411:
washin2 services performed in connection with automobjle
or truck body and fender repair shops which are to be
reported separately in classification 3412: washin2 services
performed in connection with semi truck. tractor or bus dealers. services centers or repair 2ara2es which are to be
reported separately in classification 3413: washing services
perfonned in connection with full service 2as stations which
are to be reported separately in classification 3406: washing
services performed in connection with self-service 2aso1ine
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 3409: and washin2 services performed in connection
with convenience stores that have self-service 2asoline operations which are to be reported separately in classification

.lilQ...

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)
WAC 296-17-584 Classification 3407.
((Asf'halt, hitttffiett sealers
Asf'halt er tar, tlistillittg er refittittg
Asf'hlllt f!a' ittg material mattufaeturittg
Asf'halt reefittg material mattufaeturittg
Gas sealers, liquifietl f!etreleum gas, gas 1(erks, all ef!era
tieftS

Gas er eil sealers, whelesale er retail, itteltttlittg fuel eil, pre
f'IHle er htttfttte
Proposed
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This classification excludes the repair. installation or
removal of under2round oil stora2e tanks by a contractor
which is to be reported separately in classification 0108: the
installation or repair of furnaces by a contractor which is to
be reported separately in classification 0307: and the construction or repair of exterior commercial stora2e tanks by a
contractor which is to be reported separately in classification

QiQ.8.,_

3407-01 Asphalt. bitumen dealers
Applies to establishments engaged as dealers of asphalt
and bitumen which can be either a by-product of petroleum
refining or found in naturally occurring deposits. Dealers
may 2rind and mix the raw asphalt and bitumen with sand.
gravel or limestone to produce a mixture which can be suitable for some pavin2 app1ications or sold to an asphalt pavin2
material manufacturer for. further processing. The product is
usually not packa.2ed. but sold by the truckload. When this
mixing process is conducted in connection with an oil/petroleum refinin2 operation. it is to be reported in classification
3407-03.
This classification excludes the minin2 or quarryin2 of
raw materials which is to be reported separately as appljca- •
ble: estab1ishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of asphalt •
mixtures for road pavin2 which is to be reported separately in
classification 3407-18: and the paving of roads or other sur[ 160]
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cation differ from those in 3407-01 in that products in 340704 are refined to. and sold as. a liguid or semi-liguid. Low
grade crude oil. petroleum distillate (by-product of oil refining operations) and coal-tar oil must be treated in a heat
exchange system and still before undergoing a. final processing in a fractioning tower Ca process also used in oil refining)
to separate the asphalt or tar. Finished products and by-products include. but are not limited to. asphalt roofing compound. asphalt for use in manufacturing felt roofing pa.pee.
trinidad asphalt used in road paving. tar to be used in various
paving and waterproofing applications and coal tar which is
used in drugs and waterproofing products When this process
is conducted in connection with an oil/petroleum refining
operation. it is to be reported in cla,ssifica,tion 3407-03.
This classification excludes contractors engaged in distjller:ylcefinery maintenance which is to be repocted separately in classification 0603: contractors engaged in cleaning
of storage tanks which is to be reported separately in classification 0504: and construction of refineries and storage tanks
which is to be reported separately in cla,ssifica,tion 0508.

faces which is to be reported se_paratelY in classification 0210
.or0212.
• 3407-02 Processing waste oils. solvents. antifteeze. paints·
and similar materials
Applies to establishments engaged in processing waste
oils. used solvents. antifreeze. paints. and similar hazardous
materials. Mobile recycling units engaged in similar activities are included in this classification. The processes used by
establishments in this classification are similar in that a sample of the waste material usually has been laboratory tested so
the composition of the substance is known prior to either
being picked up by the establishment's own trucks. or delivered by the customer. Depending on the material and guantity. it may arrive in drums or by tanker trucks. Incoming oil
is pumped into waste oil storage tanks where water settles
out. After the settling process. the oil goes to treatment tanks
where it is heated to boil off remaining water and vaporize
gases. There a.re other methods of recycling the oil. using
chemicals. which are also included in this classification. The
end product ca,n be used in industrial burners or for cutter
fuel. Solvents and antifreeze can be recycled through a distilling process. and used a.gain.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
hazardous/toxi c material processing or handling. not
described above. such as processing of medical or septic tank
waste. drug lab or hazardous spm cleanup (excluding oil spill
cleanup on land -classification 0101), and reprocessing or
handling of low-level radioactive materials which a.re to be
• reported separately in classification 4305.
•

It
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3407-05 Gas or oU well operation
Applies to establishments or contractors engaged in the
routine operation of producing oil or gas wells. Work contempla.ted by this classification includes. but js not limited to.
all routine operation and maintenance reguired such as. but
not limited to. land clearing a,nd excavation to create slush
pits. fire walls. pipe laying. machinery and eguipment (such
a,s oil. gas or water pumps) installation a,nd operation. preliminary separation of crude oil. and monitoring of oil or gas production when performed by employees of an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes derrick or storage tank erection which is to be reported separately in classification 0508:
oil well drilling which is to be reported separately in classification 0103: excavation by a. contractor which is to be
reported separately in classification 0101: pipe laying by a
contractor which is to be reported separately in classification
0107: cleaning of storage tanks by a contractor which is to be
repocted separately in classification 0504: machinery or
eguipment maintenance by a contractor which is to be
reported separately in classification 0603: a,nd the operation
of an oil or gas pipeline only which is to be reported separately in classification 3407-12,

3407-03 Oil refining - petroleum. inc!udipg manufacture
of products from oil; gasohol - djstming or refining
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of oil
refineries. Oil refineries receive crude oil by pipeline. truck
or tanker ship. process it into products such as. but not limited
to. gasoline. na,tura,1 ga,s. kerosene. fuel oil. lubricating oils
and asphalt. and distribute it to their customers. Current
refining processes involve four ba,sic steps· separation. conversion. treating and blending. These processes are highly
automated and involve the use of receiving ta,nks. processing
units. distmation towers. intermediate storage and pipelines.
Included within the scope of this classification are any additional processing methods used to produce the finished seconda.rv products. This cla,ssjfica,tion includes the production
of gasohol and the preliminary separation of crude oil (called
"topping") a,t a. well site by a. contractor,
This classification excludes oil refinery maintenance by
a. contractor which is to be reported separately in classification 0603: construction of an oil refinery or storage tanks
which is to be repmted sepa.cately in cla,ssifica,tion 0508:
cleaning of storage tanks by a contractor which is to be
reported separately in cla,ssjfica,tion 0504: opecation of a,n oil
well and incidental preliminary separation of crude oil ("topping") a,t the well site which is to be reported separately in
classification 3407-05: and operation of an oil pipeline only
which is to be reported separately in classification 3407-12.
3407-04 Asphalt or tar - distming or refining
Applies to establishments eng~ed in the production of
commercial asphalt or tar. Products produced in this classifi-

3407-07 OU or gas wells - cementing
Applies to establishments engaged in providing cementing services to oil and gas well drilling operations. Cementing is miuired to fill the space between the outer edge of the
hole being drilled and the metal casing which is being
installed in segments to line the hole. The mixed cement is
pumped. under pressure. down into the casing. When it
reaches the bottom of the existing bole. the continuing pressure forces it upward around the outside of the casing to the
top of the hole or to where it will meet the la.st segment to
. have been cemented. This will serve to keep the casing stable
and also to prevent any leakage of oil or gas from the casing
into the sucroundjng soil when the well js opecatjona,J
Cementin~ contractors can use the drillini: derrick already in
place to support their machinery. This classification also
includes filling the entire well bole with cement. after the cas-
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ing is disassembled and removed. when the well is no longer
operational.
This classification excludes oil or gas well cementing
done by employees of an oil well drilling contractor which is
to be reported separately in classification 0103.
3407-12 Oil or gas oipeline operation
Applies to establishments engaged in operating an oil or
gas pipeline. The pipeline may be used to transport crude oil
from a well to a refinery or processed oil from a refinery to a
remote storage facility or customer. Work contemplated by
this classification includes. but is not limited to. operating
and maintaining above or below-ground pipelines. feeder and
distribution lines. pumping stations to maintain flow. storage
facilities. and meters and monitoring equipment. This classification is appropriate whether the pipeline is being operated
by the owner or a contractor.
This classification excludes oil or gas pipeline operations done in connection with an oil refinery which are to be
reported in classification 3407-03: oil or ~as pipeline operations done in connection with the operation of an oil or gas
well which are to be reported in classification 3407-05: contractors engaged in above or below ground pipe installation
which is to be reported separately in classification 0107: construction of oil refineries and/or storage tanks which is to be
reported separately in classification 0508: and the installation
of pumps or monitoring equipment which is to be reported
separately in classification 0603
3407-17 Asphalt roofing material - mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
asphalt mixtures used in the preparation of building or roofing papers and shingles from raw materials purchased from
others. The operations may include the incidental distillation
of the asphalt flux.
Asphalt Roofing Materials - Some plants are fully automated. with controls. gauges. and valves housed in a separate
room. Liquid asphalt flux. purchased from refineries. is
hauled in by tanker trucks owned either by the refineries or
the manufacturer. and is pumped directly into "air stills" or
into holding tanks. An oxidation process takes place in the
air stills. The asphalt flux is heated. then pumped into cooling tanks before it is pumped through pipes to a bulk loading/delivery station or to another area for further use. The
processed hot asphalt may also be pumped into a blending
tank where it can be blended with mineral spirits or naptha to
produce "cut-back" asphalt which is used in "cold asphalt"
applications. or mixed with water to obtain an emulsified
asphalt which "sets up" when it cools.
Asphalt Impregnated Felt Roqfing Paper - Large rolls of
felt paper are unrolled and automatically fed into a saturation
tank where the paper is impregnated with the hot asphalt mixture. The paper then goes through several large rollers for
cooling and smoothing. and is finally cut to size and rolled to
produce rolls of asphalt coated felt roofing paper ready for
~

Asphalt fiberglass Shingles - Limestone is delivered in
bulk by suppliers' trucks and blown pneumatically into storage tanks. In the production processes it goes through a
heater and is then mixed with the liquid asphalt. The production line starts with huge rolls of fiberglass which are fed con-
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tinuously Croll ends spliced together automatically) into the
process. The asphalt mixture is crushed into both sides of the
fiberglass by large rollers and the excess asphalt scraped off. ~
Granules are applied to the top side and sand is applied to the ,.
back side of the asphalt coated fiberglass. The coated fiberglass is then run through coolers. Granules are pressed into
the coating and the material is fed/hung into "loopers" for
additional cooling. After cooling. the coated material is automatically cut into strips. cut to specified width and length.
"dragon teeth" (notches) cut. asphalt applied to the back of
the "dragon teeth". then the "teeth" applied to the shims. and
the asphalt shingle is complete.
This classification excludes asphalt or bitumen dealers
who are to be reported separately in classification 3407-01.
asphalt or tar distilling or refining operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3407-04. and asphalt
paving material manufacturers who are to be reported separately in classification 3407-18.
3407-18 Asphalt payjng material - mapufacturjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
asphalt mixtures used for road paving operations from raw
materials purchased from others. This classification applies
only to the operation of the asphalt plant which usually consists of a loader. a control operator. and a maintenance
worker. <To Qualify for classification 3407-18 the maintenance worker's duties must relate only to the asphalt plant.)
This classification does not apply to workers involved in pit.
crusher and bunker operations. The operations may include
the incidental distillation of the asphalt flux which js included in this classification. Asphalt paving mixture plants are usually fully automated and controlled from a central control
room overlooking the production area. Sand and gravel may
be obtained from the producer's own gravel pit or purchased
from independent suppliers Liquid asphalt is obtained
directly from either the refineries or from an asphalt dealer.
Suppliers usually deliver raw materials to the manufacturing
plant.
In a batch plant. each batch is made separately. The
stored aggregate is loaded into hoppers. then carried by conveyor through a dust collecting system prior to entering the
dryer drum. In the dryer drum the aggregate is dried and
heated to specified temperatures before being conveyed to
the "batcher" where it is screened. then stored in bins. Heated
liquid asphalt is weighed to precise specifications required
for that batch. Measured amounts of aggregate and liquid
asphalt are in a pug mill to desired state. then discharge into
trucks to be delivered to customers or stored in a silo.
In a drum plant the mix is continuous with several of the
processing steps being combined in the drum The measured
cold aggregate is fed directly into the burner end of the drum
for drying and heating A measured amount of hot oil asphalt
is dumped into the drum and mixed with the heated aggregate The mixed product is conveyed into storage silos where
it is held until pumped into delivery trucks.
This classification excludes workers involved in pit.
crusher and bunker operations who are to be reported separately in classification 0112: paving contractors who manufacture asphalt paying material for their own use who are to
be reported separately in the appropriate construction classi-
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fications: asphalt or bitumen dealers who are to be reported
-e.p~t~ly in clas~ificatio? 3407-01~ as~alt or tar distilli~:
_uefinm~ operations which are to _e rJ>orted separately L
classification 3407-04: and establishments engaged in the
manufacture of asphalt roofin2 material which are to be
reported separately in classification 3407-17.
Special note.· If the product is manufactured by pavin2
contractors for sale to the general public. as well as for their
own use. and if the employees operatin2 the asphalt plant
have no other duties. classification 3407-18 would apply to
the asphalt plant employees.
3407-19 Dewatering sludge; advanced recycling of plastics and tires;
On-site oil filtering
Applies to establishments engaged in providing mobile
dewaterin2 services to waste slud2e producers throu2h the
use of mobile decanter centrifuges. The centrifuges and control instrumentation is hi2hly specialized equipment desi2ned
specifically for the dewatering of sludge to concise guality
specifications as determined by the client. Mobile decanter
centrifuge installations include dredging and pumping eguipment. flocculation systems. and portable electrical supply. as
well as trucks for transferrin2 the dewatered slud2e. The ultimate disposal of the dewatered slud2e is provided by either a
subcontractor or by the client. The dewatered slud2e can be
used in a wide variety of applications such as composting and
land reclamation. This classification also applies to estab~hments en~a;ed. in advanced recfi'1: of ~Castics an~ tires.
_ e process_$ _milar to a small re_n~ Ei her pellet!zed or
shredded plastic material made from used consumer materials. or shredded used tire material may be used. The plastic
or tire material is fed into a retort which decomposes the
material usin2 heat without oxyi:en. so the material is not
burned. As the bot vapor gas cools. it is condensed into oil.
Oil from the plastic processin2 is shipped to refineries where
it will be refined further into plastic base material. Oil from
the chipped tires is usually sold to oil blendin2 companies.
This classification also applies to on-site oil filtering. The
usual process is filterin2 the oil throu2h a filterin2 mechanism and then back into its original tank. This service may be
perfoaned on ships. in industrial plants. or at 2as or oil storage facilities.
This classification excludes the "rii: up/down" process
(unloading and setting up the eguipment at a new job site. and
tearini: it down and loadin2 it on trucks to haul it to the next
job site) which is to be reported separately in classification
Qfila

•

Reviser's note: The spelling error in the above section occurred in the
copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-585 Classification 3408.

~(Gas eempanies

sales persennel

natural gas inelttding elerieal effiee and

WSR 98-12-079

This el11Ssifieatien inelttdes ne·w· eenstrttetien and eittensien
ef lines when Elene by etHpleyees ef etHpleyers having
eperatiens sttbjeet te this elassifieatien
This elassifieatien eitelttdes eentraeters engaged in gas line
eenstrttetien, tHaintenanee er repair sttbjeet te elassifiea
tien 0107.))
3408-00 Natural gas comoanies
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
natural 2as companies which distribute i:as throui:h i:as
mains or pipes to local consumers. Employments covered in
this classification include clerical office and sales personnel.
store employees. meter readers. and drivers. This classification also includes local us main connection. new construction and extension of Jines. maintenance and operation of
plant equipment. installation and repair of plant pressure rei:ulators. and installation and repair of meters. appliances. furnaces and 2as re2ulators on pipini: within a customers' premises when performed by employees of an employer subject
to this classification,
This classification excludes contractors en2a2ed in 2as
line construction. maintenance or repair who are to be
reported separately in classification 0107: contractors
eni:a2ed in the installation of beatin2 systems who are to be
reported separately in classification 0307: contractors
en2a2ed in the installation of us appliances who are to be
reported separately in classification 0607: and contractors
en2a2e<l in the installation of bot water tanks who are to be
reported separately in classification 0306.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-58501 Classification 3409.
((Self serviee gas statieRs
This elassifieatieR applies te serviee statiens that are eetH
pletel) self ser • iee "ith ne emple) ees perferming a
tlireet serviee ef afty ki11el te ettstetHer's vehiele. SeFYiee
statiens previtling elireet sen iees ef any kintl te a etts
tamers vehiele will be repetteel separately iR elassifiea
tieR 3406 eveR thettgh stteh establishme11ts may alse
have self serviee g11S faeilities.))
3409-00 Self-service gas statjops
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in self-service 2as
operations. A self-service station is a facility where the customers pump i:as into their own vehicles with no assistance
from any of the establishment's employees. Typically. the
only employee involved in the operation is a cashier who
monitors the pumps from inside a booth and collects the payment from the customer, Sales of ci2arettes and limited
snack items are allowed in this classification.
This classification excludes full service stations. establishments with both self-serve and full or limited service
operations at the same location. or any type of service stations with 2asoline operations that offer any repair or direct
services to the customer's vehicle. rei:ardless of the percenta2e of the activities. at the same location. which are to be
reported separately in classification 3406: and establishments
who operate a self-service gas station with a convenience
[ 163]
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store or mini-mart operations which are to be reported separately in classification 3410.
Special note.· The extent and type of the ~roceries ayailab Ie for sale at a self-service only establishment must be
determined to assj~n the appropriate classifications Generally. if only convenience items such as oil. ~as additives. ci~
arettes and snack foods such as candy. gum. chips. and soft
drinks are available. classification 3409 would be allowed.
However. if more than the items listed above are available
such as mi)k. bread. canned food. or fast food service. classification 3410 would apply. Establishments with multiple
locations are to be classified in accordance with the ~eneral
reporting rule covering the operation of a secondary business.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31193, effective 711/93)

WAC 296-17-58502 Classification 3410.
((Cerwenient greeer} steres er mini markets with self serviee
gttSeline epenttiens.))
3410-00 Conyenience erocery stores or mjnj-markets
wjth self-servjce easoline operations
Applies to establishments engaged in operating convenience ~rocery stores or mini-markets with self-service ~aso
line operations. These establishments provide retail sale of
convenience ~rocery items. not just snack items. in addition
to self-service gasoline. Gasoline operations are limited to
self-service only where the store employee is a cashier who
monitors the pumps and collects the payments inside the
store Self-service/convenience store operations in classification 3410 differ from self-service gas stations in classification 3409 in that establishments in classification 3410 provide a more extensive line of grocery items. In addition to
snack foods. staples such as bread. milk. and canned foods
are avaUable for sale They may also prepare food such as
sandwiches. chicken. jo jos. or hot do~s. and occasionally fill
a customer's propane tank. all of which js included within the
scope of this classification.
This classification excludes establishments which provide any full service or limited services in addition to selfservice operations at the same location which are to be
reported separately in classification 3406: establishments
which provide only self-service ~asoline operations and
whose grocery items are limited to prepared snack foods such
as chips and candy. and ci~arettes which are to be reported
separately in classification 3409: and convenience stores with
no ~asoline services which are to be reported separately in
classification 6403.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296al7-58503 Classification 3411.
((AuteHteeile: Dealers serviee eenters, repair garages ana
let persennel
At1temeeile: Rental ageneies serviee eenters, repair garages
ana let persennel
At1temeeile. Serviee eenters, repair gftfftges ftfta let persen
Bel
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Autemebile: Speeialty serviee sheps st1eh tts but net limitea
te &ir eenaitiening S}'Stems, rttai&ter refl&ir, eleetrie&I t
systems, ert1ise eentrels, mufflers, brttkes, sun reefs
Cftlflfler, tm·1el trttiler ttna ettnep}. Dettlers ser. iee eenters,
repttir gttrttges ttna let persennel
Meter heme er reeretttienttl 1ehiele. Dettlers ser.·iee een
ters, reflttir gttreges ana let 13ersennel
Meter heme er reereatienttl vehiele: Serviee eenters, re13air
garttges ttna let persennel
This elttssifieatien ineluaes the ineiaental sales ef aute
repltteement pttfts inelt1tiing relttteti pttrts eeunter 13ersen
nel; ana 13ttssenger shuttle serviees tiene in eenneetien
with ttt1temeeile tiettler, rentttl er repttir ser1 iees
This elttssifietttien eiteluties te-+'t trt1ek epertttiens whieh life te
ee re13ertea sepftftttely in elttssifieatien l Hl9 "ttt1temeeile
er tr11ek te .. ing, N.O.C.;" tire sttles, installtttien ttnti
re131tir whieh ftfe te ee repefteti separfttely in elttssifiett
tien 6405; ttnti sttles, seniee ttnti repttir ef diesel er gtts
trtteter/semi tmeks whieh ttre te be reperteti separtttely in
e!ttSsifietttien 3413. Bstttelishments ttSsigHea te this eltts
sifietttien "hese eperatiens inelutie ft full line ttt1te
repltteement pttrts stare er full line ttt1te refll&eement
pttrts department mtty Ett1ttlify te htt1e the pttrts
stere/tieflftftment elttSsifiea se13ttrtttely pre·1itiea thttt the
pftfts tiepllftment empleyees life net eitpeseti te lift} efler
tttive httzaras ef the seniee eenter er re13ttir garage ana
ttll ef the eentiitiens set forth in 'NAC 296 17 390 httve
eeen met
Fer the 13t1rflese ef this rule ft "full line ttt1te parts stare er
tiepttftment" is an epertttien thttt sells ft 1ttriet} ef ttt1te.
repltteement pttfts tts ep13eseti te single pretiuet line ever •
the eeunter te nenrepttif she13 eustemers. Te Ett1ttlify fer
this elttssifietttien "tt full line ttt1te 13ttrts stare er tiepll:l'i:
ment" must steek ttnti sell all ef the follevling items:
Stttfters, ettreureters; fuel injeetien eem13enents; gttSket
ftftti Sett)S; Wfttef fltlfftfJS; generttters; ttlterneters; Bfttter
ies; hettti lttmps; mufflers ttnti eithttt1st systems; brttke
eem13eneHts; eil ttna fuel filters; lueriettnts; steering ana
st1s13ensien eempenents; anti ttt1te tteeesseries.))
3411-00 Automobile: Dealers. service centers. repair
2ara2es:
Automobile or recreational yehicle rental aeencjes
Applies to establishments engaged in the sales. servicing
and repairin~ automobUes and trucks which they have sold.
leased. or rented. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. all phases of automotive
mechanical service and repair work. washing. vacuuming.
and wax.in~ vehicles. and automobile and truck detajlin~ such
as striping. window tinting. vinyl repair. installing molding
and electronic accessories when performed by employees of
an employer subject to this classification. This classification
includes service mana~ers. parts department employees who
have shop exposure. towing service for in-shop repairs. lot
personnel. and customer courtesy van or car drivers. Car
rental or leasing employees who perform similar duties are
also assi~ned to this classification. Recreational vehicle
(motor home) dealers are assi~ned to this classification pro-t
vided the dealer is not en~a~ed in the sales of modular or
mobile homes at the same location. For purposes of this classification the term "recreational vehicles" will also include
[ 164]
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travel trailers. campers. and canopies when sold by a dealer
at also sells motorized recreational vehicles.
This classification excludes recreational vehicle dealers
who also sell factory built bousin2 units such as modular and
mobile homes who are to be reported separately in classification 3415: parts department employees who are not exposed
to any hazards of the repair shop who are to be reported separately in classification 6309: auto body shop employees who
are to be reported separately in classification 3412: and automobile or truck sales employees who may be reported separately in classification 6301 provided all the conditions of the
2eneral reportin2 rule coverin2 standard exception employees have been met.
Soecial note: Used car dealers will normally not have
repair garages or parts departments. They will however. have
lot personnel and detailers. Car rental and lease a2encies will
normally have all the operations described above with the
exception of parts department employees. New car dealers
will routinely have all of the operations described above.
Establishments enu2ed exclusively in truck canopy sales are
to be reported separately in classification 1106. Establishments en2a2ed in providin2 towin2 service for hire are to be
reported separately in classification 1109. For purposes of
this classification "towin2 for hire" means a towin2 service
not performed in connection with repairs to be done by the
repair shop.

3411-01 Automobile; Service centers. repair shops or
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purposes of this classification "towin2 for hire" means a towing service not performed in connection with repairs to be
done by the repair shop.

3411-02 Automobile; Seryjce specialty shops
Applies to establishments engaged in providing specialized automotive repair services such as air conditionin2 systems. muffler repair. cruise controls and electrical systems.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. inspection of vehicle components for wear. diagnostic analysis. and repair of various components such as
brakes and cooling systems. after-market installation of components such as cruise control. air conditionin2 systems. and
sun roofs: and specialized repair services such as mufflers
and transmissions. This classification includes service mana2ers. part sales. towin2 service for in-shop repairs. and customer courtesy van or car drivers.
figecial no(e.· Businesses assi2ned to this classification
will generally have an inventory of supp1ies and parts which
they use in the service and repair of customer vehicles
although some sales of parts and components may occur.
This classification does not apply to any shop that sells and
installs tires on customer vehicles. See classification 6405
for auto reeair shops that also sell and install tires. Estab1isbment en2a2ed in providin2 towin2 service for hire are to
be reported separately in classification 1109. For purposes of
this classification "towin2 for hire" means a towin2 service
not performed in connection with repairs to be done by the
repair shop

classification includes. but is not limited to. all phases of
automotive mechanical service such as en2ine overhauls and·
rebuilding. resurfacing beads. valve grinding. transmission
overhauls or rebuildin2. electrical repairs. brake service.
engine tune ups. fuel injection service. carburetor repair. and
en2ine dia2nostic service when performed by employees of
an employer subject to this classification. This classification
includes service rnana2ers. parts department employees who
have shop exposure. incidental sales of reconditioned cars.
towin2 service for in-shop repairs. and customer courtesy van
or car drivers. Parts department employees who are not
exposed to any hazards of the repair shop may be reported
separately in classification 6309.
This classification excludes auto body shop employees
who are to be reported separately in classification 3412.
Special note: While most businesses assi2ned to this
classification have an inventory of parts which they use in the
service and repair of customer vehicles. some employers
have full 1ine auto parts stores. Care needs to be taken when
considerin2 assi2nment of classification 6309 for auto part
sales. Only those businesses that have a full line auto parts
store which is physically separated from the repair shop and
whose sales of auto parts are primarily for off-premises repair
Cdo it yourself repair) should be considered for classification
6309 This classification does not apel,y to auto repair shops
ls
la d ·
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r
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tires. Establishment en2a2ed in providin2 towin2 service for
hire are to be reported separately in classification 1109. For
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-58504 Classification 3412.
((Attteffleeile er trttelc: BeEiy aRa fe11Eier/eellisieR ref)air
shef)s iRelttdiRg f'&iRti11g, iReideRt&l ttf)helster} werk
e11d glft:'5s ref1laeeme11t aRd l'ef'llir
This elft:'5sifieatieR i11elttdes f)ftftS def'&rtffie11t f)eFSeRRel, f)llfts
rttRRers aRd f)1tsse1tger shttttle serviee wheR f)erterFRed
by emf)leyees ef ttR emf1leyer sttbjeet te this elttssifiett
tieR Bttt ellelttdes tew trttek 6f)eF1ttieRS Vthieh are te be
ref)erted sef)artttely in elassifieatie11 1109 "attteFRebile er
trnek t61"t ing N.O.C. "))
3412-00 Automobile and truck; Body and fender reoair

fil!!!m

App1ies to establishments en2a2ed in repairin2 and
refinishing automobile and truck body panel components for
others. Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to. all phases of auto body repair work and
panel replacement. finish removal. sandblastin2 or plastic
medium blasting. painting. washing. vacuuming. and waxing
vehicles. 2lass repair. upholstery work. and automobile and
truck detailing such as striping. vinyl repair. window tinting
Capplyin2 film to windows). installation of body and wheel
molding and sunroofs. incidental glass repair or mechanical
repair associated with a collision repair or car restoration. and
installation of electronic accessories when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification The
repair of fiber2lass or sheet metal boat bodies and spray-on
pickup truck bedliners is also included in this classification.
Proposed
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This classification includes shop manaJiers. parts and paint
mixing department employees. towing service for in-shop
repairs. incidental sales of rebuilt cars and trucks. and customer courtesy van or car drivers. Estimators may be
reported separately in classification 6303 provided all the
conditions of the general reporting rule covering standard
exception employees have been met.
This classification excludes the routine servicinfi or
repair of automobiles or trucks not done in conjunction with
comsion repair or car restoration which is to be reported separately in classification 3411; the servicing or repair of
mechanical or electrical systems in boats which is to be
reported separately in classification 3414: and the repair of
wooden boats which is to be reported separately in classification 2903.
Special notes.· Auto body shops will routinely have a
physically separate area where they store and mix paints.
The separate paint storafie and mixinfi area is Jienerally a
requirement of local fire codes and insurance policies. This
separate area does not constitute a separate operation subject
to a different classification. Some shops may also carry an
inventory of repair panels. trim pieces and molding. Regardless of the volume of parts and supplies it is included within
the basic scope of classification 3412. Establishment
enfiafied in providinfi towinfi service for hire are to be
reported separately in classification 1109. For purposes of
this classification "towinfi for hire" means a towinfi service
not performed in connection with repairs to be done by the
repair shop.
Care must be taken in assigning classification 3411-01 to
an establishment enfiafied in body and fonder repair An
establishment could have both classifications 3411 and 3412
if they also provide routine mechanical or electrical repair
services not in conjunction with comsion repair or car restoration.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-58505 Classification 3413.
((Semi trttek. Sertiee eenters er repair garages and let per
Btts

S6ftflel

passenger type: Sertiee eenters er repair g1tr1tges and
let persennel
Semi traeter: Serviee eeftters er repair garages 1tftd let per
S6ftflel

Farm traeter and eqttipment: Sef'liee eeHters er repair
g1trages and let peFSeftHel
Censtflietien eqttipment: Serviee eeHters er repair garages
llftd let perseHHel
This elassifieatieH eHly applies te bttsinesses that pre• ide
vehiele 1tftd eqttipFHeHt repair serviees te the geHeral pttb
lie bttt is net applieable te an emple'.1 er whe eperates er
fft1tiftt1tiHs 1t shep fer the re11air er m1tiHteH1tftee ef their
e •ift eqttif)ffteftt er Yehieles er te ·1ehiele llftd eqttipmeftt
dealers whe 1tre te be re11erted se11ar1ttel'.1 iH the elassifi
eatien appliellble te the emple'.1 ers bttsiness er as ether
"ise 11re' ided fer in the geHeral reperting rttles een
tllifted iH this eha11ter. This elassifieatieft iHeh1des f)1trts
Proposed

department persennel and parts rttftfters when performed
by empleyees ef ltft empleyer sttbjeet te this elassifiel
tien bttt exel11des te·.v trttek eperatieHs iihieh are te b
re11erteEI Sef)ltflttely ift el1tssifie1ttieft 1H>9 "lltttemebile
tr11ek tewiHg N.O.C."))
3413-00 Bus. semi tractor. farm tractor. construction
equipment; Service centers or repair garages
Applies to establishments engaged in servicing and
repairinfi transportation. freifiht hauljnfi. farm or construction
equipment for others. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. all phases of mechanical
service such as. but not limited to. engine overhauls and
rebuildinfi. resurfacinfi heads. valve Jirindinfi. transmission
overhauls or rebuilding. electrical repairs. brake service.
enfiine tune ups. fuel injection service. carburetor repair. and
engine diagnostic service when performed by employees of
an employer subject to this classification. This classification
includes service manafiers. parts department employees. lot
personnel. towinfi service for in shop repairs. incidental sales
of reconditioned equipment. and customer courtesy van or
car drivers.
Soecial note: Establishments engaged in providing towinfi service for hire are to be reported separately in classification 1109. For pur:poses of this classification "towing for
hire" means a towinfi service not performed in connection
with repairs to be done by the repair shop.

er

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711196)
WAC 296-17-58506 Classification 3414.
((Beat dealers iHelttdiHg serviee eeHters er re111tir g1trages,
let peFSennel and f)llftS depltftmeftts
MariH!lS 1tftd beat he11se e11eratiefts inel11ding sePt iee eenters
er re111tir garages, let 11erseHHel 1tftd f)ltfts Ele111trtmeftts.))
3414-00 Boat dealers
Applies to establishments enfiafied in the sales. service.
and/or repair of boats. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. mechanical and electrical
system repairs. vinyl and glass repairs. engine rebuilding and
reconditioninfi. detailinfi boats. reconditionin~ seat pads and
other accessories. sales and installation of boat accessories.
and sales of boat trailers. specialty apparel and fishinfi fiear
when performed by employees of an employer subject to this
classification. This classification also includes parts department employees. sales employees who also assist in duties
described in this classification. and lot personnel.
This classification excludes boat sales personnel who
may be reported separately in classification 6301 provided all
the conditions of the general reporting rule covering standard
exception employees have been met: repairs done in connection with manufacturing operations which are to be reported
separately as applicable: and establishments ennJied in the
repair of fiberglass or sheet metal boat bodies which are to be
reported separately in classification 3412.
3414-01 Marinas and boat house operations;
•
Boat storage facilities
•
Applies to establishments enfiafied in providinfi a variety
of boat-related services and facilities. and to service or repair
[ 166]
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centers. Boat storage facilities may be located in waterways
'dIDc~nt to the marina or on d~ land and ma~ be o~erated ~
anna or by a separate bu ness. Both 4'Pes f storag
facilities are included within the scope of this classification.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. fuel service. mechanical and electrical repair service. parts depanmeots. boat storage. moorage. sales of fishing gear. wearing apparel. groceries and bait. boat rentals and
sales. and boat launching facilities when performed by
employees of an employer assigned to this classification.
This classification also includes other incidental services and
facilities such as. but not limited to. self-service laundry
facilities. public showers. holding tank pump out stations.
passenger car or truck parking. and dockside electricity.
This classification excludes repairs done in connection
with manufacturing operations which are to be reported separately as applicable: establishments engaged in the repair of
fiberglass or sheet metal boat bodies which are to be reported
separately in classification 3412: seafood or fish processing
facilities operated in connection with a marina operation
which are to be cepoeted separately in classification 3304:
and boat sales personnel who may be reported separately in
classification 6301 provided all the conditions of the general
reporting rule covering standard exception employees have
been met Overnight lodging facilities and restaurant services provided to customers by a marina operator may be
reported separately provided all the conditions of the general
reporting rule covering a secondarv business have been met.
Special note: Some marina operators will offer boating
'

.

in this area as certain boating and charter fishing excursions
are not covered by state workers' compensation coverage.
AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
•

WAC 296-17-58507 Classification 3415.
((Medttlftf and mebile heme dealers
This elassifieatien inelttees parts eepttrtment ttHe serviee eeR
ter empleyees; and the sales ef eampers, tra·rel trailers
aRd l:fttelt ettRepies wheR eeRetteted in eeRReetieR with a
mebile er medttlar heme dealership er sales age Rey.
Alse iRelttded 11 ithiR the seepe ef this elttssifietttien is
the installtttien ef eaRepies when perfermed by empley
ees ef aR empleyer sttbjeet te this elassifieatien aftd
mebile er medttlllf heme deli\•ery wheR deRe by empley
ees ef the medttlttr er mebile heme dealer. This elassifi
eatieR exelttdes the delivery aRd set ttp ef mebile er
medtthtr hemes b) ReRdealer emple) ees, ttftd all en site
eeftstrttetieft aetivities stteh as bttt fl:0t limited te pettFifl:g
fettRdatieRs, eenstFttetiRg deeks, eftfpetts er gftfttges, and
laRdseapiRg whieh are te be reperted separately in the
elassifieatieR applieable te the werk beiRg perfermed.))
3415-00 Factory built housing dealers
Applies to establishments engaged in the sales and ser-

~~!do;of!c:~ ~~u~!u~ig!:s~it{v~r~hc~~:ffiPi:{:a:t~~;
classification includes pick up of units from housing factory.
set up of units at sales lot or customer locations. installation
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of skirting. aligning cabinets and doors. and touch up painting when performed by employees of an employer subject to
this classification. This classification also includes pacts
department employees. sales employees who assist in duties
described in this classification. and lot employees engaged in
the maintenance of grounds or in the maintenance of factory
built home units on display at the lot.
This classification excludes delivery of factory built
home units and set up by contractor which is to be reported
separately in classification 0517: employees involved in
work such as. but not limited to. concrete work. electrical.
plumbing. landscaping. and fence construction who are to be
reported separately in the construction classification applicable to the work they are performing: and modular or mobile
home sales personnel who ma,y be reported sepa,rately in cla,ssification 6301 provided all the conditions of the general
reporting rule covering sta,ndard exception employees ha,ve
been met.
SJzecial no(e.· Construction of sepa,rate out-buildings
such as garages. carports. well houses and storage sheds
which ma,y be constrncted in connection with a, modula,r or
mobile set up are excluded from this classification and are to
be reported separately in the applicable construction cla,ssifications. Establishments engaged exclusively in the delivery
of modula,c or mobile homes, but who are not involved in a,ny
aspect of the set-up of the structure. are to be reported separately in cla,ssjfica,tion 1102
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-586 Classification 3501.
((Brielc er elay predttets maHttfaetttriRg, N.O.C.
Refraetery predttets, firepreefiHg tile, fltte liRiHg aRd reefiHg
tile maftttfaetttriRg
This elassifietttieR dees Rat ttpf)ly te the predttetieR ef raw
materials far use ift the mttftttfttetttre ef the abe·re arti
eles-:))

3501-00 Brick or clay products. N.O.C: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
brick or cla,y prnducts not covered by a,nother classification
(N .0.C.). such as. but not limited to. drainage or roofing tiles.
building or pa,ving bricks. wa,ll copings. gla,zed or ungla,zed
sewer or drain pipes or conduits. or similar products which
are generally for industrial or construction use. Cla,y. which
is any earth that forms a paste when added to water and hardens when hea.ted. is widely used in ma.king bricks and other
products as described above. Brick is a molded rectangular
block ofcla,y. baked by the sun or in a, kiln until hard. Simila,c
products made of earthenware. which is a variety of coarse.
porous ba.ked clay. are included in this classifica,tion. To
make bricks. clay is broken up by dry-pan grinders. After
grinding. the particles pa,ss through a,ny one of several types
of screens used for separating and grading. The mixture is
fed through a, pu~ mill to be cut and mixed then mixed with
wa,tec to the desired consistency. After tempering. the pug
mill extmdes a column of clay through a, die. which sha,pes
a,nd determines the dimensions of the brick. A rota.ting wire
cutter slices the column into proper thicknesses. Bricks are
[ 167]
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either machine molded or band molded. The "2reen" bricks
must be dried by sun and air. or in natural gas or electric-fired
re2ulated kilns prior to firin2. Firin2 dehydrates. oxidizes.
and vitrifies the bricks. To make other products. clay is
mixed with sand or shale. 2round in a mixin~ machine and
water is added. The liquid substance is mechanically poured
into standard or specially shaped molds. All products are
dried by natural warm air or steam beat After removal from
the molds. products are baked in kilns. If glazing is desired.
salt is added to the kj!n: the salt vaporizes and coats the products. To produce a greater degree of concentration. pressing
or repressin2 operations may be performed. usually with
hydraulic presses. subsequent to the actual formation of the
products.
This classification excludes the production of raw materials which is to be reported separately in the applicable mining. guarrying or excavation classification: installation or
erection of any products manufactured by establishments in
this classification which is to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the type of construction or installation work being performed: the manufacture of household
or decorative pottery items. includin2 tile. which is to be
reported separately in classification 3503: and the manufacture of statuary and ornamental items from concrete or plaster
which is to be reported separately in classification 3509.
SJ;zecial note.· Clays are 2enerally mined by the open-pit
method. After clay has been extracted. it may be stockpiled
inside for use durin2 inclement weather. In most cases. the
manufacturing of brick takes place alongside the extraction
site. Clay is delivered to the manufacturin2 site only when
clay of a different characteristic is needed to blend with the
"home" clay. ·

3501-01 Refractorv products; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
refractory products such as. but not limited to. fireproofing
tile or bricks. roofin2 tile. flue linin~. boiler or stoker tiles.
enameled bricks. retorts. kiln parts. or crucibles from refractory clays with or without other refractoey materials. Refractory clays are resistant to heat. Refractory materials. such as
alumina. silica. and ma2nesite. dolomite. bauxite. do not si2nificantly deform or change chemically in high temperatures.
Usually all types of refractory products are produced in the
same plant Clay and other materials are 2round. screened
and mixed with water in a mixing machine. The partly fluid
substance is poured into molds to form the product After
removal of the forms. items are kiln dried. The enamels are
vitreous coatin2s produced from solutions of chemicals. salt.
lead oxide or tin. into which the brick is dipped. Enameled
brick requires two or three kiln burns.
This classification excludes the production of raw materials which is to be reported separately in the applicable mining. guarrying or excavation classification: installation or
erection of any products manufactured by establishments in
this classification which is to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the type of construction or installation work being performed: the manufacture of household
or decorative pottery items. includin~ tile. which is to be
reported separately in classification 3503: and manufacture
Proposed

of statuary and ornamental items from plaster or concrete
which is to be reported separately in classification 3509.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
1211/89, effective 1/1/90)

WAC 296-17-587 Classification 3503.
((Patteries, glazed ar f)areelain, earthen t11are manufaeturing
ChinttWare, tttble·wftfe, deeareti·re ar arehiteetural teffa eattft
manufaetufing
DeearatiYe tile, elay tal:laeea f'if'es, manttfaeturiHg
Glassware maHttfaeturiHg, N.O.C. iHelttEliHg staiHed ar
leaded glassware manufaetttriHg
Class maHttfaetttriHg, N.O.C.
Agate ar enamel ware maHttfaetttriHg
This elassifieatian eaes nat ltf'f'IY ta the f'Faeuetiafl af raw
materials far use ifl the maHttfaetttriHg af the al:la·1e arti
~))

3503-17 Potterv. earthenware. ceramics. porcelain or
china; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
a wide variety of household or decorative items such as earthenware. pottery. ceramics. porcelain or china Castin2 and
throwing are the most common techniques. Other tecbnigues
include pressin2. extrusion and sculpturin2. Finished products include. but are not limited to. pots. bowls. dishes. plates.
cups. cookie jars. vases. dolls. tobacco pipes. and novelty
items. Materials include clay. sand. fluxing agents. paints.
and ~lazin2 compounds. Machinery includes. but is not ljm- ~
ited to. band tools. potter's wheels. kilns. and plaster molds. •
In the castin~ method. clay is mixed with water and other
additives until it is about the consistency of thick cream
<called slip). The molds are closed shut and secured: then the
slip is poured into them through a small hole at the top. and
left in the mold to dey for a short time then poured out leavin~ a hollow product to fire. In the throwin2 method. the clay
mixture is placed on a potter's wheel and molded by hand as
the wheel slowly turns. The pressin~ technique forces relatively dry clay into molds under substantial hydraulic pressure. which makes it hold its shape until fired, Extrusion
forces a ribbon of clay through specially shaped dies. then it
is cut with wire to create the final form. Sculpturin2 is hand
carving wet clay to the desired dimensions. The resulting
2reenware from any method may be sanded. then further
dried and fired in a small kiln. Most of the items will be
2lazed and refired several more times. dependin2 on the
desired end result. Prior to glazing. products may be decorated by hand paintin2 desi2ns on them Most of the establishments in this classification are small shops that make the
products they sell. either at their shop or occasionally at craft
fairs. The teaching· of classes and the incidental sale of
ceramic and pottery makin2 supplies or tools to home crafters
is included within the scope of classification 3503-17. This
classification includes establishments that only make molds
by casting shapes in plaster. most of which they sell to
ceramic shops for use in castin2 2reenware
•
This classification excludes the minin2. di22in2 or quar-·
ryin2 of raw materials which is to be reported separately in
the applicable classification: manufacture of decorative tile
[ 1681
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reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work being performed: and establishments whose primary
business is the sale of supplies used for crafts or hobbies
which are to be reported separately in classification 6309.
Special note: Care must be taken when considering
classifications 6309 or 3503. Classification 6309 is to be
assigned to establishments whose primary business is the sale
of supplies such as. but not limited to. ceramic and pottery
making materials or tools. Classification 6309 does not cover
the manufacture. fabrication or assembly of craft or hobby
items for sale. but includes the teaching of classes and the
assembly of an individual piece or two for display.
3503-19 Decorative tile: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
decorative tile from cement or various clay mixtures Raw
materials include clay. sawdust. straw. coal dust. sand. and
glazing compounds. Machinery includes. but is not limited
to. hand tools. hydraulic presses. automatic grinding and polishing machines. hand grinding and polishing stones and
laps. batch mixers. molds. hand trucks. kiln 0vens and steam
curing rooms. Cement tiles are usually pressed on hydraulic
presses. kept wet until cured. then ground to size with a diamond wheel and polished. To make cast clay tiles. clay is
niixed with water and other ingredients. ground to desired
fineness. screened. then poured into molds to dry. After dry-

.

.

.

or with a silk screen process. then glaze and fire it in a kiln
one or more times. This classification includes the manufacture of decorative artificial rock or brick used as trimming
around fireplaces. stoves. or on walls. To make artificial rock
or brick. coloring is added to a mixture of cement and aggregate: the mixture is poured into molds. After the mixture has
set. the piece is removed from the mold and cured.
This classification excludes the mining. digging or quarrying of the raw materials which is to be reported separately
in the applicable classification: the manufacture of pottei:y.
earthenware. ceramics. porcelain or china which is to be
reported separately in classification 3503-17: and the manufacture of brick or concrete products such as brick or clay
pipe and concrete blocks or stepping stones. drain tile. beams
which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
3503-20 Stajped or leaded glassware. N.O.C.; Manufac~

Applies to establishments engaged ju the manufacture of
stained or leaded glassware not covered by another classification fN.O.C.) including. but not limited to. windows. tiffany
style or plain glass lamp shades. terrariums. or decorative
items such as aquariums. shadow boxes. mirror picture
frames or figurines. Much artistic hand labor is involved in
making stained glass items. Pattern paper. masking tape. ker-

':\e;r:i~~:::J·fr~::?~:t!~-~lv~~:fpf;~~~~ !rX:s::~

are cut to pattern out of stained glass: pieces may be ground
for a precision fit on an emery or diamond wheel. Individual
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segments are pressed into the channels of the lead came:
joints are fluxed. soldered and putty is pushed into any open
spaces between the glass and the cames. The finished piece
is smoothed and cleaned with kerosene. While lead cames
are more widely used. copper foil may be used instead of
lead. Manufacturers may also paint on glass and fire it in a
kiln: this is most often done for stained glass window insets.
Employers subject to this classification may repair items such
as stained glass windows. If the repair requires bent or
shaped glass. they make a mold and beat the replacement
glass in a kiln oven until it "slumps" or bends to the shape of
the mold. Most manufacturers in this state purchase their
stained glass from others: howeyer. the manufacture of
stained glass is contemplated within the scope of this classification. Raw materials such as. but not limited to. sand. soda
ash. and metal oxides are melted in a furnace and the molten
glass is either rolled into sheets by machine or blown into
long balloon shapes that are slit open and flattened by reheating. Color may be added to the surface while it is still molten.
Some incidental manufacturing of insulated glass. such as
sandwiching leaded glass between two sheets of clear glass.
is included within the scope of this classification. but production line manufacturing of insulated glass is to be reported
separately in classification 1108. Most of the establishments
in this classification are small shops that make the products
they sell. either at their shop or occasionally at craft fairs.
The teaching of classes and the incidental sale of supplies or
tools used to make glassware items to home crafters is
included within the scope of this classification.
This classification excludes the mining. digging or quarrying of raw materials which is to be reported separately in
the applicable classification: establishments that manufacture
optical goods or telescopes. or perform precision grinding of
blank or rough lenses. which are to be reported separately in
classification 6604: establishments engaged in etching. frosting. sandblasting. carving. grinding. and beveling glass
which are to be reported separately in classification 1108:
establishments engaged in melting or blowing glass which
are to be reported separately in classification 3503-21: and
establishments whose primary business is the sale of supplies
used for crafts or hobbies which are to be reported separately
in classification 6309.
Special note: Care must be taken when considering
classifications 6309 or 3503. Classification 6309 is to be
assigned to establishments whose primarv business is the sale
of supplies such as. but not limited to. materials or tools used
to make glassware items. Classification 6309 does not cover
the manufacture. fabrication or assembly of craft or hobby
items for sale. but includes teaching of classes and the assembly of an individual piece or two for display.
3503-21 Glassware. N.O.C.; Mapufacturjpg;
Meltipg. blowjpg. apd formjpg bot glass
Applies to establishments engaged in manufacturing
housewares. decorative and specialty items not covered by
another classification (N O.C.) from hot glass using methods
that include melting. blowing. or forming. Items include. but
are not limited to. tableware. bal<eware. perfume bottles. candlestick holders. kerosene lamp chimneys. auto headlight
lenses. radio insulators. doorknobs. paperweights. and ashProposed
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ready for all colors required. the job eoes to the production
line. The object to be glazed is cleaned. degreased. and givent
an acid bath if necessary. then rinsed and dried. The enamel
(or porcelain) glaze may be applied by hand. silk screened on.
or sprayed on with a spray eun After the coatin& has airdried. the piece heated in a kiln to melt the ceramic powder
and fuse it to the surface: then cooled Items may require
repeated coatings and firings.
This classification excludes the manufacture of enameled brick which is to be reported separately in classification
3501.

trays. Machineey includes. but is not limited to. hand tools.
glass melting furnaces. annealing ovens. mixing machines.
ball mills. glass cutting diamond saws. i:Iass 2rinding wheels
and discs. glass polishing laps. drill presses. steel cutting
saws. arc and gas welders. forklifts. oyerhead cranes or
hoists. Some shops make their glass from raw materials
including oxides. volcanic ash. soda ash. silica sand. lime.
phosphate. or borax which are received from outside sources.
Others wm heat glass chips (frit) in a furnace. and work the
molten glass into decorative or functional shapes by molding
or blowing. The molten glass is poured into molds to make
products such as. but not limited to. heavy i:Iass for special
purpose windows up to about ei&ht inches thick. Molten
glass may also be poured into cold water to make "frit" which
is either sold or used for further processing. The molten glass
can also be formed in a mouth-blowine process or by semiautomatic blowing machines. A glass blowing process will
usually have a helper workin& with each &lass blower. The
helper's duties include preliminary glass gathering and blowing. addine colored elass "ribbons" to the item beine blown
as the glassblower turns it. shaping items being blown with
wooden or metal tools. and placin& the blown object in an
annealing oven to be reheated and cooled slowly to relieve
internal stress in the eiass. When &lass reaches room temperature. it is often cut on diamond wheels or ground down and
polished on a series of wheels. stones. and laps. This work is
normally done under a continuous water bath which may
include &rindine or polishin& compounds.
This classification excludes the minine. dieeine or quarrying of raw materials which is to be reported separately in
the applicable classification: establishments eneaeed in manufacturing stained or leaded glassware which are to be
reported separately in classification 3503-20: establishments
that manufacture optical eoods or telescopes. or perform precision grinding of blank or rough lenses. which are to be
reported separately in classification 6604: and establishments
engaged in etching. frosting. sandblasting. carving. grinding.
and beveling glass which are to be reported separately in classification 1108.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17 -590 Classification 3506.

t

3503-23 Agate or epamel ware; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments eni:aged in enameling or porcelainizing products they have made or products made by
others Enamel is defined as a vitreous. usually opaque. protective or decorative coating baked on metal. Enameled
products vary widely. including but not limited to. siens.
cookware. items made from ceramics or clay. stove parts. or
small pans for automobiles. to sewer pipe. automobile manifolds. or irrigation water gauges. Machinery includes. but is
not limited to. ball mills. silk screen equipment. blenders or
mixers. scales. kilns. degreasing and acid etching tanks. spray
guns. heaters. conveyors. and fork lifts, The enaroeline process is essentially the same regardless of the product.
Ceramic balls and frit (small glass chips) are placed in the
ball mill. (A ball mm is a metal drum lined with rubber.) As
the drum rotates. the balls roll over the frit. eradualJy &rinding it into powder. Some enamelin& shops purchase the powder ready-made. To obtain desired colors. various mixes of
elaze powders are prepared and placed on I" to 2" square
metal chips and baked in a small kiln. When the formulas are
Proposed

((Cenerete pump ft'ttek sef't iee ineltteittg pttmp ft'ttek eetttrel
bex eperftter. This elftSsifieftlieH eees Het 8ppl) le ft reei
mix eetterete eeftler thftt mfty Ilise pre ••iee ft eetterete
pttmp tr11ek serviee iH e6HHeeti:eH with eenerete delivery
whieh is te be repartee septlrlllely iH elassifieatieH 3101
Mebile erftHe ftHe heistirtg serviees; ftHe rigging eeHft'aeters,
N.O.C. This elassifieatieH eees Hat apply te the een
stftletieH er ereetieH ef HeHmebile erattes whieh are te be
repertee sepflfately iH elftSsifielltien 0508 er te eertstrtte
tieH er ereetieH eetttraeters that ttse erattes, heistiHg
eeviees er riggittg in ee1t1teeti01t with ·.... erk ee·1eree
t11teer a eettstrttetiett elassifieatieH v. hieh are te be
repertee sepflfately itt the Elf'plieable ee1tstr1:1eti01t elftSsi
fieftliett.))
3506-02 Mobile crane and hoisting services;
Rigging contractors. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments enuged in mobile crane and
hoisting services and rigging contractors not covered by
another classification CN.O.C.l. There are many types of
cranes and derricks. both stationary and nonstationary. A
mobile crane is a tire-mounted machine for hoistine and
moving heavy objects by cables attached to a moveable
boom. Rieeine consists of a system of ropes. chains. cables.
or tackle used for support. Generally. these types of establishments respond to and service customer requests such as
riehtine an overturned tractor trailer. hoisting a large bell. or
placement of a satellite dish on top of a building. In addition.
mobile crane businesses often maintain a variety of nonmobile cranes and derricks such as those used for construction of
tall buildines or structures. This classification includes transporting of a nonmobile crane or derrick to and from a customer site. but excludes the set up or erection. operatine. and
disassembling of the unit.
This classification excludes the construction or erection
of permanent nonmobile cranes (such as those permanently
mounted at a manufacturing plant or seaport to load cargo)
which are to be reported separately in classification 0508:
and the set up. erection. operatine. and disassembline of

~~ay1e~!·l~~~;~~~~~~:~t~~~=i~c~::eeh~~;!~ : ~
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reported separately in the construction classification applicable for the work being performed.
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with erinders. or carved by hand: some may be painted or
coated with a clear finish. or designs hand painted on. Such
finishine work is included within the scope of the classification when performed by employees of employers subject to
this classification.
This classification excludes the minine. dieeine. quarrying. or manufacturing of raw materials which are to be
reported separately in the applicable classification: the manufacture of decorative tile which is to be reported separately in
classification 3503: and the manufacture of concrete blocks.
bricks. poles. piles. tile. beams. sewer and irrigation pipe. and
septic tanks which is to be reported separately in classification 3105.
Special note: This classification differs from classification 3105 "concrete blocks. sewer pipes" in that products
manufactured in classification 3509 are for decorative purposes. are usually liehter weieht. and have smoother or more
perfect finishes than the concrete products manufactured in
classification 3105 which are roueh. do not require perfect
finishes. and are eenerally for construction use.

building top. and provided the crane operator is an employee
of the crane and hojstim: business.
3506-03 Concrete pump truck service
Applies to establishments em:aeed in concrete pump
truck services. including the pump truck control box operator. A concrete pump truck is a Iaree vehicle equipped with
an adjustable boom spanning approximately-65' in length
equipped with a flexible 4" hose runnine aloneside the boom.
This type of vehicle is different from a concrete ready mix
truck which mixes the concrete in a rotatine or revolvine
drum prior to arriving at the project site and discharges the
mix with use of a metal shoot A concrete pump truck is
designed to pump concrete into areas which are difficult for a
concrete ready mix truck to reach such as a tall retainine wall.
the foundation of a building or structure many feet below
eround level. or into an area with limited access. Concrete is
fed into the bed of the pump truck (usually by a ready mix
concrete truck) The driver of the pump truck also operates
the control box which adjusts the boom and amount of concrete mix to discharee. The control box operator receives
instructions from a construction worker overseeine the concrete pour.
This classification excludes ready mix concrete dealers
who deliver concrete who are to be reported separately in
classification 3101 and all other concrete construction activities occurrin at the ro·ect site which are to be re orted se -

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-59202 Classification 3510.
( (Attifieial marble: Maftufaeturiftg
Gra13hite eem13esite goeds: Maftuffieturiftg sueh as but ftot
limiteti to gareeft eatts, hese reels, auto 13arts, basketball
baek beards afte fishiftg 13ales er roes
Plastie goods: M1tft11faet1:1ri1tg 1:1si1tg 13raeesses sueh as but
ftot limited to blow moldiftg, extrusioft 1 aeuum fermiftg,
feam meldi1tg, retary moldi1tg, li<t1:1ie H1oidi1tg, ftfte
i1tjeetio1t H1olei1tg
Plastie goods, N.O.C.: M1tftt1fttetufi1tg.))
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work being performed.
Special note; This classification js limited to the concrete pump truck driver and operation of the control box.
Construction workers at the project site. such as workers who
are positioning and repositioning the end of the boom which
djscharees concrete. or workers who provide instructions
with use of a headset to the control box operator. or workers
who are spreadine the concrete as it is poured. are to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the construction work beine performed
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-59201 Classification 3509.
((Plaster/eefterete sttttttftf) er emameftt maftufaetufiftg.))

3509-01 Statuary apd ornament; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
decorative statuary. and other ornamental items includine.
but not limited to. planters and fountains. lawn and garden
furniture. patio blocks and steppine stones. erills. and cornices. Materials such as. but not limited to. plaster. concrete,
hair. wood fiber. powdered lime. sand. eravel. cinders. aeeregates. mesh wire and reinforcing rods. and certain plastics are
received from outside sources Dependine on the item beine
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removed from the molds or forms. they are dried and stored
until cured. After curing. items may be sanded and smoothed
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3510-02 Plastics; Artificial marble manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
plastic articles by moldine a calcium carbonate material
mixed with feed stock. a catalyst and dyes which are purchased from outside sources. When this material solidifies it
resembles marble. and is used to make counter tops. sinks.
novelty items such as. but not limited to. soap dishes. clock
cases. and statues. Raw materials are mixed in large mixers
until it has the consistency of bread doueh. A release aeent is
sprayed onto empty molds so the finished items can be easily
removed after they are set: then the mixture is poured directly
into molds. placed into molds by hand. or forced into molds
under pressure. The materials are cured at room temperature
or with moderate heat (up to 140 degrees F). When the material has hardened. items are removed from the molds and
trimmed. sanded or otherwise finished. Sanding may be done
with power rotary sanders which create clouds of dust and
require the use of respirators
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of a plastic product by any other method
which are to be reported separately in the appropriate classification: establishments eneaged in the manufacture of
emphite composite eoods which are to be reported separately
in classification 3510-08: and the manufacture of fiberglass
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2oods which are to be reported separately in classification

lliL

3510-03 Plastics; Extrusion. blow molding
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
plastic articles by blow moldin2 or extrudin2. Processes
vary. but all usually require the beating and melting of feed
stock and mixin2 of other additives purchased from outside
sources. Extrusion involves forcing material through dies;
blow moldin2 blows a bubble of plastic into the air and processes it through machinery. or forms an object in a mold by
blowin2 air and material into it. Plastic items such as containers for milk. motor oil. bleach. or other liguids are typically made with a blow moldin2 process. which is a fast. hi2h
volume operation. A bubble of molten plastic is blown into a
mold and expanded to the shape of the mold with compressed
air. The mold is kept cool with a liguid coolant that circulates
tbrou2h its cavities: when bot plastic is pressed a2ainst the
mold. it cools and hardens in seconds. Sheets of plastic film
are usually made by extrudin2 a tube of bot plastic. expanding it with air pressure. then passing it through a series of rollers and cutters which roll it flat and cut it into two separate
sheets. Plastic film is used for making plastic bags and other
products. This classification includes the manufacture of
plastic ba2s when the extrusion of plastic sheets is performed
by employees of the plastic ba2 manufacturer Other extrusion processes are used in the manufacture of window frame
molding. gutters. pipe. and similar items.
This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in
the manufacture of a plastic product by any other method
which are to be reported separately in the appropriate classification: establishments engaged in the manufacture of
2raphite composite 2oods which are to be reported separately
in classification 3510-08: and the manufacture fiberglass
2oods which are to be reported separately in classification

lli..L

3510-04 Plastics; Vacuum forming
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
plastic 2oods tbrou2h a vacuum formin2 process. Articles
manufactured by this method include. but are not limited to.
si2ns. display stands. windshields for boats and motorcycles.
boat paddles. skylight windows. trays for packaging food or
other items Sheet 2oods are heated in an oven or in the
molding area. and a vacuum is pulled on the mold. sucking
tbe plastic in to conform to the shape of tbe mold. Items produced by this method harden and cool in a few minutes. In
otber techniques. liquid plastic is poured into a mold. a seal of
mylar plastic is placed over it. tben a vacuum is pulled on the
mold formin2 the liquid to tbe mold. This method produces
a smootb. 2Jossy surface similar to those produced by injection molding. but without the high-cost machinery. For
either metbod. once the plastic material hardens. tbe "flashing" (excess plastic) is trimmed from the formed article. This
is called "deflashin2" and may be done with a hand-held
knife. a router. or a lathe. There is some assembly in certain
manufacturin2 operations such as attachin2 components with
screws. rivets. bolts. or glue. which is incidental to the manufacturin2 process and is included in the classification.
This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in
the manufacture of a plastic product by any other method
Proposed

which are to be reported separately in the appropriate classification: establishments engaged in the manufacture o~
2raphite composite 2oods which are to be reported separatei
in classification 3510-08: and establishments engaged in the
manufacture of fiber2lass 2oods which are to be reported separately in classification 3511.
Special Note; The paiotin2 or Jetterin2 of si2ns is
included in the plastic goods manufacturing classification
when done by employees of an employer makin2 si2ns.
Establishments that purchase premanufactured plastic "mediums" from others. then paint letterin2 or desi2ns or attach
vinyl lettering to them in their own shops are to be reported
separately in classification 4109.

3510-05 Plastics; Foam molding. rotary molding. ligujd
moldjpg
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
plastic goods through foam molding. rotary molding or liguid
moldin2 processes. Raw materials. which may be received in
barrels. drums. or rail cars. include. but are not limited to.
small plastic beads. powder. pellets or liquids. and foamin2
agents. Establishments in this classification will freguently
employ laboratory employees such as chemists or chemical
en2ineers tQ formulate their own plastic compounds to meet
specifications as to ri2idity. flexibility. or fire retardation.
Liquid polymer is mixed with one or more in2redients. in
some cases including a foaming agent. then heated to control
the foamin2 action It may be forced throu2h pipes or hoses
from a dispensing machine into the mold. or workers may
molds. The top of the mold is put in place and secured. Hea
and air pressure is applied inside the mold. which causes the
foam to rise and form the shape of the object being made.
Workers may wear respirator masks durin2 this phase The
mold may be lined with vinyl or other fabric. or wire frames
may be placed inside the molds when makin2 items such as
armrests. cushions. dashboards for vehicles. boats. or aircraft.
Goods usually set overn12ht. then tbe flashin2 (excess plastic)
is trimmed off. Liguid plastic. such as urethane. without a
foamin2 a2ent. is also used to make products that are
extremely tough. Products made from this type of liguid
mixture include. but are not limited tQ. parts for aircraft QC
industrial machinery. Liguid mixtures are poured into molds
and cured in ovens. Styrofoam products such as. but not limited to cups or plates. packa2in2 materials are made from
small styrofoam beads that are expanded by heatin2. then
forced QC blown into a mold and heat-expanded to form the
product. Logos or brand names may be printed onto the products witb a special offset press. Rotary moldio2 is used for
large hollow items like garbage cans or buckets. Plastic powder. mixed with color. is poured into molds: molds are closed
and moved on a rotating arm through a large oven in a tumblin2 action while the mold heats. The plastic powder sticks
to the inside of the mold and melts. The mold is removed
from the oven while still tumblin2. and air and/Qr water
cooled. Finished products are then removed from the molds.
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ite composite i:oods which are to be reported separately in
-lassification 3510-08: and the manufacture of fiber;lass
oods which are to be reported separately in classific tion
3511.
3510-06 Plastics; lpjectjon mo!djpg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
plastic i:oods tbroui:h an injection moldini: process. Articles
made by injection molding range widely: they include. but
are not limited to. key chain holders. writini: pens. combs.
medicine bottles. novelty items. sportini: i:ooefs. and cari:o
baskets for industrial use. The size of injection moldini:
machines rani:es widely. dependini: on the products beini:
made. Raw materials. which are usually in the form of tiny
plastic beads. are received from outside sources in barrels.
drums or rail cars. The pellets are placed in a di:yer to remove
any moisture. then fed tbroui:h a bopper on the injection
molding machine into an air-free chamber where they are
melted at hii:h temperatures. then forced with an aui:ex-type
screw. ram piston or similar device. into the mold. The mold
is cooled by a coolant to allow the plastic to solidify rapidly.
When solidified. the item is ejected from the mold by air
pressure. hydraulics. or a mechanical ram Items may be
trimmed. polished. assembled. plated. or otherwise finished.
Establishments in this classification may make molds for
their own use. or the customer brings molds for specific items
they order. The manufacture or repair of their own or their
customer's molds is included within the scope of this classification when done by employees of an employer subject to
is classification.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of a plastic product by any other method
which are to be reported separately in the appropriate classification: establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
graphite composite goods which are to be reported separately
in classification 3510-08: and the manufacture of fiberi:Iass
i:oods which are to be reported separately in classification

15.l.L.

3510-07 Plastics: Manufacture. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
plastic i:oods not covered by another classification <N O.C.)
using several of the operations described in the other plastics
manufacturini: classifications. but not bavini: one predominate process. This classification could include the application of fiberi:Iass resins with a brusbini: or spreadini: technique (sometimes referred to as "lay-up"). In the lay-up
method. fabric is fitted over molds. then layers of fiberi:Iass
resins. hardeners. and fillers are applied over the fabric with
a brush or trowel. In some applications. a thin foam material
is fitted into a mold. then covered with fiberglass resins and
hardeners: when the product is removed from the mold. the
other side is coated. producing an exceptionally strong. ligbtweii:ht product. Once removed from the molds. items are
heated in ovens to harden and set. This classification also
includes establishments that make pellets (feed stock) from
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This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
the manufacture of a plastic product by any other method
which are to be reported separately in the appropriate classification: establishments engaged in the manufacture of
i:raphite composite i:oods which are to be reported separately
in classification 3510-08: and establishments engaged in the
manufacture of fiberglass goods which are to be reported separately in classification 3511.
Special no(es.· When the manufacture of plastic i:oods
includes any fiberglass work using the spraying technique
with a chopper i:un. the entire operation is to be reported separately in classification 3511. Incidental band brushing or
trowelini: of fiberi:Iass resins or epoxy over a fabric or foam
material. is sometimes an integral part of manufacturing processes covered under other manufacturini: classifications A
review of the manufacturing process must be made to determine the proper classification applicable to that manufacturing process,
3510-08 Graohite composite goods: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
fiber reinforced plastic i:oods. Products manufactured by
establishments subject to this classification include. but are
not limited to. i:olf club shafts. fisbini: poles and rod blanks.
garden carts. hose reels. wind board sail masts. bicycle
frames. tennis racquets. snow skis and auto parts. While the
classification specifies i:raphite composite goods. other fiber
reinforced plastics are used to make similar products and are
covered by this classification. Graphite composites are also
known as carbon reinforced composites. Irrespective of the
product made. the processes used to produce the end products
are similar. For example. the making of tube-like products
such as. but not limited to. i:olf shafts. wind board sail masts.
and fishing poles. consists of cutting a fabric-like material
which js purchased from others to the specified dimension
needed to make the product: rolling the material onto a mandrel (rod) or wrappini: the material around a mold: securini:
the fabric material with a plastic (cellophane) tape: curing the
product in an oven: removini: the cellophane wrap: removing
the mandrel or mold: sanding the product to remove the lines
left by the cello wrap: and applyini: the finish.
This classification excludes the manufacture of nonfiber
reinforced plastic goods or products which are to be reported
separately in classification 3510 as applicable: fiberglass
reinforced goods or products which are to be reported separately in classification 3511: and plastic goods manufacturing
from premanufactured components including the cuttini:.
bending and milling of plastic which are to be reported separately in classification 3512
Special note.· Care should be taken when encounterini:
the term "graphite composite." Graphite is a material common to many products such as. but not limited to. lead pencils. paints. lubricants and protective coatini:s . none of which
are covered by classification 3510.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-12-014,
filed 5/31/91, effective 7/1191)
WAC 296-17-59203 Classification 3511.

used ai:ain in manufacturini: processes. or furtber processed
into oil by other manufacturers.

((Fil3eFglass gootls: MaR1tfaet11riHg, N.O.C.))
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3511-02 Fiberglass goods: Manufacturing. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments en1rni:ed in the manufacture of
a wide variety of fiberi:lass i:oods not covered by another
classification (N.O.C.) including. but not limited to. bot tubs.
swimmini: or wadini: pools. boat bulls. chair frames. doors.
fish tanks. satellite dishes. tanks. display carts. signs. industrial equipment. pick up canopies. and auto body parts such as
fenders. hoods. or visors. "Fiberglass" is a composite material consistini: of i:lass fibers in resin: it is applied oyer or into
molds by spraying. brushing. or spreading. Materials
include. but are not limited to. resin (usually received in barrels). liquid hardeners. fiberglass ribbon. and molds. Before
a mold is used it is sprayed with a release ai:ent so the item js
more easily removed. In the spraying technique. resin is
sprayed with compressed ajr i:un tbroui:h a "chopper i:un"
into the mold. while a "ribbon" of fiberglass is simultaneously fed tbroui:h a razor cutter which chops it into short
lengths and blows it into the mold. Because the hardeners
cause the material to "set" in a short period of time. the spraying is done rapidly. Once the desired thickness is attained.
the material is left in the mold until completely set and cured.
then removed. Sprayini: and cboppini: the fiberi:lass in this
method causes a substantial amount of debris in the air. so
workers usually wear respirator masks. There are many finishing techniques. such as smoothing the sprayed fiberglass
with a band-held rubber roller. applyini: various materials
such as "gel" or "vinyl" to produce a glossy surface. joining
parts to make very lari:e items. attachini: hardware. all of
which are included within the scope of this classification
when done by employees of an employer bayin& operations
subject to this classification.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of plastic items by blow moldini: or extrusion. vacuum forming. foam. rotary. or liquid molding. or
injection moldini:. and establishments engai:ed in the manufacture of artificial marble items or graphite composite
i:oods. which are to be reported separately in classification
3510: establishments engaged in the cutting. milling. bendini:. beatini: and sbapini: of bard plastic i:oods which are to be
reported separately in classification 3512: and establishments
eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of auto body parts from materials
other than fiberglass which are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the materials and the processes being used.
Soecial note.· Mold making for their own production is
included within the scope of this classification when done by
employees of an employer subject to this classification.
Molds are usually made of wood: they are smoothed and
shaped with a filler. like auto body putty. then coated with
fiberi:lass
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-12-014,
filed 5/31/91, effective 7/1/91)

WAC 296-17-59204 Classification 3512.
((Plastie geees: MaHttfaetttriHg
ing;-))

ettttiHg, milliHg er beHEI

3512-02 Plastic goods; Manufacturing - cutting. milling
or bending
Proposed

Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
a variety of plastic goods from premanufactured components
such as sheets. rods. or tubes by cuttini:. mi11ini:. or bendini:.
Products include. but are not limited to. display stands. racks.
dispensers for snack food items. vinyl window sashes. fiberglass panels used for aircraft or recreational vehicle interiors.
and sii:ns. Essentially anythinf:' that can be done with wood
can be done with plastic. so shops in this classification usually resemble a cabinet or woodworkini~ shop. They use the
same type of tools such as. but not limited to. saws. routers.
planers. and i:rinders. to cut or mj)J the plastic i:oods To
bend plastic material. it is first heated in an oven or with a
torch. then bent to shape. Buffers are used for polishini:. or
the pieces may be flame polished Cheated wjtb a i:as torch)
Products may be formed by joining pieces with glue. hardware or other fasteners.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of plastic items by blow moldini:. extrusion.
vacuum forming. foam. rotary. or liquid molding. or injection
moldini:. and establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
artificial marble items or graphite composite goods. which
are to be reported separately in classification 3510: establishments engaged in the manufacture of fiberglass goods which
are to be reported separately in classification 3511: and sii:n
manufacturers that purchase precut plastic backini:s from
others. then paint lettering or designs or attach vinyl lettering
to them in their own shops which are to be reported separately in classification 4109.
Sgecial no(e.· The cuttini:. mill inf:'. or bendini: of plastic
oods incidental to the manufacturin rocess for roducts
made from wood. metal or other materials is included in the
classification applicable to those manufacturing processes.

4

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-59205 Classification 3513.
((Rttbher geeEls, RO.C.: Maflttfaetttriflg
This elassifieatieH iHelttEles rHbber shreEIEliHg er pHh·eriziHg.
This elassifieatieH exelttEles the maHHfaettire ef S)'flthetie
rHbber whielt is te be repertee sepaffttely ift elassifieatieH
3407, aHe tire EIHmJ' everatieHs 11·hieh are te be reperteEI
separately iH elassifieatieH 4305.))

3513-00 Rubber i:oods. N O.C.: Manufacturini:
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in manufacturini:
rubber goods not covered by another classification (N.O.C.)
from natural or synthetic rubber which may be bard. soft. or
liquid. Products manufactured in this classification include a
wide variety of items such as. but not limited to. i:askets.
seals. floor tiles. 0-rings. hoses. belts. rubber bands. foam
rubber cushions or pads. sponi:e rubber novelties. shoe parts.
floor mats. interior pieces for computer circuit boards. and
latex rubber i:oods such as i:loves. Establishments in this
classification also mix and compound rubber for sale to tire
dealers that recap or retread tires. This classification includes

~:: tf!~~~~:~!~ ~rbu;:~~~~~~~eU!~~;~~~~~t i~::1

throui:h i:ranulators or rotary shearers that shred it to small
pieces. Shredded material can be used as filler for asphalt for
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arge pieces which are then formed into bumpers for boats.
loadin2 docks or similar items. Manufacturin2 processes
include washing. mixing. rolling. extruding. calendaring.
moldin2. and curin2. all of which cause chemical reactions to
the rubber until it reaches the desired "property or state".
Yulcanjzatjon. which improves the stren2th. resiliency and
odor of rubber by combining it with sulfur or other additives
in the presence of heat and pressure. occurs in various sta2es
of manufacturin2 processes Machinery includes but is not
limited to: Shearer: Cuts bulk rubber into strips or chunks.
Extruder: Mixes and heats pieces of rubber to hi2h temperature. then forces the mixture out through dies. forming it into
"ropes." CO-rin2s are made with extruded ropes.) Rubber
mill: Has two heavy rollers (each about 1 foot diameter) that
spin towards each other: the friction of the spinnin2 rollers
causes heat. Strips of raw rubber and dry chemicals are fed
into the rollers where they are mashed and pressed. formin2 it
into different grades or densities. The rubber emerges from
the mm in flat. pliable strips. ready for further treatments.
Calendar: Passes rubber through more rollers which work it
to a smooth. even. 2lossy finish. Hydraulic steam press:
There are several types of molding which involve placing
strips of the rubber after it has been milled and rolled into cast
iron molds. The molds are inserted into a press where heat
and pressure are aiiplied until the rubber is molded to desired
shape. then removed and cooled. Injection mold press: Rub-.
.
.
.
o an almost Ii uid form then it beco es stable. A vacuum
pump sucks air from the molds to form the product.
De.flasher machine: Resembles a clothes dryer with a basket
inside: used to remove flashin2 (the excess rubber that has
squeezed out of the mold durin2 formin2). Molded items are
placed in the basket: nylon pellets are added to the machine.
As the machine spins. the pellets beat the flashin2 from the
molded pieces. Flashing is sometimes trimmed by hand with
exacto knives or smoothed on 2rinders. Curin~ oven: The
final step for most processes which dries and sets the rubber.
Establishments subject to this classification may also make
some products by cutting and gluing premanufactured materials If any rubber moldin2 js performed. the entire operation is to be covered under this classification.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of rubber 2oods by cuttin2 and 2luin2 premanufactured rubber or composite sheets (no molding) which
are to be reported separately in classification 3802: tire dump
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 4305: and the manufacture of synthetic rubber and the
"advanced recycling" of shredded tires or rubber which is to
be reported separately in classification 3407.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

.,

WAC 296-17-594 Classification 3602.

eap mant1faett1ring
Camera er vitlee eameertler mant1faett1ring er assembly
inelt1Eling ref'lair in shef'l

~Bettle
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Cempaet Elise anti , ic:lee tape phtyer manttfaetttring er assem
bly inelt1Eling re13air in shep
Dental htberat:eries
Eleetrenie eirettit beftt'El ftSSembly, n.o.c.
Eleetrenie ignitien assernbly
Eleetrenie f'lF6Elttets rnanttfaeturiftg stteh 1tS but net limited ta
resisters; ft'llnsisters; eapaeiters; and eempt1ter ehips
Fishing taekle rnanufaetttring er assembly. Fer purpeses ef
this rttle the terrn "fishing taekle" is limited ta lures; spin
ners; speens; flies; plugs; sinkers; artifieial bait er simi
lar iterns bttt Elees net ineluae fishing pale er reel fftftRu
faetttring er assembly w hieh are ta be repertetl sepllt'at:el)
in the applieable manttfaetttring elassifieatien(s)
lneanc:leseent lamf1 manttfaetttring; eleetrie tttbe rnan1:1faet1:1r
fflg
lnstr1:1ment mantifaeturing seientifie; mec:lieal; er tirefes
si6tttlt
Jewell)' manttfaett1fing er engffi.,.ing
Magnetie tape mant1f1tett1ring
Metien tiiett1re tirejeeter mant1faett1ring er assembly ineluEI
ing retiair in shat>
Mttsieal instmment: Metal t) pe assembly ineluc:ling retiair
~
Si!. em are mant1faett1ring; w1tteh ease mant1faett1ring
8et1nEI reeertling eqt1ipment ma11t1faett1ring
8teree eemtienents manttfaett1ring er itSsembly
Tag, btttten, :titiper er fastener fftft1tt1faett1ring
Thermemeter and steam gat1ge mant1faett1ring
Telegraflh er ftlaie eemfJefteftt FHaHt1faett1ring er assembly
ineluc:ling repair in shef}
Teletihene set maftttfaeturing er assembly inelt1EliHg ref}ttir
TrefJhy assembly er engraviHg
Wateh eitSe manttfaetttring er 1tSsembly ineltttling repair in
~
This is a shat> er f}lttnt enly elassifieatien. Rep1tir werk 11hen
speeifiec:l is liFHiteEI ta werk perferfHeEI at the shep er
plftttt:This elassifieatien Elees net inelttae the pretlttetien ef ra11
materials ttsetl in mant1faett1ring the abe 'e ftftieles.))

3602-01 Telegraoh or radio component. telephone set:
Manufacture. assembly. or reoair

Applies to establishments en2aeed in the manufacture.
assembly. or repair of components related to the telegraph.
radio or telephone industry Component parts may be for
items such as. but not limited to. radio or television sets. hearin2 aids. transformers. cojls. condensers. switches. antennae.
phones. speaker units. dials. rheostats. plugs. arrestors. resistors. and electrical control relays. or other parts necessary to
accomplish radio. telegraph or telephone communication.
Materials include. but are not limited to. metal. plastic. and
wood used for the outside casings. and component parts.
Some establishments in this classification manufacture the
casings and the internal components. Other establishments in
this classification assemble the ready-made parts with air and
hand tools such as. but not limited to. drill presses. solder
2uos. or saws. Internal parts are usually assembled simply by
clampin2 circuit boards in place. then solderin2 small pieces
toeether. This classification inclydes en2ineers. research and
laboratory personnel employed by establishments havin2
operations subject to this classification. This is a shop or
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plant only classification. Repair work when specified is limited to work performed at the shop or plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification: and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.

3602-02 Instrument - scientific. medjcal. or professional;
Manufacturing; magnetic tape; Manufacturing

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
instruments used in medical. scientific. or professional applications. This classification also applies to establishments
emrn2ed in the manufacture of ma2netic tapes. Instruments
in this classification range widely in shape and size: they
include. but are not limited to. dental or surll'.ical instruments.
microscopes or other scientific testing or research instruments. surveyors' instruments. and electrical testinll'. instruments. Materials include. but are not limited to. metal. glass.
plastic. or wood for casin2s. and component parts, Processes
vary dependin2 upon the product bejo~ produced. and could
involve some stampinll'.. machinin2. and heat-treatin2. However. component parts are usually manufactured by others.
and establishments in this classification perform a substantial
amount of hand assemblinll'.. inspectinll'.. testinll'.. and packa2ing operations. This is a shop or plant only classification.
Repair work when specified is limited to work performed at
the shop or plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.

3602-03 Sound recording egujpment; Manufacturing

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
sound recordin2 equipment Establishments in this classification may manufacture all or some eguipment such as
instruments for measurin2 sounds. and 2enerators (for producing sounds). filters or modulators (for processing sounds).
ma2netic or tape recorders (for storinll'. sounds). and speakers
(for reproducing sounds). Materials include. but are not limited to. metal. 2lass. plastic. or wood for casin2s. clamps. 11'.lue
or epoxy. and component parts. Components may be produced by the manufacturer or purchased from others and
assembled. The assembly may be partially or wholly automated Machinery includes. but is not limited to. shears. drill
presses. grinders. soldering guns. welding eguipment. and air
or hand tools. There may be inspection areas and sound testin2 rooms. This is a shop or plant only classification, Repair
work when specified is limited to work performed at the shop
or plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturin2 of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.
Proposed

3602-04 Thermometer and steam gauge; Manufacturing

. A:lies to establishments en~ged in the manufacture~
therm __ eters and/or steam 1rnull'. s. The most common t y _
of thermometer is a mercury thermometer which consists of a
capillary tube that is sealed at its upper end and is enlarll'.ed
into a spherical or cylindrical bulb at its lower end. This bulb
is filled with mercury and mounted on a thin metal or plastic
sheet. The manufacturers of steam 11'.aull'.es may simply
assemble component parts with hand tools. test. and package
them. This is a shop or plant only classification. Repair work
when specified is limited to work performed at the shop or
plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.

3602-05 Dental laboratories

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
dentures. artificial teeth. braces. and retainers. These types of
establishments are generally referred to as dental laboratories. The manufacture of these items involves precision work
with castings. plastic or vinyl molding. and light wire forminll'. In the state of Washin2ton dental laboratories can fit
patients for dentures. in addition to making the denture which
is included when performed by employees of employers subject to this classification. This is a shop only classification.
Repair work when specified is limited to work performed
the shop.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.

1

3602-06 .Jewelry; Manufacturing or engraving; trophy
assembly or eni:raying

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
enll'.ravin2 of jewelry. such as. but not limited to. rinll'.s. bracelets. necklaces. earrings. watchbands. pins. broaches. and cigarette li2hters. Jewelry manufacturin2 or enll'.ravin2 involves
working with precious metal and/or stones. Operations usually include polishin2. buffin2. drillin2. and assembly. mixing and melting alloys and metals. then pouring the mixture
into small casts. This classification also applies to establishments engaged in assembling or engraving trophies on a production basis. For purposes of this classification. assembly
means making trophies from premanufactured components
purchased from others. The en21"avin2 may be done by "etching" or by computer. In the etching method. patterns or letterin2 is cut into a metal strip that is coated with a solution
resistant to etching acids. The metal strip is treated with etchinll'. acids that "melt away" the uncoated portion of metal.

!~~i~: :P::;~:ti~!t~~!~iet;~~fu~~e:~o!::U!)
the desi2ns are transmitted to an "arm" on the computer
which "draws" (engraves) them onto the metal plate. This is
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a shop or plant only classification. Repair work when specied is limited to work erformed at the sho or !ant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification: the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used: and establishments engaged in the manufacture
of watches which are to be reported separately in classification 3602-09.
Special note: This classification is for manufacturers
engaged in the mass production of jewelry items and is distinf:Uishable from jewelry stores reported in classification 6308
who produce custom. one-of-a-kind pieces on a special order
basis. Trophy stores in classification 6308 may assemble
components to make custom trophies. or engrave plagues for
the trophies they seU. Assembly and enf:raving that is incidental to their retail sales operation is included in their store
classification.

3602-07 Electropk parts; Assembly
Applies to establishments enf:ai:ed in the assembly of
electronic parts which are usually sold to other manufacturers. They may have automated/robotics assembly lines for all
or part of the processes. In manual operations. small parts are
soldered. chipped. riveted. or screwed into place with hand
tools such as. but not limited to. soldering guns. riveters.
drms. screw drivers. or water jets This classification also
applies to establishments enf:af:ed in the manufacture or
'sembl~ of com~uters and the manufacture of dr:i cell
as~lif: t typ~) ba eries. This i~ ~ sh~p ~r ~!ant onlyassificat1on. Repaff work when spec1f1ed is hm1ted to work performed at the shop or plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.
3602-08 Electrical/electronic ignition assembly. cord set.
or radio set; Assembly
Applies to establishments enf:af:ed in the assembly of
electrical/electronic ignition assemblies. cord sets. and radio
set components An if:nition assembly is a switchinf: component that allows an electrical circuit to be completed in order
to start a piece of machinery or equipment. Electrical cord
sets are the portion of wiring found on appliances and tools
that pluf: into electrical power sources. A radio set is comprised of an input circuit for tuning in to the freguencies of
the various transmitters to be received. the demodulation circuit for separating the audio-freguency from the high-frequency carrier. a low-frequency amplifier staf:e. and the
loudspeaker. The amplifier elements are transistors supplied
with the necessary operating voltaf:es. Establishments in this
classification usually assemble radio component parts and
circuit boards that are manufactured by others. The assembly
0

l!~:S5~~~~fe~ it~~i1:·ac~~o~~ ~:~t::1~"j~~i~~~
tion Repair work when spec1f1ed is hmited to work performed at the shop or plant.
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This classification excludes all outside repaic work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production ofcaw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.

Watch; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments enf:af:ed in the manufacture of
watches. The component parts are usually mass produced on
an assembly line. Watch cases are usually made from sheet
metal or plastic; watch faces are made from plastic or glass.
The internal wocks ace very small gears or spcinf:s and/or
computer chips. The face may have hands and a dial. or may
consist of a lif:ht emittinf: diode CLED>. This classification
includes the manufacture of internal works of clocks. This is
a shop or plant only classification. Repair work when specified is limited to work performed at the shop or plant.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
the manufacture of jewelry which are to be reported separately in classification 3602-06: establishments engaf:ed in
the manufacture of wooden housinf:s or casinf:s for clocks
such as grandfather and mantle types which are to be reported
separately in classification 2905: all outside cepair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification: and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.
3602~09

3602-10 Camera. video camcorder. motion picture ·projectors; Manufacturing. assembly. or repair
Applies to establishments enf:af:ed in the manufacture.
assembly. or repair of cameras. video camcorders. and
motion picture projectors. Materials include. but are not limited to. metals. plastics. glass and internal components.
Machinery includes. but is not limited to. punch presses. dcill
presses. and soldering guns. Establishments in this classification often assemble products from internal components
manufactured by others. This is a shop or plant only classification Repair work when specified is limited to work performed at the shop or plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be re[>Orted separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.
Special note.· When an establishment subject to this
classification has a retail store. then both classifications 6406
and 3602- I 0 may be assi~ned. provided all the conditions of
the general reporting covering the operation of a secondary
business have been met Otherwise. all operations are to be
reported in the highest rated classification of the two.
3602-11 Fjshjpg tackle; Mapufacturipg or assembly
Applies to establishments engaf:ed in the manufacture oc
assembly of fishing tackle Foe purposes of this classification. the term fishing tackle is limited to lures. spinners.
spoons. flies. pluf:s. sinkers. artificial bait and similar items.
Work contemplated by this classification includes the receipt
Proposed
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of supplies such as wire. books. spoons. swivels. beads and
feathers. an'd other components from unrelated manufacturers
and distributors. hand assembly of components ioto finished
fishing tackle. painting spoons and plug bodies. packaging
and shipping. This classification also contemplates testing of
products and research and development of new products.
This is a shop or plant only classification. Repair work when
specified is limited to work performed at the shop or plant.
This classification excludes the manufacture of items
such as. but not limited to. reels. poles. nets. tackle boxes.
knives. melting pots. plastic beads. wooden or plastic plug
bodies. hand tools (pliers. bench vise) molds. specialty clothing or protective gear which are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the material and process used
to produce the product: and the production of raw materials
used in the manufacturing of the above articles which is to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the production process used.
Special note.· Care should be taken when assigning this
classification to verify that the product being manufactured is
compatible with the manufacturing and assembly processes
contemplated within this classification. Most fishing tackle
subject to this classification is band assembled from small
component parts.
3602-12 Incandescent lamp or electric tube: Manufactur~

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
incandescent lamps. electric tubes. pbotoflash lamps. flood
lamps. fluorescent tubes. X-ray tubes. and cathode-ray tubes.
An incandescent lamp is comprised of an electrical conductor
through which a current js passed which causes it to glow or
emit white beat. The conductor is usually a wire or filament.
which is carried on a glass mount and whose ends are soldered to thicker support wires through which the current is
supplied to the filament. In order to prevent oxidation (burning away) of the filament by exposure to air. it is enclosed in
a glass bulb. which js sealed with a mount Metal bases are
milled and coated with shellac sealing cement. Mounts are
assembled and inserted into the flange of the stem. The
assemblies are then seared together. The bulb is either evacuated or it is filled with a neutral gas or gas mixture (Le .
nitrogen and argon). Tungsten is the filament material most
often used. The globes and stems are inserted into metal
bases and cemented. The bulbs are then inspected. packed
and shipped The process is basically the same for electric
tubes. This is a shop or plant only classification. Repair
work when specified is limited to work performed at the shop
or plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.
3602-14 Musical instrument - metal: Repair
Applies to establishments enga~d in the repair of metal
musical instruments which include. but are not limited to.
trumpets. trombones. French horns. and tubas. The operations involve primarily band work such as. but not limited to.
Proposed

brazing and soldering. as well as fitting. testing. and polishing the instruments. Tools include. but are not limited to. sol~
der or brazing guos. lathes. drill presses. and various types o_
saws. This is a shop or plant only classification. Repair work
when specified is limited to work performed at the shop or

Jllimt,.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification: the repair of wood musical instruments which
is to be reported separately in classification 2906: and the
production of raw materials used in the manufacturing of the
above articles which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the production process used.

3602-23 E!ectronjcs products - resjstors. capacjtors. cbjps
and relays. tcapsjstors; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
resistors. capacitors. chips. relays. and transistors which are
usually tiny and delicate. Products manufactured in this classification are usually mass produced with little human intervention during the production process. which is often done in
a vacuum or a nitrogen filled room Materials include. but
are not limited to. silicon. wires. and plastics. In addition to
the automated equipment. hand-held tools include. but are
limited to. pliers. wrenches. and soldering guns. Finished
products are inspected. usually through powerful microscopes. then packaged and shipped. This is a shop or plant
only classification. Repair work. when specified. is limited
to work performed at the shop or plant.
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.
3602-24 Stamped metal goods; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
small. stamped. metal goods such as. but not limited to. metal
tags. buttons. zippers. bottle caps. fasteners. snaps. clasps.
buckles. and curtain fasteners. Materials. which come in
coils or strips. are run through presses. Most of the stamping
is done on automatic stamping presses. Products are cut.
stamped. formed. trimmed. and cleaned. then usually finished
by plating or lacguering. This is a shop or plant only classification. Repair work. when specified. is limited to work performed at the shop or plant.
This classification excludes the production of raw materials used in the manufacturing of the above articles which is
to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
production process used.
3602-27 Electronic circuit board. N.O.C; Assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the assembly of
electronic circuit boards not covered by another classification
(N.Q.C.) which are used in a wide variety of electronic and
automotive products. The process usually begins by cutting

~~~;:~t~=ew~~~0';ie!t!:~~1 ::: ~~~~-o~:~~~~upon the original materials used. the boar<ls used for the base
may be coated or dipped. Then the chips. transistors. resis-
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tors. and/or condensers are installed. usually as part of an
lssemb~ lin~rocess .. Nexe the cir_cu_it boards are d;'~ed
nd co ed w th a thm m tal. Fm1shed product re
inspected. tested. packaged and shipped. This is a shop or
plant only classification. Repair work when specified is Hmited to work performed at the shop or plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the apphcable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the production
process used.
3602-28 Stereo components: Manufacturing or assembly
Apphes to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of stereo components such as. but not limited to.
record changers. disc or video players. receivers and amplifiers. Materials include. but are not limited to. circuit boards.
resistors. drivers. baffle plates. chambers. trim/~ings. and
gems Equipment includes. but is not limited to. hot glue
guns. electric drills. electric screw drivers. and automated
assembly or manufacturing equipment. Finished products
are inspected. tested. packaged and shipped. This is a shop or
plant only classification Repair work when specified is limited to work performed at the shop or plant.
This classification excludes all outside repair work
which is to be reported separately in the applicable services
classification. and the production of raw materials used in the
manufacturing of the above articles which is to be reported
~parately in the classification applicable to the production
rocess used.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-595 Classification 3603.
((fttrftitttre stFiflfliHg aftEl refi1tishi1tg
Metal fllatiftg er flelishi1tg, rt1StflFeefi1tg aeiEl hath, RO.C.
Pai1tti1tg i1t shefl, N.O.C.
Eleetrefllatiftg aHEl EletiHHiftg, N.0.C.))
3603-10 Furniture stripping and refinishing; metal plating or polishing. rustproofing. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in stripping and refinishing wood or metal furniture. or metal plating <a coating of
metal on an object). polishing. and rustproofing that is not
covered by another classification CN O.C.). Furniture refinishing contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. preparing articles for finishing or refinishing by
dipping in chemical solutions/acid baths to remove the old
finish or dirt. sanding and wire brushing as needed. thoroughly removing all residues. applying new finish by brushing. rolling. spraying or dipping. air or oven deying. and any
appropriate finish work such as waxing. polishing and buffing when done by employees of an employer having operations subject to this classification. Metal plating contemplated by this classification may be done by dipping in hot

J.1;~tt~~~e~ ~"tl:~rs:~~:e;~~~~h<l~~~:r~:cee~:~~rc°h

can be used to plate metals. plastics. and other materials by
first preparing the surface with a chemical to ensure adhesion
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of the metal plating material. Rustproofing. as contemplated
by this classification. is usually applied by dipping or spraying. Plated items may be finished by lacguering and polishing. Polishing may also be conducted as a separate contract
on metal and nonmetal items.
This classification excludes furniture finishing/refinishing done in conjunction with manufacturing or repair which
is to be reported separately in classification 2905: metal plating. polishing. rustproofing and finishing done in conjunction
with manufacturing of metal or a metal product which is to be
reported separately as applicable to the product: undercoating
of automobiles or other vehicles which is to be reported separately in classification 3411: metal plating done by an electrolytic method and rustproofing by anodizing method which
are to be reported separately in classification 3603-11.
3603-11 Electroplating and detinning. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in providing electroplating or detinning services that are not covered by another
classification CN.O.C.). Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. preparing items by dipping in chemical solution/acid baths to remove old finish or
dirt. sanding and wire brushing as needed. removing all residues thoroughly. electroplating to create the new finish. air or
oven drying. any appropriate finish work such as polishing
and buffing. and electrolytic or chemical baths for detinning
processes. when done by employees of an employer having
operations subject to this classification. Electroplating
(including galvanizing and tinning) to achieve a protective or
decorative coating is done by immersing the metal object in a
solution which contains the desired metallic particles (metals
commonly used are gold. silver. nickel. zinc and chromium)
and passing an electric charge through the solution which
causes the metal particles to adhere to the object being plated.
Typical items plated include. but are not limited to. jeweley.
plumbing hardware and components. silverware. eyeglass
frames. medical instruments. and various specialized industrial components of any size. Plated items may be polished
and lacquered as part of the finishing process This classification includes anodizing to rustproof aluminum and some
aluminum alloys by immersion in an acid bath and applying
an electric charge to the metal which causes the finish to form
on it. Detinning is the process of recovering tin from tin
plated scrap. The "chemical process" involves using caustics
and an oxidizing agent which causes the tin to separate from
the metal it was plated to. A variation of this method introduces electrolysis to achieve a purer reclamation. The "chlorine process" uses chlorine applied under pressure to dissolve
the tin and separate it from the tin plated scrap.
This classification excludes any electroplating or rustproofing by electrolytic methods done in conjunction with
the manufacturing of metal or a metal product which is to be
reported separately as applicable to the product: metal plating. polishing or rustproofing not using electrolytic methods .
which is to be reported separately in classification 3603-10:
galvanizing or tinning done by hot dip process which js to be
reported separately in classification 3604: and any detinning
not done by a specialty shop as described above.
Proposed
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3603-12 Painting in shop, N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in providing painting
services at their shop. that are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). This includes painting wood. metal. plastic. glass or other items. Customers include manufacturers.
cabinetmakers or millwork manufacturers who do not do
their own finish paintin2/stainin2/varnishin2. or individuals
who need only one item painted. Work contemplated by this
classification includes. but is not limited to. preparine items
for finishing by cleaning. sanding and wire brushing as
needed. applyine new finish by brushine. roWng. sprayine or
dipping. air or oven drying. and any appropriate finish work
such as wax:ine. polishine and buffine when done by employees of an employer havine operations subject to this classification. This classification includes application of nonmetallic coatings by dippine (such as nonstick surfaces) and painting with an electrostatic paint gun.
This classification excludes sign painting when done by
establishments who do not manufacture the sign. which is to
be reported separately in classification 4109: any paintine
done in conjunction with the manufacture of a sign which is
to be reported separately in classification 2903. 3404. 3503 Qr
3510 as applicable: painting done in conjunction with the
repair of an exterior sien which is to be reported separately in
classification 0403: furniture stripping and refinishing services which are to be reported in classification 3603-10: furniture finishing done in conjunction with manufacturing or
repair which is tQ be reported separately in classification
2905: automobile paintine which is to be reported separately
in classification 3412: the permanent yard or shop of a paintine contractor which is to be reported separately in classification 5206 provided the conditions set forth in WAC 296-17675 have been met: and the paintin2/stajnjnefvarnishin2 of
any item done in conjunction with the manufacturing of that
item which is to be reported separately as applicable tQ the
product.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-596 Classification 3604.
((Galvanizing eF tinning net eleetFelytie, N.O.C.
R:etinning, Fttstpreefing gah'anizing er het bath, N.O.C.))
3604-16 Galyapjzjpg or tippjpg - pot electrolytic. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eneaeed in providine ealvanizing or tinning services. not using an electrolytic method.
that are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). This
process uses molten zinc or tin dip to coat metals to deter corrosion <2alvanizin2) and tarnish (tinnine). The process is
used on all types of metal products from hand tools to automobile body parts and pieces of machinery. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
preparine metal by cleanine and washine in an acid solution.
flushing with clean water. dipping in a metallic solution.
immersion in the molten zinc or tin. and drainine and/Qr
blowing away the excess to achieve a smooth finish before
cooline
This classification excludes 2alvanizin2 or tinnine usine
an electrolytic process which is to be reported separately in
Proposed

classification 3603-1 I and any galvanizine or tinnine operations conducted in conjunction with a metal or metal product.
manufacturine operation which is to be reported separately as.
appropriate to the product.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-597 Classification 3605.
((Trttek HtaftttfftetttFing er esseffibling.))
3605-28 Truck: Mapufacturipg or assembly
Applies to establishments eneaeed in the mmmfa.cture or
assembly of complete trucks. Truck manufacturers subject to
this classification are the nonpasseneer type vehicles such as
semi-trucks. These establishments may manufacture the
chassis. body and other truck components or they may pucchase any of these items from other manufacturers and simply assemble the trucks. Usually they will purchase the axle
assemblies. transmissions. electrical and cooling systems.
and steerine eears from others. The determinine factor to
assign this classification is that they do the final assembly of
the various components to make the truck operational.
This classification excludes auto or passeneer vehicle
manufacturing including pick-up trucks which is to be
reported separately in classification 3402: truck component
manufacturing which is to be reported separately in the
appropriate manyfacturine classification: and semi-truck
repair and service centers which are to be reported separately
in classification 3413.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending 96-12-039, filed
5131196, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-599 Classification 3701.
((Alftfftenia, nitrngen anEI aHtmenittfft nitFate HtanttfeetttFing
Nitrate reee •ery frem x ra) anEI phete films
Manttfeetttring Elye ana ehemieals fer tinting eanales
Chemie al manttf-ttetttring, N.O.C., by nitratien, alk) latien,
exiastien, ete. prneess. This elessifieatiet1 it1elttEles the
mat1ttf-ttetttring ef ehemieals in·telving, bttt net limitea
te, the felle·n it1g ehemieal preeesses. Nitratien, alkyla
tieft, aistillatien, reattetien, exiaatiefl, sttlphenatieft,
eempressiefl ef gasses, halegenatien ana amiaatien
Chemieal mixing, blenaing ana repaekaging enl) ne mantt
feetttring ef ingrooients
Cesmeties manttfaetttring, ne manttfeetttring ef ingreaients
Drng, meaieine er pharmaeetttieal preparatien manttfaetttr
ing, ne menttfeetttfiftg ef ingredients
Ollygen eF hytlfegen menttfeetttFing, aeetylene gss eF eaF
benie aeia g11:s mtl:ftttf-ttetttring
Aleehel lfttl:ftttfeetttring, aistilling, N.O.C.
Palish, aressing, ink er mtteilage manttfeetttring
Elltreet mMttfeetttring inelttaing aistillatien ef essential ails
Perfttmef} marntfaetttring inelttaing aistillatien ef essential
eil5
Mint Elistilling
Seit, berftll eF petesh prnatteing eF refining
SeFttlft, 11:nti tellift eF virus fftftftttfeetttFing
Paint, vemish er lt1:ettttef menttfeetttring
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3701-07 Chemical mixing, blending and repackaging only
Applies to establishments en2aged exclusively in mixing. blending or repackaging chemicals: it does not apply to
the manufacture of in2redients for the mixing operation. The
product may be mixed by hand or through a mechanical process. The equipment used by establishments covered by this
classification is limited to storage tanks. mixing or blending
vats. fi11ing and packagin2 machines and miscellaneous
eguipment such as fork lifts and trucks.
This classification excludes establishments involved in
more than a mixing. blending or repackaging operation which
are to be reported separately in the appropriate chemical manufacturing classification.

Pttlty ffiaftttfaetttriRg, syRHtetie resin ffiaftttfaetttriRg
Aeia ffiaftttfaetttriRg
CaRale, er~ eft afta pEtSte ffiaftttftteturing
This elassifieatieft exeluaes kep pellet ffiaRuffteturiRg o·kiek
is te be repefiea separately iR e!EtSsifieatien 21Ql .))

3701-03 Ammonja. nitrogen and ammonjum nitrate;
Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2aged in the manufacture of
ammonia. nitro2en and ammonium nitrate. Ammonia is a
colorless 2as used as a component in fertilizer. medicines and
cleaning compounds manufacturing. The manufacturing process involves combinin2 hydro2en and nitro2en 2ases with a
catalyst which causes a reaction between the two gases when
heated in a 2enerator Ammonium nitrate is a crystalline
compound used mainly in fertilizers. explosives and propellants. The manufacturin2 process involves combinin2 ammonia and nitric acid in a reactor. Nitrogen is a colorless gas that
is obtained from the air and processed by compressin2 air in
a pressurized tank. removing impurities. and separating nitro2en and oxnen throu2h heatin2.

3701-08 Cosmetics; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
cosmetics such as. but not limited to. soap. shampoo. hair
conditioners. skin moisturizers. baby powder. lipstick. nail
polish. bath oil. bath salts. and various personal care creams.
gels or lotions. The process involves the mixing of premanufactured ingxedients. using equipment such as stora2e tanks.
mixers. heating devices. bottling/packaging/labeling eguipment. and laboratory equipment for product development and
quality control.
This classification excludes the manufacturing of the
ing-redients used in the mixing of the cosmetics.

3701-04 Nitrate recovery from X-ray and photo films
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in recovering nitrate
or silver from X-ray and photo films The recovery process
involves placing the films in developing solutions. ionizing
the solution and separating the elements.

3701-09 Drug. medjdne. or obarmaceutjcal preparatiop;
Mapufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
pharmaceuticals includin~ drugs. medicines. and preparations such as. but not limited to. tablets. pjlls. ointments. liquids. and powders. Processes contemplated by this classification include mixing or blending of the base medicinal ingredients and additives such as. but not limited to. sugars.
starches. flavorings. and waxes used for coating tablets.
Compounds are then pulverized. distilled. heated and/or

"'

3701-05 Dye and chemjcals; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
all types of dyes and in the manufacture of dyes and chemicals that are used exclusively for tinting candles. Or2anic and
inorganic compounds such as. but not limited to. phenols.
alcohols. caustics. acids. salts and gases are used in the manufacturing process. Manufacturing methods include. but are
not limited to. weighing raw materials to specifications and
pumping them into vats where they are heated. agitated and
cooled. They are then filtered through presses. dried in ovens.
ground into a powder. and then packa2ed. Liquid or paste
forms of dye go through the same process with the exception
of the drying and 2rindin2 operations.

dried.

This classification excludes the manufacture or harvest
of the im~redients used in the manufacture of the pharmaceuticals.

3701-06 Chemjcals. N.O.C.; Manufacturing by nitration.
alkylatjop apd oxjdatjop processes
Applies to establishments enga2ed in the manufacture of
chemicals not covered by another classification (N.O.C.)
using a nitration. alkylation or oxidation process Nitration
involves the combining of nitrate with an organic compound
to produce njtrobenzenes used in solvents. fertilizers and
acids. Alkylation involves combining alkyls with other substances to form products used in the production of paper pulp.
hard soap and petroleum products. Oxidation involves the
combinin2 of oxy2en with other substances to produce products such as- but not limited to. hydro2en peroxide. protective
metal coatin2s. and pharmaceutical preparations.
This classification excludes the manufacture of ammonia
or nitrogen which is to be reported separately in classification
3701-03 and the manufacture of oxygen. hydrogen. acetylene
2as- carbonic acid 2as. or acids which is to be reported separately in classification 3701-10.

3701-10 Oxygen. hydrqgep. acetylene gas. carbonic acid
gas; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments eng-aged in the manufacture of
oxygen. hydrogen. acetylene gas. carbonic acid gas. dry ice.
or acid. The manufacture of oxyi:en and hydroi:en involves
the recovery of these gaseous elements from the air by compression. expansion and cooling- operations until it liquefies.
The liquid ajr then goes to a fractionator where the oxyi:en is
separated from the hydrogen along with other gases such as
neon and helium. Acetylene is a highly flammable but nontoxic gas that is manufactured by reacting calcium carbide
with water in a pressure g-enerator which combines carbon
and lime to form the end product. Carbonic acid gas. also
know as phenol. is a caustic poisonous i:as used in manufacturing resins. plastics. and disinfectants. The manufacture of
phenol involves a compression and refrii:eration process .
3701-11 Alcohol; Manufacturing. distilling. N.O.C .
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in manufacturing or
distilling nonspirituous alcohol not covered by another clas-
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sification CN.O.C.) Types of alcohol include. but are not limited to. methanol (wood alcoboll. ethanol (grain alcohol) or
denatured alcohol (combination of methanol and ethanol)
Products produced include. but are not limited to. solvents.
processing materials. germicides. antiseptics. or materials
intended to be used as an ingredient in other products such as
varnish and shellac. The processes for the production are varied depending on the type of alcohol and end product but all
use a disti11ation process which involves the beating of liquids and subseguent condensation of vapors to purify or separate a substance contained in the ori~inal wood or ~rain
product.
This classification excludes the manufacture of spirituous liquor which is to be reported separately in classification
3702 and gasohol distil1ing or refining which is to be reported
separately in classification 3407.

3701-15 Perfume: Manufacturing. including distillation
of essential oils
•
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture o f .
perfumes includin~ the disti11ation of essential oils Perfumes
may be used as a personal fragrance or by other manufacturers such as in the making of scented candles. The process typically involves the distillation. cooking. grindin~. compounding. drying. blending. or liguidizing of ingredients. These
in~redients may include. but not be limited to. extracts. oils.
colors and binders.
This classification excludes the manufacture of candles
which is to be reported separately in classification 3701-25.

3701-13 Polish. dressing. or ink: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
polish. dressin~s. or ink. Polish and dressing products
include. but are not limited to. polish or dressings for shoes.
leather. furniture. automobiles or metal. The ingredients and
processes for polish and dressing manufacturing vary.
depending on the end product. Typical ingredients include
but are not limited to oils. waxes. resins. detergents. methanol. solvents. water and coloring. The process may involve a
simple mixing operation or a more involved process involving beating or cooking and molding into a cake or stick form.
Typical equipment includes. but is not Hmited to. wei~hing
and measuring scales. mixers. stoves. molding apparatus.
automatic filling. labeling. wrapping and packa~ing
machines. Ink manufacturing covers all types of ink including. but not limited to. newspaper. book. magazine. and writing ink. The process involves the cooking of oils and resins
which produces a resin. Pigments and dryers are blended into
the resin mixture and diluted to proper consistency.
This classification excludes the manufacture of candles.
crayons. and adhesives which is to be reported separately in
classification 3701-25.
3701-14 Extract; Manufacturing. jncludjng djstmation of
esseptjal oils
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
extract including the distillation of essential oils. Extracts are
concentrated forms of an essential component of a food or a
plant. Extracts include. but are not limited to. flavorings. perfume oils. sachet powders. ingredients for skin conditioners
and hop extracts used in the brewing of beer. The process
involves extracting flavorings or oils from various plants.
herbs or fruit peelings by pressing. cooking. steaming or distillation. The extracts may be mixed or blended with other
extracts for strength. consistency or color and are then bottled
or canned Typical equipment includes. but is not limited to.
steam cookers. presses. distillation apparatus. filters. grinders. tanks. vats and fil1ing. packaging and labeling machines.
This classification excludes perfume manufacturing
which is to be reported separately in classification 3701-15:
mint distilling which is to be reported separately in classification 3701-17: and bop pellet manufacturing which is to be
reported separately in classification 2101.
Proposed

3701-17 Mjpt djstmjng
Applies to establishments engaged in the disti11ation of
mint. The process may begin with mint oil that is purchased
from others or with the distjllation of the mint leaves into
mint oil. The mint leaves are chopped and blown into a mint
steamer which lifts the moisture and oils from the mint. The
resultant steam then ~oes through a series of condensation
lines. Water is added to force the oil to the top of the liguid.
The mint oil is heated for purification and to lessen the fragrance. Various mint oils may then be blended together to
produce different types such as spearmint and peppermint.
The product is then packaged in stainless steel or epoxy lined

harrel£..

This classification excludes the raising and harvesting of
mint which is to be reported separately in classification 4811.

3701-20 Salt. borax or potash producing or refining
Applies to establishments engaged in the production of
or refining of salt. borax or potash This classification
includes the manufacture of common salt used in chemical
and food processing. borax which is used in the manufacture
of ~Jass. glazes. soap. and boric acid. and potash which is
used in fertilizer. Salt ores received from others are dissolved
in water to produce a brine of the desired concentration. It is
refined into common salt by adding caustic soda and soda
ash. Potash is refined by adding an amine to the brine which
causes the salts to float to the surface where they are
skimmed off Borax is made by separating it from the potash
by a rapid cooling process. All three of these products are
then fully evaporated by heating in a partial vacuum to produce crystals or granules which are then dried.
This classification excludes the production of raw materials used in the manufacture of these products.

41

3701-21 Serum. aptjtoxjp or virus; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
serums. antitoxins. or viruses. The process involves considerable microscopic laboratoi:y work as well as working with
animals. The animals are injected with bacteria and viruses.
periodically bled and eventually killed. The killing of the animals is included in this classification as it is incidental and
necessary to perform the operation to extract the serum from
the ~lands and to separate the red blood cells from the blood. •
This classification excludes the manufacture of other •
dru~s or medicines which are to be reported separately in
classification 3701-09.
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3701-22 Paint, varnish or lacquer: Manufacturing

3701-27 Hazardous/toxic material; Repackaging for disposal
Applies to establishments engaged in identifying and
revackaging hazardous/toxic materials for disposal This

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
aint varnish lac uer enamel shellac aint removers and
thinners The paint manufacturing process involves a series
of mixing and grinding operations. The pigments (solids) are
then blended with oils or resins ((jquids). A paint extender
may also be added at this point. The paint is then pumped into
filling machines where various sized containers are filled and
then labeled. Lacguer. varnish. enamel. shellac and paint
removers and thinners vary in the ingredients used but the
process is similar to that of paint manufacturing in that it is
mainly a mixing operation. Varnishes involve a cooking process which is generally not used in the manufacture of the
other products included in this classification.
This classification excludes the production of raw materials used in the manufacture of these products.

3701-23 Putty or synthetic resin: Manufacturing

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
putty or synthetic resin. Putty is a finely powdered chalk
mixed with linseed oil. The main ingredients for both putty
and synthetic resins are ground chalk. limestone and/or calcite. The process for both products involves grinding and
mixing operations.
This classification excludes the production of the raw
materials used in the manufacture of th~se products.

3701-25 Candle. crayon. and paste or glue: Manufactur~

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of

~andles. crayons. and synthetic adhesives such as paste or

glue. Raw materials used for mak:ing candles include. but are
not limited to. beeswax. paraffin. stearin. wicks and colors
which are received from others. The wax is heated in kettles
or similar devices into which the wicks are dipped either by
hand or by dipping equipment which can be either manual or
automated. A fragrance may be added to the melted wax for
scented candles. When the wax has attained the desired shape
and size it is hung on lines to dry. The wicks are then cut and
the candles are placed in molds to shape the base of the candle. Color is then added by dipping either by hand for specialized designs or by machine for solid colors. The candles are
then inspected. wrapped. packaged and labeled. Crayons use
the same ingredients that are used in making candles with the
exception of the wicks. The type of wax used in mak:ing crayons determines the hardness. The wax is melted in a kettle or
similar device and poured into molds for shaping and cooling. The crayons are then inspected. packaged and labeled.
Synthetic pa,ste or glue is ma.de from powder or granule a,rabic gum or modified starch which is received from others
a.long with preservatives and the containers and caps The
process involves mixing and cooking the ingredients in steel
ta,nks and pumping the product to a, filling a,rea where it is
packaged. labeled and capped.
This classification excludes the manufacture of polish.
dressing. or ink which is to be reported separately in cla,ssifi-

•:a~~:/wi~~~3:s~e t:ar~~Oa~~~r~e~a;~~;r~~1:~:~:~~
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a,nd the production of raw materials used in the manufacture of these products.
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cla.ssifica,tion is distinguished from classification 4305-20. in
that classification 3701-27 applies to the identifying and
repackaging for disposal of such materials as drugs. pesticides. chemicals. and toners that contain toxic or hazardous
materials. while classification 4305-20 includes the processing or handling of such materials as medical or septic tank
waste. drug lab or hazardous spill cleanup. and reprocessing
or handling of low-level radioactive materials. For handling
hazardous or toxic materials. the workers are equipped with
protective clothing such as long sleeved shirts. depending on
the material to which they will be exposed. They may also be
eguipped with steel toed boots. protective gloves. safety
glasses a,nd various types of respirator equipment On a, typical project. the first step is to visually inspect the materials to
see if they appear to be the materials described on a job order.
If there is a guestion of identity. a sample of the material is
sent to a, lab for analysis The establishment ma,y have its own
lab facilities or the sample may be sent to an outside lab. or
the customer may ha,ve it analyzed. Every component of the
sample must be identified. Once the material has been identified. and all containers labeled. the containers are separated
into appropriate groupings. Smaller containers of similar
types of materials are packed into 55 gallon drums with plastic or other cushioning protective material to prevent breakage. All necessary paper work and forms reguired by various
government agencies must be completed before the material
can be transported to a disposal site. This classification
excludes hazardous/toxic material processing or handling.
including processing of medical or septic tank waste. drug lab
or hazardous spill cleanup: reprocessing or handling of lowlevel radioactive materials which is to be reported separately
in classification 4305-20: and the replacement of nontoxic
toner in cartridges used in business machines which is to be
reported separately in classification 4107.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/1/87)

WAC 296-17-600 Classification 3702.
((Breweries er Hlalt ltattses
Battlittg eetera-ges, N.O.C.
Sf'ifitatts liqttar Hlltftttfaetttrittg
Witte H1akittg
Yeast Hlftttttfaetttrittg
This elassifieatiett ittelttdes tettr gttides atttl tastittg raefft
effl~leyees.))

3702-01 Breweries or malt houses
Yeast: Mapufacturjpg

Applies to establishments engaged in operating breweries. micro breweries. or malt houses. and includes all operations involved in the making of malt. beer. or ale as well as
packaging into kegs. bottles or ca,ns. Beer is produced from
water. hops. barley ma.It a,nd corn or rice: this mixture is
cooked. filtered. cooled and then fermented. After the fermentation is complete. the beer is usually pasteurized and fil[ 183]
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tered. then sealed in ke~s or packa~ed in individual bottles or
cans. The exact process varies from brewery to brewery.
Some breweries produce their own malt while others obtain
the barley malt from an independent malting company. This
classification includes warehouses and distributin~ stations
maintained by the breweries at the brewery or at separate
locations. This classification also includes tour ~uides. tasting room and gift shop employees. This classification also
applies to establishments en~a~ed in the manufacture of
yeast.
This classification excludes establishments engaged
exclusively as wholesale or combined wholesale/retail distributors of beverages which are to be reported separately in
classification 2105.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
•
WAC 296-17-604 Classification 3708.

((Abrasi f'e el6th prepllt'ati6n
Bag 6r saek indttstrial sile: Manttfttetttring, ~l.O.C.
Batting, wadding 6r waste: Manttfttetttring
Bream and brttsh: Manttfttetttring er assembly, N.O.C.
Cftf'f'et er rttg: Manttfttetttring tttfting 6peratiens
Cerdage, rape er twine. Manttfttetttring
Hide dealers
Linelettftl, eil el6th er iftlitatien leather: Manttfttetttring
Mattress er bex springs: Manttfaetttring exelttding the man
tt&tetttre 6f wire springs 'Nhieh is te be reperted sepa
rately iR elBSsifieatieR 3 402, er eiteelsier whieh is te be
reperted separately in elassifieatien 2903
Net, thread, webbi1tg, )'llfR: Manttfttetttring
Plttsh, vel'f·et, felt: Manttfaetttring
Spinning er we11vi1tg Rlltttral er s~·1tthetie fiber, N.O.C.
Styr6feam er feam rttbber. Ctttting, bending, laminatiRg,
N.O.C. exelttdi1tg melding 111te mixing ef rttbber er
plttstie whieh is te be reperted sepllt'ately in the ltf'l"f6pri
ate ftlllnttfaetttring elassifieatieR
Taxidermists and hide pelting
Textile bJeaehing, eyeing, eeatiRg, iHlpFegRfthRg, IBftlinatiRg,
wttterpr66fing, RO.C.
Textile geeds: ManttfaetttriRg, N.O.C.
Textile: M1t1tttfttetttring, N.O.C.
Wee! eeftlbing er seettring.))
•
3708-14 Hide or leather dealers
~
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in the sale of dressed
animal hides. reptile skins and tanned leather. Dealers in this
classification receive raw hides from others. sort and ~rade
them. "salt" them (by soaking in a salt solution) to help their
preservation. and ship them to tanneries for processin~. After
the tanneries have processed them. the dressed and finished
hides. skins and leather are returned to the hide dealers where
they are again graded. measured. trimmed by hand as necessary. then stored until they are shipped to their customers.
Customers are primarily manufacturers of garments or other

3702-03 Bottling; Beverages. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in the production.
bottlin~. and distribution of bevera~es not covered by another
classification CN.O.C.) such as. but not limited to. carbonated
and noncarbonated soft drinks. seltzers. fruit juices. lemonades. iced teas. and bottled waters. These bottling establishments purchase syrup or concentrate from the franchiser or
concentrate manufacturer to produce a variety of products.
Containers such as. but not limited to. aluminum or steel
cans. plastic or glass bottles. are sanitized. filled with bevera~es. and sealed. Typically. bottlers will operate a sin~le production facility and have multiple distribution warehouses.
This classification excludes establishments en~a~ed
exclusively as wholesale or combined wholesale/retail distributors of bevera~es which are to be reported separately in
classification 2105 and manufacturers of syrup/concentrate
for soft drinks which are to be rated separately in classification 3902.
3702-05 Wine making or wineries
Spirituous liquor; Manufacturing
Applies to establishment en~a~ed in makin~ wine from
fruits or flavoring products such as. but not limited to. grapes.
berries. peaches. or dandelions. The inw:dients are crushed
and the juice extracted; yeast is added to the juice; then the
mixture is stored in a cool. temperature-controlled environment (such as a cellar) for fermentation to begin. Durio~ the
natural fermentation. the sugar from the fruit is converted
into alcohol Additional processin~ includes clarification. filtration. pasteurization. centrifugation. and blending. The
wine is bottled under vacuum and corked. labeled. and cased.
This classification also applies to establishments engaged in
the manufacture of spirituous liquor such as whiskey. ~in.
rum. and vodka. Operations involve preparing the mash from
various ~rains. potatoes or molasses received from others.
and fermenting. distilling and barreling of the products. This
classification includes tour ~uides. tastin~ room and ~ift shop
employees.
This classification excludes establishments en~a~ed
exclusively as a wholesale or combined wholesale/retail distributor of bevera~es which are to be reported separately in
classification 2105: wine/Hquor stores which are to be
re.ported separately in classification 6403: and vineyard operations which are to be reported separately in classification
4813.
Proposed

•

items...

This classification excludes establishments who process
raw hides. skjns. and fur into tanned leather. or dressed fur.
which are to be reported separately in classification 4301.

3708-15 Lipoleum. oil cloth or jmjtatiop leather; Mapu(acturipg; Coatipg. jmpregpatipg. lamjpatipg or waterproofing textiles. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the coating.
impre~natjn~. laminating. or watecproofin~ of crude fabric
whose operations are not covered by another classification
<N.O C.). Textiles or fabrics may be treated with coatin~s or
finishes such as. but not limited to. oils. varnishes. lacguers.
or plastic and rubber finishes. Woven or felt cloth Ooose. in
rolls or mounted on forms) can be coated with spreading
devices. rollers. or by dippin~ in solvems. drained to allow
solvents to evaporate. then cured in deyin~ ovens. Impreg-41
natin~ involves placing fabrics in vacuum tanks with solutions of rubber or lacquer and solvents and subjectjn~ them to
various pressures. Solutions are drained. contents removed.
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dried. baked in curing ovens and rough spots removed by
.grinding. Laminating is a process of cementing fabric and
.coating materials together and running them through heated
pressure rollers. then curing them in drying ovens. Fabric
embossing. which is raising designs in a surface. is included
in this classification. These processes are also used in the
manufacture of 1inoleum. oil cloth. imitation leather. and similar waterproofed or laminated fabrics.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the bleaching. dyeing. or finishing textiles which are to be
reported separately in classification 3708- I 6 and coating or
other finishing operations performed by employees of manufacturers of textiles or textile goods which are included in the
manufacturing classification as applicable.

•
•

•
•

3708-16 Bleaching. dyejng or finjsbjng textiles; N.O.C.
App1ies to establishments engaged in the bleaching. dyeing. or mercerizing of crude fabric whose operations are not
covered by another classification (N.O.C.). The fabric is first
treated with bleaches. dyes. and other solutions. then singed
and calendered prior to shipping to other manufacturers to be
made into textile goods. Mercerizing is the treatment of fabric with sodium hydroxide to shrink the fiber and increase its
color absorption and Juster. Singeing is the burning of the
fiber ends to seal them; calendering is pressing the cloth
through heavv rollers to smooth and gloss it. The above overations require the use of large manufacturing machinery such
as. but not limited to. calenders and large vats.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
coating. impregnating. laminating or waterproofing textiles
which are to be reported separately in classification 3708-15;
establishments engaged in the washing and drying. or dying
of individual garments for others which are to be reported
separately in classification 2201: and coating or other finishing operations performed by employees of manufacturers of
textiles or textile goods which are included in the manufacturing classification as app1icable.
3708-18 Broom or brush; Manufacturjng or assembly.
lSJl&,
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of all types of household and industrial brooms.
brushes. and mops not covered by another classification
(N.O.C.l. including. but not limited to. paint brushes and rollers. whisk brooms. scrub mops. dust mops. brushes for vacuum cleaners. street sweeping or other rotary machines. Animal hair. synthetic fibers. handles and backings made of
wood. plastic or metal. screws. rivets or other hardware.
metal springs and wire. yarn. and dust-attracting additives are
vurchased from outside sources Tools and equipment
include. but are not limited to. manually operated or computerized brush making machinery. Brush making machinery
drills holes in the brush base. fills holes with hair or other
fibers. and staples them in place. Other types of brush making machines make metal-back strip brushes which are
mounted in straight or spiraled rows around cores (tubing or
shafts). and used in rotary machines. These machines loov
bristles around an anchor wire. then crimp a metal channel
around the anchor wire. forming the base. The bristles are
trimmed to precise lengths on trimming machines.
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This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of metal. wood or plastic bandies or backings which are to be revorted separately in the classification
applicable to the manufacturing process. and establishments
that make only mop heads by sewing yarn or other strands to
a cloth base which are to be reported separately in classification 3802.
3708-19 Cordage. rope 2 or twjne; Manufacturjog
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
cord or cordage. rope. twine. or string from both natural and
synthetic fibers such as cotton. manila. sisal. flax. jute. hemp.
and rayon. Finished products. which range widely. include.
but are not 1imited to. fish 1ines. shade or awning cords.
mountain climbing ropes or riggings on boats. This classification includes the extrusion of polyethylene or similar pellets to form fibers when done by manufacturers for use in
their own products only. This classification also includes
establishments that pick. card. and comb fibers prior to twisting the resulting strands into twine or lightweight cord which
they may further twist or braid together to produce heavier
cordage or rope. "Picking" removes debris from the raw
fibers: "carding" untangles and straightens the fibers: "combing" separates long fibers from shorter ones and forms them
into thick strands (which are referred to as "slivers"). Other
manufacturers in this classification start with spools of cording. then twist or braid a number of strands into heavier cordage or rope. Manufacturers may dye their products. coat
them with latex to prevent deterioration. or steam and dry
them. The above operations are included in the classification
when performed by employees of employers engaged in
manufacturing rope or cordage. Machinery includes bale
breaking. picking. carding. spinning. twisting. braiding.
winding machines. dipping vats. and dryer ovens.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of net. thread. webbing. or yarn which are to
be reported separately in classification 3708-26 and establishments engaged in the manufacture of plush. velvet. felt. or
other fabric produced by spinning or weaving which are to be
reported separately in classification 3708-27.
3708-22 Pelting

Applies to establishments engaged in animal hide pelting
operations. A pelt is an untanned animal hide or skin with the
hair or fur still on it. For classification purposes. pelting is
defined as the initial cleaning and drying of animal skins or
hides. but does not involve the removal of hair or fur. or tanning operations. Frozen pelts are thawed by flushing them in
water. Fat and tissues are removed from the skin on fleshing
machines. Fleshing machines resemble a band saw with a
small blade over which the skin is moved to remove fat and
tissue. Then skins are placed in tumblers or drums with cornmeal or sawdust to clean the excess moisture. dirt and oils
from them. They are usually transferred to another drum or
shaker to remove the cornmeal or sawdust. The cleaned pelts
are stretched on drying boards or metal frames. stapled to the
frames with hand staplers. and placed in drying rooms until
dry. Pelts are sold to tanneries or furriers where they are fur-·
ther processed into tanned hides or dressed furs .
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the tanning of leather and the dressing of fur which are to be
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reported separately in classificatio n 4301: establishmen ts
engaged as taxidermists which are to be reported separately
in classification 3708-23: and establishments en~a~ed in raising fur bearing animals which are to be reported separately in
classification 4804.
Soecial nofe.· Peltin~ of fur bearin~ animals. when performed by the animal raiser. is considered incidental to the
raisin~ and is included within the scope of classificatio n
4804. Raisers of fur bearing animals are entitled to classification 3708-22 only if their hide peltin~ operation involves
the pelting of animals which have been raised by others.
3708-23 Taxjdermist s
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in taxidermy which is
the preparation. stuffing. and mounting of skins of dead animals for exhibition in a lifelike state. This classification
includes all operations. including tanning of bides and makin2 animal forms. when performed by employees of the taxidermist. Hunters and fishermen are the primary customers of
taxidermists : pet owners may have a pet preserved. all of
whom provide the skins or animals. Other customers include
mu~e~ms who use animal likenesses for decoratine or
exh1b1t. For these customers. the taxidermist usually purchases tanned hides from other sources. Small aninrnls. such
as birds. cats. or fish are usually mounted whole. Large animals may be mounted whole. altboueh ~enerally only the
head and neck are mounted. Whole animals are posed and
sometimes placed in natural-lookine settines. The taxidermist may receive the skin. or the whole animal. in which case
the skin is carefully removed in one piece. To remove fat and
tissue. the fleshy side of the bide is pulled back and forth
acros~ the spinnini! blade of a fleshine machine Fleshine
macb1Des resemble a band saw with a blade about a foot in
diameter which is mounted on a worktable. Hides usually
require "finer fleshine" which is done by scrapine with a
band knife. Holes or tears in the skin are band sewn. The
taxidermist may finish preparine the skins. or they may send
them to a tannery. Other preparations involve tumbling the
skins in drums (which resemble clothes dryers) with sawdust
or cornmeal to remove excess moisture. dirt. oils. then wasbin2 them in solutions of sodas. borax. or alum to further clean.
soften. and preserve them. Antlers are soaked in brine to
remove blood and other waste Prepared skins of smaller animals are usually stuffed: skins of larger animals are usually
stretched over an animal form. sewn toeetber. then ~Jued
onto the form. Taxidermist s may make their own animal
forms from fiber~la,ss or other plastic materials. or they may
purchase them elsewhere. Antlers. artificial eyeballs. teeth.
ton~~es. toe nails. and hooves are attached. Finishin~ work
regmres touches of paint to eyelashes or mouths (applied
wi~h artist's .brushes). sprays. or whatever make-up or sculptunng techmgues are needed to make the animal look lifelike.
Additional materials and equipment includes plaster. cotton
or other stuffines. styrofoam. cleanin~ a~ents or waxes. hand
tools for cutting. scraping. and sculpturing. rasps. sewing
needles. hammers. saws. freezers. deyers and tumblers. and
sewing machines.
. This. classi~cation excludes establishments enea~ed in
~1de peltlD~ which are to be reported separately in classification 3708-22 and establishments engaged in tanning operaProposed
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tions and fur dressine which are to be reported separately in
classification 4301.
•
3708-26 Net. thread. webbing. yarn: Manufacturi ng
•
~pplies to establishments enea~ed in the manufacture of
webb1Dg. thread. or yarn by spinning. weaving or knitting
~ro7esses from natural or synthetic fibers such as. but not
hm!ted to. cotton. rayon. silk. wool. Ibis classification also
includes the manufacture of nets which are woven from cordine or twine. Initial operations include the removal of debris
from fibers by picking: and untangling. straightening. and
stretchine ~f fibers by cardine. A combin~ operation separates long fibers from shorter ones and forms them into thick
strands (referred to as slivers). Slivers are placed on creels
and fed into spinning machines to be further stretched. spun
and twisted onto bobbins <also called packaees). The thread
or yarn go through further winding. rewinding. doubling. or
reeline. dependine on the ply bein~ produced, At some point
prior to the final winding onto a cone. the threads are rinsed
in vats of bot water for several hours to set the ply: dyes ma,y
?e added to the rinse. Threads are then spun dey and placed
ID dehydrators until all moisture is removed. Yarn/thread is
packaged and sold to fabric weavers. Elastic or nonelastic
webbin2 is woven from yarns or threads on narrow-shuttle
looms or knitting machines. The finished lengths are coated.
laminated. or dyed prior to windine onto skeins or spools for
sale to others. Nets manufactured in this classification range
from battine nets or hoop nets for sports. to nets used for
commercial pm:poses. Styles are also widely varied: mesh
nets 'Yoven on net looms. other types knitted on net-knittin~ ~
mach1Des: some are hand knotted. Manufacturers may sell
"net systems" which include traps. hooks. binges. lines and
other fishine paraphernalia. to the marine industry. Those
companies usually sell several styles of nets. some of which
are made from ready-made nettine they purchase elsewhere
and sew bindings and hardware onto them. Hand-knotted
nettin2 is often used to catch salmon or berrjn~. Len~bs of
rope are unwound with winches and winders. and stretched
across a waist-hieh loom that usually extends the leneth of
the factory and includes overhead bars from which rope
han~s. Workers stand at the loom and knot the len~ths of
rope to form nets. Hand knotting is considered an art and
takes some time and skill to learn. There are different ways
of finishing the nets. Some are pulled and stretched with
winches tbrou~h a heatine-deyine system (these can be up to
JOO feet or so ID length). The top of the unit is lowered over
fye stretched net and s~eam heat is applied. The stretchine
tightens the knots. which strengthens them: drying shrinks
and cures ~be net. also addin2 streneth. Another method is to
soak nets ID vats of bot water to which dyes may be added.
Nets may also be dipped in latex coatin~s a,nd dried in dryer~

This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of corda~e. rope. or twine which are to be
reported separately in classification 3708- I 9.

3708-27 Spinning or weaving. N.O.C. Plush. yelvet. felt:
Manufacturi ng
•
.
Appli~s to establishments enirneed in spinnine or weay- •
m2.operat10ns to manufacture woven or nonwoven fabric and
which are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.).
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own yarn prior to weaving it into cloth: others purchase the
yarn from outside sources. To make woven cloth. creels hold
spools (or beams) of yarn; the yarn feeds into the weaving
machinery and is woven into cloth. The resultant cloth may
be washe<l. dried. bleached. dyed or otherwise finished by the
same manufacturer. or sent elsewhere for finishin2. The dyeing. bleaching. or coating of fabric is included within the
scope of this classification when performed by employees of
an employe r en2a2ed in the manufact ure of fabric. Nonwoven fabric <also called spunbonded) is li2htwei2bt and can
be either absorben t or repellent. Uses for this type fabric
include. but are not limited to. inner-lining of diapers. surgicaUmedical masks. handiwipes. mattress pads. pillow coverings. Process for making spunbonded fabric starts with the
extrusion of polyethy lene pellets into taffy-like substance
which is eventually spun into continuous threads with the use
of suction. electricity. cold air. and blowini:. Once the substance is formed into threads. the threads move through the
machinery at hii:h speeds where air i:uns or nozzles suction
several threads into one "visual strand." These transparent
strands move alon2 and are blown onto a fast-movini: wire
conveyor of a sheet-making machine where they are crisscrossed to form a nonwoven mass: the mass passes throui:h
the machine's large rollers as heat is applied to it. The heat
and the pressure of the rollers bonds the webbed mass into the
nonwoven fabric. The fabric passes through more rollers and
• winders. is wound onto paper cores. cut. and packai:ed for
• shipment.
This classification includes the manufacture of plush.
velvet or felt. Plush and velvet manufacturin2 contemplates
simflar operations and machinery as those for other woven
fabrics. With velvet. the pile is almost always silk while the
pile for plush may be of silk. wool. Qf mohair. Backini:s for
both may be one or more of silk. artificial silk. wool. or cotton. After leavin2 the looms. the material 2oes throui:h coloring. embossing. printing. brushing. shearing and inspecting
processes. Felt is a mat-like material which is made by pressing raw materials. such as raw wool. cotton. nylon. textile
scraps. into desired dimensio ns. The materials are first
mixed in reguired proportions and, after picking and dusting.
passed throu2h breakers. carders. then laid in layers to form
the felt. The felt is pressed and hardened by a hardening
machine and. after fullin2'. is washed. dyed. then dried. <Fulling increases the weight and bulk by shrinking. beating. or
pressini:.l Once dry. the felt is pressed and trimmed in shearing machines and folded or rolled for shipping.

•

•

3708-29 Mattress or box springs; Manufac turing
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
stuffed mattresses. spring mattresses. or box springs. The
manufacture of battini:. waddine;. waste is included in this
classification when performed by employees of employers
enni:ed in maoufacturini: mattresses. Materials include. but
are not limited to. wool or cotton stuffin2' materials. foam for
paddini:. decorative fabric for mattress covers. upholsterer's
tape and sewini: notions. 2Iue. wire coils or sprini:s. wire i:rid
racks. and wood frames. Machinery includes. but is not lim-
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ited to. hand tools. staple ~uns. 2'1ue spray i:uns. nail e;uns.
band saws. sewing machine s. eyelet punches. guilting
machines. and tape edi:ers. Mattresses: Mattress pieces ace
cut to desired size. edging sewn on. eyelets and cord handles
attached to the side pieces Quiltini: of the coverini: fabric is
done on large guilting machines, To assemble mattresses.
battini: and foam paddin2'. or other cushionin2' material. is
laid out over the springs. then glued and stapled onto the
sprim~s. then tickini: Ccoverini:> placed on both sides. Borders are sewn to the top and bottom pieces with a hand-held
"tape edi:er" machine. Box Sorings: Sprini:s. i:rid racks.
wood frames are received from outside sources. Wood
frames are laid out on work surfaces. wire 2rids set on them.
then the sprin2's are stapled to the i:rids and frames at both
ends. forming the box. Layers of batting and covering materials are secured in place: then lii:htweii:ht cloth is stapled to
the bottom of the boxed spring. and plastic reinforce ment
corner pieces tacked on,
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
the manufacture of wire springs which are to be reported separately in classification 3402 and establishments en2a2ed in
the manufactUre of batting. wadding. or waste which are to be
reported separately in classification 3708-34.
3708-32 Cacpet oc rug; Mapufac turjpg
Applies to establishments enn2ed in tuftin2 carpets
from textile fiber. or weaving carpets and rugs from textile
yarn on weavine; machiner y Tufted products are sold as
wall-to-wall carpets. area rugs. art sguares. bath mats or scatter ru2s Woyen products are sold as aircraft or automobile
floor coverings, mats or matting. Materials include. but are
not limited to. pile yarn. jute backin2. liquid latex. bindin2.
and sewing notions. Machinery and eguipment includes. but
is not limited to. tuftine; machines. looms. vats. electric infrared dryers. electric cutting knives. and sewing machines. For
tufted carpets oc ru2s. pile yarn is sewn to a prewoven jute
backini: by a hie;h speed machine usini: hundreds of needles.
Rollers move the carpet over vats of rubberized liquid latex
while the liquid is applied to the backine; to secure the tuftine;
The carpet then passes through a dr,yer to dry the latex. Bindini:s are sewn on with a sewini: machine.
This classification excludes establishments ene;ai:ed in
making hand carved or inlaid carpets or rugs from premanufactured carpetini: which are to be reported separately in classification 3802.
3708-34 Battjog. waddjpg or waste: Manufac turing;
Wool combjpg or scourjng
Applies to establishments en2a~d in the manufacture of
batting. wadding or waste which is sold to distributo rs or
other manufacturers for use in their products. The terms batting and wadding are interchangeable and refer to cotton or
. wool fibers wadded toi:ether to form a soft layer used for padding or stuffing. Batting/wadding is used to stuff mattresses.
automobile tops. bed pillows and comforters. sleepint: ba2s.
futons. crating pads. stuffed animals. and similar items. or to
upholster furniture, Raw materials such as raw or waste cotton. wool. and synthetic fibers are received from others and
treated by processes that include shreddin2. willowini:. pickini:. dustint:. cardine;. blendin~. rolline;. dzyint: and curint:
These processes reguire the use of considerable manufactur[ 187]
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ing machiner:y which includes. but is not limited to. cho1wers.
shredders. blowers. conveyor systems. rollers. ovens. winders. and cutters The terms willowing. picking. and dusting
refer to opening and cleaning unprocessed wool or cotton:
car<ling or combing untangles and separates fibers. Fibers are
fed into garnetting machines where they are picked. pressureblown and blended. then blown out onto a long. flat. surface
that rotates as the fibers build up to a specified thickness.
Once the desired thickness is reached. the mass moves
through the machine's rollers. winders. and conveyors: it may
be treated lightly with resins or linseed oil. The conveyors
move the continuous rolled mass through enclosed ovens
where it is cured and dried, The roll of batting may pass
through a <milting machine to be bound together in a web
structure of strong thread. Finally. it is wound onto cores. cut
and prepared for shipping. Shoddy or waste manufacturing is
the processing of rags or textile mill waste until the materials
are reduced to fibers. Processes may include. but not be limited to. sorting. classifying. carbonizing (exposing rags to
hydrochloric acid fumes). baking. dusting. washing. drying.
batching. picking. garnetting. and baling. Wool separating
operations may include soaking rags in diluted sulfuric acid
or carbonizing to remove cotton and other foreign matter.
The rags are then dried and processed to remove dust. washed
in alkali to neutralize the remaining acid. then dried. This
classification also applies to establishments engaged in wool
combing or scouring operations. Wool is processed in dusters which remove dirt. The wool then passes to scouring
tanks. Several washers may be combined in a unit. the wool
passing from one to the other by automatic conveyors, The
last tank of clear water rinses the wool and it is then dried.
Sometimes it is picked and carded again prior to being dried.
then bagged or baled for sale, This classificatio n also
includes the treating and twisting of animal hair for upholsterers' use.
3708-39 Textne goods; Manufactur jng N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
a wide variety of textile goods not covered by another classification CN.O.C.l. and those which incorporate textiles with
other types of raw materials. In addition to those described
below. raw materials include. but are not limited to. metal or
plastic rods and edging strips. glue. epoxy. cork. adhesive
tape. nuts. bolts and other small hardware. In addition to that
described below. machinery includes. but is not limited to.
die cutters. rotary press cutters. band saws. hot wire cutters.
reciprocatin g blade cutters. slitters. balers. thermoweld
presses. laminators. rivetors. punch presses. shredding
machiner:y such as hammer mills. and hand tools such as ~
sprayers. staple guns. and rivet guns. Sewing machines are
often used in the manufacture of products contemplated in
this classification; however. sewing is an auxiliary function
performed in addition to other fabrication processes. Products contemplate d in this classification include. but are not
limited to:
Abrasive cloth made by running the backing material
(cloth. paper. or combination s of these) through a making
machine which is usually a grouping of three units, The
printer unit imprints the backside of the backing material
with a trademark or grade number: in the next unit an adheProposed

sive bond is applied in varying concentrations and quantities:
a grain dispenser applies grains or minerals such as flint,.
emery. crocus. garnet. aluminum oxide or silicone carbine. •
either by a mechanical or an electrostatic method.
Absorbent booms or sheets designed to lift oil from
water. made by shredding paper with an absorbent finish.
then blowing it into a sock of netting or a sheet sewn from
nonwoven fabric,
Bug screens for automobiles made by cutting wire screen
mesh to size with either scissors or a small shearer. sewing
vinyl bindings around them.
Conveyor belts made by joining the ends of premanufactured belting made of natural or synthetic rubber to form a
continuous belt. Ends may be joined by a mechanical splice
or a vulcanized splice. A mechanical splice joins the ends
with lacings (metal strips into which wire rods are threaded):
a vulcanized splice joins the ends by applying heat under
pressure. This tyge of bonding is also called thermo-welding.
Fishing rod wrqppings added to blank poles made by
others. Cork handles are glued onto the poles individually in
a hand operation. Poles are positioned on a lathe-like devise
powered by small motor. Next. guides are placed onto the
pole and secured by winding thread around the pole as the
lathe slowly turns it. Epoxy is brushed on by hand. or the
pole is dipped in epoxy. then placed on a revolving wheel or
hung to air dry. If the company that makes the poles also
applies the wrappings (finishings). the entire operation js to
be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
manufacture of the poles
•
Hard side luggage or carrying cases for items such as. •
but not limited to. video cameras. computers. telescopes.
made by cutting plywood or premanufactured plastic sheets
to pattern. lining the inside and outside of the pattern pieces
with materials such as embossed paper or imitation leather.
forming the case by riveting metal or plastic edging and corner pieces onto the pattern pieces. and attaching hardware
such as bandies. hinges. and locks Polyester foam padding is
glued to the inside of the specialized carrying cases to protect
the contents.
Hot tub covers made by cutting styrofoam to pattern.
joining the two pieces with metal hinges and enclosing the
unit in a vinyl covering.
Insulating products made by cutting materials such as
premanufact ured fiberglass cloth to specified shapes. then
stapling together. or by laminating vinyl or other covering
fabrics to premanufactured fiberglass cloth.
Office divider oanels made by cutting premanufactured
materials similar to polyfoam. laminating fabric onto foam.
and attaching light weight metal or wood edging pieces,
Rigging for boats such as rope ladders made from heavyduty rope. slings made by sewing bindings onto premanufactured netting,
This classification also includes the cutting and laminating of styrofoam. polyethylene foam and other flexible "foam
rubber" materials to make products such as. but not limited
to. mattress pads. cushions. contour pillows. aytomobile
seats. packaging materials. padding and pads for sports
equipment. Other products could be contemplated in this
classification as Jong as the materials. machinery and pro-
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cesses used in the manufacture of those products are similar
those of em Jo ers sub·ect to this classification.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of miscellaneous textile soft i:;oods which
are to be reported separately in classification 3802 and establishments eni:;ai:;ed in the moldini:; and mixini:; of rubber. plastic or graphite goods. which are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the work beini:; performed.

3708-40 Bag or sack-jpdustrial sjze. N.O.C.; Mapufactur-

ilut

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
industrial size bai:;s or sacks which are not covered by another
classification CN O.C.l, These types of bai:;s are used for
packaging items in bulk. such as. but not limited to. flour.
sui:;ar. salt. meat products. fruits and vei::etables. fertilizer.
building materials. or coal. Raw materials include ink. strong
thread. rope drawstrini:;s. and fabric such as. but not limited
to. cotton. nylon. woven polypropylene. burlap. or gunny
which js i::enerally received in bales. Baled fabric is opened
on baler machinery. sewn into continuous lengths. then
wound onto cores on a roll-up machine. The fabric is fed
through a winder which pulls it straight. then may be run
throui::h print presses where Ioi::os. brand names. or desii::ns
are applied. The lengths are stacked on long cutting tables
and cut with hand or power cutters to desired bag size The
sides and bottoms are sewn together inside out. then hem the
open end The bags are turned rji:;ht sjde out on turning
machines and drawstrings may be inserted in the hemmed
~i::e .. Finish~ ~i::s are bun.:d ~nto bales with strappini:
_achmes and_J~_ared for shi__Jn_.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of small bags. packs. picnic bags or others
generally carried on the person. which are to be reported separately in classification 3802: establishments engaged in the
manufacture of plastic bags which are to be reported separately jn classification 3510: and establishments engai::ed in
the manufacture of paper bags which are to be reported separately in classification 6908.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-606 Classification 3802.

((Attifieial feathet' ef flewef: MaR1tfaeatfiRg, N.O.C.
AwRiRg ef shade: MaR1tfaeatfiRg eJtel1tdiRg the '+'l'eldiRg ef
fra!fles v/hieh is ta be ref}erted Sef'aFately iR elassifiea
tieR 3 49'.2
E!flbreidery seNiees
G!lflfleRt: MaR1tfaet1triRg
Gle't'e: MaR1tfaet1triRg, N.O.C.
llaRdbag ef f}aek: MM1tfaet1tfiRg
llaRd e!lf'ved ef iRlaid f1tg: MaR1tfaet1tfiRg
Hesiefy: MaR1tfaet1tfiRg
He1tseheld flfrRishiRgs, s1teh as tlrttperies, shades, pille it's,
1t1tilts, sleepiRg bags: MaR1tfaet1tfiRg eJtel1ttliRg the
lflaR1tfaet1tre ef bttttiRg, wttElEling, er •'< llSte whieh is ta be
•
reperted sepftfately iR elassifieatieR 3798
.,
KRitted fabrie er gBFFReRts: MttR1tfaeatriRg
Laee: MaR1tfaet1triRg
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Lettther geatls s1teh llS tttek, helsters, tteeesseries, sparts bttlls:
MttR1tfaet1triRg
MilliRery: MttnufaeatriHg
R1tbbef er 13littble geeEls: MttR1tftteatriRg by e1tttiRg er glttiRg
eJtel1ttliRg rnbber lflalEliRg, shretlEliRg, pttlverizing,
whieh is ta he reperted septtrately iR elassifieatieR 3513
Sttils er battt eevers er taps: MttRttfaetttring
SereeR 13riRtiRg
Shae er beet: Mttnufaeturing er re13ttir eJteltttling !flalEliRg
ef shee J:38fts whieh is ta be reperted sepBFately iR elllSsi
fieatien 3513
TeRts, taFRps: MaRttfaetttriRg eKelttdiRg the weldiRg ef
frttmes "' hieh is ta he reperteEl se13Mately in elttssifiett
tieR 3492
Textile saft geeEls stteh llS metliettl su13parts, tie Ela l'IRS, erttft
ite!fls, ttward ribbeRs: MttRttfaetttriRg
Wig mttkiRg
This elassifieatieR eKeluaes the tllRRiRg ef leather aRa the
ElressiHg af fttr 'Nhieh is ta be re13ertetl sepaFlltel) in elas
sifieatieR 4391; a.Ra the iRstitllatieR af geaEls maR1tfae
atretl subjeet ta this elassifieatiaR 11 hieh is ta be repartee
separately iR the elassifieatieR ap13lieable ta the iRstalla
tian werk being perfermeEl.))
3802-13 Hapdbag or pack; Mapufacturjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
a variety of bags on a mass production or quantity basis.
Types of bags include. but are not limited to. handbags. backpacks. fanny packs. picnic bai::s. softside lu22age. and other
bags normally carried on the person. and such items as literature or document pockets used in airplanes or automobiles
The screen printing or embroidering of the manufacturers'
own products is included in this classification when performed by employees of an employer having operations subject to this classification, Materials include. but are not Jjmited to. natural or synthetic fabric. leather. webbing or strapping for handles. buttons. hooks. buckles. Velcro. and other
sewing notions purchased from outside sources. Operations
include cuttini:: to size or pattern. hand or machine sewing.
finishini::. labeling. pressing. Tools and equipment include
hand or power cuttin~ tools. clicker die cutters. sewing
machines that perform a variety of functions. eyelet punchers. and household irons.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of industrial bags from natural or synthetic
cloth used to packai::e commodities such as bulk flour. sugar.
produce. fertilizer. building materials. which are to be
reported separately in classification 3708: establishments
engaged in the manufacture of paper bags which are to be
reported separately in classification 6908: establishments
engaged in the manufacture of plastic bags which are to be
reported separately in classification 3510: and establishments
engaged in the manufacture of bard sided luggage or carrying
cases which are to be reported separately jn classification
3708.

3802-28 Mmjpery; Mapufacturjpg; Artificial feather or
flower. N.O.C.; Mapufacturjng
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
hats made of felt. wool. or other textiles. fur. or leather
received from outside sources. Other materials received from
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outside sources include woven bat bodies. brajded straw.
sweatbands. linings. rims or brims. ribbons. artificial flowers.
feathers. or other trimmin2s. For fabric hats. fabric is cut to
standard bat sizes. sewn. steamed on molds or blocked in
hydraulic presses. and trimmin2s attached. For straw hats.
straw stripping is roughly sewn into crowns and brims and
stitched to the woven straw body. Fjnishin2 operation s
involve sizing. band blocking. iron and machine blocking in
hydraulic presses. then hand sewini: bands and trimmini: onto
them. For felt hats. bodies are steamed. sized. shaped. ironed
or press blocked under hydraulic presses: trims are usually
sewn on by band This classification also applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of artificial feathers or
flowers whose operations are not covered by another classification. Crepe paper. fabric. covered paper stakes. glue. and
wire are received from outside sources. Paper or fabric is cut.
hand rolled and assemble d with wire to form the product.
Ibis classifica tion excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in the
manufact ure of hats knitted to form on knitting machines
which are to be reported separately in classification 3802-42
and establishments engaged in the dressing of fur or the tannini: of leather which are to be reported separately in classification 4301.

3802-29 Wig; Manufac turing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
wii:s and hair pieces made from real hair or synthetic hair.
Human hair is usually purchased from beauty shops. After
bein2 washed in bot disinfectant. hair is dried in ovens. The
strands are bleached in peroxide or ammonia. then colored
with dyes to desired shades. Strands are secured to webbed
caps with sewing machine s or woven into the cap and
cemented by hand The final steps include cljppini:. curlini:.
and styling. Materials include human hair. synthetic hair.
disinfect ants. adhesive s and webbini: fabrics. Tools and
equipmen t include. but are not limited to. scissors. combs.
brushes. curling irons. washing. bleaching and dying vats.
dcyin2 ovens. and sewini: machines.
3802-34 Screen printing of cloth or garments
Applies to establishments that provide screen priotin2
services to others on cloth items such as. but not limited to.
shirts. jackets. caps. and aprons. Most screen priotini: establishments display a limited guantity of garments as samples
from which customer s can order to outfit a team. club. or
other group. The screen print shop may order the garments
from their suppliers. perform the screen priotini:. and sell the
garments to their customers. or the customers may provide
their own 2arments. However. the principal business operation is the service ofscreen printing. Screen printing of individual 2arments may be done by hand or with a machine.
Screen printing businesse s will create designs in their art
department. or customers can furnish their own desii:n. The
process begins with the transfer of a design onto a framed silk
screen. A lii:ht-sen sitive material is coated over the silk
screen. then exposed to light. The screens are placed on a
multiport machine with a number of press boards onto which
i:arments. such as shirts. jackets. bats. aprons are loaded at
one time. One color of ink is squeezed over the screen and as
the machine revolves. the color for that portion of the desii:n
is applied to each garment. When the first color of the design
Proposed
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Screens are washed and cleaned so they can be reused. To
screen print desi2ns on leni:ths of cloth. the process js similar.
but machinezy for this type of application resembles commercial printini: presses used in print shops. Materials include art
supplies. colored ink. paint thinners. cleaning solvents. Tools
and equipment include. but are not limited to. ink dispensers
and sgueegees. hand cutting tools. frames and screens. manual and automatic presses. dryer ovens with conveyors. dcyini: racks. pressure spray washer units or sinks. and work

tables..

Special no1es.· The screen printini: of a manufacturer's
product. when done as part of the manufacturing process by
employees of the manufacturer. is included in the classification awlicabl e to the product being produced.
Establishments in classification 6305 that are primarily
eni:a2ed in the retail sale of clothin2 such as tee shirts. athletic sweat suits. or hats. may custom screen print or apply
iron-on transfers on individual 2armems sold, Individualized
printing or application of transfers is an incidental part of the
sales operation and is included in the store classification
Wholesale distributors of clothin2 or cloth 2oods who
perform incidental screen printing on a small portion of their
own product are to be reported separately in classification
6407. Care must be taken when considering classification
6407 to ensure that the nature of the business is the wholesale
operation. not a screen print service. and that screen printing .
js only incidental to the sales operation
•
3802-37 Hand carved or inlajd rug: Mapufac turipg
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
custom-designed inlaid or hand carved rugs or carpets from
carpetinl! purchased from outside sources. These are usually
small business es whose primary customer s are interior
desil!ners or architects who want one-of-a-kind rul!s to complement the design of a room. The designer pieces can be
installed as wall-to-wall carpets or used as area rui:s or wall
hangings. Materials include. but are not limited to. pattern
paper. nettini:. monk cloth. bindinl! or fusini: tape. frinl!ed
edging. carpet rolls. latex glue. and thread. Tools and equipment include small cuttin2 tools such as hot knives. tracin2
wheels. rulers. glue guns. air spray guns. seamers for attachini: the metallic tape. carpet carvers. and sewini: machines
Carpet carvers resemble a househo ld canister vacuum
cleaner. A suction hose joins the carvini: blades to the canister so the fibers are vacuumed as they are cut.
Inlaid: First. a design is drawn onto pattern paper. then
traced onto a piece of carpet with a tracini: wheel Powder
rubbed across the paper goes through the perforations to form
the desi1m on the carpet, This step is repeated for each different colored piece in the design. The complete design is also
cut out of the main carpet piece, The pattern pieces are cut
out with a hot knife and placed into the main carpet backing
piece which will become the finished rui~ The pieces are
2lued tQ the backini: with fusini: tape or joined with meta1Iic •
seamin2 tape. <Carpet desii:ners refer to this as quiltinl!.) •
Hand carvin2 <clippin2 around the ed2es of the desi2n with
the carpet carver) adds dimension. Netting is attached with

•
•
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latex to the back side of the desien to secure it Monk cloth
or similar fabric is applied as a backing.
Hand Carved: The pattern is transferred directly onto
the main carpet piece and carved along the edges of the
desien to eive it dimension.
This classification excludes establishments eneaeed in
the manufacture of carpets or rues by tuftine or weavine
which are to be reported separately in classification 3708 and
establishments engaged in the installation of carpets which
are to be reported se.parately in classification 0502.
3802-38 Embroidery services; lace; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments that provide embroidery services to others on cloth items such as. but not limited to.
shirts. jackets. caps. aprons. and patches. Most embroidery
establishments display a limited guantity of garments as samples from which customers can order to outfit a team. club. or
other group. The embroidery shop may order the garments
from their suppliers. perform the embroidery. and sell the
garments to their customers. or the customers may provide
their own earmems. Their principal business operation. however. is the embroidery service. Paper templates. computer
tapes. natural or synthetic thread. backine materials. fabrics
for patches. are received from outside sources Desiens or
Ioeos are punched onto paper strips. The strips are fed
throueh the embroidery machines which simultaneously
stitch the design onto numerous garments or cloth items
which have been positioned on the machine In computerized
machines. the design is programmed onto pa,per computer
tapes which are placed in the embroidery machine instead of
the paper strips. The rest of the operations are the same. To
make patches. the desien is embroidered numerous times on
a length of fabric. Individual patches are cut out and the
edees finished on a sereer sewine machine. This classification a,lso applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of lace. Natural or synthetic threads are received in
skeins from outside sources. The thread is wound upon
spools and bobbins which are placed onto the shuttles of the
looms. The designs in the lace are created by various harness
and shuttle movements of the loom. controlled electronically
or by perforated pattern cards. After removal from the loom.
the lace is inspected. mended by hand or sewine machine if
needed. washed. bleached. dried. trimmed. starched. and
~

Special notes; The embroidery of a manufacturer's own
product. when done as part of the manufacturing process by
employees of the manufacturer. is to be included in the classification applicable to the garment or product being made.
Establishments in classification 6305 who are primarily
engaged in the retail sale of clothing such as tee shirts. athletic sweat suits. bats. may embroider desiens or letterine on
individual garments sold. Individualized embroidery is an
incidental part of the sales operation and is included in the
store classification.
Wholesale distributors of clotbine or cloth eoods who
perform incidental embroidery on a small portion of their
own product are to be reported separately in classification
6407. Care must be taken when considerine classification
6407 to ensure that the nature of the business is the wholesale
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operation. not an embroidery service. and that embroidery is
only incidental to the sales operation .
3802-39 Household furnishings; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments eneaeed in the manufacture of
household furnishings such as. but not limited to. draperies.
pillows and cushions. futons. sleepine baes or comforters.
Businesses that make draperies may make other window
treatments such as swaes. valances. cornice boards. pulldown roller shades (window blinds) and other accessory
items such as. but not limited to. throw pillows. and slip covers If the window coverines are custom made. the shop usually includes a showroom displaying samples of draperv fabric. drapery rods. window coverines. accessories. floor coverings. wall paper or other household furnishings. These
accessory items are not usually stocked. but are obtained
from suppliers or manufacturers as customers order them.
The sale of these items by establishments eneaeed in the
manufacture of household furnishings is included in this classification A separate store classification is not applicable in
these situations. Draperies and curtains are cut to size.
pleated. sewn. and finished by steamine or ironine Vinyl
pull-down shades or blinds are cut to size: one end is stapled
to a wooden roller. then the shade is wound around the roller.
The other end is creased and stitched to form a hem into
which a wood slat is placed to eive the blind a solid edee
Pulls. tassels. fringes. or other trims are attached. Sleeping
baes. comforters. futons. and pmows are cut. sewn. and
stuffed with padding materials purchased elsewhere. This
classification also includes the manufacture of lamp shades.
Plain or pleated fabric or laminated parchment and metal
frames are purchased from outside sources. Material is cut to
pattern. then attached to frames by eluine or sewine bindines
around the frame and fabric. Materials include. but are not
limited to. various fabrics. vinyl-coated cloth. transparent
vinyl. parchment. linings. stuffings. trims. drapei:y books.
rods. wooden rollers and slats. pulls or bandies. hinees. wire
frames for lamp shades. and sewing notions which are purchased from outside sources. Tools and machinery include
scissors or other band or power cutting tools. irons. sewing
machines that perform a variety of functions such as straight
stitching. hemming. serging. pleating. or tacking. draperyfoldine devices. liehted surface to inspect cloth for flaws
prior to cutting draperies. work tables for cutting or with a
padded surface for ironing. pressine machines or irons.
Drapery manufacturers may have a jig saw. saber saw or
miter saw for the incidental cuttine of cornice boards which
is included in this classification.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of batting. waddine. or waste which are to be
reported separately in classification 3708 and establishments
eneaeed in the installation of draperies which are to be
reported separately in classification 0607.
3802-40 Garments. slippers. accessories. miscellaneous
soft goods. N.O.C.: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
earments. wet suits. accessories. slippers. and miscellaneous
soft eoods not covered by another classification CN.O.C.).
including. but not limited to. tie downs or animal restraints
made from fabric strapping. art and craft or novelty items,.
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stuffed toys. award ribbons. medical supports. umbrellas. and
parachutes on a mass production or quantity basis. The production involves cuttini: to size or pattern. sewini:. i:Juini:.
fabric welding. inserting stuffing materials. labeling. pressini:. inspectini: and packai:ini:. Screen printini: or embroidering of the manufacturer's own products. and finishing processes such as dyeing or bleaching is included in this classification when performed by employees of an employer having
operations subject to this classification. Manufacture of these
items often includes primarily hand work or hand work incidental to machine operations. Items are produced from all
types of natural or synthetic cloth or fibers: some of the trims
or parches may be leather or other pliable materials. Materials include. but are not Hmited to. natural fabrics. synthetic
fabrics such as neoprene. fur. leather. strapping or webbing.
yarn. sewing notions. glue. decorative trims. ribbons or
patches. imitation eyes for toys. stuffing materials. buttons.
buckles. hooks. or handles which are purchased from outside
sources. Tools include household irons. scissors or cutting
wheels. measurini: tapes. tracing wheels. brushes. power cutting tools (some types have hot blades or wires to seal frayed
edi:es of cut pieces), i:lue i:uns. staplers. and clamps.
Machinery includes. but is not limited to. cutting tables. sewini: machines that perform a variety of functions such as
straight or zigzag stitching. pleating. tacking or serging.
clicker die cutters. iron presses. packai:ini: equipment and
various table-top or foot operated devices such as eyelet
punchers. button coverini: machines. and hot-stampini: foil
presses.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of battini:. waddini:. or waste which are to be
reported separately in classification 3708: establishments
eni:ai:ed in manufacturini: operations usini: lari:e factory
machinery that performs functions such as. but not limited to.
windini:/rewindini:. blowini:. spinnini:. twistini:. braidini:.
weaving. picking. tufting. quilting. shredding. or grinding.
which are to be reported separately in classification 3708:
and establishments engaged in the tanning of leather or dressini: of fur which are to be reported separately in classification
4301.
3802-41 Gloyes. N.O.C.; Manufacturini:
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
gloves not covered by another classification (N.O.C.) made
of fabric or leather on a mass production or quantity basis
Fabric. leather. and sewini: notions are purchased from outside sources. Manufacturers may guilt lining materials to the
i:Jove fabric on quiltini: machines Glove pieces are cut from
numerous layers of fabric or leather with a die cutter: printing
of a loi:o or brand name may be applied to pieces prior to
stitching. Seamstresses sew the pieces together inside out.
addini: cuffs or trims. After stitchini:. each fini:er is individually turned right-side out on a turner which is a tablemounted device with a vertically movini: rod. Gloves are
then placed onto heated. hand-shaped molds for steaming and
shapini:.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
the manufacture of i:Joves knitted to form on knitting
machines which are to be reported separately in classification
3802-42: establishments engaged in the manufacture of rubProposed

ber gloves made by molding or mixing rubber which are to be
reported separately in classification 3513: and establishments •
eni:ai:ed in the tannini: of leather which are to be reported •
separately in classification 430 I.
3802-42 Knitted fabric or garments or hosierv; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the fabrication of
knitted cloth. ·the subsequent manufacture of garments from
the knitted cloth. and the manufacture of gloves. mittens. and
hats knitted to foon on knitting machines on a mass production or quantity basis. Natural or synthetic yarn (also referred
to as thread). buttons or other fasteners are received from outside sources. The knit cloth is produced on looms either
mechanically or electronically controlled. Circular or flat
knittini: machines (some of which resemble sewing
machines) are also used. The manufacturer of the knitted
cloth may make wearini: apparel from it. or may sell the knitted cloth to other manufacturers. Garments. such as sweaters.
may be knitted to form. or pieces may be cut from the cloth
and sewn together. Gloves or mittens are knitted to basic
shapes on special machines. Tips of fini:ers are sewn closed.
the glove is turned right side out. then shaped and steamed on
electrically heated forms This classification also applies to
the manufacture of hosiery on a mass production or quantity
basis Skeins of natural or synthetic yarn. i:enerally dyed. are
received from outside sources. The yarn is unwound onto
bobbins or cones. then placed in small circular automatic
knitting machines which form the leg and heel. The leg/heel
pieces are sewn into a continuous piece. then toes and tops •
added with looper machines. Hosiery is then washed. dried. •
shaped This classification also applies to establishments that
perform finishing operations on hosiery that is manufactured
by others.
Special note: The looms and knittini: machines used to
make knitted cloth are generally smaller than the weaving
and spinnini: machines used for the manufacture of woven
textile fabrics which are formed into loni:. continuous leoi:ths
and sold in large bolts to cloth goods manufacturers.
3802-43 Leather goods. N.O.C.; Manufacture or repair
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
repair of leather goods not covered by another classification
<N.O.C.) including. but not limited to. belts. tack. holsters
and other 1rnn carryini: accessories. knife sheaths. sports
balls. or belts. Products manufactured in this classification
can usually be worn or carried on the person and are often
made individually. Tanned leather or imitation leather. glue.
buckles. hooks. snaps and other fasteners. are purchased from
outside sources. Leather may be skived (split) to desired
thickness Items are cut out on small die cutters or by hand.
and the edges sanded and smoothed. Depending on the item
being made. the leather is bent into shape. glued or sewn
either by machine or hand. Imitation leather or vinyl products are sometimes joined by heat sealini: instead of i:luing or
sewing. Items may be dyed. which involves dipping in vats
of dye for about 15 or 20 minutes. hani:ing until dry. then rubbini: with rags. Guns are placed inside custom-made holsters •
and laid in a forming press to form the leather around the i:un •
for a precise fit. Next. items are placed in dzyers to dcy and
cure: then snaps. grommets or·other finishing pieces are
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attached with band tools. Tools and equipment include cut.ting blades. edge beveling tools. mallets. snap setters. and
.other band tools. die cutters. sanders. sewing machines. forming presses. and small dryers. This classification also applies
to establishments engaged in the manufacture and repair of
sports balls such as footballs. soccer balls. and basketballs.
Leather or vinyl. lining material. bladders (deflated balloon
shapes made of synthetic rubber material with valves
inserted). twine. thread. foil ribbon. paint. spray cleaners are
received from outside sources. Pieces are cut from leather or
vinyl on die cutters. sewn together inside out forming a shell.
then eyelets are inserted with eyelet punches. Logos or
names may be stamped on with a bot foil stamping machine.
The seams are pounded out with mallets to smooth them. then
the shell is turned right side out on table-mounted turners.
The shells are placed onto table-mounted. ball-shaped molds.
the bladders inserted. and air blown into the bladders with air
compressors. forming the balls. The balls are placed onto
holders. laced and closed with twine. Further designs may be
applied with paint: balls are cleaned with a spray cleaner
before packaging.
This classification excludes the tanning of leather which
is to be reported separately in classification 4301 and the
manufacture of bladders by rubber mixing or molding which
is to be reported separately in classification 3513.

•
•

•
•

3802-44 Shoe or boot; Manufactur ing or repair
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
boots or shoes from raw materials such as leather. imitation
leather. lining materials. rubber heels and soles. padding.
thread and string. eyelets. tacks. buckles. rubber cement.
dyes. waxes and polishes purchased from outside sources.
Shoe or boot manufacturers may purchase shoe parts already
cut to pattern. or may cut out their own patterns either by
hand or on small dies. There are only a few shoemakers in
Washington. most of whom make custom. hand-crafted boots
or shoes. Operations include measuring feet to mak:e molds
or patterns. sewing by band or machine. gluing. attaching
eyelets or studs. tacking the upper pieces to the soles and
heels. smoothing edges with grinders. dyeing. waxing. buffing. brushing and cleaning. Tools and eQuipment include
tack hammers. awls. lasts (foot forms). hand cutting and
punching tools. sewing machines. shoe jacks. foot-operated
eyelet punching presses. sole stitchers (to stitch soles onto
upper pieces). belt sanders and brush finishers. This classification also applies to shoe repair shops which use the same
type of materials. tools and equipment used to mak:e shoes
and boots Most shoe repair shops sell shoe accessories such
as laces. insoles. polishes. which are usually displayed at the
front of the shop: the sale of those items is included within the
scope of this classification. The shops usually employ only
one or two persons and are often located in malls or strip
malls. This classificatio n excludes the manufacture of
molded rubber shoe parts such as heels. soles. which is to be
reported separately in classification 35 J 3; establishmen ts
engaged in tanning leather which are to be reported separately in classification 4301; and the manufacture of any
other materials used in making shoes or boots which is to be
reported separately as applicable.
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3802-45 Rubber or pliable goods; Manufactur ing by cutting or i:luing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
rubber or pliable goods from premanufactured materials by
hand cutting. die cutting. gluing. or heat bonding. Items manufactured in this classification include. but are not limited to.
gaskets. seals. bindings for skis. grips for pens or handle bars
on bicycles or motorcycles. Raw materials which are lightweight. flexible and generally do not exceed about 3/8" thickness or I" in diameter. include. but are not limited to. neoprene (a man-made rubber). cork. or other compressed sheets
made of materials such as felt. paper. foam. plastic. graphite.
Teflon. strips of extruded rubber. Many of the products are
made simply by die cutting flat materials into the desired
shapes. Other products. such as 0-rings. are made by cutting
lengths of extruded rubber and joining the ends by gluing or
heat-bonding them together to form a circle. Grips for pens
or handle bars can be made by cutting rubber tubing to len~h
and grinding the ends for a smooth finish.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufas;ture of rubber products by molding processes
which are to be reported separately in classification 35 J 3.
3802-46 Tent. tarp. awning or shade. boat cover or sail;
Manufactur ing
Api;ilies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
repair of tents. awnings or outside window shades. boat or
automobile tops and covers. sails. fruit picking bags. or similar items made from canvas. duck and synthetic water resistant fabrics. Other materials purchased from outside sources
include grommets. hooks. tie rope. netting. binding. trimmings. strapping. pipe or tubing. and metal tops for fruit picking bags. Operations include cutting. sewing or fabric welding which joins pieces by beat-sealing the edges. attaching
grommets. and bending pipe or rods for frames Tools and
eguipment include hand cutting or punching tools. powered
material cutters. sewing machines. grommet punchers. pipe
cutters and benders. and staplers.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the welding of metal awning frames or supports and establishments engaged jn the manufacture of metal awnings
which are to be reported separately in the applicable metal
goods classification: and the installation ofany product manufactured in this classification which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/1/87)
WAC 296-17-612 Classification 3808.
((Uph6lstery W6rk, N.O.C.))
3808-00 Upholstery work. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in upholstery work
not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). Upholstery
work is the custom finishing of furniture and vehicle interiors
with stuffing. cushioning. springs. and covering material.
Some sewing is usually necessary. Items upholstered
include. but are not limited to. chairs. sofas. foot stools. caskets. and seats for aircraft. automobiles. boats or other recre- .
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3901-01 Bakeries - retail - specialty shops
Applies to establishments engaged in operating specialty
bake shops where products are sold exclusively to walk-in
retail customers. A specialty bal<e shop is an establishment
that makes and sells a single product line such as cookies.
donuts. pies. or bai:els to customers for consumption on or
away from the premises. This classification includes related
sales of beverai:es. as well as the occasional delivery of
baked goods.
This classification excludes commercial wholesale bakeries that bake products for sale to trade customers such as
supermarkets. restaurants. and distributors which are to be
reported separately in classification 3906. and retail bakeries
engaged in the baking of assorted goods such as breads.
cakes. pies. and pastries. for retail sales to walk-in customers
which are to be reported separately in classification 3901-00.

ational vehicles (RVs). Upholstery work becomes part of the
furniture or vehicle as opposed to removable pillows or cushions which are not permanently attached to the structure.
Upholstery shops also perform refurbishing or renovation
work which involves removini: the old materials. rnplacini:
sprini:s. stuffini: or cushionini: as necessary. and coverini:
with new material. They might replace a vinyl top. trim
molding. striping tape. or door edge guards on a car or boat
which is included in this classification when done by employees of an employer subject to this classification. Customers
usually bring the furniture or vehicle to the shop for upholstery work. Upholstery shops in this classification may sell
some fabric as an incidental part of their operation: however.
if any upholstery work is done at the shop. the entire operation is to be reported separately in classification 3808. This ·
classification includes businesses which produce furniture
entirely from foam rubber or other cushionini: or stuffini:.
sprini:s. and a coverin~ material. This classification excludes
establishmen ts enui:ed in the manufacture of mattresses
which are to be reported separately in classification 3708:
establishmen ts eni:ai:ed jn makini: "throw pillows or cushions" which are to be reported separately in classification
3802: and establishments eni:ai:ed in seWni: upholstery materials (but do no upholstery work) which are to be reported
separately in classification 6406.
Special note.· Classification 3808-00 may be assii:ned to
physically separated upholstery departments of furniture or
casket manufacturers. and automobile. aircraft. or RY manufacturers provided the conditions set forth in the general
reporting rule covering the division of worker hours have
been met.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/1/87)
WAC 296-17-615 Classificatio n 3902.
((Frnit B:Rti vegetttble eB:RRef)' ttRti free~er 0JleratieRs
I'ft1it anti vegetable e·raJler11ting, Jlreserving er dehytire:tiRg
I'ft1it syrt1J' m1u1ttfaett1riRg, frtiit jt1iee lflltftttfaetttriRg, jam er
jelly fftaRt1faett1riRg, eitler fftB:Rt1faeturing
Pea viRiRg
Cern Jlretit1ets, eheealate aRti eeeea fftB:RttfaetttriRg
Be:kiRg f30Wtler, tiextriRe, gluease, aRti stareh maRttfaetttring
Nt1t shelliRg, egg breakiRg, eeeeRttt shretitliRg aRti Jleanttt •
haHtlliRg
•
Feed SttHtlries fftaRt1faett1riHg ttHd feetl Jlf6eessiRg, N.O.C.
Pe1tRt1t btttter, heRe), fftlt) 6RRttise ttHa iRst11Ht f:'6tate fftttfttt
faetttriHg
Piekle mttRttfttetttring, s11tterkr11ttt mttRttftteturiRg
Pet feed fftttftttfaetttriRg
Btttter sttbstittttes fftttHt1fttetttriRg
Brettkfast f-eeti fftllHttfaetttriRg
Pettltf) ettRHiHg ttRd ettRfteries, N.O.C.
Vegetable eil fftllftttfaetttriRg.))
3902-00 Frujt and veeetable; Cannery and freezer oper-

AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-614 Classificatio n 3901.
((B11keries ret11il
This el11ssifieatitn1 ttpplies trnly te these bttkeries th11t sell
Jlretluets ttt retail primarily en the Jlremises ef the bakery
6:Re eeRtefftJllB:tes fftiRime:l eeli·1ery af J'f0Stlets aff
Jlrelflise sueh ftS tlelivery ef wetlding e11kes.))
3901-00 Bakeries - retail
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the bakini: of
assorted goods such as. but not limited to. breads. cakes. pies.
and pastries for retail sales to walk-in customers. This classification includes "deli" sections in retail bakeries where bakery products. and items such as soups. salads. sandwiches and
beverages. are available for on-premises consumption. This
classification also contemplates the occasional delivery of
bakery items such as weddini: cakes
This classification excludes commercial wholesale bakeries that bake products for sale to trade customers such as
supermarket s. restaurants. and distributors which are to be
reported separately in classification 3906. and specialty bake
shops that produce sini:Ie product lines such as cookies and
donuts. which are to be reported separately in classification
3901-01.
Proposed
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Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in fruit and veeetable
canning or freezing operations for wholesale customers.
Operations contemplated by this classification include the
receipt of fruit and vegetables directly from growers or dealers. preparine produce for cannini: by removini: foreii:n
materials such as leaves or weeds. washing. sterilizing. gradine. peelini: slicine. corini:. blanchine. scaldine and precooking. premeasuring. mixing them in a hopper with sugar
or other ini:redients. and further processini: into canned or
frozen products. Pea vinini:. when performed by employees
of a cannery. is also included in this classification.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:e<l in
evaporating. preserving or dehydrating fruits and vegetables
which are to be reported separately in classification 3902-01:
establishments eni:aeed in manufacturini: fruit juice. cider. •
jam or jelly which are to be reported separately in classifica- •
tion 3902-02: establishments eneai:e<l in packine fresh veeetables and fruits which are to be reported separately in classi-
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3902-01 Fruit and yegetable: Evaporating. preserving or dehydrating
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in evaporatin2. preserving. or dehydrating fruits and vegetables for wholesale
customers. Operations contemplated by this classification
include the receipt of fruit and vegetables directly from growers or dealers. washin2. peelin2. cookin2. pressin2 fruits and
vegetables by machine. adding preservatives and congealants. pasteurizin2. then dehydratin2. dryin2. or evaporatin~ to
remove the moisture which preserves the fruits and vegetables and leaves only the dry. solid portion. Finished products
are packaged in cans. plastic bags. or boxes for shipping.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
canning or freezing of fruits and ve2etab)es which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902-00: establishments
en2a2ed in manufacturing fruit juice. cider. jam or jelly
which are to be reported separately in classification 3902-02:
establishments engaged in packing fresh vegetables and fruits
which are to be reported separately in classification 2104:
and farm operations which are to be reported separately in the
applicable farm classification.

3902-02 Fruit syrup or juice. cider. jam or jelly: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
fruit syrup. juice. cider. jam. or jelly. Operations contemlated by this classification include the receipt of fruit
Clirectly from 2rowers or dealers. washin2. peelin2. and cookin2 the fruit. extractin2 juice and separatin2 seeds from pulp
with fruit presses or separators. adding sugars. congealants
and preservatives. pasteurizin2. blending juices to produce a
variety of flavors. and further processing to produce bottled.
canned. or concentrate products.
This classification excludes establishments en2aged in
canning or freezing of fruits and vegetables which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902-00: establishments
engaged in evaporating. preserving or dehydrating fri.iits and
ve2etabJes which are to be reported separately in classification 3902-01: and farm operations which are to be reported
separately in the applicable farm classification.
3902-11 Chocolate. cocoa. com products; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
cocoa or chocolate such as Dutch or sweet chocolate or of
corn products such as. but not limited to. tortmas. Operations
contemplated by this classification include receipt of corn
and cocoa beans from 2rowers or dealers. processin2 operations. testing. packaging and shipping. Foreign matter is
removed from the cocoa beans and they are sorted. divided.
cleaned. and roasted in ovens. Shells are cracked. usually by
machines. and the beans examined to ensure quality.
Depending on the products being manufactured. beans may
be pasteurized. 2round. further dried. mixed with chocolate

·i~~~~n~!~!~:~!r~fnt:~~ ;r~~~~t~~t~~~!=~~i:
corn product being made. in2redients are pressed. kneaded.
cut. shaped or flattened. and baked or cooked.
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This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in
the manufacture of crackers. potato chips. ravioli. tamale. and
pasta. or chocolate candy and confections which are to be
reported separately in classification 3906. and farm operations which are to be reported separately in the applicable
farm classification.

3902-12 Baking powder. dextrine. glucose and starch:
Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
baking powder. dextrine. 2lucose and starch. Operations
contemplated by this classification include the receipt of vegetables and 2rains. such as. but not limited to. potatoes. corn.
and wheat from growers or dealers. processing operations.
testing. storin2 finished products in stora2e tanks. packa2in2
into drums or cans. and shipping. Vegetables or grains are
cleaned. sorted. and forei2n matter removed. They are
dumped onto conveyors and transported to grinding
machines where they are 2round into a starch paste Water
may be added to make liguid starch or starch milk or diyers
may remove excess moisture Starch blends may be made
from raw starch suspensions using chemical solutions. Shakers remove bran. gluten or other particles from the starch suspension. Dextrine is made by further mixing the starch with
dextrine paste. adding chemicals. cooking and stirrin2 until
the starch is converted to dextrjne Baking powder is made
by mixing baking soda. starch. and an acid compound such as
cream of tartar.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of food sundries not covered by another classification which are to be reported separately in classification
3902-14 and farm operations which are to be reported separately in the applicable farm classification.
3902-13 Nut shemng. egg breaking. coconut shredding
and peanut handling
Applies to establishments en2ued in nut shellin2. e22
breaking. coconut shredding. and peanut handling. Nuts are
received from suppliers in bulk and placed into machinery
which cracks shells and separates broken shells from the nut
meat Another machine sorts whole nut meats from those
that are chipped. broken. or contaminated. At each machine.
nuts are examined for rejects. and foreign matter is removed
with a vacuum hose or by hand. They may be chopped.
sliced. or left whole. then poured from the machines into
sacks or containers. The meats of certain nuts. such as
almonds. may be 2round into meal. then canned for shipment
This classification also includes the grading and polishing of
nuts. and shreddin2 of coconuts. Eg2 breakin2 machines
break eggs and separate the yolk from the white. They are
observed for color. quantity. and clarity: inferior yolks or
whites are discarded prior to being automatically dropped
onto separator trays with individual cups. E22s may then be
mixed with water. pasteurized or dried prior to packaging.
This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in the
manufacture of oils which are to be reported separately in
classification 3902-27 and establishments engaged in the
manufacture of food sundries which are to be reported separately in classification 3902-14.
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3902-14 Food sundries. N.O.C.: Manufacturing or processing
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
a variety of miscellaneous food products not covered by
another classification (N.O.C.l. Products include. but are not
limited to. imitation crab. spices. peanut butter. condiments.
salsa. salad dressini:s. mayonnaise. soups. tofu. instant potatoes and other product blends. This classification also applies
to the i:rindini: and roastini: of coffee beans. Operations contemplated by this classification include the receipt of raw
ini:redients from i:rowers or dealers. processini: operations.
testing. guality control. laboratory operations. packaging and
shippini: Individual processes. which vary dependini: on the
product being manufactured. include. but are not limited to.
cleanini:. dividini:. i:rindini:. mixini:. blendini: with other
ingredients. cooking. cooling. dividing again into desired
portions. and packa2in2. The products are packai:ed in plastic bags. bottles. or cans. usually by machine. Some products
require vacuum sea1in2. pasteurizini:. or freezini:. This classification also includes the preparation of ready-to-eat salads.
sandwiches. and similar food items for convenience stores
and vending machines.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
the manufacture of crackers. potato chips. ravioli. tamale.
pasta. coui:h drops. confectionery. and chewini: i:um which
are to be reported separately in classification 3906 and farm
operations which are to be reported separately in the applicable farm classification.
3902-15 Pickles and sauerkraut: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
pickles and sauerkraut. Operations contemplated by this
classification include the receipt of produce from i:rowers or
dealers. processing operations. testing. laboratory operations.
packa2in2 and shippini:. Produce. such as cucumbers and
cabbage. is cleaned. cut. chop,ped and placed in barrels. vats.
or tanks of brine <a mixture of salt. suur. spices. vinei:ar)
until cured. At the end of curing period. product may be
paclced into i:Iass jars. plastic bai:s. or cans. This classification also applies to the picklini: of fruits or vei:etables such
as. but not limited to. tomatoes. peppers. and asparai:us.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
cannini: or freezini: of fruits and vei:etables which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902-00: establishments
eni:ai:ed in evaporatini:. preservini: or dehydratini: fruits and
vegetables which are to be reported separately in classification 3902-01: establishments eni:ai:ed in packini: fresh vei:etables and fruits which are to be reported separately in classification 2104: and farm operations which are to be reported
separately in the applicable farm classification.
3902-17 Pet food; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of
canned pet foods. Operations contemplated by this classification include the receipt of raw ini:redients. processini: operations. packaging and shipping. After bones and foreign matter are removed. raw ini:redients are cleaned and i:round.
Dependini: on the product. various ini:redieots such as. but
not Umited to. animal meat and fat. fish by-products. cornmeal. soybean meal. i:round wheat. rice. poultry. yeast. whey.
salt. acids. chemicals. minerals. vitamins. water. or oil are
Proposed

mixed in Iari:e vats either by machine or by hand Mixture is
baked. dried. and shaped or packed into cans.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed i
the manufacture of dry pet food which is to be reported sepa~
rately in classification 2101 and farm operations which are to
be reported separately in the applicable farm classification.

4

3902-24 Breakfast food: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
breakfast foods such as cereals or breakfast bars. Operations
contemplated by this classification include the receipt of
ini:redients. processini: operations. quality control. laboratory operations. packa2in2. and shippini:. Flour. meal. or
milled grains such as. but not limited to. corn. oats. barley.
wheat. and nuts are mixed with other ini:redients. fooned into
a dough. rolled out and extruded into flakes or other shapes.
Pressure cylinders may be used to expand or puff whole
grains. Cereals may be sifted through screens to check for
size. color. and uniformity or otherwise tested for quality.
then baked or dried in bulk prior to packaging.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of wholesale bakery i:oods which are to be
reported separately in classification 3906: establishments
engaged in milling or grinding operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 2101: and farm operations which are to be reported separately in the applicable
farm classification.
3902-26 Poultrv canning and canneries. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in cannini: poultry or
cannin o erations not covered b another classificatio
<N.O.C.). Operations contemplated by this classification
include the receipt of poultry or other products. processing
operations. quality control. laboratory operations. packa2in2.
and shippini:. The process includes. but is not limited to.
washing. cutting or chopping. and cooking poultry or other
foods items. Preservatives or flavorin2s may be added before
product is sealed in cans or jars.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
cannini: or freezini: fruits or vei:etables which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902-00 and establishments eni:ai:ed in cannini: or dehydratin2 meat products
which are to be reported separately in classification 4301
3902-27 Vegetable oil or butter substitutes: Manufactur-

in&

Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
salad or vegetable oils. shortening. margarine or other butter
substitutes. Operations contemplated by this classification
include the receipt of seeds or beans from growers or through
dealers. processini: operations quaUty control. laboratory
operations. packaging and shipping. To make oils. soybeans.
cottonseeds. safflower seeds. or shelled corn is cracked.
ground. milled. steam cooked. and pressed to ex.tract the oil.
Dependini: on the product beini: made. other ini:redients such
as water. milk. powdered milk or salt may be blended with
the oil. then heated. filtered. and filled into cans or bottles.
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products are kneaded to spread the colorini: uniformly: then
they are packaged in cans. plastic containers. or wrapped in
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manufacture of "real" butter which are to be reported separately in classification 4002 and faan operations which are to
be reported separately in the applicable farm classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-616 Classification 3903.

((811gar refieieg
Melasses ffiaettfaeatrieg, syrttp ffiae11faet11rieg, N.O.C.))
3903-08 Sugar refipjng; molasses apd sycup. N.O.C.;
Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments eneaeed in processine (milling) sugar cane and sugar beets into various forms of powdered and ~anulated suear. and the manufacture of molasses
and sugar syrups not covered by another classification
CN O.C.) Operations contemplated by this classification
include the receipt of sugar cane or sugar beets directly from
&rowers or dealers. crushine or rollim: cane to obtain the
juice or washing. slicing. and cooking the beets to obtain the
juice. evaporatine the juice to produce a crystallized substance. and further processing to produce the final product
such as eranular sueac. white powdered suear and brown
sugar. Common by-products of a sugar refining operation are
molasses and suear syrups. In some cases an establishment
~ ~roduce on!; the su~ar iiru~ and/or molasses not the
t mzed form of suea .islassification applles to all
of the above operations as the processes to produce sugar
syrup and molasses products are similar to those used to produce crystallized sugar.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of fruit syrup. juice. cider. jam or jelly which
are to be reported separately in classification 3902.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)
WAC 296-17-618 Classification 3905.

((Ceektail aed seft driek letteges
Ceffiffiissaries aed restattraets with eeestrttetiee, ereetiee,
legging er ffiiee eperatiens
Eating establishffients, ~tO.C., stteh as pttblie ltteeh eettnters
ie stares, iee ereftffi parlers, pepeere stares er staeds, aed
retail eandy stares "ith ee preffiise ffian11faet11rieg
Espre:mlleeffee stands aed ettrts
Feed, drink, ettedy, ete. eeeeessienttires ttt parks, traeks llftd
exhieitiees ieelttdieg ~·eec:lieg eeeeessieeaires dispees
ieg feed, driek, ettedy, ete. at ball parks, mee traeks, the
atres aed exhibitiees
Restattraets aed taveres
This elassifieatiee is eet applieable te street ·1eeElers er rettte
feed ser·1iees ,., he shall be rated ender elass 1101 (WAC
296 17 §36).))
•
·
.905-00 Restaurants· N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eneaeed in restaurant operations not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). These
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establishments are "traditional. family or full service" restaurants that provide sit-down services. or cafeteria or buffet
style meals. This classification includes the preparation and
service of food and beveraees Establishments in this classification may serve beer and wine: however. they are prohibited from selline hard liquor. cockmUs. and mixed drinks that
Class H restaurants sell. Typical occupations include. but are
not limited to. hostesses. waiters. waitresses. cooks. busboys.
dishwashers. cashiers. and manaeerial staff This classification also includes the preparation of "take-out food" that customers pick up directly from the restaurant for consumption
away from the premises and the operation of a card room in
conjunction with the restaurant.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
operatine Class H restaurants or lounees that sell hard liquor.
cocktails. and mixed drinks which are to be reported separately in classification 3905-07 and caterine services that are
not part of the restaurant operation which are to be reported
separately in classification 3909.
Soecial note.· Traditional. family or full service restaurants are establishments where wait persons brine customers
a menu. take orders. and deliver prepared meals to the customer's table or where customers choose from a variety of
food items from a buffet or cafeteria style service. Such
establishments will generally use nondisposable eating utensils and plates to serve food as opposed to throw away paper
plates and plastic eating utensils. Care should be exercised
when dealine with establishments that provide entertainment
such as musicians. enterminers. disc jockeys or piano players
who may be exempt from coverage as an independent contractor. Musicians or entertainers who are considered to be
employees of a restaurant are to be reported separately in
classification 6605.
3905-01 Food. drink. and candy vending concessionaires
at theatres. parks. tracks. apd exhjbitjops
Applies to establishments eneaee<l in operatine food.
drink or candy concessions at ball parks. race tracks. theaters
and exhibitions. This classification is applicable only to concession operations which are operated independent from the
facility or event at which the concession service is beine provided. These independent vendors selline food items are not
employees of the facility or site where the event or exhibition
is takine place vendors subject to this classification sell a
variety of food. snack and beverage items from booths.
mobile push carts mobile stands can:yin~ boxes. or trays.
This classification excludes food and beveraee operations (concession stands) operated in connection with an
event or facility by employees of the event sponsor or facility
operator which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the event or exhibition: street vendors or
route food services which are to be reported separately in
classification 1101: vendors of nonfood items which are to be
reported separately in the applicable classification: and vendine machine service companies that replenish food. snack and
beverage products which are to be reported separately in classification 0606.
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3905-03 Commissaries and restaurants with construction,
erection, logging or mine operations
Applies to commissary or restaurant operations conducted exclusively in connection with a construction. erection. 1022in2 or minin2 camp operation. This classification is
limited to food preparation services provided at a camp site or
at a mess hall use<l to feed employees of the construction. 102ging. erection. or mining company. The foods prepared and
served are not intended for. or offered to. the 2eneral public
Special no(e: The purpose of this classification is to provide employees en2a2ed in the food preparation activity with
a classification representative of the work being performed.
even thou2h such activities may be occurrin2 at or adjacent to
the construction. logging. erection or mining site as provided
for in the 2eneral reportin2 rule coverin2 2eneral inclusions.

the operation of a card room in connection with the restaurant.
This classification excludes establishments en a ed as '
restaurant without a Class H license which are to be reported
separately in classification 3905-00: taverns which are to be
reported separately in classification 3905-06: caterin2 services which are not part of a restaurant operation which are to
be reported separately in classification 3909: musicians who
are to be reported separately in classification 6605: and entertainers such as dancers who are to be reported separately in
classification 6620.
Soecial note.· Care should be exercised when dealing
with establishments that provide entertainment such as musicians. entertainers. disc jockeys or piano players who may be
exempt from covera2e as an independent contractor Musicians or entertainers who are considered to be employees of a
restaurant are to be reported separately in classification 6605.

3905-04 Eatine establishments. N.O.C. such as public
hmch counters jn stores
Applies to establishments not covered by another classification (N.O.C.) engaged in operating lunch counters and
restaurants within a retail store location Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer who also operates the retail store where the food service is located.
3905-06 Taverns
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of a
tavern. A tavern is primarily en2a2ed in the sale of beer and
wine for on-premises consumption. and may also provide a
variety of foods ran2in2 from peanuts and pretzels to bot food
dishes. Typical occupations include. but are not limited to.
bartenders. waiters. waitresses. cooks. busboys. dishwashers.
and managerial staff. Beer may also be sold by the keg with
the rental of necessary taps and pumps. This classification
includes the operation of a "beer garden" at special events
such as. but not limited to. fairs or race meets. and the operation of a card room in connection with the tavern.
This classification excludes restaurants with a Class H
license that sell bard liquor which are to be reported separately in classification 3905-07.
Soecial note.· Care should be exercised when dealing
with establishments that provide entertainment such as musicians. entertainers. disc jockeys or piano players who may be
exempt from covera2e as an independent contractor Musicians or entertainers who are considered to be employees of a
tavern are to be reported separately in classification 6605.
3905-07 Class H restaurants
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of a
Class H restaurant. A Class H restaurant is defined as bavin2
a legal permit to offer the sales of hard liguor. mixed drinks.
and cocktails in connection with their food preparation and
service. This classification includes the preparation and service of food and bevera2es at sit down restaurants and
lounges. Such establishments have extensive cooking facilities and equipment to prepare full meals. Typical occupations covered by this classification include. but are not limited to. bartenders. hostesses. waiters. waitresses. valet parkin2 attendants. cooks. busboys. dishwashers. cashiers. and
mana2erial staff. This classification also includes the preparation of "take-out food" that customers pick up directly from
the restaurant for consumption away from the premises and
Proposed

3905-08 Pjzza parlors
Applies to establishments engaged in operating a pizza
parlor or restaurant. Establishments subject to this classification specialize in the preparation and sales of pizza (but may
also provide other foods) and bevera2es such as wine. beer.
or soft drinks for on-premises consumption Typical occupations include. but are not limited to. hostesses. waiters. waitresses. cooks. busboys. dishwasher. cashiers. and mana2erial
staff. This classification also includes establishments that
deliver pizza to customers. or where customers can pick up
already prepared pizza at the shop. but where no customer
seatin2 is provided
_jil
This classification excludes pizza parlors with a Class ~
license which are to be reported separately in classification
3905-07 and U-bake pizza operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 6403.
Special note; Care should be exercised when dealin2
with establishments that provide entertainment such as musicians. entertainers. disc jockeys or piano players who may be
exempt from coverage as an independent contractor. Musicians or entertainers who are considered to be employees of a
pizza parlor are to be reported separately in classification
6.6Qi.
3905-09 Fast food driye-ins. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the operation of
fast food drive-ins or restaurants. These establishments serve
easily prepared foods quickly and nonalcoholic bevera2es
which can be eaten on the premises or picked up by customers at a coumer or a drive throu2h window. Fast food establishments offer a variety of menu items such as. but not limited to. hambuc2ers. frencb fries. tacos. sandwiches. fried
chicken. hot dogs. fish and chips.
This classification excludes street vendors and/or route
food services which are to be reported separately in classification 1101 and full service restaurants which are to be
reported separately in classification 3905-00

3905-11 Soft drjnk lounees
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in operatin2 soft.
drink loun2es. These types of establishments may provide.
entertainment such as dancin2 for an adult audience or a
place where youths under the age of 21 can dance or listen to
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1186)
finger sandwiches.
This classification excludes entertainers such as exotic
dancers who are to be reported separately in classification
6620 and musicians who are to be reported separately in classification 6605.
Special note: Care should be exercised when dealing
with establishments that provide entertainment such as musicians. entertainers. disc jockeys or piano players who may be
exempt from coverage as an independent contractor. Musicians or entertainers who are considered to be employees of a
lounge are to be reported separately in classification 6605 or
6620 as applicable.

3905-12 Ice cream oarlors
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of an
ice cream parlor or frozen yogurt shop. These specialty
shops offer a limited menu. usually confined to ice cream and
frozen yogurt offered in individual servings. various size containers. and specialty items. Special occasion ice cream
cakes may be ordered and picked up at a later date by the customer These establishments usually provide customer seating.
This classification excludes street vendors and/or route
food services which are to be reported separately in classifitation 1101.
3905-13 Candy. put. apd popcorn retail stores with oppremjses mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in operating candy.
nut or popcorn stores where some or all the products sold are
manufactured on the premises. Establishments in this classification may sell a variety of candies. nuts. or popcorn. or
may specialize in one or two products They may also sell
their products in gift wrapped packages.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
selling candy. nuts. or popcorn. that do not manufacture any
product on the premises. which are to be reported separately
in classification 6406. and establishments primarily engaged
in the wholesale manufacturing of candy which is to be
reported separately in classification 3906.

3905-14 Espresso/coffee stands and carts
Applies to vendors operating espresso or coffee stands or
carts. Products sold include. but are not limited to. coffee.
espresso. lattes. Italian sodas. soft drinks. pastries and prepackaged items. These types of vendors do not prepare food.
This classification is distinguishable from retail coffee. tea or
spice stores in that coffee stands or carts in classification
3905 sell only ready-to-serve products: they do not sell pack• aged coffee. tea or spice items.
•
This classification excludes street vendors and/or route
food services which are to be reported separately in classification 1101.

WAC 296-17-61801 Classification 3906.

((Bak:eries, eraek:er er J'.'0tftte ehif' 1t11iftt1fttettffing, ~LO.C.
Cenfeetienery anti ehewing gttm m1tnt1f1tett1ring
Cettgh tlref' fftftftttfftetttring
Mae1treni FH1tftt1faet11ring
Pizza FH1tRt1faet11ring, N.O.C.
Rft'lieli er taFHale fftftRttffietttring.))
3906-00 Bakeries. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
baked goods not covered by another classification (N.O.C.)
such as. but not limited to. bread. rolls. tans. pies. cakes.
cookies. bread stuffing and bread crumbs. for sale to supermarkets. restaurants. distributors. and other wholesale customers. Processes for making baked goods vary somewhat.
but most are similar to that of baking bread. To make bread.
ingredients such as. but not limited to. flour. water. salt. leavening. eggs. milk. sugar. shortening. and preservatives are
mixed by machine or by hand and formed into dough. The
dough is fed into a hopper which further kneads it and shapes
it into a ball. Molders shape the dough balls into cylinders
that are ready to be placed in pans. Automatic loaders move
the pans through tunnel ovens. After baking. products are
mechanically sliced and wrapped. then shipped to customers
as quickly as possible due to the relatively short shelf life of
baked goods Machinery includes. but is not limited to.
dough troughs. cake depositors. filler and icing machines.
conveyors. deep fryers. bun machines. molders. ovens. mixers. flour dust collectors. and racks.
This classification excludes retail bakeries which are to
be reported separately in classification 3901: route delivery
drivers who are not employees of the bakery who are to be
reported separately in classification 1101 : and establishments
engaged in the manufacture of other foods which are to be
reported separately as applicable.
3906-01 Cracker: Manufacturing N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
crackers. and other "dry" bakery products not covered by
another classification <N O.C.) such as. but not limited to.
biscuits. wafers. and pretzels for sale to supermarkets. restaurants. distributors and other wholesale customers. Depending
on the specific product being made. ingredients such as. but
not limited to. flour. sugar water. salt. soda. yeast. flavorings. and additives are mixed together and formed into
dough The dough is fed through a hopper into a roller. then
shaped into product and baked in ovens. Machinery includes.
but is not limited to. mixers. ovens. conveyors. packaging
and package-handling equipment.
This classification excludes retail bakeries which are to
be reported separately in classification 3901 and route delivery drivers who are not employees of the dry bakery goods
manufacturer who are to be reported separately in classification 1101.
3906-02 Potato chip: Manufacturing N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
potato chips and similar snack foods not covered by another
classification (N.O.C.) such as. but not limited to. fried corn
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or cheese chips for sale to wholesale customers. To make
potato chips. potatoes are washed. sliced. salted. and fried in
cooking vats. Automatic rakes stir the potato slices to ensure
uniform cooking. As chips emerge from the vats onto conveyors. they are inspected for color and quality. Burned. discolored. or broken chips are discarded; the rest are packaged
for sale Other types of fried chips are made by mixing dey
ingredients which are then deep fried. inspected and packaged Machinery includes. but is not limited to. slicing
eguipment. mixers. deep fryers or cooking vats. pan greasers.
ovens. conveyors. packaging and package-handling equipment. This classification includes delivery of the product
when done by employees of an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes route drivers who are not
employees of the chip manufacturer who are to be reported
separately in classification 1101.

3906-03 Rayjoli apd tamale; Mapufacturipg

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
ravioli. tamales. tortemni or similar frozen or ready-to-cook
foods. for sale to wholesale customers. Ingredients include.
but are not limited to. cornmeal. flour. ground meats. cheeses.
seasonings. tomatoes or tomato paste. sauces. and corn husks.
Depending on the specific product being made. ingredients
are mixed together. placed in shells. pasta or corn husks. or
otherwise prepared. cooked. inspected. wrapped. packaged
and. in some cases. frozen. Machinery includes. but is not
limited to. mixing or blending machines. deep fryers or cooking vats. ovens. conveyors. packaging and package-handling
equipment. and freezers.
This classification excludes route drivers who are not
employees of the food product manufacturer who are to be
reported separately in classification I IOI.

3906-04 Pasta; Manufacturing

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
pasta products such as. but not limited to. macaroni. spaghetti. or noodles for sale to supermarkets. restaurants. distributors and other wholesale customers. Ingredients such as.
but not limited tQ. flour. sugar. salt. seasonings. preservatives. oils. and water are mixed in mixing machines to form
the dough. The dough is furtber mixed and kneaded. pressed
through rollers to regulate thickness. cut with machinery or
by hand to desired size and shape. then wrapped in cellophane or packaged in cartons. Machinery includes. but is not
limited to. dough mixers. dough kneaders. rollers. cutting and
slitting machines. hydraulic presses. ovens. conveyors. and
packaging and package-handling equipment.
This classification excludes route drivers who are not
employees of the manufacturer who are to be reported separately in classification 110 I.

3906-05 Confectionery. chewing gum or cough drop;
Manufacturing

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
confectioneey products. chewing gum or cough drops for sale
to wholesale customers. Confections include. but are not
limited to. candies such as creams. caramels. mints. hard candies. gum drops. glazed fruits. nut brittle. a wide variety of
chocolate candy. and molded sugar cake decorations. such as.
Proposed
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but not limited to. rosettes. candle holders. and colorful edible images used to decorate cakes or cookies. This classifica-.
tion includes both cooked and uncooked confection pfoducts. •
Because of the variety of candies and confections included in
this classification. preparation and finishing processes which
individualize the product may vary widely. Ingredients
include. but are not limited tQ. sugar. flour. starch. nuts. milk.
water. flavorings. cocoa. and coloring. Depending on specific product being made. ingredients are weighed. mixed or
beat. Further processing may include beating. pressure cooking. baking. or forming uncooked mixtures <referred to as
"paste" or frosting) into products by twirling. pressing. molding. or otherwise shaping Confection products may be individually wrapped or packed in boxes. cans. trays. or other
containers. Macbiner:y includes. but is not limited to. ranges.
burners. various sized kettles. pots. pressure cookers. trays.
mixing. cutting. or filling machines. hoprers. conveyors. die
cutters. presses. coolers. and packaging and package-handling equipment. The manufacture of chewing gum and
cough drops is similar although ingredients vary somewhat.
This classification excludes route drivers who are not
employees of the confection manufacturer who are to be
reported separately in classification 1101: candy store operations with on-premise manufacturing which are to be
reported separately in classification 3905-13; and candy store
operations with no manufacturing which are to be reported
separately in classification 6406.

3906-07 Pizza; Mapufacturjpg. N.O.C.

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture o f .
frozen or ready-to-bake pizza not covered by another classi-.
fication (N.O.C.) for sale to wholesale customers. Dough is
mixed and rolled out to form the crust: sauce and a variety of
toppings such as meats. cheese. vegetables are arranged on
top of the crust. Pizzas are wrapped in plastic wrap. packaged. and stored in freezers prior to delivery. Machinery
includes. but is not limited to. mixers. rolling devices. ovens.
conveyors. packaging and package-handling equipment. and
freezers.
This classification excludes route drivers who are not
employees of the pizza manufacturer who are to be reported
separately in classification 1101: pizza parlors which are to
be reported separately in classification 3905: and U-bake
pizza stores which are to be reported separately in classification 6403.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/l/93)

WAC 296-17-61804 Classification 3909.
((CateFeFs
Meals en wheels
This elassifieatien e*eltttles rettte feetl seR iees repeFtetl sep
arately, in risk elassifieatien HEH.))

3909-00 Caterers

Applies tQ establishments engaged in catering operations This classification includes the preparation and serving •
of food and beverages for customers who have arranged for •
their services for social and business events such as weddings. parties. bar mitzvahs. meetings or banquets. Foods
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location or may be prepared at the customer's location. Catering services include. but are not limited to. event planning.
arranging tables. decorations. supplying utensils and dishes.
bartending. waiting and busing tables. and taking care of leftover food and related clean-up after the event. This classification also includes catering to airlines which involves preparing various foods and direct delivery to the airline with special trucks that maintain hot or cold foods. This classification
also applies to food services provided by communities or
civic/social organizations to local residents who. because of
physical disability or age. are unable to prepare their own
food. The food is prepared and delivered to the client's home.
This classification excludes street vendors or route food
services which are to be reported separately in classification

lllU...

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-619 Classification 4002.
((CFeftffleries eF milk afttl milk flFetlttets flFeeessiHg i1teltteli1tg
6ttUer, eheese, iee eream, iee ere11m mix, t1fttl eeHtleHsetl

t

mHk

This elassifieatien tiees net ineltttle tiftif)' er forming ei:ierft
~:~: .;;hieh ftFe ta be FefleFteel SefJftffttely ift elftssifiefttieft

4002-00 Dairy products. N.O.C.; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
dairy products not covered by another classification (N.O.C.)
such as. but not limited to. whole. low fat. skim. powdered.
flavored and condensed milk. buttermilk. cream. half-andhalf. and eggnog. Raw milk may be purchased from others or
furnished by the manufacturer's own dairy operation. Other
ingredients usually purchased elsewhere include. but are not
limited to. flavorings. sweeteners. nutrients. bacteria and
yogurt cultures. and paper. glass or plastic containers for
packaging finished products. Raw milk is delivered by insulated tanker trucks after it is tested for antibiotics. bacteria
and microorganism counts. temperature. and fat content. The
raw milk is pumped from the trucks into refrigerated silos or
tanks: the cream is skimmed from the top and pumped into
separate storage tanks for further blending to ensure the correct fat and nutrient content. The remaining milk may be
evaporated. homogenized. pasteurized. cooled. tested for
guality. and further processed into various milk products
which are filled into gallons. half gallons. guarts. pints and
half-pint containers and packaged for shipping This classification includes the incidental manufacture of butter. ice
cream. or cheese products when done by employees of an
employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes establishments primarily
engaged in the manufacture of butter. cheese. ice cream and
_ce cream mixes which are to be reported separately in classification 4002-01 and dairy farming operations which are to
be reported separately in classification 7301
'
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4002-01 Butter. cheese. ice cream and ice cream mix:
Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
dairy products such as. but not limited to. butter. natural or
processed cheeses. cottage cheese. cheese dips or spreads.
custards. whipped top,ping. ice cream. milkshake or ice cream
mixes. ice milk. sherbet. Raw milk may be purchased from
others or furnished by the manufacturer's own dairy operation Other raw materials usually purchased elsewhere
include. but are not limited to. flavoring. coloring agents.
salts. additives and preservatives. plastic or oiled wrappings.
and paper. glass or plastic containers for packaging finished
product. Raw milk is delivered by insulated tanker trucks
and pumped from the trucks into refrigerated silos or tanks.
Initial processes are similar for products manufactured in this
classification. but end processes vary. depending on the product being made. To make cheese. raw milk is heat treated and
pasteurized. cooled. moved through separators which adjust
fat composition by skimming the milk or adding cream. then
pumped into vessels or cheese vats. Lactic acid and enzymes
are added to purify and clot the milk and form a gel which is
cut into tiny cubes. Other additives. preservatives. or flavorings may be added at this point, The mixture of curds and
whey (the liquid by-product lost from curds after cutting) is
heated by allowing steam to enter the outer jacket of the vat.
The mixture is stirred. whey is drained from curds and transported to evaporators and spray dryers which condense the
whey into a powder form. Aside Crom salting. little more is
done to curds to make unripened cheeses such as cream
cheese or cottage cheese. When making firmer cheeses. the
next step involves knitting or stretching the drained curds for
texture. This process will vary according to the type of
cheese being produced. but activities commonly involve preliminary packing. pressing or pulling of the curds in hot
water. or turning curd blocks (called "cheddaring"). The curd
blocks are milled (cut into finger-sized pieces) and moved
through a trough or air block through tubing to other vats for
further processing. In other processes. curds are collected in
hoops (metal containers lined with cloth or plastic) and
pressed into blocks or molds. or barrels Hydraulic presses
are used to press cheese. and vacuum chambers may be used
to remove air. Cured cheese blocks may be packaged in corrugated cartons. or cut into smaller blocks. vacuum sealed in
plastic. then packaged in boxes. or cut or shredded prior to
packaging.
This classification excludes establishments primarily
engaged in the manufacture of milk and other related dairy
products not covered by another classification which are to
be reported separately in classification 4002-00: establishments engaged in the manufacture of cheese-based salad
dressings which are to be reported separately in classification
3902: and dairy fanning operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 7301.
[ 201]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-620 Classification 4101.
((Pritttittg, lithegFaf'hy, e1tgra·1i1tg, ffifif' f'Fitttittg, atttl silk
sereeftittg, N.O.C.
Rt1eeer Stllffl:f' ffififtt1faett1Fi1tg fifttl assemelittg
BeekeiHtlittg
This elassif'ieatieft e'll:elt1tles f'hetegFaf'hie eemf'esitiett er
f'ref'ress werk st1eh as f'hetegraf'hie er ee1ttf't1teriz.etl
t) f'esettittg, layet1t, f'ftSte Hf', etliting ftfttl f'Feef'Featlittg,
eamera werk atttl f'lftte mftkittg "hieh is te ee ref)ertetl
sef)ftffttely in elassifieatien 4904
Art) emf)leyee invelvetl in f'Firttiftg 6f'eftltietts st1ejeet te this
elassifieatien will ee ref)ertetl in elassifieatien 4101
withet1t tlivisiett ef' het1rs.))
4101-00 Printing. lithograohy. engraying. map printing
and silk screening. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in providing a variety
of printing services not covered by another classification
(N 0 C.) to others. Operations contemplated include. but are
not limited to. the press room. assembly and staging areas.
shipping departments. and delivery. Printing: This category
covers many types of printing including offset cold press and
letterpress printing. Lithogravhy: This category of printing
is similar to letterpress printing with the process used to
transfer images to paper (stock) being the distinction. In letterpress printing the image is transferred directly from plate
to stock. In lithography an additional cylinder containing a
rubber blanket is used. The process is plate to blanket to
stock. Engraving: This applies to a process wherein designs
or images are incised into the surface of a material from
which printing impressions can be made. Map printing: This
applies to an end product produced by a printer rather than a
specialty form of printing. Silk screening (or screen printing): This applies to a specialty type of printing wherein a
silk. nylon or metal screen contains the desired image and ink
is forced through the screen to form the design on paper or
other medium. Products produced by establishments subject
to this classification include. but are not limited to. catalogs.
booklets. pamphlets. brochures. books. letterhead. paper
signs. and specialty invitation and business cards.
This classification excludes photographic composition
or prepress work such as. but not limited to. photographic or
computerized typesetting. layout. paste up. editing. proofreading. camera work and automated plate making which are
to be reported separately in classification 4904. Employees of
an employer subject to this classification who have both photogrwhic composition/preJJress work duties and duties
which are subject to this classification ( 4101) are to be
reported separatelv in classjfication 4 JOI without a division
of work hours. This classification also excludes newspaper
publishers who are to be reported separately in classification
4103 and establishments engaged in cloth printing operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 3802.

4101-02 Rubber stamp; Mapufacturing or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of all types of rubber or synthetic rubber stamps or
marking devices for others. Products produced by establishProposed

of natural or synthetic materials. Finished stamps are
attached to handles or coverings purchased from others.

4101-03 Bookbinding
Applies to establishments engaged in bookbinding
and/or the restoration of old or damaged books using methods similar to those employed by bookbinders described by
this classification. One definition of bookbinding is all further treatment of stock after printing which may include cutting. folding. trimming. gathering. stitching. gluing and casing There are two general types of binding: Pamphlet binding and bookbinding. Pamphlet binding is used for such
material as folders. booklets. catalogs and magazines. An
automatic feeder carries the sheets to a folding machine.
After folding. the sheets can be collated either by hand or by
machine and either saddle-wire or side-wire stitched. depending on the thickness of the material being bound. There are a
number of ways to bind a book. the most common being "edition" binding. also known as hard coyer or cases binding.
where the papers are sewn together by specialized sewing
machines. This process is used when permanence is desired.
"Perfect" binding is a less expensive type of binding as it
requires no sewing or stitching and uses a pliable adhesive for
binding
This classification excludes photographic composition
or pre.vress work such as photographic or computerized typesettin la out aste u editin and roofreadin
separately in classification 4904. Employees of an employer
subject to this classification who have both photographic
composition and/or prepress duties and duties which are
subject to this classification (4101) are to be reported in classification 4101 without a division of work hours.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-622 Classification 4103.

((~lewSf'Etf'eF f'Helishittg
This elassifieittieft exelt1tles f'hetegritf)hie eemf)esitieft er
f'Fef'Fess werk st1eh as f'hetegraf'hie er eelflf'Hterizetl
tyf)esettittg, layet1t, f'ftSte Hf', etlitittg and f'Feef'reatlittg,
ellffl:era werk anti f'late making n·hieh is te ee repertetl
sef)ftffttely itt elassifieatien 4904
Any emf'leyee inveh'etl in f'Firtting ef'effttiens st1Bjeet te this
elassifieatien will ee reperted in elassifieatien 4103
withet1t divisien ef' het1rs
Ot1tside reperters, ad' ertising er eiret1latien selieiters and
f'hetegraphers ~tith rte ether dt1ties ftfe te ee Fef'6Fted
sef'EtFfttely in elassifieatieft 6303
NeYl'Sf'ftf'eF f'tlelishers ... ith rte f'Finting ef'eratiens will ee
gevertted ey WAC 296 17 44001, "et1siness deserieed
ey ft Stftftdftfd e'll:eeptiert e)assifieatieft. "))
•
4103-01 Newspaper pub!ishjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in publishing daily Q~
periodic newspapers. This classification includes the printing. distribution and general maintenance activities of the
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newspaper The printin~ operation usually consists of one of
f e e ':\ocesses: Offset litho~~~h=. Iette;ress; or flexo;m;
y _fter the papers are p_m_d_they -~cu_. folded _d
Stacked either manually or by computer-ooerated machinery.
Route mana~ers then distribute the papers to door-to-door
carriers or independent route delivery drivers. Typical occupations covered by this classification include bindery workers. press operators. freight handlers. machine feeders. production helpers. maintenance workers and drivers.
This classification excludes photo composition or prepress work such as photographic or computerized typesettin~. layout. paste up. editin~. proofreadin~. camera work and
automated platemaking which is to be reported separately in
classification 4904: outside reporters. photo~raphers. sales
personnel. advertisin~ staff and circulation solicitors who are
to be reported separately in classification 6303: and establishments en~a~ed in printin~ operations for newspapers published by other firms which are to be reported separately in
classification 4101.
Special note: Newspapers without any printin~ operations are governed by the general reporting rule covering
businesses described by a standard exception classification
Employees qfan employer subject to this classification who
have bqth photqgraphjc composition/prepress work duties
and duties which are subject to this classification (4101) are
to be reported separately in classification 4101 without a
division of work hours.

WAC 296-17-626 Classification 4107. ((Bttsiness
me:ehiRe ser1iee, e:fijttstmeRt, er repe:ir, ~LO.C. This ele:ssifi
ee:tien inelttdes the iRste:lle:tien ef typewriters, e:dding
me:ehiRes e:Rfi reprefittetieR me:ehiRes (either eleetrie er me:R
ttal), main frame and mierelmini eempttter systems and x my
eEjttipmeRt
PiaRe tttRiRg.))
4107-04 Busjness machine; Seryice. adjustment. repajr.
apd jpstallatjop. N.O.C
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in the adjustment.
service. or repair of business machines not covered by
another classification (N.O.C.). Types of business machines
include. but are not limited to. typewriters. copy. postage
meters. keypunch. fax machines. computer components. Xray and other medical-related electronic eguipment. Work
contemplated by this classification includes low volta~e
prewiring to the point of connecting to the live circuit. This
classification includes all work performed on the customer's
premises as well as in the employer's shop. This classification also includes service or repair of depth finders. radar.
computerized or noncomputerized embroidery machines and
the replacement or refillin~ of nontoxic toner in printer cartridges which is sometimes referred to as remanufacturing.
The plate is removed from used cartrid~es. residuals of old

ln!f;!l~~~d~~ =~~;::1:eV::0~1!s;:t~~:ec~~~~ct;~

cartrid~e
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This classification excludes electrical work with a live
power source which is to be reported separately in classification 0601,
4107-20 Piano tunine
Applies to establishments engaged in tuning services for
pianos. or~ans. and other keyboard musical instruments.
Establishments in this classification will tune. clean. replace
the felt. and provide minor repair service such as. but not limited to. the removal and replacement of bad cords. re~luine
broken keys. or replacing faulty foot pedals. This classification includes all work performed on the customer's premises
as well as in the shop.
This classification excludes establishments en~a~ed in
the sale of pianos and organs which are to be reported separately in classification 6306: establishments en~a~ed in the
sale of other types of musical instruments such as string.
wind and percussion instruments. which are to be reported
separately in classification 6406: and establishments engaged
in the reconditionin~ of pianos and or~ans (and the related
sales of reconditioned pianos and organs) which are to be
re.ported separately in classification 2906.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-627 Classification 4108.
((Letter ser dee sheps and mailing er addressing eempanies
This elassifiee:tieR iRelttdes elerieal effiee empleyees e:nfi
sales persennel.))
.
4108-15 Letter seryice shops apd mailine or addressine
compapjes
Applies to establishments enea~ed in providin~ lar~e
volume mailing and addressing services. This could be the
routine mailin~ of periodicals or advertisin~ brochures or a
one-time letter to a particular list of recipients Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
foldin~. sortin~. labelin~ and stuffin~ envelopes (either by
hand or machine). clerical support. outside sales work. pick
up of preprinted material from a client's location and delivery
of completed work to the client or post office when done by
employees of an employer havin~ operations subject to this
classification. Companies in this classification may also
research and compile mailin& lists as an additional service for
their clients who are involved in direct mail advertising. This
classification includes contractin~ of complete mail room
services at a client's location.
This classification excludes printin~ of advertisin~ material which is to be reported separately in classification 4101
and photocopyin~ or duplicatine of printed material. private
mail box services (receipt and mailing of routine ready-tomail letters and packa1ml for box renters. and packa~e wrapping/mailing services. all of which are to be reported separately in classification 6406.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-628 Classification 4109.

ilie plate is replaced and the
is considered new.
Used toner is wrapped in plastic and discarded.

((SigR pe:iRting iR shep
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Sign painting er lettering inside bttildings
This elassifieatiett dees ttet ittelttde paiHtittg dette itt eettttee
tiett with sign manttfttetttrittg "hieh is te be repeFted sep
arately itt elassifieatiett 2903, elassifieatien 3 404, elassi
fieatiett 3503, er elassifieatien 3510 as applieable, er
paittting dette itt eenneetiett with sign repair whieh is te
be repeFted sepamtely itt elassifieatiett 0403. Sign eree
tiett etttside is te be repefted separately in elassifieatiett
94G3,))
4109-10 Sign painting or lettering inside buildings
Applies to establishments engaged in sign painting or
lettering inside a customer's building. This type of painting
includes. but is not limited to. names. addresses and office
hours on a door or window. and signs in the form of Jettering/mustrations on an interior wall. Work contemplated by
this classification includes preparing the surface by cleaning.
sanding. etc . applying the Jetterin2;/mustrations by appropriate method (brushing. ro11ing. spraying, ere,). and applying a
protective finish. This classification includes the painting of
sceneey. by a contractor. in a shop or theater <if done by the
employees of a theater or television broadcasting station it
would be an inclusion in classification 4504 or 4502 as applicable). and the painting of an interior mural.
This classification excludes sign painting shops that
paint on. or apply vinyl lettering to. precut backings which
are to be reported separately in classification 4109-18: painting in a shop that is not covered by another classification
which is to be re.ported St<Parately in classification 3603-12:
and the painting. repair or erection of signs or murals on any
part of the exterior of a building which is to be reported separately in classification 0403
4109-18 Sign painting in shop
Applies to establishments engaged in providing sign
painting services in their shop, The use of this classification
is limited to painting on. or applying vinyl lettering to. precut
mediums (sign backings) provided by the customer or purchased elsewhere: it does not contemplate the manufacture of
the sign backing. (Vinyl lettering or designs are usually computerized, Lettering or designs are entered into a computer: a
plotter/cutter attached to the computer cuts the programmed
design or lettering from rolls of vinyl.) Work contemplated
by this classification includes preparing the surface by cleaning. sanding. etc .. applying the lettering/illustrations by
appropriate method (such as brushing. rolling. spraying.
applying vinyl designs). and applying a protective finish.
This classification includes making and applying vinyl lettering in place of painted lettering and lettering/illustrating on
vehicles not in connection with auto body repair or painting.
This classification excludes the painting or lettering of
signs in buildings which is to be reported separately in classification 4109-10: painting in a shop which is to be reported
separately in classification 3603 <unless the painting is
included in another classification): the painting. repair or
erection of signs on any part of the exterior of a buildir~
which is to be reported separately in classification 0403: and
sign painting in connection with sign manufacturing operations which is to be reported separately in the applicable manufacturing classification.
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
•
WAC 296-17-629 Classification 4201.

•

((Cea! deck eperatien by means ef meehaHical apparattts,
ittelttdittg steYederittg
Lettgsherittg attd stevederittg
Pert districts, inelttding sales persennel
Stevedering, by hand er hand tl'ttek exelttsi f'ely, ne heisting
ef earge
Stevedering, leading and ttnleadittg ships desigtted for
freight earrying eentainers
Ste·redering, N.O.C., sttperearge eheekers
Tallymen, eheekittg elerks itt eetttteetiett with stevederittg
W6Flt
Wharf and pier, eperatien
This elassifieatien inelttdes empleyees engaged in mending
and repaeking ef damaged eentainers in eenneetien with
ste·rederiHg ~erk.))
4201-00 Lopgsboripg apd steyedoripg
Applies to establishments engaged in Iongsboring <stevedoring) operations which involve the transfer. loading. and
unloading of ships' cargo and storage of such on docks or in
nearby warehouses. This classification includes stevedoring
by hand or hand truck and containerized stevedoring which
involves the use of a cross deck crane for lifting the trailer
body container onto or off of the ships deck or bold This
classification also includes wharf and ier o erations coal
dock operations. cargo checkers. taUymen and the repackaging or mending of damaged containers in connection with
stevedoring activities,
This classification excludes stevedores employed
directly by a port district who are reported separately in classification 4201-02.
Special note.· Stevedoring activities are almost always
covered by the Longshore Harbor Workers Compensation
Act (LHWCA) except when conducted by a port district or
other political subdivision,
·

4201-02 Port districts
Applies to the operation of port districts by a municipality. Port districts have separate taxing authority and although
they may receive tax dollars from levies most of their operating costs are funded through rental and use fees on the property and facilities they operate, Port districts a.re authorized
by state Jaw for the pumose of acguiring. developing. maintaining and operating various transportation-related properties and facilities. In addition to marine and aimorts. the district may also develop and maintain facilities used for the
transfer. handling. storage and terminal operations of commercial enterprises. This classification includes sales personnel and any stevedoring operations conducted by port district
employees.
This classification excludes clerical office employees of
a county who are to be reported separately in classificatio"tl
5306 and stevedoring operations not conducted by port dis:
trict employees which are to be reported separately in classification 4201-00.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
effective 7/1188)

~/31/88,

I'

WAC 296-17-630 Classification 4301.

((G ltte m&ftttf&etttri1tg
L&re m&kiftg er refi1ti1tg
Me&t f'Fedttets m1t1tttftletttri1tg, i1telttdi1tg ea1t1ti1tg er aehy
drtttHtg

-

Paeki1tg hettse i1telttai1tg bttteheri1tg &He h1t1tdli1tg Ii' esteek
Peat mess shreedi1tg ftfte b1tli1tg
Re1tderi1tg -.1erks, N.O.C.
S11tts11ge e11si1tgs, whelesale dealer
S11tts11ge m111tttfftetttri1tg
Slattghter hettses
T&lle # maki1tg
T111t1teries, fur m111tttfaetttri1tg.))
4301-05 Glue. lard. or tallow; Mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaeed in the manufacturine
of products from animal substances such as glue. lard and tallow. Glue manufacturine beeins by boiline animal substances. includine skins and hoofs. in water until the materials are diluted and melted. The material dries as a residue and
forms as a hard pure protein ~elatjn. Incidental operations
include bone crushing. grinding and bagging of bone meal.
the filline of solidified erease into drums from the oil settlin~
tanks and the pressing. drying. pulverizing and bagging of
tankaee for fertilizer manufacturers The traditional "hot"
animal glue which is produced in flake form. reguires a
heated elue pot to keep it at a usable consistency. More modern forms are ready to use liguids. Glues come in three general forms: Ready-to-use. water mixed form. and waterproof
types that are often two-pa.rt and must be sold in two separate
container units. These come with directions to mix to specified proportions just before use. Ready-to-use types retail in
bottles. cans and tubes. Tools and equipment used include.
but are not limited to. boiling pots. scrapers and razors. This
classification includes makine or refinine lard. which is the
white solid or semisolid rendered fat from a hog. and tallow
makine This process includes takine the hard fat from parts
of the bodies of cattle. sheep or horses. separating it by meltine from the fibrous and membranous matter and mixine the
whitish solids for use in makine candles. leather dressine.
soap and lubricants.
This classification excludes esta.blishments that manufacture synthetic ~lues such as ac[)'lic base. contact cement.
polyester. latex combination. epoxy sticks. polyethylene.
polyvinyl. or cellulose nitrate or rubber base which are to be
reported separately in classification 3701.

4301-10 Sausage; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in manufacturing
sausaee. This process includes ~indine. mixine. and blending cuts of meat with seasonings. spices. and fillers using
erinders. mixers. pots. cookine tanks and meat cuttin~ instruments. The mixture is stuffed into synthetic or natural casin~s or packed into forms. The product is often cooked in
pressurized cookin~ tanks. The sausa~e is then cured by
.,either pumpine or injectine a curine solution into the meat or
dry rubbine a curine substance into the meat and immersin~
the meat in a brine solution. Curing solutions usually contain

a
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one or more chemicals. such as sodium or potassium nitrate.
ascorbate. or erythorbate. and water. The meats are then
allowed to cure for up to 40 days Curine may be followed by
a period of several hours to several days in a temperature controlled smokehouse. The final product may be packaeed.
canned. placed in jars. or frozen.
This classification excludes dealers of natural sausage
casines which are to be reported separately in classification
4301-19: meat products manufacturing which is to be
reported separately in classification 4301-12: retail meat and
poultry dealers which are to be reported separately in classification 3303: and the handlin~ of livestock which is to be
reported separately in the applicable classification.
4301-11 Packing house
Applies to establishments engaged in packing house
operations which include the handline and slauehterine of
livestock and the preparation of fresh meat and meat products. Animals are moved throu~h a system of chutes to a conveyor system which takes them through a stunning machine
and then into the slauehterine area. Work is performed with
the use of hoists. knives. scissors. razors. scrapers. meat chippers. cleavers and hydraulic dropper/spreaders. After slau~h
tering. the blood is drained. collected and stored. The carcasses are then dipped into a scald tank and conveyed to
dehairer machines and the hides are removed. After carcasses have been inspected and weiehed. they are placed in
blast freezers for several hours and then moved to a cooler.
Carcasses are sawed or cut into portions and specific cuts of
meat including those that will be used in other products such
as cold cuts. sausaees. and hot does. The products are then
placed in cardboard boxes and loaded onto pallets. This classification includes incidental renderine. lard refinin~. butter
substitutes manufacturing. washing of casings. sausage manufacturin~. saltin~ of hides. cookine ofoffal (waste). processin~ of the viscera manually or by machine. and fertilizer manufacturing when done by employees of an employer subject
to this classification. Some of the prepared meats are packed
in cans. bottles. or jars. sealed and cooked in vats. Meat
packin~ and processine operations may be consolidated or
may be in different locations.
This classification excludes establishments primarily
engaged in sausage manufacturing which are to be reported
separately in classification 4301-10· dealers of natural sausaee casines which are to be re.ported separately in classification 4301-19: meat products manufacturing which is to be
reported separately in classification 4301-12: slauehterhouse
only operations which are to be reported separately in classification 4301-22: custom meat cuttin~ which js to be reported
separately in classification 4302: retail meat and poultry dealers which are to be reported separately in classification 3303:
and wholesale meat and poultry processors/dealers which are
to be reported separately in classification 3304.
4301-12 Meat products; Mapufacturjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in meat products
manufacturin~. includin~ cannine or dehydratine. Products
include. but are not limited to. frankfurters. boloena. head
cheese and meat loaf No handline or slau~hterine of livestock is perfooned by employers subject to this classification.
Meats are received in halves. guarters or individual fresh
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cuts Cuts of meat are washed. soaked in brine. smoked.
pickled. corned. and/or otherwise cooked. Meat products are
bottled in jars. bottles. or cans and sealed. Meat trimmioi;s
may be chopped. ground. mixed. smoked. boiled. or stuffed
in sausage casings. Machinery and equipment includes. but
is not limited to. mixing. cutting. and bottling equipment or
1QQJ..s..
This classification excludes establishments primarily
engaged in sausage manufacturing which are to be reported
separately in classification 4301-10: dealers of natural sausage casings which are to be reported separately in classification 4301-19: glue. tallow or lard manufacturing which is to
be reported separately in classification 4301-05: packing
house operations which are to be reported separately in classification 4301-11: slaughterhouse operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 4301-22: custom meat
cutting which is to be reported separately in classification
4302: the retail sale of meat and poultry which is to be
reported separately in classification 3303: and wholesale
meat dealers and wholesale poultry processors/dealers which
are to be reported separately in classification 3304.
4301-13 Peat moss: Shreddjpg and balipg
Applies to establishments engaged in the shredding and
baling of peat moss. This includes the cleaning. sorting and
packaging of peat moss to be used as mulch. plant food (fertilizer). soil amendment. fuel or decorative uses such as in
floral arrangements.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the digging or stripping of peat from the surface of bogs with
use of mechanical equipment which are to be reported separately in classification 0112 and the picking of moss by band
in a forest which is to be reported separately in classification
4802.
4301-17 Tapperjes. fur mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments engaged in tannery operations
which involve tanning and dressing raw bides for sale to dealers or manufacturers of leather or fur products. <Taxidermists
often send hides to a tannecy rather than treating them at their
own shops.) Hides are received from outside sources. washed
in caustic soda. borax and soda to clean. soften and preserve
them. Excess flesh and tissue is removed from bides by
fleshing machines which resemble a band saw mounted on a
table. Any additional fleshing is done by scraping with a
band knife. Hides are then softened by agitating in a lime
solution to remove all or part of the hair or fur. softened by
agitating paddles using a variety of chemicals mixed with
cornmeal and treated with a solution of sulfuric acid Tanning is then done in revolving drums containing a mixture of
water. salt. sodium bicarbonate and chromium sulfate. Drying may be done using a gas fired oven depending on the type
of bide. Shredded hide may be baled and sold to glue makers.
Tanned bides are split. dyed and finished. Tears in the bide
are hand sewn
This classification excludes bide or leather dealers.
establishments engaged in bide pelting. and taxidermists
which are all to be reported separately in classification 3708.
4301-19 Sausage casing dealers
Applies to establishments engaged in the sales and distribution of natural sausage casings to others. Casings are aniProposed

mat intestines received from packing houses or rendering
plants. Wholesale dealers wash. dry. sort and package cas-.
•
ioi:s for distribution.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of sausage which are to be reported separately in classification 4301-10.

4301-21 Repderjpg works. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in rendering operations not covered by another classification (N.0.C.). Rendering is the act of reducing or melting down fat by beating. The
raw animal materials such as. but not limited to. discarded
fat. bone trimmings. meat scraps. blood. grease and feathers
are collected from farms. stockyards. slaughterhouses.
butcher shops. supermarkets. restaurants. meat and poultry
stores. ranches. feed lots or animal shelters and brought to the
rendering plant. The hides are removed and stored for shipment to hide dealers and tanneries. Carcasses are cut into
workable sizes and placed into tanks. Steam passes directly
into the materials being cooked. The grease is drawn off and
meat and bones drop into a slush box. The slush is then
pressed to remove more water and grease before going to
steam pressure dryers. In some plants this is all performed
with one piece of equipment. Tools and equipment may also
include crushers. hashers. grinders. hoggers. prebreakers.
blow tanks. conveyors. bucket elevators. pumps. steamheater batch corkers. dcyers. screw presses and waste water
treatment equipment. In addition. other products such as cod
liver oil may be produced. depending on the basic material
being rendered. Regardless of the type of rendering system.
being used. all fish oils and animal grease or tallow are.
pumped into receiving or settling tanks. Barrels. drums or
tank cars are filled for shipment to manufacturers of assorted
products such as soap. and fatty acid products such as cosmetics. lubricants. paints and plastics. Edible tallow is used
in margarine and other foods as regulated by the USDA This
classification includes the crushing. grinding. pressing. drying. pulverizing. and ba~gjng of dried slush or tankage to produce fish or bonemeal. and feed concentrates for livestock
and poultcy and fertilizer.
This classification excludes establishments engaged as
packing houses which are to be reported separately in classification 4301-11 and establishments engaged as slaughterhouses which are to be reported separately in classification
4301-22.
4301-22 Slaughterhouses
Applies to establishments engaged in the slaughter of
animals and the initial processing of meat. This includes purchasing livestock from individuals or feedlots. handling the
livestock. maintaining pens. and butchering. The process
requires the preparation of the animal carcass. washing of
casings and the salting of hides or cooking of offal (waste).
Tools and equipment used include hydraulic dropper/spreaders. stunning machines. hoists. knives. scissors. razors. scrapers. meat chippers and cleavers. The meat is then sold by
banging weight and distributed to buyers using box freezer or

~~~~:~~!~~;:;i~cs~~::ati~ :s:e:e~!ae~i:=!1'
0

separately in classification 4301-11: establishments engaged
in manufacturing meat products which are to be reported sep-
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arate)y in classification 4301-12: custom meat cuttin2 which
Ito be re;orted se;aratel~ in classification 4302~ retail meat
d poulty dealer whic are to be reported s parately in
classification 3303; wholesale meat dealers and wholesale
poultry processors/deal ers which are to be reported separately in classification 3304.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 90-13-018,
filed 6/8/90, effective 7/9/90)
WAC 296-17-631 Classification 4302.
((CttstetH tHeat ettttiHg faeilities eHgageEI iH e1:1ttiHg 1:1HiH
S!'eeteEI er eetHbiHetl ttftiHsl'eetetl aHtl insl'eetetl tHeats
inel1:1Eling fartH kill el'eratiens. Fer l'ttfl'eses ef this rnle
the terftls "1:1ninsl'eeted anti insl'eeteEI tHeats" shall be
giveft the tHeaniHgs as eentaiHeEI iH ehal'ter 16. 49
RtW-:))

4302-14 Custom meat cuttjng
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in operatin2 custom
meat cutting shops. This classification primarily caters to
customers who brin2 in an animal carcass (usually from a
farm or hunt) for processing. Customers generally fill out a
cut and wrap list which indicates how they want the meat cut
such as steaks. flank. roasts. ribs. fillets. or hamburger. and
how they want the product wrapped such as 3 steaks to a
package. 5 pound roasts. 2 pound packages of hamburger.
etc. Once the order has been filled to a customer's specifications. meat is stored in a freezer locker until the customer
oke meats and offer custom cut ins cte meats meanin
mspected by USDA officials) for sa)e as locker packa2es or
by the pound. It is also common for these establishments to
sell related eroceey items such as butter. ee2s or milk, Tools
and «Quipment include. but are not limited to. knives. razors.
meat chippers. cleavers and hand carts.
This classification excludes establishments primarily
eneaeed in custom meat cuttin2 including farm kill operations which are to be reported separately in classification
4302-15: establishments enea2ed in farm kill operations only
which are to be reported separately in classification 4302-16:
packine house operations and slau2hterhouse operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 4301:
establishments en2aeed in the retail sale of meat and poultry
dealers which are to be reported separately in classification
3303: and wholesale meat dealers which are to be reported
separately in classification 3304.
4302-15 Custom meat cutting and farm kill
Applies to establishments engaged in operating custom
meat cuttine shops which also provide farm kill operations
away from the custom meat shop. This classification primarily caters to customers who brine in an animal carcass (usually from a farm or hunted) for processing. Customers generally fill out a cut and wrap list which indicates how they want
the meat cut such as steaks, flank. roasts. ribs. fillets. hambureer. etc .. and how they want the product wrapped such as

lr~~:~:~~1n!ei;e~:~;~::!;!}~~~ou~~~!~~;;:

specifications. meat is stored in a refri2erated locker until the
customer picks up the product. Custom meat cutting shops
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may also smoke meats and offer custom cut inspected meats
(meaning inspected by USDA officials) for sale as locker
packa2es or by the pound. It is also common for these establishments to sell related grocery items such as butter. eggs or
milk, Tools and «QUipment include. but are not limited to.
knives. razors. meat chippers. cleavers and hand carts. Farm
kill ooerations are usually performed with the use ofa mobile
kill truck. The animal is killed. placed on a hook hoist
attached to the mobile unit. skinned. and dressed, The meat
is then processed. according to the customer's order. usually
at the shop,
This classification ex.eludes establishments engaged in
custom meat cuttine-in shop only (no farm killl which are to
be reported separately in classification 4302-14 and farm kill
only operations (mobile butcherinel which are to be reported
separately in classification 4302-16.
4302-16 Farm kill
Applies to establishments eneaeed exclusively in mobile
butcherin2 or farm kill operations which are usually performed with the use of a mobile kjll truck, The animal is
killed. placed on a hook hoist attached to the mobile unit,
skinned. and dressed, Establishments in this classification
are engaged in farm kill operations only.· they are not engaged
in the further processin2 of meat or meat cuttin2.
This classification ex.eludes establishments eneaeed in
operating custom meat cutting shops only (no farm kill)
which are to be reported separately in classification 4302-14
and custom meat cuttin e shop including farm kill which are to
be reported separately in classification 4302-15,
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17 -633 Classification 4304.
((FeeEI lets
Steek yftftls, ne slattghtering
Li • esteek attetien anti sales yartls
Li'lesteek b1:1yers.))

4304-00 Feedlots or stockyards
Applies to establishments engaged in operating feedlots
or stockyards. Feedlots are laree. enclosed yards usually
with pens or stables where livestock. such as cattle. horses.
sheep or pi2s. are temporarily held for the sole purpose of
supplying with feed and nourishment. Feed (such as corn or
hay) is broueht in bulk, Feed may be mixed in choppers and
blown into feeder troughs. The livestock are raised until they
reach certain weiehts. then sold to packin2 houses or slauehterhouses. Stockyards are holding areas Clarge. enclosed
yards) where livestock are kept until they are sent for slauehter. sold or dispersed elsewhere.
This classification excludes packine houses or slauehterhouses which are to be reported separately in classification
4301 and ljyestock auction and sales yards or livestock buyers houses which are to be reported separately in classification 4304-02,
4304-02 Livestock auction and sales yards; livestock buyers
Applies to establishments eniaeed in operatini livestock
auction and sales yards and to livestock buyers. Operation of
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an auction and sales yard involves the exhibition and sale of
cattle. horses. mules. sheep. hogs and goats. The premises
usually consists of an arena. a i:;randstand for customers (both
buyers and sellers). and outside pens or stalls for livestock.
The livestock are usually dropped off by customers (farmers.
ranchers. etc.). are tagged. recorded. checked by brand
inspectors and veterinarians. and inspected by employees of
the yard. If the animals are left prior to the day of the sale. the
employees will feed the livestock and maintain the pens.
When the auction begins. yard employees bring the livestock
to the arena. parade them around for show. then take them
back to the pens to be weii:;hed A recordkeeper usually
assists the auctioneer durini:; this activity. Recordkeepers
eni:;ai:;ed directly in the business of auctionini:; are subject to
the auction classification. Livestock buyers view the livestock from an overhead viewini:: area or by walkini:; throui:;h
the pen area.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-634 Classification 4305.
((Garbage werks, lattdfill, redttetiett er itteitteratiett eriera
tietts itteh:1aittg eashiers eelleetittg fees frem ettstemers
attd itteiaetttal reeyele ef)eratiett eettdttetea itt eetttteetiett
with a lattafill er gBFbage werks erieratiett
IIMaraetts ·.vaste atta texie material preeessittg er hattdlittg,
N-:e£:
Selia v1aste, refttse er ashes eelleetittg ittelttdittg ettrbsiae
reeyele sei; iees
Tire attfftf!S er eelleetieft eertters.))
4305-06 Garbaee works or lapdfill; Reductjop or jpciperafum
Applies to establishments engaged in the disposal of
refuse by processini:; or destruction. or in the operation of
incinerators. landfills or other sites for disposal of such materials. Sanitary landfillini:; involves spreadini:; typical household waste. in thin layers. compacting them to the smallest
practical volume. and coyerini:; them with soil each workini::
day in a manner that minimizes environmental impact. Sanitary landfills must have permits issued by a state rei:;ulatory
program. Also included in this classification are solid waste
landfills which are desii:;ned to accept construction debris
such as plasterboard. cement. dirt. wood. and brush. Compactors may be used to compact the trash before it is discarded in the landfill. Incinerator operations reduce the volume of refuse with the remainini:: material and ashes beini:;
discarded in a landfill. front end loaders are frequently used
to feed the refuse into the incinerator. This classification
includes cashiers collectini:; fees from customers. incidental
recycling or sorting operations conducted in connection with
a landfill or i:;arbai:;e works operation by employees of an
employer subject to this classification. and establishments
that only sort refuse (Refuse sortini:; centers are distinguished from "buy back centers" in that "buy back centers"
collect recyclable materials which they sell to others while
refuse sorting centers collect and dispose of materials.)
This classification excludes establishments eni:;ai:;ed in
solid waste. refuse or ashes collecting. including curbside
Proposed

recycle services which are to be reported separately in classi-

!;~:~~!!;g; !!1\~~~:.~~c1~~i~~:;~~: ::c~~ds::t;I

which are to be reported separately in classification 0803.
counties and taxini:: districts eni:;ai:;ed in operatini:: i:;arbai:;e
works. landfill. reduction or incineration operations which
are to be reported separately in classification 1501: establishments engaged in hazardous waste and toxic material processing or handling. including processing of medical or septic
tank waste. drug lab or hazardous spill cleanup (excluding oil
spill cleanup on land). and reprocessing or handling of lowlevel radioactive materials. which are to be reported separately in classification 4305-20; establishments engaged in
tire dumps or collection centers which are to be reported separately in classification 4305-21; and buy back <recycle) center operations that include the collecting. buying from customers. sorting and the baling and sales of materials which
are to be reported separately in classification 2102.

4305-18 Solid waste. refuse or ashes collectine
Applies to establishments eni:;ai:;ecl in collectini:; and
removing waste from private homes. commercial establishments. industrial facilities. and other sites. Refuse may be
picked up on a daily. weekly. or other regular basis. Drivers
are usually assigned designated routes to collect curbside garbage or transport metal dumpsters for commercial businesses. This classification also includes the curbside collection of recyclable material when performed by employees of
an em lo er sub·ect to this classification. Garb a e collectio
com anies have contracts to dum refuse at landfills or loc
transfer stations where refuse is compacted and later transferred to a landfill. Independent owners may also contract to
run the services for a county or city. This classification also
includes establishments eni:;ai:;ed in mobile paper shreddini:;
services. A truck. similar to a small movini:; van. is outfitted
with a paper shredder. Empty bins or cans are left at establishments such as bank;; and law offices which need to have
documents shredded. the filled containers are picked up
either on a rei:;ular basis or on call. and the paper shredded onsjte. The shredded paper is delivered to recyclers or other
businesses who use shreclded paper.
This classification excludes establishments eni:;ai:;ecl in
i:;arbai:;e works. landfill. reduction or incineration operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 4305-06:
counties or taxini:; districts eni:;ai:;ed in i:;arbai:;e works. landfill. reduction or incineration operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 1501: cities or towns
eni:;ai:;ed in solid waste. refuse or ashes collectini:;. includini:;
curbside recycling services which are to be reported separately in classification 0803: establishments engaged in hazardous waste and toxic material processing or handling.
including processing of medical or septic tank waste. drug lab
or hazardous spill cleanup (excluding oil spill cleanup on
land). and reprocessing or handling of low-level radioactive
materials. which are to be reported separately in classification
4305-20· establishments en a ed in tire dum s or collectio
centers which are to be re orted se aratel in clas ifi ati
4305-21: and recycle ("buy-back") center operations that
include the collecting. buying from customers. sorting. and
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the baling of materials which are to be reported separately in
liassification 2102 .

.,305-20 Hazardous waste and toxic material processing
or handling. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the processing or
handling of hazardous/toxic materials not covered by another
classification CN.O C.). including the processing of medical
or septic tank waste. drug Jab or hazardous spill clean«p
(excluding oil spill cleanup on land). and reu.rocessing or
handling of low-level radioactive materials. This classification is distinguished from classification 3701-27. in that
4305-20 applies to the processing or cleanup of hazardous/toxic materials while 3701-27 includes the identifying
and repackaging for disposal of such materials as drugs. pesticides. chemicals. and toners Hazardous waste can be
defined as any material that contains hazardous elements in
amounts high enough to pose a significant threat to human
health and the environment and therefore should be isolated
Hazardous characteristics include the ability to bioconcentrate. ignite. corrode. react with water or other materials. or
show toxicity such as toxic metals including lead. cadmium
and mercury: organic solvents such as benzene and trichloroethylene: and toxic materials such as asbestos.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
garbage works. landfill. reduction or incineration operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 4305-06:

1~e!~~~~~~s1:~!~~~~nsi~o;i~e~~~~es~~~i:;u!~do~s!~!

paper shredding operations. which are to be reported separately in classification 4305-18: establishments engaged in
tire dumps or collection centers which are to be reported separately in classification 4305-21: soil remediation. including
oil spill cleanup on land. which is to be reported separately in
classification 0101: asbestos abatement. all operations. which
is to be reported separately in classification 0512: processing
of waste oils. solvents. antifreeze. paints. and other hazardous
materials. which is to be reported separately in classification
3407: and hazardous/toxic material repackaging for disposal.
including drugs. pesticides. chemicals. and toners. which is to
be reported separately in classification 3701.

WSR 98-12-079

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
I 1/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-635 Classification 4401.
((CelEI stemge plaflts, leekers eperetieH.))

4401-00 Cold storage lockers
Applies to establishments that rent cold storage lockers
to the public. These establishments do not own equity in the
merchandise that is stored. Other than being cold storage
facilities they are similar to mini-warehouse storage operations. Typically these operations will be a part of a retail or
wholesale food or beverage establishment such as meat markets or wine stores. Typical activities contemplated by this
classification include maintenance and security of the facil-

m:_.

This classification excludes establishments engaged in
fruit/vegetable freezer operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 3902: establishments engaged in
cold storage warehouse operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 4404: general merchandise warehouses (not cold storage) which are to be reported separately
in classification 2102: mini-storage warehouses which are to
be reported separately in classification 4910: and field
bonded warehouses which are to be reported in classification

200.8...

Soecial note.· The distinction between this classification
(4401) and cold storage warehouse operations (4404) is that
classification 4404 contemplates a warehouse type facility
which stores general merchandise of commercial enterprises
such as manufacturers and wholesalers as opposed to classification 4401 which rents lockers out to individuals for storage of personal items.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-63501 Classification 4402.
((lee ffiftflt1faet11riHg, artifieial
lee har, estiflg
lee dealers.))

4402-00 Ice: Manufacturing or harvesting
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
ice or the harvesting of naturally occurring ice from frozen
bodies of water such as lakes or ponds. Ice is made by treating. forming. and freezing water in refrigeration compressor
systems. The ice blocks may be scored. cut or saweci. then
left in blocks or crushe<l and bagged. Refrigeration systems
are generally freezer coils or pipes running through or around
tanks. or refrigerated vaults. Other equipment includes. but is
not limited to. tanks. tin molds of various pound sizes or
shapes. filtering systems. ice cube making systems which
consist of water tanks. tubing and cutting blades. conveyors.
incline screws. holding bins. bagging machines. winches. and
forklifts. Ice harvesting is the cutting of natural ice from
lakes. ponds. or other bodjes of water that have frozen over to
a suitable thickness and storing it in refrigerated warehouses.
Ice manufacturers and harvesters either deliver their ice
directly to their customers or sell it to ice dealers.

4305-21 Tire dumps or collection centers
Applies to establishments engaged in operating tire
dumps or collection centers The primary source of used
vehicle tires are tire retailers who remove the tires from their
customers' vehicles when replacement tires are sold. Occasionally community or charitable groups will hold a fund
raising event where the public can drop off their used tires for
a fee. Operations include. but are not limited to. picking up
and hauling the used tires to a location where the tires can be
stored or manually sorted into those with enough tread to be
used on the highways: those casings suitable for retreading
either of which have a resale value · and those with no resale
classification includes drivers as well as workers involved in
the sorting operations.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)

This classification excludes ice dealers who are to be
reported separately in classification 4402-02 and manufacturers of "dry ice" who are to be reported separately in classification 3701.

WAC 296-17-637 Classification 4501.

4402-02 Ice dealers
Applies to establishments emrni:ed as dealers of ice manufactured or harvested by others. Ice dealers either pick up
ice directly from manufacturers and deliver it. or store it in
their own refrii:erated warehouses or ice stations prior to
delivery to their customers. Refrii:erated. insulated trucks
and trailers are used to deliver ice. Customers may include.
but not be limited to. restaurants. lounges. service stations.
i:rocery and convenience stores. Ice dealers may also own
coin-operated dispensing machines. at various locations.
which they refill.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
the manufacture of ice in refrigerated systems and the harvestini: of natural ice which are to be reported separately in
classification 4402-00 and establishments engaged in the
manufacture of "dry ice" which are to be reported separately
in classification 3701.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-636 Classification 4404.
((Sterttge warehettse, eeld.))
4404-05 Cold storage warehouse
Applies to establishments engaged in providing a cold
storai:e facility for i:eneral merchandise. These establishments do not own equity in the merchandise they store. The
cold storage facility. which is maintained through a mechanical refrii:eration process. typically stores items such as. but
not limited to. food products. furs. and pharmaceuticals.
Work contemplated by this classification includes maintenance and security of the facility. incidental repackaging. and
loadini: and unloadini: of the warehoused items when performed by employees of an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
fruit/vegetable freezer operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 3902: establishments eni:ai:ed in
cold storage locker operations which are to be reported separately in classification 4401: i:eneral merchandise warehouses (not cold storage) which are to be reported separately
in classification 2102: mjni-storai:e warehouses which are to
be reported separately in classification 4910: and field
bonded warehouses which are to be reported separately in
classification 2008.
Special note.· The distinction between this classification
<4404) and cold storai:e locker operations (4400 is that classification 4404 contemplates a warehouse type facility which
stores i:eneral merchandise of commercial enterprises such as
manufacturers and wholesalers as opposed to classification
4401 which rents lockers out to individuals for storini: of
their personal items.
Proposed

((Radie er televisiett breadeastittg eeHtpatties tfattsHtitter er
field eHtpleyees etttside, N.O.C.))
4501-00 Radio or television broadcasting companies;
Transmitter or field employees outside. N.O.C.
Applies to the field employees. not covered by another
classification CN.O.C.). of establishments eni:ai:ed in the
operation of radio or television broadcasting companies.
This classification is limited to outside employees eni:ai:ed in
technical and engineering work such as the installation/testini:frepair of lines. antennas <includini: tower mounted). satellite dishes. and field transmitting eguipment.
This classification excludes radio or television broadcastini: station employees confined to the studio or office
such as. but not limited to. control operators/eni:ineers.
announcers. camera operators. players. entertainers. musicians. clerical office and sales personnel. who are to be
reported separately in classification 4502: establishments
eni:ai:ed in providini: television cable service to subscribers
which are to be reported separately in classification 1305;
contractors eni:ai:ed in underi:round line construction. maintenance. or repair who are to be reported separately in classification 0107: contractors eni:ai:ecl in overhead line construction. maintenance or repair who are to be reported separately
in classification 0509: and contractors eni:ai:ed in wirini:
within buildin s and antenna hooku s within buildin s who
are to be reported separately in classification 0601.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-638 Classification 4502.

((Radie breadeastiog statietts, all ether empleyHtettt ittelttd
ittg elerieltl effiee attd sales perseottel
Reeerdittg eeHtpatties, stttdie ittelttdittg elerieal effiee attd
sales persettttel
Televisiett breadeastittg statietts, all ether empleyHtettt
ittelttdittg elerieal effiee attd sales persettttel
Tele'l'isiett eable eeHtpatties, all ether eHtpleyHteHt ittelttdittg
elerieal effiee attd sales persettttel
"All ether eHtpleyees" is liHtited te eHtple:Y ees eettfitted te the
sttteie er effiee attd ittelttdes eetttfel eperaters, liftttetttte
ers, players, etttertaitters er Htttsieiatts.))
4502-00 Radio broadcasting stations; All other employment
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
radio broadcastini: stations. This classification is limited to
those employees who are confined to the studio or office such
as. but not limited to. control operators. producers. eni:ineers.
announcers. reporters. disc jockeys. players. entertainers.
musicians. clerical office and sales personnel. This classification includes occasional outside exposure when broadcasting from a remote location.
•
This classification excludes radio broadcastini: stati~
field employees eni:ai:ecl in technical and eni:ineerini: work
such as. but not limited to. the installation/testing/repair of
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-24-007,
filed 11128/94, effective 1/1195)

Jjnes. antennas. and satemte dishes who are to be reported
-separately in classification 4501.

WAC 296-17-640 Classification 4504.

4502-01 Television broadcasting stations and video production: All other employment
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
television broadcasting stations and the production of videos.
This classification is limited to those employees who are confined to the studio or office such as. but not limited to. control
operators. producers. directors. announcers. camera operators. reporters. players. entertainers. musicians. clerical office
and sales personnel. This classification includes occasional
outside exposure when broadcasting from a remote location.
This classification excludes television broadcasting station
field employees engaged in technical and engineering work
such as. but not limited to. installation/testing/repair of lines.
antennas. and satellite dishes who are to be reported separately in classification 4501: studio or office employees of
television cable companies who are to be reported separately
in classification 4502-03: and large-scale theatrical/movie
production which is to be reported separately in classification
6608.

((TheaB'es all tyries
This elassifieatieH inelttdes maHagers, stage hands, bex efftee
emrileyees, f)arki1tg let ttUenaatttS, tlSHeFS, HletieR f!ie
tttre 6Jlefttl6fS, Sftllek "ar emrileyees, elerieal effiee ftfta
sales rierseH1tel llttt exelttaes aeters, vetfarmers, rilayers,
mttsieiaHs a11fllar entertainers whieh are te be reverted
seriarately tt1taer risk elassifieatia11s 6605 P.,l/AC 296 17
727) and 6620 (WAC 296 17 73111).))
4504-00 Theatres
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
indoor motion picture theatres. drive-in theatres. and live production theatres. This classification includes. but is not limited to. managers. stage hands. box office employees. projectionists. ushers. snack bar employees. parking lot attendants.
security guards. sound system and lighting engineers. set
builders. clerical office employees. and sales personnel This
classification includes the organization and management of
nontheatrical events on theatre-owned property. such as a
"swap meet" on the grounds of an outdoor theatre. when done
by employees of an employer having operations subject to
this classification
This classification excludes perfooners in live theatre
such as. but not limited to. actors. entertainers. and musicians
who are to be reported separately in 6605 or 6620 as applicable: nontheater employees engaged in setting up stage lighting and sound systems who are to be reported separately in
classification 0601 or 0608 as applicable: and nontheater
employees engaged in building and setting up props and sets
who are to be reported separately in classification 0516.
SJZecial note; Theatrical productions often involve independent contractors. The independent contractor tests found
in RCW 51.08.180 and 51.08.195 should be applied when
reviewing the status of individuals such as. but not limited to.
the playwright. composer, set designer. costume designer.
lighting and sound designers. and videographer.

4502-02 Recordjng companjes. studjo
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
studio recording companies This classification is limited to
those employees who are confined to the studio or office such
but not limited to. control operators. engineers. announcers. players. entertainers. musicians. clerical office and sales
personnel. This classification includes occasional outside
exposure when recording at a remote location.

.as.

•

4502-03 Teleyjsjon cable companies; Control room and
clerical personnel
Applies to control room and office employees of establishments engaged in providing point-to-point cable television service to subscribers. Television cable companies
receive commercially produced programming from others
through satellite and antennae. which they distribute to their
subscribers through the local cable lines they install and
maintain. They may also become involved in producing original programming and making channels available for public
access broadcasts. Work contemplated by this classification
is limited to those employees who are confined to a control
center. studio or office such as. but not limited to. control
operators. players. announcers. entertainers. musicians. clerical office and sales personnel. This classification includes
occasional outside exposure for broadcasting from a remote
location. Also included are homeowners' associations and
co-ops who operate a central system for residential users.
This classification excludes television cable company
field employees engaged in operation. maintenance and
• extension of lines and subscriber hook-ups who are to be
.reported separately in classification 1305 and studio or office
employees of noncable television broadcasting companies
who are to be reported separately in classification 4502-01,

WSR 98-12-079

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/&6)
WAC 296-17-641 Classification 4601.
((Firewerks ma1tttfaett1ri 11g
Pawder 111 arks manttfaeturiHg
Cembined ehemieals and exrilasi·1es manttfaetttring.))
· 4601-01 Fireworks; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
fireworks such as. but not limited to. flares. star shells. rockets. firecrackers. and signals used to generate colored lights.
smoke. and noise. Incendiary powders. metal salts. components such as metal and cardboard tubes. aluminum cylinders. parachutes. umbrellas. sheet steel carrying shells. glue
and wax. are received from others. The process involves mixing. repeated screening. dryin~. blending and aging. The
chemicals mixed include an oxidizer which produces the
oxygen needed to make it burn fast and bot. a fuel which
combines with the oxygen and causes the burning. coloring
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a2ents which produce the color. and a bindin2 material which
binds all the ingredients together. The composition is
wei2hed and pressed into containers such as. but not limited
to. aluminum caps or cardboard shells. The pyrotechnic (or
shelD pellet then passes to be assembled with the remainder
of the device being manufactured where the fuses are also
added. Most processes are done with hand tools such as
knives. mallets. and scissors due to the dangers of operating
machinery around explosives. Fireworks are classified as
either Class B or Class C according to their complexity and
amount of ex.plosives: however. they all contain an ox,idizer.
a fuel and a binder and are extensively re2ulated by federal
a2encies. This classification excludes establishments
en2a2ed in the manufacture of explosive powder which are to
be reported separately in classification 4601-02: establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of combined chemicals
and explosives which are to be reported separately in classification 4601-03: and the exhibition of fireworks which is to be
reported separately in classification 6207.
4601-02 Explosjye powder; Mapufacturipe
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
pyrotechnic. explosive. and incendiary powders from inw:dients such as. but not limited to. nitrates. electrolytic copper
dust. potassium perchlorate. powdered magnesium. sulfur.
charcoal and linseed oil which are received from other
sources. According to product being made. specific ingredients are mixed. then 2round. screened and blended into powder of varying grains. Powder is filled into kegs. tin cans. or
special fiber containers.
This classification excludes establishments involved in
the manufacture of fireworks which are to be reported separately in classification 4601-01: establishments involved in
the manufacture of combined chemicals and explosives
which are to be re.ported separately in classification 4601-03:
establishments engaged in chemical manufacturing which are
to be reported separately in classification 3701: and establishments involved in blasting operations which are to be
reported separately in the applicable classification
4601-03 Combined chemicals and explosives: Manufacturine
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
combined chemical and explosive products such as. but not
limited to. bullets. shotgun shells. caps. fuses. pellets. dynamite. 2renades. or other munitions. Raw materials include.
but are not limited to. ammonia. nitrates and other chemicals.
fertilizer. powders. shell casin2s. projectUes. and boosters.
The process includes screening. grinding. mixing. blending.
loadin2 into casin2s. and packa2in2 for shipment accordin2
to product being made. The manufacturing of the casings and
loadin2 of the explosives are included in this classification
when performed by employees of an employer subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in
the manufacture of fireworks which are to be reported separately in classification 4601-01: establishments en2a2ed in
the manufacture of explosive powder which are to be
reported separately in classification 4601-02: and establishments enu2ed exclusively in chemical manufacturin2 which
are to be reported separately in classification 3701.
Proposed
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AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-643 Classification 4802.

((Bttlb raising
Farms. Berries all types
FielEI \'egetable ereps, stteh as bash beafts, peas, sweet eerft,
petatees, sttgar beets, aRd fielEI eftffets .., hieh are meeh
aRieally hftf'1esteEI
Flewer er vegetable seeEI grewiRg iRelttaiRg harvestiRg ef
seeds
Flewers. Piela grewing
Pieking ef ferest predttets, N.O.C.
This elassifieatieft exelaaes fresh frttit er vegetahle paekiRg
eperlltieRs whieh are te be reper-tea separately iR elassi
fieatieR 21(}4; aREI frttit er ·1egetable ellftftery er free~er
eperlltieRs whieh are te be reper-tea separate!) ift elassi
fieatieR 3992 ttRless aftether elassifieatieR treatHteftt is
previded fer by ether rttles.))
4802-02 Farms; Berry
Applies to establishments engaged in raising berries of
all types. Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to. preparing soil for new plants. planting.
fertilizin2. weedin2. prunin2 canes. cuttin2 runners. installing posts and wire supports. tying vines. machine harvesting
of berries. and installin2 or maintainin2 sprinkler or irri2ation
systems when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. This classification includes roadside fruit stands operated at or near the farm and farm store
operations where a small stock of products not produced by •
the operation subject to this classification may also be offered •
for sale. Farms operatin2 multiple retaU locations. such as
those found in parking lots of shopping centers or at farmer's
markets. may qualify to have those activities reported separately in classification 6403 provided all the conditions of the
2eneral reportin2 rules coverin2 the operation of a secondary
business are met.
This classification excludes fresh fruit packin2 operations which are to be reported separately in classification
2104: fruit cannery or freezer operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902: winery operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 3702:
hand harvestin2 of berries which is to be reported separately
in classification 4806: and any contractors hired by a farm
operator to install. repair or buUd any farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work bein2 perfoaned.
Seecial note.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a faan operation for specified services such as. but not limited to. weedin2. plaotin2. irri2atin2. or fertilizin2. Generally the work
involves manual labor tasks as opposed to machine operations. These faan labor contractors are to be reported in the
classification that applies to the farm they are contracting
with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery
and the machine operators are to be reported in classification
4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in oper- •
ating machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm •
they are providin2 service to or the type of crop involved.

Washington State Register, Issue 98-12

4802-03 Farms; Bulb raising
Applies to establishments engaged in raising flowers and
!ants for bulbs. Work contem lated b this classification
may take place in an open field or a ereenhouse. Farmine
activities include. but are not limited to. preparine soil for
new plants: planting. fertilizing. weeding. dead heading or
cutting flowers. maintaining or installing sprinkler or irrigation systems. and machine digging and harvesting bulbs
when performed by employees of an employer subject to this
classification. Any subsequent eradine. sortine. packine and
shipping of bulbs is included within the scope of this classification as are roadside stands operated at or near the farm and
farm store operations where a small stock of products not
produced by the operation subject to this classification may
also be offered for sale. Eanns operatine multiple retail locations. such as those found in parkine lots of shoppine centers
or at farmer's markets. may gualify to have those activities
reported separately provided all the conditions of the general
reportine rules coverine the operation of a secondary business are met.
This classification excludes establishments eneaeed
exclusively in the sale of fresh cut flowers and potted plants
who are not involved in the cultivation of plants or flowers
which are to be reported separately in classification 6404:
hand pickine of bulbs which is to be reported separately in
classification 4806: and contractors hired by a farm operator
to install. repair or build any farm equipment or structures
who are to be reported separately in the classification applitcable to the work being performed.
Suecial note.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as. but not limited to. weedine. plantine. irrieatine. or fertiljzine Generally the work
involves manual labor tasks as owosed to machine operations. These farm labor contractors are to be reported in the
classification that applies to the farm they are contracting
with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery
and the machine operators are to be reported in classification
4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm
they are providing service to or the type of crop involved.

4802-06 Picking of forest producfs. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eneaeed exclusively in picking forest products that are not covered by another classification (N.0.C.) such as. but not limited to. holly. ferns. cones.
cedar bouehs. mushrooms. wild flowers. wild berries moss.
and tree bark. Work contemplated by this classification is
limited to hand pickine operations and is often accomplished
through the aid of hand held cutting devices such as pruning
shears or saws. Properties from which products are harvested
from may be owned or leased. Operations not described
above are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work beine performed.
Special note.· The farm labor contractor provision. as
•
.described in the general reporting rules. is not applicable to
this classification as such establishments are not engaged in a
farming operation.

WSR 98-12-079

4802-11 Farms; Flower or vegetable seeds
Applies to establishments engaged in raising flowers.
flowerine plants or veeetable plants for seed. Work contemplated by this classification may take place in an open field or
a ereenhouse. Earmine activities include. but are not limited
to. preparing soil for new plants. planting. fertilizing. weedine. machine harvestine seeds. cuttine fresh flowers. harvesting incidental fresh vegetables. maintaining or installing
sprinkler or irrieation systems. and diyine of the seed. Any
subseguent grading. sorting. packing and shipping of seeds is
included within the scope of this classification as is the incidental sale of fresh cut flowers or vegetables from roadside
stands located at or near the farm and farm store operations
where a small stock of products not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also be offered for sale.
Farms operating multiple retail locations. such as those found
in parkine lots of shoppine centers or at farmer's markets.
may gualify to have those activities reported separately provided all the conditions of the eeneral reportine rules covering the operation of a secondary business are met.
This classification excludes fresh veeetable packine
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 2104: cannery or freezer operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902: establishmen ts
engaged exclusively in the sale of fresh cut flowers and potted plants who are not involved in the cultivation of plants or
flowers which are to be reported separately in classification
6404: hand eatherine of seeds where no hand held cuttine
device is used which is to be reported separately in classification 4806: establishments eneaeed exclusively in the sale of
fresh vegetables but are not involved in the cultivation of
plants which are to be reported separately in classification
6403: and any contractors hired by a farm operator to install.
repair or build any farm equipment or structures who are to
be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work beine perfoaned.
Soecial note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a faan operation for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigatine and fertilizine. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both eciuipment or machinezy and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providine service to or the type of crop involved.
4802-12 Farms; Field yegetable crops - mechanically har-

m.wt

Applies to establishments eneaeed in raisine field veeetable crops which are mechanically harvested. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
preparing soil for new plants. planting. fertilizing. weeding.
prunine. machine harvest of veeetables. and maintainine or
insta11ine sprinkler or irrieation systems when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification. This
classification includes roadside stands operated at or near the
farm and farm store operations where a small stock of prod-
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ucts not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also be offered for sale. Farms operating multiple
retail locations. such as those found in parkine lots of shopping centers or at farmer's markets. may qualify to have those
Beans. Green
Beets. Table
Carrots
Corn. Sweet

Cucumbers
Parsnips
Radishes
Rhubarb

Rutabaeas

5.Q.u..ash

Tomatoes
Turnips

This classification excludes fresh veeetable packine
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 2104: cannery or freezer operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902: and any contractors hired by a farm operator to install. repair or build any
farm equipment or structures who are to be reported in the
classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special note.· This classification differs from classification 4808 "diversified field crops" in that vegetable crops
erown subject to classification 4808 eenerally have a lone
growing season and are harvested upon reaching maturity at
the end of the season, Yeeetable crops erown in classification 4802 are generally planted so that harvesting will occur
continuously over the season and in smaller quantities.
Although corn is technically a grain crop. it is widely
accepted as a veeetable crop when harvested for fresh market
as opposed to being left in the field to dry and used as feed.
flour. or cereal erain Corn erown subject to classification
4802 is for a fresh market. cannery or frozen food while the
corn erown in classification 4808 is for erain. flour and feed
The term "farm labor contractor" applies to specialty
contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as weedine. plantine. irrieatine and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor tasks as
opposed to machine operations These farm labor contractors
are to be reported in the classification that applies to the farm
they are contractine with. Contractors who provide both
eguipment or machinery and the machine operators are to be
reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the
process involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm they are providine service to or the
type of crop involved.

vided all the conditions of the eeneral reportine rules coverine the operation of a secondary business are met.
This classification excludes establishments eneaged
exclusively in the sale of fresh cut flowers and potted plants
who are not involved in the cultivation of plants or flowers
which are to be reported separately in classjfication 6404 and
any contractors hired by a farm operator to install. repair or
build any farm equipment or structures who are to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the work being
performed.
Special note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigating
and fertilizine Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as 01;mosed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machjnezy and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808-11 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatine machinery is the •
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providing sec- •
vice to or the type of crop involved.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-644 Classification 4803.

((Farms, N.O.C.
OFehaFds applies te all deeid11e11s fF11it a1td 1t1:1t tFee eFeps
i1tel1:1tli1tg all ttereage tie' etetl te the fftisi1tg ef s11eh eFeps
This elttssifietttieH i1tel11des epeF1ttie1ts i1teidentftl te the e1tteF
prises tleseFibetl ~eve i1tel1:1di1tg httFYesti1tg ef ttll eFeps.
HeweveF; gFe1:11td ha1td pieki1tg ef pF1:11tes a1td 1t11ts will
be FepeFted separate!) ift elttssifietttieH 4806 if the ee1ttli
tie1ts stip11lated iH that elassifieatieH aFe met
This elassifietttien exel11tles fFesh fF1:1it ptteki1tg epertttie1ts
"hieh ttre te be repeFtetl septtrtttely in elttssifietttien
2104; ftftti fr1:1it ettftrtery er free~er eperatie1ts er n1:1t pre
eessing whieh is te be repeFted separately iH elassifiea
tieft 3902.))
4803-02 Farms: Orchards - fruit tree crops
Applies to establishments eneaeed in operatine fruit
orchards of all types. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. preparine soil for new
trees. planting trees. fertilizing. spraying. fumigating. weedine. prunine. harvestine tree fruit and maintainine or installine sprinkler or irrieation systems when performed by.
employees of an employer subject to this classification. This •
classification includes roadside stands operated at or near the
farm and farm store operations where a small stock of prod-

4802-13 Farms; Flowers - field erowjpg
Farms; florjsts - cultjyatjog or gardepjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in raising flowers and
flowerine plants for sale Work contemplated by this classification may take place in an open field or a greenhouse.
Farmine activities include. but are not limited to. preparine
soil for new plants. planting. fertilizing. weeding. cutting
fresh flowers. and maintainine or installine sprinkler or irrigation systems. Any subseguent grading. sorting. packing
and shippine of flowers is included within the scope of this
classification as is the incidental collection of flower seed for
use in future crops. This classification includes roadside
stands operated at or near the farm and farm store operations
where a small stock of products not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also be offered for sale.
Farms operatine multiple retail locations. such as those found
in parkine lots of shoppine centers or at farmer's markets.
may gualify to have those activities reported separately proProposed

activities reported separately provided all the conditions of
the general reporting rules covering the operation of a sec-t
ondary business are met Typical crops include the following:
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eguipment or structures who are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special note: Nut barvestini: js often accomplished by a
person laying a canvas cover around the base and surroundini: area of the tree. The tree is then shaken by hand causini:
the nuts to dislodge and fall to the canvas cover where they
are picked by hand Harvestini: done by this method is subject to classification 4806 provided that the conditions set
fortb in classification 4806 have been met The term "farm
labor contractor" applies to specialty contractors who supply
laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as
weeding. planting. irrigating and fertilizing. Generally the
work involves manual labor tasks as opposed to machine
operations. These farm labor contractors are to be reported in
the classification that applies to the farm they are contractini:
with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery
and the machine operators are to be reported in classification
4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatini: machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm
they are providing service to or the type of crop involved.

ucts not produced by the operation subject to this classifica~ion may also be offered for sale. Farms operating multiple
retail locations. such as those found in parkini: lots of shopping centers or at farmer's markets. may qualify to have those
activities reported separately provided all the conditions of
the general reporting rules covering the operation of a secondary business are met.
This classification excludes fresh fruit packing operations which are to be reported separately in classification
2104: fruit cannery or freezer operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902: winery operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 3702:
and contractors hired by a farm operator to install. repair or
build any farm equipment or structures who are to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the work beini:
performed.
Special note: Prune harvesting is often accomplished by
a person layini: a canvas cover around the base and surroundini: area of the tree The tree is then shaken by band causini:
the fruit to dislodge and fall to the canvas cover where it is
picked by hand. Harvestini: done by this method is subject to
classification 4806 provided that the conditions set forth in
classification 4806 have been met.
The term "farm labor contractor" applies to specialty
contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as weedini:. plantini:. irrii:atini: and fertiJizing. Generally the work involves manual labor tasks as
opposed to machine operations. These farm labor contractors
• are to be reported in the classification that applies to the farm
.they are contractini: with. Contractors who provide both
eguipment or machinery and the machine operators are to be
reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the
process involved in operatini: machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm they are providini: service to or the
type of crop involved.

•
•
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4803-04 Farms; Orchards - nut tree crops
Applies to establishments engaged in operating nut producini: orchards of all types. Work contemplated by this
classification includes. but is not limited to. preparing soil for
new trees. plaotini: trees. fertilizini:. sprayini:. fumiutini:.
weedini:. prunini:. machine baryestini: of outs. and maintaining or installing sprinkler or irrigation systems when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. This classification includes the incidental sale of bulk
or packai:ed nuts at roadside stands operated at or near the
farm and farm store operations where a small stock of products not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also be offered for sale. Farms operating multiple
retail locations. such as those found in parkini: lots of shopping centers or at farmer's markets. may qualify to have those
activities reported separately provided all the conditions of
the general reporting rules covering the operation of a secondary business are met.
This classification excludes nut sbellini: and packai:ini:
operations which are to be reported separately in classificati on 3902: i:round hand pickini: of nuts which is to be
reported separately in classification 4806: and contractors
hired by a farm operator to install. repair or build any farm

4803-16 Farms. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in operating farms
not covered by another classification CN.0,C.). Establishments in this classification include holly farms and the raisini: of sheep. i:oats. alpacas and llamas, Work contemplated
by this classification is of a custodial nature that includes. but
is not limited to. prunini: and otherwise maintainini: trees.
tendini: and feedini: animals. raisini: crops for fee<l. erectini:
or mending fences. breeding animals. transporting animals to
market and maiotainini: or installini: sprinkler or irrii:ation
systems when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. This classification also covers artificial insemination and veterinary care when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excJudes businesses primarily
engaged in holly packing or wreath making who are to be
reported separately in classification 6404 <florists). and contractors hired by a fann operator to install. repair or buiJd any
farm equipment or structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work beini: performed
Special note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a faun operation
for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigating
and fertilizini: GeneraJly the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatini: machinery js the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are proyidini: service to or the type of crop involved.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,.
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-645 Classification 4804.
((Egg gFatli1tg, e111tElli1tg aHEl paeki1tg
Proposed
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Fttrms: ApiMies
Fttrms: AYiMies
FMms. Egg predttetian
FMms: FHF eeftfing 11nim11ls Stieh llS Blft net limited te Flleeit,
mink, ftHt, ete.
Fftfms: PeHltry
FMms: Warms
This el11Ssifie11tian 11pplies ta 11ere11ge deYated ta the r11ising af
pattltf), r11eeits 11nd fHr eearing animals.))
4804-00 Farms; Poultrv
Applies to establishments enirneed in operatine poultry
farms of all types. Poultcy farms covered by this classification may be eneaeed in breedine and raisine birds for human
consumption or for sale to research laboratories or egg production farms. Work contemplated by this classification is of
a custodial nature that includes. but is not limited to. shelterine. tendine. feedine and waterine birds. raisine crops for
feed. erecting or mending fences. cages and pens. breeding
birds. cleanine pens and caees. transportine animals to market. and maintaining or installing sprinkler or irrigation systems when performed by employees of an employer subject
to this classification.
This classification excludes feed milline operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 2101: the
butcherine and processine of poultry which is to be reported
separately in classification 3304: and contractors hired by a
farm operator to install. repair or build any farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work beine performed.
Special note.' The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weedine. plantine. irrieatine
and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contractine with Contractors who provide both eguipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providine service to or the type of crop involved.

4804-03 Farws; Eee production
Applies to establishments engaged in operating egg production farms. Farms covered by this classification may also
be engaged in raising brood stock for future egg production
or sale to other farms. Work contemplated by this classification is of a custodial nature that includes. but is not limited to.
shelterine. tendine. feedine and waterine birds. raisine crops
for feed. erecting or mending fences. cages and pens. breedine birds. cleanine pens and caees. transportine eees to market. and maintaining or installing sprinkler or irrigation systems when performed by employees of an employer subject
to this classification. This classification also includes any
related packine or eradine of eees by farm employees. faon
stand operated at or near the farm and fann store operations
where a small stock of products not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also be offered for sale.
Farms operating multiple retail locations may gualify to have
Proposed
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those activities reported separately if the conditions as a multiple business is met.
This classification excludes feed milline operations •
which are to be reported separately in classification 2101; the •
butcherine and processine of poultcy which is to be reported
separately in classification 3304: and contractors hired to
install. repair or build any farm equipment or structures who
are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to
the work beine performed.
Soecial note.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weedine. plantine. irrintine
and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. Contractors who
provide both eguipment or machinery and the machine operators are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm
services" as the process involved in operating machinery is
the same irrespective of the type of farm they are providine
service to or the type of crop involved.

4804-05 Farms; Fur bearine apjmals
Applies to establishments engaged in raising fur bearing
animals such as mink. fox and chinchilla for pelts fskinsl or
for sale. Work contemplated by this classification is of a custodial nature that includes. but is not limited to. shelterine.
tending and breeding. feeding and killing animals. fleshing
and dryine skins. erectine or mendine fences. erectine or
maintaining kennels or cages. cleaning cages and kennels.
and veterinary care when performed by employees of an
employer subject to this classification. This classification
excludes contractors hired by a farm operator to install. repair
or build any farm eguipment or structures who are to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work being performed.
Special note; The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a faon operation
for specified services such as feeding animals. grooming. and
cleanine kennels. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machineO' and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatine machineO' is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providing serllie..to.
4804-06 Farms; Worm
Applies to establishments eneaeed in raisrne worms.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. the preparation of soils and soil mixes. maintaining proper soil moisture to encourage worm growth and
reproduction. dieeine woons. sortine and packaeine.
This classification excludes contractors hired by a farm
operator to install. repair or build any farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work beine perfooned.
Special note; The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a faon operation
for specified services such as weedine. preparine soils. irrigating and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual

~
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labor tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm
.labor contractors are to be reported in the classification that
.applies to the farm they are contractin2 with. Contractors
who provide both equipment or machinery and the machine
operators are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom
farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm they are providing service to.
4804-07 Farms; Apiaries (bees)
Applies to establishments engaged in raising honey bees
for makin2 honey or for sale to 2rowers or farmers who use
them as pollinators or to laboratories or research centers.
Work contemplated by this classification is of a custodial
nature that includes. but is not limited to. sheltering. building
structures to accommodate bee hives. collectin2 honey from
hives. and growing vegetation and plants to support the production of honey or population of bees. This classification
also includes the incidental processing and packaging of
honey. honey comb and bees wax and the sale of honey at
roadside stands located at or near the farm and farm store
operations where a small stock of products not produced by
the operation subject to this classification may also be offered
for sale Farms operatin2 multiple retail locations may qualify to have those activities reported separately if the conditions in the multiple enterprise section of the 2eneral reporting rules are met. The raising of insects such as crickets bas
also been assi2ned to this classification as is the collection of
bees and bee hives from unrelated properties.
This classification excludes contractors hired by a farm
•
to install. repair or build any farm eguipment or
operator
•
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as collecting hives or bees. preparin2 soils for crops. irri2atin2 and fertilizin2. Generally the
work involves manual labor tasks as opposed to machine
operations. These farm labor contractors are to be reported in
the classification that applies to the farm they are contractin2
with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery
and the machine operators are to be reported in classification
4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatin2 machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm
they are providing service to.

•
•

4804-08 Farms; Ayjarjes (bjrds)
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in raisin2 all varieties
of birds including game birds and exotics such as. but not
Jjmited to. emu and ostrich for sale to pet dealers. other aviaries. retail customers. and laboratories or research centers.
Work contemplated by this classification is of a custodial
nature that includes. but is not limited to. sheltering. tending.
feedin2 and waterin2. raisin2 crops for feed or protective
covering. erecting or mending fences. cages. coops and pens.
breedin2 birds. cleanin2 pens. ca2es and coops. transportin2
birds to market and maintainin2 or insta11in2 sprinkler or irri2ation systems when performed by employees of an
employer subject to this classification. This classification
also includes any store operations.

WSR 98-12-079

This classification ex.eludes feed millin2 operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 2101 and
contractors hired by a farm operator to install. repair or build
any farm equipment or structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work bein2 performed.
Soecia{ note.· The term "farm labor contractor" aimlies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as collecting hives or bees. preparin2 soils for crops. irri2atin2 and fertilizin2 Generally the
work involves manual labor tasks as opposed to machine
opera.t:ions. These farm labor contractors are to be reported in
the classification that applies to the farm they are contracting
with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery
and the machine operators are to be reported in classification
4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatin2 machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm
they are providing service to.
4804-09 Egg grading. candling and packing
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in 2radin2. candlin~.
and packin2 e22s for either retail or wholesale markets.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. sortin2. 2radin2. washin2. candlin2. packin2 e22s
into cartons or crates. and transporting eggs to market. Establishments assi2ned to this classification are not en2a2ed in
raising poultry or operating egg production farms. This classification includes store operations located at or near the
·
packaging facility.
in
engaged
establishments
This classification excludes
classifiin
separately
reported
be
to
are
which
e22 brealcin2
cation 3902.
Special note; The farm labor contractor provision is not
applicable to thjs classification as such establishments are not
engaged in a farming operation.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-646 Classification 4805.
((Christmes tree sales frem tt ettt fftfms er retail sales lets
Fftfms: Aqttatie plftftts
Farffi:s: Shellfish ex:eltttling Hteehltftieal hllRI es ting whieh is
ta be repartee sep1tffttely in elassifieatian 4808
Fftfffi:S: Sad gra wing
Nurseries inelttding ineide1ttal greenhettse eperatians
This elassifieatien applies t6 all aereage de t'eted te nursery
eperatieHs inelttding tt=ee nurseries 1tnd sed grewing
Cl1tssifieatien 4805 and elassifieatien 5004 shall nat be
assignee ta the same risk unless the eperatie1ts deseribee
by these elassifieatie11s aFe eendttetetl as separate anti
distinet businesses and eaeh business has separate and
distinet eH'l:pleyees.))
4805-00 Nurseries. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments not covered by another classification <N.O.C.l that are eni:afied in the propa2ation and/or
care of trees. shrubs. plants. and flowers pendin2 sales toothers. Nurseries can be catefiorized into two 2eneral iuoups in
that some nurseries are actively en2jlied in the propa2ation
of trees. plants. and shrubs from seed. grafting or cuttings.
[ 217]
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while others simply buy stock from 2rowers and resell to the
public or to commercial customers. Work contemplated by
this classification includes. but is not limited to. preparin2
soil for new trees. shrubs or plants. propagating trees. shrubs
or plants. fertilizin2. sprayin2. fumi2atin2. waterin2 and
weeding plants. trees and shrubs. pruning trees and shrubs.
and maintainin2 or installin2 sprinkler or irri2ation systems
when performed by employees of an employer subject to this
classification. This classification includes incidental 2reenhouses which are typically maintained for the purpose of
startin2 new plants. shrubs or trees and protectin2 plants from
weather conditions. Greenhouses may also serve as holdin2
areas for 2arden supplies. fertilizer. plantin2 containers. and
tools which are available for sale to the public. This classification also includes the incidental sale of bark. soils. decorative or crushed rock. and store operations. This classification
does not apply to establishments engaged in propagating
trees in connection with an orchard operation or Christmas
tree farm which are to be reported separately in classification
4803 or classification 7307 as applicable. or to landscapin2
contractors who may raise plants. trees or shrubs to be used in
connection with their own landscapin~ jobs who are to be
reported separately in classification 0301 or 0308 as applica-

the public This classification also includes the incidental
sale of bea~ty bark. soils. decorative or crushed rock. and
store operatrnns
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
propa2atin2 trees in connection with an orchard operation or
Christmas tree farm which are to be reported separately in
classification 4803 or classification 7307 as applicable: landscapin2 contractors who may raise trees to be used in connection with their Jandscapin2 jobs who are to be reported separately in 0301 or 0308 as applicable: and contractors hired by
a farm operator to install. repair or build any farm equipment
or structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special note.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as weedin2. plantin2. irri2ating and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contractin2 with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinecy and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providin2 service to or the type of crop involved.

h.l.e..

This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in
growing and harvesting flowers for sale to others which are to
be reported separately in classification 4802 and contractors
hired by a farm operator to install. repair or build any farm
equipment or structures who are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Soecial note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigatin2 and fertilizin2. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinecy and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatin2 machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providin2 service to or the type of crop involved.
4805-05 Nurseries: Tree
Applies to establishments engaged in the propagation
and/or care of trees for sale. Nurseries can be cate2orized
into two general groups in that some nurseries are actively
en2a2ed in the propa2ation of trees from seed and 2raftin2
while others simply buy stock from growers and resell to the
public or commercial customers Work contemplated by this
classification includes. but is not limited to. preparing soil for
new trees. propa2atin2 trees. fertilizin2. sprayin2. fumi2ating. watering. weeding. and pruning trees. and maintaining or
installin2 sprinkler or irri2ation systems when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification. This
classification includes incidental 2reenhouses which are typically maintained for the purpose of startin2 new trees and
protectin2 them from weather conditions. Greenhouses may
also serve as holdin2 areas for 2arden supplies. fertilizer.
planting containers. and tools which are available for sale to
Proposed
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4805-06 Farms; Sod growing
Applies to establishments engaged in raising lawn sod
for sale Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to. preparing soil for new grass. planting •
2rass seed. fertilizin2. sprayin2. fumi2atin2. waterin2. weed- •
ing. mowing grass. and maintaining or installing sprinkler or
irri2ation systems when performed by employees of an
employer subject to this classification. Sod farms may sell
directly to the public from the farm or throu2h landscape
dealers and contractors. This classification excludes the
installation of sod at a customer's location: landscapin2 contractors who may raise sod to be used in connection with their
landscapin2 jobs: and contractors hired by a farm operator to
install. repair or build any farm equipment or structures who
are to be reported in separately in the classification applicable
to the work being performed.
Soecial note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigating
and fertilizin2. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinecy and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatin2 machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providing service to or the type of crop involved.
4805-07 Farms; Aquatic plants
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the propa2ation of •
aquatic plants for sale. Work contemplated by this classifica- •
tion includes. but is not limited to. preparin2 aquatic tanks.
fresh water ponds or salt water growing areas for new plants.
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employer subject to this classificati on. Aquatic farms may
sell plants directly to the public from the farm or throu~h
dealers and unrelated stores. This classificat ion includes
farm store operations.
This classificati on excludes establishm ents en2a2ed in
the harvesting . processing . or packaging of aquatic plants
obtained from natural areas. where the husbandry of the
resource is not an integral part of the operation. which are to
be reported separately in classification 3304 and contractors
hired by a farm operator to install. repair or build any farm
equipment or structures who are to be revorted s«i>arately in
the classificati on avplicable to the work bein2 performed.
Special note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weedin2. plantin2. irri2atin2
and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations . These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contractin2 with. Contractor s who vrovide both equipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported in classificati on 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the
same irrespectiv e of the type of farm they are providin2 service to or the type of crop involved.

4805-08 Farms; Shellfish - hand harvestin2

Applies to establishments engaged in the propagation.
and hand harvestin~. of shellfish for sale. Work contemplated by this classificati on includes. but is not limited to.
preparin2 aquatic tanks or salt water 2rowin2 areas for shellfish: care of aquatic 2rowin2 beds includin2 chemical treatments of beds to eliminate undesirable vegetation: and harvestin2. shuckin~ and packa2in2 shellfish when performed
by employees of an employer subject to this classificati on.
Shellfish farms may sell directly to the public from a farm
stand or store. located at or near the farm. or to dealers and
unrelated stores.
This classification excludes establishm ents en2a2ed in
the harvesting. processing or packaging of shellfish obtained
from natural areas where the husbandry of the resource is not
an integral part of the operation which are to be reported separately in classification 3304 and contractors hired by a faon
operator to install. repair or build any farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special notes.· The distinction between risks assigned to
this classification (4805-08) and those which are to reported
separately in classification 4808 is in the harvesting process.
Risks subject to classification 4805 are en2a2ed in hand harvesting activities which includes the use of hand held tools
while those assi2ned to classificati on 4808 are en2a2ed in
mechanical harvesting activities by way of dredging operations The term "farm labor contractor" applies to specialty
contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as seedin2 of larvae to mother shells and
plantin2 shells to natural waters Generally the work
involves manual labor tasks as opposed to machine opera-
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tions. These farm labor contractors are to be reported in the
classificati on that applies to the farm they are contracting
with. Contractor s who provide both equipment or machinery
and the machine operators are to be reported in classification
4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm
they are providin~ service to.

4805-09 Christmas tree sales from U-cut or retail sales

~

Applies to establishm ents engaged in retail sales of
Christmas trees. Work contemplat ed by this classification is
limited to placing trees in stands or on racks for display purposes. showin2 trees to retail customers. cashierin2. monitorin2 and directin2 traffic in the sales lot area. and loadin~ trees
into customer vehicles. Tree sales may be conducted at a
farm location as in the case of a U-cut tree operation or at a
seasonal sales lot.
This classification excludes all farmin2 operations such
as. but not limited to. preparation of soil for new trees. propa2atin2 and plantin2 trees. fertilizin~. sprayin2. fumi~atin2.
watering. weeding. pruning. and harvesting of trees. maintainin2 or jnstamn2 sprinkler or irri~ation systems which are
to be reported separately in classificati on 7307: Christmas
tree wholesalers and Christmas tree balin2 and packin2 operations which are to be reported se12arately in classificati on
7307: and contractors hired to install. repair or build any faan
equipment or structures who an; to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special notes: Establishments assi2ned to this classification ( 4805-09) should report hours in this classificati on
onlv durin~ the fourth quarter of each vear since these sales
are confined to the Christmas season. The farm labor contractor provision is not applicable to this classificati on as
such establishm ents are not engaged in a farming operation.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1186)

WAC 296-17-647 Classification 4806.
((Gfflttfte hMe hftrvesting ef berries, N.O.C.
Per the pt1rpeses ef tliis Ftde gfflHHe kaHa kaf'lestiHg ef l:ler
ries means these ereps ·whieh are hftnestee ffem the
gre1:1na l:ly haHe l:ly a werker either sittiHg, kHeeliHg,
benaing, steeping er iH a similar pesitieH er in the
ttpFight pesitieH wheH staHEliHg eH the gF01:1He with He aid
ef laeaers, steels ef ether elimbiHg ee·riees. This elftSsi
f.ieatieR exelttaes all harvestiHg epeFatiens that empley
ef Feqttire the ttSe Bf hana held ettttiftg eeviees er teels ef
an) meehftnieftl picking er hllFlestiHg maehiHef)' ineltte
iHg ineiaeHtaJ pickers '>Vliieh mfty er mfty net felle·w
bekiHe s1:1eh Hl:ftehineey and eelleet the Hlffi'ested ereps
by kaHe.))

4806-01 Farms: Nuts. berries. prunes. or field flowers
and bulbs - hand harvesting
Applies to those employees Qf an employer who are
en2a~ed exclusively in hand harvestin~ nuts. berries. prunes.

or field flowers or bulbs. This classification is limited to the
harvest of crops which are picked from trees or from the
ground. by hand and by a worker either sitting. kneeling.
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bendin2. stoopin2. or standin2 on the 2round. This classification excludes any operation where ladders. stools. or other
climbin2 devices are used: all operations where harvestin2 is
accomplished or aided with band held cutting devices or
tools. and any mechanical pickin2 or harvestin2 equipment
including incidental workers who may or may not follow
behind such machinery and collect the harvested crops by
band: and contractors hired by a farm operator to install.
n;pair or build any farm equipment or structures who are to
be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work bein2 performed.
Special note.· Refer to classification 4802 for ben:y or
flower and bulb raisin2 operations and to classification 4803
for orchard operations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-649 Classification 4808.
({Alfalfa a:nd ele l'er seed gre tring
Cttstem fa:rm services by eent:ra:eter
Fa:rms: Shellfish meeha:niea:l ha:rvesting
Field eref!s, N.O.C., inelttding raising ef a:ll htt), a:nd eerea:l
gfftffis.
Pe~e sefiiAg ttftd stara:ge, N.O.C.
This ela:ssifiea:tiaft a:pf!lies ta a:ll af!era:tiaAs iAeideftta:l ta the
enteFf!rises deserihed a:h0·1e
This ela:ssifiea:tieft exelttdes gra:in milling 0f!ertttiefts whieh
a:re ta he FCf!erted sef!ftftttely ift ela:ssifiea:tieft 2101; fresh
1 egeta:hle f!tteking 0f!era:tiens 11 hieh a:re te he ref!eFted
sef!&ra:tely ift elassifieatieft 2104; a:ntl vegetable e&ftftCf)'
er freezer ef!er&tiens whieh ftfe te he ref!efied sef!ftftttely
ift ela:ssifie&tieft 3902.))
4808-01 Farms; Diyersified field crnps
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in 2rowin2 a variety
of grain. vegetable. or grass crops during a single season.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. preparing the soil for new crops. planting. fertilizin2. weedin2. harvestin2. and maintainin2 or installin2 sprinkler or irrigation systems. Any subsequent grading. sorting.
packin2 and shippin2 of farm products 2rown subject to this
classification is included within the scope of this classification. Ibis classification includes roadside stands operated at
or near the farm and farm store operations where a small
stock of products not produced by the operation subject to
this classification may also be offered for sale. Farms operatin2 multiple n;tail locations. such as those found jn parkin2
lots of shopping centers or at farmer's markets. may gualify to
have those activities n;ported separately provided all the conditions of the 2eneral reportin2 rules coverin2 the operation
of a secondary business are met. Iypjcal crops include the
followin2:
Alfalfa
Barley
Beans. Dry

CJ.om:
CQm

Proposed

Garlic
Grain
Grass Seed

Potatoes
Rye
Su2ar Beets
Timothy

Peas. Dry

~

Hal'.
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This classification excludes fn;sh ve2etable packin2
operations which are to be n;ported separately in classification 2104: cannery or freezer operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902: establishments
enea2ed exclusively in the sale of fresh ve2etables who are
not involved in the cultivation of plants which are to be
reported separately in classification 6403: and contractors
hired by a farm operator to install. repair or build any farm
equipment or structures who are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the work bein2 performed.
Special note.· This classification differs from classification 4802 "ve~etable farm operations" in that ve2etable crops
grown subject to classification 4808 generally have a Jong
growing season and are harvested upon reaching maturity at
the end of the season. Vegetable crops grown in classification 4802 are 2enerally planted so that haryestin2 will occur
continuously over the season and in smaller quantities. See
classification 4802-12 for additional information. The term
"farm labor contractor" applies to specialty contractors who
supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services
such as weedin2. plaotin2. irri2atin~ and fertjlizin2. Generally the work involves manual labor tasks as opposed to
machine operations. These farm labor contractors are to be
reported in the classification that applies to the farm they are
contractine with. Contractors who provide both equipment
or machinery and the machine operators are to be reported in
classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process
involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective of
the type of farm they are providing service to or the type of
crop involved

•
•

•
•

4808-02 Farms; Alfalfa. cloyer and grass seed
Applies to establishments en~a~ed exclusively in raisin~
alfalfa. clover. and grass crops for seed. Work contemplated
by this classification includes. but is not limited to. preparing
soil for crops. plantin~. fertilizin~. machine harvestin2. maintainin2 or installin~ sprinkler or irri2ation systems. and dryin2 of seed. Any subsequent 2radin2. sortin~. packin2 and
shipping of seeds is included within the scope of this classification. Also included is the incidental sale of farm products
from roadside stands operated at or near the farm and farm
store operations where a small stock of products not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also
be offered for sale. Farms operating multiple retail locations.
such as those found in parking lots of shopping centers or at
farmer's markets. may qualify to have those activities
reported separately provided all the conditions of the ~eneral
reportin2 rules coverin2 the operation of a secondary business are met.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
grading. sorting. and packaging seeds: or selling baled alfalfa
or clover who are not en~a2ed in 2rowin2 operations which
are to be reported separately in classification 2101: establishments engaged exclusively in grain or seed storage who are
not engaged in growing operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 2007: and contractors hired by a •
farm operator to install. n;pair or build aoy farm equipment or •
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
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Special note.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
.specialt y contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
.for specified services such as weedin~. plaotin2. irri2atin2
and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contractin2 with. Contractors who provide both eguipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatine machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are proyidin2 service to or the type of crop involved.

•
•

4808-04 Farms; Hay
Applies to establishments en2aeed exclusively in raisin2
hay or straw erass for sale. and includes the raisine of such
crops for seed. Work contempla ted by this classificat ion
includes. but is not limited to. preparine soil for crops. planting. fertilizing. machine harvesting. maintaining or installing
sprinkler or irrieation systems. and dcyin2 of seed. Any subseguent grading. sorting. packing and shipping of seeds is
included within the scope of this classificat ion Also
included is the incidental sale of farm products from roadside
stands operated at or near the farm and faon store operations
where a small stock of products not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also be offered for sale.
Farms operating multiple retail locations. such as those found
in parkine lots of shoppine centers or at farmer's markets.
may gualify to have those activities reported separately provided all the conditions of the eeneral reportine rules covering the operation of a secondary business are met.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
eradine. sortine. and packaeine seeds. or sellin2 baled hay
who are not engaged in growing operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 210 I and contractor s
hired by a farm operator to install. repair or build any farm
eguipment or structures who are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the work beine performed.
Special no(e.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weedin2. plantine. jrrieatine
and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contractine with. Contractors who provide both eguipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providine service to or the type of crop involved.
4808-06 Farms; Cereal &:rain
Applies to establishments eneaeed in erowine cereal
grain crops. Work contempla ted by this classificat ion
includes. but is not limited to. preparine the soil for new
crops. planting. fertilizing. weeding. harvesting. and maintainin2 or instamne sprinkler or irrieation systems. Any subsequent eradin2. sortin2. packine and shippin2 of farm products 2rown subject to this classification is included within the
scope of this classification. Also included is the incidental
sale of farm products from roadside stands or operated at or
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near the farm and farm store operations where a small stock
of products not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also be offered for sale. Farms operatine multiple retail locations. such as those found in parking lots of
shoppine centers or at farmer's markets. may qualify to have
those activities reported separately provided all the conditions of the eeneral reponine rules coverine the operation of
a secondary business are met. Typical cereal grain crops
include the followin2·

This classification excludes contractors hired by a farm
operator to install. repair or build any farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work beine perfooned,
Special notes: See classification 4802-12 for additional
information relative to corn. The term "farm labor contractor" applies to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a
farm operation for specified services such as weeding. plantin2. irrieatine and fertilizine. Generally the work involves
manual labor tasks as opposed to machine operations. These
farm labor contractors are to be reported in the classification
that applies to the farm they are contractin2 with. Contractors who provide both eguipment or machinery and the
machine operators are to be reported in classification 4808
"custom farm services" as the process involved in operating
machineey is the same irrespective of the type of farm they
are providing service to or the type of crop involved .
4808-07 Potato sortio&: and storan
Applies exclusively to establishments eneaeed in sortine
and storing potatoes. Work contemplated by this classification is limited to sortine potatoes either in the field or at a
storage warehouse; and packaging and storage of potatoes.
For purposes of this classification. packaein2 is limited to
putting potatoes into bags. bins. boxes. or sacks. This classification also includes potato di22in2 and piline when performed by employees of an employer engaged in sorting and
storine potatoes but who is not eneaeed in erowine potatoes.
This classification excludes fresh veeetable packine
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 2104: cannery or freezer operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902: potato chip manufacturine which is to be re.ported se.parately in classification
3906; establishments engaged exclusively in the sale of fresh
veeetables who are not jnyolved in tbe cultivation of plants
which are to be reported separately in classification 6403:
and contractors hired by a farm operator to install. repair or
build any farm eguipment or structures who are to be reported
separately in the classification applicable to the work beine
performed.
Special no(e.· The farm labor contractor provision is not
applicable to this classification as such establishments are not
eneaeed in a farroine operation,
4808-08 Custom hay baUoi
Applies exclusively to a specialist farm labor contractor
eneaeed in mowine. turnine, and baline hay owned by others,
This classification also includes the incidental loading of hay.
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onto trucks and stackini: of hay in a barn or warehouse when
performed by employees of a specialist farm labor contractor
eni:ai:ed in mowini:. turnini:. and balini: hay for others.
Special no(e.· The farm labor contractor provision is not
a,ppljcable to this classification a,s such establishments are not
engaged in a farming operation.

4808-10 Farms: Shellfish - mechapical haryestioe

Applies to establishments engaged in the propagation of
shellfish for sa,le a,nd includes the subsequent harvest of shellfish by means of mechanical dredging operations. Work contemplated by this classification includes spawnini: of shellfish. seeding in controlled tanks. placement of shellfish into
deep water i:rowini: beds. harvestinf:. a,nd processini:. Harvesting. processing. and packing of shellfish by a farm labor
contractor is included in this cla,ssification provided tha,t the
shellfish being harvested were grown by an establishment
subject to this classification. This classification includes the
sale of shellfish at roadside stands operated at or near the
business location a,nd store operations where a, sma,11 stock of
products not produced by the operation subject to this classification ma,y a,lso be offered for sa,le. Businesses operatini:
multiple retail locations may qualify to have those activities
re.ported separately if all the conditions of the i:enera,1 reporting rule covering the operation of a secondary business have
been met
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the ha,ryestini:. processini: or pa,cka.i:ini: of shellfish obtained
from natural areas where the husbandry of the resource is not
a,n intei:ral part of the operation which are to be reported separately in classification 3304 and contractors hired by a shellfish i:rower to install. repair or build a,ny farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applica,ble to the work beini: performed.
Special note: The distinction between establishments
a,ssii:ned to cla,ssifica,tion 4808 a,nd those which are to
reported separately in classification 4805 is in the harvesting
process. Esta,bljshments subject to classification 4805 are
engaged in hand harvesting activities which includes the use
of hand held tools while those a,ssii:ned to classification 4808
are engaged in mechanical harvesting activities by w·ay of
dredi:ini: operations. The term "farm labor contractor"
applies to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm
operation for specified services such as seedini: of larva,e to
mother shells and planting shells to natural waters. Generally
the work involves manual labor tasks as opposed to machine
operations. These farm labor contractors are to be reported in
the cla,ssifica,tion that applies to the farm they a.re contra,ctini:
with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery
a,nd the machine operators a.re to be reported in cla,ssjfica,tion
4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in opera,tini: machinery is the sa,me irrespective of the type of farm
they are providini: service to.

4808-11 Custom farm services by contractor

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-64901 Classification 4809.
((Gree1dtettses, N.O.C.
Mttshreem raising anel harvesting
Sflrettts raising ana hlifvesting
This elassifieatien eiteltteles fresh vegetable fllieldng eflera
tiens \It hieh are te be ref)erteel sefllifately in elassifieatien
2104 ; lifta vegetable eannery er freezer eflerlitiefts whieh
life te be reperteel separately in elassifieatien 3902.))

4809-01 Greenhouses. N.O.C.

Applies to establishments engaged in raising plants
exclusively within i:reenhouses not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). Such establishments may specialize in
i:rowini: only indoor. outdoor. or vei:eta,ble plants. while others will grow all types. The primary distinction between classification 4809 a,nd other classifications where similar pla.nts
are grown is the exclusive use of greenhouses for the growing
operations Establishments subject to this cla,ssifica,tion will
not ha,ve outdoor i:rowini: fields. All i:rowini: areas a.re confined to i:reenhouse opera,tions. Work contemplated by this
cla,ssifica,tion includes. but is not limited to. preparation of
soils. planting seeds or cuttings into pots and trays. and
wa,terini: a,nd fertilizini: plants, This cla,ssifica,tion includes
related sales of plants and store operations.
This classification excludes contractors hired by a, farm
operator to install. repair or build any farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification awlicable to the work being performed.
Soecial nofe,' The term "farm la,bor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply la.borers to a farm opera,tion
for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigating
a,nd fertilizini:. Generally the work. involves ma,nua,I la.bor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors a.re to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery a,nd the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatini: machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providing service to or the type of crop involved.

4809-04 Farms: Mushrooms

Applies exclusively to contractors engaged in supplying
and operatini: ai:ricultural machinery a,nd equipment at their
customer's locations. Work contemplated by this classification involves preparini: fields for crops. plantini: and cultivatini: crops. fertilizini:. a,nd harvestini: operations usini:
machinery and equipment such as. but not limited to. tractors.
Proposed

plows. fertilizer sprea,ders. combines. reapers. pota,to dii:i:ers.
boom loaders and pickers. Contractors subject to this classi- •
fication are i:enerally not responsible for the overall care of
the crops. but are merely hired to provide specified services.
which involve the use of machinery a,nd employee equipment
operators. This classification also includes seasonal agricultural produce ha,ulini: from the field to a, processini: or stora.i:e
plant when performed by employees of an employer not
eni:a.i:ed in the rela,ted farmini: operations a,ssocia.ted with the
crop being hauled.

41

Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the ra,isini: a,nd harvestini: of mushrooms for sa,le, Work contemplated by this •
classification includes. but is not limited to. preparation a,nd •
sterilization of compost material. seedini: composted trays.
monitoring humidity and temperature controlled growing
[ 222]
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rooms. movin2 trays from 2rowin2 rooms. barvestine musband grading and sorting mushrooms. This classifica.~ion also includes fresh packin2 of mushrooms for sale to otb-

~ooms.
~

This classification excludes all cannery or freezer operations which are to be reported separately in classification
3902 and contractors hired by a farm operator to install.
repair or build any farm equipment or structures who are to
be reported separately in the classification applicable to tbe
work beine perfoaned.
Special note; The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weedine. plantine. irri2atin2
and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contractine witb Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to·be reported separately in classification 4808 "custom
farm services" as the process involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm tbey are providin2 service to or tbe type of crop involved.

•
•

4809-05 Farms; Sprouts
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the raisine and harvesting of bean and alfalfa sprouts using hydroponic growing
metbods. Hydroponics 2rowin2 is a method whereby veeetable crops are raised in trays and tanks within a temperature
controlled buildin2 in a water solution containin2 inoreanic
nutrients. Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to preparation and cleanine of tanks and
trays. preparation of water solutions. planting of seed into
water solution. harvestin2. and packaeine of crops.
This classification excludes contractors hired by a faun
operator to install. repair or build any farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Soecial note.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors that supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigating
and fertilizine. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in tbe classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery and the machine operato'rs
Aspara2us
Beans. Green
Beets. Table
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Cabbage

•
•

Camus.

Cauliflower

Cclw

Com. Sweet
Cucumbers
Kale

This classification excludes fresh veeetable packine
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 2104: cannery or freezer operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 3902: and contractors
hired by a farm operator to install. repair or build any farm
CQUipment or structures who are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to tbe work being performed.

tie

reported in classification "custom farm services" as
are to
tbe process involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm tbey are providin2 service to or
tbe type of crop involved.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-64902 Classification 4810.
((Fft:fms fieltl l'egetables ftfld herbs, N.O.C. ifteludiftg truek
gMEleftiftg fer fresh mft:fket. This ela5sifieatieft iReluEles
all grettftEI pfeJ'llflttieft, grewiftg httsbaftElry ftflel haftEI hft:f
vestiftg with the aiEI ef a haftEI helEI euttiftg Eleviee sueh as
ft pMiftg er euttiftg kRife ttseEI ift the harvest ef breeeeli er
ea1:1liflewer aftEI b)' ha11e ale11e as i11 the ease ef eueum
hers bttt exeludes grettftEI preparatieft, grewiftg 1tftd hltl'
vestiftg ef vegetable ernps sueh as bush beafts, peas,
st'f'eet eefft, petatees aftd field eltl'fets whieh are meehltft
ieally hanestee 'h'hieh are te be reperteEI separately ift
elassifietttieft 4802 "Farms: Vegetlffiles meehaRieally
hft:fvested"; fresh ·1egetable paelaftg eperatie11s whieh life
te be reperteEI sep1tr1ttely ift elassifieatieft 2104; a11d veg
etable ea11Aery er freez.er eperatiefts '+'lhieh are te be
repertetl separtttel:y ift elassifieatieft 3902.))

4810-00 Farms; Fjeld ye~etables apd herbs. N.O.C. hapd haryestip~
Applies to establishments engaged in raising vegetables
and herbs which are harvested by hand for sale and which are
not covered by another classification (N.0.C.). Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to .
preparine soil for new plants. plantine. fertilizine. weedin2.
pruning. band harvest of vegetables. and maintaining or
installine sprinkler or irri2ation systems when perfoaned by
employees of an employer subject to this classification. This
classification includes tbe incidental sale of fresh veeetables
from roadside stands operated at or near the farm and farm
store operations where a small stock of products not produced by the operation subject to this classification may also
be offered for sale. Farms operatine multiple retail locations.
such as those found in parking lots of shopping centers or at
farmer's markets. may qualify to have those activities
reported provided all the conditions of tbe general reporting
rules coverine the operation of a secondary business are met
Typical crops include the following:

Onions, Green
Parsnips
Peppers
Radishes
Rhubarb

Rutaba2as
Spinach

5..culilSh

Tomatoes
Turnips

Soecial no(es; This classification differs from classification 4802 "field vegetable crops" in that vegetable crops
2rown subject to classification 4802 are machine harvested or
harvested usine a combination of machine and band labor
while ve2etable crops covered in classification 4810 are harvested exclusively by hand. See classification 4802-12 for
additional information. The term "farm labor contractor" .
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applies to specialty contractors that supply laborers to a farm
operation for specified services such as weeding. planting.
irrif;atin2 and fertj)jzin2. Generally the work involves manual labor tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm
labor contractors are to be reported in the classification that
applies to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors
who provide both eQuipmem or machinery and the machine
operators are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom
farm services" as the process involved in operatin2 machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm they are providin2 service to or the type of crop involved
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-64903 Classification 4811.
((Fftfms. Heps iRelttdiRg ettltivatiRg, piekiRg, dryiRg 1tR6
haliRg heps at the farm 1tfttl all ether i1teitle1tt1tl farm
eperatieRs, httt exeltttles hep pellet m1t1tttfaetttri1tg whieh
is te he repertetl separately iR elassifieatieR 2101 1tRtl
hep extraet m1t1tttf1tetttri1tg "hieh is te he repertetl sepa
rately iR elassifieatieR 3701
Farms: MiRt i1teltttli1tg distillery eperatieRs wheR eeft
tltteted iR eeRReetieR "ith a mi Rt farm eperatieR 1tfttl
wheR perfermetl by empleyees ef ltR empleyer stthjeet te
this elassifieatieR.))
4811-00 Farms; Hops
Applies to establishments engaged in raising hops for
sale. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but
is not limited to. preparing soil for new plants. planting. fertilizin2. weedin2. installin2 poles and wires. maintainin2 or
installing sprinkler or irrigation systems. harvesting hops. the
initial dryin2 and balin2. and all other operations incidental to
the activity described above when done by employees of an
employer subject to this classification. Any furtber processing of hops after the initial drying and baling is excluded.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the production of hop pellets which are to be reported separately in classification 2101: establishments engaged in the
manufacture of a liQuid hop extract which are to be reported
separately in classification 3701; and contractors hired by a
farm operator to install. repair or build any farm eciuipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work bein2 performed
Special no(es.· Hops is one of several in2redients used to
flavor beer. Extra care should be taken when dealing with
hop farms and processin2 plants to verify the operation and
applicable classification. The term "and all other operations
incidental to the activity described above" refers only to
maintenance type work like mending fences. fixing or servicin2 kiln dryers. and workin2 on tractors and eciuipment. The
term "farm labor contractor" applies to specialty contractors
who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services
such as weeding. planting. irrigating and fertilizing. Generally the work involves manual labor tasks as opposed to
machine operations These farm labor contractors are to be
reported in the classification that applies to the farm they are
contractin2 with. Contractors who provide both eQuipment
or machinery and the machine operators are to be reported in
Proposed
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classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process
involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective oft
the type of farm they are providin2 service to or the type of
crop involved.

4811-01 Farms: Mint
Applies to establishments engaged in raising mint for
sale. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but
is not limited to. preparing soil for new plants. planting. fertilizin2. weedin2. maintainin2 or installin2 sprinkler or irri2ation systems. harvesting mint. and mint distillation when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed
exclusively in the distillation of mint leaves to obtain a mint
extract or mint oil who are not engaged in the raising of mint
crops. which are to be reported separately in classification
3701. and contractors hired by a farm operator to install.
repair or build any farm eQuipmem or structures who are to
be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work bein2 performed.
Special note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies to
specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation
for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigating
and fertilizin2. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
cootractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors who provide both eQuipment or machineey and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatin2 machinery is the •
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providin2 ser- •
vice to or the type of crop involved.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-64904 Classification 4812.
((Fish 1tfttl shellfish hateheries i1teltttli1tg raisiRg, egg predtte
tieft, gratliRg, har 1 estiRg 1tRtl shipJ'iflg
This elassifieatieR exeltttles fish 1tfttl shellfish preeessiRg
whieh is te he repertetl separately iR elassifieatieR
330+.))

4812-00 Farms; Fjp fish apd shell fish hatcherjes
Applies to establishments engaged in hatchery operations for the rajsin2 of fin or shellfish. or their e22s. Work
contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. spawnin2 of larvae. 2rowin2 and testin2 al2ae (food
for shellfish in larvae stage). seeding of shells in tanks. loadin2 of seeded shells for shipment or transportation to natural
waters. spawning fin fish. harvesting. and management of
water flow temperature and exchan2e rate. and laboratory
work when performed by employees of an employer subject
to this classification. The term "harvest" includes the sale of
seeded shells. larvae. fish eggs. and whole fish.
This classification excludes the placement of seeded
shells or larvae into natural waters. harvestin2 of mature •
she!lfish or the related processin2 and packa2in2 of shellfish •
which are to be reported separately in classification 3304.
4805. or 4808 as applicable. and contractors hired by a farm
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operator to install. repair or build any hatchery equipment or
• structures who are to be reported separately in the classifica.tion applicable to the work beini: performed.
Sgecial note: See classifications 4805 and 4808 for
related information. The farm labor contractor provision is
not applicable to this classification.

t
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•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-64905 Classification 4813.
((ViHeyards all ef}erahefts ineh1diHg h8P1eShftg ef fr1:1it
This elassifieatien exel1:1des ffesh frl:lit f}aeking ef}eratiens
whieh are te ee ref}erted separately in elassifieatieH
2 HH ; wifte fftalcing whieh is te ee reperted Sef}1trately ift
ehtssifieatien 3792; and fr11it earme~", precessing, er
freezing eperatiens ... hieh ltfe te ee reperted sepaeately
in elassifieatien 3902.))

4813-00 vineyards
Applies to establishments eni:a~ed in the plantini:. cultivating. pruning. and harvesting of grapes. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to.
preparing soil for new plants. planting. fertilizing. weeding.
prunini: vines. installini: posts and wire supports. tyini: vines.
machine or hand harvest of grapes. and maintaining or
installin2 sprinkler or irri2ation systems when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification. This
classification includes roadside fruit stands operated at or
near the farm and farm store operations where a small stock
of products not produced b,y the operation subject to this classification may also be offered for sale. Farms operating multiple retail locations. such as those found in parkini: lots of
shopping centers or at farmer's markets. may qualify to have
those activities reported separately in classification 6403 provided all the conditions of the general reporting rules coverini: the operation of a secondaey business are met
This classification excludes fresh fruit packin2 operations which are to be reported separately in classification
2104: fruit cannery or freezer operations and jam or syrup
manufacturini: which are to be reported separately in classification 3902: winei:y operations which are to be reported separately in classification 3702: and contractors hired by a farm
operator to install. repair or build any farm equipment or
structures who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors that supply laborers to a faun operation for specified services such as weeding. planting. irrigatini: and fertilizini: Generally the work involves mauual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. These farm labor
contractors are to be reported in the classification that applies
to the farm they are contracting with. Contractors that provide both equipment or machinery and the machine opera.tors
are to be reported in ~lassific~tion 480~ "custo~ far~ services" as the process mvolved m operaun2 machmery 1s the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providini: service to or the type of crop involved.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-64999 Classification 4900.
((Censtfl:letien: Sttperintendent er prejeet manager
This elassifieatieH ltflfllies te eenstrttetien Sl:lflerintendents er
prejeet managers applie1tele te Beth general 1tnd spe
eialty eentraeters fer eenstfl:letien er ereetien f}rejeets.
Censtruetien sttperinteHdents Sf'end same time in an
effiee llftd Sf'end the remainder ef tiffie ·1isiting ·11trietts
jee sites te eenf.er with eenstrnetien fereman te keel'
e-aek ef the l'regress eee1:1rring at eaeh eenstfl:letieH site
er prejeet leeatien. Prejeet managers ltfe generally tem
pefllrily statiened at the eens!fl:letien site er prejeet leea
tien and eenfined te a medttlllf type ef elerieal efftee te
sehedttle aeti r"ities and llft'i'>·al ef supplies applieaele te
the jab er prejeet. CeRstr1:1etieH Sttf'erintendents 1t1td
prejeet managers llf'plieable te this elassifieatien shall
hll'1e ne direet eentrel ever werk erews ane shall net ee
perfermiRg eenstR1etien laeer at the jee site er f'Fejeet
leeatien. AH effiJlleyee flerfenHi1tg e1:1ties ef this elassifi
eatien aRd same t) fle ef eenstruetien laeer er eentrel
e¥er ll werk erew shall Ret be perlftitted a di·1isien ef
yr,·erk hettrs eetween this elassifieatien and a eenstfl:le
tieR ele:ssifieati0ft, all Werk hattFS fife te Be Fef'0Fted in
the 1tpfllieable eenstmetieft elassifieatien.))
4900-00 Copstructiop; Superiptepdent or project map-

am

Applies to those employees. of general or specialty construction contractors. whose job duties are exclusively that of
construction superintendents or project managers. Construction superintendents spend some time in an office and spend
the remainder of time visiting various job sites to confer with
construction foreman to keep track of the proi:ress occurrini:
at each construction site or project location. Project managers
are i:enerally stationed at the construction site or project location and confined to a temporar,y type of office to schedule
activities and arrival of supplies such as the delivery of iron.
steel. rebar. lumber. concrete ready mix. concrete pump truck
services. and cranes.
This classification excludes construction superintendents or project manai:ers who are employed by a business
that specializes in offering construction management and
consultini: services, These businesses do not do any of the
actual construction or erection activities and are to be
reported separately in classification 4901.
Soecial notes.· This classification is applicable only to
construction superintendents or project manai:ers who have
no direct control over work crews and do not perfoon construction labor at the construction site or project location. A
superintendent or project manai:er performini: duties subject
to this classification who also is engaged in operating eguipment. performini: manual labor. or who directly supervises a
work crew at the construction site or project location is
excluded from this classification. They are to be reported separately in the applicable construction or erection classification assii:ne<l to their employer without any division of hours
A division of hours is not permitted between classification
4900 and any other classification.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-12-063,
filed 5/30/94, effective 6/30/94)
WAC 296-17-650 Classification 4901.
((Cens1:1lting engineering, &rehiteet1:1r&I, anti !anti s1:1F¥eying
seniees, N.O.C.
Geelegists, N.O.C.
Lease Bl:t) ers perfefffling werk simil&r te eil geelegists
Oil er gas geelegists er seettts.))
4901-00 Copsultioe eneioeeripe
Archjtectural seryices. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in providing consultine eneineerine services. construction manaeement or consulting services. or architectural services not covered by
another classification CN.O C ). Eneineers consult with and
give technical advice to clients through the use of plans.
maps. charts. specifications or other media They may specialize in particular fields of endeavor such as aeronautical.
chemical. civil. electrical. industrial. marine. mechanical or
structural engineering. Engineers may research. design and
develop a plan. a part. a piece of equipment. or a structure and
may also build prototypes and models. Architects research.
plan and desien buildine projects for clients. applyine knowledee of desien. construction procedures. zonine and buildine
codes. and buildine materials. They may enlist the services
of eneineers to provide specialized technical services or to
solve specific problems. Architects may specialize in certain
types of facilities such as hotels. hospitals. or industrial
plants. or in the restoration of older structures. or may confine
their practice to residential work They also may be involved
in the design of transportation facilities. public assembly
complexes. marine or public utility projects. This classification includes employees of engineering or architectural services who perform surveys or who act as project manaeers or
project superintendents for their employer's engineering or
architectural projects, Businesses which specialize in offering construction management and/or consulting services.
which are not involved in desienine. eneineerine. or any of
the actual construction activities. are also included in this
classification,
This classification excludes draftsmen whose duties are
limited to office work. who may be reported separately in
classification 4904 provided the conditions set forth in the
standard exception rule have been met. and the engineering
and architectural staff of construction companies or other
types of businesses who are to be reported in the classifications applicable for those businesses,
Soecial note: When assigning classifications 4901 or
1007. care must be taken to look beyond the words "consulting" or "engineering" to determine the actual nature of the
activities beine performed Classifications 4901 and 1007
shall not be assigned to the same business unless all the conditions of the eeneral reportine rules coverine the operation
of a secondary business have been met.

4901-16 Geoloeists. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eneaeed in providine eeoloeical services. includine oil or eas eeoloeists or scouts and
lease buyers perfonnine work similar to oil eeoloeists. not
covered by another classification. Geologists study the comProposed
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position. structure. and history of the earth's crust to identify
and determine the seguence of processes affecting the development of the earth. By applyine knowledee of chemistry.
physics. biology and mathematics to explain these phenomena. they help locate mineral. eeothermal. petroleum. and
underground water resources. They will consult with and
eive technical advice to clients based on their findines.
Projects may include. but are not limited to. landslide analysis and correction. rock slope desien. rock fall mitieation and
control. and soil cut and embankment design. They also prepare eeoloeic reports and maps. interpret research data. recommend further study or action. and may participate in environmental studies, Duties of oil or eas eeoloeists or scouts
and lease buyers include. but are not limited to. reviewine
court records. interviewing lease holders. securing data for
prospective oj) or eas producine land. as well as procurine
core or shale samples at drilling locations for analyzing. The
oil or eas eeoloeist also may explore and chart stratieraphic
arrangement and structure of the earth to locate gas and oil
deposits. evaluate results of eeophysical prospectine. prepare
maps and diagrams indicating probable deposits of gas and
oil. as well as estimate oil reserves in proven or prospective
fields and visit drilling sites. Scouts keep the client company
informed of events in their reeion. attend local meetines and
report the findings on work.
This classification excludes geophysical exploration
which is to be reported separately in classification 1007: seismic geophysical exploration which is to be reported separately in classification 0103· and eeoloeists or scouts of a
drilling or construction contractor who are to be reported sep- •
arately in the classification applicable to the employer's busi- •

ne£S..

Special note: When assienine classifications 4901- 16.
geologists. 1007-08. geophysical exploration. and 0103. seismic eeophysical exploration. care must be taken to look
beyond the word "geologist" to determine the actual nature of
the activities beine performed,

4901-17 Land surveyine services. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in providing professional land surveyine services not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). Land surveyors measure the size and
physical characteristics of earth surfaces to determine precise
location and measurements of points. elevations. lines. areas.
comours and boundaries for private public. and commercial
applications. Some firms also perform marine. mine. forestry. eeoloeical and photoerammetric surveys which utilize
sophisticated instruments and technigues. including aerial
photoeraphy, The field data collected by surveyors may be
used to produce maps and architectural and civil engineering
plans and drawines, Maps and drawines may be produced by
drafters who plot out the field data by hand or by using computer-aided draftine proerams
This classification excludes draftsmen whose duties are
limited to office work. who may be reported separately in
classification 4904 provided all the conditions of the eeneral
reportine rules coverine standard exception employees have
been met. and surveyors employed by construction companies or other types of businesses who are to be reported separately in the applicable classifications for those businesses.

t
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
ltiled 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
•

WAC 296-17-651 Classification 4902.
((State geveHUfleRt this ele:ssifieatieR is limited te eleriee:l
effiee, se:les perseRnel e:n6 e:6miRistre:th·e empleyees
that hB:'ie ne fiel6 eJtpesure, le:w enfereeme1n pe'ii ers, er
pre, i6e pe:tient hee:lth ee:re. Fer the pt11f1eses ef this rule
fiel6 eltpesure is 6efine6 e:s e:nything ether the:n the ner
me:! trB:'t·el te e: werk e:ssignmeRt stteh e:s e: fle16 e:t16iter er
seeie:I v. erker weul6 eneeunter
This elttssifiee:tien iRelt16es e:ll tlepart1Rents, e:geReies, bee:rtls,
eemmissieRs, eemmittees e:Rd eleeted effieie:ls ef either
the e:Keeutive, legislative er jutlieie:l bre11ehes ef ste:te
ge't erRment. See ele:ssifieatiens 4906, 5307, 7103 and
7201 fer ether state ge't'efftment epere:tiens.))

4902-00 State government - administrative. clerical. and
sales personnel
Applies to those state employees who are assigned to
work in an administrative capacity. a clerical office. or in
public relations or sales work. For the purposes of this classification. field exposure is to the normal travel to a work
assignment such as a field auditor or social worker would
encoumer This classification includes all departments. agencies. boards. commissions. committees and elected officials
of all branches of state government.
This classification excludes employees with field exposure other than that described above. employees with law
'nforc~ment powers and employees who provide patient
ealth _are.
See classifications 4906. 5307. 7103. and 7201 for other
state government activities.
Special note: For purposes of this classification the
terms "clerical office" and "sales personnel" shall have the
same meaning as defined in the standard exception provision
of the general reporting rule.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-652 Classification 4903.
((Mftfi1te eppreisi11g
Beiler i1tspeeting, N.O.C.
Elei'e:ter inspeeting, He serviee
IHspeetieR fer i1tst1renee er ·1elt1e:tieR.))

4903-06 Maripe apprajsjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in providing marine
appraisal services, Type of property appraised includes. but
is not limited to. boats. yachts. marinas. wharves. and drydocks. This service may be provided to a prospective buyer
or to insurance companies for determining the value of a
piece of property or for evaluating damage.
This classification excludes maritime appraisers who
provide their service exclusively to insurance companies who
.are to be reported separately in classification 4903-09. and
ponmaritime building appraisers who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the employer's business.
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4903-07 Boiler inspecting, N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in providing boiler
inspection services not coyered by another classification
CN.O.C.). These establishments inspect pressurized vessels.
including air tanks and liquefied gas tanks. in addition to
boilers. The inspections involve determining if a vessel conforms to safety standards in regard to their design. fabrication. installation. repair and operation. The inspections may
take place at a manufacturer's plant or where the vessel has
been installed These inspections wm generally be conducted
at the request of a manufacturer or an insurance company.
Activities of the inspectors include. but are not limited to.
inspecting the safety devices and welding. performing tests to
verify the condition. calculatin& allowable limits of pressure.
recommending changes to correct unsafe conditions. and
investigating accidents involving pressurized vessels.
This classification excludes boiler inspectors employed
by a state agency or municipality who are to be reported separately in the appropriate state agency or municipality classification: boiler manufacturing. repair or installation which is
to be reported separately in the appropriate manufacturing.
repair or installation classification: inspectors of the manufacturing company who are to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the employer's business: and
establishments who provide inspections exclusively for
insurance companies who are to be reported separately in
classification 4903-09
4903-08 Eleyator jpspectjng
Applies to establishments engaged in providing elevator
inspection services. Types of devices inspected include. but
are not limited to. elevators. escalators. ski lifts. amusement
rides and moving sidewalks. The inspections involve determining if the device conforms to safety standards in connection with their design. fabrication. installation. repair and
operation. The inspections may take place at the manufacturing plant or where the conyeyance device has been installed
These inspections are usually conducted at the request of a
manufacturer or an insurance company Activities of the
inspectors include. but are not limited to. reviewing the
design. inspecting the mechanical and electrical features.
inspecting the cables and guide rajls. conducting time tests
for speed. computing allowable load. observing running and
drop tests to determine jfbrakes and safety devices are working properly. recommending changes to correct unsafe conditions. and investi~atin~ accidents involvin& conveyance
devices,
This classification excludes elevator inspectors
employed by a state agency or municipality who are to be
reported separately in the <wpropriate state agency or municipality classification: repair or service to the elevator or conveyance device which js to be reported separately in the
appropriate repair classification assigned to the type of conveyance device: inspectors employed by the manufacturer
who are to be reported in the appropriate manufacturing classification: and establishments who provide inspection exclusively for insurance companies who are to be reported separately in classification 4903-09.
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4903-09 Inspection for insurance or valuation
Applies to establishments engaged in providing inspection and valuation services exclusively for insurance companies. These establishments inspect damaged goods or property for loss valuation or to determine the value of an article
or property the insurance company js underwriting The
property inspected includes. but is not limited to. personal
property. real estate and manufactured goods.
This classification excludes inspectors employed by a
state agency or municipality who are to be reported separately in the appropriate state agency or municipality classification and boiler. elevator. or building inspectors or maritime
appraisers who do not provide the service to insurance companies exclusively who are to be reported separately in classifications 4903-07. 4903-08. 4903-10 or 4903-06 as applicable and employees of insurance companies who are to be
repo_rted separately in the applicable classifications.

factor is that all the conditions of the general reporting rules
covering standard exception employees have been met.

ortl

4903-10 lpspectjop of buildioes
Applies to establishments engaged in providing building
inspection services. These establishments inspect all types of
buildings including new or existing residential. commercial.
industrial. multifamily. and temporary structures. The
inspections may be provided for prospective buyers to determine the condition of the building. for contractors to assist in
interpreting legal reguirements and recommending procedures for compliance. or for insurance companies in assessing damages. Activities of the inspectors include. but are not
limited to. inspecting all components of a building for structural soundness. dry rot. pest problems. energy efficiency.
and compliance with grading. zoning and safety laws.
This classification excludes building inspectors
employed by a state agency or municipality who are to be
reported separately in the appropriate state agency or municipality classification and establishments who provide inspections exclusively for insurance companies who are to be
reported separately in classification 4903-09.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-653 Classification 4904.
((Clerie1tl efflee,

~l.O.C.))

4904-00 Clerical office. N.O.C.
Applies to those employees whose job duties and work
environment meet all the conditions of the general reporting
rules covering clerical office standard exception employees
who are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.)
assigned to their employer's account Duties of clerical office
personnel contemplated by this classification are limited to
answering telephones. handling correspondence. creating or
maintaining financial. employment. personnel or payroll
records. composing informational material on a computer.
creating or maintaining computer software. and technical
drafting
Sgecial no(e: When considering this classification. care
must be taken to look beyond titles of employees, Employees
with occupational titles such as. but not limited to· cashiers.
clerks. or ticket sellers. may or may not qualify for this classification. This is a restrictive classification: the gualifying
Proposed

4904-13 Clerical office; Insurance companjes. aeeots
brokers
Applies to clerical office employees of insurance companies. including insurance agents or brokers who perform
duties exclusively of clerical nature and without an interchange of labor between clerical and nonclerical duties. and
that these duties be performed in an area or areas separated
from the operative hazards of the business. This classification
is limited to duties defined as responding to telephone inquiries. assisting walk-in customers. handling correspondence
such as the preparation of insurance policies and bimng.
receiving and processing payments and invoices. maintaining
personnel and payroll records. and performing the necessary
computer work.
Special nofe.· This is a standard exception classification
and is not to be assigned unless all the conditions of the general reporting rule covering clerical office standard exception
employees have been met. Care should be exercised as insurance agents. insurance brokers. or insurance solicitors
defined in RCW 48.17 010. 48 17,020. and 48,17,030. may
be exempt employment as defined in RCW 51.12.020 01). In
some instances. an insurance company may Qualify for this
standard exception classification for their entire operation.

4904-17 Clerical office; Employee leasine compapjes
Applies to clerical office employees of employee leasing
companies. This classification reguires that clerical office
employees perform duties exclusively of a clerical nature . •
without an interchange of labor between clerical and noncler-·
ical duties. and that these duties be performed in an area or
areas separated from the operative hazards of the business.
This classification is limited to duties defined as responding
to telephone inguiries. receptionist and administrative duties.
handling correspondence such as preparing and processing
billing statements and forms. maintaining personnel and payroll records. and performing the necessai:y computer entcy
work.
Special note; This is a standard exception classification
and is not to be assigned unless all the conditions of the general reporting rule covering clerical office standard exception
employees have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-654 Classification 4905.

((Heteffl
Metellr
This elftSsifielltieft eitehtEles restft\ifltftt ltftEl 16\iftge effipleyees
whieh ftfe te he reperted sepMfttely in el1tSsifie1ttien 3995
"rest1tttr1tftls, N.0.C.". Hetel aftd ffi6tel aeskelerlcs with
ne ether dttties will he reperted sepftf1ttel) in el1tssifie1t
tieft 4994 "elerieal efflee N.O.C."))

4905-04 Hotels or motels
Applies to establishments engaged in providing lodging.
and associated services to othecs, Accommodations included.
in this classification vai:y from a single room in a "bed &
breakfast." to individual cabins. to luxury suites in a multi-
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1186)
bellhops. valets. shuttle service. maintenance personnel. and
continental breakfast <if not in connection with a separate restaurant Qperation). HQtel and mQtel desk clerks with no Qther
duties can be repQrted separately in classificatiQn 4904. Multiple classifications may be allowed for operations such as.
but not limited to. shops. beauty salons. grocerv stores. drug
stores. newsstands. and service stations. provided no interchani:;e Qf labor exists between Qperations. When an interchani:;e of labQC exists. the operations are tQ be assj~ned tQ
classification 4905-04 without a division Qf hours.
This classification excludes restaurant dlnd lQuni:e
employees which are to be reported separately in classification 3905 and other operations conducted by independent
concessiQnajres which are tQ be repQrted separately in the
applicable services or stQre classification.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/1/87)

WAC 296-17-655 Classification 4906.
((lnstittttiens ef higher etlttetttien ineltttling elerieal effiee anti
sales persennel.))

4906-01 Institutions of higher education • public

Applies to public institutions of higher education such as
•
.universities. cQllei:;es. and juniQC collei:;es that have obtained
state accreditatiQn and are supported at least in part by public
funds. WQCk contemplated by this classification includes. but
is not limited to. administrative staff. professors/teach ers.
advisors. librarians. athletic coaches. medical staff at a hospital or research center run as part of the institution. restaurant/snack shop staff. campus security. janitorial/maint enance staff. clerical Qffice and sales persQnnel.
This classification excludes private institutiQns of hii:;her
education which are to be reported separately in classification
4906-02 and secondary technical or vocational schools which
are to be reported separately in classifications 6103 and 6104.

4906-02 Institutions of higher education • priyate
Applies tQ Drivate institutions Qf hii:;her educatiQn such

as universities and collei:;es that have obtained state accreditation. These private institutions include any institution of
higher education that is not supported by public funds. Work
contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited tQ. administrative staff. professQCs/teachers. advisors.
librarians. athletic cQaches. medical staff at a hospital or
research center run as part of the institution. restaurant/snack
shop staff. campus security. janitQCial/maintenance staff. and
clerical office
This classification excludes public institutions of hii:;her
•
.education which are to be repQrted separately in classification
4906-01 and secQndary technical or vocational schQols which
are to be reported separately in classifications 6103 and 6104.

WAC 296-17-656 Classification 4907.
((Inmates empleyetl in prison intlttstries.))

4907-00 Inmate work opportunity· state

Applies to state prisoners who are employed by the state
prison in a tax reductiQn industry to provide ~Qods or services
only (regardless of the type) to tax-supported entities or nonprofit Qri:;anizatiQns. Tax. re<luction industries provide basic
work training and experience which gualify the inmates for
better WQCk within the prjsQn or in the public community.
Work is performed at the prison or at a separate location and
the i:;oods produced are property of the state.
This classification excludes work done by state prisoners
under a free venture enterprise contract with a private business (profit QT nonprofit) which is to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the WQCk being performed.

4907 -01 Inmate work qpportunity - city

Applies to inmates of city jajls who are emp!Qyed by the
city jail in a tax reduction industry to provide goods or services only (rei:;ardless of the type) to tax-supported entities or
nonprofit organizations. Tax reduction industries provide
basic work trainini:; and experience which qualify the inmates
for better work within the jail or in the public community.
Work is performed at the jail or at a separate locatiQn.
This classification ex.eludes work done by city prisoners
under a free venture enterprise contract with a private business (profit or nonprofit) which is to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the WQCk bein~ perfQrmed.

4907 -02 Inmate work qpportunity - county

Applies tQ inmates Qf county jails who are emplQyed by
the county jail in a tax reduction industcy to provide goods or
services Qnly (rei:;ardless of the type) to tax-suppQrted entities
m nQnprofit QCi:;anizations. Tax reduction industries provide
basic work training and experience which gualify the inmates
for better wQrk within the jail or in the public community.
Work is performed at the jail or at a separate location.
This classification excludes work done by county prisoners under a free venture enterprise contract with a private
business (profit or nonprofit) which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable tQ the work beini:; performed.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 111/86)

WAC 296-17-657 Classification 4908.
((Inmates ef llEiult heftef eltlflps.))

4908-00 Inmates of adult honor camps

Applies to inmates of adult honQC camps whQ are
employed by a city. town. county. or state agency. Their
employment. which takes place away from the hQnQr camp.
prnvides basic WQCk trainini:; and experience to qualify
inmates for better work in the correctional institute or in the
public cQmmunity. Typical WQCk includes. but is not limited
to. constructing and maintaining forest trails. cutting fallen
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trees into firewood. pickin~ up and burnin~ fallen limbs.
fighting forest fires. and planting new trees.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-658 Classification 4909.

((Inm1ttes efjtt 'enile ferest e1tmps.))
4909-00 Inmates of juyenile forest camps
Applies to inmates of juvenile forest camps who are
employed by a city. town. coumy. or state a~ency. Their
employment. which takes place away from the forest camp.
provides basic work trainin~ and experience to qualify
inmates for better work in the correctional institute or in the
public community Typical work includes. but is not limited
to. constructin~ and maintainin~ forest trails. cuttin~ fallen
trees into firewood. picking up and burning fallen limbs.
fi~htin~ forest fires. and plantin~ new trees
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 1/1/90)
WAC 296-17-65801 Classification 4910.

((Btti!Eling er preperty fft1tn1tgeffteet eperatiens hy ewRer er
lessee iRelttEliRg fft1tlls, 1tp1trtmet1t1eeRElefftiRittfft eefft
plexes &REI fftehile heffte p11Flcs
Chimne) ele1tRiRg resiEleRti1tl httildings.))
4910-00 Prnperty maoai:ement services
Applies to establishments engaged in managing their
own rental property or properties owned by others Properties include. but are not limited to. privately owned or commercial buildin~s. malls. apartment or condominium complexes. mobile home parks. halls. and conference rooms.
Typical operations contemplated by this classification
include. but are not limited to. management or clerical duties.
advertisin~. showin~ vacant units to prospective tenants. collectjn~ rem. providin~ security. and normal maintenance and
repair when conducted by employees of employers subject to
this classification. Normal maintenance and repair contemplated by this classificattooJ.ncludes replacing parts on existin~ fixtures or equipment. re.palfing,,gistin~ structures. normal cleaning or janitorial activities.~Tu.aintaining existing
landscapin~. and shovelin~ snow from dnveways or walkways. Construction. alteration. or improvements to the properties are not considered normal maintenance and are not
contemplated by this classification. Major repair work is
usually performed by contractors who are not employees of
the property management business. Apartment or condominium complexes and mobile home parks may have common
areas such as. but not limited to. laundry facilities. community rooms. tennis courts. exercise rooms. swimmin~ pools.
saunas or hot tubs. and playgrounds or small park areas.
Common areas are maintained by employees of the complex
or park owner or by the property management service. Residents of mobile home parks are usually responsible for maintaining their own mobile homes and their immediate space.
This classification includes homeowners' associations
where residents in a housin~ development pay annual fees
which cover the maintenance of lawns. paths. sprinkler sysProposed
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terns. and common areas such as pools. activity cemers. and
tennis courts by employees of the homeowners' association,
This classification excludes employees
exclu-t
sively in clerical duties who are to be reported separately in
classification 4904: employees engaged exclusively in sales
duties such as collecting rents. showing and advertising the
facility. conducting auctions. or in a combination of clerical
and sales duties who are to be reported separately in classification 6303: establishments providin~ janitorial services
exclusively which are to be reported separately in classification 6602: contractors enirn~ed in mobile home set up or
removal who are to be reported separately in classification
0517: any new construction or alteration work performed by
employees of employers subject to this classification which is
to be reported separately in the applicable construction classification: establishments that contract to perform maintenance or repair. but have no responsibilities in the mana~e
ment of the property. which are to be reported separately in
the applicable classification: and lod~in~ or food servin~
operations which are to be reported separately in the applicable classification,

en~a~ed

4910-01 Chimney cleanini: - residentjal buildini:s
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in providin~ chimney
cleanin~ services to residential customers, Workers who perform chimney cleanin~ services are commonly referred to as
"chimney sweeps" and usually work alone or as a two-person
team, When workin~ as a team. one "sweep" works inside
the house and the other works on the roof. The methods of.
cleaning vary. To protect the floors and furniture. drop cloths.
are placed in front of the fireplace and taped over the opening. The vertical drop cloth may have a "boot" or slit in it
which allows rods to be pushed throu~h. Various brushes.
usually wire. are attached to extension rods and worked up
and down the flue to dislod~e the soot and creosote Creosote
deposits may be removed also with a chimney bar. which is a
pipe-like instrument with a chisel end. or by using metal
scrapers. Where the chimney top is protected from the rain
by a hood or cap. it may not be possible to insert the brushes
into the opening: a chain or weight may be lowered and
swun~ back and forth inside the chimney. Some sweeps have
custom-made vacuum trucks with lar~e collection chambers
to collect the soot In addition to cleanin~ the chimney flue
and fireplace. some sweeps clean oil. ~as and coal burnin~
furnaces. repair chimney and flue linin~s. remove animals
from chimneys. and offer other related services. Repairs
included in this classification are limited to such activities as
cau~ng around the flashing and sealing brickwork.
Thi5'classification excludes establishments engaged in
industrial or commercial chimney or smokestack cleaning
services which are to be reported separately in classification
0508: contractors en~a~ed in chimney reconstruction or new
construction made of masonry or brick who are to be reported
separately in classification 0302: comractors en~a~ed in the
installation of sheet metal stove pipe who are to be re.ported
s~~ara~ely in cl'.15sificati~n 0~07: and the installation of a new.
hmng m the chimney which 1s to be reported separately in the.
applicable classification.
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5001-03 Logging, N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in various logging
operations not covered by another classification CN,O,C),
Typical work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to. high lead or tower logging. i:round logging. and team logging with horses. For put:poses of this rule.
logi:int: is the complete operation of fellini:. skiddini:. yarding. delimbing. and bucking of trees into logs or block wood
and loading them onto trucks or rail cars,

4910-02 Mini-storage warehouse
Applies to establishments engaged in operating mini•
porai:e facilities. Mini-storage facilities are usually fenced
and entry is through a locking gate through which owners and
renters of units are provided access. The units range from
lockers to rooms of various sizes: once the unit is rented. the
tenant or owner has sole access to it. Typical operations
include. but are not limited to. management or clerical duties.
renting or selling storage units to others. providing security.
and normal maintenance and repair when performed by
employees of employers subject to this classification. Normal maintenance and repair contemplated by this classification includes replacing parts on existing fixtures or equipment. repairing existing structures. normal cleaning of public
areas. controlling rodents and other pests. maintaining existing landscaping. and shoveling snow from driveways or
walkways. Construction. alteration. or improvements to the
properties are not considered normal maintenance and are not
contemplated by this classification. Major repair work is
usually performed by contractors who are not employees of
the storage facilities.
This classification excludes employees engaged exclusively in clerical duties who are to be reported separately in
classification 4904: employees engaged exclusively in sales
duties or in a combination of clerical and sales duties who are
to be reported separately in classification 6303: and new construction or alteration work which is to be reported separately
in the applicable construction classification.

Definitions:
High Lead or Tower Logging - usually occurs in steep
terrain where a metal tower is set-up on a hilltop with a system of heavy cables runnini: down the hjllside and fastened to
a stump or tree and has other smaller cables with chokers
hanging from it A choker is wrapped around each fallen tree
and pulled back to the landing site.
HelicoDter logging - includes ground crews that work
with the use of helicopters to hoist fallen trees or bucked log
lengths to the landing sight
Chokers - chains or cables which are attached to the
fallen trees for skidding to the landing site,
Ground logging - usually occurs on relatively flat land:
fallen trees are moved to a landing by a skidder. cat or shovel.
Bucking - stripping or delimbing tree of branches and
cutting the tree to desired log lengths.
Skidding - process of dragging the fallen logs to the landing site.
Landing - place where the fallen logs are brought for
sorting and loading onto log trucks.
Yarding - usually performed at the landing site with use
of a log loader to sort the logs by species. length and diameter, prior to loading omo Joi: trucks.
This classification excludes flight crews of helicopters
used in helicopter logging which are to be reported separately
in classification 6803: log hauling which is to be reported
separately in classification 5003: loi:i:ing road construction
which is to be reported separately in classification 6902: and
mechanical or mechanized logging operations which are to
be reported separately in classification 5005 provided the
classification has been approved by the classification services
section.

,910-03 Temporary signs - placement or removal
Applies to establishments engaged in placing or removing temporary yard signs such as. but not limited to. real
estate signs for real estate offices or property management
firms and campaign signs. The smaller signs are usually
mounted on a metal rod which is pounded into the ground to
a depth of about 18" A post hole digger may be used to dig
holes for larger signs that reguire a more sturdy post.
This classification excludes all other types of sign installation. painting or repair which are to be reported separately
in the applicable classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-659 Classification5001.

((Fireweed ettttiftg all weeds epeFatieHs
Leggi1tg, ~to.c.
Stt•w mill eperatiefts eeftdtteted iH the needs iH eeftfteetieft
with leggiHg epeFatieHs
Shake, shi1tgle belt aftd pest ettttiHg all wooas opeFatioHs
Fer the pttFpeses ef this rttle, leggiHg N.O.C. shall be eoHsid
eFed the ee!Hplete epeFatieft ef felli1tg, skiddi1tg, y!lfdiftg,
delilftbiftg, aftd ettekiHg ef tfees iftt6 legs Of eleek weed
afte the loa6i1tg of legs aHe bleek weed eftte trneks eF
Fail eaFS. This elassifieatieft alse i1telttdes the eperatieft
ef aireFaft aftd helieepteFs ttsed iH eeftHeetieH •1;ith the
•
reme·f'al ef felled tFees er eleek weed, afla eq11ipme1tt
•
maiftteftttftee Het peffermea sttbjeet te the pre 1 isiefts ef
elassifieatieft 5206.))

5001-04 Shake. shjngle bolL and oost cutting
Applies to establishments engaged in the cutting of
shakes. shingle bolts (blocks), and fence posts in the woods
For the purposes of this rule. this classification includes all
operations performed in the woods such as. but not limited to.
the felling of trees. stripping or de limbing of branches. and all
further cutting or splitting of trees/logs to produce shakes.
shingle bolts or fence posts. This classification includes all
transporting of shakes. shingle bolts or fence posts from the
cutting site when conducted by employees of employers subject to this classification.
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5001-05 Fjrewood cuttjng
Applies to establishments engaged in the cutting of firewood in the woods. For the purposes of this rule. this classification includes all operations performed in the woods such
as. but not limited to. the felling of trees. stripping or delimbing of branches. and all further cutting or splitting of
trees/logs to produce firewood. This classification includes
Proposed
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all transportin2of102 len2ths. rounds or split wood from the
cutting site when conducted by employees of employers subject to this classification.

reported separately in classification 1102 and 102 haulin2 by
employees of a logging company which is to be reported sep-·
arately in classification 5003-02.
•

5001-06 Sawmill operations conducted in the woods in
connection with Jogging operations
Applies to establishments operating a temporary or portable sawmm operation in the woods. This type of work is
usually performed on privately owned land. A portable sawmm and saw tables. simUar to those at a permanent sawmm
location. are transported directly to the logging site. Log
len~hs are fed throu2h a circular saw that is capable of producing various sized rough cut timber. blocks. boards and
planks. This classification includes all transportin2 of rou2h
cut timber. blocks. boards and planks from the cutting and/or
sawin2 site when conducted by employees of employers subject to this classification.
This classification excludes sawmill operations which
are not conducted in the woods in connection with a lo22in2
operation which is to be reported separately in the applicable
sawmill classification.

5003-02 Log truck drivers. N.O.C.
Applies to employees of a lo22in2 company who are
haulin2 the company's own 102s from the 1022in2 side to a
mill or storage yard.
This classification excludes the haulin2 of lo2s from a
102 stora2e yard to a shippin2 destination which is to be
reported separately in classification 1102 and 102 haulin2 by
a 102 haulin2 contractor which is to be reported separately in
classification 5003-01.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-66002 Classification 5004.
((Ferest, range, er tiffther land laher seniees by laadewaer er
eenft'lleter. This elassifieatien ee't·ers all farms ef ferest,
rllftge, er tiffther laad fftaaual laher. Sueh laher aetivities
iaelude hut are aet lifftitetl te tree planting, tree aetting,
lfee shadiag, bud eai:ii:iiag, ehemieal sprayiag, fertili:i!:iag,
anifftal trappiag (sueh as meuntaia hea1er and gepher
haitiag), hear feediag, preeemmereial tree thiaaiag,
eenifer release (ehemieal er fftanual), tree pFHaing, eeae
piekiag, seiea eelleetiea, hydra seediag aad eresiea eea
trel, and wildlife habitat develepmeat. This elassifiea
tiea iaeludes all field erew sui:iervisers aad fereffteft

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-660 Classification 5002.
((Beaming and rafting legs.))
5002-00 Booming and rafting logs
Applies to establishments engaged in booming and raftin2 Io2s on water. Boomin2 inyolyes makin2 a barrier in the
water usually with existing floating logs tied together with
rope or chain to enclose other free floatin2 lo2s This type of
barrier is referred to as a bundle. Rafting involves the use of
a boom boat or tu2boat to push the bundles to~ther and tow
the bundles to a particular destination. The destination may
be a port where Io2s are loaded directly onto vessels. or to a
sawmill. lumber mill or log sorting yard. This classification
includes the loadin2of102s into or out of the water when performed by employees of the boomin2 and raftin2 business.
Soecial note; Care should be exercised prior to assignment of this classification as the workers may be subject to
federal laws covered by the Jones Act or by the U.S. Longshore and Harbor Workers Act.

:::::~:=~:=
::::~:::i:=~=~
111hether er aet their assigned duties inelude manual

lfteef:This elassifieatiea exeludes ferestry related fftaehiae "t'i'erk
used in eenneetiea with tfail eenstftletien, slash huffting,
fire watelb'patrel aad ferest fire fightiag, slashiag, pile
huffting, readside brushing, readway dust/mud eentrel
,.. hieh is te he repertetl sepllflllely in elassifieatien 5996
"ferestry related maehine werk", legging eperatiens
whieh are te he reperted separately ia elassifieatien
5001; legging relltl eenstftletien whieh is te he repertetl
sepllflllel) in elttssifieatien 6992, ttnd teehnieal surve)
werk whieh is te he repertetl separlltely ia elassitteatiea
~))

This classification applies to establishments en2a2ed in
forestry and timberland management services. It applies to
employees of co.ntractors or of land owners This classification includes all field crew supervisors and foremen assigned
to oyersee work coyered by this classification includin2 internal guality control audits regardless of whether their assigned
duties include manual labor. Classification 5004. and related
classification 1007 and 5006. cover various activities associated with the mana2ement of forests. ran2e or timberland.
These classifications have also been assigned to establishments en2a2ed in erosion control projects and fish and wUdlife habitat enhancement projects. The industry covered by
this series o classi cations has s ecial re ortin re uiremenrs. Reforestation establishments assi2ned to classifica
tions 1007. 5004. and 5006 report work on a contract basis.
These contracts may last a guarter or several guarters. Refer

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-66001 Classification 5003.
((Leg h1tttling by eentfaeter
Leg tntek dfi'1ers, P.l.O.C.
See risk elassifieatien 5296 (WAC 296 17 675) fer peflfta
nent '.) ltfd eperatiens.))
5003-01 Log hauling by contractor
Applies to contractors engaged in hauling logs for others
from a lo22in2 side to a mm or stora2e yard The loadin2 and
unloading of the truck is included in this classification when
perfoaned by the truck driver
This classification excludes the haulin2 of 102s from a
log storage yard to a shipping destination which is to be
Proposed
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berland or a forest. auditing parcels planted by a tree planting
contractor for Quality control purposes. conductinfi environmental studies. testing growing technigues and similar activities. Classification 5004 covers various forms of work conducted in the forest or timberland generally associated with
the overall care of these lands. Classification 5004 is used to
report manual crew labor. Classification 5006 covers
machinery operations on these lands such as clearinfi. slashinfi. hydro seedinfi. chemical sprayinli and forest fire fifihtinfi.
It wiU be common jn the case of a forest fire to have employees reportinfi in both classification 5004 and 5006 for forest
fire fighting since some employees wiU operate bulldozers.
loaders and tanker trucks while others will use chain saws
and shovels. In some cases establishments subject to classification 5004 will use multiple subclassification codes on a
single contract and premium report.
This classification excludes forestry related machine
work used in connection with trail construction. slash burning. fire watch/patrol and forest fire fighting. slashing. pile
· burninfi. roadside brushinfi. roadway dust/mud control which
. is to be reported separately in classification 5006 "forestry
related machine work": lOfifiinli operations which are to be
reported separately in classification 5001: loi:i;infi road construction which is to be reported separately in classification
6902: and technical survey work which is to be reported separately in classification 1007.

WSR 98-12-079

5004-07 Cone picking
(to be assigned onh by the reforestation underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestrv or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to services related to cone pickinfi which
is done to obtain seed for new trees. Cone picking may occur
on the firound or in the trees All forms of cone pickinli are
included within the scope of this classification.
5004-08 Fertilizine seryices
<to be assigned on(y by the re,forestation underwriter!
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
enfiafied in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to services related to applyinli liQuid and
dry fertilizers on trees and vegetation within forested or timbered lands. This is done to stimulate and encouralie the
growth of desired trees and vegetation.
5004-09 Hydro seedjng seryjces
(to be assigned only by the reforestation underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
enfia!ied in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to hydro seeding abandoned roads and
roadsides which is done primarily for erosion control and
habitat development. This classification also includes manual labor associated with erosion control or habitat development projects.
5004-11 Pruoine services
<to be assigned only by the re,forestation underwriter!
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
enfia!ied in forestry or timberland services Use of this classification is limited to pruning lower tree branches. This is
beinli done on an experimental basis on certain plots to aid in
the production of clear wood (knot free) for future plywood
and furniture demands.
·

,004-04 Apjmal damaee control
<to be assigned on{y by the a:.forestation underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
enufied in forestry and timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to services related to animal damage control such as placinli salt blocks and hay for wildlife. This is
done to provide food and nutritional supplements to forest
wildlife as an alternative and preventative measure to reduce
destruction to newly planted seedlings (trees) caused by feedinli animals.

5004-12 Tree nettine seryices
<to be assigned only by the reforestatign underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to placinfi nettini: or paper sleeves over
new tree growth to discourage animals from eating the
firowth This is also referred to as bud cappini;.

5004-05 Beaver trappioe
(to be assigned on(y by the reforestation underwriter!
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to services related to rrappinli mountain
beaver This is done to prevent damafie to trees caused by
mountain beaver when feeding and building nests for rearing
their younfi.

5004-13 Tree plaotine senices
(to be assigned only by the reforestatign underwriter!
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to plantinli trees in a forest (reforestation)
or in privately owned timbered land. This is done to re-establish a tree population after lofiginli or a fire

5004-06 Chemical sprayine
(to be assigned only by the re.forestation underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to services related to chemical spraying.
This is done to kill competing vegetation growing around
younfi seedlinfis (chemical conifer release> and keep the
rush n roadsides down.
This classification excludes manual conifer release
which is to be reported separately in classification 5004-14.

5004-14 Tree thionine seryjces jncludjpe forest trail copstructjop apd brush c!earjne. N.O.C.
<to be assigned only by the reforestation underwriter!
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification enuged in the removal of unmarketable
trees with a chain saw. machete. or pruninli loppers. brush
clearinfi. manual tree slasbini: and consttuctini: walkinli paths
or trails. This is done to reduce competition of the remaining
[ 2331
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trees for water and nutrients. eliminate fire hazard and provide trails for management and recreational use. This classification includes manual conifer release.
This classification excludes chemical conifer release
which is to be reported separately in classification 5004-06.
5004-18 Mjscellapeous forestry servjces. N.O.C.
(to be assigned only by the reforestation un4erwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestrv and timberland services not covered by
another classification fN.O.C ) This classification is for miscellaneous manual labor on forest or timberland such as. but
not limited to. manual forest fire fi2htini:.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-12-051,
filed 5/27/94, effective 7/1194)
WAC 296-17-66003 Classification 5005.
((Legging and/er tfee thinning meehani:l!etl everatiens: Use
ef this elassifieatien is limitetl ta emvle) ers whe are
engagetl in the "entire everatien" ef meehanieal legging
antlfer tree thinning. Fer J'ttfJ'eses ef this rttle the "entire
everatien" refers ta the felling ef trees, remeval (skitl
fling) ef trees, vreeessing (tlelimbing anti btteking) ef
tfees, afttl leatliftg ef trees aft ta leg tFtteks by maehiHes.
Emvleyers 'Nhe are en!) in' elved in a vertien ef the
werk, afttl Het iHvelvetl ift the "efttire everatien" ef
meehanieal legging er tree thiHning as tleseribetl abeve
are ftet eeveretl by this elassifieatieft afttl are te be
revertetl sevarately in elassifieatien 5001 "legging,
N.O.C." Fer ell:amvle, ftft emvleyer that Sttbeefttraets te
fell trees with a feller/bttneher er vrneesser bttt is net
iHvelvetl ift the remeval (slcitltliHg) ef the tfees, the vre
eessiftg (tlelimbing anti btteking) ef trees anti the leatling
ef trees is ell:eltttletl frem this elassifieatieH (5005) afttl is
ta be revertetl ttntler elassifieatien 5001 "legging,
~l.O.C." AHy emvleyer whese everatieH iHeltttles any
manttal felling, reme-. al, vreeessing er leatling ef trees is
eJ1:eltttletl fiem this elassifieatieft (5005) afttl is te be
revertetl ttntler elassifieatien 5001 "legging, N.O.C."
El'jttivmeftt ttsetl by emvleyers stthjeet te this elassifieatien
will eensist ef the felle 11 ing:
Fellerlbttfteher this maehifte is ttsetl te fell trees afttl f'laee
felletl trees inte staeks (httnehes) fer reme +'Ill ta the leg
lantliHg fer fttrther vreeessing. The everater ef this
maehine flees net lea +·e the eab ef the maehine in the l'er
fermaftee ef tlttties ift the leggiHg erieratieft
Preeesser this maehine is ttsetl ta fell trees, tlelimb them,
httek the tree te the tlesiretl leg leHgth afttl staek them
(bttnehes) fer reme val te the lantling v. here they will he
segregateEI by general gratle afttl leatletl eHte leg trtteks.
In seme eases a J'reeesser is ttseEI at the lantling te tlelimh
trees anti httek them ta leg length. This is esveeially tFtte
·.vhen the tfees ftfe felleEI by a feller/ bttneher. The evera
tar ef this maehine flees net lea·.-e the eah ef the maehine
ift the verfermaftee ef tlttties ift the legging everatieft
Crllf'f'le skitltler this maehine is ttsec:I ta re me• e (grettntl
skitl) staeks (bttnehes) ef felleEI trees frem the ·n eetls ta
the lantling. The intlttstey refers ta the skitltler as a tfae
tar. A httlltle:l!er is alse referretl te by the iHtlttsff)" as a
Proposed

traeter. The twe are tlistingttishetl frem ene aftether ift
that the skitltler is a tire tlriveft traeter afttl the httlltle~er.
is a traek tlri-.·en traeter. A httlltle:l!er el'jttif'f'etl with a .
gfftJ'J'le is llft aeeeritahle vieee ef eEjttirimeftt te he ttseEI ift
the reme·1al ef trees. The everater ef either the grftJ'f'le
skitltler er httlltle~er eEjttif'f'etl with grllf'f'le flees net
leave the eab ef the maehine in the ~rfermanee ef tlttties
ift the leggiftg everatieft
Ferwarder this maehine is ttsetl ta reme·1e legs as ettt by a
vreeesser frem the weetls te tlft awaitiftg leg trttek er ta
be staeketl in viles fer ft ftttttre viekttf' h) ft leg tmek.
This is a small sveeiali~etl traeter eEjttil'J'etl with a self
leafier afttl a leg httnk. The everater ef this maehiHe flees
Het leave the maehifte ift the J'erfermaftee ef tlttties ift the
leggiftg everatien
.
Htlfvester this maehifte is ttsetl at the laHtliHg ef the legging
sitle te tlelimb trees anti httek trees ta tlesiretl leg leHgth.
This maehiHe eaft alse he ttsetl ta leatl legs aft ta leg
trtteks. The everater ef this maehine flees net leave the
eah ef the maehiHe iH the l'erfermaftee ef tlttties ift the
legging everatieft
Leafier this maehine is ttsetl at the laHtling ta leatl legs aft ta
leg trtteks. The everater ef this maehine flees net leave
the eah ef the maehiHe iH the verfermaHee ef tlttties iH the
leggiftg everatien
All eqttivment ttsetl h) emvleyers Sttbjeet ta this elassifiea
tien lftttst meet WISHA gttitleliftes fer Rell Over Pretee
tien Stantlartls (ROPS) anti Falling Objeet Preteetieft
Stafttlftftls (FOPS)
•
See risk elassifieatien 5206 (WAC 296 17 675) fer J'erma.
fteftt shevlyllftl eJ'eratiefts.))
5005-00 Loeeine apd/or tree thjonioe - mechapjzed qper-

.ilfulm

(to be assigned only by classification services staff)
Applies to establishments eni:aeed in mechanized 1022in2 or tree thinnini: operations. For purposes of this classification. mechanized 1022in2 is defined as the entire process
of felling. removal (skidding). yarding. processing. delimbini:. buckini: and loadine of trees/loi:s by machine. This classification can only be used by a logging contractor if the
entire side is beini: 1022ed usini: methods and equipment
described in this rule. If any portion of the side is being
1022e<l by conventional methods the entire operation must be
reported in classification 5001 -Logging. N.O.C. For example. an employer that subcontracts to fell trees with a
feller/buncher or processor but is not involved in the removal
(skiddini:l of the trees. the processini: (delimbini: and bucking) of the trees and the loading of trees is excluded from
classification 5005 and is to be reported in classification 5001
- Logging. N.O.C. Any employer whose operation includes
any manual fellini:. removal. processini:. or loadini: of trees is
excluded from classification 5005 and is to be reported in
classification 5001 - Lo22in2. N O.C. Work contemplated
by this classification includes the falling of trees with a
machine such as a feller buncher or processor: skiddini: loi:s

~~i~~!~d;: ':Vi~~ ~s!:Cfh:~~:PJ:1~:e~e:~~ !:::~r~i~
delimber. processor. CTR or harvester: and loadini: loi:s onto
log trucks with a mechanical loader or shovel. Equipment
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used by employers subject to this classification will consist of
'he following:
Feller/buncher - used to fell trees and place !elled trees
into stacks (bunches) for removal to the log landmg for further processine. The operator of this machine does not )eave
the cab of the machine in the performance of duties in the logeini: operation.
Processor - used to fell trees. delimb them. buck tree to
desired Joi: leni:th and stack the bunches for removal to the
landine where they will be seereeated by eenera] i:rade and
loaded onto log trucks. A processor is sometimes used at the
landini: to delimb trees and buck·them to Joi: leni:th. especially when the trees are felled by a feller/buncher. The operator of this machine does not leave the cab of the machine in
the performance of duties in the logging operation.
Grapple skidder - is used to remove <i:round skid) stacks
(bunches) of felled trees from the woods to the landing. The
industry refers to both the skidder and the bulldozers as a
tractor. The two are distinguished from one another in that
the skidder is a tire-driven tractor and the bulldozer is a trackdriven tractor. A bulldozer equipped with a grapple is an
acceptable piece of equipment to be used in the removal of
trees. The operator of either the grapple skidder or bulldozer
equipped with i:rapple does not leave the cab of the machine
in the performance of duties in the logging operation.

e operator of this machine does not leave ·the machine in
the performance of duties in the Ioi:i:ini: operation.
Harvester - is used at the landing of the logging side to
delimb trees and buck trees to desired loi: leni:th. This
machine can also be used to load logs onto log trucks. The
operator of this machine does not leave the cab of the
machine in the performance of duties in the logging opera-

.ilim.

Loader - is used at the landing to load logs onto log
trucks. The operator of this machine does not leave the cab
of the machine in the performance of duties in the logging
operation.
This classification excludes Joi: hauline which is to be
reported separately in classification 5003 and logging road
construction which is to be reported separately in classification 6902.
Special notes: If any portion of the loi:i:ini: contract is
performed manually or by hand. the establishment does not
qualify for this classification If any portion of the Ioi:i:ine
contract is subcontracted out to another business and is performed manually or by hand. then all businesses involved in
the logging contract will not qualify for this classification and
are to be reported separately in classification 5001.
All equipment used by employers subject to this classification must meet WISHA i:uidelines for Roll Over Protection
Standards ROPS and Fallin Ob'ect Protection Standards
See classification 5206 (WAC 296-17-675) for permanent shop/yard operations.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-66004 Classification 5006.
((FeFesH)' Felated maehifte wefk te iftehtde but Hat limited
te bftlsh eleariftg, dust eeHtrel, ferest fire fightiftg, seari
fyiHg, slash pi!iftg er bttmiHg, aHd slepe greemiHg.))
This classification applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in
forestzy and timberland management services. It applies to
employees of contractors and of landowners Classification
5006 and related classifications 1007 and 5004 cover various
activities associated with the manai:emeot of forests. rani:e
and timberland. These classifications have also been
assii:ned to establishments eni:ai:ed in erosion control
projects and fish and wildlife habitat enhancement projects.
The industry covered by this series of classifications has special reporting requirements. Establishments assigned to
classifications 1007. 5004 and 5006 report work on a contract
basis. These contracts may span a guarter or several quarters.
Refer to WAC 296-17-35203(4) for specific reportini:
reguirements. Classification 1007 applies to technical services such as ideotifyini: volume and species of trees in a sec-·
tion of timberland or a forest. auditing parcels planted by a
tree plantini: contractor for quality control purposes. conducting environmental studies. testing growing technigues and
similar activities Classification 5004 covers various forms
of work conducted in the forest or timberland i:enerally associated with the overall care of these lands Classification
5004 is used to report manual crew labor Classification
5006 covers machinery operations on these lands such as. but
not limited to. clearini:. slashini:. hydro seedine. chemical
spraying and forest fire fighting. It will be common in the
case of a forest fire to have employees reportini: in both classification 5004 and 5006 for forest fire fighting since some
employees wm operate bulldozers. loaders and tanker trucks
while others will use chain saws and shovels. In some cases
establishments subject to classification 5006 will use multiple subclassification codes on a single contract and premium
~

5006-00 Forestry machine work - brush clearing and
chemical spraying
(to be assigned only by the reforestation underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification engaged in brush clearing using specialized
tractors and chemical sprayini:.
5006-01 Forestry machine work - dust control
(to be assigned only by the reforestation underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
eni:ai:ed in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification eni:ai:ed in sprayini: water on loei:ini: roads
to reduce dust caused by Joi: haulini: trucks. loi:i:ini: equipment and other passeni:er traffic. Equipment consists of a
water tanker truck equipped with a spray apparatus controlled
from within the cab of the vehicle.
1235]
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5006-02 Forestry machine work - forest fire fighting
<to be assigned onlv by the reforestation underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
en2a2ed in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification engaged in forest fire fighting using eguipment such as. but not limited to. water tanker trucks. bulldozers and loaders.
5006-03 Forestry machine work - forest trail construction
<to be assigned only by the reforestation underwriter>
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
en2a2ed in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification en2a2ed in forest trail construction usin2
eguipment such as. but not limited to. bulldozers and loaders.
5006-04 Forestry machjpe work - scarifvini:
<to be assigned only by the rt:.forestation untlerwriterl
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
em:a2ed in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification engaged in scarifying work using eguipment such as. but not limited to. bulldozers and loaders.
5006-05 Forestry machjpe work - slash burnini:
(to be assigned only by the reforestation underwriter)
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
engaged in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification engaged in slash burning leftover vegetation and tree debris usin2 equipment such as. but not limited
to. bulldozers. loaders and water tanker trucks.
5006-06 Forestry machjpe work - slash pilioi:
<to be assigned onzy by tbe a:.forestation untlerwriterl
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
en2a2ed in forestry or timberland services Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification en2a2ed in pilin2 leftover ve2etation and
tree debris (slash) usin2 equipment such as. but not limited to.
bulldozers and loaders.
5006-07 Forestry machine work - slope i:roomini:
<to be assigned only by the reforestation untlerwriter>
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
en2a2ed in forestry or timberland services. Use of this classification is limited to employees of an employer subject to
this classification en2a2ed in removin2 ve2etation and 2rading <leveling and smoothing) land using eguipment such as.
but not limited to. bulldozers and loaders.
5006-08 Miscellaneous forestry seryices. N.O.C.
<to be assjgnetl only by the u,forestation underwriter>
Applies to contractors and employees of landowners
en2a2ed in forestry and timberland services not covered by
another classification CN.O.C.l This classification is for miscellaneous machine work on forest or timberland such as- but
not limited to. hydro seeding and erosion control.
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 111186)
WAC 296-17-661 Classification 5101.
((Metal ejeetiaft Htalcliftg
Pive ar t1:1be Htftftttfaetl:lriftg, iraft ar steel.))

5101-31 Pjpe or tube; Mapufacturioi: - jrop or steel;
Metal ejection moldini:
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture of
pipe or tubes from iron or steel. This classification contemplates both seamed and seamless pipe and tubin2 involvin2
either a hot or cold drawing process or roll forming and
machine weldin2 processes. as well as flexible steel tubin2
used for products such as. but not limited to. automotive
exhaust systems. water lines. and oil lines. In the drawing
process. metals are melted to a molten state in furnaces. then
rolled or spun in rolling machines and a pipe or tube is drawn.
Tubin2 may be annealed (fed throu2h a furnace then slowly
cooled to strengthen and reduce brittleness). In the roll formin2 method flat sheets of iron or steel are bent in brake
presses or other rolling or bending machinery. then the edges
are welded to2ether to form the pipe or tube This classification also includes metal ejection molding in which raw scrap
and pi2 jron is melted. forced into castin2 machines. and cast
in high speed revolving flasks of various shapes depending
on the product beini: produced. When finished. products are
ejected from the molds. They may be further processed by
annealin2. tumblin2. deburrin2 and 2rindin2. and cleaned in
acid baths.
•
This classification excludes pipe dealers which are to be.
reported separately in classification 2009: the installation of
anY product manufactured in this classification which is to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work beini: performed: and foundry operations which are to
be reported separately in classification 5103.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1189, effective 1/1/90)
WAC 296-17-663 Classification 5103.
((Fattftclries, N.O.C.))

5103-00 Foupddes. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in operating foundries that manufacture castin2s from ferrous and/or nonferrous
metals. To form castings. metal is melted in furnaces. then
poured or ladled into molds. After they are cooled and solidified. castings are removed from molds with shake out
machines. or tools such as torches. electric arcs. abrasive
saws. or sledgehammers. Depending on the product and the
carbon or alloy content of the metal. further repair or refinin2
such as welding. annealing. tempering. flame hardening or
other heat treatments may be needed. Cleanin2 and finishin2
processes include. but are not limited to. machining. chippin2. 2rindin2. shot or sandblastin2. tumblin2. and acid pick-

~~fo~0!~~:!~~g~~e::~f!·n~j:fitt:(~~:!:rs::a~~-

Foundries may make their own patterns and mold. and/or perform their own finishing processes. or they may contract
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5106-10 Forging works; drop or machine
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
products such as. but not limited to en~ine parts. books. and
chains by drop or machine forging. Forgings are produced by
drop or trip hammers or formin~ presses. Drop or machine
forging differs from blacksmithing or hammer forging in that
closed impression dies are used. The for~in~s are produced
by impact or pressure which forces the metal to conform to
the shape or the die. one half of which is carried by the ram
while the other half if held stationary on the anvil block.
Trimmin~ is done by the trimmer dies in a separate press
which removes the sm:plus metal that squeezes out between
the two sections of the forging die.

shops or to machine

~
~-•--~is classification excludes establishments that perform

only pattern makin~ functions which are to be reported separately in classification 2906 and establishments engaged
exclusively in machine shop services which are to be
reported separately in classification 3402.
Special note: Foundries that make their own patterns
and/or perform their own machine finishin~ may report those
operations separately in the classifications applicable to the
work bein~ performed provided all of the conOitions of the
~eneral reportin~ rule coverin~ the operation of a secondary
business activity have been met.

AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1186)

WAC 296-17-668 Classification 5108.

WAC 296-17-666 Classification 5106.

((Cable er wire re13e tlrawittg &Htl ffifttt1:1faet1:1rittg
C~le er wire ref}e ffiftttttfaettlfittg, He tlrawittg
Cable er "ire ittsttlatiett er ee·1erittg.))
5108-55 Cable or wjre rope; Drawing apd mapufacturipg
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in wire drawin~
including wire rope or cable manufacturing from iron or
steel. Establishments may be en~a2ed in the further manufacturing of products made from wire such as. but not limited
to. balin~ wire. barbed wire. spikes. ~alvanized wire and
nails. The process involves the forming of metal on a swage
block into a shape that will eventually be drawn throu~b a
series of dies to reduce it in size. Some wire may be beattreated to allow for continual drawin~. Secondary and final
drawing machines with progressively smaller dies are used to
reduce the wire to the desired fineness. Incidental ~alvaniz
in~ is considered normal to iron or steel wire when performed
as a subsequent treatment of drawn wire. The finished wire
is automatically wound onto reels for shipment or may be further processed into wire rope or cables. Stranding and braidin~ is done on automatic machines and the wire or cable
stored on shipping reels.

((Blaeksfflithittg, s13rittg ffifttt1:1faet1:1rittg, ttet wire s13rittg, a1:1te
lmffl13er ffitttt1:1faet1:1rittg
Tuel forgittg, het foflflittg er staffipittg
Fergittg il'erks, tlrep er ffittehitte
ChaiH ffiftftttfaet1:1rittg, fergetl.))
5106-08 Blacksmithing; yehicle spring or auto bumper:
Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in blacksmithing. or
in manufacturin~ leaf sprin~s or bumpers for vehicles.

l!~~s:~~!'1!itt~::Cr::~~:!:t:t!:~~!~ah=;~

The force of the blow is controlled by the operator and the
desired size or shape is produced between flat dies like a
hammer and anvil. Incidental weldin~. ~rindin~. temperin~
and sharpening may also be involved. Spring manufacturing
contemplated by this classification are known as leaf sprin~s
and are used in vehicles. To make leaf springs or bumpers.
steel is rolled. sheared or stamped to size. bent to shape and
then tempered to produce the required degree of elasticity.
This classification excludes the manufacture of wire
sprin~s. such as for wire mattresses or bed sprin~s. which is
to be reported separately in classification 3402.
5106-09 Tool forging; Hot fonpjpg or st&mpjpg
Applies to establishments enn~ed in the manufacture of
products such as. but not limited to. forging tools. band tools
such as wrenches or levels. and small machine tools such as
twist drills. chisel bits. dies. or jigs. by bot forming or stampin~. Tool for~in~ by bot formin~ or stampin2 involves heating metal in a furnace or hearth. then beating or hammering
the heated metal into desired shapes with lar2e drop hammers
or rams. After forging is completed. goods are finished with
typical machine shop equipment Finishin~ processes may
involve cutting. turning. shaping. beat-treating. drilling. millin~. ~rindin~. tappin~ and finishin~ by assemblin~. polishin~.
buffing. painting or plating.
This classification excludes establishments en2a~ed in
e manufacture of tools by machinin~ operations which are
be reported separately in the applicable machinin~ classification.

5108-56 Cable or wjre rope; Mapufacturim: with po
drawjpg
Applies to establishments en~a~ed exclusively in stranding iron or steel wire rope or cable. Reeled iron or steel coils
of drawn wire and core material are received from others.
The wires are mechanically wound together to form a multiwire strand which are then wound helically around a metal or
fiber core to form wire rope. The finished rope or cable is
pulled throu~b a compression die. measured by power driven
drums and stored on shipping reels.
5108-57 Cable or wire insulation or covering: Manufac-

ll!.d.nlt

tto
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Applies to establishments en2a~ed in manufacturin2
insulated or covered electrical cable. These establishments
receive the drawn wire and the insulation material from outside sources. Commonly used insulation materials are
enamel or lacquer. rubber. plastic. paper. cambric and cotton
thread. Enamel or nylon insulation is applied by runnin~ the
wire through heated tanks of either mix. The wire is then
Proposed
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dried in ovens and the cycle is repeated several times This
classification applies also to the placing of various protective
coverin2s on insulated wire. These protective coyerin2s are
generally cotton braid. metallic armor or lead sheathing. This
classification includes incidental wire strandinfi when performed by employees of employers subject to this classifica-

.ti.Qn,_

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 711/93)
WAC 296-17-669 Classification 5109.
( (Hea¥y eflftS: MaH1:1faet1:1ri Hg er re13air
Ilea 1) lftaehiHery aHd eq1:1i131Heftt: Ma1rnfttet1:1riHg er re13air
Press railers: ReeeatiHg er res1:1rftteiHg
Leeelfteti'te eHgiHe: M1tH1:1faet1:1riHg er re13air.))
5109-46 Heayy machjpery & egujpment jpcludim: locomotjye eni:Jues; Mapufacture or repajr;
Press roller recoatjpg/resurfacini:
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture.
assembly. and repair of heavy equipment. Machinery and
equipment subject to this classification are usually made of
steel and steel/iron castin2s and include. but are not limited
to. bulldozers. dump trucks. graders. skidders. forklifts and
1022in2 towers. The component parts may wei2h several
hundred to thousands of pounds. Overhead cranes are commonly used in the assembly process. Machinery used in the
manufacturing. assembly. and repair includes. but is not limited to. borin2 mills. lathes. iron workers. welderskutters. cut
saws. and drills. Some establishments use CNC (computer
numeric controlled) machinery: however. most establishments in this classification primarily use manual machinery
and conventional welders/cutters. Other common operations
covered by this classification include paint. weldinfi. and
electronic assembly areas. This classification also includes
establishments that repair. recoat or resurface press rollers
such as. but not limited to. the tvpe rollers used by printing
and paper makinfi mills Operations include repairin2 the
interior shafts of the rollers. then grinding fiberglass or
ceramic finishes until they are smooth. For rubber-coated
surfaces. they remove the old rubber from the metal surface.
sandblast the roller. then recoat it with new rubber. Most
establishments that recoat the surface with rubber will mix
and extrude their own rubber which is included in this classification when performed by employees of employers subject
to this classification.
Special note: Field work as well as shop work is contemplated as an jnte2ral part of this classification A vehicle
may be equipped with welding equipment and other tools
used for field repair. The broken part may be replaced in the
field or returned to the shop. repaired iffeasible. or a new part
is ordered. The part is then loaded onto the field vehicle
taken to the job site and reconnected. Some establishments
perform this type of field work almost exclusively.
5109-47 Heavv arms; Mapufacturipfi or repair
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the manufacture or
repair of heayy arms includin2 lar2e munitions. This classification applies to all types of guns 20 MM and larger includProposed
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in2. but not limited to. aircraft 2uns. tank 2uns. naval 2uns.
torpedoes and aircraft gun turrets.
Sgecial note: Fjeld work as well as shop work js con
templated as an integral part of this classification. A vehicle
may be equipped with weldin2 equipment and other tools
used for field repair. The broken part may be replaced in the
field or returned to the shop. repaired if feasible. or a new part
is ordered. The part is then loaded onto the field vehicle
taken to the job site and reconnected. Some establishments
perform this type of field work almost exclusively.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-670 Classification 5201.

((Eleetrie lfteters, generaters, alterHaters, stllffers, eeHverters,
seleneids 1tftd servemeters m1tH1:1fttet1:1riHg er asselftf,ly
iHel1:1diHg re13air
Eleetrie 13ewer er translftissieH eq1:1i131Heftt lftaH1:1faet1:1riHg er
asselftf,ly
Eleetrieal teasters, fryiHg 13aHs, 1tftd wire hef'Hesses lft1tft1:1fae
tl:lriHg er asselftf,!y
Vae1:11:11H eleaHers aftd eleetrieal a1313liaHees lftaH1:1faet1:1riHg er
assemMy, N.O.C.
This elassifieatieH eeHte1H13lates the lftflft1:1faet1:1riHg er re13air
ef trllHSfeffflers, switehf,eards, eire1:1it f,reak:ers, s·n itehes
er switehf,eard a1313arat1:1s, 13ewer switehiHg de¥iees er
systems, 13ewer iH¥erters er similar eq1:1i13meHt f,1:1t
exel1:1des iHstallatieH er ser¥iee
•
This is a she13 er 13lant eHly elassifieatien, all e1:1tside aeti·vi.
ties are te f,e se13arately rated.))
5201-75 Electrjc power or transmjssjop egujpmept; Mapufacturioi: or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of electrical power or transmission equipment.
most of which is industrial and is used by public utilities for
the transmission of electrical power Equipment manufactured includes. but is not limited to. transformers. switchboards. circuit breakers. switches or switchboard apparatus.
power switching devices or systems. and power invertors.
Transformers step down yolta2e from yery hifih to a lower
voltage. Switching equipment is normally used to switch the
electricity from an incominfi line to out2oin2 lines Transformers are usually made from sheet metal which is approximately 14 2au2e. Machinery used to manufacture transformers is similar to that used in a sheet metal shop Windinfi
machines are also used to wind wire to form a coil which is
placed inside the transformer . This is a shop or plant only
classification.
This classification excludes the installation. service or
repair away from shop of products manufactured which are to
be reported separately in the applicable classification: the
installation. removal. and repair of electric power or transmission equipment or machinery by a contractor which is to
be reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work bein2 performed.
Special no(e.· Switchboards. current breakers an
switches subject to this classification are djstin2uishable
from switchboards. current breakers and switches covered in

4
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electric power or transmission equipment in machinery by
contractor which is to be reported separately in classification

il.60.L

tured in classification 5201 which are large metal bars used in
power plants and substations. Circuit breakers covered in
classification 3602 are of the size found in household breaker
panels compared to circuit breakers covered in classification
5201 which appear more like large round cylinders with flat
metal bars extruding from the cylinders Switchboards covered in classification 3602 are computerized systems such as
telephone systems compared to industrial switchboards such
as those used in rail systems for switching trains on tracks.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-673 Classification 5204.
((Railroaa ear ffiaft1:1faet1:1riHg or re131tir
Railroad ear 11heel Rtaft1:1faett1riHg or repair.))

5201-76 Electric toasters. frying paps. wire harnesses.
yacuum cleaners. electrical appliances. N.O.C; Manufacturing or assembly
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of electric toasters. frying pans. wire harnesses.
vacuum cleaners (including central vacuum systems). table
top or counter top electrical appliances which are not covered
by another classification <N.O.C.l including. but not limited
to. electric shavers. steam and dry irons. waffle irons. can
openers. mixers and blenders. Wire harnesses are the configuration of wires making up the electrical circuit inside an
appliance or vehicle that does not include the cord set which
will connect the appliance to the power source. The manufacturing process contemplated by this classification is the
assembly of component parts and casings. purchased from
other manufacturers. with small hand tools such as. but not
imited to drills screwdrivers rivet uns and solderin or
activities away from the shop or plant are to be reported sep-

5204-58 Railroad car; Mapufacturipg or repair
Railroad car wheel; Map11facturipg or repair
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
repair of railroad cars and/or railroad car wheels. This classification includes the repair or rebuilding of freight cars.
repair of railroad rolling stock tank cars or passenger cars.
Inspections of railroad cars are usually conducted prior to
making the repairs. Types of repair include. but are not limited to. electrical. mechanical (such as for brakes). or welding
<such as on handrails and steps).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-675 Classification 5206.
((C0Hstrt1etitrn er ereetieH eefttraetors perffiafteftt yard er
shop fer ffiaiHteHaftee or storage of firffi's eqt1ipffieHt or
ffi~~
.
This elassifieatioft is applie1tele oft!) to a perHl:ttfteHt yard or
shop ffi8iHtaifted By the eH!:ployer for the storage of Hl:Bte
rial, er the storage aftd maiHtefltttlee of eqt1ipH1:eHt. This
elassifieatioH is applieaale oHly to those eRtployees reg
t1larl) assigHed to the sttep er yard, flftd ·w·hose at1ties are
sole!)' iReidefttal to the storage, repair or ffiaiRteHaftee of
the eHl:ple) er's eq1:1ipmeftt er material. Ne eH!:plo) ee
haviftg afty Other ftl:lties ftl:lfiftg their shift er work day
will Be rated ift this eiassifieatiOH.))

~

This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the repair of household appliances for others which are to be
reported separately in classification 0607: estab]jshmems
engaged in the manufacture of larger household appliances
such as electric ranges. washing machines and refrigerators
which are to be reported separately in classification 3404:
establishments engaged in the assembly of electric cordset
radio and ignitions which are to be reported separately in
classification 3602: and the service or repair away from shop
of products manufactured in this classification which are to
be reported separately in the applicable classification.

5201-78 Electric motors. generators. alternators. starters.
convertors. solenoids and servomotors: Manufacturing
or assembly including repair
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of electric motors. generators. alternators. starters.
convertors. solenoids and servomotors of all sizes and horsepower. Convertors convert electricity from one voltage to
another: solenoids are switches used to control the flow of
electrical current; servomotors are electrical motors used to
help control a mechanical device. This is a shop or plant only
classification: all activities away from the shop or plant are to
be reported separately.
~ This classification excludes the installation. service. or
.pair away from shop of products manufactured in this classification which are to be reported separately in the applicable classification and the installation. removal. and repair of
[ 239]

5206-78 Permanent yard or shop operations;
logging or log hauling contractor
Applies to permanent yard or shop employees of logging
or log hauling contractors. This classification is limited to
contractor yards and shops which are maintained exclusively
for the storage of materials and maintenance of equipment
used in their logging and/or log hauling business. This classification does not contemplate any manufacturing operations. Only employees of a logging or log hauling contractor
who are assigned to the shop or yard are to be reported in this
classification. This classification is further restricted in that
employees reported in classification 5206-78 cannot have
any other duties other than those related to the storage of
materials and/or the maintenance of equipment during their
work shift or work day. Any employee having any other
duties during their assigned work shift or day are to be
reported separately in the aimiicable logging or log hauling
classification
!igecial note· Under no circumstances can this be the
only classification assigned to an employer.
Proposed
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5206-79 Permanent yard or shop operations; Construction or erection contractor
Applies to permanent yard or shop employees of construction or erection contractors. This classification is limited to contractor yards and shops which are maintained
exclusively for the stora1rn of materials and maintenance of
equipment used in their construction business. This classification does not contemplate any manufacturini: operations.
For example. a contractor engaged in cabinet manufacturing
and installation is to report the shop and yard operation in
classification 2907 and is not entitled to classification 5206.
Only employees of a construction or erection contractor who
are assigned to the shop or yard are to be reported in this classification. This classification is further restricted in that
employees reported in classification 5206-79 cannot have
any duties other than those related to the storai:e of materials
and/or the maintenance of equipment during their work shift
or work day. Any employee havini: any other duties durini:
their assigned work shift or day are to be reported separately
in the applicable construction classification.
Soecial note: Under no circumstances can this be the
only classification assii:ned tQ an employer.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31193, effective 7/1193)

WAC 296-17-676 Classification 5207.
((B owliRg eeRters
Sk!tl:iRg riRks iee or roller
This ela:ssifie!tl:ioft iRehtdes feed ttftd he;emge oper!tl:ions.))

5207-00 Bowling centers
Applies to establishments engaged in operating bowling
centers. Duties include. but are not limited tQ. rentini: bowlini: shoes. collectini: fees. distributini: score sheets. desii:nating and activating lanes. organizing league competitions.
re,pairini: and maintainini: scorini: equipment. automatic pin
setting eguipment. ball return machinery or automatic ball
cleanini: units. refinishini: pins and cleaoini:. waxini:. polishing. or buffing the lanes. This classification includes food
and beyerai:e operations. pro shop and bi11iard room operations when conducted as part of the bowling center by
employees of the bowlini: center.
This classification excludes contractors who refinish Qr
replace the hardwood flooring of the lanes which are to be
reported separately in classification 0513: food services operated by concessionaires independent of the bowling center
which are to be reported separately in classification 3905:
and amusement parks that include bowlini: lanes as part of
their operation which are to be reported separately in classification 6208.
5207-01 Skating rinks;
Skateboard facmtjes
Applies tQ establishments eni:ai:ed in the i:eneral operation of roller or ice skating rinks. Duties include. but are not
limited tQ. rentini: roller or ice skates or rollerblades. collectini: fees. assii:nini: lockers. rentini: the rinks. playini: music.
ori:anizini: i:roups Qr competitions. performini: as rink
i:uar<ls. repairini: and maintainini: sound. communication Qr
lighting eguipment. cleaning. polishing. or dusting roller
Proposed

skatini: rink floors. and maintainini: the ice on the ice rinks.
This classification includes food and beverage services and
skate shop operations when conducted as part of the rinks by_
employees of the rinks. Skate shops may sell skates. clothing
and related accessories. and perform minor adjustments on
skates with hand tools. sharpeners. grinders. or wheel lathes.
This classification also includes the operation of skateboard
facilities.
This classification excludes contractors who refinish or
replace the hardwood floorini: of the rink which are tQ be
reported separately in classification 0513 and food services
operated by concessionaires independent of the skatini: rink
which are to be reported separately in classification 3905.

41

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-67601 Classification 5208.

((Bra:ss, bronze, iron orna:menta:I shop ftthriea:ting, a:ssemhl)
a:fta mft:Rltfa:etltriftg
lroft or steel works, shop, fahrieate or assemble stfltetltral
ire ft or s tee!
Iron works shop fa:hrie!tl:e, a:ssemble or mttftltfa:etttre non
stmektttrftal iroft or steel
lroft works shop maRltfaetltriRg railiRgs, staireases, fire
esea:pes, ete.
URless otherwise speeifiea in the ela:ssifie!tl:ion wording this
is a: shop er plaRt eRly ehtssifie!tl:ioR. This elassifieatieftt
inelltaes .,, erk being performed in a:n 1tdjaeent) 11ra ,;hen-operated by aft employer haviRg operatiefts Sltbjeet te
this el1tssifie!tl:itrn. This ela:ssifie1ttion exelltdes 1111 11etiv
ities away frem the shop or plaRt.))

5208-00 Iron or steel works; Fabrication or assembly structural jron or steel
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the fabrication or
assembly of structural iron or steel. Structural in this classification wm mean when fabricated for and used in the frame
or grid work of a building. tower. bridge. or similar construction. Fabrication means the layini: out of the pieces. the
marking. cutting. sawing. drilling. punching. bolting. weldini:. assemblini: and finishini: of the structural steel products
Raw materials include. but are not no limited to. steel 1beams. tube steel. ani:Ie steel. and flat steel. Machinery
includes overhead cranes. horizontal and vertical band saws.
shears. punches. drill press. brake presses. and weldini:
equipment. This is a shop or plant only classification: it
includes work beini: performed in an adjacent yard when
operated by an employer having operations subject to this
classification.
This classification excludes the erection of structural
iron or steel in connection with towers. refineries. elevated
railways. and bujldini:s which is tQ be reparted separately in
the applicable iron or steel construction classification: contractors eni:a~ed in buildini: construction who are to be

~~~~bd;:::~~~!ct~~:!~:~!~;r~~~~t:!f f£~~s:~~;oe1
erection. which is to be reported separately in the classificaO:
tion applicable to the work being performed: and manufactur-
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ing of rebar for construction which is to be reported sepaltely in classification 5209.
W8-01 Brass. bronze. jron - ornamental; Shop fabrication. assembly or manufacture
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture.
fabrication. or assembly of ornamental items from brass.
bronze and/or iron. Products include. but are not limited to.
railings. ~ards. staircases. fire escapes. and art items. Products are often light and do not reguire cranes or hoists to
move them The processes vary depending oa the product
being produced. The eguipment includes. but is not limited
to. iron workers. shears. drill presses. band saws. forklifts.
welders. and grinders. The painting of products manufactured is included in this classification when performed by
employees of employers subject to this classification. This is
a shop or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer
having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes installation which is to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work being performed.
5208-02 Iron works; Fabrication. assembly. or manufacture; nonstructural jrop or steel
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture.
fabrication or a.ssembly of nonstructural iron or steel. Fabrication means the laying out of the pieces. the marking. cutting. sawing. drilling. punching. bolting. welding. assembling
and finishing operations including painting. Products
.

.

Equipment includes. but is not limited to. cut saws. welders.
drill presses. grinders. band saws. and hoists. This is a shop
or plant only classification: it includes work being performed
in an adjacent yard when operated by an employer having
operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes installation which is to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the
work being performed.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-67602 Classification 5209.
((Beiler making, Hink btti!Eling (shep)
Meffil geeEls mttnttfttetttring, N.O.C., frem material 9 gattge
er hettYier
l.VeeEI ste, e manttftletttring
Unless etherwise speeifieEI in the elassifieatien weming this
is a shep er plant enly elassifiefttien. This elassitteatien
inelttEles .., erk being perfermeEI in an ttEljtteent yaffi when
eperateEI by an eHtpleyer ha.,.ing eperatiens stth:jeet te
this elassifieittien
This elassifietttien eitelttEles all aetivities tt'lt'ftY freffi the shep
er plant.))

WSR 98-12-079

ucts such as. but not limited to. sand and gravel. water. solid
waste or fuels. The product is constructed from steel plate
and may use I-beams for structural support The materials
may be purchased in bulk. if the busi'hess has the brake
presses and rollers to cut and shape the metals to the appropriate dimensions. or as fabricated components. These establishments may also use cutting torches and other welding
eguipment in the manufacture of their products. They usually
have a large shop area in one or more buildings that is
eguipped with overhead cranes. There is usually a yard to
store raw materials. work-in-process. and finished goods.
This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes work
being performed in an adjacent yard when operated by an
employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes installation of boilers QI:
tanks which is to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the work being performed.
5209-01 Metal goods. N.O.C. from 9 gauge or beayier
~

Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
goods using ferrous and nonferrous metal of 9 gauge or
heavier. 9 gauge metals are auproximately l /8" thick Items
manufactured include. but are not limited to. crab pots. gaff
books. firewood boxes. rims for basketball hoous. and rebar.
Raw material is cut to desired size with saws. shears. brake
presses. punches. and flame cutters. Parts may be joined by
welding. riveting. screwing. or bolting. The parts may be
bandied by overhead cranes. hoists. and forklifts. The products may be finished in a variety of ways including. but not
limited to. sanding. grinding. cleaning with solvents and
apulying paint or JacQuer Finish work is included in this
classification when performed by employees of employers
subject to this classification. This is a shou or plant only classification: it includes work being performed in an adjacent
yard when operated by an employer having operations subject to this classification.
This classification excludes establishments primarily
engaged in structural iron or steel manufacturing which are to
be reported separately in classification 5208: establishments
primarily engaged in welding and machine shou activities
which are to be reported separately in classification 3402:
and establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing
products from metal lighter than 9 gauge which are to be
reported seuarately in classification 3404.
5209-02 Wood or pellet burning stoye; Manufacturing
A1;mlies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
wood or uellet burning stoves. Sheet steel or plate metal is
sheared. formed. punched. baked and decreased. Parts are
assembled by spot welding. then enameled or painted. Grey
iron parts are foundry cast. chipped. and ground. Heating
elements. insulation. wiring and control assemblies. glass
panels and grey iron parts are assembled into stove shells on
the production assembly line. The stoves are then packed for
shipment. Materials include. but are not limited to. sheet
steel. grey iron or ferrous castings. insulation materials. glass.
aluminum and brass tubing control assemblies. chrome trim
and hardware. and uaints and enamels Equiument includes.
but is not limited to. uower uresses. shears. brake uresses.
welding eguipment. spray painting eguipment. baking oven.
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pneumatic and electric ~inders and chippers. and pneumatic
tools. This is a shop or plant only classification: it includes
work beini: performed in an adjacent yard when operated by
an employer having operations subject to this classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5131196, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-677 Classification 5301.
((Aeee1:1RtiRg eF heekkeepiRg seF¥iees
Cettrt FepertiRg seFViees
Credit h1:1Fea1:1s
Empie) meRt ageReies
La ... fiFms
MaRagemeRt eeRsttltaftt seFViees, N.O.C.
8eeFetllfial eF telepheRe llftS'NeFiRg seFViees
TFa·1el ageReies
WeFtl pFeeessiRg seFViees
This elassifieatieft iHel1:16es eleFieal effiee ttfttl sales peFseftftel
This elassifieatieft is limited ta emple) eFs eftgagetl ift stteh
seFviees heiRg pFe\•itletl ta the gefteFal ptthlie. This is a
ser • iees aft!) elassifieatieft ttfttl tlees Het iHeltttle retailiHg
eF steFe epeFatiefts, Ref is this elassifieatieR ta he
assigfte6 ta empleyers settiftg ttp sepaFate httsiftess aper
atieft ta maftage etheF eemmeHly ewftetl er epeFatetl
httsiftess ttfttlertakiHgs ttft!ess eeiHeitlefttally the ether
6f.!6rlltiefts life alse stthjeet t6 this elassifieatieH.))
5301-10 Accounting or bookkeepjpg services
Applies to establishments engaged in providing general
accounting or bookkeeping services to others. Types of services contemplated by establishments subject to this classification include. but are not limited to. auditing. tax preparation. medical or dental claims processing and billing. and/or
advisory services. This classification includes all employments such as. but not limited to. clerical office. outside sales.
and personnel who travel from one office to another.
This classification excludes establishments engaged primarily in management consultant services that are not otherwise classified. which are to be reported separately in classification 5301-12.
Sgecial note; This classification is limited to employers
engaged in such services being provided to the general public This is a services only classification and does not include
retailing or store operations. nor is this classification to be
assigned to employers setting up separate business operations
to manage other commonly owned or operated business
undertakings unless coincidentally the other operations are
also subject to this classification.

5301-11 Law firms
Applies to establishments engaged in providing legal
services to others, Law firms may specialize in one or more
areas of law. This classification includes clerical office and
outside sales personnel who travel from one office environment to another.
Sgecial note.· This is a services only classification and
does not include retailing or store operations. nor is this classification to be assigned to employers setting up separate
business operations to manage other commonly owned or
Proposed

operated business undertakings unless coincidentally the
other operations are also subject to this classification.
5301-12 Management consultant services. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in providing management consulting services not covered by another classification CN.O.C.l. Management consultants typically will
observe and analyze organizational structures. work processes or work flows. mail distribution. computer or communication systems. and planning or development of related
business needs. After a thorough analysis. consultants usually prepare a written report for the customer which identifies
problem areas and/or recommends improvements to processes or equipment. Consultants may remain to oversee the
implementation of the recommended improvements. Consultants subject to this classification do not sell any product
they have recommended although they may act as an agent
for their client in purchasing the product. Consulting projects
vary from client to client depending upon the contract. This
classification includes clerical office staff. outside sales personnel and other staff who travel from one office to another.
Sgecial note; This classification is limited to employers
engaged in such services being provided to the general public. This is a services only classification and does not include
retailing or store operations. nor is this classification to be
assigned to employers setting up separate business operations
to manage other commonly owned or operated business
undertakings unless coincidentally the other operations are
also subject to this classification,

t

5301-13 Credit bureaus; collection agencies
Applies to establishments that are licensed to provide
collection and/or credit investigation services to others. Services include. but are not limited to. the collection of NSF
checks or delincrnent debts owed to clients of the collection
agency and checking the credit backgrounds of their client's
potential customers, If debts are not collected. the service
agency may initiate legal proceedings against the debtor.
This classification includes clerical office and outside sales
personnel. other staff who travel from one office to another.
and process servers. although collection agencies subject to
this classification generally employ process servers of other
businesses to deliver legal documents.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
providing process serving services which may be reported
separately in classification 6303 provided all the conditions
of the general reporting rules covering standard exception
employees have been met.

5301-14 Employment agepdes
Applies to establishments that are licensed to provide
employment services for others C1ients of employment
agencies may be perilons seeking employment or companies
looking for employees Employment agencies usually conduct preliminary interviews with candidates for positions

5hr~5~§§
who travel from one office to another.
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pany names when answering calls for various companies.
obtain correct information about the company to respond to
questions. record and relay accurate messages in a timely
manner. Related services often offered by telephone answering service companies include. but are not limited to. voice
mail or paging. rental of office space. telemarketing. dispatching. monitoring alarm systems. placing reminder calls.
and scheduling appointments for customers. This classification includes clerical office personnel and staff who travel
from one office to another.

rately in classification 7104 and employees of a temporary
help agency who are assigned on a temporary basis to its customers who are to be reported separately in the appropriate
temporary help classification.
5301-15 Court reoorting services
Applies to establishments engaged in providing court
reporting services to others. Court reporters record verbatim
testimony presented in court proceediDf~S. depositions. pub]jc
bearings or meetings. The most frequently used method to
record testimony is by stenotype machine. although it may be
recorded by voice recording on audio tape. or by manual
shorthand. Transcription of the recorded material may be
performed by the court reporter or by "note readers" or typists. The majority of court reporters today use computeraided transcription systems. Court reporters may also offer
notary public services for their clients. This classification
includes clerical office and staff who travel from one office to
another.
5301-16 Service and professional organizations
Applies to establishments engaged in protecting or furthering the interest of their members and/or the general public. Many of these operate as nonprofit organizations. Service and professional organizations may perform one or
many of the following activities: Maintain a membership
directory: collect membership dues: publish a newsletter:
onsor educational trainin ro rams· administer certification tests: provide job placement assistance: award scholarships: offer insurance programs: research and interpret local.
state. and federal regulations and apprise members of the
results: manage promotional marketing programs: organize
fund raising campaigns: perform charitable community services: sponsor athletic leagues and tournaments: host conventions: disburse funds: perform collective bargaining: arbitrate
disputes: provide counseling. adoption. and advocacy services: lobby the legislature: compile. review. and disseminate
informational data: operate a tourist information center: issue
vehicle license registrations. plates. decals. and certificates of
title. Also included in this classification are Economic
Development Councils. Boards. or Associations. These nonprofit organizations provide economic consulting services
and related statistics to government and industry in the promotion of economic stability. and recruit businesses who will
create jobs and provide loans from the grant funds they manage. This classification includes clerical office and outside
sales personnel who travel from one office environment to
another.
This classification excludes labor unions and employee
representative associations which are to be reported separately in classification 6503.
5301-18 Telephone answering services
Applies to establishments engaged in providing tele-

~::tari=~~;o~e!:~~f~~::}fe~rssio;a~!~0:i!~~!~~~~i~~!~!
bUsjnesses. and individuals Most answering services today
use computerized communications systems to identify com-
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5301-19 Travel agencies
Applies to establishments engaged in providing travel
arrangement services for others. Travel agencies coordinate
all types of travel arrangements for their clients through air.
cruise. train. or bus lines. hotels. motels. or resorts. car rental
agencies. travel insurance companies. and related travel providers. Services vary and could include delivery of tickets
and itineraries to clients. booking reservations and selling
tickets for tours. excursions. or other entertainment events. or
arrangement of special needs for disabled or elderly travelers.
This classification includes clerical office and sales staff who
travel from one office to another
5301-21 Word processjng or secretarjal seryices
Applies to establishments engaged in providing word
processing or secretarial services to others. Services include.
but are not limited to. desktop publishing. dictation and transcription services. typing/compiling reports. proposals.
resumes. or correspondence. sending faxes. and making copies of documents. A pickup and delivery service may be
offered. This classification includes clerical office and outside sales personnel who travel from one office environment
to another.
Special note: This classification is limited to employers
engaged in such services being provided to the general public. This is a services only classification and does not include
retailing or store operations. nor js this classification to be
assigned to employers setting up separate business operations
to manage other commonly owned or operated business
undertakings unless coincidentally the other operations are
also subject to this classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-678 Classification 5305.
((Clerieal effiee, sales perserrnel and ••·kite eellar empleyees
ef eities 11nd tewns.))
5305-06 Clerical office and administratiye employees of
cities and towns
Applies to clerical office and administrative employees
of cities and towns. Clerical duties include. but are not limited to answering telephones. handling correspondence.
computer work. and maintaining financial. personnel and
payroll records. A clerical office is a work area which is
physically separated from all other work areas by walls. partitions or other physical barriers and must be free from all
operative hazards of the work environment. Administrative
duties may be conducted in or out of the city or town faciliProposed
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ties. but are conducted in an atmosphere free from the operative hazards of the work environment associated with operations such as. but not limited to. jails. Jaw enforcement and
road works. In addition to management activities. this classification also includes field auditors. social workers or similar
activities professionals would perform.
See classifications 0803. 1301. 1404. 6901. 6904. 6905
and 6906 for other city or town operations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-13-018,
filed 6/8/90, effective 7/9/90)
WAC 296-17-679 Classification 5306.
({Clerieal effiee, sales f}efS6ftftel afttl white eellar emf}le)ees
ef eetrnty, f'ttblie tttility tlistriets ftfltl taxiftg tlistriets,
N-:G:t:Clerieal effiee, sales f}ersMHel aHtl white eellar emf}l6) ees ef
lftaiaft tribHI eeufteils.))
5306-07 Clerical office apd admjpjstratjye employees of
couptjes. public utility djstricts apd taxine djstricts.
~

Applies to clerical office and administrative employees
of counties. public utility districts and taxini districts. not
otherwise classified (N.0.C.). Clerical duties include. but are
not Umited to. answerini telephones. handlini correspondence. computer work. and maintaining financial. personnel
and payroll records. A clerical office is a work area which js
physically separated from all other work areas by walls. partitions or other physical barriers and must be free from all
operative hazards of the work environment associated with
operations such as. but not limited to. jails. law enforcement
and road works Administrative duties may be conducted in
or out of the county. public utility district or taxing district
facilities. but are conducted in an atmosphere free from the
operative hazards of the work environment. In addition to
manaiement activities. this classification also includes field
auditors. social workers. alcohol and drug abuse programs.
senior health and nutrition proirams. medical and dental clinics or similar activities professionals would perform.
See classifications 1301. 1404. 1501. 1507. 4201. 6103.
6104. 6901. 6904. 6905 and 6906 for other county. public
utilitv districts and taxing districts operations.
5306-25 Clerjcal office apd admjpjstratiye employees of
Natjye Amerjcap tribal coupci!s
Applies to clerjcal office and administrative employees
of Native American tribal councils. Clerical duties include.
but are not limited to. answerini telephones. handlini correspondence. computer work. and maintaining financial. personnel and payroll records A clerical office js a work area
which is physically separated from all other work areas by ·
walls. partitions or other physical barriers and must be free
from all operative hazards of the work environment. Administrative duties may be conducted in or out of the tribal council facilities. but are conducted in an atmosphere free from
the operative hazards of the work environment associated
with operations such as. but not limited to. jails. law enforcement and road works. In addition to manaiement activities.
this classification also includes field auditors. social workers.
alcohol and drug abuse programs. senior health and nutrition
Proposed
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proirams. youth services. counselors courts. medical and
clinics or similar activities professionals would per--

See classifications 1501 and 6905 for other Native
American tribal council operations.
Special note.· Tribal operations unrelated to the business
of iOvernini such as liquor and tobacco stores. casinos. loiging. fisheries and bingo parlors are to be reported separately
in the classification ap,plicable to t~e operation.

5306-26 Clerical office and administrative employees of
local public housine authorities
Applies to clerical office and administrative employees
of local public housing authorities. Clerical duties include.
but are not limited to. answerini telephones. handlini correspondence. computer work. and maintainini financial. personnel and payroll records. A clerical office is a work area
which is physically se.parated from all other work areas by
walls. partitions or other physical barriers and must be free
from all operative hazards of the work environment. Administrative duties may be conducted in or out of the housing
authority facilities. but are conducted in an atmosphere free
from the operative hazards of the work environment associated with operations such as. but not limited to. jails. law
enforcement and road works. · In addition to management
activities. this classification also includes field auditors.
social workers or similar activities professionals ·would per-

furm.

This classification excludes all other employees includini meter readers who are to be n:;ported separately in classi- •
fication 1501 and volunteers who are to be reported sepa-.
rately in classifications 6901 or 6906 as appropriate
5306-27 Clerical office and administratiye employees of
military base maintenance contractors
Applies to clerical office and administrative employees
of military base maintenance contractors. Clerical duties
include. but are not limited to. answerini telephones. handling correspondence. computer work. and maintaining
financial. personnel and payroll records. A clerical office is
a work area which is physically separated from all other work
areas by walls. partitions or other physical barriers. and must
be free from all operative hazards of the work environment
Administrative duties may be conducted in or out of the military base facilities. but are conducted in an atmosphen:; free
from the operative hazards of the work environment associated with operations such as. byt not limited to. jails. law
enforcement and road works. In addition to management
activities. this classification also includes field aydjtors.
social workers or similar activities professionals would per-

furm.

See classification 1501 for other military base maintenance contractors' operations.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-67901 Classification 5307.
((Stete ga't'erHRteftt, N.O.C.
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This ela:ssifiea:tien inelttc:les a:ny sta:te em13leyee 13erforming
ffillftttlll laber, Sttf'ervising ft werk erew f'eFWrffiing fftllft
•
tta:l la:ber stteh a:s e11stec:li1tl er ma:intena:nee, eenstrttetien,
•
a1tc:I maehi1te1'' er equif'meflt 0f'eTilters er afiministrative
f'ersen1tel stteh a:s engineers, safety insf'eeters, bielegists
whe h1t't'e field ell:f'esttres
This ela:ssifielltieft inelttc:les a:ll c:lef'llftffteHts, ageHeies, bellftls,
eemmissieHs a:nc:I eemmittees ef either the ell:eettti • e,
legisla:ti'le er jttc:lieia:I bra:nehes ef sta:te ge'+ ernment
See ela:ssifielltiens 4902, 4906, 7201, B:Htl 7103 fer ether stB:te
emf'leyees.))
5307-00 State goyerpmept employees - N.O.C.
Applies to state i:ovemment employees not covered by
another classification <N.O.C.) who perform manual labor. or
who supervise a work crew performint: manual labor such as
custodial or maintenance. construction. or the operation of
machinery or eguipment. This classification includes administrative personnel such as eni:ineers. safety inspectors. and
biologists. who have field exposure. and store and stock
clerks. For the purposes of this classification field exposure
is defined as any exposure other than the normal travel to a
work assii:nment. such as a field auditor or social worker
would encounter. This classification includes all departments. ai:encies. boards. commissions and committees of
either the executive. legislative or judicial branches of state
i:oyernmeot.
See classifications 4902. 4906. 7103. and 7201 for other
state government operations.
tAMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-680 Classification 6103.
((Athletie effieials for llffllltettr Sf'eFts, ~l.O.C., suelt a:s
ttmpires a:ntl referees
Chttrehes
Da:y nttrseries er eltiltl ellfe eenters
LibrB:Fies, N.O.C.
Museums, N.O.C.
Seheels, N.O.C. ineltttling tlanee, FfteeeliRg, mttsie llRB flight
instrttetiens elllSsreem enly
Seheels: Aeftdefflie K 12
Seheels, trade er veeatie1t1tl
This ela:ssifie1ttieR is lifflited te elerie1tl effiee, sales f'erseR
nel, teaehers N.O.C. a:nd ftdministra:tive efflf'le)ees
See ela:ssifielltien 6104 fer ether eperatiens.))
6103-01 Schools; Academjc. K-12 - clerical office. sales
personnel. teachers. N.O.C. apd admjpjstratiye employW

•
•

Applies to clerical office. sales personnel and administrative employees such as principals. assistant principals.
receptionists. secretaries. counselors. school nurses. payroll
and bookkeeping personnel. and teachers or teachers' aides of
establishments eni:ai:ed in operatini: public or private academic school facilities. K-12 (kindergarten level through
i:rade J 2),
This classification excludes all other types of employees
in connection with the school facilities such as. but not limited to. cooks. bus drivers. custodians. maintenance personnel
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and i:rounds keepers. and teachers or teachers' aides who are
exposed to machinery hazards such as a wood shop. metal
shop. print shop. auto shop. and driver trainint: instructors
who are to be reported separately in classification 6104.
6103-02 Schools; Trade or yocatiopal - clerjcal office.
sales personnel. teachers, N.O.C. apd admjpjstratiye
employees
Applies to clerical office. sales personnel and administrative employees such as deans. directors. assistant directors.
receptionists. secretaries, counselors. payroll and bookkeeping personnel. and professors or instructors of establishments
eni:ai:ed in operatini: trade or vocational school facilities
These types of schools provide specialized training and
instruction to prepare students for occupations in the chosen
fields. Often these facilities will coordinate on-the-job trainini: with employers as well as assist students in findin2
employment.
This classification excludes all other types of employees
in connection with the school facilities such as. but not limited to. cooks. drivers. custodians, maintenance personnel
and i:rounds keepers. and professors or instructors who are
exposed to machinery hazards such as a wood shop. metal
shop. print shop and auto shop who are to be reported separately in classification 6104.

6103-03 Ljbrarjes, N.O.C, - clerical office. sales persoppel. teachers. N.O.C. apd admjnjstratjye employees
Applies to clerical office, sales personnel and administrative employees such as librarians. assistant librarians.
receptionists. secretaries. and payroll and bookkeeping personnel of establishments eni:ai:ed in operatini: library facilities not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). These
types of facilities maintain a wide selection of readint: materials such as books. journals. articles. magazines. publications. newspapers. and audio-visual or mjcroi:raphic materials.
This classification excludes all other types of employees
such as. but not limited to. custodians. maintenance personnel
and grounds keepers. drivers. and storage room workers who
are to be reported separately in classification 6104,
6103-04 Churches - clerical office. sales personnel. teachers. N.O.C. and administrative emoloyees
Bell rjpgers
Applies to clerical office. sales personnel and administrative employees such as pastors. priests. reverends. clergymen. ushers. receptionists. secretaries. counselors. payroll
and bookkeeping personnel. and instructors of establishments
eni:a2ed in operatini: church facilities for members of a religious congregation to meet and worship on a daily or weekly
basis, Other services provided include. but are not limited to.
sermons. rites. counseling. baptisms. weddings. funerals.
bible school. and day care durint: church services and events,
When a church is also OlJerating a school facility. the church
classifications are to be assii:ned for both operations, This
classification also applies to bell ringers for charitable organizations,
This classification excludes all other types of employees
in connection with the church facilities such as. but not limited to. custodians. maintenance personnel and grounds keep[ 245 J
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ers. and drivers who are to be reported separately in classification 6104.
6103-05 Museums. N.O.C. - clerical office. sales persop-

D.da

teachers. N.O.C. and administrative emoloyees
Applies to clerical office. sales personnel and administrative employees such as directors. assistant directors. buyers. coordinators. tour guides. receptionists. secretaries. and
payroll and bookkeepin2 personnel of establishments
engaged in operating museum facilities not covered by
another classification fN.O.C.). Museums maintain a wide
variety of artifacts. art. statues. sculptures. and otber exhibit

.w.oW.

This classification excludes all otber types of employees
such as. but not limited to. custodians. maintenance personnel
and ~ounds keepers fincludin2 exhibit set-up). drivers. packers. and warehousemen who are to be reported separately in
classification 6104.

6103-06 Day nurseries or child day care centers - clerical
office. sales personnel. teachers. N.O.C. and administrative employees
Applies to clerical office. sales personnel. and administrative employees such as teachers teachers' aides and nurses
of establishments engaged in operating da,y nurseries or day
care centers for infants. toddlers. and children. or in proyidin2 baby-sittin2 services, Employees wm instruct children in
activities designed to promote social. physical. and intellectual 2rowth in preparation for primary school. Most day care
centers provide breakfast and lunch.
This classification excludes all other types of employees
such as. but not limited to. custodians. cooks. maintenance
personnel and grounds keepers. and drivers who are to be
reported separately in classification 6104.
6103-10 Flight instructions - clerical office. sales personnel. classroom teachers. N.O.C. and administrativ e
employees
Applies to clerical office. sales personnel. classroom
instructors. and administrative employees of establishments
engaged in providing classroom instruction to student pilots
in fli2ht procedures and techniques Fli2ht instructors
explain various aircraft components and instruments for contromn2 aircraft durin2 maneuvers. and. usin2 fli2ht simulators. demonstrate procedures such as. but not limited to. takeoffs and Jandin2s.
This classification excludes all Qtber types of employees
such as. but not limited to. custodians. maintenance personnel
and 2rounds keepers and drivers who are to be reported separately in classification 6104 and in-air flight instructors outside the classroom who are to be reported separately in the
classification 6803.
Special note: Reportin2 rules are outlined in tbe division of worker hours provision in tbe general rules.
6103-11 Schools; N.O.C. - clerical office. sales personnel.
classroom teachers. N.O.C. and administrative employees
Applies to classroom instructors. clerical office. sales
personnel and administrative employees such as directors and
assistant directors. coordinators. instructors. receptionists.
secretaries. counselors. payroll and bookkeeping personnel
Proposed
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not limited to. dance. modeling. music. driving. cooking. first
aid. and schools for coaches. Modelin2 and dance schools
emphasize poise. balance. facial gestures. self-confidence.
and counselin2 in wardrobe and make-up, Music schools
emphasize the disciplines of playing various instruments.
Drivin2 schools concentrate on the rules. principles. and
coordination needed to drive safely. using textbooks. audiovisuals. and drivin2 simulators,
This classification excludes all other types of employees
in connection with the specialized school facilities such as .
but not limited to. custodians. maintenance personnel and
2rounds keepers. and instructors who perform activities not
as part of a classroom environment who are to be reported
separately in classification 6104 and drivin~ instructors outside of the classroom who are to be reported separately in
classification 6301
6103-12 Officials for amateur athletic or cultural events.
N.O.C. - clerical office. teachers. N.O.C. and administrative empl2yees
Applies to clerical office employees. administrative
employees. and event officials of establishments en~a2e<l in
providing officials such as. but not limited to. umpires or referees for amateur athletic or cultural events sponsored by
schools or communities. Events include. but are not limited
to. sports. spellin2 bees. debates. and musical competitions.

AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

41

WAC 296-17-681 Classification 6104.

((Chtuehes
Day nttFseFies eF ehila eftfe eenters
Lierftfies, N.O.C.
MttsettFHS, N.0.C.
Seheels, ~l.O.C. inelttaing aanee, meaeling, mttsie
Seheels: AeaaeFHie K 12
Seheels, tfeee er ·,.eeetienal
All ether empleyFHents, N.O.C. ineh1eing teeehers eitpesea
te FHeehinef) hezftfes sueh es FHetel end ·11 eee shep end
eriving instn1eters.))
6104-01 Schools; Academic. K-12 - all other employments. N.O.C.
Applies to all other employees of public Qr private academic schools K-12 (kindergarten level through grade 12).
All other in this classification is defined as employees such
as. but not limited to. cooks. bus drivers. custodians. maintenance personnel and 2rounds keepers. and teachers or teachers aides who are exposed to machinery hazards such as
wood shop. metal shop. print shop. auto shop. and driver
instructors.
This classification excludes clerical office. sales personnel and administrative employees such as principals. assistant
principals. receptionists. secretaries. counselors. payroll and.
bookkeepin2 personnel. and teachers or teachers' aides who.
have no exposure to machinery hazards who are to be
reported separately in classification 6103.
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6104-02 Schools: Trade or vocational - all other employtments. N.O.C.

•
•

•
•

Applies to all other employees of trade or vocational
schools All other in this classification is defined as employees such as. but not limited to. cooks. drivers. driving instructors. custodians. maintenance personnel and ~ounds keepers.
and teachers and teachers aides who are exposed to machinery hazar<ls such as. but not limited to those in wood shop.
metal shop. automotive shops. and plumbing or electrical
work. vocational or trade schools provide specialized training and instruction to prepare students for occupations in
their chosen field Often these facilities will coordinate onthe-job training and assist students in finding employment.
This classification excludes clerical office. sales personnel and administrative employees such as deans. directors.
assistant directors. receptionists. secretaries. counselors. payroll and bookkeepin~ personnel and teachers or teachers'
aides who have no exposure to machinery hazards who are to
be reported separately in classification 6103.

6104-03 Librarjes. N.O.C. - all other employments.
~
Applies to all other emplQyees Qf library facilities which
are not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). All other
in this classificatiQn is defined as emplQyees such as. but nQt
limited tQ. custQdians. maintenance persQnnel and ~rounds
keepers. drivers. and stQTa~e roQm WQTkers. Libraries maintain a wide selectiQn Qfreadin~ materials such as bQQks. jQurnals. articles. magazines. publications. newspapers. and
audiQ-visual QT mjcro~raphic materials.
This classificatiQn excludes clerical Qffice. sales persQnnel and administrative emplQyees such as librarians. assistant
librarians. receptionists. secretaries. and payroll and bQQkkeeping personnel who are to be reported separately in classificatjQn 6103.

6104-04 Churches - all other employments. N.O.C.

Applies tQ all Qther emplQyees Qf churches. All Qther in
this classification is defined as employees such as. but not
limited tQ. custQdians. maintenance persQnnel. ~Qunds keepers. and drivers. Services offered by a church include. but are
nQt limited tQ. providin~ a place for members Qf a reli~iQus
congregation to meet and worship on a daily or weekly basis.
sermons. rites. cQunselin~. baptisms. weddin~s. funerals.
bible school. day care during church services and events.
This classification excludes clerical office. sales personnel and administrative emplQyees such as pastQTS. priests.
reverends. clergymen. ushers. receptionists. secretaries.
cQunselQTs. payroll and bQQkkeepin~ persQnnel. and instructors who are to be reported separately in classification 6103.
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This classification excludes clerical Qffice. sales persQnnel and administrative employees such as museum directors.
assistant museum directQrs. buyers. CQQrdinatQTs. tQUr
guides. receptionists. secretaries. and payroll and bookkeepin~ persQnnel whQ are tQ be repQrted separately in classification 6103.

6104-06 Day nurseries or child day care centers - aJI other
emplovments. N.O.C.

Applies tQ all other emplQyees Qf establishments
in Qperatin~ day nurseries Qr day care centers for
infants. toddlers. and children. which provide activities tQ
promote social. physical. and intellectual growth in preparatjQn for primary schQQI. All Qther in this classificatiQn is
defined as employees such as. but not limited to. custodians.
CQQks. maintenance persQnnel and ~rounds keepers. and drivers.
This classification excludes clerical office. sales personnel and administrative employees such as principals. receptionists. secretaries. counselors. payroll and bookkeeping
persQnnel. and teachers w teachers' aides whQ are tQ be
reported separately in classificatiQn 6103.

en~a~ed

6104-11 Schools: N.O.C ·all other employments. N.O.C.

Applies tQ all other emplQyees Qf establishments
engaged in providing specialized classroom instruction to
students in schQQls which are nQt cQvered by anQther classification CN.O.C.) such as. but not limited to. dance. modeling.
music. CQQkin~. first aid. and schoQls for cQaches. All Qther
in this classification is defined as employees such as. but not
limited tQ. custQdians. maintenance persQnnel and ~rounds
keepers. and instructors or teachers who perform activities
nQt as part Qf a classroQm environment Qr whQ are exposed tQ
machinery hazards.
This classificatiQn excludes administrative emplQyees
such as directors and assistant directors. coordinators. receptionists. secretaries. counselors. payroll and bQQkkeepjn~
personnel. and classroom instructors. who are to be reported
separately in classificatiQn 6103 and drivin~ instructms Qutside of the classroom who are to be reported separately in
classificatiQn 6301.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-22, filed
12/1/89, effective 1/1/90)

WAC 296-17-682 Classification 6105.

6104-05 Museums. N.O.C - all other empJoymepts.

((Hesflitals ~LO.C. iHehtfliHg ltesflit&l aistriels
Hesflitals flFivate flF6flFietary
Hesflitals religietts, ekMilflole er HBHflFefit
This elassifiefttieH iHelttaes eleriesl effiee ttHfl sales Jlerseft
tteh))

~
Applies to all other employees of establishments
en~a~ed in Qperatin~ museum facilities not CQvered by
another classification CN.O.C.). All other in this classificatiQn is defined as emplQyees such as. but not limited tQ. custodians. maintenance persQnnel and ~rounds keepers <includin~ exhibit set-up). drivers. packa~ers. and warehQusemen.
Museums maintain a wide selectiQn Qf artifacts. art. statues.
sculptures. and other exhibit works.

Applies to establishments engaged in operating relicharitable. QT nQnprofit bQspitals. These hQspitals are
usually cor.porations who are governed by a board and have
an additional uncQmpensated care pro~ram tQ assess medically necessary situations and seek Qut any available
resQurces tQ provide cQveri\2e. If nQ resQurces are avaUable.
the hQspital usually provides care anyway because their mission includes addressing need and supplying care. Hospitals

6105-00 Hosoitals; Religious. charitable or nonprofit
~jQus.
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provide medical or sur~ical care and treatment for the sick
and the injured. A hospital is an organization with six or
more beds providin~ round-the-clock nursin~ care and access
to physician's care. and operating at least a pharmacy. a diagnostic X-ray and laboratory facility. and a sur~jcal service
Most hospitals offer a variety of medical services. General
care or community hospitals offer a wide ran~e of short-tenn
treatments for a variety of medical conditions. whereas specialized institutions (such as children's hospitals maternity
hospitals and psychiatric hospitals) usually provide a more
limited ran~e of services to a specific class of patients This
classification contemplates all types of hospital employment
includin~. but not limited to. admissions staff. medical staff.
pharmacy staff. dietary staff. and laundr:y. housekeepin~. custodial and grounds keeping staff. This classification also
includes clerical office and sales personnel.
6105-01 Hospitals: Private proprietary
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in operatin~ private
proprietary hospitals. These are for-profit corporations that
have a board and investors. All hospitals are required to provide initial emergency care. A proprietary hospital may recommend that an indi~ent or uninsured person find follow-up
care elsewhere. Hospitals provide medical or surgical care
and treatment for the sick and the injured, A hospital is an
organization with six or more beds providing round-the-clock
nursin~ care and access to physician's care. and operatin~ at
least a pharmacy. a diagnostic X-ray and laboratory facility.
and a sur~ical service, Most hospitals offer a variety of medical services. General care or community hospitals offer a
wide ran~e of short-term treatments for a variety of medical
conditions. whereas specialized institution (such as children's
hospitals. maternity hospitals and psychiatric hospitals) usually provide a more limited range of services to a specific
class of patients. This classification contemplates all types of
hospital employment includin~. but not limited to. admissions staff. medical staff. pharmacy staff. dietary staff. and
laundry. housekeepin~. custodial and ~rounds keepin~ staff.
This classification also includes clerical office and sales per-

.s.!llllld

6105-05 Hospitals: N.O.C. - including hospital districts
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in operatin~ hospitals
which are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.)
includin~ hospital districts. They are ~oyemed by a board of
community members. A municipal hospital district operates
similar to a charitable hospital: they wm not turn away anyone in need of care. but must exercise discretion in allowing
write-offs for charity cases, They wm also make every effort
to obtain available resources for a person before recognizing
them as indi~ent Hospitals provide medical or sur~ical care
and treatment for the sick and the injured. A hospital is an
or~anization with six or more beds providin~ round-the-clock
nursing care and access to physician's care. and operating at
least a pharmacy. a dia~nostic X-ray and laboratory facility.
and a surgical service. Most hospitals offer a variety of medical services, General care or community hospitals offer a
wide ran~e of short-term treatments for a variety of medical
conditions. whereas specialized institutions (such as children's hospitals. maternity hospitals. and psychiatric hospitals) usually provide a more limited range of services to a
Proposed

specific class of patients, Ibis classification contemplates all
types of hospital employment including but not limited to
admissions staff. medical staff. pharmacy staff. dietary staff.41
and laundry. housekeeping. custodial and grounds keeping
staff. This classification also includes clerical office and
sales personnel.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-684 Classification 6107.
( (VeterinM) hespitais er elinies
This elassifieatien inelttdes elerieal effiee and sales persen
~))

6107-01 veterinary hospitals or clipjcs
Applies to establishments of state licensed practitioners
en~a~ed in the practice of veterinar:y medicine. dentistry. or
surgery. Veterinarians provide routine checkups. vaccinations. administer dru~s and medicines. euthanasia and autopsies: some specialize in areas such as animal dermatology or
animal behaviors Usually veterinary services are performed
on an outpatient basis. althou~h animals may be kept on the
premises for one or more days for observation or treatment.
Veterinarians who specialize in the treatment of lar~er animals such as cows or horses freguently provide their services
off premises rather than in their own facilities, This classification includes clerical office and sales personnel.
This classification excludes animal boardin~ kennels.
animal shelters and/or pet ~roomin~ parlors which are to be.
reported separately in classification 7308,
•
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-685 Classification 6108.

((Cen • aleseent er nttrsing hemes
Heffies fer die aged
Rest heHtes
This elassifieatien inelttdes nttrsing e1ue fer the residents.))
6108-00 Convalescent or nursing homes. rest homes. and
homes for the aged
Applies to establishments engaged in providing various
levels of health care. dependin~ on a patient's needs Convalescent or nursing homes are state-licensed institutions. The
extent of professional or medical services provided ran~es
from complete medical care for postoperative patients and
patients requjrjn~ extensive nursin~ care due to illnesses such
as terminal cancer. kidney disorders. and heart disease. to
only minimal medical or professional care for other patients,
Rest homes provide daily living assistance care to the aged or
those with some limits on ability for self-care. but where
medical care is not yet a major element. Homes for the aged
provide care for people who. due to mness. physical infirmity. or advanced age. are unable to care for themselves and
who need nursin~ and/or health-related care. but do not
requ~re the de~ree_o!c~ and.treatment that a skilled or inter-.
mediate care facility 1s des1~ned to provide. Patients i n .
homes for the a~ed. because of their mental or physical condition. reguire some nursing care. including the administering
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employees eneaeed in service in the physician's or sureeon's
office. such as laboratory or X-ray technicians. and nurses.
This classification excludes medical clinics. N.O.C ..
which are to be reported separately in classification 6109-06:
psychologists and psychiatrists who are to be reported separately in classification 6 I 09-10: and optometrists who are to
be reported separately in classification 6109-09.

tered nurses. practical nurses. nurses aides and orderlies to
provide the necessary medical care to their patients. The
homes also may employ cooks. waitresses. maids. maintenance personnel. social workers and recreational directors.
but usually do not employ a resident physician. although they
may have arran~ements with physicians who are on call for
emergencies.
This classification excludes boarding houses which are
to be reported separately in classification 6509.

6109-01 Dentists. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments of licensed practitioners who
are eneaeed in the practice of eeneral or specialized dentistry
and who are not covered by another classification CN.0.C.).
Services provided by dental offices include, but are not limited to. examination of teeth and gums to determine condition. diaenosis of disease, injuries. or malformation. extractions. fillings. root canals. oral surgery. tooth replacement.
cleanine. instruction on oral and dental hyeiene and preventative care. This classification includes clerical office and
sales personnel. as well as other employees eneaeed in service in the dentist's office such as hygienists. and dental assistants or technicians,
This classification excludes dental clinics. N,O,C..
which are to be reported separately in classification 6109-07.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-12-063,
filed 5/30/94, effective 6/30/94)
WAC 296-17-686 Classification 6109.
((ChilEleirth elesses
ChireJlreeters, N.O.C.
De1ttel eliflies, N.O.C.
Defltists, RO.C.
Message therapy ser .-iees This subelassifieetitifl exelttEles
fftessege flF8etiti6fleFS efflf!leyeEI ey 8 health eltte, gyffl
fl1tsittffl, settflllS er bath heuse whieh are te be ref!tirtefl
sef!eretely iR elassifieetiefl 6204
MeElieel eliRies, N.O.C.
Miflv;ife seFViees
NatttF6f11tths, N.O.C.
Oflttimetcists, N.O.C.
Physieal theref!ists, N.O.C.
PhysieieRs eREI surgeeRs, N.O.C.
Psyehelegists BREI f!Syehietrists, N.O.C.
RaElieltigy eREI MRI referral eliflies
This elassifieatitm i1teluEles elerieal effiee 1t1tfl sales perseft
Heh))
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6109-00 Physjciaps apd sun~eops. N.O.C.
Applies to estab!jshments of licensed practitioners not
covered by another classification (N.0.C) who are engaged
in the practice of eeneral or specialized medicine and surgery. Physicians diagnose and treat a variety of diseases and
injuries. order or execute various tests. analyses. and diaenostic images to provide information on a patient's condition.
analyze reports and findines of tests and of examination.
diagnose conditions. and administer or prescribe treatments
and drues. Physicians may also inoculate and vaccinate
patients to immunize them from communicable diseases. or
refer patients to a medical specialist or other practitioners for
specialized treatment. They may also make house and emereency calls to attend to patients unable to visit the office.
Surgeons examine patients to verify necessity of surgery.
review reports of patient's eeneral physical condition and
medical history. reactions to medications. estimate possible
risk to patient. and determine best operational procedure.
Surgeons may specialize in a particular type of surgery. This
classification includes licensed ophthalmoloeists who specialize in the diaenosis and treatment of diseases and injuries
of the eyes. and examine patients for symptoms indicative of
oceanic or coneenital ocular disorders. This classification
includes clerical office and sales personnel. as well as other

6109-02 Chjropcactors. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments of licensed practitioners not
covered by another classification <N O.C,) who are eneaeed
in the practice of chiropractic medicine. Chiropractors diagnose and tteat musculoskeletal conditions of the spinal column and extremities to prevent disease and correct abnormalities of the body believed to be caused by interference with
the nervous system. They manipulate the spinal column and
other extremities to adjust. alien. or correct abnormalities
caused by neurologic and kinetic articular dysfunction. This
classification includes clerical office and sales personnel. as
well as other employees engaged in service in the chiropractor's office,
6109-04 Natucooaths. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments of health practitioners not covered by another classification CN.0 C ) who diaenose. treat.
and care for patients, usjn~ a system of practice that bases
treatment of physjolo~ical functions and abnormal conditions
on natural laws eoverni n ~the human body. relyine on natural
remedies such as. but not limited to. acupuncture. sunlight
supplemented with diet. and naturopathjc corrections and
manipulations to treat the sick. This classification includes
clerical office and sales personnel. as well as other employees
engaged in service in the naturopath's office.
6109-06 Medjcal clinjcs. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments operatini:- as clinics of medical
providers not covered by another classification CN.O.C.) who
provide services in a typical doctor's office environment
This classification includes clerical office and sales personnel. as well as other employees eneaeed in service in the
medical clinic.
This classification excludes radiolo~ and MRI referral
clinics which are to be reported separately in classification
6109-17: orthotic referral clinics which are to be reported
separately in classification 6109-14: and nutrition. diet or
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wei2ht loss clinics which are to be reported separat!flY in classification 6109-12.
6109-07 Dental clinics· N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
dental clinics not covered by another classification <N O.C.)
who provide the full range of dental services. Services provided by dental clinics include. but are not limited to. examination of teeth and gums to determine condition. diagnosis of
disease. injuries. or malformation. extractions. fillin2s. root
canals. oral surgery. tooth replacement cleaning. instruction
on oral and dental hy2iene and preventative care. This classification includes clerical office and sales personnel. and all
employees en2a2ed in dental services.
This classification excludes dentists who do not operate
as part of a dental clinic who are to be reported separately in
classification 6109-01.
6109-08 Physical therapjsts. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments of health practitioners not covered by another classification (N 0 C ) who are en2a2ed in
the practice of physical therapy. occupational therapy. respiratocy therapy. or speech therapy. Therapists treat and rehabilitate people with physical or mental disabilities or disorders. to develop or restore functions. prevent loss of physical
capacities. and maintain optimum performance. Includes
occupations utilizin2 means such as exercise. massa2e. beat.
light. water. electricity. and specific therapeutic apparatus.
usually as prescribed by a physician: or participation in medically oriented rehabilitative pro2rams. includin2 educational. occupational. and recreational activities. Physical
therapists plan and administer medically prescribed physical
therapy treatment for patients suffering from injuries. or muscle. nerve. joint and bone diseases. to restore function. relieve
pain. and prevent disability. Occupational therapists plan.
or2anize, and conduct occupational therapy pro2rams to
facilitate development and rehabilitation of the mentally.
physically. or emotionally handicapped Respiratory therapists administer respiratoi:y therapy care and life support to
patients with deficiencies and abnormalities of the cardiopulmonai:y system. under the supervision of physicians and by
prescription Speech therapists specialize in dia2nosis and
treatment of speech and language problems. and engage in
scientific study of human communication This classification
includes clerical office and sales personnel. as well as other
employees en2a2ed in therapy services and also includes
travel to health facilities or other locations to administer therapy services
6109-09 Optometrists. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments of optometrists not covered by
another classification CN.0.C.). Optometrists are licensed
practitioners, but do not bold a medical de2ree. An optometrist in general practice examines patients' eyes to determine
the nature and de2ree of vision problems or eye diseases and
prescribes corrective lenses or procedures. performs various
tests to deteanine visual acuity and perception and to dia2nose diseases and other abnoanalities. such as 2Iaucoma and
color blindness An optometrist may specialize in the type of
services provided, such as contact lenses. low vision aids. or
vision therapy. or in the treatment of specific groups such as
Proposed
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children or elderly patients, This classification includes clerical office and sales personnel. as well as other employees.
en2a2ed in service in the optometrist's office
•
This classification excludes optometrists employed by
optical goods stores who are to be reported separately in classification 6308, and opthalmolo2ists who are to be reported
separately in classification 6109-00.
6109-10 Psychologjsts and psychjatrists. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments of licensed practitioners not
covered by another classification (N O,C,) who are en2a2ed
in the diagnoses and treatment of patients with mental. emotional. or behavioral disorders. Psychologists are licensed
practitioners who diagnose or evaluate mental and emotional
disorders of individuals and administer pro2rams of treatment. They interview patients in clinics. hospitals. prisons.
and other institutions. and study medical and social case histories. Psychiatrists are licensed practitioners who diagnose
and treat patients with mental. emotional. and behavioral disorders. They organize data obtained from the patient. relatives. and other sources. concernin2 the patient's family.
medical history. and the onset of symptoms. and determine
the nature and extent of mental disorder and formulate a treatment program utilizing a variety of psychotherapeutic methods and medications, This classification includes clerical
office and sales personnel. as well as other employees
eni:a2ed in service in the doctor's office
6109-12 Nutrition. djet. or wejght loss clinics. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments en2a2ed as nutrition. diet, or
weight loss clinics not covered by another classification •
(N 0 C.) which provide pro2rams whereby clients may •
achieve a healthy and permanent weight loss. The programs
vru:y in approaches but most are based on the behavior modification theory. utilizing private counseling or group support
meetin2s and seminars to educate individuals about their eating habits and proper eating patterns. Some programs may
sell vitamin supplements or a line of food products to be ·used
by their clients and may publish newsletters or other forms of
literature for the benefit of their clients. This classification
includes clerical office and sales personnel.
This classification excludes exercise programs which are
to be reported separately in the appropriate classification,
6109-13 Childbjrth classes
Applies to establishments providin2 childbirth education
for expectant parents. Topics include. but are not limited to.
expectations durin2 pre2nancy, breathin2 and relaxini: techniques. and massage therapy. Literature and/or movies may
be provided in addition to oral instruction, This classification
includes clerical office and sales personnel.

6109-14 Ortbotic referral clinics
Applies to establishments operatin2 as clinics to provide
care to patients with disabling conditions of the limbs and
spine by fittin2 and preparin2 orthopedic braces under the
direction of and in consultation with physicians. Orthotists
examine and evaluate the patient's needs in relation to disease
and functional loss, and assist in the desi2n of an orthopedic •
brace, Orthotist select materials, makes cast measurements. •
model modifications and layouts, When the brace is finished.
they evaluate it on the patient. make adjustments to ensure

•
•
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correct fit. and instruct the patient in the use of the orthopedic
brace. his classific tion also includes clinics of rosthetists
ho provides care to patients with partial or total absence of
a limb by planning fabrication of. writing specifications for.
and fittin~ the prosthesis under the ~uidance of and in consultation with a physician. This classification includes clerical
office and sales personne l. as well as other employe es
en~a~ed in service in the referral clinics.
This classification excludes the manufacture of orthopedic braces. splints or prostheses which is to be reported separately in the applicable classification.
6109-15 Midwife seryices
Applies to establishments engaged in the practice of
midwifery. Midwive s provide care for women under~oin~
medically uncompli cated pregnancy and low risk labor and
delivery. The delivery may take place in a clinic settin~ or in
the expectan t mother's home. This classifica tion includes
clerical office and sales personnel.
6109-16 Licensed massa2e therapy seryices
Applies to establishments of licensed practitioners who
are en~a~ed in the practice of massa~e therapy, Some massa2e therapists work in coujunction with physicians or sports
teams. or at hospitals. rehabilitation facilities or convalescent
homes, Ifa client is referred by a physician. the therapist will
review the medical report and in conjunction with the client.
will determin e the nature of the massa~e (whether it is for
relaxation or to correct or relieve a medical problem) and the
modality to be used. such as deep-muscle work. tri~~er-point
therapy. or joint rotation. This classification includes clerical
office and sales personne l as well as other employe es
engaged in licensed massage therapy services.
This classification excludes massage therapists
employed by a health club. ~ymnasium. and unlicensed massage therapists employed by a sauna. or bath house who are
to be reported separately in classification 6204,
6109-17 Radjolo2 y and MRI referral clinics
Applies to establisbments of Ucensed practitioners who
are engaged in the practice of radiology and/or magnetic resonance ima~in~. Radioloi:ists diai:nose and treat diseases of
the human body using X-ray and radioacti ve substance s.
They examine the internal structure s and functions of the
organ systems and make diagnoses after correlating the X-ray
findin~s with other examinations and tests They administe r
radiopague substances by injection. orally. or as enemas. to
render internal structures and oruns visible on X-ray films or
fluorosco pic screens. Radiolog ists may employ magnetic
resonance ima~ini technoloi:ists to operate mai:netic resonance imaiini: equipmen t which produces cross-sec tional
images (photographs) of a patient's body for diagnostic purposes. This classifica tion includes clerical office and sales
personnel. as well as other employees engaged in service in
the clinics. such as nurses or technoloi:ists,

•

Reviser's note: The spelling error in the above section occurred in the
copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
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AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amendin g Order 89-22, filed
1211/89, effective 111/90)
WAC 296-17-68601 Classific ation 6110.
((Heme health seF¥iees aad ftt1Fsing eftfe, N.O.C.))
6110-00 Home health services and nursin2 care. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in providini skilled
and semi-skil led nursing and home health care services to
individuals who do not need the continuous care and supervision that hospitals and nursing facilities can provide. Patients
frequentl y are referred to home health a~encies by physicians. hospital discharge planners or other medical professionals, Typically. a home health care provider will come to
the patient's home to assess the individual's situation. recommend a plan of treatment and coordinate the plan A nurse
may function as the "case manager" for the patient and will
coordinate the case plan, Usually a physician must authorize
the plan of treatment for home care services, .The services
offered will vary according to each client's needs and can
ran2e from personal care for the patients such as bathin~ and
grooming. cooking. housecleaning: to laboratory services: to
skilled nursin~ services, Home health services may offer
therapy services such as physical. occupational. speech. and
respirator y Care may be intermitte nt or Joni-term . This
classifica tion includes home health nursing visits or care
made on a private-duty basis,
This classification ex.eludes home health care social
workers and dietitians with no cookin2 duties who may be
reported separatel y in classifica tion 6303 urovided all the
condition s of the 2eneral reportin~ rules coverin2 standard
exception emuloye es have been met: private househol ds
which employ workers who serve on or about the premises in
occuuations usually considered as domestic service which are
to be reported separately in classification 6510: and establishments engaged in providing chore workers/home care assistants to private individuals who are to be reported separately
in classification 6511,
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amendin g WSR 96-12-03 9,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-687 Classific ation 6201.
((Crem1tterit1ms
Ftmeral clireeffiFS meltttaries
This elassifieatiea e*elucles eemetef)' eperatiea s whieh ftfe te
be repertecl separate!) in elassifieatiea 6202.))
6201-00 Mortuari es, funeral homes, cremator iums
Applies to establishments engaged in all operations of a
mortuary. funeral home or crematorium, Funeral homes 2enerally provide a complete burial service which includes. but
is not limited to. preparin~ the deceased for cremation or
burial (this could include beautician services). providing the
casket and burial plot. conductin2 the funeral service. providing transportation for family of the deceased. and providing
flowers Employments in this classification include drivers.
organists. singers and other musicians. embalmers. and crematory employee s if they are employed by the funeral home,
This classification excludes cemetery operations which
are to be reported separately in classification 6202.
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AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-688 Classificat ion 6202.
((Cemeteries.))
6202-00 Cemeterie s
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in providini: cemetery and funeral services at one location. Cemeterie s are
communal burial places and rani:e in size from small churchyards to private facilities with hundreds of acres of land.
Cemeteries sell burial plots. excavate graves. prepare grave
sites for inteanent. carry out interment services and maintain
the cemetery grounds. Grounds work includes. but is not limited to. maintainini: markers. and the usual maintenance work
on lawns. roadways. trees. hedges and flowers. Maintenance
personnel also set up tents. chairs and other burial service
eguipment . A grave burial involves placing caskets in the
i:round within a burial vault: a lawn crypt burial involves
placing the casket in a pre-fabricated. pre-placed crypt. A
burial vault is a cement structure used to line ~raves and prevent settling. Crypts can be placed in the ground. above the
~round or within private and public mausoleum s A niche
houses urns which contain the cremated remains of decedents. Cemeteries may provide funeral services at the cemetery. operate a chapel. and/or offer cremation services. all of
which are included in this classification when conducted in
connection with a cemetery operation. This classification
includes pet cemeteries.
This classification excludes establishments eni:a~ed as
mortuaries. funeral homes. or crematoriums which are to be
reported separately in classification 6201.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 7/1/87)
WAC 296-17-689 Classificat ion 6203.
({Beys er girls elues
YMCMYW CA instittttiens
This elassifieatien ineltttles elerieal effiee afttl sales J:3ersennel
anti exelutles eamp eperatiens.))
6203-00 YMCA/YW CA institution s
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of a
Youn~ Men or Youni: Women's Christian or Hebrew Associations. These are international community service organizations which 2enerally respond to the needs of their communities. Typical operations include. but are not limited to. providin~ temporary residentia l facilities. swimmin~ and
exercise facilities. basketball courts. aerobic and fitness
classes. child care. youth sports proi:rams. social and e<lucational pro~rams. and day camp operations Some facilities
will provide a food and beverage service. This classification
includes clerical office and sales personnel.
This classification excludes camp operations which are
to be reported separately in classification 6209.
6203-01 Boys or girls clubs
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in operatini: boys or
~iris clubs. These clubs are nonprofit ori:anizations which
provide recreation. cultural enrichment. health and physical
education. and personal adjustmen t services for boys and
Proposed
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i:irls from 6 to 18 years of ai:e. These facilities differ from
location to location. but many offer gymnasiums. organized •
sports proi:rams. day camp operations. ~ame rooms. library •
or computer rooms. classes and various other supervised
activities where youni: people can spend time. Some facilities also have swimming pools and offer meal programs.
This classification includes Girl & Boy Scout councils that
provide counseling to local scout troops. and clerical office
and sales personnel.
This classification excludes camp operations which are
to be reported separately in classification 6209.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)
WAC 296-17-690 Classificat ion 6204.
((Baths er saunas, N.O.C.
Exereise er health instiltltes
Gymftesiums
Health elues.))
6204-00 Baths or saunas. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in operating baths or
saunas not covered by another classification (N.O.C.>. These
facilities offer a variety of services such as. but not limited to.
hot tubs. saunas. steam rooms. Jacuzzis. sun tan beds and
body shampoos. Massai:e therapy services are included in
this classification when perfoaned by employees of employ- •
ers subject to this classification. This classification excludes •
licensed massage therapists that gualify for classificati on

fil.02.

Soecial note: The distinction between massage therapists covered in this classificati on and massai:e therapists
covered in classification 6109 is professional licensing.
6204-04 Exercise or health institutes. gympasjum s.
health clubs
Applies to establishments engaged in operating exercise
or health institutes. 2vrnnasiums. or health clubs. These
establishm ents accommod ate a variety of exercise areas
includini:. but not limited to. 2ymnasiurns. swimmini: pools.
racguetbal l. tennis. sguash. and handball courts. jogging
tracks. and weii:ht rooms with nautilus equipment. Operations vary from location to location. but most offer facilities
and services such as. but not limited to. locker rooms. showers. whirlpools . saunas. sun tanning booths. body toning
equipment . aerobic. ~ymnastic. and martial ans classes.
instruction or training in achieving physical fitness goals.
nutrition counselini:. towel service. child care. massai:es. pro
shops and food and beverage services all of which are
included when performed or conducted by employees of
employers subject to this classification.
This classification excludes licensed massage therapists
that qualify for classification 6109
Special note: The distinction between massai:e therapists covered in this classificati on and massai:e therapists
covered in classification 6109 is professional licensing.
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AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
~/29/87, effective 7/1187)
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WAC 296-17-691 Classificatio n 6205.

((Clttbs, RO.C. stteh as bttt ft6t limited te ffatefftal, heme
ewfters er seeiftl ergaHizatiefts
This elassifieatieft iaeltttles feetl aatl be·1erage ef!eratieas.))
6205-00 Clubs. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in operating clubs not
covered by another classification CN.O C.). Types of clubs
contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. fraternal. special interest. or social clubs and clubs
whose interests revolve around sports activities such as golf.
tennis. boatin2. skiin2. fishin2. and swimmin2. The facilities
and services offered vary depending on the type and size of
the club. Even in an or2anization that bas several locations.
the facilities may vary greatly from a simple bar and snack
food operation to a lar~e restaurant with dancin2 areas. ~ym
nasiums. and saunas. These types of clubs charge membership fees and dues as opposed to clubs or balls in classification 6607 which are open to the public. This classification
includes all food and bevera~e operations.
This classification excludes YMCAs and boys/2irls
clubs which are to be reported separately in classification
6203: health clubs and gymnasiums which are to be reported
separately in classification 6204: ~olf courses which are to be
reported separately in classification 6206: and community
and social centers which are to be reported separately in classification 6607.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-692 Classificatio n 6206.
((Gelf eettrses, ~l.O.C., exeltttliftg miHiatttre gelf ftfttl tlriviftg
raages whieh ttFe te ee ref!ertetl sef!ftf&tel}' iH elassifiea
tie ft 6208 ttftless they are eefttlttetetl iH eeftfteetieft with
ef!Eiratieas sttejeet te this elassifieatiea.))
6206-06 Golf courses. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in operating public or
private 2olf courses. Pro shops. miniature ~olf courses. and
driving ranges operated in connection with the golf course
are included in this classification. Typical operations of a pro
shop include. but are not limited to. selling golf clubs. golf
balls. specialty clothin~. and related ~olfin2 items. rentin~
carts. arranging tee times. and collecting green fees. Also
included in this classification are snack bars operated at the
golf course when limited to the same hours as the golf course
is open. Typical employees include 2olf pros. ~reens keepers. caddies. and snack bar employees.
This classification excludes establishments operating
miniature ~olf courses and drivin~ ran~es which are to be
reported separately in classification 6208 and "bona fide" restaurant operations which may be reported separately in classification 3905. For purposes of this classification a "bona
fide" restaurant at a ~olfcourse is operated independent of the
course and is open to the public even when the 2olf course is
closed.
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:igecial note.· A pro shop operated by an independent
concessionaire may qualify for classification 6309. provided
the pro shop does not operate the course. collect 2reen fees.
or perform other functions of managing a golf course.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-693 Classificatio n 6207.
((CarHivals: Afflttsemeat ritles &fttl eeaeessieas, tra·1eliRg.
This elassifieatieR iHeltttles tlri~·ers afttl 811 emf!leyees
eHgagetl ift the set ttfl afttl tear tlewft ef all meehaftieal
tlfttl ft6ftmeeh1lftie8l ritles, eefteessieft beeths, er stafttls
(i.e., game, feetl, settveftir, ete.), mebile effiees, aitl
reeff!S, tieket eeeths, ftfttf 811 ether tefflf16r&ry Strttetttres
asseeiated "' ith a traveliftg earfti't al. R:ef!ert earHival
ef!eratiefts (stteh as rifle Of!eraters, tieket takers, ete .)
separately ift elassifieatioft 6208 "eafftival 6f!eratitms."
Ref!ert wiftter E}ttarteriftg aatl f!eFfflaaeftt )'artl er shep
6JlEiFfttiefts sef!llFBtely ift elassifieatieft 5206 "eefttraeters
permafteftt yartl. "))
6207-00 Carnivals - traveling
Applies to those employees of an employer en2a~ed in
operating traveling carnivals. who are drivers and/or engaged
in the set up and/or tear down of mechanical and non mechanical amusement rides. and any temporary structure associated
with a travelin~ carnival such as. but not limited to. ~ame.
food. or souvenir concession booths. mobile offices. aid
rooms or ticket booths.
This classification excludes clerical office employees
who are assi~ned to a permanent office location with no outside duties who may be reported separately in classification
4904 provided all the conditions of the ~eneral reportjn~
rules covering standard exception employees have been met:
clerical employees who travel with the carnival or with ride
operators and who work out of a mobile office. ride operators. ~ame attendants. ticket sellers/taker s and personnel
involved in the care. custody. and maintenance of carnival
facilities who are to be reported separately in classification
6208: establishmen ts engaged in operating mechanical or
nonmechanical rides at a permanent location which are to be
reported separately in classification 6208: and establishments
en~a~ed in operatin~ video or amusement ~ame arcades at a
permanent location. not within or operated in connection with
an amusement park. which are to be reported separately in
classification 6406,
Special note: Permanent shop employees. and those
employees assi~ned to the sbap durin~ the winter quarterin~
period may be reported separately in classification 5206 provided the conditions set forth in WAC 296-17-675 haye been
met.
6207-01 Circuses - traveling
Applies to establishments enea~ed in operatin~ a traveling circus. Work contemplated by this classification includes
all preparations. operations and maintenance normally performed by employees of an employer havin~ operations subject to this classification Employments include. but are not
limited to. drivers. trainers. performers. ticket sellers/takers.
clerical staff who travel with the circus. set up/tear down of
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mechanical and nonmechanical rides. concession booths or
stands. mobile offices. aid rooms. ticket booths and all other
temporary structures associated with a traveline circus.
This classification excludes clerical office employees
who are assiened to a permanent office location with no outside duties. who may be reported separately in classification
4904 provided all the conditions of the ~eneral reportin~
rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
Special note.· Classifications 6208 and 5206 do not
apply to circus operations
6207-02 Amusement rjdes - trayelipg
Applies to establishments enea2ed in operatine mechanical or nonmechanical amusement rides. Employments contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to.
drivers and all employees engaged in the set up and tear
down. operation. and maintenance of mechanical and nonmechanical rides and all other temporary structures associated
with the amusement rides.
This classification excludes clerical office employees
who are assi2ned to a permanent office location with no outside duties. who may be reported separately in classification
4904 provided all the conditions of the eeneral reportine rule
covering standard exception employees have been met: clerical employees who travel with the amusement operations and
work out of a mobile office. ride operators. attendants. ticket
sellers/takers. and personnel involved in the care. custody.
and maintenance of amusement facilities who may be
reported separately in classification 6208: employers
en2a2ed in operatin2 mechanical or nonmechanical rides at a
permanent location which are to be reported separately in
classification 6208: and establishments eneaeed in operatine
video or amusement game arcades at a permanent location.
not within or operated in connection with an amusement
park. which are to be reported separately in classification

.Mil.6...

Sgecial note: Permanent shop employees. and those
employees assigned to the shop during the winter quartering
period. may be reported separately in classification 5206 provided the conditions set forth in WAC 296-17-675 have been

m'1..

6207-03 Rodeos
Applies to establishments en2aee<l in the production of
rodeos. Employments contemplated by this classification
include all operations normally performed by employees of
an employer havin2 operations subject to this classification
such as. but not limited to. drivers and all arena employees.
settine up/tearine down temporary enclosures/str uctures/bleachers. clowns. gate openers. animal handlers. ticket
sellers/takers. first aid staff. and clerical staff who travel with
the rodeo.
This classification excludes clerical office employees
who are assiened to a permanent office location with no outside duties. who may be reported separately in classification
4904 provided all the conditions of the eeneral reportine rule
coverine standard exception employees have been met: and
stock handlers who contract with a rodeo producer to supply
horses. bulls. or other rodeo animals. who are to be reported
separately in classification 7302.
Proposed
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Special note:
apply to rodeos.

Classifications 6208 and 5206 do not

•

6207-04 Fireworks exhjbitjop
•
Applies to establishments eneaeed in producine pyrotechnic exhibitions. This classification includes purchasing
ready made fireworks. settin2 uP displays. timine fuses. liehting the fireworks. and cleaning up.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of fireworks which are to be reported separately in classification 4601.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,

filed 5/31196, effective 711/96)

WAC 296-17-694 Classification 6208.
((Affit1seffieHt pttrks
Cttrftitttl epertttieHs, N.0.C.
Ctt •es er ettverHs epertttien fur exhihitieH purpeses iHelud
iHg rides, tieket sellers, gttte tttteHdttHts
Ce1teessie1ts hettts iH pttrks
Fttiffl
Fftfftily iHdeer spefis ttHd e1ttertttinffieftt ee1tters
Kiddie rides pefffittfteftt leetttieRs
Mi1tittture gelf eeurses
Rttee trtteks, exelt1di1tg pttriffitttttel ele1ks ftfld eftShiers 'Nith He
ether duties whieh ttre te be repefied septtrtttely iH elassi
fietttieR 4994 "ele1iettl effiee, N.O.C."
RttRges ttreher}", httll, dttrt, gelf
Sheeting gttlleries, ttir rifle Re firettrlfls
•
SheetiHg rttHges firettrlfls
•
Shews ttRiffittl
Shews flewer, ttff
This elassifiett-tieR iHelt1Eles feed llftd beverttge epertttieHs ftfld
ettre, eusted} ttftd mttinteftttHee ef the ttb0·1e ftteilities.))

6208-00 Amusement parks; exhibition caves or caverns
Applies to establishments engaged in providing amusement parks to the public or in the operation of cave or caverns
for exhibition purposes. Establishments subject to this classification are located on a penuanent site and usually offer a
variety of activities such as. but not limited to. amusement
rides. water slides. miniature golf. and games such as tossing
rines. throwin2 balls. and shootine air rifles. There may be
one or more separate arcade areas located within the park.
This classification includes rides. ticket sellers. eate attendants. food and beverage operations. care. custody and maintenance of the above facilities and operations similar to a
traveling carnival.
This classification excludes set up. tear down and delivery of amusement park rides. eames and food booths which
are to be reported separately in classification 6207.

6208-01 Ranges: Archery. ball. dart. golf. firearms shooting
Applies to establishments engaged in operating indoor or
outdoor archery. ball. dart. eolf and firearms shootine
ran2es. Golf drivin2 ranees subject to this classification are •
operated separately from a 20If course. If the drivin2 ranee is •
operated in conjunction with a ~olf course. then the entire
establishment is to be reported separately in classification
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6206. Ball ranges (batting cages) are establishments set up to
.provide batting practice. Archery ranges are permanent
.establishmen ts that provide targets for practice. If these operations are conducted in conjunction with an amusement park.
then the entire operation is to be reported separately in classification 6208-00. This classification includes food and beverai:-e operations and care. custody and maintenance of the
above facilities.
This classification excludes miniature i:-olf courses
which are to be reported separately in classification 6208-07.
and ranges that use air rifles which are to be reported separately in classification 6208-10.
6208-03 Boat rental facilities
Applies to establishments engaged in renting row boats.
paddle boats. rubber rafts or similar water craft for recreational purposes when the water is part of a park. This classification includes the operation of bumper boat amusement
rides if that is the sole function of the establishment. If the
bumper boats are operated as part of an amusement parjc the
entire establishment is to be reported separately in classification 6208-00. This classification includes food and beverage
operations and care. custody and maintenance of the above
facilities.

•
•

6208-04 Fairs
Applies to establishments or community organizations
engaged in managing. sponsoring and conducting fairs.
These are usually annual events sponsored by a town or community. Many of the exhibitors and concessionaires are independent businesses that rent space at the fair site This classification includes food and beverage operations and care.
custody and maintenance of the above facilities.
6208-05 Shows • apjmal
Applies to establishments engaged in managing. sponsoring and conducting animal shows such as pet or livestock
exhibitions. Employments contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. ticket sellers. judges.
security personnel. and the showini:- of the animals in the
arena when performed by employees of employers subject to
this classification This classification includes food and beverage operations and care. custody and maintenance of the
above facilities.
This classification excludes all raising or care of animals
which are to be reported separately in the applicable classification.
6208-06 Shows • flower. art
Applies to establishments eni:-aged in managing and conducting art or flower shows. The sponsors are usually
responsible for the set up and tear down of the exhibition.
The exhibitors and concessionaires are usually independent
booth renters Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. coordinating exhibitors.
arranging for a facility and utilities. permits or related needs.
helping set up/tear down booths. judging. and security personnel. This classification includes food and beverage operations and care. custody and maintenance of the above facilities.
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6208-07 Miniature golf courses
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
miniature golf courses. This classification includes food and
beverage operations and care. custody and maintenance of
the above facilities.
This classification excludes miniature golf courses operated in conjunction with an amusement park which are to be
reported separately in classification 6208-00
6208-08 Kiddie rides at permanent locations
Applies to establishments engai:-ed in operating kiddie
rides at a permanent location. Ride attendants duties include.
but are not limited to. selling tickets. directing patrons gettini:on and off the rides. keeping order among the patrons waiting
to ride. and making sure all belts and sa{ety ~vices are in the
proper place and functioning. This classi cation includes
food and beverage operations and care. custody and maintenance of the above facilities.
6208-09 Race tracks
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
race tracks such as. but not limited to. stock car. i:-o cart.
.motorcycle. horse. and drag racing tracks. Employments
contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. selling tickets. booking events. coordinating participants. and security. This classification includes food and
beverage operations and care. custody and maintenance of
the above facilities.
This classification excludes parimutuel clerks at a horse
racing track and cashiers with no other duties who may be
reported separately in classification 4904 provided all the
conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard
exception employees have been met: and the handling of
horses or vehicles which is to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the work being performed.
6208-10 Shooting galleries for air rifles only;
Laser tag. war games. pajpt ball facjljtjes
Applies to establishments engaged in operating shooting
galleries for air rifles only. If the air rifle shooting gallery is
operated in conjunction with an amusement park. the entire
operation is to be reported separately in classification 620800. This classification also applies to laser tag. war games.
and paint ball facilities. This classification includes food and
beverage operations and care. custody and maintenance of
the above facilities.
This classification excludes operations involving any
firearms such as. but not limited to. pistol or rifle ranges.
which are to be reported separately in classification 6208-01.
6208-11 Carnjyal operatiops. N.O.C.
Applies to those employees of an employer engaged in
operating carnivals who are not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). These employees are generally employed as
ride operators. game attendants. ticket sellers/takers. and
traveling clerical workers. This classification includes operations care. custody and maintenance of the above facj)jties.
This classification excludes clerical office employees
who are assigned to a permanent office location with no outside duties. who may be reported separately in classification
4904 provided all the conditions of the general reporting
rules covering standard exception employees have been met:
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employees engaged jn driving and/or set up and tear down of
all mechanical and nonmechanical rides. concession booths
or stands. mobile offices. ajd rooms. ticket booths. and all
other temporazy structures associated with a traveling carnival who are to be reported separately in classification 6207:
employees of carnival operations assigned to work in food
booths who are to be reported separately in classificati on
3905: and employees of carnival operations assigned to work
in souvenir or gift shops who may be re.ported se,parately in
classification 6406 provided they have no other duties.
Special note.· Permanent shop employees. and those
employees assigned to the shop during the winter guactering
period. may be reported separately in classification 5206 provided the conditions set forth in WAC 296-17-675 have been
met.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039 ,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-695 Classificat ion 6209.
((C!unp grettnds stteh as bttt net limited te ehttreh, reere
atienal, er edtteatiena l ineh1ding ineidental eettage er
eabin rentals, beat eeneessien s, grneer) stares, and
penny er vitlee ftfeooes
Dtttle ranehes ell:eltttling eattle raHehes
8wimmiHg peels p11blie
This elassifieltt ien ineltttles f.eetl and be·1erage eperatiens ;
and elerieal effiee and sales perseHHel physieally leeatetl
at the abe'+e faeilities.))
6209-03 Dude ranch resorts
Applies to establishments engaged in operating a dude
ranch resort where vacationers experience the western style
of Jjfe on a ranch. Activities include. but are not limited to.
horseback riding. grooming the ranch animals. hay rides.
swimming. ranch style meals. and nightly singing round the
campfire. Operations include. but are not limited to. grooming and caring for animals. assisting with horseback riding.
preparing ranch style meals and performing maintenan ce
work on the ranch This classification includes food and beverage operations and clerical office and sales personnel physically located at the resort.
This classification excludes cattle ranches which are to
be reported separately in classification 7302.
6209-06 Swimming pools - public;
Scuba diving instruction in pool
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation and
maintenance of public swimming pools. Work contemplated
by this classification includes. but is not limited to. testing
and replenishin g chemicals in the pool cleaning the pool.
providing lifeguards . providing swimming lessons to the
public. food and beverage operations. and clerical office and
sales personnel physically located at the above facilities.
This classification includes the rental or sale of pool accessories such as paddle boards. fins and swim wear when performed in connectio n with a swimming pool facility by
employees of employers subject to this classification. This
classification also applies to scuba diving instructors providing lessons in a swimming pool even though they may not be
employed by the swimming pool establishment.
Proposed
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This classification excludes scuba diving not performed
in a swimming pool environment which is to be reported sep- •
arately in classification 0202 and swimming clubs which are •
to be reported separately in classification 6205.
6209-09 Campgrou nds
Applies to establishments engaged in operating public or
private campwun ds. Campgrounds offer a variety of facilities and activities for families. groups. and individuals to
camp overnight in recreational vehicles or tents. Typical
campgrounds have a main office building for registration and
information. Many have retail stores that sell groceries. souvenirs. camping eguipment. fishing gear. and supplies. and/or
snack bars. restaurants. game rooms. rental operations for
recreationa l eguipment . shower facilities. and laundries.
which are all included in this classification. Campground
activities include. but are not limited to. swimming fin a pool
or lake). fishing. boating. hiking. archery. arts and crafts.
miniature golf. shuffleboard and other games. Typical occupations include. but are not limited to. counselors. cooks.
ground and maintenance personnel. nurses. housekeepers.
security guards. lifeguards. store clerks and game attendants.
This classification includes clerical office and sales personnel
physically located at the above facilities.
This classification excludes day camp operations that do
not include overnight accommod ations which are to be
reported separately in the applicable classification and state
park campgrounds which are to be reported separately in the
applicable state agency classifications.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-696 Classificat ion 6301.
((Atttefflebile sales perseftnel
Cftfflfler sales 13erseHnel
Driving seheel iestrtteters
Metere)·ele sales f)erseeeel
Pleasttreeraft sales 13erseneel He aireraft
Trailer er ftlebile helfle sales perseeeel
Trttek sales perseenel.))
6301-00 Sales personnel : Vehicles and marine pleasure

£D!f1

Applies to sales employees of establishments engaged in
selling and/or leasing new and/or used automobiles. trucks.
campers. recreational vehicles. mobile homes. motorcycles
or other all-terrain vehicles. or boats and other marine pleasure craft and who are not covered by another classification
assigned to the employer's account. Duties contemplated by
this classification are limited to sales training. test driving.
showing and demonstrating vehicles. completing paper work.
and arranging for delivery of purchased vehicles.
Sgecial note; This is a restrictive classification: the
qualifying factor is that all the conditions of the general
reporting rules covering standard exception employees have
been met.

•
•
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6301-06 Instructors of driving schools
.... Applies to instructors of driving schools. Instructors
r.'.uties include. but are not limited to. demonstratin~ drivine
technigues. and observing student drivers.
This classification excludes administrative staff and
classroom instructors of driving schools who are to be
reported separately in classification 6103: vehicle repair or
maintenance staff who are to be reported separately in classification 3411: and hieh school drivine instructors who ace to
be reported separately in classification 6104.

6301-07 Limousine drivers
Applies to drivers of establishments enea~d in providing limousine services to others. Limousine services provide
luxury transportation for special occasions such as. but not
limited to. birthday parties. weddings. dances. sporting
events. concerts. and corporate business functions. Clients
usually travel in groups from two to ten. Drivers are professionally trained chauffeurs: they eenerally provide services
by appointment from specific locations to set destinations.
and often wait with the vehicle while clients attend events.
Depending on the occasion. the limousine service may also
provide beveraees. snacks. balloons. or flowers. Since the
service is intended for luxury as opposed to meeting deadlines. the hazards of drivine differ from most other professional drivers.
This classification excludes employees who repair
and/or service the company's Hmousines who are to be
reported separately in classification 3411.
Sgecial note.· Clerical office employees may be reported
•
• separately in classification 4904 provided all the conditions
of the eeneral reportine rule coverine standard exception
employees have been met.

•
•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-697 Classification 6302.
((Beek sales perseRRel
Caffee, tea, greeery sales persennel
Cesffieties sales persennel
Deer te deer sales perseftnel, N.O.C.
HeHseheld furHishiHgs sales persen11el
Magazine sales persennel
V&eHttffi eleaner sales persenHel
Wearing ftf!f'&rel sales flersennel
This elassifieatien is fer deer te deer sales flerseRHel.))
6302-00 Sales oersonnel; Door to door
Applies to sales personnel eneaeed in door-to-door sales
of merchandise. Types of merchandise include. but are not
limited to. coffee. tea. or other erocecy items. mops. brushes.
carpets or other household furnishings. vacuum cleaners.
books. and maeazines. Duties contemplated by this classification are limited to showing samples or brochures describine items for sale. completine paperwork for orders. and driving. Sales persons take orders and have the products shipped
directly from a distributor to the consumer.
This classification excludes sales employees who deliver
the sold products or who sell directly from stock kept in their
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vehicle who are to be reported separately in classification
1101.
Snecial note: This is a restrictive classification: the
qualifyine factor is that all the conditions of the eeneral
reporting rules covering standard exception employees have
been met
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-698 Classification 6303.
((Celleeters, ffiesseHgers, eet1nsellers, N.O.C.
Farffi ffiaehiner) sales perserrnel et1tside
lflsHraRee sales flet'Sef!Rel aftd elai1tts adjttstars atttside
MaehiHery sales perserutel a1ttside eanstr1te~eft, ffiifling,
heavy eqttiflffie1tt
Sales persenHel, N.O.C. etttside.))
6303-00 Outside sales personnel. N.O.C.; messen~rs
Applies to those employees whose job duties and work
environment meet all the conditions of the general reporting
rules coverine outside sales personnel. and who are not covered by another classification <N 0 C ) assi~ned to the
employer's account. Duties of outside sales personnel contemplated by this classification are limited to solicitine new
customers by telephone or in person. showing. selling. and
explainine products or services. seryicine existine accounts.
completing correspondence. placing orders. performing pubJic relations duties. and estimatine. Duties of messeneers are
limited to delivering interoffice mail. making deposits. and
similar duties that are exclusively for the administration of
the employer's business.
This classification excludes the demonstration or delivery of machinery or equipment which are to be reported separately as applicable. establishments engaged as collection
aeencies or public relations aeencjes which are to be reported
separately in classification 5301: establishments engaged in
providine inspection and valuations exclusively for insurance
companies which are to be reported separately in classification 4903.
Special note; When considerine this classification care
must be taken to look beyond titles of employees. Employees
with occupational titles such as. but not limited to. collectors.
counselors. consultants. or appraisers may or may not gualify
for this classification. This is a restrictive classification: the
gualifying factor is that all the conditions of the general
reportine rules coverine standard exception employees have
been met.

6303-03 Insurance sales personnel and clajms adjusters
Applies to insurances sales personnel and claims adjustors with outside duties. Duties of employees subject to this
classification are limited to selling insurance policies at their
place of business or at the client's home. or eoine to the scene
of an accident or catastrophe to assess damaee. Work may be
performed within an office or away from the employer's pre~

Sgecial no(e.· This is a restrictive classification and is
not to be assiened unless all the conditions of the eeneral
reportine rule coverine standard exception employees have
been met.
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6303-21 Home health care services: Social workers and
dietitians
Applies to social workers and dietitians employed by
home health care service establishments who provide care for
handicapped individuals. Duties of these employees include
teaching and assisting physically or developmentall y disabled individuals in their own home to mana2e daily livin2
skills such as caring for themselves. dressing. cooking. shoppin2. and 2oin2 to the doctor. This classification also
includes dietitians. sometimes called nutritionists. who usually are referred to patients by their physicians. The dietitian
assesses the patient's current nutritional status. including current food intake. medical back2round. family history. currently prescribed medications. and social and psychological
needs. then develops. a food plan to meet the patient's needs,
Employees subject to this classification do no cooking.
This classification excludes nursin2 and home health
care services which are to be reported separately in classification 61 10: therapy services which are to be reported separately in classification 6109: domestic servants who are to be
reported separately in classification 6510: and chore workers
who are to be reported separately in classification 6511.
Soecial note.· This is a restrictive classification: the
gualifying factor is that all the conditions of the general
reportin2 rules coverin2 standard exception employees have
been met. This classification is not to be assigned to any
account that does not also have classification 6110.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending 96-12-039, filed
5/31 /96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-699 Classification 6304.
((Antiqtte variet) steres retail
Fer ptn:peses ef this r1:1le the term "11ntiq1:1e ·111riety steres"
shall apply te retail establishment engaged in selling 11
variety ef 1:1sed merehandise er repred1:1etien merehan
dise stteh as h1:1t net limited te ft1mit1:1re, gl11ss+~11re, oettf
ing apparel, silver·Nare, piet1:1res, teels and jewelry.
Antiq1:1e speeialty steres that ltfe engaged exeh1sivel'.1 in
the sale ef fttrnit1:1re and related heme f1:1rnishings ltfe te
he reperted sep1tF11te1'.7 in el11ssifie11tien 6306 "fornit1:1re
stares." Antiqtte speeialt) stares engaged exeh1sivel) in
the sale ef glassware, ehina, er silverware are te he
reperted separate!) in elassifieatien 6406 "retail steres,
~LO.C." Antiqtte speeialty steres engaged eitel1:1sh•ely in
the sale ef wearing 11pp1tFel and shees are te he reperted
separately in el11ssifie11tien 6305 "elefiing steres retail"
Department steres retail
Fer p1:1rpeses ef this rttle the term "depltFtment stares" shall
apply enly ta retail establishments whese i1wenteried
pred1:1ets 11·t11il11hle fer sale ta the p1:1hlie inel1:1de all ef fie
fellewing merehandise: Weltfing ttpf)ltFel; linens; heme
fttrnishings (ether than fl:lrnit1:1re); and twe er mere ef fie
fellewing predttet liaes: Cesmeties; shees; fttrnit1:1re;
jewelry; sperting geeds; l1:1gg11ge, teys; beaks; videes;
eempaet dises er eassette mttsie; greeting eltfds; pertrait
st1:1dies; eandy; e11mer11; steree; tele·1isien, small 11ppli
anees, 11nd eelleetihles. This el11ssifie11tien applies ta
larger retail stares whieh ltfe eh11r11eteriled by many sef)
Proposed

t

11r11te def)11rtments e11eh selling 11 speeifie type ef mer
eh11ndise. This el11ssifie11tien inelttdes emple:)·ees ef spe
eialty departments s1:1eh as 11lter11tieas persennel, inst11ll11
tien ef heme furnishings s1:1eh 11s fttrnitttre, drnperies,
blinds, mirrers, eleset erg11nilers 11nd f)iet1:1res and deli·t
ery drivers, httt eitelttdes iast11ll11tien ef e11rpetiag, fleer
'"in) l, tile, exterier siding, painting, eahinet installatien,
feneing, reefing er similar eenstrttetien related 11etivities
and 111:1temeti • e serviee eenters.))
6304-00 Stores; Department - retail
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in operatin2 Iar2e
retail stores which are characterized by specialized departments such as. but not limited to, wearin2 apparel. jewelry.
luggage. housewares. cosmetics and furniture. For purposes
of this classification, a department store will include all of the
following departments: Wearing apparel. shoes and household furnishin2s (such as. but not limited to, window coverings. bedding. linens. lamps). A department store will also
have at least two of the followin2 departments: Furniture.
jewelry. audio eguipment. luggage, hardware. giftware.
china. or sportin2 2oods This classification includes
employees of specialty services such as alteration personnel.
and delivery drivers This classification is distin2uishable
from clothing stores in classification 6305. or retail variety
stores in classification 6406, in the number of specialized
departments and the variety of nonclothin2 or 2iftware merchandise for sale. This classification also includes the placement or installation of furniture items such as. but not limited
to. couches. china cabinets. end tables. dining tables. bedding
such as mattresses and box sprin2s. curtains draperies. and •
mirrors in customer's locations.
•
This classification excludes automotive service centers
which are to be reported separately in the applicable service
classification and the installation of carnet. floor vinyl. tile.
cabinets. exterior sidin2. paintin2. fencin2. roofin2 or similar
construction related activities which are to be reported separately in the classification as>plicable to the construction work
being performed.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the 2eneral reportin2 rules coverin2 standard exception employees have been met.

6304-01 Aptjgue yarjety stores - retail
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the retail sale of a
variety of used or antique merchandise. While the majority
of merchandise is used. some of the items may be new. Merchandise includes, but is not limited to. 2lassware. jewelry.
clothing. pictures. tools. floor coverings. and silverware and
could include a limited amount of furniture.
This classification excludes antique or specialty stores
engaged primarily in the sale of furniture which are to be
reported separately in classification 6306: antique specialty
stores engaged primarily in the sale of glassware. china or silverware which are to be reported separately in classification
6406: and antigue specialty stores engaged primarily in the
sale of wearin2 apparel and/or shoes which are to be reported •
. separately in classification 6305.
•
Sgecial note: Effective July 1 1996, clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
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all the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverini: stan-ard exception employees have been met.
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amendi ng WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-700 Classific ation 6305.
((Clet:hing steres retail
Ceneessie ns: Hat llfttl eettt eheek:ing
Cttstem tlressmlik:ing anti tailering ineltttling ttltertttiens
Shee steres retail.))
6305-00 Stores; Clothjpg - retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of
new or used clothini: Merchan dise varies. but i:enerally
includes shoes. jewelry. giftware. or accessories in addition
to wearini: apparel. Some establishments will specialize in
certain types of clothing such as. but not limited to. athletic
wear. T-shirts. coats. socks. or vintai:e clotbini:. This classification also applies to stores that rent clothing such as. but
not limited to. costumes. tuxedos. or weddini: apparel. This
classifica tion includes all store employee s including specialty services such as alteration s personnel and delivery

dri.Yru.

This classification is distinguishable from department
stores in classification 6304 or retail variety stores in classification 6406 in the limited number of specialized departments
and the variety of nonclothini: or i:iftware merchandise for
sale.
Slzecial note.· Effective July I 1996. clerical office and
•
.outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6305-01 Stores; Drv goods· retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of a
va.riety of new or used dry i:oods. For purposes of this classification dry goods include. but are not limited to. fabric.
embroideries. veilini:. laces. textile trimmini:s. curtains. draperies. blankets. bedspreads. sheets. pillowcases. tablecloths.
napkins. and towels. This classification includes a.II store
employees.
This classification is distini:uisha.ble from retail fabric
stores in classification 6406 in that dry good stores will carry
primarily finished piece i:oods for sale while fabric stores
will carry primarily fabric. sewing notions and a limited supply of finished i:oods.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
a.II the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.

6305-02 Stores; Shoe - retail
Shoe shine stands
Applies to establishments eni:a.i:ed in the retail sale of
new or used shoes. Establishments may sell a full line of
shoes or they may specialize in certain types such a.s athletic
shoes. safety shoes. work boots. women's. men's. or chil. , dren's shoes. It is customa.cv for shoe stores to sell some
related products such a.s. but not limited to. ha.ndba.i:s. socks.
belts. or shoe care products. This classification includes all

a
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store employee s This classjfica.tjon also applies to shoe
shine stands.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture or repair of shoes or boots which a.re to be
reported separately in classification 3802.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported sepa.ra.tely provided
all the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverini: sta.nda.rd exception employees have been met.
6305-04 Stores; Western wear. including tack - retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of
new or used western style clothini:. Merchandise varies. but
may also include western style shoes and boots.jewelcy. i:iftware. or horse tack. This classification includes all store
employees includini: specialty services such a.s a.Iterations
personnel and delivery drivers.
This classification is distinguishable from department
stores in classification 6304 in that classification 6305 businesses are not comprised of specialized departments and do
not ca.rev furniture. housewares. and simila.r items required a.s
part of the department store classification.
This classification excludes establishments engaged
exclusive ly in the sale of horse ta.ck and related animal
grooming and care products which are to be reported separately in classification 2009 "farm supply stores."
Slzecial note.· Effective July I. 1996. clerical office a.ad
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
6305-05 Stores; Wig or hat - retail
Applies to establishments eni:a.i:ed in the retail sale of
new or used wigs or bats. Merchandise varies. but generally
these establishments will also sell related hair care products.
hat pins. broaches or simila.r accessocy items This classification includes all store employees.
Special note.· Effective July I. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported sepa.ra.tely provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6305-06 Custom dressmak ing. tailoring. alteratio ns
Applies to establishments who provide custom dressma.kini:. ta.ilorini:. or a.Iterations services to others. Activities
include the showing of sketches and fabrics. modeling samples. ta.kini: individual orders and measurem ents. cuttini:.
basting and fitting. Employees use sewing machines. but
much of the work is hand sewini:. stea.mini: or pressini:
Material s include fabrics. buttons. zippers. and sewing
notions. Tools and machjnezy include. but a.re not limited to.
scissors. steam presses and irons. dress forms. and sewing
ma.chines with attachments to perform a. variety of sewini:
functions. Custom dressmakers and tailors may sell fabrics
and sewini: notions. or limited supply ready-ma.de apparel.
The sale of these items by establishments engaged in custom
dressma.kini: or ta.ilorine is included jn this cla.ssjfica.tion.
This classification is distini:uisha.ble from clothini: manufacturers in classification 3802 in that establishments subject to
cla.ssjfica.tion 6305 make custom clothini: for jndiyidua.ls
rather than making garments on a quantity basis. However.
[ 259]
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customers of a 6305 business may order several items of a
kind such as for a wedding party or small theater group.
This classification excludes the mass production of
wearing apparel which is to be reported separately in classification 3802.
Soecial note; Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-701 Classificatio n 6306.
((AtJtJliaftee steFes e*elttEliAg seeeHEI haHEI llfJfJlillHee stares
whieh are te be re(JerteEI separately in elassifietttien 0607
"heusehe!EI 1tppli1tHees seFYiee aHEI repair"
Fttrftitttre reHtlll steres
FttrHiture steres
Offiee fttrftitttre steres
Pi1tHe er ergllft steres, N.O.C.
This elassifietttien inelttaes the iHstlll11ttien ef hettsehela fttr
HishiHgs, hettsehelEI fleer eeveriHgs, aHEI hettsehelEI
applianees iHelttaiHg ineiaent1tl ser • iee ana repair ef
hettseheld atJpli1tnees hut e*elttfles seeeHEI h1tftf1 er useEI
applianee dealers "he are te be repertea sef'IH'lltely iH
elassifie1ttieft 0607; 1tHEI eefttraet instlllllltieH whieh fer
the pttrpeses ef this rttle shall mean the biaaiHg aHa ttlti
fftllte furHishing te Ii pureh1tser sueh items listeEI ift this
elassifietttieft thllt IH'e speeiall) eraerea frefft ethers (i.e.,
ftteteries, maHttf1letttrers, hrekers, ete.) te fitlfill the
terms ef the eentraet.))
6306-00 Stores; Furnjture - wholesale or retail
Stores; BUljard or pool table - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sale of new. used. or antic;iue household furniture. This
classification also includes the sale of related items such as.
but not limited to. lamps. bedding. pillows. floor and window
coverin2s. framed pictures. art pieces and sculptures when
sold in connection with a furniture store operation. This classification includes the delivery and the incidental repair of
merchandise sold. Incidental repair in this classification is
limited to such activities as the repair or cleanin2 of upholstecy or fixing a small scratch on a table. The installation of
carpet and window coverin2s may be included in this classification if such merchandise is part of the store's inventory
and is readily available for sale and delivery to the customer.
The contract installation of any merchandise which must be
ordered from a factory or distributor to fulfill the terms of
contract is to be reported separately in the classificatio n
applicable to the work bein2 pedormed. For example. a furniture store could bid on a job to cru:pet all units of an apartment complex. If the cawet is ordered from the factory as
opposed to cru:pet carried at the store and in the stores inventory. then the installation is to be reported separately in classification 0502. This classification also applies to stores that
sell billjard or pool tables.
Soecial note: Care should be exercised when considering this classificatio n for antigue or used furniture stores
Proposed
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since such establishments may actually be a furniture refinishing business or an upholstery shop which are to bet
reported separately in the appropriate classification. Repair
work covered by this classification (6306) is limited to such
activities as fixin2 a small scratch on a table. replacing a
piece of glass or mirror in a china or curio cabinet. sewing on
a button or acijustin2 a reclinin2 chair mechanism Classification 6306 should not be assigned to an establishment that is
en2a2ed in furniture refinishin2. or upholstery work which
are to be reported separately in the applicable service or
repair classification
6306-01 Stores; Furpiture - rental
Applies to establishments engaged in the rental of new.
used. or antique household furniture. This classification also
includes the sales of related items such as. but not limited to.
lamps. beddin2. pillows. framed pictures. art pieces and
sculptures when sold in connection with a furniture rental
store operation. This classification includes the delivery and
the incidental repair of merchandise rented Incidental repair
in this classification is limited to such activities as the repair
or cleanin2 of upholstery or fixin2 a small scratch on a table.
This classification also applies to establishments that provide
rent-to-own purchasin2 options. and to establishme nts
engaged in the sale or rental of hospital beds. motorized
wheelchairs and similar patient appliances.
Soecial note.· Care should be exercised when considerin2 this classification for an antique or used furniture store
since such establishments may actually be a furniture refinishin 2 business or an upholstery shop which are to be t
reported separately in the appropriate classification, Repair
work covered by this classification (6306) is limited to such
activities as fixin2 a small scratch on a table. replacin2 a
piece of glass or mirror in a china or curio cabinet. sewing on
a button or adjustin2 a reclinin2 chair mechanism Classification 6306 should not be assigned to an establishment that is
enga2ed in furniture refinishin2. or upholstery work which
are to be reported separately in the applicable service or
repair classification.
6306-02 Stores; Anpliance - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sale of 2as. electric. or propane household appliances.
Household appliances include. but are not limited to. refrigerators. freezers. stoves. ran2e tops trash compactors. washin2
machines. clothes dcyers. television consoles. big screen televisions. and television antennas or satellite dish receivin2
units. Appliance stores will routinely carry smaller appliances which are 2enerally referred to as counter top units
which include. but are not limited to. mixers. blenders.
microwave ovens. toasters and espresso machines and are
included in this classification when sold in connection with
the appliance store operation. This classification covers the
sale of primarily new appliances although establishmen ts
subject to this classification accept trade-ins and sell some
used appliances. Also included is the incidental repair of
appliances sold by the appliance store. parts departments
employees. and the delivery of products sold. The contract •
installation of any merchandise which must be ordered from •
a factory or distributor to fulfill the terms of contract is to be
reported separately in the classificatio n applicable to the
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actory as opposed to items carried at the store and in the
stores inventory then the installation is to be reported separately in classification 0607. Establishments engaged in the
sale of commercial appliances may be assigned to this classification provided such establishments operate a bonafide
store operation. Generally. however. commercial appliances
such as those used to equip bakeries and restaurants are factory ordered items which are made to a customer's specifications from a manufacturer's representative.
Sgecial nofe.· Care should be taken when considering
this classification for an antique or used appliance store since
such establishments are primarily engaged in reeonditioning
appliances (service and repair) for resale and are to be
reported separately in classification 0607.
6306-03 Stores; Piapo or ocean - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged primarily in the
wholesale or retail sale of new pianos and organs. This classification includes all operations associated with the store
including service. repair. and delivery. It is common for
stores subject to this classification to carry other musical
instruments such as. but not limited to. guitars. drums and
wind instruments as well as provide instructions on the use of
instruments.

ents other than ianos or or ans which are to be re orted
separately in classification 6406: and establishments engaged
in the reconditioning of organs and pianos accompanied by
the related sales of reconditioned pianos and organs which
are to be reported separately in classification 2906.
6306-06 Stores; Office furniture - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sale of new. use<l. or antique office furniture. This classification also includes the sales of related items such as. but
not limited to. lamps. floor and window coverings. framed
pictures. art pieces and sculptures when sold in connection
with an office furniture store operation. This classification
includes the delivery of furniture and related items. and the
incidental repair of office furniture items sold by the office
furniture store such as upholstery repair and cleaning. The
installation of carpet and window coverings may be included
in this classification if such merchandise is part of the store's
inventory and readily available for sale and delivery to the
customer The contract installation of any merchandise that
must be ordered from a factory or distributor to fulfill the
terms of contract is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performed. For example. an
office furniture store could bid on a job to supply modular
desk units for a large office complex. If the desk units are
ordered from the factory as opposed to units carried at the
store and in the stores inventory. then the installation is to be
leported separately in classification 2002.
Special note.· Care should be exercised when consjder;ng this classification for an antique or used office furniture
store since such establishments may actually be a furniture
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refinishing business or an upholstery shop which are to be
reported separately in the appropriate classification. Repair
work covered by this classification (6306) is limited to such
activities as fixing a small scratch on a table. replacing a
piece of glass or mirror in a cbjna or curio cabinet. sewing on
a button or adjusting a reclining chair mechanism. Classification 6306 should not be assigned to an establishment that is
engaged in furniture refinishing or upholstery work.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-703 Classification 6308.
((Cleek ttHEI weteh steFes
I leafiftg aiEI stares
Jen•elry steres
Optieel stares exeltulittg letts grittElittg w hieh is te i,e
repel'teEI septtrfttely itt elttssifleatiett 6604.))

6308-00 Stores: .Jewelry - wholesale or retail
Aru>lies to establishments engaged in the sale of premanufactured jewelry. Jewelry sales may be retail to consumers
or on a wholesale basis to other stores and dealers. It is common for jewelry stores to employ a goldsmith who will size
rings on premises. mount gem stones into settings. or mak:e
·custom jewelry. Jewelry stores could also be engaged in
watch repair and engraving and may offer these services as a
part of the jewelry store business. Repair of watches and
engraving is included in this classification when performed
by jewelry store employees. Custom jewelry making subject
to classification 6308-00 is distinguishable from jewelry
manufacturing subject to classification 3602 in that businesses in classification 3602 are engaged primarily in the
manufacture of jewelry in mass quantities. while jewelry
stores in classification 6308 are primarily in the business of
selling jewelry purchased from a manufacturer or dealer. and
may also make custom or one-of-a-kind pieces.
Special note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees haye been met.
6308-01 Stores: Hearine-aid - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale of hearing
aids. Hearing aids are purchased directly from the manufacturer or a distributor and resold to retail consumers. or at
wholesale to other hearing-aid stores. Stores subject to this
classification routinely offer free bearing tests to customers.
Classification 6308-01 is distinguishable from medical services rendered by a physician subject to classification 6109 in
that technicians employed by bearin~-aid stores subject to
classification 6308 rely on sound testing equipment to conduct examinations They can provide hearing-aid appliances
to customers. but do not perform medical procedures and do
not need medical certification This classification includes
technicians employed by the store who conduct bearing tests.
Medical doctors. on the other hand. perform a number of
medical tests including X-ray and may recommend or perform hearin~ corrections tbrougb surgical procedures
Sgecial note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
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all the conditions of the 2eneral reportin2 rules coverin2 standard exception employees have been met.

6308-02 Stores: Optical - wholesale or retaU
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale of optical
2oods such as. but not limited to. eye ~lasses and contact
lenses. Optical stores purchase eye glass frames and premade
lenses from other sources and sell them to retail customers. or
wholesale to other optical stores. Stores subject to this classification routinely offer free eye exams to customers. The
eye examinations are performed by optometrists or by technicians. These technicians do not need medical certification in
order to conduct tests. This classification includes optometrists or technicians employed by optical stores. Classification 6308-02 is distin2uishable from medical services rendered by a physician <opthamologist) subject to classification
6109 in that optical stores in classification 6308 rely on testing eguipment and can only provide eye glass appliances to
customers Medical doctors. on the other hand. perform a
number of medical tests including X-ray and may recommend or perform vision corrections throu2h sur2ical procedures.
This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in
grinding operations as part of the manufacture of optical
lenses which are to be reported separately in classification
6604 and establishments engaged in the manufacture of eye
2lass frames which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the materials and processes used.
Special note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6308-03 Stores: Clock and watch - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments en2a~ed in the sale of clocks
and watches. including related repair. Stores subject to this
classification carry an assortment of clocks and watches such
as. but not limited to. cuckoo clocks. grandfather clocks.
anniyersaI:y clocks. and an assortment of heirloom quality
pocket or wrist watches. Establishments assigned to this
classification are not en2a~ed in the manufacture or assembly
of clocks or clock kits. Clocks are purchased directly from
the manufacturer or a distributor and resold to retail consumers. or at wholesale to other stores. Classification 6308-03 is
distin2uishable from clock or watch manufacturin2 subject to
classification 3602 jn that clock stores subject to classification 6308 are engaged exclusively in the sale of items manufactured by others and businesses in classification 3602 are
engaged primarily in the manufacture of clock mechanisms.
This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in
the manufacture of wooden components or cabinets such as
those for 2randfather or cuckoo clocks which are to be
reported separately in classification 2905.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the 2eneral reportin~ rules coverin~ standard exception employees have been met.
6308-04 Stores; Trophy or awards - wholesale or retaU
Applies to establishments en2a2e<l in the wholesale or
retail sale of trophies. plagues. awards and related items such
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as. but not limited to. banners. name bad~es. certificates. buttons. pi~s. ribbons. ~ns. advertising or specialty items. As convemence to their customers. trophy stores may also sel
small signs or similar items which they purchase from others.
Establishments subject to this classification purchase component parts from other unrelated businesses. then assemble and
en~rave or letter them per customer :specifications. Component pieces include. but are not limited to. plastic. marble.
metal. or wood base5 and backin2:s. decorative mounts. :small
hardware. vinyl fabric. and ready made banners. They use
hand tools. table top punchin2 or bendin~ devices and
en~ravin~ equipment. While store5 may :still u5e old style
en~ravin2 machines for :some custom ordern. mo5t of today's
en~ravin2 or letterin2 is done on computerized equipment.
Thi5 cla:ssification excludes the manufacture of component piece5 or :si2n5 which i:s to be reported separately in the
classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special note.· Producin2 "computerized vinyl letterin2
or designs" is a normal activity in several types of businesses
:such a:s. but not limited to. trophy :stores. manufacturer:s of
textile banners. or :si2n paintin2 :services in a :shop. Computerized Ietterin~ or desi2n5 are made on a plotter/cutter that is
attached to a computer. A roll of vinyl fabric is placed on the
plotter/cutter. Designs are created on the computer. then
transferred electronically to the plotter/cutter that punche5
them out in the vinyl material. Designs are transferred onto
the backin2 with the use of transfer paper. One must look
beyond the producing of computerized vinyl applications
when determinin2 the nature of the bu:siness bein2 classified.
An employee whose only duties are generating vinyl lettering.
or desi2ns on computerized equipment in an office environ-·
ment could gualify for classification 4904 provided all the
condition5 of the 2eneral reportin2 rule coyerin2 :standard
exception employees have been met.
Special note; Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the 2eneral reportin2 rules coyerin2 standard exception employees have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

WAC 296-17-704 Classification 6309.

((Att galleries, et:tstefft piet1:1re er 1:1 fraffte: Stares iftelt:ttfotg
ift stere ettstem frame malEiftg aftd frame repair
At:tteffiehile, trt:tek er metereyele: Aeeessery er replaeemeftt
parts steres e~elt:tdiftg a1:1tefftehile er truek ser, iee er
repair eeftters eperated ift eeftfteetieft with a stere epera
tien 11 hieh is te he repefted sepllfately ift elassifielltien
3411 "atttemehile er tft:tek: Repair sheps er garages";
maehifte shefl Sef't iees whieh is te he reflelted sepllfately
ift elessifieetieft 3402 "meehifte sheps, N.O.C."; eftd
metere} ele ser • iee er ref) air eenters whieh is te he
repetted separately ift elassifieetieft 3309 "fftetereyele
sen iee er repair eenters." The autefftebile, trttek er
me~ereyele aeeessery er repiltee~eftt pe:Fts stere elassifi •
eat1en (6309) shall net he assigned te any httsiness.
engaged in the sale er rental ef Hew er 1:1sed 1ttttefftehiles,
ffileks, ffteter hemes, fftetereyeles, ffteehinery, fftehile
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hemes, l:leats, all teffain ., ehieles, golf earts er similar
itelfts whieh sfleeifieally inehuies f"Srts deflllFtlftent
empl e'.)' ees
ie'.)' ele stares inelttding in stere serviee and refl1tir l:lttt
eKelttding all ferffis ef bieyele ffillftttfaetttring
Fleer ee+ering stares exelttding all instslltttien 'Werk 11hieh
is te he ref"efiee seflllFlltely in the llf"f"lieahle eonstrttetien
elassifie1ttiens
Gttn stares inelttding in stare seF¥iee and refl1tifs
Hardware +ariety stores, N.O.C. exelttding lift'.)' store er
Oflerlltien that sells lttlflber or l:lttilding H1ateri1tls whieh is
te l:le reperted sefl1trately in elassifieatien 2009 "hard
were stares with htffil:ler er l:lttilEiing ffiaterial Stlf"f"lies"
Hel:ll:ly efftft steres exelttding the ffi1tnt1faett1ring, fal:lrieatien
er asse!flbly of all hebby erafts gooEis sale ey estsblish
ffients ee·rered "" this elassifieatien
Leeksmith sef't iees inelttding reflllirs l:lttt exelttding inst1tl11t
tie11 of dead holt leek sets or silflilar aetivities whieh is te
l:le refleFte6 Sefl1tF1ttel'.)' in elassifieatien 0607 "dead l:lelt
leek set: 1Hstal11ttie11"
Pai11t a116 wallf"afler stares eKeh16i11g all i11stsllatie11 wark
whieh is te l:le repartee sep1tF1ttely in the 1tpf"lie1tl:lle ean
streetie11 elassifie1ttio11s
P1t·n n sheps
Sewing fflftehine steres i11el t16i11g in stere seniee 1tn6 rep1tir
Sf"ttlhet tttl:l steres inelttding the s1tle ef Sf"lt 1tn6 peel aeees
series 1tn6 rel1tte6 iteffis, a116 the i11eiae11tal Feflairs ef
pttlflf"S 1tt stere lee1ttien, exelttding instsll1ttien serviee er
refl1tir ef f"tllflf"S flerferfflee at et1steffier site 'Hhieh ere to
l:le repartee sefl1tr1ttely in el1tssifieatien 0306; 1tlse
•
eKelt16i11g iRst1tll1ttieR af Sf"ttlhet tt11:ls a11EI the eeRstrt1e
•
tien ef f"adS, side 111tlks, eeeks, g1tzel:les, er ether rel1tte6
strt1etttres "hieh 1tre te l:le reflertee separ1ttely in the
ltf"f"lie1t"1e eenstrt1etien elassifieatiens. Steres th1tt sell
eRly aeeesseries fer sflttltt11:ls er peels 1tre te l:le repertee
sep1trately in elassifie1ttieR 6406
Sperting geeEis stares
St1tiRe6 8fl gl1tss stares eJtelt1EliRg the ffi1tnt1faett1ring ef 1tll
staiRee gl1tss er the fal:lrie1ttien 1tn6 asseffi"1y ef stsineEI
lift geeds selt:J l:ly estshlishlflents ee ..·ered ey this elassifi
etttitm
Weed ste 1e1tR6 1teeessery stares exelttding instsl11ttien, ser
, iee er rep1tir whieh is te l:le repartee seflllF1ttely iR el1ts
sifie1ttieR <B07 "weed stave inst1tll1ttien" er as etherwise
pre 1·iee6 fer iR el1tssifie1ttien 0307.))

6309-02 Stores: Gun - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sale of hand guns and rifles Gun stores subject to this
classification will routinely sell related goods such as. but not
limited to. knives. archery supplies. ammunition. cleaning
kits. targets. target launchers. ammunition belts and specialty
clothing It is common for gun stores to repair guns for their
customers. This generally consists of replacing worn or malfunctioning parts that they have in invemory. or that are special ordered from the manufacturer. Gun stores are not generally involved in machining operations although some light

~~~~;~~ :!kc:!s~g~~~~;a~eadn b:is~~~!s~~!~~o~;d~~

guns. This term may be misleadinl! in that a custom gun
made by a gun store is simply the assembly of various com-
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ponents to produce the desired gun. Depending on the size
and location of the store a related shooting range may be
found on the premise. Whether the shooting range is operated in connection with the store operation or by an independent business unrelated to the gun store. it is to be reported
separately in classification 6208. Establishments in classification 6309-02 are distinguishable from operations covered
in classification 3402. in that gun stores subject to classification 6309 are not engaged in the manufacture of guns. which
includes such operations as machining barrels. fabricating
triggers. springs. bolts. levers. clips and handles as well
asmass assembly of gun components into finished goods.
Special note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6309-03 Stores: Bicycle - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sale of all types of bicycles Bicycle stores subject to
this classification will sell related goods such as. but not limited to. helmets. pumps. carrier racks. water bottles. shoes.
trailers. child carriers. and specialty clothing. It is common
for bicycle stores to assemble new bicycles as well as tune
and repair bicycles for their customers. This generally consists ofreplacing worn or malfunctioning pans that they have
in inventory or that are special ordered from the manufacturer Bicycle stores subject to this classification will occasionally make a custom bicycle. This term may be misleading in that a custom bicycle may be nothing more than the
assembly of various components to produce the desired bicycle. or it could be the actual cutting. bending. and welding of
tube metal. or the cutting. rolling and heating of graphite reinforced plastic material. Only those custom bicycles that are
assembled from components manufactured by others are to
be reported in classification 6309 and only if such custom
work js incidental to the primary sales of off-the-rack bicycles manufactured by others.
This classification excludes machining operations. frame
welding. and establishments engaged in custom manufacturing or mass producini: bicycles from nonfinished goods
which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the bicycle frame material and process used to manufacture the finished units.
Special note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6309-06 Stores; Garden supply - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale Qr
retail sale of homeowner type yard and garden tools. equipment. and supplies Establishments subject tQ this classification will carry in their inventory and have available for immediate sale various garden tools and gloves. equipment. and
supplies such as. but not limited to. rakes. shovels. post hole
diggers (nonpower). hoes. wheel barrows. garden cans. edgers. weed wackers. lawn sprinklers. garden hose. lawn mowers. and chain saws On a seasonal basis these establishments
will routinely stock baj!s of various types Qf lawn. shrub and
plant fertilizer. lawn seed. bags of potting soil. bags of beauty
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bark. flower bulbs. vei:.etable and flower seeds. and some
bedding plants and small shrubs. This classification is distini:.uishable from nurseries in that nurseries sell plants. shrubs
and trees that they have purchased from others or raised from
seeds or cuttinr:.s. most of which are available for sale all year
round. Nurseries typically sell soils and bark in bulk. but seldom sell lawn mowers. lawn tractors. edr:.ers and similar
items. Nurseries are further distinguishable from garden supply stores in that r:.a.rden supply stores have a limited outside
yard and are primarily composed of a store operation. Nurseries. on the other hand. have limited store operations and
extensive yards where plants. shrubs. and trees are displayed
and cared for. as well as extensive r:.reenhouse operations.
This classification excludes the repair of tools and equipment sold which is to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work beinr:. performed.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.

6309-07 Locksmiths
Applies to establishments engaged in servicing or repairinr:. locksets. Establishments subject to this classification wm
have a small retail store where they sell new door Jocksets.
repair customer Jocksets. re-key Jocksets. make duplicate
keys. and sell home security items such as safes and alarm
systems. In addition to store operations. this classification
includes locksmith field work such as unlocking a car.
removinr:. a broken key from an ir:.nition or door. and installing a replacement lockset in a door.
This classification excludes the installation of safes. new
Jocksets. or dead bolt Jocks which is to be reported separately
in classification 0607 and the installation of home security
systems which is to be reported separately in classification
0608.
Special note; Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the r:.eneral reportin~ rules coverinr:. standard exception employees have been met.
6309-08 Stores; Automobile. truck • motorcycle. or aircraft accessories or replacement parts - wholesale or
retail
Applies to establishments enr:.ar:.ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of automobile. truck. motorcycle. or aircraft accessories or replacement parts. Most establishments subject to
this classification can:y a full line of parts ranging from batteries. wiper blades. ir:.nition components. to enr:.ines. tires.
and transmissions. However. this classification also applies
to establishments that sell specialized product lines such as.
but not limited to. batteries. electrical systems. or transmission parts. This classification covers only the store operation.
Any vehicle. tire. or machine shop service is to be reported
separately in the applicable repair or service classification.
Care should be exercised when considering the assignment of
this classification to an establishment enr:.ar:.ed in vehicle service or repair as parts depaitments may be included in the service or repair classification. Only those vehicle service or
repair establishments that have "full line" replacement parts
stores are to be assigned to this classification and only when
Proposed

the classification that ~overns the repair or service permits.
the parts department to be reported separately.
•
Special note; Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office an~
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the r:.eneral reportinr:. rules coverinr:. standard exception employees have been met.

6309-09 Stores; Architectural and surveyor supplies wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments enr:.ar:.ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of professional and technical measurement equipment used primarily by architects and surveyors. Products
sold by establishments subject to this classification include.
but are not limited to. plan holders. plotters. letterinr:. systems. engineering software. CAD supplies. copiers and computer paper and films. This classification includes the inshop servicing or repair of products sold. such as replacing or
acijustinr:. parts.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.

dise to customers. Items .sold by establishments subject to
this classification include. but are not limited to. lead and
leaded glass. crafts. light fixtures. terrarium parts. lamp shade
parts. kits for picture frames. mirrors. books on stained r:.lass.
small grinders. glass cutters and other tools for making
stained ~lass items.
This classification excludes the manufacture of stained
r:.lass and the fabrication and assembly of stained art i:.oods
which is to be reported separately in classification 3503 and
stores that sell craft-makini:. i:.oods or hobby supplies which
are to be reported separately in classification 6309-21.
Soecial note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside saks employees may be reported separa«:ly provided
all the conditions of the ~eneral reportinr:. rules coverinr:. standard exception employees have been met.

6309-12 Stores; Wood stoye apd accessorjes - wholesale
QT retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sak of wood stoves. pellet stoves. fireplace jnsens. and
accessories. The majority of stoves today are produced from
cast iron or steel plil«: and may be finished with enamel or
paint. Stove stores subject to this classification will sell
related accessories such as. but not limited to. noncombustible hearths and irons. wood holders. pellet scoops. stovepipes. metal chimneys. decorative brass Ier:.s and brass ban0

~~~ ~~:v::~~n~fS::1h!~ror!a!~~U c':1!~!~e~t!!; :i:~
sell both are to be reported separa«:Jy in classification 6309-

14..
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cation 0307: masonry work which is to be reported separately
in classification 0302: and chimney cleanini: which is to be
reported separately in classification 4910.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6309-13 Stores: Hardware variety. N.O.C .. specialty
hardware or marine hardware - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of hardware related items. Operations contemplated by this classification include the receipt of merchandise purchased from unrelated business dealers or manufacturers. warehousini: of inventory. stockini:- of shelves. cashiering. customer load out. assistance and delivery.
Establishments subject to this classification cater to homeowners and. therefore. do not carry contractor guantities of
products for sale. Hardware variety stores applicable to this
classification are generally small retail stores (3.000 sguare
feet or less). Hardware variety stores will have a wide assortment of products for sale ranging from paint and painting
supplies. electrical and plumbini: supplies. to hand or power
tools. garden supplies. housewares. and hardware. For purposes of this classification the term "hardware" applies to
nails. screws. bolts. hini:es. staples. chain. and similar items.

'~~~~~~~~:~~;~~;~:~s:=~~~~e;;i:!!~:!f;c!~~~

stores subject to classification 6309-13 is limited to homeowner quantities. the selection of product is limited. and they
carry only a limited selection of lumber. if at all. Hardware
variety stores may also carry seasonal plants. This classification also applies to specialty hardware or marine hardware
store£.

This classification excludes hardware stores that sell
lumber or buildini: materials which are to be reported separately in classification 2009.
Special notes.· Care should be exercised when assi1rnine
classification 6309-13 to a business. All other store and nursery classifications are to be considered before this classification is assiened It is common for a nursery to have a substantial inventory of hardware and tools. just as it is common for
farm supply stores to sell similar products. yet these types of
businesses are covered in alternative classifications.
Special note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the eeneral reportini: rules coverine standard exception employees have been met.
6309-14 Stores; Hot tub or spa - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sale of hot tubs and spas. Most dealers subject to this
classification have small store operations where a limited
supply of spas and hot tubs are displayed. Some may have

-~~!~t:i~ ~~~~~su~f~eefft:e~r~os~i~~i!f!: :ed~!~~

to a customer. The majority of spa units are portable and selfcontained. which means the plumbing. pump. wiring. and
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controls are already in place and enclosed in the sidine surrounding the tub. They are ready to use once the electricity is
hooked up at the customer's site. The other type of spas are
referred to as "shells." which are usually set in place in the
eround. then the pump. plumbini:. electrical wirini:. and any
surrounding rockery or structures built around it. Stores that
sell spas and hot tubs also stock related items such as. but not
limited to. spa or swimming pool chemicals and cleaners.
brushes. replacement pumps and parts. filters. and spa accessories such as fragrances. Some may also sell other product
lines such as swimmini: pool shells. wood or pellet stoves and
related items such as. but not limited to. lawn furniture. barbecues. or water sports equipment. Operations contemplated
by this classification include the receipt of tubs. spas. pools.
pool liners. chemicals and other products from manufacturers
or unrelated companies. stockini: shelves. settini: up displays.
cashiering. delivery of products to customer locations.
instruction on testini: and maintainini: pool waters. and incidental pump repair in the store: it does not contemplate the
repair or service of pumps or pools at customer's location.
Establishments that sell both wood stoves and spas are to be
re.ported in this classification. This classification also applies
to establishments that rent hot tubs and deliver them to. and
pick them up from. the customer's location.
This classification excludes establishments that sell only
accessories for tubs or pools which are to be reported separately in classification 6406: establishments eneaeed in the
sale of wood or pellet stoves. but do not sell spas. which are
to be reported separately in classification 6309-12: and establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture or installation of hot
tubs which are to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the work beine performed.
Sizeci41 notes.· Spa and hot tub dealers may be licensed
contractors who build swimming or wading pools. in addition
to the spas and hot tubs sold Except for the in-store pump
repair. all other electrical or plumbing installation or repair
work. pump repair. landscapini:. buildine of structures. pourini: of concrete. and servicini: of the pool waters are excluded
from this classification and are to be reported separately in
the classification applicable to the work beine performed.
Special note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the eeneral reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
6309-15 Stores: Floor covering - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sale of floor coverini:s. Establishments subject to this
classification sell a variety of floor coverings and related
items such as. but not limited to. sheet vinyl. floor tile.
ceramic wall or countertop tile. wood parguet. floor or area
rues. carpetini:. window coverini:s. bathroom and kitchen
accessories. and supplies to install products. Other stores
may specialize in only one or a few of these products Floor
covering stores generally consist of a store operation where
samples of all product types are displayed. Merchandise is
usually ordered from the factory or distributor per customer
specifications: however some eoods are kept in stock and are
available for immediate sale Operations contemplated by
this classification include the receipt of merchandise pur[ 265 J
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chased from unrelated businesses and manufacturers. stocking shelves. cashiering. estimating floor covering needs from
plans. blue prints and customer measurements. orderin2 special floor coverings from distributors or manufacturers. and
deliverin2 the product to customers.
This classification excludes all installation work and the
manufacture of any product sold by floor covering stores.
which is to be reported separately in the applicable construction. installation. or manufacturing classification.
Soecial note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6309-16 Pawn shops
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in loanin2 money to
others in exchange for collateral of new or used merchandise
such as. but not limited to. jewelry. video equipment. and
computers. It is common for pawn shops to sell new and used
merchandise they have tak.en as collateral for defaulted loans.
Operations contemplated by this classification include
receivin2 merchandise from others. stockin2 of shelves. and
cashiering.
Soecial note; Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6309-17 Stores; Sportine eoods - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of a variety of sporting goods. Operations contemplated by this classification include the receipt of merchandise purchased from other unrelated businesses. dealers. or
manufacturers. warehousin2. stockin2 of shelves. cashierin2.
and delivery. For purposes of this classification the term
"sportin2 2oods" includes. but is not limited to. baseball
gloves. bats. balls. fishing poles. tackle. reels. tennis racquets.
bicycle helmets. exercise equipment. and specialty clothin2
and shoes. A store may carry equipment and related items for
a number of sports. or specialize in a particular sport such as
skiin2 or fishin2.
This classification excludes stores that specialize in sellin~ bicycles and related items such as tire pumps. water bottles. locks. shoes and clothing. which are to be reported separately in classification 6309-03. and stores that specialize in
selling guns and related items such as ammunition. hunting
supplies. archery equipment. tar2ets. knives. and clothin2
which are to be reported separately in classification 6309-02
Soecial note.· Effective July I. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6309-18 Stores; Paint and wallpaper - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of paint and wallpaper supplies. Operations contemplated by this classification include the receipt of merchandise purchased from other unrelated businesses. dealers.
or manufacturers. mixin2 paints and stains. warehousin2.
stockin2 of shelves. cashierin2. and delivery of merchandise
to customers. Establishments subject to this classification
Proposed
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paint and wallpaper store. This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in the rental of spray paint and pressure
washer units which are to be reported separately in classification 1106.
Soecial note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the 2eneral reportin2 rules coverin2 standard exception employees have been met.

6309-19 Stores; Sewine machines or vacuum cleaners wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of new or reconditioned sewin2 machines or vacuum cleaners. Operations contemplated by this classification
include the receipt of merchandise purchased from other
unrelated businesses. dealers. or manufacturers. warehousin2. stockin2 of shelves. cashierin2. demonstratin2 or delivering merchandise to customers. providing instructions or
sewin2 classes to customers. and in-store repair. Sewin2
machine repair is generally limited and consists mainly of
adjustin2 thread and stitch tensioners. ali2nin2 components
(needle and foot). replacing electrical motor. lights and belts.
Types of sewin2 machines include ser2ers. button holers.
embroidery machines. and commercial machines such as
those used by a tailor or an upholstery shop. but does not
include industrial machines such as those used in feed and
carpet mills.
•
This classification excludes fabric stores that may also.
sell sewing machines which are to be reported separately in
classification 6406: and establishments en2a2ed in the re.pair
of industrial sewing machines which are to be reported separately in classification 3402 for shop operations and classification 0603 for field repairs.
Special note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6309-20 Stores; Custom framed art or U-(rame - wholesale or retail;
Art eal!eries
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of custom framed art such as. but not limited to.
posters and pictures. Operations contemplated by this classification include the receipt of merchandise purchased from
other unrelated businesses. dealers. or manufacturers. warehousing. stocking of shelves. cashiering. cutting matte board.
2lass and frame material. assemblin2 frames. mountin2 art.
posters or pictures into custom made or premade frames and
delivery of merchandise to customers. Custom frame manufacturing covered by this classification is distinguishable
from other frame manufacturin2 covered in classifications
3404. 2909. and 3512 in that custom frame making contemplated in classification 6309-20 consists of cuttin2 frame
material purchased from others with a specialized saw and.
fastenin2 the pieces to2ether with a small air nailer or finish.
screws. Frame manufacturin2 operations in other classifications consist of extruding metal or plastic through dies to pro-
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empleiyeF sttbjeet ta this el1tssifieatiafl. This elassifiea
tieft exeludes ifl stare phBFHtttey 0ver1tti0Hs whieh are te
be reriarted separntely ifl elftSsifieatiafl 6406 "drttg stares
retail"; aftd lttfleh eettflters 1tfla rest1tt1r1tftts whieh 1tre te
be rnpartetl separ1ttel) ifl classifieatieifl 3905 "eatiflg
estaelishffieftts, N.O.C."))
6402-00 Stores: Grocery. N.O.C. - retail
Applies to establishments enfiafied in providinfi retail
sale of a full line of fiIOCery items. To qualify for this classification an establishment must provide for retail sale all of the
followinfi items: Canned fiOOds. dairy products. a full line of
fresh meats. frozen meats. vegetables and fruits. baked
fiOOdS. carbonated and alcoholic beverafieS. juices. household
cleaners. laundry and health care products. These stores will
fienerally be of the supermarket size but there may be some
smaller stores which are also to be included in this classification if all of the items listed above are in their inventory. Also
included in this classification. when performed by employees
of the store. are in-store departments or services that are provided for the customer's convenience such as in-store bakeries. delis. video rental. film deyelopinfi. florists. and wine
departments.
This classification excludes in-store pharmacies which
are to be reported separately in classification 6406. espresso
street carts or stands and lunch counter/restaurant operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 3905:
convenience store or mini-markets that do not sell all of the
above mentioned items which are to be reported separately in
classification 6403: firocery or convenience stores with selfservjce fiasoline operations which are to be reported separately without division of hours in classification 3410: and
specialty retail stores that sell only dair:y products. fruits and
vegetables. soft drinks or wine and/or liquor which are to be
reported separately in classification 6403.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.

uction oriented) and boxing for shipment. U-frame operations consist of sel1infi the various components such as. but
not limited to. premade frames or precut unassembled frame
kits. matte board. filass and prints to customers for customer
assembly. This classification also includes establishments
that operate art fialleries. as the framinfi activities are similar.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.

6309-21 Stores; Hobby and craft - wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale or
retail sale of hobby and craft supplies. Operations contemplated by this classification include the receipt of merchandise purchased from other unrelated businesses. dealers. or
manufacturers. warehousing. stocking of shelves. cashiering.
offerinfi craft classes to customers. and delivery of merchandise to customers. Items sold by establishments subject to
this classification include. but are not limited to. floral
arrangement supplies. pottery supplies. art glass supplies.
doll makinfi supplies. jewelry components such as beads and
wire. and artist supplies. It is common for establishments
subject to this classification to also be involved in custom
picture framinfi in connection with hobby or craft store operatiillh
This classification excludes the manufacture of hobby
d craft fiOOds which is to be reported separately in the clas.
. Sification
applicable to the materials and processes and stores
that specialize in the sale of stained art fiOOds which are to be
reported separately in classification 6309-11.
S,pecial note.· Effective July I. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the fieneral reportinfi rules coyerinfi standard exception employees have been met.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711 /96)

WAC 296-17-706 Classification 6402.
((Greeery sl6Fes, P.l.O.C. relftil
Fer fHtFfleses ef this n1le the term "gFeeery stares, N.O.C.
ret1til" sh1tll llf'fll) eflly te ret1til est1tlllishmeftts whese
iftveftteried rireduets a'l1til1tble fer s1tle te the pttBlie
iftelutle all af the fellawiHg merel11rntlise: C1tHfted geads;
d1tiry preduets; fresh 1tftd fre~efl meats; 'legetables 1tftd
fn1its; e1trb0fl1tted 1tfld 1tleah0lie be .. erages; juiees;
heuseheld eleafters; lattftdf)' aftd health eare vretluets;
afta bltked gaads. Retail est1tblishmeftts sttbjeet te this
elassifie1tti0fl m1ty alse h1t'le ether ifl stare departmeftts
er seniees whieh are pra·rideEI feF their eusteimers eaft
'leftieftee sueh as ifl stare bak:eries, delis, esvresse bars,
'<'idea reftt1tl, film de·rela13iHg, flaral 1tfld wifte depart
meflts. These eperatiafts, 1tlth0ugh they may be physi
•
e1tlly sep1trated v;ithifl the geflefftl stare area, 1tfe eam
•
mafl ta sueh stares aHa ftfe ifleludea .. ithifl the seape eif
elassifie1tti0H 6402 wheft rierfermed b,· emple~·ees ef aft

WAC 296-17-707 Classification 6403.
((Caffee, tea er spiee steFes retail
Cafl'reflieftee graeer) steires eir mifti markets, N.O.C. relftil
DaiF) praduets stares retai 1
Fruit er "1eget1tble stares retail
Seft driftk stares ret1til
Wifte er li~uer stares retail
This elassifie1ttiaH ~elutles llH.)' steire apemtiaH eHgaged ift
the sales ef gaseliae whieh is te be Feperted se13ftfately ifl
elassifieatiafl 3419 "eefl·t'enieflt greeery stares with self
sertiee gaselifle. "))
6403-01 Stores; Coffee. tea. or soice - retail
Applies to establishments enfiafied in the retail sale of
specialty coffees, teas. or spices. They may sell coffee/tea in
packafied and/or ready to drink forms and ma.y offer a small
selection of pastries or cookies for the customers convenience.
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This classification excludes espresso street carts or
stands and lunch counter/restaurant operations which are to
be reported separately in classification 3905.
Soecial note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6403-02 Stores: Dairy products - retail
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the retail sale of
dairy products such as. but not limited to. milk. eggs. cheese.
and ice cream. As a convenience to their customers. these
establishments may offer a limited supply of related foods
such as bread. This classification is distini:uishable from
other 6403 store operations in that the primary products
available for sale are dairy products.
This classification excludes espresso street carts or
stands and lunch counter/restaurant operations which are to
be reported separately in classification 3905.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
6403-04 Stores; Fruit or vegetable - retail
Applies to establishments primarily eni:ai:ed in the retail
sale of fresh fruits and/or vegetables. These stores are usually found in individual stands at public or municipal street
markets. or at roadside stands not located on the farm which
may rani:e from a small booth to a store-like operation. Sales
at roadside stands away from the farm location or public markets are to be reported in this classification even if vendors
i:row all their own produce.
This classification excludes establishments that i:row
their own fruits and vei:etables and sell them at their farm
location which are to be reported separately in the appropriate
ai:ricultural classification as required by the i:eneral inclusion
provision of the general rules. espresso street carts or stands
and lunch counter/restaurant operations which are reported
separately in classification 3905.
Special note; Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
6403-05 Stores; Specialty grocery - retail
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in retail sale of specialty grocery items. Establishments subject to this classification have a limited selection of i:rocery items which are
generally related to ethnic foods and cuisine. gourmet meats.
cheeses. or condiments. health food or pet food This classification also applies to stores that sell U-balce pizza.
This classification excludes espresso street carts or
stands and lunch counter/restaurant operations which are
reported separately in classification 3905.
SJzecial note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be rnported separately provided
all the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
Proposed

6403-06 Stores: Mini-markets or convenience grocery,
N.O.C. -retail
A lies to establishments en a ed as retail convenienc
i:rocery stores or mini-marts. Generally these stores sell convenience items such as. but not limited to. soft drinks.
beer/wine. snack foods. candy and a limited selection of
canned or boxed foods. They may also prepare foods such as
sandwiches. chicken. jo jos and hot doi:s. While these stores
may sell a variety of grocery items they are distinguished
from stores in classification 6402 in that they do not sell all of
the items specified for retail grocery store operations. Generally the difference can be established by determinini: if the
store cuts and sells fresh meat. This classification also
applies to food bank operations.
This classification excludes establishments engaged as
convenience i:rocecy stores or mini-markets with self-service
gasoline operations which are to be reported separately in
classification 3410 and espresso street carts or stands and
lunch counter/restaurant operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 3905
Special note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
6403-07 Stores; Wine. liquor. or soft drinks - retail
Applies to establishments engaged primarily in the retail
sale of wine. liquor. or soft drinks and an assortment of prepackaged mixed drinks. and related gift items. Establish-

~;~=~==:~:.:::.

by Native American tribes and to contract state liquor stores
operated by nonstate employees. This classification contemplates a minimal amount of mail order sales and locker rentals in a wine cellar operated by a wine store.
This classification excludes state operated liguor stores
which are reported sep1rately in classification 5307: establishments engaged in the distillation. brewing. or bottling of
alcohol. beer or wine. which often have tastini: rooms and i:ift
shops. which are reported separately in classification 3702:
and establishments eni:ai:ed primarily in sellini: wine-makini:
or beer-making kits and supplies which are reported separately in classification 6406.
Soecial note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711196)
WAC 296-17-708 Classification 6404.
((Balleeft llff1tftge1tteftt steres
Flerists 1tftd artitieial t1eral 11ff1tftge1tteftt steres
IRdeer 13la1tts: Sales er leasiRg iRehtdiag 13l1tat wateriag aRd
e1tre seniees.))
•
6404-00 Stores; Florists - wholesale or retail
•
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of fresh-cut flower arrangements. potted plants.
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balloon arrani:emems. or arrani:ements of artificial or dried
lf.owers and folia~e. These sho~s t~icall~c~ related ~ift
ems. such as- b not limited t. t ariu s• ses. andift
cards. Operations contemplated by this classification include
the receipt of flowers. plants. and other merchandise from
unrelated businesses. making the arrangements. storing
fresh-cut flowers jn refrii:erated cases. caring for potted
plants in a greenhouse. and delivering items sold. Also
included in this classification is the assembly and/or decoration of Christmas wreaths. ·wreaths may be assembled from
fresh greens and decorations added. or decorations may be
attached to grapevine wreath bases or metal rini:s Establishments in this classification work with hand cutting tools. i:lue
i:uns. small wires and wooden stakes. floral foam or clay.
greenery. wreath bases. and decorative trimmings. This classification also applies to "cottai:e industries" that make similar items. and to establishments primarily engaged in packing
holly that was i:rown by others.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the plantini:. cultivatini:. and/or haryestini: of flowers. plants.
shrubbery. trees. florist greens. holly. baby's breath or florist
i:reens which are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to the work being performe<l.
Sgecial note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the i:eneral reportini: rules coverint: standard exception employees have been met.

t

6404-02 Stores: Indoor plants or aquariums • wholesale
' r retail; Sale. lease. or care of
Applies to establishments. eni:ai:ed in the wholes~le or
retail sale. lease. or care of mdoor plants or aguanums.
Establishments subject to this classification will deliver. set
up. service. and maintain plants or aguariums at the customer's location. Maintenance/care includes. but is not limited to. watering. trimming. pruning. fertilizing. and cleaning.
Such establishments will frequently have a small i:reenhouse
facility for caring and storing plants.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the i:eneral n;portini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.

6404-03 Stores; Candy or cookje arrangement • wholesale or retail
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the wholesale or
retail sale of candy or cookie arrangements in containers such
as. but not limited to. mui:s. vases. booklets. and novelty
items. Typical occupations include. but are not limited to.
makini: arrani:ements. answerini: telephones. sellini: to walkin customers. cashiering. and delivering the bouguets. This
classification does not include any on-premise manufacturine
of candies or cookies.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
retail candy sales with on-premise manufacturing which are
to be reported separately in classification 3905. and establishtments en:a;ed in specialtv bake sh of s which are to be
eported s_p rately in classification 390L
Si,ecial note; Effective July l . 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
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all the conditions of the general reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-709 Classification 6405.
((TiFe: RetreatliHg, reettilEliHg erui/er reellpfliHg
Tire sales aHd se~ iee ee1tter i1telt1di1tg atttemaeile er tR:tek
eare seF¥iee ee1tters er reJlair gllfages apeFllted iH ee1t1tee
tieH with a tire sert'iee er repair eeHter.))
6405-01 Tire sales and seryjce centers. jncludjng automobUe or truck care seryice centers or repajr garages operated in conpectjop with a tire seryjce or repair center
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale. installation. and repair of vehicle tires for others. This classification
includes. but is not limited to. tire store employees. service
manai:ers. and auto care service employees. Services provided include. but are not limited to. tire mounting and balancini:. in-shop or mobile service flat repair. alii:nments.
brake service. muffler repair. tune-ups. and oil changes. It is
common for tire centers to offer other automotive services
such as wiper replacement. radiator flush. battery replacement and even major engine and transmission work which
are also included in this classification. This classification is
distini:uishable from classification 3411 and 3413 in that
classification 6405 applies to any business that installs and
services tires rei:ar<lless of the number of tires sold, Establishments assigned to classification 3411 and 3413 do not
install or service tires, Gassification 3411 and 3413 are not
to be assigned to an establishment assigned classification
6405.
This classification excludes towini: services for hire
which are to be reported separately in classification 1109 and
tire sales and services centers which are also engai:ed in tire
retreading operations which are to be reported separately in
classification 6405-06
6405-06 Tire rebuilding. retreading and/or recapping
Applies to establishments en~ai:ed in rubber tire rebuilding. retreading and/or recapping either at their tire dealership
location. or at a location physically separate from the tire
store. Rebuilding tires differs from the manufacture of tires
in that rebuildini:. recappini:. or retreadini: simply restores
used tires to a usable condition by bonding new rubber onto
the existini: work tread and lateral surface, First. tires are
inspected for separations and penetrations. To remove the
tread pattern. the casing is mounted on a wheel. inflated. and
smoothed with a buffer or abrasive file. Any rocks. nail
heads. etc .. are pulled out with air tools. and the holes
repaired with a rubber patch or a strip of rubber applied with
an extruder i:un. In the hot process. the buffed tire is put on a
spinning wheel and unvulcanized tread rubber is wrapped
around the tread area of the tire body either manually or
mechanically. The tire is then placed inside a curing mold
which has a tread desi~n. and heated at 320 dei:rees for several hours so the rubber expands into the desj i:n and forms the
tread. After the tire js removed from the vulcanizini: mold. it
is inflated to hit:h pressure and cooled In the cold process.
commonly referred to as bandage. the new tread is a precured
[ 269]
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strip or rubber compound with the tread desij!n already
molded into it. Only enough old rubber is removed to true the
tire and provide a bondinl! surface. Air hoses or solvents are
used to remove contaminants which would interfere with the
adhesion process. The tire is inflated to its normal runninl!
pressure and a rubber cement is applied over the buffed surface by spray j!Un or brush. When the cement dries the precured tread is wrapped around the casing. The strip is· bonded
to the tire casinl! under pressure and heated at 210 de&rees in
a curing chamber. This classification excludes tire dealers
that do not perform rebuildin&. recappini; or retreadin& which
are to be reported separately in classification 6405-01 and the
manufacture of tires which is to be reported separately in
classification 3513
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-710 Classificatio n 6406.
((Baseball eanl stores retail
Beek, reeertl, tape, eempaet tlise, atttl vitlee stores retail
Camera er phete sttpply stores retail
Ceitt atttl stamp stores retail
Ceitt eperatetl areatles e!llehttlittg repair 11 hieh is te he
repertetl se13arately iR elassifieatieR 0606 "amttsemeftt
tleviees, N.O.C."
Drug stores retail
Pahrie atttl yartlage stores; yarn aRtl Reetlle 'Nerk stores
retfttt
·Mierewa\·e e·f'ett, hleRtler, mi!ller, er teaster eveR stores
retfttt
Mttsieal ittstrttmettt stores retail e!llelttaittg piaRe er ergaR
steres ~ hieh are te be repertetl separate!) iH elassifiea
tieft 6306 "piafte er ergaft stares"
News atttl maga-zitte staRtls retail
Offi:ee maehifte stares retail
Offiee statiettery stores
Private ffiailhe!ll; safety tlepesit hex; er eempttter tape storage
faeilities
Retail stores, N.O.C. retail
Stereo eempettettt stores retail
Telephette stores retail
This elassifieatiett exehttles all ett premise maRttfaetttriRg ef
att) kitttl, repair werk, tleli • ery tlri •ers, etttsitle ittstalla
tieH, ltttteh eettttters aRtl restattrattt eperatietts whieh are
te be reperte6 separate!) .) )
This classification applies to specialty retail store operations enj!aj!ed primarily in the sale of a wide variety of products ranging from collectibles such as stamps. coins. sports
cards. and dolls to table top appliances such as portable televisions. blenders. mixers and toasters. This classification is
comprised of subclassifications that coyer a specific type of
retail store operation. One of the subclassifications applies to
the sale of products which are not covered by another classification. Althoul!h the products sold by establishments subject to this classification will var_y by each subclassification.
the oyerall operational activities are similar. Each business
covered by this classification will generally employ cashiers
Proposed
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and merchandise stockers. as well as other occupations of
workers.
•
Special note.· This classification excludes all repaj.
operations unless it is specifically included in the classification. delivery service. on-premises manufacturinj!. outside
installation work. and lunch counters and restaurants which
are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to
the work or service beinl! performed
Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and outside sales
employees may be reported separately provided all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
6406-00 Retail stores. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments enl!al!ed in the retail sale of
merchandise or services not covered by another classification
(N.O.C.l. Merchandise includes. but is not limited to. j!reetin& cards. costume jewelry. scarves. tropical fish and birds
and related fish or bird supplies. table top appliances such as
mixers blenders. microwave ovens. or table top satellite
receiving units. quick print copy or FAX services and related
specialty items or services. This classification also applies to
establishments that provide inventory services for other busi~

This classification excludes pet stores that sell dogs or
cats and establishments en&al!ed in pet j!roominl! services
which are to be reported separately in classification 7308: pet
food stores which are to be rePQrted separately in classification 6403: and offset. cold press and similar printing opera~ which are to be reported separately in classificati ont

Soecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.
6406-01 Stores: Camera or photography supply - retail
Applies to establishments enj!aj!ed in the retail sale of
cameras and photography and dark room supplies such as.
but not limited to. batteries. film. processin& trays. chemicals.
print paper. enlargers. and timers. It is common for these
establishments to offer film developin& services which may
be either a one-hour service or an overni&ht process Both
types of film deyelopin& services are included in this classification when conducted in connection with a camera and photography supply store. This classification is distinguishable
from classification 6506 in that establishments covered in
classification 6506 are not engaged in the sale of cameras or
photo deyelopin& equipment.
Special note: Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.
6406-03 News and magazine stands • retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of
newspapers and ma&azines. Establishments subject to this
classification may sell newspapers or magazines from various locations such as. but not limited to. stands at public markets. store operations in malls. or from a street corner.
Special note.· Refer to classification 6406 &eneral
description for operations excluded from this classification. •
6406-09 Arcades; Cojp or token operated
•
Applies to establishments en&a&ed in operatin& cojn- or
token-operated arcades. This classification covers atten-
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pianos and organs which are to be reported separately in classification 6306.
Snecial notes.· Classification 6406 does not apply to any
establishments that sells pianos or organs in addition to wind
or string instruments. Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.

adjustments such as resetting a jarred machine.
This classification excludes the installation. removal or
repair of machines which is to be reported separately in classification 0606.
Sgecial note: Refer to classification 6406 i:eneral
description for operations excluded from this classification.

6406-16 Stores; Drug - retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of
prescription and nonprescription drugs. Establishments subject to this classification will routinely carry a variety of personal care and i:rooming products in addition to prescription
and nonprescription drugs and may also rent crutches. canes.
wheel chairs and walkers.
This classification excludes establishments enui:ed in
the sale and/or rental of hospital beds. motorized wheel
chairs. and other patient appliances which are to be reported
separately in classification 6306. and establishments engaged
in the sale/rental and service <repair) of motorized mobj)jty
aids such as wheelchairs and 3-wheel scooters which are to
be reported separately in classification 3309
!igecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.

6406-11 Stores; Office stationery and machjrrerv - retai!
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the retail sale of
office stationery. supplies. and/or machinery. For purposes
of this classification "office stationery and supplies"
includes. but is not limited to. paper. writini: tablets. computer software. pens. pencils. markers. staples. staplers. scissors. paper clips. and binders. "Office machinery or business
machiner:y" includes. but is not limited to. calculators. typewriters. various types of copy machines. fax machines. and
desk top and lap top computers.
This classification excludes service and repair of
office/business machines which is to be reported separately
in classification 4107 and establishments engaged in sale of
office furniture which are to be reponed separately in classification 6306.
Sgecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 i:eneral
description for operations excluded from this classification.

6406-17 Stores; variety - retail
Applies to establishments eni:aged in the retail sale of a
variety of consumer goods such as. but not limited to. housewares. linens. clothing. toys. and candy. In earlier years
establishments subject to this classification were often
referred to as "5 and 10 cent stores " Although these stores
carry much of the same merchandise as a department store.
they are distinguishable in that variety stores are not comprised of specialized departments and do not generally carry
the quantity/assortment of products that department stores

6406-12 Stores; Fabric. yard32e. yarp and needlework
tupplies - retai!
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the retail sale of
fabric. yardage. yarn and needlework supplies. It is common
for establishments subject to this classification to have a
small inventory of noncommercial/jnd ustrial sewing
machines and seri:ers for sale in addition to fabric. sewing
notions. patterns. and related supplies fabric and yarn stores
may also offer sewing and craft classes which are included in
this classification when taui:ht by employees of an employer
subject to this classification. This classification is distinguishable from sewini: machine stores in classification 6309
in that the principle products sold in classification 6406 are
fabric and sewing notions while sewing machine stores are
not engaged in the sale of fabric or yardage.
Soecial note: Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.

®..

Soecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.
6406-18 Prjyate maU box; safety deposit box; computer
tape storage facilities - rent or lease
Applies to establishments engaged in renting or leasing
private mail boxes. safety deposit boxes. or computer and
financial record storage facilities. Establishments subject to
this classification will operate a secured facmty where they
receive and sort their customers' mail. parcels and packages
from the U S, Post Office or other parcel/package delivery
companies. and package articles for shipment for their customers, They also provide a secured storage facility
equipped with safety deposit boxes which they rent out on a
short or long term basis. It is common for these establishments to offer additional services such as FAX. and copying
services.
Sgecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.

6406-14 Stores; Wind or string musjcal instruments -

Wilil

Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in the retail sale of
musical instruments such as. but not limited to. drums. wind
instruments. guitars. and banjos. This classification includes
music lessons when provided by employees of an employer
subject to this classification and includes minor adjustment
services such as replacing a drum skin or a broken string on a

~
This classification excludes the repair of wind and string

~~~ii~! bil~:,:n~a;~~~;.~;~:b!s:fi~~~!::r:~;gi!J~
1

the repair of pianos which are to be reported separately in
classification 2906: and establishments engaged in the sale of
[ 271]

6406-19 Stores: Coins. stamps. baseball cards. and comic
·
books - retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of
coins. stamps. baseball cards. comic books. and similar collectibles. Establishments subject to this classification may be
engaged exclusively in mail order sales. sell from browse
tables at collectible or trade shows. through specialty aucProposed
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tions. or may sell from a store location. Coin and stamp
stores routinely sell magazines. periodicals. and supplies that
cater to collections or hobbies. Card shops routinely sell
other sports memorabilia such as autographed baseballs.
footballs and basketballs. framed pictures. POGS and buttons.
Sgecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 &eneral
description for operations excluded from this classification.

6406-20 Stores: Book. record. cassette. comoact disc.
and video - retail
Applies to establishments en&a&ed in the retail sale or
rental of new or used books. records. cassettes. compact discs
or videos Establishments subject to this classification may
be engaged exclusively in mail order sales. sell from browse
tables or trade shows. throu&h specialty auctions or may sell
from a store location.
Sgecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 &eneral
description for operations excluded from this classification.
6406-23 Stores; Capdy - retail
Applies to establishments en&a&ed in the retail sale of
packaged and unpackaged candy they have purchased from
~

This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the on-premise manufacture of candy and the subsequent
retail sale of these products which are to be reported separately in classification 3905: and establishments en&a&ed in
the manufacture of candy or confections for wholesale to
retail establishments or distributors which are to be reported
separately in classification 3906.
Soecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 &enera)
description for operations excluded from this classification.

6406-24 Stores: Cigarette and tobacco - retail
Applies to establishments en&a&ed in the retail sale of
cigarettes. tobacco. and related products such as. but not limited to. pipes. pipe cleanin& supplies. rollin& machines. ci&arette papers. lighters. lighter fluid. and cigarette cases.
Soecial note: Refer to classification 6406 &eneral
description for operations excluded from this classification.
6406-25 Stores; Telephones - retail
Applies to establishments en&a&ed in the retail sale of
telephones. pa&ers. and cell phones. Establishments subject
to this classification are not a utility company in that they do
not operate telephone exchanges and are not regulated by the
Utilities and Transportation Commission of Washin&ton.
Their operations are limited to the sale of communication
hardware. Stores subject to this classification may arran&e
activation and service for their customer. or the customer
may contact the service provider directly.
Soecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.
6406-27 Stores; Stereo components - retail
Applies to establishments en&a&ed in the retail sale of
stereo components. Establishments subject to this classification will sell a variety of audio and video appliances such as.
but not limited to. video players. stereos and portable televisions. These establishments may also sell and install automoProposed
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bile stereo spea,ker systems and car phone systems: however.
the installation is not covered in classification 6406-27.
This classification excludes the installation. service
repair of home or car stereos and car phone systems whiCh
are to be reported separately in cla,ssification 0607. and establishments engaged in the sale of stereo and television console
sets. bi& screen televisions. or other m<Uor appliances which
are to be reported separately in classification 6306.
Sgecial note.· Classification 6306 applies to any establishment that sells TV console sets or big screen TVs. even if
the majority of their inventory is stereo components and/or
portable TVs. Refer to classification 6406 general description for operations excluded from this classification.

6406-29 Stores: Toys - retail
Applies to establishments en&a&ed in the retail sale of a
variety of toys. games. and related items for persons of all
a~es. Merchandise includes. but is not limited to. video
games. tricycles or bicycles. books. dolls and stuffed animals.
outdoor play equipment. and specialty clothin&.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the retail sale of sportin& &oods and bicycles which are to be
reported separately in classification 6309. This classification
is distin&uishable from businesses in classification 6309 in
that the principle products of stores subject to classification
6406 are toys and &ames. as compared to stores in classification 6309 which are primarily engaged in the sales of sporting
~oods and bicycles.
Soecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification •
6406-30 Stores; Cosmetics - retail
•
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of
cosmetics and fra&rances. Related services usually offered
by these types of stores include consultations with clients
re~ardin& make-up techniques. styles. and colors.
This classification excludes hair and nail salons which
are to be reported separately in classification 6501
Special note.· Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification.
6406-31 Stores: Kitchen. bath and drapery - retail
Applies to establishments en&a&ed in the retail sale of
kitchen or bathwares such as. but not limited to. pots and
pans. flatware. dishes. towels. canister sets. soap dishes.
towel bars. waste baskets. plant stands. and curtains or drap~

Soecial note.· Refer to classification 6406 general
description for operations excluded from this classification

6406-33 Stores; Gjft shops. N.O.C. - retail
Applies to establishments engaged in the retail sale of
~ift items not covered by another classification CN.O C.) such
as. but not limited to. crystal and silver serving pieces. china.
cut &lass. picture frames. weddin& and shower books and
invitations. special occasion cards. decorative statues. boxed
candy. and ornaments. This merchandise tends to be of a

=t:Q:o:·:;::d:.:::::::;:J
description for operations excluded from this classification.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
liled 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-712 Classification 6408.

WAC 296-17-711 Classification 6407.

((Whelesale steres, RO.C.
Fer pttrpeses ef this rule the term "whelesale steres, N.O.C."
shall alse iHelttde eembiHed whelesale ttftd retail stere
eperatieHs. This elassifieatiefl is the whelesale stere
eettflterpart te risks assigHed te retftil stere e!,assifieatiefls
6304, 6305, 6309 afld 6406
This elassifieflliefl eJtelttdes delitery drivers ·n·hieh are te be
reperted separately ifl elassifieatiefl 1 Hl 1, "delivery b)'
eembiHed "'helesale aHd retail steres."))
6407-00 Wholesale stores. N.O.C. - jpcludinG combjped
wholesale and retail store operations
Applies to establishments engaged in the wholesale. or
combined wholesale and retail sales of merchandise that is
not covered by another classification (N.O.C.). Establishments sublect to classification 6407 usually own the merchandise they sell. but may also be marketing goods on consignment. in which case classification 6407 still applies
because the exposure and processes are the same. This classification is primarily the wholesale counterpart (supplier) for
establishments assi2ned to retail store classification 6304.
6305 and 6406. Work contemplated by classification 6407
includes. but is not limited to. maintainin2 warehouse invenlries. incidental assembly Oimited to joinin2 pre -made parts
bicycles. tables. etc .. with screws. nuts. bolts). sortin2 and
2radin2 200 ds. and breakin2 down bulk quantities to repackage into smaller lots. Equipment typically used includes. but
is not limited to. balers to bind merchandise into bundles.
strapping equipment to secure palletized goods. forklifts. and
hand tools.
This classification excludes delivery which is to be
reported separately in classification 1101.
Special notes: When assigning classification 6407. care
must be exercised to look beyond the words "wholesale" or
"retail." The manufacturer of a product will also "wholesale"
their merchandise <or a combination of their own merchandise and finished products bou2ht from other manufacturers)
to a customer These sales are an inte2ral part of the manufacturin2/marketin2 process and is an inclusion in the manufacturin2 classification. Establishments that buy 2oods. such as
clothin2 or cloth 2oods. in wholesale quantities. then screen
print or embroider them for resale are performin2 manufacturin 2 operations and are to be reported separately in the
appropriate manufacturing classification.
Warehouse operations in classification 2102. with the
exception of grocery dealers. do not own the product they are
warehousing and are not in the business of selling the goods
the store. Businesses in classification 6407 ma o erate a
arehouse but on! as an inte ral art of the wholesalmg/distribution process. which is included in classification
6407.

Of
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((Fftfm maehiHery/implemeAt dealers
Fftfffi maehiHery reHtftl dealers
This elassifieatiefl ifteltttles parts departmeflts, demeHstrfttiefl
ef maehiHery er imrile1t1ef\ts, 1tfld repair Hithettt regard
te leeatiefl. All ether erierfttiefls are te be reperted septt
~))

6408-03 Dealers: Farm machinery/implement
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the sale. rental. or
lease of new or secondhand farm machinery and implements.
service and/or repair by dealer either in the dealer's shop or at
the customer's site. Establishments subject to this classification will occasionally service or repair other equipment. such
as farm trucks. owned by their customers. which is considered incidental to their main activity and is included in this
classification, For purposes of this classification the term
"farm machinery" refers to engine powered machinery such
as. but not limited to. tractors. combines. and swathers,
Implement refers to attachments to and/or powered by farm
machinery such as. but not limited to. plows. discs. balers.
and rakes. This classification includes parts and service
department employees. the demonstration of machinery or
implements at the dealer's premises or the customer's site.
truck drivers. re2ional sales and/or service representatives
who provide factory service or training to local dealers and to
customers. The parts departments in these establishments not
only provide parts to their service departments. but frequently
will sell a lar2er quantity to the 2eneral public Many will
also carry a substantial inventory of automobile parts. for the
convenience of their customers. which is also included in this
classification. Establishments subject to this classification
will have a lar2e inside display room which may contain
small to medium sized tractors. riding mowers. both agricultural and ~arden type. sprayers. pumps. ~enerators. a limited
amount of small hardware items. and supplies such as oil. filters. and belts, The variety of merchandise varies with the
needs of the particular 2eo~raphical area, Lar~er horsepower
tractors. implements. and used machinery and implements.
are usually displayed on outside fenced lots,
This classification ex.eludes dairy equipment and supply
dealers who are to be reported separately in classification
6407 for their "store" operations and classification 0603 for
the installation. service. or repair of their machinery and
equipment; wind machine dealers who are to be reported separately in classification 0603 for all field work. such as tower
erection. hooking up generators and motors. installing gear
boxes. and installin2 propane or diesel fuel tanks. as well as
regular maintenance or repair work: and establishments that
repair farm type tractors. but who are not involved in the sale
of them. which are to be reported separately in classification

.l4ll..

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-713 Classification 6409.
((MaehiHery/eqttipmeAt dealers, N.O.C.
[ 273)
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:MaehiHery reHtttl dealers, ~t.0.C.
Oil er gas vtell sttpplies er eqttipmeHt dealers
This elassifieatieH iHelttdes demeHstratieH ef maehiHer, er
e11ttipmeHt aHd repair withettt regard te leeatieH. All
ether eperatieHs te be sepMately rated.))
6409-00 Dealers; Machinery/equipment. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments engaged in the sale. rent. or
lease of new or used machinery and eguipment not covered
by another classification CN.O.C.). and oil or gas well eguipment or supplies. For purposes of this classification the terms
machinery or equipment includes. but is not limited to. diesel
tractors. bulldozers. dump trucks. buses. road ~raders. lo~
~in~ towers. feller/bunchers. skidders. semi trucks. printin~
presses. power ~enerators. industrial and ~rain millin~. and
concrete barriers and other fla~~in~ equipment used in construction projects. Operations contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. the service. repair or
demonstration of machinery and eguipment at the dealer's
premises or customer's site. and delivery to the customer's
location. Establishments subject to this classification will
occasionally service or repair other eguipment such as farm
trucks. owned by their customers. which is considered incidental to their main activity and is included in this classification. For the convenience of their customers. the parts
departments of establishments subject to this classification
frequently will carry a substantial inventory of automobile
parts which is also included in this classification. Establishments subject to this classification usually have a lar~e inside
showroom to display their machinery. and accessories. Lar~e
pieces of machinery and equipment and used machinery and
equipment usually are displayed on outside fenced lots The
variety of merchandise carried by a machinery and equipment dealer will vary with the needs of the particular geographical area and the market being served. Included within
this classification is the rental and installation of temporary
fences and regional sales and/or service representatives who
provide factory service or training to local dealers and other
customers.
This classification excludes installation of plant eguipment such as that found in printing plants. feed mills. canneries. and sawmills. which is to be reported separately in classification 0603: farm machinery and equipment dealers who
are to be reported separately in classification 6408: dairy
equipment and supply dealers who are to be reported separately in classification 6407 for their "store" operations and
classification 0603 for the installation. service. or repair of
their machinery and equipment: wind machine dealers who
are to be reported separately in classification 0603 for all
field work such as tower erection. hooking up generators and
motors. installing gear boxes. and installing propane or diesel
fuel tanks. as well as regular maintenance or repair work: and
establishments that repair buses. semi trucks and tractors. and
construction eguipment. but who are not involved in the sale
of them. which are to be reported separately in classification
3413.
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-12-014,
filed 5/31191, effective 7/1191)
WAC 296-17-71301 Classification 6410.
({JaHiteriaJ SttppJy sealers
This eJassifietttieft iHelttf:les etttsiae sales perSeHHel llftS aeli'f'
ery drivers.))
6410-02 .Janjtorial supply dealers
Applies to establishments engaged in wholesale and/or
retail distribution of janitorial supplies. Janitorial supply
dealers generally sell to cleaning service companies. hospitals. schools ·and ~overnment a~encies. A small portion of
their business may involve retail sales to walk-in customers.
Typical products sold include. but are not limited to. aerosols.
brushes. carpet cleaning products. cleaners. strippers.
deodorizers. floor sealers. polishes. paper products. toilet tissue. paper towels. hand cleaners. dispensers. waxes. mops.
buckets. and floor or carpet cleanin~ equipment. Orders may
be taken by employees who work inside the store room. by
outside sales personnel. or by route drivers. all of whom are
included in this classification
This clas!>ification excludes janitorial cleaning services
which are to be reported separately in classification 6602,
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-714 Classification 6501.
((Barber sheps
Beat1ty parlers
Cesmetelegists ttHa eleetrelysis stt16ies
Sttft taftftiftg pllFlers
This elassifieatieft iftelt16es elerieal effiee afta sales perseft

t

Bel-:))

6501-00 Barber shops
Applies to establishments engaged in providing barber
and hair cuttin~ serykes which may be performed in the
shop. at the customer's home. or in hospitals. Barber services
contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. shampooin~ and cuttin~ hair. shavin~ or trimmin~
mustaches or beards. and facials. Unique to this industry is
the "booth renter " A booth renter performs cosmetolo~y.
barbering. or manicuring services in a shop. but is not an
employee of the shop owner They pay a fee for the use of the
shop's booth and facilities. Classification 6501-00 applies to
booth renters who elect optional coyera~e. This classification includes clerical office and sales personnel.
6501-01 Beauty parlors; sun tanning parlors
Applies to establishments en~a~ed in providin~ beauty
parlor or sun tanning parlor services which may be performed
at the shop. at the customer's home. or in hospitals. Beauty
parlor services contemplated by this classification include.
but are not limited to. shampooin~. cuttin~. stylin~ or dyein~
hair. manicures. pedicures. facials. and the use of body toning
equipment Indoor sun tannin~ booths may be operated as

ia:fq~ ~ob~~~%~~ i~ ::~~~~~~ :!n!i~p~ai~~t~~:~:t
0

performs cosmetolo~y. barberin~. or manicurin~ services in a
salon. but is not an employee of the salon owner. They pay a
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fee for the use of the salon's booth and facjlities. Classifical o n 6501-01 a:lies to booth renters who elect o~tional covrai:e This cl ~ification includes clerical offi and sales
personnel.
.
This classification excludes establishments engaged
exclusively as nail salons which are to be reported separately
in classification 6501-02.

t

-

e

6501-02 Cosmetologists and electrolysis studjos; tattoo
parlors; pail salons

Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in cosmetoloi:y and
electrolysis services and to tattoo parlors or nail salons. Cosmetoloi:ists provide personalized instructions on the application of cosmetics. Some offer "permanent cosmetic" services
such as. but not limited to. application of permanent eyeliner
or restructuring eyebrows. Electrolysis involves the removal
of facial or body hair by destroyini: hair roots with an electrified needle. Nail salons may specialize in the application of
artificial fini:ernails. This classification includes clerical
office and sales personnel.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 711/93)

WAC 296-17-715 Classification 6502.
((B1tnk:ing
Cheek e1tshing serviees
CreElit ttniens
Fin1rnei1tl instittttien.s, N. 0 .C.
lnvestHteftt eeHtp1tn1es
Le1tfl eeHtp1tnies
Meftg1tge eeHtp1tnies
S1t 1 ings 1tflEI lellfl 1tSseei1ttiens
Steek hrekers 1tnEI esere~i' eeHtp1tnies
This el1tssifielltien inelttEles eleFieal effiee 1tnEI s1tles f'leFsan
neh))

6502-00 Banks; credit unions; savings and loan associations

Applies to establishments engaged in providing banking
and related financial services. Services include. but are not
limited to. establishing and servicing checking and savings
accounts. telephone. computer and in-person fund transfers.
Jendini:. vendini: certificates of deposit and savini:s bonds.
providini: financial consultini: services and estate plannini:.
and providini: supplemental services such as automatic teller
machines CATMs) and credit cards. currency exchange. cashier and travelers checks. notary public services. and safe
deposit box rentals. This classification includes clerical
office and sales personnel.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
providing armored car or on-premises security which are to
be reported separately in the applicable services classification.
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orii:inatim: morti:ai:e or real estate construction Joans. seJ)jni:
mortgage Joans to permanent investors. and servicing the
Joans. and to establishments that offer check cashini: services. This classification includes clerical office and sales
personnel and staff inspectors who authorize release of funds
on construction loans.
This classification excludes mortgage brokers who are to
be reported separately in classifications 4904 and 6303.
Mortgage brokers do not originate Joans. but provide the service of findini: lenders for people who need Joans.

6502-06 Stock brokers

Applies to establishments engaged in brokering stocks
and other related securities. Establishments subject to this
classification act as agents in the buying. selling. or exchangini: of securities such as. but not limited to. stocks. mutual
funds. annuities. bonds and commodity contracts for their clients. Their "full-service" usually extends to financial plannini: advice. arrani:ini: for IRA and KEOGH accounts.
money market accounts. tax free bonds. and related financial
investments. This classification also includes "investment
bankers" who are primarily engaged in originating. underwritini:. and distributini: securities. buyini: and sellini: commodity contracts for their own account or for the account of
others. and buyini:. sernni:. or tradini: in stocks. stocks
options. bonds. or commoditv contacts. This classification
includes clerical office and sales personnel.

6502-07 Escrow compapjes

Applies to establishments engaged in providing escrow
and/or title search services to the i:eneral public. They may
be known either as "escrow companies" or "title companies."
An escrow company is a third partv who bolds in custody a
written ai:reement such as a deed or bond (escrow) which
does not become effective until certain conditions are fulfilled by the ~antee. Title companies conduct title searches
to ensure there are no liens against property; if there are no
liens. they issue a title insurance policy: if there are liens they
make them known to potential buyers. Establishments subject to this classification typically provide both escrow and
title search services which include the issuance of title insurance. collection and disbursement of funds for which they are
custodians. providing closing of documents for the purchase
of real estate. and preparini: and filini: the documents at the
appropriate municipal offices. This classification includes
clerical office and sales personnel
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1186)

WAC 296-17-716 Classification 6503.
((Laher uniens er eHtf'llayee representative assaeiatiens
This el1tSsifie1ttien ineluEles all eHtple, ees inelttEling 1tny efit
ei1tl represent1tti·1es.))

6503-00 Labor upjops or employee represeptatiye associ-

6502-05 Mortgage compapjes; fipapcial or jpyestmept
compapjes. N.O.C.

ilWlm

Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed as labor unions or
employee representative associations. This classification
applies to the employees of the union or association itself as
opposed to the members that they represent. who are employ-

•
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in providini: financial
. o r investment services not covered by another classification
(N O C.) This classification also applies to establishments
engaged in extending credit in the form of mortgage Joans by
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ees of other businesses These establishments act as bareaining agents for others: they maintain membership records. collect dues. and neeotjate contracts. This classification
includes labor union officials. business agents. organizers
and other employees with combined inside and outside
duties.
This classification excludes clerical office employees
who may be reported separately in 4904 if the conditions of
the standard exception general reporting rule are met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-717 Classification 6504.
((8teres ·n elf'ftre stteh as Geeflwill er 8ah tttien Army
This elassifieatieft inelttdes eelleeting, eeRditiening and
resale ef flentttefl ttsefl hettsehelfl artieles.))
6504-00 Stores: Charitable or welfare
Applies to those employees of a charitable or welfare
oreanization who are eneaeed in operatine a store. Stores of
this type usually deal in used merchandise such as. but not
limited to. clothine. household appliances. toys. housewares.
furniture. and garden tools that has been donated to the organization. Work contemplated by this classification includes.
but is not limited to. the collection of donated items from
locations away from the store. conditionine donated items.
stocking and cleaning the store. and cashiering. Conditioning
is limited to cleanine. reupholsteey work. and minor repairs:
it does not include major mechanical repairs or refinishing
furniture
This classification excludes establishments eneaeed in
repairing and selling used appliances which are to be reported
separately in classification 0607: and all other employees of
the charitable or welfare organization not employed in the
store who are to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the work performed.
SJZecial note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-718 Classification 6505.
((Welfare speeial "erks pregram
Use ef this elassifieatien '"ill be limited te nenprefit ergani
Httiens that atlmiRister speeial training bleek grant men
eys whieh are ttsefl te previfle eligible ttnempleyable
eaRflidtttes werk eJtperienee. "Werk eJtperienee" fer the
pttrpese ef this rttle shall mean aetivities perfermefl
t1Rder direet liftd elese sttpervisien fer a limited periefl ef
time, usual!) less than six menths, wages er remttnera
tien fer whieh is paifl by the referring er spensering
ergani~tttien withettt reimbttrsement frem the persen er
eRtity in '+'fhese werkplaee the aetivities life perfermefl.))
6505-00 Welfare specjal works proeram
Applies to certain "employees" of nonprofit establishments engaged in finding work experience for individuals
Proposed

who are in need of job trainine or skjll enhancement to make
them employable or more competitive in the job market.
Establishments tha.t: qualify for this classification wjll solicit •
the participation of other businesses by offering the services •
of one of these individuals cost-free for a limited leneth of
time. usually less than six months. During that period the
business person who has aereed to participate will supply the
opportunity for work experience and the supervision of the
work beine performed while waees will be paid by the sponsoring organization (the establishment that gualifies for this
classification). These waees come from trainine block erant
moneys (usually a eoyernment erant) which have been provided for this purpose. State aeencies. such as the employment security department. and nonprofit job counselors are
typical sponsors of these programs. Work contemplated by
this classification may be found in any type of work environment.
This classifica.t:ion excludes the permanent administrative and clerical employees of the sponsorine oreanization
who a.re to be reported separately as applicable.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-719 Classification 6506.
((Film exehanges eemmereial t) pe me 1 ie theatre films
eJtelttding 'l'idee eassettes Nhieh are te be separately
filled
Film print sheps inelttfling fie 1 eleping anti printing
•
•
MierefilmiRg
Phetegraph studies inelttding eutside phetegraphers
This elassifieatien exelttfles drivers whe are te be repertefl
separately in elassifieatien 1101, "fleli't'ery by eembinefl
whelesale aRd retail steres. "))
6506-00 Photoeraphy studios
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
photoeraphy studios Photoeraphers use a wide ranee of still
and motion cameras: services include both sitting portraits
and motion pictures of special events. and are photoi:raphed
in the studio or at outside locations. Photographers may
develop and print photoeraphs in their own studio darkrooms.
or they may contract out to an independent photo finishing
shop Studios may also offer services such as retouchine
negatives. restoration work. mounting and framing pictures.
and enlareine photoeraphs. This classification includes
glamour and boudoir photography studios which often have a
salon where clients have their hair styled and make-up
applied This classification also includes booths. usually
located in malls. that will produce photoeraphy novelty items
such as. but not limited to. cups. shirts and calendars from
photographs. Photographs may be taken on location or the
customer may brine a picture or neeative in to have the imaee
applied to the particular item. Video taping services performed in connection with photoeraphy studios is included in
this classification.
This classification excludes delivery drivers who are to
be reported sepa.rately in classification 1101: and establishments engaged in video taping services not in connection
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•
•

with photo~aphy studio operations which are to be reported
separately in classification 6303.
Sgecial note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the ~neral reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
6506-01 Film processing shops
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in processini: film.
Operations include. but are not limited to. processing film.
reproducini: nei:atives. prints or slides. enlari:ini: pictures.
mounting and finishing. storing and mixing chemicals. and
inspectini: and packai:ini: finished products. Finishini: processes may be manual or automated. These shops may offer
retail type film developini: services to commercial laboratories that provide mass film developing and/or one-hour processini: services.
This classification excludes delivery drivers who are to
be reported separately in classification 1101.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.

•
•

•
•

6506-02 Motjop pjcture film exchanges
Applies to establishments engaged in the operation of
motion picture film exchani:es. These exchani:es receive
fully processed movie films from producers. which they catalo~e and store for subsequent rental or sale to commercial
movie theaters. television networks. or other groups. Film
exchani:es have a projection room where customers may
view the film before they book it. When rented films are
returned. they are inspected and repaired as necessary.
Repair usually consists of cutting out damaged section and
splicini: the film with special adhesive and pressure.
This classification excludes delivery drivers who are to
be reported separately in classification 1101 and video rental
stores which are to be reported separately in classification
.MQ6...
SJzecial note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met
6506-03 Microfilmjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in providing microfilmini: services for others. Microfilmini: reproduces and
preserves documents onto film in greatly reduced sizes to
allow the storai:e of information in Jess space. Documents
are photographed; the film is developed in automatic processini: units. then stored on reels or cartridi:es or cut into microfiche. Establishments subject to this classification usually
offer related services such as. but not limited to. advice on
setting up micrographic systems. the sale or rental of supplies
or equipment. storai:e facjljties. keypunch services. film restoration. and/or the destruction of source materials.
This classification excludes drivers who are to be
reported separately in classification 1101.
Sgecigl note.· Effective July l. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
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all the conditions of the i:eneraJ reportini: rules coverini: standard exception employees have been met.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 91-12-014,
filed 5/31/91, effective 711/91)
WAC 296-17-722 Classification 6509.
((Adttlt fttmil) hemes
BeMdiflg hemes ttnfl eenters, N.O.C.
B eaffiing hettses
Fester hemes
Frtttenti~ ltettses
Orphanages
Reaming hettses
Sereri~ heuses.))
6509-04 Boarding homes and centers. N.O.C .. adult family homes. rooming houses. foster homes. and omhanages
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in providini: residential and social care for children. aged. and special categories
of persons who are ambulatory and for whom medical care is
not a major element. This classification includes. but is not
limited to. alcohol and dru~ rehabilitation centers. shelters for
the homeless. safe houses for abused women and children.
orphana~es. homes for mentally. emotionally. physically.
and developmental ly disabled individuals. adult family
homes. and WUP homes as well as halfway homes for delinquents and offenders. Alzheimer care facilities are also
included in this classification. Work contemplated by this
classification includes meal service. linen service. housekeeping and transportation. Medical care includes only the
administration of drui:s
This classification excludes convalescent. assisted livin~. and nursini: homes which are to be reported separately in
classification 6108.
6509-05 Fraternity or sororjty houses
Applies to establishments providing living accommodations to only those colle~e and university students who are
members of the fraternity or sorority. Fraternities and sororities operate as independent political. economic and social
oci:anizatjons within the i:uidelines of the collei:e. Fraternity
and sorority houses normally have all the amenities of a
home-kitchen. livin~ room. dinin~ room. bedrooms and bathrooms. Chapter houses may also have a party room with
floor space for social functions and a Chapter room which are
a combination library. study. meeting and trophy room.
Employments contemplated by this classification includes
house directors who supervise and manage facility. cooks.
helpers and facilities maintenance.
6509-07 Retirement centers
Applies to establishments eni:a.i:ed in operatini: retirement centers which cater to the elderly by offering an independent life style in a communal environment. Djfferin&
from a boarding home. a retirement center will usually offer
a studio. one bedroom or two bedroom apartments as
opposed to a sini:Je room. Most offer a full service dinin&
area, for a.II meals. exercise proi:rams for individuals oc
i:roups. a hairdresser. i:ift shop. housekeepin&/la.undQ' service. a full social/activity program. security. as well as
[ 277]
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assisted living services Assisted living services. if offered.
include. but are not limited to. assistance in maintaining the
resident's schedule for prescription medication. transportation for medical appointments. and 24 hour on-call emergency assistance. On-call emergency services may be provided by a full-time nurse who can assess situations and summon a doctor or ambulance as necessary.
Soecial note: Residents of a retirement center are capable of an independent lifestyle and do not require an on-site
physician or personal care services. Businesses engaged in
providing temporaiy or permanent residences which provide
various levels of medical and personal care services such as
feeding. bathing. and personal hygiene are to be reported
separately in classification 6108.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-72201 Classification 6510.
6510-00 Domestic servants employed in or about the private residence of a home owner
Applies to individuals employed by a home owner to
provide domestic services in the home owner's private residence. This classification includes services such as, but not
limited to, cooking, housekeeping, caring for children, running errands, shopping, and transporting members of the
household by vehicle to appointments, after school activities,
or similar activities.
This classification is subject to the provisions of RCW
51.12.020 - Employments excluded - which states in part:
"The following are the only employments which shall not be
included within the mandatory coverage of this title: Any
person employed as a domestic servant in a private home by
an employer who has less than twcr employees regularly
employed forty or more hours a week in such employment."
This classification is also subject to the provisions of RCW
51. 12. 110 which allows the employer to elect optional coverage for domestic servants.
This classification excludes chore services which are to
be reported separately in classification 6511; domestic (residential) cleaning or janitorial services which are to be
reported separately in classification 6602; and skilled or
semiskilled nursing care which is to be reported separately in
classification 6110.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-72202 Classification 6511.
6511-00 Chore services
Applies to establishments engaged in providing chore
workers/home care assistants to private individuals. The services performed by the chore workers/home care assistants
include, but are not limited to, general household chores,
meal planning and preparation, shopping and errands either
with or without the client, personal care such as bathing, body
care, dressing, and help with ambulating, as well as companionship. Frequently the recipients of service are funded by
DSHS or some other community service agency; however,
the services are also available to those who pay privately.
Proposed

This classification excludes individuals working under a
welfare special works training program who are to be
reported separately in classification 6505; domestic (residential) cleaning or janitorial services which are to be reported
separately in classification 6602; and skilled or semiskilled
nursing care which is to be reported separately in classification 6110.

t

AMENDAIORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-723 Classification 6601.
((Aflflerea ellf serviees
CFewa eeetfel seFviees
Deteetive ttgeeeies
Merehttet peliee eF ptttrel
Seeurity gtt!tf'a ttgeeeies
Seeurity gtt!tf'a ttt leggieg er eeestfuetiee sites tts ttllewea fer
ie WAC 296 l7 441(1).))
6601-00 Detectiye agencies
Applies to establishments engaged in providing investigative and related services for others. Services include. but
are not limited to. investigating corporate embezzlement and
fraud. employee theft. insurance fraud. missing person cases.
matrimonial or child custody disputes. conducting background checks. tracking and apprehending fugitives. monitoring burglar or fire alarm systems. or provide polygraph
testing or fingerprinting services. Investigative methods
include checking public records. conducting interviews. sur- •
veillance. and undercover operations. As a general rule. the •
detective agency provides clients with a final report. which
includes documentation. photographs. or videotapes.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
providing customer shoplifting surveillance within retail
stores which are to be reported separately in classification
6601-01 and survemance employees hired as direct employees of a nondetective or security agency who are to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the
establishment.
6601-01 Merchant police or patrol
Applies to establishments engaged in providing security
services to shopping centers. malls. business parks. banks and
other businesses Services include. but are not limited to.
monitoring parking lots and garages. maintaining public
security in malls. hospitals. and banks. providing surveillance
for theft or shoplifting. and monitoring alarm systems.
This classification excludes detective agencies which are
to be reported separately in classification 6601-00 and security guard services which are to be reported separately in classification 6601-02.
6601-02 Security guard agencies
Applies to establishments engaged in providing general
security guard services for clients such as airports. commercial. industrial. residential and governmental facilities. Servi~es. include. but ~re not !imited to. protecting persons or •
bmldmgs. respondmg to fue or burglar alarms. protecting •
and/or transporting executives. providing security at strikes.
and conducting electronic sweeps. The clients' security sys[ 278]
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terns may be connected to a central security system of the
~uritv;uard agenc~. where em~oyees of the securit~~uard
onitor thelient's syste s and notify the al> opriate authorities if necessary. As a general rule. security
2uards. do not have police powers,
This classification excludes security guards at logging
sites who are to be reported separately in classification 660103 and security guards at construction sites who are to be
reported separately in classification 6601-04 provided the
conditions in the special exception section of the general
rules have been met.
6601-03 Security guards at logging sites
Applies to employees of 1022in2 contractors or landowners who are employed as security guards to maintain security
at Jo22in2 sites lzy preventin2. deterrin2 and detectin2 crime
and/or fires. Security guards subject to this classification are
limited to employment at the site only durin2 those hours that
the employer is not conducting any other operations at the
site and may have no other duties durin2 their shift as security
guard. This classification also applies to establishments that
contract to provide security 2uards at Io22in2 sites
6601-04 Security guards at construction sites
Applies to employees of construction contractors or
landowners who are employed as security guards to maintain
security at construction sites by preventin2. deterrin2 and
detecting crime and/or fires. Security guards subject to this
classification are limited to employment at the site only during those hours that the employer is not conducting any other
.operation s at the site and may have no other duties durin2
• their shift as security guard. This classification also applies
to establishments that contract to provide security 2uards at
construction sites.

nci

6601-05 Armored car seryjces
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in armored car services which transport cash or valuables for businesses such
as. but not limited to. banks. supermarkets. and jewelry stores
to other destinations Also included are annored car services
which collect or deposit money into or from automatic teller
machines

It

6601-06 Crowd coptrol services
Applies to establishments engaged in providing crowd
control services. Crowd control services is a 2rowin2 field
and may include. but not be limited to. crowd management at
sportin2 events. race tracks. live concerts. rames. conventions. rodeos. and fairs. This classification includes parking
lot staff. and rule enforcement employees such as uniformed
or plain clothes security guards who maintain order as well as
providin2 personal protection.
This classification excludes theatre ushers. inside ticket
takers. set up crews and sta2ehands who are to be reported
se.parately in classification 4504.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)
WAC 296-17-724 Classificatio n 6602.
((Janiterial eleaning serviees, N.O.C. inehuling eentraet
winaew eleaning
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Janiters, ~LO.C.
Pest eentrel. This eategery applies te e~ratiens inveh'etl in
the eentrel anti eitterminatien ef pests ey the ttse ef pes
tieitles, redentieiaes a11tl fttmigants
Pettaele eleaning ana washing, N.O.C. inehtEles attte ana
trttek washing, reereatienal 'fehieles anti meeile hemes.
This eateger,· will ineh1Ele reef elea1ti1tg ftAEI washi1tg ef
single stery l:lttiltlings, httt e1tly if the washing is ft6t inei
Elental te painting er reef repair
Residential eleaning er resiaential janiterial sen iees
Swimming peel eleaning
Termite eentrel. This eategeey applies te eperatiens in'f·el·1ea
in the eentrel anti eitterminatie1t ef termites antl ether
weea Elestreying pests er erganisms ey fttffiigatien er
spraying ef peisenetts inseetieitles. Dees net inelttae
stmetttral repair
Wintlew .vashing serviees.))
6602-02 Contract window washing services
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in contract window
washing services not done in connection with a janitorial service. These establishinents specialize in cleanin2 both interior and exterior windows in residential and commercial. sin2le and multistocy buildin2s.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
residential cleanin2 which are to be reported separately in
classification 6602-04 and establishments engaged in both
commercial and residential cleanin2 which are to be reported
separately in classification 6602-03.
6602-03 .Janitorial cleaning seryices. N.O.C .
Applies to establishments engaged in providing general
interior cleanin2 services for commercial businesses or for
combined commercial and residential customers. General
cleanin2 services include. but are not limited to. washin2.
waxing. and polishing floors. vacuuming and shampooing
carpets. dustine and washine walls. dustin2 or cleanine mirrors. cabinets. moldings. lights. hardware. sinks. tubs. commodes. and appliances. and repJacin2 li2ht elobes. paper or
linen towels. This classification includes window washin2
when performed by the janitorial service employees in conj unction with a 2eneral house cleanin2 contract. it also ·
includes the cleaning of swimming pools. spas and hot tubs.
Fire restoration. which includes cleanin2 smoke or water
damaged buildings. drying and/or cleaning carpets and
upholstered furniture. washine and polishin2 furniture. washing walls. washing and waxing floors. cleaning personal contents of the home or business such as linens. dishes. drapes.
and other general cleaning tasks. are included in this classifi~

This classification excludes establishments enea2ed
exclusively in contract window washin2" services which are
to be reported separately in classification 6602-02: establishments en2"a2ed in residential cleanin2 which are to be
reported separately in classification 6602-04; and establishments that specialize in the cleanin2 of ceilin2 tiles which are
to be reported separately in classification 0504.
Special no(e: Care should be exercised with companies
specializin2 in fire restoration or water dama2e related work
These companies ma,y be eeneral contractors who will not
only do the clean up work. but will also do repairs such as.
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ta,ble spra,y or stea,m power units. ma,chinery. equipment.
automobiles. trucks. recreational vehicles. mobile homes.
wa,lk-in freezers. a,nd shoppin2 ca,rts. This classifica,tion a,lso
applies to the cleaning or removal of snow from roofs. gutters
or downspouts of one-stm:y buildin2s.
This classifica,tion excludes establishments en~a,~ed in
cleanjn~ buildin2s or structures. clea,nin2 or removin~ snow
from roofs. 2utters. a,nd downspouts on multistory buildin~s.
which are to be reported separately in classification 0504.

but not limited to. repair or replace cabinets. doors. and fixtures. patch drywall. paint. and replace windows. Construction-related tasks. when performed by a company doin2 the
clean up work. are to be assigned the appropriate construction
classification. Each contract should be reviewed to determine the proper classification assignment.
6602-04 .Janitorial cleaning services - residential
Applies to establishments engaged in providing general
interior janitorial cleanin2 or services to residential customers. General cleanin~ services include. but are not limited to.
washing. waxing. and polishing floors. vacuuming and shampooin2 carpets. dustin2 and washin2 walls. dustin2 or cleaning mirrors. cabinets. moldings. lights. hardware. sinks. tubs.
commodes. and a,ppljances. This classification includes window cleaning when performed in connection with a general
house clea,nin2 contract.
This classifica,tion excludes establishments en2a,2ed
exclusively in contract window cleaning which are to be
reported sepa,rately in cla,ssifica,tion 6602-02 a,nd esta,blishments en2a,2ed in commercia,l or combined commercia,1 a,nd
residential clea,nin2 which a,re to be reported sepa,rately in
6602-03.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-725 Classification 6603.
((Atteti6ft sttles, 1tll types, exelttding Ii• est6ek 1ttteti6ftS 1tnd
sttles yllfds rilled in risk el1tssifie1tti6ft 4304 (WAC 296
17 633)
This el1tssifiellli6ft inelttdes eleriettl 5ffiee llftd sttles pers6ft
neh))

6603-00 Auction sales: Industrial or commercial equipment or machineu
Applies to esta,blishments en2a,2ed in a,uction sales of
industrial or commercial plant eguipment or machinery such
a,s. but not limited to. tractors. farm implements. ba,ckhoes.
cranes. booms. asphalt pavers. trailers. conveyors. stone
crushers. lifts. bulldozers. forklifts. dump trucks. a,nd lo2~in2
equipment. Auctions are held at the auctioneer's permanent
location or a,t the client's pla,ce of business, Work contempla,ted by this cla,ssifica,tion includes. but js not limited to.
picking up merchandise from clients. advertising. preparing
ca,ta,102 listin2s of items for a,uction. prepa,rin2 the a,uction
site. demonstrating eguipment at preauction inspections. estima,tin2 values. ensurin2 that there is title for the ~oods. numbering and tagging items into lots. conducting the auction.
a,nd receivin2 pa,yment from buyers a,nd pa,yin~ the consignor. This classification includes clerical office and outside
sa,les personnel. sna,ck ba,rs. concession sta,nds. a,nd lunch
counters when operated by employees of the auction com-

6602-05 .Janitors. N.O.C.
Applies to the ja,nitoria,1 staff a,ssi2ned to clea,n the clerical and administrative offices of establishments whose principle business underta,kin2 is other tha,n providin~ ja,nitoria,I
services and who are eligible to report their clerical employees jn cla,ssjfica,tion 4904 This classification js 41Wlicable
only to janitors who clean the office area. Janitors who clean
outside the office a,rea, such a,s a, shop. wa,rehouse. or reta,il
store area. are excluded from this classification and are to be
reported sepa,rately in the cla,ssifica,tion a,pplica,ble to the
employer's business.
Slzecial note: See the specia,I exception section of the
general rules for a complete description of these reguire-

mmts...

6602-08 Pest control
Applies to establishments en2a,2ed in pest control services for others. These establishments offer inspection for.
a,nd elimina,tion of, unwa,nted pests in buildin2s a,nd other
wooden structures. Pests include. but are not limited to. termites. ca,rpenter a,nts. flea,s. ticks. mice. a,nts. cockroa,ches.
and bees. This classification applies to all operations of elimjna,tion services such as. but not limited to. spra,yin2 liquid or
aerosol pesticide. dusting with powder. setting out traps or
bait. a,pplyin2 pesticides to the soil to crea,tin2 a, chemica,J barrier a,round the ba,se of a, structure. di22in~ trenches a,round
foundations. and drilling holes through masonry surfaces in
order to pour or pump chemica,ls into the infected a,rea,s.
Establishments may also offer inspection and certification
services for customers seekin2 mort2a,2e a,pprova,I.
This cla,ssifica,tion excludes any structural repa,irs which
are to be reported separately in the appropriate construction
classifica,tion.

t

~

This classification excludes establishments engaged as
equipment or machinery dealers which are to be reported separately as applicable.

6603-01 Auction or estate sales: Antiques or general
household furnishings
Applies to establishments enn2ed in auction or estate
sales of collectibles and antigues or of general household furnishin2s such a,s. but not limited to. furniture. pictures. vases.
dishes. musical instruments. books. clothing. or lawn and
2a,rden furniture. oma,ments. tools a,nd equipment. Auctions
are held at the auctioneer's permanent location or at the client's Joca,tion Work contempla,ted by this cla,ssifica,tion
includes. but is not limited to. picking up merchandise from
clients. a,dvertisjn~. prepa,rin2 ca,ta,102 Jjstin2s of items for
auction. preparing the auction site. opening boxes with razor
bla,des a,nd knives. movin2 mercha,ndise with the use of ha,nd
ca,rts. estima,tin~ values. ensurin2 tha,t there is title for the •
2oods. numberin2 a,nd ta,~2in2 items into lots. conductin~ the •
a,uction. a,nd receivin2 pa,yment from buyers a,nd pa,yin~ the
consignor. This classification includes clerical office and

6602-10 Portable cleapjpg apd washjpg. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments en2a,2ed in clea,nin2 a,nd wa,shin2 services not otherwise cla,ssified <N 0 C.l. This cla,ssification contemplates cleaning and washing. by means of porProposed

t
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outside sales personnel. snack bars. concession stands. and
lunch counters when o erated b em Jo ees of the auction
company.
This classification excludes establishments engaged as
antique variety stores which are to be reported separately in
classification 6304.

t

6603-02 Auction sales: Specialty merchandise
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in auction sales of
specialty merchandise such as. but not limited to. fine art.
furs. collectibles. cars and trucks. Auctions are held at the
auctioneer's permanent location or at the client's place of
business, Dependini: on the value of items. these types of
auctions may operate on a wholesale only basis. or for dealers
or qualified buyers only, Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. pickini: up merchandise
from clients. advertising. preparing catalog listings of items
for auction. preparini: the auction site. openini: boxes with
razor blades and knives. moving merchandise with the use of
hand carts. estimatini: values. ensurini: that there is title for
the goods. numbering and tagging items into "lots." conductini: the auction. and receivini: payment from buyers and paying the consignor. This classification includes clerical office
and outside sales personnel. snack bars. concession stands.
and lunch counters when operated by employees of the auction company,
This classification excludes establishments engaged as
stores or dealers which are to be reported separately as appli-

WAC 296-17-726 Classification 6604.
((Lefts m1t1tt1f1tett1fi1tg gFettHEI &REI pelishea leRses
Optieal geeas marittfaetttfiRg, N.O.C.
Teleseepe fftftftt1faett1fi1tg with lefts gFiREliRg
This elassifieatie1t i1telt1Eles eleFieal effiee &REI sales perseR
ttt±))

•
•

6604-01 Optical goods: Manufacturing , N.O.C.
Applies to establjshmems eni:aged in the manufacture of
optical goods not covered by another classification CN.O.C.).
such as. but not limited to. e,ye i:lasses. opera glasses. field
glasses. goggles and telescopes. Glass and plastic blanks <or
roui:hs). emery. polishini: rouge. steel. silver and i:old wire
rod or tube. sheet plastic and metal are received from others.
Blanks are heated. placed in molds. formed. annealed <tempered). and i:round to curvature. size. i:aui:e and thickness on
grinding machines. Using precision lathes with diamond cuttini: tools. lenses are centered. trimmed. and beveled. then
buffed. washed. and inspected. Assembly is completed by
mouotini: the lenses into frames. This classification includes
the shaping of the frames from raw materials or products may
be assembled from component pans received from others,
This classification includes clerical office and sales person-

n.d.

This classification excludes optical dispensary stores
that do no lens i:rindini: which are to be reported separately in
classification 6308: establishments engaged in the precision
grinding of lenses or the grindini: of blank lenses to curvature
and size or the manufacture of contact lenses or artificial
eyes. which are to be reported separately in classification
6604-00: and establishments engaged in the manufacture of
glass which is to be reported separately in classification 3503.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

cable.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1186)

6604-00 Lens: Mapufacturjog . grjpdjpg apd polishjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
precision lenses for their own sales. or for other retailers such
as optometrists and opticians. Glass and plastic blanks <or
roui:hs). emery. polishini: roui:e are received from others.
Blanks are heated. placed in molds. formed. annealed (tempered). and i:round to curvature. size. i:au~rn and thickness on
grinding machines. Using precision lathes with diamond cuttini: tools. lenses are centered. trimmed. and beveled. then
buffed. washed. and inspected. This classification also
applies to the manufacture of contact lenses and artificial
eyes which are usually molded from aczylics. and/or cut and
polished This classification includes clerical office and sales
personnel.
This classification excludes optical dispensary stores
that do no lens i:rindini: which are to be reported separately in
classification 6308 and establishments eni:ai:ed in the manufacture of glass which are to be reported separately in classification 3503.
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WAC 296-17-727 Classification 6605.
((Aeters a1tEI perfermers, N.O.C.
DaRee halls all emf}leymeRt, N.O.C.
Mttsieians, RO.C.
This elassifieatieR ieelttEles aeters, perfermers, players aRa
mttsieiaes ef theaters bttt e:itelttdes e1ttertftiRers stteh as
ballet, daRee, gyfflftftsties, iee E11t1teelskftte peffermers
whieh are te be repartee separately [iR] elassifieati6R
~))

6605-00 Actors apd performers. N.O.C.
Am>lies to establishments or individuals providing performances that are not of a physical or strenuous nature. and
who are not specifically covered by another classification
CN,O,C,). for pucposes of this classification. entertainment
that is not physical or strenuous includes. but is not limited to.
comedians. magicians or clowns at parties. or nightclubs
Physical or strenuous activities which are not covered by this
classification include. but are not limited to. ballet. dancing.
skatini:. i:ymnastics, or perforrnini: stunts,
This classification excludes actors. players. performers.
entertainers. or musicians whose routines or performances
are of a physical or strenuous nature who are to be reported
separately in classification 6620: players. entertainers or
musicians N.O C .. hired by theatres. who perform nonstrenuous routines or performances who are to be reported separately in classification 6605-03: musicians perforrnini: nonstrenuous routines or performances at dance halls who are to
be reported separately in classification 6605-04: musicians .
N,O,C, performing nonstrenuous routines or performances
who are to be reported separately in classification 6605-01:
[ 281]
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entertainers eni:ai:ed in television or radio company operations who are to be reported separately in classification 4502;
and entertainers eni:ai:ed in motion picture production company operations who are to be reported separately in classification 6608.
Soecial note; Classifications 6620 and 6605 may be
assii:ned to a sini:Ie establishment provided the establishment
maintains accurate records which distinguishes actors and
performers whose routines are of a physical and strenuous
nature. from the routines which are not physical or strenuous.
Care should be exercised when assii:nini; this classification
as the actors and performers may be exempt from coverage as
specified in RCW 51.12.020(9).
6605-01 Musicians. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments or individuals engaged as
musicians whose entertainment is not of a physical or strenuous nature. and who are not specifically covered by another
classification CN.O C.). For purposes of this classification.
entertainment that is not physical or strenuous includes disk
jockeys or members of a musical band playini: at nii:htclubs.
concerts. or other events. as well as members of the entertainer's road crew who set up or disassemble musical equipment or sound systems Physical or strenuous activities
which are not covered by this classification include. but are
not limited to. ballet. dancini:. skatini:. i;ymnastjcs or performing stunts.
This classification excludes actors. players. perfonners.
entertainers or musicians whose routines or performances are
of a physical or strenuous nature who are to be reported separately in classification 6620: players. entertainers or musicians hired by theatres performini: nonstrenuous routines or
perfonnances who are to be reported separately in classification 6605-03: actors or performers performini: nonstrenuous
routines or performances who are to be reported separately in
classification 6605-00: musicians performini: nonstrenuous
routines or performances at dance halls who are to be
reported separately in classification 6605-04: entertainers
engaged in television or radio company ooerations who are to
be reported separately in classification 4502 and entertainers
engaged in motion picture production company operations
who are to be reported separately in classification 6608
Soecial note.· Classifications 6620 and 6605 may be
assii:ned to a sini:le establishment provided the establishment
maintains accurate records which distinguishes musicians
whose routines are of a physical and strenuous nature. from
the routines which are not physical or strenuous. Care should
be exercised when assii:nini: this classification as the musician may be exempt from coverage as specified in RCW
51, 12,020(9),
6605-03 Players. entertainers and musicians hired by a
theatre. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments or individuals engaged as
players. entertainers. and musicians who are hired by theatres
to provide entertainment of a nonphysical or strenuous
nature. and who are not covered by another classification
CN,O.C.) For purposes of this classification. entertainment
that is not physical or strenuous includes players. entertainers. and musicians in theatrical productions such as plays.
programs. or operas. Physical or strenuous activities which
Proposed

are not covered by this classification include. but are not limballet. dancing. skating. gymnastics. or performing •

This classification excludes actors. players. perfooners. •
entertainers or musicians whose routines or performances are
of a physical or strenuous nature who are to be reported separately in classification 6620: actors and performers performini: non strenuous routines or performances who are to be
reported separately in classification 6605-00: musicians.
N,O,C performini: nonstrenuous routines or performances
who are to be reported separately in classification 6605-01;
entertainers eni:ai:ed in television or radio company operations who are to be reported separately in classification 4502:
and entertainers eni:ai:ed in motion picture production company operations who are to be reported separately in classification 6608.
Special note; Classifications 6620 and 6605 may be
assigned to a single establishment provided the establishment
maintains accurate records which distini:uishes players.
entertainers and musicians whose routines are of a physical
and strenuous nature. from the routines which are not physical or strenuous. Care should be exercised when assigning
this classification as the players. entertainers and musician
hired by a theatre may be exempt from coverage as specified
in RCW 51.12 020(9),
6605-04 Dance halls. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in operatini; dance
halls that are not covered by another classification (N.0.C.).
Establishments contemplated by this classification may provide only the dance hall facility. or may also provide disc
jockey services or live musicians. sini:ers. and/or dancers
Some charge a cover charge; some will allow customers to
brini: their own beverai:es and/or snacks This classification
applies to all employees including. but not limited to. bouncers, security personnel. attendants. and food and beverai:e
servers.
This classification excludes entertainers or musicians
whose routines or performances are of a physical or strenuous
nature who are to be reported separately in classification
6620: and louni:es or restaurants that provide entertainment
for customers which are to be reported separately in classification 3905,
Special note: Care should be exercised when assii:nini:
this classification as the entertainers or musicians may be
exempt from coverai:e as specified in RCW 51.12,020(9),

t

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-729 Classification 6607.
((Billiftfa halls
Cllftl f66Hl:S llftd bing6 parl6rs
Reere1tti6fl1tl, seeial and e6Hl:Hl:ttflity eenters, N.O.C.
This elassifieatien inelttEles feea anEI beveftlge eperatiens.))
6607-00 Card rooms; bioeo parlors or casjpos
Applies to establishments eni:a,i:ed in operatini: card •
rooms. bini:o parlors. or casinos. To qualify for this classifi- •
cation. card rooms must be run as a separate operation when
located in a tavern or Class H restaurant. If the food and bev-
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ers/waitresses are to be reported separately in the appropriate
tavern or restauran t classific ation. This classific ation
includes employm ents such as. but not limited to. dealers.
security floor managers. janitorial and maintenance staff. and
food and beverage operations. Bingo parlors and casinos are
usually operated by Native American tribal organizations or
by nonprofit onrnnizations to raise funds for charity. This
classifica tion applies to any workers these organiza tions
employ to operate bingo or casino games. Typical employments include. but are not limited to. game attendants and
helpers. money collectors. callers. card dealers. janitorial and
maintenance staff. and food and beverage operations.
Sged.al no(e.· Coverage for Native American tribes conducting a bingo operation is suQject to jurisdictional policy.
6607-01 Billiard or pool halls
Applies to establishments engaged in operating billiard
or pool balls. This classification could apply to the operation
of a billiard or pool ball in connection with another enterprise. such as a bowling alley or skating rink. but only if it is
conducted as a separate and distinct operation. This classification includes. but is not limited to. counter personnel who
collect money for the rental of billiard and pool equipment.
rackers. food and beverage operation s. and janitorial and
maintenance staff.
This classification excludes clerical office and outside
sales personnel who may be reported separately provided all
the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met: billiard or pool
tables that are provided as part of a bowling center. tavern. or
restaurant operation which are to be reported separately in the
applicable classification.
6607-02 Recreatj opa!. social or commup jty cepters.

N.Q&

Applies to establishments engaged in operating recreational. social or community centers not covered by another
classification CN .O.C.) such as. but not limited to. senior centers. community centers for minors. and adult social establishments. These organizations may target a particular age or
cultural group. Organiza tions may provide education al
workshops. social interaction. drug preventio n programs.
crafts and limited physical recreational activities. This classification includes food or beverage operations provided by
the center. Organiza tions in classifica tion 6607 do not
reguire membership fees as opposed to clubs in classification
6205 that charge a fee for membership
This classification excludes YMCA's and boy/girls clubs
which are to be n;ported separately in classification 6203:
health clubs and gymnasiums which are to be reported separately in classification 6204: clubs. N.O.C, such as fraternal
organizations which are to be reported separately in classification 6205. and municipal community centers which an; to
be reported separately in the applicable classification,
6607-03 lpdoor playgrou nds
Applies to establishments that provide indoor entertainment centers for childn;n, Generally these operations include
a playground area consisting of interconnecting tubes. lad-
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ders. slides. ball bjns. roller slides. and water and/or air beds,
The equipment is typically made of plastic. rubber. and/or
plexi-glass, Video games may also be available on the premises but generally they are maintained by the game vendor.
Typical duties of the employees include. but are not limited
to. semng tickets. supervising the playground area. facilitatine parties. snack bar operations and lieht cleaning such as
dusting the tubes. vacuuming and cleaning the snack area.
The more involved janitorial duties are usually contracted out
to a private janitorial firm. Included in this classification is
child day care service whereby parents can leave childn;n at
the playground for a specific period of time, This service
usually places limitations on the time a child may be left at
the center.
This classification excludes child day care services not
part of an indoor playgrou nd operation s which are to be
reported separately in classifications 6103 and 6104: amusement parks. permanently located kiddie rides. and establishments which provide adult or family sports entertainment.
which may include battin~ cages and minjatun; golf. which
are to be reported separately in classification 6208: and establishments enuged in providing gymnastic training to children which are to be reported separately in classifica tion
6204.
Soecial no(e: Normally establishments in this classification do not employ workers who are engaged exclusively in
clerical office or sales. However. separate classifica tions
could be assigned provided all the conditions of the general
n;porting rules covering standard exception employees have
been met
6607-04 Indoor simulate d golfing
Applies to establishments engaged in providing computer simulated indoor golf facilities to the public, The operation consists of separate cubicles which house a computer
simulated screen and a play area Customers select a particular course from a list of available courses which are generally
exact n;plicas of famous courses throughout the world, The
player hits a golf ball against a canvas screen inside the cubicle: a computer measures the speed and direction of the ball
and simulates the shot so the player can view the results on
the screen, Facilities may provide a small putting area. a
snack area with limited seating. and/or the sale of golf shirts
and memorabilia. Typical duties of the workers include monitoring facilities. setting up computer s and collectin g the
admissio n price. selling memorabilia. food and beverage
operations. and light janitorial work,
This classification excludes miniature golf courses and
driving ran~s which are n;ported separately in classification
6208.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-730 Classification 6608.

((Metien pietttre predttetien
This el11ssifie11tie1t i1telt16es elerieal effiee and sales persen
nel:-))
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6608-00 Motion picture production
Applies to establishm ents engaged in the production of
motion pictures. Elaborate sets are often constructed at the
production sites and filmed with cameras mounted on large
booms. This classificati on includes all employmen t such as.
but not limited to. staff who design and construct the sets.
actors and entertainer s. stunt personnel. camera and lighting
personnel. musicians. writers. costume designers. make-up
artists. film editing. directors. producers. sales personnel. and
clerical office employees .
This classificati on excludes video taping or production
work conducted in a studio or on location for a television
broadcastin g company which is to be reported separately in
classificati on 4502.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-07, filed
7/20/89, effective 8/20/89)

WAC 296-17-731 05 Classification 6614.
({PIH'ifHuh1el herse r&eing: All ether etHpleyees, N.O.C.
Majer tnleks
This el&ssifieatien is lifHited in seepe te etHpleyees ef trainers
and/er ew ners whe eeffte under the jurisaietie n ef the·
Washingte n herse raeing eeJHJHissien, and whe beeeJHe
lieensea subjeet te the Washingte n herse raeing eeJHJHis
sien's rules er regulatiens . This elassifie&tien eeYers all
en er eff tr&ek empleyfftents ef etHpleyers subjeet te this
elassifieati e8, sueh as: Assist&8t tr&i8ers, peny riders,
1tna exereise riders, but exeludes greems l'lhieh ltfe te be
repefied sep&FEttely in elassifie&aen 661 S. Fer pur13eses
ef this rule, jeeke) s will be ee8sidered exereise riders
wheR e1H13leyetl by Et traiRer &Heier ew8er at Et tifHe ether
th1tn during the dates ef 1t sehedttled rttee fHeet. A meet,
as ttsed iR this seetien, sh&ll be fer the dt1ratie8 ef the rite
ing se1tseR its set fer eaeh tr1tek by the W1tShi8gten stltte
herse r1tei8g eemmissie n.))
6614-00 Parimutue l horse racing: All other empl2yees.

N.O.C. - major tracks
(to be qssignetl only by the horse raciH underwriterl

Applies to licensed employees of licensed horse trainers
and/or horse owners who conduct business at a major
parimutue l horse racing track. These tracks are currently
Yakima Meadows in Yak:ima. Pla,yfajr in Spoka,ne a,nd Emerald Downs in Auburn. This classificati on applies to on and
off track employees such as a,ssista,nt trainers. pony riders a,nd
exercise riders. Jockeys are considered exercise riders when
employed by a, trainer a,nd/or owner a,t a, time other tha,n during a, scheduled race meet, The da,tes of a, race meet are set
for each track by the Washingto n horse racing commissio n.
Coverage provided in this cla,ssification is funded by premiums collected at the time of licensing. Trainers premiums are
collected on a per license ba,sjs,
This cla,ssifica,tion excludes licensed grooms working a,t
major tracks who are to be reported separately in classification 66 I 5: unlicensed employees who work only on a, farm or
ranch who are to be reported separately in cla,ssifica,tion
7302: a,nd a,ssistant trainers. pony riders and exercise riders
working a,t a, fair or bush tra,ck who a.re to be reported separately in classificati on 6616.
Proposed
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Soecial note.· All employees working a,t a, major track
must be licensed by the Washingto n state horse racing commission,
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-07, filed
7/20/89, effective 8/20/89)

WAC 296-17-731 06 Classification 6615.
({Pllfimutuel herse r1tei8g: Creams Majer tr1teks
This elassifie&tien is limited in seepe ta indi11iduals lieensed
1tS greeffts by the W1tshingte8 herse raeing eemmissie 8
whe are empleyed by Et tffti8er &REI/er ew8er whe eeme
U8der the jttrisdietien ef &8ti are lieensed by the Wash
ingten herse raei8g eemmissie 8. This elassifieatie8 ee11
ers all 68 er eff tntek ttetivities ef greems e1H13le)eti at
HUtjer traeks. E1H13leyme8t aeti·1ities 13erfermed by
greems &t a fair er bush traek ltfe ta be reperted sep1t
rately i8 elttSsifie&tien 6617.))
6615-00 Parimutue l horse racing: Grooms - major tracks

(to be assiwetl only by the horse racing underwriter)
Applies to licensed grooms performing services for

licensed horse trainers who conduct business at a major
parimutuel horse racing track, The ma,jor tra,cks a,re currently
Yakima Meadows in Yakima. Playfair in Spokane and Emera.Id Downs in Auburn. This classifica,tion includes a.II on or
off track duties of a licensed groom such as. but not limited
to. cleaning or mucking horses sta,lls. feeding. and ha.thing the
horses. For workers' compensat ion purposes. a groom is considered to be a,n employee of the trainer who provided the
reguired signature on the grooms application for a license.
Covera.ge provided in this classifica,tion is funded by the premiums collected from the trainer a,t the time of licensing,
This classification excludes licensed grooms working at
a, fair or bush track who are to be reported separately in classification 6617.
Sizecial note: All employees working a,t a, mzjor tra,ck
must be licensed by the Washingto n state horse racing commission,
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-07, filed
7/20/89, effective 8/20/89)

WAC 296-17-73107 Classification 6616.
((ParifHt1tt1el herse raeing: All ether empleyees , N.O.C.
Fair meets er buslt tr&eks
This el1tssifie1ttien is liJHited i8 see13e te empleyees eftfltiners
tlfttiler ewfters whe eeme uneer the jurisdietie 8 ef the
W1tshingten herse rtteing eemmissie 8, tl8d 'n he beeeme
liee8sed subjeet te the Washi8gte n herse r&ei8g eetHfHis
sie8's Riles er regul&tie8s. This el1tssifie1ttien ee·1ers all
e8 er eff tmek empleytHe8ts ef e1H13leyers subjeet te this
elassifie1ttie8, stteh ltS: Assistant tr1ti8ers, peny riders,
&8d exereise ritlers; but exeludes greems whieh &Fe te be
repefied sep1tratel) in elassifie&aen 6617. Fer 13t1rpeses
ef this rule, jeekeys will be ee8sidered exereise riders
when em13leyed b) 11 trainer 11ntll er e¥i 8et' at a time ether
tftftn during the dtttes ef It sehedttled rttee meet. A meet,
as usetl i8 this seetie8, sh&ll be fer the duF&tie8 ef the r&e
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ing seas6n ftS set f6r eaeh traek "" the Washingt6n state
h6rse raeing e6fftffiissi6n.))
•
111'>616-00 Parimutu el horse racing: All other emoloyee s.
N.O.C. - fair meets or bush tracks
(to be assigned onfv bv the horse racing underwri ter)
Applies to licensed employees of licensed horse trainers
and/or horse owners who conduct business at a fair meet or
bush track. This classifica tion applies to on or off track
employees such as assistant trainers. pony riders. and exercise riders Jockeys will be considered exercise riders when
employed by a trainer and/or owner at a time other than durim: a scheduled race meet. The dates of a race meet are set
for each track by the Washington state horse racing commission. Coverage provided in this classification is funded by
premiums collected at the time of licensing. Trainer premiums are collected on a per license basis
This classification excludes assistant trainers. pony riders and exercise riders working at a major track who are to be
reported separately in classification 6614: grooms working at
a major track who are to be reported separately in classification 6615 and ~ooms working at a fair or bush track who are
to be reported separately in classification 6617.
Special note: All employees wmking at a fair qr bush
track must be licensed by the Washington state horse racing
commjssiqn.

t

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-07, filed
7/20/89, effective 8/20/89)
WAC 296-17-73108 Classification 6617.
((Parimtttttel h6rse racing: Grtitims Fair meets 6r "ttsh
tfftelts

This elassifieatien is limitefl in seepe te infliviflttals lieensefl
as gretims "'.) the Washingten herse raeiHg eemHtissien
a trainer anti/er e +r1ner wh6 e6Hte
+r1h6 are eHtpleyefl
ttnfler the jttrisflieti6rt 6f and are licensed by the Wash
iHgl6ft herse raeiBg eefftffiissieH. This elessifieatiefl eev
ers all tlft 6r eff traek aeth·ities 6f greems empl6yefl at 11
bttsh traek er fair ffteet. E!Hpleyffient aetiYities per
fermed by grtiems at a maj6r traek are te "e reperted sep
llflltely in elassifieatien 6615.))
6617-00 Parimutu el horse racing: Grooms - fair meets or
bush tracks
(to be assiraed on(y by the horse raciDfl underwriter)
Applies to licensed ~oqms performing services for
licensed horse trainers who conduct business at a fair meet or
bush track. This classification includes all qn qr qff track
duties of a licensed groom such as. but not limited to. cleaning qr mucking hmse stalls. feeding. and bathing the horses.
For workers' compensation pur.poses. a groom is considered
to be an emplQyee qf the trainer whq provided the required
signature on the grooms application for a license. Coverage
provided in this classification is funded by the premiums collected from the trainer at the time of licensing.
This classification excludes grnqms· wmkjng at a major
track whq are to be reported separately in classification 6615:
•
. , assistant trainers. pony riders and exercise riders working at
mrum tracks whq are to be reported separately in classification 6614: and assistant trainers. pony riders and exercise rid-

"Y
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ers working at fair meets or bush tracks whq are to be
reported separately in classification 6616.
Special note.' All employees working at a fair meet or
bush track must be licensed by the Washington state horse
racing commission.
6618-00 Parimute l horse racjog; Specjal horse racipg
accouptl use4 on{y by hocse racinv underwriter)
This classification is not to be assigned to any account:
no claims are tQ be chari:;ed to it, This classification is solelv
for the collection of fees assessed on horse owner licenses.
The horse racing commission collects the fees from horse
owners and deposits the money into the special horse racing
account tQ help fund workers' compensation coverage for
injured workers. (Payment of this fee is mandatory. but does
not extend coverage tQ owners, Owners may apply for individual coverage.) The owners' fees are based on the percentage of a hqrse qr hmses they own. up tQ a maximum qf
$150.00.
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-24-00 7,
filed 11/28/94, effective 1/1/95)
WAC 296-17-73111 Classification 6620.
((Entertainers, N.O.C.
This elassifieati6n etivers entertainers wh6se r6t1ti1tes anti
perferHtanees are ef a flhysieal ftlltttre stteh as Inn flet
limited t6 eallet, flanee, gymnasties, llRfl iee flaneelskate
perf6rffteFs.))
6620-00 Entertain ers. N.O.C.
Applies tQ establishments m individuals providing entertainment of a sttenuqus nature for a fee. donation qr free qf
chari:;e. For classification puqx>ses. strenuous entertainment
includes activities such as. but not limited to. ballet. dancini:;.
skating. gymnastics. or performing stunts.
This classification excludes actms, players. perfooners.
entertainers. or musicians whose routines or performances
are not of a physical or strenuou s nature whq are to be
reported separately in classification 6605.
Special note: Classifications 6620 and 6605 may be
assigned to a single establishment provided the establishment
maintains accurate records which distinguishes entertainers
whqse routines are of a physical and strenuous nature, from
the routines which are not physical qr sttenuqus Care should
be exercised when assii:ning this classification as the entertainers may be exempt from coverage as specified in RCW
51.12,020(9).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-735 Classific ation 6704.
((Ptlfkieg let eperatieHs inelueing attenflants er mefliters.))
6704-00 Parking lot operation s
Applies tQ establishments engai:;ed in qperatini:; parkini:;
lots for the temporary parkini: of customer vehicles in uncovered spaces. Wqrk contemp lated by this classific ation
includes. but is not limited tQ. checking custqmers in and qut
collecting fees. parking customers vehicles at check-in and
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returnini: them to customer upon check-out. patrollini: and
monitoring the area for security purposes. and providing
shuttle service in connection with parkini: Jot operations.
Parking lot operations subject to this classification do not
provide service to the automobiles.
This classification excludes parkinwstorai:e i:arai:es
which are to be reported separately in classification 3406.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31/88, effective 7/1188)
WAC 296-17-736 Classification 6705.
((Exettrsiens etttdeer reereetienel N.O.C., inelttdes ri¥er
rides, f'Bek trains, hiking end met1ntaineering , end
inelttding SBffif'iHg ef'eretiens ineidental therete
Slci feeilities inelttdes ell ef1eretiens ineieentel te the ef1ere
ti en ef the skiing feeility stteh es ski te 11 s flBFking lets
lrnt exelt1des feed ser f'iee efleretiens, hetel er metel
everetiens, ski rental er ski sales sheps
Ski instrtteters end ski f'Btt'els
Wind sail beertl instrneters.))
6705-00 Skj facilities
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in operatini: facilities
for all types of skiing such as downhill or cross country.
Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not
limited to. parking attendants. operation of artificial snow
makini: machines. ski tows and lifts. ski patrols. ski instruction. conducting excursions. trail grooming. and snow compactini: when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. This classification also applies to
establishments that operate facilities for other similar recreational activities such as snow tubini:. windboard sailini:. and
snowmobiling.
This classification excludes ski rental and sales operations which are to be reported separately in classification
6309: overnii:ht lodi:ini: facilities which are to be reported
separately in classification 4905: food and beverai:e services
which are to be reported separately in classification 3905: ski
instructors who are to be reported separately in classification
6705-04 and ticket sales and collection personnel who work
exclusively in an office environment or ticket sales booth and
have no other duties in or about the employer's premises who
may be reported separately in classification 4904.
6705-03 Excursjops - outdoor recreatjopal. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in providini: outdoor
recreational excursions and guide services that are not covered by another classification <N,0.C.) Outdoor excursions
include. but are not limited to. fishing. bunting. biking. horseback ridini:. backpackini:. mountain climhini:. campini:. river
rides. white water rafting. and teaching survival skills.
Employees of employers subject to this classification will
routinely include course instructors and guides who conduct
excursions. Work contemplated by this classification may
include. but pot be limited to. accompanyini: customers on
excursions. teachini: first aid. survival skills. hyi:iene. navii:ation and other courses in connection with ou\door activities. and maintaining equipment.
Proposed
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This classification excludes snow skiini: excursions or
wind board sailing instruction which are to be reported sepa- •
rately in classification 6705-04.
•
6705-04 Ski instructors
Applies to establishments who are eni:ai:ed in providini:
instruction only in snow/water skiing. surf boarding. sailing
and wind sail boardini:. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. providing appropriate
equipment (skis. snowboards. canoes. etc.) majntainini: the
equipment. and teaching the technique. This classification
excludes establishments that provide the full scope of ski
resort services. with or without ski instructors. which are to
be reported separately in classification 6705-00 subject to all
appropriate exclusions. and the operation of any other full
service resort or campi:round. with or without instructors.
which is to be reported separately as applicable.
6705-05 Skj patrols
Applies to establishments engaged in providing ski
patrolling seryjces only. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. routine surveillance of a
ski facility to ensure safe conditions and sufficient snow
cover. encouraging safe use of the facility by patrons. and
conductini: search and rescue for lost or injured skiers either
by contract with a ski resort or on an on-call basis in an emeri:ency This classification excludes establishments that provide the full scope of ski resort services. with or without a ski
patrol. which are to be reported separately in classification
6705-00.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-737 Classification 6706.
((Athletie teems ef'eretien ef flFemises end eere ef teltffis
All emf1leyees ether then flleyers, ttmflires, eeeehes end men
~))

6706-01 Athletic teams: Care of teams and equipment.
operation of premises
Applies to employees of athletic teams who are eni:ai:ed
in the care of the team. its equipment. playing field/stadium/arena. and the operation of the premises it owns/leases
to house their organization. Work contemplated by this classification includes. but is not limited to. trainers. laundry
workers. janitors. stadium lighting and sound. ushers. security. parkini: attendants. and maintenance of a clubhouse/locker room and grounds when performed by employees of an emplc>,yer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes players. coaches. manai:ers.
referees. and umpires who are to be reported separately in
classifications 6707. 6809. or 7102 as applicable: manai:ement and maintenance of the stadium/arena by an owner or
contractor which is to be reported se.parately in classification
4910: and ticket sales and ticket takers who work exclusively •
in an office environment. ticket sales booth or entrances and •
have no other duties in or about the employer's premises who
may be reported separately in classification 4904.
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
.11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
•

WAC 296-17-738 Classification 6707.
((Feeteall teams, ~l.O.C.
tellffis
Reller Elereies
Ca1ttaet Sf'arts, P'l.O.C.
This elassifieatieft llf'f'lies te f'refessia1tal eetttaet SJ'0fts aHEI
i1teh1Eles ttmpires, referees, eaaehes a1tEI fftllftagers.))
6707-00 Football teams. N.O.C.
Contact sports. N.O.C.
Aimlies to players. coaches. referees. and managers
employed by a professional football team that is not a member of the National Football League (NFL) and professional
wrestlers. roller derbies. and professional marital ans competitors and their manai;ers. coaches and referees.
This classification excludes employees eni;ai;ed in caring for the team and eauipment. the care and operation of the
playini; field/stadium and care of the facility in which the
team organization is housed who are to be reported separately
in classification 6706. and officials of community or school
amateur sporting events are to be reported separately in classification 6103.
Special note; Teams that are members of the NFL.
includini: players. coaches. referees. and manai;ers. are to be
reported separately in classification 7102.

Haeke~·

•
•

6707-01 Hockey teams
Applies to players. coaches. referees. and manai;ers
employed bx a professional hockey team.
This classification excludes employees eni;ai;ed in carini; for the team and equipment. the care and operation of the
arena/stadium. and care of the facility in which the team
organization is housed who are to be reported separately in
classification 6706 and officials of community or school
amateur sporting events are to be reported separately in classification 6103.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-26, filed
1211/87, effective 1/1/88)
WAC 296-17-739 Classification 6708.
((Jeekeys
Pfefessie1tal raeiftg Elri •ers. ))
6708-01.lockeys
Applies to jockeys riding horses in a race. or working
with the horses in any way. durini; the dates of a scheduled
race meet. Coverage during a race meet is through election of
optional coverai;e and is to be reported at ten hours per mount
per race or ten hours per day if not riding in a race. Coverage
outside the dates of a race meet is mandatory. Jockeys wm be
considered exercise riders when employed by a trainer and/or
owner at a time other than durini; the dates of a scheduled
race meet and are then reportable jn classification 6614.
6616. or 7302 as appropriate to their job duties.
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6708-02 Professional motor vehicle or watercraft race
drivers
Applies to professional motor vehicle/water craft race
drivers durini; a competition. Coverai;e durini; a competition
is mandatory and is subject to a division of hours as provided
in the i;eneral exclusion section of the i;eneral reportini; rules
When not drivini: durin~ competition. hours worked are
reportable as appropriate to the work being performed: maintenance of a racini; motor vehicle and/or pit crew operations
which is to be reported separately in classification 3411:
assembly of a racini; motor vehicle which is to be reported
separately in classification 3402: maintenance of a racing
water craft and/or pit crew operations which is to be reported
separately in classification 3414: assembly of a racing water
craft which is to be reported separately in classification 2903.
3404 or 3511 as appropriate: and any other work usually done
for this employer which is to be reported separately as appropriate to the employees usual job duties.
This classification excludes pilotini; an aircraft in a race
which is to be reported separately in classification 6803 for a
plane or 6801 for a bot air balloon.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-740 Classification 6709.
((SheltereEI werkshaf'S
This elassifieatieH i1telttdes elerieal affiee aftd sales persa1t
Itel-:))

6709-00 Sheltered workshops
Applies to the developmentally disabled persons who are
enrolled as employees of sheltered workshops. Classification
6709-00 applies rei;ardless of the type of work performed.
This classification also applies to all staff who operate sheltered workshops. even if the sheltered workshop also operates a work activity center. and to all staff who operate work
activity centers. Sheltered workshops are nonprofit ori;anizations licensed by the Department of Social and Health Services to provide a rehabilitation proi;ram for persons whose
productive capacities are impaired by physical or mental
deficiencies. These workshops provide productive employment to persons who have reached an optimum level of functionini:. but cannot realistically compete in the open job market. Workers can be paid less than the minimum wai;e for
their work. but it must be at least fifty vercent of the current
minimum wai;e.
This classification excludes developmentally disabled
employees enrolled in work activity centers who are to be
reported separately in classification 7309.
Special no(e." Sheltered workshops may also operate a
work activity center at the same location. Work activity centers differ from sheltered workshops in the severity of the
impairments of the participants. Sheltered workshop participants are functional in daily routines despite their impairment Work activity center participants are i;enerally nonfunctional in daily routines and must be taui;ht activities such
as makini: beds. cookini;. usin~ public transportation. and
caring for their personal needs as well as job skills.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

Pri wttte ttirerttft trttns13erttttien sf 13ersermel in eenneetien
with the efft13leyeF s business. The Rile ge·1eFning stllft •
dftl'd exee13tiens Elees net llf'f'I) heFe
•
NenseheEluleEI ttiFlines flight eFew membeFs.))
6803-01 Flight instruction
Applies to flieht instructors employed by establishments
who provide flieht instruction services. This classification
applies only to the pilot operating or overseeing the aircraft
durine the flieht lesson. This classification excludes classroom flight instruction which is to be reported separately in
classification 6103 and eround crew operations which are to
be reported separately in classification 6804.
0

WAC 296-17-741 Classification 6801.
((AiFlines, seheEltdeEI ell membeFs ef the flying eFew
Het lliF belleen flight erew.))
6801-00 Scheduled ajrljnes - Dight crews
Applies to members of tlj eht crews employed by establishments operating scheduled airlines. A scheduled airline
will have published fares. definite dates. routes. and times for
plane departures and arrivals. Flight crews include. but are
not limited to. pilots. co-pilots. navieators and flieht attendants.
This classification excludes ground crew operations and
ticket sellers who handle baeeaee who are to be reported separately in classification 6802 and clerical. information. reservation clerks and ticket sellers with no other duties who may
be reported separately in classification 4904.

6803-02 Private aircraft - transportation of personnel in
connection with the employer's business
Applies to members of a flight crew who operate private
aircraft owned by a business and used for the transportation
of company personnel in connection with the company's
business Aircraft operation is subject to the eeneral exclusion section of the general rules which allows all other hours
worked by these same personnel to be re.ported separately in
the applicable classification.
This classification excludes i:round crew operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 6804.

6801-01 Hot ajr balloon - flight crew
Applies to members of flight crews employed by establishments operatine hot air balloon rides
This classification excludes eround crew operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 6802.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-742 Classification 6802.
((AiFlines, seheE11deEI gFSunEI erew epeffttiens
Het eiF belleen gFeunEI eFew epenttiens
This elessifietttien ineluEles tiek:et selleFs whe httnElle beg
~))

6802-00 Airlines. scheduled - ground crew operations
Applies to all ground crew employees of establishments
operatine scheduled airlines. A scheduled airline will have
published fares. definite dates. routes. and times for plane
departures and arrivals. Ground crew operations include. but
are not limited to. all baggage handlers. ticket sellers who
handle baeeaee and maintenance of the aircraft.
This classification excludes members of the flieht crew
who are to be reported separately in classification 6801 and
ticket sellers. information and reservation clerks and clerical
personnel with no other duties who may be reported separately in classification 4904
6802-01 Hot air balloon - ground crew operations
Applies to ground crew operations of establishments
operatine bot air balloon rides. Duties include but are not
limited to preparing the balloon for flight. booking the gondola to the balloon and handline the tether lines.
This classification excludes members of the flyine crew
who are to be reported separately in classification 6801.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-26, filed
1211/87, effective 1/1/88)

WAC 296-17-743 Classification 6803.
((AireFttft epeFfttiens, N.O.C. ell membeFs efthe flying erew
Aight instf\ietien
Proposed

6803-04 Aircraft operations. N.O.C. and nonscheduled
airlines - flight crews
Applies to members of the flieht crew for aircraft operations not covered by another classification CN.O.C.) and
flieht crews employed by an employer operatine a nonscheduled airline. Nonscheduled airlines. such as a charter service. •
do not have definite dates. routes. and times for departures •
and arrivals but make their services available to the public as
needed. Operations not covered by another classification
could include. but not be limited to. an aircraft used for skywritinefadvertisine. helicopter-assisted hoistine of laree or
heavy objects in connection with construction projects and
helicopter-assisted removal of Joes from a lo22in2 side.
This classification excludes ground crew operations
which are to be reported separately in classification 6804:
establishments engaged in aerial spraying. seeding. crop
dustine. and fire fiehtine which are to be reported separately
in classification 6903: eround crews of a helicopter Joeeine
operation which are to be reported separately in classification
5001: and clerical and ticket sellers with no other duties
which may be reported separately in classification 4904.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-744 Classification 6804.
((Airerttft eefft13ttnies, sttles er ser • iee ttgeneies ineluEling
ttireFeft seles persennel
Airefllft greund erew e.,eretiens, N.O.C.
Aifpert epeffttiens
Airerllft refftttnuftteturing ttnd/er rebui!Eling ineluding ffteditt
eetiens, eenveFsiens ttnd repttiFs by fifffts net engttgeEI in
the eriginlll fftttnuflleturing sf sueh ttirerllft
Nenseheduled ttirlines greund ere" e13ertttiens ineluEling
tiek:et selleFs whe httnElle bttggttge.))
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6804-00 Aimort operations
Applies to establishments em:aged in operating airports.
• .!!!is classification includes work such as. but not limited to.
control tower operations. information clerks located at the
airport. baggage handlers who load/unload planes. maintenance and janitorial personnel. porters (skycaps). security
personnel. fuel attendants and fire department personnel.
This classification excludes clerical personnel and ticket
sellers with no other duties who may be re,ported separately in
classification 4904.
6804-01 Ajrcraft ground crew operatjops. N.O.C.
Applies to ground crew operations of employers with
aircraft operations not covered by another classificatio n
(N.O.C.). This classification includes work such as. but not
limited to. baggage/can:o handlers. mechanics. fuel handlers.
and ticket sellers who also handle baggage.
This classification excludes all members of the flying
crew who are to be reported separately in classification 6803
and clerical and ticket sellers with no other duties who may
be reported separately in classification 4904

L

6804-02 Aircraft companies. sales or service agencies •
including aircraft sales personnel
Applies to establishments engaged as aircraft sales.
rental or service agencies. This classification includes work
such as. but not limited to. aircraft mechanical work. fueling
aircraft. repair of electronic equipment in the airplane and
personnel engaged in the sales/rental of aircraft including the
routine preparation and maintenance.
This classification excludes in-flight demonstration of
•
which is to be reported separately in classification
aircraft
•
6803.
6804-03 Airlines. nonschedule d • ground crew operations
Applies to all ground crew employees of establishments
operating nonscheduled airlines. Ground crew operations
include. but are not limited to. all baggage handlers. ticket
sellers who handle baggage and maintenance of the aircraft.
This classification excludes members of the flight crew
who are to be reported separately in classification 6803 and
clerical and ticket sellers with no other duties who may be
reported separately in classification 4904.
6804-04 Ajrcraft; Remapufact ure. rebuild. modification.
copyersjop. or repajr
Applies to establishments engaged in remanufacturing.
rebuilding. modifying. converting or repairing aircraft. such
as airplanes and helicopters. but that are not the original manufacture of the aircraft. These types of businesses are usually
located adjacent to airports. Remanufacturing or rebuilding
usually consists of taking a plane apart and replacing parts
such as. but not limited to. exterior sheet metal. the frame.
engines. windshields . landing gears and remodeling the
inside of the aircraft. Modifying or converting an aircraft
includes. but is not limited to. installation of conversion kits
which convert an aircraft from gas power to turbine power.
installation of larger fuel tanks to increase the range of the
aircraft. and installation of more efficient engines. This clas•
. , sification includes the fabrication of component parts when
performed by an employer subject to this classification. and
the assembly of aircraft kits for a customer.
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This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the original manufacture of the aircraft and establishments
engaged in the manufacture of aircraft component parts
which are to be reported separately in the applicable classification. and all flight testing of the aircraft which is to be
reported separately in classification 6803.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-745 Classification 6809.
((B ttsee all teaffts
BttSketball teams
Seeeer teams
Nenetmtftet Sf'6Fts, N.O.C.
This elassifieatien applies tt> pFefessienal ft6fteentaet Sf'6Fts
ltfld inelttdes l:lfftJlires, referees, eeaehes ttnd fftanttgers.))
6809-00 Baseball teams • professjopal
Applies to players. umpires. coaches. and managers
employed by a professional baseball team.
This classification excludes employees engaged in caring for the team and equipment. the care and operation of the
playing field/stadium. and care of the facility in which the
team organization is housed who are to be reported separately
in classification 6706 and officials of community or school
amateur sporting events who are to be reported separately in
classification 6103.
6809-01 Basketball teams - professional
Applies to players. coaches. managers. and referees
employed by a professional basketball team.
This classification excludes employees engaged in caring for the team and eguipment. the care and operation of the
arena/stadium . and care of the facility in which the team
organization is housed who are to be reported separately in
classificatio n 6706 and officials of community or school
amateur sporting events who are to be re.ported separately in
classification 6103.
6809-02 Soccer teams • professional
Noncontact sports. N.O.C.
Applies to players. coaches. managers. and referees
employed by a professional soccer team or noncontact sports
teams that are not coyered by another classification <N,0,C.).
This classification excludes employees engaged in caring for the team and eguipment. the care and operation of the
playing fields/stadium. and care of the facj)jty in which the
team organization is housed who are to be reported separately
in classification 6706 and officials of community or school
amateur sporting events who are to be reported separately in
classification 6103.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-746 Classification 6901.
((Velttnteers
This elassifieati6n ittel1:1des all V6l1:1nteers f!effflrffting ser
liees fer atty st1tte 1tgette;,", mt1nieipal eerperatiett, peliti
1
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ea! sttbai, isi6n, 6f pri·1ate n6npr6f.it eharitable 6rganiza
fiett

This elassifieeti6n eJtelttaes Y61ttftteer lew e1tf.ereeFHeftt
5ffieers whieh 8fe t6 be rep6rtea separately.))
6901-00 Yolupteers
Applies to the medical aid coyeraee for volunteers of
state agencies. municipal corporations. political subdivisions.
or private nonprofit charitable oreanizations Medical aid
coveraee is mandatory for volunteers of state aeencies Medical aid coverage is optional for volunteers of city. county.
town. special district. municipal corporations. political subdivisions. or nonprofit charitable oreanizations.
This classification excludes student volunteers of private
sector employers who are to be reported separately in classification 6901-01: volunteer law enforcement officers of cities. towns. counties and taxine districts for whom medical aid
only coverage has been elected who are to be reported separately in classification 6906: and volunteer Jaw enforcement
officers of cities. towns. counties. or Native American tribal
councils for whom full coveraee has been elected who are to
be reported separately in classification 6905.
Special note: To elect coveraee for volunteers. employers or charitable organizations must submit a completed
Application for Optional Coverage to the department. Conditions of coveraee are outlined on the application State
Fund workers' compensation is not provided to volunteer
firemen covered by chapter 41.24 RCW and emergency services workers covered by chapter 38.52 RCW.
6901-01 Student volunteers
Applies to the medical aid coverage for student volunteers. Medical aid coverage is optional for student volunteers A student volunteer is defined as a student who is
enrolled in a public school (kindergarten level through grade
12). is participating as a volunteer in a program authorized or
sponsored by the public school to provide work-based Jeamine experiences. and who receives no waees for their volunteer services. Maintenance and reimbursement for actual
expenses incurred in performine assiened duties are not considered waees. This classification excludes volunteer workers for state agencies. local government agencies and private
nonprofit charitable oreanizations who are to be reported separately in classification 6901-00: volunteer Jaw enforcement
officers of cities. towns. counties and taxing districts for
whom medical aid only coveraee has been elected who are to
be reported separately in classification 6906: and volunteer
Jaw enforcement officers of cities. towns. counties. or Native
American tribal councils for whom full coverage has been
elected who are to be reported separately in classification
6905.

Special note: To elect coverage for student volunteers.
employers or charitable oreanizations must submit a completed Application for Optional Coyeraee to the department.
Conditions of coverage are outlined on the application. State
Fund workers' compensation is not provided to volunteer
firemen covered by chapter 41.24 RCW and emereency services workers covered by chapter 38.52 RCW.
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-747 Classification 6902.
((Leggi1tg reilf6ea e61tstn1eti6n 6r FHeinte1tenee
L6gging r6ea e5nstrneti6n 6r FHeinteneftee
F6r the pttrp6ses 6f this rttle l6gging r6eas ere r6eas for
whieh the basie ttse is for the transp6rting 6f 16gs by
tfllek. This ehtssifieaa6n inel11aes r6aas e6nstr11etea 6n
pttblie 6r pri • ete Janas in e6nneeti6n with timber sales 6f
l5ggi1tg, stteh es r6eas beiftg eeftstntetea in eeeeraanee
with the state aepftftmeftt 5f nahuel res6ttrees 6r the
UHitea States Ferest Serviee tifflber sales. Reeas eeft
strttetea s116jeet t6 this elessifieati6n are eeFHprisea 5f
airt eHEi/er erttsheti reek. OperetieHs ee•1erea inelttae
greaing; grnbbing; eleering 5f right 5f Wft) inelttaing
etth·erts ena bridges, bttt exelttaes felling, btteki1tg 6f
right 6f "ay timber 6r any 5f the ether 16gging aeti, ities
as enttmeretea iH elassifieeti6n 5001 (WAC 296 17 659)
This elessifieetien eJtelttEies the eenstrttetien ef esphelt er
e6Herete t)pe r6aas ohieh are te be rep6rtea separately
iH elessifieetiefts 0210 "esphelt plt'tiftg er repeviHg" 6r
<Hl 4 "eenerete pa' ing 6f repaving"
See elassifieetien 5206 (WAC 296 17 675) for perfftefteftt
)ftfB eperaa6ns.))
6902-02 Loggjpg road: Copstcuctjop or majptepapce
Applies to the construction or maintenance of logging
roads. For purposes of this classification loeeine roads are
roads for which the basic use is to provide access into a timber or forest area and for the transportine of Ioes out of the
area by truck. This classification includes roads constructed
on public or private land in connection with timber sales or
Jogging. such as roads being constructed in accordance with
the State Department of Natural Resources or the United
States Forest Service timber sales. Logging roads contemplated by this classification are typically cleared and eraded
with a bulldozer and then paved with eravel. crushed rock. or
large stones. Logging roads are generally engineered to support the weieht of loeeine equipment and trucks but not necessarily to handle speeds and volume of nonlogging traffic.
As a rule. these roads are not surfaced with asphalt or payed
with concrete. Classification 6902 includes Jog road maintenance which is limited to keepine the road bed in eood repair
such as regrading and fill to repair washouts and ruts.
This classification excludes the felline of timber. bucking and delimbing of all trees in the proposed roadway or
adjacent shoulder and all other loeeine activities which are to
be reported separately in classification 5001: all excavation.
land clearine or eradine as a part of roadway construction not
in connection with a logging road which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: construction of asphalt roads
which is to be reported separately in classification 0210: construction of concrete roads which is to be reported separately
in classification 0214: mechanical roadside brushing or
machine application of chemicals which is to be reported separately in classification 5006: and permanent shop or yard
operations which are to be reported separately in classification 5206 provided the conditions of WAC 296-17-675 have
been met.
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6902-03 Logging railroad: Construction or maintenance
Applies to the construction or maintenance of Joggin~
j)roads. For purposes of this classification Jo~ging railroads are side tracks and spurs which feed into existing railroad main lines. Lo~ trucks haul Jogs from the cutting site to
the logging railroad where they are loaded onto the logging
railroad cars and transported to the main line. This classification includes railroads constructed on public or private land
in connection with timber sales or Jo~~in~. such as roads
being constructed in accordance with the State Department of
Natural Resources or the United States forest Service timber
sales. The construction includes clearing and grading with
use of a bulldozer: laying dirt. rock and ballast: laying ties
and track: and installing crossover frogs. switches. switch
stands. switch mechanisms and crossin~ planks as needed.
This classification also includes Jog railroad maintenance
which is limited to keeping the raj)road line operational.
This classification excludes the faJling of timber. bucking and delimbing of all trees in the proposed roadway or
adjacent shoulder. and all other Jogging activities which are
to be reported separately in classification 5001: the construction of railroad lines not in connection with a Jogging railroad
which is to be reported separately in classification 0101: construction of logging roads which is to be reported separately
in classification 6902-02: and maintenance and storage of
eguipment and material at a permanent yard or shop which is
to be reported separately in classification 5206 provided the
conditions of WAC 296-17-675 have been met.
ENDA TOR SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-748 Classification 6903.
((Aerial si:irityiRg, seetiiRg, erei:i thtstiRg, firefightiRg.))
6903-00 Aerial spcaying. seeding. cron dusting. or fire
fighting
Applies to the flying crew of establishments en~a~ed in
aerial spraying. seeding. crop dusting. and fire fighting.
which involves the low altitude release of a~ricultural chemicals. seeds. water. or fire retardant compound.
Ibis classification excludes aircraft ~round crew operations which are to be reported separately in classification

.6.filM..

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-749 Classification 6904.
((Fire fighters salttried fire fighters ef mtmieii:ial fire dei:iart
tHefltS:-))

6904-00 Salaried fire fighters of cities or towns
Applies to salaried fire fighters of cities and towns. Fire
fighters respond to fire alarms and other emergencies. control
and extinguish fires. protect lives and property. and maintain
fire fightin~ equipment. administer first aid and artificial res.piration to injured persons and those overcome by fire and
.smoke They may inspect buildings for fire hazards and compliance with fire prevention ordinances and may issue citations to building owners listing the fire regulation violations

WSR 98-12-079

to be corrected This classification includes paramedics
employed by fire departments.
See classifications 0803. 1301. 1404. 1501. 6901. 6905.
and 6906 for other city or town operations.
Sgecial note.· State Fund workers' compensation is not
provided to volunteer firemen covered by chapter 41.24
RCW and emergency services workers covered by chapter
38.52RCW.
6904-01 Sa!aries:I fire fighters of counties and taxing djs-

.trim

Applies to salaried fire fighters of counties and taxing
districts. Fire fighters respond to fire alarms and other emergencies. control and extinguish fires. protect lives and propert;y. and maintain fire fighting eguipment. administer first
aid and artificial respiration to injured persons and those
overcome by fire and smoke. They may inspect buildin~s for
fire hazards and compliance with fire prevention ordinances
and may issue citations to building owners listing the fire regulation violations to be corrected. This classification
includes paramedics employed by fire departments.
See classifications 1301. 1404. 1501. 6901. 6905. and
6906 for other city or town operations.
Soecial note.· State Fund workers' compensation is not
provided to volunteer firemen covered by chapter 41.24
RCW and emergency services workers covered by chapter
38.52RCW
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-750 Classification 6905.
((Lan eRfureemeRt effieers la·n• eRfureemertt effieers ef eit
·
ies, tewfts, eettRties er h1diaft tribal eettReils
This elassifieatieR irteltttles v elttftteer la o eRfereemertt effie
ers, N.O.C.))
6905-00 Salarjed law enforcement officers of cjties and
towns; volunteer Jaw enforcement officers. N.O.C.; Full
coyerage
Applies to salaried law enforcement officers of cities and
towns and to volunteer law enforcement officers of cities and
towns who are not otherwise classified (N.O.C.) for whom
full covera~e is elected. Duties of law enforcement officers
include. but are not limited to. directing traffic. patroJling by
motor vehicle. motorcycle. bicycle. or on foot or horseback.
preventing crimes. inyestii:atini: disturbances of the peace.
arrestin~ violators. conducting criminal investigations. givin~ first ajd. and ~uarding persons detained at the police station.
This classification excludes volunteer law enforcement
officers for whom the city or town has elected medical aid
benefits only who are to be reported separately in classification 6906.
See classifications 0803. 1301. 1404. 1501. 5305. 6901.
and 6904. and for other city or town operations.
Slzecial note; This covera~e is QPtional for volunteer
law enforcement officers To elect this covera~e. the city or
town must submit a completed Application for Optional Coverage to the department. Conditions of coverage are outlined
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on the application If covera2e is provided. all volunteer law
enforcement officers must be included.

6905-01 Salaried law enforcement officers of counties and
taxine districts;
volunteer law enforcement officers. N.O.C.; Full coyer-

aet Applies to salaried law enforcement officers of

.

cou~t!es

and taxing districts and to volunteer law enforcement officers
of counties and taxin2 districts who are not otherwise classified <N O,C.) for whom full covera2e is elected, Duties of
law enforcement officers include. but are not limited to.
directin2 traffic. patrollin2 by motor vehicle. motorcycle.
bicycle. or on foot or horseback. preventing crimes. investi2atin2 disturbances of the peace. arrestin2 violators. conducting criminal investigations. giving first aid. and guarding persons detained at the polici; station
This classification excludes volunteer law enforcement
officers for whom the county or taxing district has elected
medical aid benefits only who are to be reported separately in
classification 6906.
See classifications 1301. 1404. 1501. 5305. 6901 and
6904. and for other city or town operations
Special note.· This covera2e is ovtional for volunteer
law enforcement officers. To elect this coverage. the county
or taxin2 district must submit a completed Application for
Optional Coverage to the department. Conditions of covera2e are outlined on the application. If covera2e is provided.
all volunteer law enforcement officers must be included.

6905-02 Salarjed law enforcement officers of Natiye
American tribal councils;
Volunteer law enforcement officers. N.O.C.; Full cover-

™ Applies to salaried law enforcement officers of Native

American tribal councils and to volunteer law enforcement
officers of Native American tribal councils who are not otherwise classified CN,O C.) for whom full covera2e is elected.
Duties of law enforcement officers include. but are not limited to. directin2 traffic. patrollin2 by motor vehicle. motorcycle. bicycle. or on foot or horseback. preventing crimes.
investi2atin2 disturbances of the peace. arrestin2 violators.
conducting criminal investigations. giving first aid. and
2uardin2 persons detained at the po)jce station.
This classification excludes volunteer law enforcement
officers for whom the Native American tribal council has
elected medical aid benefits only who are to be reported separately in classification 6906.
Soecial note: This coverage is optional for volunt~er
Jaw enforcement officers. To elect this covera2e. the Native
American tribal council must submit a completed Application for Optional Covera2e to the department. Conditi.ons of
coverage are outlined on the application. If coverage 1s provided. all volunteer law enforcement officers must be
included.

6906-01 volunteer law enforcement officers of counties.
taxine djstricts and Natiye Amerjcan trjbal councils medical ajd only
•
Applies to medical aid coverage for volunteer law •
enforcement officers of counties. tax.in2 districts and Native
American tribal councils for whom the counties. taxing districts or Native American tribal councils have elected coverage. Duties of law enforcement officers include. but are not
limited to. directin2 traffic. patrollin2 by motor vehicle.
motorcycle. bicycle. or on foot or horseback. preventing
crimes. jnyesti2atin2 disturbances of the peace. arrestin2 violators. conducting criminal investigations. giving first aid.
and 2uardin2 persons detained at the police station.
This classification excludes salaried law enforcement
officers and volunteer law enforcement officers for whom the
counties. taxing districts or Native American tribal councils
have elected full covera2e. who are to be reported separately
in classification 6905. See classifications 1301. 1404. 1501.
5306. 6901. 6904. and 6905 for other county or taxin2 district
operations.
Special note: This coverage is optional for volunteer
law enforcement officers. To elect covera2e for volunteer
law enforcement officers. the counties. taxing districts or
Native American tribal councils must submit a completed
Application for Optional Covera2e to the department. Conditions of coverage are outlined on the application. If covera2e is provided. all law enforcement officers must be
included.
6906-02 volunteer law enforcement officers of state aeencjes - medical ajd only
•
Applies to medical ajd covera2e for volunteer law •
enforcement officers of state a2encies for whom the state
agencies have elected coverage. Duties of law enforcement

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)

WAC 296-17-751 Classification 6906.
((VehtRteeF law eRfereemeftt effieeFs
Proposed

This elassifieatieft iRel1:16es ., el1:1Rteer la·;,· eRfereement effie
eFs iR aeeeFaaRee with RCW 51.12.035.))
•
6906-00 volunteer law enforcement officers of cities and.
towns - medjcal ajd only
Applies to medical aid coverage for volunteer law
enforcement officers of cities and towns for whom the cities
or towns have elected coverage. Duties of law enforcement
officers include. but are not limited to. directin2 traffic.
patrolling by motor vehicle. motorcycle. bicycle. or on foot
or horseback. preventin2 crimes. investi2atin2 disturbances
of the peace. arresting violators. conducting criminal investi2ations. 2ivin2 first aid. and 2uar<lin2 persons detained at the
police station.
This classification excludes salaried law enforcement
officers and volunteer law enforcement officers for whom the
cities or towns have elected full covera2e who are to be
reported separately in classification 6905.
See classifications 0803. 1301. 1404. 5305. 6901. 6904.
and 6905 for other city or town operations.
Special note: This coverage is optional for volunteer
Jaw enforcement officers To elect covera2e for volunteer
Jaw enforcement officers. the city or town must submit a
completed Application for Optional Covera2e to the department. Conditions of coverage are outlined on the application.
If coyera2e is provided. all law enforcement officers must be
included.
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6908-02 Lightweight paper products, N.O.C.: Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
lii:htweii:ht paper products not otherwise classified <N.O.C.l.
such as. but not limited to. carbon paper. crepe paper. blue
print paper. computer paper. calculation tape. note pad. file
folder. envelope. stationery. and typewriter ribbon. Materials
include. but are not limited to. file folder or stationery-weii:ht
paper. glue. string. clasps. coating Jiguids and ink. Machinery includes. but is not limited to. sheeters. slitters. die cutters
or other cuttini: eguipment. printini: presses. foldini:. punching and drilling machines. glue applicators. trimmers. winders/rewinders. embossers. packai:ini: machinery. balers.
shredders and forklifts.
This classification excludes establishments eni:ai:ed in
the manufacture of paper. which are to be reported separately
in classification 2401 .
Soecial note.· This classification includes establishments eni:ai:ed as "paper rewinders or paper converters."
These businesses purchase large rolls of premanufactured
paper from outside sources. then cut. rewind. or "remaoufacture" them into smaller or narrower rolls. They sometimes
refer to themselves as "paper wholesalers." but they are performing more "manufacturing" work than what is allowed in
classification 6407 for wholesale stores. The machinecy used
for this type of cutting and rewinding is the same as that used
by manufacturers of the types of i:oods mentioned above.
who also cut. wind and rewind paper from large rolls onto
smaller rolls

officers include. but are not limited to. directini: traffic.
'trollin~ b~ motor vehicle motorc~cle. bic~cle or on f~ot
horse ac . preventini: crimes. in estii:ati I: disturban~s
of the peace. arresting violators. conducting criminal investii:ations. i:ivini: first ajd. and i:uardini: persons detained at the
police station.
This classification excludes salaried law enforcement
officers and volunteer law enforcement officers for whom the
state ai:encies have elected full coverai:e who are to be
reported separately in classification 7103.
See classifications 4902. 4906. 5307. 7103. and 7201 for
other state government operations.
Sgecial note.· This coverai:e is optional for volunteer
law enforcement officers. To elect coverai:e fur volunteer
law enforcement officers. the state agencies must submit a
completed Application for Optional Coverai:e to the department. Conditions of coverage are outlined on the application.
If coverai:e is provided. all law enforcement officers must be
included.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-752 Classification 6907.
((Heeseheld flfrnishings ftle•;ing ftfld steritge.))
6907-01 Household furnishings moying and storage

and unpacking. loading and unloading of household goods.
transportation from one residence to another. and temporary
storage of household goods in a warehouse. This classification includes the movini: van drivers. packini: personnel.
laborers who assist in the loadini: and unloadini: operations.
warehouse employees and truck mechanics.
This classification excludes intrastate and/or interstate
delivery of nonhousehold furnishings which are to be
reported separately in either classification 1101 or 1102. as
applicable. and nonhousehold furnishing warehouses. which
are to be reported separately in the appropriate warehouse
classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)
WAC 296-17-753 Classification 6908.

((Carhen f'&f'eF, erel'e f'&J'eF, Mee f'Fint f'&fleF, eeftlptiter .
fl&f!er, ealeelatien t&f'e, nete f'&d, file felder, en-.•elepe,
statieneey, and typewriter rihhen: Manefaetering
Lightv+ eight paper geeds: Manef.aetering seeh as het net
limited te seek single er dee hie ply paper items as sergi
eal ge 1vns, te oeb, nftl'kins, tahle er shelf eevers, Rerist
. . papers, tissee, Md shredded peeking material
raper ~itg, ftle¥ers f'&eking pads, 8ftd W8llf'&per: Manefae

6908-03 Paper bag. moyers packjpg pads. apd wallpaper;
Mapufacturjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
paper products such as. but not limited to. paper bai:s qf all
sizes. movers packing pads. wrapping paper and wallpaper.
Raw materials include. but are not limited to. paper. i:lue.
strini:. ink. foam or bubble plastic. plastic wrap and tape.
Machinery includes. but is not limited to. bag making
machines. slitters. die cutters or other cuttini: machinery. perforating or embossing machines. glue applicators. printing
presses. wjnders/rewinders. packai:ini: machines. shredders.
balers. forklifts and sewing machines which are used to sew
tape across the tops of bai:s that packai:e bulk i:oods.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of paper. pulp or wood fiber. corrui:ated
boxes or other heavy-grade paper products. or corrugating.
laminatini:. oilini: or coatini: paper. which are to be reported
separately in classification 2401: establishments engaged in
the manufacture of plastic bus which are to be reported separately in classification 3510 and establishments engaged in
the manufacture of abrasive cloth or paper <emeey cloth/sandpaper) and textile bags or sacks. which are to be reported separately in classifications 3708 or 3802 as applicable.

~

Pftl'eF heii:: Manefaemring set ep er felding.))
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6908-05 Paper box - popcorru2ated; Mapufactucjpg
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
boxes. or partitions for boxes. from lii:htweii:ht. noncorrui:ated car<lboard. Boxes contemplated by classification packai:e i:oods such as. but not limited to. clothini: or other soft
i:oods. prepared foods. wine. cii:ars. stationery and ~ames.
Materials include. but are not limited to. cardboard (chipProposed
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board). 2lue. staples. tape. resins. ink and plastic film.
Machinery includes. but is not limited to. box-making
machines. sheeters. slitters. slotters. winders and rewinders.
printing presses. cutting machines. laminators. bundlers.
unitizers. balers. shredders and forklifts.
This classification excludes establishments en2a2ed in
the manufacture of paper. pulp or wood fiber. corrugated
boxes or other heavy-2rade paper products. or corru2atin2.
laminating. oiling or coating paper. which are to be reported
separately in classification 2401.
6908-06 Single or double-ply paper products; Manufacturing
Applies to establishments engaged in the manufacture of
sin2le or double-ply paper products such as. but not limited
to. surgical gowns. towels. napkins. table or shelf covers. florist papers. tissue and shredded or crimped packin2 material.
Some of the items made in this classification are primarily
hand-made Raw materials include. but are not limited to.
sin2le or double-ply paper. tape. 2lue. plastic or cellophane
lining. Machinery includes. but is not limited to. winders and
rewinders. foldin2 machines. cuttin2 tables. paper-crimpin2
machinery. gluing machines and forklifts.
This classification excludes establishments engaged in
the manufacture of paper. which are to be reported separately
in classification 2401.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 111/86)
WAC 296-17-75301 Classification 6909.
( (Meaiettl lllbarlllaries
B laaa bttHks
Assttyiftg lllbarlllaries
Ltteartttaries Aftlll) tiettl, testiftg, ar qttttlity eafttral for ath
ers, iHeltttiiftg atttsiae 6fleFtttiafts, exeltttiiftg atttsiae x
flt) iftg llftti arilliftg.))
6909-00 Laboratories - analytical. testing. or quality control for others
Applies to establishments engaged in operating laboratories which provide analytical. testin2. and quality control services. This classification includes laboratories that experiment and provide a variety of tests and analysis for other customers' products and/or materials. Generally. the employees
include chemists. en2ineers and other scientists and research
aides who use a variety of chemicals and sophisticated scientific equipment and machinery for the testin2 and analysis
process. This classification includes the quality control
inspection of fish and a2ricultural products Work may be
performed at the laboratory or at the customer's location.
This classification excludes outside X-raying and drillin2 which is to be reported separately in the classification
applicable to the X-raying or drilling being performed.
Soecial note; This classification does not apply to establishments that operate a laboratory in connection with testin2
or inspectin2 their own products/materials. which is to be
included in the basic classification applicable to the business,
For example. a laboratory to test and analyze the assembled
fly rod or the composition of the graphite rod when operated
Proposed

by a fly rod manufacturer. is included within classification
3510.
6909-02 Laboratories; Medjcal
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in operatin2 medical
laboratories. Services include. but are not limited to. providin2 data on which to base decisions concernin2 the detection.
diagnosis and treatment of disease and to evaluate a patient's
response to treatment. Laboratory personnel perform analytical tests on the tissues and fluids of the human body. detect
parasites. bacteria. viruses. dru2s. and poisons: and interpret
cell and tissue abnormalities. This classification includes
employment-related dru2 testin2 for others,
Sgecial no(e.· This classification does not apply to establishments that operate a laboratory in connection with testing
or analyzin2 services. which is to be included in the basic
classification applicable to the business. For example. a hospital which also operates a laboratory as part of their medical
facility to provide an analysis of patient tests and samples is
included within classification 6105

6909-03 Blood banks
Applies to establishments engaged in operating blood
banks Generally. these types of facilities allow individuals
to come in and donate. save. or sell their blood for a fee.
Medical and laboratory personnel perform routine laboratory
tasks including extracting blood from individuals. testing and
analyzin2 blood. processin2 whole blood and blood components. and storing blood in refrigerated storage rooms. This.
classification also includes services offered by bloodmobiles . •
Soecial notei This classification does not apply to establishments that operate a laboratory in connection with testin2
or analyzing services which is to be included in the basic
classification applicable to the business. For example. a hospital which also operates a laboratory as part of their medical
facility to provide an analysis of patient tests and samples is
included within classification 6105,

6909-22 Laboratories; Assaying
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in operatin2 assayin2
laboratories which examine. test. and analyze the quantitative
or qualitative substance of material such as a metal. ore or
dru2, This classification includes a variety of laboratories
who experiment and provide tests and analysis of products
and/or materials includin2 specialty laboratories such as. but
not limited to. chemical. drugs. food products. rock formation
and minerals. fossils and bones. and soil and toxic materials
Generally. the employees include chemists. engineers. and
other scientists and research aides who use a variety of chemical and sophisticated equipment and machinery for the testin2 and analysis process
Special note: This classification does not apply to establishments that operate a laboratory in connection with testin2
or inspecting their own products/materials which is to be
assi2ne<l to the basic classification applicable to the business,
For example. a ~inin2 operation ~hich also operates a labo-41
ratory to determme the compos1uon of rock and mineralli
excavated from the mine is included as part of the minin2
classification.
[ 294]
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-17-75303 Classification 7002.

7002-00 Department of Energy contract
Applies to establishments that have contracted with the
department of energy at DO E's nuclear facilities within the
state of Washington to operate, construct or service the
nuclear site. At present, the only site covered by this contract
is at Richland. These contractors can be identified by the
assignment of account number 000,100-xx with each contractor given a separate subaccount. The coverage provided
by this classification is usually for the possibility of workers
being exposed to nuclear radiation although the coverage
applies to any type of on-the-job injury. Benefits for injured
workers covered under this contract are paid from a special
fund which DOE pays into to cover all industrial insurance
and medical aid payments made to or in behalf of the injured
workers and/or their beneficiaries. The premium paid by the
contractors to labor and industries is limited to the supplemental pension premium assessment.
Special note: This classification is used to administer
the DOE contract and collect supplemental pension fund premiums.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-26, filed
1211/87, effective 1/1/88)
WAC 296-17-754 Classification 7101.

.... (Ceft)efftte effieefs,

~LO.C.))

Fz101-oo Coeporate officers. N.O.C.

Applies to executive officers of a corporation who are
not covered by another classification (N.0.C.) and who have
elected optional coyera~e. To qualify for this classification.
a corporate officer must own stock in the corporation. be
elected and empowered in accordance with the articles or
bylaws of incorporation. serve on the board of directors. and
perform only administrative. clerical or outside sales duties.
Any officer who performs any duties directly related to the
operational activities of the corporation must be reported jn
the basic classification applicable to the work being performed. Typical titles of executive officers include chairman. president. vice president. secretary and treasurer.
Special note: Under no circumstances will classification
4904 be assj~ned to an executive officer. Any officer
en~a~ed exclusively in outside sales is to be reported separately in classification 6303. Executive officers are exempt
from mandatory covera~e if the conditions of RCW
51.12.020(8) have been met; however. they may elect
optional covera~e.
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7102-00 Football teams - NFL
Applies to players. referees. coaches and managers
employed by a professional football team that is a member of
the National Football League (NFL).
This classification excludes employees en~a~ed in caring for the team and eguipment. the care and operation of the
playin~ field/stadium. and care of the facility in which the
team on:anization is·housed who are to be reported separately
in classification 6706: officials of community or school amateur sportin~ events who are to be reported separately in classification 6103: and professional football teams that are not
members of the NFL which are to be reported separately in
classification 6707.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)
WAC 296-17-756 Classification 7103.
((State gevemmeHt, this ehtssifieatieft is te be 11setl te ref3ert
all werkers 11 he ha'>·e la\t eftfereemeHt f36 11 ers althettgh
stteh 11 erkers are atlmiHistrati •'e emf3leyees
This elassifieatieH iHelttdes all def381'tmeHts, ageHeies, beartls,
eemmissieHs &REI eemmittees ef either the eJ1:ee11ti ..·e,
legislati • e er jttdieial braHehes ef state ge, ernmeHt,
iHeltteiHg emf'leyees haYiHg arrest f'ewers er stteh ether
f3611ers eemmeH te la+t' eHfereemeHt, s11eh as state f38trel
effieers, fish llfttl wiltllif'e effieers, gttftfes er eerreetieHal
effieers ef iHmates, letter,• effieers
See elassifieatieHs 4902, 5307, aHd 7201 fer ether state ge,
erHmeHt 6f3eflltieHs.))

7103-00 State government - law enforcement officers.
N.O.C.
Applies to any state employees. jncludin~ administrative
employees. who have law enforcement powers such as. but
not limited to. authority to arrest or to preserve order. and
who are not covered by another classification <N.O.C.). State
a~encies assi~ned this classification include. but are not limited to. department of agriculture. department of natural
resources. utiiity and transportation commission. Wasbjn~tQn
state gambling commission. Washington state liquor control
board. and the Washin~ton state parks and recreation commission
This classification excludes any state employees N.O.C.
who do not have law enforcement powers who are to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to work
performed,
See classifications 4902. 4906. 5307. and 7201 for other
state ~ovemment operations.
7103-01 State eoyeromeot - law enforcement officers state patrol
Applies to employees of the Washington state patrol.
includin~ administrative employees. who have law enforcement powers such as. but not limited to. authority to arrest or
to preserve order.
This classification excludes any state patrol employees
who do not have law enforcement powers who are to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to work
performed.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-26, filed
1211/87, effective 1/1/88)
WAC 296-17-755 Classification 7102.

• ( (Feethall teftlfts
.This elassifieatieft 8f3f3lies te feethall teams whieh are f381'tie
i1'3&ftts ift the Natieftal Feethall Leag11e &ftd iftel11tles f3ls:r
ers, referees, eeaehes, &He maHagers.})
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See classifications 4902. 4906. 5307. and 7201 for other
state government operations.

7103-03 State government - law enforcement officers guards or correctional officers
Applies to employees of the department of corrections.
including administrative employees. who have law enforcement powers such as. but not limited to. authority to arrest or
to preserve order.
This classification excludes any department of corrections employees who do not have law enforcement powers
who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to work performed.
See classifications 4902. 4906. 5307. and 7201 for other
state government operations.
7103-05 State goyernmept - law epforcemept officers - lotterv officers
Applies to employees of the lotteey commission. including administrative employees. who have law enforcement
powers such as. but not limited to. authority to arrest or to
preserve order.
This classification excludes any lotteey commission
employees who do not have law enforcement powers who are
to be reported separately in the classification applicable to
work perfouned.
See classifications 4902. 4906. 5307. and 7201 for other
state government operations.
7103-06 State government - law enforcement officers fish and wildlife officers
Applies to employees of the department of fish and wildlife. including administrative employees. who have law
enforcement powers such as. but not limited to. authority to
arrest or to preserve order.
This classification excludes any department of fish and
wildlife employees who do not have law enforcement powers
who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to work performed.
See classifications 4902. 4906. 5307. and 7201 for other
state government operations
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31/88, effective 7/1/88)

WAC 296-17-757 Classification 7104.
((TeHtperftfY help eeHtpttfty: Adfftiftislfttti • e effiees iftelttd
iftg elerieftl effiee ftftO sttles perseftftel.
This elttssifietttieft ttpplies eftly te these eHtpleyees ef the
teHtperttry help eeHtpttfty assigfted te wefk ift the ftdHtift
istr8:ti¥e er bf8:fteh effiees ef ft teHtperftf'.)' help eeHtpafty.
It dees ftet apply te eHtple} ees ef ft teHtpefftfY help eefft
pftfty assigfted te ft ettsteHter's ttdfftiftistrati·1e er elerieal
effiee. This elttssifietttieft is ttlse ttpplietthle te Bft
eHtpleyHteftt ttgeftey's a6Htiftistrati·1e effiee wheft eeft
dtteted ift eeftfteetieft ..,, ith ft teHtperMy help eeHtpBftY
8f3erBtieft.))

7104-01 Temporary help compapy; Admjpjstratiye

~

Applies only to employees such as. but not limited to.
clerical office or sales personnel of the temporaey help comProposed

pany who work in the administrative or branch offices of a
temporru:y help company This classification also applies to •
an employment agency's administrative office when con- •
ducted in connection with a temporary help company operation.
This classification excludes employees of a temporary
help company who are assigned to a customer's administrative or clerical office who are to be reported separately in
classification 7105.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)

WAC 296-17-758 Classification 7105.
((Temperaey help eeHtptm). Offiee sttppert sePliees.
This elassifietttieft applies te eHtple)eeS ef a teHtpefll:f) help
eempBft) .vita are assigfted aft ft teHtperftf) httsis te its
ettsteffters Bftd .. he Me eftgttged whelly ift effiee werk
fer stteh ettsteHters. This elassifiefttieft iftelttdes eeettp8:
tiefts stteh as elerks, typists, reeeptieftists, seeretitfles,
tteeettfttBftts, aetttaries, tttterfteys, baftk tellers, beak
keef3ers, ward preeessers, data eftlfy ttftd eeHtpttter aper
aters, pregrllffiffteFS, drafters, desigfters, grttphie 8ftists,
teehftiettl writers, teehftiettl illttstrftters, desigft eftgifteers,
libfftry ttssistttftts, teleHtMketers, ftftd disptttehers, pre
press "erk fer priftters, biftdery eellfttiftg by hftftd, Bftd
fftttil elerks whe de ftet eperftte eqttipHteftt. Mttil elerks •
'Nhe epentte equipHteftt BFe te he repartee sepBFately ift •
risk elassifietttieft 71Q9. EHtpleyees suhjeet te this eltts
sifietttieft 8:Fe Hat required te physiettlly he leeated ift a
elerieal effiee. The test is whether er 1tet they perferm
elerieal effiee "'efk as deseribed ift this elftSsifiefttieft. A
di• isieft ef werker hettrs is ftet perHtitted betweeft this
elassifietttieft and &fty ether elassifietttieft.))
7105-01 Temporan help comoany; Office suooort ser-

vks:.i

Applies to employees of a tempgraey help company who
are assigned on a temooraey basis to its customers and who
are engaged wholly in office work for such customers. This
classification includes occupations such as. but not limited to.
clerks. typists. receptionists. secretaries. accountants. actuaries. attorneys. bank tellers. bookkeepers. word processors.
data entey and computer operators. programmers. drafters.
designers. graphic artists. technical writers. technical mustrators. design engineers. library assistants. telemarketers. dispatchers. prepress work for printers. collating by band such
as in a bindeey. and mail clerks who do not operate eguipment. Employees subject to this classification are not
reguired to be physically located in a clerical office. The test
is whether they perfoun clerical office work as described in
this classification. A division of worker hours is not peunitted between this classification and any other classification •
This classification excludes mail clerks who operate •
equipment who are to be reported se.parately in classification
7109-01
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
'led 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)

WAC 296-17-759 Classification 7106.
((Temperar) help eempatty: Retail er Wthelesale stare ser
¥-iees:This elassifieatiett applies te empleyees ef 11 temperary help
eemptltt) whe are assigtted ett 11 temperaey basis te its
ettstemers ftftd vthe are ettgage6 itt aeti 1 ities related te 11
stare eperatiett as eppesed te 11 w11rehe11se er repaekag
ittg eperatiett. Aetivities may ittelttde 11 eemhittatiett ef
elerieal type flttties attfl these that reqttire mittimal phys
ieal liftittg. This elassifieatiett ittelttfles eeettpatietts stteh
as eashierittg, steekittg, he1111tiei11tts, gift wrappers, htty
ers, predttet demettstratiett, heath aifls, meflelittg, ettt
sifle sales, attfl ittvetttery takittg.
Fer the pttffl6ses ef this seetiett, itt·retttery takittg is limitefl te
these ser, iees previflefl te stare eperatietts whieh are
perfermefl exel11si·1ely at grettttfl level. lttvetttery takittg
tttiH~ittg laflflers, step steels, er at atty height er 11 hett
perfermefl fer ettstemers ttet ettgagefl itt stare eperatietts
are te he repertefl separately itt risk elassifieatiett 7114
previflefl they fie ttet eperate eqttipmettt er maehittery.))

7106-01 Temporary help company; Retail or wholesale
store seryices

Applies to employees of a temporary help company who
are assi~ned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
Ire en~a~ed in activities related to a store o~eration as
ppose t a warehouse or repacka~in~ operatioO: Activities
may include a combination of clerical tvpe duties and those
that require minimal physical liftin~. This classification
includes occupations such as. but not limited to. cashiers.
stockers. beauticians. ~ift wrappers. buyers. product demonstrators. booth aids. models. outside sales persons. and inventory takers For the purposes of this classification. takin~
inventory is limited to those services provided to store operations which are pedormed exclusively at ~round level.
This classification excludes employees who take inventoO' with the use of ladders. step stools to reach any hei~ht. or
when the inventory is pedormed for customers not engaged
in store operations. who are to be reported separately in classification 7114-00 provided they do not operate equipment or
machinery.

WSR 98-12-079

7107-01 Temporary help company: Bakery. restaurant.
or food sundry preparation services. musicians or enter-

1!!inm

Applies to employees of a temporary help company who
are assi~ned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are engaged in activities such as. but not limited to. baking.
cookin~. food preparation. waitin~ and busin~ tables. and
dishwashing. This classification also applies to employees of
a temporary help company who are assi~ned on a temporary
basis to its customers and who are engaged as musicians or
entertainers.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1193)

WAC 296-17-761 Classification 7108.
((Temperary help eemptltt) : Paekagittg attfl repaekagittg ef
flry geefls stteh as elethiHg, weariHg 1tpfl1trel, textile, attfl
related artieles ef trade, retail predttets stteh as beaks,
ehiflll, llflfl glass'>vare; attfl pharmaeetttieals as part ef the
distrihtttiett attd preshippittg preeess
This elassifieatiett llflplies te empleyees ef a temperary help
eempatty 11Yhe are assigHee efl a temf!erary basis te its
ettstemers 1tfl6 11the are eHgagefl itt Wllfehettsittg er
repaehgittg ef items stteh as elethittg, fahrie, yafft,
shees, glassware, art, littefls, kitehett 11t11re, flrttgs attd
pharm11ee11tie11l prep11ratiefls, eempttter dises, httlk film
er eassette tapes 1tfle reeeres. This elassifieatiett
exelttdes tlft) assemhl) er freight hattdliHg ef "eed,
metal, flltlstie, er maseHry flreettets te he repertefl sepa
rate!) itt risk elassifieatiett 7114 previdefl they fie ttet
6flt!r1tte eqttipmeflt er maehiHery.))

7108-01 Temporary help company; Packaging and
repackaging of dry goods. retail products. and pharmaceuticals as part of the djstrjbution and preshjpping proce.ss,
Applies to employees of a temporaQ' help company who
are assigned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are enu~ed in warehousin~ or repacka~in~ dcy ~oods such
as. but not limited to. clothing. fabric. yarn. shoes. glassware.
linens. kitchenware. china. books. dru~s. computer discs.
bulk film. cassette tapes. records. and pharmaceutical prepa-

Illti,Qns..

This classification excludes any assembly or freight hanof wood. metal. plastic. or mason()' products which are
to be reported separately in classification 7114 provided they
do not operate equipment or machinecy.
dlin~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31188, effective 7/1/88)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31193, effective 7/1/93)

WAC 296-17-760 Classification 7107.

((Temperftf)' help eempatty: Bakery, rest1111r11ttt, er feefl sttft
Elf) preparatiett seft iees, attfl m11siei11tts er ettteftllitters.
This elassifieatiett applies te empleyees ef 11 temperar) help
eempatty whe are assigttefl ett a tempefllry basis te its
ettstemers attfl "he are ettgage6 itt aeti • ities stteh as bilk
•
ittg, eeekittg, f.eefl preparatiett, waitittg attd httsittg
•
tables, attd flishwashittg, er ·;,he are assigtted te a etts
tamer attd 11 he are ettgage6 as mttsieiatts er etttertaitt
ers-:-))

WAC 296-17-762 Classification 7109.
( (TempeFtlry help eempatty: Eleetrettie, preeisiefl, attfl seiett
tifie eqttipmeflt assemhl) afld ft6flfielfl teehttieiatt ser
¥-iees:This elassifieatiett llflplies te empleyees ef 11 tempertll) help
eempatty assigHed 6ft 11 tempertlf) basis te its ettstemers
ettgaged itt the assembly ef eleetrettie er hiemedieal
eqttipmettt attfl emflleyees eAgagefl iH pritttiHg aHfl hiHEl
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ery wef'k. This elfl:SsifiestieH iHehtdes eeeupatieHs stteh
as eleetreflie assefftelers, HteehaRieal assefftblers, elee
tre Hteehsftiesl assefftblers, qttality eefttrel iRspeeters,
test teehftieiafts, kit pttllers, sterekeepers, ttphelsterers,
laeeratery teehRieiafts, priftters, effset eperaters, lead
typesetters, MEI eiRElery werkers.))
7109-01 Temporarv help company: Electronic. precision.
and scientific equipment assembly; nonfield technician
seryices
Applies to employees of a temporary help company who
are assi~ned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are en~a~ed in the assembly of electronic or biomedical
equipment or printin~ and bindery work. This classification
includes. but is not limited to. occupations such as electronic
assemblers. electro-mechanical assemblers. quality control
inspectors. test technicians. kit pullers. storekeepers. upholsterers. laboratory technicians. primers. offset operators. lead
typesetters. mail clerks who operate equipment. and bindery
workers.

Httrses aides, physieiafts, defttal hygieftists, laberatery
•
teehftieiftfts aftd assistaftts.))
7111-00 Temporary help company; Health care. medical.
laboratory. quality control services. testing laboratories.
N.O.C .. ; homemaker seryices and home health seryices
Applies to employees of a temporary help company who
are assigned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are providin~ health care services. This classification
includes employments such as. but not limited to. therapists.
nurses. nurses aides. physicians. dental hygienists. laboratory
technicians. and assistants who work at a health care facility
or at the home of the patient.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31193, effective 7/1193)

((Tefflpefllr) help eeHtpaRy: Agriettltttral ser,.iees.
This elassifieatieft llf'plies te eHtpleyees ef a temperllf)' help
eempaHy assigfteEI eft a temperllfy basis te its ettstemers
aftEI whe are eHgageEI ift afty aspeets ef e:griettltttral 'Nerk
stteh as field ereps, Ii• esteek, stables, dairies, ftttrseries
aHd greefthettses iHelttdiftg the eperatieft ef pewer dri·1en
farfft maehiHef) er eqttipffteHt.))
7112-00 Temporarv helo company: Agricultural seryices
Applies to employees of a temporary help company who.
are assigned on a temporary basis to its customers and who.
are en~a~ed in any aspects of a~ricultural operations such as
field crops. livestock. stables. dairies. nurseries. and greenhouses This classification contemplates the operation of
power driven farm machinery or equipment.

WAC 296-17-76201 Classification 7110.
((TeHtperary help eeHtpaR)': PielEI eftgiHeer ftftd field teehfti
eiaft serviees.
This elassifieatieft applies te eHtpleyees ef a teHtpere:ry help
eeHtpllft) assigfteEI eft a teHtperar1 basis te its ettsteffters
whe are eftgageEI ift Elttties away frem the ettsteffters pre
Htises aftd whe are previEliftg field eftgiReeriHg, field
teehftieiftft, traffie eettftters aftEI Sttf'Veyiftg sef't'iees, tele
phefte iftstallatieft aftd serviee withiH bttildiftgs, veftdiftg
maehifte serviee 1tHEI f'tlFkiHg let er gsfftge atteHEl1tftts,
•neigh seale atteREl1tftts, 1tftd sef\ iee statieft atteftEl1tftts
ex,elttdiftg Hteehafties.))
7110-00 Temporary help company; Fjeld epgjpeer apd
field techpicjap services
Applies to employees of a temporazy help company who
are assi~ned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are engaged in duties away from the customers' premises and
who are providin~ field en~ineerin~. field technician services. traffic counters. and surveying services. telephone
installation and service within buildin~s. vendin~ machine
service. and to parking lot or garage attendants. weigh scale
attendants. and service station attendants (other than mechanics).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31193, effective 7/1193)
WAC 296-17-76202 Classification 7111.
((TeHtperllf)' helv eeHtpaRy: Health eare, medieal laberatery,
qttality eefttrel serviees, testiftg laeerateries, ~l.O.C.,
hememaker serviees 1tfttl heme health sef\·iees.
This elfl:Ssifieatieft applies te emple) ees ef a temperar) help
eempaRy ·;,·he are assigfted eft a teHtpere:ry basis te its
ettstemers 1tftd w he are previdiRg health eare ser f'iees
1tftd iRelttdes stteh eHtpleyffteftts as therapists, ftttrses,
Proposed

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred

in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the

requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31188, effective 7/1188)
WAC 296-17-76203 Classification 7112.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 711/93)
WAC 296-17-76204 Classification 7113.
((Tempefllf) help eempaRy: JaHiterial, plaftt er faeilit) sttp
plemeHtal maiftteftanee aftd grettftdskeepiHg setviees.
This elassifieatieR af'plies te empleyees ef a temperary help
eempaft) assigReEI eft a temperary basis te its ettsteffters
eHtl whe ere eRgeged ift jaRHeriel werk, J'reaeettf'RRey
bttildiHg eleanttp, plant fftaiftteftaftee, and grettftdskeep
ing er grettftds mainteftaftee werlE te aa ex,istiftg laRd
seape stteh as me o•ing lawfts, prttftiftg sh."ttbs aftd vieeEI
iftg as eeHtpared te Rew laftdseepe eeftstrttetiea werk.
Landseape n·erkers ift f'eh·ed ex,elttsively in haftd laber
werk stteh as rakiftg, diggiRg, ttsiftg 't't'heel bftffew te h8:11l
sail, beettt) hark er deeerative reek, whether perfefffled
as maiRteftaftee ef ex,istiftg laftdSellf'e er Rew laRdsellf'e
werk life s11bjeet te this risk elassifieatien (7113). 8eps
rately repert empleyees eRgaged ia e>Uerier wiRElew
eleaftiftg, debris er httiidiftg material eleanttp aRd

=~·i::1:::~::::::::::~:~1·:·s~:=:.t
ffte t'ing he11lders) ift risk elassifieatieH 7118. Tree
reffte'ial te be reperted separately ift risk elassifieatieft
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Employees assii:;ned this classification could use
small power driven hand tools to assemble goods and nonpowered pallet jacks or hand trucks for handlin~ frei~ht This
classification also applies to employees of a temporal}' help
company who are assi~ned on a temporary basis to its customers who are engaged in taking inventol}' and who are not
coyered by another classification <N.O.C.l. ·
This classification excludes employees who operate
power driven eguipment or machinel}' to perform assembly
work orfrei~ht handlin~ activities who are to be reported separately. without division of hours. in classification 7117.

7121. A tfrrisian af warker hattrs is net permiHed
eetweeft this elassifieatian and afty ether elassifieatiaft.))
•
.113-00 Temporary help company; Japitorja!. plant or
facility supp!emeptal majptepaoce and 2roupds keepio2
services
Applies to employees of a temporary help company who
are assi~ned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are engaged in janitorial work. building preoccupancy
cleanup. plant or facility maintenance. and/or ~rounds maintenance work on an existing landscape. Grounds keeping
work contemplated by this classification means. but is not
limited to. mowing lawns. pruning shrubs. and weeding. as
compared to new landscape construction work This classification includes landscape workers involved exclusively in
hand labor work such as rakin~. di~~in~. usin~ a wheelbarrow to haul soil. beauty bark or decorative rock. whether performed as maintenance of existin~ landscape or new landscape work.
This classification excludes employees engaged in
cleanin~ exterior windows. cleanin~ and removin~ debris or
building material. and construction of new landscapes such
as but not limited to. clearin~ of land. installation of underground sprinkler systems. moving boulders. who are to be
reported separately in classification 7118 and employees
engaged in removing trees who are to be reported separately
in classification 7121. A division of worker hours is not permitted between this classification and any other classjficallim.

receivin~.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed·
5/31/88, effective 7/1/88)

WAC 296-17-76206 Classification 7115.
( (Temf'6F81) help ealflf'ttH)'. Cllftnery ar feed f'raeessing ser
viees, iftehtdiftg fresh fr11it and vegetae!e paeking aftd
feed dehydrating praeesses.
This elassifieatian llf'fllies ta empleyees af a temperftf)' help
eempany assignee en a tempefftfy lla5is te its e11stemers
and whe are a5signed ta wark ins eannery, frnit and veg
etallle paeking er freezer aperatieft. This elassifieatiaf\
ifteludes emplayees engaged in eaaking er etherwise
pFeparing feed prier ta paekaging er eanning, ll11t
eitelttdes emplayees engagetl in plsnt er eanner~ equip
meftt er maehiftery eperatiafts er maintenanee whieh are
ta ee reperted SeJ'afftte]y iH risk elsssifieatieH 7117.))
7115-00 Temporary help compapy; Cappery or food processin2 services
Applies to employees of a temporaiy help company who
are assi~ned on a temporary basis to its cystomers and who
are en~a~ed in canneey or food processin2 operations such as.
but not limited to. cannin~. freezin~. or dehydratin~. or in
packin~ fresh fruits or ve2etables. Cookin~ or otherwise preparing food prior to processing or packing is included in this
classification.
This classification excludes employees engaged in operatin~ or maintainin~ plant or cannery equipment or machinery who are to be reported separately in classification 7117.

. .MENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)

WAC 296-17-76205 Classification 7114.
((Temparary help eempaAy: Assemely werk aftd freight haft
tiling, N.O.C.
This elassifieatien applies te empleyees af a temparll:Ff help
eempafty assigfted en a temperary basis te ettstemers ef
a temperary help eamf'aft) engaged in the assemely ef
weaa, metal, plastie, er maseftfJ' pFOdttets during ship
f'iHg er reeei" ing; 1md freight handling sueh as fttrnitttre,
tires, anti ether preauets maae ef weed, metal, f'lastie, er
maseHr) f'r6dttets attring shif'f'iHg Bftd reeeiviftg.
Bmpleyees assigfted this elassifieatien ea1tld use small
f'6Wer ari t'eft httRd taels iH the assemely f'F6eess, Bild
ft6ftpawer pallet jaeks aftd haftd trueks far the freight
handling aetivity. This elsssifiestian alsa ineludes
in·1efttery takers, N.O.C. Bmpleyees whase d11ties
inel11de the aperatian af pa" er dri 1 en eq11ipment er
maehineey, altha11gh they may alse he eftgaged in assem
hi) .,,, ark er freight hsndling seti'<·ities, ftfe ta he ref'erted
withettt di·risien ef he11rs in risk elassifieatian 7117.))
7114-00 Temporary help company: Assembly work apd
frej2ht hapdUp2. N.O.C.; jpyeptory takers. N.O.C.
Applies to employees of a temporary help company who
are assi~ned on a temporary basis to its customers and who

~!s~~a~~!~~t!'1deu~~~:~~i~ ;:i;i~:!~;n~'~!!!~ii~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 711/96)

WAC 296-17-76207 Classification 7116.

such as tires. furniture. and other products made of
wood. metal. plastic. or masonry products during shipping or

frej~ht

WSR 98-12-079

((FlsggiBg serviees B)' speeialty eentraetar: This elsssifiea
tian applies ta nene6nstrttetien eantrsetars thttt are pre
·1iding flagging serviees aft p11lllie 11tility, pewer, water
er gas lifte eanstrttetien prajeets. This elassifietttian dees
net apply ta empleyees ef a eanstflletiaR eantraeter that
are assigned flagging 611ties whieh are ta ee ref'erted
separately ift the elassifieatian applieaele ta lite eeft
stmetian wark heing perfarmed h) their empla) er.
Temperftf)' help eempaAy: FlaggiRg far p11elie etility, pewer,
wttter, er gas line eenstfltetien.
This elassifiestian llf'l'lies le emf'leyees af s temperaey helf'
e6ffifJftfty assigned 68 8 leffiJl6fftJ'Y BBSis ta its ettstamers
sod whe are engaged i1t flagging sen iees fer a f'ttelie
11tility eeHtpaBy iB·10h·ed in the eJttensieft ef 011erhead eF
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tnulergreuntl pev. er line eenstruetien er untlergreuntl
water er gas line eenstruetieR.))
7116-00 Temporary help company; Flagging seryices by
specialty contractor;
Flagging for public utility line construction
This classification applies to specialty (nonconstruction)
contractors that are providing flagging services on public
utility. power. water. or i:as line construction projects. This
classification also applies to employees of a temporary help
company who are assii:ned on a temporary basis to a public
utility company to provide flagging services during the construction or extension of overhead or underi:round power.
water. or gas lines.
This classification excludes employees of construction
contractors who perform flagging duties who are to be
reported separately in the classification applicable to the construction work the construction contractor is performini:.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31/88, effective 7/1/88)

WAC 296-17-76208 Classification 7117.
((Temperary help eempany: Maehine eperaters anti skilled
eraftpersefts plaRt er shep eperatieRs, N.O.C.
This elassifieatien applies te empl6) ees ef a temperftfy help
eempaRy assigRetl eft a temperacy hasis te its eustemers
"he eperate pe "er tlri v"en equipment er maehinef) sueh
as ferlclifts, table saws, drill presses, iRtlustrial paekagiRg
anti preeessing equipment er maehiRery 1rntl skilled
eraftpersens sueh as maehinists, meehanies, welders,
teel anti die makers, e1trpenters, eabinet makers, anti whe
are assigned te v. erk in the eustemer's plant er shep but
tlees Ret apply te maritime trades er plaRt maiRteRaRee
werkers.
This elassifieatieR iRelutles sueh iRtlustries as eabiRet sheps,
lumber remanuf.aeturing, eanneries, amusement pMks,
sigR paiRt sheps, lauRtlries, priRtiRg sheps hut weultl
exelutle shake er shingle mills.
Empleyees 'Nhese duties iRelutle werlc at a eeRstruetieR site
are te be repertetl witheut a tli'lisien ef heurs in risk elas
sifieatieR 7118 exeept fer these empleyees werlcing iR
the speeialt) trades ef plumbing, eleetrieal Niring, er
sheet metal werk, whe ftfe subjeet te this risk elassifiea
tien (7117). Empleyees assigRetl te werk in maritime
trades subjeet te Washingten werkers eempensatieR
Ian s are te be repertetl separately in risk elassifieatien
7120. Empleyees assigRetl te werk iR a eustemer's plllAt
as maintenftftee werkers ftfe t6 be repertetl sepftfately iR
Fisk elassifieatieR 7113.))
7117-00 Temporarv help company; Machine operators;
skilled craft persons - plant or shop operations. N.O.C.;
specialty trades
Applies to employees of a temporaey help company who
are assigned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
operate power driven equipment or machinery such as. but
not limited to. forklifts. table saws. drill presses. industrial
packai:ini: and processini: equipment or machinery. or who
are assii:ned to work in the customer's plant or shop. This
classification also applies to skilled craftpersons such as
Proposed

machinists. mechanics. welders. tool and die makers. carpenters. cabinet makers. and to employees of a temporary help.
company who work in the specialty trades of plumbini:. elec-.
trical wiring. or sheet metal work. Businesses or industries
contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to. cabinet shops. lumber remanufacturers. canneries.
amusement parks. sii:n paintini: shops. priotini: shops. and
laundries. but does not apply to shake or shingle mills.
This classification excludes employees of a temponuy
help company who work at construction sites performing
duties other than those of specialty trades who are to be
reported separately. without a division of hours. in classification 7118: employees of a tempocaey help company who are
assigned to work in maritime trades subject to Washington
workers' compensation laws who are to be reported separately in classification 7120: and employees of a temporary
help company who are assii:ned to do plant maintenance
work in a customer's plant who are to be reported separately
in classification 7113,
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)

WAC 296-17-76209 Classification 7118.

((FlaggiRg ser1iees by speeialty eeRtraeter, N.O.C.: This
elassifieatien applies t6 neneenstruetien eentraeters that
ftfe pre·1itling flagging serviees whieh are net ee'leretl in
elassifieatien 7116. This elassifieatien tlees net apply te
emple) ees ef a eenstruetien eefttraeter that ftfe assigned.
flagging duties "hieh are t6 be repertetl sepMately iR the.
elassifieatien applieable te the eenstruetien 11"erk being
petfermetl by their empleyer
Temperacy help eempaRy: CenstruetieR.
This elHSsifieatien applies te empleyees ef a temperftfY help
eempaRy assigRetl 6ft a temperary bHSis te its eustemers
anti whe ftfe eRgagetl in ftRY aspeet ef eenstrttetien werk
sueh as read, uRtlergreuRtl er e·1erheaEI tttility liftes,
fenee, metal ereetien, signs er lighting inelutling the
eperatieR ef equipmeftt, maehiRery, ftREI teels by sueh
empleyees. This elassifieatien alse applies te eenstrue
tieR seeurity perseRRel ftftEI flaggers, N.O.C. Empleyees
"erking in the speeialty trades ef plumbing, eleetrieal
wiriRg, er sheet metal werk are te be repertetl sepftfately
in elllSsifieatien 7117.))
7118-00 Temporacy help company; Flagging seryjces by
specialty contractor. N.O.C.; construction
Applies to specialty nonconstruction contractors that are
providini: flai:i:ini: services which are not covered in classification 7116. This classification also applies to employees of
a temporary help company assii:ned on a temporary basis to
its customers and who are engaged in any aspect of construction work such as. but not limited to. road. new landscape.
underground or overhead utility lines. fence. metal erection.
sii:ns or lii:htini:. includini: the operation of equipment.
machinery. and tools by those employees. and to security personnel and flai:i:ers who are not covered by another classjfi-cation. (N.O.C.).
This classification excludes employees of construction
contractors who perform flagging duties who are to be
[ 3001
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reported separately in the classification applicable to the con-

-::~:e::~t~~~~1:;~t!~:cc0o::;o~~o'!~:::::~
the specialty trades of plumbini:. electrical wirini:. or sheet
metal work who are to be reported separately in classification

1l1L

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31188, effective 7/1/88)

WAC 296-17-76210 Classification 7119.
((TeHl:pefftfY help eeH1:pft1ty: CefflffteFeiftl Yehiele epefftfie1ts,
N.O.C. ftfttl SftWfftill epeffltiefts.
This el&Ssifiefttieft ftpplies ta eHl:pleyees ef ft tempenu·y help
eempftAY ftssig1tetl aft ft temper&ry h&Sis ta iB e1:1stefftefs
ftfta ·whe ftfe e1tg&gea iR eefftfftefeiftl ·;ehiele epeFftfie1ts
St:teh ftS tft:tek, aeli·tefy, ftfttf tftJti afrrefS 8f whe ftfe
e1tg&getl iR ftlty ftspeet ef SftWlftill wefk, s1:1eh ftS eperftf
i1tg lftftehi1teey, gfftai1tg l1:1H1:hef, ef seftiAg ftfta st&eki1tg
h1H1:hef.))

7119-00 Temporaa help company; Commercial yehicle
operations. N.O.C.; sawmill operations

Applies to employees of a temporary help company who
are assigned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are eni:ai:ed in commercial vehicle operations such as. but
not limited to. drivini: truck for a moyini: or storai:e company. drivini: i:arbai:e collection trucks. drivini: pilot cars.
_rivini: delivery vehicles or drivini: taxis. This classification
also applies to employees of a temporary help company who
are assii:ned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are eni:ai:ed in any aspect of sawmill work such as. but not
'"
limited to. operatini: machinery. i:radini: lumber. or sortini:
and stackini: lumber.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31188, effective 7/1188)

WAC 296-17-76211 Classification 7120.
((Temper&r) help eempft1ty: Illtzftftleus "este hentlli1tg ftfttl
maritime eH1:ple) me1tts.
This el&Ssifieetie1t ftpplies ta empleyees ef ft temper1t1 J help
eempftRY ftssig1tetl eR ft tempef&ry h&Sis ta its e1:1stelflefS
whe ftfEl e1tgagetl iH ha:zftftle1:1s ·w·aste ha1ttlli1tg ef mftfi
time empleyme1tts s1:1Bjeet ta Wftshi1tgte1t wefkefS eem
peRSfttieft lftWS i1telutli1tg ai·1i1tg er stthfttjt:teeus wefk.))

7120-00 Temporan help compapy; Hazardous waste
handling; maritime employments
Atmlies to employees of a temporaty help company who
are assigned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are engaged in hazardous waste handling. This classification
also applies to employees of a temporarv help company who
are assigned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
e en a ed in maritime em Jo ments sub'ect to Washin ton
workers' compensation laws. including diving or subaqueous
work.

WSR 98-12-079

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-06, filed
5/31/88, effective 711/88)

WAC 296-17-76212 Classification 7121.
((TempefftFJ help eempllft): Leggi1tg, shake er shi1tgle mills,
ftfltl eireraft flight eFe w members.
This elessifieetieft applies te empleyees ef a tempefery help
eempe1ty essig1tetl eft a temperary basis te iB eustemers
ftfta whe ftfEl eHgegetl ift a1ty phase ef leggi1tg ef ftifefaft
eperatie1ts er whe ftfEl &Ssignetl te wefk iR e1ty lumbering
mill i1tel1:1ai1tg eq1:1ipme1tt er ffiftehi1tery epeflifefs relatetl
te intl1:1stfies suBjeet te this elassifiefttien.))

7121-00 Temporary help compapy; Loggjpg. shake or
sbjpgle mms; ajrcraft flight crew members

Applies to employees of a temporaty help company who
are assii:ned on a temporary basis to its customers and who
are engaged in any phase of Jogging or aircraft operations or
who are assii:ned to work in any lumberini: mill. includini:
equipment or machinery operators related to industries subject to this classification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31196, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-763 Classification 7201.
((State ge • er1t1t1e1tt this elessifieatieR is te be 1:1sea te repeft
all empleyme1tts ef werkers assig1tetl te wefk at state
eperatetl faeilities that previde petieRt er health eeFe ef
e1ty type. Usage ef this elassifieetie1t is Rel li1t1itea te
state eperetea hespitels as it is i1ttertaea te else ee¥er
health eftfe faeilities at state seheels, i1tfirmftfies at eer
Feetienal instit1:1tie1ts, tf1t·1eling 1t1:1rses anti physieia1ts,
ete:This elassifieatieR exel1:1des elefieal effiee a1ta admirtistfftfi¥e
peFSenrtel tlutt aFe net engagetl in fJf6¥it:ling er attending
te patient eare aRa all hl1:1e eellaf e1t1pleyme1tffi
See elessifieatieRs 4992, 5397 end 7193 fer ether state gev
efftment epefltfieAs.))

7201-00 State goyernment - patient or health care person-

!W

Applies to state employees who proyjde any type of
patient or health care at state-operated facilities or at health
care facilities in state schools or correctional institutions,
Type of employment contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. trayelini: nurses. therapists.
and physicians.
This classification excludes any state employees who do
not provide patient or health care who are to be reported separately in the classification applicable to work performed,
See classifications 4902. 4906. 5307. and 7103 for other
state i:ovemment operations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11127/85, effective 111/86)

WAC 296-17-764 Classification 7202.
((Reel estftfe &ge1teies
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t

This elassifieatiett itteludes elerieal effiee attd sales f)ersettttel
but, exeludes buildittg fftattageffieftt attd/er f)ref)erty
de·1elef)ffieftt.))
7202-00 Real estate agencies
Applies to establishments engaged in buying. selling.
rentin2. and appraisin2 real estate for others A real estate
agent will study property listings. accompany clients to the
property site to show the property. and draw up real estate
contracts such as deeds. leases. and mortgages. They will
also hold open houses. conduct ne2otiations. and assist at the
closing. This classification includes clerical office and sales
personnel.
This classification excludes buildin2 and/or property
management services which are to be reported separately in
classification 4910.

certified as a preferred worker for a period of thirty-six
months. A gualified employer who hires a preferred worker
will receive up to thirty-six months of premium relief provided the preferred worker is in their employment during the
same period of time, The only cost to the preferred worker
and the employer will be the supplemental pension premium.
If an injured worker sustains an injury within three years of
the hiring date. all claims will be paid by the department
throu2h the second injury fund with no costs to the employer,
The type of work performed by the preferred worker has no
bearin2 on the assi~nment of this classification,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-12, filed
5/29/87, effective 711/87)

((Dairy fttfms
This elassifieatiett itteluees all farffi eperatietts related atte
itteieetttal te the ettterprise eeseribee llfte applies te all
aereage de'fetea te the rltisittg ef these attimals.))
7301-00 Farms; Dairy
Applies to establishments en2a2ed in the raisin2 of dairy
cattle for the purpose of milk production. Work contemplated by this classification is of a custodial nature that
includes. but is not limited to. tending and feeding animals.
raisin2 crops for feed. erectin2 or mendin2 fences. breedin2
animals. mi1kin2 animals. transportin2 animals to or from
market. and maintainin2 or instamn2 sprinkler or irri2ation
systems when performed by employees of an employer sub- •
ject to this classification. This classification also covers arti-.
ficial insemination and veterinary care when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes contractors en2a2ed exclusively in the installation of sprinkler or irri2ation systems
who are to be reported separately in classification 0301 and
contractors hired by a farm operator to build or repair fences
or structures who are to be reported separately in the appropriate construction classification applicable to the work bein2
performed.
Special note: The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as cleaning stalls or barns.
weedin2 or plantin2 crops. irri2atin2 and fertilizin2. Generally the work involves manual labor tasks as opposed to
machine operations, Farm labor contractors will be reported
in the classification applicable to the farm with which they
are contractin2, Contractors who provide both equipment or
machinery and the machine operators are to be reported in
classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process
involved in operating machinery is the same irrespective of
the type of farm they are providin2 service to or the type of
crop involved.

WAC 296-17-765 Classification 7203.
((Ceffimttttity sen iee werkers
This elassifieatiett itteludes all eemmttHit:y sen·iee .,, erkers
pefferffiittg werk fer eeuttties, eities, te·utts, state agett
eies, er ttettprefit ergattizatietts pursuattt te eeurt erder
er uttder the previsietts ef ehllf)ter 13.40 R:CW.))
7203-00 Community seryjce workers
Applies to individuals who are sentenced to perform
community service work for a state a2ency. county. city.
town or nonprofit or2anization as the result of a court order.
The "workers" perform various services for benefit of the
a2ency or or2anization These services may ran2e from clerical office or counseling duties to maintenance or construction work The type of work performed has no bearin2 on the
assignment of this classification. The workers are not compensated for their work: instead. they are allowed to perform
these services in lieu of imprisonment.
Special note: This classification is assigned only if the
a2ency or or2anization for whom the service is bein2 provided elects to cover their community service workers (RCW
51.12.045).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-766 Classification 7204.
((Preferred w erkers
This elassifieatiett itteludes all preferred werkers itt aeeer
dattee with the previsietts ef R:CW 51.Hi.120(3) llfte
WAC 296 16 <HO.))
7204-00 Preferred workers
Applies to "preferred workers" as certified by the department of labor and industries. Preferred workers are workers
who. because of a work-related injury or occupational disease. are unable to return to work with the same employer or.
because of substantial impairment. unable to return to the
same type of work Before this classification can be assi2ned
to an employer's account. the department must receive a completed "intent to hire" form from that employer within sixty
days from the first date of employment. A worker may be
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85-33, filed
11/27/85, effective 1/1/86)
WAC 296-17-772 Classification 7301.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-07, filed
7/20/89, effective 8/20/89)
WAC 296-17-773 Classification 7302.
((Livesteek fllfffls
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Pftfilfttttttel !terse raeing: Pre13rieters, 13artners, and eerperate
. . e#teers
r i s sttbelassifieatien is lilftited in see~ ta exelttded elft13ley
Htent eentained in RCW 51.12.020 (5) and (8) "Sele 13re
13rieters, 13artners, and eer13erate effieers" wlte eleet
werkers eeffi13ensatien insttranee eR a velttRtary basis.
See WAC 296 17 350(2) "Exelttded e1H13ley1Hents" fur
13re1Hittlft re13erting and ealettlatiens.
Riding aeadeffiies
This elassifieatien inelttdes all farlft e13eratien~ related aRd
iReideRtal ta the enterprises deserieed ftB6¥e ftRd llflfjlies
te all aereft'ge devetoo te the raising ef these anilftals.))
7302-00 Farms; Ljyestock
Anjmal stud service
Applies to establishments engaged in the raising of cattle. pi~s. and horses for sale to others. Work contemplated by
this classification is of a custodial nature that includes. but is
not limited to. tendin~ and feedin~ animals. raisin~ crops for
feed. erecting or mending fences. breeding animals. transportin~ animals to or from market. and maintainin~ or installin~ sprinkler or irri~atjon systems when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification This
classification also covers artificial insemination and veterinary care when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. This classification also applies to
establishments that provide animal stud services for others.

ontractors hired by a farm operator to build or repair fences
or structures who are to be reported separately in the appropriate construction classification applicable to the work being
performed.
Special no(e; The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a faun operation for specified services such as cleanin~ stalls. ~roomin~
or carin~ for animals. weedin~ or plantin~ crops. irri~atin~
and fertilizin~ Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. Farm labor contractors will be reported in the classification applicable to the
farm with which they are contracting. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatin~ machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providing service to or the type of crop involved.

7302-02 Riding academies
Applies to establishments en~a~ed as ridin~ academies
which offer services such as. but not limited to. instruction on
ridin~ horses or on the care of animals and the rental of
horses. Work contemplated by this classification is of a custodial nature that includes. but is not limited to. tendin~ and
feeding animals. training animals. cleaning stalls and barn
areas. raisin~ crops for feed. erectin~ or mending fences.

WSR 98-12-079

performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification .
This classification excludes contractors en~a~ed exclusively in the installation of sprinkler or irrigation systems
who are to be reported separately in classification 0301 and
contractors hired by a farm operator to build or repair fences
or structures who are to be reported separately in the appropriate construction classification applicable to the work bein~
performed.
Special note.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as cleanin~ stalls. groomin~
or caring for animals. weeding or planting crops. irrigating
and fertilizin~. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. Farm labor contractors will be reported in the classification applicable to the
farm with which they are contracting. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatin~ machinery is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providing ser- .
vice to or the type of crop involved.

7302-03 Boarding and/or trajpjng stables for pleasure or
show horses
Applies to establishments that board and/or train pleasure or show horses for others. Work contemplated by this
classification is of a custodial nature that includes. but is not
limited to. tendin~ and feedin~ animals. cleanin~ stalls and
barn areas. training animals. raising crops for feed. erecting
or mendin~ fences. and maintainin~ or installing sprinkier or
irrigation systems when performed by employees of an
employer subject to this classification.
This classification excludes contractors enga~ed exclusively in the installation of sprinkler or irrigation systems
who are to be reported separately in classification 0301 and
contractors hired by a farm operator to build or repair fences
or structures who are to be reported separately in the appropriate construction classification applicable to the work being
performed.
Soecial no(e.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a faan operation for specified services such as cleaning stalls. grooming
or carin~ for animals. weeding or plaotin~ crops. irri~ating
and fertilizin~. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. Farm labor contractors will be reported in the classification applicable to the
farm with which they are contracting. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operating machinecy is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providing service to or the type of crop involved.
7302-04 Centers or trainers for race horses - unlicensed
byWHRC
Applies to establishments or individuals who train race
horses for others. but who are not licensed as trainers or training centers by the Washin~ton horse racing commission.
Work coatemplated by this classification is of a custodial
nature that includes. but is not limited to. tending and feeding

J~~\~~na~:~;~:n~~!i~:::!;~ i~~~~~os;'!~~k~~r ~~
employer subject to this classification. This classification
also covers artificial insemination and veterinary care when
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animals. cleanini: stalls and barn areas. trainini: animals. raising crops for feed. erecting or mending fences. and maintainini: or installini: sprinkler or irrii:ation systems when performed by employees of an employer subject to this classifi-

Wlim.

This classification excludes individuals or centers that
train nonrace horses which are to be reported separately in
classification 7302-03: contractors eni:ai:ed exclusively in
the installation of sprinkler or irrii:ation systems who are to
be reported separately in classification 0301: and contractors
hired by a farm operator to build or repair fences or structures
who are to be reported separately in the appropriate construction classification applicable to the work being performed.
Special nofe.· The term "faun labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as cleanini: stalls. i:roomini:
or caring for animals. weeding or planting crops. irrigating
and fertjljzini:. Generally the work involves manual labor
tasks as opposed to machine operations. Farm labor contractors will be reported in the classification applicable to the
farm with which they are contracting. Contractors who provide both equipment or machinery and the machine operators
are to be reported jn classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the process involved in operatini: machinecy is the
same irrespective of the type of farm they are providini: service to or the type of crop involved.

7302-05 Pari-mutuel horse racipg; Licensed employmepfs. N.O.C.
Applies to employments licensed by the Washington
horse racini: commission who are not mandatorily covered
under Washington workers' compensation insurance Jaws
and are not covered by another classification. This classification is only for individuals such as. but not limited to. horse
owners. trainers. farriers. and veterinarians. who hold specialty licenses issued by the commission. These individuals
are i:enerally owners of a business such as that of a farrier or
training services. The business entity could be a proprietorship. partnership. joint venture. or corporation and may or
may not have employees. The qyalifyini: factor for this classification is that these individuals are licensed by the horse
racini: commission. are not mandatorjly covered under
Washington workers' compensation insurance Jaws. and are
not included or covered by another classification, For example. a veterinarian who operates a veterinary clinic away from
a race track and treats various animals such as doi:s. cats.
cows. and horses would report owner coverage (if elected! in
classification 6107. not in classification 7302.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-093,
filed 5/31/93, effective 7/1/93)

WAC 296-17-777 Classification 7307.
((Christffl:&S tree f&rffl:s 1111 eper11tie11s i11ehuli11g pl1111ti11g,
pRt11ing, hll:f"f esti11g, b111i11g, p11ek-i11g llfttl deli"+ eey
R:etllil eper11tie11s (i.e., e11shiers, pMki11g 11tte1161111ts, ettstemer
assist1111ts, ete.) ef Christffl:llS tree tt ettt f&rms er retail
sales lets are te be repertetl sepM&tely i11 elassifieatie11
48GSProposed

Classifieatie11 7307 a11tl el11ssifieatie11 5004 shall fl6t be
assig11etl te the s11me risk t111less the eper11tie11s tleseribetl
by these elassifieatie11s are ee11tlttetetl 11s sepMate a11i
Elisti11et bttsi11esses a11tl eaeh bttsi11ess he:s sep11r11te e:11d
tlisti11et emple) ees.))
7307-00 Farms; Christmas tree
Applies to establishments engaged in operating Christmas tree farms. Work contemplated by this classification
includes. but is not limited to. preparing soil for new trees.
plantini: trees. fertilizini:. sprayini:. fumii:atini:. weedini:.
pruning. harvesting. baling. packing. delivering trees. and
maintainini: or instamni: sprinkler or irrii:ation systems when
performed by employees of an employer subject to this classification. This classification also applies to wholesale
Christmas tree operations. Retail tree sales conducted at a
farm location. as in the case of a U-cut tree operation. or at a
seasonal sales lot away from the faun may be reported separately provided the conditions in classification 4805-09 have
been met.
This classification excludes contractors eni:ai:ed exclusively in the installation of sprinkler or irrii:ation systems
who are to be reported separately in classification 0301 and
contractors hired by a faun operator to build or repair fences
or structures who are to be reported separately in the appropriate construction classification applicable to the work beini:
performed.
Sgecial nofes: Establishments assii:ned to classification
4805 -09 should report hours in this classification only during
the fourth quarter of each year since these sales are confined
to the Christmas season. S ecial care sho Id be exercise
when assii:nini: this classification as work covered by classification 5004 is similar in nature.
The tean "faun labor contractor" applies to specialty
contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as plantini: trees. prunini:. or harvestini:.
Generally the work involves manual labor tasks as opposed
to machine operation~. Farm labor contractors wm be
reported in the classification applicable to the farm with
which they are contractini:. Contractors who provide both
equipment or machinery and the machine operators are to be
reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services" as the
process involved in operatini: machinery is the same irrespective of the type of farm they are providini: service to or the
type of crop involved.

7307-01 Tree farms. N.O.C.

<to be assigned only by classification services stafD

Applies to establishments eni:ai:ed in operatini: tree
farms not covered by another classification. CN.O.C.) such as.
but not limited to. cottonwood tree farms Operations contemplated by this classification include. but are not limited to.
preparini: soil for new trees. plantini: trees. fertilizini:. spraying. fumigating. weeding. pruning trees. and maintaining or
installini: sprinkler systems when performed by employees of
an employer subject to this classification
This classification excludes harvestini: of trees which is

~;E:!le;:::a;;h~
be reported separately in classification 0301: and contractors
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Special note.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies

to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a faan opera-

tion for specified services such as planting trees. pruning. or
harvestine. Generally the work involves manual labor tasks
as opposed to machine operations. Farm labor contractors
will be reported in the classification applicable to the farm
with which they are contracting. Contractors who provide
both equipment or machinery and the machine operators are
to be reported in classification 4808 "custom farm services"
as the process involved in operating machinery is the same
irrespective of the type of fann they are providine service to
or the type of crop involved.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1/96)
WAC 296-17-778 Classification 7308.

ounds and
man o ie i
Applies to establishments engaged in operating animal
shelters/services. doe pounds. or humane societies which
care for lost or unwanted animals or animals that have been
placed for adoption. The title "animal services" has replaced
the title "animal shelter" or "dog pound" in most establishments. While the activities are the same under all of these
titles. the main difference is the funding. Animal services are
tax-base funded: humane societies are privately funded.
Activities include. but are not limited to. feeding. cleaning. or
eroomine animals. veterinary care. euthanasia. catchine or
controlline animals. and investieatine incidents such as animal bites and animal abuse. This classification also applies
to doe obedience classes that are not in connection with kennels or pet breeding establishments.
This classification excludes pet grooming parlors which
are to be reported separately in classification 7308-03: pet
stores which are to be reported separately in classification
7308-04: and pet breedine/boardine kennels which are to be
reported separately in classification 7308-05.
Soecial note.· Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met.
7308-03 Pet grooming parlors
Applies to establishments eneaeed in providine pet

,::eJ~~i~:: :~e~:tP~~~~~do:e!·~~~v~~ ~~:e~~r;
:mer's location with the use of a vehicle equipped with the
necessary supplies. Although most of the animals groomed

WSR 98-12-079

are does. parlors may also i:room cats, Activities include. but
are not limited to. bathing. dipping to control fleas. cutting.
brushin2. combin2 and dryin2 hair, clippin2 nails. and the
incidental sale of pet products such as collars. shampoos and
pet clothine. Dependin2 on the !en~th of their stay. animals
may also be fed. watered. and placed in kennels until their
owners pick them up,
This classification excludes animal shelters. dog pounds.
and humane societies which are to be reported separately in
classification 7308-02: pet stores. N.O.C. which are to be
reported separately in classification 7308-04: and pet breeding/boarding kennels which are to be reported separately in
classification 7308-05.
Sgecial note.· Effective July I. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the general reporting rules covering standard exception employees have been met
7308-04 Pet stores. N.O.C.
Applies to establishments en2a~ed as pet stores not covered by another classification CN.O.C.). Stores in this classification sell cats and dogs, In addition to cats and do~s. they
may also sell other animals such as birds. snakes. fish. reptiles or turtles. and related items such as. but not limited to.
pet food. cages. travel carriers. pet toys. collars. shampoos.
flea. tick and worm treatments. vaccination equipment.
aguariums. and supplies aguariums. This classification also
includes any incidental pet ~roomine performed by employees of employers subject to this classification.
This classification excludes stores which sell pets ·such
as tropical fish. birds or reptiles. but do not sell cats and
dogs, which are to be reported separately in classification
6406: pet grooming parlors which are to be reported separately in classification 7308-03: animal shelters. doe pounds
and humane societies which are to be reported separately in
classification 7308-02: pet breedin2/boardin2 kennels which
are to be reported separately in classification 7308-05 and
stores which sell pet food only. but do not sell pets. which are
to be reported separately in classification 6403.
Special note: Effective July 1. 1996. clerical office and
outside sales employees may be reported separately provided
all the conditions of the 2eneral reportine rules coverine standard exception employees have been met.
7308-05 Pet breedjpg apd boardjpg keppels
Applies to establishments primarily engaged in boarding
pets while their owners are away from home. or in boardin2
pets for others in connection with a breeding service. Work
contemplated by this classification is of a custodial nature
that includes. but is not limited to. sheltering. tending. breedine. eroomine and feedine animals. erectine or mendine
fences. erecting or maintaining kennels. cleaning kennels.
and veterinary services and tile incidental sale of animals.
animal grooming or care supplies when performed by
employees of an employer subject to this classification,
This classification excludes pet ~roomine Parlors which
are to be reported separately in classification 7308-03 and
contractors hired by a farm operator to build or repair fences
or structures who are to be reported separately in the applicable construction classification.
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Special no(es.· The term "farm labor contractor" applies
to specialty contractors who supply laborers to a farm operation for specified services such as feedine animals. eroomine.
and cleaning kennels. Generally the work involves manual
labor tasks as opposed to machine operations. Farm labor
contractors will be reported in the classification applicable to
the farm or business with which they are contractine.
Effective July J. 1996. clerical office and outside sales
employees may be reported separately provided all the conditions of the eeneral reportine rules coverine standard exception employees have been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-12-063,
filed 5/30/94, effective 6/30/94)
WAC 296-17-779 Classification 7309.
((\I/erk aeti +it} eenters
This elttSsifieatien is enl} applieahle te businesses o·he have
emplayees listeEI an their Cammunity Rehabilitatian
Pragmm (CRP) suhminimum ·.,age eertifieate as issueEI
by the UniteEI States Department af Labar. This elassifi
eatian exeluEles prafessianal, elerieal, anEI ether blue
eallar emplayments whieh will be separately rateEI in risk
elttSsifieatian 6709 (WAC 296 17 740) e·ren thaugh the
anly aperatian af the emplayer may he a wark aeti·rity
~))

7309-00 Work actiyjty centers
Applies only to the developmentally disabled persons
who are enrolled at work activity centers and are listed on the
center's community rehabilitation proeram subminimum
waee certificate issued by the United States Department of
Labor. Work activity centers are nonprofit oreanizations
licensed by the department of social and health services to
provide job trainine and learnine skills to mentally and/or
developmentally disabled workers enrolled as clients of the
center. Because of their severe impairments. participants are
unemployable in the open job market but are considered
employees of the work activity center. Participants are
allowed to perform their work at their own pace and can be
paid less than fifty percent of the minimum waee for their
work. Work activitv centers are generally conducted in association with sheltered workshops
This classification excludes all staff who operate work
activity centers and all staff who operate sheltered workshops. even if the sheltered workshop also operates a work
activity center. who are to be reported separately in classification 6709 and developmentally disabled workers enrolled
in sheltered workshops who are to be reported separately in
classification 6709.
Soecial note; Work activity centers differ from sheltered workshops in the severity of the impainnents of the participants. Sheltered workshop participants are functional in
daily routines despite their impairment. Work activity center
participants are generally nonfunctional in daily routines and
must be taueht activities such as makine beds. cookine. usine
public transportation. and caring for their personal needs as
well as job skms
While the workers' compensation rates for classifications
7309 and 6709 are identical. the premiums for classification
Proposed

7309 are calculated on a piece rate basis to reflect the limited
productivity of the workers covered by this classification.

t

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-12-039,
filed 5/31/96, effective 7/1196)

WAC 296-17-870 Evaluation of actual losses. Except
as provided in the following subsections of this paragraph,
actual losses shall include all payments as of the "valuation
date" for each claim arising from an accident occurring during the experience period. Losses for claims open as of the
valuation date may also include a reserve for future payments. Actual losses on claims for accidents occurring outside of the experience period shall not be included.
(1) Valuation date. The valuation date shall be on and
include December 31, one year and one day immediately preceding the effective date of premium rates as set forth in
WAC 296-17-895. For experience modifications effective
January 1, 1990, and thereafter, the valuation date shall be
June 1, seven months immediately preceding the effective
date of premium rates.
(2) Retroactive adjustments - revision of losses
between valuation dates. No claim value shall be revised
between valuation dates and no retroactive adjustment of an
experience modification shall be made because of disputation
concerning the judgment of the claims examiner or because
of subsequent developments except as specifically provided
in the following cases:
(a) In cases where loss values are included or excluded,
through mistake other than error of judgment.
(b) In cases where a third party recovery is made, subject
to subsection (4)(a) of this section.
(c) In cases where the claim qualifies as a second injury
claim under the provisions of RCW 51.16. 120.
(d) In cases where a claim, which was previously evaluated as a compensable claim, is closed and is determined to
be noncompensable (ineligible for benefits other than medical treatment).
(e) In cases where a claim is closed and is determined to
be ineligible for any benefits.
In the above specified cases retroactive adjustment of the
experience modification shall be made for each rating in.
which the claim was included. Retroactive adjustments will
not be made for rating periods more than ten years prior to the
date on which the claim status was changed.
(3) Average death value. Each fatality occurring to a
worker included within the mandatory or elective coverage of
Title 51 RCW shall be assigned the "average death value,"
said value to be the average incurred cost for all such fatalities occurring during the experience period.· The average
death value is set forth in Table II.
(4) Third-party reco\'ery - effect on experience modification.
(a) For claims with injury dates prior to July 1, 1994, a
potential claim cost recovery from action against a third
party, either by the injured worker or by the department, sha~l·
~ot be consid~red in the e~aluation of actual losses until sue~
ttme as the third-party act10n has been completed. If a thirdparty recovery is made after a claim had previously been used
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in an experience modification calculation, the experience
modification shall be retroactively adjusted. The department
hall compute a percentage recovery by dividing the current
valuation of the claim into the amount recovered or recover- able as of the recovery date, and shall reduce both primary
and excess losses previously used in the experience modification calculation by that percentage.
(b) For claims with injury dates on or after July 1, 1994,
if the department determines that there is a reasonable potential of recovery from an action against a third party, both primary and excess values of the claim shall be reduced by fifty
percent for purposes of experience modification calculation,
until such time as the third-party action has ((belt))~ completed. This calculation shall not be retroactively adjusted,
regardless of the final outcome of the third-party action.
After a third-party recovery is made, the actual percentage
recovery shall be applied to future experience modification
calculations.
(c) For third-party actions completed before July 1,
1996, the claim shall be credited with the department's net
share of the recovery, after deducting attorney fees and costs.
For third-party actions completed on or after July 1, 1996, the
claim shall be credited with the department's gross share of
the recovery, before deducting attorney fees and costs.
(d) Definitions:
(i) As used in this section, "recovery date" means the
date the money is received at the department or the date the
order confirming the distribution of the recovery becomes
final, whichever comes first.
(ii) As used in this section, "recoverable" means any
•
.amount due as of the recovery date and/or any amount available to offset case reserved future benefits.
(5) Second injury claims. The primary and excess values of any claim which becomes eligible for second injury
relief under the provisions of RCW 51.16.120, as now or
hereafter amended, shall be reduced by the percentage of
relief granted.
(6) Occupational disease claims. When a claim results
from an employee's exposure to an occupational disease hazard, the "date of injury," for the purposes of experience rating, shall be the date on which the disability was diagnosed,
giving rise to the filing of a claim for benefits. The cost of
any occupational disease claim, paid from the accident fund
and medical aid fund and arising from exposure to the disease
hazard under two or more employers, shall be prorated to
each period of employment involving exposure to the hazard.
Each insured employer who had employed the claimant during the experience period, and for at least ten percent of the
claimant's exposure to the hazard, shall be charged for his
share of the claim based upon the prorated costs.
(7) Maximum claim value. No claim shall enter an
employer's experience record at a value greater than the
"maximum claim value." The maximum claim value is set
forth in Table II.

Industrial insurance accident fund and medical aid fund base
rates by class of industry shall be as set forth below.
Base Rates Effective
January 1, 1998

Class

0101
0103
0104
0105
0107
0108
0112
0201
0202
0210
0212
0214
0217
0219
0301
0302
0303
0306
0307
0308
0403
0502
0504
0506
0507
0508
0509
0510
0511
0512
0513
0514
0515
0516
0517
0518
0519
0520
0521
0601
0602

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-062,
.filed 12/1/97, effective 111/98)
•

WAC 296-17-895 Industrial insurance accident fund
base rates and medical aid base rates by class of industry.
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Accident
Fund

1.6071
1.8351
1.0933
1.3874
1.4267
1.0933
0.8229
3.3774
3.3774
1.1029
1.1029
1.3827
1.4818
1.3064
0.6772
2.3045
2.0291
1.1146
0.7917
0.5771
1.5775
1.7171
1.5798
5.2406
3.5434
3.9663
1.9123
1.5777
1.2325
1.7355
0.7873
1.4829
3.6223
1.5777
1.7320
1.9875
1.9882
1.9963
1.5798
0.6761
0.4525

Medical Aid
Fund

0.4584
0.5549
0.3245
0.5243
0.3972
0.3245
0.2575
0.9111
0.9111
0.3252
0.3252
0.4230
0.4490
0.4042
0.3016
0.5805
0.5249
0.3373
0.2849
0.2602
0.5574
0.4424
0.4930
1.3770
1.1731
0.8627
0.5650
0.5226
0.4282
0.5221
0.2504
0.5566
0.9275
0.5226
0.6778
0.5183
0.7142
0.4853
0.4930
0.2363
0.1620
Proposed
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Base Rates Effective
January 1, 1998

Proposed

Class

Accident
Fund

0603
0604
0606
0607
0608
0701
0803
0901
1002
1003
1004
1005
1007
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1108
1109
1301
1303
1304
1305
1401
1404
1405
1501
1507
1701
1702
1703
1704
1801
1802
2002
2004
2007
2008
2009
2101
2102

1.0471
1.2275
0.2819
0.3494
0.2859
2.7641
0.3574
1.9875
0.7837
0.7984
0.5504
7.1440
0.3916
0.5399
1.4183
0.6601
0.4163
0.7044
0.2475
0.4014
0.7135
0.3972
0.1747
0.0206
0.3898
0.5514
0.5673
0.4040
0.4020
0.3343
0.7855
1.9988
0.3545
0.7855
0.9945
1.0362
0.5301
0.5979
0.4532
0.2661
0.3035
0.5968
0.3980

Base Rates Effective
January 1, 1998

Medical Aid
Fund

Class

0.3055
0.5245
0.1426
0.1473
0.1445
0.4866
0.1508
0.5183
0.3358
0.3224
0.2067
1.8946
0.1343
0.2486
0.4572
0.2607
0.2370
0.2947
0.1509
0.1999
0.3709
0.1783
0.0756
0.0109
0.1799
0.2549
0.2228
0.1894
0.1644
0.1518
0.2945
0.5581
0.1245
0.2945
0.3244
0.3682
0.2663
0.2937
0.2051
0.1199
0.1626
0.2541
0.2070

2104
2105
2106
2201
2202
2203
2204
2401
2903
2904
2905
2906
2907
2908
2909
3101
3102
3103
3104
3105
3303
3304
3309
3402
3403
3404
3405
3406
3407
3408
3409
3410
3411
3412
3413
3414
3415
3501
3503
3506
3509
3510
3511
[ 3081

Accident
Fund
0.2239
0.6125
0.3038
0.2459
0.5350
0.3038
0.1687
0.3349
0.5826
0.7225
0.4304
0.3346
0.4882
0.9739
0.4137
0.7987
0.2363
0.8335
0.5547
0.7748
0.2273
0.4970
0.3577
0.4396
0.2054
0.4086
0.2559
0.2107
0.3416
0.1010
0.0901
0.1772
0.3785
0.3913
0.5270
0.4856
0.5075
0.9144
0.2242
1.0939
0.3560
0.3964
0.5503

Medical Aid
Fund
0.1329
0.2346
0.1583
0.1104
0.2594
0.1599
0.0757
0.1985
0.3029 .
0.3505
0.2309
0.1380
0.2348
0.3970
0.2111
0.2912
0.1142
0.3169
0.1819
0.3320
0.1156
0.2693
0.1899
0.1940
0.0871
0.1991
0.1077
0.1149
0.1495
0.0519
0.0509
0.1156
0.1609
0.1565
0.2261
0.2085
0.2187
0.3594
0.1679
0.2832
0.1857
0.1940
0.2730
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Base Rates Effective
January 1, 1998

Base Rates Effective
January 1, 1998
Class
3512
3513
3602
3603
3604
3605
3701
3702
3707
3708
3802
3808
3901
3902
3903
3905
3906
3909
4002
4101
4103
4107
4108
4109
4201
4301
4302
4304
4305
4401
4402
4404
4501
4502
4504
4601
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806
4808
4809

Accident
Fund
0.3069
0.3961
0.1061
0.4065
1.2653
0.4585
0.2363
0.4202
0.4514
0.3857
0.1629
0.3562
0.1317
0.3682
1.0189
0.1317
0.4147
0.1542
0.9145
0.2127
0.2408
0.1317
0.1555
0.2049
0.4422
0.6635
0.5826
0.6394
0.9470
0.3995
0.6263
0.3812
0.1231
0.0387
0.0767
0.5782
0.2047
0.1743
0.4751
0.2870
0.0517
0.4642
0.2239

Medical Aid
Fund

Class
4810
4811
4812
4813
4900
4901
4902
4903
4904
4905
4906
4907
4908
4909
4910
5001
5002
5003
5004
5005
5006
5101
5103
5106
5108
5109
5201
5204
5206
5207
5208
5209
5301
5305
5306
5307
6103
6104
6105
6107
6108
6109
6110

0.1978
0.2007
0.0622
0.2264
0.5772
0.2005
0.1142
0.1849
0.2969
0.1919
0.0881
0.1478
0.0926
0.1905
0.5842
0.0926
0.1984
0.0907
0.3110
0.1045
0.1385
0.0708
0.0741
0.1074
0.1418
0.3496
0.2142
0.3038
0.3447
0.1990
0.3155
0.1883
0.0700
0.0201
0.0517
0.2869
0.1064
0.1049
0.2542
0.1439
0.0279
0.1864
0.1211
[ 309]

Accident
Fund
0.1173
0.2001
0.3017
0.1716
0.5219
0.0489
0.0687
0.0548
0.0228
0.2252
0.0737
0.0574
0.0572
0.0286
0.3621
5.3508
0.4919
1.6322
1.3436
1.2765
1.6270
0.7303
0.6538
0.6538
0.5240
0.6986
0.3163
0.9080
0.5219
0.1289
0.8234
0.6803
0.0287
0.0390
0.0412
0.3396
0.0529
0.2333
0.1800
0.0883
0.3969
0.0641
0.3812

Medical Aid
Fund
0.0783
0.1199
0.1426
0.0981
0.1808
0.0207
0.0324
0.0249
0.0134
0.1500
0.0353
0.0292
0.0847
0.0371
0.1836
1.3677
0.2089
0.4623
0.5964
0.3733
0.4598
0.3937
0.3576
0.3576
0.2536
0.2587
0.1312
0.3662
0.1808
0.0907
0.3465
0.2976
0.0152
0.0242
0.0223
0.1413
0.0397
0.1312
0.0854
0.0624
0.2358
0.0315
0.1874
Proposed
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Base Rates Effective
January 1, 1998

Class
6201
6202
6203
6204
6205
6206
6207
6208
6209
6301
6302
6303
6304
6305
6306
6308
6309
6402
6403
6404
6405
6406
6407
6408
6409
6410
6501
6502
6503
6504
6505
6506
6508
6509
6510
6511
6601
6602
6603
6604
6605
6607
6608
Proposed

Accident
Fund
0.3014
0.5730
0.0591
0.1284
0.1867
0.1564
0.9751
0.2087
0.2111
0.1426
0.1442
0.0651
0.1710
0.0656
0.2547
0.0521
0.1348
0.2712
0.1718
0.1604
0.5424
0.0622
0.1950
0.3073
0.5270
0.1438
0.0962
0.0253
0.0728
0.3039
0.0798
0.0737
0.2925
0.2135
0.2925
0.2925
0.1525
0.4193
0.2957
0.0523
0.2417
0.1198
0.2993

Base Rates Effective
January 1, 1998

Medical Aid
Fund

Accident
Fund

Medical Aid
Fund

6614
6615
6616
6617
6618
6620
6704
6705
6706
6707
6708
6709
6801
6802
6803
6804
6809
6901
6902
6903
6904
6905
6906
6907
6908
6909

399.0000*
147.0000*
125.0000*
44.0000*
70.0000*
1.1163
0.1026
0.5747
0.3038
1.3843
4.4763
0.1414
0.2337
0.3428
1.0538
0.1957
3.2414
0.0000
0.9373
4.6292
0.2188
0.2642
0.0000
1.0827
0.4326
0.0866

460.00000
167.00000
144.00000
50.00000
79.00000
0.5271
0.0580
0.4118
0.2076
0.8472
3.5090
0.1035
0.1047
0.2222
0.2027
0.0956
2.7886
0.0399
0.2451
1.3618
0.0954
0.1256
0.1256
0.4467
0.2047
0.0487

1ill}2

il..0000

il..0000

Class

0.1201
0.2749
0.0444
0.0834
0.1063
0.0889
0.7654
0.1632
0.1314
0.0529
0.0800
0.0327
0.1155
0.0402
0.1272
0.0267
0.0829
0.1362
0.1067
0.0994
0.2360
0.0406
0.1090
0.1456
0.2261
0.0806
0.0491
0.0141
0.0252
0.2187
0.0545
0.0441
0.1685
0.1322
0.1685
0.1685
0.0981
0.2114
0.1532
0.0323
0.1805
0.0735
0.1107

7101
7102
7103
7104
7105
7106
7107
7108
7109
7110
7111
7112
7113
7114
7115
7116
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0.0264
2.1732
0.3091
0.0204
0.0210
0.1334
0.2202
0.1487
0.1350
0.2958
0.3619
0.5361
0.5638
0.5968
0.4644
0.4441

0.0144
2.5468
0.1232
0.0135
0.0132
0.0673
0.1226
0.1072
0.0890
0.1160
0.1902
0.2518
0.2450
0.4148
0.2423
0.2204
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WAC 296-17-45003

Base Rates Effective
January 1, 1998
Class
7117
7118
7119
7120
7121
7201
7202
7203
7204
7301
7302
7307
7308
7309
•

Accident
Fund
0.9669
1.7933
1.8051
4.3722
4.8163
1.0637
0.0414
0.0914
0.0000
0.5428
0.5759
0.5278
0.1680
0.1414

WAC 296-17-45004

Medical Aid
Fund
0.5481
0.8898
0.7607
2.2248
2.2131
0.3586
0.0199
0.0709
0.0000
0.2204
0.3230
0.2969
0.1181
0.1035

These rates are calculated on a per license basis for parimutuel race
tracks and are base rated.

WAC 296-17-45005

WAC 296-17-45006
WAC 296-17-455
WAC 296-17-460
WAC 296-17-470
WAC 296-17-721

Building, construction and
erection contractor reporting
rules.
Forest, range, or timber land
services-Industry rule.
Logging and/or tree thinning-Mechanized operations--General reporting
rule.
Special drywall industry rule.
Special temporary help classification interpretation.
Classification phraseology.
Penalty assessments for
employers who fail to register under Title 51 RCW.
Classification 6508.

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
Reciprocal agreementsWAC 296-14-010
Industrial insurance.
Industrial insurance laborWAC 296-14-015
management cooperation
program.

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
General rules and instrucWAC 296-17-310
tions.
General definitions.
WAC 296-17-320
Professional and semiprofesWAC 296-17-345
sional athletic teams.
Assumed worker hours.
WAC 296-17-350
Assignment of classification
WAC 296-17-360
by analogy.
Governing classification.
WAC 296-17-370
Single enterprise.
WAC 296-17-380
Multiple enterprises.
WAC 296-17-390
Mercantile operations.
WAC 296-17-400
Division of single employee's
WAC 296-17-410
worker hours.
Classification for employees
WAC 296-17-411
supporting separate operations.
General inclusions.
WAC 296-17-420
General exclusions.
WAC 296-17-430
Standard exceptions.
WAC 296-17-440
Business described by a stanWAC 296-17-44001
dard exception classification.
Special exceptions.
WAC 296-17-441
Special agricultural classifiWAC 296-17-450
cation interpretations.
Special horse racing classifi296-17-45001
WAC
cation interpretation.
Special trucking industry
WAC 296-17-45002
rules.

•
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

[Order 95-16-Filed June 2, 1998, 4:30 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9606-018.
Title of Rule: Chapter 173-806 WAC, Model ordinance.
Purpose: These revisions update the model ordinance to
reflect recent changes to the SEPA rules.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.21C.130.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 43.21C RCW,
State Environmental Policy Act.
Summary: Cities and counties are required to adopt their
own procedures describing how they will implement the
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), chapter 43.21C
RCW. This rule provides a ~odel ordinance that they can use
as a basis for adopting their own procedures. The model only
serves as guidance for cities and counties. They can use all,
part, or none of it, at their discretion.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The Department of Ecology is required by statute to develop this model ordinance.
Recent changes in the SEPA rules (chapter 197-11 WAC)
require updating the model.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Neil Aaland, Ecology Headquarters,
Lacey, (360) 407-7045.
Name of Proponent: Washington Department of Ecology, governmental.
[ 311]
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Agency Comments or Recommendations, if any, as to
Statutory Language, Implementation, Enforcement, and Fiscal Matters: The model ordinance is only guidance. If used,
it likely will be a cost savings since a city/county will not
have to go to the expense of developing their own procedures.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: SEPA (chapter 43.21C RCW) and the SEPA rules
(chapter 197-11 WAC) contain procedures for evaluating the
potential environmental impacts of a proposal. Cities and
counties are often the lead agency for implementing SEPA,
and are required to adopt their own local procedures for
implementation. This model ordinance is prepared to provide
an example of a local ordinance setting procedure. It can be
used as adopted in WAC, or can be modified as appropriate
to serve local needs. A city or county can also choose to use
its own procedures, and not base it on this model at all. The
model ordinance is adopted as an administrative rule because
the Department of Ecology is directed to do so by RCW
43.21C.130 and 43.21C.135.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
changes to existing chapter 173-806 WAC are made to conform the model ordinance to recent changes in the SEPA
rules. Changes include incorporating new sections by reference; revising the appeals section; changing time limits; and
changing the references from environmentally sensitive areas
to critical areas.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. These changes do no
impose economic impacts upon small businesses. The
changes are voluntary in nature, at the discretion of cities and
counties. No new requirements are added to the requirements
already in chapter 197-11 WAC (SEPA rules).
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, does not apply
to this rule adoption. This rule does not subject a violator to
a penalty or sanction; does not establish, alter or revoke a
qualification or standard for the issuance, suspension or revocation of a license or permit; and does not make a new or significant amendment to a policy or regulatory program. This
rule only provides suggestions to cities and counties on how
their own local procedures may be prepared.
Hearing Location: Department of Ecology, Headquarters Building, Room 1S-16, 300 Desmond Drive, Lacey, WA
98503, on Wednesday July 8, 1998, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Neil
Aaland by July 1, 1998, TDD (360) 407-6006, or (360) 4077045.
Submit Written Comments to: Neil Aaland, Department
of Ecology, P.O. Box 7703, Olympia, WA 98504-7703, FAX
(360) 407-6904, by Wednesday, July 8, 1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 21, 1998.
June 1, 1998
Dan Silver
Deputy Director
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
•
WAC 173-806-020 Purpose of this part and adoption•

by reference. This part contains the basic requirements that

apply to the SEPA process. The city/county adopts the following sections of chapter 197-11 of the Washington Administrative Code by reference:
WAC
197-11-040

Definitions.

197-11-050

Lead agency.

((19=7 ll QSS

Ti1Ri11g ef ~e Sli!PA !lf6eess.))
Content of environmental review.
Limitations on actions during SEPA process.

197-11-060
197-11-070
197-11-080
197-11-090
197-11-100
197-11-158
197-11-210

Incomplete or unavailable information.
Supporting documents.
Information required of applicants.
GMA project reyiew-Reliance on existing plans
laws and regulations
SErNGMA integration <WAC 197-11-210 through
197-11-235 optional· does pot apply for noo-GMA
jurisdictions )

197-11-220

SErNGMA definitions

197-11-228

Oyera!I SEPNGMA integration procedures
Timing of an integrated GMA/SEPA process.

197-1!-230
197-11-232

197-11-235
197-1!-238

SEPNGMA integration procedures for orelimjparv
planning environmental analysis and expanded scOJ>-

in&.

Documents

197-11-253

Monitoring (Qptiooall
SEPA/Model Toxics Control Act jptegratjop
SEPA lead a~pcy for MICA actions

197-11-256

Preliminarv evaluation.

197-11-250

197-11-259
197-11-262
197-1!-265
197-11-268

Detennjnation ofnoosignjficance for MICA remedial

wi.ans.

Deteunination of significance and EIS for MICA
remedial actions.

Early scoping for MICA remedial actions
MICA interim actions

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-030 Additional definitions. In addition
to those definitions contained within WAC 197-11-700
through 197-11-799 and 197-11-220, when used in this ordinance, the following terms shall have the following meanings, unless the context indicates otherwise:
(1) "Department" means any division, subdivision or
organizational unit of the city/county established by ordinance, rule, or order.
(2) "SEPA rules" means chapter 197-11 WAC adopted
by the department of ecology.
(3) "Ordinance" means the ordinance, resolution, or
other procedure used by the city/county to adopt regulatory
requirements.
•
(4) "Early notice" means the city's/county's response to •
an applicant stating whether it considers issuance of a determination of significance likely for the applicant's proposal
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(mitigated determination of nonsignificance (DNS) procetdures).

•
•

•
•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-050 Lead agency determination and
responsibilities. (1) The department within the city/county
receiving an application for or initiating a proposal that
involves a nonexempt action shall determine the lead agency
for that proposal under WAC 197-11-050. 197-11-253. and
197-11-922 through 197-11-940; unless the lead agency has
been previously determined or the department is aware that
another department or agency is in the process of determining
the lead agency.
(2) When the city/county is the lead agency for a proposal, the department receiving the application shall determine the responsible official who shall supervise compliance
with the threshold determination requirements, and if an EIS
is necessary, shall supervise preparation of the EIS.
(3) When the city/county is not the lead agency for a proposal, all departments of the city/county shall use and consider, as appropriate, either the DNS or the final EIS of the
lead agency in making decisions on the proposal. No
city/county department shall prepare or require preparation
of a DNS or EIS in addition to that prepared by the lead
agency, unless required under WAC 197-11-600. In some
cases, the city/ county may conduct supplemental environmental review under WAC 197-11-600.
(4) If the city/county or any of its departments receives a
lead agency determination made by another agency that
appears inconsistent with the criteria of WAC 197-11-253 or
197-11-922 through 197-11-940, it may object to the determination. Any objection must be made to the agency originally making the determination and resolved within fifteen
days of receipt of the determination, or the city/county must
petition the department of ecology for a lead agency determination under WAC 197-11-946 within the fifteen-day time
period. Any such petition on behalf of the city/county may be
initiated by ...... .
(5) Departments of the city/county are authorized to
make agreements as to lead agency status or shared lead
agency duties for a proposal under WAC 197-11-942 and
197-11-944: Provided, That the responsible official and any
department that will incur responsibilities as the result of
such agreement approve the agreement.
(6) Any department making a lead agency determination
for a private project shall require sufficient information from
the applicant to identify which other agencies have jurisdiction over the proposal (That is: Which agencies require nonexempt licenses?).
(7) When the city/county is lead a~ency for a MICA
remedial action. the department of ecology shall be provided
an opportunity under WAC 197-11-253(5) to review the
. environmental documents prior to public notice being provided If the SEPA and MICA documents are issued
to~etber with one public comment period under WAC 19711-253(6). the city/county shall decjde jointly with ecolo~y
who receives the comment letters and how copies ofthe comment letters will be distributed to the other agency.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-053 Transfer of lead agency status to
a state agency. (Optional for cities or towns under 5,000
population and counties ((efftfth l•~ffltcgh ninth elft3s)) !ri1h..f!
population under eighteen thousand.) For any proposal for a
private project where the city/county would be the lead
agency and for which one or more state agencies have jurisdiction, the city's/county's responsible official may elect to
transfer the lead agency duties to a state agency. The state
agency with jurisdiction appearing first on the priority listing
in WAC 197-11-936 shall be the lead agency and the
city/county shall be an agency with jurisdiction. To transfer
lead agency duties, the city's/ county's responsible official
must transmit a notice of the transfer together with any relevant information available on the proposal to the appropriate
state agency with jurisdiction. The responsible official of the
city/ county shall also give notice of the transfer to the private
applicant and any other agencies with jurisdiction over the
proposal.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-058 Additional timing considerations.

(1) For nonexempt proposals, the DNS or (Note: Select

either draft or final EIS.) ........ EIS for the proposal shall
accompany the city's/county's staff recommendation to any
appropriate advisory body, such as the planning commission.
(2) lThjs subsection is for non-GMA jurisdictions only.)
If the city's/county's only action on a proposal is a decision
on a building permit or other license that requires detailed
project plans and specifications, the applicant may request in
writing that the city/county conduct environmental review
prior to submission of the detailed plans and specifications.
(Note: The following may be added.) The point at which
environmental review may be initiated for specific permits or
~ther _licenses requiring detailed project plans and specifications 1s ...... .
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-065 Purpose of this part and adoption
by reference. This part contains the rules for deciding
whether a proposal has a "probable significant, adverse environmental impact" requiring an environmental impact statement (EIS) to be prepared. This part also contains rules for
evaluating the impacts of proposals not requiring an EIS. The
city/county adopts the following sections by reference, as
supplemented in this part:
WAC

197-11-300

Purpose of this part.

197-11-305

Categorical exemptions.

197-11-310

Threshold determination required .

197-11-315

Environmental checklist.
Threshold determination process.
Additional information.

197-11-330
197-11-335
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Detennination of nonsignificance (DNS).
Mitigated DNS.
Optional DNS process.
Detennination of significance (DS)/initiation of scoping.
Effect of threshold detennination.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-090 Environm ental checklist. (1) (Use
Option I or 2, but not both) (Option 1, using checklist from
the rules without changes.) Except as provided in subsection
{4) of this section a {this exception is added for jurisdictions
wishing to use planned actions) completed environmental
checklist (or a copy), in the form provided in WAC 197-11960, shall be filed at the same time as an application for a permit, license, certificate , or other approval not specifically
exempted in this ordinance; except, a checklist is not needed
if the city/count y and applicant agree an EIS is required,
SEPA compliance has been completed, or SEPA compliance
has been initiated by another agency. The city/county shall
use the environmental checklist to determine the lead agency
and, if the city/county is the lead agency, for determining the
responsible official and for making the threshold determination.
(Option 2, adding questions to the checklist.) A completed environmental checklist shall be filed at the same time
as an application for a permit, license, certificate, or other
approval not exempted in this ordinance; except, a checklist
is not needed if the city/county and applicant agree an EIS is
required, SEPA complianc e bas been completed, or SEPA
compliance bas been initiated by another agency. Except as
provided in subsection {4) of this section. the checklist shall
be in the form of WAC 197-11-960 with the following additions: (Indicate city's/county's additions.) . ...... .
(2) For private proposals, the city/county will require the
applicant to complete the environmental checklist, providing
assistance as necessary . For city/ county proposals, the
department initiating the proposal shall complete the environmental checklist for that proposal.
(3) (Optional.) The city/county may require that it, and
not the private applicant, will complete all or part of the environmental checklist for a private proposal, if either of the following occurs: (Either one or both of the following may be
included.)
(a) The city/county bas technical information on a question or questions that is unavailable to the private applicant;
. or
(b) The applicant bas provided inaccurate information on
previous proposals or on proposals currently under consideration.
(4) <This subsection is to be used only by jurisdictions
wishing to use planned actions. l For projects submitted as
planned actions under WAC 197-11-164. the city/count y
shall use its existin~ environme ntal checklist form or may
modify the environme ntal checklist form as proyjded jn
WAC 197-11-31 5. The modified environmental checklist
form may be prepared and adopted alon~ with or as part of a
planned action ordinance: or developed after the ordinance is
Proposed
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adopted. In either case. a proposed modified environmental
checklist form must be sent to the department of ecology tot
allow at least a thirty-da,y reyjew prior to use.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)

WAC 173-806-100 Mitigated DNS. (1) As provided in
this section and in WAC 197-11-350, the responsible official
may issue a DNS based on conditions attached to the proposal by the responsible official or on changes to, or clarifications of, the proposal made by the applicant.
(2) An applicant may request in writing early notice of
whether a OS is likely under WAC 197-11-350. The request
must:
(a) Follow submission of a permit application and environmental checklist for a nonexempt proposal for which the
department is lead agency; and
(b) Precede the city's/county's actual threshold determination for the proposal.
(3) The responsible official should respond to the request
for early notice within ...... working days. The response
shall:
(a) Be written;
(b) State whether the city/county currently considers
issuance of a DS likely and, if so, indicate the general or specific area(s) of concern that is/are leading the city/county to
consider a DS; and
(c) State that the applicant may change or clarify the pro-.
posal to mitigate the indicated impacts, revising the environ- .
mental checklist and/or permit application as necessary to
reflect the changes or clarifications.
(4) As much as possible, the city/county should assist the
applicant with identification of impacts to the extent necessary to formulate mitigation measures.
(5) When an applicant submits a changed or clarified
proposal, along with a revised or amended environmental
checklist, the city/county shall base its threshold determination on the changed or clarified proposal and should make the
determination within fifteen days of receiving the changed or
clarified proposal:
(a) If the city/county indicated specific mitigation measures in its response to the request for early notice, and the
applicant changed or clarified the proposal to include those
specific mitigation measures, the city/county shall issue and
circulate a DNS under WAC 197-11-340(2).
(b) If the city/county indicated areas of concern, but did
not indicate specific mitigation measures that would allow it
to issue a DNS, the city/count y shall make the threshold
determination, issuing a DNS or OS as appropriate.
(c) The applicant's proposed mitigation measures (clarifications, changes or conditions) must be in writing and must
be specific. For example, proposals to "control noise" or
"prevent stormwater runoff' are inadequate, whereas proposals to "muffle machinery to X decibel" or "construct 200-foot
stormwater retention pond at Y location" are adequate.
•
(d) Mitigation measures which justify issuance of a mit- •
igated DNS may be incorporated in the DNS by reference to
agency staff reports, studies or other documents.
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(6) ((A mitigated DNS is issttetl tntder WAC 197 11
.349(2 ), reer1:1iri1tg a fifteeft day eammeftt periee 1tfte pttblie
Option 1
.~)) <Note: OMA countieslcitie.s may use either
<Option
l
1.
Option
use
must
s/cities
or 2.· non-GMA countie
.
-340(2)
197-11
WAC
under
issued
is
DNS
ed
mitieat
JI A
req:uirine a fourteen-day comment period and public notice.
(Option 2 l A mitieated DNS is iss:ued under either WAC 19711-340 (2). reguiri ng a fourtee n-day comme nt period and
p:ub!jc notice. or WAC 197-11-355. which may require no
additional comme nt period beyond the comment period on
the notice of application
(7) Mitigation measures incorporated in the mitigated
DNS shall be deemed conditions of approval of the permit
decision and may be enforced in the same manner as any term
or condition of the permit, or enforced in any manner specifically prescribed by the city/county.
(8) If the city's/ county's tentative decision on a permit or
approv al does not include mitigat ion measur es that were
incorp orated in a mitiga ted DNS for the propos al, the
city/co unty should evaluate the threshold determination to
assure consistency with WAC 197-11-340 (3)(a) (withdrawal
ofDNS ).
(9) The city's/county's written response under subsection
(2) of this section shall not be construed as a determination of
significance. In addition, preliminary discussion of clarifications or changes to a proposal, as opposed to a written request
for early notice, shall not bind the city/county to consider the
clarifications or changes in its threshold determination.

t

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-128 Adopti on by referen ce. This part
contains rules for consulting, commenting, and responding
on all environmental documents under SEPA, including rules
for public notice and bearings. The city/co unty adopts the
following sections by reference, as supplemented in this part:
WAC
197-11-500
197-11-502
197-11-504
197-11-508
197-11-510
197-11-535
197-11-545
197-11-550
197-11-560
197-11-570

Purpose of this part.
Inviting comment.
Availability and cost of environmental documents.
SEPA register.
Public notice,

Public hearings and meetings.

Effect of no comment.
Specificity of comments.
FEIS response to comments.
Consulted agency costs to assist lead agency.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-80 6-130 Public notice. (This section is
required for non-GMA cities and counties. Subsections (I)
and (2) of this section may be combin ed.) (1) Whene ver
...... city/county issues a DNS under WAC 197-11-340(2)
or a DS under WAC 197-11-360(3) the city/county shall give
public notice as follows:
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(a) If public notice is required for a nonexempt license,
the notice shall state whether a DS or DNS has been issued
and when comments are due.
(b) If no public notice is required for the permit or
approval, the city/county shall give notice of the DNS or DS
by: (Note: Select at least one of the following)
(i) Posting the property, for site-specific proposals;
(ii) Publishing notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the county, city, or general area where the proposal is
located;
(iii) Notifying public or private groups which have
expressed interest in a certain proposal or in the type of proposal being considered;
(iv) Notifying the news media;
(v) Placing notices in appropriate regional, neighborhood, ethnic, or trade journals; and/ or
(vi) Publishing notice in agency newsletters and/or sending notice to agency mailing lists (either general lists or lists
for specific proposals for subject areas);
(vii) (or, specify other method) . ..... .
(c) Whenever the city/county issues a DS under WAC
197-11-360(3), the city/county shall state the scoping procedure for the proposal in the DS as required in WAC 197-11408 and in the public notice.
(2) Whenever the city/county issues a DEIS under WAC
197-11-455(5) or a SEIS under WAC 197-11-620, notice of
the availability of those documents shall be given by:
(a) Indicating the availability of the DEIS in any public
notice required for a nonexempt license; and (Note.· In addition select at least one of the following or insert all of the list
and require that at least one method be used.)
(b) Posting the property, for site-specific proposals;
(c) Publishing notice in a newspaper of general circulain
tion the county, city, or general area where the proposal is
located;
(d) Notifying public or private groups which have
expressed interest in a certain proposal or in the type of proposal being considered;
(e) Notifying the news media;
(f) Placing notices in appropriate regional, neighborhood, ethnic, or trade journals; and/ or
(g) Publishing notice in agency newsletters and/ or sending notice to agency mailing lists (general lists or specific
lists for proposals or subject areas); (and/or
(b) specify other) ..... .
(3) Whenever possible, the city/county shall integrate
the public notice required under this section with existing
notice procedures for the city's/county's nonexempt permit(s)
or approval(s) required for the proposal.
(4) The city/ county may require an applicant to complete
the public notice requirements for the applicant's proposal at
his or her expense.
NEW SECTION

WAC 173-80 6-132 Public notice. (This section is
required for GMA cities and counties. Subsections (I) and (2)
of this section may be combined.) (1) Whenever possible, the
city/county shall integrate the public notice required under
this section with existin g notice proced ures for the
[ 3151
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city's/cou nty's nonexem pt permit(s) or approval(s) required
for the proposal.
(2) Wheneve r ·...... city/county issues a DNS under
WAC 197-11-340(2) or a DS under WAC 197-11-360(3) the
city/county shall give public notice as follows:
(a) If public notice is required for a nonexempt license,
the notice shall state whether a DS or DNS has been issued
and when comment s are due.
(b) If an environmental documen t is issued concurrently
with the notice of application, the public notice requirements
for the notice of application in RCW 36.70B.l 10(4) will suffice to meet the SEPA public notice requirements in WAC
197-11-510(1).
(c) If no public notice is otherwise required for the permit or approval, the city/county shall give notice of the DNS
or DS by: (Note: Select at least one of the following.)
(i) Posting the property, for site-specific proposals;
(ii) Publishin g notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the county, city, or general area where the proposal is
located;
(iii) Notifying public or private groups which have
expressed interest in a certain proposal or in the type of proposal being considered;
(iv) Notifying the news media;
(v) Placing notices in appropriate regional, neighborhood, ethnic, or trade journals; and/or
(vi) Publishin g notice in agency newsletters and/or sending notice to agency mailing lists (either general lists or lists
for specific proposals for subject areas);
(vii) (or, specify other method) ...... .
(d) Wheneve r the city/county issues a DS under WAC
197-11-360(3), the city/county shall state the scoping procedure for the proposal in the DS as required in WAC 197-11408 and in the public notice.
(3) If a DNS is issued using the optional DNS process,
the public notice requirements for a notice of application in
RCW 36.70B.I 10(4) as supplemented by the requirements in
WAC 197-11-3 55 will suffice to meet the SEPA public
notice requirements in WAC 197-11-510 (l)(b).
(4) Wheneve r the city/county issues a DEIS under WAC
197-11-455(5) or a SEIS under WAC 197-11-620, notice of
the availability of those documen ts shall be given by:
(a) Indicating the availability of the DEIS in any public
notice required for a nonexempt license; and (Note: In addition select at least one of the following or insert all of the list
and require that at least one method be used.)
(b) Posting the property, for site-specific proposals;
(c) Publishin g notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the county, city, or general area where the proposal is
located;
(d) Notifying public or private groups which have
expressed interest in a certain proposal or in the type of proposal being considered;
(e) Notifying the news media;
(f) Placing notices in appropriate regional, neighborhood, ethnic, or trade journals; and/or
(g) Publishin g notice in agency newsletters and/or sending notice to agency mailing lists (general lists or specific
lists for proposals or subject areas);
(h) (and/or specify other) ..... .
Proposed
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(5) Public notice for projects that qualify as planned
actions shall be tied to the underlying permit as specified in •
WAC 197-11-172(3).
•
(6) The city/county may require an applicant to complete
the public notice requirements for the applicant's proposal at
his or her expense.
AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amendi ng Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-150 Purpose of this part and adoption
by reference . This part contains rules for using and supplementing existing environm ental documents prepared under
SEPA or National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for the
city's/co unty's own environm ental complia nce. The
city/county adopts the following sections by reference:
WAC
197-11-164
197-11-168
197-11-172
197-11-600
197-11-610
197-11-620
197-11-625
197-11-630
197-11-635
197-11-640

Planned actions-De finition and criteria.
Ordjnances or resolutions desi&natin& olanned actions
Procedures for adoption.
Planned actions-Pro ject reyjew,
When to use existing environmental documents.
Use of NEPA documents.
Supplemental environmental impact statement- Procedures.
Addenda-P rocedures.
Adoption-P rocedures.
Incorporation by reference-P rocedures.
Combining documents.

AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amendi ng Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806- 160 Substant ive authority . (I) The
policies and goals set forth in this ordinance are supplementary to those in the existing authoriza tion of the city of
..... I . .... county.
(2) The (city/county) may attach conditions to a permit
or approval for a proposal so long as:
(a) Such conditions are necessary to mitigate specific
probable adverse environmental impacts identified in environmental documen ts prepared pursuant to this ordinance;
and
(b) Such conditions are in writing; and
(c) The mitigation measures included in such conditions
are reasonable and capable of being accomplished; and
(d) The city/county has considered whether other local,
state, or federal mitigation measures applied to the proposal
are sufficient to mitigate the identified impacts; and
(e) Such conditions are based on one or more policies in
subsection (4) of this section and cited in the license or other
decision document.
(3) The (city/county) may deny a permit or approval for
a proposal on the basis of SEPA so long as:
(a) A finding is made that approving the proposal would
result in probable significant adverse environmental impacts
that are identified in a FEIS or final SEIS prepared pursuant
to this ordinance; and
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{b) A finding is made that there are no reasonable mitiga~ion measures capable of being accomplished that are suffirient to mitigate the identified impact; and
(c) The denial is based on one or more policies identified
in subsection (4) of this section and identified in writing in
the decision document.
(4) The city/county designates and adopts by reference
the following policies as the basis for the city's/county's exercise of authority pursuant to this section:
(a) The city/county shall use all practicable means, consistent with other essential considerations of state policy, to
improve and coordinate plans, functions, programs, and
resources to the end that the state and its citizens may:
(i) Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as
trustee of the environment for succeeding generations;
(ii) Assure for all people of Washington safe, healthful,
productive, and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;
(iii) Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the
environment without degradation, risk to health or safety, or
other undesirable and unintended consequences;
(iv) Preserve important historic, cultural, and natural
aspects of our national heritage;
(v) Maintain, wherever possible, an environment which
supports diversity and variety of individual choice;
(vi) Achieve a balance between population and resource
• use which will permit high standards of living and a wide
• sharing of life's amenities; and
(vii) Enhance the quality of renewable resources and
approach the maximum attainable recycling of depletable
resources.
{b) The city/county recognizes that each person has a
fundamental and inalienable right to a healthful environment
and that each person has a responsibility to contribute to the
preservation and enhancement of the environment.
(c) (Optional.) The city/county adopts by reference the
policies in the following city/county (codes, ordinances, res-

a

•

olutions, plans) . ......... (List the codes, ordinances , resolutions, or plans you have selected, such as Zoning ordinance,
building codes or comprehen sive plans.) .... ...... .

(d) (Optional.) The city/county establishes the following
additional policies: ......... . .
(((5) (NBte: Ref!tti1'eti b-y RCW 43.2.'C.lJMJ, ttttless #re

ei¥e6ttnty e6ttneilk6 mn1issi6n eleets t6 elin1i1tate stteh
appeals ai tti st-ates S'8 in this 6rtlittt11tee.) Exeept fer permits

anti varianees issttetl pttrsttant ta chapter ..... ef the
eit) /eettnty eetie (ehft{Jtt:1 relating t6 s1~61 eline n1anage
1nettt;l, when lift) prepesal er aetien net reqttiring a tleeisien
ef the eity/eettnt y eettneib'ee mmissien is eenaitiene a er
tleniea en the basis ef SEPA by a neneleetetl effieial, the
tleeisien shall be appealab le ta the eity/eettn ty
eettneib'eemmissien. Stteh appeal may he perfeetea by the
prepenent er any aggrie•t"ea party by gi l'ing netiee ta the
respensihl e effieial within ten aay s ef the aeeisien being
appealed. Re·1iew hy the eity/eettnty eettneib'eefftfftissien
shall he e8 a tie 80¥e htt5is.))
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-170 Appeals. (1) (Agency administra -

tive appeal is optional. If allowed, the statute requires that all
of this subsection be included, except ( c) of this subsection
which is optional.) ..... city/county establishes the follow-

ing administr ative appeal procedur es under RCW
43.21C.075 and WAC 197-11-680:
(((a) Any ageney er persen may appeal the
eity's/eettnty's preeeattral eeRtplianee with ehapter 197 11
W/tr.C fur issttanee 6f tfle f6llewing. (i&fflte. Seleet 6tte Br
ffffH"tj

(i) /tr. final DN8: (1¥6fe: Cheese ene 6f the falle;ving
e(Jtiens.)
(BptiB1t l) Appeal ef tl!e DNS mttst he made te .....

within ..... days ef the date the DNS is final (see WAC 197
11 399 (2)(a)).
(Bptimt 2) Appeal ef tl!e DNS mttst he made t6 .....
within ..... Elays ef the date the D~TS is final. Appeal ef the
sttbstanti't•e tleterminatien en the aetien mttst he made ta
..... within ..... Elays ef the issttanee ef the permit er ether
HeeMe:(Bptiert 3) Appeal ef the (eiryi'eBttttty ntttst speeify DNS,

sttbsfarttiv e tktanrinat ien en aetien, B1' beth. If beth al'C
allB1~etl, they ntttst he etJttsBlitlatefi:) mttst he made ta .....

within ..... tiays ef the Elate the peffft:it er ether apprenl is

mttetl:-

(ii) A DS: The appeal mttst he made ta ..... within
..... Elays ef the Elate the D8 is isstteti.
(iii) An EIS: Appettl ef the feiryle6tttt'J mttst speeify

FElS, sttbstatttiore tleterminat iBn Btt the aeti(jtt, 61 h6th. If
b6Hr a1'e allewetl, #rey nr1;1st he etmselitlatetl:) . . . . . mttst he

matie ta ..... within ..... days ef the Elate the permit er
ether appreyal is isstted.)) (Note: No model ordinance lan-

guage has been prepared for administra tive appeals. as there
are many different choices a city or county can make. lf you
choose to offer administra tive a.JZpeals. stare your procedures
here. Special note: If you do not wish to offer one specific
type of administra tive appeal. that ofa nonelected official's
decision condition ing or denying a proposal. RCW
43.2JC.060 rC(Juires you to clearly state that you are eliminating that type Qf 42peal. /

(b) For any appeal under this subsection, the city/county
shall provide for a record that shall consist of the following:
(i) Findings and conclusions;
(ii) Testimony under oath; and
(iii) A taped or written transcript.
(c) (Optional.) The city/county may require the appellant to provide an electronic transcript.
(d) The procedural determination by the city's/county's
responsibl e official shall carry substantia l weight in any
appeal proceeding.
(2) The city/county shall give official notice under WAC
197-11-680(5) whenever it issues a permit or approval for
which a statute or ordinance establishes a time limit for commencing judicial appeal. (The following is optional.) The following permits or approvals require official notice: .....
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AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amendi ng Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-175 Purpose of this part and adoption
by reference . This part contains uniform usage and definitions of terms under SEPA. The city/county adopts the following sections by reference , as suppleme nted by WAC
((173 896 (:}40)) 173-806-030:

197-11-700

Definitions.
Act.

197-11-704

Action.

197-11-706

Addendum.

197-11-708

Adoption.

197-11-710
197-11-712

Affected tribe.
Affecting.

197-11-714

Agency.

197-11-716

Applicant.

197-11-718

Built environmen t.

197-11-720

Categorical exemption.
Closed record appeal

197-11-721
197-11-722
197-11-726

Consolidate d appeal.
Consulted agency.
Cost-benefit analysis.

197-11-728

County/city.

197-11-730

Decision maker.
Department.

197-11-724

197-11-732
197-11-734
197-11-736
197-11-738

EIS.
Environment.

197-11-742

Environmental checklist.
Environmental document.
Environmental review.

197-11-744
197-11-746

((197 11 748

E11 vire111t1ent1111, se11sia ve llftlll:))

197-11-750

Expanded scoping.

197-11-752

Impacts.

197-11-754
197-11-756

Incorporation by reference.
Lands covered by water.

197-11-758

Lead agency.

197-11-760

License.

197-11-762

Local agency.
Major action.

197-11-764
197-11-768

Mitigated DNS.
Mitigation.

197-11-770

Natural environmen t.

197-11-766

197-11-772

NEPA.

197-11-774

Nonproject.

197-11-775

Open record hearini:

197-11-776
197-11-778

Phased review.
Preparation.

197-11-780

Private project.

197-11-782

Probable.

197-11-784

Proposal.

197-11-786

Reasonable alternative.
Responsible official.

197-11-788

Proposed

197-11-793

Scoping.

197-11-794

Significant.

197-11-796

State agency.

197-11-797

Threshold determination.

197-11-799

Underlying governmental action.

WAC 173-806 -180 Adoptio n by referenc e. The
city/county adopts by reference the following rules for categorical exemptio ns, as supplem ented in this ordinanc e,
including WAC 173-806-070 (Flexible thresholds), WAC
173-806-080 (Use of exemptions), and WAC 173-806-190
(((E1wireHR1:eHtally seHsiti¥e)) Critical areas):
WAC
197-11-800

Categorical exemptions.

197-11-880

Emergencies.

197-11-890

Petitioning DOE to change exemptions.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)
WAC 173-806-185 Purpose of this part and adoption
by reference . This part contains rules for agency compliance
with SEPA, including rules for charging fees under the SEPA
process, designating (( envir6Hffl:etttally sensitive)) cate~ori
cal exemptions that do not apply within critical areas, listing
agencies with environm ental expertise , selecting the lead
agency, and applying these rules to current agency activities.
The city/county adopts the following sections by reference((;
as sttpplemeHtetl ~y WAC 173 806 045 threttgh 173 806
043 ftfttl tltis pert)):

Determination of nonsignificance (DNS).
Determination of significance (OS).

197-11-740

SEPA.
Scope.

AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)

WAC
197-11-702

197-11-790
197-11-792

WAC
197-11-900
197-11-902
197-11-916
197-11-920
197-11-922
197-11-924
197-11-926
197-11-928
197-11-930
197-11-932

Purpose of this part.
Agency SEPA policies.
Application to ongoing actions.
Agencies with environmental expertise.
Lead agency rules.
Determining the lead agency.
Lead agency for governmental proposals.
Lead agency for public and private proposals.
Lead agency for private projects with one agency with
jurisdiction.
Lead agency for private projects requiring licenses from
more than one agency, when one of the agencies is a
county/city.

197-11-934

Lead agency for private projects requiring licenses from
a local agency, not a county/city, and one or more state
agencies.

197-11-936

Lead agency for private projects requiring licenses from
more than one state agency.

197-11-938

Lead agencies for specific proposals.
Transfer of lead agency status to a state agency.
Agreements on lead agency status.

197-11-940
197-11-942

[ 318 J
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.97-11-944
• 97-11-946
197-11-948

Agreements on division of lead agency duties.
DOE resolution of lead agency disputes .
Assumption of lead agency status.

AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order DE 84-25,
filed 6/15/84)

WAC 173-806-190 ((EeviP&RfReHt&lly seesitive))
Critical areas. (((Optienal. If 1;1setl, all sNbseetiens m1;1st be
incl1;1tletl.) (1) (Use OptiBn} tJr 2, b1;1t 1ttJt beth.)
(Optimi 1. If niaps ha-Pe been prepared.) The m&p(s)

t

•
•

fileEI ttftEler ..... Elesigftftle the leeatieft ef eft'lifeftffieftt&Hy
seftsitive ll:l'e&s Hithift the eity/eettftty ftftEI ltt'e llEl6pte6 ey ref
ereftee. F6F etteh eft't"iFeftffiefttally seftsitive ftfe&, the e:iteffifJ
tit)fts withift WAC 197 11 800 thftt ll:l'e iAapplieaele fer thftt
ll:l'ea ttre. . .... Uftidefttified exemptiefts shttll eefttinue te
ttpply within en·1irnnffie ntall, seftsitive aretts ef the
eit,·/eeunty.
(OptitJn 2. If em irBnmentalry se1isiti l>'e areas have 1ttJt
been designated.) shall Elesigftate eftvirenff!efttaHy seftsitive
ll:l'eftS ttftEler the staftElll:l'Els ef WAC 197 11 908 anEI shall file
ffi!lpS Elesigftatiftg sueh areas, t6gether with the e:iceffiptiefts
freffi the list ift WAC 197 11 908 that Me inapplieaele in
stteh flFeftS, with ..... aftEI the Deptlftffieftt ef Eeelegy, HeaEI
qtt!lfters Offiee, Olyffipill, WllShingten. The eftvir6ftffientally
seftsitive ftfea Elesigftftliens shftll hfl'te fttll feree anEI effeet ef
law as 6f the dttte ef filing.
(2) The eity/eettftty shall h'eat fJF6fJ6Sflls leeateEI whelly
6r partittlly within ftft envirenffientally sensiti' e area ne dif
ferefttly thflft ethef prepesflls ttftEler this erEliftflftee, ffillkiftg fl
thresh616 deterffiinati en fer all sueh prepesals. The
eity/eettftty shall ftet !ltlteffiftliettlly reqttife &ft EIS fer fl fJf6
pesal ffierely eeeause it is prepese6 fer leetttieft in an en' i
reftmefttflll)' seftsitive !lfeft.
(3) Certttin exemptiefts tie Mt apply en !antis ee t'eretl ey
watef, ftHEI this reffiaifts trtte regarElless ef whether er ftet
lanEls e6, eretl ey water are m&ppeEI.)) <Optional. l (1) The
city/county has selected certain categorical exemptions that
will not apply in one or more critical areas identified in the
critical areas ordinances required under RCW 36.70A.060.
For each critical area listed below. the exemptions within
WAC 197-11-800 that are inapplicable for that area are:
(a) .... Oist each critical area and exemptions that do not
apply within that critical area: exemptions that do not apply
can be chosen from the list in WAC 197-11-908) ....
(b) " "

(2) The scope of environmental review of actions within
these areas shall be limited to:
(a) Documentin~ whether the proposal is consistent with
the requirements of the critical areas ordinance: and
(b) Evaluating potentially significant impacts on the critical area resources not adeguately addressed by OMA plannin~ documents and development re~ulations. if any. includin~ any additional mitii:;ation measures needed to protect the
critical areas in order to achieve consistency with SEPA and
with other applicable environmental review laws.

(3) All cate~orical exemptions not listed in subsection
0) of this section apply whether or not the proposal will be
located in a critical area.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
Additional considerations in
WAC 173-806-055
time limits applicable to the
SEPA process.
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PROPOSED RULES

LOTTERY COMMISSI ON
[Filed June 3, 1998, 8: 15 a.m.]

Supplemental Notice to WSR 98-08-064.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9724-077.
Title of Rule: Chapter 315-36 WAC, Lucky for Life.
Purpose: To establish gameplay rules and criteria for
determining winners for a new on-line game, "Lucky for
Life." These rules replace the prior rules for this game (prior
game name "Lucky 21 ").
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 67.70.040.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 67.70.040.
Summary: See Purpose above.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: See Explanation of Rules
below.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Mary Jane Ferguson, Rules Coordinator, Olympia, (360)
753-194 7; Implementat ion and Enforcemen t: Merritt D.
Long, Director, Olympia, (360) 753-3330.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Lottery Commission, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Chapter 315-36 WAC describes the game rules and
criteria for determining winners for a new on-line game,
"Lucky for Life."
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The lottery has considered whether these rules are subject to the Regulatory Fairness Act, chapter 19.85 RCW, and has determined that they
are not for the following reasons: (1) The rules have no economic impact on business' cost of equipment, supplies, labor
or administrative costs. The rules are designed to establish
rules and procedures for the playing of instant lottery games;
and (2) the rules will have negligible impact, if any, on business because they are interpretive. They have been promulgated for the purpose of stating policy, procedure and practice and do not include requirements for forms, fees, appearances or other actions by business .
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Said section does not apply to these proposed rules because
[ 319]
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they are not proposed by one of the listed agencies. As the
rules are merely interpretive, the lottery does not voluntarily
apply this section.
Hearing Location: Sea-Tac International Airport, Large
Auditorium , SeaTac, WA, on July 17, 1998, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Mary
Jane Ferguson by July 16, 1998, (360) 753-1947.
Submit Written Comments to: Mary Jane Ferguson,
Lottery, FAX (360) 586-6586, by July 16, 1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 17, 1998.
June 2, 1998
Mary Jane Ferguson
Rules Coordinato r
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-01 0 What is Lucky for Life and how do
I play? (1) Lucky for Life is an on-line lottery game in which
you purchase a computer- generated ticket and try to match
your set of four numbers to the winning set of four numbers,
chosen by the lottery. The game is conducted in accordance
with the rules for on-line games found in chapter 315-30
WAC and the general rules found in chapter 315-06 WAC.
(2) To play Lucky for Life, you first pick one set of four
numbers from "00" to "99" for a chance to win the grand
prize of $1,000 per week for the rest of your life, as specified
in WAC 315-36-110 . Or you can let the computer pick this
set of numbers for you. If you have the computer pick for
you, this is called a "quick pick" or "quick play."
(3) Next, the computer will generate twenty additional
sets of four numbers each from "00" to "99" for you. These
sets will all be quick picks, that is, the computer selects them
for you. You cannot pick any of these additional sets of numbers, yourself. You will receive a computer printed ticket
containing all twenty-one sets of numbers.
(4) If any one of the twenty-one sets on the ticket match
two, three, or four of the numbers in the winning set of four
numbers, in any order, you win a prize as specified in WAC
315-36-030 .
(5) A Lucky for Life ticket may look similar to this:
Lucky for Life

B.

12

05

20

60

18

$50,000 PRIZE
25 99
C. 22

35
34

46
46

48
69

$10,000 PRIZE
77
I.
01
30 34
K. 36

23
39

69
80

98
81

D.
F.

05
25

10
67

H.

00
04

39

44

Proposed

13

R.
T.

10
20
53
40

41

20
22
63
51

M.

52

61

02

03

21

99

21
43
70
83

$5,000 PRIZE
31
0. 24
63
Q. 71
90
s. 70
90
U. 63

53
82
82
64

60
92
98
68

81
93
99
88

t

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-020 How much does a ticket cost? One
Lucky for Life ticket with twenty-one sets of four numbers
each costs $2.

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-030 What are the prizes for Lucky for
Life? (1) The grand prize is $1,000 per week for life, as specified in WAC 315-36-110. This is the prize for matching all
four of the numbers in the first set designated on the ticket to
the winning set of four numbers.
(2) The prizes for matching all four numbers in any of
the remaining twenty sets to the winning numbers are specified under headings on the ticket, and are as follows:
Number of Sets

Two
Four
Six
Eight

Prize Bracket
$50,000
$25,000
$10,000
$5,000

(3) For matching three numbers in one of your sets to
three numbers in the winning set, you win fifty dollars. For
matching two numbers in one of your sets to two numbers in
the winning set of numbers, you win a prize of four dollars.
You may win no more than one prize for each set of numbers.
(4) All prize payments are subject to federal income tax
withholding requirements and debt checks, pursuant to RCW
67.70.255.

WAC 315-36-040 Can I win more than once on one
ticket? Yes. If your ticket has more than one set with two,
three, or four numbers which match the winning numbers,
you will receive the total of the prizes for each matching set.

73

$25,000 PRIZE
12 20
E. 32
76 80
G. 33

J.

N.
P.

29

NEW SECTION

LIFETIME CASH

A.

L.

25

36

38

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-050 How is the winning set of numbers
selected? Lottery officials conduct the drawing for the winning set of numbers, as specified in the general rules for online game drawings, WAC 315-30-040. The director has the
discretion to specify the means for randomly drawing the •
winning numbers. Each drawing shall determine, at random, •
four numbers from "00" through "99," which will be the winning set of numbers. No two of the four numbers in the win[ 320]
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ning set will be identical. Any drawn numbers will not be
declared winning numbers until the drawing is validated by
e lottery. The winning numbers shall be used to determine
all Lucky for Life winners for that drawing. If a drawing is
not validated, another drawing will be conducted to determine the four numbers, which will be the winning set of numbers. The drawing shall not be invalidated based on the liability of the lottery.
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-060 How often is the winning set of
numbers chosen? The Lucky for Life drawing for the winning set of numbers is held at least once a week and may be
held up to once a day, seven days a week, at the discretion of
the director of the lottery. The director in addition has the
discretion to change the drawing schedule or cancel the drawing if it falls on a holiday.
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-070 Where can I buy or redeem Lucky
for Life tickets? You can buy or redeem Lucky for Life tickets only from a lottery retailer licensed by the director of the
lottery to sell on-line, computer generated tickets. You can
buy or redeem the tickets during no less ~an seventee~ hours
each day, according to a schedule determtned by the director
of the lottery, but each on-line retailer will sell and redeem
tickets only during their normal business hours. In redeeming tickets, a retailer may only pay out prizes up to $600. For
prizes over $600, you must obtain a lottery claim form as
described in WAC 315-06-120, and submit your ticket to the
lottery by mail or in person. Tickets will be validated ~nd
redeemed in accordance with the general rules for on-hne
games found in chapter 315-30 WAC. Federal income tax
must be withheld from prize payments as required by law.
NBWSECTION
WAC 315-36-080 What information is included on a
Lucky for Life ticket and playslip? The front of the ticket
includes the selection of numbers, amount wagered, drawing
date, and validation and reference numbers. The playslip
includes an estimate of the probability of purchasing a winning ticket, player instructions, and player information.
NBWSECTION
WAC 315-36-090 What are the odds of winning
Lucky for Life? The odds of winning any prize are 1 in 7.
The odds of winning specific prizes are as follows:
"Lifetime Cash" type Grand Prize:
"$50,000 Prize":
"$25,000 Prize":
"$10,000 Prize":
"$5,000 Prize":
Match three numbers $50 Prize:

1:3, 921, 225
1:1, 960, 613
1:980,306
1:653,538
1:490, 153
1:486

"Lifetime Cash" type Grand Prize:
Match two numbers $4 Prize:

WSR 98-12-093
1:3, 921, 225
1:7

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-100 If more than one person per drawing wins the grand prize, does each person receive the
entire prize of $1,000 for life or is the prize split among
the winners? Each person up to three winners wins the grand
prize of $1,000 per week for life. If more than three persons
win the grand prize in any one drawing, then three grand
prizes (for a total of $3,000 per week for life) will be split
equally among the total number of grand prize winners for
that drawing.
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-110 How is the "Lifetime Cash" type
grand prize paid? (1) You must be a natural person (e.g., not
a legal entity such as a corporation) to claim the prize of
$1,000 per week for life.
(2) At the discretion of the director, winners may be permitted to choose grand prize payments either made once a
year for $52,000 or made once per week for $1,000 per week
for a total of 52 payments in one calendar year. The first payment will be made after validation of the winning ticket.
(3) Your prize becomes payable on the first business day
following the drawing in which the winning numbers were
drawn. If both payment methods are allowed and you select
the annual payment, your first payment after ticket validation
will be based on the number of weeks remaining in the calendar year in which you claim the prize. The number of weeks
will be based on the first business day after the drawing in
which the winning numbers were drawn. For example, if the
drawing is on a Wednesday, and there are 17 Thursdays left
in the calendar year (including the first business day after the
drawing), you will be entitled to $17,000 for the payment in
the calendar year in which you claim your prize. Annual payments of $52,000 will be paid in January of each qualifying
year.
(4) If both payment methods are allowed and you select
the annual payment, you are entitled to the $52,000 payment
if you live until January 1, even if you do not live until the
end of the calendar year. If you select the weekly payment
and live until January 1, but you do not live the entire calendar year, your estate will be entitled to receive your weekly
payments until the end of the calendar year.
(5) If both payment methods are allowed and you select
the weekly payment, you must furnish the lottery with a bank
account number for electronic funds transfer (EFf) of your
weekly payments, within 30 days of claiming your prize.
Failure to provide a bank account number may result in paying your prize in one annual payment. You may choose to
change your payment method to an annual payment by so
notifying the lottery, which will calculate within 45 days the
remainder due for the calendar year. Persons selecting an
annual payment may not change their selection to weekly
payments.
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(6) If both payment methods are allowed and you select
the weekly payment, your first payment will be based on the
number of weekly payments which have accrued since the
first business day after the drawing in which your winning
numbers were selected. Thereafter, your payments will be
$1,000 per week.
(7) If only one payment method is allowed by the director, then the grand prize will be paid as one annual payment
as set forth above.
(8) The director has the discretion to revise the payment
method or methods or select one payment method if it is in
the best interests of the lottery, so long as each winner of the
"Lifetime Cash" type prize receives a total of $52,000 for
each calendar year after the year in which he/she claims the
prize.
(9) If you are under eighteen at the time of claiming the
grand prize, weekly or annual payments will begin on your
eighteenth birthday. For purposes of calculating your initial
payment, the day before your eighteenth birthday will be
treated as the date of the drawing of the winning numbers.
You must notify the lottery where your payments should be
sent and whether you choose weekly or annual payments, at
least 30 days preceding your eighteenth birthday.
(10) "Lifetime Cash" winners are responsible to inform
the lottery of any address or bank account changes affecting
receipt of payments, at least 30 days preceding the address or
account change.
(11) If a winner dies before payment of $250,000 under
this section, the winner's successor-in-interest will be entitled
to receive a lump sum payment in the amount necessary to
bring the amount paid as a prize under this section up to a
total of $250,000. Any successor-in-interest must provide
the lottery with the necessary documentati on and a court
order directing payment of the final amount to the successor
or successors entitled to payment. The determination of the
sufficiency of the documentation shall lie within the discretion of the director of the lottery. Payment to the successor or
successors shall be governed by all applicable laws, including
WAC 315-06-120, 315-06-123, and 315-06-130.
(12) The winner's successor-in-interest must notify the
lottery of the death of the winner. If the lottery makes a payment after the winner's death, the lottery shall require return
of the payment, except, at the director's discretion, the payment may be deducted from any lump sum payment due to
the winner's estate.
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-120 How are prizes, other than the
"Lifetime Cash" type grand prize, paid? Every Lucky for
Life prize other than the "Lifetime Cash" type grand prize
will be paid in a single payment.
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-130 What happens to unclaimed
Lucky for Life prizes? When a player who holds a winning
ticket does not claim his or her prize within one hundred
eighty days of the drawing in which the prize was won, that
Proposed
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prize is retained in the state lottery fund for further use as
prizes, as provided for in RCW 67.70.190.
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-26-140 Definitions for Lucky for Life. (1)
Number: Any play number from "00" through "99" inclusive.
(2) Set: One selection of four numbers, which are printed
horizontally on the ticket. Each set is preceded by a letter of
the alphabet.
(3) Lifetime cash: The grand prize of $1,000 per week
for life, for a maximum of $52,000 per year.
(4) Play slip: A mark-sense game card used by players
to select one set of four numbers for the "Lifetime Cash"
grand prize.
(5) Lucky for Life ticket: A computer-generated receipt
showing payment for one play in a Lucky for Life game.
Tickets shall be issued by an on-line terminal at locations
licensed by the lottery and shall list the twenty-one sets of
four numbers each that belong to the ticket holder.
(6) Quick pick or quick play: A method for choosing a
set of numbers by use of the random number generator within
the on-line computer terminal.
(7) Play: Twenty-one sets of four numbers.
Reviser's note: The above new section was filed by the agency as
WAC 315-26-140. This section is placed among sections forming new chapter 315-36 WAC, and therefore should be numbered WAC 315-36-140. Pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040, the section is published in the
same form as filed by the agency.

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-36-150 Suspension or termination of
Lucky for Life. At the discretion of the director, Lucky for
Life may be suspended or terminated at any time, to be effective prior to the beginning of sales for any future drawing.
The director may suspend or terminate sales only where no
sales have been made for the drawing.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTME NT OF TRANSPOR TATION
[Filed June 3, 1998, 8:40 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9808-089.
Title of Rule: WAC 468-38-120 Transport of extra-legal
manufactured housing.
Purpose: Governs the movement of manufactured housing units exceeding legal dimensions for travel on the state
highway system.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.44.090.
Summary: Expands the extra-legal limits to a sixteen
foot box with twelve inch eaves, and discusses the process for •
permit approval for this increased size load.
•
Reasons Supporting Proposal:
To provide economic/competitive equity relative to the manufacture and
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transport of manufactured housing between the states of
ashington, Oregon, and Idaho.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Barry Diseth, Washington State
Department of Transportation, Olympia, (360) 664-9497;
and Enforcement: Captain Marsh Pugh, Washington State
Patrol, Olympia, (360) 753-0350.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Department of
Transportation, and Washington Manufactured Housing
Association, private and governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rule has been adopted on an emergency basis. It
creates economic/competitive equity relative to the manufacture and transport of manufactured housing between the
states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.
Proposal does not change existing rules. Establishes
emergency rule as permanent rule.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. Requested by private
industry.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: Transportation Building, Commission Board Room 1D2, Olympia, Washington 98504, on
August 4, 1998, at 1:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact TDD
(360) 705-6980, by July 31, 1998.
Submit Written Comments to: Barry Diseth, Motor Car.ier Services, P.O. Box 47367, Olympia, WA 98504-7367,
~AX (360) 664-9440, by July 31, 1998.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 4, 1998.
June 3, 1998
Gerald E. Smith
Deputy Secretary, Operations

f

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-18-053,
filed 8/30/96, effective 9/30/96)
WAC 468-38-120 ((Oversil!1e Rt&Httfeetttred heme
treaspert regttl&tieas.)) Transport of extra-legal manufactured housing. (((1) The p1u13ese efthis seetieH is te sttp
plemeftt the preYisie1ts ef ehepter 468 38 WAC as they relttte
te the HteYeffteftt ef fftllHttfaetttreEI hefftes. Where ee1tfliets
with ether seetie1ts ef this ehepter eeettr, the follev1i1tg rttles

~
(2) Definitie1ts:
(ll) "M1t1tttf1tetttreEI heffte" ffte1t1ts all tmilers ef the seffti
trailer ~ pe ·;, ith hiteh ball eettpler Elesig1teEI as strttetttres fer
ltttmllft habitatien 'li"hieh ffill)' have bee1t sttbsefjttetH1y
aElttpteEI te ether ttses, "hieh are e1tp1tble ef bei1tg te 11 eEI ttpe1t
the p1:1hlie highways llHEI are mere thaH thirty six feet iH
le1tgth 1t1tEI mere than eight and ene half feet iH .,, idth.
(b) "MeElttlar hemes and seetie1t1tl htti1dings" Hteans llHY
faetery bttilt hettsing designed fer httmllft habitatien whieh
.dees net eentttiH a permane1tt frame and mttst be mettHteEI en
perma1te1tt fettndatien. Medttlar hemes er seetie1t1tl httild
ings with their e wn attaehed rttn1ting gear .,, hielt ean he
tewed are eensidered te he ffiftftttfaetttre6 hemes fer pttrpeses

p
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ef this regttlatien. Me6ttlar hemes er seetienal httildings
ffte·1ed eH legally registere6 trailers are stthjeet te the pre·1i
sieHs ef ehepter 46.44 RCW Md the pre• isiens ef this eltep
ter ef the Washi1tgte1t A61Hinistrati·1e Ceae regttlatiHg the
me, eme1tt ef e • erlegal leaas.
(e) 0 I ersi:r!e peffflits may be isstted le tra1tsperters, seal
ers er ew1ters whe shal1 assttffte ftt11 respe1tsihility while
eperati1tg ttnder a permit. Operaters ef tew l'ehieles and eth
ers assisting in the transpert fftl!St fttnetien as agents er
ernple) ees ef the permittee.
(d) A "ttnit" is a eemplete er irredtteible part ef aft e 1 er
si:r!e rnanttfaetttreEI heme.
(3) M1t1tttfaetttred hemes ef semi trailer desigft n·hese
wiElth, i1telttdi1tg ea·1es, exeeeas eight a1td e1te half feet bttt
whese bex v1idtlt dees 1tet exeee6 fettrteeft feet, andfer whese
leHgth exeeeds fifty three feet httt sees Het eiteeed se,·e1tty
fh e feet i1telttdi1tg tengtte, may be me•ted t11tder the previ
sie1ts ef lift e·1ersize Jeatl permit isstted hy the departffteftt:
PrtJ) itletl, That the permitte6 6\ ersize limits, i1teerperating
he'lt wiath 1t1td ell''e leeatieH when trll'Veling, are as fellews:
(a) The hex may Ret e'lteeed fettrteeH feet iH width.
(h) The he'lt pltts eeYe ffillY Ret exeee6 fifteeft feet iH
widtlr.
(e) With llft) eelfl:binatiem ef hex a1td ea·1e width, ttp te
fettrteeft feet, the ell'Ve(s) may he traYeled eH either er beth
~

(d) A1ty ea 1 e iH additieH te the permitted eembifttttieft ef
fettrteeH feet be'lt 1tftd ee:Ye(s) shall be treYeled e ft the right
side in the direetien ef tfftffie.
The preee6ttre fer measttring hex. wiath shall net inelttde
e'ltternal eppttrteneHees stteh as seer kHehs, winaew fasteH
ers, drip ee:p at reef eage, elearanee lights, Iese seettri1tg
de• iees a1td e1esttre mttterials: PrtH itletl, That stteh external
eppttrtenttnees 6e net ex.eeed t" e inehes 68 a1ty side.
(4) 0 • ersize maRttfaetttrec:I herne permits ma) he isstte6
es feHens:
(e:) Annttal perHtits may be isstte6 e1tly le permittees whe
are fll:lalifie6 as sealers er me1tttfaetttrers as previde6 in ehep
ter 46.19 RCW er t6 trensperters lieensed as previded iH
ehepter 46.16 RCW.
AHHttal permits shall epply enly le tra1tspert ef rnanttfae
tttrec:I hemes fettrteen feet er less in height, ebeve level
gFettnd, while heing lf'llllsperte6.
(h) Me1tthly perlfl:its may he isstted te dealers, maHttfae
tttrers, ftftd transperters ttnder the same eeRditiens as 1tftftt11tl
permits e'lteept that fottrteen feet height limitatiens Htay he
111ti'fe6.
(e) 8i1tgle trip permits rnay be isstte6 te dealers, tfllHS
parters ans ewRers fer e: speeifie eernhi1t1ttien ef tew ''ehiele
and mebile heme te tra'fel &em a pei1tt ef erigin te 1t pre
seril:led destiHatieR.
(5) The permittee fftttst hlt'l•e ins1:1ranee iH effeet while
eperating ttnc:ler the permit in the rninimttm emettnts ef eHe
h1:11tdre6 the1:1san6 delle:rs three ht11tdred thettse:nd delle:rs
ptthlie liahility a1td fifty thetts1tt1d c:lellllfs preperty damage.
Pilat ear eperalers shall meet the insttranee reqttirernents ef
RCW 46.44.189.
(6) If an aeeident eeettrs o·hile trensperting e manttfae
tt1re6 helfl:e ttn6er permit, the pefffiittee shall immediately
Ratify the Hearest state patrel effiee if the damage is greater
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thaR h• e huRdred fift) dellars te the maRufaetttred heme er
gFeater thaR eRe huRdred dellars te ether vehieles er strtte
tttres. PermissieR te eeRtiRue the mevemeRt must be ebtaiRed
fFem the state petrel.
(7) Dealers selliRg t" eh e te faurteeR feet ~ ide mllfttt
faetttred hemes mttst ad' ise the prespeefr1e pttrehaser iR
v<"ritiRg that Ret all state higlw1ays Eife Eif'preved fer Hie tfttfts
pert ef twelve te fattrteeR feet wide maRttfaetttred hemes.
(8) Permits issued iR aeeerdllftee with the URiferm
Mebile aftd Medttlar Heme TraRspertatieR Regttlatiefts ef
WASHTO will ee Stt&jeet te these reg11latieRS ftftd will ee
he Rared b) the state ef WashiRgteR if isstted by ether states.
(9) Maftttfaetttred hemes.
(a) O·tefllll dimeRsiefts shall Het exeeed these stated ift
the permit exeept far miRer pretrttsiefts Ret te exeeed twe
iRehes, stteh as deer ftRd wiftdew hardware. EaYes will be
iHelttded iR the measttremeftt ef maximttm ·width. All dimeR
siafts shall be redueed ta the praetieal miRimttfft. Maftufae
tttred hemes hll"riRg a siRgle ea 1 e a·1erhang alaftg their leftgth
will be traRsperted ta allew far safe passieg distaftees.
(b) The eemplete system ef the maettfaetttred heme,
iHelttdiRg f'tlRRiRg gear assembl), shall eemply with the f'tlles
ftRd FegttlatieRS adapted ey the URited States DepartmeRt ef
llettsiRg &Rd UrhaR De·1elepmeet (24 CFR 289 (1976) &Rd as
theFeafter ameRded). Tires shall eefftply with applieable Fed
era! Meter Clll't'ier Safet) RegttlatieRs, Title 49, ehllf'ter 11 l.
These mllftttfaetttFed hemes Ret eertified as qttalifyieg te the
miRimum 11.U.D. speeifieatiefts shall haYe braltes eR at least
twe axles aftd aft faur wheels. URits ef sixty feet er fftere ift
leftgth shall hll"re at least three fttll axles, exeept that twelve
feet wide hemes maRufaetured prier te NeYember l, 1979,
may be me·1ed "ith a miRimttm ef t" e axles. The brakes
shall ee uRder the eeRtrel ef the dri·1er frem the eab ef the
tewiRg l'ehiele, aftd shall be adequate te eeRtrel the maRufae
tttred heme aRd its lead. They shall be se desigRed aRd eeR
Reeted that the) shall autematieally appl} iR ease ef aeeideft
tal breakaway frem the tewiRg Yehiele. A wet eell er
appreved battef) ·;, ith a full eharged ratiRg ef tweh e •alts
will be iRstalled iR the maRufaetured heme te aetuate eleetrie
brakes iR the e't·ent ef a breakaway. The minifftttm traek
width heh'< eeR h• e "heels eR the same axle shall be eight
feet. Traek width shall he measured frem the ettter edges ef
the read beariRg tread ef tires en a siRgle axle. Tires shall
haYe Re sigRs ef separatieft er exeessi·1e agieg aftd shall be
inflated te the maxiffittm reeemmended tire pressttre and
ha'ie tread depth Re less thaR 3/3 2nd iReh iR ttRy part ef tire
eeRtaetiRg the read. Reeapped er retreaded tires are Rat
allewed. MiRimum eemhiReEI lead ratieg ef maRufaetured
heme tires mttst be iR exeess ef their in traRsit leaf!. Axles
llftd wheels must be preperly aligReEI ta miRimize 'Near ftRd
e·t'erheati:Rg ef tires.
(e) The epeR side ef half seetieRs ef maRufaetured
hemes shall be ee·1ereEI iR sueh a way as te preveRt bi lie l'liRg
ef the eeveriRg material.
(El) FttrnishiRgs er lease ebjeets withiR the maRttfaetured
heme shall be seeureEI iR pesitieRs ta aehieve preper n eight
llftEI balaRee.
(19) Tun l'ehieles:
(a) Tev. ·, ehieles shall eemply " ith the fallewiRg mini
mttm reqttiremeRts:
Proposed
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heH1e.
(2) ~let Fe111tifeEI.
(3) May Ile vlli1eEI fer eleenehieles.

(h) CeRveRtieRal er eab fern arEI eeRfiguratieR shall
haYe a miRimttm ·...·heelbase ef eRe httRElred tweRty iftehes.
Cab ever engiRe tew .,·ehieles shall ha 1 e a miRim11m wheel
base ef eighty niRe iRehes. Tew '<'ehieles shall hft't·e a miRi
mttm 4 speed traRsmissiee. Pewer shall be sttffieieRt ta meet
the reqttiremeRts listeEI.
(e) Eleetrieal hralte eefttrels, wirieg ftAd eeRReetieRs te
maRufaet11reEI heme brake systems 11t ill be ellf'ahle ef preEltte
ieg rateEI Yeltage &Rd amperage at the maRttfaetureEI heme
brake magRets iR aeeerdaRee n ith the maR11faet11reEI heme
efftke mftRttfaeturer's speeifieatiaRs.
(11) SigRs aRd flags: IR aEIElitieR ta the reqttiremeRts ef
WAC 468 38 190, the 9VERSa: WAB sigR will be attaehed
herizeRtally eR the rear ef the uRit "ith the battem eElge
betweeR fi¥e ftREI seveR feet ahe'<'e the read sttrfaee. SigR
material shall be impervietts te meistttre, eleaR &REI meuRteEI.
with adequate sttppartiRg aneharage ta preYide legibility a t .
all times.
(12) Lights: le aElditiaR ta previsiaRs ef WAC 468 38
170, six iReh diameter flashiRg amber lights with a mieimum
ef thirty fir, e ellftElle pewer shall be mettRteEI at the rear ef the
trailiRg ttRit, aft a harizefttal plaRe, at least teft feet aba·,•e the
reaElway sttrfaee. They shall be eperateEI with a flashiRg eye le
ef sixty te eRe huRElreEI tweRty times per miRttte Elttrieg tfllR
sit. WiriRg aRd eeRneetieRs shall he iR geeEI t'lerkiRg erEler.
(13) Tfa·1el speeds far maRttfaetttreEI hemes shall he as
set forth iR WAC 468 38 340.
(14) Man11faet11red hemes trlt'1eliRg iR f'tlral areas shall
mtltftlftlft aaeqttftle spaeiRg af Ill least efte half mile betweeft
llft)' t'Ne maRufaet11reEI heme ttRits. All ttRits shall maiRtain a
miRim11m distaRee ef fFem fattr httRdreEI te fiye huRdred feet
behiREI &Ry treek, trttek traeter er trailer "hieh eeuld impair
the Yisibility ef lift e·1ertakiRg Yehiele.
(1 S) The mllftttfaetttreEI heme ttRit shall he eperateEI iR
the right lane exeept wheR passiRg. OR twe laRe highways,
uRits shall net pMs ether • ehieles eiteept when reqttire6 ta
pass a • ehiele beiRg eperated at a speed se sle·;, as te hiREler
the safe flew ef traffie.
(16)(a) A Eleeal issueEI by the eettnty treasttrer shall be
Elisplayed 0ft ftAY mllftttfaetttred er medular heme beieg tAtfts
parted eR pttblie high ways iR this state. The Eleeal is Rat
reqttired if eRe af the fallewiRg eeRditieRs is met:
•
(i) WheR a m1te11faetttred heme is te eRter Hie state;
•
(ii) WheR a mftftufaetttreEI heme is beiRg me l'eEI frem the
maRttfaetttrer er distribttter ta a Fetail sales etttlet;
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(e) Height - The height of the unit is limited to the actual
overhead clearance of the route,
(3) Permits for trapsport; Permits to transport extralegal manufactured housing units are issued as follows:
(a) AppuaVrnopthly permits are issued only to dealers
or manufacturers described in chapter 46.70 RCW or to
licensed transporters described in chapter 46 76 RCW
Annual/monthly permits are restricted to units with a width
less than. or equal to. a fourteen foot box plus twelve inch
eave and/or a height of fifteen feet or less measured from
level i:round.
(b) Single trip permits are required for units with an
overall width greater than fifteen feet or greater and/or height
~reater than fifteen feet measured from level ~round A sini:le trip permit may also be issued for any unit of a lesser
dimension. Units with ap oyecall width or height greater
than sixteen feet must comply with WAC 468-38-405.
superloads prior to having a permit issued.
(c) Permits issued in accordance with the Uniform
Mobile and Modular Home Transportation Rei:ulations of
WASHTO will be subject to those regulations and will be
honored by the state of Washjn~ton if issued by other states.
(4) Escort yehicles; Escort vehicles must comply with
WAC 468-38-100. except a front escort vehicle with height
pole is not required until the overall heii:ht of the unit. measured from the road surface. exceeds fifteen feet. vehicle or
load width referenced in WAC 468-38-100 must be interpreted as overall width.
(5) lpsurapce;
(a) The transporter must have insurance in effect while
operatini: under the permit in the minimum amounts of one
hundred thousand/three hundred thousand dollars bodily
injury and fifty thousand dollars property damai:e, Escort
vehicle operators shall meet the insurance requirements of
RCW 46.44.180.
(b) If an accident occurs while transportini: a manufactured home under permit. the transporter must immediately
notify the nearest state patrol office if the damai:e is i:reater
than two hundred fifty dollars to the manufactured home or
iaeater than one hundred dollars to other vehicles or structures. Permission to continue the movement must be
obtained from the state patrol.
(6) Axles. tires and brakes for manufactured housing

(iii) 1.Vhen a man1:1faet1:1re6 heme is being me'tetl frem
:::et1:1rer er Elistrib1:1ter te a p1:1reheser's designated

(i¥) When a fft1tn1:1feet1:1Fe6 heffte is being ffte·1etl betweeft
retail sales etttlets.
(b) The ee1:1nty tre1tS1:1rer's tleeel shall be Elispleyetl eft the
rellf ef the men1:1feet1:1retl heme '+1'+ hi le in tfttHSf)ert. It shall be
iss1:1etl et the sllffie time llS the tffit eertifieete fer fft1t81:tfeett1retl
heme me t'emeftt. If the tffit eertifieatien is fer a Ele1:1ble 111itle
ma81:1fttet1:1retl heme, twe manttfaetttreEI heme me• ement
tleeels shall be iss1:1ed.
(e) The tleeal shall meet the fellewing reqttirements:
(i) It shall be at lettSt eight anti ene half inehes sqttare.
(ii) It shall be f)Hfttetl en Appleten Radiant Aereseent
Bristel (weight .010) er paper ef eempafftble qtt~ity.
(iii) It shall be ef flttereseent erange eeler.
(iY) It shell shew the melce, metlel ftfltl serial nttmber ef
the ment1faett1re6 heme, the date isstted, the name ef the
treRsperter, the tra8sperter's WUTC permit ftttfftber if
reqt1ire6, the department ef trenspeftfttien speeial meter ·1ehi
ele permit 81:tfftber, 1tfttl the nllffie ef the ee1:1Rty iss1:1iftg the
~

(Y) k shall display in readily legible seript the eitpiretieft
date ef the deeal, whieh shell be net mere than fifteen days
after the date the tleeal is iss1:1etl.
(d) Man1:1ftteftlretl heme meYement tleettls may net be
transferred.)) (1) Purpose; To supplement the provisions of
chapter 468-38 WAC as they relate to the transport of extrale~al manufactured housjn~ on state hj~hways, Where coni ts with other sections of this cha ter occur the followin
(2) vehicle combination apd size limitsi
(a) Combination of yehic!es - The combination shall be
limited to two vehicles composed of the towing vehicle and
the semi-trailer desii:ned housini: unit,
(b) Lepgth - The leni:th of the manufactured housin~
unit must not exceed seventy-five feet. including tongue.
(c) Width - The width of the manufactured housing unit
must not exceed a box (base) width of sixteen feet. The
unit may have an eave provided it does not extend beyond
either side by:
(j) More than thirty inches for units with box width less
than sixteen feet: or
Ciil More than sixteen inches for units with box width of
sixteen feet. however. the oyerall width shall pot. under
apy circumstapce. exceed ejghteep feet
(dl Width exemotiops - External features. such as doorknobs. window fasteners. eave cap. clearance li~hts. and load
securin~ devices. that extend no more than two inches on
each side of the unit. are exempt from the overall width measurement.
»:idth 2[ ynil i!l !!a§e
) 8' 6" but ( 10'

10' to 14' (under 60' lQng)

~

(a) Units mapufactured op or after .June 15. 1976.
must conform to federal HUD rules Title 24. Chapter II. Subpart J of Part 280. as in effect on September 1. 1979. and as
thereafter amended.
(b) Units mapufactured prior to .luge 15. 1976. or not
bearing the official HUD label , must comply as follows·

num!!~r

2( 1xl!.:§ [~guired
2 or more

2 Q[ WQ[~ (3 Q[ WQ[~ if i fiQ'

[ 325 l

whe~I§ w£ !;zrok~§
all wheels on 2 axles (towing unit
w/min. 2.000 avwl, all ~heels
QD

IQDfi)

1 axl~)

all wheels on 2 axles (tires mini-

mum s·oo x 14.5. lQ 12lvl

Proposed
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Gross yehjc!e wejght catjng which js assigned by the yehjcle manufacturer.

Cc) All units exceeding fourteen feet in width at the
base must:
(i) Haye a minimum of four axles:
(ii) Have operating brakes on all wheels:
(jjj) Not exceed the manufacturer's maximum wei2ht rating on any tire as specified on the tire side wall:
(iy) Not exceed the manufacturer's ratin2 for any wheel.
axle. draw bar. hitch. or other suspension component: and
(y) Carry a minimum of two spare tires. inflated and
ready for use.
(d) Brakes must be designed and installed to activate if
the unit accidentally breaks away.from the towin2 vehicle.
(7) Towing yehicle requirements;
(a) Towin2 vehicles must be equipped with dual wheels
on the drjye axle: and
(b) If the unit exceeds fourteen feet in width. the towin2
vehicle must have a minimum GAWRZ of thirty-two thousand C32.00Q) pounds.
Gross axle weight rating which js the sum of the axle ratings assjgned by the axle manufacturer.

Cc) En2ine horsepower must be enou2h to maintain
speeds of 45 MPH on the interstate and 35 MPH on other
hi2hways
(8) Signs apd lights;
(a) The oversize load sign must be mounted on the rear
of the unit. on a horizontal plane. between five and seyen feet
above the road surface.
Cb) In addition to any other li2htin2 requirements by law
or rule. two six-inch flashing amber lights. with a minimum
of thirty-fiye candle power. a flashin2 cycle of sixty to one
hundred twenty times per minute durin2 transit. must be
mounted at the rear of the trailin2 unit. on a horizontal plane.
at least ten feet above the road surface. and above the roof
line of the towing vehicle. The lights at both locations must
be separated as far as practical.
(9) Trayel requirements;
(a) Routes; Extra-legal units must comply with the
route restrictions published by the department. All units with
an overall width or hei2ht of sixteen feet or 2reater must be
approved for travel by the department on a case-by-case
basis. see also WAC 468-38-405. superloads In addition.
dealers semug extra-legal manufactured homes must
adyise the pcospectiye purchaser in writing that pot all
state highways are approyed for the transport of manufactured homes in excess of twelve feet wide.
(b) Speed in transit is governed by WAC 468-38-340.
(c) Open side coyering; Units with an open side must
be covered with a ri2id material such as plywood or hardboard. In lieu of the rigid material. plastic covering can be
used. provided a ~illwork of lumber or similar material is
applied to prevent tears and/or billowin2 of the plastic mate-

rial..

Cd) Rural trayel must maintain adequate spacin2
between units in transit of at least one-half mile When followin2 a truck. truck-tractor or trailer units must maintain a
space of four hundred to five hundred feet to avoid impairin2
the visibility of an overtaking vehicle.
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Ce) Travel in the right lane is required except when
passin2 or avoidin2 an obstacle. On two-lane hi2hways.
units must not pass other vehicles except when required7..41
pass a slow movin2 vehicle which is hinderinr: the safe fl~
of traffic.
(IQ) Decals;
(a) A decal issued by the county treasurer must be displayed on any manufactured home being transported on public hir:hways in this state CRCW 46 44.170>. except:
(i) When a unit is to enter the state:
(ii) When a unit is bein2 moved from the manufacturer
or distributor to a retail sales outlet:
Ciii) When a unit is beinr: moved from the manufacturer
or distributor to a purchaser's designated location: or
(iv) When a unit is beinr: moved between retaj) sales out-

lm.

(b) The county treasurer's transport decal shall be displayed on the rear of the manufactured home while in transport. It shall be issued at the same time as the tax certificate
for manufactured home movement. If the tax certification is
for a double-wide for more) manufactured home. there must
be a transport decal issued for each unit.
(c) The decal must meet the following requirements:
(j) Be at least eir:ht and one-half inches square.
(ii) Be printed on Appleton Radiant Florescent Bristol
Cweir:ht .010) or paper of comparable quality.
(iii) Be fluorescent orange in color.
Ciy) Show the make. model and serial number of the
manufactured home. the date issued. the name of the trans-

the department of transportation special motor vehicle permit
number. and the name of the county issuin2 the decal
(v) Clearly display the expiration date of the decal.
which must not be more than fifteen days after the date
issued.
(d) Decals must not be transferred.
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MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TOD. Douglas Titus, Department of Revenue, P.O. Box 47467, Olympia, WA 985047467, FAX (360) 664-0693, e-mail dougt@dor.wa.gov,
AND RECEIVED BY August 3, 1998. Assistance for persons with disabilities: Contact Arturo Haro by July 22, 1998,
TDD 1-800-451-7985 or (360) 586-0721.
May 20, 1998
Russell W. Brubaker
Assistant Director
Legislation and Policy Division

EXPEDITED ADOPTION

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
[Filed May 21, 1998, 10:51 a.m.]

Title of Rule: Amendatory section WAC 458-20-259
Small timber harvesters-Busine ss and occupation tax
exemption.
Purpose: The purpose of the rule is to implement the
B&O tax exemption provided by RCW 82.04.333 for small
timber harvesters.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 82.32.300.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 82.04.333.
Summary: The amendment removes the restriction previously in the statute which provided that a Sll!,all harvester
could not fell, cut or take more than five hundred thousand
board feet of timber in any calendar quarter, and increases the
maximum amount of timber that a small harvester could fell,
cut, or take in a calendar year from one million board feet to
two million board feet.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: This amendment is necessary to incorporate chapter 325, Laws of 1995, which
changed the definition of "small harvester."
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
D. Douglas Titus, 711 Capitol Way South #303, Olympia,
WA 98504, (360) 664-0687; Implementation: Claire Hesselholt, 711 Capitol Way South #303, Olympia, WA 98504,
(360) 753-3446; and Enforcement: Russell W. Brubaker,
711 Capitol Way South #303, Olympia, WA 98504, (360)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-17-007,
filed 8/3/90, effective 9/3/90)
WAC 458-20-259 Small timber harvesters-Business and occupation tax exemption. (I) ((li2xeH1f1tie11.))
Introductjon. Harvesters of timber are generally subject to
business and occupation (B&O) tax in the extracting classification. ((After 1tt11e 6, 1990, eha13ter 141, Laws ef 1990))
RCW 82.04.333 provides a limited exemption from B&O tax
for small harvesters of timber (as defined in RCW 84.33.073)
whose value of product harvested, gross proceeds of log
sales, or gross income of the timber harvesting business is
less than $100,000 per year.
(2) Registration - return.
(a) A person whose only business activity is as small harvester of timber and whose gross income in a calendar year
from the harvesting of timber is less than $100,000, is not
required to register with the department for B&O tax purposes.
(b) A small harvester of timber is required to register
with the department for B&O tax purposes in the month when
the gross proceeds received during a calendar year from the
timber harvested exceed((s)) the exempt amount.
(c) When the gross proceeds received during a calendar
year from timber harvested by a small harvester exceed((s))
the exempt amount, a return shall be filed and shall include
all proceeds received during the calendar year to the time
when the filing of a return is required. See((-:-)) WAC 458-20228 and WAC 458-20-22801 for penalties, interest and return
filing periods.
(d) A harvester of timber must register with the forest tax
division of the department for payment of timber excise tax.
(3) Definition - small harvester - RCW 84.33.073(1).
ill} "Small harvester" means every person who from his
own land or from the land of another under a right or license
granted by lease or contract, either directly or by contracting
with others for the necessary labor or mechanical services,
fells, cuts, or takes timber for sale or for commercial or industrial use.;.
(i) Prior to July I. 1995. in an amount not exceeding five
hundred thousand board feet in a calendar quarter and not
exceeding one million board feet in a calendar year((-:----Pffl.•itletl, that)).:...and
Cii) After June 30. 1995. as provided by chapter 325.
Laws of 1995. in an amount not exceedin& two million board
feet in a calendar year.

~86-0257.

Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rule implements the B&O tax exemption provided by RCW 82.04.333 for small timber harvesters. The
rule explains who qualifies as a small harvester. It provides a
number of examples to demonstrate how the exemption
applies in several situations. The rule also explains the registration requirements of small timber harvesters.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
rule is changed to incorporate chapter 325, Laws of 1995,
which changed the definition of "small harvester" by removing the restriction that a small harvester could not fell, cut, or
take more than five hundred thousand board feet of timber in
any calendar quarter; and increasing the maximum amount of
timber that a small harvester could fell, cut, or take in a calendar year from one million board feet to two million board
feet.
NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED TO BE
ADOPTED USING AN EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING
PROCESS THAT WILL ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR
THE AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT
~ATEMENT, OR PROVIDE RESPONSES TO THE CRI•!,~RIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF
YOU OBJECT TO THIS RULE BEING ADOPTED USING
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU

•

[1]
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Lbl...Whenever the United States or any instrumentality
thereof, the state, including its departments and institutions
and political subdivisio ns, or any municipal corporatio n
therein, so fells cuts, or talces timber for sale or for commercial or industrial use, not exceeding these amounts, the small
harvester is the first person other than the United States or
any instrument ality thereof, the state, including its departments and institution s and political subdivisio ns, or any
municipal corporation therein, who acquires title to or a possessory interest in such timber.
{£} "Small harvester" does not include persons performing under contract the necessary labor or mechanical service
for a harvester, and it does not include harvesters of Christmas trees.
(4) Examples((:)). The following examples identify a
number of facts and then state a conclusion. These examples
should be used only as a 2eneral 2uide. The tax results of
other situations must be determined after a review of all facts
and circumstances.
(a) A person not otherwise registered with the department for B&O tax purposes and who is a small harvester
under RCW 84.33.073, harvests timber during the calendar
year and receives $60,000.
(i) No B&O tax is due and the person need not register
with the department for B&O tax purposes.
(ii) However, the person must register with the department's forest tax division for payment of the timber excise
tax.
(b) A person not otherwise registered with the department for B&O tax purposes and who is a small harvester
under RCW 84.33.073, harvests timber during the calendar
year. The small harvester has contracted with a logging company to provide the labor and mechanical services of the harvesting. The small harvester is to receive 60% and the logging company 40% of the log sale proceeds. The log purchaser pays $150,000 for the logs paying $90,000 to the
person and $60,000 to the logging company.
(i) For the small harvester, B&O tax is due on the entire
$150,000 paid for the logs. The small harvester is taxed upon
the gross sales price of the logs without deduction for the
amount paid to the logging company. See: RCW 82.04.070
and WAC 458-20-13 5. The small harvester must register
with the departmen t for B&O tax purposes in the month
when, for the calendar year, the proceeds from all timber harvested exceeds $100,000.
(ii) The logging company is taxed on the $60,000 it
received under the appropriate business tax classification(s).
The logging company is not a small harvester as defined in
RCW 84.33.073 and the exemption of this section is not
applicable to the logging company.
(iii) The small harvester must register with the department's forest tax division for payment of the timber excise
tax.
(c) A person is primarily engaged in another business
which is currently registered with the department for B&O
tax purposes and has monthly receipts of $250;ooo. The person is a small harvester under RCW 84.33.073 and receives
$ 10,000 from the sale of the timber harvested.
(i) B&O tax remains due on $250,000 from the other
business activities. The $10,000 received from the sale of
Expedited Adoption
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logs is exempt and is not reported on the person's combined
excise tax return. The exemption applies to the activity of.
harvesting timber and receipts from the sale of logs are not.
combined with the receipts from other business activities to
make the sale of logs taxable.
(ii) The person must register with the department's forest
tax division for the payment of timber excise tax.
(d) A person is primarily engaged in another business
which is currently registered with the department for B&O
tax purposes and has monthly receipts of $40,000. The person is a small timber harvester under RCW 84.33.073 and
receives $50,000 from the sale of the timber harvested.
(i) B&O tax remains due on $40,000 from the other business activities. The $50,000 received from the sale of logs is
exempt and is not reported on the persons combined excise
tax return. The exemption applies to the activity of harvesting
timber only and receipts from the sale of logs are not combined with the receipts of other business activities to make
the other activity exempt.
(ii) The person must register with the department's forest
tax division for the payment of timber excise tax.
(e) A person not currently registered with the department
for B&O tax purposes and who is a small harvester under
RCW 84.33.073, harvests timber in June and again in August
receiving $50,000 in June and $75,000 in August from the
sale of the logs harvested.
(i) B&O tax is due on the entire $125,000 received from
the sale of logs. The small harvester must register with the
department in August when the receipts from the timber harvesting business exceed the $100,000 exemption amount. A •
tax return is to be filed in the appropriate period as provided •
in WAC 458-20-22801.
(ii) The person must register with the department's forest
tax division for the payment of timber excise tax.
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DEPARTM ENT OF HEALTH
[Filed June I, 1998, 3:05 p.m.]

Title of Rule: Certificate of need program.
Purpose: Regulate health planning services to Washington state citizens.
Other Identifying Information: WAC 246-310-045,
246-310-395, and 246-310-397.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.38 RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 70.38 RCW.
Summary: Legislative changes were made to chapter
70.38 RCW which exempts a particular residential hospice
care center from having to obtain a CON before expanding
bed capacity. Changes were also made to the Department of
Social and Health Services nursing home reimbursement statute which reference capital costs recognized by the Department of Health for nursing home replacement projects.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: During the 1998 legisla- •
tive session, the legislature made changes [to] chapter 70.38 •
RCW. The department is incorporating these changes in the
rule.
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four hours or more for palliative care to two or more individuals, not related to the operator, who are diagnosed as being
in the latter stages of an advanced disease that is expected to
lead to death.

Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
plementation, and Enforcement: Janis Sigman, Manager,
12 Quince Street S.E., Olympia, 98504, (360) 753-3787.
Name of Proponent: Department of Health, Certificate
of Need Program, governmental.
'
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rule will incorporate legislative changes made
to chapter 70.38 RCW during the 1998 legislative session
which exempts one particular residential hospice care center
from having to obtain a CON before expanding its bed capacity. Changes made to the Department of Social and Health
Services nursing home reimbursement statute which reference CON identification of capital costs associated with nursing home bed replacements will also be incorporated into the
Department of Health rule.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Allows
an exemption for one particular residential hospice care center from having to obtain a certificate of need prior to expanding its bed capacity. The Department of Social and Health
Services nursing home reimbursement statute changes also
reference CON identification of capital costs associated with
nursing home bed replacement.
NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED 'TO BE
ADOPTED USING AN EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING
PROCESS THAT WILL ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR
HE AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREARE A SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT
STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF
YOU OBJECT TO THIS RULE BEING ADOPTED USING
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Janis Sigman, Manager,
Department of Health, Certificate of Need Program, 1112
Quince Street S.E., Olympia, WA 98504-7851, AND
RECEIVED BY August 1, 1998.
June 1, 1998
Bruce Miyahara
Secretary

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-24-052
[98-10-053], filed 11/27/96 [4/29/98], effective 12/28/96
[5/30/98])
WAC 246-310-395 Nursing home bed banking for
alternative use notice requirements. In the case of a nursing home licensee, requesting to convert some of the nursing
home beds to an alternative use, as defined in RCW
70.38.111(8), or reduce the number of beds per room to two
or one, or otherwise enhance the quality of life for residents
and preserve the right to later convert the original portion of
the facility back to skilled nursing care, the nursing home
shall give notice of intent to preserve its conversion options
to the department of health.
(1) Notice of the nursing homes intent to preserve conversion options shall be given to the department of health no
later than thirty days after the effective date of the license
modification made by the nursing home licensing authority.
Such notices shall be signed by the licensee and include the
following:
(a) A description of the alternative service to be provided
or a description of how the proposed bed banking will have a
direct and immediate benefit to the quality of life of the residents and a listing of the number of beds, by room number;
(b) A projected timeline for implementation; and
(c) In the event the nursing home licensee, as defined by
WAC 246-310-010, is not the nursing home owner, the licensee shall provide a written statement indicating the building owner's approval of the bed reduction.
·
(2) The department shall notify the nursing home, as to
whether the proposal meets the requirements of RCW
70.38.111 (8)(a) and if conversion rights are recognized. The
nursing home does not forfeit its right to bank beds under this
section if the department does not respond within this thirtyday time frame, nor does the nursing home obtain rights that
it otherwise would not have under applicable statutes or rules
if the department does not respond within the thirty-day time
frame.
(3) The licensee shall notify the department of health at
the time the alternative service or services commences.
(4) In the event the facility decides to modify the room
numbers or alternative uses for the beds that haye been
banked. notification to the department is necessary to assure
continued compliance with RCW 70.38.11 I (8)(a) and WAC
246-310-395.
ill Notice of intent to convert beds back to nursing home
bed use shall be given to the department of health and the
department of social and health services no later than one
year prior to the effective date of the licensure modification
made by the nursing home licensing authority reflecting the
restored beds unless construction is required to convert the
beds back. In the event the beds are not converted back to
nursing home beds within sixty days of the date stated in the
notice of intent, a notice of intent will need to be resubmitted

I

NEW SECTION

WAC 246-310-045 Exemption from certificate of
need requirements for a change in bed capacity at a residential hospice care center. (1) A change in bed capacity at
a residential hospice care center shall not be subject to certificate of need review under this chapter if the department
determined prior to June 1994 that the construction, development, or other establishment of the residential hospice care
center was not subject to certificate of need review under this
chapter.
(2) For purposes of this section, a "residential hospice
mlare center" means any building, facility, place, or equivalent
. a t opened in December 1996 and is organized, maintained,
and operated specifically to provide beds, accommodations,
facilities, and services over a continuous period of twenty[3]
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no later than one year prior to the effective date of the licensure modification.
((fS})) .(fil In the event construction is required to convert
beds back to nursing home bed use, notice shall be given to
the department of health and department of social and health
services no later than two years prior to the effective date of
licensure modification made by the nursing home licensing
authority reflecting the restored beds. The same life and
safety code requirements as existed at the time the nursing
home voluntarily reduced its licensed beds shall be complied
with unless waivers from such requirements were issued, in
which case the converted beds shall reflect the conditions or
standards that then existed pursuant to the approved waivers.
In the event the beds are not converted back to nursing home
beds within sixty days of the date stated in the notice of
intent, a notice of intent will need to be resubmitted no later
than two years prior to the effective date of the licensure
modification.
((fej)) ill Prior to any license modification to convert
beds back to nursing home beds under this section, the licensee must demonstrate that the nursing home meets the certificate of need exemption requirements under WAC 246310-043.

(a) If the building owner does have a secured interest in
the beds, the licensee shall provide a written statement.
signed by the building owner, indicating approval of the b ,
replacement. In the event that the licensee is unable to complete the replacement project, as referenced in RCW
70.38.115(14), the building owner shall be permitted to complete the project.
(b) If the building owner does not have a secured interest
in the beds, the licensee shall provide documentation showing that the building owner has been notified of the proposed
project. In the event that the licensee is unable to complete
the replacement project, as referenced in RCW
70.38.115(14), the building owner shall not be permitted to
complete the project.
(4) The number of beds currently licensed at each
affected facility and the number of licensed beds to be
replaced at each affected facility;
(5) Geographic location of both the existing nursing
home beds and the proposed replacement beds;
(6) Documentation that the nursing home beds being
replaced will not be used for nursing home services once the
replacement beds are licensed; ((tmtl))
(7) A projected timeline for completion of the project,;,
and
(8) Estimated capital expenditure. <This fi~ure will be
used by department of social and health services as part of the
rate calculation.)

Reviser's note: The bracketed material preceding the section above
was supplied by the code reviser's office.
Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-24-052,
filed 11/27/96, effective 12/28/96)
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LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD

WAC 246-310-397 Nursing home bed replacement
notice requirements. In the case of a nursing home licensee
wanting to replace nursing home beds pursuant to WAC 246310-044, the nursing home shall give notice of intent to
replace the beds to the department of health.
Notice of the nursing home licensees intent to replace the
nursing home beds shall be given to the department a minimum of thirty days prior to initiating the replacement project.
Such notices shall be signed by the licensee and include the
following:
(1) Documentation that the applicant is the existing licensee at all affected facilities and has operated the beds at all
affected facilities for at least one year immediately preceding
the replacement exemption request fulfilling the notice
requirements of this section;
(2) An affidavit from the applicant that the applicant
intends to be the licensee at all affected facilities at the time
of project completion. This affidavit shall include a statement
that the applicant acknowledges the project can not be completed if the applicant is not the licensee at the time of project
completion except as allowed for under the provisions of
RCW 70.38.115(14);
(3) In the event the nursing home licensee, as defined by
WAC 246-310-010, is not the nursing home owner, the licensee shall document whether the building owner has a
secured interest in the beds.
Expedited Adoption

[FiledJune2, 1998, l:ISp.m.]

Title of Rule: WAC 314-12-025 Applicants for temporary licenses-Fee-Who qualifies, 314-12-130 No liquor
deliveries on Sunday-Exceptions, 314-12-135 Business
entertainment-Records, 314-12-140 Prohibited practicesContracts-Gifts-Rebates, etc, 314-12-141 Courses of
instruction, 314-12-145 Credit on nonliquor food itemsConditions-Recordkeeping, 314-15-010 Motel-Definition-General provisions-Fee, 314-15-020 Purchase of
liquor, 314-15-030 Sale of liquor-Motel, 314-15-040 Security and storage of liquor-Definition of honor bar-Motel,
314-15-050 Records-Motel, 314-16-020 Dispensing apparatus and containers-Furnishing of certain devices, 314-16025 "Minor prohibited" posting required in classified premises, 314-16-040 Service limited to license and orderRemoval of liquor in open containers-Room service-Price
list, 314-16-050 Hours of operation, 314-16-070 MinorsEmployment, 314-16-075 Musicians, disc jockeys, sound or
lighting technicians, persons performing janitorial services,
employees of amusement device companies, security officers, fire fighters and law enforcement officers employment,
314-16-090 Bottles and containers-Reuse, 314-16-11 O
Liquor purchases by spirits, beer and wine restaurant, clu~
and sports/entertainment facility licensees, 314-16-11.
Hotels with spirits, beer and wine restaurants and spirits, beer
and wine clubs with overnight sleeping accommodations[4]
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suppliers' price filings, contracts and memoranda, 314-24210 Return of wine by retailer-Replac ement-Conditio ns,
314-24-220 Licensing and operation of bonded wine warehouses, 314-24-230 Wine shipper's license, 314-24-250
Labeling requirements for private wine shippers, 314-25-010
Definition and limitations, 314-25-020 Purchase and receipt
of beer and wine, 314-25-030 Location-Auxi liary location-Inspection , 314-25-040 Delivery of beer and wineRecords, 314-26-010 Procedures for tax refunds, 314-27-010
Liquor purchases by interstate common carrier licenseesReports-Paym ent of markup and taxes-Sales by in-state
beer and wine suppliers, 314-30-010 Sales by manufacturers,
314-37-010 Liquor sales in Indian country-Appoin tment of
tribal liquor vendors-Qualif ications, 314-44-005 Agent's
license required-Elig ible employers defined-Certa in
classes limited-Bona fide entity defined-Prohib ited practices, 314-45-010 Convention defined-Hospit ality rooms,
display booths, receptions and similar activities-Perm its
required-Fees- Procedures, 314-52-005 Purpose and application of rules, 314-52-010 Mandatory statements, 314-52040 Contests, competitive events, premiums and coupons,
314-52-070 Outdoor advertising, 314-52-080 Novelty advertising, 314-52-085 Programs and program folders, 314-52090 Advertising sponsored jointly by retailers and manufacturers, importers, or distributors, prohibited, 314-52-110
Advertising by retail licensees, 314-52-113 Brand signs and
point-of-sale displays on retail licensed premises, 314-52115 Advertising by clubs-Signs, 314-70-010 Sale by spirits,
beer and wine restaurant licensee of liquor stock after discontinuance of business, 314-70-020 Disposition by a governmental agency of lawfully seized liquors, except those which
are required to be delivered to the board under RCW
66.32.090, 314-70-030 Purchases by spirits, beer and wine
restaurant licensee of certain liquor stocks, and 314-70-040
Procedures for board purchase of liquor from governmental
agencies.
Purpose: All listed rule changes and repeals are housekeeping changes to comply with chapter 321, Laws of 1997
and chapter 126, Laws of 1998. These legislative changes
restructured the liquor licensing designation system. These
rules are being revised to reflect these changes.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 66.08.030.
RCW 15.88.030,
Statute Being Implemented:
19.126.020, 66.04.010, 66.08.180, 66.16.100, 66.20.010,
66.20.300, 66.20.310, 66.24.150, 66.24.170, 66.24.185,
66.24.200, 66.24.206, 66.24.210, 66.24.230, 66.24.240,
66.24.244, 66.24.250, 66.24.375, 66.24.380, 66.24.395,
66.24.400, 66.24.420, 66.24.425, 66.24.440, 66.24.450,
66.24.455, 66.24.495, 66.24.540, 66.28.010, 66.28.040,
66.28.050, 66.28.170, 66.28.180, 66.28.190, 66.28.200,
66.28.310, 66.44.190, 66.44.310, 66.98.060, and 82.08.150.
Summary: Legislation passed in 1997 and 1998 restructured the liquor licensing system. Instead of alphabetical designations, liquor license designations were simplified to refer
to the type of premises being licensed. For instance, what
was formerly a class BCEF license will now be referred to as
a tavern license. These rule changes and repeals are housekeeping measures in order to reflect the new designations.

Sales by the bottle to registered guests-Conditio ns, 314-1650 No sale of liquor to minors, intoxicated persons, etc.,
14-16-160 Records-Purc hases-Reports , 314-16-190
Spirits, beer and wine restaurant-Qua lifications, 314-16195 Spirits, beer and wine restaurant restricted-Qual ifications, 314-16-196 Spirits, beer and wine restaurant-Flo or
space requirements-C onditions for service bar only premises, 314-16-197 Minimum qualifications for applicants
who apply for beer and/or wine restaurant licenses in lieu of
presently held tavern license, 314-16-199 Cocktail lounge
declassificatio n-Sunday dining events, 314-1-6-200 Minimum qualifications for issuance of grocery store or beer
and/or wine specialty shop licenses, 314-16-205 Minimum
qualifications for issuance for a beer and wine gift delivery
license, 314-16-210 Spirits, beer and wine restaurant license
fees in unincorporated areas-Seasonal operations-Pro rating fees, 314-16-230 Authorization for sale of beer and/or
wine in unopened bottles for off-premises consumption under
special occasion license, 314-16-240 Beer and/or wine specialty shop licenses-Princ ipal business sale of beer and
wine for off-premises consumption-A uthorization for selling or serving samples, 314-16-250 Retail sale of malt liquor
in kegs, 314-16-220 Class F licensees-Princ ipal business
sale of wine for off-premises consumption-A uthorization
for selling or serving samples, 314-18-030 ApplicantsRetail liquor licensees ineligible-Exce ptions, 314-18-040
Issuance fee-Restriction s, 314-18-060 Liquor to be served
and consumed-Rest rictions, 314-20-005 Application procedure-Beer distributor's or importer's license, 314-20-010
~rewers-Importers-Distributors-Monthly reports-Tax
.efund procedures, 314-20-015 Licensed brewers-Retai l
sales of beer on brewery premises-Bee r served without
charge on premises-Spiri ts, beer and wine restaurant operation, 314-20-020 Beer labels-Certific ate of label approval
required-Labe ls to be submitted, 314-20-030 PackagesClassification, 314-20-050 Beer distributors-Im portersBrewers-Recor ds-Preservatio n, 314-20-060 Beer distributors and importers-Rep orts-Stamps, 314-20-070 Claims
for defective keg beer-Replacem ent of overaged packaged
beer-Procedure s, 314-20-080 Sales to vessels, 314-20-090
Cash sales, 314-20-100 Beer distributor price posting, 31420-105 Beer suppliers' price filings, contracts and memoranda, 314-22-010 Nonretail licenses-Licens e designations,
314-24-006 Substandard wines prohibited, 314-24-040 Wine
labels-Certifica te of label approval required-Label s to be
submitted, 314-24-080 Containers-Siz es and types permitted, 314-24-095 Fortified wine-Exceptio n to definition
when affidavit on file, 314-24-105 Application procedureWine distributor's or importer's license, 314-24-110 Domestic wineries, wine distributors, wine importers-Mon thly
reports-Bonds required-Paym ent of tax, 314-24-120
Importer of foreign wine-United States wineries-Certif icate of approval required-Month ly reports-Record s, 31424-130 Case lot sales, 314-24-140 Sales to vessels, 314-24150 Wine records-Preserv ation, 314-24-160 Domestic wineries-Retail sales of wine on winery premises-Win e
.served without charge on premises-Spiri t, beer and wine
. . .estaurant operation, 314-24-170 Cash sales, 314-24-180
Wine distributors, wine importers-Cert ain rights granted,
314-24-190 Wine distributor price posting, 314-24-200 Wine
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Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: David Goyette, P.O. Box
43080, Olympia, WA 98504.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rules being amended or repealed all address the
definition, purpose, qualifications, or guidelines for the various liquor licenses. Legislation passed in 1997 and 1998
restructured and simplified the liquor licensing system.
Instead of alphabetical designations, liquor license designations were simplified to refer to the type of premises being
licensed. For instance, what was formerly a class BCEF
license will now be referred to as a tavern license. These rule
changes and repeals are housekeeping measures in order to
reflect the new designations. No other changes are being
made to these rules.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
rules being amended or repealed all refer to names of various
liquor licenses. The 1997 and 1998 legislature passed laws
that restructured the liquor licensing system. Instead of
alphabetical designations, liquor license designations were
simplified to refer to the type of premises being licensed. For
instance, what was formerly a class BCEF license will now
be referred to as a tavern license. These rule changes and
repeals are housekeeping measures in order to reflect the new
designations. No other changes are being made to these
rules.
·
NOTICE
IBIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED TO BE
ADOPTED USING AN EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING
PROCESS IBAT WILL ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR
THE AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT
STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF
YOU OBJECT TO THIS RULE BEING ADOPTED USING
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND IBEY MUST BE SENT TO Teresa Berntsen, Liquor
Control Board, P.O. Box 43080, Olympia, WA 98504-3080,
AND RECEIVED BY August 31, 1998.
June 2, 1998
Nathan S. Ford, Jr.
Chairman

(1) A fee of fifty dollars shall be submitted with the
application for a temporary license.
(2) For the purposes of this section "emergency situn•
tion" shall include death or incapacity of the seller, forecl~
sure, divorce, or other situation which requires the buyer to
assume control of the business before the application can be
fully processed and approved.
(3) For the purposes of this section, "retail liquor license"
shall include all classes of liquor licenses that allow the
holder to sell liquor directly to the public.
(4) For the purposes of this section, "((whelesale)) dis.:.
tributor liquor license" shall include all classes of liquor
licenses held in conjunction with those ((whelesale)) diili:ih.:.
utor licenses authorized by RCW 66.24.200 and 66.24.250.
(5) The privilege of having a temporary license issued
upon an application for license does not apply to breweries or
wineries, even though these licensees have limited ((wheleSftle)) distributor and retail privileges under their manufacturers' licenses.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 203, Resolution No. 212, filed 11/25/86)

WAC 314-12-130 No liquor deliveries on SundayExceptions. No liquor shall be delivered to any retail licensee between midnight on Saturday and midnight on Sunday; nor shall any retail licensee receive or accept delivery of
any liquor between midnight on Saturday and midnight on
Sunday: Provided, That if delivery of beer and/ or wine cannot be accomplished prior to Sunday, nothing in this sectio~
shall prohibit a ((whelesalet')) distributor from delivering an~
a ((Class G, J,)) special occasion or ((I remil liqeer)) catering
licensee from receiving beer and/or wine for a licensed special occasion event occurring between midnight on Saturday
and midnight on Sunday. Upon license approval, beer and/or
wine may be ordered by a ((Class G, J,)) special occasion licensee or ((I)) catering licensee and delivered by the ((wheleSlller)) distributor to the location specified by the ((Clll3s G,
J,)) special occasion licensee or ((I)) catering licensee or
directly to such licensed retailer at the ((whelesaler's)) dis.:.
tributor's licensed premises.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-14-003,
filed 6/22/90, effective 7/23/90)
WAC 314-12-135 Business entertainment-Records.
All manufacturers, importers and ((whelesalers)) distributors
and employees thereof who provide either food, beverages,
transportation, tickets or admission fees for or at athletic
events or for other forms of entertainment to retail licensees
and or their employees must maintain records thereof as follows:
(I) The originals ot copies of all purchase invoices,
receipts and other memoranda covering or relating to all
expenditures made for entertainment activities as specified in
this subsection showing:
(a) Tickets, transportation, food, beverage, admission'
fees purchased or paid for,
(b) Quantities purchased or paid for,
(c) From whom purchased,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-03-004,
filed 1/4/96, effective 2/4/96)
WAC 314-12-025 Applicants for temporary
licenses--Fee--Who qualifies. A person who has submitted
application for a retail or ((whelesale)) distributor liquor
license in accordance with RCW 66.24.010 and WAC 31412-070, and who has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
board that an emergency situation exists, or who submits all
initially required documents which appear to be complete and
signed, may apply for, and be issued, a temporary license to
be effective immediately upon issuance under the following
conditions:
Expedited Adoption
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from stock or inventory owned by the retailer. Rotate, rearrange or replenish bottles or cans of his own brands on
shelves or in the refrigerators but is prohibited from rearranging or moving displays of his products in such a manner as to
cover up, hide or reduce the space of display of the products
of any other manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) distributor or
importer; Provided, however, manufacturers, ((whelesalers))
distributors, importers or any employees thereof may move
or handle in any manner any products of any other manufacturer, importer or ((whelesaler)) distributor on the premises
of any retail licensee when reasonable notice is given to other
interested manufacturers, ((whelesalers)) distributors or their
agents and such activity occurs during normal business hours
or upon hours that are mutually agreed.
(b) Provide price cards and may also price goods of his
own brands in accordance with the usual and common business practice and which are otherwise in compliance with the
regulations.
(c) Provide point of sale advertising material and brand
signs.
(d) Provide sales analysis of beer and wine products
based on statistical sales data voluntarily provided by the
retailer involved for the purpose of proposing a schematic
display for beer and wine products. Any statistical sales data
provided by retailers for this purpose shall be at no charge.
(e) Such services may be rendered only upon the specific
approval of the retail licensee. Displays and advertising material installed or supplied for use on a retailer's premises must
be in conformity with the board's advertising rules as set forth
in chapter 314-52 WAC .
(5) No manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) distributor,
importer, or employee thereof shall, directly or indirectly,
give, furnish, rent or lend to, or receive from, any retail licensee any equipment, fixtures, supplies or property of any
kind, nor shall any retail licensee, directly or indirectly,
receive, lease or borrow from, or give or offer to, any manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) distributor or importer any equipment, fixtures, supplies or property of any kind.Sales authorized in this regulation sllall be made on a cash on delivery
basis only.
(6) No manufacturer or ((·1thelesaler)) distributor or
employee thereof shall sell to any retail licensee or solicit
from any such licensee any order for any liquor tied in with,
or contingent upon, the retailer's purchase of some other beverage, alcoholic or otherwise, or any other merchandise,
property or service.
(7) In selling equipment, fixtures, supplies or commodities other than liquor, no manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) di.filrih:.
utor or importer shall grant to retail licensees, nor shall such
licensees accept, more favorable prices than those extended
to nonlicensed retailers. The price thereof shall be not less
than the manufacturer's, importer's, or ((whelesaler's)) dis=
tributor's cost of acquisition. In no event shall credit be
extended to any retail licensee.
(8) Any manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) distributor or
importer who sells what is commonly referred to as heavy
equipment and fixtures, such as counters, back bars, stools,
chairs, tables, sinks, refrigerators or cooling boxes and similar articles, shall immediately after making any such sales
have on file and available for inspection in accordance with

(d) The name of the retail licensees or employee for
.horn purchased and the retail license number of the busirss they represent, and
(e) The purchase date.
(2) The records described above shall be kept for at least
two years after each purchase or payment and shall be filed
separately and kept apart from all other records and as nearly
as possible shall be filed in consecutive order and each
month's records kept separate so as to render the same readily
available for inspection and copying.
(3) All cancelled checks, bank statements and books of
account covering or involving the purchase of or expenditures for items specified in subsection (l) above and all memoranda, if any, showing payment for any such items other
than by check, shall be preserved for two years and shall at all
times be kept available for inspection and copying by board
employees.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-17-005,
filed 8/3/95, effective 9/3/95)

WAC 314-12-140 Prohibited practices-Contract s-Gifts-Rebates, etc. (1) No contract shall be made or
entered into whereby any retail licensee agrees to handle any
particular brand or brands of liquor to the exclusion of any
other brand or brands of liquor.
(2) No contract shall be made or entered into for the
future delivery of liquor to any retail licensee: Provided,
That this regulation shall not be construed as prohibiting the
.lacing and accepting of orders for the purchase and delivery
• f liquor which are made in accordance with the usual and
common business practice and which are otherwise in compliance with the regulations.
(3) No manufacturer, (( whelesaler)) distributor, or
importer, or his employee, shall directly or indirectly solicit,
give or offer to, or receive from any retail licensee, any
employee thereof, or an applicant for a license, any gifts, discounts, loans of money, premiums, rebates, free liquor of any
kind, treats or services of any nature whatsoever; nor shall
any retail licensee, employee thereof, or an applicant for a
license, directly or indirectly, solicit, receive from, or give or
offer to any manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) distributor or
importer, or his employee, any gifts, discounts, loans of
money, premiums, rebates, free liquor of any kind, treats or
services of any nature whatsoever, except such services as are
authorized in this regulation. It shall be a violation of this section for:
(a) Any retail licensee who has paid for beer or wine with
a check which was dishonored upon presentation to thereafter
refuse to make good on the check by immediate payment in
cash.
(b) Any retail licensee to purchase beer and/ or wine from
any source after having received notice that a previous check
given in payment for beer and/or wine has been dishonored
until that dishonored check has been made good in cash.
(4) Pursuant to RCW 66.28.010 a manufacturer,
(whelesaler)) distributor, importer, or his licensed agent may
erform the following services for a retailer:
(a) Build, rotate, and restock displays, utilizing filled
cases, filled bottles or filled cans of his own brands only,
'
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WAC 314-20-050 a copy of the invoice covering each such
sale, which invoice shall contain a complete description of
the articles sold, the purchase price of each unit sold together
with the total amount of the sale, transportation costs and services rendered in connection with the installation of such articles. Such invoice shall list the date of such sale and affirm
that full cash payment for such articles was received from the
retailer as provided in subsection (5) of this section.
(9) If the board finds in any instance that any licensee has
violated this regulation, then all licenses involved shall be
held equally responsible for such violation.
Note:

tion bottled water and carbonated beverages, whether liquid
or frozen, shall be considered food products.
•
(3) For the purpose of this section, the period of credit i .
calculated as the time elapsing between the date of delivery
of the product and the date of full legal discharge of the
retailer, through the payment of cash or its equivalent, from
all indebtedness arising from the transaction.
(4) If the board finds in any instance that any licensee has
violated this section by extending or receiving credit in
excess of the thirty days as provided for by this section, then
all licensees involved shall be held equally responsible for
such violation.

WAC 314-12-140 is not intended to be a relaxation in any
respect of section 90 of the Liquor Act (RCW 66.28.010).
As a word of caution to persons desiring to avail themselves
of the opportunity to sell to retail licensees fixtures, equipment and supplies subject to the conditions and restrictions
provided in section 90 of the act and the foregoing regulation, notice is hereby given that, if at any time such privilege is abused or experience proves that as a matter of policy it should be further curtailed or eliminated completely,
the board will be free to impose added restrictions or to
limit all manufacturers and (( .. helesalers)) distributors
solely to the sale of liquor when dealing with retail licensees. WAC 314-12-140 shall not be considered as granting
any vested right to any person, and persons who engage in
the business of selling to retail licensees property or merchandise of any nature voluntarily assume the risk of being
di vested of that privilege and they will undertake such business subject to this understanding. The board also cautions
· that certain trade practices are prohibited by rulings issued
under the Federal Alcohol Administration Act by the
United States Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
and WAC 314-12-140 is not intended to conflict with such
rulings or other requirements of federal law or regulations.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-23-015,
filed 11/5/93, effective 1216/93)

WAC 314-15-010 ((Cl11ss M)) M.otel-DefinitionGeneral provisions-Fee. (1) Pursuant to the provisions of
chapter 511, Laws of 1993, there shall be a license designated
as a ((Class M)) IllQld license which will allow a motel with
3 or more rooms to sell((s)) spirits, beer and wine by the bottle to registered guests who are at least twenty-one years of
age. The annual fee for such license shall be three hundred
dollars per year. Such license will be issued only to those
motel establishments that do not have a licensed restaurant
included as part of the motel property.
(2) "Motel" means a facility or place offering three or
more self contained units (rooms) designated by number, letter, ~r some other method of identification to travelers andl
transient guests.
(3) A ((Class M)) licensed motel may sell liquor in no
more than one-half of its guest rooms under the following
conditions:
(a) No rooms are offered to guests on less than daily
rental basis,
(b) All liquor must be stored in locked honor bars in
rooms with overnight sleeping accommodations,
(c) Each honor bar must also contain snack food,
(d) Any liquor sold is for consumption in the guest room
only by persons of legal age,
(e) Spirits must be sold in individual bottles not to
exceed fifty milliliters in size,
(f) Beer may be sold only in individual cans or bottles
not to exceed twelve ounces in size,
(g) Wine may be sold only in individual bottles not to
exceed one hundred eighty-seven milliliters in size.
(4) The ((Class M)) Illilte.l licensee must provide the
board with a list of all rooms by number, letter or other form
of identification which contain honor bars.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-19-071,
filed 9/16/91, effective 10/17/91)
WAC 314-12-141 Courses of instruction. Breweries,
wineries and ((whelesalers)) distributors conducting courses
of instruction as authorized by RCW 66.28.150 may provide
alcohol at no charge to licensees of the board, their employees, and invited guests who have a legitimate business interest in the manufacturing, importing, (( 11 helesaling)) difilrih::
uting and retailing of liquor.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 249, Resolution No. 258, filed 5/4/88)
WAC 314-12-145 Credit on nonliquor food itemsConditions-Recordkeeping. (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 314-12-140, persons licensed under RCW
66.24.200 as wine ((whelesalers)) distributors and persons
licensed under RCW 66.24.250 as beer ((whelesalers)) dis.:.
tributors may sell at wholesale nonliquor food products on
thirty days credit terms to persons licensed as retailers under
this title. Complete and separate accounting records shall be
maintained on all sales of nonliquor food products to ensure
that such persons are in compliance with RCW 66.28.010.
(2) Nonliquor food products include all food products for
human consumption as defined in RCW 82.08.0293 as it
exists on July l, 1987, except that for the purposes of this secExpedited Adoption

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-23-015,
filed 11/5/93, effective 1216/93)

WAC 314-15-020 Purchase of liquor(( Cl11ss 1'4)).
Illiltel licensee must be
purchased from an authorized source. All spirits must be pur.
chased from the board. Beer and wine must be purchase.
from a licensed beer or wine ((whelesaler)) distributor or the
board.
(1) All liquor sold by a ((Class M))
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tain adequate records as described in this section is a violation.
(2) Every ((Class M)) licensed motel will keep originals
or copies of all purchase invoices and other memoranda covering all purchases and sales of liquor showing (a) items purchased and sold, (b) quantities thereof, (c) from whom purchased and (d) purchase and sale date. These records shall be
filed separately and kept apart from all other records and, as
nearly as possible, shall be filed in consecutive order and
each month's records kept separate so as to render the same
readily available for inspection and copying.
(3) All records will be available for inspection and copying by representatives of the board for a period of two years.
(4) A ((Class M)) motel licensee may maintain records
within an automatic data processing system provided the system includes a method for producing legible records that will
provide the same information required of that type of records
required in section (2) above.
(5) All records maintained, either manually or with a
data processing system must provide:
(a) An audit trail so that details underlying the summary
accounting data may be identified and made available upon
request.
(b) The opportunity to trace any transaction back to the
original source or forward to a final total. If printouts are not
made when a transaction is processed, the system must have
the ability to reconstruct these transactions.

lr:cept for cash paid at the time of the delivery thereof; Provided, That a ((Class M)) licensee may pay cash prior to
delivery of the beer or wine purchased. Failure by the licensee to keep accurate accounting records which result in the
extension of or receipt of credit from a ((whelesaler)) ili.filrih.:.
utor through the use of a prior cash deposit which is overextended is a violation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSlt'93-23-015,
filed 11/5/93, effective 1216/93)
WAC 314-15-030 Sale of liquor-((Class l\I)) M.akl·
(1) Before a guest may be provided access to the honor bar

the licensee will require proof of age from the guest requesting the use of the honor bar pursuant to RCW 66.16.040. The
guest must complete a declaration, under penalty of perjury,
verifying that:
(a) The guest is twenty-one years of age or older,
(b) No one under twenty-one years of age will have
access to the liquor in the honor bar.
(2) For the purposes of chapter 511, Laws of 1993, section 1 the declaration referred to in section 1 above shall be
considered an affidavit.
(3) Where there may be a question of a registered guest's
right to purchase liquor, by reason of age, the licensee shall
require the guest to complete a certification card as provided
' n RCW 66.20.190.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-10-070,
filed 5/3/93, effective 6/3/93)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-23-015,
filed 11/5/93, effective 1216/93)

WAC 314-16-020 Dispensing apparatus and containers-Furnishing of certain devices. (1) No retail licensee
shall draw any beer from any faucet, spigot or other dispensing apparatus unless the brand name of the beer drawn shall
appear in legible lettering, visible from both the front and
rear, upon such faucet, spigot or other dispensing apparatus.
Brewers and beer ((whelesttlers)) distributors may furnish
·"tap marking devices" to retail dispensers as hereinabove
provided at a nominal value or cost to the brewer or beer
((whelesaler)) distributor. Brewers and beer ((whalesalers))
distributors may also furnish can and bottle openers to retail
licensees at a nominal value or cost to the brewer or beer
((whalesttler)) distributor.
(2) Every bottle or other container from which wine is
sold by a retail licensee for consumption on the licensed premises shall be truly labeled with the brand name, type and
manufacturer's name of said wine. Wineries and wine
((·,., helesalers)) distributors may furnish said labels and "tap
marking devices" or container marking devices and corkscrews to retail dispensers as hereinabove provided at a nominal value or cost to the winery or wine ((whelesaler)) distrib-

WAC 314-15-040 Security and storage of liquorDefinition of honor bar-((Chtss M)) M.nW. (1) All liquor
stored in a ((Class M)) ~licensed premises shall be either
locked in an honor bar or locked in a secured liquor storage
room. No person under twenty-one years of age shall have
access to the honor bar(s), liquor storage room, or keys, combinations, etc. to the locked liquor facilities.
(2) An "honor bar" for the purposes of a ((Class M))
licensed motel is considered to be any cabinet, box, cooler or
refrigerator which can be opened only with a key, combination, magnetic card or other devise particular to that cabinet
and which is secured within a guest room.
(3) Replenishment of a liquor honor bar or storage room
may be made only during those hours when liquor may
legally be sold, and only by employees of the ((Class M))
licensed motel who are twenty-one years of age or older; Provided, However, beer and wine wholesalers may deliver,
price and stock product only in the storage room.

.IUQ[.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-23-015,
filed 11/5/93, effective 1216/93)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 182, Resolution No. 191, filed 4/22/86)

. _ WAC 314-15-050 Records-((Class l\I)) M.nW. (1)
lr.:ch ((Class M)) IIliilitl licensee shall keep books and records
which will clearly reflect all financial transactions and the
financial condition of the business. Failure to keep and main-

WAC 314-16-025 "Minor prohibited" posting
required in classified premises. (1) Licensees of licensed
premises classified by the board pursuant to RCW
[9]
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66.44.310(2) shall post a notice in a conspicuous location at
each entryway to each such classified tavern or cocktail
lounge informing persons under twenty-one years of age that
they are not permitted to enter or remain on such classified
premises.
(2) The board will provide the notices required by subsection (1) of this section to licensees without charge: Provided, however, That licensees may design and post their own
notices. Licensees choosing to do so must ensure that the
notices are legible and that they contain, at a minimum, the
following language:
(a) For a premises classified as a tavern: "Persons under
twenty-one years of age not permitted on these premises."
(b) For a premises classified as the cocktail lounge portion of a ((elttss II lieensed)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant
premises: "Persons under twenty-one years of age not permitted in this area."

lease or agreement for that purpose has been submitted to and
approved by the board.
•
(6) No licensee shall sell or serve any spirituous liquo~
beer, or wine other than ordered, or substitute a nonalcoholic
beverage when an alcoholic beverage has been ordered. A
((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant licensee shall
display prices for all liquor either by posting a price list or by
using menus listing such prices, or by both.
(7) No holder of a ((Class C)) beer and/or wine restaurant license shall advertise for sale, nor sell, any mixed drink
under the name of "Old Fashioned," "Whiskey Sour," "Singapore Sling," "Martini," "Manhattan," nor any other name
which, by long and general usage, has become associated in
the public mind as being the name of a mixed drink made
from spirituous liquor, unless the name of such drink is prefaced by the word "wine," such as Wine Old Fashioned. The
holder of a ((Class C)) beer and/or wine restaurant license
may advertise for sale, mix, compound or sell upon order,
mixed drinks made from one or more wines under a name
which does not conflict with this section.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 261, Resolution No. 270, filed 11/22/88)
WAC 314-16-040 Service limited to license and
order-Removal of liquor in open containers-Room service-Price list. (1) No retail licensee shall possess or allow
any person to consume or possess any liquor other than that
permitted by his license in or on the licensed premises, or on
any public p_remises adjacent thereto which are under his control except under authority of a banquet permit; however, a
restaurant licensee ((helding a Class C er II lieense)) may,
with or without a corkage fee, allow patrons to bring wine
into the premises for consumption with a meal.
(2) Beer and/ or wine only licensees may keep spirituous
liquor on the premises for use in the manufacture of confection or food products provided that prior written permission
of the board is obtained, all confection or food products manufactured contain one percent or less of alcohol by weight,
and customers are made aware that such confection or food
products contain liquor and the alcohol content is one percent
or less of the weight of the product.
(3) No retail licensee or employee thereof shall permit
the removal of any liquor in an open container from the
licensed premises except that liquor brought on a licensed
premises under authority of a banquet permit shall be
recorked, recapped or resealed in its original container and
shall be removed at the termination of such banquet permit
function. Further, wine may be removed as authorized by
RCW ((66.24.340)) 66.24.320 and 66.24.400.
(4) No holder of a ((Class H)) spirits. beer and wine reslfilWln1. license shall be permitted to hold any other class of
retail license covering the premises so licensed. Upon the
granting of a ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant
license, all other classes of retail licenses which may be held
by such new ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant licensee at that time at the premises to be so licensed must be
surrendered to the board for cancellation.
(5) When a hotel and restaurant are located in the same
building or in adjoining buildings and owned by the same
person or entity, room service may be provided to the hotel
patrons. When the restaurant and hotel are under separate
ownership, room service is authorized only when a limited
Expedited Adoption

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-08-031,
filed 3/30/94, effective 4/30/94)

WAC 314-16-050 Hours of operation. (1) No retail licensee, or employee thereof, shall sell, deliver, offer for sale,
serve or allow to be consumed upon the licensed premises
any liquor, nor permit the removal of any liquor from the
licensed premises in any manner, whatever, nor shall ((tt-elftssl
A, B, C, D er II)) any retail on-premise licensee permit th
physical possession of any liquor, between the hours of 2:00
a.m. and 6:00 a.m., however, persons working on the ((elttss
A, B, C, Der II)) premises may, while in the performance of
their official duties possess liquor.
(2) Any municipality may fix later opening hours or earlier closing hours than those specified in this rule, however,
such later opening hours or earlier closing hours shall apply
to all licensed premises.
AMENQATORY SECTION (Amending Order 263, Resolution No. 272, filed 10/5/88)

WAC 314-16-070 Minors-Employment. No person
under the age of 21 years shall be employed in any service in
connection with the sale, handling or serving of any liquor,
either on a paid or voluntary basis, in, on or about any
licensed premises except as otherwise authorized by law.
Employees 18 years of age or over of ((Class A, C, D andler
H)) on-premises retail licensees may take orders for, serve
and sell liquor for consumption on premises as authorized by,
and under the conditions provided in, chapter 66.44 RCW.
Employees 18 years of age or over of ((Class E and/er F))
off-premises retail licensees exclusively, may sell, stock and
handle beer and/or wine not to be consumed upon the premises as authorized by, and under the conditions provided in,
RCW 66.44.340.
•
(1) All licensees shall have a person 21 years of age o .
over on duty supervising the sale, service and consumption of
liquor at the licensed premises.
[ 10]
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(b) The style of a "strolling musician" or a group of
"strolling musicians" may be utilized in licensed establishments.
(c) Disc jockeys and sound and lighting technicians may
enter and remain on the licensed premises, in such locations
as required, during and in the course of their employment.
(3) Areas where professional minor musicians may
remain when not performing:
(a) Prior to commencing a performance; at breaks or
intermissions during the performance; and after concluding a
performance, professional minor musicians shall be permitted only: On the stage or bandstand; in a private room or separate area on the premises in which no liquor is served; or in
areas where minors are permitted under the licensee's minor
classification (for example, in the restaurant section of a
((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant licensed premises).
(b) Professional minor musicians are permitted to enter
and remain on the licensed premises not more than one hour
prior to the start of their performance, in order to set up their
equipment and tune their musical instruments, and to remain
not more than one hour after concluding their performance in
order to properly secure their equipment.
(4) Licensees shall at all times provide adequate supervision in order to insure that there will be neither the sale of nor
the supplying of any alcoholic beverages to professional
minor musicians, and that professional minor musicians will
not be permitted to consume alcoholic beverages at any place
on the premises.
(5) Responsibilities of professional minor musician·:
(a) Professional minor musicians shall at all times during
the course of their employment on licensed retail premises
have with them documents available for inspection which
disclose their true age and date of birth.
(6) Practice sessions - "jam sessions":
(a) Practice sessions involving professional minor musicians shall not be permitted on licensed premises.
(b) "Jam sessions" involving professional minor musicians shall not be permitted on any licensed premises unless
the participants are being paid for such "jam sessions" in
accordance with subsection (l)(c) of this section.
(7) Persons eighteen years of age and older performing
janitorial services may enter and remain on premises licensed
under the provisions of Title 66 RCW during the hours when
there is no sale, service, or consumption of liquor on the premises (or in the area being cleaned), but only during and in
the course of their performance of janitorial services.
(8) Employees of amusement device companies or companies which are in the business of installing, maintaining,
and repairing amusement devices, which employees are eighteen years of age or older, may enter and remain in any premises licensed under the provisions of Title 66 RCW, but
only during and in the course of their employment for the
purpose of installing, maintaining, repairing, or removing an
amusement device. For the purposes of this section amusement device means coin-operated video games, pinball
machines, juke boxes, or other similar devices .
(9) Security officers, fire fighters and law enforcement
officers eighteen years and over are permitted to enter and
remain on premises licensed under the provisions of Title 66

(2) Persons under 21 years of age may not serve liquor in
Y area of ((Class A, C, D, er H)) an on-premises retail
ensed premises at any time such area is classified by the
ard as off-limits to persons under 21 years of age.
(3) Employees 18 years of age or older of ((Class A, C,
D, er II)) an on-premises retail premises may enter cocktail
lounges, bars, or other areas classified by the Washington
state liquor control board as off-limits to persons under 21
years of age to perform work assignments, including picking
up liquor for service in other parts of the licensed premises,
performing clean-up work, setting up and arranging tables,
delivering supplies, delivering messages, serving food, and
seating patrons. Such employees shall remain in the areas offlimits to minors no longer than is necessary to carry out their
aforementioned duties.
(4) Persons under 21 years of age shall not be permitted
to perform activities or functions of a bartender. For the purposes of this section, activities or functions of a bartender
include, but are not limited to: Mixing drinks or cocktails;
drawing beer or wine; pouring beer or wine anywhere on the
premises except at the patrons table; supplying or providing
to 18, 19, or 20 year old employees for delivery to the customer spirituous liquor by the glass, beer by the pitcher or
glass; or wine by the carafe or glass.

I

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 277, Resolution No. 286, filed 3/27/89)

WAC 314-16-075 Musicians, disc jockeys, sound or
hting technicians, persons performing janitorial ser• ces, employees of amusement device companies, security officers, fire fighters and law enforcement officers
employment. Pursuant to the provisions of RCW 66.44.316,
professional musicians eighteen years of age and older are
permitted to enter and to remain in liquor licensed establishments during and in the course of their employment as musicians. The following definitions and requirements shall be
applicable.
(1) Definitions:
(a) The term "professional minor musician" shall be construed as a person between eighteen and twenty-one years of
age who is employed to perform in his or her capacity as a
musician at a retail liquor licensed establishment.
(b) The term "professional minor musician" shall include
a person who plays a musical instrument and/ or is a vocalist,
professional disc jockeys, or professional sound or lighting
technicians actively engaged in support of professional musicians or professional disc jockeys.
(c) To assure that the professional minor musician
employed is engaged for that purpose, he or she shall be compensated at a rate not less than the minimum wage provided
for by state law.
(2) Areas in licensed establishments where professional
minor musicians may perform:
(a) Professional minor musicians during their perfor• ance shall, except as provided in (b) and (c) of this subsec.on, remain on the stage or bandstand of the licensed premises.
[ 11]
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RCW, but only during and in the course of their employment
or official duties and only if they are not the direct employees
of the licensee. Provided, however, that security officers
access to classified portions of liquor licensed premises is
limited to only isolated incidents arising in the course of their
duties.

from said premises any bottle or other container containing
such liquor, except pursuant to chapter 314-70 WAC or t i
return it to a state liquor store or agency, nor shall he dispos
or allow to be disposed the liquor contained therein in any
manner except as authorized by his license: Provided, however, That a delivery service business may pick up more than
one ((Class II)) liquor order on the same day so long as each
of said orders are delivered in the normal course of business
on the same day without detour or diversion, except for those
stops and deliveries as may be necessary to make deliveries
to the other ((Class II)) licensees whose order is also on the
particular delivery vehicle. The possession of any bottle or
other container purchased from the board at a discount by any
person other than the ((Class H)) licensee or said licensee's
agents or employees who purchased the same, or the possession thereof at any place which is not the licensed premises of
the licensee who purchased such liquor, shall be prima facie
evidence that the ((Class II)) licensee unlawfully permitted
the removal thereof from his licensed premises: Provided,
((That a Class II))~ licensee who permanently discontinues business, other than as a result of a legal distraint action,
may remove open bottles of liquor from the premises for personal use upon payment to the board of an amount to be
determined by the board in lieu of the ((Class II)) discount
and tax exemption in effect at that time.
(3) No ((Class H)) licensee shall keep in or on the
licensed premises any spirituous liquor which was not purchased from the board at a discount: Provided, That spiritu.
ous liquor not purchased at a discount from the board may b .
kept in or on the ((Class H)) licensed premises under authority of a banquet permit issued pursuant to RCW 66.20.010(3)
and chapter 314-18 WAC, but only during the specific date
and time for which the banquet permit was issued: Provided,
further, That notwithstanding any other provision of Title
314 WAC, a ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine licensee may
display antique, unusual, or unique liquor bottles with or
without liquor on the licensed premises if such bottles are
used as part of the decor, and any such bottles containing
liquor are locked securely in display cases, and are not for
sale.
(4) No person, including anyone acting as the agent for
another other than a ((Class H)) spirits. beer and wine licensee shall keep or possess any bottle or other container containing spirituous liquor which was purchased from the board
at a discount except as provided in subsection (2) of this section.
(5) All spirituous liquor in and on the licensed premises
shall be made available at all times by every ((Class II)) licensee for inspection by the board, and such licensee shall permit any authorized inspector of the board to make such tests
or analyses, by spirit hydrometer or otherwise, as the inspector deems proper. Such inspectors are authorized to seize as
evidence any bottles or other containers and the conten~
thereof which they have determined have been reuse~
refilled, tampered with, adulterated, diluted, fortified or substituted.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-15-025,
filed 7/12/93, effective 8/12/93)
WAC 314-16-090 Bottles and containers-Reuse. (1)
No ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant licensee shall
reuse, refill or tamper with any bottle of spiritous liquor, nor
shall such licensee adulterate, dilute, fortify, or cause any
substitution of any nature to be made in or to, the contents of
any bottle of spirituous liquor.
(2) No retail licensee shall fill a jug, bottle or other container with beer while such jug, bottle or other container
bears any identification or marking which would mislead the
purchaser about the identity of the contents of the container.
(3) Every jug, bottle or other container a retail licensee
fills for off-premise consumption must:
(a) Be capable of being sealed; and
(b) Be capable of holding a minimum of 750 ml (25.4
ounces) of liquid and may not hold more than 15 liters (or 4
gallons or 512 ounces) of any beer.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 209, Resolution No. 218, filed 12/30/86)
WAC 314-16-110 Liquor purchases by ((Cless H))
spirits. beer and wine restaurant. club and sports/entertainment facility licensees. (1) Any employee authorized by
the board may sell spirituous liquor at a discount of fifteen
percent from the retail price fixed by the board, together with
all taxes, to any ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant.
club or sports/entertainment facility licensee upon presentation to such employee at the time of purchase of a special permit issued by the board to such licensee or through such other
. means of insuring identification of the authorized purchaser
as are approved by the board: Provided, however, That prior
to license delivery, a new licensee or transferee may, with
board authorization, be sold ((Class H)) discount liquor and
beer and wine purchased under Title 66 RCW for the purpose
of stocking the premises. The employee shall at the time of
selling any spirituous liquor to a ((Class H)) spirits. beer and
wine restaurant. club or sports/entertainment facility licensee
make a record of the liquor so sold, together with the name of
the ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant. club or
sports/entertainment facility licensee making the purchase.
No sale of beer, wine, or spirituous liquor shall take place
until the premises of the new licensee or transferee have been
inspected by the board and the ((Class II)) spirits. beer and
wine restaurant. club or sports/entertainment facility license
is delivered.
(2) Every ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant.
club or sports/entertainment facility licensee, upon purchasing any spirituous liquor from the board, shall immediately
cause such liquor to be delivered to his licensed premises,
and he shall not thereafter remove or permit to be removed
Expedited Adoption
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eighteen years of age or over working under the supervision
of an employee at least age twenty-one .
(3) ((Class H)) Licensed hotels or clubs may provide a
dispensing area removed from the lounge for the purpose of
sales to registered guests of legal age. Such area shall not be
accessible to anyone other than registered guests and employees of the ((Class II)) licensee. Sales therefrom shall be made
only by authorized employees of the licensee who are
twenty-one years of age or over. The purchaser shall complete a form provided by the licensee which attests to the
validity of the guest's registration at that hotel or club. Where
there may be a question of a registered guest's right to purchase liquor, by reason of age, the licensee may require the
guest to complete a certification card as provided in RCW
66.20.190.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 232, Resolu• tion No. 241, filed 10/27/87)

•

WAC 314-16-115 ((Cless H ltetels)) Hotels with spirits. beer and wine restaurants and ((Cless H)) spirits. beer
and wine clubs with overnight sleeping accommodations--Sales by the bottle to registered guests-Conditions. (1) Pursuant to the provisions of RCW 66.24.400 as
amended by chapter 196, Laws of 1987, ((Class II lieet1se6
~)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant and clubs licensed
under chapter 70.62 RCW with overnight sleeping accommodations may sell liquor by the bottle to registered guests of
said ((hetel er eltth)) licensed premises who are twenty-one
years of age or over provided:
(a) That before a guest may purchase such liquor it must
be established that he or she is a guest of the hotel or club.
This may be done by showing a room key bearing the room
number and name of the hotel or club, or by presenting a registration receipt from the hotel or club.
In either event the guest must acknowledge his/her registration by signature upon a form to be provided by the hotel
or club for this purpose, and said form when completed shall
be kept by the hotel or club for the same time period it is
required to retain its registration information.
(b) Where there may be a question of a registered guest's
right to purchase liquor, by reason of age, the licensee may
require the guest to complete a certification card as provided
in RCW 66.20.190.
(c) That any bottle of liquor sold under this section must
• be removed unopened from the lounge area or other approved
• dispensing area. The contents of such bottle(s) may be consumed only in a guest, hospitality or banquet room of the
hotel or club; however, guests may remove from the premises
any unused portion of such liquor in its original container.
(d) That such sales of liquor by the bottle shall be from
the lounge of the licensed premises, from an approved dispensing area or by room service provided by the licensee. If
an approved dispensing area is used for this purpose, the
access thereto must be limited to registered guests who intend
to purchase liquor for use within a guest, hospitality or banquet room.
(2) ((Class H lieet1se6 hetels)) Spirits. beer and wine reslll!mlll1 or clubs may sell within the individual guest room
liquor by the bottle to registered guests age twenty-one years
or over provided;
(a) That such liquor shall be secured in a liquor dispensing cabinet within the guest room. That liquor dispensing
cabinets must remain locked whenever the room is rented to
a guest under the age of twenty-one years.
(b) That access to individual guest room liquor dispensing cabinets shall be by key, magnetic card or similar device
provided by the hotel or club to the adult registered guest.
(c) That liquor made available for sale within the guest
room from a liquor dispensing cabinet shall be packaged in
individual serving containers such as miniatures of distilled
spirits, splits of wine and bottles or cans of malt beverages.
(d) That replenishment of such liquor dispensing cabinets may be made only during those hours when liquor may
be sold by the ((Class H)) licensee, and only by employees

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-08-030,
filed 3/30/94, effective 4/30/94)
WAC 314-16-150 No sale of liquor to minors, intoxicated persons, etc. (I) No retail licensee shall give or otherwise supply liquor to any person under the age of twenty-one
years, either for his/her own use or for the use of his/her parent or of any other person; or to any person apparently under
the influence of liquor; nor shall any licensee or employee
thereof permit any person under the said age or in said condition to consume liquor on his/her premises, or on any premises adjacent thereto and under his/her control.
(2) No ((elass A, B, C, D, er II)) illiill licensee shall permit any person apparently under the influence of liquor to
physically possess liquor on the licensed premises.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 270, Resolution No. 279, filed 11/22/88)
WAC 314-16-160 Records-Purchases--Reports. (1)
The originals or copies of all purchase invoices and other
memoranda covering all purchases of liquor by retail licensees showing (a) items purchased, (b) quantities thereof, (c)
from whom purchased, and (d) purchase date, shall be kept
for at least two years after each purchase, and shall be filed
separately and kept apart from all other records, and as nearly
as possible shall be filed in consecutive order and each
month's records kept separate so as to render the same readily
available for inspection and copying. All canceled checks,
bank statements and books of account covering or involving
the purchase of liquor, and all memoranda, if any, showing
payment of money for liquor other than by check, shall be
likewise preserved for two years and shall be at all times kept
available for inspection and copying.
(2) No retail licensee shall buy or accept delivery of
liquor except for cash paid at the time of the delivery thereof:
Provided, That a retail licensee may pay cash prior to delivery of liquor purchased. Failure by licensees to keep accurate
accounting records which result in the extension of or receipt
of credit from a manufacturer, importer, or ((whelesaler))
distributor through the use of a prior cash deposit which is
overextended may result in administrative action being taken
against the liquor license.

t
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by supplier invoices or signed vouchers are to be segregated
as to type and recorded.
(b) Maintain records of all sales in the premises from all.
sources including liquor, food and miscellaneous items and.
service. Individual sales are to be recorded on sales slips or
cash register tape in such a manner to indicate the source of
revenue and the records are to be filed for future audit purposes. Sales segregated as to source of revenue are to be
recorded.
(c) Preserve for a period of two years the records
described in subsections (6), (7), and (8)(a) and (b) of this
section.
(d) Make such periodic reports to the board covering
purchases, sales and inventory of liquor, food and supplies as
may be prescribed or requested by the board.
(e) Keep available for inspection and copying by the
board and/ or its accredited representatives all books and
records relative to purchases, sales and inventories of liquor,
food and supplies.

(3) A retail licensee shall purchase beer from a beer
((wltelesaler)) distributor pursuant to RCW 66.28.070 and
shall purchase wine from a state liquor store or agency or
from a duly licensed ((wltelesaler)) distributor except as provided in chapter 314-70 WAC. All beer purchased must be at
the posted price in accordance with WAC 314-20-100 and all
wine purchased must conform to the posted price as filed
under WAC 314-24-190. No retail licensee may return wine
to a wine ((wltelesaler)) distributor except in accordance with
the provisions of WAC 314-24-210, nor shall any retail licensee return beer to a beer (( wltelesaler)) distributor except in
accordance with the provisions of WAC 314-20-070.
(4) Prior to license delivery, a new beer and/or wine licensee or transferee may, with board authorization, be sold
beer and/ or wine for the purpose of stocking the premises. No
retail sale of beer and/ or wine shall take place until the applicant premises have been inspected by the board and the liquor
license is delivered.
(5) Each retail licensee shall keep books and records
which will clearly reflect all financial transactions and the
financial condition of the business.
(6) Any retail licensee may maintain microfilm records
containing reproductions (including microfiche) of any
record, document, or report if first approved by the board.
Request for approval shall be directed to the Washington
state liquor control board and must include the following
information:
(a) Records proposed to be reproduced.
(b) Reproduction process.
(c) Manner of preserving the reproduction.
(d) Facilities provided for examining or viewing such
reproduction.
If the request is approved, the licensee shall provide for
the examining, viewing and reproduction of such records the
same as if they were the original records.
(7) If a retail licensee keeps records within an automatic
data processing (ADP) system, the system must include a
method for producing from punchcards or from other
machine-sensible data media legible records that will provide
the same information required of that type of record within
this section. The ADP system is acceptable if it complies with
the following guidelines:
(a) Provides an audit trail so that details (invoices and
vouchers) underlying the summary accounting data may be
identified and made available upon request.
(b) Provides the opportunity to trace any transaction
back to the original source or forward to a final total. If printouts of transactions are not made when they are processed,
the system must have the ability to reconstruct these transactions.
(c) Has available a full description of the ADP portion of
the accounting system. This should show the applications
being performed, the procedures employed in each application and the controls used to ensure accurate and reliable processing.
(8) All ((Class II}) spirits. beer and wine licensees in
addition to the requirements of subsection (1) of this section
shall at all times:
(a) Maintain records of all purchases for the premises,
including liquor, food and supplies. The purchases supported
Expedited Adoption

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-16-008,
filed 7/20/95, effective 8/20/95)
WAC 314-16-190 ((Cl&ss II)) Spirits. beer apd wjpe
restaurant-Qualifications. (1) Definitions: For the purpose of this section:
(a) Complete meals means any combination of foods
consisting of an entree and at least one additional course that
is prepared and cooked on the premises and, except as provided in subsection (5) of this section, requires the use of din~ •
ing implements for consumption.
•
(b) Entree means the main course of a meal to include
meat, fish, fowl, eggs, vegetarian meat substitutes, pasta, or
any combination thereof. Except as provided in subsection
(5) of this section, such entree must be heated by means of
baking, roasting, broiling, or grilling.
(c) Minimum food service means sandwiches and/or
short orders such as deep fried foods, hors d'oeuvres, soup, or
chili. Snacks such as peanuts, popcorn, and chips are not sufficient to meet the minimum food service requirement.
(2) All restaurant applicants for a ((Class H)) spirits. beer
and wine license, in addition to furnishing all requested material and information relating to the premises applied for and
their personal qualifications, shall establish to the satisfaction
of the board that the premises will commence as, and continue to operate as, a bona fide restaurant as required by RCW
66.24.400 and 66.24.410(2).
(3) A restaurant applicant for a ((Class II)) spirits. beer
and wine license shall be subject to the following requirements which are conditions precedent to action by the board
on the application:
(a) The applicant shall furnish to the board a detailed
blueprint of the entire premises to be licensed drawn to scale
of one-fourth inch to one foot. This blueprint shall include the
kitchen equipment layout plus a detailed listing of the kitchen
equipment and its approximate value. The kitchen equipment
shall include, at a minimum, adequate refrigeration, oven,
grill, cooktop, and/or broiler to support the menu.
(b) Prior to delivery of the license the board shall receive
a verification from its enforcement officer, based upon an

41
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inspection of the premises, that the kitchen equipment desigated in (a) of this subsection is in place and is operational.
(4) In any case where the board has a concern as to the
applicant's qualifications, based on the applicant's experience; the adequacy of the proposed facility; the proposed
' method of operation; the applicant's financial stability; or for
any other good and sufficient reason, the board may require
such applicant to submit figures reflecting operation as a restaurant for a period to be designated by the board. The submission of these operating figures shall be a condition precedent to the board making a decision on a license application.
Any applicant required to submit operating figures for a
period designated by the board, shall not thereby be deemed
to have acquired a vested right to have the license applied for
issued merely because the requested figures have been submitted.
(5) Each ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant licensee shall conspicuously display or provide to any patron
upon request, a menu offering a variety of at least five entrees
accompanied by such other foods as to constitute a complete
meal. One of the five entrees may consist of pizza or a deep
fried food. Where salad bars or other buffet-type meals are
offered, one or more entrees may be included to count toward
the five entree requirement.
(6) The restaurant area of any ((Cla:ss II)) spirits. beer
and wine restaurant shall be open to the public for service of
complete meals, with a minimum selection of five entrees, at
least five days a week, unless otherwise authorized in writing
by the board to alleviate demonstrated hardship, and such sec.vice of complete meals shall be available to the public for
• five hours a day between the hours of 11:00 a.m. and 11:00
p.m. on any day liquor is offered for sale, service or consumption, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the board
to alleviate demonstrated hardship. The hours of complete
meal service shall be conspicuously posted for public viewing. A chef or cook shall be on duty during the hours when
complete meal service is available. At all other times when
the restaurant area is not open for service of complete meals,
but liquor is offered for sale, service or consumption on the
licensed premises, minimum food service shall be available
for sale to the public. Notice of such minimum food service
availability shall be conspicuously posted in all areas where
·
liquor is being served.
(7) The licensee shall maintain the ingredients necessary
to provide complete meals including at least five different
entrees during those times as required in subsection (5) of this
section and minimum food service at all other times. Such
ingredients shall be fresh, palatable, and relate to the menu so
posted or available to the public.
(8) The refusal or failure by any licensee or employee
thereof to provide complete meals or minimum food service
shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of this section.
(9) In the event a ((Cla:ss H)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant licensee shall fail to comply with any of the foregoing
requirements, and such licensee has been notified that they
will not be eligible to retain its ((Cla:ss II)) spirits. beer and
wine restaurant license, such licensee may petition the board
setting forth unusual, extenuating and mitigating circum•
stances for the failure to comply and the board may consider
such reasons and may grant an extension of the ((Cla:ss H))
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spirits. beer and wine restaurant license under such terms and
conditions as the board determines are in the best interest of
the public.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 107, Resolution No. 116, filed 6/16/82)
WAC 314-16-195 ((Class H)) Spirits. beer and wine
restaurant restricted-Qualifica tions. (1) ((Cla:ss H)) Spirits. beer and wine restaurant restricted licensees shall govern
their operations in selling liquor in accordance with the regulations set forth in Titles I and II. Such licensees may sell
liquor in accordance with these regulations, only to members,
invited guests, and holders of cards as authorized by subsection (3) of this section. ((Cla:ss H)) Spirits. beer and wine reslfilWllll restricted licensees shall not be prohibited from renting, leasing, or donating all or a portion of their facilities for,
or making services available to, an activity where the public
is invited or admitted under the conditions specified in subsection (4) of this section.
(2)(a) Applications for new ((Cla:ss H)) spirits. beer and
wine restaurant restricted licenses shall be on forms prescribed by the board and shall be accompanied by proof that:
(i) The business has been in operation for at least one
year immediately prior to the date of its application. Such
proof should include records of membership as well as an
indication as to numbers and types of membership.
(ii) Membership or admission will not be denied to any
person because of race, creed, color, national origin, sex or
the presence of any sensory, mental or physical handicap .
(b) Applications for renewal shall be made on forms prescribed by the board and shall be accompanied by such information as the board may request.
(c) ((Cla:ss H)) Spirits. beer and wine restaurant
restricted applicants and licensees must meet the provisions
of WAC 314-16-190 (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (7).
(3)(a) Guest privilege cards may be issued only as follows:
(i) For ((Cla:ss II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant
restricted licensees within the limits of any city or town, only
to those persons residing outside of an area ten miles from the
limits of such city or town.
(ii) For ((Cla:ss H)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant
restricted licensees outside of any city or town only to those
persons residing outside an area fifteen miles from the location of such licensee: Provided, That where such area limitation encroaches upon the limits of any city or town, the entire
corporate limits of such city or town shall be included in the
prohibited area.
(iii) Such guest privilege cards shall be issued for a reasonable period and must be numbered serially, with a record
of the issuance of each such card to be filed on the licensed
premises in such a manner as to be readily accessible for
inspection.
(iv) The mileage restrictions in (i) and (ii) of this subsection may be waived for special events upon written approval
of the board.
(b) Guests may be introduced when accompanied at all
times by a member and may remain as long as such member
is present: Provided, That any such guest may only enjoy the
[ 15]
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privileges of the organization a reasonable number of times
in any one calendar year.
(c) Persons who are members in good standing of a
licensed ((Class H)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant
restricted organization may enjoy the privileges of any other
licensed ((Class II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant
restricted organization: Provided, That the operating rules of
such organization authorize reciprocal privileges: Provided
farther, That (a) and (b) of this subsection shall not apply to
members of such organizations while exercising reciprocal
privileges.
(4) If the licensee at any time rents any portion of the
premises for any purpose other than to their membership or at
any time holds any function within the premises to which the
public is generally invited or admitted, then such portion
devoted to liquor service must be closed to the public generally and no one admitted therein except for bona fide members and guests. If the premises does not have an area which
can be so closed, then no liquor service whatever may be permitted during the entire time when such activity is taking
place or when the public is generally admitted in the premises.

room(s) comprises at least fifteen percent of the total public
service area: Provided,
(a) Banquet rooms are permitted without limitations as
to number or size.
(b) Routine sale and service of liquor in a banquet room
to the public requires written board approval.
(3) The boundary of a cocktail lounge or other restricted
area shall be clearly defined as a separate and distinct area by
fixed or movable barriers, including, but not limited to, railings, ropes and stanchions, shrubbery or other closely placed
plantings, etc.
(a) Restricted area entrances may be no wider than ten
feet.
(b) Minor prohibited signs as required by WAC 314-16025 must be placed at all restricted area entrances and other
locations as necessary.
(c) The licensee is responsible to construct and post
restricted area boundaries to reasonably prevent unauthorized
persons from entering such areas.
(d) Movable barriers may not be placed so as to reduce
the required dining area to less than fifteen percent.
(4) In ((Class H)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant premises with a cocktail lounge, any portable service bar(s) may
be placed in, or moved about, public service areas other than
the dining area(s) without need for separate board approval.
(a) Any permanently fixed service bar(s) must be
included as part of original floor plans or submitted as an
alterations request, requiring board approval.
(b) Customers may not be seated or allowed to consume.
food or liquor at the service bar(s).
•
(5) ((Class H)) Spirits. beer and wine restaurant licen.sees/applicants may have a service bar(s) without regard to the
floor space requirements of subsection (2) of this section, in
lieu of a cocktail lounge on the following conditions:
(a) Location of permanently fixed service bar(s) shall be
approved, in writing, by the board.
(b) Customers may not be seated or allowed to consume
food or liquor at the service bar(s).
(c) Liquor sale, service and consumption may take place
only during hours that the full restaurant menu is available
and a chef or cook is on duty.
(d) A ((Class H)) spirits. beer and wine licensed restaurant having a service bar(s) only, is not eligible for entertainment except for the added activity of live background music.
Written board approval is required.
(6) If the board issues a ((Class H)) spirits. beer and wine
restaurant license to a bona fide restaurant which has a service bar in lieu of an approved cocktail lounge and the licensee subsequently applies for approval to install a cocktail
lounge, the board will process such a change in the same
manner as an application for a new ((Class H)) spirits. beer
and wine restaurant license (i.e .• notice will be posted at the
premises, notice will be given to local officials, and nearby
churches and schools will be notified).
(7) The board may approve variations to the floor space.
requirement of this subsection where the applicant/licens,
can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the board that the proposed layout would best suit the available floor space.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-03-005,
filed 1/4/96, effective 2/4/96)
WAC 314-16-196 ((Class II)) Spjrjfs. beer and wjne
restaurant-Floor space requirements-Conditions for
service bar only premises. (1) Definitions. For the purpose
of this section:
(a) "Banquet room" means any room used primarily for
the sale and service of food and liquor to private groups.
(b) "Cabaret" means a dining area also used to conduct
entertainment such as live music, patron dancing, comedy
and floor shows.
(c) "Cocktail lounge" means that portion of a licensed
premises used primarily for the preparation, sale and service
of liquor. Persons under twenty-one years of age are not permitted to enter a cocktail lounge except as otherwise provided under this title.
(d) "Public service area" means those public areas where
food and/or liquor is normally sold and served to the general
public.
(e) "Dining room" means that area dedicated to the sale
and service of food with liquor being incidental to dining. A
dining area must be separate and apart from a dance floor,
entertainment stage, cocktail lounge or game area except if
written permission is given by the board to use a dining area
during specified times as a cabaret area.
(t) "Service bar" means any fixed or portable table,
counter, cart or similar work station primarily used to prepare, mix, serve and sell liquor for pickup only, by employees
and customers.
(2) Before the board shall issue a ((Class H)) spirits. beer
and wine restaurant license to a bona fide restaurant, the
applicant shall submit, as a part of or in addition to the blueprint required by WAC 314-16-190 (2)(a), a scale drawing
one-quarter inch equals one foot of the proposed premises
indicating that the area designated as the primary dining
Expedited Adoption
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strued as creating a vested right in the applicant to have a
license issued.
(2) Before the board will issue a ((Class E, F, er Classes
EF)) license to an applicant grocery store, the proposed
licensed premises must be stocked with an inventory of
food((, greeery afttl relateEI greeery stare items)) for human
consumption. not including pop. beer or wine in excess of
$3,000 wholesale value. The minimum wholesale inventory
required by this subsection shall be stocked and maintained
within the confines of the licensed premises ((afttl shall ftet
iAeletle ttfty gaseliAe, eil, atite fl!lrtS, er tehaeee f!retleets)).
(3) ((Greeery stares whieh alse sell gttSelifte fflttst he
steeltetl with ttfl ift¥efttery ef feetl, greeery, ttfttl related gre
eery stare items ift ell:eess ef $7,5QQ whelesale ·1e:lee hefere
the heartl "ill issee te them a Class E, F, er Classes EF
ffeettse:.)) The minimum wholesale inventory required by this
((sehseetieft)) swi.Q.n shall be stocked and maintained within
the confines of the licensed premises ((afte shall Bet ifteleee
ttfl) gttSelifte, eil, aete fl!l~, er tehe:eee flF60ttets)). Marinas
which sell gasoline for use in boats only shall be subject to
the requirements of subsection (2) of this section.
(4) The minimum amounts referred to in subsection((s))
(2) ((~))of this section shall be maintained at the premises at all times they are licensed with the exception of
beginning and closing inventory for seasonal operations or
when the inventory is being sold out immediately prior to discontinuing or selling the business.
(5) ((Stares ether thttft greeery)) Beer and/or wine spe~ stores must submit to the board a written commitment
to establish and maintain a minimum wholesale inventory of
beer and/or wine in the amount of (($5;900)) WOO prior to
the issuance of a license.This minimum inventory shall be
maintained at the licensed premises at all times they are
licensed.
(6) ((Sehseetiefts (2), (3), (4), ttfltl (5) ef this seetieft shall
Het &flf'I) te ft lieeftsee er lieet1sees st a stare er stares lieeftse0
flrier te Oeteher 11, 1984, if eft that Elate ttftd thereafter saie
lieeftsee(s) ttfttl/er his, her, their, er its trttt1sferee(s) eefttit11te
te meet the reEJttireffleftts iffipesee by this seetieft whieh were
ift effeet persttttflt te liqttor eet1trel hettrtl Atlmiftistrsti, e
Oreer l 92, R:eseltttieft Ne. 111.
f?t)) If a ((Class E, ClttSs F, er C!ttSses EF)) i:-rocer:y store
or beer and/or wine specialty shop licensee or applicant for
such licenses does not meet or maintain the requirements provided for in subsections (2) through (((6')) ill of this section,
the licensee or applicant may petition the board, setting forth
any unusual, extenuating, or mitigating circumstances that
may justify a variance, and the board may, under such terms
and conditions it determines are in the best interest of the
public, grant the variance.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-14-026,
tfiled 6/22/92, effective 7/23/92)

•
•

•
•
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WAC 314-16-197 Minimum qualifications for applicants who apply for ((Cl&ss A)) beer and/or wjne restaurant licenses in lieu of presently held ((Cl&ss B)) tavern
license. (1) A ((ClttSs A)) beer and/or wine restaurant license
provides, in part, for the sale of beer at retail for consumption
on the premises of a restaurant. Licensees presently holding a
((Class B)) tavern license who apply for a ((ClttSs A)) ~
and/or wine restaurant license in lieu thereof, must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the board that the business to be
licensed will primarily be that of a restaurant, maintained in a
substantial manner as a place for preparing, cooking, and
serving of meals. Additionally, prior to approval of the
((Class A)) beer and/or wine restaurant license, the business
must be designed and constructed in such a manner as to
facilitate the service of food.
(2) While the requirements of subsection((s-)) (1)((~
~))of this section must be established before the board
will give consideration to the issuance of an in lieu ((tlfts.sA)) beer and/or wine restaurant license, the fact that an applicant meets those criteria does not establish a vested right that
such license shall issue.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-13-127,
filed 6/20/94, effective 7/21194)
WAC 314-16-199 Cocktail lounge declassificationSunday dining events. (1) Pursuant to RCW 66.44.310(2),
the board may classify the cocktail lounge portion of a
((ClttSs II)) spirits. beer and wine restaurant premises as a restaurant for Sunday dining events.
(2) ((ClttSs H)) Spirits. beer and wine restaurant licensees
may utilize their cocktail lounge for all age dining events on
Sundays subject to the following conditions, (a) written board
approval, (b) no preparation, sale or service of liquor from
within the cocktail lounge area, (c) all entertainment is prohibited except recorded and live background music which
requires prior approval of the board, (d) withdrawal of
approval if violations occur.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-17-006,
filed 8/3/95, effective 9/3/95)
WAC 314-16-200 Minimum qualifications for issuance of ((Cl&ss E, F, &Rd Clesses EF)) grocery store or
beer and/or wine specialty shop licenses. (1) The following
are minimum qualifications necessary prior to consideration
being given by the board to the issuance of ((Class E, F, er
Classes EF)) 2'rocecy store or beer and/or wine specialty shop
licenses ((te stare ef!eratiefts)). The decision as to whether a
license will or will not be issued in a particular case is, pursuant to RCW 66.24.010, a matter of board discretion. While
the following minimum qualifications must be present before
the board will give consideration to the issuance of a ((Clftss
E, F, er ClttSses EF)) ~ocecy store or beer and/or wine specialty shop license to an applicant, the mere fact that an applicant meets these minimum qualifications is not to be con-

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 220, Resolution No. 229, filed 7/22/87)
WAC 314-16-205 Minimum qualifications for issuance for a ((€less P)) beer and wjpe gift deliyery license.
The decision as to whether or not a ((9ass-P)) beer and wine
i:-ift deliyecy license authorized by RCW 66.24.550 will be
issued in a particular case is, pursuant to RCW 66.24.010(2),
a matter of board discretion. While the following minimum
[ 17]
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qualifications must be present before the board will give consideration to the issuance of a ((Class P)) beer and wine gift
delivery license, the fact that an applicant meets the qualifications set forth in subsections (1) through (6) hereof does not
establish a vested right that such license shall issue.
(1) The term "gifts at retail" as used in RCW 66.24.550
shall be interpreted as referring to "goods" and shall not
include "services."
(2) The sale and delivery of beer and/or wine under a
((Class P)) beer and wine gift delivery license shall be
adjunct to and not constitute the only retail gift delivery service business of the licensee.
(3) Businesses engaged in the selling of flowers or floral
arrangements must establish to the board's satisfaction that
the primary business being conducted is the sale of flowers,
floral arrangements or ornamental plants. The board may
inspect an applicant's inventory, sales figures and business
records to make this determination.
(4) A ((Class P)) beer and wine ~ift delivery license
holder is required to maintain sales records of all wine sales
to include date of sale, name of purchaser, date of delivery
and the name and address of the person receiving the delivery
of beer and/or wine.
(5) All deliveries of beer and/or wine are to be made by
employees twenty-one years of age and older who will have
the responsibility of verifying that the person receiving the
wine gift is at least twenty-one years of age.
(6) The restrictions on license issuance as specified in
RCW 66.24.550, and in subsections (1) through (5) hereof,
shall be construed to be continuing conditions for retaining
the ((tlass-P)) beer and wine ~ift delivery license.

tion makes application for the ((~)) special occasion
license, and the board's written approval is required before.
any such sales are made.
•
(2) Board approval for the sales authorized in subsection
(1) of this section shall be granted by the board upon the condition that no more than twelve liters of beer and/or wine may
be sold to any one purchaser under a single ((€ittstt)) ~
occasion license.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 221, Resolution No. 230, filed 7/22/87)
WAC 314-16-240 ((Cless ~)) Beer and/or wine specialty shop licenses-Principal business sale of beer and
wine for off-premises consumption-Authorization for
selling or serving samples. (1) ((Clttss-B)) Licensees whose
business is primarily the sale of beer and/or wine at retail,
who desire authorization under RCW ((66.24.360))
66,24 370 to serve on their premises free or for a charge, single serving samples of two ounces or less must, prior to commencing such sales or service, obtain written approval from
the board.
(2) To demonstrate to the satisfaction of the board that
the((~)) licensee's primary business is and continues to
be the sale of beer and/ or wine at retail, the board may require
the licensee to make periodic reports concerning the licensee's sales and inventory. A ((Class E an6/er F)) licensee's
gross retail sales of beer and/ or wine, not to be consumed on
premises, must exceed fifty percent of all gross sales for the
entire business of said licensee in order to be considered by
the board as a business whose primary business is the sale of
beer and/ or wine.
(3) No more than one sample of any single brand and
type of beer and/or wine, and no more than four samples, may
be furnished or sold to a customer or patron during any one
visit to the licensed premises.
(4) The sampling privileges authorized by RCW
((66.24.360)) 66.24.370 as implemented by this section of the
rules are not to be a substitute for or an alternative to the onpremises consumption of beer and/or wine that is authorized
under RCW 66.24.170. 66.24.240 or 66.28.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85, Resolution No. 94, filed 10/28/81)
WAC 314-16-210 ((Cless H)) Spirits. beer and wine
restaurant license fees in unincorporated areas-Seasonal operations-Prorating fees. (1) The provisions of
RCW 66.24.420 (l)(c) which provide for prorated fees
according to the calendar quarters for ((Class H)) spirits. beer
and wine restaurant licensees outside of incorporated cities
and towns pertains to those ((Gass H)) spirits. beer and wine
restaurant licensees who have seasonal operations only.
(2) As required by RCW 66.24.010 (5)(c), ((Class H))
spirits. beer and wine restaurant licensees outside of incorporated cities and towns who operate on a year-round basis or
who are open for a period of time during each calendar quarter are required to submit a full year's fee.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-15-026,
filed 7/12/93, effective 8/12/93)
WAC 314-16-250 Retail sale of malt liquor in kegs.

(1) Licensees holding a ((Class A er B)) beer restaurant or
beer tavern license in combination with a ((tfftss-e)) off-pre-

mises beer and wine license may sell malt liquor in kegs or
other containers capable of holding four gallons or more of
liquid.
(2) Licensees holding a((~)) off-premises beer and
~license may sell malt liquor in kegs or other containers
capable of holding four gallons or more, but less than five and
one-half gallons of malt liquor.
(3) Any licensee who sells or offers for sale kegs or other •
containers holding four gallons or more of malt liquor to con- •
sumers for off-premises consumption who are not licensed
under chapter 66.24 RCW shall require the purchaser to:

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 85, Resolution No. 94, filed 10/28/81)
WAC 314-16-230 Authorization for sale of httr
and/or wine in unopened bottles for off-premises consumption under ((Cless J)) special occasion license. (1)
Authorization for the sale of unopened bottles and original
packages of beer and/or wine not to be consumed on the premises where sold, ((at an atltlitienal fee ef ten tlellars per
tlay;)) as authorized by RCW ((66.2:4.500)) 66.24.380, must
be applied for to the board at the time the society or organizaExpedited Adoption
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(a) Provide one piece of identification pursuant to RCW
.66.16.040.
(b) Sign a sworn statement, contained on the keg regis•
tration declaration and receipt form, under penalty of perjury
that:
(i) The purchaser is of legal age to purchase, possess, or
use malt liquor;
(ii) The purchaser will not allow any person under the
age of twenty-one years to consume the beverage except as
provided by RCW 66.44.270;
(iii) The purchaser will not remove, obliterate, or allow
to be removed or obliterated, the keg registration declaration
and receipt form affixed to the container.
(c) State the particular address where the malt liquor will
be consumed, or the particular address where the keg or other
container will be physically located.
(4) The keg registration declaration and receipt forms
shall be provided by the board to licensees holding a ((~
A-ef-B)) beer restaurant or beer tavern license in combination
with the ((ClftSs E)) off-premises beer and wine license. Licensees holding a ((Chtss B)) off-oremises beer and wine
license must purchase the keg registration declaration and
receipt forms from the board at the board's costs of providing
the forms. Forms will be sold to ((Ettts8-£.)) off-premises beer
and wine licensees upon receipt of a request and payment in
the form of a check or money order for the proper amount.
(5) The keg registration declaration and receipt form provided by the board must be properly completed for sales of
kegs for off-premises consumption.
(a) The form shall contain:
•
(i) The name and address of the purchaser.
•
(ii) The type and number of the identification presented
by the purchaser pursuant to RCW 66.16.040.
(iii) A sworn statement, signed by the purchaser under
penalty of perjury, that the purchaser is twenty-one years of
age or older; will not allow persons under twenty-one years
of age to consume the malt liquor purchased; and that the purchaser will not remove or obliterate the keg registration tag
affixed to the keg or allow its removal or obliteration.
(iv) The particular address where the malt liquor will be
consumed, and the date on which it will be consumed.
(b) Where the purchaser obtains more than one keg for
off-premises consumption at the same location and on the
same date, only one keg registration declaration and receipt
form must contain all required information. All other keg registration declaration and receipt forms for that particular
transaction must contain the registration number from the
fully completed form as a reference and be signed by the purchaser. Such keg registration declaration and receipt forms
which contain the reference number of a fully completed
form and have been signed by the purchaser constitute a valid
and properly completed keg registration and declaration
receipt.
(6) The seller shall comply with all provisions of the keg
registration law as codified in RCW 66.28.200, 66.28.210,
66.28.220, 66.28.230, and 66.28.240 including provisions
adopted in chapter 21, Laws of 1993.
•
(7) For the purpose of tracing the kegs and purchaser
•
responsibility it shall be the responsibility of the seller to
affix the properly completed and signed keg registration dee-
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laration and receipt form to all containers of four gallons or
more of malt liquor prior to the container leaving the premises of the seller.
(8) The licensee must retain a copy of the keg registration declaration and receipt, which shall be retained on the
licensed premises for a period of one year unless otherwise
authorized in writing by the board. The records shall be available for inspection and copying by any liquor enforcement
officer or other law enforcement officer.
(9) The keg registration declaration and receipt affixed to
the keg may serve as the purchaser's receipt.
(10) Kegs or other containers holding four gallons or
more of malt liquor shall be purchased for off-premises consumption only from an authorized retail source and shall, at
all times, have a properly completed keg registration declaration and receipt form affixed thereon when sold for off-premises consumption. Possession of a keg or other container
which holds four gallons or more of malt liquor, other than on
the seller's premises, without a properly completed keg registration and declaration form either affixed thereon or in possession of the person with the keg(s) shall be a violation of
this title.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 314-16-220

Class F licensees-Principal
business sale of wine for offpremises consumptionAuthorization for selling or
serving samples.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 268, Resolution No. 277, filed 10/25/88)
WAC 314-18-030 Applicants-Retail liquor licensees ineligible-Excepti ons. (1) Any person twenty-one
years of age or older, either for himself/herself or in a representative capacity on behalf of a society, organization, or
business entity, may apply for a banquet permit which authorizes the service and consumption of liquor at a specific place
upon a specific date.
(2) Retail liquor licensees are NOT eligible to apply for
banquet permits for events to be held at, in, or upon such licensee's premises: Provided, however, That the licensee's
ineligibility will not apply:
(a) When the application is by an established organization of members or auxiliary within a licensed club;
(b) Where grand openings, or special openings following
new construction or substantial alterations, or when conventions are to be held on the licensed premises;
(c) Where special occasions such as employee Christmas
parties, business anniversaries, etc. are held on the licensed
premises;
(d) For functions held at locations other than the licensed
premises.
[ 19]
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(3) Banquet permits may be issued to qualified applicants for private functions on a chartered bus, chartered boat,
chartered plane, or a chartered passenger car on a train.
(4) A banquet permit is not required for:
(a) Spirit. beer ((6f)) and wine sampling conducted in
accordance with RCW 66.28.040 as implemented by chapter
314-64 WAC.
(b) Beer or wine provided by a brewery, winery, or
((whelesaler)) distributor as part of a course of instruction for
liquor licensees and/or their employees pursuant to RCW
66.28.150.
(5) The board interprets and will apply the relevant portions of the Liquor Act (RCW 66.20.010, 66.04.010(23),
66.04.010(26), 66.24.480, 66.24.481, and 66.44.100), reading them in pari materia, as not requiring a banquet permit to
be obtained by an individual for a function when that individual is not acting with a business purpose or on behalf of an
organization or business entity, where each of the following
conditions are met:
(a) The function to be held by the individual is of a personal, noncommercial type which would normally be held in
the individual's private home but for space considerations.
Examples being a birthday party, wedding reception, bar
mitzvah, etc. In lieu of holding the function in his or her
home, the individual has arranged for use of a facility which
is to be closed off from the public during the function and
which is not on any licensed premises.
(b) The function is hosted by the individual personally.
That is, there is no charge in any manner whatsoever for
attendance, whether by admission charge, donation, dues,
fees, or otherwise, and there is no charge in any manner whatsoever for anything provided at the function (i.e., mixer, setups, ice, food, hors d'oeuvres, etc.).
(c) That there is no business purpose for the function and
that no pecuniary gain is intended or realized by the individual from the holding of the function.
(d) That those persons attending the function are the personal invitees of the individual holding it.

(c) Commercial parks (privately owned and operated):
Store and agency managers may issue banquet permits fort
use in such commercial parks even though the event is to be
held partly or wholly out-of-doors.
(d) All other outdoor areas: Issuance is conditioned
upon approval of the area liquor enforcement officer.
(4) Where the application is for a banquet permit for an
event to be held on a college or university campus or upon the
premises of an elementary or high school, public or private;
permits will be issued provided that approval, in writing, by
an appropriate official of the college, university, elementary,
or high school is furnished with the application.
(5) When the application is for a banquet permit for an
event to be held in or at a state armory used for military purposes, permits will be issued provided that approval, in writing, by the adjutant general or his/her designee is furnished
by the applicant to the board and to the chief of police of the
incorporated city or town in which the armory is located or to
the county sheriff if the armory is located outside the boundaries of incorporated cities or towns.
(6) Banquet permits will not be issued for use at premises that have a license issued by the board that is or will be
suspended on the date of the scheduled banquet.
(7) The event for which the banquet permit application is
made cannot be open to the public through general admission
ticket sales.
(8) The event for which the banquet permit application is
made cannot be open to the public or advertised to the public.
(9) Approval of the area enforcement officer is required t
for banquet permits intended for use in the cocktail lounge
facilities or tap rooms of ((Class A, C, D, er H lieensefl pre
fflises, ineh1fling)) hotels, restaurants, and clubs, unless the
entire premises under the control of the licensee is devoted to
the banquet, and then only if all licensee liquor is removed
from view and securely isolated.
(10) Where the application is for a banquet permit for an
event to be held on a vessel under the jurisdiction of the
Washington state ferry system; permits will be issued provided that approval, in writing, by an appropriate official of
the Washington state ferry system is furnished with the application.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 183, Resolution No. 192, filed 4/22/86)
WAC 314-18-040 Issuance fee-Restrictions. (1)
Banquet permits may be issued by the board's stores and
agencies to qualified applicants on forms provided by the
board; the fee for each banquet permit will be ten dollars.
(2) Except for outdoor areas, banquet permits will only
be issued for use at premises that are or can be arranged so
that the general public can be excluded therefrom.
(3) Where the application is for a banquet to be held
either partially or wholly out-of-doors, the following restrictions will apply:
(a) State parks: State parks are exempt from the Jaw
requiring a license or permit to consume liquor in a public
place (RCW 66.04.011). Banquet permits shall not be issued
for the service and consumption of liquor in state parks.
(b) City and county parks: Applicants will be issued
banquet permits only upon presentation of written approval
from the appropriate local authority for the banquet applied
for.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-01-080,
filed 12/16/91, effective 1/16/92)

WAC 314-18-060 Liquor to be served and consumed-Restrictions. (1) ((Class II)) Spirit. beer and wine
restaurant discount liquor cannot be sold, served, or consumed under or by authority of a banquet permit. Liquor to be
served will be purchased from an authorized retail source
only.
(2) Licensees and/or commercial caterers shall not pay
for or advance the moneys to purchase the liquor for the event
for which the banquet permit application has been made, but
they may transport the prepaid liquor purchased by the applicant to whom the banquet permit was issued.
•
(3) No banquet permittee may buy or accept delivery o f .
liquor from any manufacturer, brewer, (( 11 heleslller)) ~
utor, distiller, winery, importer, or agent thereof.
[ 20]
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(4) It is not necessary for a banquet permit applicant to
~~rchase liquor at the time the permit is issued, and individupis attending a banquet function may bring their own liquor.

•
•

•
•

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amendin g Order 55, filed
5/31177)
WAC 314-20-00 5 Applicati on procedur e-Beer
((wltelesel e•'s)) distributo r's or importer's license. Any
person making application for a new beer (( nhalesaler 's))
distributor's or importer's license shall submit to the board, as
a condition precedent to the board considering the application, such information as may be requested by the board and
shall additionally submit a written commitment from a manufacturer or importer that the product the applicant proposes
to distribute is available to him should a license be issued.
The decision as to whether a license will or will not be
issued in a particular case is, pursuant to RCW 66.24.010, a
matter of board discretion. The submission of the above
information and written commitment shall not be construed
as creating a vested right in the applicant to have a license
·
issued.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 138, Resolution No. 147, filed 4/11/84)
WAC 314-20-010 Brewers- lmporters -((Whele sel

ePS)) Distrjbuto rs-Month ly reports-T ax refund proce-

dures. (1) The holders of licenses to manufactu re malt
liquors within the state of Washington and holders of certificates of approval and importers who import malt liquors
manufactu red outside the United States must at all times
when said licenses or certificates of approval are in force
have in effect and on file with the board a bond executed by
any surety authorized to do business in the state of Washington, in form and amount acceptable to the board, which bond
shall be payable to the Washington state liquor control board
and conditioned that such licensee or holder of certificate of
approval will pay to the board the tax levied by virtue of
RCW 66.24.290 (section 24 of the Washington State Liquor
Act).
(2) Every person, firm or corporation holding a license to
manufactu re malt liquors within the state of Washingto n
shall, in addition to the statement required to be made by
RCW 66.24.280 (section 23F(l) of the Washingto n State
Liquor Act), on or before the twentieth day of each month
make a report to the board upon forms furnished by the board,
of all sales of beer in and out of the state during the preceding
calendar month, and shall at the same time pay to the board
the tax due thereon including beer furnished as samples to
authorized licensees for the purpose of negotiating a sale as
provided in RCW 66.28.040.
(3) Every person, firm or corporation holding a license to
import beer into the state of Washington shall make a report
to the board, upon forms furnished by the board, on or before
the twentieth day of each month of all beer imported into the
state during the preceding calendar month, and shall at the
same time pay to the board the tax due thereon: Provided,
however, That said tax shall be paid on behalf of the importer
of such beer by the holders of certificates of approval at the
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time that said holders of certificates of approval furnish to the
board the report required under RCW 66.24.270 and WAC
314-20-170: Provided further, That the report method of
payment of tax shall be exclusive of any other method. In the
event beer has been imported into the state of Washington
upon which the tax has not been paid, or payment arranged as
herein provided, the beer importer shall pay the tax due
thereon including beer received and/or furnished as samples
to authorized licensees for the purpose of negotiating a sale as
provided in RCW 66.28.040.
(4) Failure to make such report or pay said tax at the time
prescribed will be sufficient ground for the board to forthwith
suspend or cancel the license privilege of the delinquent
brewer or importer or the certificate of approval of the brewer
located outside the state of Washington. A two percent penalty per month, or portion of a month, will be assessed on any
tax payments postmarked after the twentieth day following
the month of sale. In addition, in case of any such delinquency, the board shall immediately give notice to the surety
on such brewer's, importer's or certificate of approval holder's
bond and shall take such action as is thereafter deemed necessary by the board to collect any of said tax which it finds is
due.
(5) In consideration of the foregoing requirements, revenue stamps evidencing payment of said tax shall not be used
on any package containing beer manufactured by brewers
within the state or imported into the state by a beer importer,
nor shall it be required that "in transit" stamps be affixed to
packages containing any beer manufactured in the state of
Washington when the same is exported directly to a point
outside the geographical confines of the state by such manufacturers. Neither shall it be required that "in transit" stamps
be affixed to packages of beer being shipped in interstate
commerce from one point outside this state, through this
state, to another point outside the geographical confines of
this state. In the case of beer manufactured by a brewer within
the state or imported into the state of Washington by a beer
importer and either sold to beer ((whelesalers)) distributors
for export from the state or exported directly by the importer,
such manufacturer or importer must either pay the tax on beer
so sold or affix "in transit" stamps, if not previously affixed,
to all packages containing such beer, as provided in WAC
314-20-040(1).
(6) Beer (( n·halesalers)) distributors or beer importers
who export beer to a point outside the geographical confines
of the state of Washington upon which the tax imposed by
RCW 66.24.290 has been paid may claim a refund or tax
credit of said tax on forms prescribed and furnished by the
board. For the purpose of this regulation, beer sold and delivered to interstate ((eammereiel)) common ((passe1tger)) carriers holding licenses pursuant to chapter 245, Laws of 1975
1st ex. sess., or for use within the confines of any military reservation over which the state does not exercise jurisdiction
shall be considered exported from the state. Such tax shall not
be paid on beer being shipped in interstate commerce from a
point outside this state directly through the state to another
point outside the geographical confines of this state .
(7) The board may make other arrangements for reporting and payment of tax where an in-state licensee purchases
beer from within and/or without the state of Washington pri[ 21]
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marily for export from the state. Such arrangements would be
on an individual basis and would be for the purpose of simplifying the reporting and accounting requirements.
AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-11-028,
filed 5/10/93, effective 6/10/93)
WAC 314-20-015 Licensed brewers-Retail sales of
beer on brewery premises-Beer served without charge
on premises-((Chtss II)) Spirit. beer and wjpe restaurant
operation. ( 1) A licensed brewer holding a proper retail
license, pursuant to chapter 66.24 RCW, may sell beer of its
own production at retail on the brewery premises: Provided,
That beer so sold at retail shall be subject to the tax and penalty for late payment, if any, as imposed by RCW 66.24.290,
and to reporting and bonding requirements as prescribed in
RCW 66.28.010 and WAC 314-20-010.
(2) In selling beer at retail, as provided in subsection (1)
of this regulation, a brewer shall conduct such operation in
conformity with the statutes and regulations applicable to
holders of such beer retailers' licenses. The brewer shall
maintain records of such retail operation separate from other
brewery records.
(3) Upon written authorization of the board, pursuant to
RCW 66.04.011, beer of a licensed brewer's own production
may be consumed in designated parks and picnic areas adjacent to and held by the same ownership as the licensed
brewer.
(4) A licensed brewer or a lessee of a licensed brewer
operating a ((Class H)) spirit. beer and wine restaurant,
licensed pursuant to RCW 66.28.010, shall conduct such
operation in conformity with the statutes and regulations
which apply to holders of such ((Class II)) spirit. beer and
wine restaurant licenses.
(5) A brewer may serve its own beer and beer not of its
own production without charge on the brewery premises, as
authorized by RCW 66.28.040. Such beer served without
charge as provided herein is not subject to the tax imposed by
RCW 66.24.290.
(6) No retail license or fee is required for the holder of a
brewer's license to serve beer without charge on the brewery
premises as set forth in subsection (5) of this regulation.
Before exercising this privilege, however, such brewer shall
obtain approval of the proposed service area and facilities
from the board. Such brewer shall maintain a separate record
of all beer so served.
(7) A brewery is required to obtain the appropriate retail
license to sell beer, wine, or spirits on the brewery premises
that is not of its own production.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-03-109,
filed 1/21/92, effective 2/21/92)
WAC 314-20-020 Beer labels-Certificate of label
approval required-Labels to be submitted. (1) Every bottle or can containing beer intended for sale in the state of
Washington shall bear a label in compliance with RCW
66.28.120. No beer shall be imported or sold within the state
of Washington until the licensed brewery, or certificate of
Expedited Adoption
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approval holder, shall have obtained from the board a certificate of label approval for such beer.
•
(2) A request for certificate of label approval must be •
submitted on a form prescribed by the board which is one
copy of the federal certificate of label approval for such beer,
issued by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms,
U.S. Treasury Department.
(3) Any change in label or product which requires reissuance of federal certificate of label approval, must also be submitted to the board, in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this regulation.
(4) No label shall be used that is misleading.
(5) Every producer, importer, or ((whelesaler)) distribumr of beer shall, upon request of the board or its authorized
representative, furnish without cost to the board, samples of
any brand of beer upon its premises for the purpose of analysis in order to determine whether the beer conforms to commercial standards.
(6) No label will be approved which is designed to be
especially appealing to children or other persons under legal
age to consume. Persons who appear to be under legal age to
consume may be depicted on a label when, in the discretion
of the board, the depiction is dignified and does not promote
illegal consumption of liquor.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-10-070,
filed 5/3/93, effective 6/3/93)
WAC 314-20-030 Packages-Classification. (1) No
manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) distributor or importer shall sell
beer for use in the state of Washington in any packages or
containers differing in sizes and case quantities from the
manufacturer's original packages.
(2) Net contents-Packaged beer. Net contents shall be
stated in a clearly legible manner on the label in fluid ounces
or as follows:
(a) If less than 1 pint, in fluid ounces, or fractions of a
pint;
(b) If 1 pint, 1 quart, or 1 gallon, the net contents shall be
so stated;
(c) If more than 1 pint, but less than 1 quart, the net contents shall be stated in fractions of a quart, or in pints and
fluid ounces;
(d) If more than 1 quart, but less than 1 gallon, the net
contents shall be stated in fractions of a gallon, or in quarts,
pints, and fluid ounces;
(e) If more than 1 gallon, the net contents shall be stated
in gallons and fractions thereof;
(f) The net contents need not be stated on any label if the
net contents are displayed by having the same blown,
branded, or burned in the container in letters or figures in
such manner as to be plainly legible under ordinary circumstances and such statement is not obscured in any manner in
whole or in part.
(3) Container size limitations-Barrels. Whole barrels
(31 gallons), 1/2 barrels (15.5 gallons), 1/4 barrels (7 .75 gallons), 1/6 barrels (5.16 gallons). Packaged beer-Maximum
capacity for individual containers, 170 fluid ounces: Provided, however, That the board may, in its discretion, authorize other container and/ or barrel size packages which have
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been approved for marketing within the United States by the
~ureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, United States
.,1_reasury Department: Provided further, That the board may,
in its discretion, authorize a brewery with ((Class H)) spirit.
beer and wine restaurant privileges to dispense beer directly
from conditioning tanks/vessels to the ((Class H)) spirit. beer
and wine restaurant area provided the taxes have been paid
prior to dispensing.
(4) The net contents of individual containers shall be
stated on the outside of any multicontainer package where the
individual container label or bottle size is not visible to the
consumer at the point of purchase.
(5) Gift packages. A beer importer or beer wholesaler
may prepare and sell "gift packages" consisting of containers
of beer differing in case quantities from the manufacturer's
original case capacities provided the tax has been paid on the
previously purchased beer in accordance with RCW
66.24.290 and provided written approval by the board has
been obtained.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 229, Resolution No. 238, filed 9/29/87)

•
•

•

WAC 314-20-050 Beer ((whelesaler s)) djstrjbutors -Importers- Brewers-R ecords-Pre servation. ( 1) Beer
((whelesalers)) distributors must keep beer accounts separate
and independent from other accounts and maintain proper
records in a form approved by the board, showing all transactions in beer, and must in case of beer exported or beer sold,
transferred or shipped to another ((whelesaler)) distributor,
preserve all bills of lading or other evidence of shipment for
a period of two years after such exportation, and must in the
case of sales to retailers preserve all sales slips and keep the
same on file in the office of the wholesaler for at least two
years after each sale.
(2) Each brewery, beer ((" helesaler)) distributor, and
beer importer may maintain microfilm records containing
reproductions (including microfiche) of any record, document, or report if first approved by the board. Request for
approval shall be directed to the financial division of the
Washington state liquor control board and must include the
following information:
(a) Records proposed to be reproduced.
(b) Reproduction process.
(c) Manner of preserving the reproduction.
(d) Facilities provided for examining or viewing such
reproduction.
If the request is approved, the licensee shall provide for
viewing, and reproduction of such records the
examining,
the
same as if they were the original records.
(3) If the brewery, beer (( •l'helesttler)) distributor. or beer
importer keeps records within an automated data processing
(ADP) system, the system must include a method for producing legible records that will provide the same information
required of that type of record within this section. The ADP
system is acceptable if it complies with the following guidelines:
(a) Provides an audit trail so that details (invoices and
vouchers) underlying the summary accounting data may be
identified and made available upon request.
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(b) Provides the opportunity to trace any transaction
back to the original source or forward to a final total. If printouts of transactions are not made when they are processed,
the system must have the ability to reconstruct these transactions.
(c) Has available a full description of the ADP portion of
the accounting system. This should show the applications
being performed, the procedures employed in each application, and the controls used to ensure accurate and reliable
processing.
(4) The provisions contained in subsections (2) and (3)
of this section do not eliminate the requirement to maintain
source documents, but they do allow the source documents to
be maintained in some other location.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Rule 45, filed
6/13/63)
WAC 314-20-060 Beer ((wheleseler s)) distributors
and importers- Reports-St amps. All beer ((whelesal
effl)) distributors and beer importers who during any month
have received, handled or had on hand at the end of such
month any beer imported into the state of Washington by
them with beer "in transit" stamps only affixed to the package
or container upon which the tax has not been paid, shall, on or
before the tenth day of the succeeding month, furnish to the
board a report, upon forms prescribed or furnished by the
board, showing the disposition of all tax free beer, and if
exported from the state, the name and address of the person to
whom exported. Such report shall also show the number,
brand or trade name, type and size of all packages and containers, respectively.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-10-092,
filed 5/4/93, effective 6/4/93)
WAC 314-20-070 Claims for defective keg beerReplacemen t of overaged packaged beer-Proce dures.
(1) In the case of beer in barrels, beer which is not in salable
condition due to defective beer or a defective container may
be returned by the retailer to the beer ((" helesaler)) distributor for a claim adjustment. The brewer or supplier may rr.~ke
a credit adjustment to the ((whelesaler)) distributor for such
claim;
(2) No claim adjustment shall be accepted unless the
same shall be made by the retailer within ten days after the
defect in the beer or container has been discovered;
(3) All documentary evidence relating to the claim shall
be preserved by the retailer, beer ((whelesaler)) distributor,
brewer, or beer importer for two years after the date of the
claim;
(4) No brewer, beer ((whelesaleF)) distributor, or beer
importer shall allow, or shall any retailer make claim for
adjustment for defective keg beer unless the container or the
beer is in fact defective;
(5) In the case of package beer, other than beer in barrels,
beer which is not in a salable condition or overaged may be
returned by a retail licensee to the beer ((whelesaler)) di.sll:ilc
Y.tor from whom the beer was purchased, provided it is immediately replaced by the beer ((whelesaler)) distributor with an
[ 23]
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identical quantity, type and brand of beer: Provided further, That if the brand of beer is not presently in the beer
((whelesaler's)) distributor's stock and is not available to the
((whelesaler)) distributor in the immediate future, a cash
refund may be made to the retail licensee;
(6) Beer different from that ordered which has been
delivered in error to a retail licensee may be returned to a beer
((whelesaler)) distributor and either replaced with that beer
which was ordered or a cash refund may be made: Provided,
That the error in delivery shall be discovered and corrected
within eight days of the date the delivery was made;
(7) ((Whelesalers)) Distributors who replace unsalable
or overaged packaged beer as provided in subsection (5) of
this section, shall maintain complete records of all such transactions, with such records to be readily available for inspection by authorized employees of the board;
(8) Salable or unsalable beer may be returned by a retail
licensee or by a governmental agency who has seized the
same to the beer ((whelesaler)) distributor selling such beer
in the event the retailer goes out of the business of selling
beer at retail, and in such case a cash refund may be made
upon return of the beer, provided that consent of the board is
first had and obtained;
(9) Except as provided herein, no other adjustment, by
way of cash refund or otherwise, shall be made by the beer
((whelesaler)) distributor, brewer or beer importer.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule 4 7, filed
6/13/63)
WAC 314-20-080 Sales to vessels. (1) Tax paid beer
may be sold direct by beer ((whelesalers)) distributors to:
(a) Vessels engaged in foreign commerce and operating
on regular schedules.
(b) Vessels engaged in interstate commerce and operating on regular schedules.
(c) Vessels commonly known as "tramps," engaged in
interstate and/or foreign commerce but not operating on regular schedules and taking cargo when and where it offers and
to any port.
(2) Beer may not be sold direct by beer ((whelesalers))
distributors to any other class of boat or vessel unless the boat
or vessel is in possession of a proper retail license.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 270, Resolution No. 279, filed 11/22/88)
WAC 314-20-090 Cash sales. No beer ((whelesaler))
distributor nor brewer or beer importer holding a beer
((whelesaler's)) distributor's license shall sell or deliver beer
to any retailer except for cash paid at the time of the delivery
thereof: Provided, That cash may be paid prior to the delivery of beer sold to any retailer. Failure by licensees to keep
accurate accounting records which result in the extension of
credit, in violation of RCW 66.28.010 through the use of a
prior cash deposit which is overextended may result in
administrative action being taken against the liquor license.
Expedited Adoption
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 173, Resolution No. 182, filed 8/5/86)
WAC 314-20-100 Beer (('J!helesale)) djstrjbutor
price posting. (1) Every beer ((whelesaler)) distributor shall
file with the board at its office in Olympia a price posting
showing the ((whelesale)) distributor prices at which any and
all brands of beer sold by such beer ((whelesaler)) distributor
shall be sold to retailers within the state.
(2) All price postings must be received by the board not
later than the tenth day of the month, and if approved will
become effective on the first day of the calendar month following the date of such filing. An additional period, not to
exceed five days will be allowed for revision of such posting
to correct errors, omissions, or to meet competitive prices
filed during the current posting period, but a revised posting
must be on file at the board office by not later than the fifteenth day of the month in order to become effective on the
first day of the next calendar month: Provided, That the
board may in individual cases, for good cause shown, extend
the date on which the filings required by the rules are to be
received by the board.
When any price posting to be filed with the board under
the provisions of this rule has been deposited in the United
States mail addressed to the board, it shall be deemed filed or
received on the date shown by the post office cancellation
mark on the envelope containing it or on the date it was
mailed if proof satisfactory to the board establishes that the
actual mailing occurred on an earlier date.
(3) Filing date exception-Wheneve r the tenth day of the
month falls on Saturday, Sunday or a legal holiday, an original price posting may be filed not later than the close of business the next business day.
(4) In the event that a beer ((whelesaler)) distributor
determines to make no changes in any items or prices listed in
the last filed and approved schedule, such prices listed in the
schedule previously filed and in effect, shall remain in effect
for each succeeding posting period until a revised or
amended schedule is filed and approved, as provided herein.
Provision for filing of temporary price reductions-In
the event a beer ((11heles11:ler)) distributor elects to file postings listing selected items on which prices are temporarily
reduced for one posting period only, such filing shall be made
on special forms provided for such purpose and clearly reflect
all items, the selling price thereof, and the posting period for
which the price reductions will be in effect. At the expiration
of the posting period during which such reductions were
effective the special filing will become void and the last regularly filed and effective price schedule shall again become
effective until subsequently amended pursuant to regular filing dates.
(5) Each price posting shall be made on a form prepared
and furnished by the board or a reasonable facsimile thereof,
and shall set forth:
(a) All brands, types, packages and containers of beer
offered for sale by such beer ((whelesaler)) distributor.
(b) The wholesale prices thereof to retail licensees,
including allowances, if any, for returned empty containers.
(6) No beer ((whelesaler)) distributor shall sell or offer
to sell any package or container of beer to any retail licensee
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(b) Beer sold as provided herein shall be delivered by
such ((whelesaler)) distributor or his authorized employee
either to such retailer's licensed premises or directly to such
retailer at the ((whelesaler's)) distributor's licensed premises:
Provided, however, That a ((whelesaler's)) distributor's
prices to retail licensees shall be the same at both such places
of delivery.
(13) When a new beer ((whelesaler's)) distributor's
license is issued by the board, the holder thereof may file an
initial price schedule and request that such posting be placed
into effect immediately. The board may grant such approval,
providing that such posting is in compliance with all other
applicable regulatory requirements, and that contracts and
memoranda are on file, in accordance with WAC 314-20105.

at a price differing from the price for such package or con,:l:~r as shown in the price posting filed by the beer ((whele)) distributor and then in effect.
(7) Quantity discounts are prohibited. No price shall be
posted which is below acquisition cost plus ten percent of
acquisition cost.
(8) Wholesale prices on a "close-out" item shall be
accepted by the board if the item to be discontinued has been
listed on the state market for a period of at least six months,
and upon the further condition that the ((whelesaler)) distrib.IU.Q.[ who posts such a close-out price shall not restock the
item for a period of one year following the first effective date
of such close-out price.
(9) If an existing written contract or memorandum of
oral agreement between a licensed brewer, certificate of
approval holder, beer importer or beer ((whelesaler)) distrib.IU.Q.[ and a beer ((whelesaler)) distributor, on file in accordance with WAC 314-20-105, is terminated by either party,
and a new written contract or memorandum of oral agreement
is made by such a supplier with another beer ((whelesaler))
distributor in the affected trade area, the board, after receiving such new contract or memorandum of oral agreement and
a corresponding wholesale price posting from the newly-designated beer ((whelesaler)) distributor, may put such filings
into effect immediately: Provided, That prices and other conditions of such filings which are in effect at the time of such
termination shall not be changed until subsequent filings are
submitted to the board and become effective under regulatory
procedures set forth in other subsections of this regulation
.and WAC 314-20-105.
(10) The board may reject any price posting which it
•
deems to be in violation of this or any other regulation or portion thereof which would tend to disrupt the orderly sale and
distribution of beer. Whenever the board shall reject any
posting the licensee submitting said posting may be heard by
the board and shall have the burden of showing that said posting is not in violation of regulation and/ or does not tend to
disrupt the orderly sale and distribution of beer. Thereupon if
said posting is accepted it shall become effective at the time
fixed by the board. If said posting is rejected, the last effective posting shall remain in effect until such time as an
amended posting is filed and approved, in accordance with
the provisions of this regulation.
(11) All price postings filed as required by this regulation shall at all times be open to inspection to all trade buyers
within the state of Washington and shall not within any sense
be considered confidential.
(12) Any beer ((tJthelesaler)) distributor or employee
authorized by his ((whelesaler)) distributor-employer may
sell beer at the ((whelesaler's)) distributor's posted prices to
any ((CIB:'Js A, B, D, B, H, er G)) authorized retail licensee
upon presentation to such ((nhelesaler)) distributor or
employee at the time of purchase of a special permit issued
by the board to such licensee.
(a) Every Class ((A, B, D, B, H, er G)) authorized retail
licensee upon purchasing any beer from a ((whelesaler)) dis.:
• trilmtm:, shall immediately cause such beer to be delivered to
• his licensed premises, and he shall not thereafter permit such
beer to be disposed of in any manner except as authorized by
his license.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 207, Resolution No. 216, filed 1219/86)
WAC 314-20-105 Beer suppliers' price filings, contracts and memoranda. (1) Every licensed brewer shall file
with the board at its office in Olympia a copy of every written
contract and a memorandum of every oral agreement which
such brewer may have with any beer ((whelesaler)) distributor, which contracts or memoranda shall contain a schedule
of prices charged to ((whelesalers)) distributors for all items,
all terms of sale, including all regular and special discounts;
all advertising, sales and trade allowances and incentive programs; all commissions, bonuses or gifts and any and all
other discounts or allowances. Whenever changed or modified such revised contracts or memoranda shall forthwith be
filed with the board as provided in this regulation.
Each price schedule shall be made on a form prepared
and furnished by the board, or a reasonable facsimile thereof,
and shall set forth all brands, types, packages and containers
of beer offered for sale by such licensed brewer; all additional
information required may be filed as a supplement to said
price schedule forms.
(2) Filing date-All written contracts and memoranda of
oral agreements must be received by the board not later than
the twenty-fifth day of the month, and if approved will
become effective on the first day of the second calendar
month following the date of such filing. An additional period
will be allowed for revision of such filings to correct errors
and omissions, or to meet competitive prices, filed during the
current posting period, but a revised contract or memorandum of oral agreement must be on file with the board not later
than the first day of the month in order to become effective on
the first day of the following month: Provided, That the
board may in ind.ividual cases, for good cause shown, extend
the date on which the filings required by the rules are to be
received by the board.
(a) When any price posting to be filed with the board
under the provisions of this rule has been deposited in the
United States mail addressed to the board, it shall be deemed
filed or received on the date shown by the post office cancellation mark on the envelope containing it, or on the date it
was mailed if proof satisfactory to the board establishes that
the actual mailing occurred on an earlier date.
[ 25
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(b) Exceptions for changes in ((whelesalers)) distributors and newly licensed ((whelesalers)) distributors are set
forth in WAC 314-20-100 (9) and (13).
(3) Filing date exception-Wheneve r the twenty-fifth
day of the month falls on Saturday, Sunday, or a legal holiday, an original contract or memorandum of oral agreement
may be filed not later than the close of business the next business day.
(4) In the event that a brewer determines to make no
changes in any items or prices listed in the last filed and
approved schedule, such prices listed in the schedule previously filed and in effect, shall remain in effect for each succeeding posting period until a revised or amended schedule is
filed and approved, as provided herein.
Provision for filing of temporary price reductions-In
the event a licensed brewer elects to file postings listing
selected items on which prices are temporarily reduced for a
period of one posting period only, such filing shall be made
on special forms provided for such purpose and clearly reflect
all items, the selling price thereof, and the posting period for
which the price reductions will be in effect. At the expiration
of the posting period during which such reductions were
effective the special filing will become void and the last regularly filed and effective price schedule shall again become
effective until subsequently amended pursuant to regular filing dates.
(5) Prices filed by a licensed brewer shall be uniform
prices to all ((whelesalers)) distributors on a statewide basis
less bona fide allowances for freight differentials. Quantity
discounts are prohibited. No price shall be filed which is
below acquisition cost plus ten percent of acquisition cost:
Provided, That acquisition cost plus ten percent of acquisition
cost shall not apply to sales of beer between a beer importer
who sells beer to another beer importer or to a beer ((wflelesalef)) distributor, or to a beer ((whelesaler)) distributor who
sells beer to another beer ((whelesaler)) distributor.
(6) No licensed brewer shall sell or offer to sell any beer
to any persons whatsoever in this state until copies of such
written contracts or memoranda of such oral agreements are
on file with the board.
(7) No licensed brewer shall sell or offer to sell any package or container of beer to any ((whelesaler)) distributor at a
price differing from the price for such package or container as
shown in the schedule of prices filed by the brewer and then
in effect.
(8) The provisions set forth in the foregoing subsections
of this regulation shall also apply to written contracts and
memoranda of oral agreements which must be filed with the
board by every certificate of approval holder who sells beer
to a beer importer, every beer importer who sells beer to
another beer importer or to a beer ((whelesaler)) distributor,
and every beer ((whelesaler)) distributor who sells beer to
another beer ((whelesaler)) distributor: Provided, That the
provisions of this subsection shall not apply, and filings will
not be required in the instance of beer ((·o·helesalers)) distrib.u.tw:s. making accommodation sales to other beer ((whelesal
er!t)) distributors when such sales are made at a selling price
not to exceed the laid-in cost of the beer being sold. Accommodation sales may only be made when the ((whelesaler))
distributor purchasing the beer is an authorized purchaser of
Expedited Adoption
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the brand and product being sold, having been designated as
an authorized purchaser by the manufacturer or importer o f t
the product being sold, as demonstrated by an existing contract or memoranda on file and in effect under the provisions
of this rule.
(9) Holders of certificates of approval may ship beer into
this state when the beer has been sold and consigned to the
holder of a beer importer's license at his licensed premises.
The bill of lading covering such consignment shall not be
changed or the beer diverted unless such diversion is to
another beer importer, and the board so notified immediately.
(10) The board may reject any supplier's price filing,
contract or memorandum of oral agreement or portion thereof
which it deems to be in violation of this or any other regulation or which would tend to disrupt the orderly sale and distribution of beer. Whenever the board shall reject any such
price filing, contract or memorandum the licensee submitting
said price filing, contract or memorandum may be heard by
the board and shall have the burden of showing that the said
price filing, contract or memorandum is not in violation of
regulation and/or does not tend to disrupt the orderly sale and
distribution of beer. Thereupon if said price filing, contract or
memorandum is accepted it shall become effective at a time
fixed by the board. If said price filing, contract or memorandum or portion thereof is rejected, the last effective price filing, contract or memorandum shall remain in effect until such
time as an amended price filing, contract or memorandum is
filed and approved, in accordance with the provisions of this
regulation.
(11) All prices, contracts and memoranda filed as •
required by this regulation shall at all times be open to •
inspection to all trade buyers within the state of Washington
and shall not in any sense be considered confidential.
REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 314-22-010

Nonretail licenses-License
designations.

Chapter 314-24 WAC
DOMESTIC WINERIES AND DOMESTIC WINE
((WIIOLES!.. LEllS)) DISTRIBUTORS
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 5, filed
8nt69, effective 9/8/69)
WAC 314-24-006 Substandard wines prohibited.
Application of this regulation. The production, importation or
sale of, wine, which fails to conform to the standards prescribed in regulation (57) hereof, or of any wine fermented
from raisins, dried fruits, or dried berries, or of any imitation
or substandard wine as hereinafter defined, is hereby prohibited.
(1) Imitation wine shall include:
(a) Any wine containing synthetic materials;
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(b) Any wine made from a mixture of water with resi.dues remaining after thorough pressing of grapes, fruit or
• other agricultural pr,oducts;
(c) Any class or type of wine, the taste, aroma, color or
other characteristics of which have been acquired in whole or
in part by treatment with methods or materials of any kind, if
the taste, aroma, color or other characteristics of normal
wines of such class or type are acquired without such treatment; or
(d) Any wine made from "must" concentrated at any
time to more than 80 degrees (balling).
(2) Substandard wine shall include:
(a) Any wine having a volatile acidity in excess of the
maximum prescribed therefor in these regulations;
(b) Any wine for which no maximum volatile acidity is
prescribed in these regulations having a volatile acidity, calculated as acetic acid and exclusive of sulphur dioxide, in
excess of 0.14 gram per 100 cubic centimeters (20 degrees

•
•

t

. C.);

(c) Any wine for which a standard of identity is prescribed in these regulations which, through disease, decomposition, or otherwise, fails to have the composition, color,
and clean vinous taste and aroma of normal wines conforming to such standard; or
(d) Wine of any class or type containing added water, or
sugar and water solution, in excess of the quantities expressly
authorized for standard wine made from the same kind or
kinds of materials as prescribed in regulation (57).
(3) Coined names:
(a) The sale in this state of wines, identified on labels or
in advertisements by a type of brand designation which
implies mixtures of wines for which standards of identity are
established in these regulations, or which identifying type or
brand designation resembles an established wine type name
such as Angelica, Madeira, Muscatel, Port, White Port,
Sherry, Tokay, Sauterne, Claret, Burgundy, etc., is hereby
prohibited.
(b) The sale in this state of wine or combinations of wine
and other alcoholic beverages which contain on the label
statements such as whiskey wine, rum and wine, gin and
wine, beer and wine, etc., or simulations of such combinations, is hereby prohibited.
(4) Containers:
(a) The sale of wine in any container originally designed
for a product other than wine or in any container the design or
shape of which would tend to mislead the consumer as to the
nature of the contents, is hereby prohibited.
(b) The sale of wine in containers which have blown,
branded or burned therein the name or other distinguishing
mark of any person engaged in business as a wine producer,
importer, (( 11helesaler)) distributor, or bottler or any other
person different from the person whose name is required to
appear on the brand label, is hereby prohibited.
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certificate of approval holder, or domestic winery, or United
States importer of foreign wine, shall have obtained from the
board a certificate of label approval for such wine.
(1) A request for certificate of label approval must be
submitted to the board on forms prescribed by the board,
together with the following:
(a) Two labels of the brand and type for which approval
is requested for wines under seven percent alcohol by volume; and
(b) One copy of the federal certificate of label approval
for such wine which has been issued by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, U.S. Treasury Department.
(2) Any change in label or product which requires reissuance of federal approval under the provisions of 27 CFR Part
4, must also be submitted to the board in accordance with the
foregoing provisions of this regulation.
(3) Every producer, importer, bottler, or ((whelesaler))
distributor of wine shall, upon request of the board or its
authorized representative, furnish without cost to the board,
samples of any brand of wine upon its premises for the purpose of analysis in order to determine whether the wine conforms to the quality standards set by the board in WAC 31424-060 and conforms with commercial standards.
(4) No label shall be used that is misleading.
(5) No label will be approved which is designed to be
especially appealing to children or other persons under legal
age to consume. Persons who appear to be under legal age to
consume may be depicted on a label when, in the discretion
of the board, the depiction is dignified and does not promote
illegal consumption of liquor .
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 172, Resolution No. 181, filed 3/13/86)
WAC 314-24-080 Containers-Sizes and types permitted. ( 1) All wine sold for consumption in the state shall be
sold in packages or container sizes approved by the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, U.S. Treasury Department
for Marketing within the United States. A copy of the federal
certificate of label approval must be submitted with each
such request for authorization.
(2) No domestic winery or wine ((whelesaler)) distributor, or wine importer shall adopt or use any packages for wine
differing in sizes and case capacities from: Manufacturer's
original full cases. The board may, in its discretion, authorize
other container and/or keg size packages it deems appropriate.
(3) Wine referred to in subsections (1) and (2) of this regulation may also be packaged and sold in metric standards of
fill and in case sizes as are established in 27 Code of Federal
Regulations, to wit: 3 liters (101 fl. oz.) 4 bottles per case;
1.5 liters (50.7 fl. oz.) 6 bottles p/c; one liter (33.8 fl. oz.) 12
bottles p/c; 750 milliliters (25.4 fl. oz.) 12 bottles p/c; 375
milliliters (12.7 fl. oz.) 24 bottles p/c; 187 milliliters (6.3 fl.
oz.) 48 bottles p/c; 100 milliliters (3.4 fl. oz.) 60 bottles p/c.
Wine may be bottled or packed in containers of four liters or
larger if the containers are filled and labeled in quantities of
even liters.
(4) Wine imported from foreign countries may be packaged and container sizes approved by the Bureau of Alcohol,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-03-110,
filed 1121192, effective 2/21192)
WAC 314-24-040 Wine labels-Certificate of label
approval required-Labels to be submitted. No wine shall
be imported or sold within the state of Washington until the
[27]
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Tobacco, and Firearms, U.S. Treasury Department for marketing within the United States. A copy of the federal certificate of label approval must be submitted with each such
request for authorization.
(5) For taxing purposes and in all reports to the board,
the above enumerated designations of package sizes, and no
others, shall be used.

sttler)) distributor will pay to the board the tax of $0.2192 per

liter, levied by reason of RCW 66.24.210 and 82.02.030.
(2) Every person, firm or corporation holding a license to
manufacture or produce wine within the state of Washington
shall, on or before the twentieth day of each month, submit to
the board, upon forms furnished by the board, reports showing all required information on transactions in wine manufactured or produced on the winery premises.
(3) At the time of making such monthly reports to the
board, the domestic winery shall pay to the board the total
wine tax and surcharge of $0.2192 per liter on wine removed
from federal bond for sale at retail on the winery premises, as
provided in RCW 66.28.010 and 66.24.170; on wine
removed from federal bond for sale to retail licensees as provided in RCW 66.24.170; on wine removed from federal
bond for furnishing as samples to authorized licensees for the
purpose of negotiating a sale as provided in RCW 66.28.040;
and on wine removed from federal bond for furnishing without charge to a not-for-profit group for the purpose of enolo gy or the study of viticulture as provided in RCW
66.28.040: Provided, That such tax shall not apply to or be
paid by a domestic winery on sales to Washington wine
((wh61esalers)) distributors, inter-winery shipments, shipments exported directly to a point outside the state of Washington, or sales to the Washington state liquor control board.
(4) Every person, firm or corporation holding a wine
importer's license or a wine ((·>1h6lesaler's)) distributor's
license in the state of Washington shall make a report to the
board, upon forms furnished by the board, on or before the
twentieth day of each month, of all wine that such importer or
((•nh61esaler)) distributor has purchased and received during
the preceding calendar month on which the wine tax has not
been paid. The total tax and surcharge of $0.2192 per liter
shall be paid by the first wine ((wh6lesaler)) distributor to
receive the wine on which such tax has not been previously
paid, including wine received as samples from outside the
state of Washington and/or wine furnished as samples to
authorized licensees for the purpose of negotiating a sale as
provided in RCW 66.28.040, and shall be remitted to the
board at the time of filing the monthly report required in this
subsection. Such tax shall apply to sales by a wine ((whttteSftler.)) distributor to the Washington state liquor control
board. The report method of payment of tax shall be exclusive of any other method. Where a wine importer does not
also hold a wine ((wh6lesaler's)) distributor's license, the
wine importer shall pay the wine tax on any wines received
and/or furnished as samples.
(5) Failure to make such report, or pay said total tax and
surcharge where required, at the time prescribed will be sufficient cause for the board to forthwith suspend or cancel the
license privilege of the delinquent domestic winery, wine
importer, or wine ((wh6lesaler)) distributor. A two percent
penalty per month, or portion of a month, will be assessed on
any tax payments postmarked after the twentieth day following the month of purchase. When the twentieth day of any
month falls on a Sunday, or a legal holiday, the tax may be
filed not later than the close of business the next business day.
In addition, in case of any such tax delinquency, the board
shall immediately give notice to the surety on such domestic
winery or wine ((wh6lesaler's)) distributor's bond and shall

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-11-028,
filed 5/10/93, effective 6/10/93)
WAC 314-24-095 Fortified wine-Exception to definition when affidavit on file. (1) All wines which have an
alcohol content greater than fourteen percent of alcohol by
volume shall be considered to be "fortified wine" as defined
in RCW 66.04.010(34) until an affidavit of exception, on a
form prescribed by the board, has been filed with the board
certifying that said wine qualifies under one or more of the
statutory exclusions from that definition.
(2) The affidavit may be filed by either the manufacturer,
importer or ((wh61esaler)) distributor of the wine, and whichever licensee files the affidavit is responsible for the information contained therein. Any affidavit which the board finds to
contain false information shall result in suspension of label
and product approval for the wine which is the subject of the
affidavit for a period of not less than one year.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 55, filed
5/31/77, effective 7/1177)
WAC 314-24-105 Application procedure-Wine
(( "hsles&ler's)) distributor's or importer's license. Any
person making application for a new wine ((wh6lesaler's))
distributor's or importer's license shall submit to the board, as
a condition precedent to the board considering the application, such information as may be requested by the board and
shall additionally submit a written commitment from a manufacturer or importer that the product the applicant proposes
to distribute is available to him should a license be issued.
The decision as to whether a license will or will not be
issued in a particular case is, pursuant to RCW 66.24.010, a
matter of board discretion. The submission of the above
information and written commitment shall not be construed
as creating a vested right in the applicant to have a license
issued.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 222, Resolution No. 231, filed 7/22/87)
WAC 314-24-110 Domestic wineries, wine ((wltaleseletas)) distributors, wine importers-Monthly reportsBonds required-Payment of tax. (1) Every domestic win-

ery and every holder of a wine ((wh6lesaler's)) distributor's
license must at all times when said license is in force, have in
effect and on file with the board a bond executed by any
surety authorized to do business in the state of Washington,
in form and amount acceptable to the board. The said bond
shall be payable to the Washington state liquor control board
and conditioned that such domestic winery and wine ((wheleExpedited Adoption
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take such action as is thereafter deemed necessary by the
oard to collect any of said tax which it finds is due.
(6) Wine ((whelesftleFS)) distributors or wine importers
who export wine to a point outside the geographical confines
of the state of Washington upon which the tax imposed by
RCW 66.24.210 and the surcharge as imposed by RCW
82.02.030 have been paid may claim a refund or tax credit of
said tax on forms prescribed and furnished by the board. For
the purpose of this regulation, wine sold and delivered to
interstate commercial common passenger carriers holding
licenses pursuant to RCW 66.24.395, or for use within the
confines of any military reservation over which the state does
not exercise jurisdiction shall be considered exported from
the state. The wine tax shall not be paid on wine being
shipped in interstate commerce from one point outside this
state directly through the state to another point outside the
geographical confines of this state.
(7) The board may make other arrangements for reporting and payment of total tax and surcharge where an in-state
licensee purchases wine from within and/ or without the state
of Washington primarily for export from the state. Such
arrangements would be on an individual basis and would be
for the purpose of simplifying the reporting and accounting
requirements.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95, Resolution No. 104, filed 1/28/82)

WAC 314-24-120 Importer of foreign wine-United
~tates wineries-Cer tificate of approval required~onthly reports-Recor ds. (1) Foreign wine. Wine manufactured outside of the United States may be imported by a
wine importer under the following conditions:
(a) The wine importer must be the holder of a certificate
of approval.
(b) The wine importer (certificate of approval holder)
importing such wine must obtain label approval in accordance with WAC 314-24-040. Such wine shall be imported
and delivered directly to either the warehouse of the importer
(certificate of approval holder) or to some other warehouse
previously designated by the importer and approved by the
board.
(c) On or before the twentieth day of the month following such importation the importer (certificate of approval
holder) shall report such importation to the board upon forms
prescribed and furnished by the board.
(d) All matters pertaining to the importation, transportation, storage, keeping of records, and all other matters pertaining to the importation of wine manufactured outside the
United States shall be subject at all times to such orders, rules
and regulations as the board may from time to time prescribe,
and the board reserves the right to make orders applicable to
individual and particular cases in addition to general orders,
rules and regulations applicable generally.
(e) Any wine importer (certificate of approval holder)
holding a wine ((·Nhelesaler's)) distributor's license should
.refer to WAC 314-24-110 for requirements on surety bond
.and payment of wine tax.
(2) Holders of certificate of approval-Unite d States
wineries, located outside of Washington state. Each winery
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holding a certificate of approval may ship wine to licensed
wine importers only. As required by section 10, chapter 21,
Laws of 1969 ex. sess., and by the written agreement embodied in the application for certificate of approval, each winery
holding a certificate of approval shall, on or before the twentieth day of each month, furnish to the board a report of such
shipments.
(a) Such report shall show the quantity of wine sold or
delivered to each licensed wine importer during the preceding month, together with such other information as the board
may require.
(b) All reports shall be made upon forms prescribed and
furnished by the Washington state liqu·or control board.
(3) Failure to make such a report at the time and in the
manner as prescribed will be sufficient cause for the board to
forthwith suspend or revoke the certificate of the certificate
of approval holder.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 5, filed
8n/69, effective 9/8/69)
WAC 314-24-130 Case lot sales. No domestic winery,
wine (( .,•helesaler)) distributor~ wine importer, or certificate
of approval holder shall sell or otherwise deliver wine to
another domestic winery, wine (( .,·helesaler)) distributor, and
wine importer except in whole case lots, nor shall any such
licensee receive from any other such licensee wine except in
whole case lots.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order. 5, filed
8/7/69, effective 9/8/69)
WAC 314-24-140 Sales to vessels. Tax paid wine may
be sold direct by wine ((whelesalers)) distributors to:
(1) Vessels engaged in foreign commerce and operating
on regular schedules.
(2) Vessels engaged in interstate commerce and operating on regular schedules.
(3) Vessels commonly known as "tramps," engaged in
interstate and/or foreign commerce but not operating on regular schedules and taking cargo when and where it offers and
to any port.
Wine may not be sold direct by wine ((whelesalers)) ~
tributors to any other class of boat or vessel unless the boat or
vessel is in possession of a proper retail license.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 229, Resolution No. 238, filed 9/29/87)
WAC 314-24-150 Wine records-Prese rvation. (1)
Every domestic winery, wine ((nhelesaler)) distributor, and
wine importer shall keep wine accounts separate from other
accounts, and maintain proper records in a form approved by
the board showing all transactions in wine.
(2) Every domestic winery, wine ((whelesaler)) distribu1Qr, and wine importer, shall, in the case of sales of wine
within the state, keep and preserve all invoices, bills of lading, sales slips, and other evidence of sale, in the office of the
domestic winery, wine ((whelesaler)) djstrjbutor or wine
importer for at least two years after each sale.
[ 29 J
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(3) Every domestic winery, wine ((whelesaler)) distributor, and wine importer, shall, in the case of wine exported
from the state, keep and preserve all bills of lading and other
evidence of shipment in the office of the domestic winery,
wine ((" helesaler)) distributor, or wine importer for at least
two years after each shipment.
(4) In the case of sales, transfers or shipments of wine
between a domestic winery and a wine ((v.helesaler)) di.sttih:.
lUQr, or between two domestic wineries, or between two wine
((whelesalers)) distributors, or between a wine importer and
a wine ((VT helesaler)) distributor, both the shipping and
receiving licensees, as the case may be, shall keep and preserve all invoices, bills of lading, sales slips, and other evidence of sale, transfer or shipment in their respective offices
for at least two years after each sale, transfer or shipment.
(5) Each winery, wine (( o·helesaler)) distributor, and
wine importer may maintain microfilm records containing
reproductions (including microfiche) of any record, document, or report if first approved by the board. Request for
approval shall be directed to the financial division of the
Washington state liquor control board and must include the
following information:
(a) Records proposed to be reproduced.
(b) Reproduction process.
(c) Manner of preserving the reproduction.
(d) Facilities provided for examining or viewing such
reproduction.
If the request is approved, the licensee shall provide for
the examining, viewing, and reproduction of such records the
same as if they were the original records.
(6) If the winery, wine ((whelesaler)) distributor, or wine
importer keeps records within an automated data processing
(ADP) system, the system must include a method for producing legible records that will provide the same information
required of that type of record within this section. The ADP
system is acceptable if it complies with the following guidelines:
(a) Provides an audit trail so that details (invoices and
vouchers) underlying the summary accounting data may be
identified and made available upon request.
(b) Provides the opportunity to trace any transaction
back to the original source or forward to a final total. If printouts of transactions are not made when they are processed,
the system must have the ability to reconstruct these transactions.
(c) Has available a full description of the ADP portion of
the accounting system. This should show the applications
being performed, the procedures employed in each application, and the controls used to ensure accurate and reliable
processing.
(7) The provisions contained in subsections (5) and (6)
of this section do not eliminate the requirement to maintain
source documents, but they do allow the source documents to
be maintained in some other location.

on premises-((Cless H)) Spirit. beer and wine restaurant
operation. (1) A domestic winery holding a proper retail.
license, pursuant to chapter 66.24 RCW, may sell wine of its.
own production at retail on the winery premises: Provided,
That wine so sold at retail shall be subject to the tax imposed
by RCW 66.24.210, and to reporting and bonding requirements as prescribed by RCW 66.28.010 and WAC 314-24110 (Rule 69).
(2) In selling wine of its own production at retail on its
premises as provided in subsection (1) of this regulation, a
domestic winery shall conduct such operation in conformity
with the statutes and regulations which apply to holders of
such wine retailers' licenses. The winery shall maintain
records of its retail operation separate from other winery
operation records.
(3) Upon written authorization of the board, pursuant to
RCW 66.04.011, wine of a domestic winery's own production and/or liquor products other than wine of a licensee's
own production may be consumed in designated parks and
picnic areas adjacent to and held by the same ownership as
the domestic winery.
(4) A domestic winery or a lessee of a licensed domestic
winery operating a ((ClltSs II)) spirit. beer and wine restaurant, licensed pursuant to RCW 66.28.010, shall conduct such
operation in conformity with the statutes and regulations
which apply to holders of such ((Class II)) spirit. beer and
wine restaurant licenses.
(5) A domestic winery may serve its own wine and wine
not of its own production without charge on the winery premises as authorized by RCW 66.28.040. Such wine served
without charge as provided herein is not subject to the tax
imposed by RCW 66.24.210.
(6) No retail license or fee is required for the holder of a
domestic winery license to serve wine without charge on the
winery premises as set forth in subsection (5) of this regulation. Before exercising this privilege, however, such winery
shall obtain approval of the proposed service area and facilities. Such winery shall maintain a separate record of all wine
so served.
(7) A winery is required to obtain the appropriate retail
license to sell beer, wine, or spirits on the winery premises
that is not of its own production.
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AMENDAIDRY SECTION (Amending Order 270, Resolution No. 279, filed 11/22/88)
WAC 314-24-170 Cash sales. No wine ((whelesaler))
distributor shall sell or deliver any wine to any retailer within
the state except for cash paid at the time of the delivery of
such wine: Provided, That cash may be paid prior to the
delivery of wine sold to any retailer. Failure by licensees to
keep accurate accounting records which result in the exten- •
sion of credit, in violation of RCW 66.28.010 through the use.
of a prior cash deposit which is overextended may result in
administrative action b~ing taken against the liquor license.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-11-028,
filed 5/10/93, effective 6/10/93)
WAC 314-24-160 Domestic wineries-Retail sales of
wine on winery premises--Wine served without charge
Expedited Adoption
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 5, filed
~n/69, effective 9/8/69)

•

WAC 314-24-180 Wine ((wheleselers)) djstributors,
wine importers-Certain rights granted. (1) Wine
((whelesalers)) distributors may sell to the board, export wine
from the state, and purchase wine from or sell wine to another
wine ((whelesaler)) distributor.
(2) Wine importers may sell to the board, export wine
from the state, or sell to wine ((whelesalers)) distributors, but
may not sell to another wine importer.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 222, Resolution No. 231, filed 7/22/87)

WAC 314-24-190 Wine (( Nhelesele)) djstributor
price posting. (1) Every wine (( whelesaler)) distributor shall
file with the board at its office in Olympia a wine price posting, showing the wholesale prices at which any and all brands
of wine offered for sale by such wine (( whelesaler)) distribulQr shall be sold to retailers within the state.
(2) All price postings must be received by the board not
later than the tenth day of the month, and if approved will
become effective on the first day of the calendar month following the date of such filing. An additional period, not to
exceed five days will be allowed for revision of such posting
to correct errors, omissions, or to meet competitive prices
filed during the current posting period, but a revised posting
must be on file at the board office by not later than the fif.teenth day of the month in order to become effective on the
First day of the next calendar month: Provided, That the
board may in individual cases, for good cause shown, extend
the date on which the filings required by the rules are to be
received by the board.
When any price posting to be filed with the board under
the provisions of this rule has been deposited in the United
States mail addressed to the board, it shall be deemed filed or
received on the date shown by the post office cancellation
mark on the envelope containing it or on the date it was
mailed if proof satisfactory to the board establishes that the
actual mailing occurred on an earlier date.
(3) Filing date exception-Whenever the tenth day of
any month falls on Saturday, Sunday or a legal holiday, an
original price posting may be filed not later than the close of
business the next business day.
(4) In the event that a wine ((whelesaler)) distributor
determines to make no changes in any items or prices listed in
the last filed and approved schedule, such prices listed in the
schedule previously filed and in effect, shall remain in effect
for each succeeding calendar month until a revised or
amended schedule is filed and approved, as provided herein.
Provision for filing of temporary price reductions-In
the event a wine ((whelesaler)) distributor elects to file postings listing selected items on which prices are temporarily
reduced for a period of one calendar month only such filing
shall be made on special forms provided for such purpose and
• clearly reflect all items, the selling price thereof, and the
.,month for which the price reductions will be in effect. At the
expiration of the month during which such reductions were
effective the special filing will become void and the last reg-
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ularly filed and effective price schedule shall again become
effective until subsequently amended pursuant to regular filing dates.
(5) Postings shall be submitted upon forms prescribed
and furnished by the board, or a reasonable facsimile thereof,
and shall set forth:
(a) All brands, types and sizes of packages or containers
of wine offered for sale in this state by such wine ((wh*Sft!ef)) distributor, which packages or containers shall be limited to the sizes permitted in WAC 314-24-080.
(b) The wholesale prices thereof within the state, which
prices shall include the state wine tax plus surcharge of
$0.2192 cents per liter imposed under RCW 66.24.210 and
82.02.030.
(6) No wine ((nhelesaler)) distributor shall sell or offer
for sale any package or container of wine at a price differing
from the price of such item as shown in the price posting then
in effect.
(7) Quantity discounts are prohibited. No price shall be
posted which is below acquisition cost plus ten percent of
acquisition cost.
(8) Wholesale prices on a "close-out" item shall be
accepted by the board when the item to be discontinued has
been listed on the state market for a period of at least six
months, and upon the further condition that the ((whelesaler))
distributor who posts such a "close-out" price shall not
restock the item for a period of one year following the first
effective date of such "close-out" price.
(9) If an existing written contract or memorandum of
oral agreement between a domestic winery, certificate of
approval holder, wine importer, or wine ((·whelesttler)) dis.:
tributor and a ((wi1te whelesaler)) distributor, as filed in
accordance with WAC 314-24-200, is terminated by either
party, and a new written contract or memorandum of oral
agreement is made by such a supplier with another wine
(('whelesaler)) distributor in the affected trade area, the board,
after receiving such new written contract or memorandum of
oral agreement, and a corresponding wholesale ptice posting
from the newly designated wine ((+~helesaler)) distributor,
may put such filings into effect immediately: Provided, That
prices and other conditions of any such filings which are in
effect at the time of such termination shall not be changed
prior to the next applicable filing period.
(10) When a new wine ((whelesaler's)) distributor's
license is issued for the first time by the board, the holder
thereof may file an initial price schedule and request that such
posting be placed into effect immediately. The board may
grant such approval, providing that such posting is in compliance with all other applicable regulatory requirements, and
that contracts and memoranda are on file, in accordance with
WAC 314-24-200.
(11) The board may reject any price posting or portion
thereof which it deems to be in violation of this or any other
regulation or which would tend to disrupt the orderly sale and
distribution of wine. Whenever the board shall reject any
posting the licensee submitting said posting may be heard by
the board and shall have the burden of showing that the posting is not in violation of regulation and/or does not tend to
disrupt the orderly sale and distribution of wine. Thereupon if
said posting is accepted it shall become effective at a time
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fixed by the board. If said posting or portion thereof is
rejected the last effective posting shall remain in effect until
such time as an amended posting is filed and approved in
accordance with the provisions of this regulation.
(12) Any wine ((whelesaler)) distributor or employee
authorized by ((his whelesaler)) his/her distributor-employer
may sell wine at the ((whelesaler's)) distributor's posted
prices to any ((Class C, F, II, er J)) authorized licensee upon
presentation to such ((whelesaler)) distributor or employee at
the time of purchase of a special permit issued by the board to
such licensee.
(a) Every ((Class C, F, H, er J)) authorized retail licensee, upon purchasing any wine from a ((whelesaler)) dis::
tributor, shall immediately cause such wine to be delivered to
his licensed premises, and he shall not thereafter permit such
wine to be disposed of in any manner except as authorized by
his license.
(b) Wine sold as provided herein shall be delivered by
such ((whelesttler)) distributor or his authorized employee
either to such retailer's licensed premises or directly to such
retailer at the ((whelesaler's)) distributor's licensed premises:
Provided, however, That a ((·1;helesttler's)) distributor's
prices to retail licensees shall be the same at both places of
delivery.
(13) All price postings filed as required by this regulation shall at all times be open to inspection to all trade buyers
within the state of Washington and shall not in any sense be
considered confidential.

month following the date of such filing. An additional period
will be allowed for revision of such filings to correct errors
and omissions, or to meet competitive prices, filed during the •
current posting period, but a revised contract or memoran-.
dum of oral agreement must be on file with the board not later
than the first day of the month in order to become effective on
the first day of the next calendar month: Provided, That the
board may in individual cases, for good cause shown, extend
the date on which the filings required by the rules are to be
received by the board.
When any price posting to be filed with the board under
the provisions of this rule has been deposited in the United
States mail addressed to the board, it shall be deemed filed or
received on the date shown by the post office cancellation
mark on the envelope containing it or on the date it was
mailed if proof satisfactory to the board establishes that the
actual mailing occurred on an earlier date.
(3) Filing date exception-Whenever the twenty-fifth
day of any month falls on Saturday, Sunday, or a legal holiday, an original contract or memorandum of oral agreement
may be filed not later than the close of business the next business day.
(4) Exceptions for changes in ((1'lhelesttlers)) distrjbulQrS. and newly licensed ((whelesalers)) distributors are set
forth in WAC 314-24-190 (9) and (10).
(5) In the event that a domestic winery determines to
make no changes in any contracts or memoranda last filed
and then in effect, such contracts or memoranda shall remain
in effect for each succeeding calendar month until revised or
amended contracts or memoranda are filed and placed into •
effect as provided herein.
•
Provision for filing of temporary price reductions-In
the event a licensed domestic winery elects to file postings
listing selected items on which prices are temporarily
reduced for a period of one calendar month only such filing
shall be made on special forms provided for such purpose and
clearly reflect all items, the selling price thereof, and the
month for which the price reductions will be in effect. At the
expiration of the month during which such reductions were
effective the special filing will become void and the last regularly filed and effective price schedule shall again become
effective until subsequently amended pursuant to regular filing dates.
(6) Prices filed by a domestic winery shall be uniform
prices to all ((whelesalers)) distributors on a state:.wide basis
less bona fide allowances for freigtit differentials. Quantity
discounts are prohibited. No price shall be filed which is
below acquisition cost plus ten percent of acquisition cost:
Provided, That acquisition cost plus ten percent of acquisition
cost shall not apply to sales of wine between a wine importer
who sells wine to a wine ((whelesaler)) distributor, or to a
wine ((•n·helesaler))"distributor who sells wine to another
wine ((" helesttler)) distributor.
(7) The provisions set forth in subsections (1 ), (2), (3),
(4), (5) and (6) of this section shall also apply to written contracts and memoranda of oral agreements which must be filed
with the board by certificate of approval holders who sell
wine to wine importers; wine importers who sell to wine
(( nhelesttlers)) distributors; and wine ((whelesttlers)) disn:ilc
utors who sell to other wine ((whelesalers)) distributors:

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 222, Resolution No. 231, filed 7/22/87)
WAC 314-24-200 Wine suppliers' price filings, contracts and memoranda. (1) Every domestic winery shall file
with the board at its office in Olympia a copy of every written
contract and a memorandum of every oral agreement which
such winery may have with any wine (( nhelesttler)) distributru:. which contracts or memoranda shall contain a schedule
of the prices charged to ((•11 helesttlers)) distributors for all
items. Requirements for including or omitting from such
prices the wine tax plus surcharge of $0.2192 cents per liter,
imposed under RCW 66.24.210 and 82.02.030, are set forth
in subsection (8) of this section. Contracts and memoranda
required to be filed under this subsection must list all terms of
sale, including all regular and special discounts; all advertising, sales and trade allowances; and all commissions,
bonuses or gifts and any and all other discounts or allowances. Whenever changed or modified such revised prices,
contracts or memoranda shall be filed with the board, as provided in this regulation.
Each price schedule shall be made on a form prepared
and furnished by the board, or a reasonable facsimile thereof,
and shall set forth all brands, types, packages and containers
of wine offered for sale by such licensed domestic winery; all
additional information required may be filed as a supplement
to said price schedule forms.
(2) Filing date-All written contracts and memoranda of
oral agreements must be received by the board not later than
the twenty-fifth day of the month, and if approved will
become effective on the first day of the second calendar
Expedited Adoption
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Provided, That the provisions of this subsection shall not
ply, and filing will not be required, in the instance of wine
whelesalers)) distributors making accommodation sales to
other wine ((whelesalers)) distributors when such sales are
made at a selling price not to exceed the laid-in cost of the
' wine being sold. Accommodation sales may only be made
when the ((whelesaler)) distributor purchasing the wine is an
authorized purchaser of the brand and product being sold,
having been designated as an authorized purchaser by the
manufacturer or importer of the product being sold, as demonstrated by an existing contract or memoranda on file and in
effect under the provisions of this rule.
(8) The wine tax plus surcharge, imposed under RCW
66.24.210 and 82.02.030, is not to be includedln the prices
filed as required by subsection (1) of this section by (a) a
domestic winery, nor (b) by a certificate of approval holder
who is not licensed as a wine ((whelesaler)) distributor, nor
(c) a wine importer who is not licensed as a wine ((whelesalef)) distributor.
Every wine ((whelesaler)) distributor who sells wine to
another wine ((whelesaler)) distributor shall include such tax
in the prices posted on such required schedules.
(9) No domestic wineries, certificate of approval holders, wine importers, or wine (( "ltelesalers)) distributors
shall sell any wine to any persons whatsoever in this state
until copies of such written contracts or memoranda of such
~ral agreements are on file with the board.
(10) Certificate of approval holders may ship wine into
..
this state when the same has been sold and consigned to the
holder of an importer's license at his licensed premises. The
bill of lading covering such consignment shall not be
changed or the wine diverted unless such diversion is to
another importer, and the board so notified immediately.
(11) The board may reject any supplier's price filing,
contract or memorandum of oral agreement or portion thereof
which it deems to be in violation of this or any other regulation or which would tend to disrupt the orderly sale and distribution of wine. Whenever the board shall reject any such
price fifing, contract or memorandum of oral agreement the
licensee submitting said price filing, contract or memorandum may be heard by the board and shall have the burden of
showing that the said price filing, contract or memorandum is
not in violation of regulation and/ or does not tend to disrupt
the orderly sale and distribution of wine. Thereupon if said
price filing, contract or memorandum is accepted it shall
become effective at a time fixed by the board. If said price filing, contract or memorandum or portion thereof is rejected
the last effective price filing, contract or memorandum shall
remain in effect until such time as an amended price filing,
contract or memorandum is filed and approved, in accordance with the provisions of this regulation.
(12) All prices, contracts and memoranda filed as
ltequired by this regulation shall at all times be open to
mspection to all trade buyers within the state of Washington
and shall not in any sense be considered confidential.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 227, Resolution No. 236, filed 7/23/87)
WAC 314-24-210 Return of wine by retailerReplacement-Cond itions. No wine shall be returned by
any retail licensee to any wine (( 11·helesaler)) distributor
except as herein provided.
(1) Wine which is not in a salable condition may be
returned by a retail licensee to the wine ((whelesaler)) difilrili:.
utor from whom purchased, provided it is immediately
replaced by the wine ((~helesaler)) distributor with an identical quantity, type and brand of wine: Provided, That if the
brand of wine is not presently in the wine ((whelesaler's)) dis.:
tributor's stock and is not available to the ((" helesaler)) dis.:
tributor in the immediate future, a cash refund may be made
to the retail licensee upon the approval of the board first
being obtained.
(a) Every wine ((·» helesaler)) distributor shall maintain
on the licensed premises for a period of two years complete
records of all refunds and exchanges made under this section
including an inventory of unsalable wine returned to such
((·nhelesaler)) distributor by any retail licensee.
(b) Such unsalable wine which requires reconditioning
or destruction shall be returned by the wine ((whelesaler))
distributor to the domestic winery which manufactured or
produced the same, or to the importer who imported such
wine. When wine which has been returned to a domestic winery by any person for reconditioning or destruction has been
assembled at the winery, a complete inventory in duplicate of
unsalable wine shall be filed with the board by the winery
with a request that inspection be made of the returned wine
before the reconditioning process or destruction is started.
When wine has been returned by the ((whelesaler)) distribu1.QI. to the importer who imported such wine, a complete
inventory of said wine shall be filed in duplicate with the
board by the importer with a request that inspection be made
of the returned wine before the wine is destroyed or returned
to the out-of-state manufacturer.
(c) Wine which is not in a salable condition and has been
returned to a domestic winery or importer by a (('f1helesaler))
distributor may be replaced by the supplier with an identical
quantity, type, and brand of wine: Provided, That if the brand
of wine is not presently in the winery or importer's stock and
is not available to the supplier in the immediate future, a cash
refund or credit may be made to the ((whelesaler)) distributor
by the supplier. Credit extended for the return of product
should be noted on a separate document from the original
invoice. Except as provided herein, no other adjustment, by
way of a cash refund or otherwise, shall be made by the winery or wine ((whelesaler)) distributor.
(2) Wine may be returned by a retail licensee or by a
governmental agency who has seized the same to the wine
((wltelesaler)) distributor selling such wine in the event the
retailer goes out of the business of selling wine at retail or has
their license changed to a ((Ektss-F)) ~restricted license,
and in such case a cash refund may be made upon return of
the wine, provided that consent of the board is first had and
obtained.
(3) Wine different from that ordered which has been
delivered in error to a retail licensee may be returned to a
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wine (( 11 helesaler)) distributor and either replaced with that
wine which was ordered or a cash refund may be made upon
the approval of the board first being obtained: Provided,
That the error in delivery shall be discovered and corrected
within eight days of the date the delivery was made.
(4) A ((whelesaler)) distributor may return salable wine
to a Washington winery provided the winery reimburses the
((whelesaler)) distributor for the cost of the wine plus the
wine tax which was paid by the ((whelesaler)) distributor.
The winery will then put any wine returned from a ((whelesttler)) distributor into their tax paid area at the winery.

such agent. A producing domestic winery licensee may take
possession of wine from a bonded wine warehouse, afte~
accepting an order therefor, and deliver the wine to a pur
chasing retail or special occasion licensee only by transporting the wine directly from the bonded wine warehouse to the
licensed premises of the purchasing retail or special occasion
licensee; provided, however, that in no event may a producing domestic winery licensee remove, in the aggregate, during any one calendar year, more than two thousand cases of
wine for delivery directly to retail and special occasion licensees. Producing domestic winery licensees shall maintain
records of removals and deliveries of wine from bonded wine
warehouses and shall file with the liquor control board annually reports of the quantity of wine removed and delivered
directly to retail and special occasion licensees. Invoicing
shall be by the titleholder. The titleholder shall report shipments to, and returns from the bonded wine warehouse and
sales to Washington wine (( l'f'helesalers)) distributors, and/ or
the liquor control board on the twentieth day of the month
following the month of shipment and/or sale on forms·furnished by, or acceptable to, the board.
(6) At no time shall title to wine stored at the bonded
wine warehouse pass to the operator of the bonded wine
warehouse.
(7) "Storage of bottled wine only" as used in RCW
66.24.185(1) shall mean the storage of wine packaged for
sale at retail (i.e., other than in bulk form).
(8) As a condition precedent to license issuance, a
bonded wine warehouse licensee shall guarantee payment to
the state of any and all taxes under RCW 66.24.210 in the.
event the winery or other entity storing wine in the bonded.
wine warehouse fails to immediately pay such tax when due.
Such guarantee shall be in the form of the bond referred to in
subsection (9) of this section.
(9) As required by RCW 66.24.185(5) every holder of a
bonded wine warehouse license must, at all times when said
license is in force, have in effect and on file with the board a
bond executed by a surety authorized to do business in the
state of Washington, in a form approved by the board and in
the amount of five thousand dollars.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-11-076,
filed 5/13/96, effective 6/13/96)
WAC 314-24-220 Licensing and operation of bonded
wine warehouses. (I) There shall be a license for bonded
wine warehouses pursuant to RCW 66.24.185, and this type
of license shall be known as a ((Class N lieeftse)) bonded
wine warehouse licensee. Applications for a bonded wine
warehouse license shall be on forms prescribed by the board
and shall be accompanied by such information as the board
may request including, but not limited to, a written description of the proposed method of shipping, receiving, inventory
control, and security.
(2) The bonded wine warehouse shall be physically separated from any other use in such manner as prescribed by the
board, and as a condition of license approval, the applicant
must furnish the board appropriate documentation indicating
the location of the bonded wine warehouse is properly zoned
for the intended use. Wine not under federal excise tax bond
shall be identified as federally tax-paid and physically separated on the premises to the extent required under the license
holder's federal basic permit.
(3) A bonded wine warehouse may provide storage for a
domestic winery and for a United States winery outside the
state of Washington holding a Washington certificate of
approval. The wine may or may ((fftett)) not be under federal
bond, and the Washington wine tax provided in RCW
66.24.210 shall not be due until the wine is removed from
bond and shipped to a licensed Washington wine ((wheleSftle¥)) distributor or, pursuant to RCW 66.12.020, to the
liquor control board who will be responsible to pay the tax
based on their purchases.
(4) Every bonded wine warehouse licensee shall have on
file and available for inspection records of all wine transactions, including receipts and shipments of wine and the total
inventory on hand at the bonded warehouse.
(5) Removals of wine from a bonded wine warehouse
may be made only for (([shipmeftt])) shipment (a) to a
licensed independent Washington wine ((whelesaler)) distributor; (b) to another licensed bonded wine warehouse; (c)
to the liquor control board; (d) out of state; (e) for return to
the producing winery; or (f) to a producing domestic winery
licensee. For purposes of this section, "producing domestic
winery licensee" means the licensed Washington winery that
produced the wine and its licensed agents. For purposes of
this section, a "licensed agent" shall be an accredited representative, licensed pursuant to chapter 314-44 WAC, of only
one producing domestic winery at the time of removal by
Expedited Adoption

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-10-034,
filed 4/29/94, effective 5/30/94)

WAC 314-24-230 ((Cless W8 Priveie)) ~ine shipper's license. There shall be a license, designated as a ((elass
W8)) wine shipper's license, to authorize the licensee to ship
up to two cases of wine of its own manufacture annually to
any resident of the state of Washington who is over the age of
twenty-one years without payment of Washington's state
liquor taxes and markup.
(I) Wine received as authorized by this rule shall be free
of markup and state taxes as otherwise required by RCW
66.12.120 if the state from which the wine is received allows
its residents to receive wine from the state of Washington
without imposition of state tax, markup, or charges.
(2) All holders of a winery certificate of approval desig~
nated as((~)) an out-of-state winery license as authoriz~
by RCW 66.24.206 and WAC 314-22-010, shall be deemed
to hold ((elass W8)) wine shipper's license privileges without
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(3) All beer and/or wine purchased by a ships chandler
must be delivered to the licensed address of the ships chandler, unless an auxiliary location has been authorized by the
hoard.

further application, provided, the holder meets all legal
for private wine shipments.
•
(3) A wine manufacturer located outside the state of
Washington which is licensed by its resident state to manufacture wine therein may apply for a ((elass W8)) wine ship~ license from the board, if the manufacturer's resident
state allows Washington wineries licensed under RCW
66.24.170 an equal reciprocal shipping privilege.
~uirements

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-08-032,
filed 3/30/94, effective 4/30/94)

WAC 314-24-250 Labeling requirements for ((W8))
private wine shippers. (1) All holders of a ((el.!!ss W8)) private wine shipper's license shall label all wine cases or outside shipping packages with the following language: "Alcoholic beverage. Do not deliver to anyone under 21 years old
or who is visibly intoxicated. If reasonable doubt of age
exists, verify age and record driver's license number or other
photo ID."
(2) The language required in section (I) must be clearly
visible and readable at the time of delivery.

WAC 314-25-030 Location-Auxiliary locationInspection. (1) A ships chandler may distribute beer and
wine from their licensed location to ships doing business in
foreign commerce, to other ((elass S (~JS))) licensees, and to
Interstate Common Carriers ((elass CCI 1)) ships chandler
licensed under RCW 66.24.395 with no additional notification.
(2) The ships chandler must notify the hoard of every
auxiliary distribution location, its secondary business name,
if applicable, the street address and mailing address.
(3) No distribution of beer and wine shall be made to a
ship except from an authorized location.
(4) All ships chandlers license holders, their auxiliary
locations and any vehicle used to transport beer and wine will
be open to inspection by employees of the hoard.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-08-032,
filed 3/30/94, effective 4/30/94)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-08-032,
filed 3/30/94, effective 4/30/94)

WAC 314-25-010 Definition and limitations. (1) The
holder of a duty free exporter's license((, designated as a elass
II:Rse by)) RCW 66.24.530 and ((11 el11ss NS)) ships chan, license ((by)) WAC 314-22-010(7) shall be referred to
as a "ships chandler" for the purposes of this section.
(2) A ships chandler is considered to be a ((whelesaler))
distributor of beer and wine for the purposes of RCW
66.28.010.
(3) A ships chandler is authorized to sell beer and wine
and is not authorized to sell, possess, deliver or transfer any
spirituous liquor without an additional liquor importers
license.

WAC 314-25-040 Delivery of beer and wineRecords. (1) Sales made by a ships chandler of beer and wine
to an approved recipient may only be delivered to another
ships chandler, a vessel for use in foreign commerce, a contracted ((ctl-1-)) Interstate Common Carrier, or employees
thereof.
(2) Beer and wine may only be delivered when the ships
chandler has on file a signed statement, in a format approved
by the board, which indicates the captain of the ship or manager of the authorized purchasing business understands and
agrees that~
(a) No beer or wine purchased will be consumed in
Washington waters or territory or within three miles of the
shores of the state of Washington.:.
(b) No beer or wine purchased will be consumed while
the ship is docked in a Washington port~ and
(c) Local law enforcement officers and board enforcement officers have the right to board and inspect the vessel
while in Washington waters.
(3) Every statement will be notarized and remain valid
for ((H)) twelve calendar months after the date of signing
and be signed by the master of the ship or his/her agent with
the ships stamp affixed and countersigned by the ships chandler or their employee.
(4) A ships chandler or their employee must deliver any
beer and wine directly to an authorized recipient purchasing
the alcoholic beverage and it must be immediately placed
into a locked storage area. The ships chandler must obtain the
signature and printed name of the master or agent of the ship,
((8-fN-St)) ships chandler licensee or contracted ((:1€€))
Interstate Common Carrier on the delivery document which
will contain the following information:
(a) Name of ship((;))~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-21-132,
filed 10/23/91, effective 11/23/91)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-08-032,
filed 3/30/94, effective 4/30/94)

WAC 314-25-020 Purchase and receipt of beer and
wine. (1) As authorized by RCW 66.24.530, a ships chandler
may purchase beer and wine, from.:.
(a) A licensed Washington brewery or winery((;)).:.
(b) A licensed Washington beer or wine ((whelesaler,))
distributor:
(c) A licensed beer or wine importer located within the
state of Washington ((w)).:.
(d) B.reweries and wineries located within the United
States who hold a certificate of approval to ship their product
into Washington as authorized by ((RCW 66.24,)) chapter
66.24RCW:
•
(e) A ships chandler who is currently licensed by the
.tate of Washington ((" ith a elass 8 (NS) lieense)).
(2) A ships chandler may not purchase beer or wine from
any source other than those listed above.
[ 35]
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(b) Country of registry, if known{{;)),;.
(c) Iype and amount of product delivered,;.
(d) Date of delivery((;)),;.
(e) Name and address of ships chandler making the sale,;.

(2) Sales of liquor by the board to such properly licensed
interstate commercial common passenger carriers shall b~·
treated as sales for export from the state and, as such, will no~
be subject to collection of the state liquor taxes at the time of
purchase by the licensee.
(3) Every federally licensed interstate commercial common passenger carrier, holding ((ft Clftss CCI 1 er ft Clftss
CCH)) an Interstate Common Carrier license pursuant to
chapter 245, Laws of 1975 1st ex. sess., shall, on or before the
fifteenth day of each month, make a report to the board, upon
forms approved by the board, of all spirituous liquor, beer
and wine served or sold at retail for passenger consumption
by such common carrier within or over the territorial limits of
the state of Washington during the preceding calendar month.
At the time of filing the report prescribed herein, such
common carrier shall pay to the board the board's markup on
spirituous liquor, and state liquor taxes as applicable, on such
spirituous liquor, beer and wine so served or sold, in an
amount to approximate the revenue that would have been
realized from such markup and taxes had such alcoholic beverages been purchased for use in the state.
(4) ((HelElers ef Clftss CCI 3 er CIB5s CCI 4 lieeHses fts
pref'iEled in SftiEI ehttpter 245, Lftws ef 1975 1st ex. sess., ftfe
Het fttttherizeEI te sene er sell ftt retttil spiritttetts liqtter, beer
er wine for pftssenger eensttHtptien withiH er 6'r'er the teffite
rift! liHtits ef the stftte, ftnEI ftre net stthjeet te the previsiens ef
sttbseetieft (3) ef this seetieH.
f5t)) Licensed beer and wine importers and ((whelesftl
eH)) distributors who sell beer or wine to such properly
licensed interstate commercial common passenger carriers.
shall treat such sales as exports from the state. Such importers.
and ((whelesftlers)) distributors who have paid the taxes
imposed by RCW 66.24.290 or 66.24.210 on beer or wine so
sold may claim refund of the taxes under procedures set forth
in WAC 314-20-010 or 314-24-110, as applicable.

(f) S.ignature and printed name of crew member receiving the liquor.
(5) The ships chandler will maintain records of all sales
to ships, ({8-fN81)) ships chandler licensees and ((€€1-+))
Interstate Common Carrier approved licensees doing business in foreign commerce to include all federally mandated
documents including order forms, bills of lading, affidavits,
delivery to auxiliary location, etc.~ for a period of((~)) two
years. Such records, or their computerized equivalent, will be
available for inspection and copying by employees of the
board upon request.
(6) Board employees have the right to enter and inspect,
without warrant, any business, ship, aircraft, vessel, or transport vehicle from which beer and wine is delivered to or from
a licensed ships chandler.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-19-070,
filed 9/16/91, effective 10/17/91)
WAC 314-26-010 Procedures for tax refunds. The
board may refund the tax on beer imposed by RCW
66.24.290, and the tax on wine imposed by RCW 66.24.210,
when such taxpaid products have been deemed to be unsalable due to freight damage or other causes prior to sale to
consumers, and are destroyed within the state. Such tax
refunds are subject to the following conditions:
(1) Notify local liquor enforcement officer in advance
for destruction of more than fifty cases of wine or two hundred cases of beer
(2) Record shall be kept for the liquor auditor showing
(a) the reason for the destruction, (b) an inventory of products
destroyed and (c) a completed copy of "REFUND BEER TAX"
(LIQ 710) or "WINE {{WHOLESALERS)) DISTRIB UIQRS..... SALES TO MILITARY, out of state &/OR CLAIMS" (LIQ
700) which was mailed to the board within 30 days of the
destruction.
(3) It shall be a violation of this title for any licensee to:
(a) destroy amounts of beer or wine over those stated in section (1) without having first notified the local liquor enforcement officer, or (b) fail to mail a destruction form to the board
within 30 days of the destruction and (c) fail to keep a copy
of the destruction at the licensed premises and available for
inspection by board employees for a period of two years.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 265, Resolution No. 274, filed 10/5/88)

WAC 314-30-010 Sales by manufacturers. (1) Manufacturers licensed in accordance with RCW 66.24.150 may
sell within the state:
(a) Spirituous liquor only to the board or to an authorized
vendor of the board;
(b) Wine products only to {{ohelesftlers)) distributors
licensed in accordance with RCW 66.24.200;
(c) Beer products only to beer certificate of approval
holders as authorized by RCW 66.24.270 who also hold an
importer's license as authorized by RCW 66.24.260; or
(d) To permit holders as authorized by Title 66 RCW.
(2) The first wine ((whelesftler)) distributor or beer certificate of approval holder with a beer importer's license to
receive wine or malt beverages from a distiller, rectifier, or
bottler shall be liable for the taxes due.
(3) Manufacturers selling wine or malt beverage products will be considered a supplier and will be required to meet
the requirements of WAC 314-24-200 and 314-20-105.
respectively.
•
(4) Manufacturers selling wine to a licensed wine
((whelesftler)) distributor or beer to a licensed beer certificate

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 109, Resolution No. 118, filed 8/9/82)
WAC 314-27-010 Liquor purchases by Class ((~))
Interstate Common Carrjer licensees-Reports-Payment of markup and taxes-Sales by in-state beer and
wine suppliers. (1) Any employee authorized by the board
and/or any licensed importer and/or ((whelesftler)) distributQI may sell liquor to the holder of a Class ((€€!)) Interstate
Common Carrier license upon presentation of a special permit issued by the board to such licensee.
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of approval holder who also has a beer importer's license
hall file monthly reports with the board on forms prescribed
y the board showing the quantity of liquor shipped to each
above referenced licensee during the preceding month. Such
report shall be submitted on or before the twentieth day of the
or delivery.
' month following the month of sale
(5) Failure to make such report at the time prescribed
will be sufficient cause for the board to forthwith suspend or
cancel the license privilege of the manufacturer. When the
twentieth day of any month falls on a Sunday, or a legal holiday, the report may be filed not later than the Close of business the next business day.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 131, Resolution No. 140, filed 11/30/83)

WAC 314-37-010 Liquor sales in Indian countryAppointment of tribal liquor vendors-Qualifications. ( 1)
The Washington state liquor control board deems it necessary
and advisable to adopt this rule for the following reasons:
(a) The decision of the United States Supreme Court in
the case of Rice v. Rehner (filed July 1, 1983) has established
that the state of Washington has licensing jurisdiction over
tribal liquor sales in Indian country and that those sales, when
made in conformity with federal law, are subject to both
tribal and state liquor regulatory requirements.
(b) It is contrary to state law (see chapter 66.44 RCW)
for purchasers of Indian liquor to remove that liquor from the
reservation and into the state of Washington in those
.nstances where the tribal liquor sellers are not authorized by
.he board to sell liquor.
(2) Accordingly, pursuant to RCW 66.08.050(2), the
Washington state liquor control board will appoint qualifying
Indian tribes, which have entered into negotiated business
agreements with the board, as liquor vendors which will
authorize those vendor tribes to sell liquor by the bottle to
such persons, firms or corporations as may be sold liquor
from a state liquor store. All such appointments will be subject to the following conditions:
· (a) The tribe must enter into a business agreement with
the Washington state liquor control board for the purchase
and sale of liquor which will insure that the state's control
over liquor traffic will be maintained while taking into consideration the unique nature of a tribal liquor vendor operation.
(b) The tribe must purchase all of its spirituous liquor for
resale in Indian country from the board at a negotiated price:
Provided, That a quota of spirituous liquor will be sold by the
board each year to the vendor tribe without the payment of
state taxes, which quota shall be negotiated between the
board and the qualified tribes and approved by the department of revenue.
(c) The tribe must have in force a tribal ordinance governing liquor sales, which ordinance must have been certified
by the Secretary of the Interior and published in the Federal
Register as required by 18 U.S.C. §1161.
(d) The tribe must make all liquor sales in Indian country
•
. n conformity with both state and federal law.
(3) Should a tribe which has been appointed as a liquor
vendor pursuant to this section fail to comply with all the

WSR 98-12-090

above enumerated conditions, which shall be construed as
continuing requirements to maintain the status of liquor vendor, the appointment of that tribe as a liquor vendor may be
revoked by the board.
(4) A tribe, whether or not it has status as an Indian
liquor vendor, which desires to sell beer and wine purchased
from a licensed ((whelesaleF)) distributor must obtain state
licenses for the sale of beer and wine and must abide by all
state laws and rules applicable to sale of beer and wine by
state licensees. Tribes selling beer and wine shall collect and
remit to the state department of revenue the retail sales tax
imposed by RCW 82.08.020 on retail sales of beer and wine
to nontribal members.
(5) "Indian country" as used herein shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Title 18 U.S.C. §1151 as qualified by
Title 18 U.S.C. §1154 as of July 1, 1983.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 271, Resolution No. 280, filed 12/8/88)
WAC 314-44-005 Agent's license required-Eligible
employers defined-Certain classes limited-Bona fide
entity defined-Prohibited practices. ( 1) No person shall
canvass for, solicit, receive or take orders for the purchase or
sale of any liquor, or act as the agent for the purchase or sale
of liquor, nor contact any licensees of the board in goodwill
activities, unless such person is holder of an agent's license as
provided in RCW 66.24.310, and this regulation.
(2) An agent's license may be issued to the accredited
representative of a person, firm, or corporation holding acertificate of approval issued pursuant to RCW 66.24.270 or
66.24.206, a beer ((whelesaleF's)) distributor's license, a
brewer's license, a beer importer's license, a domestic winery
license, a wine importer's license, or a wine ((whelesaleF's))
distributor's license within the state of Washington, or the
accredited representative of a distiller, manufacturer,
importer, or distributor of spirituous liquor, or foreign produced beer or wine. A person, firm, or corporation so qualified, is herein defined to be an eligible employer. Such
employer shall apply to the board for such an agent's license
for his accredited representatives on application forms prescribed and furnished by the board.
(3) Every firm which applies for an agent's license under
the provisions of this section shall furnish the board with satisfactory proof that such firm is in fact a bona fide business
entity.
(4) Only the licensed agent of a distiller, manufacturer,
importer, or distributor of spirituous liquor may contact retail
licensees in goodwill activities when such contacts pertain to
spirituous liquor products.
(5) No distiller, manufacturer, importer, ((whelesaler
eF)) distributor of liquor, or agent thereof, shall solicit either
in person, by mail or otherwise, any liquor vendor or
employee of the board, except the purchasing agent thereof,
for the purpose or with the intent of furthering the sale of a
particular brand or brands of merchandise as against another
brand or brands of merchandise.
(6) No distiller, manufacturer, importer, ((whelesaler
M)) distributor of liquor, or agent thereof, shall visit any state
liquor store or agency for the purpose of exerting influence
[ 37]
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booth in a board-approved suppliers' display room at such
•
convention.
(b) A special permit provided for in RCW 66.20.010(9.
which authorizes the holder thereof to donate liquor for a
reception, breakfast, luncheon, or dinner for delegates and
guests at such convention.
(3) Any liquor served or donated as provided herein is
authorized only for consumption within a specific area designated on an application for permit and approved by the board.
(4) A special permit holder who serves or donates any
beer or wine on which state taxes have not been paid, must
file a report of the quantity so served or donated and remit the
amount of the taxes to the board, in conformity with RCW
66.20.010 (8), (9).
(5) Any spirituous liquor served or donated shall be purchased from the board or a ((Class H)) spirit. beer and wine
restaurant licensee.

on employees for sales promotion or to secure information
regarding inventory or any other matter relating to sales.
They may deliver, or have delivered, and assemble where
required, consumer offers and display material that have been
approved by the board or its designee. Violation of this section will result in a penalty against all company items, which
in appropriate cases could mean a partial or total delisting of
those items.
(7) No distiller, manufacturer, importer, ((whelesaler,))
or distributor of liquor, or agent thereof, shall give or offer to
any employee of the board any entertainment, gratuity or
other consideration for the purpose of inducing or promoting
the sale of merchandise.
(8) No distiller, manufacturer, importer, ((whelesaler,))
or distributor, or agent thereof, shall allow, pay or rebate,
directly or indirectly, any cash or merchandise to any retail
licensee to induce or promote the sale of liquor, including the
payment of tips to such licensees or their employees and the
purchasing of drinks "for the house." Such persons, firms
and licensees must operate in conformity with WAC 314-12140, RCW 66.28.010, 66.28.040, and other applicable laws
and rules.
(9) Upon the infraction of any law or regulation by any
distiller, manufacturer, importer, ((" helesaler,)) distributor,
or agent, the board may, in addition to imposing other penalties as prescribed by law, remove such firm's products from
the sales list of the board, and/ or prohibit the sale of any
brand or brands of beer or wine involved as provided in RCW
66.28.030.
(10) Upon the termination of the employment of a
licensed agent, his employer shall immediately notify the
board and with such notice return to the board the agent's
license issued to such person.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 191, Resolution No. 200, filed 7/16/86)
WAC 314-52-005 Purpose and application of rules.

(1) PREAMBLE: The purpose of this title is to provide reason-

able regulations as to the kind, character and location of
advertising of liquor, as authorized by RCW 66.08.060.
(2) No person engaged in business as a producer, manufacturer, bottler, importer, ((whelesaler)) distributor, or
retailer of liquor, directly or indirectly, or through an affiliate'
shall publish or disseminate or cause to be published or dis
seminated in any media any advertisement of liquor, unless
such advertisement is in conformance with these rules: Provided, That these provisions shall not apply to the publisher of
any newspaper, magazine or similar publication, nor to the
operator of any radio or television station unless such publisher or operator is engaged in business as a producer, manufacturer, bottler, importer, ((whelesaler)) distributor, or
retailer of liquor, directly or indirectly, or through an affiliate.
(3) The board holds each producer, manufacturer, bottler, importer, ((whelesaler)) distributor, or retailer of liquor
responsible for complying with the advertising rules of the
Washington state liquor control board in any advertising
material placed by them or on their behalf by their agents. If
desired, advertising may be submitted prior to publication for
an advisory opinion by the advertising coordinator of the
Washington state liquor control board, but advisory opinions
will be restricted to advertising material submitted by said
producers, manufacturers, bottlers, importers, ((vl'~elesalers))
djstrjbutors, or retailers of liquor, or their agents.
(4) Liquor advertising materials, defined as institutional
or educational advertising in WAC 314-52-015, intended for
placement in retail outlets of the Washington state liquor control board shall be presented to the advertising coordinator of
the Washington state liquor control board for prior approval
befort: placement: Proi•ided, however, That all other forms
of advertising approved by the board advertising coordinato~
and which are acceptable to the board merchandising com.
mittee under the provisions of WAC 314-52-040 shall not be
prohibited under this rule.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 165, Resolution No. 174, filed 9/12/85)
WAC 314-45-010 Convention defined-Hospitality
rooms, display booths, receptions and similar activities-Permits required-Fees--Procedures. Activities pursuant
to RCW 66.20.010 (8), (9), a manufacturer, importer,
((whelesaler)) distributor, or agent thereof, may serve or
donate liquor without charge to delegates and guests at a bona
fide convention of a trade association composed of licensees
of the board, subject to conditions set forth in this regulation.
(1) For the purposes of this section a "convention" is
defined as a bona fide session or assembly of the general
membership of a trade association composed of licensees of
the board.
(2) Such manufacturer, importer, ((whelesaler)) distribulQ.[, or agent thereof, must hold a special permit issued by the
board to engage in such an activity at such convention. The
fee for each such special permit shall be $25.00. Application
for such permit shall be submitted on a form prescribed by
the board. The statutory permits applicable to such activities
are:
(a) A special permit provided for in RCW 66.20.010(8)
which authorizes the holder thereof to serve liquor without
charge to delegates and guests in a hospitality room or from a
Expedited Adoption
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 108, Resolu.on No. 117, filed 8111182)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 108, Resolution No. 117, filed 8111/82)

WAC 314-52-010 Mandatory statements. (1) Brand
advertising of spirituous liquor by any manufacturer shall
contain the following information:
'
(a) The name and address of the manufacturer responsible for its publication. (Street number may be omitted.)
(b) A conspicuous statement of the class to which the
product belongs and the type thereof correspon~ing with the
statement of class and type which is required by federal regulations to appear on the label of the product.
(c) A statement of the alcoholic content by proof, except
that for cordials and liqueurs, gin fizzes, cocktails, highballs,
bitters and other specialties, the alcoholic content may be
stated in percentage by volume or by proof.
(d) In the case of distilled spirits (other than cordials,
liqueurs and specialties) produced by blending or rectification, if neutral spirits have been used in the production
thereof, there shall be stated the percentage of neutral spirits
so used and the name of the commodity from which such
neutral spirits have been distilled.
(e) In the case of neutral spirits or of gin produced by a
process of continuous distillation, there shall be stated the
name of the commodity from which such neutral spirits or gin
has been distilled.
(2) Brand advertising of wine by any manufacturer or
((wh61esaler)) distributor shall contain the following inforation:
(a) The name and address of the manufacturer or
((w h61esaler)) distributor responsible for its publication.
(Street number may be omitted.)
(b) A conspicuous statement of the class, type or distinctive designation to which the product belongs, corresponding
with the statement of class, type, or distinctive designation
which is required by federal regulation to appear on the label
of the product.
(3) Brand advertising of malt beverages by any manufacturer, importer, or ((wh61esaler)) distributor shall contain the
following information:
(a) The name and address of the manufacturer, importer
or ((wh6lesaler)) distributor responsible for publication of the
advertisement. (Street number may be omitted.)
(b) A conspicuous statement of the class to which the
product belongs, corresponding to the statement of class
which is required by federal regulations to appear on the label
of the product.
(4) Alcoholic content of beer. Retail licensees who
choose to offer beer for sale at both less than four percent by
weight and more than four percent by weight, alcoholic content, packaged in identical packages, shall be required to separate the two strengths of beer in their displays, and shall be
required to identify by point-of-sale advertising which is the
higher strength and which is the lower strength beer. Manu~acturers, importers and (( w h6lesalers)) distributors of such
peer shall supply such shelf tickets free of charge to retail licensees: Provided, however, That no promotion of the higher
alcoholic content shall be included in such advertising.

WAC 314-52-040 Contests, competitive events, premiums and coupons. Liquor advertisements may offer consumers premiums or prizes, upon completion of any coupon,
contest, or competitive event, which may or may not require
proof of purchase of the advertised product: Provided, however, That contests or sweepstakes that offer prizes or premiums to consumers through a game of chance or random drawing, shall not require proof of purchase, and must comply
with the requirements ofRCW 9.46.020(14) regarding lotteries: And provided farther, That no liquor advertisements by
manufacturers, importers, or ((wh61esalers)) distributors may
offer any premium or prize redeemable through a Washington state liquor store or any retail liquor outlet licensed by the
state of Washington.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 191, Resolution No. 200, filed 7/16/86)
WAC 314-52-070 Outdoor advertising. (1) "Outdoor
advertising" by manufacturers, importers, (('o·h5lesalers))
distributors, and retail licensees for these purposes shall
include all signs visible to the general public, whether permanent or temporary, advertising the sale and service of liquor
(excluding point-of-sale brand signs, which are defined and
governed as otherwise provided in WAC 314-52-113) as well
as trade name and room name signs.
(2) Outdoor signs shall be designed, installed, and ·used
in a manner not offensive to the public, and shall comply with
all liquor advertising rules. These rules include, but are not
limited to:
(a) WAC 314-52-015(1), which:
(i) Prohibits any statement or illustration that is false or
misleading in any material particular;
(ii) Prohibits any statement, picture or illustration which
promotes overconsumption;
(iii) Prohibits any statement, picture, illustration, design,
device, or representation which is undignified, obscene, indecent, or in bad taste.
(b) WAC 314-52-110(1), which requires that every
advertisement by a retail licensee shall carry the licensed
trade name or the registered franchise name or the trademark
name. The term "trade name" shall mean the "licensed trade
name" as it appears on the issued license.
(3) Prior board approval is not required before installation and use of outdoor signs/advertising; however, outdoor
signs/advertising (excluding outdoor readerboard messages
and/ or interior signs visible through a window of a premises)
not in compliance with board rules will be required to be
altered or removed at the licensee's expense. If prior approval
is desired, the licensee, applicant or their agent may submit
three copies to the board advertising coordinator for
approval.
(4) No outdoor advertising of liquor shall be placed in
proximity to schools, churches, or playfields used primarily
by minors, where administrative body of said schools,
churches, playfields, object to such placement, nor any place

t
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which the board in its discretion finds contrary to the public
interest.

saleflt)) distributors or their agents, for publication in the program or program folder of the sporting arena: Provided fur.
ther, That such advertising is paid for by said manufacture~
importer, ((whelesaler)) distributor or their agent at the published advertising rate for all program or program folder
advertisers, including nonliquor advertisers: And also provided, That such advertising shall carry with it no express or
implied offer on the part of the manufacturer, importer,
((whelesaler)) distributor or their agent, or promise on the
part of the retail licensee whose operation is directly or indirectly part of the sporting arena, to stock or list any particular
brand of liquor to the total or partial exclusion of any other
brand.

AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-11-028,
filed 5/10/93, effective 6/10/93)
WAC 314-52-080 Novelty advertising. (1) Novelty
advertising items shall include, but shall not be limited to,
trays, lighters, blotters, post cards, pencils, coasters, menu
cards, meal checks, napkins, clocks, wearing apparel, mugs,
glasses, knives, lamp shades, or similar items on which the
logo, liquor brand name or name of a manufacturer of an
alcoholic beverage has been imprinted.
(2) No liquor manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) distributor, or
importer, or employee thereof, shall provide without charge,
directly or indirectly, any novelty advertising items to any
retail licensee; nor shall any retail licensee, or employee
thereof, accept without charge any liquor novelty advertising
items directly or indirectly, from any manufacturer, ((wheleSftlef)) distributor, or importer, or employee thereof.
(3) A manufacturer, ((whelesaler)) distributor. or
importer, or employee thereof, may sell, and a retail licensee
may purchase, for use, resale, or distribution on the licensed
premises any novelty advertising items. The price thereof
shall be not less than the manufacturer's, importer's, or
((whelesaler's)) distributor's cost of acquisition. In no event
shall credit be extended to any retail licensee. The purchase
by retail licensees of such items shall be supported by
invoices or signed vouchers which shall be preserved for two
years on premises available for immediate inspection by
board enforcement officers.
(4) A manufacturer, importer, or ((11helesaler)) distributor who sells novelty advertising items to retail licensees
shall keep on file the originals or copies of all sales slips,
invoices, and other memoranda covering all purchases of
novelty advertising items from the supplier or manufacturer
of such items and shall also keep on file a copy of all
invoices, sales slips, or memoranda reflecting the sales to licensees or other disbursement of all novelty advertising items.
Such records shall be maintained in a manner satisfactory to
the board and must be preserved in the office of the manufacturer, importer, or ((·nhelesaler)) distributor for a period of at
least two years after each purchase or sale. Any manufacturer
which does not maintain a principal office within the state
shall, when requested, furnish the above required records at a
designated location within the state for review by the board.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 108, Resolution No. 117, filed 8/11/82)

WAC 314-52-090 Advertising sponsored jointly by
retailers and manufacturers, importers, or ((wltalesel
ePS)) distrjbutors, prohibited. (1) The name of a retail licensee shall not appear in, or as a part of, or supplementary to,
any advertising of a manufacturer, importer or ((vthelesaler))
distributor. The brand name of liquor may appear in or as a
part of advertising by a retail licensee: Provided, That such
advertising is upon the retail licensee's free initiative and no
moneys or moneys' worth has been offered the retail licensee
as an inducement to secure such mention by any manufacturer, importer, or ((·;;helesaler)) distributor or their agent, or
solicited by the retail licensee or his agent.
(2) RCW 66.28.010 shall also apply to joint advertisin. .
insofar as it is relevant.
•
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 132, Resolution No. 141, filed 11123/83)

WAC 314-52-110 Advertising by retail licensees. (1)
Every advertisement by a retail licensee shall carry the
licensed trade name or the registered franchise name or the
trademark name. The term "trade name" shall be defined as
the "licensed trade name" as it appears on the license issued
to the licensee: Provided, however, That such words as tavern, cafe, grocery, market, food store, food center, delicatessen, wine shop, beer parlor and other similar words used to
identify the type of business licensed, and numbers used to
identify chain licensees of the same trade name, shall neither
be required nor prohibited as part of the trade name in advertisements: And provided further, That advertisements by
public ((Class H)) spirit. beer and wine restaurant licensees
may also refer to cocktails, bar, lounge and/or the "room
name." The term "room name" shall be defined as the name
of the room designated as the cocktail lounge and/ or the dining room if both are in the same room.
(2) No retail licensee shall offer for sale any liquor for on
premises consumption under advertising slogans such as
"two for the price of one," "two for one drinks," "buy oneget one free," "two for$ ___ ," nor any similar phrase or
slogan where the express or implied meaning is that a cus.
tamer, in order to receive a reduced price, would be requir1
to purchase more than one drink or quantity of liquor at one
time.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 108, Resolution No. 117, filed 8/11/82)
WAC 314-52-085 Programs and program folders.
Programs and program folders, for the purpose of this section, shall mean brochures for use at sporting arenas which
have, as a part of their operations, whether directly or indirectly, a retail licensed premises. No manufacturer, importer,
((whelesaler)) distributor, or their agent, shall provide, without cost, directly or indirectly, programs or program folders
for retail licensees: Provided, however, That sporting arenas
as described above, or their agents may accept bona fide
liquor advertising from manufacturers, importers, ((wheleExpedited Adoption
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 199, Resolution No. 208, filed 9110/86)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-06-022,
filed 2/22/94, effective 3/25/94)

WAC 314-52-113 Brand signs and point-of-sale dis·
plays on retail licensed premises. Manufacturers, importers
or ((wkelesalers)) distributors may furnish brand signs and
point-of-sale material under the following conditions:
(1) The brand signs and point-of-sale material shall have
no value to the retailer except as brand advertisement; such
signs as those which provide illumination for cash registers,
pool tables and other parts of the premises, have a functional
value and are not authorized. The brand signs and point-ofsale material shall remain the property of, and be the responsibility of, the manufacturers, importers or (( .vhelesalers))
distributors.
(2) The term "point-of-sale material" as used herein,
shall include such manufacturer, importer or ((wkelesaler))
distributor-supplied items as display cards, placards, table
tents, recipes, display bins, decalcomanias, price cards, shelf
strips, product information pamphlets, bottle hangers,
matches, scorecards, calendars, and other such brand advertising material for display at the point of sale.
(3) Giant inflatables, such as inflated beer cans, bottles,
animals, and banners may be provided as point-of-sale by
manufacturers, importers, or ((whelesalers)) distributors to
retailers for display purposes on their property, provided the
following conditions are met:
(a) All retail licensees are afforded equal opportunity to
~isplay item;
·
(b) Novelty items as defined in WAC 314-52-080 are not
•
provided by manufacturers, importers, or ((wkelesalers)) distributors to customers in conjunction with the display;
(c) The display shall be removed if objected to by local
officials, or if the board, in its discretion, finds it contrary to
the public interest.
(4) Animal mascots and costumed individuals representing beer, wine, or liquor manufacturers may be provided as
point-of-sale by manufacturers, importers, or ((whelesalers))
distributors to retailers for display and promotion purposes
on their property, provided the following conditions are met:
(a) The costumed individual is limited to the manufacturer, importer, ((wkelesaler)) distributor, or employee
thereof and the costumed individual's activities on-premises
are limited to socializing with customers and not conducting
any activity that the retail licensee would otherwise have to
assign employees to;
(b) All retail licensees are afforded equal opportunity for
such displays;
(c) Novelty items as defined in WAC 314-52-080 and
including the purchase of drinks, are not to be provided to
customers by the costumed individual in conjunction with
such displays;
(d) The costumed individual must comply with the regu.lations regarding lewd and obscene conduct (WAC 314-16.125);
.
(e) If the board finds it contrary to the public interest, it
may prohibit the use of the above-mentioned activities.

WAC 314-52-115 Advertising by clubs-Signs. (1)
Clubs shall not engage in any form of soliciting or advertising
which may be construed as implying that the club operates a
public ((Class H)) spirit. beer and wine restaurant premises, a
tavern open to the public, or that social functions at which
club liquor may be consumed, are open to the public: Provided, however,Circularizing membership shall not be considered advertising, and where clubs provide lunch or dinner
to the public, this may be advertised: Provided further, Such
advertising must specify no liquor service is available.
(2) Clubs and/or their auxiliary organizations may
advertise social or other club events to their membership
through the public media: Provided, Such advertising is
clearly directed to their membership only and cannot be construed as implying that the general public is welcome to
attend.
(3) Advertising of the club functions by means of placards placed for public viewing shall be governed by the provisions of subsection (2) of this section.
(4) Advertising may be directed to the public generally
in connection with events of special public interest such as
Flag Day, Memorial Day, Veterans Day or such other occasions, under provisions set forth in WAC 314-40-080(3).
(5) Clubs desiring to have radio or television broadcasts
originating from their licensed premises may do so: Provided, That such broadcasts consist only of entertainme.nt or
other matter which is in the public interest and may not contain any announcement of opening or closing hours, any invitation to visit the club, or any statement which may be construed as advertising or any implication that the club is operated as a public place. The only reference to the club during
such broadcasts shall be limited to a statement at the opening
and closing of the program as originating from the club quarters.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-03-004,
filed 1/4/96, effective 2/4/96)
WAC 314-70-010 Sale by ((Cless H)) spirit. beer and
wine restaurant licensee of liquor stock after discontinu·
ance of business. Notwithstanding any other provision of
Title 66 RCW or Title 314 WAC, a ((Class II)) spirit. beer
and wine restaurant licensee who permanently discontinues
business for any reason shall dispose of the salable unopened
liquor remaining in stock by sale to the board of the items
originally purchased from the board. The board will pay the
total amount listed in the official price list then in effect, Jess
the ((Class II)) spirit. beer and wine restaurant discount and
tax exemption expressed as a percent of the total price and the
percent of total expenses assigned to the merchandise division to gross sales as reported on the profit and loss statement
in the last published annual report of the board. Combined
percentages will be rounded up to a whole percent: Provided,
however, That in the case of a sale of business with a((~
H)) spirit. beer and wine restaurant licensee, after obtaining
the approval of the board and under the supervision of a
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 109, Resolution No. 118, filed 8/9/82)
•

representative of the board, may sell the entire inventory of
liquor to the incoming licensee at a negotiated price.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 260, Resolution No. 269, filed 7/29/88)
WAC 314-70-020 Disposition by a governmental
agency of lawfully seized liquors, except those which are
required to be delivered to the board under RCW
66.32.090. Notwithstanding any other provision of Title 66
RCW or Title 314 WAC, governmental agencies may, after
obtaining the approval of the board and under the supervision
of the board, dispose of lawfully seized liquors (except those
which are required to be delivered to the board under RCW
66.32.090) as follows:
(1) The governmental agency may sell spirituous
unopened salable liquor, and/or wine and beer previously
purchased from the board, to the board as per procedure in
WAC 314-70-040.
(2) The governmental agency may sell opened containers of liquor back to the ((Class H)) spirit. beer and wine reslalJ.Ilillt licensee from whom seized, if the licensee is going
out of business, for the personal use of the licensee at a negotiated price after payment by the licensee to the board of an
amount to be determined by the board in lieu of the ((Cktss
H)) spirit. beer and wine restaurant discount and tax exemption in effect at that time: Provided, That if the licensee has
not so purchased the opened bottles of liquor within the
period of redemption, they shall be destroyed.
(3) The governmental agency may sell unopened beer
and/or wine to the ((whelesaler)) distributor selling the same
as per procedure in WAC 314-24-210 and 314-20-070 at a
negotiated price. Copies of inventory and bill of sale shall be
furnished the board.
(4) The governmental agency may sell unopened salable
wine and/or beer to appropriately licensed retailers at a negotiated price. Beer purchased under this subsection shall meet
the quality standards set forth by its manufacturer. Copies of
the inventory and bill of sale shall be furnished the board.
(5) The governmental agency may ship the liquor out of
the state of Washington.

WAC 314-70-040 Procedures for board purchase o~
liquor from governmental agencies. The board may purchase from governmental agencies lawfully seized salable
unopened liquor. Such purchases are subject to the following
conditions:
(1) The governmental agency shall provide the board
with a listing of the liquor and shall make the liquor available
for examination and review.
(2) The board will issue a purchase order for the liquor.
(3) When the governmental agency is from within the
state of Washington and the liquor was originally purchased
from the board, the board will pay the total amount listed in
the official board price list then in effect, Jess the ((Class II))
discount ancl tax exemption expressed as a percen~ of the total
price and the percent of total expenses assigned to the merchandise division to gross sales as reported on the profit and
loss statement in the last published annual report of the board.
Combined percentages will be rounded up to a whole percent.
(4) When the governmental agency is a federal agency,
or when the governmental agency is from within the state of
Washington but the liquor was not originally purchased from
the board, or the liquor is no longer handled by the board, the
board will pay a negotiated amount not to exceed ninety percent of the original approximate cost price from the distillery
or manufacturer including federal tax and duty.
(5) After receipt of the board purchase order, the governmental agency who is selling the liquor will invoice the board.
as per the prices listed on the purchase order.
•
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DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed June 3, 1998, 11 :32 am.]

Title of Rule: Underground transportation of explosives,
chapter 296-52 WAC.
Purpose: Underground transportation of explosives,
chapter 296-52 WAC, Safety standards for the possession
and handling of explosives.
In a letter dated August 16, 1995, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administrative (OSHA) notified the
department that its safety standards relating to underground
transportation of explosives were not at-least-as-effective-as
those in the federal standard.
Amended section WAC 296-52-489 Transportation.
The following proposed amendments to subsection (8) add
federal requirements to make underground transportation of
explosives requirements identical to the federal standard.
These amendments:
•
Add the requirement that explosives and blasting
agents be hoisted, lowered, or conveyed in a powde'
car.
•
Add the requirement that no other materials, supplies,
or equipment be transported at the same time explo-

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-03-004,
filed 114/96, effective 2/4/96)
WAC 314-70-030 Purchases by ((Class H)) miri1..
beer and wine restaurant licensee of certain liquor stocks.
Notwithstanding any other provision of Title 66 RCW or
Title 314 WAC, a ((Class II)) spirit. beer and wine restaurant
licensee in conjunction with the purchase of a licensed business may purchase, and place into its regular stock, salable
liquor as provided in WAC 314-70-010. Such liquor shall be
treated for purposes of Title 66 RCW and Title 314 WAC as
if it had been purchased from the board pursuant to RCW
66.24.440.
Expedited Adoption
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sives and blasting agents are being transported in a
powder car.
Add the requirement that explosives and blasting
agents being transported underground be taken to the
point of use or storage without delay.
Add the requirement that the amount of explosives or
blasting agents being transported not exceed the
amount needed for the intended blast.

WSR 98-12-103

44001, Olympia, WA 98504-4001, AND RECEIVED BY
August 3, 1998.
June 3, 1998
Gary Moore
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)

Reason for Using Expedited Adoption

WAC 296-52-489 Transportation. (1) Regulations
governing the transportation of explosives on public highways are adopted by the United States Department of Transportation (see 49 CFR Parts 100 through 199) and the Washington utilities and transportation commission and administered by the Washington state patrol.
(2) The regulations of this section shall be applicable inand-on job sites and off-highway roads. The department of
labor and industries shall administer these regulations in
locations such as but not limited to: Construction or mining
access roads and blastsites; off-highway forest roads including both publicly and privately owned logging roads, haul
roads or general access roads.

Federal-initiated changes are being proposed because the
department must adopt rules identical to or at-least-as-effective-as OSHA rules as required by chapter 49.17 RCW (the
Washington Industrial Safety and Health Act). The department is using the expedited rule adoption process because the
following criterion for expedited adoption of a rule in Title 34
RCW, Administrative Law is met: RCW 34.05.230 (l)(b):
The proposed rules adopt or incorporate by reference without
material change federal statutes or regulations ... if the same
material adopted or incorporated regulates the same subject
matter and conduct as the adopting or incorporating rule.

Note:

LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS DIRECTLY NOTIFIED

Holders of chapter 296-52 WAC, Safety standards for
and handling of explosives. This list includes
possession
the
all stakeholders currently on the mailing list to receive this
chapter.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 49.17.010,
49.17).040, and 49.17.050.
RCW 49.17.010,
Statute Being Implemented:
[49.17).040, and 49.17.050.
Summary: See Purpose above.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: See Purpose above.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Tracy Spencer, Tumwater, Washington, (360) 902-5530;
Implementation and Enforcement: Michael A. Silverstein,
Tumwater, Washington, (360) 902-5495.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Department of
Labor and Industries, governmental.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, OSHA letter
dated August 16, 1995.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: See Purpose above.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
Purpose above.
NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED TO BE
ADOPTED USING AN EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING
PROCESS THAT WILL ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR
THE AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT
STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF
YOU OBJECT TO THIS RULE BEING ADOPTED USING
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
.:-;UST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
·~·ND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Suzanne Mager, Washington State Department of Labor and Industries, P.O. Box

Examples of publicly owned off-highway roads where
these regulations are applicable shall include, but are not
limited to: U.S. Forest Service roads, Bureau of Land Management roads, state department of natural resources roads,
but specifically not including the state or interstate highway
system.

(a) No person shall be allowed to smoke, carry matches
or any other flame-producing device, except guards or commissioned law enforcement officers, to carry any firearms or
loaded cartridges while in or near a motor vehicle transporting explosives; or drive, load, or unload such vehicle in a
careless or reckless manner.
(b) Explosives shall not be carried on any vehicle while
vehicle is being used to transport workers other than driver
and two persons.
(c) Explosives shall be transferred from a disabled vehicle to another, only when proper and qualified supervision is
provided. Local fire and police departments shall be promptly
notified in congested areas. In remote areas they shall be notified if appropriate.
(d) Other materials or supplies shall not be placed on or
in the cargo space of a conveyance containing explosives,
detonating cord or detonators, except carrying safety fuse,
and properly secured, nonsparking equipment used expressly
in the handling of such explosives will be permissible.
(3) Transportation vehicles.
(a) All vehicles used for transporting explosives shall be
strong enough to carry the load without difficulty and be in
good mechanical condition. The cargo compartment(s) shall
have a tight floor and must not have any exposed spark producing metal on the inside which could come into contact
with explosives cargo.
(b) Explosives vehicles used on any roadway which is
open to public travel shall comply with WAC 296-52-550,
Appendix II.
(c) Open top explosives transportation vehicles may only
be used on the jobsite or on roads which are not open to public travel (while laden with explosives). In open top vehicles
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persons taking prescription drugs and/ or narcotics as directed
by a physician providing such use shall not endanger the
worker or others. They shall be familiar with the traffic regu.
lations, state laws, and the provisions of this section.
•
(i) Explosives may only be transported by a licensed
manufacturer, blaster, purchaser or seller, or the designated
agent or representative thereof, or a contract carrier for hire
who complies with all requirements for transportation of hazardous materials.
(ii) The person in control of the explosive laden vehicle
shall be made aware of the nature of the cargo and pertinent
safety precautions relating to the particular explosive(s)
being transported.
(b) Parking. A motor vehicle which contains Class A or
Class B explosives must not be parked under any of the following circumstances:
(i) On or within 5 feet of the traveled portion of a public
street or highway;
(ii) On private property (including premises of a fueling
or eating facility) without the knowledge and consent of the
person who is in charge of the property and who is aware of
the nature of the hazardous materials the vehicle contains; or
(iii) Within 300 feet of a bridge, tunnel, dwelling, building, or place where people work, congregate, or assemble,
except for brief periods when the necessities of operation
require the vehicle to be parked and make it impracticable to
park the vehicle in any other place.
(c) Every motor vehicle transporting any quantity of
Class A or Class B explosives shall, at all times, be attended
by a driver or other attendant of the motor carrier. This atten.
dant shall have been made aware of the class of the explosiv~
material in the vehicle and of its inherent dangers, and shall
have been instructed in the measures and procedures to be
followed in order to protect the public from those dangers.
The attendant shall have been made familiar with the vehicle
to which assigned, and shall be trained, supplied with the necessary means, and authorized to move the vehicle when
required.
(i) For the purpose of this subdivision, a motor vehicle
shall be deemed "attended" only when the driver or other
attendant is physically on or in the vehicle, or has the vehicle
within the driver or attendants field of vision and can reach it
quickly and without any kind of interference; "attended" also
means that the driver or attendant is awake, alert, and not
engaged in other duties or activities which may divert their
attention from the vehicle.
(ii) An explosive laden vehicle may be left unattended
for a period not to exceed 48 hours provided that:
(A) The vehicle is parked in a designated parking lot
which complies with NFPA Std. 498 and with the appropriate
clearance table of this chapter for the type and quantity of
explosives carried;
(B) The designated parking lot is correctly bermed and
walled or fenced and gated to prevent unauthorized entry;
(C) The designated lot is inspected and approved by the
department of labor and industries and is provided with a fulltime security patrol at all times when explosives are presentl;
(D) Trucks used for explosives delivery which contai
only blasting agents (International Class 1.5 D) and no higti
explosives need not be attended provided the vehicle is

or trailers, explosives may only be transported in the original
DOT approved shipping container(s)/box(es) or a daybox or
portable magazine which complies with the requirements of
this chapter. In all instances the explosive container(s),
box(es), daybox or portable magazine shall be secured to the
bed of the vehicle or trailer.
(i) If an explosives transportation vehicle or trailer does
not have a fully enclosed cargo area with nonsparking interior, the cargo bed and all explosive cargo shall be covered
with a flameproof and moisture-proof tarpaulin or other
effective protection against moisture and sparks. Whenever
tarpaulins are used for covering explosives, both the tarpaulin
and the explosives container shall be secured to the body of
the truck bed by means of rope, wire, or other equally efficient tie downs.
(ii) Packages of explosives shall not be loaded above the
sides on open-sided vehicles.
(4) Vehicles shall be placarded and displayed as specified by the United States Department of Transportation, CFR
49-1981, Parts 100 through 199. Placards shall remain on the
vehicle until all explosives have been removed from the vehicle.
(5)(a) Each motor vehicle used for transporting explosives shall be equipped with a minimum of two extinguishers,
each having a rating of at least 2A lOBC. The driver shall be
trained in the use of the extinguishers on the vehicle.
(i) Only extinguishers listed or approved by a nationally
recognized testing laboratory shall be deemed suitable for use
on explosives-carrying vehicles. Refer to WAC 296-2458501(19) for definition of listed, and federal regulation 29
CFR 1910.7 for nationally recognized testing laboratory.
(ii) Extinguishers shall be filled and ready for immediate
use and readily available. Extinguishers shall be examined
periodically by a competent person.
(b) A motor vehicle used for transporting explosives
shall be given the following inspection to determine that it is
in proper condition for safe transportation of explosives:
(i) Fire extinguishers shall be filled and in working order.
(ii) All electrical wiring shall be completely protected
and securely fastened to prevent short-circuiting.
(iii) Chassis, motor, pan, and underside of body shall be
reasonably clean and free of excess oil and grease.
(iv) Fuel tank and feedline shall be secure and have no
leaks.
(v) Brakes, lights, horn, windshield wipers, and steering
apparatus shall function properly.
(vi) Tires shall be checked for proper inflation and
defects.
(vii) The vehicle shall be in proper condition in every
other respect and acceptable for handling explosives.
(c) Motor vehicles or conveyances carrying explosives,
blasting agents, or blasting supplies, shall not be taken inside
a garage or shop for repairs or servicing.
(6) Operation of transportation vehicles.
(a) Vehicles transporting explosives shall only be driven
by and be in the charge of a licensed driver who is not less
than twenty-one years of age, physically fit, careful, capable,
reliable, able to read and write the English language, and not
addicted to the use, or under the influence of intoxicants, narcotics, or other dangerous drugs. This rule does not apply to
Expedited Adoption
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((~)) .(j} Wires on electric caps shall be kept shunted
until wired to the bus wires.
((tft7)) {kl The powder car or conveyance shall be
inspected daily for lights, brakes and external damage to electrical circuitry. The electrical system shall be checked weekly
to detect any failures that may constitute an electrical hazard
and a written certification record of such inspection shall be
kept on file for the duration of the job. The certification
record shall contain the date of inspection, the serial number
or other positive identification of the unit being inspected and
the signature of the person performing the inspection.
((ftt)) ill The installation of auxiliary lights on truck
beds, which are powered by the truck's electrical system,
shall be prohibited.
(((:ff)) .{ml No one, except the operator, the helper, and/or
the powderperson, shall be permitted to ride on a conveyance
transporting explosives and blasting agents.
(((k1)) (Ill No person shall ride in any shaft conveyance
transporting explosives and blasting agents.
No explosives or blasting agents shall be trans((flt))
ported on a crew-haul trip.
((~)) Uli The car or conveyance containing explosives
or blasting agents shall be pulled, not pushed, whenever possible.
((W)) (gl The powder car or conveyance especially built
for the purpose of transporting explosives or blasting agents
shall bear a reflectorized sign on each side with the word
"explosives" in letters not less than 4 inches in height; upon a
background of sharply contrasting color.
((te1)) W Compartments for transporting detonators and
explosives in the same car or conveyance shall be physically
separated by a distance of 24 inches or by a solid partition at
least 6 inches thick.
((W)) W Detonators and other explosives shall not be
transported at the same time in any shaft conveyance.
((W)) ill. Explosives and/or blasting agents, not in original containers, shall be placed in a suitable container when
transported manually.
((ff1)) .(u). No explosives or blasting agents shall be transported on any locomotive. At least two car lengths shall separate the locomotive from the powder car.
(9) When explosives are carried to the blasting site from
the main storage magazines by the blaster or helper:
(a) Special insulated containers or original DOT shipping containers shall be used for this purpose, either boxes or
bags, one container for explosives and one for detonators.
(b) Detonators or explosives shall never be carried in
pockets of clothing.

locked to prevent movement of the vehicle, the cargo comWartments are locked to prevent theft, the vehicle is parked
~ccording to all applicable storage distance requirements, and
the vehicle is located in a secured area which restricts entry to
the area by unauthorized personnel.
(d) No spark-producing metal, spark-producing tools,
oils, matches, firearms, electric storage batteries, flammable
substances, acids, oxidizing materials, or corrosive compounds shall be carried in the body of any motor truck and/ or
vehicle transporting explosives, unless the loading of such
dangerous articles and the explosives comply with U.S.
Department of Transportation regulations.
(e) Vehicles transporting explosives shall avoid congested areas and heavy traffic.
(f) Delivery and issue of explosives shall only be made
by and to authorized persons and into authorized magazines
or authorized temporary storage or handling area.
(7) Transporting blasting caps and explosives in the
same vehicle.
(a) Fuse type blasting caps, blasting caps with safety fuse
and/or blasting caps with metal clad mild detonating fuse
shall not be transported in the same vehicle or trailer with
other explosives.
(b) Blasting caps rated by U.S. DOT as nonmass detonatbe transported in the same vehicle or trailer with
may
ing
other explosives when:
(i) The caps are carried in DOT approved shipping containers:
(ii) The truck or trailer complies with Appendix 1, WAC
296-52-550.
(8) When primers are made up at a central primer house
for use in high speed tunneling, the following shall apply:
(a) Only enough primers shall be made up for each round
of blasting.
(b) The primers shall be placed in separate containers or
bins, categorized by degree of delay in such a manner so as to
prevent them from physical impact.
(c) Explosives carried in the same magazine shall be separated by 1/4-inch steel, covered on each side by four inches
of hardwood planking, or equivalent.
(d) Hoist operators shall be notified before explosives or
blasting agents are transported in a shaft conveyance.
(e) Explosives and blastin~ a~ents shall be hoisted. lowered. or conveyed in a powder car. No other materials. supplies. or equipment shall be transported in the same conveyance at the same time.
ill. Only a state approved powder car or conveyance shall
be used underground.
((ffl)) (~) All explosives or blastin~ a~ents in transit
underground shall be taken to the place of use or storage
without delay.
(h) The guantity of explosives or blasting agents taken to
an under~round loadin~ area shall not exceed the amount
estimated to be necessaxy for the blast.
ill The number of primers for one round will be removed
• from the state approved car or vehicle at the face or heading
.after the drilling has been completed and the holes readied for
loading. After loading the charge, the powder car or vehicle
will be withdrawn from the tunnel.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)

[Filed May 20, 1998, 10:20 am., effective July 1, 1998]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 1998.
Purpose: To make the adult family home regulations
clearer, more easily understood, and more reflective of practices and expectations that are currently in place.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-76-540, 388-76-550, 388-76-560,
388-76-570, 388-76-595, 388-76-605, 388-76-620,
388-7 6-63 5, 3 88-76-655, 3 88-7 6-660, 388-76-665,
388-76-670, 388-76-675, 388-76-680, 388-76-685,
388-76-690, 388-76-695, and 388-76-705.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.128.040.
Other Authority: Chapters 70.128 and 70.129 RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-02-077 on January 7, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version:
REASONS FOR ADOPTING THE RULES

Due to laws passed in the 1995 legislative session, rules
governing adult family homes were completely revised and
became effective in July 1996. Since that time, internal and
• external stakeholders have provided input and feedback con. , ceming their experience implementing these rules. This
feedback made it evident that changes to the regulations were
needed to: Eliminate faulty and/or confusing language; make
the regulations clearer and more easily understood; and make
the regulations more reflective of current practices and laws.
In addition, some changes are necessary to ensure department
expectations are clearly defined and easily understood.

I

VARIAN CE BElWEEN PROPOSED AND FINAL RULES ADULT
FAMILY HOME MINIMUM LICENSING REQUIREMENTS WAC
388-76-540 THROUGH 388-76-705

The following is a description of differences between the
proposed rules and the adopted version, and the principal reasons.
WAC 388-76-540 Definitions.
Caregiver - within this definition "entity responsible
individual" was changed to "entity representative." This
change was made throughout the rules.
Entity representative - we changed the name from
"entity responsible individual" to "entity representative" as
was suggested to us; we found the latter term less awkward.
Other minor editorial changes were made to make this definition clearer. Throughout the rules, "entity responsible individual" has been replaced with "entity representative."
Individual provider - clarifying changes were made to
make this definition clearer.
WAC 388-76-550 License application.
~ecti_on title revised _to ~eflect re~ent statut?ry changes
(elimmatmg renewal apphcatJ.ons and implementing a nonexpiring license).

WSR 98-11-095

(1) Deleted "renewal" to reflect recent statutory changes
(eliminating renewal applications and implementing a nonexpiring license).
(3) Minor editorial changes made to make this subsection easier to read.
(4) This subsection was revised to reflect recent statutory
changes (eliminating renewal applications and implementing
a nonexpiring license).
(6) Deleted "or renew" from this subsection to reflect
recent statutory changes (eliminating renewal applications
and implementing a nonexpiring license).
(8) Added "provider" after applicant for clarity, and
deleted "or renewal" from this subsection to reflect recent
statutory changes (eliminating renewal applications and
implementing a nonexpiring license).
(9) Made numerous editorial and clarifying changes to
make this subsection easier to read and understand.
(10-11) Deleted "or renewal" from these subsections to
reflect recent statutory changes (eliminating renewal applications and implementing a nonexpiring license).
(12) This subsection deleted as it is no longer relevant
due to the recent statutory change (eliminating renewal applications and implementing a nonexpiring license).
WAC 388-76-560 License eligibility. Section title
revised to reflect recent statutory changes (eliminating
renewal applications and implementing a nonexpiring
license).
(5) Added a clarifying sentence to remind adult family
homes that their Department of Health (DOH) registration
must be renewed annually .
(6) Added a clarifying sentence to remind adult family
homes that resident manager's DOH registration must be
renewed annually. Deleted "within sixty days of being designated as an adult family home resident manager" because our
assistant attorney general advised the department that we do
not have statutory authority to make this change.
(9) Reorganized this section and made minor editorial
changes to try and make it clearer and easier to read. Deleted
reference to renewal of licenses to reflect recent statutory
changes. Due to comments received, clarified in (c) and (d)
that the action must be taken by an agency.
(10-13) Reorganized these subsections and made minor
editorial changes to try and make it clearer and easier to read.
Deleted reference to renewal oflicenses to reflect recent statutory changes.
(14) Deleted reference to renewal of licenses to reflect
recent statutory changes.
(15) This subsection deleted as it is no longer relevant
(due to the recent statutory change eliminating renewal applications and implementing a nonexpiring license).
WAC 388-76-570 Additional license requirements Multiple-facility providers.
(5) Inserted "prior to" in new subsection (5) in order to
eliminate old subsections (5-6).
WAC 388-76-595 Inspections and ombudsman visits.
(2) Added examples of willful interference and failure to
cooperate in this subsection in response to comments received.
(4-5) Changed "shall" to "will" for clarity.
(6-10) Reorganized this section and made minor editorial changes to try and make it clearer and easier to read.
(1J
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Revised some of the requirements of this section because
they conflicted with public disclosure laws and confidentiality requirements.
(11) Added in "state regulations for the long-term care
ombudsman program" for clarity.
WAC 388-76-605 Restraints.
(4)(b) Deleted "who has assessed the resident" for accuracy, as health care professionals with prescriptive authority
follow standards of practice under their respective licenses.
(4)(c) Revised language to be clearer. Prior language
was not entirely accurate.
WAC 388-76-620 Provision of services and care.
(3) Changed "service" to "care." This change has been
made throughout the rules, and this "service" was accidentally missed.
(4)(b) Changed "ensures" to "promotes" in response to
comments received about the use of the word ensure.
WAC 388-76-635 Nurse delegation-Penalties.
The department has changed "shall" to "may" to reflect
recent statutory changes.
WAC 388-76-655 General management and administration.
(2)(d) "For example" was replaced with "including but
not limited to" in order to be clear that the being on vacation
was only one example, not the only example.
(3)(a) This entire subsection had been incorrectly
deleted; what was needed was additional language to specify
that damage or loss of the resident's property is covered if
due to negligence of the insured. The correct language has
been added.
(7)(a) The specific WAC citation has changed, so this
subsection was revised.
(7)(b) Language was added to clarify that the maximum
time a resident can be left alone must be documented in a resident's negotiated care plan.
WAC 388-76-660 Training.
(2)(a) Some minor language was revised to make this
subsection clearer.
(4) Language was added to clarify that AFHs who take a
special Division of Developmental Disabilities training are
exempt from the fundamentals of caregiving training.
WAC 388-76-670 Disaster and emergency preparedness.
(4) Minor editorial changes were made to this subsection
to make it clearer and more easily understood.
WAC 388-76-675 Reporting requirements.
(2) No changes will be made in this subsection. It was
decided to leave this section as it currently is, and not make
any changes.
WAC 388-76-680 Infection control and communicable disease.
(2-4) Revisions were made in these subsections to make
them clearer and more reflective of current standards in
regard to tuberculosis (TB).
WAC 388-76-685 Criminal history disclosure and
background inquiries.
(3) "Against persons" was deleted based on our assistant
attorney general's advice. The statute this subsection refers
to lists more than just crimes against persons, and so the prior
language was not accurate.
Permanent

WAC 388-76-690 Advance directives, guardianship,
and decision making.
(4-5) The language in these subsections was completely
revised to be simpler, clearer, and to comply with the appropriate statutes.
WAC 388-76-705 Remedies.
(3)(a)(iii)(A-B) In order to clarify that there are two circumstances when civil fines can exceed one hundred dollars
per day, new language was added in (A) and (B) to specifically identify those two circumstances. The two circumstances are defined in statute, and those statutes are referenced in (A) and (B) of this subsection.
(3)(a)(iv) "Or refusal to renew" was deleted to reflect
recent statutory changes (eliminating renewal applications
and implementing a nonexpiring license).
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
RepealedO.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 18, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative.
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 18, Repealed 0.
•
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 1998.
May 20, 1998
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)

WAC 388-76-540 Definitions. ((fl-t)) "Abandonment" means action or inaction by a person or entity with a
duty of care for a frail elder or vulnerable adult that leaves the
vulnerable person without the means or ability to obtain necessary food, clothing, shelter, or health care.
((~)) "Abuse" means a nonaccidental act of physical
or mental mistreatment or injury, or sexual mistreatment,
which harms a person through action or inaction by another
individual.
((f37)) "Adult family home" means the same as the definition in RCW 70.128.010.
(((41)) "Applicant" means an individual, partnership,
corporation, or other entity seeking a license to operate an
adult family home.
((fS?)) "Capacity" means the maximum number of persons in need of personal or special care permitted in an adult
family home at a given time. This number shall include
related children or adults in the home who receive special.
care.
•
((~))"Caregiver" means any person eighteen years of
age or older responsible for providing direct personal care to
12 J
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"resident" includes the resident's surrogate decision maker in
accordance with state law or at the resident's request.
((~))"Resident manager" means a person employed
or designated by the provider to manage the adult family
home.
((~)) "Special £are" means care beyond personal
care services as defined by ((st1eseetiea (18) et)) "personal
care seryjces" in this section.
((~)) "Unsupervised" means the same as the definition in RCW 43.43.830(8).

a resident and may include but is not limited to the provider,
.resident manager, employee, relief caregiver, volunteer, stu.dent. entity representative, or household member.
((f77)) "Case manager" means the department staff person or designee assigned to negotiate, monitor, and facilitate
a service plan for residents receiving services fully or partially paid for by the department.
((fS})) "Chemical restraint" means a psychopharmacologic drug that is used for discipline or convenience and not
required to treat the resident's medical symptoms.
((~)) "Department" means the Washington state
department of social and health services.
((fWj)) "Entity provider" means any corporation, partnership, association, or limited liability company that is
licensed under this chapter to operate an adult family home.

•
•

•
•
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7 /20/96)
WAC 388-76-550 License application(( llliti&I &1111
(1) All applications for adult family home licensure ((er refte'Nel)) are subject to review under this chapter.
(2) ((Te Bflply fer lift liatilt fomily heme lieease, lift Bf'f'li
e11ftt sh11ll eemplete liftS sttsffiit 11 lieeftse 11pplie11tieft eft
aepllftffieRt f'F0'iiaea feffftS llt leliSt Silcty aeys sefere the
reEtttestea effeeti11e Elate ef that lieease )) Persons who have
not held an adult family home license within the last twelve
months must attend department orientation to receive an initial adult family home application.
(3) ((Fer reftewal ef 8ft atittlt fllfflily heffie lieeftse, the
previaer sh11ll eeffiplete llfta Sttbmit a Feftewal evvlieatieft 0ft
aeper-tffieftt f'Fe'liaea feffftS at le11st sixty a11y S sefere the elir
Feftt lieeftse's expiretieft tlate. The lieeftse ffil:lSt ee Feftewea
aHR1:1ally te reffiaia v11litl)) Ca) To apply for an initial adult
family home license. an applicant shall complete and submit
the dt;partment application form .
Cb) The applicant must provide all information
reguested. including information regarding any facilities and
homes for the care or provision of seryices to children or vulnerable adults that the applicant is or has been affiliated with
in the last ten years. This information is needed so the department can determine whether the applicant meets all applicable qualifications and requirements.
(c) An entity shall provide the information in Cb) of this
subsection with regard to any partner officer. director. managerial employee. or owner of five percent or more of the
entity.
(4) ((The applieflftt shlill eeffifllete the eevartm0ftt aesig
Rlltea Bf'f'lieatieft feffft preYJieiag all iftfeffftatt0ft fteeeSSllf)',
iftel1:1aing infefffilltiea regllfEliftg llRY faeilities llfttl hefftes fer
the ellfe er preYisiea ef serviees te ehiltlrea er V'tilfternele
a61:1lts that the evvliellftt is er has eeeft affiliates with iH the
lest teft years, se the aepllftffieftt 08ft aeteffftine whether the
11pplieaftt ffieets all applieeele qttalifieatieas afttl req1:1ire
meftts. Aft etttity shall preYiae this infeffft11tieft with reg11ffi te
BHY Jl&ftfter, effieer, aireeter, fftllfiligeriel effi13leyee, er 0'llfter
eHiYe pereettt er mere ef the etttity applieant)) Ca) An adult
family home license is a nonexpiring license which means it
does not need to be renewed eveiy year.
Cb) The adult family license remains valid unless:
Ci) The department takes enforcement action to suspend
or revoke the license in accordance with state law:
(ii) The provider voluntarily surrenders the license or
closes the home: or
(iii) The provider fails to pay the annual licensing fee.

((fl-l-7))

reee~·1tl)).

"Entity represeptatjye" means the individual designated by an entity provider who is responsible for the daily
operation of the adult family home
"Exploitation" means the illegal or improper use of a
frail elder or vulnerable adult or that person's income or
resources, including trust funds, for another person's profit or
advantage.
((~)) "Frail elder or vulnerable adult" means the
same as the definition in RCW 74.34.020 orRCW 43.43.830.
((fH?)) "Individual provider" means ((e ftlffiifel)) an
individual person or a legally married couple who is licensed
to operate an adult family home.
((fl-47)) "Inspection" means an on-site visit by department personnel to determine the adult family home's compliance with this chapter and chapter 70.128 RCW, Adult family homes.
((~))"Multiple facility provider" means an individual or entity provider who is licensed to operate more than
one adult family home.
((~)) "Neglect" means a pattern of conduct or inaction resulting in deprivation of care necessary to maintain a
resident's physical or mental health.
((fl-11)) "Nursing assistant" means the same as the definition in chapter 18.88A RCW.
((fl-81)) "Personal care services" means both physical
assistance and/or prompting and supervising the performance
of direct personal care tasks as determined by the resident's
needs as defined in WAC 388-15-202((~)), Long-term
care services-Definitions. Personal care services do not
include assistance with tasks performed by a licensed health
professional.
((fl-91)) "Physical restraint" means a manual method,
obstacle, or physical or mechanical device, material, or
equipment attached or adjacent to the resident's body that
restricts freedom of movement or access to his or her body, is
used for discipline or convenience, and not required to treat
the resident's medical symptoms.
((~)) "Provider" means any person or entity that is
licensed under this chapter to operate an adult family home.
((~)) "Resident" means any adult unrelated to the
provider who lives in the adult family home and who is in
need of care. "Resident" includes former residents when
examining complaints about admissions, readmissions, transfers or discharges. For decision-making purposes, the term
[3)
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(a) The information in the application; and
(b) Other documents and information the department
deems relevant, including inspection and complaint investigation findings in each facility or home for the care or provision of services to children or vulnerable adults with which
the applicant or any partner, officer, director, managerial
employee, or owner of five percent or more of the entity
applicant is or has been affiliated.
(3) The applicant and the home for which the license is
sought shall comply with all requirements established by
chapter 70.128 RCW and this chapter. The department may
deny a license for noncompliance with any such requirements.
(4) An individual provider shall be twenty-one years of
age or older ((eed ell i:ireviders shell ee registered with the
dei:ilH4Hleet ef health es reEt"tlired ey RCW 70.128.120)).
(5) All providers shall be registered with the department
of health as required by R CW 70.128.120 prior to applying
for an adult family home license. This registration must be
renewed annually.
(6) Each resident manager shall register with the department of health as required by RCW 70.128.120. This registration must be renewed annually.
(7) A provider sball have the understanding. ability.
emotional stability and physical health suited to meet the
emotional and physical care needs of vulnerable adults.
(8) An aciult family home shall not simultaneously be
licensed as a boarding home.
ill The department shall deny. suspend or revoke a
license if ((en Bflfllieeet er eey f!IH4Ber, effieer, direeter, mee •
egeFiel emi:ileyee, er eweer ef five i:iereeet er mere ef the •
eetity Bflfllieeet has)) any of the following people have a history of significant noncompliance with federal or state regulations in providing care or services to vulnerable adults or
children,;,
* An applicant/provider.
* A resident manager.
* A partner of the entity.
* An officer of the entity.
* A director of the entity.
* A managerial employee of the entity
* An entity representative. or
* An owner of five percent or more of the entity.
The department shall consider, at a minimum, the following as a history of significant noncompliance requiring
denial of a license:
(a) Revocation or suspension of a license for the care of
children or vulnerable adults;
(b) Enjoined from operating a facility for the care of children or adults; ((er))
(c) Revocation, cancellation, suspension, or nonrenewal
of a Medicaid or Medicare provider agreement((;-er)) by the
contracting agency; or
(d) Revocation. cancellation suspension. or nonreuewal
Qf any ((ether)) agreement with a public agency for the care
or treatment of children or vulnerable adults. when the action
•
is taken by the public agency.
((~)) (I 0) The department may deny. SU§pend or revoke •
a license if any of the following people meet any of the criteria under subsection (9) of this section:

(5) All entity providers shall include their Unified Business Identifier (UBI) and Federal Employer Identification
(FEI) numbers on the application.
(6) Married couples may not apply for separate adult
family home licenses for each spouse.
(7)Ca) Couples considered legally married under Washington state Jaw are the only individuals who may apply
jointly for an individual provider adult family home license.
(b) After the effective date of these rules two (or more)
unmarried individuals applying for an initial adult family
home license to be held jointly. must become an entity provider by forming a COIJ>Oration. partnership. association. or
limited liability company.
(fil The license applicant/provider shall be the person or
entity ultimately responsible for the ((dttHy)) operation of the
adult family home. The license applicant or the applicant's
authorized representative shall sign the adult family home
license ((er reHevt'el)) application.
((~)) (9)(a) All entity providers shall designate an individual on their adult family home application who is responsible for the daily operation of the adult family home. This
person is called the entity representative and is considered the
department's primaiy contact person within the entity organization.
Cb) For some entity providers one person may act as both
the entity representative and the resident manager.
(c) Entity providers shall immediately notify their licensor when there is a change in the entity representative.
(.lQ). An applicant who enters into a lease or contractual
agreement with a landlord who takes an active interest in the
operation of the adult family home, shall include the landlord's name and address on the license ((erfefle'Nel)) application. Active interest includes but is not limited to:
(a) The charging of rent as a percentage of the business;
(b) Assistance with start up and operational expenses;
(c) Collection of resident fees;
(d) Recruitment of residents;
(e) Management oversight;
(f) Assessment and negotiated ((sePriee)) care plan
development for residents; or
(g) The provision of personal or special care to residents.
((f9j)) aD The department shall not commence review
of an incomplete license ((er reeewel)) application, and
incomplete applications shall become void sixty days following the department's written request for additional documentation or information to complete the application.
(((10) Ae 8Ehilt family heme lieeHse shell ee valid fer "tlfl
te eee year.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)

WAC 388-76-560 License eligibility(( leitial aed
peeewal)). (1) The department shall consider separately and
jointly as applicants each person and entity named in an
application for an adult family home license. If the department finds any person or entity unqualified, the department
shall deny the license.
(2) In making a determination whether to grant an adult
family home license, the department shall review:
Permanent
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* A managerial employee of the entity.
* A entity representative.
* An owner of fifty percent or more of the entity ((~
eftftt)), or
* An owner who exercises control over daily operations
has:
(a) Obtained or attempted to obtain a license by fraudulent means or misrepresentation;
(b) Permitted, aided, or abetted the commission of any
illegal act on the adult family home premises;
(c) Been convicted of a felony or a crime against a person if the conviction reasonably relates to the competency of
the person to own or operate an adult family home;
(d) Had sanction, corrective, or remedial action taken by
federal, state, county, or municipal health or safety officials
related to the care or treatment of children or vulnerable
adults;
(e) Engaged in or been convicted of the illegal use of
drugs or the excessive use of alcohol within the past five
years without evidence ofrehabilitation;
(f) Been convicted of the illegal selling or distribution of
drugs:
Cg) Been convicted of any crime involving a fireaon used
in the commission of a felony or in an act of violence against
a person:
.Qll Operated a facility for the care of children or adults
without a license;
(((g) Failee te meet finaBeial ebligatiefts as the ebliga
tieBS fell a1:1e Ht tae ft6ffflBl eeHFSe ef Bl:ISiftess;
fhJ)) fil Misappropriated property of residents;
(((tj)) ill Been denied a license or license renewal to
operate a facility that was licensed for the care of children or
vulnerable adults;
((~)) .(k} Relinquished or returned a license in connection with the operation of any facility for the care of children
or vulnerable adults, or did not seek the renewal of such
license, following written notification of the licensing
agency's initiation of denial, suspension, cancellation or
revocation of the license;
((00)) ill Had resident trust funds or assets of an entity
providing care to children or vulnerable adults seized by the
IRS or a state·entity for failure to pay income or payroll taxes;
((~)) (nll Refused to permit authorized department representatives to interview residents or have access to resident
records;
(((ffij)) ill.l Interfered with a long term care ombudsman
in the performance of his or her official duties; ((6f
(81)) .(Q). Exceeded licensed capacity in the operation of
an adult family home~
(p) Been found by the court in a proceeciing under Title
26 RCW to have committed an act of domestic violence
toward a family or household member.
( ((91)) Cl 3) The department may deny. SUSj)end or revoke
a license if:
* An applicant.
* A provider.
* A resident manager.
* A partner of the entity.
* An officer of the entity.
*A director of the entity.

* Any person who is a caregiver:
* Any person who has unsupervised access to residents
•
.in the adult family home: or
* Any person who lives in the home but who is not a resident
UD The department shall deny, suspend((;)) QI revoke((;
ef refttse te reBew)) a license if ((aB aJ1J1lie1tBt ef atty Jlaftftef,
effieef, eifeetef, lftaftagerial 01RJ1leyee, ftfl 8Vlftef ef fifty Jlef
eeftt ef fftere ef the eRtity ftJIJllieftftt, ef aft eWfl:ef whe eitef
eises eeftt:Fel e'lef eaily 0Jlefatiefts has beeR)):
* An applicant/provider.
* Any person who is a caregiver.
* Any person who has unsupervised access to residents
in the adult family home.
*Any person who lives in the home but who is not a res~

•
•

•
•
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* A resident manager
*A partner of the entity.
* An officer of the entity.
* A director of the entity.
* A managerial employee of the entity.
* An entity representative.
* An owner of fifty percent or more of the entity. or
* An owner who exercises control over daily operations.
has been:
(a) Convicted of a crime against a person as defined
under RCW 43.43.830 or RCW 43.43.842;
(b) Convicted of a crime relating to financial exploitation
as defined under RCW 43.43.830 or RCW 43.43.842;
(c) Found by a court in a protection proceeding under
chapter 74.34 RCW to have abused or financially exploited a
vulnerable adult;
(d) Found in any final decision issued by a disciplinary
board to have sexually or physically abused or exploited any
minor or a person with a developmental disability or to have
abused or financially exploited any vulnerable adult;
(e) Found in any dependency action under RCW
13.34.030 (2)(b) to have sexually ((assatdtee)) ~or
exploited any minor or to have physically abused any minor;
or
(f) Found by a court in a domestic relations proceeding
under Title 26 RCW to have sexually abused or exploited any
minor or to have physically abused any minor.
(((7) The SeJlaftmeRt shall eetty, SHSJleftS, f0'10ke, 0f
reftise te fefte•.v a lieeRse if aay JleFSeft ·.vhe liYes in the heffte
ef •Nhe has HBSHfleF\'isee aeeess te resieeats meets any ef the
eriteria eefiaee H8S6f SHbseetiea (6) efthis seetiea.
f87)) (U} The department may deny, suspend((;)) QI
revoke a license, ((ef refttse te resew a lieease if aft aJ1J1lieant
0f any Jleflftef, effieer, eifeetef, ftlftftagerial eftlJlleyee,)) it
* An applicant/provider.
* Any person who is a caregiver.
* Any person who has unsupervised access to residents
in the adult family home.
* Any person who lives in the home but who is not a resident.
*A resident manager.
* A partner of the entity.
* An officer of the entity.
* A director of the entity.
(5)
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* A managerial employee of the entity.
* An entity representative
* An owner of fifty percent or more of the entity. or
* An owner who exercises control over daily operations.

(f) Working with people who are elderly, chronically
•
mentally ill, or developmentally disabled;
(g) The licensing process;
(h) Social and recreational activities;
(i) Resident rights;
(j) Legal issues;
(k) Physical maintenance and fire safety; and
(1) Housekeeping.
(((5) A pFeviaef whe is eperetiag meFe t:hea eae edl:ilt
femily heme pfief te the effeetive dete ef this eh8flteF, shell
have l:iBtil Jtiae I, 1997 te eemplete the Fesideatiel eeFe
edmiBistratof's tfeiniag.
(6) A pF0viaef v;he 8flplies fey e lieease te eperete mere
thea eae edtilt family heme ea ef eftef the effeetive dete ef
this eheptef, shell eemplete the Fesideatiel eMe edmiaistfe
teF's tfeiaiag pfief to opeFetiag moFe tftllft eae feffiily home.))

Failed to meet financial obligations as the obligations
fell due in the normal course of business. thereby impeding
his/her ability to care for residents.
.(14). The department shall deny ((ef Fefttse te reaew)) an
adult family home license to an applicant who is licensed to
care for children in the same home unless:
(a) It is necessary in order to allow a resident's child(ren)
to live in the same home as the resident or to allow a resident
who turns eighteen to remain in the home;
(b) The applicant provides satisfactory evidence to the
department of the home's capability to meet the needs of children and adults residing in the home; and
(c) The total number of persons receiving care in the
home does not exceed the number permitted by the licensed
capacity of the adult family home.
(((10) The dep!tftmeat's reaev1el ef e lieease dees aet
pFeehtde the dep!tftmeat ffem tekiag ~ aetiea l:iBEief WAC
388 76 705 eesed 08 i:ftspeetiea.))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)

WAC 388-76-595 Inspections and ombudsman visits.

(I) The department shall conduct unannounced inspections
and complaint investigations to determine the provider's
compliance with this chapter and chapter 70.128 RCW.
(2) The provider shall ensure that department staff have
access to the home, residents, and all resident records therein
and shall not willfully interfere or fail to cooperate with
department staff in the performance of official duties. Examples of willful interference or failure to cooperate include but
are not limited to not allowing department staff to talk to residents in private. not allowing dt;partment staff entrance into
the home. or not allowing dt;partment staff access to resident
records.
(3) Department staff shall have access to relevant staff
records which must be kept ·in the adult family home. Relevant staff records include: Criminal histozy background
inquiries· tuberculosis test documentation: CPR-First aid
cards· department of health registration: fundamentals of caregiving. modified fundamentals of caregiving. nurse delegation and continuing education certificates: and any other special certificates.
(4) Within ten calendar days of the ins.pection of the
adult family home the dt;partment's inspection rt;port will be
mailed or hand delivered to the provider
(5) Within ten calendar days of the completion of complaint investigation data collection. any department inspection report related to a complaint investigation will be mailed
or hand delivered to the provider.
(6) A provider shall submit to the dt;partment the
planned corrective measures for violations and/or deficiencies within ten calendar days of receipt of a statement of deficiencies or an ins.pection rt;por.t.
(7) Upon request. the dt;partment will supply to the public copies of ins.pection reports and complaint investigation
rt;ports as soon as they are completed
(8) The department will include a copy of the provider's
pla~ne.d c01·i:-ect~ve measure.s with th~ ins.p~ction and complamt mvest1gat10n rt;ports. if a copy is available at the time
of the request.

AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7 /20/96)

WAC 388-76-570 Additional license requirementsMultiple facility providers. (1) The department shall not
issue a license to a provider to operate more than one adult
family home unless:
(a) The applicant has operated an adult family home for
at least one year in this state without any significant violation
of the rules of this chapter; or
(b) The applicant has submitted evidence demonstrating
that it has the capability to operate multiple adult family
homes.
(2) An applicant that is applying to be licensed for more
than one adult family home shall submit to the department for
each adult family home:
(a) A twenty-four hour per day, seven days per week,
staffing plan; and
(b) A plan for covering administrative responsibilities.
(3) Multiple facility providers shall have on-site at each
adult family home a plan that addresses visitor parking deliveries. and staff parking.
ill The department may consider the applicant's credit
history in determining whether to license the applicant for
more than two adult family homes, when the department
determines the credit history relates to an applicant's ability
to provide care and services to vulnerable adults.
(((4) Whea)) (5) Prior to operating two or more adult
family homes, ((a)) the individual provider or entity nmresentative shall successfully complete forty-eight hours of residential care administrator's training, including training in at
least the following areas:
(a) Business planning and marketing;
(b) Fiscal planning and management;
(c) Human resource planning;
(d) Resident health services;
(e) Nutrition and food service;
Permanent
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written decision by the department to take an
action will be immediately available to the pub-

(d) The resident or surrogate decision maker has given
infonned consent for its use.

(10) Subsectio ns (7) through (9) above are subject to
applicabl e public disclosur e and confiden tiality require-

AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amendi ng WSR 96-14-00 3,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)

~

WAC 388-76-6 20 Provision of services and care. (I)
The provider shall ensure that the resident receives necessary
services and care to promote the most appropria te level of
physical, mental, and psychoso cial well-bein g consisten t
with resident choice.
(2) The provider shall encourage and promote resident
participation in service planning and delivery.
(3) The provider shall respect the resident's right to
decide negotiate d ((seffiee) ) care plan goals and treatment
choices, including acceptanc e or refusal of ((serY-iee)) ~
plan recommendations.
(4) The provider shall ensure that resident services are
delivered in a manner and in an environment that:
(a) Promotes maintenance or enhancem ent of each resident's quality of life; ((&ftti))
(b) Promotes the safety of all residents; and
(£} Reasonably accommodates the resident's individual
needs and preferences, except when the health or safety of the
resident or other residents would be endangered.
(5) The provider shall ensure that appropriate professionals provide needed services to the resident based upon
the resident's assessment and negotiated ((seFriee) ) care plan .

(9) Any
~nforcement
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illl The adult family

home shall not willfully interfere
with a representative of the Washington protection and advocacy system as defined under RCW 71A.10.0 80 or the long
term care ombudsm an in the performa nce of official duties,
as defined under chapter 43.190 RCW, Long-ter m care
ombudsm an program. the state regulations for the long-term
care ombudsm an program . and under federal Iaw......Illi;.
d14>artment shall impose a penalty of not more than one thousand dollars for any such willful interference with a representative from the long-tenn care ombudsm an program.
( ((4) The departmeHt' s iRspeetioft rep oft shall 'ae mailee
to the f'FO'lider liftd maee !t"lttilli'ale to the pttblie Witftift teft
werkiHg eays of tfte iHspeetioft of the ftEittlt family heme. If Ii
pre-,,·ider gives the depaftffteat a plan of eerreetio a for defi
eieaeies, the eepertmeftt shall iHeh:1de a statemeat of the pre
vider's plaaaed eoffeetiv e measl:lres ia the departme at's
inspeetioa report.))
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amendi ng WSR 96-14-00 3,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)
WAC 388-76-6 05 Restraint s. (I) The resident has the
right to be free from physical and chemical restraint and
involuntary seclusion.
(2) Adult family homes are prohibited from using any
and all forms of physical restraint that are used for the purposes of discipline or convenie nce and are not required to
treat the resident's medical symptom s. Treatmen t of such
medical symptom s must be applied and ((tlifeetly)) immediately supervised on-site by a licensed registered nurse .(RN).
licensed practical nurse (LPN) or a licensed physician . .Immsc.
diate supervisi on means the licensed registere d nurse. the
licensed practical nurse. or the licensed physician is in the
home and guickly and easily available.
(3) The provider shall ensure that the resident is free
from chemical restraints which are:
(a) Used for discipline or convenience; and
(b) Not required to treat the resident's medical symptoms.
(4) In any situation where a psychopharmacological drug
is used for the resident, the provider shall ensure:
(a) That it is not used for the purpose of discipline or
convenience;
(b) That it has been prescribed by a physician or health
care professional with prescriptive authority;
(c) The resident's negotiated ((seFriee)) care plan ((pre....tees)) includes other environm ental and behaviora l strategies ((and lipf'FO&ehes to eiffiinisfi Of eliffiiftate liSe of)) /modifications to address the symptom s for which the psychopharmacological ((dt=ag)) medication has been prescribed, where
possible. An actual change in medicatio n will only occur
when the prescriber determine s it is medically warranted for
the resident; and

AMEND ATOR Y SECTION (Amendi ng WSR 96-14-00 3,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7 /20/96)
WAC 388-76-6 35 Nurse delegati on-Pena lties. The
department ((shall)) may impose a civil fine on any provider
((or resieeat Hl&Hager)) that knowingl y performs or knowingly permits an employee to perform a nursing task except
as delegated by a nurse pursuant to chapter 18.79 RCW and
chapter 246-840 WAC as follows:
(I) Two hundred fifty dollars for the first time the
department finds an unlawful delegation;
(2) Five hundred dollars for the second time the department finds an unlawful delegation; and
(3) One thousand dollars for the third time or more the
department finds an unlawful delegation.
AMENO ATORY SECTION (Amendin g WSR 96-14-00 3,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20196)
WAC 388-76-655 General managem ent and administration. ( 1) The provider shall not admit or retain any resident whose needs the provider cannot meet.
(2) The provider shall ensure all of the following:
(a) That staff are competent, and receive necessary trainto
ing perfonn assigned tasks;
(b) The adult family home is in complian ce with the
requirements of this chapter and other applicable state laws;
((aee))
(c) The home employs sufficient staff to meet the needs
of the residents; and
[7]
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(d) That he/she is available to respond to resident needs
and caregiver inquiries within a reasonable time frame In the
event a provider is unavailable (including but not limited to
being on vacation) a person must be designated to respond
on behalf of the provider.
(3) The provider shall maintain liability insurance of at
least one hundred thousand dollars per occurrence to cover:
(a) Damage or loss of the resident's property if due to
negligence of the insured; and
(b) Injury or harm to the resident resulting from:
(i) The provision of services or failure to provide needed
services; or
(ii) Incidents occurring in the adult family home or on
the home's premises.
(4) ((A f!F-0¥ider whe 0f!emtes eely eee ad1:dt fBfBily
heme shall have evideeee ef the mst:1r8flee eeverage Feqt:iired
ey st:16seetiee (3) ef this seetieft eegitLtieg Jaet:1aty 1, 1997.
~)) The provider shall ensure that all caregivers are at
least eighteen years of age or older.
(((6))) ill The provider shall ensure that the provider
((eF)). entity re_presentative. resident manager and all caregivers:
(a) Are able to communicate or make provisions for
communicating with the resident in his or her primary language;
(b) Have a clear understanding of job responsibilities and
knowledge of residents' negotiated ((set'Yiee)) care plans in
order to be able to provide care specific to each resident's
needs;
(c) Not engage in the illegal use of drugs or the excessive
use of alcohol when providing care to residents; and
(d) Possess a valid first aid and CPR card prior to providing care for residents unless such care is directly supervised
by a fully qualified caregiver who has a valid first aid and
CPR card.
(((7) The f!F-0¥ider shall eest:1re that there is at all tifftes ea
the f!Feffiises at least eee earegi·1er v1he is literate aed eaf!aele
ef 't:lftdeFStaBdieg writteH 8fld era! iHstf't:letiees eeftlfftt:1Bieated
ie EHglish iH erder ta ee a61e te FeSf!0Bd af!f!r0f!riately te
emergeHey sit't:latieHs)) (6) The provider shall ensure that:
(a) There is at least one caregiver present in the home
whenever one or more residents are on the premises:
(b) The caregiver referred to in (a) of this subsection is
capable of understanding and speaking English well enough
to be able to respond appropriately to emergency situations·

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6119/96, effective 7 /20/96)

WAC 388-76-660 Training. (1) Before operating and
providing services in an adult family home, individual providers. entity re_presentative and resident managers shall successfully complete the department's:
(a) Fundamentals of caregiving training; or
(b) Modified fundamentals of caregiving training if they
meet the requirements listed in subsection (3) of this section.
(2) Providers shall ensure that:
(a) All caregivers hired in the adult family home ((etHH'
after the effeetive date efthis ehaf!ter)) successfully complete
the department designated fundamentals of caregiving training within one hundred twenty days of employment, unless
he or she meets the requirements in subsection§. (3) or (4)
below; .arul
(b) ((All earegivers hired iH the adt:1lt family heme prier
te the effeeti·>'e date ef this ehaf!ter st:1eeessf1:1Uy eemf!lete the
departmeHt desigH1tted ftted1tmeHt1tls ef earegiviHg traiHiHg
prier ta Marek 1, 1997, 't:tfl!ess he er she meets the rettt:1ire
meets iB s't:l6seetiee (3) eelew; aed
(et)) All caregivers complete a minimum of ten hours of
continuing education credits per calendar year, on topics relevant to caregiving:
(i) Topics include, but are not limited to residents' rights,
personal care, dementia, mental illness, developmental disabilities, depression, medication assistance, communication
skills, alternatives to restraints, and activities for residents;
(ii) Caregivers must receive a certificate of completion to
meet the requirement for continuing education credit and
each hour of completed instruction will count as one hour of
continuing education credit; and
(iii) The continuing education requirement begins the
calendar year after the year in which the caregiver completes
the fundamentals or modified fundamentals of caregiving
training.
(3) A caregiver who ((is)) has successfully completed
training as a registered or licensed practical nurse, a physical
or occupational therapist, a nursing assistant certified, a home
health aid from a Medicare certified home health agency,
who has successfully completed department approved adult
family home training, or department approved personal care
training from an area agency on aging or their subcontractor,
or who is a resident manager or provider prior to ((the effee
tive date ef this ehavter)) July 20. 1996, is exempt from the
fundamentals of caregiving training in subsection (2) of this
section if the caregiver successfully completes the department designated modified fundamentals of caregiving training in accordance with the dates specified in subsection (2) of
this section.
(4) Caregivers are exempt from attending the fundamentals of caregiving or modified fundamentals of caregiving
trainings if they successfully pass the department's challenge
test for the class they are required to take. The caregiver has
only one opportunity to successfully pass the challenge test
then he/she must attend the fundamentals of caregiving or
modified fundamentals of caregiving trainings as required.
(5) A provider and any of their staff who have successfully completed the division of developmental disabilities
CDDDl staff training as required by chapter 275-26 WAC is

fillil

(c) At least one caregiver is accessible by phone or
beeper for emergencies when there are no residents on the
homes' premises
(7) An adult family home shall be exempt from subsection (6)(a) of this section if:
(a) The home provides care to residents whose primruy
disabilities are developmental disabilities as defined by WAC
388-76-590; and
<b) It is deteunined and documented in a resident's current negotiated care plan that the resident is capable and willing to be left alone unsupervised in the adult family home
during normal awake hours. The maximum period of time a
resident can be left alone must be documented in the negotiated care plan.
Permanent
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.(Q). The provider or resident manager shall keep
the resident's record at the adult family home in which the
resident lives.
((~))

is
e c
cted
-co
o
t"nues to w
exemption no longer applies if the provider or their staff
leaves the ODD-cont racted agency.
.(Q). Volunteers are exempt from the training requirements listed above unless they provide unsupervis ed direct
personal care to residents.
((~)) ill The provider shall document that caregivers
have met the education and training requirements.
AMENPA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7 /20/96)

WAC 388-76-665 Resident records. (1) The provider
or resident manager shall:
(a) Keep confidential all information contained in the
resident's records, regardless of the form or storage method of
the records (e.g., computer files); and
(b) Protect informatio n in the resident's record against
alteration, loss, destruction, and unauthorized use.
(2) The provider or resident manager shall release information from the resident's record when required by:
(a) The resident's transfer to a health care institution;
(b)Law;
(c) Representatives of the department when acting in
accordance with state law; or
(d) The resident.
(3) The provider shall ensure that caregivers in the home
.have access to resident records when informatio n in those
• records is needed to provide care.
ill The provider shall retain the resident's record for
three years following the resident's discharge or death.
((~)) ill The adult family home shall ensure that the
resident's record includes at least the following:
(a) Resident identification including the name, address,
and telephone number of the person or persons the resident
designates as significant;
(b) The name, address, and telephone numbers for the
resident's:
(i) Surrogate decision maker, if any; and
(ii) Health care providers;
(c) A current medical history;
(d) An inventory of personal belongings which is:
(i) Updated as additional belongings accrue; and
(ii) Dated and signed by the resident and the provider or
resident manager,
(e) The resident's assessment;
(f) The current negotiated ((seffiee)) ~plan;
(g) Legal documents, including but not limited to:
(i) Power of attorney (POA) if the resident has appointed
aPOA;
(ii) Advance health care directives if the resident has
executed such directives; and
(iii) A court order, if any, appointing a legal guardian
and detailing the guardian's responsibility;
(h) Financial records;
•
(i) Medication records;
•
G) The resident's social security number; and
(k) Admission, discharge, and absences information.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003 ,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)

WAC 388-76-670 Disaster and emergency preparedness. (l) The provider shall develop written plans and procedures to meet potential emergenci es and disasters, such as
fires, earthquakes, and floods .•
(2) The provider shall ensure that all staff are trained in
those emergency procedures when they begin to work at the
home.
(3) The provider shall periodically review disaster and
emergency procedures with staff, caregivers, and residents.
(4) ((The fJf0Vider shell meiRteiR e se>1eRty twe hetir
feed ORd water Stiflflly et tile heme te meet resideRt Reeds iR
eR emergeRey)) In the plans (described in subsection (1) of
this section). the provider shall describe how they will supply
residents and housebold members with a seventy-tw o hour
supply of food accommod ating any SJ>ecific resident needs
or food restrictions. in order to meet resident and household
member needs in an emergency. In addition to this plan. the
provider must also have on-site three gallons of drinking
water per person to meet resident and household member
needs in an emergency.
(S) The provider shall ensure the adult family home has
readily available first-aid supplies and a first-aid manual.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003 ,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7 /20/96)

WAC 388-76-675 Reporting requirements. (1) The
provider and all caregivers shall immediate ly notify the
departmen t's toll-free complaint telephone number of any
incidents involving allegations of resident abuse, neglect,
exploitatio n or abandonm ent in accordance with the provisions of chapter 74.34 RCW.
(2) The provider shall keep a log of injuries and accidents to residents.
(3) When there is a significant change in a resident's
condition, or a serious injury. trauma. or death of a resident,
the provider shall immediately notify:
(a) The resident's family, surrogate decision maker, physician and other appropriate professionals, and other persons
identified in the negotiated ((serYiee)) ~plan; and
(b) The case manager. if the resident is receiving services
paid for fully or partially by the department.
(4) The adult family home shall immediately report to
the department's aging and adult services administration: .
(a) Any event, actual or potential, requiring the evacuation or relocation of all or part of the home's residents to
another address; ((end))
(b) Circumstances which threaten the home's ability to
ensure continuation of services to residents~
(c) Instances when a resident is determined to be missing.
(9)
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(5) The provider shall immediately notify local law
enforcement anytime the provider has reason to believe that
the resident has been the victim of a crime.
(6) The provider shall notify the local public health
officer and the department of any occurrence of food poisoning or communicable disease as required by the state board of
health.

(e) Exce.ptions to two-step testing. A person needs to
have only a one-step skin test upon employment if he/she has
any one of the following:
Ci) A positive result from his/her initial first step skin test
(a person who has a positive result from an initial first step
skin test should not have any more skin testing): or
(ii) A documented histoa of a negative result from previous two-ste.p baseline testing: or
(iii) A documented negative result from one ste.p skin
testing in the previous twelve months.
Cf) A person with a positive reaction to skin testing must
have a chest X-ray within seven days.
(g) Persons with negative test results may be required by
the public health or licensing authority to have follow-up skin
testing in certain circumstances such as after exposure to
active tuberculosis· when tuberculosis symptoms are present:
or for periodic screening.
(h) A person who has reason to decline skin testing may
submit a signed statement to the employer giving the reason
for declining and evidence to support the reason.
ill The provider or resident manager shalt
w...Report any employee's or provider's positive chest Xray((s)) to the appropriate public health authority((,.)t and
Chl..Eollow precautions ordered by ((e physieiee SF))~
public health authority. the employee's personal physician. or
other licensed health care professional.
(((41)) ill The provider shall retain records of tuberculin
test results, reports of X-ray findings, physician or public
health official orders, and waivers in the adult family home.
((~)) .(fil The provider or resident manager shall:
(a) Use infection control standards and educational
material consistent with the current curriculum for infection
control as defined in the department's fundamentals of caregiving training ((eed the edl:llt family heme pre1ridef's h8Hd

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6119/96, effective 7/20/96)

WAC 388-76-680 Infection control and communicable disease. (I) The provider or resident manager shall institute appropriate infection control measures when the resident
or any household member or caregiver has, or is suspected of
having, a communicable disease.
(2) The provider shall((, iH edditieft te fellewiftg)) follow
chapter 49.17 RCW, Washington Industrial Safety and
Health Act (WISHA) requirements((,.)) to protect the health
and safety of residents ((freHt t1:1beF01:1lesis by FeEtHiFmg the
prevideF, eftd eeeh resideftt HteeegeF BAd eeregiveF te have,
1:1pee eHtpleyHteet:
(a) A tl:lbere1:1lie skie test by the Meetem{ Htethed, 1:1Bless
the staff peFsee:
(i) Dee1:1Hteets e pFevie1:1s pesitive MeBtel:lJ{ skie test,
whieh is tee eF Htere HtilliHteteFs ef iftd1:1rntiee reed et ferty
eight te seveety twe he1:1Fs;
(ii) De01:1Hteets Hteetieg the FeEtHiFeHteets ef this s1:1bsee
tiee within the siM ffteeths pFeeeding the date sf efftplsyffteet;
6f

(iii) PFsvides e writtee ·wei¥eF fFsfft skift testiHg frefft the
depeftffteftt sf health 0f 81:ltheri~ed leeel health depeftffteftt;
(0) A seesftd test see te three weeks afteF e eegetive
Meftts1:1x skift test feF staff thifty five yeeFs ef age SF sldeF;
ftBd
(e) A ehest X Fey withie se·1eft days sf eey flSSitive MBH
ts1:1i< skie test)) and employees.
(3) The provider must ensure that tuberculosis screening
is carried out as outlined below.
(al Skin testing whether documented historically or performed currently must be by intradennal CMantouxl administration of PPD and test results read in forty-eight to seventy-two hours by trained personnel. A positive reaction is
ten or more millimeters of induration.
(b) The individual provider. entity representative. resident manager and caregiver must have. upon employment.
tuberculosis skin testing to establish tuberculosis status.
(cl Baseline skin testing upon employment must be in
two ste.ps performed one to three weeks apart unless a person
meets the requirements in (d) or (e) of this section.
(dl A person does not need to be skin tested for tuberculosis if he/she has:
(il A documented histoa of a previous positive skin test:
or
(ii) Documented evidence of adequate therapy for active
disease· or
(iii) Documented evidence of adequate preventive therapy for infection.
Permanent
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beelf));
(b) Dispose of used syringes, razor blades, and other

sharp items in a manner that will not jeopardize the health
and safety of residents, staff, and the public;
(c) Ensure disposals are placed in rigid containers,
impervious to liquids and penetration by puncture. These
containers shall be such that they cannot be opened either
intentionally or accidentally; and
(d) Use all disposable and single-service supplies and
equipment as specified by the manufacturer.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)

WAC 388-76-685 Criminal history disclosure and
background inquiries. (I) Before the adult family home
employs, directly or by contract, a resident manager..._enfily_
re.presentative or caregiver, or accepts as a caregiver any volunteer or student. or allows a household member unsupervised access to residents, the home shall:
(a) Require the person to complete the residential care
services background inquiry form which includes:
(i) A disclosure statement; and
(ii) A statement authorizing the adult family home, the •
department, and the Washington state patrol to conduct a •
background inquiry;
110 J
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(b) Verbally inform the person:
. _ (i) That he or she may request a copy of the background
. . .quiry result; and
(ii) Of the inquiry result within ten days of receipt; and
(c) Notify the appropriate licensing or certification
agency of any person resigning or tenninated as a result of
having a conviction record.
(2) The adult family home provider shall not employ any
person, directly or by contract, or accept as a volunteer or student any person who may have unsupervised access to residents. or allow a household member unsupervised access to
residents if the person or background inquiry discloses that
the person was:
(a) Convicted of a crime against persons as defined
under RCW 43.43.830;
(b) Convicted of a crime related to financial exploitation
as defined under RCW 43.43.830;
(c) Found by a court in a domestic relations proceeding
under Title 26 RCW to have sexually abused or exploited any
minor or to have physically abused any minor;
(d) Subject to an order of protection under chapter 74.34
RCW for abuse, neglect, abandonment or financial exploitation of a vulnerable adult;
(e) Found in a final decision issued by a disciplinary
board to have:
(i) Sexually or physically abused or exploited any minor
or developmentally disabled person; or
(ii) Abused, neglected, abandoned or financially
exploited any vulnerable adult; or
(f) Found in any dependency action under RCW
13.34.030 (2)(b) to have sexually assaulted or exploited any
minor or to have physically abused any minor.
(3) The adult family home may choose to employ a person with a conviction of a crime ((agaiftst 13eFsefts)) only if
the conviction is one of the crimes listed in RCW 43.43.842
and the required number of years has passed.
(4) An adult family home may conditionally employ a
person pending the result of a background inquiry, provided
the home requests the inquiry within seventy-two hours of
the conditional employment.
(5) A background inquiry result is valid for two years
from the date it is conducted. at which point a new background inquiry application must be submitted.
(fil The adult family home shall establish procedures
ensuring:
(a) All disclosure statements and background inquiry
applications and responses and all copies are maintained in a
confidential and secure manner;
(b) All background inquiry results and disclosure statements are used for employment purposes only;
(c) Background inquiry results and disclosure statements
are not disclosed to any person except:
(i) The person about whom the adult family home made
the disclosure or background inquiry;
(ii) Authorized state and federal employees; and
(iii) The Washington state patrol auditor.
•
((~))ill A record of inquiry results shall be retained by
•
the adult family home for eighteen months beyond the date of
employment termination.

t
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((f71)) (fil The provider shall secure and submit any additional documentati on and information as requested by the
department to satisfy the requirements of this section.

AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6119/96, effective 7/20/96)
WAC 388-76-690 Advance directives, guardianshi p,
and decision making. (1) The provider or resident manager
shall provide or ensure that the resident, at the time of admission, has received the department's current booklet on health
care rights, in the language appropriate for the resident, if
available from the department.
(2) The provider or resident manager shall:
(a) Immediately contact the local emergency medical
services in the event of a resident medical emergency regardless of any order, directive, or other expression of resident
wishes involving the provision of medical services;
(b) Have readily available for emergency medical services personnel the resident's advance directives if the resident has executed an advance directive;
(c) Infonn the resident of the action required by subsection (2)(a) of this section; and
(d) Include the action required by subsection (2)(a) of
this section in the home's operational policies.
(3) A licensed physician or registered nurse acting within
his or her scope of practice shall be exempt from the provisions of subsection (2) of this section.
(4) ((OVlfteFS, lltlmiftistFateFS, previE:ieFS, J3Fe'lideF' family
memaeFs, aftE:i employees shall Hat aet as legal gtteffii8ft, oF
attorney ia faet, for aHy resiE:leet Fesiaiag ie er reeeiviag eere
ift the home, liRless he or she is the pareat, spolise, aE:llilt ehila,
or sibliag ef the resiElent. A prov•iaer 'Nao is a gtiaraitm: for a
resiE:leat ef the adlilt family home at the time of the effeetive
aate of tflis Fegttlatieft: Sftllll ha•te lif3 to two years from the
effeetive date of this regttlatieH to be legally FemoveE:l as
gttaffiiaH efthe resiE:lettt)) A provider may become a guardian
for a resident if two criteria are met:
(a) The court authorizes you under Washington state's
guardianship law (chapter 11.88 RCW) to be a resident's
guardian· and
(b) You infonn the court in writing through a petition.
that you care for the resident in your adult family home. and
you request the court to direct payment from the funds of the
resident for care. maintenance. and education to you. This is
required by RCW 11.92.040(6). a section in Washington
state's guardianship law.
(S) A provider can not act as power of attorney for health
care for a resident. Washington state's power of attorney law
(chapter 11 94 RCWl says that owners. administrators. or
employees of the adult family home where the resident
resides or receives care can not act as power of attorney for
health care for a resident. unless they are also the spouse.
adult child. brother or sister of the resident.
.(fil The adult family home shall provide care and services in compliance with the federal patient self detennination act and with applicable state statutes related to surrogate
and health care decision making, including chapters 7.70,
70. 122, 11.88, 11. 92, and 11. 94 RCW.
I 11 I
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Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.

AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)
WAC 388-76-695 Protection of resident funds-Liquidation or transfer. (I) Upon the death of a resident, the
adult family home shall promptly convey the resident's personal funds held by the adult family home with a final
accounting of such funds to the department or to the individual or probate jurisdiction administering the resident's estate
no later than forty-five calendar days after the date of the resident's death.
(2) If the deceased resident was a recipient of long-tenn
care services paid for in whole or part by the state of Washington, then the personal funds held by the adult family home
and the final accounting should be paid to the secretary,
department of social and health services and mailed to the
office of financial recovery, estate recovery unit, P.O. Box
9501, Olympia, WA 98507-9501 or such address as may be
directed by the department in the future:
(a) The check and final accounting accompanying the
payment shall contain the name and social security number of
the deceased individual from whose personal funds account
the monies are being paid; and
(b) The department of social and health services shall
establish a release procedure for use of funds necessary for
burial expenses.
(3) In situations where the resident is absent from the
adult family home for an extended time without notifying the
home, and the resident's whereabouts is unknown:
(a) The adult family home shall make a reasonable effort
to find the missing resident; and
(b) If the resident cannot be located afterninety days, the
home shall notify the department of revenue of the existence
of "abandoned property," outlined in chapter 63.29 RCW.
The home shall deliver to the department of revenue the balance of the resident's personal funds within twenty days following such notification.
(4) Prior to the sale or other transfer of ownership of the
adult family home the provider shall:
(a) Provide each resident with a written accounting of
any personal funds held by the home;
(b) Provide the new provider with a written accounting
of all resident funds being transferred; and
(c) Obtain a written ((~)) receipt for those funds
from the new provider.
AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-14-003,
filed 6/19/96, effective 7/20/96)
WAC 388-76-705 Remedies. (1) The department may
take one or more of the actions listed in subsection (3)(a) of
this section in any case in which the department finds that an
adult family home provider has:
(a) Failed or refused to comply with the applicable
requirements of chapters 70.128 and 70.129 RCW or of this
chapter;
Permanent
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(b) Operated without a license or under a revoked
license;
(c) Knowingly, or with reason to know, made a false
statement of material fact on his or her application for a
license or any data attached thereto, or in any matter under
investigation by the department; ((er))
(d) Willfully prevented ((er)). interfered with. or failed
to cooperate with any inspection or investigation by the
department_;_m:
(e) Failed to comply with:
(i) A condition imposed on a license: or
(ii) A stop placement order.
(2)(a) For failure or refusal to comply with any applicable requirements of chapters 70.128 and 70.129 RCW or of
this chapter, the department may provide consultation and
shall allow the provider a reasonable opportunity to correct
before imposing remedies under subsection (3)(a) unless the
violations pose a serious risk to residents, are recurring or
have been uncorrected.
(b) When violations of this chapter pose a serious risk to
a resident, are recurring or have been uncorrected, the department shall impose a remedy or remedies listed under subsection (3)(a). In determining which remedy or remedies to
impose, the department shall take into account the severity of
the potential or actual impact of the violations on residents
and which remedy or remedies are likely to improve resident
outcomes and satisfaction in a timely manner.
(3)(a) Actions and remedies the department may impose
include:
(i) Denial of an application for a license;
(ii) Imposition of reasonable conditions on a license,
such as correction within a specified time, training, and limits
on the type of residents the provider may admit or serve;
(iii) Imposition of civil penalties of not more than one
hundred dollars per day per violation except that:
(A) Fines of up to one thousand dollars can be issued for
willful interference with a representative of the long-tenn
care ombudsman per RCW 70.128.150; and
CB) Fines of up to three thousand dollars can be issued
for retaliation against a resident. employee or any other person for making a complaint. providing information to. or
cooperating with. the ombudsman. the department. the attorney's general office. or a law enforcement agency per RCW
74.39A.060(7).
(iv) Suspension((;)) or revocation((, eF Fefusal te Feeew))
of a license; or
(v) Order stop placement.
(b) When the department orders stop placement, the
adult family home shall not admit any person until the stop
placement order is terminated. The department may approve
readmission of a resident to the adult family home from a
hospital or nursing home during the stop placement. The
department shall terminate the stop placement when the
department detennines that:
(i) The violations necessitating the stop placement have
been corrected; and
(ii) The provider exhibits the capacity to maintain adequate care and service.
(c) Conditions the department may impose on a license
include, but are not limited to the following:

•
•

•
•

•
•
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(i) Correction within a specified time;
(ii) Training related to the violations;
•
(iii) Limits on the type of residents the provider may
.,
admit or serve;
(iv) Discharge of any resident when the department
determines discharge is needed to meet that resident's needs
or for the protection of other residents;
(v) Change in the license capacity;
(vi) Removal of the adult family home's designation as a
specialized home;
(vii) Prohibition of access to residents by a specified per·
son; and
(viii) Demonstratio n of ability to meet financial obligations necessary to continue operation.
(d) When a provider fails to pay a fine when due under
this chapter, the department may, in addition to other remedies, withhold an amount equal to the fine plus interest, if
any, from any contract payment due to the provider from the
department.
(e) When the department finds that a licensed provider
also operates an unlicensed adult family home, the department may impose a remedy listed under subsection (3)(a) of
this section on the provider and the provider's licensed adult
family home or homes.
(f) When the department determines that violations
existing in an adult family home are of such a nature as to
present a serious risk of harm to residents of other homes
operated by the same provider, the department may impose
remedies on those other homes.

It
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures : New 6,
Amended 3, Repealed 0 .
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 20, 1998
Dr. Terry Bergeson
Superintendent of
Public Instruction
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 84-20, filed
6/28/84)

WAC 392-170-035 Definition- Highly capable students. As used in this chapter, the term highly capable stu-

dent shall mean a student who has been assessed to have
superior intellectual ability as demonstrated by one or more
of the multiple criteria specified in WAC 392-170-040.
These students exbibit hi!W capability in intellectual
and/or qeatiye areas possess an unusual leadership capacity.
or excel in specific academic fields. thereby reqyirina services beyond the basic programs provided by schools. Outstanding abilities are present in students from all cultural
groups. across all economic strata. and in all areas of human
endeavor.
NEW SECTION

WAC 392-170-036 Definition- Unique needs. As
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SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

[Order 98-07-Filed May 20, 1998, 3:4' p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 1998.
Purpose: Chapter 392-170 WAC, to update information
because of legislation recommenda tion by the superintendent's State Gifted Advisory Committee.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 392-170-035, 392-170-050, 392-170-080,
and 392-170-090.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 28A. l 85
RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 97-23-012 on
November 7, 1997.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 6, Amended 3,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.

used in this chapter, the term unique needs shall mean that
identified highly capable students generally possess these
learning characteristics:
(1) Capacity to learn with unusual depth of understanding, to retain what has been learned, and to transfer learning
to new situations;
(2) Capacity and willingness to deal with increasing levels of abstraction and complexity earlier than their chrono·
logical peers;
(3) Ability to make unusual connections among ideas
and concepts;
(4) Ability to learn very quickly in their area(s) of intellectual strength;
(5) Capacity for intense concentration and/or focus.
NEWSECTI QN

WAC 392-170-037 Definition- Program options.

Learning opportunities shown by research and practice to be
especially effective with highly capable students include, but
are not limited to:
(1) Accelerated learning opportunities;
(2) Grouping arrangements that provide intellectual and
interest peer group interactions;
(3) Cooperative agreements between K-12 schools and
institutions of higher education providing for concurrent
enrollment, dual credit, and other advance and/or postsecondary options;

l 13 J
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(4) Programs designed to coordinate, combine and/or
share resources, people and facilities within a district or
building in order to maximize access to and utilization of
available resources for supporting students' learning;
(5) Mentorships and career exploration opportunities.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-170-038 Definition-Sp ecial teacher. A
teacher with experience and/or training in the education of
highly capable students. Areas of training should include:
Identification, program design and delivery, instructional
practices, student assessment, and program evaluation.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 84-20, filed
6/28/84)
WAC 392-170-080 Educational program for highly
capable students. Each student ((seleeted)) identified as a
highly capable student shall be provided ((ftft)) educational
((0flfl0Ftl:mity)) opportunities which take((s)) into account
such students: unique needs and capabilities. Such program
shall recognize the limits of the resources provided by the
state and the program options available to the district, including programs in adjoining districts and public institutions of
higher education. Districts shall keep on file a description of
the educational program provided for each student selected.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 84-20, filed
6/28/84)

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-170-042 Annual notification. Annual public notification of parents and students must be made before
any major identification activity. The notice must be published or announced in school publications, newspapers,
and/or other media, with circulation adequate to notify parents and students throughout the district.

WAC 392-170-090 End of year report. Districts shall
submit to the superintendent of public instruction at the close
of fiscal year an end of the year report on forms provided by
the superintendent of public instruction which includes number of students served by grade level ((flftd.)).. the ethnicity
and gender of such students. and program(s) provided for
these students.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-170-047 Parental permission. Parental permission must be obtained in writing before:
(1) Conducting assessment(s) to determine eligibility for
participation in programs for highly capable students.
(2) Providing initial special services and programs to an
identified highly capable student.
Parental permission notice shall include:
(a) A full explanation of the procedures for identification
and program options.
(b) An explanation of the appeal process.
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GAMBLING COMMISSION

[Order 357-A-Filed May 21, 1998, 11:55 a.m., effective July l, 1998)

Date of Adoption: April 10, 1998.
Purpose: Change clarifies the prohibitions and explains
the intent behind the restrictions on holding an interest in
businesses at different marketing levels.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 230-30-225.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 9.46.070.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-06-027 on February 25, 1998, with a publication date of March 18, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: The entire new section was deleted except for subsection (5). Subsection (5), relating to spouses of substantial
interest holders, is reworded so that the standard is "not material" rather than "no" potential for involvement or influence
in the business. Also, subsection (5) makes reference to
WAC 230-30-220, i.e. "except as otherwise provided in
WAC 230-30-220."

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 84-20, filed
6/28/84)
WAC 392-170-050 Screening of nominees. Students
nominated for consideration as highly capable students may
be screened for eligibility according to district procedures.
Such procedures shall be applied equitably and systematically to all nominated students. Equitv of access shall be
assured for all nominated students. Screening procedures
may eliminate students for whom there exists clear, current
evidence that the student will not qualify for eligibility under
WAC 392-170-055.

THIS FILING IS TO CORRECT TYPOGRAPHIC AL ERRORS
MADE IN THE RULE FILED ON MAY 1. 1998. AFTER READING
THE APRIL 1998 COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES. THIS CORRECTED VERSION OF THE RULE REFLECTS WHAT THE COMMISSION VOTED TO APPROVE.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-170-078 Program services. Education program services for each identified highly capable student shall
be the result of the assessed academic need of that student. A
variety of appropriate program services shall be made available. Once services are started, a continuum of services shall
be provided and may include kindergarten through twelfth
grade.
Permanent

Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
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Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Ini.ative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
_
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
treamlin e, or Reform Agency Procedu res: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 1998.
May 20, 1998
SoojinKi m
Rules and Policy Coordinator
NEW SECTION

WAC 230-30-225 Exceptio n to prohibiti on of holding
in separate punch board or pull-tab businesses
interest
an
at different marketin g levels. (1) Except as otherwise provided in WAC 230-30-220, the spouse of an individual who
is a holder of a substantial interest in a business involved in
punch boards or pull-tabs may not be considered a substantial
interest holder in such business if, after considering the entire
circumstances surrounding the relationship and business, the
director finds the potential for involvement or influence in
the business by the spouse is not material. A spouse may be
required to submit one or more of the following documents to
the director for determining whether involvement or influence is material:
(a) Community or marital property agreements;
•
(b) Separate property agreements;
•
(c) Prenuptial agreements; or
(d) Wills and codicils.
(2) When spouses are involved in both the operation of
and/or the supply of punch boards and pull-tabs, the director
may impose additiona l requirem ents on either licensee,
including, but not limited to, prohibiting a manufacturer or
distributor from making sales or providing services to an
operator.

I
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amende d 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended I, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamli ne, or Reform Agency Procedu res: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 1998.
May 22, 1998
Peggy Larson
Administrator
AMENQATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-017,
filed 5/28/97, effective 7/1/97)

WAC 363-116-300 Pilotage rates for the Puget Sound
pilotage district. Effective 0001 hours July 1, ((+9W)) 1998,
through 2400 hours June 30, ( (+998)) 1999.
RATE

CLASSIFI CATION

Ship length overall (LOA)
Charges:
Boarding fee:
Per each boarding/deboarding at the
Port Angeles pilot station.
Harbor shift - Live ship
(Seattle Port)
Harbor shift - Live ship
(other than Seattle Port)
Harbor shift Dead ship

WSR 98-12-008
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BOARD OF
COMMI SSIONE RS
GE
PILOTA

[Filed May 22, 1998, 3:25 p.m., effective July l, 1998]

per LOA rate schedule in
this section
((~))llim

Dead ship towing charge:
LOA of tug+ LOA of tow+ beam of tow

Date of Adoption: May 14, 1998.
Purpose: To establish a Puget Sound pilotage district
annual tariff for pilotage services.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 363-116-300.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 88.16.035.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-071 on March
31, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: The adopted tariff is a decrease of .417% more than
was proposed, resulting in a decrease of 3.027% in all tariff
categories except transportation.

LOA Zone I
LOA Zone I
Double LOA
Zone I
Double LOA
Zone

Any tow exceeding seven hours, two pilots are mandatory. Harbor shifts shall constitute and be limited to
those services in moving vessels from dock to dock,
from anchorage to dock, from dock to anchorage, or
from anchorage to anchorage in the same port after all
other applicable tariff charges for pilotage services have
been recognized as payable.
Waterway and bridge charges:
Ships up to 90' beam:
(15]
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A charge of (($191.00)) $185.00 shall be in addition to
bridge fees for any vessel movements both inbound and
outbound required to transit south of Spokane Street
((Bfftlge)) in Seattle, south of Eleventh Street ((Bffiige))
in any of the Tacoma waterways, in Port Gamble, or in
the Snohomish River. Any vessel movements required
to transit through bridges shall have an additional charge
of (($9+,00)) $88.00 per bridge.
Ships 90' beam and/or over:
A charge of (($256.00)) $248.00 shall be in addition to
bridge fees for any vessel movements both inbound and
outbound required to transit south of Spokane Street
((Briege)) in Seattle and south of Eleventh Street
((Bfftlge)) in any of the Tacoma waterways. Any vessel
movements required to transit through bridges shall have
an additional charge of (($179.00)) $174.00 per bridge.
(The above charges shall not apply to transit of vessels
from Shilshole Bay to the limits of Lake Washington.)
Two or three pilots required:
In a case where two or three pilots are employed for a
single vessel waterway or bridge transit, the second
and/or third pilot charge shall include the bridge and
waterway charge in addition to the harbor shift rate.
Compass adjustment
Radio direction finder calibration
Launching vessels
Trial trips, 6 hours of less (Minimum (($720.00)) $696.00)
Trial trips, over 6 hours (two pilots)
Shilshole Bay - Salmon Bay
Salmon Bay - Lake Union
Lake Union - Lake Washington
(plus LOA zone from Webster
Point)
Cancellation charge

Docking delay after anchoring:

No charge if delay is 60 minutes or less. If the delay is
more than 60 minutes, charge is (($120.00)) $116 00 for
every hour or fraction thereof.
Slowdown:

(($120.00))
$116.00 per
hour

When a vessel chooses not to maintain its normal speed
capabilities for reasons determined by the vessel and not
the pilot, and when the difference in arrival time is one
hour, or greater, from the predicted arrival time had the
vessel maintained its normal speed capabilities, a charge
of (($120.00)) $116,00 per hour, and each fraction
thereof, will be assessed for the resultant difference in
arrival time.
0 to 20,000 gross tons:
Additional charge to LOA zone mileage of (($0.0061))
$0.0059 a gross ton for all gross tonnage up to 20,000
gross tons.

20,000 to 50,000 gross tons:
Additional charge to LOA zone mileage of (($0.0620))
$0.0601 a gross ton for all gross tonnage in excess o f .
20,000 gross tons up to 50,000 gross tons.
•

(($120.00)) $116.00
per hr.

50,000 gross tons and up:
In excess of 50,000 gross tons, the charge shall be
(($0.0741)) $0.0719 per gross ton.

(($240.00)) $233.00
per hr.
(($150.00)) $145.00
(($117.00)) $113.00

For vessels where a certificate of international gross tonnage is required, the appropriate international gross tonnage shall apply.
Delayed arrival-Port Angeles:

(($150.00)) $145 00
LOA Zone I

(($120.00))
$116.00 per
hour

When a pilot is ordered for an arriving inbound vessel at
Port Angeles and the vessel does not arrive within two
hours of its ET A, or its ET A is amended less than six
hours prior to the original ETA, a charge of (($120.00))
$116.00 for each hour delay, or fraction thereof, shall be
assessed in addition to all other appropriate charges.
When a pilot is ordered for an arriving inbound vessel at
Port Angeles and the ET A is delayed to six hours or
more beyond the original ET A, a cancellation charge
shall be assessed, in addition to all other appropriate
charges, if the ET A was not amended at least twelve
hours prior to the original ETA.

LOA Zone II
(($120.00))
$116 00 per
hr.

Transportation to vessels on Puget Sound:

Applicable harbor shift rate to apply, plus (($120.00))
$116.00 per hour standby. No charge if delay is 60 minutes or less. If the delay is more than 60 minutes, charge
is (($120. 00)) $116 00 for every houror fraction thereof.
Permanent

(($12Q.OO))
$116 00 per.
hour.

Tonnage charges:

(($255.00)) $247.00
(($255.00)) $247.00
(($384.00)) $372 00

Cancellation charge- Port Angeles
(when a pilot is ordered and vessel
proceeds to a port outside the Puget
Sound pilotage district without stopping for pilot or when a pilot order is
cancelled less than twelve hours prior
to the original ETA.)

Sailing delay:

March Point or Anacortes
Bangor
Bellingham

l t6 I

$ 144.00
84.00
158.00
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Bremerton
Cherry Point
Dupont
Edmonds
Everett
Ferndale
Manchester
Mukilteo
Olympia
Point Wells
Port Gamble
Port Townsend (Indian Island)
Seattle
Semiahmoo (Blaine)
Tacoma
Tacoma Smelter
Winslow

44.00
175.00
85.00
27.00
52.00
173.00
66.00
52.00
108.00
27.00
77.00
109.00
15.00
196.00
56.00
66.00
42.00

(a) Intraharbor transportation for the Port Angeles port area
-transportation between Port Angeles pilot station and
Port Angeles harbor docks - $15.00.
(b) Interport shifts: Transportation paid to and from both
points.
(c) Intraharbor shifts: Transportation to be paid both ways. If
intraharbor shift is cancelled on or before scheduled
•
reporting time, transportation paid one way only.
•
(d) Cancellation: Transportation both ways unless notice of
cancellation is received prior to scheduled reporting time
in which case transportation need only be paid one way.
(e) Any new facilities or other seldom used terminals, not
covered above, shall be based on mileage x $1.80 per
mile. Delinquent payment charge: 1 1/2% per month
after 45 days from first billing.

ffitFa- ~
Hefflef Miles

~

MHes

~ +e--l-00- .w.JMiles Miles Miles
-&~

Up te 449
450 459
460 469
470 479
480 489
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650

Delinquent payment charge: 1 1/2% per month after 45 days
from first billing.
Nonuse of pilots: Ships taking and discharging pilots without
using their services through all Puget Sound and adjacent
inland waters shall pay full pilotage fees on the LOA
zone mileage basis from Port Angeles to destination,
from place of departure to Port Angeles, or for entire distance between two ports on Puget Sound and adjacent
inland waters.
LOA rate schedule
The following rate schedule is based upon distances furnished by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, computed to the nearest half-mile and includes
retirement fund contributions.
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ZONE ZONE Z!lliE. ZQNE. ZONE ZONE
l
II
Ill
IV
V
VI •
Intra
0-30 31-50 51-75 76-100 101 •
Harbor Miles Miles Miles Miles Miles

ZONE ZQNE. ZQNE. ZONE ZQNE. ZQNE.

l

II

Intra
0-30
Harbor Miles

Ill

31-50

Mi.ks.

IV

Y

Yl

51-75 76-100 101
Miles Mil§ Mi.ks.
A,_

A,_

Over
Upto449
450 - 459
460 - 469
470-479
480 - 489
490 - 499
500 - 509
510-519
520 - 529
530 - 539
540 - 549

550 - 559

560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
720
740
760
780
800
820
840
860
880
900
920
940
960
980

- 569
- 579
- 589
- 599
- 609
- 619
- 629
- 639
- 649
- 659
- 669
- 679
- 689
- 699
- 719
- 739
- 759
- 779
- 799
- 819
- 839
- 859
- 879
- 899
- 919
- 939
- 959
- 979
- 999
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174
180
184
189
194
197
207
209
212
220
223
227
236
241
252
263
272
289

300
315
328
351
358
370
376
388
405
430
448
465
489
508
525
548
567
588
605
624
647
662
686

272
278
282
290
296

222
304
310
321
326
331
341
355
359
366
372
384
388
393
400
409
417
421
432
441
448
462
475

ill
515
537
554
572
597
618
636
656
676
694
715

ill

472
475
482
489
491

ill
505

510
518
525
536
540

550

554
566
569
577
588
594
601
607
618
623
629
638
647
659
676
690
705
718
732
750
763
778
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868
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759
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1177
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984
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1365
1387
1416
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1465
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed May 22, 1998, 4: 17 p.m.)

1279
1291
1304
1316
1329
1342
1351

Date of Adoption: May 1, 1998.
Purpose: The purpose of the fee increases contained in
WAC 246-296-990 and 246-292-160 is to provide revenue
that will assist the Division of Drinking Water in meeting its
operating costs. The total revenue that the program obtains
from the current fees is less than its expenditures from providing the services. In addition, revenue is needed to support
the preparation and implementation activities associated with
undertaking the operator certification requirements mandated
in the reauthorized federal Safe Drinking Water Act.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 246-292-160.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.20B.020. •
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-07-082 on March •
17, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 19, 1998
Bruce Miyahara
Secretary
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AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-04-004,
filed 1/20/94, effective 2/20/94)
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WAC 246-292-160 Waterworks certification fees. (1).
Operator fees:
•
(a) Applicable fees shall be as indicated in Table 2;
I 18)
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Table 2
WATER WORKS OPERA TOR FEES
OPERATOR
LASSIFICATION

APPLICATION

REAPPLICATION

ANNUAL

LATE

FEE

FEE

RENEWAL

FEE

FEE

WTPO

((~

~

i12J!Q

$ 26.00.

~))

$ 52.00

WDM

((~

~

~))

LU.QQ

l.l2..00.

~

~

~

WDS

((~

~

~))

U1,QQ

llQ.00

~

ccs

((~

~

~))

$26.00

~

ULl!Q

BAT

((~

~

~

~))

~

~

BTO

((~

~

~

~))

ULl!Q

U§J)Q

~

l.l2..00.

1.ll.22

$ 26.00.
$ 26.00.

$26.00

$ 26.00.

U2.QQ..!
$ 26.00.

$26.00

The annual renewal fee and late fee for a WTPO, WDM, wos and ccs
certification shall be ((tw~· fiye)) twenty-six dollars regardless of
the number of classifications held.

(b) Group A system fees shall be paid in conjunction
with the system's annual operating permit fee required in
chapter 246-294 WAC.
(c) A late fee shall be assessed against any system not
submitting the applicable fee to the department within the
designated time period. The late fee shall be based on the
water system's classification and shall be an additional ten
percent of the applicable system fee or ((tweHty five))
twentv-six dollars, whichever is greater.
(d) The system fee for issuance of a temporary certificate
shall be ((fifty)) fifty-two dollars for each temporary position.
(3) Fees shall be nonrefundable and transfers of fees
shall not be allowed.
(4) Payment of fees required under this chapter shall be
in the form of a check or money order made payable to the
department of health and shall be mailed to Department of
Health, P.O. Box 1099, Olympia, Washington 98507-1099,
or such successor organization or address as designated by
the department.

(b) A late fee shall be assessed to operators failing to
submit the required fee within the time period specified on
the renewal form; and
(c) The fee for application for reciprocity shall be one
hundred fQyr dollars per classification.
(2) Group A system fees:
(a) Applicable fees shall be as indicated in Table 3.
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[Order 97-45-Filed May 26, 1998, 1:55 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 22, 1998.
Purpose: This rule certifies a practical alternative to
grass seed field burning of field and turf grasses grown for
seed and identifies where this alternative is reasonably available. Where this alternative is reasonably available, the
farmer will no longer be able to burn grass seed fields.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending chapter 173-430 WAC, Agricultural burning".
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.94.656.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-079 on March
31, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version:

Table 3
ANNUAL SYSTEM CERTIFICATION FEES
SYSTEM FEE
SYSTEM SIZE*

(Number of Equivalent Services)
Less than 60 l Services
601 through 6,000 Services
6,001through20,00 0 Services
More than 20,000 Services
•

((~))

$ 78.00

((~))

i..2llili!

((~))

$312.00

((~))~

Systems designated by the department as approved satellite management agencies ( SMAS) shall pay a fee based on total services in all
systems owned by the SMA.

Section
040 (4)(e)

040 (4)(f)
045(3)

Reason
Change
Clarification
grasses
turf
and
field
of
burning
for
requirements
additional
to
Exemptions
exemption
an
request
may
farmer
A
subsection).
this
grown for seed((d)of
for extraordinary circumstances, such as property where a portion(s) of the
field is oddly shaped or where the slope is extremely steep. This provision
does not apply to WAC 173-430-045 seeti00 04 5 Alternatives to burning
field andLor turf grasses grown for seed. Under this subsection, relief from
the acreage/emissions reduction requirements of (d) of this subsection
shall be limited to no more than five percent of the acreage in production
on May 1, 1996, and is also subject to the following provisions:
This provision does not apply to WAC 173-430-045 Alternatives to burn- Clarification
ing field andLor turf grasses grown for seed.
Clarification
Based on this conclusion, the open burning of field and/or turf grasses
gFasses
tttrf
t1Htllef
fi:ehl
ef
bttffimg
GpeH
prohibited.
is
grown for seed
gffiV<'H fef seea may be t1llewea ttHaef eifettfl:lstaHees except as described in
subsSection 4 belew of this section.
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Section
045 (a)(i)

045 (4)(a)(v)
045 ( 4 )(a)(vi)

045 (4)(b)

045 (4)(b)(i)

045 (4)(b)(ii)
045 (4)(b)(vi)

045 (4)(c)

045 (4)(d)

045 (5)(a)
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Change
Why mechanical residue management is not reasonably available, referring to specific facts supporting this belief. Unacceptable facts include but
m:e not limit~g 1Q g~eral fil11.tem~1s abQY1 lmming ~ ii 1221 for th~ mu1in~
control of weed ruld dise11.se for s~g 12m12Dg111iQD lll!U!Q~S. Qr !IS a l~s:!
costly alternative to mechanical residue management.
The ground or 12ortions of the field will remain, without replanting, in grass
production at least through the next harvest season following burning:
AH-fesidue from any neighboring fields or portions of fields, Wlder the
control of the grower. will be removed prior to burning and~ reasonable
precautions will be taken to prevent fire from spreading to areas where
burning is not allowed; and
Where a farmer establishes that extreme fieltl conditions exist. Ecology or
a local air authority, at their discretion, may grant a waiver for extreme
fieltl conditions. The farmer must certify in writing the following:
Why mechanical residue management is not reasonably available, referring to specific facts supporting this belief. Unacceptable facts include but
are not limited to general statements about burning as a tool for the routine
control of weed and disease, for s~d 12m12aga1iQD 12m:w~:1. Q[ ilS 11 l~s:1
costly alternative to mechanical residue mfill11gmi~t
He/she did not cause or create the fieltl condition to purposefully avoid
using mechanical residue management techniques.
AH-fesidue from any neighboring fields or portions of fields, \lDQer the
control of the grower. will be removed prior to burning and~ reasonable
precautions will be taken to prevent fire from spreading to areas where
burning is not allowed; and
Where a farmer demonstrates to ecology or.!! local air authority that his/her
small faffit agricultural 012eration is eligible for mitigation.

Reason
Clarification
Added example

Clarification
Clarification

Clarification

Clarification
Added example

Clarification

Clarification

For 1998 only, ecology or a local air authority may allow burning on a
small faffit agri~ultural 012era!ion A small fMm. agri~l1w:1d QllWUQD
owner has a gross 1997 revenue from all fMm. agriculturnl operations of
less than $300,000. A farmer must show information of sufficient gyantity
and guality to ecology or a local air authority to establish grQSS revenue
from agricultural oix;rations. A small faffit Dgricyl1yrnl Ql:!etl!tion owner
may burn current acreage up to 25% of 1997 acreage under a valid permit.
Fields taken out of production after the 1997 harvest season and in 1998
cannot be counted in the determination of 1997 acreage blJI]!.ed for the I!Uf12ose of eligible bum a!;;a:age.
Total bum acreage gFftftted must not exceed 1/3 of a farmer's acreage in
Clarification
production on May 1, 1996. Permits issued pursuant to (a), (b), or (c) Q[
this subsection are not eligible for the permit trading program identified in
~ WAC 173-430-040 of this regulation.
Sixty days prior to the planned burn date, a farmer must submit in writing Clarification and explanaa request to ecology or a local air authority. In the request, the farmer must ti on
identify the circumstances and meet the specific requirements of subsection (4)(a), (b), and/or (c) of this section. Ecology Q[ 11 lQcal Dir DYthQrity
may reguire the reguest to be submitted on a form or in a format Ilrovided
by ecology or the local air authority.

c20 J
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Reason
Change
Clarification
authority
air
Upon receiving a request for a waiver, ecology or the local
is
provided
will determine if the necessary documents and information
complete enough to evaluate the request. If incomplete, ecology or the
local air authority will advise the farmer and suspend further evaluation
Clarification on the process
until the request for a waiver is complete. The documents and information
necessary information
when
ecolto
identified as necessaty to complete the request must be delivered
required.
is
ogy or the local air authority at least thirty days (30 days) prior to burning.
Once a request for a waiver is deemed complete, ecology or~ local air
authority will evaluate the request and decide whether eF-BeHt the ~ Clarification
waiver is appropriate. As part of the evaluation, ecology or the local air
authority will~ conduct an on-site inspection.
(4) Best management practice: Means the criteria
established by the agricultural burning practices and research
task force (Ag task force).
(5) Certify: Means to declare in writing based on belief
after reasonable inquizy. that the statements and information
provided are true. accurate and complete.
.(Q). Department: Means the department of ecology.
(((67)) ill Farmer: Means any person engaged in the
business of growing or producing for sale upon their own
lands, or upon the land in which they have a present right of
possession, any agricultural product. Farmer does not mean
persons using such products as ingredients in a manufacturing process, or persons growing or producing such products
primarily for their own consumption.
((f71)) (.fil Open burning: Means all forms of burning
except those listed as exempt in WAC 173-425-020.
((f81)) .(2). Permitting authority: Means a local air
authority (and the department where no local air authority
exists) or their delegate. Conservation districts, counties, fire
districts, or fire protection agencies may receive deleg11tion
for all or portions of the agricultural burning permit program
as identified in a delegation agreement. The permitting
authority will issue agricultural burning permits for a given
locale.
((f91)) (.l.Q) Silvicultural burning: Means burning on
any land the department of natural resources protects per
RCW 70.94.030(13), 70.94.660, 70.94.690, and pursuant to
chapter 76.04 RCW.

Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
ule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 22, 1998
Tom Fitzsimmons
'
Director

I

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 94-17, filed
1117 /95, effective 2/17 /95)
WAC 173-430-030 Definition of terms. The definitions of terms contained in chapter 173-400 WAC are incorporated into this chapter by reference. Unless a different
meaning is clearly required by context, the meanings of the
following words and phrases used in this chapter are listed
below.
(1) Agricultural burning: Means the burning of vegetative debris from an agricultural operation necessary for disease or pest control, necessary for crop propagation and/or
crop rotation, or where identified as a best management practice by the agricultural burning practices and research task
force established in RCW 70.94.650 or other authoritative
source on agricultural practices.
(2) Agricultural operation: Means a farmer who can
substantiate that the operation is commercial agriculture by
showing the most recent year's IRS schedule F form or proof
that the land is designated in a classification for agricultural
use. It also includes burning conducted by irrigation district
r drainage district personnel as part of water system mangement.
(3) Ag task force: Means the agricultural burning practices and research task force.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 96-05, filed
ln/97, effective 217/97)
WAC 173-430-040 Agricultural burning requirements. (1) Agricultural burning is allowed when it is reasonably necessary to carry out the enterprise. A farmer can show
it is reasonably necessary when it meets the criteria of the
best management practices and no practical alternative is reasonably available.
(2) All agricultural burning requires a permit.
(a) To qualify for an agricultural burning permit the
farmer must be an agricultural operation or government
entity with specific agricultural burning needs, such as irrigation districts, drainage districts, and weed control boards.
(b) A farmer must fill out the information requested on a
permit application (or the permit) and return it to the permitting authority.
[21]
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(i) The permitting authority may require the farmer to fill
out an application prior to issuing a pennit.
(ii) The application must describe the reason for burning
and include at least the following information: Name and
address of the person or corporation responsible for the bum,
the specific location (county; legal description: Range, section, township, block and unit number), the crop type, the
type or size of the bum, directions to the bum, specific reason
for the bum, the target date for burning, and any additional
information required by the permitting authority. Each permitting authority may require additional information on the
application.
(iii) All applications must comply with other state or
local regulations.
(c) The permitting authority must evaluate the application, if there is one, and approve the permit prior to burning.
(d) Local air agencies (and the department where no
local air agency exists) may issue permits for appropriate
agricultural burning activities in nonattainment and urban
growth areas.
(3) All agricultural burning permits require a fee. After
January l, 1995, the fee is the greater of:
(a) A minimum fee of twenty-five dollars per year per
farm based on burning up to ten acres or equivalent which
will be used as follows: Twelve dollars and fifty cents of
which goes to the agricultural burning research fund and the
remainder will be kept by the permitting authority to cover
the costs of administering and enforcing this regulation; or
(b) A variable fee based on the acreage or equivalent of
agricultural burning which will be used as follows: Up to one
dollar per acre for applied research, twenty-five cents per
acre for ecology administration and up to one dollar and
twenty-five cents per acre for local permit program administration.
(i) Local permitting program administration. One portion of the fee shall cover the permitting authority's costs of
administering and enforcing the program. The permitting
authority may set the fee as an amount per farm per year, a set
amount per fire, or a set rate no greater than one dollar and
tw:enty-five cents per acre burned. The permitting authority
must establish this portion of the fee by an appropriate, public
process such as a local rule, ordinance, or resolution. In areas
of the state where the department is the permitting authority
this portion of the fee shall be one dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre burned.
(ii) Ecology administration. Another portion of the fee
shall be twenty-five cents per acre burned and cover the statewide administrative, education, and oversight costs of the
department. The amount (if any) by which the annual total, of
this portion of the fee, exceeds the annual state-wide administrative, education, and oversight costs shall be deposited in
the agricultural burning research fund of the air pollution
control account.
(iii) Research fund. A final portion, the agricultural burning applied research portion, of the fee shall be no greater
than one dollar per acre burned. The amount assessed may be
less than one dollar per acre burned as periodically determined by the Ag task force based on applied research needs,
regional needs and the research fund budget. The research
portion of the fee assessed shall be fifty cents per acre burned
Permanent

starting in calendar year 1995. The Ag task force may also
establish discount~d assessment rates based on the use of best.
management practices.
•
(c) A farmer must pay the fee prior to receiving a pennit.
Refunds are allowed for portions not burned provided the
adjusted fee after subtracting refunds is no less than twentyfive dollars.
(d) The agricultural burning practices and research task
force may set acreage equivalents, for nonfield style agricultural burning practices, based on the amount of emissions relative to typical field burning emissions. Any acreage equivalents, established by rule, shall be used in determining fees.
For agricultural burning conducted by irrigation or drainage
districts, each mile of ditch (including banks) burned is calculated on an equivalent acreage basis.
(4) All agricultural burning permits must be conditioned
to minimize air pollution.
(a) A farmer must comply with the conditions on the
agricultural burning permit.
(b) For purposes of protecting public health (not eliminating agricultural burning), if an area exceeds or threatens to
exceed unhealthy air pollution levels, the permitting authority may limit the number of acres, on a pro rata basis, or as
provided by RCW 70.94.656.
(c) Permits must be conditioned to minimize emissions
insofar as practical, including denial of permission to bum
during periods of adverse meteorological conditions. Additional requirements for burning of field and turf grasses
grown for seed. The department of ecology will proceed with
the process to certify alternatives to burning as identified i~
RCW 70.94.656(3). In addition to the certification process,.
ecology is also limiting the number of acres allowed to be
burned as specified in RCW 70.94.656(4). Without regard to
any previous bum permit history, in 1996, each farmer shall
be limited to burning the greater of:
(i) Two-thirds of the number of acres the farmer burned
under a valid permit issued in 1995; or
(ii) Two-thirds of the number of acres in grass seed production on May 1, 1996. "In production" means planted,
growing and under the control of the farmer.
(d) Additional requirements for burning of field and turf
grasses grown for seed. Beginning in 1997 and until
approved alternatives become available, each farmer shall be
limited to burning no more than one-third of the number of
acres in grass seed production on May 1, 1996. "In production" means planted, growing and under the control of the
farmer.
(e) Exemptions to additional requirements for burning of
field and turf grasses grown for seed ((d) of this subsection).
A farmer may request an exemption for extraordinary circumstances, such as property where a portion(s) of the field is
oddly shaped or where the slope is extremely steep. This provision does not a1mly to WAC 173-430-045 Alternatives to
burning field and/or turf grasses grown for seed. Under this
subsection, relief from the acreage/emissions reduction
requirements of (d) of this subsection shall be limited to no
more than five percent of the acreage in production on May 1,.
1996, and is also subject to the following provisions:
•
(i) The exemption request must be certified by an agronomic professional;
( 22]
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meets the criteria, it may certify this method using an administrative order.
(h) Alternate open burning practices for field and turf
grass grown for seed. Ecology acknowledges that there may
be practices that involve some burning, but which produce
emissions quantifiably below those of open field burning. If
ecology finds that a practice involves open burning and still
substantially reduces emissions below open field burning,
ecology may certify the alternate burning practice(s) by
administrative order. Any certified practice may be used to
satisfy the acreage/emissions reduction requirements of (d) of
this subsection provided:
(i) The acreage application of the practice is adjusted to
reflect effectiveness in reducing emissions so as to meet or
exceed the emissions reduction required by (d) of this subsection; and
(ii) In no case shall the emission reduction requirement
for the field and turf grass grown for seed be less than that
required in (d) of this subsection.
(5) Other laws. A farmer must obtain any local permits,
licenses, or other approvals required by any other laws, regulations, or ordinances. The farmer must also honor other
agreements entered into with any federal, state, or local
agency.

(ii) The farmer must be able to show full compliance
.th the emissions reductions in (d) of this subsection for the
reage not exempted; and
(iii) The farmer must be in full compliance with permit
requirements for other crops under WAC 173-430-040.
(t) The department of ecology or local air authority may
'
provide for trading of permits using the method described in
(t)(i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), and (vi) ohhis subsection. This trading system uses a straight transfer of acres, a transfer requiring mandatory compensation, or a combination of both. If
ecology or the local air authority finds that emissions resulting from trading are creating a health impact, as defined by
ecology or the local air authority, the trading system, once
created, may be dissolved. This provision does not apply to
WAC 173-430-045 Alternatives to burning field and/or turf
grasses grown for seed.
(i) Ecology or the local air authority may develop a system that allows the trading of permits by:
(A) Adding a signed transfer line to the written permit
that provides for a signature for the current holder of the permit;
(B) Providing a tracking system that identifies the current holder of the permit, that identifies when the permit was
last used to allow burning of acreage, and that allows the
name of the holder to be changed if the transfer line is signed
by the current holder;
(C) Requiring that the new holder of the permit must tum
in the permit with the signed transfer line at least sixty days
before the new holder plans to bum; and
(D) Assuring that the permits are used only once in a cal•
~ndar year.
(ii) By signing the transfer line on the permit the permit
holder must indicate that he or she understands that the acres
transferred may no longer be burned, that a permit for the
acres transferred will not be issued to the signing permit
holder in future years, and that the acres being transferred
were not already burned during the calendar year during
which the transfer takes place.
(iii) Ecology and the local air authorities may add restrictions to the transfer of permits closer to areas with higher
population densities.
(iv) Only permits for acreage which has not yet been
burned may be transferred or traded. The seller of the permit
is responsible for permanently reducing the acreage burned
by the amount of acreage transferred from January l of the
year during which the transaction takes place.
(v) Acreage that is exempted under (e) of this subsection
is not eligible for the trading system.
(vi) The authorities are encouraged to work together to
use the same system and to allow trading between authority
jurisdictions so as to allow the grass seed growers to adjust to
the two-thirds overall reduction in acres permitted for burning as easily as possible.
(g) Measurement for emission reduction for grass seed
field and turf grass. Ecology will use acres as the basis for
determining emission reductions as provided by RCW
.70.94.656, until another method(s) is shown to be better and
peets with the intent of RCW 70.94.656(4). Ecology will
investigate alternate methods, as they become available. If
ecology finds that an alternate method is appropriate and

NEW SECTION
WAC 173-430-045 Alternatives to burning field
and/or turf grasses grown for seed. (1) When is open burning of field and turf grasses grown for seed prohibited? ·
The Washington Clean Air Act prohibits open burning of
field and turf grasses grown for seed whenever ecology has
concluded, through a process spelled out in the act, that any
procedure, program, technique, or device constitutes a practical alternate agricultural practice to open burning, and that
alternate is reasonably available.
(2) Has ecology certified practical alternatives to open
burning of field or turf grasses grown for seed?
Yes. Ecology concludes that mechanical residue management constitutes a practical alternate agricultural practice
to the open burning of field and/or turf grasses grown for
seed. Mechanical residue management means removing,
including arranging for removal of, the residue using nonthermal, mechanical techniques including, but not limited to:
Tilling, swathing, chopping, baling, flailing, mowing, raking,
and other substantially similar nonthermal, mechanical techniques. Ecology further concludes that mechanical residue
management is practical throughout all phases of seed production including:
(a) When the field is planted (establishment);
(b) When the field is producing seed (harvest years);
(c) When the field is prepared for replanting (tear-out).
(3) Are the alternatives to open burning that have been
certified by ecology reasonably available?
Ecology concludes that mechanical residue management
is reasonably available throughout the state wherever baling
can be used. Baling is the process of gathering the residue
and moving it off the field. Typically, a machine known as a
"baler" is used to gather and bundle residue that is already
cut.
(23)
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Based on this conclusion, the open burning of field
and/or turf grasses grown for seed is prohibited except as
described in subsection (4) of this section. This rule does not
require the use of any particular practice or technique. A
farmer may use any alternate practice that does not involve
field burning.
(4) Under what circumstances may open burning of field
or turf grasses grown for seed be allowed?
(a) Where a farmer establishes that mechanical residue
management is not reasonably available on specific portions
of a field under specific production conditions due to slope.
In a request for a waiver, a farmer must certify in writing to
ecology or local air authority the following:
(i) Baling is not reasonably available due to slope. A
farmer must explain why baling is not reasonably available,
referring to specific facts supporting this belief. Unacceptable facts include, but are not limited to, general statements
about burning as a tool for the routine control of weed and
disease, for seed propagation purposes, or as a less costly
alternative to mechanical residue management. A farmer
may use statements from three separate businesses providing
baling services as part of their commercial operation to support the belief that baling is not reasonably available due to
slope. In the statements, the businesses must certify that they
are independent from the farmer and have no financial interest in the farmer's operation;
(ii) Current harvest practices have not diminished the
ability to use mechanical residue management;
(iii) Field production is after the first harvest season and
prior to the fourth harvest season;
(iv) The ground or portions of the field have not been
burned three years in a row in the three years preceding the
request for a waiver;
(v) The ground or portions of the field will remain, without replanting, in grass production at least through the next
harvest season following burning;
(vi) Residue from any neighboring fields or portions of
fields under the control of the farmer will be removed prior to
burning and reasonable precautions will be taken to prevent
fire from spreading to areas where burning is not allowed;
and
(vii) Adjustments in field rotations and locations cannot
be made at any time during the rotational cycle and could not
have been made when planted to allow the use of mechanical
residue management techniques.
(b) Where a farmer establishes that extreme conditions
exist. Ecology or a local air authority, at their discretion, may
grant a request for a waiver for extreme conditions. The
farmer must certify in writing the following:
(i) Why mechanical residue management is not reasonably available, referring to specific facts supporting this
belief. Unacceptable facts include, but are not limited to,
general statements about burning as a tool for the routine control of weed and disease, for seed propagation purposes, or as
a less costly alternative to mechanical residue management;
(ii) He/she did not cause or create the condition to purposefully avoid using mechanical residue management techniques;
(iii) Field production is after the first harvest season and
prior to the fourth harvest season;
Permanent

(iv) The ground or portions of the field have not been
burned three years in a row in the three years preceding th~
request for a waiver;
•
(v) The field will remain, without replanting, in grass
production at least through the next harvest season following
burning;
(vi) Residue from any neighboring fields or portions of
fields under the control of the farmer will be removed prior to
burning and that reasonable precautions will be taken to prevent fire from spreading to areas where burning is not
allowed; and
(vii) Adjustments in field rotations and locations cannot
be made at a.'ly time during the rotational cycle, and could not
have been made when planted to allow the use of mechanical
residue management techniques.
(c) Where a farmer demonstrates to ecology or local air
authority that his/her small agricultural operation is eligible
for mitigation.
For 1998 only, ecology or a local air authority may allow
burning on a small agricultural operation. A small agricultural operation owner has a gross 1997 revenue from all agricultural operations of less than $300,000. A farmer must
show information of sufficient quantity and quality to ecology or a local air authority to establish gross revenue from
agricultural operations. A small farm owner may bum current acreage up to 25% of 1997 acreage burned under a valid
permit. Fields taken out of production after the 1997 harvest
season and in 1998 cannot be counted in the determination of
1997 acreage burned for the purpose of eligible burn acreaget
(d) Where a request for a waiver is approved under (a)
(b), and (c) of this subsection, the following additional limitations also apply:
Total bum acreage must not exceed 1/3 of a farmer's
acreage in production on May 1, 1996. Permits issued pursuant to (a), (b), or (c) of this subsection are not eligible for the
permit trading program identified in WAC 173-430-040.
(5) What is the process for a farmer to request a waiver
for circumstances described in subsection (4) of this section?
(a) A farmer submits a request for a waiver.
Sixty days prior to the planned bum date, a farmer must
submit in writing a request to ecology or a local air authority.
In the request, the farmer must identify the circumstances and
meet the specific requirements of subsection (4)(a), (b),
and/or (c) of this section. Ecology or the local air authority
may require the request to be submitted on a form or in a format provided by ecology or the local air authority.
(b) Ecology or local air authority evaluates the request
for a waiver.
Upon receiving a request for a waiver, ecology or the
local air authority will determine if the necessary documents
and information prnvided is complete enough to evaluate the
request. If incomplete, ecology or local air authority will
advise the farmer and suspend further evaluation until the
request for a waiver is complete. The documents and information identified as necessary to complete the request must
be delivered to ecology or the local air authority at least thirty.
days prior to burning. Once a request for a waiver is deem,
complete, ecology or the local air authority will evaluate the
request and decide whether the burning waiver is appropriate.
(24]
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As part of the evaluation, ecology or the local air may conlliuct an on-site inspection.
If ecology or local air authority denies a request for a
waiver, the reasons will be provided to the farmer in writing.
If approved, ecology or the local air authority will notify the
farmer by convenient means. Ecology will also notify the
appropriate delegated authority.
(c) The farmer applies for an agricultural burning permit.
If ecology or local air authority approves a request for a
waiver, the farmer must complete a permit application and
pay the fee as described in WAC 173-430-040. A delegated
authority must receive written authorization from ecology
that a waiver has been approved prior to processing a permit
application.

II'-
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PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
[Filed May 27, 1998, 2:20 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: To amend rule to add the definition of the term
"attest services" as it applies to Washington state regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 4-25-410 Definitions.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055(11).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-224 on
~ecember 24, 1997.
. - Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Added the language "by a certified public accountant" to the definition of attest services.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended I, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended I, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 26, 1998
Dana M. Mcinturff, CPA
Executive Director
AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-23-071,
~led 11/15/94, effective 12/16/94)
WAC 4-25-410 Def"mitions. For purposes of these rules
the following terms have the meanings indicated:

WSR 98-12-020

(I) "Act" means the Public Accountancy Act codified as
chapter 18.04 RCW.
(2).(fil "Audit," "review," and "compilation" are terms
reserved by the public accountancy profession to identify
forms of reports on financial statements that express differing
levels of assurance. Professional standards setting bodies,
such as the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AI CPA), specify form and content of these reports.
Cb) "Attest services" include services performed by acertified public accountant in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards standards for attestation engagements and standards for accounting and review services.
(3) "Board" means the board of accountancy created by
RCW 18.04.035,
(4) "Certificate" means a certificate as a certified public
accountant issued under this chapter, or a corresponding certificate issued by another state or foreign jurisdiction that is
recognized in accordance with the reciprocity provisions of
RCW 18.04.180 and 18.04.183. "Valid CPA certificate"
means the holder has fully complied with continuing professional education requirements or the board has granted specific exemption from continuing professional education
requirements, with or without restricting use of the CPA title.
(5) "Client" means the person or entity that retains a
CPA, through other than an employer/employee relationship,
for the performance of professional services.
(6) "CPE" means continuing professional education (see
also "Interactive CPE").
(7) "Enterprise" means any person or entity, whether
organized for profit or not, with respect to which a CPA performs professional services .
(8) "Firm" means a sole proprietorship, a corporation, a
limited liability company, or a partnership.
(9) "Generally accepted accounting principles" (GAAP)
is a technical accounting term that encompasses the conventions, rules, and procedures necessary to define accepted
accounting practice at a particular time. It includes not only
broad guidelines of general application, but also detailed
practices and procedures. Those conventions, rules, and procedures provide a standard by which to measure financial
presentations.
(10) "Generally accepted auditing standards" (GAAS)
are broad conceptual guidelines, promulgated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), for
conducting individual audits of historical financial statements. They include general standards, standards of field
work, and reporting standards.
(11) "Holding out" means any representation to the public by the use of restricted titles as set forth in RCW 18.04.345 by a person or firm that the person or firm is a certified
public accountant and that the person or firm offers to perform any professional services to the public as a certified
public accountant. "Holding out" shall not affect or limit a
person not required to hold a certificate under this chapter or
a person or firm not required to hold a license under this
chapter from engaging in practices identified in RCW
18.04.350(6).
(12) "Interactive self-study program" means a CPE pro~am designed to use interactive learning methodologies that
simulate a classroom learning process by employing software
[25)
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or administrative systems that provide significant ongoing
interactive feedback to learners regarding their learning
progress.
(13) "Licensee" means the holder of a valid license
issued under chapter 18.04 RCW.
(14) "Public practice" or the "practice of public accounting" means performing or offering to peiform by a person or
firm holding itself out to the public as a licensee, for a client
or potential client, one or more kinds of services involving
the use of accounting or auditing skills, including the issuance of "audit reports," "review reports," "compilation
reports," or "attestation reports" on financial statements, or
one or more kinds of management advisory, or consulting
services, or the preparation of tax returns, or the furnishing of
advice on tax matters.
(15) "Quality assurance review" (QAR) means a process,
established by and conducted at the direction of the board, of
study, appraisal, or review of one or more aspects of the professional work of a person or firm in the practice of public
accountancy, by a person or persons who hold certificates
and who are not affiliated with the person or firm being
reviewed.
(16) "Quality review" means a study, appraisal, or
review of one or more aspects of the professional work of a
person or firm in the practice of public accountancy, by a person or persons who hold certificates and who are not affiliated with the person or firm being reviewed, including a peer
review, or any internal review or inspection intended to comply with quality control policies and procedures but not
including a "quality assurance review."
(17) "Reciprocity" means board recognition of certificates or other professional accounting credentials that the
board will rely upon in full or partial satisfaction of CPA certification requirements. This board may grant reciprocity, by
rule, to CP As from 0th.er states or to certain professional
accountants from countries whose credentials are recognized
by this board. Board recognition of professional credentials
issued by other state accountancy boards or foreign credentialing bodies is conditioned on those bodies' agreements to
grant reciprocity to this board's licensees.
( 18) "Reports on financial statements" means any reports .
or opinions prepared by certified public accountants, based
on services performed in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards, standards for attestation engagements, or
standards for accounting and review services, as to whether
the presentation of information used for guidance in financial
transactions or for accounting for or assessing the status or
performance of commercial and noncommercial enterprises,
whether public, private, or governmental, conforms with generally accepted accounting principles or other comprehensive
bases of accounting. The term does not include incidental
financial data included in management advisory services
reports to support recommendations to a client.
(19) "Rules of professional conduct" means principles
and rules adopted by the board to govern CPAs' conduct
while representing themselves to others as CP As. The rules
apply to CPAs whether engaged in public practice or otherwise engaged in providing professional services while using
the CPA title.
Permanent

(20) "Statements on standards for accounting and review
services" (SSARS) are standards, promulgated by the Amer~
ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), t~
give guidance to CPAs who are associated with the financial
statements of nonpublic companies and issue compilation or
review reports.
(21) "Statements on standards for attestation engagements" are guidelines, promulgated by the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants (AI CPA), for use by CPAs in
attesting to assertions involving matters other than historical
financial statements and for which no other standards exist.

(26]

WSR 98-12-021
PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
[Filed May 27, 1998, 2:22 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: Lists the records maintained by the agency that
are available for public inspection or copying and notifies the
public of records (lists of individuals for commercial purposes) which are exempt from access; to comply with the
requirement of RCW 42.17.260 that each agency, for informational purposes, publish a listing of records that are available for public inspection and copying.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order.
Amending WAC 4-25-520 What public records does the. .
board maintain?
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055.
Other Authority: RCW 42.17.260.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-225 on
December 24, 1997.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.

May 27, 199~

Dana M. Mcinturff, CPA.
Executive Director

WSR 98-12-022
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 93-14-050,
led 6/29/93, effective 7 /30/93)

WAC 4-25-520 ({lttdeit efptthlie reeerds 1ttttiltmle1))
What public records does the board majptajp? (((1) The

beeffi Rl:&iftteifts the fellewiftg reeeffis:
'
(a) A tlete base file ef every WeshiBgteft eertifietl f!lffllie
eeee\ifl:teftt. This file eeftteifts eeeh eertifietl 1n1blie aeee\ifl:
taftt's ftll:ffie, atltlress, eertifieate t)'f!e ftfta Al:lffl:ber, eertifieete
is:nte Elate, &Ha eet1ifieete stettts;
(B) A Eiata base file ef eertified pttblie eeee'!!fitftftt 6*ftffi
iBetieH eftftaiaetes. This file eeftteiHs eaeh eaHEiiaate's Hllffte,
aEIEiress, llfta eandiaate iEieHtifieatieft fttlffibers;
(e) A aata base file ef eertifiea 1mblie eeeettfttant fifffts.
This file eefttllifts eeeh firm's ftftme, ewftership, aatlress,
lieeftse stattts, Ma lieeftse ftttffl:ber;
. (0) A deta bese file ef fmal ertlers, deelereteey Fttliftgs,
iftteFfJretetieftS, efta f!eliey statefH:efttS aestreetetl FF0ffi beeffi
Rl:eetiftg fHifttttes;
(e) Feffftal tliseipliHary ereers ef the eeard;
(f) Beere ffteetiHg fHiBtttes;
(g) Tepe reeereiBgs ef eeard meetmgs fer the pre·1ietts
siic Rl:eeths;
(h) Beere fleliey Rl:en1:1el;
(i) Beeffi FHles files;
G) Certifietl fll:lblie aeeel:tfttants' eeBtinttiHg eEitteatiee
Feflerts ftHEi eeetiHHiBg eEitteatieB Sf!eeser egreemeHts; anti
(k) CerrespeeaeHee 8Ha fftateriels tieelmg ·.vith regule
tery, sttperviseey, 8fta eefereeffieet resf!eHsieilities ef the
eeeffi. The eeere aees Bet ffi&iftt&ift an ieaeX ef eeffeSfl0B
-eHee files.
(2) Utuler the Pttblie Reeerds Aet, eh8f!ter 42.17 RCW,
the eeerd ffiey Hat gi·1e, sell, er pre 1itle eeeess te lists ef iatli
vitlttels er firms reEJ:Hestes fer eemffl:ereiel fll:lft)eses. The
'
beertl ·.viii flF0'lise lists ef eertifietl flHblie eeeettetaets aed/er
eeBElitiates te befte fitie eEitteetieBel Ma prefessieBel ergeei
zetieHs.)) The board maintains the following public records:
(I) A data base of evezy Washington CPA. This file contains· Each CPA's name and address. and their certificate
type number. issue date. and status·
(2) A data base of CPA examination candidates. This file
contains: Each candidate's name. address. and identification
numbers;
(3) A data base of CPA firms. This file contains each
finn's name. ownership. address license status. and license
number:
(4) A data base of final orders. declaratoi:y rulings. interpretations. and policy statements abstracted from board meeting minutes;
(5) Formal disciplinruy orders of the board;
(6) Board meeting minutes:
(7) Board policy manual;
(8) Board rules files·
(9) CP A's continuing education reports and continuing
education sponsor agreements: and
(10) Documents dealing with the regulatozy superyisozy. and enforcement responsibilities of the board.
The board may not give. sell. or provide access to lists of
•
.ndividuals requested for commercial purposes. The board
provides lists of CP As and/or CPA examination candidates to
bona fide educational and professional organizations.
1

PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTAN CY
[Filed May 27, 1998, 2:25 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: The board uses brief adjudicative proceedings
to provide a process to persons to appeal staff actions denying
certification or licensure. Chapter 34.05 RCW, Administrative Procedure Act, requires agencies to adopt brief adjudicative proceedings to resolve some limited administrative
issues.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 4-25-540 What are brief adjudicative proceedings?
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055(1).
Other Authority: RCW 34.05.482 .
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-226 on
December 24, 1997.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 1,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 27, 1998
Dana M. Mclnturff, CPA
Executive Director
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-074,
filed 5/27 /93, effective 7/1/93)

WAC 4-25-540 What are brief adjudicative proceed-

ings({r))1 ((The eeeffi adepts the brief edjHsieetive preeeea
iBgs f!reeesHres permittes by RCW 3 4 .05. 4 82 thre1:1gh
34.05. 494 te pre•1ise appeal fF0ffi staff seeiels ef lieease er
eetiifieete Bflfllieatieas, gees ehareeter FHliegs, egeaey ethies
mliags, BBB stteh ether ffiBtters BS the boare ffi!I)' Eieeide to
etidress iH this ffillflfler. The f'Fesidiag effieer fey Sl:leh flF0
eeediftgs shall be the eKeel:lti'le Eiireeter who shell reeder
.findmgs afta en ereer after eeftsttlting with efte er Htere boerEI
mefftbers. Persees eggfieved by e brief edjtttlieeti'le preeeeEI
iegs oreer ffi&y 8flfle&l to the fttll bettra fer eeffiiftistrative
review. 81:1eh appeal Rl:Hst be ffteee, erelly or ie writiBg,
within tv<'eaty eae says after reeeipt ef the brief edjHsieeti're
preeeediftgs eraer. )) For certain types of decisions. the board
has adopted an appeal process authorized by chapter 34.05
RCW which is called a brief adjudicative proceeding. Decisions to which this appeal process will be applied are:
Denials of license or certificate application:
~

l 21 J
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Good character rulings;
Agency ethics rulings· and
A detennination whether a licensee or certificateholder has been certified by a lending
agency and reported for nonpayment or default
on a federally or state-guaranteed student loan
or service conditional scholarship.
To appeal a decision you must submit your request for a
brief adjudicative proceeding. in writing. to the board within
thirty days after the decision by board staff is posted in the
U.S. mail. The residing officer for the brief adjudicative proceedings is the executive director. After consulting with a
board member. the executive director renders a decision
either upholding or overturning the decision by board staff.
This decision. called an order is mailed to you.
If you do not receive satisfaction from the brief adjudicative proceeding. you may appeal to the board's vice-chair.
This appeal process is called an administrative review. Your
appeal must be received by the board. orally or jn writjpg.
wjtbjp twepty-ope days after the brief adjudicative proceedings order is posted in the U.S. mail. The vice-chair considers
your appeal and either upholds or overturns the brief adjudicative proceeding decision. The vice-chair decision. also
called an order. is mailed to you.

Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 27, 199~·
Dana M. Mcinturff, CP~
Executive Director

•
•
•

WSR 98-12-023
PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
[Filed May 27, 1998, 2:26 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: WAC 4-25-550 requires certified public
accountants (CPAs) and CPA finns to notify the agency of
any change in address. With a current address on file, the
agency is able to contact the CPA and the CPA finn for regulatory purposes.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 4-25-550 Do I need to notify the board if I
change my address?
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-227 on
December 24, 1997.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
· Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Permanent

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-073,
filed 5/27/93, effective 7/1/93)
WAC 4-25-550 ((Atltlress ehftll~esa)) Do I peed to
potjfy the board jf I chapge my address? ((Eaeh lieensee
sftall.)) All CPAs and CPA finns must notify the board in
writing within thirty days of any change of address.

WSR 98-12-030

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 28, 1998, 2:10 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 27, 1998.
Purpose: Increase metrology laboratory fees from
$65.00 per hour to $75.00 per hour.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 16-675-030 and 16-675-040 (1) and (2).
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 19.94.216.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-099 on April
22, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federa. .
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; o .
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 27, 1998
James M. Jesernig
Director
AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-024,
filed 5/29/97, effective 6/29/97)

WAC 16-675..:.030 Condition of submitted weights
and measures. Weights and measures standards submitted to
the laboratory for tolerance testing or calibration must be in a
physical condition that makes them acceptable for the service
to be perfonned. Unacceptable weights and measures stan. .
<lards may be returned to the sender at the sender's expen,
or, if repairs can be made, these repairs shall be charged at the
rate of((~)) seventy-five dollars an hour. Repair fees
( 281
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AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Order 5097, filed
5/8/96, effective 6/8/96)

shall be charged in addition to any testing or other calibration
ees. Repairs will only be done by written agreement between
e department and the owner of the weights or measures to
e repaired.

WAC 16-319-041 Application for certification offorest reproductive material. (1) The conditions of applicant's
submittal and of certifying agency's acceptance of application are:
(a) The application should show all classes for which
certification services are requested.
(b) All reproductive material acquired or distributed by
applicant of a type for which certification is requested is subject to audit.
(c) Applicant shall be responsible for payment of fees for
certification services.
(d) Applicant is responsible for developing a record
keeping system and labels available and satisfactory to the
certifying agency.
(e) Certifying agency reserves the right to refuse certification service to applicant.
(f) Application for audit certification reproductive material shall be filed with certifying agency of the state in which
warehouse, nursery, etc., is located with a copy to the certifying agency in the state where the reproductive material is collected.
(2) Timing of application requests for certification services:
(a) Application requests for source identified subclass B
and lower classes for the current year's production of reproductive material shall be received by certifying agency from
applicant not later than three days prior to initiation of collection, production, or propagation of forest reproductive material.
(b) For source identified subclass A and higher certification class, the applicant shall make application for service,
and present a written plan to the certifying agency two weeks
prior to the beginning of the collection season. The written
plan will include the following:
(i) For subzone collection, areas shall be defined by legal
·
description.
(ii) Details of the collection organization including
names of buyers and field supervisors, estimated harvest volume, receiving station location(s), and other pertinent information.
(c) Application requests for all other services shall be
received by certifying agency from applicant not later than
seven days before need.
(3) The certifying agency establishes the fee schedule for
certification services. These may be adjusted at the beginning
of a crop year if certifying agency determines that costs are
significantly more or less than anticipated: Provided, That
increases shall not exceed twenty-five percent.
(a) Cones and seed:
(i) Tested and selected - the service includes review of
test plans, audit of pertinent records and field inspection at
the hourly job time rate shown in current fee schedule.
(ii) Source identified classes - the fee includes field
inspection at the per bushel rate shown in the current fee
schedule and audit of conditioning at the hourly rate also
shown in the current fee schedule.
The fee for each lot containing less than sixty bushels
shall be a maximum of thirty-six dollars: Provided, That the

AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-024,
filed 5/29/97, effective 6/29/97)

WAC 16-675-040 Schedule of laboratory fees. The
following fees will be charged for services performed by the
metrology laboratory of the department:
(1) An hourly fee of ((si~cty five)) seventy-five dollars
per hour will be charged for inspection, tolerance testing and
calibration services performed at the metrology laboratory.
(2) Inspection, tolerance testing and calibration services
performed at other than the metrology laboratory will be
charged an hourly rate of ((siMty five)) seventy-five dollars
per hour plus the current mileage and per diem rates established by the office of financial management.
(3) There will be a minimum one-half hour charge for
any services provided by the laboratory.

WSR 98-12-031
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 28, 1998, 2: 11 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 27, 1998.
Purpose: Increase certification fees for forest reproductive material.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 16-319-041.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 15.49.370(3).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-100 on April
22, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended I, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 27, 1998
James M. Jesernig
Director
(29)
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certifying agency, due to specific circumstances, may waive
this maximum fee or a part thereof.
(iii) Audit class - the fee includes audit of applicant's
field and conditioning records at the hourly rate shown in the
current fee schedule.
(b) Trees: The fee includes the verification of the source
of the trees from the seed source, stratification, sowing, bed
identification, lifting, sorting, package identification, storing
and/or transplanting.
(c) Not entered for certification: The fee for audit of
reproductive material not entered for certification service is
performed as required by and satisfactory to certifying
agency to exercise said audit simultaneously with audit of
reproductive material which applicant has requested certification service.
(d) The fee for certification classes applied for shall be
charged whether or not offered material qualifies.
(e) The certifying agency may provide other services,
such as training to comply with these standards, advising on
the development of recordkeeping systems directly connected with certification needs if requested by the applicant.
(4) Fee schedule:
E{fecti.ve June 28. 1998. the fee schedu/.e is as folluws:

(a) Tree cones and seed fu1d

Inspection

Certjficatjon Classes

Awli1

Illst"I md 5!:11:1<llld

S2J J~lb[

LQts 11 !m !!!!d mo~
Lots 6-10 bu
Lgts 0-S bu.

$0,78/bu,

S23,J~!'.h!:.

Sll! 72llll1
SI 1.38/lot

S2J J~ll:u:

Awli1

N!ln!l..

S2J J~lb[

S2J J~lb[

~t
~b1:obi111:d

sour£!:! ldentifi!ld QIMs!ls:

S23.J~lhr

~b1:obi111:d

Tree certification - $23 35/hr,
Seedling certification - experience has shown that seedling certification normally requires a minimum of five nursezy visits totalling iwproximately thirty-two hours, Plantation
certification procedures shall be billed at the hourly rate
Cc) Other services including education to comply with
the standards. development of record system. verification of
source of pollen. cuttings. audit of forest reproductive material not offered for certification by applicant or other services
requested etc at $23,35/hour payable when billed.
Cd) OECD certification (certificates of provenance) $0.56 per certificate plus the hourly audit rate, (Auditors shall
issue certificates,)
(b)

(a) Tree cones and seed Certification Classes
Tested and Selected
Source Identified Classes:
Lots 11 bu. and more

Field
Inspection
((~1.§Mlf'.

S22.42/hr,

((S9.+3An1.
~.7S/bu,

Lots 6-10 bu.
Lots 0-S bu.
Audit

((Sl+.3 4'118*
Sll! !Mll!ll
((SHHIAIM
U0.23llo1
None

Audit
Si;!UM!t'.))
S22.42/hr.

Fee Due
When billed

s;iu~lftf.))

When billed

(b) Tree certification - (($21.55/M.)) $22 42/hr,
Seedling certification - experience has shown that seedling certification normally requires a minimum of five nursery visits totalling approximately thirty-two hours. Plantation
certification procedures shall be billed at the hourly rate.
(c) Other services including education to comply with
the standards, development of record system, verification of
source of pollen, cuttings, audit of forest reproductive material not offered for certification by applicant or other services
requested, etc. at (($21.55Alettr)) $22.42/hour payable when
billed.
(d) OECD certification (certificates of provenance)
-((~)) $0.54 per certificate plus the hourly audit rate.
(Auditors shall issue certificates.)

F;[fecti.ve Julv 1. 1998. the fee schedu/.e is as follows:
Permanent

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 28, 1998, 2:1S p.m.)

&;;!l.Hlftf.))
s22 42/hr.
$;!1.§§fhr.))
S22 !l2£b[
S22.!l21hr,
((Si;!U§fhr.))
S2212!'.h!:.
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PERMANENT RULES

Date of Adoption: May 27, 1998.
Purpose: Increase seed certification fees for buckwheat,
chickpea, field pea, lentil, millet, soybean, sorghum and
small grains. Also, certain eligible varieties have been added
and deleted.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 16-316-474 and 16-316-525.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 15.49.310 and
15.49.370(3).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-10 l on April
22, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated RulW
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Mak.
ing: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 0.
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wheat, chickpea (garbanzo beans), field pea, lentil, millet,
soybean, sorghum and small grains.
(2) Due dates:
(a) Buckwheat - June l
(b) Field pea - June 1
(c) Chickpea - June l
(d) Lentil - June 1
(e) Millet - June 1
(f) Soybean - July I
(g) Sorghum - July 15
(h) Small grains - June 1 for both winter varieties and
spring varieties.
(i) After due date, an application with late application fee
may be accepted for service.
(3) Fees:

Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 27, 1998
James M. Jesernig
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-16-026,
filed 7/29/97, effective 8/29/97)

WAC 16-316-474 Buckwheat-Chickpea-Field
pea-Lentil-Millet-Soybean-Sorghum-Small
grain-Application and fees. (1) An application for seed
certification with application fee, field inspection fee, and
late application fee (if due) for each field shall be filed by or
for each grower with Washington State Crop Improvement
Association, Inc., the certifying agency for seeds of buck(a) Application fee per variety per grower .................................................... ((~)) $19.03
(b) Field inspection fee per acre except millet and hybrid sorghum .................................. ((~)) $ 2.65
(c) Millet - first acre ..................................................................... ((W:-1-6)) $28.29
- each additional acre ................................................................. ((~)) $ 5.65
(d) Hybrid sorghum - first acre ............................................................. ((W:-1-6)) $28.29
- each additional acre ................................................................ (($-1486)) .llL.3J.
(e) Special field inspection fee per acre ....................................................... ((~)) $ 2.36
(f) Late application fee ................................................................... ((~)) $17.83
(g) Reinspection fee ..................................................................... ((~)) ID.Q2

minimum for each field which did not pass field inspection plus$ 0.40 for each acre over twenty-five. The reinspection fee for
isolation requirements only for a field of any size is ((~)) ID.Q.2.
(h) Final certification fee .................................................................. ((~)) $ 0.225
. e r cwt. of clean seed sampled, which shall be charged to conditioning plant, or production fee ................... $0.105
IJi,er cwt. of production from fields inspected which is utilized for seed, which shall be charged to the grower or the final seller
prior to brokerage, retail sale, sale to plant not approved for conditioning certified seed, or transshipment out-of-state.
(i) Sampling fee .................................................................................. $0.105
per cwt. of clean seed sampled, with minimum charge often dollars per sample, which shall be charged to conditioning plant in
lieu of mechanical sampling.
Kind
Barley, spring

(4) A field may be withdrawn upon notification by the
applicant to the certifying agency's office before field inspection. In such case, the field inspection fee shall be refunded
upon request until June 30 of the year following harvest.
(5) Harvest before field inspection causes forfeitures of
both the application and field inspection fees, and completion
of certification.
AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending Order 5086, filed
10/25/95, effective 11125/95)
WAC 16-316-525 Buckwheat-Chickpea-Field
pea-Lentil-Millet-Soybean-Sorghum-Small
grain-Eligible variety and stock seed.

Chickpea
Barley, winter

131 I

Variety
((Belfuffi, Camelot (P), Coh:tHtbia (P),
Colter, Coltgbar, Crest, Ceystal, Exel,
Gallatin, Herrington, Klages, I lors
feffi, Manama, Mesallioa (P), Mea1:1et
(P), Melotly (P), MeltBH (P), Morex,
~~BHey (P), R1:1ssell, 8te13toe, Baroa
esse (P), 'WestBt=es G1:1stoe (P), West
Bt=es Sf!Fillter (P), Whitfeffi (P))) Bancroft. Baronesse <Pl. Bear Belford
Camelot <Pl. Chinook. Colter. Columbia (P). Crest. Gallatin. Gamet. Germain's 96 (p) Harrington Lewis.
Maranna Melody (Pl tvfeltan CP)
Micah. Morex. Steptoe. W ashford.
WB Nebula (P). WestBred Gustoe
(fl Westford (J')
Dwelley, Evans. Myles, Sanford, Sara
Boyer, Eight-Twelve, Hesk, Hoody.
Hundred, Kamiak, Kold Scio.
Showin
Permanent
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Kind
Buckwheat, spring
Field pea

Lentil
Oat, spring
Rye, winter
Wheat, spring

Wheat, winter

Kind
Triticale, winter

Variety
Mancan. Manor((, Masean))
((Alaska 81, Gamela, Latah, Uma
ttila)) Aladin. Alaska 81. Astina.
Croma. Delta. Espace. Fallon. Joel.
Karita Phantom Shawnee Swing.
Umatilla
Brewer, Crimson Mason, Red Chief
Cayuse. Celsia. Magnum CP). Monida,
Otana, Park((;))
Puma, Rymin
((Al130wa, Bl:ltte 86, Calerwa, Ceste
mill, Dfficwis, Etiwall, Klasie (P),
Hamad (P), Pesawa'Na, 813illmas,
TreaSl:lre, \lJatil:lal, Watll:lal 94,
Waka~. WamJ3l:llB, 'Jlawll'/1ai, West
Bred 906R (P), WestBFeti 926 (P),
WestBreti 936 (P), WestBFeti :S,tvress
(P), WestBFeti 813rite, WestBreti
Venna (P), YeeeFa Reje))Alpowa.
Butte 86 Calorwa. Cavalier CP). Centenial Edwall ID3775 Klasic (p)
Kulm. ML455 CP). Nomad (P).
Penawawa. Pomerelle. Skagit (P).
Spilhuan. Sunstar 50-30 (pl. Treasure.
Wadual. W adual 94. Wakanz.
Wawawai. WestBred 906R (Pl. WestBred 926 (p) WestBred 936 (p)
WestBred Express (p). WestBred
Sprite. WestBred Vanna (P). Whitebird. Yecora Rojo
((AstiFews, BaooeF (P), Basis (P),
Batl:lm, Bl~zllfti, Bl:lekasan, Caskl:lf'
(P), Daws, Dl:lffieim's Pride (P), Eltllft,
Gese, Ilattes, Hill 81, Haff, Hyak,
Jahn, KmeF, Lewjais, MaeVieaF,
Matises, Maleelm, Meridian, Mere,
Nt:tgeiftes, Ql:lftfttl:lffi 542 (P), Rely,
Red, Rektie, SvFagHe, 8tevkess, Ires,
Westes)) Andrews. Banner (Pl. Basin
(p) Batum Blizzard. Bonneville
Buchanan BZ-470. Cashup CP)
Coda. Daws. Durheim's Pride (P).
Eltan. Finley. Gene. Hatton. Hill-81.
Hiller Hoff Hyak John Lambert.
Lewjain Mac Vicar Madsen. Malcolm. Meridian. Moro. Nugaines.
Quantum 542 (P). Rely. Rod. Spra~e Stephens Survivor Symphony

Wheat. Durum.

Spring

Permanent

Bravadur Duraking. Durex. Kronos
Reva. Ria. Rich

Wheat. Durum WinOR 3920036
ter
(P) means proprietary
The eligibility of other varieties may be approved by the
certifying agency.
Foundation seed is eligible to produce registered seed or
certified seed.
Registered seed is eligible to produce certified seed.
Certified seed is not eligible for recertification.

WSR 98-12-034
PERMANENT RULES

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
[Filed May 28, 1998, 4:2S p.m.)

Date o~ Adoption: May 28, 1998.
Purpose: Allow candidates and political committees to.
receive incidental in-kind contributions without reporting th~
activity or having the contributions count against any applicable contribution limit.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 390-16-207 In-kind contributions-Explanation and reporting.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 42.17 .370(1 ).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-019 on April
7, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 199.
Melissa Warhei~
Executive Director

(£1

Triticale, spring

Variety
Celia, ((Hat=&;)) Stan I (P), Trical 102
CP1 Trical 6600 (P), Trical Jenkins
(P), ((Trieel 102 (P),)) Trical Stan II
(P), Trical XT0-65 (P)((, W.ftitfft88))

((Jl:lllft, Vieteria,)) Grace, Trical 2700

(P) Victoria

(32]
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is other than a monetary contribution made
directly to a candidate or political committee.
For example. an in-kind contribution occurs when a person
after collaborating with a candidate or a candidate's agent.
purchases space in a newspaper for political advertising supporting that candidate or opposing that candidate's opponent.
(3) According to RCW 42.17.095(8) and WAC 390-16238. a candidate may not use his or her campaign funds to
make a contribution including an in-kind contribution. to
another candidate or a political committee. However. under
RCW 42.17 095(3) a candidate may use surplus funds as
defined in RCW 42.17.020 to make a contribution to a political party or caucus political committee.
(4) In-Kind Contributions to Recipients Who Have
Limjts. (a) If a state office candidate receives in-kind contributions from any person valued at more than $25 in the
aggregate during an election cycle the contribution is reportable by the giver and the recipient pursuant to RCW 42.17
and is subject to the applicable contribution limit provided in
RCW 42.17.640.
(b) If a bona fide political party or legislative caucus
committee receives in-kind contributions from any person
valued at more than $25 in the aggregate during a calendar
year the contribution is reportable lzy the giver and the recipient pursuant to RCW 42.17 and is subject to the applicable
contribution limit provided in RCW 42.17.640.
(«) If a state official against whom recall charges have
been filed or a political committee supporting the recall of a
state official receives in-kind contributions from any person
valued at more than $25 in the aggregate during a recall campaign the qontribution is reportable by the giver and the
recipient pursuant to RCW 42.17 and is subject to the applicable contribution limits provided in RCW 42.17 .640.
(5) Political Committees That Maire lp-Kipd Coptributjops A political committee that makes in-kind c;ontributions to a candidate or political committee totaling more than
$50 in the aggregate during a re_porting period must identify
the recipient and the amount of the contribution as part of its
C-4 report covering that period.
If the in-kind contribution is in the fonn of an exvenditure that has been obligated but not yet paid. the identity of
the recipient candidate or political committee. along with a
good faith estimate of the value of the contribution. must be
disclosed in part 3 of Schedule B. in addition to the other
infonnation required by the form. When the expense is paid.
the recipient's name and the amount of the contribution must
be disclosed on Schedule A. along with the other infonnation
required by the fonn.
If a politic;al committee provides equipment. property or
anything else of value owned. leased or controlled by it to a
candidate or political committee. the contributing committee
must attach a statement to its C-4 report showing the name of
the candidate or political committee to whom the contribution was made and the date. description and fair market value
of the in-kind contribution,
(6) Reporting by Recinients. Except as provided in
subsection (4). in-kind contributions from one source are not
reportable by the recipient candidate or political committee
until the aggregate value of all in-kind contributions received
from that source during a reporting period is more than $50.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-11-016,
w1ed 5/5/94)

I'

WAC 390-16-207 In-kind contributions ((Bail H:IJeB
dHares)}-Explanation and reporting. (1) Wheee•1er a
eamliaate er a velitieal eemmittee ffia:kes eHe or mere iH kifta
e>Cflettaihtres whieh (i) aireetly or iHaireetly, ift whole er ift
fl!tt't, bettefit fl:ftOther iaeetifiaale ellftaiaate Of flelitieal eem
mittee !lfta (ii) iH the aggregate amettftt te a valtte ef fifty Elel
IMS er mere ie the reveffiftg veriea, theft, fer the fll:liJleSe ef
eemplymg with the pre·1isiees efRCW 42.17.090 (l)(f);
(8) Stteh eftftaitlftte er velitieal eefft:Hl:ittee shall iaeHtify
the ettftdidate er velitieal eemmittee beftefitted by stteh
exveftditttre fl:ftd state the valtte thereef; and
(b) The eaeaidate er velitieal eeffiffi:ittee that reeeives
benefit ef stteh exveeaitttre er ~cveeditttres shall repert a eer
feSJleHSiftg amottftt as a eefttribtttiee reeei'lea aea as ftH
eXJlenaitttre made by stteh ellftdiaate er velitieal eeffiffiittee.
(2) \Vheee·1er a eaedidate er a velitieal eemmittee ffia:kes
8H ift kied ~cvenaitttre whieh Sl:tflflerts er evveses mere thftft
efte eaftdidate er ballet vrevesitiee, the versee ffiftkmg stteh
exveeditttre shall identify eaeh eaetlidate er ballet flFeflesi
tiee te •.vhieh stteh StlflfleFt er evvesitieH is Elireetea ftfta, if the
aggregate exf!eHaitttre ftfHettHts te fifty dellars er ffiere, shall
state the flFefateS !lfftettftt ef the e>tf!eHaitttre er ~tfleHaitttres
preperly attribtttable te eaeh stteh eandidate er ballet prepesi
tietr.
(3) WheHe»·er a eftftaiaate er velitieal eemmittee vre
viaes its eqttipmeftt, vreverty er ether faeilities ewHed,
retaiHed, leased er eeHtrellea by it te aeether eaHEliaate er
lelitieal eeffifHittee, the fair ffiarket valtte ef the Hse ef sooh
eqttipffieet, preperty er ether faeilities, if it ftffiettets te fifty
dellftfS er ffiere, shall ee re13erted as fellews:
(a) By the eftftdidate er velitieal eeftlfHittee JlftWidieg the
eqttif!Hieftt, 13reverty er other faeilities, by attaehieg te its
feFHi C 4, 8ehe6Hle B, a stateffieet settiBg ferth the eame ef
the eaedidate er 13elitieal eeffiffiittee beeefitted aed the date,
deseriptiee aed valHe ef the ill kiftd eeetribtttioe Hittde by it;
(b) By the e!lftdiaate er velitieal eefft:Hl:ittee beeefittieg
fFeffi the Hse ef stteh eqtti13ffieet, preperty er ether faeilities,
by repertieg the valtte ef Stteh ttse in its feFHi C 4, Sehedale
B, beth as a eeetrieatiee ftftd as ae e~tpeeditttre.
(4) Netwithst!lftdiHg sttbseetiefts (l) tltt'ettgh (3) of this
seetieH, whenever a eaediaate er velitieal eefftffiittee sttbjeet
te the eeetribatiee liffiits of RCW 42.17.640 reeeives 8ft ie
kind eoetribtttiee freffi aey 13ersee valtted at ffiore thae $25 ie
the aggregate dttrieg the eleetiee eyele, er yeftf fer pelitieal
eOffiffiittees, the eoetribtttiee is revertaele fll:tFSl:tftHt te RCW
42.17.090 ftfta Sttbjeet te liffiits f!Fe>lided iH RCW 42.17.640.
An in-kind contribution occurs when a person provides
goods. services or anything of value. other than money or its
equivalent. to a candidate or political committee free-ofcharge or for less than fair market value. unless the item or
service given is not a contribution according to RCW
42.17.020 (14)fb) or WAC 390-17-405.
(2) An in-kind contribution also occurs when a person
makes an expenditure that
supports or opposes a candidate or a ballot mea~
sure.
•
meets the definition of contribution in RCW
•
42.17.02004) or WAC 390-05-210 and
(33]
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If this threshold is met. the in-kind contributions must be
reported in part 1 of Schedule B to the C-4 report covering
that re.porting period.
(7) Valuing In-Kind Contributions. (a) For pw:poses
of determining the value of goods or services provided as inkind contributions refer to WAC 390-05-235. Definition Fair Market Value.
(b) If an expenditure that constitutes an in-kind contribution is made. the value of the in-kind contribution to a particular candidate or political committee is the portion of the
expense that benefits the candidate or political committee.

PERMANENT RULES

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
[Filed May 28, 1998, 4:30 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 28, 1998.
Purpose: Repeal the rule because it is no longer neces-

sary.

Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 390-16-200 Encouraging expenditures to
avoid contributions-Result.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 42. 17.370(1).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-020 on April
7, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
•
•
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Melissa Warheit
Executive Director

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.
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PERMANENT RULES

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
[Filed May 28, 1998, 4:27 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 28, 1998.
Purpose: Repeal the rule because it has been superseded
by a change in law.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 390-17-205 Number of registered votersCalculation.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 42. 17 .370(1 ).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-018 on April
7, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Melissa Warheit
Executive Director

REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 390-16-200
Encouraging expenditures to
avoid contributions-Result.
Reviser's note: The repealer appears above as filed by the agency pursuant to RCW 34.08.040; however, the reference to chapter is probably
intended to be to section.

WSR 98-12-037

PERMANENT RULES

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
[Filed May 28, 1998, 4:32 p.m.)

REPEALER

Date of Adoption: May 28, 1998.
Purpose: Clarify what types of services are "of the sort
commonly performed by volunteer campaign workers" and
clarify und~ wha~ conditions an accountant or attorney may
donate services without a contribution ensuing.
Cit~tion of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amendmg WAC 390-17-405 Volunteer services.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 42. 17 .370(1 ).

The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 390-17-205
Number of registered voters-Calculation.
Reviser's note: The repealer appears above as filed by the agency pursuant to RCW 34.08.040; however, the reference to chapter is probably
intended to be to section.
Permanent
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vidual ((is eat a pmfessieaal ie that fiel0 whe)) does not ordinarily charge((s)) a fee or receive((s)) compensation for providing ((those)) till< service((S;))~ and
(l) all similar activities as determined by the commission.
(2) An attorney or accountant may donate his or her professional services to a candidate a candidate's authorized
committee. a political party or a caucus political committee.
without making a contribution in accordance with RCW
((42.17.630 (5)(b)(ix))) 42.17 .020 Cl4)(b)(viii), if the attorney or accountant is:
(a) employed and his or her employer is paying for the
services rendered;
(b) self-employed; or
(c) performing services for which no compensation is
paid by any person. However neither RCW 42.17.020
Cl4)Cb)Cviii) nor this section authorizes the services of an
attorney or an accountant to be provided to a political committee without a contribution ensuing. unless the political
committee is a candidate's authorized committee. political
party or caucus political committee and the conditions of
RCW 42.17.020 C14)(b)(viii) and (a). Cb) or (c) of this subsection are satisfied. or unless the political committee pays the
fair market value of the services rendered

Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-017 on April
7, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended l, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
·
Amended l, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Melissa Warheit
Executive Director
AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-11-017,
filed 5/5/94)

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.

WAC 390-17-405 Volunteer services. (1) In accordance with RCW ((42.17.630 (5)(b)(viii))) 42.17.020
(14)(b)(vi), an individual may perform services or labor for a
• ((eempaigB,)) candidate or political committee without incur• ring a contribution ((sttbjeet te the lifBits ttftaef RCW
42.17.640 e£RCW 42.17.105(8))), so long as the individual
is not compensated by any person for the services or labor
rendered((, the seP1iees ef labef a£e pef'fefffi:ea otttsiae the
hett£S faf whieh the efftpleyef has seketlttled the efftfJleyee to
~)) and the services are of the ((sot4)) kind commonly
performed by ((the)) volunteer campaign workers((, including:)). These commonly performed services include:
(a) office staffing;
(b) doorbelling or leaflet drops;
(c) mail handling (folding, stuffing, sorting and postal
preparation);
(d) political or fund raising event staffing;
(e) telephone bank activity (conducting voter identification, surveys or polling, and get-out-the-vote campaigns);
(t) construction and placement of yard signs, hand-held
signs or in-door signs;
(g) ((ekattffetH'iBg)) acting as a driver for candidate or
candidate or committee staff;
(h) scheduling of campaign appointments and events;
(i) transporting voters to polling places on election day;
(j) except as provided in subsection (2). ((the se£Yiees of
8ftY iBdividttal, eMeept ftft attefftey Of aeeottetaet, flTOvidea
that the sefViees Q0ftfttea 8fe selely fef tee fltlffl0S0 of eftStlf
ffig)) preparing campaign disclosure reports required by
RCW 42. 17 and otherwise helping to ensure compliance with
•
state election or public disclosure laws;
.,
(k) campaign consulting and management services, polling and survey design, public relations and advertising, or
fundraising performed by any individual, so long as the indi-

WSR 98-12-038

PERMANENT RULES

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
[Filed May 28, 1998, 4:35 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 28, 1998.
Purpose: Pursuant to RCW 42.17 .375, this rule clarifies
the manner in which counties are to maintain and provide
public access to the campaign disclosure reports filed with
them.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 390-13-100 Duties of elections officials
receiving copies of campaign finance reports.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 42.17 .370(1 ).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-021 on April
7, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Out-of-date language in subsection (3) was
removed.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0 .
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
(35)
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Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Melissa Warheit
Executive Director

Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use •
of these markings.

WSR 98-12-041
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 83-02 [8503], filed 8/24/83 [7 /9/85])

[Filed May 29, 1998, 12:00 p.m., effective June 30, 1998]

Date of Adoption: May 29, 1998.
Purpose: The department is adopting a 4.05% general
increase in factory assembled structures (FAS) fees, contractor registration fees and plumber certification fees. The
4.05% rate is the Office of Financial Management's maximum allowable fiscal growth rate factor for fiscal year 1998.
The general fee increases are necessary to maintain the stability of the plumber's fund and the financial health and operational effectiveness of the contractor registration and FAS
programs. Also, several new FAS fees are adopted, most of
these cover the cost of services previously provided to FAS
customers without charge. Finally, new medical gas piping
endorsement fees are adopted for the plumber certification
program. These fees are necessary to implement recent
amendments to chapter 18.106 RCW. They will become
effective when new medical gas rules, proposed by the
department, become effective.
Chapter 296-150C WAC, Commercial coaches:
WAC 296-lSOC-3000 Commercial coach fees. Stateinitiated amendments are adofted to:
•
Increase all commercia coach fees by 4.05% rounded
down to the nearest quarter of a dollar.
Add electrical plan review fees to cover the cost of FAS
electrical plan reviews required by WAC 296-46-140
Plan review for educational, institutional or health care
facilities and other buildings.
Add reciprocal plan review fees to cover the cost of this
service.
Add a fee to cover the cost of reviewing and approving
sets of design plans submitted beyond the two sets
required by the department.
Add a fee to cover the cost of printing and distributing
factory assembled structures RCWs and WACs beyond
the one free annual copy required by statute.
Chapter 296-150F WAC, Factory-built housing and
commercial structures:
WAC 296-lSOF-3000 Factory-built housing and commercial structure fees. State-initiated amendments are
adopted to:
•
Increase all factory-built housing and commercial
structure fees by 4.05% rounded down to the nearest
quarter of a dollar.
Add electrical plan review fees to cover the cost of FAS
electrical plan reviews required by WAC 296-46-140
Plan review for educational, institutional or health care
facilities and other buildings.
Add reciprocal plan review fees to cover the cost of this
service.

WAC 390-13-100 Duties of elections officials receiving copies of campaign finance reports. (1) Pursuant to
RCW 42.17 .375, when arranging, indexing, handling and
providing access to reports filed with the county as required
by chapter 42.17 RCW, county election officers shall adhere
to the following:
(a) Each report on receipt shall be marked with the date
(or some means of determining the date) the report was postmarked and/or the date on which it was received by the elections office.
(b) Files for these reports shall be maintained separate
from all other reports and documents in the office and shall
be arranged alphabetically by the name of the candidate or
committee. Elections officers may segregate files into additional categories, if desired.
(c) Files may be maintained in paper or electronic form
or on micro graphics. If files are maintained in electronic form
m: on micrographics, equipment for viewing ((fffitt)) and
((fer)) reproducing ((ieeivieHal frames)) reports on paper
must be made available to the public.
(d) A separate, special index shall be maintained showing the name of each candidate or committee for whom
reports are on file. The index need not list each report subsequently filed. The index shall be readily available for public
inspection.
(e) Reports shall be placed in the files and available for
public inspection by the end of the next business day following receipt.
(t) Mindful that the public's right to know of the
financing of political campaigns is paramount, elections officials shall give priority attention to and promptly honor each
request for public inspection of the campaign finance report
files.
(2) Copies of reports must be maintained by elections
officers for a period of at least six years, in accordance with
RCW 42.17 .450, and records retention schedules prepared
pursuant to chapter 40.14 RCW.
(3) ((A tleseriptiee ef the eel:iftty's methee ef filieg Me
ieetl*ieg e81Bpaige fmBBee Fepefts shall ee seat te the paelie
eiseleSl:ife 00ffifftissiee '+'lithiB 30 eeys efthe effeetive eate ef
this Rtie. The)) A description of the county's method of filing
and indexing campaign finance reoorts shall be updated and
sent to the public disclosure commission within 30 days of
((any time theFe is)) a revision to the filing and indexing system.
Reviser's note: The bracketed material preceding the section above
was supplied by the code reviser's office.
Permanent
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Increase all fees in this section by 4.05% rounded down
to the nearest quarter of a dollar.
Implement SSB 5749 by adding new fees applicable to
new medical gas rules proposed by the department.
These new fees will be effective when the new medical
gas rules become effective.

Add a fee to cover the cost of reviewing and approving
sets of design plans submitted beyond the two sets
required by the department.
Add a fee to cover the cost of printing and distributing
factory assembled structures RCWs and WACs beyond
the one free annual copy required by statute.
Delete the "temporary insignia fees" because a temporary insignia will no longer be issued by the department.
Chapter 296-150M WAC, Manufactured homes:
WAC 296-150M-3000 Manufactured home fees.
State-initiated amendments are adopted to:
•
Increase all manufactured home fees by 4.05% rounded
down to the nearest quarter of a dollar.
Add a fee to cover costs which are incurred after an
HBT audit and which are necessary to satisfy federal
program requirements.
Add a fee to cover the cost of auditing units at a factory
where the units were previously inspected and the
inspection fee had been paid.
Add travel fees to cover the cost of performing IPIA
processes at times other than a normally scheduled
IPIA audit.
Add a fee to cover the cost of printing and distributing
factory assembled structures RCWs and WACs beyond
the one free annual copy required by statute.
Chapter 296-150P WAC, Recreational park trailers:
WAC 296-150P-3000 Recreational park trailer fees.
State-initiated amendments are adopted to:
•
Increase all recreational park trailer fees by 4.05%
rounded down to the nearest quarter of a dollar.
•
Add a fee to cover additional costs associated with a
plan review that requires a structural review. (The
structural requirements were added by the ANSI code.)
Add a fee to cover the cost of printing and distributing
factory assembled structures RCWs and WACs beyond
the one free annual copy required by statute.
Chapter 296-150R WAC, Recreational vehicles:
WAC 296-150R-3000 Recreational vehicle fees.
State-initiated amendments are adopted to:
Increase all recreational vehicle fees by 4.05% rounded
down to the nearest quarter of a dollar.
Add a fee to cover the cost of printing and distributing
factory assembled structures RCWs and WACs beyond
the one free annual copy required by statute.
Chapter 296-200A WAC, Contractor certificate of
registration renewals--Security-Insurance:
WAC 296-200A-900 What fees does the department
charge contractors for issuance, renewal and reinstatement of certificates of registration? State-initiated amendments are adopted to:
Increase all fees in this section by 4.05% rounded down
to the nearest quarter of a dollar.
Comply with the "continuous bond" provisions ofRCW
18.27.040 by deleting the reference to bond expiration.
•
Chapter 296-400A WAC, Certification of compe. , tency for journeyman plumbers:
WAC 296-400A-045 What fees will I have to pay?
State-initiated amendments are adopted to:

t.

Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 296-150C-3000 Commercial coach fees,
WAC 296-150F-3000 Factory-built housing and commercial
structure fees, WAC 296-ISOM-3000 Manufactured home
fees, WAC 296- I 50P-3000 Recreational park trailer fees,
WAC 296-150R-3000 Recreational vehicle fees, WAC 296200A-900 What fees does the department charge contractors
for issuance, renewal and reinstatement of certificates of registration? and WAC 296-400A-045 What fees will I have to
pay?
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapters 18.106,
18.27 and 43.22 RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-07-096 on March
18, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: As a result of written and oral comments received,
the following section is being amended: WAC 296-150M3000 Manufactured home fees, the department agrees that
travel time and mileage should not be charged to have an
IPIA witness attend a voluntary training class, therefore, it
has deleted the "travel time and mileage" component from the
fee. The fee will now read:

t

Attendance at manufacture training classes
(Per hour* only)

$54.00

Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended I,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 7, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 7, Repealed 0,
Effective Date of Rule: June 30, 1998.
May 27, 1998
Gary Moore
Director
[37)
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AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-11-053, filed 5/20/97, effective 6/30/97)
WAC 296-150C-3000 Commer cial coach fees.
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INITIA~
IUNG FEE

L/'
Jil'Z6.00

DESIGN pl.Jtml FEES
INITIAL FEE-~STER DESIGN
INITIAL FEE-ONl!lr..Y'EAR DESIGN
RENEWA L FEE
'
RESUBMI T FEE
'
ADDENDU M
"""
PLANS APPROVED BY PRO\U:SSIONALS
DEPARTMENT INSPECTION FEES'INSPECTION/REINSPECTION •
'
TRAVEL (PER HOUR)•
PER DIEM••
HOTEL• ••
MILEAGE ••
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING ...
AIRFARE •••

TRAVEL (PER HOUR)•
PER DIEM••
HOTEL• ..
MILEAGE ••
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING ...
AIRFARE •••

. ~l,?.~~~;;'f.i'?mr(.#Wt~~::=.,~«::::ri1?~~!:i~n~Wfi&i~~i&K~NW~t!Wf1"'.-:«'*~""'"l-,

f

.

7

'-

.

$62.00
$62.00

'

$62.00

/'

EACH ADDITION AL SEOOON
ALTERAT ION
L/
REISSUED·LOST/Ql('f;1AGED

'-

'

/:'

Fl.ELD TECHN~L SERVICE FEE (PER HOURI

'

$16.60
$10.26
$26.00
$10.26

~

(38)

$62.00

'-

Mifiimum charge of 1 hour for inspection ; time spent greater than 1 hour is charged
in 1/2 hour incremen ts
• •Aer state guidelines .
~"'!'T· Actual charges incurred.
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$31.26
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'

$27.00

INITIAL FILING FEE
DESIGN PLAN FEES:
INITIAL FEE-MASTER DESIGN
INITIAL FEE-ONE YEAR DESIGN
RENEWAL FEE
RESUBMIT FEE
ADDENDUM

$184.50
$75.75
$32.50
$54.00
$54.00

ELECTRICAL PLAN REVIEW (When required by WAC 296-46-140, Plan review
for educational, institutional or health care facilities and other buildinaa.)
Electrical clan submission fee

$54.00

Service/feeder Ampacitv:
0 - 100
101 - 200
201 - 400
401 - 600
601 - 800
801 - 1000
Over 1000

$24.00
$30.00
$56.00
$66.00
$85.00
$104.00
$113.00

Over 600 volts surcharge

$18.00

Thermostats:
First
Each additional

$11.00
$3.00

Low voltage fire alarm and burglar alarm:
Each control panel end up to four circuits or zones
Each additional circuit or zone

$10.00
$2.00

Generators, refer to aoorocriata service/feeder amcacitv fees
Nots: Altered services or feeders shall bs charged the above rats per the ssrvics/fssdsr ampscity fess.
Suoolementel submissions of clans (resubmittals, addendum's, renewals,
code uodates, etc.) shall be charged cer hour or fraction of en hour.•

$64.00

RECIPROCAL PLAN REVIEW:
INITIAL FEE - MASTER DESIGN
INITIAL FEE - ONE YEAR DESIGN
RENEWAL FEE
ADDENDUM

$82.50
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

PLANS APPROVED BY PROFESSIONALS

$37.75

APPROVAL OF EACH SET OF DESIGN PLANS BEYOND FIRST TWO SETS

$10.50

DEPARTMENT INSPECTION FEES:
INSPECTION/REINSPECTION (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileaae .. I
TRAVEL (PER HOURI"
PER DIEM••
HOTEL•••
MILEAGE••
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING•••
AIRFARE .. •

(39)

$54.00
$54.00
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WAC 296-150C- 3000 COMMERCI AL COACH FEES
DEPARTME NT AUDIT FEES:
AUDIT (PER HOURI•
TRAVEL !PER HOURI•
PER DIEM""
HOTEL"••
MILEAGE••
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING• ••
AIRFARE"• •

$54.00
$54.00

INSIGNIA FEES:
FIRST SECTION
EACH ADDITIONA L SECTION
ALTERATIO N
REISSUED- LOST/DAMA GED

$16.00
$10.50
$27.00
$10.50

OTHER FEES:
FIELD TECHNICAL SERVICE (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage•")
PUBLICATION PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF RCW'S AND WAC'S (One free copy per
year)

•
••

Minimum charge of 1 hour; time spent greater than 1 hour is charged in 1 /2 hour increments
Per state guidelines .
• • •Actual charaes incurred.

Permanent
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AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-11-053, filed 5/20/97, effective 6/30/97)
WAC 296-150F-3000 Factory-b uilt housing and commercia l structure fees.
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COMMERC IAL STRUCTURE FEES

A-36.60

"·

INITIAL~UNG FEE

//

DESIGN PLA~EES
INITIAL FEE-~STER DESIGN (CODECYCLE)
INITIAL FEE-ON~EAR DESIGN
'
RENEWAL FEE
'-.
RESUBMIT FEE

//

//

"-·
ADDENDUM
PLANS APPROVED BY PR~~SSIONALS
DEPARTMENT INSPECTION FEE~
'-·
INSPECTION (PER H(.)UR) •
TRAVEL (PER HOUR)•
PER DIEM••
HOTEL•••
MILEAGE• •
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING •••
AIRFARE• ..
NLEA CHARGE
EPARTMENT AUDIT FEES
AUDIT (PER HOUR)•
TRAVEL '(PER HOUR)•
PER DIEM ..
HOTEL•••
MILEAGE- •
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING ...
AIRFARe- ••
/

//

/···

~::$:f::~3::~~=:~::=;;~~~~~::~=:~=::;=~f~::t::~t*-f?::M~tf!~fitJl~~tJtr~~~~¢~~~*=~~~~sf~#t~~=-t
$62.00
/'
$62.00

//

""\::..

//
$21.16

f

INSIGNIA FEES
/
FIRST SECTION
EACH ADDITIONA L SECTIONI" .

$62.00
$62.00

., ~-

~-

/'

°"'

$146.00
$14.60
$36.50

~'

''

REISSUED-LOST/DAMAG~

$14.60
$36.60

~--

EACH ADDITIOr'M (( SECTION
REPLACEMEf'L1".fOR TEMPORAR Y INSIGNIA

~- $62.00

FIELD Ti;.6fNICA L SERVICE FEE !PER HOUR)
•

$177.60
$104.26
$36.60
$62.00
$62.00
$36.60

//
//

In 1/2 hour increments
f.Mnimum cherge of 1 hour fot Inspection; time spent greeter then 1 hour Is cherged

•~er state guidelines.
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WAC 296-150F-3000 FACTORY-BUILT HOUSING AND COMMERCIAL STRUCTURE FEES
INITIAL FILING FEE

$37.75

DESIGN PLAN FEES:
INITIAL FEE-MASTER DESIGN (CODE CYCLE)
INITIAL FEE-ONE YEAR DESIGN
RENEWAL FEE
RESUBMIT FEE
ADDENDUM

$184.50
$108.25
$37.75
$54.00
$54.00

ELECTRICAL PLAN REVIEW (When required by WAC 296-46-140, Plan review
for educational, institutional or health care facilities and other buildings.)
Electrical olan submission fee

$54.00

Service/feeder Amoacitv:
0. 100
101 • 200
201 • 400
401 • 600
601 • 800
801 • 1000
Over 1000

$24.00
$30.00
$56.00
$66.00
$85.00
$104.00
$113.00

Over 600 volts surcharge

$18.00

Thermostats:
First
Each additional

$11.00
$3.00

Low voltage tire alarm and burglar alarm:
Each control oanal and uo to four circuits or zones
Each additional circuit or zone

$10.00
$2.00

Generators, refer to appropriate service/feeder ampacity fees

No ta: A/tared services or faadars shall be. charged the above rate par tha sarvica/faadar smpacity faas.
Suoolemental submissions of plans (resubmittals, addendum's, renewals,
code updates, etc.) shall be charged oar hour or fraction of an hour.•

$64.00

RECIPROCAL PLAN REVIEW:
INITIAL FEE • MASTER DESIGN
INITIAL FEE - ONE YEAR DESIGN
RENEWAL FEE
ADDENDUM

$82.50
$50.00.
$50.00
$50.00

PLANS APPROVED BY PROFESSIONALS

$37 .75

APPROVAL OF EACH SET OF DESIGN PLANS BEYOND FIRST TWO SETS

$10.50

DEPARTMENT INSPECTION FEES:
INSPECTION/REINSPECTION (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage•")
TRAVEL (PER HOUR)*
PER DIEM"•
HOTEL•••
MILEAGE••
RENTAL CAR"••
PARKING•••
AIRFARE•••

Permanent
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WAC 296·150F-3 000 FACTORY-BUILT HOUSING AND COMMERCIAL STRUCTURE FEES

. .EPARTMENT AUDIT FEES:
AUDIT (PER HOUR)•
TRAVEL (PER HOURI•
PER DIEM••
HOTEL•••
MILEAGE"•
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING• ••
AIRFARE•• •

$54.00
$54.00

INSIGNIA FEES:
FIRST SECTION
EACH ADDITIONA L SECTION
REISSUED-LOST/DAMAGED

$151.75
$15.00
$37.75

OTHER FEES:
FIELD TECHNICAL SERVICE (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage•")
NOTIFICATION TO LOCAL ENFORCEMENT AGENCY (NLEAI
year)
PUBLICATION PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF RCW'S AND WAC'S (One free copy par

...

$54.00
$22.50
$10.50

Minimum charge of 1 hour; time spent greater then 1 hour is charged in 1 /2 hour increments
Par state guidelines .
•••Actual charaas incurred.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-11-053, filed 5/20/97, effective 6/30/97)

WAC 296-150M-3000 Manufactu red home fees.
296·150M- 3000 MANUFAC TURED HOME FEES

$73.00
$31.26
$62'.00
$62.00

RENEWAL FEE
RESUBMITAL
ADDENDUM
DEPARTMENT INSPECTIO N FEES
INSPECTION/REINSPECTION (PER HOURI•
INSIGNIA FEES
ALTERATIO N
REISSUED- LOST/DAMA GED

$26.00
$16.60
$62.00

reater than 1 hour is char ed in 1/2 hour increments .

(43)
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WAC 296-150M-3000 MANUFACTURED HOME FEES
INITIAL FILING FEE

$27.00

DESIGN PLAN FEES:
STRUCTURAL ALTERATION-MASTER DESIGN (CODE CYCLE)
STRUCTURAL ALTERA Tl ON-ONE YEAR DESIGN
RENEWAL FEE
RESUBMIT AL
ADDENDUM

$108.25
$75.75
$32.50
$54.00
$54.00

DEPARTMENT INSPECTION FEES:
INSPECTION (Per hour•)
OTHER REQUIRED INSPECTIONS (Per hour•)
ALL REINSPECTIONS (Per hour•)

$54.00
$54.00
$54.00

INSIGNIA FEES:
ALTERATION
REISSUED-LOST/DAMAGED

$27.00
$16.00

IPIA
DEPARTMENT AUDIT FEES
REGULARLY SCHEDULED IPIA AUDIT:
First inspection on each section (one time only)
Second and succeeding inspections of unlabelled sections (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage• "I
OTHER IPIA FEES:
Red tag removal during a regularly scheduled IPIA audit (Per hour• separate from other fees)
Red tag removal at a time other than a regularly scheduled IPIA audit (Per hour• plus travel time• and
mileage•*)
Increased frequency surveillance (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage••)
Attendance at manufacturers training classes (Per hour• only)
Subpart "I" investigations (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage•")
Alterations to a labelled unit (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage•" I
IPIA Issues/Responses (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage••)
Monthly surveillance during a regularly scheduled IPIA audit (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage••)
Monthly surveillance at a time other than a regularly scheduled IPIA audit (Per hour• plus travel time•
and mileage•")
Plant certifications, recertifications and addenda updates (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage••
per each inspector)
Response to HBT Audit during a regularly scheduled IPIA audit (Per hour•)
Response to HBT Audit at a time other than a regularly scheduled IPIA audit (Per hour• plus travel time•
and mileage•*)
Alternative construction (AC) letter inspections at placement site (Per hour• plus travel time• and
mileage•")
Replacement of HUD labels (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage•")
OTHER FEES:
FIELD TECHNICAL SERVICE (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage•")
PUBLICATION PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF RCW'S AND WAC'S (One free copy per year)

...

NOTE: Local iuriadictiona may have other fees that aoolv.
Minimum charge of 1 hour; time spent greater than 1 hour is charged in 1 /2 hour increments •
Per state guidelines .
•••Actual charaes incurred.
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$24.75
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00
$54.00

$54.00
$10.50

•
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AMENPATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-16-043, filed 7/31/97, effective 12/1/97)
WAC 296-150P-3000 Recreationa l park trailer fees •

•

•
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WAC 296· 150P-3000 RECREATIONAL PARK TRAILER FEES
INITIAL FILING FEE

$27.00

DESIGN PLAN FEES:
NEW PLAN REVIEW FEE WITHOUT STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
NEW PLAN REVIEW FEE WITH STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
RESUBMIT FEE
ADDENDUM

$75.75
$100.00
$54.00
$54.00

STATE PLAN/MAN UAL FEES:
INITIAL APPROVAL
RESUBMITTAL
ADDENDUM

$10.50
$54.00
$54.00

DEPARTMENT AUDIT FEES:
AUDIT (PER HOUR)•
TRAVEL (PER HOUR)•
PER DIEM••
HOTEL•••
MILEAGE"•
RENTAL CAR"""
PARKING• ••
AIRFARE"• •

$54.00
$54.00

DEPARTMENT INSPECTION FEES:
INSPECTION (PER HOUR)•
TRAVEL (PER HOUR)•
PER DIEM""
HOTEL•••
MILEAGE""
RENTAL CAR*••
PARKING" ""
AIRFARE" ••

$54.00
$54.00

INSIGNIA FEES:
STATE CERTIFIED
ALTERATION
REISSUED-LOST /DAMAGED
OTHER FEES:
FIELD TECHNICAL SERVICE (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage••.)
PUBLICATION PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF RCW'S AND WAC'S (One free copy per
year.)
"Minimum charge of 1 hour; time scent areater than 1 hour is charged in 1/2 hour increments.
•"Per state guidelines.
•••Actual charges incurred.
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$10.25
$27.00
$10.25

$54.00
$10.50
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, effective 1211/97)
AMEN DATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 97-16-043, filed 7/31/97
WAC 296-lSOR-3000 Recrea tional vehicle fees.
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$62.00
$62.00

$26.00
$10.00
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WAC 298-150 R-3000 RECREATIONAL VEHICLE FEES

INITIAL FILING FEE

$27.00

DESIGN PLAN FEES:
NEW PLAN REVIEW FEE
RESUBMIT FEE
ADDEND UM

$75.75
$54.00
$54.00

STATE PLAN/M ANUAL FEES:
INITIAL APPROV AL
RESUBMITT AL
ADDEND UM

$10.50
$54.00
$54.00

DEPARTMENT AUDIT FEES:
AUDIT (PER HOUR)•
TRAVEL (PER HOUR)•
PER DIEM••
HOTEL• ••
MILEAG E••
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKIN G•••
AIRFAR E-••

$54.00
$54.00

DEPART MENT INSPECTION FEES:
INSPECTION (PER HOUR)•
$54.00
TRAVEL (PER HOUR)•
$54.00
PER DIEM••
HOTEt- ••
MILEAG E-•
~--------+RENTAL CAR•••
---t
PARKIN G••.•
AIRFAR E•••
INSIGNIA FEES:
STATE CERTIFIED
ALTERATION
REISSUED-LOST/DAMAGED

$10.00
$27.00
$10.00

OTHER FEES:
FIELD TECHNIC AL SERVICE (Per hour• Dlus travel time• and mileaae•
•.)
PUBLICATION PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF RCW'S AND WAC'S
(One free coDv Der vear.)
• Minimum charae of 1 hour; time sDent areater than 1 hour is charaed
in 1/2 hour incremen ts
• • Per state guideline s.
•••Actua l charaes incurred.
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1N1T1AL FILING FEE

$27.00

DESIGN PLAN
NEW PLAN REVIEW FEE (ONE TIME FEE)
RESUBMIT FEE
ADDENDUM

$75.75
$54.00
$54.00

SELF CERTIFICATION/MANU AL FEES
INITIAL APPROVAL
RESUBMITTAL
ADDENDUM

$10.50
$54.00
$54.00

DEPARTMENT AUDIT FEES
AUDIT (PER HOUR)•
TRAVEL (PER HOUR) •
PER DIEM""
HOTEL""•
MILEAGE
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING•••
AIRFARE ...

$54.00
$54.00

DEPARTMENT INSPECTION FEES
INSPECTION (PER HOUR)•
TRAVEL (PER HOUR)•
PER DIEM••
HOTEL* ..
MILEAGE"•
RENTAL CAR•••
PARKING""*
AIRFARE•••

$54.00
$54.00

INSIGNIA FEES
SELF CERTIFIED
ALTERATION
REISSUED-LOST/DAMAGED

$10.00
$27.00
$10.00

OTHER FEES:
FIELD TECHNICAL SERVICE (Per hour• plus travel time• and mileage•".)
PUBLICATION PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF RCW'S AND WAC'S (One free coov oer vear.)

$54.00
$10.50

• Minimum charae of 1 hour; time soent greater than 1 hour is charged in 1 /2 hour increments
• • Per state guidelines.
• • • Ac.tual charges incurred.

ment of certificates of registration? (I) For the purposes of
this chapter:
(a) A contractor renews its registration before it expires.
(b) A contractor reinstates its registration after ((it-ftfts

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-071,
filed 12/2/97, effective 1/5/98)

WAC 296-200A-900 What fees does the department
charge contractors for issuance, renewal and reinstate-

eeeft Sl:ISfl0Bliea eee&Hse ~S S0ftli 0F ift!ftif8ft00 BBS eeeft een
eeleli eF afteF it has 0*J3iretl)) the registration:
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(i) Has expired: or
(ii) Has been suspended because the contractor's insurance has expired: or
(iii) Has been suspended. because the contractor's bond
has been canceled or impaired.
(c) A contractor reregisters when it changes its business
structure.
(2) The department charges the following fees:
(a) ((~)) $43.25 for each issuance, renewal or
reregistration of a certificate of registration.
(b) $50.00 for the reinstatement of a certificate of registration.

(c) ((~)) $10.50 for providing a duplicate certificate
of registration.
(d) ((~)) $20.75 for each requested certified letter
prepared by the department.
(e) $2.00 per copy for documents copied from a contractor's file. The maximum copy charge for copies from one
contractor's file will be $25.00.

t

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-11-052,
filed 5/20/97, effective 6/30/97)
WAC 296-400A-045 What fees will I have to pay?
The following are the department's plumbers fees:

Tvne of Fee

Period Covered by Fee

Dollar Amount of Fee

Examination application
Reciprocity application
Trainee certificate*
Trainee certificate

Per examination
Per application
One year
Less than one year

108.25
108.25
$((~)) 32.50
$3.00 per month with a minimum fee of
$((~))

$((~))

$((~))..2..L2Q

Temporary permit
Journeyman or specialty certificate**
Journeyman or specialty certificate
Medical gas endorsement
examination application***
Medical gas endorsement**
Medical gas endorsement

90 days
Two years
Less than two years

$((~)) 12..15.

Per application

$40.00

One year
Less than one year

$30.00
$2.50 per month with a minimum fee of
$17 so
$((M+-:00)) 174.00
$((~)) 32.50

Reinstatement of a journeyman certificate
Replacement of all certificates

*

The trainee certificate shall expire one year from the date of issuance and be renewed on or before the date of expiration.

**

***

WSR 98-12-042
PERMANENT RULES

This fee applies to either the original issuance or a renewal of a
certificate. If you have passed the plumbers certificate of competency examination or the medical gas pioing installer endorsement examination and paid the certificate fee, you will be issued
a plumber certificate of competency or a medical gas endorsemmt that will expire on your birthdate.

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed May 29, 1998, 12:09 p.m., effective June 30, 1998)

Date of Adoption: May 29, 1998.
Purpose: Chapter 296-46 WAC, Safety standardsInstalling electric wires and equipment-Administrative
rules, amendments to chapter 296-46 WAC, Safety standards-Installing electric wires and equipment-Administrative rules, were adopted so that the department can comply
with chapter 19.28 RCW. The statute requires that the
department, in conjunction with the Electrical Board, adopt
"reasonable rules to ensure safety to life and property."
Chapter 19.28 RCW also allows the department, in conjunction with the Electrical Board, to establish fees and civil penalties so the goals and objectives of the statute can be
achieved. The amendments to chapter 296-46 WAC result
from stakeholder suggestions, the department's rule review •
mandated by Executive Order 97-02 and the electrical pro- •
gram's assessment of program needs. Basically, these
amendments:

An additional fee paid directly to a nationally recognized testing
agency under contract with the department will be required for
the written and oractical examination ofcomoetency for medical
gas piping system installers.
<The annual renewal of a Medical Gas Piping Installer Endorsement shall include a continuity affidavit that verifies work in discipline of brazing has occurred within the past year.)

If your birth year is:
(I) In an even-numbered year, your certificate will
expire on your birthdate in the next even-numbered year.
(2) In an odd-numbered year, your certificate will expire
on your birthdate in the next odd-numbered year.
~
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54.25
87.00
$3.50 per month with a minimum fee of
$((~))

$((~))

The medical ~ fees in this section wm not be effective
until the medical gas rules proposed by the department
become effective.
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Increase existing fees by 4.05% rounded down to the
nearest quarter of a dollar. The 4.05% figure is the
maximum fiscal growth rate factor allowed by the
•
Office of Financial Management for fiscal year 1998.
Establish new fees for new services rendered.
Establish fees for services previously performed without charge.
•
Increase certain existing civil penalties and establish a
new one in order to strengthen the department's compliance efforts.
Add new technical content in response to customer
requests or changing conditions in the industry.
Clarify existing rule sections.
WAC 296-46-100 Approval for conductors and
equipment. Amendments were adopted to incorporate Electrical Policies 85-03R, "Inspection of Electrical Equipment
Which is Not Listed or Labeled By an Approved Electrical
Testing Laboratory," 88-03R3, "Field Assembled Control
Panels" and 89-02R, "Listing of Electrical Equipment," into
this section.
WAC 296-46-140 Plan review for educational, institutional or health care facilities and other buildings.
Amendments were adopted to:
•
Clarify the primary purpose of the plan review process,
which is to ensure that conductors and equipment are of
adequate size and rating.
Add language clarifying that cities with local electrical
inspection jurisdiction will do the plan reviews in their
jurisdictions required by WAC 296-46-140.
Incorporate Electrical Policy 96-02, "Plan Review,"
into this section.
•
•
List the limited energy systems that are exempt from
plan reviews.
Exempt from plan reviews any system alteration that
consists of five or fewer branch circuits and changes
the existing load by 5% or less.
WAC 296-46-155 Wiring methods for designated
building occupancies. Amendments were adopted to add
tables and notes that clarify when a formal plan review is
required and help define the correct wiring method for classified occupancies.
WAC 296-46-21052 Receptacles in dwelling units.
Amendments were adopted to:
•
Change the section title to more accurately reflect its
content.
Remove special requirements for floor boxes because
listed floor boxes for residential and light commercial
applications are now readily available.
Add a reference to NEC 370-27(b).
WAC 296-46-225 Outside branch circuits and feeders. Amendments were adopted, in response to stakeholder
requests, allowing single feeders to extend more than fifteen
feet inside a building as long as the feeder is located in the
building crawl space and outside the buildings structural elements.
WAC 296-46-23028 Service or other masts. Amend-ents were adopted to correct a spelling error in Revised
~rawing E-101. The word "sung" in "Min. 2' x 6" Between
Rafters With Hole Bored For Sung Fit" has been changed to
"snug."

WSR 98-12-042

WAC 296-46-30001 Support of raceways and cables
in suspended ceilings. Amendments were adopted to allow
the use of #12 ceiling support wires when the requirements
listed in the section are met. Given the requirements listed in
the section, #12 wire provides sufficient support.
WAC 296-46-348 Electrical metallic tubing. Amendments were adopted to incorporate Electrical Policy 86-05R,
"Electrical Metallic Tubing in Existing Installations," into
this section. The section now explains when existing electrical metallic tubing can be reused during an electrical service
upgrade.
WAC 296-46-495 Electrical work permits and fees.
Amendments were adopted to:
Clarify that electrical work permits must be paid in full
before an electrical inspection can be performed.
Clarify that the department will not refund an electrical
permit fee once the electrical permit has expired.
Add replacing lighting fixture ballast with an exact
same ballast ("like for like") to the list of items that do
not require an electrical work permit.
WAC 296-46-50002 On-site sewage disposal systems.
Amendments were adopted to add this new section to chapter
296-46 WAC. This new section incorporates portions of
Electrical Policy 85-07R2, "Residential Sewage Wet Well
Pump/Ejectors," into chapter 296-46 WAC. Also, this new
section describes when nonclassified wiring methods may be
used for septic pump wiring.
WAC 296-46-770 Optical fiber cables. Amendments
were adopted to change the National Electrical Code reference to reflect the current NEC section number regarding
securing optical fiber cables.
WAC 296-46-910 Inspection fees. Amendments were
adopted to:
•
Add clarifying explanatory notes to the fee tables.
Increase all existing fees in the section by 4.05%
rounded down to the nearest quarter so the fees will
more accurately reflect the cost of performing inspections.
Add new fees for inspecting swimming pools, hot tubs,
spas and septic systems to cover the cost of performing
those inspections. In the past, the department has
charged these inspection fees as either extra trip fees
based upon a residential permit or as an inspection
based upon a feeder permit. This new language clearly
identifies the fee with the service.
Add a new shipping fee to cover the cost of returning
reviewed plans to those that submitted them.
Add a new "variance request" processing fee to help
offset the cost of reviewing the requested variance.
Add a new refund processing fee to cover the cost of
processing requests for permit refunds.
WAC 296-46-915 Electrical contractor license,
administrator certificate and examination, and copy fees.
Amendments were adopted to:
•
Increase all existing fees in the section by 4.05%
rounded down to the nearest quarter.
Add a new fee to cover the cost of processing refund
requests.
Clarify the fee schedule by adding administrator examination fees. In the past, the department has charged
I s11
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these fees but had overlooked adding them to the fee
schedule.
WAC 296-46-920 Civil penalty. Amendments were
adopted to:
Increase certain civil penalties to further encourage
compliance with chapter 19.28 RCW, chapters 296-46
and 296-401A WAC.
Add a new civil penalty that applies to an electrical
administrator who fails to fulfill the duties of an administrator. This new penalty serves notice to electrical
administrators that there are duties, prescribed by law,
that must be fulfilled.
WAC 296-46-930 Electrical contractor license and
administrator certificate designation. Amendments were
adopted to create a new specialty electrical contractor license
and new electrical administrator certificate for nonresidential
lighting maintenance and lighting retrofit. This new specialty
license was created as a result of stakeholder requests.
WAC 296-46-940 Electrical contractor license.
Amendments were adopted to incorporate Electrical Policy
96-04, "Policy for Manufacturers Performing Work on their
Manufactured Field Products" and Electrical Policy 90-02R,
"Definition of 'Maintenance' as used in chapter 19.28 RCW,
chapters 296-46 and 296-401 WAC," into this section.
Chapter 296-401 WAC, Certification of competency
for journeyman electricians, amendments to chapter
296-401 WAC, Certification of competency for journeyman
electricians, were adopted to comply with the Administrative
Procedure Act. (See RCW 34.05.220(5).) Consequently,
clear rule-writing techniques were used to rewrite the entire
chapter. Following the recommendation of the Office of
Code Reviser, chapter 296-40 I WAC was repealed in its
entirety and replaced with chapter 296-401A WAC.
The content of WAC 296-401-020 Electricians with
licenses or practicing the electrical trade at effective date of
the act and WAC 296-401-110 Previous experience credit,
was not carried forward to chapter 296-401A WAC because
the time period in each section had expired.
Chapter 296-401A WAC, Certification of competency for journeyman electricians, clear rule-writing
amendments to chapter 296-401A WAC, Certification of
competency for journeyman electricians, were adopted to:
•
Move current chapter 296-401 WAC requirements into
new chapter 296-401A WAC sections.
Write all sections in a clear rule-writing style.
Remove outdated and redundant language to make the
chapter easier to read.
Remove gender specific language.
Include questions in section headings to better describe
the information contained in each section and to more
effectively engage the reader's interest.
Use a less formal voice in the chapter and eliminate the
passive voice when possible.
Reorganize some sections to make them easier to
understand and use.
The following sections of chapter 296-401A WAC, Certification of competency for journeyman electricians, were
written in a clear rule-writing style without any substantive
change to their content:
Permanent

WAC 296-401A-100 Who can work in the electrical
construction trade?
·
_.
WAC 296-401A-105 How do I obtain an origin~
journeyman or specialty electrician certificate of competency?
WAC 296-401A-110 How do I renew my journeyman
or specialty electrician certificate of competency?
WAC 296-401A-120 May I renew my certificate of
competency after the expiration date without reexamination?
WAC 296-401A-130 Can I renew my certificate of
competency if I have less than the required hours of continuing education per year of my prior certification
period?
WAC 296-401A-150 Do I need a certificate of competency if I'm a lineman?
WAC 296-401A-160 Can my certificate of competency be revoked?
WAC 296-401A-210 How do I qualify to take the specialty electrician competency examination?
WAC 296-401A-230 Can I use my journeyman experience in another country to qualify for the competency
examination?
WAC 296-401A-300 What will be included in the
examination for journeyman electrician certificates of
competency?
WAC 296-401A-310 What will be included in the
examination for specialty electrician certificates of competency?
WAC 296-401A-320 What do I do if I fail a compe.
tency examination?
•
WAC 296-401A-400 Can I work as an electrician in
Washington if I'm certified in another state?
WAC 296-401A-410 What are reciprocal agreements
and how are they used?
WAC 296-401A-420 How do I qualify for a reciprocal
electrician's certificate?
WAC 296-40 lA-430 Who is not eligible for a reciprocal electrician's certificate?
WAC 296-401A-510 How are training employment
hours computed?
WAC 296-401A-520 Am I qualified for a higher level
of training certificate?
WAC 296-401A-530 Can I work as a trainee without
supervision?
WAC 296-401A-540 Who will not be issued training
certificates?
WAC 296-401A-545 Does the department audit my
trainee hours?
WAC 296-401A-550 What may happen if a person
makes a false statement on an application or annual statement of hours worked?
WAC 296-401A-600 How are decisions to approve
continuing education courses made?
WAC 296-401A-610 What happens after the subcommittee approves or disapproves my application for continuing education course approval?
•
. ~AC 296-:'0lA-620 What ~formation must a con
tmumg education sponsor provide to have a continuing
education course approved?
(52)
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WAC 296-401A-630 How is completion of the train. g course documented?
WAC 296-401A-800 How do compliance officers and
electrical inspectors determine compliance at a job site?
WAC 296-401A-810 What happens if an employer or
' employee is not complying with the electrician certification laws at the time of inspection?
WAC 296-401A-900 Can I request a bearing or
appeal a decision of the department?
WAC 296-401A-910 What is the difference between a
formal and informal appeal?
WAC 296-401A-920 How do I request an informal
bearing?
WAC 296-401A-930 How do I request a formal bearing?
WAC 296-401A-935 What happens to my formal
bearing deposit?
The following sections of chapter 296-401A WAC, Certification of competency for journeyman electricians, were
written in a clear rule-writing style with substantive
changes to their content. The specific sections and the reasons for the amendments are discussed below.
WAC 296-401A-140 Can I obtain a certificate of competency for an electrical specialty? Amendments were
adopted, in response to industry requests, to create a new specialty certificate for nonresidential lighting maintenance and
lighting retrofit technician.
WAC 296-401A-200 How do I qualify to take the
urneyman electrician's competency examination?
mendments were adopted to cha~ge se~tion language ~n
subsections (1) and (2) to be compatible with the language m
RCW 19.28.530 (l)(c).
WAC 296-401A-220 Can I use my U.S. military service experience to qualify for the journeyman or specialty
electrician competency examination? Amendments were
adopted to change section language to mirror language in
RCW 19.28.530 (l)(c).
WAC 296-401A-500 How do I document my training
hours to renew my training certificates? Amendments
were adopted to insure that trainees fulfill their obligation to
furnish proof of journeyman supervision to the department.
Journeyman supervision is a key element in qualifying to
take the journeyman or specialty examination and it is imperative that a trainee provide the department with proof that
verifies this experience.
WAC 296-401A-524 Can I receive credit for electrical work experience which is exempt from the certification requirements in RCW 19.28.610 Exemptions from
RCW 19.28.510 through 19.28.620? Amendments were
adopted to:
Explain the type of verification needed by the depart•
ment to credit trainee hours for exempt people.
Explain that, eyen though the industry is exempt, the
department will require trainee cards to enable it to
track and credit trainee hours.
WAC 296-401A-700 How much do I pay for a jour•
peyman, specialty, or training certificate, competency
examination, or reciprocity? Amendments were adopted
to:

~
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Increase all existing fees by 4.0S% rounded down to
the nearest quarter.
Add a new fee to cover the cost of entering new information into the department's database. This information will be used to track trainee hours and continuing
education credits and to issue renewal letters.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 296-46-100 Approval for conductors and
equipment, 296-46-140 Plan review for educational, institutional or health care facilities and other buildings, 296-461SS Wiring methods for designated building occupancies,
296-46-210S2 Receptacles in dwelling units, 296-46-22S
Outside branch circuits and feeders, 296-46-23028 Service or
other masts, 296-46-30001 Support of raceways and cables in
suspended ceilings, 296-46-348 Electrical metallic tubing,
296-46-49S Electrical work permits and fees, 296-46-770
Optical fiber cables, 296-46-910 Inspection fees, 296-46-91S
Electrical contractor license, administrator certificate and
examination, and copy fees, 296-46-920 Civil penalty, 29646-930 Electrical contractor license and administrator certificate designation and 296-46-940 Electrical contractor
license; and repealing WAC 296-401-020 Electricians with
licenses or practicing the electrical trade at effective date of
the act, 296-401-030 Issuing of temporary permits, 296-401060 Specialty certificates, 296-401-07S Electrical linemens
exemption, 296-401-080 Eligibility for journeyman examination, 296-401-08S Eligibility for specialty examination,
296-401-087 Partial credit for experience, 296-401-090 Status of person who has failed an examination for an electrician
certificate of competency, 2 96-40 l -100 Computation of
years of employment-Renew al of training certificates, 296401-110 Previous experience credit, 296-401-120 Electrical
training certificates, 296-401-150 Penalties for false statements or material misrepresentation, 296-401-160 Enforcement, 296-401-163 Continuing education classes, 296-40116S Issuing and renewing an electrician certificate of competency, 296-401-168 Reciprocal electrician certificates, 296401-170 Hearing or appeal procedures, 296-401-17S Journeyman, specialty and trainee certificate, and examination
fees, and 296-401-180 Examination subjects for specialty
and journeyman certificates of competency.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 19.28 RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-07-097 on March
18, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: As a result of written and oral comments received,
the following sections are being amended:
WAC 296-46-100 Approval for conductors and equipment, to clarify the intent and application of the last sentence
of paragraph two, the department has added the phrase "on a
case-by-case basis consistent with WAC 296-46-670."
WAC 296-46-140 Plan review for educational, institutional or health care facilities and other buildings, to eliminate redundant language, the department has deleted the first
sentence in subsection (S). The first sentence of WAC 29646-140(1) is essentially the same language.
WAC 296-46-1 SS Wiring methods for designated building occupancies, the department has corrected an error in
Table 1. For "Birth center or childbirth center," under Plan
Review, the tablt? should read "No," not "YES."
(53)
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WAC 296-46-23028 Service or other masts, the department has corrected an error "Revised Drawing E-102." The
reference for "Flashing" on the drawing should be "(per detail
on E-101)," not "(per detail on SM-I)."
WAC 296-46-50002 On-site sewage disposal systems,
for purposes of clarity, the phrase "and shall remain accessible" has been added to the end of the sentence in WAC 29646-50002 (l)(e).
WAC 296-46-910 Inspection fees.
•
For clarity, the word "multifamily" has been inserted in
WAC 296-46-910 (l)(b). The phrase will now read:
"Multifamily residential and miscellaneous multifamily residential structures, services and feeders (new
construction)."
A comma has been inserted after the words "modular
homes" in WAC 296-46-910 (l)(e).
In order to be consistent with the subsection heading
and content, the word "temporary" has replaced the
word "outdoor" in WAC 296-46-910 (3)(c) and the
accompanying note.
WAC 296-46-930 Electrical contractor license and
administrator certificate designation.
•
For clarity, the word "retrofit" has been added to the
first sentence of WAC 296-46-930 (2)(f)(ii), Nonresidential lighting maintenance and lighting retrofit
(07 A). The sentence now reads: Limited to working
within the housing of existing nonresidential lighting
fixtures for work related to repair, service, maintenance
of lighting fixtures and installation of energy efficiency
lighting retrofit upgrades.
To clarify the intent and application of WAC 296-46930 (2)(f)(ii), the second sentence of paragraph two has
been ddeted and replaced with the following: This
specialty contractor must adhere to the ratio requirements for trainee supervision in RCW 19.28.510 for
specialty electricians to trainees. A specialty lighting
maintenance and retrofit technician is allowed to supervise a maximum of two trainees on the same job site. A
contractor must obtain an electrical permit and request
inspection for all retrofit installations. This contractor
must have a documented electrical lighting maintenance safety training program for all employees working under this specialty contractor license.
WAC 296-401A-100 Who can work in the electrical
construction trade? For clarity, the department has added the
phrase "and are learning the trade under the supervision of a
certified journeyman" at the end of WAC 296-401A-100(4).
WAC 296-401A-l 10 How do I renew my journeyman or
specialty electrician certificate of competency? For clarity,
the department has deleted, in WAC 296-401A-110(2), the
phrase "each year during the prior certification period" and
replaced it with "required for each year of your prior certification period."
WAC 296-401A-140 Can I obtain a certificate of competency for an electrical specialty? For clarity, the department
added to the first sentence of the second paragraph in WAC
2%-401A-120(8) the phrase "you performed electrical lighting maintenance and lighting retrofit installations and." The
sentence will now read: To qualify for this certificate on or
before June 30, 1999, you must provide proof to the departPermanent

ment that you performed electrical lighting maintenance and
lighting retrofit installations and you were employed for
minimum of two years by a contractor engaged full-time i
the business of nonresidential lighting maintenance and lighting retrofit work.
WAC 296-401A-500 How do I document my training
hours to renew my training certificate? To enhance compliance with WAC 296-401A-500, the department has deleted
the phrase "the names of each journeyman or specialty electrician who supervised your work" from subsection (1).
WAC 296-401A-910 What is the difference between a
formal and an informal appeal? For clarity, the department
has amended the table in WAC 296-40IA-910. Under "formal hearing results," the word "Decision" has been deleted
and replaced with the phrase "Proposed Decision and Order,
subject to final acceptance or rejection by the Electrical
Board." In addition to the above amendments, the question format used as section headings in the proposed rule
has been replaced with a traditional section heading format in the adopted rule. The traditional format is preferred by the industry.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 40, Amended 15, Repealed 19.
•
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify.
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 40, Amended 15, Repealed 19.
Effective Date of Rule: June 30, 1998.
May 27, 1998
Gary Moore
Director
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-46-100 Approval for conductors and
equipment. In order to meet the minimum electrical safety
standards for installations, all materials, devices, appliances,
and equipment, not exempted in RCW 19.28.010, shall conform to applicable standards recognized by the department or
be listed by an electrical products testing laboratory accredited by the department. Listed materials and equipment must
be used in electrical installations when a recognized published electrical product safety standard exists to test the
materials and equipment, and when two or more manufacturers have products that are listed and labeled in that product
category.
Custom built machinery and equipment will not ~
required to be listed by an accredited products testing labora.
tory. However, the department will require such unlisted
equipment to be field evaluated and approved for safety by a
( 54 J
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period, with demand peak clearly identified. (Peak demand
shall be defined as the maximum average demand over a fifteen-minute interval.)
(5) Due to their minimal load requirements. plan review
of the following limited energy systems will not be required:
Fire alarm. nurse call. intrusion or security alarm. intercom.
public address. music. energy management. programmed
clock. data. cable television. or tel!<Phone.
(6) When a service or feeder is affected five percent or
less by the addition or alteration of five or less branch circuits. plan review may be requested from the local inspection
office. Permission for such small project plan review shall be
granted at the discretion of the electrical inspection field
supervisor the plans examiner supervisor or the chief electrical inspector.

firm recognized by the department to perform the evaluation
asing acceptable standards. Department electrical inspectors
.ay also inspect and approve industrial control panels and
utilization equipment for compliance with codes, rules, and
standards recognized by the department, on a case-by-case
basis consistent with WAC 296-46-670.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-016,
filed 5/28/97, effective 6/30/97)

WAC 296-46-140 Plan review for educational, institutional or health care facilities and other buildings. (1)
Plan review is a part of the electrical inspection process: its
primazy pw:pose is to determine that loads are calculated per
the proper NEC or WAC article or section and that conductors and equipment are adequately sized and rated to the calculated load. All electrical plans for new or altered electrical
installations in educational, institutional, and health or personal care occupancies classified or defined in WAC 296-46130 shall be reviewed and approved by the department before
the electrical installation or alteration is begun. Plans for
these electrical installations within cities that perform electrical inspections within their jurisdiction, and provide an electrical plan review program that equals or exceeds the department's program in plans examiner minimum qualifications
per RCW 19.28.070, ((Jlolieies aes proeeEltiFes, may)) shall
be submitted to that city for review rather than to the department. unless the agency licensing or regulating the installation specifically requires review by the department.
. .pproved plans shall be available on the job site for use dur~g the electrical installation or alteration and for use by the
electrical inspector. Refer plans for department review to the
Electrical Inspection Section, Department of Labor and
Industries, P.O. Box 44460, Olympia, Washington 985044460. Please refer to WAC 296-46-910 for required fees for
plan review.
(2) Plans to be reviewed by the department must be legible, identify the name and classification of the facility,
clearly indicate the scope and nature of the installation and
the person or firm responsible for the electrical plans. The
plans shall clearly show the electrical installation or alteration in floor plan view, include switchboard and/or panelboard schedules and when a service or feeder is to be
installed or altered, shall include a riser diagram, load calculation, fault current calculation and interrupting rating of
equipment. Where existing electrical systems are to supply
additional loads, the plans shall include documentation that
proves adequate capacity and ratings.
(3) Plan review for new or altered electrical installations
of other types of construction may be voluntarily requested
by the owner or other interested parties.
(4) For existing structures where additions or alterations
to feeders and services are proposed, NEC Article 220 shall
govern, except that, in addition to the provisions of Paragraph
220-35 (1) Exception, the following is required:
(a) The date of the measurements.
(b) A diagram of the electrical system identifying the
•
.oint(s) of measurement.
(c) Building demand measured continuously on the highest-loaded phase of the feeder or service over a thirty-day

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-46-155 Wiring methods for designated
building occupancies. Wiring methods, equipment and
devices for health or personal care, educational and institutional facilities as defined or classified in WAC 296-46-130
and for places of assembly for one hundred or more persons
shall comply with Tables I and 2 and the notes thereto. For
determining the occupant load of places of assembly, the
methods of the currently adopted edition of the Uniform
Building Code shall be used.
Tablet
Health or Personal Care Facilities
Electrical System - Wiring Methods
Health or
Personal Care
Facility Type

Hospital
Nursing home
unit or longterm care unit

Emergency Limited
Power and Energy
Lighting Systems
Lighting

Patient
Care
Areas

Plan
Review

4

3

YES

3

YES

Power

and

YES

Boarding home
or assisted living facility
Private alcoholism hospital

3

YES

Alcoholism
treatment facility
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YES

Private psychiatric hospital

3

YES

Maternity home

3

YES
Permanent
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Power Emergency Lbnited
Power and Energy
and
Lighting
Systems
Lighting

Patient
Care
Areas

Birth center or
childbirth center

3

Ambulatory surgery facility

3

Educational, Institutional
or Other Facility Type

Plan
Review

NO

Renal hernodialysis clinic

3

Medical, dental,
and chiropractic
clinic

3

NO

Residential
treatment facility for psychiatrically impaired
children and ·
youth

3

YES

NO

Family child day care home,
family child care home,
or child day care facility

NO

1.
2.

YES

3.

Adultresidential
rehabilitation
center

YES

Group care
facility

NO

4.

Educational, Institutional
or Other Facllity Type

Notes to Tables l and 2
Wiring methods in accordance with the National Electrical Code.
Metallic or nonmetallic raceways, MI, MC, or AC
cable.
Wiring methods in patient care areas shall comply with
1996 NEC article 517-13.
Emergency system wiring shall comply with 1996
NEC article 517-30 (c)(3).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-033,
filed 11/25/97, effective 12/29/97)

WAC 296-46-21052 Receptacles ((ill tkl·ellinx HBi*s)).
((Fer fleer reeef)taele et:ttlets leeatea eat ef traffie areas,
feflfteti er welaeti H1:0tal eenes that are ftleHnteti ia a saest!lft
tial Bl:!lftft0r saeh as aireetly te a fraffliBg IB0ffiB0f shall ee fl0F
1Bittea. ,'\fl ~flF0 1reti 1Betal ee¥er fll!lte that flF0 1iEles flF0tee
ties freftl aeeris eftteriag the aeviee shall ee t:tseti.)) CU Floor
receptacle outlets shall be in compliance with NEC 3701

t

mlll..
ill Tamper resistant receptacles are required in licensed
day care facilities and pediatric or psychiatric patient care
areas for 15 or 20 ampere, 125 volt receptacles. Tam per resistant receptacles shall, by construction, limit improper access
to energized contacts.

Tablel
Educational and Institutional Facilities,
Places of Assembly or other facilities
Electrical System - Wiring Methods

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-016,
filed 5/28/97, effective 6/30/97)

WAC 296-46-225 Outside branch circuits and feeders. For the purpose of Article 225-8 (b) of the National Electrical Code, the branch circuit or feeder raceway or cable
shall extend no more than 15 feet inside a building or structure. A building supplied by a single feeder. with proper overcurrent protection where the conductors receive their supply.
shall be pennitted to exclude from the 15 foot measurement
that portion of the feeder run within a crawl space and outside
of the building structural elements and insulation envelope.

Plan
Power Emergency Lbnited
Power and Energy Review
and
Lighting Lighting Systems Required

Educational

2

2

YES

Institutional

2

2

YES

Places of Assembly for 100
or more persons

NO

Child day care center

NO

Permanent

School-age child care center

YES

NO

Hospice care
center

Power Emergency Lbnited
Plan
and
Power and Energy Review •
Lighting Lighting Systems Required.

AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-016,
filed 5/28/97, effective 6/30/97)

WAC 296-46-23028 Service or other masts. Condui~
extended through the roof to provide means of attaching t h .
service drop or other conductors shall be no smaller than 2inch rigid steel galvanized conduit, shall provide a structur(56)
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Notes to drawings E-101, E-102, and E-103.
An approved roof flashing shall be installed on each mast where it
passes through a roof. Plastic, nonhardening mastic shall be placed
between lead-type flashings and the conduit. Neoprene type flashings shall also be permitted to be used.

3.
4.

(61)

Masts shall be braced, secured, and supported in such a manner that
no pressure from the attached conductors will be exerted on a roof
flashing, meter base, or other enclosures.
Utilization of couplings for a mast are permitted only below the point
the mast is braced, secured, or supported.
Except as otherwise required by the serving utility, service mast support guys shall be installed if the service drop attaches to the mast
Permanent
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more than 24 inches above the roof line or if the service drop is
greater than 100 feet in length from the pole or support. Masts for
support of other than service drops shall comply with this requirement as well.
Intermediate support masts shall be installed in an approved manner
with methods identical or equal to those required for service masts.
For altered services, where it is impractical to install U bolt mast supports due to interior walls remaining closed, it shall be permissible to
use other alternate mast support methods such as heavy gauge, galvanized, electrical channel material that is secured to two or more
wooden studs with 5/16 inch diameter or larger galvanized lag bolts.

the street, road or highway that serves the premises. Driving
directions and/or a legible map must be provided for t h .
inspectors' use.
(2) Except for emergency repairs to existing electrical
systems, electrical work permits shall be obtained prior to
beginning the installation or alteration. An electrical work
permit for emergency repairs to existing electrical systems
shall be obtained no later than the next business day.
(3) The electrical work permit application shall be posted
on the job site at a conspicuous location prior to beginning
electrical work and at all times electrical work is performed.
(4) Electrical work permits shall expire one year after the
date of purchase unless electrical work is actively and consistently in progress and inspections requested. Electrical work
permits for temporary construction activity shall expire
ninety days after suspended construction and no later than
one year after purchase. Refunds are not available for expired
electrical work permits.
(5) Fees shall be paid in accordance with the inspection
fee schedule WAC 296-46-910.
(6) Each person, firm, partnership, corporation, or other
entity shall furnish an electrical work permit for the installation, alteration, or other electrical work performed or to be
performed by that entity. Each electrical work permit application shall be signed by the electrical contractor's administrator (or designee) or the person, or authorized representative
of the firm, partnership, corporation, or other entity that is
performing or responsible for the electrical installation or
alteration.
(7) An electrical work permit is required for installatior4
alteration, or maintenance of electrical systems except fo~
replacement of circuit breakers or fuses, for replacement of
lamps. snap switches, receptacle outlets or heating elements,
replacement of a lighting fixture ballast with an exact same
ballast. replacement of contactors, relays, timers, starters, or
similar control components or for plug-in appliances or travel
trailers.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-016,
filed 5/28/97, effective 6/30/97)

WAC 296-46-30001 Support of raceways and cables
in suspended ceilings. Raceways, cables, and boxes shall be
permitted to be supported from Number ((9)) .Ll. and larger
wires under the following conditions:
(1) Raceways and cables are not larger than 3/4 inch
trade size.
(2) No more than two raceways or cables are supported
by a support wire.
(3) Raceways and cables are secured to the support wires
by fittings designed and manufactured for the purpose.
(4) The support wires are securely fastened to the structural ceiling and to the ceiling grid system.
(5) The raceways or cables serve equipment that is
located within the ceiling cavity or is mounted on or supported by the ceiling grid system.
(6) Where not prohibited by the building code official.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 86-23, filed
8/29/86)

WAC 296-46-348 Electrical metallic tubing. ill In
addition to complying with the provisions of Article 348 of
the National Electrical Code, electrical metallic tubing shall
not be installed in direct contact with the earth or in concrete
on or below grade. See also section 300-6 of the National
Electrical Code.
.(2l Electrical metallic tubing shall not be installed as the
wiring method for service entrance conductors inside a building. Existing electrical metallic tubing installed prior to
October 1984. which is properly grounded and used for service entrance conductors may be permitted to remain if the
conduit is installed in a nonaccessible location and of the
proper size for the installed conductors.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-46-50002 On-site sewage disposal systems.
(1) Pumping chambers for sewage, effluent, or grinder pumps
in both on-site and septic tank effluent pump (S.T'.E.P.) disposal systems shall be considered unclassified when not more
than five residential units are connected to the system or
when nonresidential systems have residential loading characteristics and all of the following general installations requirements are complied with.
(a) The pumping chamber shall be adequately vented.
Venting may be accomplished through the building or structure plumbing vents where adequate or by a direct 2" minimum vent to the atmosphere.
(b) Equipment that in normal operation may cause an arc
or spark shall not be installed in any pumping chamber.
(c) Float switches installed in an unclassified location
shall be hermetically sealed to prevent the entrance of gases
or vapors.
•
_(d) Junction boxes, conduits and fittin~s installed in t h .
septic atmosphere shall be of the noncorrosive type, installed
to prevent the entrance of gases or vapors.

AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-06-072,
filed 3/2/93, effective 4/2/93)

WAC 296-46-495 Electrical work permits and fees.
(1) Where an electrical work permit is required by chapter
19.28 RCW or this chapter, inspections shall not be made,
equipment energized, nor services connected unless an electrical work permit is completely and legibly filled out and
readily available. and all applicable immection fees have been
paid. The classification or type of facility to be inspected and
the scope of the electrical work to be performed shall be
clearly shown on the electrical work permit. The address
where the inspection is to be made shall be identifiable from
Permanent
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(e) Where a conduit system is installed between the

"Inspected with the seryice" or "inspected at the same time" means
all wiring is to be ready for inspection during the initial inspection

~umping chamber and the control panel, motor disconnect, or
·~ower source, an approved sealing fitting shall be installed to

lriJ!,.

prevent the migration of gases or vapors from the pumping
chamber, and shall remain accessible.
(f) Wire splices in junction boxes installed in pumping
chambers, shall be suitable for wet locations.
(g) Submergence of the pumping motor shall be guaranteed by the design of the pump or by redundant off floats.
(2) Nonresidential loading characteristics shall be certified by a Washington state registered professional engineer,
engaged in the business of wastewater management systems
design. Documentation that is signed and stamped by the
engineer shall be provided to the electrical inspector prior to
the inspection.
(3) Any residential or nonresidential system that has
building or structure floor drains being discharged into the
system shall be classified as Class I Division I.
(4) Pumping chamber access covers shall be permitted to
be covered by gravel, light aggregate, or noncohesive granulated soil, and shall be accessible for excavation. Access covers that are buried, shall have their location identified at the
electrical panel or other approved prominent location.
(5) Secondary treatment effluent pumping chambers
such as sandfilters are unclassified, and require no special
wiring methods.
Inspection approval is required prior to covering or concealing any portion of the septic electrical system, including
• the pump. New septic and effluent tanks containing electrical
.wires and equipment shall be.inspected and approved by the
department prior to being loaded with sewage.

(ii)

Each outbuilding or detached garage inspected with the
service ................................. $((*)) 21..00.

(iii)

Each outbuilding or detached garage inspected
separately .............................. $((#)) ~
Each swjmmini: pool • jn5pected with the §ervice ~~
Each swimming pool • inspected separately ........ ~

fu1
00

Each hot tub. spa. or sauna - inspected with the
service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $27.00
Each hot tub. spa. or sauna - inspected separately ~~

U'.i)

(yii}

Each septic pumping svstem - inspected with the
§ervice
Each septic pumpini: §ystem - inspected §eparately

(viii>

(ix)

~

Multifamily residential and mj5cellaneous multifamily mjdentjal
:rtructures service§ and feeder:; (new construction)

(b)

Each service andLor feeder
Service
Ampacity
0
201
401

WAC 296-46-770 Optical fiber cables. Optical fiber
cables shall be secured in compliance with Section ((3-3645))
336-18 of the National Electrical Code.

Service

Feeder

to 200

((6+

~))

$20.75

to 400

~
((83~

42.50

to 600

601

to 800

801

and over

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-19-015,
filed 9/10/90, effective 10/11/90)

#))

((H4

5!1))

~

59.25

((-146

.+&))

ill...ll

.8.Ll!Q

((~

He))

lli...ll

~

Single family or multifamily altered services including circuits
Each altered service and/or altered feeder

(c)
( i)

Service or
Feeder

Service
Ampacity

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-033,
filed 11/25/97, effective 12/29/97)

0 to 200

WAC 296-46-910 Inspection fees. To calculate the
inspection fees, the amperage is based on the conductor
ampacity or the overcurrent device rating. The inspection
fees shall be calculated from sections (1) through (5) below.
However. the total fee shall not be less than the number of
pro&ress inspection (one-half hour) units times the pro&ress
inspection fee rate from subsection (5) MISCELLANEOUS (k)
below.
(1)

rn

RESIDENTIAL

Single and two family residential (new construction)
First 1300 sq. ft. or less ................. $((Q)) ~
Each additional 500 sq. ft. or portion of .............. $((~)) 2Q.1l

(a)
(i)

((83-))~

over600

((~)) ll.Q.QQ

(ii)

Maintenance or repair of meter or mast (no alterations to service or feeder) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((3+)) ~

(d)

Single or multi-family residential circuits only (no service
inspection)

(i)

1 to 4 circuits (see note)... . . . . . . . . . .

Except:

Square footage is the area included within the surrounding exterior
walls ofa building exclusive of any interior courts. <This includes
any floor area in an attached garage basement or unfinished living

$((5!1)) 59.25

201to600

$((#)) 42.50

Water heater load control devices installed in residences as
part of an energy conservation program . ((~)) ~
The $((~)) 2Q.!!Q pennit fee for water heater load control
devices will expire on December 31, 2001.

~
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(ii)
Note:

(e)

Each additional circuit (see Note) S

(ii)

Over 600 volts surcharge

((Tetal fee pet' panel net te eMeeell (e*i) efthis stthseetien
SeFYiee.cfeeller)) Altered or added circuit fees are calculated
per panelboard Total cost of the alterations in an indjyjdual
panel should not exceed the cost ofa complete altered service
or feeder of the saroe rating. as shown in subsection (U RES!·
DENT!AL CcXi> (table) above.

(b)

Altered services or feeders (no circuits)

(ii)
(iii)
(A)
(B)

Note:

$((~)~

((+56)) 16.2.ll

601 to 1000

((~))~

Over 1000

((~))21UO.

Mobile home park sites and RV park sites
First~ service or~ feeder . . . . . . . . . . . . . (( #)) !UQ
Each additional fill£ service; or ((a)) additional site feeder
inspected at ~ same time as thll...fim service QI:
feeder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((~)) 27.00

$((~)).a@
Over 600 volts surcharge
Maintenance or repair of meter or mast (no alteration ((ef)) ~
service ({eEjllipmeet:)) or...W!!W .............. ((~) ~

(c)

Circuits only

(i)

For master service installations, see subsection (2).

(ii)

First five circuits per branch circuit
panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((~)) ~
Each additional circuit per branch circuit panel . . . . . . . . . . S

Note:

~ervice((,I))

(( iftelttded)))

Service/
Feeder
Ampacity

Oto
101 to

100
200

201 to

400

401 to

600

601 to

800

801 to

1000

Over

1000

Service/
Feeder

Additional
Feeder
inspected
atthe
same time

((~

$-#))

~

~

((~

~))

~

li.!l!l.

((~

Q))

ill.ll

~

((~

~))

189.25

7S.7S

((~

9'>))

244.SO

!.Ql.QQ

((~

HG))

~

ill.D

((3-H
325.SO

((Tete! fee per pBRel 118* te e11eeetl (~i) eftftis stthseette11 ser
• ieelfeetler)) Altered/added circuit fees are calculated per panelboard Total cost of the alterations in a panel (or panels) should
pot exceed the cost of a pew feeder for feeders) of the same rating as shown in subsection (2) COMMERCIALIINQUSTR!AL (aXj)
Ctablel above

(3) TEMPORARY SERVICES

Iempocarv electrical power and lighting installations are
intended to be used during the oeriod of construction. remodeling. maintenance repair or demolition ofbui!djngs, structures
eauipment. or similar activities
Iemoonuy electrical power and lighting installations are
allowed during ememepcies and for tests experimepts. and
c!evelOJ!mental wor!c Iemponuy electrical power and lighting
installations are allowed for a period not to exceed 90 davs for
Christmas decorative lighting and similar purposes. Temponuy
wiring shall be removed immediately upon completion of construction or pumose for which the wiring was installed.

16+))

173 75

(a)

Residential

(b)

Commercial/industrial

$((3')) 37.25

((SeA"iee er feetler))
Ampacity

For large COMMERC!ALl!NDUSTR!A!. projects that include multiple feedep; "inspected at the same time" can be iotei:preted to
include additional inspection trips for a single project. The additional inspections must be for electrical wodc specified on the
permit at the time of purchase The peD11it fee for such prqjects
shall be calculated from (2) Ca) (i) (tab!!:) aboye However the
total fee shall pot be less than the number of proivess inspection
(one-half hour) units times the progress inspection fee rate from
subsection CS) MISCELLANEOUS 00 below.

Permanent

Oto 200
201 to 600

(ii)
(iii)

or feeder{(t)) and additional new feeders
inspected at the same time ((as sep,·iee)) (~circuits

(a)

Service/
Feeder

Mobile home or modular home service or feeder
only . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . $((#)) !UQ
Mobile home service and feeder . . . . . . . . . . ((~)) ~

(2) COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL

(i)

Service
Ampacity

(i)

Mobile homes((;)) modular homes. mobile home parks{(t)).
and RV parks

(i)

$((~))~

:i1:rnce Q[ &1:c!ec

Ad!!i1i2n!!I fe~er

0 to 100
101to200

$((#)) !U!l
((~))~

llQQ

201to400
401to600

((Q))~

ll.ll

((tB))~

~

Over600

((94))21.n

~

22.n

((&eh lllltlitien&I feetler i11speetetl at the same time 119 sel'Yiee er first
fee tier 111111 S9% ef the fee a96 , e.))
(£}

I1:mporary stne or conc1:rt productions
Service or feeder

Amo!lCitv

(64)

Additional Fee<ler

t

t

I
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mn

~

Meters installed remote from service equipment: Inspected at same time
as service, temporary service or other
installations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((-W)) ~

27.00

54.00

101 to200
201to400

64.50

~

401to600

~

~

Qm..@Q

97.75

48.75

(f)

(g)

Temporary stage or concert insoections requested outside ofnoonal business hours will be subject to the oorta! to portal hourly fees in subsection (5) MISCELLANEOUS (ml The fee for such after hours inspections
shall be the greater of the fee from (3) TEMPORARY SERVICES (cl (table) or the portal to oortal fee.

Generators, refer to appropriate residential or commerservice((it)) l2I feeder section

~

(h)

Annual permit fee for plant location employing regular
electrical maintenance staff - Each inspection two hour
maximum.
Fee

( 4) IRRIGATION MACHINES, PUMPS AND EQUIPMENT
Irrigation machines
(a)
Each tower when inspected atthe same time as A service
and feeder (per subsection (2l COMMERCIAi /INPlJSTRIAL
above) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5
(b)

Emergency inspections requested outside normal work
hours. Regular fee plus surcharge
of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((+8)) .8.1.Jlil

1 to 3 plant electricians
4 to 6 plant electricians
7 to 12 plant electricians

Towers - when not inspected at 1llQ same time as ll service and feeders - ((~))one to six
towers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((Q)) ~

13 to 25 plant electricians
more than 25 plant electricians

Thermostats
First thermostat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((3+)) ~
Each additional thermostat inspected at the same time as
1llQ first ((theP111es*8*)) ............ ((-W)) ~

(A)

A device that interrupts electrical current while performing its function of controlling building, zonal, or room
environmental air temperature; or

(B)

In the case of environmental air temperature control by
the use of sensors which do not interrupt current but
rather transmit data to a zonal or central processing unit,
"Thermostat" shall be considered to be the circuit
extending from the central processing unit to the local
controller. At times this local unit could control ·several
zones or rooms individually or in concert.

(b)

(i)

(ii)
((J;11eeptie11.

Me~

(ii)
(A)
(B)

(j)
(i)
(ii)

Each additional ((500)) 2.l!!Q sq. ft. or portion
thereof ......................... ((-W)) 10.25

(iii)

Leo 1ekage fire alarm 811d 811r~lll' alllf'!ll fer eeftllller
eial and i111lmtrial

(iv)

Eaeh eelltf81 panel and tip te fetlf eirelli*9

(v)

er :ee11es $29
Eaeh additie11al eire11it er :ee11e ........................ ....::/))

(ii)

Each additional sign inspected at the same time on the
same bldg. or structure . . . . . . . . . . . . ((H)) ~
Berthatamarinaordock ......... $((4+))42.50

(d)

(vi)

Each additional berth inspected at the
same time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((26)) 27.00
(e)

((~))

52

((~))

52

UlW
1.IISl1J.

First field inspection each year
Each ride and generator truck ............... $((H)) ~

(C)

eiFetlM 811d

Signs and outline lighting
First sign (no service included) .... $((3+)) 32.25

36

Carnival inspections

e11llipme11t))
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((~)) 37.25

(c)
(i)

((4;48G))

(i)

(B)

Low vohage fire alarm and burglar alarm. Includes
nurse call intercom. securitv systems and similar low
energy circuits and equipment
First 2500 sq. ft. or less. ((Ineltltfes lltlPlle eaH imereem;

seetlf'Ky sy!IMMB 811d sifflilar lew

24

(i)
(A)

Thermostat is defined as:

Note:

((~))

ill1ll
~

(5) MISCELLANEOUS - commercial/industrial and residential

(ii)

12

s1m2~

Each additional tower ((Jler (a~ efthis
s118seetie11)) 5
(a)
(i)

((~))

Inspections

Each remote distribution equipment, concession or gaming
show ........................................... 5
((Minimtllft fee)) If the calculated fee for first field inspection of
(Al and (B) above is less. the minimum inspection fee shall
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((+8)) .8.1.Jlil
Subsequent inspections
First I 0 rides, concessions, generators, remote distribution
equipment or gaming show . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((+8)) 81.00
Each additional ride, concession, generator, remote distribution
equipment or gaming show . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Single concession. not part ofa carnival
...14U.Q
Trip fees
Requests by property owners to inspect existing
installations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((~)) 64 50
Submitter notifies the department that work is ready for inspection when it is not~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((3+)) l2.ll
Additional inspection required because submitter has provided
IM wrong address ......................... ((3+)) l2.ll
More than one additional inspection required to inspect corrections; or for repeated neglect, carelessness, or improperly
installed electrical work .................... ((3+)) 3;2.25
Each trip necessary to remove a noncompliance
notice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((3+)) l2.ll
Corrections have not been made in the prescribed time, unless an
exception has been requested and granted

(vii)

Installations that are covered or concealed before
inspection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((3+)) ~

(k)

Progress inspections

On partial or progress inspections, each one-half

hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((3+)) J2.ll

Yard pole pedestal. or other meter loops
only .......................... $((4+)) iUQ

( 65]
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m

shall jjpply
The fees calculated in main sections()) throu!W
to all electrical work. This section is intended to be anplied to a
penuit where the peonit bolder bas requested additional inspections beyond the normal number for the twe of installation.
Additional progress inspections shall be charged at the rate in <kl
above.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-016,
•
filed 5/28/97, effective 6/30/97)

WAC 296-46-920 Civil penalty. A person, firm, part- •
nership, corporation or other entity that violates a provision
of chapter 19.28 RCW, chapter 296-46 or 296-401 WAC is
liable for a civil penalty based upon the following schedule.

(I) Plan review fee

(i)

(ii)

(m)

Fee is thirty-((twe)) u.iM percent of the electrical work permit
fee as determined by WAC 296-46-495, plus a plan~ submission fee of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((~)) 54 00
Supplemental submissions of plans per hour or fraction of an
hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((Q)) ~
~
Plan review shipping and handling fee
Other inspections
Inspections not covered by above inspection fees shall be
charged
portal to portal per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $((Q)) ~

(11)

Refund processing fee
All requests for peonit fee refunds will be assessed a processing
.llQ..lQ.
fee

(Q)

Variance request processing fee
This fee is nonrefundable once the transaction bas been

Dllllk..

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-033,
filed 11/25/97, effective 12/29/97)

WAC 296-46-915 Electrical contractor license,
administrator certificate and examination, and copy fees.
General or specialty contractor license (per twentyfour month period)
(2)(iU Administrator certificate examination application
(nonrefundable)
Administrator first-time examination fee

(1)

au
~

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)
(9)

Administrator re-test examination fee
Administrator original certificate (submitted with
application)
Administrator certificate renewal (per twenty-four
month period)
Late renewal of administrator certificate (per
twenty-four month period)
Transfer of administrator designation

$((~)) 216.25

$ ((~)) fil.QQ
$((-He)) ill,ll
$((;Ho))~

Certified copy of each document (maximum $((44)) il.1l per file)
$ ((~)) 20. 75 first document
$2 each additional document
Reinstatement of a general or specialty contractor's $ ((~)) 43.50
license after a suspension
Reinstatement of an administrator's certificate after a
$ ((~)) 43.50
suspension
Refund processing fee

All requests for refunds wm be assessed a processing
fee
~

Permanent

Failure to jij2pear for an examination resylts
the examination fee

in forfeiture of
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(1) Offering to perform, submitting a bid
for, installing or maintaining conductors or
equipment that convey
or utilize electrical
current without having
an unexpired, unrevoked and unsuspended electrical contractor license.

First offense:
Second offense:
Third offense:
Each offense
thereafter:

$
$
$

500
1,000
3,000

$

5,000

(2) Employing an individual for the purposes
of RCW 19.28.510
through 19.28.620
who does not possess a
valid certificate of
competency or training certificate.

First offense:

$

((SG))
lQQ

Second offense:

$

((-100))

Each offense
thereafter:

$

((~))

First offense:
(3) Working as an
electrician or electrical
trainee in the electrical Second offense:
construction trade
without having a valid Each offense
thereafter:
certificate of competency or electrical
training certificate.

$

((SG))

(4) Employing electri- First offense:
cians and trainees in
Second offense:
an improper ratio.

350
500

100

$

((-100))

$

((~))

$

((SG))

$

((-100))

Each additional
offense:

$

((~))

(5) Failing to provide First offense:
supervision to an electrical trainee as
Second offense:
required by RCW
19.28.510.
Each additional
offense:

$

((SG))

$

((-100))

$

((~))

First offense:
(6) Working as an
electrical trainee with- Second offense:
out proper supervision Each additional
offense:
as required by RCW
19.28.510.

$

250

500

250

350
500
250

350

~

$
$

50
100
250

•

•

•

•
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(7) Performing electric~l installati~ns, alteranons or mamtenance
outside the scope of
the firm's specialty
electrical contractors
license.

First offense:
Second offense:
Each additional
offense:

(8) Selling or exchanging electrical equipment associated with
spas, hot tubs, swimming pools or hydromassage bathtubs
which is not listed and
labeled by an
approved electrical
testing laboratory.

First offense:
Second offense:
Each additional
offense:

Definition:

250
500

$

1,000

$
$

500
1,000

$

2,000

(11) Failing to obtain
an electrical work permit prior to beginning
the installation or
alteration. Exception:
In cases of emergency
repairs to existing
electrical systems, this
penalty will not be
charged if the permit is
obtained no later than
the business day following completion of
the emergency repair.
(12) Violating RCW
19.28.125(2) duties of
the electrical administrator RCW 19.28.125
(2l(a) through CO.

The sale or exchange of electrical components associated with hot tubs, spas,
swimming pools or hydromassage bathtubs means: "Sell, offer for sale, advertise, display for sale, dispose of by way of
gift, loan, rental, lease, premium, barter or
exchange."

(9) Covering or con-

ce~ling ~nstalla~ions

pnor to mspectton.

First offense:
Second offense:
Each additional
offense:

First offense:
(10) Failing to make
corrections within fif- Second offense:
teen days of notificaEach additional
tion by the departoffense:
ment. Exception:
Where an extension
has been requested and
granted, this penalty
applies to corrections
not completed within
the extended time
period.

•

$
$

$
$

500
1,000

$

2,000

$
$

250
500

$

1,0~0

(l3.) Violating any of

First offense:
Homeowner:
Second offense:
Each additional
offense:

$
$
$

250
50
500

$

1,000

:E:ie!t offense:
Second offense;
Each offense
!beo;afig;

i
i

1QQ
.lQQ

i

.l..QQQ

First offense:

$

((~))

$

((MG))

$

((~))

the provisions of chap- Second offense:
ter 19.28 RCW
or chapters 296-46 or Each additional
296-401 WAC
offense:
which are not identified in subsections (1)
through (11) of this
section.

~

500

1.000

((fH?)) (14} Each day that a violation occurs will be a
separate offense. A violation will be a "second" or "additional" offense only if it occurs within one year from the first
violation.
((fl-41)) @In case of continued, repeated or gross violation of the provisions of chapter 19.28 RCW, chapter 29646 or 296-401 WAC or if property damage or bodily injury
occurs as a result of the failure of a person, firm, partnership,
corporation, or other entity to comply with chapter 19.28
RCW, the department may double the penalty amounts
shown in subsections (1) through((~)) (l3.) of this section.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-033,
filed 11/25/97, effective 12/29/97)
WAC 296-46-930 Electrical contractor license and
administrator certificate designation. See RCW 19. 28.120.
(1) General electrical license and/or administrator's certificate encompasses all phases and all types of electrical
installations.
(2) Specialty (limited) electrical licenses and/or administrator's certificates are as follows:
(a) Residential (02): Limited to the wiring of one and
two family dwellings, or multifamily dwellings not exceeding three floors above grade. All wiring to be in nonmetallic
sheathed cable, except service and/or feeders. This specialty
(67)
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The contractor must have a documented electrical lighting maintenance safety training program for all employees
working under this s.pecialty contractor license.
(3) Combination specialty electrical contractor license.
The department may issue a combination specialty electrical
contractor license to a firm which qualifies for more than one
specialty electrical contractor license. The license shall
plainly indicate the specialty licenses which are included in
the combination electrical contractor license.
(4) Combination specialty electrical administrator certificate. The department may issue a combination specialty
administrator certificate to an individual who qualifies for
more than one specialty administrators' certificate. The combination specialty administrators' certificate shall plainly
indicate the specialty administrators' certificate the holder
has qualified for.

does not include wiring commercial occupancies such as
motels, hotels, offices, or stores.
(b)(i) Pump and irrigation (03): Limited to the electrical
connection of domestic and irrigation water pumps, circular
irrigating systems and related pumps and pump houses. This
specialty ((lieeftse)) includes circuits, feeders, controls, and
services to supply said pumps.
(ii) Domestic well (03A): Limited to the extension of a
branch circuit, which is supplied and installed by others, to
pump controllers; pressure switches; alarm sensors; and
water pumps which do not exceed 7 1/2 horsepower at 230
volts AC single phase.
(c) Signs (04): Limited to placement and connection of
signs and outline lighting, the electrical supply, related controls and associated circuit extensions thereto; and the installation of a maximum 60 ampere, 120/240 volt single phase
service to supply power to a remote sign only.
(d) Domestic appliances (05): Limited to the electrical
connection of household appliances and the wiring thereto;
such as hot water heaters, ranges, dishwashers, clothes dryers, oil and gas furnaces, and similar appliances. This specialty ((lteeftse)) includes circuits to the appliances; however,
it does not include the installation of service and/ or feeders or
circuits to electric furnace~ and heat pump equipment.
(e) Limited energy system (06): Limited to the installation of signaling and power limited circuits and related equipment. ((Sueh lieeRse)) This specialty includes the installation
of fire protection signaling systems, intrusion alarms, nonutility owned communications systems, and such similar low
energy circuits and equipment.
(f)ill Nonresidential maintenance (07): Limited to maintenance, repair and replacement of electrical equipment and
conductors on industrial or commercial premises. This specialty certificate of license does not include maintenance
activities in hotel, motel, or dwelling units.
Cii) Nonresidential lighting maintenance and lighting retrofit (07 Al· Limited to worl<ing within the housing of existing nonresidential lighting fixtures for worl< related to repair.
service. maintenance of lighting fixtures and installation of
energy efficiency lighting retrofit upgrades. This s.pecialty
includes replacement of lamps. ballasts. sockets and the
installation of listed lighting retrofit reflectors and kits All
work is limited to the fixture body. exce_pt remote located ballasts may be replaced or retrofitted with approved products.
This specialty does not include installing new fixtures or
branch circuits· moving or relocating existing fixtures: or
altering existing branch circuits.
This s.pecialty contractor must employ an administrator
who holds a nonresidential lighting maintenance and lighting
retrofit administrator certificate: or a nonresidential maintenance administrator: or a general administrator. This specialty contractor must adhere to the ratio requirements for
trainee supervision in RCW 19.28.510 for s.pecialty electricians to trainees. A s.pecialty lighting maintenance and retrofit specialty technician is allowed to supervise a maximum of
two trainees on the same job site. A contractor must obtain
an electrical permit and request inspection for all retrofit
installations.
Permanent
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 86-23, filed
8/29/86)

WAC 296-46-940 Electrical contractor license. (1)
The department shall issue an electrical contractor license to
a person, firm, partnership, corporation or other entity that
complies with RCW 19.28.120 which shall expire twentyfour months following the date of issue. The department may
issue an electrical contractor license for a period greater or
less than twenty-four months for the purpose of equalizing
the number of electrical contractor licenses which expire
each month. The department shall prorate the electrical contractor license fee according to the number of months in the •
license period. All subsequent licenses shall be issued for a •
twenty-four month period.
(2) Cash or securities deposit release. A cash or security
deposit which has been filed with the department in lieu of a
surety bond, shall not be released until one year after the date
the electrical contractor notifies the department in writing,
that the person, firm, partnership, corporation, or other entity
who (which) has been issued the electrical contractor license,
has ceased to do business in the state of Washington.
(3) Manufacturers of electrical products shall be allowed
to utilize their factory-trained personnel to perform initial
calibration. testing. adjustment. modification incidental to the
startup and check out of the equipment. or replacement of
components within the confines of the specific product. without peanit or required licensing provided· The product has
not been previously energized and/or is within the manufacturer's warranty. Modifications. as designated above shall
not include changes to the original intended configuration nor
changes or contact with externally field-connected components The manufacturers will be res.ponsible for obtaining
any required reapproval/recertification from the original listing agent.
REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 2%-401-020

168)

Electricians with licenses or •
practicing the electrical trade •
at effective date of the act.

•

WAC 296-401-030
WAC 296-401-060
WAC 296-401-075
WAC 296-401-080
WAC 296-401-085
WAC 296-401-087
WAC 296-401-090

WAC 296-401-100
WAC 296-401-110
WAC 296-401-120
WAC 296-401-150
WAC 296-401-160
WAC 296-401-163

•

•
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WAC 296-401-165
WAC 296-401-168
WAC 296-401-170
WAC 296-401-175
WAC 296-401-180

Issuing of temporary permits.
Specialty certificates.
Electrical linemens exemption.
Eligibility for jowneyman
examination.
Eligibility for specialty
examination.
Partial credit for experience.
Status of person who has
failed an examination for an
electrician certificate of competency.
Computation of years of
employment-Renewal of
training certificates.
Previous experience credit.
Electrical training certificates.
Penalties for false statements
or material misrepresentation.
Enforcement.
Continuing education
classes.
Issuing and renewing an electrician certificate of competency.
Reciprocal electrician certificates.
Hearing or appeal procedure.
Jowneyman, specialty and
trainee certificate, and examination fees.
Examination subjects for
specialty and journeyman
certificates of competency.
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under chapter 49.04 RCW, and are learning the trade under
the supervision of a certified journeyman; or
(5) Possess a current electrical trainee certificate and are
learning the trade under the supervision of a certified journeyman electrician or certified specialty electrician working
in their specialty.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-105 Original journeyman and specialty electrician certificates of competency. How do I
obtain an original journeyman or specialty electrician certificate ofcompetency?
(I) The department of labor and industries will issue an
original electrician certificate of competency to journeyman
or specialty electricians who:
(a) Meet the eligibility requirements listed in RCW
19.28.530, Certificate of competency-Eligibility for examination-Rules; and
(b) Successfully pass a certification examination
required by RCW 19.28.540, Examination-ContentsTimes-Fees-Certification of results; and
(c) Pay the original certificate fee listed in WAC 296401A-700.
(2) Your initial electrician certificate of competency will
expire on your birthdate at least one year, and not more than
three years, from the date of original issue. All subsequent
certificates shall be issued for a three-year period. The
department will prorate the certificate fee according to the
number of months or major part of a month in a certificate
period.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-110 Renewal of journeyman or specialty electrician certificates of competency. How do I
renew my journeyman or specialty electrician certificate of
competency?
(1) You must apply for renewal of your jowneyman or
specialty electrician certificate of competency before the
expiration date on your certificate. Renewed certificates are
valid for three years.
(2) Beginning April 30, 1997, you must pay the renewal
fee listed in WAC 296-401A-700, and provide evidence to
the department that you have completed at least eight hours
of approved continuing education required for each year of
your prior certification period. Any portion of a year is equal
to one year for continuing education requirements.
(3) When renewing your certificate, you will not be
given credit for the exact same continuing education course
taken more than once in the three years prior to your renewal
date.
(4) If you are applying to renew a certificate that covered
a period of two years or more, you must complete an
approved continuing education class, of at least eight hours
duration, on the latest National Electric Code changes.

Chapter 296-401A WAC
CERTIFICATION OF COMPETENCY FOR JOURNEYMAN ELECTRICIANS
JOURNEYMAN AND SPECIALTY ELECTRICIANS
CERTIFICATES
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-100 Certificate of competency
required. Who can work in the electrical constrnction trade?
Those who can work in the electrical construction trade
are persons who:
( 1) Possess a current jowneyman electrician certificate
of competency issued by the department; or
(2) Possess a current specialty electrician certificate of
competency issued by the department; or
(3) Possess a valid temporary permit; or
(4) Possess a current electrical trainee certificate and are
enrolled in an electrician's apprenticeship program approved
[ 69)
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Prior to December 1, 1998, you will be eligible to take
the domestic well specialty electrician's competency exami- •
nation if you provide the department with notarized verification of at least four years prior experience installing domestic
water systems, including pump installations, under the supervision of a firm engaged in the business of installing domestic
water systems.
After December 1, 1998, you will be eligible to take the
domestic well specialty electrician's competency examination only if you provide the department with notarized verification of two years experience installing domestic pump systems working under the direct supervision of a domestic well
specialty technician, a pump and irrigation specialty electrician or a journeyman electrician.
Certification of domestic well specialty electrical technicians shall be according to the provisions of WAC 296401A-105 (original certification) and WAC 296-401A-l IO
(renewal of certification).
(4) Signs and outline lighting certificate (04): This
certificate limits you to placing signs and outline lighting and
connecting them to their electrical supply, controls and
related circuit extensions. You are further limited to the
installation of a maximum 60 ampere, 120/240 volt, single
phase service supplying power to a remote sign.
(5) Domestic appliance certificate (05): This certificate limits you to electrically connecting and wiring domestic
appliances such as hot water heaters, ranges, dishwashers,
clothes dryers, oil and gas furnaces and similar appliances.
You may also install the circuits to those domestic appliances. However, you may not install service or feeder wires •
or circuits to electrical furnaces and heat pump equipment. •
(6) Limited energy system certificate (06): This certificate limits you to installing signaling circuits, power limited
circuits and related equipment. Examples of such equipment
would be fire protection signaling systems, intrusion alarms,
nonutility owned communication systems and similar low
energy circuits and equipment.
(7) Nonresidential maintenance certificate (07): This
certificate limits you to maintaining, repairing and replacing
electrical equipment and conductors on industrial or commercial premises. You may not conduct maintenance activities
in hotels, motels or dwelling units.
(8) Nonresidential lighting maintenance and lighting
retrofit technician (07 A): This certificate limits you to
working within the housing of existing nonresidential lighting fixtures and limits you to work related to repair, service,
maintenance of lighting fixtures and the installation of energy
efficiency upgrades. Your work may include the replacement
of lamps, ballasts, sockets and the installation of listed lighting retrofit reflectors and kits. Your work must be limited to
the fixture body, however, you may replace or retrofit remote
located ballasts with approved products. You may not install
new fixtures or branch circuits, move or relocate existing fixtures, or alter existing branch circuits.
To qualify for this certificate on or before June 30,
1999, you must provide proof to the department that you performed electrical kighting maintenance and lighting retrofit •
installations and you were employed for a minimum of two •
years by a contractor engaged full-time in the business of
nonresidential lighting maintenance and lighting retrofit

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-120 Late renewal of journeyman
and specialty electrician certificates of competency. May I
renew my certificate of competency after the expiration date
·
without reexamination?
(1) You may renew your electrician certificate within
ninety days after the expiration date without reexamination if
you pay the late renewal fee listed in WAC 296-401A-700
and provide evidence to the department that you have completed at least eight hours of continuing education each year
during the prior certification period.
(2) All applications for renewal received more than
ninety days after the expiration date of the certificate require
that you pass a competency examination before being recertified.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-130 Inactive status. Can I renew my
certificate of competency if I have less than the required
hours of continuing education per year of my prior certification period?
If you have not completed the required hours of continuing education, you may apply for renewal before your certificate expires and pay the appropriate renewal fee listed in
WAC 296-401A-700. Your renewal certificate will be placed
in an inactive status. When your certificate of competency is
placed in inactive status, you cannot work as a journeyman or
specialty electrician in the electrical construction trade until
you provide evidence that you have completed the required
hours of continuing education.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-140 Electrical specialties. Can I
obtain a certificate ofcompetency for an electrical specialty?
The department issues specialty electricians' certificates
of competency in the following areas of electrical work:
(1) Residential certificate (02): This certificate limits
you to wiring one-family and two-family dwellings, or multifamily dwellings that do not exceed three floors above grade.
All residential wiring, except service and feeder wiring, must
be nonmetallic sheathed cable. This certificate does not
allow you to wire commercial occupancies such as motels,
hotels, offices or stores.
(2) Pump and irrigation certificate (03): This certificate limits you to wiring the electrical connection of domestic
water pumps, irrigation pumps, circular irrigating systems
and related pumps and pump houses. With this certificate,
you may also install the circuits, feeders, controls and services necessary to supply electricity to the pumps.
(3) Domestic well specialty electrical technician certificate (OJA): This certificate limits you to the installation
of materials, wires and equipment providing electrical power,
control and operation of domestic water pumping systems. In
addition, you are limited to the extension of a branch circuit
(which has been supplied and installed by others) to pump
controllers, pressure switches, alarm sensors, and water
pumps which do not exceed 7 and 1/2 horsepower at 230
volts AC single phase.
Permanent
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work. After June 30, 1999, all applicants for this certificate
.must have a minimum of two years full-time experience
pnder the direct supervision of a nonresidential lighting
maintenance and retrofit technician; or a nonresidential maintenance specialty electrician; or a journeyman electrician.
Reviser's note: The spelling error in the above section occurred in the
copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.

NEW SECTION

t

1

WAC 296-401A-150 Linemen. Do I need a certificate
of competency if I'm a lineman?
(1) Electrical linemen employed by a serving electrical
utility or employed by a licensed electrical contractor while
performing work found in WAC 296-46-935, do not need
certificates of competency.
(2) You are eligible for the above lineman's exemption if
you carry evidence on your person that you:
(a) Have graduated from a department of labor and
industries approved lineman's apprenticeship course; or
(b) Are currently registered in a department of labor and
industries approved lineman's apprenticeship course and are
working under the direct supervision of a journeyman electrician or a graduate of a lineman's apprenticeship course
approved by the department.
(3) The training you received in the lineman's apprenticeship courses must include training in applicable articles of
the currently adopted edition of the National Electrical Code
as determined by the department.
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QUALIFYING FOR JOURNEYMA N AND SPECIALTY ELECTRICIAN EXAMS
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-401A-200 Qualifying for the journeyman
electrician competency examination. How do I qualify to
take the journeyman electrician competency examination?
You may take the journeyman electrician competency
examination if you held a current electrical training certificate while you have:
(1) Been employed, in the electrical construction trade,
under the direct supervision of a journeyman electrician for
four years (8,000 hours) of which two years must be in industrial or commercial electrical installation and not more than a
total of two years in all specialties; or
(2) Completed a four-year apprenticeship program in the
electrical construction trade that is registered with the state
apprenticeship council or the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training; or
(3) Have two years of schooling under the conditions
listed in RCW 19.28.530, Certificate of competency-El igibility for examination-R ules, and two years of work experience in industrial or commercial electrical installations under
the direct supervision of a journeyman electrician.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-401A-210 Qualifying the specialty electrician competency examination. How do I qualify to take the
specialty electrician competency examination?
You may take the specialty electrician competency
examination if you held a current electrical training certificate while you have:
(1) Been employed under the direct supervision of a
journeyman electrician or an appropriate specialty electrician
for a minimum of two years (4,000 hours); or
(2) Completed a two-year apprenticeship program in the
electrical construction trade that is registered with the state
apprenticeship council or the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training in the appropriate specialty.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-401A-160 Revocation of certificate of
competency. Can my certificate of competency be revoked?
(1) The department may revoke any certificate of competency if:
(a) The certificate was obtained through error or fraud;
or
(b) The certificate holder is judged to be incompetent to
work in the electrical construction trade as a journeyman
electrician or specialty electrician; or
(c) The holder has violated any of the provisions of
RCW 19.28.510 through 19.28.620or any rule adopted under
chapter 19.28 RCW.
(2) Before any certificate of competency is revoked, you
will be given written notice of the department's intention to
do so. Notification will be sent by registered mail to your last
known address.
The notification will list the allegations against you, and
give you the opportunity to request a hearing before the electrical board. The board will conduct the hearing in accordance with chapter 34.05 RCW, The Administrative Procedure Act. At the hearing you may produce witnesses and give
testimony. The board will render its decision based upon the
testimony and evidence presented in the hearing, and will
notify you immediately upon reaching its decision.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-401A-220 U.S. military experience. Can I
use my U.S. military service experience to qualify for the
journeyman or specialty electrician competency examination?
(1) Anyone who has worked a minimum of four years in
the electrical construction trade while serving in the Armed
Forces of the United States may be eligible to take the examination for the certificate of competency as a journeyman
electrician.
(2) If you have two or more years training or experience
in a specialized electrical field in the Armed Forces of the
United States that is similar to, but not identical to, a specialty
electrician category listed in WAC 296-401A-140 you will
be eligible for one year credit toward a specialty certificate.
You must also work one additional nonmilitary year in the
appropriate specialty under the direct supervision of a jour(71]
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neyman or specialty electrician to qualify for the specialty
electrician's competency examination.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-230 Experience in another country.
Can I use my journeyman experience in another country to
qualify for the competency examination?
(1) If you have a journeyman electrician certificate from
a country outside of the United States that requires at least
four years of training, you will be eligible for two years credit
toward a journeyman certificate.
(2) You must also take two additional years training in
the United States under the direct supervision of a journeyman electrician to qualify for the journeyman's competency
examination.
JOURNEYMAN AND SPECIALTY ELECTRICIAN
EXAM CONTENTS

Note:

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-300 Subjects included in the journeyman electrician competency examinations. What will
be included in the examination for journeyman electrician
certificates of competency?
The following subjects are among those that may be
included in the examination for a certificate of competency.
The list is not exclusive, and the examination may also contain subjects not on the list.
For journeyman electricians:
AC - Generator; three-phase; meters; characteristics of;
power in AC circuits (power factor); mathematics of AC circuits.
Air conditioning - Basic.
Blueprints - Surveys and plot plans; floor plans; service
and feeders; electrical symbols; elevation views; plan views.
Building wire - Sizes.
Cable trays.
Calculations.
Capacitive reactance.
Capacitor - Types; in series and parallel.
Circuits - Series; parallel; combination; basic; branch;
outside branch circuits; calculations.
Conductor - Voltage drop (line loss); grounded.
Conduit - Wiring methods.
DC - Generator; motors; construction of motors; meters.
Definitions.
Electrical units.
Electron theory.
Fastening devices.
Fire alarms - Introduction to; initiating circuits.
Fuses.
Generation - Principles of.
Grounding.
Incandescent lights.
Inductance - Introduction to; reactance.
Insulation - Of wire.
Mathematics - Square root; vectors; figuring percentages.
Permanent

Motors - Motors vs. generators/CEMF; single phase;
capacitor; repulsion; shaded pole; basic principles of AC
motors.
Ohms Law.
Power.
Power factor -AC circuits; correction of; problems.
Rectifiers.
Resistance - Of wire.
Rigging.
Safety - Electrical shock.
Services.
Three-wire system.
Tools.
Transformers - Principles of; types; single phase; threephase connections.
Voltage polarity across a load.
Wiring methods - Conduit; general.
Wiring systems - Less than 600 volts; 480/277 volts;
three-phase delta or wye; distribution systems over 600 volts.

(72]

Journeyman electrician examinations may also include the subjects listed below for specialty electrician examinations.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-310 Subjects included in the specialty electrician competency examination. What will be
included in the examination for specialty electrician certificates of competency?
The following subjects are among those that may be
included in the examination for a certificate of competency.
The list is not exclusive, and the examination may also contain subjects not on the list.
For specialty electricians:
AC -Meters.
Appliance circuits or controls.
Blueprints - Floor plans; service and feeders.
Cables - Wiring methods.
Calculations.
Circuits - Series; parallel; combination; basic; outside
branch.
Conductor - Voltage drop (line loss); grounded; aluminum or copper.
Conduit - Wiring methods.
Electrical signs, circuits, controls, or services.
Electrical units.
First aid.
Fuses.
General lighting.
Grounding of conductors.
Insulation of wire.
Ladder safety.
Limited energy circuits or systems.
Maintenance of electrical systems.
Mathematics - Figuring percentage.
Motor circuits, controls, feeders, or services.
Ohm's Law.
Overcurrent protection.
Resistance of wire.
Services.
Sizes of building wire.

Washington State Register, Issue 98-12
Three-wire system.
Tools.
Transformer - Ratios; single-phase.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-320 Failure of a competency examination. What do I do if I fail a competency examination?
(1) Anyone failing a competency examination may
retake the examination by paying the retesting fee listed in
WAC 296-401A-700.
(2) Trainees may continue to work in the electrical trade
if they have a valid electrical training certificate and work
under the direct supervision of a certified journeyman or specialty electrician.

WSR 98-12-042

(a) Failed the examination on your first attempt and did
not enroll in an approved journeyman electrician refresher
course; or
(b) Did not furnish the depaitment with the evidence
required under RCW 19.28.520 when you applied to take the
examination; or
(c) Are an apprentice electrician.
(7) You will be issued a certificate of competency only
if you pass the competency examination.
RECIPROCAL AGREEMENTS

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-410 Reciprocal agreements between
Washington and other states. What are reciprocal agreements and how are they used?
The department of labor and industries negotiates agreements with states that have equivalent requirements for certification and licensing of journeyman or specialty electricians.
The agreements allow electricians from those states to
become certified in Washington state without examination
and Washington-certified electricians to become certified in
the other states without taking competency examinations. To
find out if your state has a reciprocal agreement with the
department, contact the electrical section of your local
department of labor and industries office.

TEMPORARY PERMITS

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-400 Qualifying for a temporary permit to work in Washington when certified in another
state. Can I work as an electrician in Washington if I'm certified in another state?
(1) If you are certified in another state, the department
can issue you one temporary permit in lieu of a certificate of
competency if you are coming into Washington state to work
in the electrical construction trade. Your temporary permit
• allows you to work as an electrician during the period of time
• between filing an application to take the next certification
examination and the date you receive your examination
results.
(2) To qualify for a temporary permit you must:
(a) Meet the eligibility requirements of RCW 19.28.530
(Certificate of Competency-Eligibility for examinationRules); and
(b) Be currently certified by a governing authority from
another state, city, town or other certifying authority; and
(c) File an application to take the next certification
examination.
(3) If you do not take the competency examination, your
temporary permit will expire on the date listed on your permit.
(4) If you fail the examination, the department will issue
you a second f'mal temporary permit only if you enroll in an
approved journeyman electrician refresher course and provide the department with evidence that you have not missed
any classes. (The life of this second temporary permit cannot
exceed ninety days.) Upon completion of the refresher
course, you are eligible to retake the competency examination at the next scheduled time.
(5) If you fail the examination after completing an
approved journeyman electrician refresher course, your temporary permit is invalid. Therefore, to continue to work in the
electrical trade, you must apply for and receive a training certificat~ and work under the ~irect supei:v~sion of ~ith~ a ce~
•
. , tified Journeyman or a specialty electnc1an workmg m their
specialty.
(6) You will not be issued a temporary permit if you:

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-420 Qualifying for reciprocal electrician certificate. How do I qualify for a reciprocal electrician certificate?
The department will issue a reciprocal electrician certificate of competency to you if you are coming into the state of
Washington from another state and the following conditions
are met:
(1) The department has a valid reciprocal agreement with
the other state in the journeyman or specialty category
requested; and
(2) You apply for the reciprocity certificate on the form
provided by the department; and
(3) You provide evidence that you meet the eligibility
requirements listed in RCW 19.28.530, Certificate of competency-Eligibility for examination-Rules; and
(4) You obtained a certificate of competency as a journeyman or specialty electrician in the other state while you
resided there; and
(5) You pay the reciprocity fee listed in WAC 296401A-700.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-430 Ineligibility for reciprocal electrician certificate. Who is not eligible for a reciprocal electrician certificate?
You are not eligible for a reciprocal electrician certificate if you:
(1) Do not meet the eligibility requirements listed in
WAC 296-401A-420; or
[ 73]
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(2) Have taken and failed a Washington state electrician
competency examination; or
(3) Have failed to renew a certificate of competency as
required in RCW 19.28.550(1), Certificate of competencyIssuance-Renewal- Continuing education-Fees-Eff ect.

(1) To receive credit for electrical work experience
which is exempt from RCW 19 .28. 610, you must provide the.
department with verification from the employer or owner for
whom the electrical work was performed.
(2) Beginning January l, 1998, all exempt individuals
learning the electrical trade must obtain from the department
an electrical certificate and renew it annually in order to
receive credit for hours worked in the trade according to
WAC 296-401A-500.

TRAINING CERTIFICATES
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-500 Renewal of training certificates.
How do I document my training hours to renew my training
certificate?
(I) When you renew your electrical training certificate,
you must give the department an accurate list of the employers you worked for in the electrical trade during the previous
year. The list must include the employer's name, the electrical
category you worked in, and the number of hours worked in
each category for every employer.
(2) You should ask each employer or apprenticeship program director for an accurate list of the hours you worked in
the previous year. The employers must provide the list to you
within twenty days of your request.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-530 Trainees working without
supervision. Can I work as a trainee without supervision?
You will be issued a six-month, nonrenewable unsupervised electrical training certificate that will allow you to work
without supervision if you:
(1) Apply for an unsupervised electrical training certificate; and
(2) Have worked over 7 ,000 hours; and
(3) Have successfully completed or are currently
enrolled in an approved apprenticeship program or an electrical construction trade program in a school approved by the
board of community and technical colleges; and
(4) Pay the fee listed in WAC 296-401A-700.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-510 Computation of training hours.
How are training employment hours computed?
(I) Two thousand (2,000) hours is equal to one year of
employment.
(2) If you have completed a four year electrical apprenticeship program that is registered with the state apprenticeship council or the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training, you will be credited with 8,000 hours (four years)
of employment.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-540 Who will not be issued training
certificates? Electricians certified in other states who are eli- •
gible for temporary or reciprocal certificates will not be •
issued training certificates.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-40 lA-545 Audit of trainee hours. Does the
department audit my trainee hours?
(l) The department, based upon RCW 19.28.515, Electrical trainee hours-Audit-Rules -Confidentiality, may
audit the employment records of the electrical contractor or
employer who verified your electrical trainee hours. The time
period covered by an audit may be less than one year but will
not exceed five years from the date each affidavit verifying
your trainee hours is submitted.
(2) Every employer or contractor must keep a record of
your employment as a trainee so the department may obtain
the information it needs to verify your electrical trainee work
experience. Upon the request of the department's auditors or
agents, these records must be made available to the department for inspection within seven business days.
(3) Your employer or contractor must maintain time
cards or similar records to verify the number of hours you
worked as a supervised trainee and the type of electrical work
you performed.
(4) Any information obtained from your contractor or
employer during the audit under the provisions of RCW
19.28.515 is confidential and is not open to public inspection •
under chapter 42.17 RCW.
(5) The department's audit may include but will not be
limited to the following:

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-520 Training certificate levels. Am I
qualified for a higher level of training certificate?
Training Certificate

lst year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

Total
Hours Worked
0 through 2,000
2,001through4,000

4,001through6,000
6,001 or more

You may apply for the next year's certificate whenever
you have worked sufficient hours.
Note:

The department will verify the hours submitted with your training
certificate application.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-524 Credit for electrical work experience exempt from certification requirements. Can I
receive credit for electrical work experience which is exempt
from the certification requirements in RCW 19.28.610
Exemptions from RCW 19.28.510through19.28.620?
Permanent
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(a) An audit to determine whether you were employed by
the contractor or employer during the period for which your
hours were submitted, the actual number of hours you
worked and the category of electrical work you performed.
(b) An audit covering a specific time period and examina
ing contractor's or employer's books and records which may
include their reporting of your payroll hours required for
industrial insurance, employment security or prevailing wage
purposes.

t

It

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-550 Penalties for false statements or
material misrepresentations. What may happen if a person
makes a false statement on an application or annual statement of hours worked?
A person who knowingly makes a false statement or
material misrepresentation on an application, statement of
hours, or signed statement required by the department may be
referred to the county prosecutor for criminal prosecution
under RCW 9A.72.020, 9A.72.030, and 9A.72.040. The
department may also file a civil action under RCW 19.28.620
and may subtract up to 900 hours of employment from a
trainee's total hours, if the department determines the trainee
has made a false statement or material misrepresentation.
CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE APPROVAL
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-600 Training course approval. How
are decisions to approve continuing education courses
made?
(1) Each continuing education class, course, or seminar
for renewal of an electrician's certificate of competency must
be approved by a three-member subcommittee of the electrical board. The chief electrical inspector will be an ex-officio
member of this subcommittee.
(2) All applications for approval must be on forms provided by the department, and will be reviewed without testimony. The board will only consider information you submit
with the application for approval of the continuing education
training.
(3) To be considered for approval, continuing education
courses must consist of not less than four classroom hours of
instruction, and be open to monitoring by a representative of
the department and/or the electrical board at no charge.
(4) Approved courses must be based on:
(a) Currently adopted edition of the National Electrical
Code; and/or
(b) Currently adopted administrative rules (chapters 29646 and 296-401A WAC); or
(c) Materials and methods as they pertain to electrical
construction, building management systems, electrical maintenance and workplace health and safety.

WSR 98-12-042

disapproves my application for continuing education course
approval?
You will be notified of the subcommittee's decision
within five days of the review of :your application.
H your continuing education class, course, or semi•
nar is approved, you may offer the training for up to
three years without additional approval. If a new edition of the National Electrical Code is adopted within
the three-year period, you must resubmit an application
for approval of any code-related class, course, or seminar.
H your application is not approved, the notice will
•
include an explanation of the reasons for rejection. If
you disagree with the subcommittee's decision, you
may request a reconsideration hearing by the electrical
board. Your request must be received by the board
forty-five days before a regularly scheduled board
meeting. All additional information you want considered must be submitted not less than thirty days before
the board hearing.
Note:

Continuing education class, course, or seminar hours completed before approval by the subcommittee cannot be used
to meet the electrician's certificate requirements.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-620 Application for continuing education course approval. What information must a continuing education sponsor provide to have a continuing education course approved?
(1) The department of labor and industries will provide
continuing education approval forms to sponsors upon
request. The original completed application for training
approval, plus three copies, must be received by the department at least forty-five days before the proposed first class,
course, or seminar is offered.
(2) Information on the application must include:
(a) Course title, number of classroom instruction hours,
and whether the training is open to the public.
(b) Sponsor's name, address, and contact's name and
phone number.
(c) Course outline (general description of the training,
including specific Electrical Code articles referenced).
(d) Lists of resources (texts, references, visual aids).
(e) Names and qualifications of instructors.
(t) Any additional documentation you want considered.
(g) A copy of the completion certificate or the department's continuing education form that will be used to document:
(i) Each participant's name, address, birthdate, and
Social Security number; and
(ii) The course number, location, and date of training;
and
(iii) The instructor's name and signature or notarized signature of sponsor.
NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-630 Documentation of training
course completion.How is completion of the training course
documented?

WAC 296-401A-610 Offering continuing education
courses. What happens after the subcommittee approves or
l 75 J
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ENFORCEMENT

(1) Sponsors must award a certificate or continuing education form to each participant completing the class, course,
or seminar. The participants will submit a copy of the certificate or form to the department when they apply for renewal
of their electrician's certificates. The department will only
accept a copy of the sponsor's certificate or form as evidence
that the participant completed the training course.
(2) Following the completion of each approved continuing education, the course sponsors must submit, to the department, a copy of the original attendance sign-in sheet containing the signatures of all class participants. Sponsors offering
approved correspondence courses must submit, to the department, a roster of all class participants who successfully complete the course.
(3) The department will not keep submitted copies of the
continuing education certificates or forms on file after
renewal of the electrician's certificate. We will not accept,
nor be responsible for, the original of any completion certificate issued.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-800 Enforcement. How do compliance officers and electrical inspectors determine compliance
at a job site?
(1) The department of labor and industries ensures that
employers and employees comply with the requirements of
chapter 19.28 RCW, Electricians and Electrical Installations,
and chapter 296-401A WAC, Certification of Competency
for Journeyman Electricians, by inspecting electrical job
sites. To do this, inspections are made by the department's
compliance officers or electrical inspectors.
(2) The compliance officers or electrical inspectors
determine whether:
(a) Each person doing electrical work on the job site has
a proper journeyman, specialty, or training certificate; and
(b) The ratio of certified journeyman electricians to the
certified trainees on the job site is correct; and
(c) Each certified trainee is directly supervised by an
individual with a journeyman or proper specialty certificate
of competency for the type of electrical work being performed.

FEES
NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-700 Fees for certificates of competency, examination and reciprocity. How much do I pay for
a journeyman, specialty, or training certificate, competency
examination, or reciprocity?
When you apply to take a competency examination or to
obtain a certificate of competency, you must pay the appropriate fee listed below.
Type of Certificate
(l)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)

$

64.50

$

130.00

$

27.00

$

42.50

$

20.75

$
$

20.75
20.75
48.75

$
$

69.50
20.75

t entmumg
· · education
· course subm1"ttal and
approval, per course

$

41.SO

Continuing education course renewal, per course
Refund processing fee

$

20.75

All requests for refunds will be assessed a processingfee

$

10.50

Note:

Permanent

WAC 296-401A-810 Failure to comply with electrician certification law. What happens if an employer or
employee is not complying with the electrician certification •
laws at the time of inspection?
•
(1) If the compliance officer or electrical inspector determines that an employer or employee has violated chapter
19.28 RCW, Electricians and Electrical Installations, or
chapter 296-401A WAC, Certification of Competency for
Journeyman Electricians, the department will issue a citation
that describes the reason for the violation. A cease and desist
order may be issued by the compliance officer or electrical
inspector if the employer or employee continues to violate
the law.
(2) Employers and employees may appeal the citation or
cease and desist order by requesting a hearing (see RCW
19.28.620, Violations of RCW 19.28.510 through
19.28.620-Schedule of penalties-Appeal). A request for
hearing, however, does not stay the effect of the citation or
cease and desist order.
(3) If the employer or employee disobeys the cease and
desist order, the department shall apply to superior court for a
court order enforcing the cease and desist order. If the
employer or employee disobeys the court order, the department shall request the attorney general to apply to the superior court for an order holding the employer or employee in
contempt of court.

Fee

Jowneyman or specialty electrician certificate
renewal (per 36-month period)
Late renewal of journeyman or specialty electrician certificate (per 36-month period)
Jowneyman or specialty electrician examination
application (nonrefundable)
Jowneyman or specialty electrician original certificate
Training certificate (expires one year after purchase)
Training certificate renewal or update of hours
Unsupervised electrical training certificate
Jowneyman or specialty electrician test or retest
Reciprocal journeyman or specialty certificate
~einstatement of journeyman or specialty certifi-

$

t

APPEAL RIGHTS AND HEARINGS
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-900 Appeal rights. Can I request a
hearing or appeal a decision of the department?

Failure to appear for an examination results in forfeiture of
the examination fee.
(76)
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You may request a formal or informal hearing before the
electrical board within twenty days of receipt of any:
•Citation.
• Cease and desist order.
• Suspension or revocation of a training, journeyman, or
specialty electrician certificate of competency.
• Denial of an application to take an examination, or
reduction of hours as allowed in WAC 296-401A-550.

t

•
•

ing the hearing. Any balance remaining after payment of the
hearing expenses will be paid into the electrical license fund.

WSR 98-12-043

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

[Filed May 29, 1998, 12:17 p.m., effective June 30, 1998]

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-910 Types of appeal hearings. What
is the difference between a formal and an informal appeal?
The following table summarizes the differences between
a formal and an informal hearing:
Type of
Hearing

Hearing
Held by

Deposit
Required

Results

lnfonnal

Electrical Board

None

lnfonnal Decision

Fonnal

Administrative Law $200.00
Judge

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Proposed Decision and
Order, subject to final
acceptance or rejection
by the Electrical Board

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-920 Requesting an informal hearing. How do I request an informal hearing?
You may request an informal hearing by the electrical
board by writing a letter to the department chief electrical
inspector stating the action taken by the department that you
wish to appeal. Your letter should also state what you want
the department to do as a result of the hearing.
For additional infonnation about appeals before the electrical board, see chapter 296-13 WAC .

Note:

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-930 Requesting a formal hearing.

How do I request a formal hearing?
(1) Write a letter to the department's chief electrical
inspector stating the action taken by the department that is
being appealed. Also state what you want the department to
do as a result of the hearing; and
(2) Enclose a certified check in the amount of two hundred dollars made payable to the department of labor and
industries.
Note:

Fonnal appeals are conducted as required in the Administrative
Procedure Act, chapter 34.05 RCW.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-401A-935 Hearing deposits. What happens
to my formal hearing deposit?
(1) Your deposit will be returned to you if the decision of
the department is not sustained or upheld.
(2) If the decision of the department is sustained or
upheld, your deposit will be used to pay the expenses of hold-

Date of Adoption: May 29, 1998.
Purpose: Chapter 296-86 WAC, Regulations and fees
for freight and passenger elevators, manlifts, material
lifts, dumbwaiters, escalators, moving walks, automobile
parking elevators, personnel elevators, and other lifting
devices, state-initiated amendments to chapter 296-86 WAC,
Regulations and fees for freight and passenger elevators,
manlifts, material lifts, dumbwaiters, escalators, moving
walks, automobile parking elevators, personnel elevators,
and other lifting devices, were adopted to comply with the
Administrative Procedure Act (see RCW 34.05.220(5)).
Consequently, clear rule-writing techniques were used to
rewrite the entire chapter. Following the recommendation of
the Office of Code Reviser, chapter 296-86 WAC was
repealed in its entirety and replaced with chapter 296-86A
WAC, Regulations and fees for all elevators, dumbwaiters,
escalators and other lifting devices.
Chapter 296-86A WAC, Regulations and fees for all
elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators and other lifting
devices, state-initiated clear rule-writing amendments to
chapter 296-86A WAC were adopted to:
Move existing chapter 2%-86 WAC requirements into
•
New sections of chapter 296-86A WAC.
Write all sections of chapter 296-86A WAC in a clear
•
rule-writing style, which means:
Remove outdated and redundant language to
make the sections easier to read.
Use questions for section titles to better
describe the information contained in each rule
section and to better engage the reader.
Use a less formal voice in the rule sections and
eliminate the passive voice when possible.
Reorganize some rule sections to make them
easier to use.
All sections of chapter 296-86A WAC were written in a
clear rule-writing style. In addition, all fees in the chapter
were increased by 4.05% rounded down to the nearest quarter
of a dollar. The 4.05% figure was obtained from the Office
of Financial Management and is the maximum allowable fiscal growth rate factor for fiscal year 1998. These state-initiated fee increases are necessary to help offset projected inflationary growth in the elevator program's operating costs for
fiscal year 1998. Finally, several new fees were adopted.
These fees either cover the cost of program services previously provided without charge or establish annual operating
permit fees for new types of conveyances now being used by
department customers .
New section WAC 296-86A-010 Do I need a permit to
construct, alter or relocate a conveyance?
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Delete reference to the American Standard Safety Code
for Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators and Moving
Walks Al 7.1.
~mphasi~e that al_! plans you submit "must include all
mformahon pertment to determining whether each
installation/alteration complies with all applicable
codes."
Require that a copy of all approved plans must be kept
on your job site until the department has witnessed all
acceptance tests.
Emphasize that the department must approve any alterations to approved plans before a final inspection can
take place.
Clarify that plan review fees are nonrefundable.
Establish a review fee for any plans you submit beyond
the two sets required by the department.
Increase plan review fees by 4.05% rounded down to
the nearest quarter of a dollar.
New section WAC 296-86A-060 What annual operating permit fees will I have to pay?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Increase annual operating permit fees by 4.05%
rounded down to the nearest quarter of a dollar.
Establish a fee for roped-hydraulic elevators.
Establish a fee for limited use/limited-application elevators.
Establish a fee for special purpose elevators.
Change "personnel elevator" to "personnel hoist."
Delete the words "with variance" from "Each private
residence elevator installed with variance in other than
a private residence."

Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Clarify-that your construction, alteration or relocation
permit can only be renewed if:
Your application for renewal is made before
your current permit expires; and
Your renewal application is approved by the
department; and
You pay a one-dollar fee for each permit you
renew.
New section WAC 296-86A-020 When I apply for my
construction, alteration or relocation permit, what permit
fees will I have to pay?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Increase permit fees by 4.05% rounded down to the
nearest quarter of a dollar.
New section WAC 296-86A-025 When I apply for my
material lift installation, alteration or relocation permit,
what permit fees will I have to pay?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Increase permit fees by 4.05% rounded down to the
nearest quarter of a dollar.

New section WAC 296-86A-028 Are the construction
and alteration permit fees that I pay refundable?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Clarify the conditions under which construction and
alteration permit fees are refundable.
Establish a twenty-five dollar processing fee for each
refund requested.
New section WAC 296-86A-030 What installation
permit fees will I have to pay for personnel and material
hoists?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Increase permit fees by 4.05% rounded down to the
nearest quarter of a dollar.
New section WAC 296-86A-040 Do I need to submit
my plans for new installations and alterations to the
department for approval?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
•
Emphasize that you must submit all plans for new
installations and major alteration to the department for
approval.
Emphasize that your plans must be in compliance with
the latest edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Al 7.1, National Electrical Code
(NEC) and applicable Washington Administrative
Code (WAC) adopted by the department.
Permanent

•
•

•
•

New section WAC 296-86A-065 Can I replace annual
operating permits that have been damaged, lost or stolen?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Clarify the conditions under which a replacement permit can be obtained.
Establish a five-dollar replacement permit fee for each
permit replaced.
New section WAC 296-86A-070 Can I obtain a supplemental inspection from the department?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Increase supplemental inspection fees by 4.05%
•
rounded down to the nearest quarter of a dollar.
New section WAC 296-86A-073 Can I obtain technical services from the department's elevator section?
Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Write the section in a clear rule style.
Provide technical services to the industry.
Establish a fee for these technical services.
•
Emphasize that technical services do not include •
inspections.
(78)
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New section WAC 296-86A-074 Can I request an
·nspection outside of the department's normal work
ours?

Reas0n for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Wnte the section in a clear rule style.
' •
Provide inspection services to the industry outside of
normal work hours.
Define "normal work hours."
Establish a fee for inspections conducted outside of
normal work hours.
Emphasize that these "outside of normal work hour"
inspection fees are in addition to any other fees
required for a project.

New section WAC 296-86A-075 Do I pay a fee when
my conveyance is inspected?

Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to:
Wnte the section in a clear rule style.
•
Clarify the meaning of "reinspection fee" and when
such a fee is paid.
Increase reinspection fees by 4.05% rounded down to
the nearest quarter of a dollar.
Clarify when the department may waive a reinspection
fee.

Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-07-094 on March
18, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 13, Amended 1, Repealed 10.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 13, Amended 1, Repealed 10.
Effective Date of Rule: June 30, 1998.
May 27, 1998
Gary Moore
Director
REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
Permits for construction,
WAC 296-86-010
alteration, relocation of
installations.
Construction and alteration
WAC 296-86-020
fee.
Installation fee for personnel
WAC 296-86-030
elevators and material hoists.
Submission of plans for new
WAC 296-86-040
installations.
Fee for checking plans for
WAC 296-86-050
new installations.
Annual operating permit
WAC 296-86-060
fees.
Supplemental inspections.
WAC 296-86-070
Reinspection fees.
WAC 296-86-075
Fee for inspection of regular
WAC 296-86-080
elevators being used as temporary personnel elevators.
Material lift installation,
WAC 296-86-090
alteration and relocation fees.

New section WAC 296-86A-080 Is there a fee for
inspecting regular elevators used as temporary personnel
elevators?

Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
.were adopted to:
Wnte the section in a clear rule sty le.
•
Increase this inspection fee by 4.05% rounded down to
•
the nearest quarter of a dollar.
Clarify the use of this temporary permit.

Chapter 296-81 WAC, Safety rules governing elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators, and lifting devices--Moving walks:
Amended section WAC 296-81-007 National Elevator
Code adopted.

Reason for Adopting Rule: State-initiated amendments
were adopted to create this new section adopting the 1996
edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Safety Code for Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators, and
Moving Walks, ASME A 17 .1 as the standard for elevators,
dumbwaiters, escalators and other conveyances installed on
or after June 30, 1998.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 296-81-007 National Elevator Code
adopted; and repealing WAC 296-86-010 Permits for construction, alteration, relocation of installations, 296-86-020
Construction and alteration fee, 296-86-030 Installation fee
for personnel elevators and material hoists, 296-86-040 Submission of plans for new installations, 296-86-050 Fee for
checking plans for new installations, 296-86-060 Annual
operating permit fees, 296-86-070 Supplemental inspections,
296-86-075 Reinspection fees, 296-86-080 Fee for inspection
f regular elevators being used as temporary personnel elevaors, and 296-86-090 Material lift installation, alteration and
relocation fees.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.87 RCW.

Chapter 296-86A WAC
REGULATIONS AND FEES FOR ALL ELEVATORS,
DUMBWAITERS, ESCALATORS AND OTHER LIFTING DEVICES
NEW SECTION

W

WAC 296-86A-010 Do I need a permit to construct,
alter or relocate a conveyance? (1) You must obtain a permit from the department before you begin constructing, altering or relocating any conveyance. To obtain your permit, you
[ 79)
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need to complete the department's permit application and pay
a fee. (Consult the appropriate fee schedules in this chapter.)
Once your application is approved and your fee is paid, your
permit will be issued and work on your project can begin.
(2) Your construction and alteration permits are valid for
one year from the date of issue. However, construction and
alteration permits can be renewed if you:
(a) Apply for a renewal permit before your current permit expires; and
(b) The department approves your request for a renewal
permit; and
(c) You pay a one-dollar renewal fee to the department
for each permit you renew.
(3) You are not required to obtain permits and pay fees
for the following:
(a) Repairs and replacement normally necessary for
maintenance and made with parts of equivalent materials,
strength and design.
(b) Any conveyance exempted by RCW 70.87.200.

TOTAL COST

For first $15,001
For each additional $1,000 or fraction
thereof
OVER $100,001
For first $100,001
For each additional $1,000 or fraction
thereof

Permanent

4.00

WAC 296-86A-030 What installation permit fees will
I have to pay for personnel and material hoists? For each
personnel hoist or material hoist you install, you will have to
pay an installation fee of ninety-seven dollars and seventyfive cents.

FEE
$ 29.50
41.50

t

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-86A-040 Do I need to submit my plans for
new installations and alterations to the department for
approval? You must submit all new installation plans and
plans for major alterations to the department for approval.
Your plans must be submitted, in duplicate, to the elevator
section prior to the start of construction. To be approved,
they must comply with the latest edition of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) A 17. I, National
Electrical Code (NEC) and applicable Washington Administrative Codes (WAC) adopted by the department. In addition,
your plans must include all information pertinent to determining whether each installation/alteration complies with all
applicable codes. Once approved, a copy of your plan must
be kept on your job site until all acceptance tests have been
witnessed by the department. Any alterations to your
approved plan must be submitted to the department for
approval before a final inspection will be conducted. The
nonrefundable fees for reviewing your plans are:

8.25
158.75
5.50
666.75
4.50

WAC 296-86A-025 When I apply for my material lift
installation, alteration or relocation permit, what permit
fees will I have to pay? The following permit fees apply to
the installation, alteration and relocation of material lifts:
$250.00 TO AND INCLUDING $1,000
$1,001 TO AND INCLUDING $15,000
For the first $1,001
For each additional $1,000 or fraction
thereof
$15,001 TO AND INCLUDING $100,000

606.25

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

TOTAL COST

5.00

WAC 296-86A-028 Are the construction and alteration permit fees that I pay refundable? Your construction
and alteration permit fees are refundable unless your permits have expired. If your permits have expired, no
refunds for these permits will be issued to you. All
requests for refunds must be addressed to the elevator section
in writing and must identify the specific permits for which
refunds are being requested. In those cases where you are
entitled to a refund, the department will charge you a twentyfive-dollar processing fee for each refund you request.

WAC 296-86A-020 When I apply for my construction, alteration or relocation permit, what permit fees will
I have to pay? The following permit fees apply to all conveyances except for material lifts:
TOTAL COST

144.2541

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

$250.00 TO AND INCLUDING $1,000
$1,001 TO AND INCLUDING $15,000
For the first $1,00 I
For each additional $1,000 or fraction
thereof
$15,001 TO AND INCLUDING $100,000
For first $15,001
For each additional $1,000 or fraction
thereof
OVER $100,001
For first $100,001
For each additional $1,000 or fraction
thereof

FEE

For each installation/major alteration
$21.50
If more than two sets of plans are submitted, the fee
for reviewing each additional set
21.50

FEE
$ 27.00
37.75

NEW SECTION

7.50

WAC 296-86A-060 What annual operating permit
fees will I have to pay? No annual operating permit will be
[80)
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issued to you until you have paid an appropriate fee to the
-epartment. The following is a schedule of those fees.

•
•

TYPE OF CONVEYANCE

WSR 98-12-043
ANNUAL OPERATING
PERMIT FEE

Each private residence elevator installed in
other than a private residence
TYPE OF CONVEYANCE

ANNUAL OPERATING
PERMIT FEE

Each hydraulic elevator
Each roped-hydraulic elevator
plus $7.50 for each hoistway opening in excess
of two
Each cable elevator
plus $7.50 for each hoistway opening in excess
of two
Each cable elevator traveling more than 25
feet without an opening-$10.50 for each
25 foot traveled without openings
Each limited-use/limited-application
elevator
Each sidewalk freight elevator
Each hand-powered freight elevator
Each hand-powered manlift
Eachinclineelevatorinotherthanaprivateresidence
Each belt manlift
Each boat launching elevator
Each auto parking elevator
Each escalator
Each moving walk
Each dumbwaiter in otherthan a private residence
Each people mover
Each stair lift in other than a private residence
Eachwheelchairliftinotherthanaprivateresidence
Each special purpose elevator
Each personnel hoist
Each material hoist
Each casket lift
Each material lift
Eachinclinedstairwaychairliftinprivateresidence
Eachinclinedwheelchairliftinaprivateresidence
Each vertical wheel chair lift in a privateresidence

Each inclined elevator at a private
.residence
. , Each dumbwaiter in a private residence
Each private residence elevator

75.75

NEW SECTION

$ 75.75
97.75

WAC 296-86A-065 Can I replace annual operating
permits that have been damaged, lost or stolen? If you
have already paid for a current operating permit under
WAC 296-86-060, you may purchase a replacement permit
by paying the department's five-dollar replacement permit
fee for each permit being replaced. No replacement permit
will be issued until this replacement fee has been received
by the department.

7.50
97.75
7.50

NEW SECTION
10.50

WAC 296-86A-070 Can I obtain a supplemental
inspection from the department? Any person, firm, corporation or governmental agency can obtain a supplemental
inspection from the department by paying a fee of two hundred eighty dollars per day plus the standard per diem and
mileage allowance granted to department inspectors.

75.75
75.75
48.75
48.75

NEW SECTION

97.75
75.75
75.75
75.75
75.75
75.75
48.75
65.00

WAC 296-86A-073 Can I obtain technical services
from the department's elevator section? You can obtain
elevator field technical services from the department by paying a fee of fifty-four dollars per hour plus the standard per
diem and mileage allowance granted to department inspectors. These field technical services may include code evaluation, code consultation, plan examination, code interpretation
and clarification of technical data relating to the application
of the department's conveyance rules. Field technical services do not include inspections.

48.75

NEW SECTION

48.75
75.75
75.75
75.75
75.75
65.00

WAC 296-86A-074 Can I request an inspection outside of the department's normal work hours? You may
request an inspection outside of normal work hours, which
are 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., if an inspector is available and the
inspection is authorized by the department. However, the fee
for such an inspection is sixty-eight dollars per hour plus the
standard per diem and mileage allowance granted to department inspectors. This fee is in addition to any other fees
required for your project.

16.00

NEW SECTION

21.50

WAC 296-86A-075 Do I pay a fee when my conveyance is inspected? Not necessarily, some inspections do not
require a fee. For example, the initial annual inspection of a
conveyance does not require one. Neither does the initial
inspection of any conveyance constructed, altered or relocated. The following table explains which inspections do
require a fee:

27.00
75.75
21.50
48.75
[ 81)
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INSPECTION

If a conveyance does not pass an initial
inspection and a second inspection
(reinspection) is required, the fee for
each conveyance inspected*
If a third inspection (reinspection)
is required, the fee for each conveyance
inspected*
*These "reinspection" fees are in
addition to the fees charged under
WAC 296-86-020, 296-86-025 and
296-86-030 and must be paid before
an annual operating permit will be issued.
The department may waive reinspection fees
when it is not possible to conduct the
inspection and the inability to inspect is
not the fault of the party requesting
and/or paying for the inspection.
The department may also waive
reinspection fees for reasons of justice
and equity which prevent their payment.

vators, dumbwaiters, escalators, and moving walks installed
on or after January I 0, 1986, with the exception of ANSI'
A 17. I, part XIX. For all elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators
and moving walks installed on or after November 1, 1988, the
requirements of ANSI A 17 .1, 1984 edition apply, with the
exception of ANSI A 17 .1, part XIX and ANSI A 17 .1, part II,
Rule 21 l.3b, which is replaced by WAC 296-81-275.
(4) The American National Standard Safety Code for
Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators, and Moving Walks,
ANSI Al 7.1, 1987 edition is adopted as the standard for elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators, and moving walks installed
on or after January 1, 1989, with the exception of ANSI
Al7. l, part XIX, and ANSI Al7.l, part II, Rule 21 l.3b,
which is replaced by WAC 296-81-275.
(5) The American National Standard Safety Code for
Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators, and Moving Walks,
ANSI A 17 .1, 1990 Edition is adopted as the standard for elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators, and moving walks installed
on or after January 1, 1993, with the exceptions of ANSI
Al7.l, Part XIX, and ANSI Al7.l, Part V, Section 513,
which is replaced by chapter 296-94 WAC.
(6) The American National Standard Safety Code For
Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators, and Moving Walks,
ANSI A 17 .1, 1993 Edition is adopted as the standard for elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators, and moving walks installed
on or after March 1, 1995, with the exceptions of ANSI
Al7.l, Part XIX, and ANSI Al7.l, Part V, Section 513,
which is replaced by chapter 296-94 WAC.
(7) The 1996 edition of the American Society ofMechanica/ Engineers Safety Code for Elevators Dumbwaiters._
Escalators. and Movjng Walks. AMSE A 17 1 (formally
known as American National Standard. ANSI A 17. I) is
adopted as the standard for elevators dumbwaiters escalators and other conveyances installed on or after June 30.
1998.

FEE

$75.75

97.75

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-86A-080 Is there a fee for inspecting regular elevators used as temporary personnel elevators? Yes,
the fee for inspecting and testing regular elevators used as
temporary personnel elevators is sixty-five dollars. This fee is
in addition to any other fees required in this chapter.
This sixty-five dollar fee purchases a thirty-day temporary use permit which may be renewed at the discretion of the
department. When this temporary use permit is purchased, a
notice declaring that the equipment has not been finally
approved must be conspicuously posted on the elevator.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING

[Filed May 29, 1998, 1:38 p.m., effective July I, 1998)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-04-005,
filed 1118/95, effective 3/1/95)

Date of Adoption: May 7, 1998.
Purpose: Repeal of administrative procedure rules currently codified in chapter 196-08 WAC. Said rules would be
replaced with new rules in a new chapter 196-09 WAC. Said
new rules would correspond to the procedures set forth in the
Administrative Procedure Act, chapter 34.05 RCW and chapter 10-08 WAC as well as applicable court rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing all of chapter 196-08 WAC containing fifty-seven
rules.
·
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.43.035.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-078 on March
31, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal.
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; o~
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended O,
Repealed 0.

WAC 296-81-007 National Elevator Code adopted.

(I) The American National Standard Safety Code for Eleva-

tors, Dumbwaiters, Escalators and Moving Walks, American
National Standards Institute A 17. I, as amended or revised
through 1971, is adopted as the standards in this state for elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators, and moving walks installed
from February 25, 1972, through June 30, 1982.
(2) The American National Standard Safety Code for
Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators, and Moving Walks,
ANSI A 17. I, 1981 edition, is adopted as the standard for elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators, and moving walks installed
on or after July I, 1982 through January 9, 1986.
(3) The American National Standard Safety Code for
Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators, and Moving Walks,
ANSI A 17.1, 1984 edition is adopted as the standard for elePermanent
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WAC 196-08-110

Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 2, Amended 0, Repealed 57.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 2,
Amended 0, Repealed 57.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July l, 1998.
May 29, 1998
George A. Twiss
Executive Director

WAC 196-08-120
WAC 196-08-130
WAC 196-08-140
WAC 196-08-150
WAC 196-08-160
WAC 196-08-170
WAC 196-08-180
WAC 196-08-190

Chapter 196-09 WAC

WAC 196-08-200
WAC 196-08-210
WAC 196-08-220

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

WAC 196-08-230

NEW SECTION

WAC 196-08-240

WAC 196-09-010 Declaration of purpose. This chapter contains rules and procedures for all adjudicative proceedings held by the board in executing its responsibilities under
chapter 18.43 RCW. This chapter replaces all rules previously codified in chapter 196-08 WAC.

WAC 196-08-250
WAC 196-08-260

NEW SECTION
WAC 196-09-020 Adjudicative proceedings. Chapters
34.05 RCW and 10-08 WAC apply to all adjudicative proceedings. The procedures described in Washington superior
court civil rules 26 through 32, 34, 36 and 37 also apply.

WAC 196-08-270

WAC 196-08-280

REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
Appearance and practice
WAC 196-08-010
before agency-Who may
appear.
Appearance and practice
WAC 196-08-040
before agency-Standards of
ethical conduct.
Appearance and practice
WAC 196-08-050
before agency-Appearance
by former employee of
agency or former member of
attorney general's staff.
Appearance and practice
WAC 196-08-060
before agency-Former
employee as expert witness.
Computation of time.
WAC 196-08-070
Notice and opportunity for
WAC 196-08-080
hearing in contested cases.
Service of process-By
WAC 196-08-090
whom served.
Service of process-Upon
WAC 196-08-100
whom served.

WAC 196-08-290
WAC 196-08-300

WAC 196-08-310
WAC 196-08-320
WAC 196-08-330
WAC 196-08-340
WAC 196-08-350

[ 831
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Service of process-Service
upon parties.
Service of process-Method
of service.
Service of process-When
service complete.
Service of process-Filing
with agency.
Subpoenas-Form.
Subpoenas-Issuance to parties.
Subpoenas-Service.
Subpoenas-Fees.
Subpoenas-Proof of service.
Subpoenas-Quashin g.
Subpoenas-Enforcem ent.
Subpoenas-Geograp hical
scope.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested casesRight to take.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested casesScope.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested casesOfficer before whom taken.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested casesAuthorization.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested cases-Protecti on of parties and deponents.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested cases-Oral
examination and cross-examination.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested casesRecordation.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested casesSigning attestation and
return.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested cases-Use
and effect.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested cases-Fees
of officers and deponents.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested cases-Submission of interrogatories.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested casesInterrogation.
Depositions and interrogatories in contested casesAttestation and return.
Permanent

WSR 98-12-046
WAC 1%-08-360
WAC 1%-08-370
WAC 196-08-380
WAC 196-08-390
WAC 196-08-400
WAC 196-08-410
WAC 196-08-420
WAC 196-08-430
WAC 196-08-440
WAC 196-08-450
WAC 196-08-460
WAC 196-08-470

WAC 1%-08-480

WAC 196-08-490

WAC 196-08-500

WAC 196-08-510
WAC 196-08-520
WAC 196-08-530

WAC 1%-08-540
WAC 1%-08-550
WAC 1%-08-560
WAC 1%-08-570
WAC 1%-08-580
Permanent
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Depositions and interrogatories in contested cases-Provisions of deposition rule.
Official notice-Matters of
law.
Official notice-Material
facts.
Presumptions.
Stipulations and admissions
of record.
Form and content of decisions in contested cases.
Definition of issues before
hearing.
Prehearing conference ruleAuthorized.
Prehearing conference ruleRecord of conference action.
Submission of documentary
evidence in advance.
Excerpts from documentary
evidence.
Expert or opinion testimony
and testimony based on economic and statistical dataNumber and qualifications of
witnesses.
Expert or opinion testimony
and testimony based on economic and statistical dataWritten sworn statements.
Expert or opinion testimony
and testimony based on economic and statistical dataSupporting data.
Expert or opinion testimony
and testimony based on economic and statistical dataEffect of noncompliance
with WAC 196-08-470 or
196-08-480.
Continuances.
Rules of evidence-Admissibility criteria.
Rules of evidence-Tentative admission-Exclusion-DiscontinuanceObjections.
Petitions for rule making,
amendment or repeal-Who
may petition.
Petitions for rule making,
amendment or repeal-Requisites.
Petitions for rule making,
amendment or repealAgency must consider.
Petitions for rule making,
amendment or repealNotice of disposition.
Declaratory rulings.

WAC 1%-08-590

Forms.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
(Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land
Surveyors)
[Filed May 29, 1998, 1:40 p.m., effective July I, 1998)

Date of Adoption: May 27, 1998.
Purpose: To adopt necessary fee and charge adjustments
and new fee and charge categories related to the costs for
administering engineering and land surveyor examinations.
Fee increase on license renewal for engineers and land surveyors from $48 to $50 per year. Removal of language from
WAC 196-26-030 that is out-of-date and no longer applicable.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 196-26-020 and 196-26-030.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.24.086,
18.43.050, [18.43.]060, [18.43.]080, [18.43.)100,
[18.43.]130, [18.43.]160.
Other Authority: Chapter 247, Laws of 1997.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-051 on April
16, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or.
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended l , .
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New O,
Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 1998.
May 29, 1998
Alan E. Rathbun
Assistant Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-23-013,
filed 11/7/95, effective 111/96)

WAC 196-26-020 Engineer and land surveyor fees
and charges. The following fees and charges shall be
assessed by the business and professions division of the
department of licensing: Examination charges shall be collected from examination candidates for examinations ordered
from the national vendor on their behalf. The charges recov~
ered by the department shall be refunded to the vendor for the.
costs of purchasing and grading exams.
[84)
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Title of Fee and/or Charge

lngineers:
Professional engineer application,
examination, and certificate
($((@)) 12 exam charge; $40
agency fee)

Title of Fee and/or Charge

Amount

$

Duplicate license
Temporary permit
Engineer in training:
Application, examination, and certificate ($30 exam charge; $20 agency
fee)
Examination retake ($30 exam charge;
$20 agency fee)
Replacement certificate

Amount

Land swveyor:
Application, examination, and certificate
((FL 8 exllfll:iftatioo retake ($ 40 exlllft
eharge; $0 ageRey fee)
PPLS examination retake
Comity
Comity exam retake
PPLS exam rescore
Renewal (per year)

((-l-00,00))
115.00

((Sm:tettiral et1:gineeF liflfllieatteft, ~
~))
iHatieft, ltfte eertifieate
Professional engineer examination
((%:00))
retake ($((@)) 12 exam charge;
$30 agency fee)
.l.Q2.QQ
~))
((Sm:tettH'al exam retake
Structural engineer a1mlication. examination. and certificate (Western
states)
Structural engineer a1mlication and
examination CNCEES Structural I)
($75 exam charge· $30 agency fee) .l.Q2.QQ
Structural engineer a1mlication. examination and certificate CNCEES
Structural m ($150 exam charge·
$55 agency fee)
Structural engineer examination retake:
WCEES Structural I) ($75 exam
charge· $30 agency fee)
CNCEES Structural II) ($150 exam
charge· $30 agency fee)
Structural engineer addendum examination (taken after Structural I & II
examinations)
Structural engineer addendum retake
50.00
examination
100.00
Comity
25.00
Replacement certificate
50.00
Exam (locally prepared) rescore
((4&00))
Renewal (per year)

Late renewal penalty

WSR 98-12-046

Late renewal penalty

100.00
4G:OO))
60.00
100.00
60.00
50.00
((4&00))
.iQ..00
((4&00))
~

Replacement certificate
Duplicate license
Land surveyor in training (effective April l,
1996):
Application, examination, and certificate ($((40)) 65 exam charge; $10
agency fee)
Examination retake ($((40)) 65 exam
charge; $10 agency fee)
Replacement certificate
Engineer corporation. joint stock association
and limited liability company:
Certificate of authorization
Renewal (per year)
Duplicate license
Replacement certificate

25.00
15.00

((~))

75.00
((~))

75.00
25.00

((~))

liQ.QQ

100.00
15.00
25.00

((BHgiHeer f)ElftRershifl:
Certifieatiea ef al:ltltemetiea
Reaewal ~er year)
Refllaeemeftt eertifieate
Dtff)lieate lieease

iQ..QQ

((4&00))
50.00
15.00
100.00

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-22-017,
filed 10/28/91, effective 11/28/91)

WAC 196-26-030 License renewals. The licenses for
those individuals registered as a professional engineer and/or
a professional land surveyor shall be renewed every two
years. The date of renewal shall be the licensee's birth date.
Licensees who fail to pay the prescribed renewal fee within
ninety days of the license expiration date will be subject to
the late payment penalty fee as set forth in WAC 196-24-060.
((Bffeetive with reaewals ette 0ft Jttly 1, 1991, aae 90ft
tiftttiftg threttgh these Stte 6ft Jttfte 30, 1992, the fefte'<ii8l

50.00
50.00
25.00

1ss I
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Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0 .
RepealedO.
•
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Cheryl M. Sexton
Confidential Secretary

peried fer eRgiReers ftfl:d laftd Sl:iFVeyers •Nill be eeftverted
frem efte te twe years. This eeftversieft ·will be aeeemplished
as felle·ws:
( 1) Cttfreftt lieeRsees as ef Jtily 1, 1991, with a birth date
whieh is aft eveft ftttmber shall iRitially FeRew fer efte year.
All sttbseqtteRt reBew'als shall be fer a 1'.Ye year peried.
(2) Cttrreftt lieeRsees as ef Jtdy 1, 1991, with a birth date
whieh is aft edd ftl:tffl:ber shall initially reRew for a twe year
peried. All sttbseqtteftt reftewals shall be fer a twe year
peried:-))

The initial license issued to an individual shall expire on
the licensee's next birth date. However, if the licensee's next
birth date is within three months of the initial date of licensure, the original license shall expire on his or her second
birth date following original licensure. All subsequent renewals shall be for a two-year period.
The certificates of authorization for corporations ((ftfl:El.
partfterships)). joint stock associations and limited liability
companies CLLC) shall be renewed annually. The date of
renewal shall be the month and day of receipt of their original
license application. ((Effeetive with refte'Nals dtte eB Deeem
ber 31, 1991, eerperatieft and partftership reBev;als will be
eeftverted te the meBth aBd day ef erigiBal applieatieft
reeeipt. This eeB'tersieB will be aeeemplished as felle•,ys:
(a) Reftewal ftetiees isSl:ted fer paymeftt by Deeeffl:ber 31,
1991, will inelttde a prerated FeRewal fee eqttal te efte twelfth
ef the ftftftttal fee fer eaeh meftth l:ifttil their Rew reftewal date
(meftth aftd day ef erigiBal applieatieB reeeipt). Fer p"tH'peses
efthis eeB«"ersieB, all aetively lieeBsed eerperatieBs aftd p!ll't
fterships will be isstted a reftewal whieh will at miRimttfft
eM:pire iB Deeelftber 1992 aftd at fftftM:ifftttfft eM:pire in Ne«'efft
ber 1993.
(b) All sttbseqtteRt reRewals shall be fer eBe year.)) Failure to pay the prescribed fee by the date of expiration shall
cause the certificate to become invalid.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-072,
filed 5/27/93, effective 7/1/93)

WAC 4-25-551 ((Daty te respeed te lteard ilHtHiPf'))
Must I respond to inquiries from the board? ((A lieeftsee
shall respeBd iB writiBg te aBy eemmttBieatieB frefft the
beard reqttestiBg a respeBse, within twefity days ef the fftail
ing ef Sl:teh eefftfftttBieatieRs by registered er eertified mail, te
the last address famished te the beard by the lieeBsee.)) AU
CP s and CP
irms us res ond ·
o bo
communications requesting a response. Your response mus
be made within twenty days of the date the board's communication is posted in the U.S. mail. Communications from the
board to you are directed to the last address you furnished the
board.
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PERMANENT RULES

PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

[Filed May 29, 1998, 3:17 p.m.]

[Filed May 29, 1998, 3: 19 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: WAC 4-25-551 requires certified public
accountants (CPAs) and CPA firms to respond to an agency
inquiry in writing within twenty days of the date the inquiry
is posted in the United States mail. With cooperation from
the CPAs and CPA firms, the agency can effectively administer chapter 18.04 RCW.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 4-25-551 Must I respond to inquiries from
the board?
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-228 on
December24, 1997.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Changed "of the postmarked date" to "is posted in
the U.S. mail.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Permanent

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: WAC 4-25-620 requires Washington certified
public accountants (CPAs) to be free of conflicts of interest.
This requirement is a rule of professional conduct necessary
to establish and maintain high standards of ethics of certified
public accountants (CPAs) to protect the public interest.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 4-25-620 When must I comply with the
rules of conduct requiring integrity and objectivity?
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055(2).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-229 on
December24, 1997.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; o
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
RepealedO.
(86]
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WSR 98-12-049

Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovlf'111!ental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
._.:.~umber of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended l, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended l, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended l, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 27, 1998
Cheryl M. Sexton
Confidential Secretary

Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended l, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended l, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Cheryl M. Sexton
Confidential Secretary

AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-22-046,
filed 10/28/93, effective 11/28/93)

WAC 4-25-622 Independence. (l) A CPA in public
practice must be independent in the performance of the following:
(a) An audit or review of a financial statement; or
(b) A compilation of ((e)) historical or proSJ>ective financial statement when the CPA's report does not disclose a lack
ofindependence;or
(c) ((An exEtm.iHEttioe of prespeetive fiHMeiEtl infeflfta
tieft.:.)) Other attest engagements when required by board
rules or other professional standards such as the statements of
standards for attestation engagements.
(2) ((IH:depeRdeRee shall be eeasidered te be impaired if,
fer e>rnmple, there e>asted ~ ef the fellewiHg tfElRsaetieHs,
iaterests er relatieashiJ! s ia eeaH:eetiea with repertiag ea
fiaEllleial statem.eats:)) The following specific acts are examples of impairment of independence. The board does not
intend this listing to be all inclusive.
(a) During the period of a professional engagement, or at
the time of expressing an opinion, a CPA or a CPA's firm:
(i) Had or was committed to acquire any direct or material indirect financial interest in the enterprise.
(ii) Was a trustee of any trust or executor or administrator of any estate if such trust or estate had or was committed
to acquire any direct or material indirect financial interest in
the enterprise.
(iii) Had any joint closely-held business investment with
the enterprise or with any officer, director, or principal stockholder thereof which was material in relation to the CPA's net
worth or the net worth of the CPA's firm.
(iv) Had any loan to or from the enterprise or any officer,
director, or principal stockholder of the enterprise except
under certain circumstances for home mortgages, other
secured loans, loans not material to the CPA's net worth, and
various personal loans.
(b) During the period covered by the financial statements, during the period of the professional engagement or at
the time of expressing an opinion, the CPA or a CPA's firm:
(i) Was connected with the enterprise as a promoter,
underwriter, or voting trustee, a director or officer or in any
capacity equivalent to that of a member of management or of
an employee; or
(ii) Was a trustee for any pension or profit-sharing trust
of the enterprise.

'

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-22-046,
filed 10/28/93, effective 11/28/93)

WAC 4-25-620 ((111te~rity 1t11d eltjeeti¥itya)) ~
must I comply wjth the rules of conduct requjrin1 integrity apd objectjyity? ((IH the perteflft!lftee ef prefessieH!ll
sertiees El perseft ttsiHg the CPA title sh!lll be hoH:est, objee
ti'f'e, ffee ef eetlfliets of ffiterest ttftless Stteh eeftfliets are spe
eifieally peflftitted by beard Fl:ile er prefessieHEll staftd!lrds,
Elftd sh!lll Bet m.isrepreseftt faets er s1:1berdiHEtte his er her
j1:1dgm.eHt te ethers.)) If you use the title CPA when performing professional services you must remain honest and objecou must ot misre resent acts or subordinate our

Also. you must remain free of conflicts of interest unless
such conflicts are specifically permitted by board rule or professional standards. If professional standards differ from
board rule. board rule prevails.

WSR 98-12-049
PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
[Filed May 29, 1998, 3:20 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: Independence is a rule of professional conduct
necessary to establish and maintain high standards of competence and ethics of certified public accountants (CPAs) to
protect the public interest.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 4-25-622 Independence.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055(2).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-230 on
December24, 1997.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
ecently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
epealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
[87)
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WSR 98-12-050
((The fefegeiftg e!cftffif3les
ffiehtsive.))

life

Institute of Certified Public Accountants: and recognized
educational and industry institutions.
•
Such "standards" include, but are not limited to:
(1) Regulation SX and the accounting series releases o~
the Securities and Exchange Commission;
(2) Generally accepted accounting principles and other
comprehensive bases of accounting;
(3) Generally accepted auditing, review, compilation,
attestation, consulting and peer review standards;
(4) Generally accepted government accounting standards;
(5) Consensus opinions of "appropriate bodies"' such as
Emerging Issues Task Forces;
(6) Circular 230 of the IRS and "appropriate bodies"'
guidance with respect to responsibilities in tax practice;
(7) Rules governing practice before regulatory agencies;
and
(8) Guidance found in industry publications and textbooks and articles published by recognized accounting professionals or societies.

Bet inteaaea te ee all
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PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
[Filed May 29, 1998, 3:22 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: Compliance with standards is a rule of professional conduct necessary to establish and maintain high standards of competence and ethics of certified public accountants (CPAs) to protect the public interest.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 4-25-631 Compliance with standards.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055(6).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-232 on
December 24, 1997.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
)'J'umber of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Cheryl M. Sexton
Confidential Secretary

WSR 98-12-051

PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
[Filed May 29, 1998, 3:23 p.m., effective January l, 1999]

Date of Adoption: April 17, 1998.
Purpose: WAC 4-25-810 requires continuing profes.
sional education to maintain or improve the professiona.
competence of certificate and license holders as a condition
to maintain their certificate or license to practice public
accounting. With the completion of ethics related courses on
a regular basis, certified public accountants (CPAs) will
maintain an understanding and awareness of the board's rules
and regulations in an ever-changing environment.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 4-25-810 Continuing professional education (CPE)-Who must have CPE.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055(7).
Other Authority: RCW 18.04.215(4).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-233 on
December 24, 1997.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Modified to read: ((Eight hettrs)) A four-hour
course in the subject area of professional ethics ((melttaiag))
with $l)ecific application to statutes and regulations governing the practice of public accounting in Washington state
shall be required every ((sHi:)) four years effective Januazy 1.
1999. and beginning with each CPA's next two-year reporting cycle. The hours of professional ethics shall be part of the
total requirement for CPE.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
.Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-22-046,
filed 10/28/93, effective 11/28/93)

WAC 4-25-631 Compliance with standards. A certified public accountant shall exercise due care and professional judgment in order to comply with the pertinent
accounting principles, professional standards, regulations,
releases and rules (hereinafter referred to as "standards") promulgated by the "appropriate bodies" for each endeavor
undertaken. A certified public accountant shall be knowledgeable of federal, state and local law pertinent to the
endeavor. If professional standards differ from board rule.
board rules prevail.
Such "appropriate bodies" include, but are not limited to,
the Securities and Exchange Commission; the Financial
Accounting Standards Board; the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board; ((the AH!:efiean IB~tl:tte ef Certified Pttelie
Aeeel:lfttants;)) the Internal Revenue Service; federal, state,
and local audit, regulatory and tax agencies; the American
Permanent
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CPA's next two-year reporting cycle. The hours of professional ethics shall be part of the total requirement for CPE .
(b) Certificate only. A CPA, who holds a certificate but
whose activities do not require a license to practice public
accounting, is required to show completion of not less than
eighty hours of CPE to renew the certificate under RCW
18.04. l 05(8) which contribute to the CPA's professional
competency, meet the criteria for courses set forth in WAC 425-811 (I) and can be classified into one of the categories of
WAC 4-25-811 (2)(a) or (b ). The courses must include a minimum of eight hours of accounting and/or auditing subjects
for each biennial reporting period. A four-hour course in the
subject area of professional ethics with s.pecific application to
the practice of public accounting in Washington state shall be
required every four years effective January I. 1999. and
beginning with each CPA's next two-year reporting cycle.
The hours of professional ethics shall be part of the total
requirement for CPE.
(2) Renewal of lapsed certificates or licenses and reciprocity. A CPA who has previously held a license and certificate who has failed to renew timely, shall satisfy the
requirements of subsection (l)(a) of this section. A CPA who
held a license under the reciprocity provisions of RCW
18.04.180, shall, for the purposes of satisfying the CPE
requirements, make the same showing as prescribed in subsection ( 1)(a) of this section at the time of application. A CPA
who holds a certificate and no license who has failed to renew
timely, shall satisfy the requirements of subsection (l)(b) of
this section.
(3) Renewal of initial certificate or license and certificate. A CPA seeking to renew an initial certificate or license
and certificate issued less than two years but more than one
year prior to the renewal must show completion of at least
forty hours of such CPE during the calendar year preceding
the application. A CPA seeking to renew an initial certificate
or license and certificate issued less than one year prior to the
renewal will not be required to demonstrate completion of
any hours of CPE for the first renewal, subject to the provisions of subsection (2) of this section as it pertains to certificates or licenses granted through reciprocity.

Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Ini.ative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
• treamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: January 1, 1999.
May 28, 1998
Cheryl M. Sexton
Confidential Secretary

l
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-02-072,
filed 1/4/94, effective 2/4/94)
WAC 4-25-810 Continuing professional education
(CPE}-Who must have CPE. The following requirements
of CPE apply to the biennial renewal, or initial issue if by reciprocity, of certificates and licenses to practice public
accounting pursuant to RCW 18.04.105(8) and 18.04.21S(4).
Renewal of a license to practice means simultaneous renewal
of the license and the certificate. Certificates issued to persons born in even-numbered years are subject to renewal on
July 1 of even-numbered years. Certificates issued to persons
born in odd-numbered years are subject to renewal on July 1
of odd-numbered years. Each certified public accountant
(CPA) shall verify to the board completion of at least eighty
ours of CPE during the last two-year period unless the CPA
an demonstrate that the failure was due to reasonable cause.
Persons who are retired, and persons who are certificate holders, but who do not make any public, professional, commercial, or occupational use of the title CPA shall be deemed to
have met the reasonable cause exception provided by RCW
18.04.105(8) and 18.04.215(4). The board may, in particular
cases, make exceptions to these requirements for reasons of
individual hardship including health, military service, foreign
residence, or other reasonable cause.
(1) Hours required.
(a) Public accounting license. A CPA seeking regular
biennial renewal of a license, which includes renewal of the
certificate, shall show completion of the required hours of
CPE during the two calendar-year period preceding renewal,
of which no less than thirty-two hours shall be accounting
and/or auditing subjects. In a reporting period during which
the licensee was not involved at any time in reporting on
financial statements, no less than sixteen hours of the eightyhour requirement shall be accounting and/ or auditing subjects. Tax practitioners whose sole relationship to financial
statements is the review of the federal income tax provision,
related balance sheet accounts and notes are not considered to
be involved in reporting on financial statements for purposes
of this provision. Of the total requirement of eighty hours, no
more than sixteen hours may be in CPE course subjects
deemed "nontechnical" by the board in WAC 4-25-811
2)(b). A four-hour course in the subject area of professional
thics with s ecific a lication to the ractice of ublic
accounting in Washington state shall be required evei:y four
years effective January 1 1999. and beginning with each

WSR 98-12-052

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING

[Filed May 29, 1998, 3:25 p.m., effective July l, 1998]

Date of Adoption: May 7, 1998.
Purpose: To provide clear, concise language describing
the requirements to become licensed as a professional engineer.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 196-12-060, 196-12-085, 196-24-030, 19624-040 and 196-24-050; and amending WAC 196-12-010,
196-12-020, 196-12-030, 196-12-050, and 196-24-105.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.43.035.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-1 OS on April
1, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: WAC 196-12-020 (2)(g), delete the entire sentence
(89)
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lines. An applicant will be notified what documents are missing. and a date set by the board by which those documents
ust be received Fail re to ave the ·ss· docu ents sen
to the board by the defined deadline will result in the applicant being delayed until a later examination.
To reschedule the taking of an examination. a written
request accompanied by the applicable fee and charge as
listed in WAC 196-26-020 is required at least three months
prior to the examination date. Once an application has been
approved. no further application is required.

and insert the words "Effectively communicating recommendations and conclusions."
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 5, Repealed 5.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 1,
Amended 5, Repealed 5.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 1998.
May 29, 1998
George A. Twiss
Executive Director

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-01-101,
filed 12117/91, effective 1117/92)

WAC 196-12-020 Experience records. (((l) Evalaa
tieft et reeerds: The easie reEtHireffteBt fer registratieft as a
prefessieftal eftgiBeer is a speeifie reeerd ef eight years er
fftere ef appreved ei;:perieftee ift eBgifteeriftg ·.vefk ef a pre
fessieftal grade. The previsiefts ef the law are that any e>;:pe
rieBee by eellege stttdy, as defiBed belew, fftast be sttbstanti
ated by lift effieial traBseript, the sttpplyiBg ef whieh is the
respeftsibility ef the applieaftt.
(a) Gradaatieft ift aft appre11ed eftgifteeriftg eellege ettr
riealafft ef fear years is eqai11aleftt te fear years ef the
reEtHired experieBee.
(b) 8atisfaetery eefftpletieft ef eaeh year ef saeh an
appre~.red eBgmeeriftg el:lfriettll:lfft is eEtHi11aleftt te efte year ef
ei;:peneBee.
(e) Graooatieft iB a pregrafft ift eBgifteeriftg teelmelegy
liflflF0'ied by the aeereditatieft beard fer eBgiB:eeriftg aad teeh •
ftelegy (A.BET) is eqai11aleftt te thFee years ef reqaired enpe •
rieftee. 8atisfaetery eempletieft ef eaeh year ef saeh aft
appre11ed pregrafft is eEtHivaleftt te three fearths ef eBe year
ef experieBee.
(d) Gradaatieft ift a pregrftfft ift eftgifteering teelmelegy
frefft a fteft ABET appreved earrieala, hewever appre11ed by
the beard, is eqai¥aieftt te t>.ve years ef FeEtHired enperieB:ee.
8atisfaetery 0eHipl0tieB ef eaeh year ef saeh a pregram is
0qtti•1al08t te eB0 half ef efte year ef experieBee.
(e) 8atisfaetery eeHipletieft ef eaeh year ef a fteftllfJ
preved earriealafft ift eftgifteeriftg fftay be graRted ap te a
fftaxifftttfft ef eB0 half ef eBe year ef ~tp0rieBee. Cettrsewerk
iB Stteh a pregrafft fftttst be eEtl:livaleBt te that ef lift appreved
ettrriettlafft te grMt ffta>affttHB e!tfJerieB:ee eredit.
(f) Gradaati08 in a el:lfrieull:lfft ether thllR eftgifteeriRg
will be e-1alaated by the beard.
(g) Pestgraduate stady ift eftgifteermg fftay be giveB
eredit Ufl te efte year. A pestgraduate degree fftast be ebtaiftea
te be graB:ted fftll!HfftUfft e!tfJerieB:ee eredit.
(h) Appli0ants haviBg eBgifleeriBg degrees fr0fft eettn
tries ether than the Utlited States er Caftada fftay be reqaired
te hll'te their transeripts evaluated by a trllBseript e¥aluatieft
serviee appreved by the beard. This e•1aluatieft will ee per
feffftea at the llflflliellflt's enpeftse, llftd the llflfllieant 'Nill ee
respeftsiele fer sttbfftittiftg all the Beeessary iftfeffftatieft te
the evaluatieB serviee. The beard shall Bet take MY aetieB ea
llB applieatieft ttBtil the repert frem the e¥alaatieB sef\·iee and'
all ether deettmeBts are reeei11ed.
(i) The beard fftey appre•1e eftgiBeermg degree pregrems
frefft eettBtries ether tltaB the Uftitea States aBd CaBaaa. A

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM 738,
filed 5/27 /88)

WAC 196-12-010 Applications. A professional engineer CPE) applicant must have passed the first stage examination (the fundamentals-of-engineering CFE) examination) and
be enrolled as an engineer-in-training CEIT). or qualify to
waive the FE examination in accordance with WAC 196-12050. before he or she can take the second stage CPE) examination. If the applicant has at least eight years of qualifying
engineering experience. the PE examination may be applied
for at the same time that he or she applies for the FE examination. The PE application may also be submitted before the
results of the FE examination have been received provided
the application is submitted at least four months before the
second stage examination date.
All applications ((shall be seftt te the registflir ef the
bettrtl;)) must be completed on forms provided by the board
and filed with the executive director at the board's ((efftetttt))
address((, eB feHBs pre¥ided by the be!l:ffi)). The deadline for
((reeeipt ef)) properly completed applications ((preperly
filled etJt ltfld)) accompanied by the ((applteatieB)) appropriate fee and charge as listed in WAC 196-26-020 is four
months ((befere)) prior to the date of the examination. ((¥ertfieatieB ef the applteaBt's elaiffted ~;:pefieBee fftast be iB the
beard effiee three ffteBths befere the date ef the eicafftiBa
tieft:.)) Late applications ((reeei¥ed after the deadliBe)) will
be ((held fer eeBsiderati08)) considered for a later examination. ((Laek ef verifi:eatieB ef e*f3erieBee v1ill alse eaHse the
applieatieB te be held fer a later e1rnmiBatieB. These whe
ha¥e previettsly takeB the e1tafftiBatieB aBd failed er these
v1he qttahfied llftd did Bet appear fer the exafftiBatieB are
reEtHired te Betify the beard effiee iB writiftg three ffteftths
befere the fteut euaminatieB whteh they iftteftd te take.)) Supporting documents such as college transcripts and experience
verification forms must be submitted in a timely manner in
order for the board to meet examination preparation deadPermanent
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listieg ef saiEI aflfll'0»'eEI f!regrams 'Nill ae maiBtaieeEI ie the
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servtee.
(2) Celleges reeegeiz:eEI ay the aeaffi: All sfl:tEleBt's ereEI
its frem ettffiettla a}'lflT0VeEI ay the aeereElitatiee aeaffi fer
eBgiBeeriBg afta teehBelegy are aeee}'ltea. lft the state ef
Washiegtee stttEleet's ereElits frem ether ettrriettla then these
8f!f!reveEI ay the aeereElitatiee aearEI fer eBgieeerieg aeEI teeh
eelegy Hta)' ae aeeef!teEI at the Eliseretiee ef the aearEI.
(3) le evalttatieg the '+Yark enf!erieftee ret:tttireEI te t:tttalify
fer registratiee, the fellmvieg eriteria will ae ttseEI:
(a) lH the eermal eEltteatieeal set:ttteeee, e>cf!erieeee
gaiBea aetweeft semesters er t:tttEHters will Bet ae eeHsiaereEI
as f!refessieBal eKf!erieBee.
(1:1) IB sitttatiefts ·where the eK}'lerieBeeledtteatieH:al traek
is ietermiKed with a degree attained late ie the set:ttteBee, eEltt
eatieBal aehievemeftt will Bet ae eettftteEI ift additieft te •Nark
eKf!erieBee iB EletermiBiBg tetal eKf!erieBee. I Iewe..•er, f!refes
sieeal Vierk e>t}'lerieeee will eet Heeessafily ae eeftsiElereEI as
startieg sttaset:ttteBt te graElttatiee attt •.vill ae evahtateEI ie
tetal with eeesiEleratieft giveB te f!regressiee ie le•1el ef teeh
eieal eemf!le>city enEI reSf!eBsiaility.
(e) Where ft Elegree is eet attaieeEI, attt at least thTee years
ef eEltteatieft ift aft aflfll'0'>'ee ettrriettlttm has aeeft 00Htflleted
flri0r te a Werk eK}'lerieBee traek, the edtteatieft v;ill ae eeft
sidered iB eeRjttBetieH with the weric eKf10rieftee iH aetermiH
ing the tetal years ef eKf!erieBee.
(d) EH:giBeeriBg teaehiftg ef a eharaeter satisfaetery te
f!refessieeal level eitf!erieBee

t ;:::::::::;!:;:!::.

(e) Alty werk enf!erieftee gainea iB a sitttatieH whieh vie
!ates the f!r0•1isiees ef eh8f!ter 18. 43 RCW er Title 196 WAG
·will eet ae ereElitea tewaffis the stefl:ttery e!Ef!erieeee ret:tttire

Hteftt,.

(f) The stetl:ttety e!Ef!erieeee re~ttiremeet te t:tttalify fer
aKamiBatieB mttst ae eemf!letea siKty days f!rier te the Elate ef
eKaHtiftatieH. Fttrthermere, the llflfllieaftt is te f!revide the
fteeessary verifieatieft ef said eK}'lerieBee tlfl te the siic-ty eay
1ffittt:.
(4) A,a llflfllieaftt mttst ha..'e fl&sseEI the first stage ef the
aKaHtiBatieB aad ae eftf0lleEI as aa E.I. T. iB aeeerElaHee with
WAC 196 12 050 aefere &flfllyiBg fer the seeefta stage er
araeeh e>cammatiee.)) The law requires eight years of experience in engineering work of a character satisfactoiy to the
board and passing the fundamentals-of-engineering examination to be eligible for the second stage (PE) engineer examination. These eight years must be of broad based progressive
experience to include gaining knowledge and comprehension
of engineering subjects and applying engineering principles.
The eight years of experience must be completed sixty days
prior to the date of the examination.
The board shall evaluate all experience. which includes
education. on a case-by-case basis and approve such experience as appropriate. The board will use the following criteria
· evaluatin an a licant's ex erience record:
Cl) Education experience will be based on transcripts.
erefore. any transcripts not previously sent to the board's
office should be submitted for maximum experience credit.

WSR 98-12-052

Education may be approved as experience based on the following:
(a) Graduation with a baccalaureate degree in engineering approved by the engineer accreditation commission
CEAC) of the accreditation board for engineering and technology (ABET) shall be equivalent to four years of required
experience. Satisfactory completion of each year of such an
approved engineering curriculum is equivalent to one year of
experience.
Cb) Graduation with a baccalaureate degree in a program
in engineering technology approved by the technology
accreditation commission (TAC) of the accreditation board
for engineering and technology (ABET) is equivalent to three
years ofrequired experience. Satisfactozy completion of each
year of such an approved program is equivalent to threefourths of one year of exverience.
Cc) Graduation in an approved four year non-ABET
accredited engineering curriculum will be given a maximum
of three years of experience.
Cd) A maximum of one year may be granted for postgraduate engineering courses approved by the board for those
applicants having earned degrees in accordance with (a). Cb)
or (c) of this subsection.
(e) A nonengineering bachelor of science program can
be given a maximum of two years ofex;perience. If the degree
is followed by a master of science in engineering from a
school that has an ABET accredited undergraduate program
in the same discipline as the master's degree. a maximum of
four years of experience may be granted for this combination
of education.
·
(fl Graduation with an associate degree in engineering
from an approved curriculum may be equivalent of up to two
years of required experience.
(g) Education gained in a piecemeal fashion over time
where no degree is conferred will be granted up to a maximum of two years of experience. For the pumose of this subsection. education in a "piecemeal fashion" means: One or
two classes taken at a time. often at different schools; seminars; workshops; and classes taken through industiy and the
military. In order to determine the appropriate amount of
experience. this type of education will be compared to college coursework in a baccalaureate of engineering technology degree program.
(b) The board may ap,prove engineering degree programs
from other countries
Ci) A number of foreign degree programs are included in
mutual recognition agreements entered into by ABET with
other accrediting authorities. Applicants with a degree from
one of these programs will be evaluated in accordance with
(a) and Cb) of this subsection. A list of those approved mutual
recognition degree programs is maintained in the board
office.
(ii) Applicants having engineering degrees from programs in countries that are not on the mutual recognition list
will be required to have their transcripts evaluated by a transcript evaluation service approved by the board. This evaluation will be performed at the applicant's expense. and the
applicant will be responsible for submitting all necessary
information to the evaluation service. If the evaluation service says that the foreign degree is equivalent to an ABET
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accredited degree. experience will be granted in accordance
with (a) or (b) of this subsection. If the evaluation says that
the foreign degree is not equivalent to an ABET accredited
degree then a maximum of three years of experience may be
granted in accordance with Cc) of this subsection.
Ciii) An applicant with an undergraduate foreign degree
from a program that is not on the mutual recognition list can
waive the requirement for a degree evaluation if they have a
master of science in engineering from a school that has an
ABET accredited undergraduate engineering degree program
in the same discipline as the master's degree A maximum of
four years of experience can be granted for this combination
of education.
Ci) Any other education will be taken into account and
evaluated on its merits.
(j) Work experience gained between semesters or quarters or during summers while enrolled in an approved curriculum will be considered as part of the educational process.
The board grants one year of experience for a year of
approved education including any associated work experience within that year.
(2) Work eXPerience will be approved based on a demonstration of competency and progressive responsibility in
the analysis. synthesis and evaluation of engineering concepts and data. under the direct supervision of a person authorized by chapter 18.43 RCW or other applicable statute to
practice engineering. Under the general guidance and direct
supervision of an authorized professional. the applicant must
be in a position of making independent judgments and decisions in the following experience areas:
(a) Formulating conclusions and recommendations:
(b) Identifying design and/or project objectives:
(c) Identifying possible alternative methods and concepts:
(d) Defining performance specifications and functional
requirements:
(e) Solving engineering problems:
(f) Interacting with professionals from other areas of
practice:
(g) Effectively communicating recommendations and
conclusions:
(h) Demonstrating an understanding and concern for
energy/environmenta l considerations and sustainability of
resources.
(3) The branch of structural engineering requires specialized work experience to protect the public safety. To be eligible to take the structural principle and practice examination.
an applicant must have eight years of progressive responsibility in structural engineering experience documented in the
application in accordance with subsection (2) of this section.
This experience must be supervised b.y a licensed professional engineer in the branch of structural engineering or a
licensed professional engineer with significant structural
engineering work eXPerience. Up to five years of this experience may be gained through education in accordance with
subsection (1) of this section. In order to be granted the fifth
year. a postgraduate degree in engineering with a concentration of structural courses must be obtained from a school that
has an ABET accredited undergraduate program in engineering.
Permanent

(4) Engineering teaching character may be considered
satisfactoor experience up to a maximum of two years
(5) AJ,iplied research is considered satisfactoor experit
ence when it meets the following conditions:
(a) The research must be conducted under the guidance
or supervision ofa licensed engineer For the purposes of this
subsection. guidance or supervision means being cognizant
of all !lJ2plicable aspects of the work and a reviewer of all
applicable reporting documentation.
(bl The principle result(s) of the research are in a published report or a recognized engineering journal article in
which the applicant is the first author or the work is adequately documented and available to the board upon request.
(6) For military engineering experience to be considered
acceptable it should be similar to engineering experience that
would be gained in a nonmilitaa environment as defined in
subsection (2) of this section and such experience must be
verified.
C7) Any work experience gained without the supervision
of a professional engineer authorized to practice under chapter 18.43 RCW or an individual authorized by another statute
to practice engineering. or any work experience gained in any
other situation which violates the provisions of chapter 18.43
RCW or Title 196 WAC will not be counted toward the statutory experience requirement.
AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-01-081,
filed 12/15/92, effective 1/15/93)

WAC 196-12-030 Examinations. (l)

((!::;=:;t

~·
tieR is giveft iR three parts; fl:IREiameRtals e
(BIT), eraReh (PE), BREi lft'ill. All euamiRatiens are gi·1es with
0f'eR beek ttRless ethef\vise speeifieti by the bearEl.
Fer the speeifie BF8fteh ef esgiReeriRg iR whieh the
~f'lie8ftt Eiesires te ttttttlify' aae fer the times aaEl f'lEtees ef
Stteh emmiftatiens, see WAC 196 24 050.
(2) The feHewiBg rttles shall apply:
(e) AwlieftfttS fftttst ee eH:F6lleEl as 88 eHgiHeer ift traift
ing iH erEler te take the BF8fteh eMftfftiHatieH.
(B) Aflf'lieMts eftfelled as 8ft EIT iH 8ftY ether state, ter
ritery, er f'essessieH ef the URited States, the Distriet ef
Cehtfftbia, er a fereigR eettlltry by virttte ef a writteR eit8ffti
RatieH eemparable te that gi·1eR by the state ef \llashiRgteR
·will be eitefftf'l fr-em taltiRg ilie f1:1:na8ffteHtals ef eRgiaeeriftg
0ltamiaatieR.
(e) AH ftttalitieEl ~plieaRts flfe rettttit=eEl te take the eitam
iHetieH iH the speeifie breneh ef ffitgiHeeriRg iH whieh they
Elesire te beeeme registeree.
(d) All tl-..:ftle f'llfts ef the eltami:natieH lftttst be f'&Ssea te
eeeeme lieesseEl flS 8 prefessieHal eRgiReer. E>teept fer eaHEli
dates Vlft0 ha·, e eeeH: ~prevea te Wfti"te the fl:lftallffteH:tels llftft
eRgiHeeriHg e>tam tmaer WAC 196 12 050(2); these ellftai
Elates 11u1st vlrite enly the braneh BREi la-w eiutms.
(3) Af'f'lieaRts fer a prefessieRal eagineer (PE) lieeRse,
either ey 0lUlHliR8ti0ft er eemity, must talfe llfta f'8SS the l8'N
f'0rtiea ef the elt8fftiRatieR effeetive as fellews:
Elt81BiaatieR
StartiBg with ilie April 16, 1993, eiuuniaatiea, anel eeatiattin
with fatttre lieeHsiRg examiRatieRs, PB Bflf'lieants beiHg
eMemi:neEl fer iHitial lieeHsttre shall else take the 18"11 ei<am.
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(4) Excwt for the law and ethics examination. an exam
part may be reviewed if it is failed. Examinees who achieve a
passing score will not be permitted to review their examination. The purpose of examination review is to permit the
examinee an opportunity to review his or her exam in order to
identify areas of poor performance. This is not an opportunity
to take notes for future reference.
Failing examinees may review their examination (test
booklet. answer sheet and/or solution pamphlet and answer
key) during a period of time prescribed by the board. Examinees who fail to review their exam during the prescribed
time will not be scheduled for an examination review. The
examination review guidelines are as follows:
(a) An examinee can review his or her examination one
time only. An apoointrnent for this review must be arranged
in advance with board staff.
Cb) All examination reviews will be in the presence of a
member of board staff. No one may accompany the examinee
during the examination review. except where persons with
disability require assistance. In that case. the need for assistance must be conveyed to staff when the review appointment
is made.
(c) For examinations having machine scored answer
sheets the examinee will be allowed to review a copy of his
or her answer sheet. not the original.
(d) Each reviewer will be given a review sheet that they
can take with them following the review. This review sheet
will include the problem number. problem subject matter
score achieved for each problem and total score. Reviewers
will not be permitted to add further infoonation to the review
sheet
(e) Scratch paper and writing instruments will be provided during the examination review. However scratch paper
may not be removed from the review area.
(5) Individuals may appeal to have their examination rescored only at the time they review their exam. Multiple
choice questions are not appealable. Essay (free response)
type questions may be appealed if the reviewer can demonstrate. in writing. sufficient technical justification that their
solution deserves reconsideration.
The required fee for rescoring must be paid at the time
the rescore request is made. The results of the rescore are
final and no additional administrative appeals are available.

Ieitiel lieeest1re, ie the eeetent ef this seetiee, meees lieee

~=:;:;i=::::r
~
Atty evvlieent far lieeftst1re By eemiey whese evvlieetiee is
vestmarkea eft er after Avril 1, 1993, shell take the law
6*amiBatieft.
(e) The 18'.v e:N:ftfflmetieft ·.vill ee¥er the fallewiBg see
tieftS ef statttte Ofta aammistreti•te eeae:
Ghevter 18.43 RGW;
Ghevter 196 04 WAG;
Chevter 196 08 WAC;
Ghevter 196 12 WAG;
Ghevter 196 16 WAG;
Ghevter 196 20 WAG;
Ghevter 196 24 WAC;
Chapter 196 26 WAC;
Chapter 196 27 WAG.
(b) The e:N:BffiiBatieB is mttltivle eheiee fefffiat eea will
ee eamieisterea as 8 "take heme" e:N:Offi. The !&Vi e:N:ftffl shall
be takee after the ereeeh 6*afft.
(e) A eBfl:aiaete failiBg the ift'N e:N:ftffliBatieB may retake
the e:N:ftfftiftatiee ttl'eft Betiee that they Elia Bet pass.)) Except
as provided in WAC 196-12-050 to become licensed as a
professional engineer the candidate must pass two stages of
examination The first stage is the fundamentals-of-engineer. examination. The second sta e e amination consists of
ulti le arts includin the rinci les and ractice ranch
examination and law and ethics examination. The law and
ethics exam is a take-home examination covering chapter
18.43 RCW and Title 196 WAC. The fundamentals-of-engineering examination must be passed or waived in accordance
with WAC 196-12-050. before taking the second stage exam-

inrulim..

Examinations are given at times and places designated
by the board. The schedule of future examinations and examination syllabi may be obtained from the board office. Examinees will not be allowed to view any examination material
prior to taking the examination other than syllabi available to
the public or sample examination booklets published by the
National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying If one examination part is failed. only that examination
part must be retaken.
(2) If a professional engineer holding a current registration in the state of Washington wants to become licensed in
multiple branches of engineering. an additional principle and
practice examination must be taken in each branch.
(3) The branch of structural engineering requires a more
exbaustive principle and practice examination to protect the
public safety. In addition to the stage 1 fundamentals-of-engineering examination. to become licensed as a professional
engineer in the branch of structural engineering the candidate must pass the stage 2 examination comprised of all parts
f the rinci les and ractice of structural en ineerin examation includin a demonstration of com etenc in strucural engineering issues important to Washington state. and
the law and ethics examination.

NEW SECTION
WAC 196-12-045 Comity registration of applicants
qualified in other jurisdictions. (1) Applicants for registration as a professional engineer by comity must meet the following criteria:
(a) The applicant must complete an application on forms
provided by the board and filed with the executive director at
the board's address accompanied by the appropriate fee and
charge pursuant to WAC 196-26-020.
(b) The applicant's qualifications must meet the requirements of chapter 18.43 RCW and this chapter.
(c) The applicant is in good standing with the licensing
agency in a state, territory, possession, district, or foreign
country. Good standing shall be defined as a currently valid
license in the jurisdiction of original registration or the juris[93)
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diction of most recent practice if different from the jurisdiction of original registration.
(d) The applicant has been qualified by written examinations determined by the board to adequately test the fundamentals and principles and practice of engineering.
(2) The applicant will be required to pass the law and
ethics examination and may be required to take and pass state
specific examinations to demonstrate competency in issues
specific to Washington.
(3) The original application for comity may be for multiple branches of engineering provided that the applicant has
passed an examination in each branch equivalent to the
examination given in the state of Washington. Licenses will
be issued only in the branches of engineering offered by the
board. Additional branches may be added at a later time;
however, this will require submitting a new application and
fee.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR
filed 12115/92, effective 1/15/93)

WAC 196-12-050 ((E·nlaatiH ef eaedhlates fer
eegieeerieg lieeesess)) Waiving the fundamentals-of-engineering examination. (((1) A eeHeieal:e wee is eMellee es
OH B. I. T. is reEtairee te write beth the e>teffiiHetieH iH the

brftftee e1313re·1ee by the beere eHd the lev1 eMeffiiHetieH te
ebteiH lieeBS\:ife.
(2) COH.tlidetes 'Nhe have hoe)) An applicant who has at
least twelve years of experience satisfactory to the board
((eHe hale)) as identified in WAC 196-12-020(2) after
obtaining a baccalaureate degree in an approved engineering
curriculum as defined in WAC 196-12-020 (l)(a) and (h)(i)
and Cii). may request that the stage 1 fundamentals-of-engineering (FE) examination be waived and that ((they be f!er
ffiitte&)) permission be granted to ((WTite the breHeh eHe law
ffitftffiiHetieHs eHly.
(3) A f!refessieHel lBfte swveyer seeking registral:ieH es a
f!refessieHel eagiHeer sheale refer te WAC 196 12 020))
take the stage 2 examination (principles and practice and law
and ethics) only: Provided. That the applicant has not failed
the FE examination within the last ten years.
The opportunity to waive the stage 1 examination is
based on the premise that the demonstration of a solid experience record is a better measure of engineering competency
than the passage of the stage 1 examination at this point in the
applicant's career. It is the board's discretion. based on information provided in the application. as to whether to grant a
waiver.
Teaching experience is not limited to two years for the
purposes of gualifying for this waiver.
The applicant should take note that a license granted
based on waiving the fundamentals exam may not be
accepted by other licensing jurisdictions.

~~~~:l~~e;~re:::~~~~~e:~~~~(~~~~i:~:.;~l~~l~ ~'

\:ifttler the fellewiBg eeBeitieBs:
fl-1)) The examination review guidelines are as follows·
W An examinee shall be able to review his/her examination one time only. This review shall be arranged in advance
by appointment with ((efttee)) board staff.
((~)) (Q}All examination reviews shall be conducted in
the presence of a member of the ((efttee)) board staff. No one
may accompany the examinee during the examination review
except where persons with disability require assistance, and
that need is conveyed to staff when the exam review appointment is made.
(((3) IH regertl te 8By)) Cc) For examinations ((eeHsistiBg
ei)) having machine scored answer sheets, the examinee shall
be allowed to review a copy of his/her answer sheet.
(((4) ~Jete teltiftg shell be lifflitee te e>tftffti&etieH seeriflg
8fte geBere} f'Feb}efft 9\:ibjeet fftetter. ~Je eeteilee Bates ae13iet
iBg 8ftY f!ertieft ef ftft e>c8Hiiftetieft El\:iestieH er selatieH will be
f!eRBittee.
(S) Beertl ef registretieH staff shell 9\:if'lflly the eM8ffiiftee
with WTiti&g ffteteriels fef tekiBg Hates.
(6) All Hates ffi\:iSt be revier;;ee by beertl staff f!Rer te the
e>tftfftiHee left'tiftg the effiee.
(7) All eMftffiinetieB 8f1f1eels shell be eeHeaetetl in eeH
feRB8ftee With: tft:e 13elieies 8fte 13reeee\:ifeS eee13ted by the
beertl. Any El\:iestiefts f!eFteiBiHg te Bft Oflfleel ef e>tftffiiHetieH
seeriHg shell be direetee te S\:iflePt'isery staff)) d Eac
reviewer will be iven a review sheet that th can take wi
them following the review. This review sheet will include the
problem number. problem subject matter score achieved for

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
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WAC 196-24-105 Examination review. ((The fellew
iBg eeHeitieftS shell 8flflly te ell eMftfftiftetieBS eemiHisteree
by the beertl eMee13t the law eMftfftiHal:ieH. The lft'w eMftfft ffiey
Bet be revie-wee.
First time e>tftffimees shell Bet be elle·Netl te view 8ftY
eMeffiiHetieH ffteteriel 13rier te tekiHg the eMeffiiBetieH ether
theft syllabi available te the 13ablie er S8Hif1le eMefftiBetieH
beeklets 13ablishetl by the ~MieBel Ce\:ifteil ef EuefftiHers fer
EBgmeeriHg Bfte 8a£¥eyiHg.
EMftffiiBees whe eehieve a 13essiftg seere will ft0t be 13er
ffiittee te review their eitftffiiBetieH.)) CD Exce_pt for the law
and ethics examination an exam part may be reviewed if it is
failed. Examinees who achieve a passing score will not be
permitted to review their examination. The pui:pose of examination review is to permit the examinee an opportunity to
review his or her exam in order to identify areas of poor performance. This is not an opportunity to take notes for future
reference.
Failing examinees may review their examination (test
booklet, answer sheet or solution pamphlet and answer key)
during a period ((ef \:if' te BiBety eeys)) as prescribed by the
board. ({&mffiiftees shell review their emtHliHal:ieHS 0Hly ear
iBg the 13reseribed tiffie f!eriee.)) Examinees who fail to

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-01-081,
filed 12/15/92, effective 1/15/93)

WAC 196-12-060

Corporation or joint stock
associations.

Persons enrolled as E.l.T.s.
[ 94]
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ing: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 1998.
May 29, 1998
George A. Twiss
Executive Director

each problem and total score. Reviewers will not be permitted to add further information to this review sheet.
(e) Scratch paper and writing instruments will be provided during the examination review. However. scratch paper
may not be removed from the review area.
(2) Individuals may llllpeal to have their examination rescored only at the time they review their exam. Multiple
choice questions are not appealable. Essay (free response)
type questions may be appealed if the reviewer can demonstrate. in writing. sufficient technical justification that their
solution deserves reconsideration. The required fee for rescorin~ must be paid at the time the rescore request is made.
The results of the rescore are final. and no additional appeals
are available.

Chapter 196-25 WAC
BUSINESS PRACTICES
NEW SECTION

WAC 196-25-001 Purpose. The purpose of this chapter
is to implement that part of chapter 18.43 RCW related to
corporations and limited liability companies offering engineering and land surveying services, as enacted by the 1997
legislature.

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
Comity.
WAC 196-24-030
Applications.
WAC l %-24-040
Examinations.
WAC 1%-24-050

NEW SECTION

WAC 196-25-002 Def'lnitions. Board. The Washington state board of registration for professional engineers and
land surveyors.
Professional engineer. A person registered by the
board under chapter 18.43 RCW to practice engineering in
this state.
Professional land surveyor. A person registered by the
board under chapter 18.43 RCW to practice land surveying in
this state.
Business. A corporation, joint stock association or limited liability company that is practicing or offering to practice, engineering or land surveying or both in this state.
Designee. A currently registered professional engineer
designated by the business to be in responsible charge of
engineering activities for the business in this state, OR, a currently registered professional land surveyor designated by the
business to be in responsible charge ofland surveying activities for the business in this state.
Certificate of authorization. A certificate issued by the
board, pursuant to chapter 18.43 RCW, to a business authorizing it to practice engineering or land surveying or both in
this state. (Note: This is a different certificate than the certificate of authorization that may be filed with the secretary of
state.)

WSR 98-12-053
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 29, 1998, 3:27 p.m., effective July 1, 1998)

Date of Adoption: May 7, 1998.
Purpose: To implement the provisions of legislation
enacted in 1997 (chapter 247, Laws of 1997) as codified in
RCW 18.43 .130 Excepted services-Fees, effective July 1,
1998.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.43.035,
18.43.130.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-106 on April
1, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: WAC 196-25-005, last sentence of last paragraph.
Delete the words "as a professional engineer or professional
land surveyor or both under." Before the word chapter, insert
"pursuant to" and after RCW, add "for each profession for
which services are offered."
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 7, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 7,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Mak-

NEW SECTION

WAC 196-25-00S Businesses that must be authorized
by the board. Except for professional service (PS) corporations and professional service limited liability companies
(PLLC's), all corporations, joint stock associations and limited liability companies (LLC's) that offer engineering or land
surveying services must apply to the board for a certificate of
authorization to practice engineering or land surveying or
both in the state of Washington.
Effective July 1, 1998, engineering partnerships currently registered with the board will no longer be required to
pay an annual renewal fee. Also effective July 1, partnerships
and limited liability partnerships offering engineering and/or
(95)
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land surveying services will not be required to apply for a
certificate of authorization from the board. However, the
partnership must employ at least one person currently registered pursuant to chapter 18.43 RCW for each profession for
which services are offered.

(2) An affidavit must be signed by the designee(s) stating
that he or she knows they have been designated by the business as being responsible for the engineering and/or land surt
veying activities in the state of Washington.
(3) The designated engineer and/or designated land surveyor must be an employee of the business.
(4) No person may be the designated engineer or designated land surveyor at more than one business at any one
time.
(5) If there is a change in the designee(s), the business
must notify the board in writing within thirty days of the
effective date of the change and submit a new affidavit.
(6) If the business changes its name, the business must
submit a copy of its amended certificate of authority or
amended certificate of incorporation (for corporations) or a
copy of the certificate of amendment (for LLC's), as filed
.with the secretary of state within thirty days of the filing.
(7) At the time of renewal, a copy of the business' business license must be submitted to insure that the company is
registered with the secretary of state and has a current uniform business identification (UBI) number.
(8) The filing of the resolution shall not relieve the business of any responsibility or liability imposed upon it by law
or by contract. Any business that is certified under chapter
18.43 RCW and this chapter is subject to the authority of the
boardasprovidedinRCW 18.43.035, 18.43.105, 18.43.110,
and 18.43.120.

NEW SECTION
WAC 196-25-010 Applications. All applications must
be completed on forms provided by the board and filed with
the executive director at the board's address and be accompanied by the appropriate fee as listed in WAC 196-26-020.
NEW SECTION
WAC 196-25-020 Corporations or joint stock associations. (1) The following will be submitted with the application for a certificate of authorization: A certified copy of a
resolution of the board of directors; identification of the designee(s); an affidavit signed by the designee(s); a copy of the
certificate of incorporation or certificate of authorization as
filed with the secretary of state; and, a copy of the corporation's current Washington business license.
(2) The resolution of the board of directors of the corporation designating person(s) must also provide full authority
to the designee to make all final engineering or land surveying decisions respectfully on behalf of the corporation for
work performed by the corporation in this state.
The resolution must further state that the bylaws of the
corporation shall be amended in accordance with RCW
18.43.130 (8)(c) pertaining to engineering or land surveying
decisions made by the designee.

WSR 98-12-054
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DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)

NEW SECTION
WAC 196-25-030 Limited liability companies. (1)
The following must be submitted with the application for a
certificate of authorization: A certified copy of a resolution
by the company manager or managers; identification of the
designee(s); an affidavit signed by the designee(s); a copy of
the certificate of formation as filed with the secretary of state;
and, a copy of the company's current business license.
(2) The resolution by the limited liability company manager or managers designating person(s), must also provide
full authority to the designee to make all final engineering or
land surveying decisions respectfully on behalf of the company for work performed by the company in the state of
Washington. The resolution must further state that the limited
liability company agreement shall be amended in accordance
with RCW 18.43 .130 (1 O)(b) pertaining to engineering or
land surveying decisions made by the designee.

[Filed May 29, 1998, 3:55 p.m., effective July I, 1998)

Date of Adoption: May 29, 1998.
Purpose: To comply with statutory requirements regarding special care, resident rights, and resident assessment, in
adult family homes.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-76-590, 388-76-600, 388-76-610, and
388-76-615.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.128.040,
70.128.060, chapter 70.129 RCW, chapter 272, Laws of
1998.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-04-032 on January 29, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: The final rules note statutory authority for rule
making regarding specialty adult family homes.
The final rules are broken into numerous rules for ease of
use and clarity. New section numbers were added. All of the
proposed rules were amended to make them easier to under-

NEW SECTION
WAC 196-25-040 Provisions pertaining to both corporations and limited liability companies. (1) If the business offers both engineering and land surveying services,
there must be a designee for each profession. If a person is
licensed in both engineering and land surveying, that person
may be designated for both professions.
Permanent

stand.
The only changes to the rules, other than editing, were to
lessen or clarify requirements when possible while still maintaining legislative requirements.
(96)
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of public accounting but using the CPA title, to make full disclosure when compensated by commission, referral fee, or
contingent fee.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order: New
section WAC 4-25-626; and repealing WAC 4-25-625 and 425-627 [see WSR 98-12-056).
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055(2).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-231 on
December 24, 1997.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: 1. Presented the rule in a clear writing sty le for easier understanding (included a change in the title of the rulefrom Compensation to Can I accept commission, referral, or
contingent fees?
2. Added language from the Uniform Accountancy Act
(UAA) regarding referral fees: "Any licensee who accepts a
referral fee for recommending or referring any service of a
licensee to any person or entity or who pays a referral fee to
obtain a client shall disclose such acceptance or payment in
advance to the client."
3. Added language to allow a licensee in public practice
to accept a contingent fee for tax services which will receive
substantive consideration by tax authorities provided to a client during that client's attest engagement or during the period
covered by the respective attest report.
4. Added language to prohibit a licensee in public practice from accepting a contingent fee for preparation of
amended tax returns in addition to original tax returns.
5. Added language to require a licensee to disclose all
contingent fee arrangements in advance of client acceptance.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New l,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Cheryl M. Sexton
Confidential Secretary

WAC 388-76-561 Adult family home licensing designations, the department will not implement its proposal to des.ignate "basic," "experienced" and "registered nurse," and
•their combinations, for adult family home licensing at this
time, but will further study this issue.
WAC 388-76-590 Specialty adult family homes, many
requirements included in the previous version were deleted
from this section, with an emphasis placed on achieving outcomes for residents.
WAC 388-76-600 General resident rights, resident rights
rules were amended to disclose the caregivers' primary
responsibilities and availability, in addition to experience,
training, and education. Several additions were made in
order to update this section to reflect recent changes in statute, and to more clearly convey statutory requirements.
WAC 388-76-610 Resident assessment, several additions were made in order to update this section to reflect
recent changes in statute, and to more clearly convey statutory requirements.
WAC 388-76-615 Negotiated care plan, the rules on the
negotiated care plan have been amended to clearly define the
differences between the negotiated care plan and the preliminary service plan.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 4,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongov• ernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
•
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 36, Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 36, Amended 4, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July l , 1998.
May 29, 1998
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

-

Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 98-13 issue of the Register.
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PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

NEW SECTION

, [Filed May 29, 1998, 4:03 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 24, 1998.
Purpose: To clarify the prohibition against certified public accountants (CPAs), engaged in the practice of public
accounting, paying or receiving commissions, referral fees,
and/or contingent fees except to allow CPAs, engaged in the
practice of public accounting, to accept contingent fees in
very restricted situations; to require CPAs, not in the practice

WSR 98-12-055

WAC 4-25-626 Can I accept commission, referral, or
contingent fees? (1) Commissions and referral fees are compensation arrangements where:
(a) The primary contractual relationship for the product
or service is not between the client and CPA;
(b) The CPA is not primarily responsible to the client for
· the performance or reliability of the product or service;
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(c) The CPA adds no significant value to the product or
service; or
(d) A third party instead of the client pays the CPA for
the products or services.
(2) A CPA who is not in public practice but using the
title CPA may accept commission, referral, and contingent
fees. However, the CPA must disclose in writing to the client
the nature, source and amount of the commission, referral or
contingent fee.
(3) The following parameters define the limited circumstances in which a licensee in public practice may be compensated on a commission or referral fee basis. This rule
does not apply to compensation set by courts, judicial proceedings, public authorities or governmental agencies.
(a) A licensee in public practice may not enter into
compensation arrangements for attest services that in any
way tend to bias or give the appearance of tending to bias the
results of attest services or the licensee's report.
(b) A licensee in public practice may not accept a commission or referral fee, as defined in subsection (I) of this
section, for the sale or referral to a client of products or services of others.
(c) Any licensee who accepts a referral fee for recommending or referring any service of a licensee to any person
or entity or who pays a referral fee to obtain a client shall disclose such acceptance or payment in advance to the client.
(4) A licensee in public practice may not accept a contingent fee for:
(a) Attest services;
(b) Other services, except for tax services which will
receive substantive consideration by tax authorities, provided
to a client during that client's attest engagement or during the
period covered by the respective attest report;
(c) An arrangement meeting any of the definitions of
commissions and referral fees in subsection (I) of this section;
(d) An arrangement that violates federal laws or the laws
or regulations of Washington state or its municipalities; or
(e) Preparation of original or amended tax returns (a licensee may accept a contingent fee in situations where the licensee reasonably expects the finding or results, on which the
contingent fee is based, will receive substantive consideration by tax authorities);
(f) For services other than those in (a) through (e) of this
subsection, a licensee in public practice may perform professional services for a fee which is contingent on the findings or results of the professional services with the following
restrictions:
(i) If the situation involves adverse party(ies) and the licensee expects the findings or results will receive substantive
consideration by the adverse party(ies) or their agent(s), the
licensee must:
(A) Obtain a written agreement from the client stating
the client will provide to the licensee the name(s) and
address( es) of the adverse party(ies) or the primary agent(s)
of the adverse party(ies); and
(B) Provide prompt written notification to the adverse
party(ies) or their agent(s) of the licensee's role as the client's
advisor and recommend the adverse party(ies) or their
agent(s) seek their own advisor.
Permanent

(ii) All contingent fee arrangements must:
(A) Be disclosed in advance of client acceptance;
(B) Be in writing;
(C) Include the method of calculating the fee;
(D) Specify the licensee's role as the client's advisor; and
(E) Be available to the board or other regulatory agencies
upon request.
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PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
[Filed May 29, 1998, 4:05 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 24, 1998.
Purpose: To repeal sections of chapter 4-25 WAC that
were consolidated and recodified (WAC 4-25-626).
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 4-25-625 and 4-25-627.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.04.055(2).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-01-234 on
December 24, 1997.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New O,
Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Cheryl M. Sexton
Confidential Secretary
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
4-25-625
Commissions and referral
fees
4-25-627
Contingent fees
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 29, 1998, 4:53 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 29, 1998.
(981
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Purpose: The purpose of this rule is to adjust the grain
spection fee schedule relative to overtime, hourly rates, and
barges per hundredweight within the fiscal growth rate factors allowable under Initiative 601. Improvements were
made to the format and layout of the document as well.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending 5 [WAC 16-212-030, 16-212-060, 16-212-070,
16-212-080, and 16-212-082].
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 22.09.790.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-07-106 on March
18, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Overtime and hourly rates will be increased by the
fiscal growth rate factor for fiscal year 1998 only. Weekly
averaging will not be eliminated.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 5, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 5, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Mak•ing: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
.Rule Making: New 0, Amended 5, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 29, 1998
James M. Jesernig
Director

I

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 5040, filed
4/20/94, effective 5/21 /94)

WAC 16-212-030 General provisions for hourly
charges.
(1) Straight time, rate per hour ....... ((~)) $2il2.

This hourly rate ((shall be applied eH aHy jea where the_
fee.ts)) will be a1mlied in any situation where the fees generated are not sufficient to provide revenue (( ef $24 .50 fl er
hetff:)) equivalent to the published hourly rate, per employee,
including applicable supervisory and clerical hours. and
where no other hourly rate ((et')). fee guarantee of expenses
or contractual agreement exists or is specified in ((the)) this
schedule of fees and charges. Whenever the lot size or workload is not of sufficient size to generate (($24.50 per hottr)).
revenue equivalent to the published hourly rate. per
employee, an additional fee shall be assessed so that total revenue generated is equal to the (($24.50 rate:)) published
• hourly rate. per employee: Provided, That such revenue
. , insufficiency may be established on the basis of the average
hourly revenue generated at the worksite over the Monday
through Sunday work week, upon written request of the
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applicant for service. In the absence of such request, fees
shall be assessed on a daily basis.
(2) Overtime, and night shift rate per
hour ........................... .. (($04())) $6.65
Whenever a service is requested before or after regularly
scheduled working hours, Monday through Friday, or anytime on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays, a fee of((~))
$6.65 per hour, per employee, including applicable supervisoa and clerical hours shall be charged in addition to the
regular inspection and weighing fees.
(a) Requests for service on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays, or for work shifts other than ((8:00 a.Hi. te 5:00 fl.Hi.))
the inspection office's established standard workday hours.
Monday through Friday, must be received by the inspection
office no later than ((4:00 fl.Hi.)) two hours prior to the
inspection office's established daily closing time of the last
regularly scheduled working day prior to the requested service. When the request is not received ((by 4:00 fl.Hi.)) within
the established time frames, service will be provided where
personnel are available, but an additional fee of((~))
$4.42 per hour, per employee, will be assessed for ((tftatsffift)) the hours of the requested service.
(b) Requests for service which ((is)) are beyond the
scope or volume normally provided at an inspection site must
be received by the inspection office no later than ((~
fl:ift:')) two hours prior to the inspection office's established
daily closing time of the last regularly scheduled working day
prior to the date of the requested service in order for the
department to guarantee to have adequate staff available to
perform the service.
(c) Whenever an employee is ((eallea fFoffi heffie after
regttlar werkmg)) notified after leaving the worksite to return
to a worksite after the inspection office's established standard
workday hours, or on a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, ((ft-fil:taiffittffi et)) two additional hours ((sftttll)) per employee. will
be charged at the rate of (($10.70 f!er he11r)) $11.10 per hour
and added to other fees charged.
(d) Scheduled night shifts.
((At all aesigaatea iHSfleetiee flSiHts, fer eight shifts,
MoHtiay thffl11gh Friday (tiSHally frem 6:00 fl.Hi. te 3:00 a.Hi.)
that tlfe, er will ae, e0Htiffite11s fer a fleriea of eHe ffioHth er
leeger, with eely aft eeeasieeal work St0flfl8ge, aaaitieBal
e'+"eftiffie fees fler hettr will Het 8flflly.))
(i) The department ((sftttll)) must be given at least seven
calendar days notice, in writing, to establish a scheduled
If the full seven-day notice is not given, a fee of
ni!~t
(( . )) $6.65 per hour, per employee ((shftll)) will be
assessed until the seven day notice period has elapsed.
(ii) The department shall be given at least twenty-one
calendar days' notice, in writing, of cancellation of any
scheduled night shift operation. If ((Sttelt)) the full twentyone day notice is not given, a fee of (($6:49)) $6.65 per hour,
per employee, ((shall)) will be assessed for each hour under
the regular night shift schedule that would have been worked
until the twenty-one day notice period has elapsed.
(3) Standby rate per hour ....... ((~)) $27.85

;gift.

Whenever a service is requested before or after ((Wet'kiHg helifs)) the inspection office's established standard workWu::. Monday through Friday or anytime on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays, and service cannot be performed through no
fault of the department, ((a FHiBifHl:lffi et)) four hours at the
standby rate of ((~)) ~per hour, per employee,
shall be charged. Additional charges at the standby rate per
hour per employee shall be assessed for all hours over four
that continue to be staffed at the reqµest of the applicant.
(99]
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Whenever a service is requested before or after working
hours Monda,y through Frida,y or anytime on a Saturday,
Sunday or holiday, and a cancellation of ((sttefl.)) !lli< request
is not received ((0y 4:00 fUB.)) two hours prior to the insuction office's established daily closing time of the last regularly scheduled working day prior to the requested service,
the four hour standby charge ((shaH)) per employee. will be
((~))assessed.

(4) Guarantee of expense. When a service is requested
that requires assignment of personnel at a facility where the
volume of work at the established fees ((mey)) ~not ((he))
adequate to pay the cost of providing the service, a guarantee
of the expense of providing the service((~)) ~required.
These facilities may enter into agreement with the department at guaranteed staffing levels and negotiated minimum
hours and unit fees.
(5) Official commercial inspection services may be provided on-site. at the applicant's regµest. When appropriate
space. eqµipment and security can be provided. the program
is able to provide appropriate licensed personnel. and a guarantee of expense ca,n be negotiated.

Reviser's nou: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.
Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.

AMENOATORY SECTION (Amending Order 5040, filed
4/20/94, effective 5/21194)

WAC 16-212-060 Official inspection and/or weighing fees under the United States Grain Standards Act.
(1) Combination inspection and weighing fees. Ships,
barges, unit trains and transfers of bulk grain.
(a) From vessel to elevator, per ton . . . . . . $ 0.128
(b) Bin transfers, per ton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 0.128
(c) From elevator to vessel, per ton . . . . . . $ 0.128
(d) From railcars of a unit train, sampled by diverter
samplers, batch weighed and inspected under the sublot
inspection plan in units of not less than five cars,
per ton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 0.128
(2) Inspection only of railroad boxcars, open hopper type
cars, original inspection. Sampling only services are ava,ilable at the inS!!ection only rates shown in this fee schedule.
(a) ((Wfteft)) Carlots sampled by United States Department of Agriculture approved ((meeheaieal eeh; Sf10Ht er
leg)) diverter type mechanical samplers, per car ((~
gfllEies ttf' te a Hl:MtHBWft ef S ear l:lftits ere eherged et the J'ef
eerrete))) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 15.50
Batch grades may contain up to the maximum number of
cars allowable under Federal Grain lnS!!ection Service regulations/instructions The per car sa,mpling charge will be
assessed for each car included in the batch grade.
(b) When sampled by United States Department of Agriculture approved grain trier, original and subsequent original
inspections, per car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 24.50
(3) Inspection only of trucks, per truck . . . $ 15.00
(4) Reinspections of railroad boxcars, open-type cars,
covered hopper-type cars, ship sublot samples, barge lots,
truck lots, and submitted samples.
Permanent

(a) When based on an official file sample, per

reinsg,~:~ b~~d ~~- ~ ~~~ ~~~i~."ro~-r~i1~~~. !~~~~er

reinspection .................. ........... $ 24.00
(c) When based on a new sample, for trucks, per
reinspection .................. ........... $ 15.00
Cd) FGIS approved per factor reinspections will be provided at the a,pplica,ble file sa,mple or new sa.mple rate listed
in this section.
(5) Submitted samples,
(b) Standardized grains, except canola per
inspection .................. ............. $ 7.50
(b) Canola, per inspection .............. $ 13.75

t

(6) Fees for laboratory determination of erucic acid,
and/or glucosinolate, and/or oil content of canola, identical
to the fees assessed by the Federal Grain Inspection Service.
(7) Factor analysis and/or certification.

(a) Nongrade determining factors added to existing certificates, or requested on ship sublot analyses, that do not
affect the grade: per factor .................. $ 2.50
((.~vided, That ea)) ,S.ubmitted sample certificates of
grade for ((wheat 1me)) barley ma,y show. on request, dockage to the nearest one-tenth percent ((will ee shewa ia
remarks seetiea eae, fer wheat)) without additional charge.
Submitted sa,mple certificates of grade for wheat may show
on request, foreign material ((she·HB BB the feeter line, whea
it is aet a gt'&EliRg)) when it is not a grade determining factor,
without additional charge.
•

(b) Factor certification only (maximum of ((twe feeters )) •
one factor), per certificate ........... (($-3-:00)) ~
(i) Additional factors added to a factor certificate,
per factor .................. .............. $ 2.50
(A maximum of $7.50 will be charged for ((greeiag fae
tars enly)) factor only certification.)
(ii) When submitted samples are not of sufficient size to
provide official grade analysis, obtainable factors will be provided, upon request of the applicant, at the factor only rate.
(8) Official ((~HRR er ~HRT fJreteiR))) analysis of constituents (protein oil. etc ) lzy nea,r-infrared transmittance.
(a) ((PreteiR BBtifer eil analysis)) Officja,l constituent
analysis ofwhea,t. soybeans. or other FGIS approved commodities when in conjunction with official inspection for
grade. per test .................. .......... $ 6.25
(b) ((PreteiR 1mtlfer eil eRly)) Officia,l constituent ana,Jysis of wheat seybea,ns. orother FGIS approved commodities
when not in conjunction with official inspection for grade.
pertest .................. ................ $ 8.50
When based on official sample (including new sample
reinspection) add the applicable sampling charges.
(c) ((Preteia BBEller eil ealy)) Official constituent analysis of wheat. soybeans. or other FGIS awroved commodities:
Submitted sample or reinspection based on official file
sample .................. ................ $ 8.50
(9) Inspection of ((seeke&)) bagged grain ((et iBSfJeetiea
~)), per cwt ................ (($ 0.06)) $0.0624
effective June 30. 1998· $0.065 effective July L 1998.
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(10) Checkloading ((seelte&)) bagged grain,

~~ ~;~leyee hettt')) hour, per employee .. (($ 24.50))

(11) Waxy corn determination, on request, per
determination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 12.75

(e) A minimum of four hours per inspector at the applicable overtime rate shall also be assessed on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays.
(14) Other stowage examinations.
(a) Sea van-type containers (when checkloading is not
required) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8.10
(b) Railroad cars, trucks and other containers, not in
conjunctions with loading, per container . . . . . . . $ 8.10
( 15) ((Cheektestiag ef diverters 8ft0 meehBBieal s8fft
filers, f1er em13leyee hetlf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 24.SO
Diverter-type samples per hour. Per employee .. .R.i.42.
(16) Ship samples:
(a) Ship composite samples.
(i) Initial set of samples to applicant (maximum of
three samples) ......................... no charge
(ii) Additional samples or samples at the request of
other interested parties, per sample (two sample minimum
when not requested with initial set) ........... $ 5.25
(b) 8hifl sBffi:rles ett e sablet easis,
rer samrle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ S.25))
(17) Weighing services.
(a) Class X weighing services.
(i) From railroad boxcars, open or covered hoppertype cars (without inspection required) or vessels to elevator (grain only), per ton ................... $ 0.107
(ii) From elevator to boxcars, open or covered hoppertype cars, barges (without inspection) required) or vessels
(without inspection, grain only), per ton ..... $ 0.107
(iii) Bin transfers (grain only), per ton . . . . $ 0.107
(iv) Trucks, per truck or weight lot . . . . . . . $ 7.50
(b) Class Y weighing services, per ((emrleyee
.......................... .... $ 24.SO))
het:trhour. per employee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 25.49
(c) Checkweighing of ((saeked graiH, f!er eftlrleyee
hettr)) bagged grain. per hour. per employee . . . $25.49
(d) Scale certification/checktesting of official weighing scales.
(i) Weights and measures scale specialist, per
employee-hour .......................... $ 33.75
(ii) Grain inspection personnel, per ((emrleyee
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 24.SO))
het:tr$ 25 49
hour. per employee

(12) ((AfleteMm testiftgfees))FGIS anprovedmycotoxin

~
(a) Screening or quantitative testing determinations,
based on official sample, except thin layer chromatography,
pertest .......................... ..... $ 37.50
(b) Submitted samples, screening or quantitative determinations, except thin layer chromatography,
per test ........................ (($ 24.50)) $25.49
(c) Reinspection, based on official file, screening or
quantitative, except thin layer chromatography,
per test ........................ (($ 24.50)) fil42
(d) Reinspection, based on a new sample, screening or
quantitative, except thin layer chromatography,
pertest .......................... ...... $ 37.50
(e) Thin layer chromatography determinations will be
assessed at a rate identical with the fees charged by the Federal Grain Inspection Service
(13) Stowage examinations - ships, barges, or vessels.
(a) Per stowage space ((ftfltl,l))or tank, or return to stowage space or tank, per examination . . . . . . . . . . $ 24.00
(b) Initial inspection, minimum charge . . . $120.00

tchar~~ ~~~~:~~t-~~~~t~~~~·-~~~~~- ....

t

$ 72.00

(d) ((8te·;;ege eMBffi:ieetietts will be Htede ett shifls er
"'essels et BBeher ie ffiiastfeeftl whett retttte~ea.
(i) It is the reSf!ettsibility ef the Bflfllie8fit te f1revide safe
tr88Sf10rtetiefi ey lie0fisea tag er water tEaci te BBS freftl the
¥eSSel:(ii) A HliBiml:lffi ef twe he'llfs ef regular time et $24.50
fleF he'llf (eae taSf!eeter) fer getterel eerge vessels etta e miff
imam ef fear hears ef regular time et $24.SO f1er hear (twe
iBSfle0t0fS) shell be ehargea fer taakers ifi aaaitieB ta the
e~ablishea iBSfleetiea fee.
(iii) lnSfleetietts e88 ettly be made et the eettveaiettee ef
the gretft iB9f1eeti0B effiee;, aar.ag aeylight hettf'S, tlflS0f safe
werltiftg eeaditi0fis, whee weather eeaditietts f!Bfffiit.
(iv) IASf!eetieas eatt ettly be made withia the area ef the
desigttetea tidewater greffi tRSfleetieB effiee.
(v) A shif!'s er v'essel's effieer er 00HlflftftY ag0ftt shall
aeeeHlflftftY the lieeasea shif!hela iHsf!eeter(s).))
Travel time. two hour minimum per hour. per
employee .......................... ...... $25.49
Note: Stowage examinations may be conducted on vessels at
anchor. at the convenience of the designated grain inspection
area office. on request. In§Pections at anchor will be made
during daylight hours only. and only under safe working and
weather conditions The applicant is re§Ponsible for providing safe tran§Portation to and from the vessel by licensed tug
or water taxi. Two vessel or ship's agent re,presentatives will
be provided to accompany each inspector providing stowage
exam srrvices Tanker inspections µiay require additiol}al
inspection personnel. When apnropnate. hourly and/or mmimum charges listed in the fee schedule will be assessed to
the inspection and travel time charges shown in this section
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Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.
Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENPATORY SECTION (Amending Order 5040, filed
4/20/94, effective 5/21/94)

WAC 16-212-070 Official services under the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946.
(I) Inspection or analysis of graded and nongraded commodities.
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formed under authority of the Agricultural Marketing Act
and for any postage or other costs of mailing not included in
these fees.
•
(6) Sanitation inspections,
•
(a) Initial inspection .................. no charge
(b) Reinspections, four hour minimum, per
((efft13loyee kettF .................. ...... ~))
hour. per employee .................. ..... $ 25.49

(a) Inspection of bagged commodities at inspection
points, per cwt .................. ....... ((~))
$0.0624 effective June 30 1998· $0.065 effective July 1
1998.
(b) Bulk commodity inspection at inspection points,
per ton .................. ............... $ 0.30
(c) Minimum charge for bulk or bagged commodities
(one hour) .................. .... ((~)) .$2.lli
(d) Submitted sample inspection, per
sample . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 13.75
(2) Weighing and combination inspection/weighing services for bulk commodities.
(a) Weighing only, other than grain, per
ton .................. ................. $0.117
(b) Combination inspection/weighing of bulk commodities under federal grade standards, state standards, or
for factor determinations, per ton ............ $ 0.128
(c) Weigh grain by-products into portable containers
including fitness examination of the container, weigh
and sample the by-product (thirty ton maximum) $ 15.00
(3) Factor analysis.
(a) Moisture only .................. .... $ 5.25
(b) Additional factors, the determination of which are
not required to establish grade, or otherwise not required by
regulation, added to an existing certificate, per
factor .................. ................. $ 2.50
(c) Certification, factor only (maximum two
factors), per certificate .................. .... $ 3.00
(d) Additional factors added to factor certificate,
per factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2. 50
(A maximum of$13.75 will be charged for grading
factors only.)
(e) Analysis ofrapeseed ((fuF 0ffiei11! flleteF)) mustard
seed. confectionacy sunflower seed safflower seed. or
other commodities with established FGIS factor only
inspection procedures. per certificate ......... $ 13. 75

(b) Thin layer chromatography determinations will be
assessed a rate identical with the fees charged by the Federal
Grain Inspection Service.
(9) Failing numbers determinations, per
determination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 12. 75
Liquefaction number, per determination .... $ 0.50
Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.
Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 5040, filed.
4/20/94, effective 5/21/94)
•

WAC 16-212-080 Miscellaneous fees.
(1) Mailing of samples shall be charged at the actual
mailing costs, minimum charge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2.00
(2) Fees for pickup of samples on routes established by
the department, per sample .................. . $ 0.60

(f) ((If affieiel iespeetiee is reqHiFeEI fuF FepeseeEI, the
Sllffipiieg eely fee shall ee essesseEI ie edditiae ta
the feeteF &Helysis fee.))
Sampling only fees identified in subsection C4)(a) and Cb)
of this section will be assessed in addition to the factor analysis fees for rapeseed. mustard seed. confectionaiy sunflower
seed safflower seed or other commodities with established
FGIS factor only inspection procedures when official sampling is requested.
(4) Sampling only, bulk commodities.
(a) Trucks or containers, per carrier ....... $ 15.00
(b) Boxcars, open or covered hopper-type cars,
per car .................. ............... $ 24.00
~plie11ble

(5) Processed commodity and defense personnel support
center (DPSC) inspection fees.
(a) Per ((empleyee kettF, ~we hettF miftimttm $ 24.50))
hour per employee. two hour minimum. . . . . . . ~
(b) In addition to the charges, if any, for sampling and
other requested service, a fee will be assessed for each laboratory analysis or test identical with the amount charged by
the Federal Grain Inspection Service for laboratory tests perPermanent

(7) Stowage examinations under the Agricultural Marketing Act ((shell ee sttejeet te the rntes, restrietioos, ftftti eae
Elitiees eiteEI ie)) will be provided as per WAC 16-212-060
(13) and (14).
(8) Mycotoxin testing fees.
(a) Screening or quantitative testing determinations,
except thin later chromatography, per test ...... $ 37.50
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(3) Fees for services performed at places other than
established grain and commodity inspection points.
(a) Travel time, per employee, will be charged at the
applicable straight time or overtime rate from office to
inspection point and return.
(b) ((GeF mileage will ee eheFgetl et t-he ettff0ftt pee
lishetl Elepertmeet ef gee0F8l eElmiaistFetiee retes (WAG 82
28 080), elteept where sttiteele tr8Bspertetiea is f'F0'titletl ey
the epplieent.)) Mileage will be charged at the current general
administration private vehicle mileage reimbursement rate.
exce_pt ~here s~itable transportation is provided b,y the applicant. Mileage 1s assessed on a per call. door to door basis and
will be charged in addition to all other inspection fees. hourly
rates and applicable charges.
(c) If the travel is of sufficient duration to require payment of subsistence. or per die~ to the employee, an amount
equal to the established subsistence and/or per diem rate
(WAC 82-~8-040 and _82-28-050) shal~ be assessed, except
where applicable subsistence and lodgmg are furnished or
paid, by the applicant.
'
(d) Incidental costs of telephone, mailing, etc. shall be at •
the actual cost
•
(e) Facsimile transmissions, per page ....... $ 1.00
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(4) Certificate charges for certificates under the United
Grain Standards Act or the Agricultural Marketing Act
.,,f 1946.
(a) Divided original certificates, per
certificate ........... ........... .......... $ 1.50
(b) Extra copies of inspection, protein, weight, falling
nwnber, commodity or aflatoxin certificates, per
........... ........... ........... $ 3.00
copy
(5) Phytosanitary certificates
(a) When performed in conjunction with official inspection, per certificate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6. 7 5
(b) When performed without official inspection, add
sampling fee, per hour (( ........... ....... ~)),
~tates

per emplqyee .

~

(6) Timely payment. Payment of fees and charges is due
within thirty days after the date of the statement.
(a) If payment is not received within thirty days, service
may be withheld until the delinquent account is paid; or
(b) In the case of such delinquent accounts, cash payment fqr subsequent service may be required; and
(c) A penalty of twelve percent per annum shall be
assessed on the delinquent account balance.

Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.

AMENPATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 5040, filed
4/20/94, effective 5/21/94)

•
•

•

WAC 16-212-082 Fees for services performed under
state regulation. (1) ((IBSfleetioa of et:tJti'latea et:tekwheat
ana safflower t:taaer Washiagtoa state staadartls shall be at
the rete applieaele of the same type of Stlffif'Jle ttader the fees
fer serviees t:tBaer the Uaitea States Graia Staadards Aet.))
lnSllection of commodities under state of Washington standards or other state. national. or international standards or criteria Sllecified by the applicant. except as noted in this section.
(a) Cultivated buckwheat. safflower. submitted sample
inspection for factors or grade. per sample . . . . . . $7.50
(b) Rapeseed (except Canola). other commodities not
listed above: inspection under Washington state standards
or other Sllecified standards or criteria. submitted sample
inspection forfactors or grade. per sample...... $13.50

I'

(c) Sampling only fees will be assessed at the rates
shown in WAC 16-212-070 ( 4 )(a) and (b) and will be
assessed in addition to the sample inSllection fee when lot
inspection is requested.
Cd) lnSllection of bagged commodities per
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.0624
cwt
effective June 30. 1998: $0.065 effective July 1. 1998.
(~) CombinatiQn inspectiQn and weighing fees assessed
rates shown in WAC 16-212-060 (l)(a), (b), (c), and
the
at
(d).
(2) Cracked corn, corn screenings, and mixed grain
screenings ((shall)) filll be inspected and/or weighed ((Hfttlet:
the toflf\age rate ftflf'llieaele far staadartlizea graias a per)) fil
.§PPlicable rates shown in WAC 16-212-060.
(3) Unofficial (~HRR or HIRT) preteia aaalysis,
per ttait ........... ........... .......... ~))

analysis of constituents (protein. oil. etc.) by near-infrared
transmittance provided at the applicable rates shown in
WAC 16-212-060.
(4) ((Rafleseed (eMeept eflftela) iaspeetioa Hftaer state
stftftdartls.
(a) Stffimitt:ea sftfftple far faetors or grade;
per samvle ........... ........... ........ ~

(e) '.vftea Sftfftj3lea ey effieia} JlOfllOnBel, aad !lflfllieaele
Sftffif'liag ORiy fee.
(e) EXflOrl ffispeetioft aad weighiflg ia eHlk;
fler toR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 0.128
(d) Iaspeetioa of eaggea F!lfleseea, 13er ewt .. ~
(e) Fees far laboratory determiRatioR of emeie aeia
aad/or gJt:teosiRoiate ftftdfOr oil eoftteftt 'Nill ee idefttieal to
the fees assessed ey the Federal Graia IBSfleetioa 8er¥iee.))
Fees for laboratozy analysis of commodities covered by this
section. or for the analysis of constituents or conditions of
grains or commodities inSJ?ected under WAC 16-212-060 or
16-212-070 not provided for in the official standards will be
assessed at the current rates established by the federal. state
or private laboratozy providing the analysis. These fees will
be assessed in addjtiqn to all other inspectiQn and sampling
fees hourly rates and applicable charges.
Note:

This fee is applied in addition to the inspection fee for grad·
ing under state standards.

(5) For other laboratory analysis not identified herein, a
fee will be assessed for each test or analysis identical with the
amount charged by USDA or Washington state agency laboratories.

Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.
Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.
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DEPARTME NT OF TRANSPOR TATION
[Order 178-Filed June l, 1998, 8:25 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 29, 1998.
Purpose: Establishes new sections WAC 468-510-010
High occupancy vehicles and 468-510-020 Left lane restrictions.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapters 34.05 and
34.08RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-030 on March
23, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Added to WAC 468-510-020 (2)(a)(ii): Class B
motor homes, commonly called conversion vans. without a
motor vehicle or trailer in tow.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repe.l!h:d O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
[ 103 J
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Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 1, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 2, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 2, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 29, 1998
Gerald E. Smith
Deputy Secretary, Operations
Chapter 468-510 WAC
LANE USE RESTRICTION S
NEW SECTION
WAC 468-510-010 High occupancy vehicles (HOVs).
Pursuant to RCW 46.61.165 and 47.52.025, the department
has reserved portions of interstate highways, state highways,
and ramps, as HOV lanes for the exclusive use of public
transportation vehicles or private motor vehicles with the
number of occupants specified on signs. Motor vehicles
authorized to use HOV lanes are:
(1) Rubber tired municipal transit vehicles conforming
to RCW 46.04.355.
(2) Buses with a carrying capacity of sixteen or more
persons, including the operator.
(3) Motorcycles conforming to RCW 46.04.330.
(4) Recreational vehicles with the number of occupants
specified on signs.
(5) All other vehicles with the number of occupants
specified on signs, except that trucks in excess of 10,000 lb.
G. V. W. are prohibited from the use of HOV lanes regardless
of the number of occupants. Tow trucks that would be otherwise prohibited because of weight or number of occupants
may use HOV lanes when en route to an emergency on a specific roadway or roadside.
NEW SECTION
WAC 468-510-020 Left lane restrictions. (1) RCW
46.61. l 00(3) mandates that no vehicle towing a trailer or no
vehicle or combination over 10,000 lb. may use the left lane
of limited access roadways having three or more lanes in one
direction, and that a high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane is
not considered the left hand lane of a roadway. Within this
section, 10,000 lb. means 10,000 lb. gross vehicle weight
(G.V.W.).
(2) RCW 46.61.100(3) further mandates that the department, in consultation with the Washington state patrol, shall
adopt rules specifying those circumstances where it is permissible for other vehicles to use the left lane in case of emerPermanent

gency or to facilitate the orderly flow of traffic, and those
segments of limited access highways exempt from the sub-·
section due to the operational characteristics of the roadway.
(a) For the types of vehicles specified, and under the circumstances enumerated in (a)(i) through (vii) of this subsection, the left lane prohibition described in subsection (I) of
this section does not apply to:
(i) Motorcycles towing trailers.
(ii) Class B motor homes, commonly called conversion
vans, without a motor vehicle or trailer in tow.
(iii) Tow trucks weighing over 10,000 lb. G.V.W. when
en route to an emergency on a specific roadway or roadside.
(iv) Fire trucks or emergency care vehicles weighing
over 10,000 lb. G. V.W. when en route to an emergency.
(v) Any vehicle towing a trailer or vehicle or combination weighing over 10,000 lb. G.V.W. when one or more of
the lanes are blocked because of an accident, other incident,
or highway maintenance or construction activities.
(vi) Any vehicle authorized to use a HOV lane that
would otherwise be prohibited from the left lane within two
miles approaching the beginning of a HOV lane or following
the terminus of a HOV lane.
(vii) Any department of transportation vehicle towing a
trailer or weighing over 10,000 lb. G.V.W. when conducting
official business within the left lane.
(b) On the roadway portions enumerated in (b)(i)
through (viii) of this subsection, the left lane prohibition
described in subsection (1) ofthis section does not apply:
(i) On northbound and southbound Interstate 5 in the •
Vancouver vicinity, from the Washington/Oregon state line •
to exit 3 at Main Street.
(ii) On northbound Interstate 5 in the Vancouver vicinity, from the confluence of Interstate 205 to exit 9 at l 79th
Street.
(iii) On southbound Interstate 5 in the Vancouver vicinity, from exit 9 at l 79th Street to exit 7 at Interstate 205.
(iv) On northbound Interstate 5 in the Seattle/Everett
vicinity, from exit 154A at I-405 to exit 194 at SR 529.
(v) On southbound Interstate 5 in the Seattle/Everett
vicinity, from exit 189 at SR 526 to exit 154A at I-405.
(vi) On eastbound and westbound Interstate 90 in the
Seattle vicinity, from exit 2A and 2B respectively at Interstate 5 to exit lOA at Interstate 405.
(vii) On eastbound and westbound Interstate 182 in the
Tri-cities vicinity, from exit 4 to exit l 2A.
(viii) On northbound and southbound Interstate 205 in
the Vancouver vicinity, from the Washington/Oregon state
line to the termini of the three lane sections about one-half
mile south of exit 32.
(c) On the roadway portions enumerated in (c)(i) and (ii)
of this subsection, the left lane prohibition described in subsection (1) of this section does not apply to any vehicle,
except trucks over 10,000 lb. G.V.W., when using the left
lane for passing to facilitate the orderly flow of traffic:
(i) On southbound Interstate 5 in the Southcenter vicin- •
ity, from exit l 54A at I-405 to exit 151 at South 200th Street. •
(ii) On southbound Interstate 5 in the Tacoma vicinity,
from exit 135 at SR 167 to exit 130 at South 56th Street.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTME NT OF TRANSPORTATION

[Order 177-Filed June 1, 1998, 8:29 a.m., effective June l, 1998]

t

Date of Adoption: May 29, 1998.
Purpose: Brings current practices into compliance with
rule. Current practices were initiated for safety to the motoring public and to reduce interference with traffic during high
volume periods.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 468-38-260.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.44.090.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-090 on April
1, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Other Findings Required by Other Provisions of Law as
Precondition to Adoption or Effectiveness of Rule:
CONCISE EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

1. Identify reasons for adopting rule: In the interest of
public safety, the department had adopted a practice contrary
to the preemergency amended rule. The emergency revision
brought the rule and practice into alignment.
2. Describe differences between text of proposed rule as
published in the Register and text of rule as adopted (other
than editing changes) stating reasons for differences: The
preemergenc y rule prohibited over-dimens ional moves at
night. At the time the rule was developed, it was believed
that visibility of the move was the primary reason for restricting them to daylight hours only. Subsequently, visibility has
been determined to be a nonissue due to lighting and escort
vehicle requirements. It is now believed that greater public
safety can be achieved by scheduling certain moves during
low traffic volume hours, particularly late at night or early
morning during hours of darkness. This is reserved for
extremely large loads where there is a specified route and a
specified time window.
3. Summarize all comments received regarding the proposed rule and respond to comments by category or subject
matter, indicating how the final rule reflects agency consideration of the comments, or why it fails to do so: This revision
was unanimously recommende d by a process improvemen t
•
. , team reviewing the motor carrier services permitting processes. Included on the team were representatives from the
Washington State Patrol and the motor carrier industry.

The rule has been in place on an emergency basis since
January 30, 1998. There have been no negative or otherwise
opposing comments from the public, or any other source,
regarding the rule implementation, or its subsequent permanent adoption.
4. Describe any remaining public opposition to the rule:
None known.
5. Documentation pertaining to this rule have been furnished to the rules coordinator for inclusion in the rule-making docket: Yes.
Effective Date of Rule: June 1, 1998.
May 29, 1998
Gerald E. Smith
Deputy Secretary, Operations
AMENDAT OR Y SECTION (Amending Order 132, filed
1112/92, effective 12/3/92)

WAC 468-38-260 Night-time movements. Vehicles
or combinations operating under special motor vehicle permits that are overweight and/or overdimensio nal((,-flffleKeeeding ten feet 'ltide ar ene httHared feet loog, and af legal
hetgltt)) may be permitted to move at night on state highways
((dttfing neHBBl Bl:Hiasphefie eaeditiees)). subject to d«Partment preferred hours/routes of travel and in compliance with
published curfew restrictions. "Night-time movement
approved" must be stated on the permit. Night means onehalf hour after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise. Those
oversize loads that are allowed to move at night shall have
lighting equipment as required by the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49, part 393.11. No movements shall be made
when visibility is reduced to less than ((aHe thatl:S!tll:d)) five
hundred feet or when hazardous roadway conditions exist
(including. but not limited to: Snow ice. mud slide wind or
water flooding over roadway). It shall be the responsibility of
the permittee to discontinue movement and remove the unit
from the highway when any of the above conditions exist
which could create an unsafe movement.

WSR 98-12-064

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTME NT OF LICENSING
(Business and Professions Division)
[Filed June 1, 1998, 10:58 am.]

Date of Adoption: May 28, 1998.
Purpose: WAC 308-12-326 Architect fees, informs
interested persons of the fees charged by the Department of
Licensing for services and licensing provided. The fees are
adopted in administrative code to provide for public involvement in setting the amount and types of fees.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-12-326 Architect fees.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.24.086 Fee
policy for professions, occupations, and businesses-D etermination by rule.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-09-057 on April
17, 1998.
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamlin e, or Reform Agency Procedure s: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 28, 1998
Alan F. Rathbun
Assistant Director
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-13-095,
filed 6/18/97, effective 7/l 9/97)

WAC 308-12-326 Architect fees. The following fees
shall be charged by the business and professions division of
the department of licensing:
Title of Fee

Fee

Examination application
Reciprocity application
Initial registration
Oral examination
Registration renewal (3 years)
Late renewal
Certificate replacement
Duplicate license
Certification
Corporations:
Certificate of authorization
Certificate of authorization
renewal

$100.00

Type of Operation

((+4G:OO))

50.00
((46'00))

((~))

27.00

((~))

270.00
135.00
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTM ENT OF HEALTH
[Filed June 1, 1998, 3:08 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 15, 1998.
Purpose: Creates "harvester" as a new classification of
commercial shellfish license with a fee of $250.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 246-282-990.
Permanent

Annual Fee

Harvester
Shellstock Shipper
0- 49 Acres
50 or greater Acres
Shucker-Packer
Plants with floor space ( 2000 sq. ft.
Plants with floor space ) 2000 sq. ft.
and ( 5000 sq. ft.
Plants with floor space ) 5000 sq. ft.

145.00
48.00

15.00
15.00

((HG:OO))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-12-031,
filed 5/30/97, effective 6/30/97)

WAC 246-282-990 Shellfish program certificati on •
fees. (I) Annual certificate fees ((shall \:le)) im::
•

((~))

((+4G:OO))

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.20B.020.
Other Authority: RCW 69.30.030.
•
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-118 on April.
1, 1998.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamlin e, or Reform Agency Procedure s: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 29, 1998
Bruce Miyahara
Secretary

[ 106)

$260.
$415.
$470.
$570.
$1,040.

(2) Type of operations are defined as follows:
(a) "Shellstock shipper" shall mean shippers growing,
harvesting, buying, or selling shellstock. Shellstock shippers
are not authorized to shuck shellfish or to repack shucked
shellfish.
(b) "Shucker-packer" shall mean shippers shucking and
packing shellfish. A shucker-packer may act as a shellstock
dealer.
(cl "Harvester" means a commercial shellfish operation
with activities limited to harvesting shellstock. and shipping •
and selling it within Washington state to shellfish dealers •
licensed by the department. Harvesters do not shuck shellfish: repack shucked shellfish· repack shellstock: or store

•
•

•
•
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shellstock in any location other than the approved growing
ere e she stock was arvested
ea
(3) "Export certificate" means a certificate issued by the
department to a licensed shucker-packer or shellstock shipper
for use in the foreign export of a lot or shipment of shellfish.
The fee for each export certificate shall be $10.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed June 2, 1998, 2:46 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: June 2, 1998.
Purpose: To add Skagit County to the existing apple
maggot quarantine area.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 16-470-100.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 17 .24.041.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-108 on April
1, 1998.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: At this time we will not adopt proposed amendments to WAC 16-470-120 as originally planned.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
,
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
June 2, 1998
James M. Jesernig
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-09-098,
filed 4/23/97, effective 5/24/97)

WAC 16-470-100 Quarantine-Apple maggot and
plum curculio-Area under order. (1) The following areas
are declared by the director to be under quarantine for apple
maggot:
(a) Exterior quarantine. All states or foreign countries
where apple maggot is established, including but not limited
to the states of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Texas, and all states east thereof including the District of Columbia, and the states of Idaho, Oregon, Utah, and
California, and any other areas where apple maggot is established.

(b) Interior quarantine. The entire counties of Clallam,
Clark, Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, Island, Jefferson, King, Kitsap, Klickitat, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, Pierce, Snohomish,
Spokane,~ Skamania, Thurston and Wahkiakum, and
any other counties where apple maggot is established.
(c) Regional area quarantine. When mutually agreed
upon, and formally accepted by the directors of the Washington state department of agriculture and Oregon state department of agriculture the following shall apply: In Oregon state
the counties of Wasco and Hood River and in Washington
state the counties of Skamania and Klickitat will be considered a single production area. Commercial fruit produced in
these counties may move freely throughout this production
area unless regulatory measures as prescribed in WAC 16470-120 are implemented.
(2) The following areas are declared by the director to be
under quarantine for plum curculio: Utah, and, in the eastern
United States, all states and districts east of and including the
states of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma, and Texas, and any other areas where plum curculio is established.
(3) The following definitions shall apply to WAC 16470-100 through 16-470-120:
(a) "Apple maggot (Rhagoletis pomonella)" means a
dipterous insect belonging to the family Tephritidae which in
the larval stage lives within fruit of its host plants with potential for causing extensive damage to fruit of certain crops.
(b) "Established" means present in a country, state,
county or other area, multiplying and expected to continue .
(c) "Plum curculio (Conotrachelus nenuphar)" means a
coleopterous insect of the family Curculionidae which in the
larval stage lives within the fruit of its host plants with potential for causing extensive damage to fruit of certain crops.
(d) "Threatened with infestation" means that any life
stage of apple maggot or plum curculio has been found within
one-half mile of production site including any portion of an
orchard outside or beyond the one-half mile boundary if any
portion of the orchard is within the one-half mile area.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed June 3, 1998, 10:00 a.m.)

Date of Adoption: June 3, 1998.
Purpose: To meet the criteria set forth in Governor
Locke's Executive Order 97-02; and to clarify the requirements for application for vehicle ownership.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing 3 [WAC 308-56A-005, 308-56A-080 and 30856A-085]; and amending 7 [WAC 308-56A-010, 308-56A015, 308-56A-020, 308-56A-02 l, 308-56A-022, 308-56A023, and 308-56A,090].
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110 .
Other Authority: RCW 46.12.101.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 98-08-049 on March
26, 1998.
[ 1071
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Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Minor modification s have been made based upon
written testimony submitted by some stakeholders.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline , or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 7, Repealed 3.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 7, Repealed 3; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
June 3, 1998
John Swannack
Deputy Director
for Evelyn P. Yenson
AMENPAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-15-024,
filed 7/6/92, effective 8/6/92)

WAC 308-56A-010 Title purpose only. ((Cenifieates
ef title ffl:ey ae iss1:1ee Withel:lt eertifieetes ef FegistFetieft
iBel1:1eiBg a1:1t Bet limitea te the feHewiBg vehieles:)) The
department may issue a certificate of ownership for a vehicle
without a certificate of registration for:
(1) Vehicles required to display valid vehicle number
license plates prior to operating on the public highway pursuant to chapter 46.16 RCW;
(2) Farm tractors or farm equipment;
(3) Off-road vehicles (ORV) whether or not required to
obtain an ORV use permit;
(4) Golf carts and dune buggies whether or not equipped
for legal highway use;
(5) Off highway equipment that may be moved upon
public highways by special permits.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order MV 208,
filed 7/3 In4)

WAC 308-56A-015 No title issued. ((\Zehieles may ee
registerea vtithettt issttiBg e WeshiBgteB eefiifieete ef title.
8tteh registFatieB will ee eee~tea 'Nheft:
(l) An ettt ef state seetifea p&l4y will Bet release 8ft el:lt
ef state title;
(2) A BeMesiaeftt is Feqttifet:i te registeF htslheF vehiele
ift this state Sttt is else reqttifet:i te meiBteiB his/hef heme state
title ena registFatieB.)) The department may register vehicles
without issuing Washington certificates ofownership when:
(1) A secured party will not surrender an out-of-state certificate of ownership: or
(2) Registration is required in Washington state and title
and registration are reqµired by another state.
Permanent
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AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order MV 208,
filed 7/3In4)
•

WAC 308-56A-02 0 Application for title required• •
((An epplieatieft feF eefiifieete ef title is FeEtttiFea:
(1) WheBelfeF the ewBeFSBifl ef e vehiele eheeges;
(2) \VheB there is e legal eh!tfl:ge ef Heme ef the Fegis
teree eF legal 0v1BeF ef e •tehiele;
(3) Wheft theFe is 8 ehenge ef ft8ffl:e ef 8 a1:1smess eBtiey
ewftiBg a vehiele; prnviaea that, aft epfllieatieB is Bet
reqttirea feF eeeh vehiele wheB a fl:ftafteial iftstit1:1ti0tt whieh is
the legal e'WBeF efe Bl:lffiaer efvehteles merges with SF is sele
te flft0theF ittstittttieft ftfta eetttittl:leS te ae ettsiBeSS ift the
B8ffie ef the Sttf"tiving iftstiffitieft, if the Befl8Rttleftt is ftetifiea
ID Writiftg ef the ffl:eFgeF 0f sale.
(4) WheB e flFef)rieteFshif' eF pertBershif' feFms e e0fJl0
Fatieft whetheF 0f Bet 8 Sl:lSiBess ftflffie is eheBgea;
(5) WheB e f'F0prieteFshtfl eF fleTtBeFshifl fll:ireheses e
00ffl0F8tieB Vthieh will Be lettgef ee 0fleFftteB ftS 8 00ffleFetieB
whether eF Bet the Sl:iStfteSS ftftffie is eheftgea;
(6) Wheftelfef theFe is ft0 etttsteeaiftg see1:1Fet:i eeligetiett
Ma Re eemmitfftettt te make edvftftees aBd iBettF eeligetietts
eF etheFwise give ·1eltte;
(7) WheBe¥eF a vehiele hes eeett TefleTtea eestFeyea ey
llll ms\:H'ftftee eeffif'RRY ene the ewBeF wishes te 0f'eF8te it eft
the fll:lblie highways;
(8) WheBe 1tef 8 't'ehiele has eeeft esseHt:elee;
(9) 1.lfheBe'ieF 8 glideF kit hes eeeft iBstellea;
(10) Whette'<'eF e Feflleeemeftt eBgiBe hes aeett mstallea
in a metereyele;
(11) \VfteBeVef there hes eeeft 8 Stfl:let\:H'el ehMge iii the
,,·ehiele;
( 12) \Vftette¥eF the 'tehiele ideBtifieatieB Bl:iffl:l:ieF has
ehRRgee;
(13) WheBe'teF ft feFmeF BeftFesieeBt eweeF ef ft vehiele
reEtttiFittg e eeFtifieete ef title eeeemes e WeshingteB resieeftt
es tlefiBed ift ehef)teF 308 92 WAC as Bew eF heFeefteF
ameRdea;
(14) 'WhefteVeF e seeeftd legal ewftef is te ee aetled te the
eenifieate ef title. The &flfllieatiett shell shew the address ef
enly the fiFSt Bemee legal eWBeF;
( 15) Wheae•1eF the eBgiBe ef a ¥ehiele hes l:ieeB eheBget:i
eF meeifiee te eeeef)t a fl:lel etheF thaB that shewB ett the el:it
steading title.)) An application for certificate of ownership is
required when:
(I) A person purchases a new vehicle:
C2) There is a change of ownership due to:
(a) Sale:
(b) Gift
Cc) Inheritance:
(d) Trade:
(e) Addition or deletion of a registered owner:
CD Proprietorship. partnership or individuals forming a
corporation. whether or not the business name is changing:
(g) Proprietorshi p partnership or individuals purchasing
a corporation which will no longer be operated as a corporation. whether or not the business name is changed:
Ch) Court order: or
•
(i) Repossession.
•
(3) There is a name change of:
(a) The registered owner:

t

t

•
•

•
•
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(a) There is a court order awarding ownership in the
vehicle. the department uses the effective date of the court
ruY.er;.
Cb) The vehicle was delivered after the date indicated on
the supporting documents:
Cc) There are conflicting dates on supporting documents:
Cd) There is no date on the certificate of ownership or
other supporting documents: or
(e) The date on the certificate of ownership has been
altered.
(2) Subsection (l)(a) through Ce) of this section reguire
the applicant to sign an affidavit attesting to the actual date of
delivezy.

The lienholder; or
(c) A business entity as shown on the current certificate
of ownership
C4) There is no change in the registered owner of the
vehicle but the title needs to be reissued because:
(!l) A lien has been satisfied and the lienholder's name
needs to be removed·
(b) A lienholder's name needs to be added. If a secondazy lienholder is being added. the address of only the primazy
lienholder will be recorded:
(c) There is a change in lienholders:
(d) The vehicle is assembled or has had a glider kit
installed:
(e) The vehicle is a motorcycle and the engine has been
nmlaced;
(0 There has been a structural change. as defined in
WAC 308-56A-150 O)CE). in the vehicle other than changing the bed of a truck: or
(g) Thevehicleidentificationnumbe rneedsto be corrected.
(5) The vehicle has been rworted destroyed by an insurance
company. Title procedures are in WAC 308-56A-460.
(6) The vehicle has been re.ported destroyed by the
owner. or a wrecker and is subseguently sold and licensed.
(b)

AMEND ATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG/36,
filed 10/9/87)

WAC 308-56A-022 Conditions under which penalty
fees are not assessed. Penalty fees are not assessed for late

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG/36,
filed 10/9/87)

WAC 308-56A-021 Assessment ((et=)) crjterja for
penalty fee ((f8P late applie8'ie1t fer title)). ((Whett ewtter

ship ef e WashiRgtett titled ·1ehiele eheRges, the ptirehaser er
traRsferee ffitiSt eemplete eod st:t6mit te the El~eftffieRt er te
a ·1ehiele lieeRsiHg egeHt ll:II applieetieH fer eertifieate ef title
8ftEl lieeHse registratieR withiR fifteeR days after the Elate ef
tleli';ery ef the vehiele. PeRalty fees will ee essessetl fer late
applieatieft tifttler the fellewing eiretmlstftfl:ees:
(1) DeettmeRts st:t6mittetl far llflf'lieatieft fer Hew title
intlieate mere than 15 tlays htt'1e elllflsetl sittee Elate ef tleliv
eey ef the vehiele;
(2) SemeeRe ether thll:II the flfst ptiFehaser sft0'NR is male
iftg applieatieft (l:lflless verifieatiea is previtletl that he/she
aettttiretl the ·;ehiele less theft 16 tlays prier te applieati0ft fer
title:,
(3) The Elate ef tlelivery is Eleelaretl te ee 15 tlays f'rier te
Elate ef af'plieatiee. An ai!idlt'1it ef Eleli·;ery is rettttired wheH:
(a) Cesflietiag Elates llflpear eR sttppertieg EleetimeHts;
(6) Dates eH title er sttppertiag tleetmlefttS have eeeft
ttlteretl;
(e) Ne e't'ieeaee ef the Elate ef tlelivery is preseat; er,
(El) Aft tiftdated title is presettted;
(4) Partial e\Yftership has ehaagetl mere theo fifteee tlays
previettsly.
WheH a tliveree settlem:eHt er ether legal aetieft affeetiftg
ewaershif' ef the vehiele takes f'laee after the Elate that the
title is sigtted eff, the date ef the fiRel legal aetiea HiftY ee
tised as the date fFem whieh f'eHaley fees are eemfltited.)) ill
Penalty fees are assessed beginning on the 16th day from the
date of sale as shown on the certificate of ownership. exce.pt
~
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application for title under the following conditions:
(1) The vehicle is not motorized:
.(2). The vehicle is sold by a Washington dealer (dealer
report of sale box on the application is completed);
((~)) ill A ((Jffiet')) Washington record cannot be
found;
((~)) ffi Department of licensing records indicate the
vehicle (('Nas tetalecl by aft iHStlrtmee eemf"a~· er ref'aFtecl))
has been destroyed ((bye wreaking yard));
((f41)) ill The vehicle is being titled as home made or
assembled for the first time;
((~)) (Q) The vehicle is acquired ((by ififterittlftee er
eemmttaity preperty fFem the eWfler efreeertl)) as a result of:
(11) Inheritance or community property·
(b) Divorce settlement·
(c) Other legal action affecting ownership of the vehicle:
(d) Partial ownership change.
AMENPATQRY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG/36,
filed 10/9/87)

WAC 308-56A-023 Conditions under which penalty
fees may be waived. ((PeReley fees fer late applieatieft fer

eertifieete ef title aad lieease registratieft may ee ·.vaived
W'hea the defltlrtmeet is IJreseftted with J"reef satisfaeteey te
the clef'eFtmeRt that the delay in Sttamittiag the apfllieatieR
was dtte te reaseas beyeRtl the eeatrel ef the pttrehaser,
ineltiding 0fte er mere ef the fellewittg eirettlftstaeees:
( l) A rettttest by the tlepftrtffteftt ef lieeHsieg fer atldi
tieftal reqttiretl Stlf'f'ertiag tleetlffteftts;
(2) Exteatlee hespitalil'!atieft er illaess ef the pttrehaser;
(3) Faill:lfe ef a legal ewfter ta release his/her/their inter
(4) De(lar'.meRt, atiditer, ageat, er St1eageRt errer;
(5) IReareeratieft ef the f"tirehaser 0y a jtidieiaey system;
(6) A seller's ~ert af sale filed 0y f"tiF0haser thinking it
traftsferred title;
(7) Other reasees whieh the Elireeter may deteF'IBiBe are
Yftlid.:.)) (1) In addition to circumstances identified in RCW
Permanent
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46.12.10 I. the department may waive the penalty fee for late
application for certificate of ownership when:
Ca) The purchaser is incarcerated b_y a judiciary system:
Cb) The purchaser files a seller's report of sale thinking
they have filed an application to transfer certificate of owner~
Cc) The director determines other reasons are valid· or
Cd) A purchaser fails to transfer ownership prior to selling it and the applicant can prove he/she has purchased the
vehicle within fifteen days of making application.
C2) If the date of sale does not represent the date of delivery. and the customer declares that the date of delivery is
within fifteen days prior to date of application for one of the
following reasons. the dgiartment may waive the penalty fee
with a signed affidavit:
Ca) Conflicting dates appear on supporting documents:
Cb) Dates on title or supporting documents have been
altered:
Cc) No evidence of the date of delivery is present: or
Cd) An undated title is presented.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-03-047,
filed 1111196, effective 2111/96)

WAC 308-56A-090 Disclosure of individual vehicle
owner names and addresses. ((fB)) Any business entity
requesting the name or address of a vehicle owner pursuant to
RCW 46.12.380 shall ((eoffifllete)) submit a completed form
provided by the department and furnish verification of its
identity as a business entity. For purposes of this section,
acceptable verification includes:
(((e) A eo13y of the F0f:l:1:testiftg eBtity's 1:1Be>E13ifee Wesh
iBgtoft ffi8Ster Bl:lSiftess lieeftse; Of
(l:i) For e1:1siftesses Bot 81:lthorizee to eo lmsiBess iH this
state, 8 eopy of its l:lftt*Jliree Bl:lSiBeSS lieeBse iss1:1ee ey the
Ol:lt of State j1:1fiseietiOB Vrhere the Bl:lSiBeSS eBtity is 81:ttho
rizee to Bo Bl:lSiBeSS.
(2) A e1:1siBess eBtity f0El:l:lestiBg 88ffies Of eeeresses of
iftei•1ie1:1el vehiele OVtfters Oft 8 eoffiift1:1iftg eesis ffi8Y eKeel:lte
8H egreeffieftt with the BeJl8ftffieftt gi'riBg theif foll Bl:lSifteSS
BElffie eBe the fll:lFflose for Fef:l:l:lestiftg the iHfofffietioB. If the
fll:lFflose for the iBforffietioB is Bot eoBtrery to RCW
46.12.380, the i:Hfefffietioft ffiey ee flFOYieee Witho1:1t seperete
Vtfitteft Fef:l:l:lests for eise}o91:1re of OWftef'S ft8ffie Of eeeress Oft
eeeh vehiele of iBterest.)) Cl) Licensed Washington businesses shall provide a copy of their current Washington master business license: or
C2) Businesses not required to be licensed in this state
shall provide their Federal Employer Identification Number
on their official letterhead with a notarized signature of the
owner or their authorized representative· or
C3) Out-of-state businesses not licensed in Washington
shall provide:
Ca) A copy of their current business license issued by the
out-of-state jurisdiction where the business entity is authorized to do business: or
Cb) Their Federal Employer Identification Number on
their official letterhead with a notarized signature of the
owner or their authorized representative
Permanent
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C4) In addition to the requirements in subsections Cl). C2)
and (3) of this section:
(a) An attorney shall also provide a copy of their bar •
card· and
•
(J:>) A private investigator shall also provide a copy of
their private investigator's license.
CS) A business entity which has entered into a written
agreement with the ds>artment need not provide a separate
written request for each inquizy.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 308-56A-OOS
Title required.
WAC 308-56A-080
Refusal by department to
release title.
WAC 308-56A-085
Error in title issued by
department.
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EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 27, 1998, 11 :50 a.m., effective June 11, 1998]

Date of Adoption: May 27, 1998.
Purpose: To describe the requirements for registration of
commercial fertilizers, including the methods to use for analysis of metals and specifying the metals information which
must be submitted with the registration application; to
describe the methods for determining maximum use rates for
plant nutrients; to set the Washington application rates; to
express the Washington standards for metals in pounds per
acre per year; to describe how the department will determine
if a commercial fertilizer meets or exceeds the metals standards; and to describe a violation of the rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 16-200-695, 16-200-705, and 16-200-708.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 15.54.325,
15.54.330, 15.54.370, 15.54.800.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest; and that
state or federal law or federal rule or a federal deadline for
state receipt of federal funds requires immediate adoption of
rule.
Reasons for this Finding: The 1998 legislature passed
SSB 6474 which amends chapter 15.54 RCW, the commercial fertilizer registration law, and adopts standards for maximum acceptable cumulative metals additions to soil. This
new law requires persons who register commercial fertilizers
in Washington to disclose the levels of nine metals which
may be present in a commercial fertilizer. It takes effect on
June 11, 1998. Under chapter 15.54 RCW, the 1998 annual
commercial fertilizer registration period begins on July 1,
1998. These emergency rules adopt the methods for metals
analysis and reporting which will enable the fertilizer industry to analyze their products for these nine metals and report
the results for the 1998 registration.
The emergency rules also set the Washington application
rates and express the Washington standards for metals in
pounds per acre per year to enable the industry and the
department to determine if a commercial fertilizer meets or
exceeds the Washington standards for metals.
These emergency rules are required for the preservation
of the general welfare and are in the public interest because
they will enable the department to implement and enforce the
requirements in SSB 6474 in a timely manner against commercial fertilizers which do not meet Washington standards.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
~ecently Enacted State Statutes: New 4, Amended 3,
repealedO.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 4, Amended 3, Repealed 0.
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Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: June 11, 1998.
May 27, 1998
James M. Jesernig
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2066, filed
12/7/90, effective ln/91)
WAC 16-200-695 Definitions. The definitions set forth
in this section shall apply throughout this chapter unless context otherwise requires:
(1) "Organic" means a material containing carbon and
one or more elements (other than hydrogen and oxygen)
essential for plant growth. When the term "organic" is utilized in the label or labeling of any commercial fertilizer, it
shall be qualified as either "synthetic organic" or "natural
organic," with the percentage of each specified.
(2) "Natural organic" means a material derived from
either plant or animal products containing carbon and one or
more elements (other than hydrogen and oxygen) essential
for plant growth.
(3) "Synthetic organic" means a material that is manufactured chemically (by synthesis) from its elements and
other chemicals, containing carbon and one or more elements
(other than hydrogen and oxygen) essential for plant growth.
(4) "Unit" means one percent (by weight) of a ton.
(5) "AOAC" means the association of official analytical
chemists.
(6) "Commercial fertilizer" means any substance containing one or more recognized plant nutrients and which is
used for its plant nutrient content and/or which is designated
for use or claimed to have value in promoting plant growth,
and shall include limes, gypsum, and manipulated animal and
vegetable manures. It shall not include unmanipulated animal
and vegetable manures and other products exempted by the
department by rules.
(7) "Fertigation" means a method of applying commerwith irrigation water to fertilize land or plants.
fertilizers
cial
(8) "fertilizer component" means a commercial fertilizer
ingredient containing one or more recognized plant nutrients
which is incorporated in the commercial fertilizer for its plant
nutrient value.
(9) "Maximum acceptable cumulative metals additions
to soil" means the amount of metals that can be added to soil
oyer a 45-year period of time without exceedini: the Canadian Standards which haye been adopted in RCW
15.54.800(3) as Washington Standards for metals.
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 2066, filed
1217/90, effective ln/91)
WAC 16-200-705 Purpose. The following sections
concerning the protection of ground water, labeling requirements and examination of fertilizer minerals and limes
(WAC 16-200-708 through 16-200-742) are established in
this chapter under the authority of the Commercial Fertilizer
Act, chapter 15.54 RCW.
This chapter also describes the requirements for registration of commercial fertilizers. includin~ the information
which must be submitted as part of the registration application. the analysis methods which must be used. the maximum
use rates the department will use to determine whether a commercial fertj)jzer may be re~istered. the Washin~ton Standards for metals and the acts which are unlawful under this
chapter.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-200-7061 What information must I include
with my registration application concerning metals? (1)
You are required to submit the following metals information
with your registration application:

(a) Total concentration of each metal reported in parts
per million (PPM) which is equivalent to milligrams of metal'
per kilogram of fertilizer (mg/kg), or micrograms per gram;
(b) Copy of the laboratory report on metals analysis;
(c) Method of analysis;
(d) Method of sample preparation; and
(e) Minimum detection limits for each method used.
(2) The department may request quality assurance and
quality control documentation for analytical procedures
and/or for the laboratory which performed the analyses.
(3) The analytical data and maximum use rate will be
used to determine if a commercial fertilizer meets or exceeds
the Washington standards for metals.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-200-7062 What method must I use to analyze the metals contained in my commercial fertilizer? (I)
You must prepare and analyze your commercial fertilizer for
the total concentration of each of the following nine metals
using one or more of the EPA methods listed in Table 1. All
methods are described in the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's SW-846.

Table 1. Acceptable Analysis Methods for Metals Contained in SW-846.
Metal
Arsenic (As)
Cadmium (Cd)
Cobalt (Co)
Lead (Pb)
Molybdenum (Mo)
Nickel (Ni)
Selenium (Se)
Zinc (Zn)
Mercury (Hg)
Sample Preparation

Inductively Coupled Plasma
(ICP)
6010, 6010A, 6010B
6010,6010A,60 10B
6010, 6010A, 6010B
6010, 6010A, 6010B
6010, 6010A, 6010B
6010, 6010A, 6010B
6010,6010A,60 10B
6010, 6010A, 6010B

Atomic Absorption
7060A, 7061A
7131A
7201
7420, 7421
7480
7520,7521
7740, 7741A
7951
7470A,7471A

3050B

3050B

..
Copies of SW-846 Thud Edition
and all associated updates are available
from: The Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, DC 20402, (202) 512-1800, and from the Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Center, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield, VA 22161, (703) 487-4650 or 800-553-NTIS.

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-200-7063 How will the department determine the maximum use rate for my commercial fertilizer?
(1) To determine the maximum use rate for a commercial fertilizer, the department will use the commercial fertilizer label
directions for use. If specific label directions for use are not
available, the department will use the following Washington
Application Rates to .determine the maximum use rate of the
commercial fertilizer.

(2) Other analysis methods for total concentration of
each metal may be used only under the following conditions:
(a) You must submit a request to the department, in writing, detailing the sample preparation and analysis methods,
minimum detection limits and quality assurance and quality
control documentation.
(b) The department, after reviewing the request, may
approve the analysis method only if the capability of the
method meets or exceeds the sensitivity and accuracy of the
applicable method listed in the Table 1.

Emergency

Inductively Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectroscopy (ICP/MS)
6020
6020
6020
6020
6020
6020
6020
6020

Nutrient
Nitrogen (N)
Phosphorous (as P205)
Potassium (as K20)

[2)

4 Yr. Cumulative Total
(lbs./acre)
1600
700
300
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Nutrient
oron (B)
Calcium (Ca)
Chlorine (Cl)
Copper (Cu)
Iron (Fe)
Magnesium (Mg)
Manganese (Mn)
Molybdenum (Mo)
Sulfur (S)
Zinc (Zn)
Lime (CaC03 equivalent)
Gypsum (CaS04)

tributed in Washington if those metals are used as plant nutrients and those metals meet all applicable minimum guarantees and labeling requirements of chapter 15.54 RCW and the
rules adopted thereunder.
(3) If a commercial fertilizer contains cobalt (Co),
molybdenum (Mo), or zinc (Zn) and any one or more of those
metals are not intended to be used as a plant nutrient, then the
non-plant nutrient metals must meet the Standards shown in
Table 2.

4 Yr. Cumulative Total
(lbs./acre)
12
800
300
10
80
400
40
4
300
30

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2066, filed
12/7/90, effective lnt91)
WAC 16-200-708 Unlawful acts. ill It shall be unlawany person to refuse or neglect to comply with the profor
ful
visions of the applicable sections of chapter 15.54 RCW, the
rules adopted thereunder, or any lawful order of the department.
(2) It is unlawful to distribute a commercial fertilizer in
Washin~ton that exceeds the standar<ls for non-nutritive substances established in RCW 15.54.800(3). The department
wm determine if a commercial fertilizer exceeds the standards by using the maximum use rates and by either:
{a) Comparing data submitted by the registrant to the
standards established in WAC 16-200-7064: or
(b) Comparing the results of the analysis of an official
sample to the standards established in WAC 1"6-200-7064.
Official samples will be analyzed by the methods set forth in
these rules.

12,000
12,000

(2) To ensure that the maximum acceptable cumulative
metals additions to soil are not exceeded, the department will
assume the commercial fertilizer will be applied at the maximum rate as stated on the label or established in this rule.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-200-7064 What are the Washington standards for metals? (1) The standards for metals in Washington are the maximum acceptable annual metals additions to
·~ils adopted in RCW 15.54.800 and are presented in Table
~- Because the Canadian standards contained in the Canadian
Trade Memorandum T-4-93 dated August 1996 are based on
long-term (45-year) cumulative metals additions to soils, the
maximum acceptable annual metals additions to soils are
determined by dividing the Canadian standards by 45. The
Washington standards are expressed as pounds per acre per
year.
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EMERGENCY RULES

FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
[Filed May 28, 1998, 9:36 am.]

Date of Adoption: May 13, 1998. The Forest Practices
Board adopted this emergency rule on May 13, 1998. Soon
after the meeting, it was determined that a change needed to
be made to the language adopted in WAC 222-30-040(2).
The board held a special meeting via conference call on May
27, 1998, and adopted the revised version of WAC 222-30040(2) .
Purpose: To modify forest practices rules to provide
greater protection for threatened and endangered salmonids
that have been listed by the federal government. This is a
procedural rule that classifies forest practices in mapped
areas as Class IV-Special, requiring additional environmental
review.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 222-10-040, 222- 16-010, 222-16-050, 22216-080, 222-24-050 and 222-30-040; and new sections WAC
222-16-088, 222-10-020, and 222-10-043.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 76.09.040 and
chapter 34.05 RCW.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of

Table 2. Washington Standards For Metals.
Metals
Arsenic (As)
Cadmium (Cd)
Cobalt (Co)
Mercury (Hg)
Molybdenum (Mo)
Nickel (Ni)
Lead (Pb)
Selenium (Se)
Zinc (Zn)

Lbs./acre/yr.
.297
.079
.594
.019
.079
.713
1.981
.055
7.329

(2) To be registered with the department and distributed
in Washington, a commercial fertilizer must not exceed the
above standards. Because cobalt (Co), molybdenum (Mo),
·~nd zinc (Zn) are also plant nutrients, higher concentrations
p a n those presented in the table may be permitted. Commercial fertilizers which contain cobalt (Co), molybdenum (Mo),
and/or zinc (Zn) concentrations may be registered and dis[3]
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notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest; and that
state or federal law or federal rule or a federal deadline for
state receipt of federal funds requires immediate adoption of
a rule.
Reasons for this Finding:
The Forest Practices Board is required by rule to identify
those forest practices that have the potential for a substantial
impact on the environment with regard to newly listed threatened or endangered species (WAC 222-16-080(3)).
This emergency rule applies to the following listed species: Upper Columbia Steelhead - endangered - August
1997; Snake River Steelhead- threatened -August 1997; and
Lower Columbia Steelhead - threatened - March 1998.
What the Rule Does: The emergency rule provides protection to these listed species by setting State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) triggers that would classify certain forest
practices activities within the listed areas as Class IV-Special.
This class of forest practice must receive additional review
under SEPA prior to approval. If a declaration of significance is made under SEPA, an environmental impact statement may be required
The emergency rule also provides SEPA guidance for
the landowner to use in preparing a complete application and
for the department to use in reviewing the forest practices
application.
The "salmonid listed areas" map identifies the geographic areas to which the rule applies. These are the Evolutionarily Significant Units (ESUs) identified by the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) when they listed these
salmonids. If an when additional listings occur, the board can
consider adopting an updated map.
Road maintenance and abandonment plans are required
for certain forest practices within the listed areas. Stream
temperature provisions also apply in the ESUs for some nonfish-bearing streams.
This emergency rule applies to COMPLETED FOREST
PRACTICES APPLICATIONS submitted on or after the effective
date of the rule.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 3, Amended 6, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 27, 1998
Jennifer M. Belcher
Commissioner of Public Lands
Emergency

Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 98-13 issue of the Register.
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EMERGENCY RULES

FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
[Filed May 28, 1998, 9:38 am.]

Date of Adoption: May 13, 1998.
Purpose: To modify forest practices rules that define
Type 2 and 3 waters in WAC 222-16-030, and define requirements for the Forest Practices Board manual.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 222-12-090 and 222-16-030.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 76.09.040 and
chapter 34.05 RCW.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: New data has shown that the
physical characteristics of streams, as defined in the current
forest practices rules, are no longer accurate. This emergency
rule updates those physical characteristics based on current
knowledge so that appropriate resource protection can bel
provided to fish habitat and water quality.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 27, 1998
Jennifer M. Belcher
Commissioner of Public Lands
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-15-105
[97-24-091), filed 7/21/97 [12/3/97), effective 8/21/97
[113/98])

WAC 222-12-090 Forest practices board manual • •
When approved by the board the manual serves as an advi. .
sory technical supplement to these forest practices regulations. The department, in cooperation with the departments of
[4]
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Reviser's note: The bracketed material preceding the section above
was supplied by the code reviser's office .
Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendrnents to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.

fisheries, wildlife, agriculture, ecology, and such other agen• es, affected Indian tribes, or interested parties as may have
.,propriate expertise, is directed to prepare, and submit to the
board for approval, revisions to the forest practices board
manual. The manual shall include:
(1) Method for determination of adequate shade
requirements on streams needed for use with WAC 222-30040.
(2) The standard methods for measuring channel
width, stream gradient and flow which are used in the water
typing criteria WAC 222-16-030.
(3) A chart for establishing recommended permanent
culvert sizes and associated data.
(4) Guidelines for clearing slash and debris from Type 4
and 5 Waters.
(5) Guidelines for landing location and construction.
(6) Guidelines for determining acceptable stocking levels.
(7) Guidelines for calculating average widths ofriparian
management zones.
(8) Guidelines for wetland delineation.
(9) Guidelines for wetland replacement or substitution.
(10) A list of nonnative wetland plant species.
(11) The standard methodology, which shall specify the
quantitative methods, indices of resource conditions, and definitions, for conducting watershed analysis under chapter
222-22 WAC. The department, in consultation with Timber/Fish/Wildlife's Cooperative Monitoring, Evaluation and
~esearch Committee (CMER), may make minor modifica.ions to the version of the standard methodology approved by
the board. Substantial amendments to the standard methodology requires approval by the board.
(12) A list of special concerns related to aerial application of pesticides developed under WAC 222-16-070(3).
(13) Gujdelines for determinin~ fish use for the purpose
of typin~ waters under WAC 222-16-030,
(14) Survey protocol for marbled murrelets. The
Pacific seabird survey protocol in effect March 1, 1997, shall
be used when surveying for marbled murrelets in a stand.
Surveys conducted before the effective date of this rule are
valid if they were conducted in substantial compliance with
generally accepted survey protocols in effect at the beginning
of the season in which they were conducted.
(15) The department shall, in consultation with the
department of fish and wildlife, develop platform protocols
for use by applicants in estimating the number of platforms,
and by the department in reviewing and classifying forest
practices under WAC 222-16-050. These protocols shall
include:
(a) A sampling method to determine platforms per acre
in the field;
(b) A method to predict the number of platforms per acre
based on information measurable from typical forest inventories. The method shall be derived from regression models or
other accepted statistical methodology, and incorporate the
.best available data; and
(c) Other methods determined to be reliable by the
.,
department, in consultation with the department of fish and
wildlife.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-091,
filed 12/3/97, effective 1/3/98)
WAC 222-16-030 Water typing system. *The department in cooperation with the departments of fish and wildlife,
and ecology, and in consultation with affected Indian tribes
shall classify streams, lakes and ponds and prepare stream
classification maps showing the location of Type l, 2, 3 and
4 Waters within the various forested areas of the state. Such
maps shall be available for public inspection at region offices
of the department. The waters will be classified using the following criteria. If a dispute arises concerning a water type the
department shall make available informal conferences, which
shall include the departments of fish and wildlife, and ecology, and affected Indian tribes and those contesting the
adopted water types. These conferences shall be established
under procedures established in WAC 222-46-020.
*(I) "Type 1 Water" means all waters, within their
ordinary high-water mark, as inventoried as "shorelines of
the state" under chapter 90.58 RCW and the rules promulgated pursuant to chapter 90.58 RCW, but not including
those waters' associated wetlands as defined in chapter 90.58
RCW.
*(2) "Type 2 Water" shall mean segments of natural
waters which are not classified as Type 1 Water and have a
high fish, wildlife, or human use. These are segments of natural waters and periodically inundated areas of their associ.
·
ated wetlands, which:
(a) Are diverted for domestic use by more than 100 residential or camping units or by a public accommodation facility licensed to serve more than 100 persons, where such
diversion is determined by the department to be a valid
appropriation of water and the only practical water source for
such users. Such waters shall be considered to be Type 2
Water upstream from the point of such diversion for 1,500
feet or until the drainage area is reduced by 50 percent,
whichever is less;
(b) Are diverted for use by federal. state. tribal or private
fish hatcheries. Such waters shall be considered Type 2
Water upstream from the point of diversion for 1.500 feet and
tributaries if hi~hly si~nificant for protection of downstream
water quality. The department may allow additional harvest
beyond the requirements of Type 2 Water desi~nation provided the department determines after a landowner-requested
on-site assessment by the department of fish and wildlife.
department of ecology. the affected tribes and interested parties that:
(j) The mana~ement practices proposed by the landowner will adequately protect water quality for the fish
hatchery: and
(jj) Such additional harvest meets the requirements of the
water type desi~nation that would apply in the absence of the
hatchery:
[ 5]
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~ Are within a federal, state, local, or private campground having more than 30 camping units: Provided, That
the water shall not be considered to enter a campground until
it reaches the boundary of the park lands available for public
use and comes within 100 feet of a camping unit, trail or other
park improvement;
(((ej)) @Are used by substantial numbers of anadromous or resident game fish for spawning, rearing or migration. Waters having the following characteristics are presumed to have highly significant fish populations:
(i) Stream segments having a defined channel 20 feet or
greater in width between the ordinary high-water marks and
having a gradient of less than 4 percent.
(ii) Lakes, ponds, or impoundments having a surface
area of 1 acre or greater at seasonal low water; or
((Bij)) (cl Are used by salmonids for off-channel habitat.
These areas are critical to the maintenance of optimum survival of juvenile salmonids. This habitat shall be identified
based on the following criteria:
(i) The site must be connected to a stream bearing salmonids and accessible during some period of the year; and
(ii) The off-channel water must be accessible to juvenile
salmonids through a drainage with less than a 5% gradient.
*(3) "Type 3 Water" shall mean segments of natural
waters which are not classified as Type 1 or 2 Water and have
a moderate to slight fish, wildlife, and human use. These are
segments of natural waters and periodically inundated areas
of their associated wetlands which:
(a) Are diverted for domestic use by more than 10 residential or camping units or by a public accommodation facility licensed to serve more than 10 persons, where such diversion is determined by the department to be a valid appropriation of water and the only practical water source for such
users. Such waters shall be considered to be Type 3 Water
upstream from the point of such diversion for 1,500 feet or
until the drainage area is reduced by 50 percent, whichever is
less;
(b) Are used by significant numbers of anadromous QI
resident 2ame fish for spawning, rearing or migration. ~
lines for determining fish use are described in the Forest
Practices Board Manual. If fish use has not been determined:
ill Waters having the following characteristics are presumed to have significant anadromous or resident game fish
use:
.
((ftj)) (Al Stream segments having a defined channel of
((:5)) 2. feet or greater in width between the ordinary highwater marks in Western Washin2ton: or 3 feet or 2reater in
width between the ordinary high-water marks in Eastern
Washin21on; and having a gradient ((af less thftft 12)) 16. percent ((aaEl aat ttpstfeam ef a falls ef mere thaa H> ·1eftieal

<iil The department shall waive or modify the characteristics in (i) above where:
•
(Al Waters have confirmed. Ion~ term. naturally occur-·
ring water guality parameters incapable of supporting
anadromous or resident 2ame fish:
(Bl Snowmelt streams have short flow cycles that do not
support successful life history phases of anadromous or resident 2ame fish. These streams typically haye no flow in the
winter months and discontinue flow by June 1: or
<C> Sufficient information about a 2eo2raphic re~ion is
available to support a departure from the characteristics in m.
as determined in consultation with the department of fish and
wildlife. department of ecology. affected tribes and interested
~((ftij)) .(iii} Ponds or impoundments having a surface
area of less than 1 acre at seasonal low water and having an
outlet to an anadromous fish stream.
(He) Arre aseEl by sig1tiitea1tt Rttmbers ef resiEleat game
fish. Waters "ith the fella 11 ing ehftfaeteristies ftfe presumeEl
te ha'f'e sigaifieftftt resiEleat gftffte fish ase:
(i) Strellflt segmeats ha 1iag a ElefiaeEl ehannel af 19 feet
er greeter ia wiElth betweea the eFEliaery high water marks;
aatl a sammer law fie" greater than 0.3 eabie feet per see
anti; aaEl a graElieat ef less theft 12 pereeat.
W)) (iy) For resident game fish ponds or impoundments
having a surface area greater than 0.5 acre at seasonal low
water; or
((Bij)) ~Are highly significant for protection of downstream water quality. Tributaries which contribute greater
than 20 percent of the flow to a Type 1 or 2 Water are pre-·
sumed to be significant for 1,500 feet from their confluence.
with the Type 1 or 2 Water or until their drainage area is less
than 50 percent of their drainage area at the point of confluence, whichever is less.
*(4) "Type 4 Water" classification shall be applied to
segments of natural waters which are not classified as Type 1,
2 or 3, and for the purpose of protecting water quality downstream are classified as Type 4 Water upstream until the
channel width becomes less than 2 feet in width between the
ordinary high-water marks. Their significance lies in their
influence on water quality downstream in Type 1, 2, and 3
Waters. These may be perennial or intermittent.
*(5) "Type S Water" classification shall be applied to
all natural waters not classified as Type 1, 2, 3 or 4; including
streams with or without well-defined channels, areas of
perennial or intermittent seepage, ponds, natural sinks and
drainageways having short periods of spring or storm runoff.
*(6) For purposes of this section:
(a) "Residential unit" means a home, apartment, residential condominium unit or mobile home, serving as the principal place of residence.
(b) "Camping unit" means an area intended and used for:
(i) Overnight camping or picnicking by the public containing at least a fireplace, picnic table and access to water
and sanitary facilities; or
(ii) A permanent home or condominium unit or mobile
~ome not qualifying as a "residential unit" because of part.
time occupancy.
•
(c) "Resident game fish" means game fish as described
in the Washington game code that spend their life cycle in

feet:)) .w:.kss.;.

<Bl Stream se2ments havin2 a defined channel of 2 feet
or greater in width between the ordinarv high-water marks in
Western Washin2ton: or 3 feet or 2reater in width between
the ordinary high-water marks in Eastern Washington: and
havin2 a 2£adient 2reater than 16 percent and less than or
equal to 20 percent: and havin2 2reater than 50 acres in contributin2 basin size in Western Washin~ton: or ~ater than
175 acres in contributin~ basin size in Eastern Washin~ton
based on hydrographic boundaries:
Emergency
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 30, 1998, 12:01 a.m.
May 28, 1998
Larry Peck
for Bern Shanks
Director

fresh water. Steelhead, searun cutthroat and Dolly Varden
.mt are anadromous game fish and should not be confused
.,ith resident game fish.
(d) "Public accommodation facility" means a business
establishment open to and licensed to serve the public, such
as a restaurant, tavern, motel or hotel.
(e) "Natural waters" only excludes water conveyance
systems which are artificially constructed and actively maintained for irrigation.
(f) "Seasonal low flow" and "seasonal low water" mean
the conditions of the 7-day, 2-year low water situation, as
measured or estimated by accepted hydrologic techniques
recognized by the department.
(g) "Channel width and gradient" means a measurement
over a representative section of at least 500 linear feet with at
least 10 evenly spaced measurement points along the normal
stream channel but excluding unusually wide areas of negligible gradient such as marshy or swampy areas, beaver ponds
and impoundments. Channel gradient may be determined utilizing stream profiles plotted from United States geological
survey topographic maps.
(h) "Intermittent streams" means those segments of
streams that normally go dry.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 11:59 p.m. May 29, 1998:
WAC 220-57-29000V

Icicle River. (98-86)

WSR 98-12-060
EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

WSR 98-12-059

[Order 98-88-Filed May 29, 1998, 4:58 p.m., effective June 1, 1998, 12:01

EMERGENCY RULES

am.]

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

Date of Adoption: May 28, 1998.
Purpose: Personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-57-31500E; and amending WAC 22057-315.
.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The rule matches daily and
season limits with other tributary fisheries in the area
between Bonneville and The Dalles Dam. This rule is consistent with state/tribal negotiations that have occurred with the
Yakama Indian Nation. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New l, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.

(Order 98-90-Filed May 29, 1998, 4:55 p.m., effective May 30, 1998,
12:01 am.]

Date of Adoption: May 28, 1998.
Purpose: Personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-57-29000V.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Returns to the Icicle River are
projected to have harvestable numbers of salmon available
for sport and tribal fisheries. Based on current returns to
Leavenworth Fish Hatchery, the escapement need is projected to be achieved.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
•
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongov• rnmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
[7]
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Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: June 1, 1998, 12:01 a.m. ·
May 28, 1998
Larry Peck
for Bern Shanks
Director

WAC 220-57-31500E Klickitat River. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-57-315, effective 12:01 a.m.
June 1 through
July 31, 1998:
(1) Daily limit of one salmon.
(2) An aggregate of no more than four salmon may be
retained in the combined tributaries between Bonneville Dam
and the Dalles Dam from June 1 through July 31, 1998.
(3) Release adult chinook salmon upstream from the No.
5 fishway.

There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent regulations.
•
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply wit.
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New I, Amended 0, Repealed I.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 29, 1998
Evan Jacoby
for Bern Shanks
Director

REPEALER

NEW SECTION

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 11:59 p.m. July 31, 1998:

WAC 220-33-0lOOOA Columbia River gillnet seasons
below Bonneville-select area commercial fisheries. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-33-010, WAC 220~·
33-020, and WAC 220-33-030, it is unlawful for a person t ,
take or possess salmon, shad, and sturgeon taken for commercial purposes from Columbia River Salmon Management
and Catch Reporting Areas lA, IB, IC, lD, and IE except
during the times and conditions listed:
Blind Slough Select Area
Area:
Open waters extend from the mouth of Gnat
Creek located approximately 1/2 mile upstream
of the county road bridge downstream to markers
at the mouth of Blind Slough. Concurrent waters
extend downstream of the railroad bridge. Oregon state waters extend upstream of the railroad
bridge and require an Oregon license.
Dates:
7 P.M. Wednesdays to 5 A.M. Thursdays
7 P.M. Thursdays to 5 A.M. Fridays
Immediately to June 12, 1998
Gear:
8 inch maximum mesh 50 fathoms maximum
length no weight restriction on lead line
For the Blind Slough Select Area the following miscellaneous regulation applies:
Transportation or possession of fish outside of the
fishing area when the mainstem is closed is unlawful unless by licensed buyer. Fishers may transport
their catch out of the fishing area with a permit
issued by an authorized agency employee after
examining the catch.

NEW SECTION

WAC 220-57-31500E

Klickitat River

WSR 98-12-061

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

(Order 98-92-Filed May 29, 1998, 5:00 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 29, 1998.
Purpose: Subsistence fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-33-0lOOOZ; and amending WAC 22033-010.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The Tongue Point fishery was
intended to harvest spring chinook returning from net pen
releases. Chinook catches to date are far below season
expectations. Sturgeon harvest in this fishery was intended to
be incidental to salmon, but has exceeded the salmon catch to
date. The remaining portion of the fishery is canceled due to
lack of salmon available for harvest. The Blind Slough select
fishery remains open. This rule is consistent with actions of
the Columbia River Compact hearing of May 29, 1998.
Emergency

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
[8]

WAC 220-33-0lOOOZ

Columbia River gillnet seasons below Bonneville select
area commercial fisheries.
(98-41)

WAC 220-56-330, effective June 3, 1998 until further notice
it is unlawful to fish for or possess shrimp from those waters
of Hood Canal south of the Hood Canal floating bridge
except as provided for in this section:
(1) Fishing for shrimp is allowed between 9:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m. on the following dates: June 3, 1998; June 4, 1998.
(2) No shrimp fisher may use more than one shrimp pot
on any one day. All shrimp pots must conform to the Hood
Canal shrimp pot requirements set forth in WAC 220-56320(4). It shall be unlawful for the owner/operator of any
boat to have on board or to fish more than four shrimp pots at
any time from one boat. A boat is defined as a vessel in the
water from which shrimp pots are set and pulled. No shrimp
fishers may leave shrimp fishing gear in the water after 1:00
p.m. June 4, 1998.
(3) All unattended shrimp gear must be marked with a
buoy, and the buoy must conform with the requirements and
be marked as provided for in WAC 220-56-320(1). It is
unlawful to have more than one shrimp pot attached to one
line.
(4) It is unlawful for any one person to take in any one
day more than eighty shrimp. The first eighty shrimp taken
must be retained. After the eightieth shrimp has been
retained by a fisher, the fisher must stop fishing and release
all additional shrimp immediately to the water unharmed.
(5) The use of all crab pot gear is prohibited. No crab
fisher may use more than two ring nets or two star traps, or
more than one ring net and one star trap. No crab fisher may
set or pull ring nets or star traps between one hour after official sunset to one hour before official sunrise.
(6) All unattended crab gear must be marked with a
buoy, and the buoy must conform with the requirements and
be marked as provided for in WAC 220-56-320(1).

WSR 98-12-075

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 98-93-Filed June 2, 1998, 8: 16 a.m., effective June 3, 1998, 9:00
am.]

Date of Adoption: June 1, 1998.
Purpose: Personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-32500T; and amending WAC 22056-310, 220-56-315, 220-56-320, 220-56-325, and 220-56330.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Stock assessment has shown
there is sufficient shrimp available for additional recreational
arvest. Recreational harvest scheduling has been agreed to
nder the shellfish subproceeding in United States v. Wash• ington. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent
rules and still allow for a recreational fishery.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: June 3, 1998, 9:00 a.m.
June 1, 1998
Larry Peck
for Bern Shanks
Director

I
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REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 1:01 p.m. June 4, 1998:
Shrimp and crab-Hood
WAC 220-56-32500T
Canal.

WSR 98-12-076

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 98-94-Filed June 2, 1998, 8:20 a.m.)

Date of Adoption: June 1, 1998.
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-24-02000F; and amending WAC 22024-020.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-32500T Shrimp and crab-Hood
Canal. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-31 O,
WAC 220-56-315, WAC 220-56-320, WAC 220-56-325 and
[9)

Emergency
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notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: A harvestable quota of chinook salmon is available for troll fishermen. This regulation
is adopted at the recommendation of the Pacific Fisheries
Management Council and is consistent with federal law.
There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
June 1, 1998
Larry Peck
for Bern Shanks
Director

(4) No chinook salmon smaller than 28 inches in total
length may be taken or retained in the fishery provided fo r
herein. Except that frozen salmon taken in this fishery ma1
be landed pursuant to WAC 220-20-015.
(5) It is unlawful to fish for or possess salmon taken for
commercial purposes with gear other than troll gear.
(6) It is unlawful to land salmon taken south of Cape Falcon in any port north of Cape Falcon, except when the waters
north of Cape Falcon are closed. It is unlawful to land chinook taken south of Cape Falcon that are less than 26 inches
in length.
Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred

in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the

requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 11 :59 p.m. June 1, 1998:
WAC 220-24-02000F

WSR 98-12-077
EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Order 98-95-Filed June 2, 1998, 8:23 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: June 1, 1998.
Purpose: Personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-56-330.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: There is a harvestable surplus
of Dungeness crab in Catch Record Card Areas 7 and 8. Test
fishing data indicates the majority of crab in these areas are in
a hardshell condition and crab pot fishing at this time will not
result in wastage or resource damage. There is insufficient
time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New l, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
•
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify.
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-24-02000H Commercial salmon troll. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-24-010, 220-24020 and WAC 220-24-030, effective immediately until further notice it is unlawful to fish for or possess salmon taken
for commercial purposes with troll gear from those waters
west of the Bonilla-Tatoosh line, the Pacific Ocean and
waters west of the Buoy 10 Line at the mouth of the Columbia River from the U.S. - Canada border to Cape Falcon, Oregon except as provided for in this section:
(1) Effective 12:01 a.m., June 2, 1998 through 11 :59
p.m. June 4, 1998 it is lawful to fish for and possess salmon
except coho salmon taken from these waters, except for
Washington waters in a closed control zone at the mouth of
the Columbia River, described as those waters inside a line
projected six miles due west from North Head along
46°18'00" N latitude to 124°13'18" W longitude, then southerly along a line 167° true to 46°11 '06" N latitude and
124°11 '00" W (the Columbia River Buoy) then northeast
along the red buoy line to the tip of the south jetty.
(2) No vessel may land or possess more than 50 chinook
for the entire three day open period. Vessels may land and
deliver more than once but must not total more than 50 chinook.
(2) All salmon taken during this fishery must be sold
within 48 hours of each closing.
(3) Lawful terminal gear is restricted to lawful troll gear
with single point, single shank barbless hooks.
Emergency

Commercial salmon troll.
(98-87)
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
June 2, 1998
Bern Shanks
Director

Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
aking: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Makg: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
ule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
June 1, 1998
Larry Peck
for Bern Shanks
Director

'

WSR 98-12-085

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 220-56-33000F Crab-Areas and seasons. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-330, effective
12:01 a.m. June 2, 1998 until further notice, it is lawful to fish
for and possess crab taken for personal use with shellfish pot
gear in all waters of Catch Record Card Area 7 within San
Juan County and all waters of Catch Record Card Area 8.

WAC 220-57-31900R Lewis River. Notwithstanding
the provisions of WAC 220-57-319, effective 12:01 a.m.
June 2, 1998 through July 31, 1998 is it is lawful to fish for
and possess salmon in those waters of the Lewis River from
Merwin Dam downstream to the mouth. Daily limit is six
salmon of which two may be adults. Minimum size is 12
inches in length.
Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

WSR 98-12-085
EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

REPEALER

[Order 98-96-Filed June 2, 1998, 11:58 a.m.]

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 11 :59 p.m. June 1, 1998:
WAC 220-57-31900Q
Lewis River. (98-26)

Date of Adoption: June 2, 1998.
•
Purpose: Personal use rules.
•
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-57-31900Q and 232-28-619008; and
amending WAC 220-57-319 and 232-28-619.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080 and
77.12.040.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The spring chinook escapement goal at the Lewis River Hatchery is projected to be
achieved. There are harvestable numbers of spring chinook
available. Game fish closure was in effect to protect salmon,
and is no longer warranted. Game fish closure on the Cowlitz
River during times and areas of high salmon concentrations
and abundance. Selective fishery regulations in the upper
Kalama River protect wild summer steelhead. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
RepealedO.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovrnmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 2, Amended 0, Repealed 2.

NEW SECTION
WAC 232-28-61900P Regional exceptions to permanent game fish rules. Notwithstanding the provisions of
WAC 232-28-619:
1) Effective 12:01 a.m. June 2, through July 31, 1998, it
is lawful to fish for game fish in waters of the North Fork
Lewis River from Johnson Creek upstream to Colvin Creek.
2) Effective immediately through June 15, 1998, it is
unlawful to fish for game fish from the south side of the
Cowlitz River from the Barrier Dam to a line from the mouth
of Mill Creek to a boundary marker on the opposite shore.
3) Effective immediately until further notice, in those
waters of the Kalama River from 1,000 feet above the fishway at the Kalama Falls Hatchery upstream to Summers
Creek, selective fishery regulations are in effect for all species.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 11 :59 p.m. June 1, 1998:
WAC 220-28-619008

t

Regional exceptions to permanent game fish rules. (9830)

Reviser's note: The section above appears as filed by the agency pursuant to RCW 34.08.040; however, the reference to WAC 220-28-61900H is
probably intended to be WAC 232-28-61900H.
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WSR 98-12-097
WSR 98-12-097

(2) Overheight: A load over 14 feet high must be moved
by permit, but the permittee is to be governed by the clear-.
ance of overhead obstructions such ~s bridges,_ underpasses~
wires, overhead signs and other objects. The issuance of a
permit does not insure the route to be free of low overhead
structures. It is the responsibility of the permittee to check the
proposed route and detour when necessary. County or city
road detours for this purpose require authorization from
respective jurisdictions. ((Vehieles httttling emvt) &f'ple bins,
6r ranehers httttliRg their 6Wft hay fur their 6Wft livest6ek,
may be isstted permits t6 httttl these respeeti·t'e l6tttls ttp t6 15
feet high 6ft pre1tf'Pf61e6 r6tttes withiH 1t three e6ttftt)' area.))
(3) Overlength: The permit will allow movement on
routes on which the permittee can negotiate curves, interchanges, entrance and exit roadways and other obstacles. In
all instances the general safety of the public is considered
paramount.
(4) Overweight: 22,000 pounds on a single axle; 43,000
pounds on tandem axles. (RCW 46.44.091)

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
[Filed June 3, 1998, 9: 12 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: June 2, 1998.
Purpose: Brings current practices into compliance with
rule. Current practices were initiated for safety to the motoring public and to reduce interference with traffic during high
volume periods.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 468-38-070 and 468-38-071.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.44.090.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time req~irements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adopt10n of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Previous amendment to WAC
468-38-070, adding an exemption for overheight movement
of empty apple bins and hay, was in error and created an
inconsistency in rule with WAC 468-38-071. The current
amendment places the exemption in the correct rule (WAC
468-38-071) and eliminates text referencing "preapproved
routes" which has been determined to be a hardship on
agency permit issuers, a reduction in safety, and reduced
timeliness in receiving permits.
Number ~f Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
June 3, 1998
Gerald E. Smith
Deputy Secretary, Operations

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-23-003,
filed 1117/96, effective 12/8/96)

WAC 468-38-071 Maximums for special permitsReducible. (1) Overlength: Permits for reducible loads shall
not exceed 56 feet for a single trailer and 68 feet for double
trailers. Measurement for a single trailer will be from the
front of the trailer, or load, to the rear of the trailer, or load,
whichever provides the greater distance up to 56 feet. Measurement for double trailers will be from the fr~nt of the first.
trailer, or load, to the rear of the second trailer, or load • •
whichever provides the greatest distance up to 68 feet. A log
truck pulling a pole-trailer, trailer combination, carrying two
distinct and separate loads will be treated as a tractor-semitrailer-trailer (doubles). Measurement for the log truck, poletrailer, trailer combination will be from the front of the first
bunk on the truck to the rear of the second trailer, or load,
whichever provides the greatest distance up to 68 feet. Measurements shall not include nonload carrying devices
designed for the safe and efficient operation of the semitrailer
or trailer; for example: External refrigeration unit, resilient
bumper, and aerodynamic shells.
(2) Overheight: ((Vehieles httttling emf't) apple bills
may be issttetl vermits t6 h1tttl stteh bills ttp t6 14 feet 19
iHehes high.)) A vehicle. or vehicle combination. haulin~
empty apple bins. or in use by ranchers baulin~ hay from their
own fields for use with their own livestock. may be issued a
permit. for vehicle and load. not to exceed fifteen feet hj~h.
measured from a level road bed. This permit may be used in
conjunction with the overlen~tb permit described in subsection (1) of this section.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 172, filed
4/10/98, effective 5/11/98)
WAC 468-38-070 Maximums for special permitsNortreducible. (1) Overwidth: 14 feet on any two-lane highway; 20 feet on any multiple-lane highway where a physical
barrier serving as a median divider separates the oncoming
and opposing traffic lanes; 32 feet on any multiple-lane undivided highway.
The regulations on movement of buildings are in WAC
468-38-360.
Emergency
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WSR 98-12-001

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGES

ENERGY FACILITY SITE
EVALUATION COUNCIL

[Memorandum-May 18, 1998]

[Memorandum-May 20, 1998]

The Seattle Community College District board of trustees
will have a special meeting - executive session - on Thursday,
May 21, 1998, from 6:30p.m. to 9:30 p.m., scheduled to take
place at the Seattle Community College District, Siegal Center, 1500 Harvard, Seattle, WA 98122.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF PUBLIC MEETING DATES
ENERGY FACILITY SITE EVALUATION COUNCIL

Effective July 21, 1998, the semimonthly meetings of the
Executive Committee of the Energy Facility Site Evaluation
Council (the council) are changed to the Tuesdays following
the first and third Mondays of each month, beginning at 8:30
a.m.

WSR 98-12-009

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

Until July 21, the council's meetings are as follows:
June l 1st Monday

Executive Committee meeting

No change

June 82nd Monday

Council meeting

Cancelled at
WSR 98-10-070

June 15 3rd Monday

Executive Committee meeting

Cancelled

Council meeting

Rescheduled at
WSR 98-10-070

July 6 1st Monday

Executive Committee meeting

No change

July 13 2nd Monday

Council meeting

No change

July 203rd Monday

Executive Committee meeting

Cancelled

l

WASHINGTON STATE LIBRARY
[Memorandum-May 22, 1998]

WSL COMMISSION QUARTERLY BUSINESS MEETING

The Washington State Library Commission is scheduled to
meet as listed below:
DATE:
TIME:
SUBJECT:
LOCATION:

he council's 1998 meeting schedule, published at WSR 971-086 and amended at WSR 98-10-070, remains the same in
all other respects.

DATE:
TIME:
SUBJECT:
LOCATION:

WSR 98-12-003

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

Thursday, June 4, 1998
10:00 a.m. to noon
WSL Commission Quarterly Business
Meeting
John Cherberg Building Hearing Room
#2 Olympia, WA 98504
Friday, June 12, 1998
10 :00 to noon
WSL Commission Workshop
Washington State Library
Olympia, WA

For additional information, please do not hesitate to contact
Cathy M. Stussy at (360) 753-2914, FAX (360) 586-7575 or
INTERNET cstussy@statelib.wa.gov.

GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE
ON SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION
[Memorandum-May 19, 1998]

THE GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION

WSR 98-12-014

QUARTERLY MEETING

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

June 11, 1998
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

SOUTH PUGET SOUND
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
[Memorandum-May 20, 1998)

In The World Trade Center's Main Conference Room
Sea-Tac Airport

At their May 14, 1998, regular meeting, the board of trustees
of Community College District 24 adopted the attached regular meeting schedule for the 1998-99 college year.

(The main conference room is located above
the Continental Airline ticketing counter on the
south end of the main terminal on the Mezzanine level)

Regular Meeting Schedule
1998-99
DATE

The task force will discuss plans and act on strategies for the
4th and 5th years of the grant.

July - August, 1998
Thursday, September 10, 1998
Thursday, October 8, 1998
Thursday, November 12, 1998

•he meeting site is barrier free. People needing special
lrccommodations, please call Gena Anderson at least ten days
in advance at (360) 586-4530.
111

TIME

No Meeting
3:00p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00p.m.
Miscellaneous

Washington State Register, Issue 98-12

WSR 98-12-019
Thursday, December 10, 1998
Thursday, January 14, 1999
Thursday, February 11, 1999
Thursday, March 11, 1999
Thursday, April 8, 1999
Thursday, May 13, 1999
Thursday, June 10, 1999

eral, P.O. Box 40100, Olympia, WA 98504-0100. When you
notify the office of your intention to comment, you will bel
provided with a copy of the opinion request in which you ar
interested; information about the Attorney General's Opinion
process; information on how to submit your comments; and a
due date by which your comments must be received to ensure
that they are fully considered.

3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.

The Attorney General's Office seeks public input on the following opinion request(s).
98-05-03
Request by Senator Stephen
Johnson
State Senator, 47th District

WSR 98-12-019

1)

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINION

Cite as: AGO 1998 No. 7

Does RCW 74.09.240(3) prohibit a physician
from referring a Medicaid patient for designated health services to a free-standing ASC
jointly owned by a hospital and physician if
federal law permits referral for Medicare
purposes?
Does RCW 74.09.240 (3)(a) or (3)(d) incorporate exceptions the Stark law adopted by
federal regulation?
Does DSHS have authority to promulgate
rules that adopt exceptions to the federal
Stark law as set forth in federal regulations?

[May 12, 1998]

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITIES - CITIES AND
TOWNS - COUNTIES - AIR -Selection of member of air pollu-

tion control authority who represents largest city in county.
1.

2.

2)

When an air pollution control authority is comprised of
a single county, the member representing the largest
city in the county is not required to be an elected official or an employee of the city.

3)

When an air pollution control authority is comprised of
a single county, the city selection committee is not obligated to select, as the representative on the authority of
the largest city in the county, a person nominated or
designated by the city's mayor or city council.
The Honorable Lisa Brown
State Senator, 3rd District
P.O. Box 40482
Olympia, WA 98504-0482

WSR 98-12-025

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

WASIDNGTON STATE LIBRARY
[Memorandum-May 27, 1998]

WSL COMMISSION QUARTERLY BUSINESS MEETING
*REVISION FOR JUNE 4, 1998, MEETING

The Washington State Library Commission is scheduled to
meet as listed below:

WSR 98-12-024
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE

DATE:
TIME:

[Filed May 27, 1998, 4:20 p.m.]

SUBJECT:

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION
WASHINGTON ATTORNEY GENERAL

LOCATION:

The Washington Attorney General issues formal published opinions in response to requests by the heads of state
agencies, state legislators, and county prosecuting attorneys.
When it appears that individuals outside the Attorney General's Office have information or expertise that will assist in
the preparation of a particular opinion, a summary of that
opinion request will be published in the state register. If you
are interested in commenting on a request listed in this volume of the register, you should notify the Attorney General's
Office of your interest by June 10, 1998. This is not the due
date by which comments must be received. However, if you
do not notify the Attorney General's Office of your interest in
commenting on an opinion request by June 10, 1998, the
opinion may be issued before your comments have been
received. You may notify the Attorney General's Office of
your intention to comment by calling (360) 753-2678, or by
writing to the Solicitor General, Office of the Attorney GenMiscellaneous

Thursday, June 4, 1998
10:00 a.m.
WSL Commission Quarterly Business
Meeting
*VIA Telephone Conference Call

For additional information, please do not hesitate to contact
Cathy M. Stussy at (360) 753-2914, FAX (360) 586-7575 or
INTERNET cstussy@statelib.wa.gov.

WSR 98-12-029

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

COMMISSION ON
ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN AFFAIRS
[Memorandum-May 26, 1998)

Please be advised that our next board of commissioners'
meeting originally scheduled for Saturday, June 27, has be~
changed. A new meeting date has been scheduled for Satur.
day, August 22, at Mukogawa in Spokane, Washington.
(2)
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If you have any questions, please call (360) 753-7053.

WSR 98-12-094

lation of any ambient air quality standard. The department
has determined that the project, if constructed and operated
according to the permit, can satisfy these requirements.
The department's order of approval must contain conditions that are necessary to assure compliance with applicable
air quality requirements. The proposed permit contains the
following conditions on the incinerator that the department
believes will ensure compliance with applicable standards:
"Throughput Limits," categorized by type of waste to
be incinerated and annual hours of operations
Emission limits and associated testing
Air pollution control device operating parameters
Emission control monitoring instrumentation
Preparation of a site specific operation and maintenance manual
Initial notifications and submittals
Monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting
Specific and general conditions

WSR 98-12-057
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
[Filed May 29, 1998, 4:12 p.m.]

Hearing Notice
Proposed Air Quality Permit for WSU's Infectious Medical
Waste/ Low-level Radioactive Waste/Pathological Waste
Incinerator

Background: Washington State University (WSU) has
proposed to install an infectious medical waste/low-level
radioactive waste/pathological waste incinerator on Dairy
Road, north of the existing compost facility, on the southeast
portion of the WSU Campus in Pullman. A final environmental impact statement was released November 5, 1996. In
it, WSU selected the preferred action that consists of constructing a new incinerator with emissions control equipment. The Washington state air quality permit is required
before incinerator construction and operations can begin.
The Department of Ecology has proposed a draft air
quality permit for WSU's infectious medical waste/low-level
radioactive waste/pathological waste incinerator. Notice of
the air quality permit proposal was published in the MoscowPullman Daily News on March 16, 1998. The department has
determined that significant public interest in this proposed
.tion exists, and therefore a public hearing will be held.
•
The Public Hearing:
When:
Wednesday, June 24, 1998 at 6:00 p.m.
Where:
WSU Bustad Hall-Room 145
Corner of Stadium & Grimes Way
Pullman, Washington

For More Information: Greg Ryan, Air Quality Engineer, (509) 625-5196; Gerald Scheibner, Air Quality Engineer, (509) 625-5195; and Karen Wood, Air Quality Education/Outreach, (509) 456-5010.
Review Copies Available: Documents pertaining to this
proposed action are available for public viewing at Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office, 4601 North Monroe, Spokane, WA; and Pullman Public Works Department,
S.E. 325 Paradise, Pullman, WA.
If you have special accommodation needs, please call
Karen Wood at (509) 456-5010 (voice) or (509) 458-i055
(TDD) or (509) 456-6175 (FAX) at least ten days before the
·
hearing you wish to attend.

WSR 98-12-094
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

Before taking formal testimony, ecology representatives
will explain the project and the applicable air quality regulations and answer questions about the air quality permit. Discussion or comments on other pending or required permits, or
on the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) actions prior
to this proposal are not appropriate at this hearing.
Opportunity to Comment: You may submit written or
oral testimony at the public hearing on June 24th. You may
also submit written comments provided that they are postmarked on or before June 26, 1998 to Department of Ecology, Attn: Gerald Scheibner, Air Quality Program, 4601
North Monroe, Suite 202, Spokane, WA 99205-1295.
No final decision will be made until the public comment
period has ended and any comments received have been considered.
The Air Quality Permit Process: Washington law
requires proposed new sources of air pollutants to apply for
and receive an air quality permit (notice of construction
approval order) prior to construction. WSU has applied to
ecology for this permit.
An order of approval must be issued if the department
~termines that the project will comply with all applicable
lruiission standards, employ best available control technology
for all pollutants emitted, and not cause or contribute to a vio-

[Filed June 3, 1998, 8: 16 a.m.]

No. G 98 - 22
NOTICE OF HEARING

In the matter of the merger of GREAT NORTHERN INSURED
ANNUITY CORPORATION with and into GENERAL ELECTRIC

CAPITAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
TO:

John W. Attey, Vice President
GE Financial Assurance
7125 West Jefferson Avenue, Suite 200
Lakewood, Colorado 80235

G. S. Stiff, President
Great Northern Insured Annuity Corporation
General Electric Capital Assurance Company
601 Union Street, Suite 1400
Seattle, Washington 98101
Jane Boisseau
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae
125 West 55th Street
New York, New York 10019-5389

£3 I

Miscellaneous
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Great Northern Insured Annuity Corporation (GNIAC) is a
domestic Washington life and disability insurance company.
It is a wholly owned subsidiary of General Electric Capital
Assurance Company (GECAC). The ultimate controlling
person of GNIAC is General Electric Company. As of
December 31, 1997, GNIAC reported assets of
$6,678,976,266 and a surplus of $494,036,242.

ENTERED AT OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON,

June, 1998.

GECAC is a domestic Delaware life and disability insurance
company. GECAC holds a Washington Certificate of
Authority authorizing it to transact life and disability insurance business in this state. GECAC is a wholly owned subsidiary of GNA Corporation. The ultimate controlling person
of GECAC is General Electric Company. As of December
31, 1997, GECAC reported assets of$9,940,941,275 and a
surplus of $2,324,070,298.

Deborah Sen.
Insurance Commissio~Jll
By: John B. Woodall
Assistant Deputy Commissioner
for Company Supervision

WSR 98-12-100

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

BATES TECHNICAL COLLEGE
[Memorandum-May 29, 1998)

The board of trustees for Bates Technical College is canceling its regular meeting date on June 17, 1998, and will hold a
special meeting on June 29, 1998.

GECAC has announced its intention to merge GNIAC into
GECAC.

All meetings of the board are held at Bates Technical College, 1101 South Yakima Avenue, Tacoma, WA 98405, in
the Clyde Hupp Board Room commencing at 3:00 p.m.

A merger involving a domestic Washington insurance company is controlled by RCW 48.31.010. Pursuant to RCW
48.31.010 (l)(a), a proposed Plan of Merger was submitted to
the Insurance Commissioner together with proposed Articles
of Merger on May 5, 1998, by Jane Boisseau of LeBoeuf,
Lamb, Greene, & MacRae, the applicant's outside counsel.

WSR 98-12-101
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED a hearing will be held on Tuesday, June 30, 1998, in the conference room of the Insurance
Commissioner's Office, 420 Golf Club Road, Lacey, Washington 98503, commencing at 11 :30 am to consider the proposed merger of GNIAC into GECAC.

[Filed June 3, 1998, 10:45 am.)
STATE OF WASHINGTON

•

REQUEST FOR PUBLIC COMMENT

•

Designation of Areas for Ozone and Particulate Matter
Under the New National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS)

The hearing will be held under the authority granted the
Commissioner by Chapter 48.04 RCW and RCW 48.31.010
(l)(b). RCW 48.31.010 (l)(b) prescribes the standards upon
which approval of a proposed merger shall be evaluated.

On July 18, 1997, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated new and revised National
Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone and particulate
matter air pollution. The federal Clean Air Act provides the
state of Washington the opportunity to recommend designating areas "attainment," "nonattainment," or "unclassifiable"
to EPA as a result of the new standards.

The Commissioner has not taken, and will not take, any position on this matter prior to entry of the hearing order.
All parties may be represented at the hearing. They may
examine witnesses and fully respond and present evidence
and argument on all issues involved, as required by the
Administrative Procedure Act. The hearing will be governed
by the Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 34.05 RCW,
and the model rules of procedure contained in Chapter 10-08
WAC. A party who fails to attend or participate in any stage
of the proceeding may be held in default in accordance with
Chapter 34.05 RCW.

The Washington State Department of Ecology (ecology,) is
seeking public comment on options for designating areas of
the state under the revised air quality standards. Ecology is
collecting comments and suggestions on ways to address the
following:
Designating areas under the new 8-hour ozone standard.
Revoking existing designations under the standard promulgated in 1987 for particulate matter 10 microns or
smaller in siz~ (PM 10).
Transitioning to and designating areas under the
revised PM 10 standard promulgated in 1997.

The Commissioner will be represented by James E. Tompkins, Assistant Deputy Commissioner, and Dennis Julnes,
Chief Financial Analyst.
Assistant Deputy Commissioner John B. Woodall has been
designated to hear and determine this matter. His address is
Office of the Insurance Commissioner, Post Office Box
40259, Olympia, Washington 98504-0259. His telephone
number is (360) 407-0535.
Miscellaneous

this lst day of

A public hearing on options for addressing these issues is
scheduled for Wednesday, July 1, 1998 at 2:00 p.m. in Audi1·
tori um Room 34 at the Department of Ecology Headquarte
Building, 300 Desmond Drive, Lacey, WA 98504-7600.
Comments submitted to the Department of Ecology at the
( 4)
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above address, Attention Doug Schneider, by 5:00 p.m. July
.10, 1998, will be considered.

WSR 98-12-108
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

.For more information, please contact Doug Schneider, (360)
407-6874. If you have special accommodation needs, please
call Tami Dahlgren, (360) 407-6830 (voice), or (360) 4076006 (TDD only). Ecology is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer.

NOTICE OF HEARING

[Filed June 3, 1998, 11 :52 a.m.)

No. G 98- 23
In the matter of the acquisition of EAGLE

PACIFIC INSUR-

ANCE COMPANY.
TO:

WSR 98-12-104
INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

John K. Conway, General Counsel
Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty Company
One Kemper Drive
Long Grove, Illinois 60049
William M. Wood
Carney Badley Smith & Spellman
701 - 5th Avenue, Suite 2200
Seattle, Washington 98104

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed June 3, 1998, 11 :36 a.m.)

Dennis J. Specht
Services Group of America, Inc.
4025 Delridge Way, S.W.
Seattle, Washington 98106

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: CN 173 Financial Institution Data
Matches.
Subject: DCS data matches with financial institutions.
Effective date: May 6, 1998.
Document Description: Explains to staff how DCS is
implementing federally required data matches with financial
institutions.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Stephanie Schiller, Division of Child Support, P.O.
.Box 9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 586.3293, TDD (360) 753-9122, FAX (360) 586-3274, e-mail
sschille@dshs. wa. gov.
April30, 1998
Stephanie E. Schiller

Jeffrey L. Gingold
Lane Powell Spears Lubersky
1420 - 5th Avenue, Suite 4100
Seattle, Washington 98101-2338
Eagle Pacific Insurance Company (Eagle Pacific) is a domestic Washington property and casualty insurance company.
Eagle Pacific is a member of Eagle Insurance Group. The
ultimate controlling person of Eagle Insurance Group is Services Group of America, Inc.
Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company (Lumbermens) has
announced its intention to acquire Eagle Pacific. Lumbermen's is a domestic Illinois property and casualty insurance
company. Lumbermens has held a Certificate of Authority
authorizing it to transact property and casualty insurance
business in Washington since 1919. Lumbermens is the controlling person of a group of property and casualty insurance
companies known as Kemper Insurance Companies.

WSR 98-12-105
INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

The acquisition of a domestic Washington insurance company is controlled by Chapter 48.31B RCW. Pursuant to
RCW 48.31B.015 and WAC 284-18-910, a Form "A" submission has been made by Lumbermens. The Form "A" was
deemed complete June 1, 1998. The determination that the
Form "A" was complete begins the 60 day period within
which the Insurance Commissioner must hold a hearing and
decide whether to approve the change of control of Eagle
Pacific.

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed June 3, 1998, 11 :38 a.m.]
DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: CN 172 Family Violence.
Subject: Child support and family violence.
Effective Date: May 6, 1998.
Document Description: Explains policy and procedural
changes involved in the federal welfare reform law changing
how DCS responds when a party reports family violence.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Stephanie Schiller, Division of Child Support, P.O.
Box 9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 5863293, TDD (360) 753-9122, FAX (360) 586-3274, e-mail
•sschille@dshs.wa.gov.
•
April 30, 1998
Stephanie E. Schiller

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing will be held commencing Wednesday, July 8, 1998, at 10:00 a.m. in the Company Supervision Conference Room of Lacey Financial
Plaza, 420 Golf Club Road, Lacey, Washington, 98503, to
consider the proposed acquisition of Eagle Pacific.

The hearing will be held under the authority granted the
Commissioner by Chapter 48.04 RCW and RCW
48.31B.015. RCW 48.31B.015 lists the findings which must
be made before approval can be given to any proposed acquisition of control over a Washington domestic insurer.
[5)

Miscellaneous
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11
11
The basic facts relied upon are those set forth in the Form A
11
11
filed with the Commissioner. The complete Form A will be
made part of the record of the hearing.

The Commissioner has not taken, and will not take, any position on this matter prior to entry of the hearing order.
All parties may be represented at the hearing. They may
examine witnesses and fully respond and present evidence
and argument on all issues involved, as required by the
Administrative Procedure Act. The hearing will be governed
by the Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 34.05 RCW,
and the model rules of procedure contained in Chapter 10-08
WAC. A party who fails to attend or participate in any stage
of the proceeding may be held in default in accordance with
Chapter 34.05 RCW.
The Commissioner will be represented by Dennis Julnes,
Chief Financial Analyst, and James E. Tompkins, Assistant
Deputy Commissioner.
Assistant Deputy Commissioner John B. Woodall will hear
and determine this matter. His address is Office of the Insurance Commissioner, Post Office Box 40259, Olympia,
Washington 98504-0259. His telephone number is (360)
407-0535.
ENTERED AT OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON, this 3rd day of June,

1998.

Miscellaneous

Deborah Senn
Insurance Commissioner
By: John B. Woodall
Assistant Deputy Commissioner
for Company Supervision

(6)
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16-662-115
16-675-030
16-675-030
16-675-040
16-675-040
16-750
16-752
16-752-610
25-18-010
25-18-020
25-18-030
25-18-040
25-18-050
25-18-060
25-18-070
25-18-080
25-18-090
25-18-100
25-18-110
25-18-120
25-18-130
25-36-010
25-36-020
25-36-030
25-36-040
25-36-050
25-36-060

AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
PREP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
REP-XR
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
REP-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

Table

WSR#
98-10-083
98-07-032
98-10-083
98-08-108
98-12-091
98-08-108
98-07-107
98-10-115
98-10-115
98-10-115
98-10-115
98-10-115
98-10-115
98-10-115
98-10-115
98-10-115
98-02-073
98-02-073
98-02-073
98-02-073
98-02-073
98-02-073
98-02-073
98-02-073
98-08-099
98-12-017
98-12-017
98-04-093
98-04-093
98-04-093
98-04-093
98-04-093
98-04-093
98-04-093
98-04-093
98-04-093
98-06-096
98-08-019
98-07-068
98-10-120
98-07-067
98-10-119
98-10-119
98-10-119
98-07-069
98-10-118
98-10-118
98-09-099
98-12-030
98-09-099
98-12-030
98-12-069
98-04-077
98-08-109
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

25-36-070
25-36-080
25-36-090
25-36-100
25-36-110
25-36-120
25-36-130
30-04-020
30-08-070
30-12-150
30-18-040
30-22-070
30-22-090
44-01-140
51-04-015
51-04-070
51-06-020
51-06-120
51-11-0101
51-11-0104
51-11-0201
51-11-0402
51-11-0502
51-11-0503
51-11-0504
51-11-0505
51-11-0525
51-11-0527
51-11-0530
51-11-0541
51-11-0602
51-11-0606
51-11-0607
51-11-0608
51-11-0625
51-11-0626
51-11-0627
51-11-0628
51-11-0629
51-11-0630
51-11-0701
51-11-0800
51-11-1002
51-11-1003
51-11-1004
51-11-1005
51-11-1006
51-11-1007
51-11-1008
51-11-1009
51-11-1010
51-11-1120
51-11-1130
51-11-1132
51-11-1133
51-11-1210
51-11-1310
51-11-1312
51-11-1322
51-11-1323
51-11-1331
51-11-1334
51-11-1411
51-11-1412
51-11-1414
51-11-1421
51-11-1422
51-11-1423
51-11-1433
51-11-1452
51-11-1454
51-11-1512
51-11-1530

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO

98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-09-082
98-09-082
98-09-082
98-09-082
98-09-082
98-09-082
98-07-053
98-02-048
98-02-048
98-02-049
98-02-049
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-05-064
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-05-064
98-03-003
98-05-064
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003

51-11-1701
51-11-2005
51-11-2006
51-11-2007
51-11-99903
51-11-99904
51-13-106
51-13-402
51-13-502
51-26-001
51-26-002
51-26-003
51-26-004
51-26-008
51-26-0300
51-26-0310
51-26-0315
51-26-0400
51-26-0401
51-26-0500
51-26-0503
51-26-0909
51-26-1000
51-26-1004
51-26-1007
51-26-1009
51-26-1020
51-26-1301
51-26-1800
51-26-1801
51-26-1802
51-26-1803
51-26-1804
51-26-1810
51-26-1820
51-26-1830
51-26-1840
51-26-1845
51-26-2200
51-26-2300
51-26-2301
51-27-001
51-27-002
51-27-003
51-27-004
51-27-008
51-30-001
51-30-002
51-30-003
51-30-004
51-30-005
51-30-007
51-30-008
51-30-009
51-30-0100
51-30-0104
51-30-0200
51-30-0204
51-30-0207
51-30-0217
51-30-0220
51-30-0300
51-30-0302
51-30-0304
51-30-0305
51-30-0307
51-30-0310
51-30-0313
51-30-0400
51-30-0403
51-30-0405
51-30-0500
51-30-0510

[ 2]

ACTION
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

WSR#
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-03-003
98-02-047
98-02-047
98-02-047
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054

t

t

t

t

t

t

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
51-30-0600
51-30-0601
51-30-0800
51-30-0804
51-30-0900
51-30-0902
51-30-0904
51-30-1000
51-30-1001
51-30-1004
51-30-1005
51-30-1006
51-30-1007
51-30-1009
51-30-1014
51-30-1019
51-30-1030
51-30-1100
51-30-1101
51-30-1102
51-30-1103
51-30-1104
51-30-1105
51-30-1106
51-30-1107
51-30-1108
51-30-1109
51-30-1110
51-30-1111
51-30-1112
51-30-1113
51-30-1114
51-30-1120
51-30-1121
51-30-1122
51-30-1123
51-30-1124
51-30-1125
51-30-1200
51-30-1203
51-30-1600
51-30-1614
51-30-1700
51-30-1702
51-30-1900
51-30-1909
51-30-2200
51-30-2211
51-30-2400
51-30-2406
51-30-2900
51-30-2902
51-30-2903
51-30-2904
51-30-2910
51-30-3102
51-30-31200
51-30-31201
51-30-31202
51-30-31203
51-30-31204
51-30-31205
51-30-31206
51-30-31207
51-30-31208
51-30-31209
51-30-31210
51-30-3400
51-30-3404
51-30-93115
51-30-93116
51-30-93117
51-30-93118

ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

WSR#

WAC#

98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
. 98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054

51-30-93119
51-30-93120
51-32-001
51-32-002
51-32-003
51-32-004
51-32-005
51-32-007
51-32-008
51-32-0200
51-32-0223
51-32-0300
51-32-0327
51-32-0500
51-32-0504
51-32-0600
51-32-0601
51-32-0605
51-32-1100
51-32-1101
51-32-1102
51-32-1103
51-32-1104
51-32-1105
51-32-1106
51-32-1107
51-32-1108
51-32-1300
51-32-1312
51-32-1313
51-34-001
51-34-002
51-34-003
51-34-007
51-34-008
51-34-0200
51-34-0206
51-34-0216
51-34-0219
51-34-0223
51-34-0900
51-34-0901
51-34-0902
51-34-1000
51-34-1003
51-34-1007
51-34-2500
51-34-2501
51-34-5200
51-34-5201
51-34-5204
51-34-6100
51-34-6103
51-34-6104
51-34-6105
51-34-6106
51-34-6107
51-34-6301
51-34-6302
51-34-6303
51-34-6304
51-34-6305
51-34-6306
51-34-6307
51-34-6308
51-34-6309
51-34-6310
51-34-6311
51-34-6312
51-34-6313
51-34-6314
51-34-6315
51-34-6316

ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

[3J

WSR#
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053

WAC#
51-34-6317
51-34-6318
51-34-6319
51-34-6320
51-34-6321
51-34-6322
51-34-6323
51-34-6324
51-34-7800
51-34-7802
51-34-7900
51-34-7902
51-34-7904
51-34-8000
51-34-8001
51-34-8003
51-34-9100
51-34-9101
51-34-9102
51-34-9103
51-34-9104
51-34-9105
51-34-9106
51-34-9107
51-34-9108
51-35-001
51-35-002
51-35-003
51-35-007
51-35-008
51-35-52000
51-35-52400
51-35-52440
51-35-52441
51-35-52442
51-35-52500
51-35-52510
51-35-52520
51-35-52530
51-35-52540
51-35-52550
51-35-52560
51-35-52570
51-35-52580
51-35-52590
51-35-52600
51-40-001
51-40-002
51-40-003
51-40-004
51-40-005
51-40-007
51-40-008
51-40-009
51-40-0200
51-40-0302
51-40-0303
51-40-0304
51-40-0305
51-40-0307
51-40-0308
51-40-0310
51-40-0311
51-40-0313
51-40-0403
51-40-0405
51-40-0510
51-40-0804
51-40-0902
51-40-0904
51-40-1000
51-40-1002
51-40-1003

ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

51-40-1004
51-40-1007
51-40-1091
51-40-1100
51-40-1101
51-40-1102
51-40-1103
51-40-1104
51-40-1105
51-40-1106
51-40-1107
51-40-1108
51-40-1109
51-40-1110
51-40-1111
51-40-1112
51-40-1113
51-40-1114
51-40-1191
51-40-1192
51-40-1193
51-40-1194
51-40-1195
51-40-1196
51-40-1203
51-40-1506
51-40-1616
51-40-1702
51-40-1909
51-40-23110
51-40-2406
51-40-2900
51-40-2929
51-40-3004
51-40-3102
51-40-31200
51-40-3404
51-40-93115
51-40-93116
51-40-93117
51-40-93118
51-40-93119
51-40-93120
51-42-001
51-42-002
51-42-003
51-42-004
51-42-005
51-42-007
51-42-008
51-42-0200
51-42-0223
51-42-0303
51-42-0504
51-42-0600
51-42-0601
51-42-0605
51-42-0901
51-42-1000
51-42-1002
51-42-1004
51-42-1005
51-42-1100
51-42-1101
51-42-1102
51-42-1103
51-42-1104
51-42-1105
51-42-1106
51-42-1107
51-42-1108
51-42-1311
51-42-1312

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

Table

WSR#
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-05-065
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-054
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056
98-02-056

WAC#
51-42-1401
51-44-001
51-44-002
51-44-003
51-44-007
51-44-008
51-44-0103
51-44-0200
51-44-0900
51-44-1003
51-44-1007
51-44-10210
51-44-1109
51-44-2500
51-44-5200
51-44-6100
51-44-6300
51-44-7404
51-44-7802
51-44-7900
51-44-8000
51-45-001
51-45-002
51-45-003
51-45-007
51-45-008
51-45-80400
51-46-001
51-46-002
51-46-003
51-46-007
51-46-008
51-46-0100
51-46-0101
51-46-0102
51-46-0103
51-46-0200
51-46-0205
51-46-0215
51-46-0218
51-46-0300
51-46-0301
51-46-0310
51-46-0311
51-46-0313
51-46-0314
51-46-0316
51-46-0392
51-46-0400
51-46-0402
51-46-0412
51-46-0413
51-46-0500
51-46-0501
51-46-0502
51-46-0505
51-46-0507
51-46-0509
51-46-0512
51-46-0513
51-46-0514
51-46-0515
51-46-0516
51-46-0517
51-46-0518
51-46-0519
51-46-0520
51-46-0521
51-46-0522
51-46-0523
51-46-0524
51-46-0525
51-46-0600

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

[ 4]

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

98-02-056
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-053
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055

51-46-0603
51-46-0604
51-46-0608
51-46-0609
51-46-0610
51-46-0700
51-46-0701
51-46-0704
51-46-0710
51-46-0713
51-46-0793
51-46-0800
51-46-0810
51-46-0814
51-46-0815
51-46-0900
51-46-0903
51-46-1000
51-46-1003
51-46-1012
51-46-1300
51-46-1301
51-46-1302
51-46-1303
51-46-1304
51-46-1305
51-46-1400
51-46-1401
51-46-1491
51-46-97120
51-46-97121
51-46-97122
51-46-97123
51-46-97124
51-46-97125
51-46-97126
51-46-97127
51-46-97128
51-46-97129
51-47-001
51-47-002
51-47-003
51-47-007
51-47-008
82-50-021
98-70-010
118-40-010
118-40-020
118-40-030
118-40-040
118-40-050
118-40-060
118-40-070
118-40-080
118-40-090
118-40-100
118-40-150
118-40-160
118-40-170
118-40-180
118-40-190
118-40-300
118-40-400
131-08
131-08-005
131-08-005
131-08-007
131-08-007
131-08-008
131-08-008
131-12
131-12-020
131-12-030

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
PREP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-P

98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-02-055
98-09-084
98-11-039
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-028
98-07-059
98-06-071
98-10-074
98-06-071
98-10-074
98-06-071
98-10-074
98-07-059
98-06-069
98-06-069

t

t

t

It

t

t

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

131-12-040
131-12-041
131-16
131-16-010
131-16-010
131-16-011
131-16-011
131-16-015
131-16-021
131-16-021
131-16-031
131-16-031
131-16-040
131-16-045
131-16-045
131-16-050
131-16-050
131-16-055
131-16-055
131-16-056
131-16-056
131-16-060
131-16-061
131-16-061
131-16-062
131-16-065
131-16-066
131-16-080
131-16-210
131-16-220
131-16-400
131-16-450
131-24
131-24-010
131-24-020
131-24-030
131-24-040
131-28
131-28-005
131-28-015
131-28-025
131-28-02501
131-28-02501
131-28-026
131-28-027
131-28-045
131-28-080
131-28-085
131-28-090
131-32-010
131-32-020
131-32-030
131-32-035
131-36
131-36
131-36-010
131-36-050
131-36-055
131-36-100
131-36-150
131-36-200
131-36-250
131-36-300
131-40-010
131-46
131-46-020
131-46-025
131-46-027
131-46-029
131-46-030
131-46-035
131-46-040
131-46-045

AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-C
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
REP-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-C
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-C
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-C
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-C
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

98-06-069
98-06-069
98-08-028
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-09-044
98-06-075
98-06-075
98-06-075
98-06-075
98-10-113
98-10-113
98-10-113
98-10-113
98-10-046
98-07-059
98-06-073
98-06-073
98-06-073
98-06-073
98-07-059
98-06-072
98-10-047
98-06-072
98-06-072
98-10-047
98-06-072
98-06-072
98-06-072
98-06-072
98-06-072
98-06-072
98-10-044
98-10-044
98-10-112
98-10-112
98-06-074
98-07-059
98-06-074
98-06-074
98-06-074
98-06-074
98-06-074
98-06-074
98-06-074
98-06-074
98-10-114
98-07-059
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070

WAC#
131-46-050
131-46-055
131-46-060
131-46-065
131-46-070
131-46-075
131-46-080
131-46-085
131-46-090
131-46-095
131-46-105
131-46-110
131-46-115
131-46-120
131-46-125
131-47-020
131-47-025
131-47-045
131-47-050
131-47-055
131-47-090
131-47-095
131-47-110
131-47-115
131-47-120
131-47-125
131-47-130
131-47-135
131-47-140
131-47-145
131-47-150
131-48-010
131-48-040
131-48-060
131-48-100
131-276-010
131-276-020
131-276-040
131-27.6-060
131-276-070
131-276-990
1328-120-010
1328-120-010
1328-120-020
1328-120-020
1328-120-030
1328-120-030
1328-120-040
1328-120-040
1328-120-055
1328-120-055
1328-120-065
1328-120-065
1328-120-075
1328-120-075
1328-120-080
1328-120-080
1328-120-085
1328-120-085
1328-120-120
1328-120-120
1328-120-130
1328-120-130
1328-120-135
1328-120-135
1328-120-170
1328-120-170
1328-120-180
1328-120-180
1328-120-190
1328-120-190
1328-120-200
1328-120-200

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD

98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-06-070
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-043
98-10-045
98-10-045
98-10-045
98-10-045
98-10-111
98-10-111
98-10-111
98-10-111
98-10-111
98-10-111
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012

1328-120-210
1328-120-210
1328-120-220
1328-120-220
132E-16
132H-160-052
132N-300
132P-33
136-130-030
136-130-030
136-130-030
136-130-030
136-130-040
136-130-040
136-130-040
136-130-040
136-161-070
136-161-070
136-161-070
136-161-070
136-161-080
136-161-080
136-161-080
136-161-080
136-161-090
136-161-090
136-161-090
136-161-090
136-200-040
136-200-040
136-200-040
136-200-040
136-210-030
136-210-030
136-210-030
136-210-030
136-220-020
136-220-020
136-220-020
136-220-020
136-220-030
136-220-030
136-220-030
136-220-030
137-28-150
137-28-190
137-100-001
137-100-010
137-100-020
137-100-030
137-100-040
162-22-010
162-22-020
162-22-030
162-22-040
162-22-050
162-22-060
162-22-070
162-22-080
162-22-090
162-22-100
162-26
162-26-010
162-26-020
162-26-030
162-26-040
162-26-050
162-26-060
162-26-070
162-26-080
162-26-090
162-26-100
162-26-110

NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

98-05-049
98-09-012
98-05-049
98-09-012
98-11-098
98-03-044
98-09-032
98-07-007
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070
98-04-086
98-04-086
98-02-074
98-02-074
98-02-074
98-02-074
98-02-074
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035

[ s]

Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

162-26-120
162-26-130
162-26-140
162-36-001
162-36-005
162-36-010
162-36-020
162-38
162-38-010
162-38-040
162-38-050
162-38-060
162-38-100
162-38-120
162-38-130
173-03-010
173-03-020
173-03-030
173-03-040
173-03-050
173-03-060
173-03-070
173-03-080
173-03-090
173-03-100
173-20-640
173-98
173-152
173-152-010
173-152-010
173-152-020
173-152-020
173-152-025
173-152-030
173-152-040
173-152-040
173-152-050
173-152-050
173-160
173-160-010
173-160-020
173-160-020
173-160-030
173-160-040
173-160-050
173-160-055
173-160-061
173-160-065
173-160-071
173-160-075
173-160-085
173-160-095
173-160-101
173-160-105
173-160-106
173-160-111
173-160-115
173-160-121
173-160-125
173-160-131
173-160-135
173-160-141
173-160-151
173-160-161
173-160-171
173-160-181
173-160-191
173-160-201
173-160-201
173-160-205
173-160-211
173-160-215
173-160-221

AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO
PREP
NEW-C
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-W
REP-XR
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
REP
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-E
REP
NEW
REP
NEW

98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-08-035
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-11-099
98-09,098
98-12-044
98-04-019
98-04-018
98-06-042
98-04-018
98-06-042
98-04-018
98-06-042
98-04-018
98-06-042
98-04-018
98-06-042
98-04-020
98-08-032
98-08-093
98-08-061
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-10-033
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032

173-160-225
173-160-231
173-160-235
173-160-241
173-160-245
173-160-251
173-160-255
173-160-261
173-160-265
173-160-271
173-160-275
173-160-281
173-160-285
173-160-291
173-160-295
173-160-301
173-160-305
173-160-311
173-160-315
173-160-321
173-160-325
173-160-331
173-160-335
173-160-341
173-160-345
173-160-351
173-160-355
173-160-361
173-160-365
173-160-371
173-160-375
173-160-381
173-160-385
173-160-390
173-160-395
173-160-400
173-160-405
173-160-406
173-160-410
173-160-415
173-160-420
173-160-425
173-160-430
173-160-435
173-160-440
173-160-445
173-160-450
173-160-455
173-160-460
173-160-465
173-160-475
173-160-500
173-160-510
173-160-520
173-160-530
173-160-540
173-160-550
173-160-560
173-160-990
173-162
173-162-010
173-162-020
173-162-025
173-162-030
173-162-040
173-162-050
173-162-055
173-162-060
173-162-070
173-162-075
173-162-080
173-162-085
173-162-095

Table

ACTION
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
NEW
REP
AMO
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW
AMO-C
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
[ 6]

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-08-032
98-04-020
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031

173-162-100
173-162-i20
173-162-127
173-162-130
173-162-140
173-162-165
173-162-170
173-162-190
173-162-200
173-162-210
173-202-020
173-202-020
173-202-020
173-202-020
173-202-020
173-202-020
173-224-030
173-224-040
173-224-050
173-303-017
173-303-040
173-303-045
173-303-070
173-303-071
173-303-073
173-303-077
173-303-081
173-303-082
173-303-090
173-303-100
173-303-104
173-303-110
173-303-120
173-303-140
173-303-145
173-303-160
173-303-180
173-303-201
173-303-210
173-303-230
173-303-280
173-303-282
173-303-300
173-303-335
173-303-350
173-303-380
173-303-395
173-303-400
173-303-505
173-303-520
173-303-522
173-303-573
173-303-600
173-303-610
173-303-620
173-303-655
173-303-665
173-303-675
173-303-800
173-303-802
173-303-804
173-303-805
173-303-806
173-303-807
173-303-810
173-303-815
173-303-830
173-303-840
173-303-900
173-303-910
173-303-9903
173-303-9904
173-303-9905

AMO-W
AMO-W
NEW-W
AMO-W
AMO
NEW-W
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO-S
AMO-W
AMO
AMO-E
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO

98-08-093
98-08-093
98-08-093
98-08-093
98-08-031
98-08-093
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-08-031
98-03-071
98-04-021
98-04-069
98-07-026
98-07-103
98-08-058
98-03-046
98-03-046
98-03-046
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-05-062
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-05-062
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018
98-03-018

t

t

t

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

'173-308-010
173-308-020
173-308-030
173-308-040
173-308-050
173-308-060
173-308-070
173-308-080
173-308-090
173-308-100
173-308-110
173-308-120
173-308-130
173-308-140
173-308-150
173-308-160
173-308-170
173-308-180
173-308-190
173-308-200
173-308-210
173-308-220
173-308-230
173-308-240
173-308-250
173-308-260
173-308-270
173-308-275
173-308-280
173-308-290
173-308-295
173-308-300
173-308-310
173-308-320
173-308-900
173-360-190
173-400
173-400-060
173-400-070
173-400-075
173-400-105
173-400-110
173-400-115
173-415
173-430-030
.173-430-030
173-430-040
173-430-040
173-430-045
173-430-045
173-460-060
173-460-060
173-481
173-490-203
173-531A-060
173-563-015
173-563-020
173-806-020
173-806-030
173-806-050
173-806-053
173-806-055
173-806-058
173-806-065
173-806-090
173-806-100
173-806-128
173-806-130
173-806-132
173-806-150
173-806-160
173-806-170
173-806-175

t

t

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-XA
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO
AMO-P
PREP
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-05-101
98-10-091
98-06-090
98-10-034
98-10-034
98-10-034
98-10-034
98-10-034
98-09-097
98-10-090
98-08-079
98-12-016
98-08-079
98-12-016
98-08-079
98-12-016
98-04-062
98-10-034
98-10-090
98-04-061
98-08-062
98-08-062
98-08-062
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092

173-806-180
173-806-185
173-806-190
180-16-002
180-16-002
180-16-180
180-16-180
180-18-010
180-22-150
180-25
180-26
180-27
180-29
180-30
180-31
180-32
180-33
180-33-025
180-34-010
180-34-015
180-34-020
180-34-025
180-36-007
180-39-025
180-39-027
180-39-028
180-39-030
180-39-035
180-51-050
180-56-003
180-58-010
180-58-015
180-58-020
180-58-030
180-58-040
180-58-045
180-58-055
180-58-065
180-58-075
180-58-085
180-58-090
180-59-005
180-59-010
180-59-015
180-59-020
180-59-025
180-59-030
180-59-032
180-59-035
180-59-037
180-59-040
180-59-045
180-59-047
180-59-050
180-59-055
180-59-060
180-59-065
180-59-070
180-59-075
180-59-080
180-59-090
180-59-095
180-59-100
180-59-105
180-59-110 .
180-59-115
180-59-120
180-59-125
180-59-130
180-59-135
180-59-140
180-59-145
180-59-150

AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
NEW
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

98-12-092
98-12-092
98-12-092
98-04-088
98-08-039
98-04-088
98-08-039
98-05-001
98-05-003
98-06-007
98-06-006
98-06-005
98-06-004
98-06-001
98-06-003
98-06-002
98-06-008
98-09-052
98-05-002
98-05-002
98-05-002
98-05-002
98-05-021
98-05-004
98-05-004
98-05-004
98-05-004
98-05-004
98-06-028
98-05-005
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-006
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007

180-59-155
180-59-160
180-59-165
180-78A
180-78A-165
180-79A-117
180-79A-220
180-79A-220
180-79A-340
180-79A-420
180-79A-420
180-79A-422
180-79A-422
180-79A-433
180-85-100
180-87
180-90-125
182-25-010
182-25-010
182-25-020
182-25-030
182-25-040
182-25-070
182-25-080
182-25-090
182-25-100
182-25-105
192-12-030
192-12-040
192-12-041
192-12-042
192-12-141
192-16-051
192-16-052
192-16-057
192-18-010
192-18-012
192-18-020
192-18-030
192-18-040
192-18-050
192-18-060
192-18-070
192-20-010
192-23-018
192-32
192-32-001
192-32-010
192-32-015
192-32-025
192-32-035
192-32-045
192-32-050
192-32-055
192-32-065
192-32-075
192-32-085
192-32-095
192-32-100
192-32-105
192-32-115
192-32-120
192-32-125
192-32-130
192-32-135
192-33-005
192-33-006
194-10-010
194-10-020
194-10-030
194-10-040
194-10-050
194-10-060
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ACTION
REP
REP
REP
PREP
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

WSR#
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-05-007
98-06-030
98-05-022
98-05-024
98-04-089
98-08-068
98-05-023
98-04-087
98-10-102
98-04-087
98-10-102
98-10-103
98-05-024
98-08-038
98-10-024
98-07-002
98-10-086
98-07-002
98-07-002
98-07-002
98-07-002
98-07-002
98-07-002
98-07-002
98-07-002
98-09-106
98-09-105
98-09-105
98-09-105
98-06-097
98-08-072
98-08-072
98-08-072
98-07-023
98-07-023
98-07-023
98-07-023
98-07-023
98-07-023
98-07-023
98-07-023
98-07-024
98-06-097
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-042
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
194-10-070
194-10-080
194-10-090
194-10-100
194-10-110
194-10-120
194-10-130
194-10-140
196-04
196-08-010
196-08-010
196-08-040
196-08-040
196-08-050
196-08-050
196-08-060
196-08-060
196-08-070
196-08-070
196-08-080
196-08-080
196-08-090
196-08-090
196-08-100
196-08-100
196-08-110
196-08-110
196-08-120
196-08-120
196-08-130
196-08-130
196-08-140
196-08-140
196-08-150
196-08-150
196-08-160
196-08-160
196-08-170
196-08-170
196-08-180
196-08-180
196-08-190
196-08-190
196-08-200
196-08-200
196-08-210
196-08-210
196-08-220
196-08-220
196-08-230
196-08-230
196-08-240
196-08-240
196-08-250
196-08-250
196-08-260
196-08-260
196-08-270
196-08-270
196-08-280
196-08-280
196-08-290
196-08-290
196-08-300
196-08-300
196-08-310
196-08-310
196-08-320
196-08-320
196-08-330
196-08-330
196-08-340
196-08-340

Table

ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP~P

REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP

WSR#
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-11-025
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045

WAC#
196-08-350
196-08-350
196-08-360
196-08-360
196-08-370
196-08-370
196-08-380
196-08-380
196-08-390
196-08-390
196-08-400
196-08-400
196-08-410
196-08-410
196-08-420
196-08-420
196-08-430
196-08-430
196-08-440
196-08-440
196-08-450
196-08-450
196-08-460
196-08-460
196-08-470
196-08-470
196-08-480
196-08-480
196-08-490
196-08-490
196-08-500
196-08-500
196-08-510
196-08-510
196-08-520
196-08-520
196-08-530
196-08-530
196-08-540
196-08-540
196-08-550
196-08-550
196-08-560
196-08-560
196-08-570
196-08-570
196-08-580
196-08-580
196-08-590
196-08-590
196-09-010
196-09-010
196-09-020
196-09-020
196-12-010
196-12-010
196-12-020
196-12-020
196-12-030
196-12-030
196-12-045
196-12-045
196-12-050
196-12-050
196-12-060
196-12-060
196-12-085
196-12-085
196-24-030
196-24-030
196-24-040
196-24-040
196-24-050

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P

98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-078
98-12-045
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-105

196-24-050
196-24-105
196-24-105
196-25-001
196-25-001
196-25-002
196-25-002
196-25-005
196-25-005
196-25-010
196-25-010
196-25-020
196-25-020
196-25-030
196-25-030
196-25-040
196-25-040
196-26-020
196-26-020
196-26-030
196-26-030
197-11-680
204-10-020
204-10-020
204-10-070
204-10-090
204-10-100
204-10-110
204-10-130
204-10-140
204-10-150
204-24-050
204-72-030
204-72-040
204-90-030
204-90-040
204-90-070
204-90-120
204-90-140
208-444-010
208-444-020
208-444-030
208-444-040
208-444-050
212-17-185
212-17-190
212-17-195
212-17-200
212-17-205
212-17-210
212-17-215
212-17-21503
212-17-21505
212-17-21507
212-17-21509
212-17-21511
212-17-21513
212-17-21515
212-17-21517
212-17-21519
220-12-010
220-12-020
220-16-002
220-16-005
220-16-440
220-16-475
220-16-480
220-16-480
220-16-490
220-16-490
220-16-500
220-16-510
220-16-520

REP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W

98-12-052
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-106
98-12-053
98-08-106
98-12-053
98-08-106
98-12-053
98-08-106
98-12-053
98-08-106
98-12-053
98-08-106
98-12-053
98-08-106
98-12-053
98-09-051
98-12-046
98-09-051
98-12-046
98-06-092
98-04-053
98-11-036
98-04-053
98-04-053
98-04-053
98-04-053
98-04-053
98-04-053
98-04-053
98-11-035
98-04-054
98-04-054
98-04-052
98-04-052
98-04-052
98-04-052
98-04-052
98-10-072
98-10-072
98-10-072
98-10-072
98-10-072
98-04-007
98-07-019
98-07-019
98-07-019
98-07-019
98-07-019
98-07-019
98-04-007
98-04-007
98-04-007
98-04-007
98-04-007
98-04-007
98-04-007
98-04-007
98-04-007
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-09-089
98-11-049
98-09-089
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
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4

4

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

1220-16-530
220-16-540
220-16-550
220-16-550
220-16-560
220-16-570
220-16-580
220-16-590
220-16-600
220-16-610
220-16-620
220-16-630
220-16-640
220-16-650
220-16-660
220-16-670
220-16-680
220-16-690
220-16-700
220-16-710
220-16-720
220-20-010
220-20-010
220-20-010
220-20-0lOOOA
220-20-0lOOOA
220-20-010008
220-20-015
220-20-020
220-20-025
220-22-410
220-24-02000E
220-24-02000E
220-24-02000F
220-24-02000F
220-24-020000
220-24-02000H
220-32-051000
220-32-051000
220-32-051000
220-32-05100E
220-32-05100E
220-32-05100E
220-32-05500M
220-32-05500M
220-32-05500N
220-32-05500N
220-32-05700X
220-32-05700X
220-32-05700¥
220-33-0lOOOA
220-33-0IOOOZ
220-33-0lOOOZ
220-33-0IOOOZ
220-33-03000L
220-33-03000L
220-33-04000E
220-33-04000F
220-36-021
220-36-023
220-40-021
220-40-027
220-44-030
220-44-050
220-44-050
220-44-050000L
220-44-050000M
220-44-080
220-47-304
220-47-307
220-47-311
220-47-326
220-47-401

t

It

ACTION
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW
AMO-P
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P

WSR#
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-06-031
98-11-049
98-06-031
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-11-049
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-09-089
98-11-086
98-05-014
98-05-014
98-08-046
98-09-089
98-09-089
98-09-089
98-05-043
98-10-031
98-11-020
98-11-020
98-12-076
98-11-085
98-12-076
98-04-056
98-04-056
98-04-068
98-04-068
98-04-068
98-07-057
98-09-022
98-09-022
98-11-041
98-11-041
98-04-006
98-04-006
98-08-027
98-12-061
98-08-046
98-08-046
98-12-061
98-08-046
98-08-046
98-04-067
98-04-067
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-09-080
98-10-059
98-10-059
98-05-043
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086

WAC#
220-47-410
220-47-411
220-47-427
220-47-428
220-48-005
220-48-005000
220-48-013
220-48-013
220-48-015
220-48-019
220-48-032
220-48-042
220-48-052
220-48-071
220-49-005
220-49-011
220-49-012
220-49-013
220-49-014
220-49-017
220-49-020
220-49-02000K
220-49-02000K
220-49-021
220-49-024
220-49-056
220-52-03000L
220-52-03000L
220-52-040
220-52-040000
220-52-046
220-52-04600A
220-52-04600A
220-52-046008
220-52-04600Z
220-52-04600Z
220-52-05000A
220-52-05000A
220-52-050008
220-52-07300A
220-52-07300A
220-52·073008
220-52-07300V
220-52-07300W
220-52-07300W
220-52-07300X
220-52-07300X
220-52-07300¥
220-52-07300¥
220-52-07300Z
220-52-07300Z
220-56-100
220-56-105
220-56-115
220-56-124
220-56-124000
220-56-126
220-56-128
220-56-128
220-56-145
220-56-180
220-56-190
220-56-191
220-56-191
220-56-191008
220-56-195
220-56-19500A
220-56-199
220-56-205
220-56-235
220-56-240
220-56-255
220-56-262

ACTION

WSR#

AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
NEW

. 98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-05-043
98-02-039
98-05-043
98-09-087
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-08-045
98-08-045
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-07-055
98-07-055
98-05-043
98-04-034
98-05-043
98-05-025
98-07-054
98-07-054
98-04-034
98-05-025
98-09-002
98-10-059
98-10-059
98-04-035
98-05-045
98-05-045
98-02-041
98-02-041
98-03-001
98-03-001
98-03-058
98-03-058
98-04-010
98-04-010
98-04-035
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-10-060
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-10-060
98-11-086
98-10-060
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-09-086
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-06-031
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WAC#
220-56-265
220-56-270
220-56-270008
220-56-27200A
220-56-27200A
220-56-275
220-56-285
220-56-28500N
220-56-28500N
220-56-28500P
220-56-28500Q
220-56-295
220-56-307
220-56-310
220-56-31000Q
220-56-315
220-56-320
220-56-325
220-56-32500R
220-56-32500R
220-56-32500$
220-56-32500T
220-56-32500T
220-56-330
220-56-33000F
220-56-335
220-56-350
220-56-35000R
220-56-35000R
220-56-35000$
220-56-36000T
220-56-36000T
220-56-36000U
220-56-36000U
220-56-36000V
220-56-36000V
220-56-380
220-56-38000L
220-56-385
220-57-120
220-57-130
220-57-13000V
220-57-13500U
220-57-137
220-57-140
220-57-14000T
220-57-155
220-57-15500E
220-57-160
220-57-160
220-57-16000K
220-57-16000L
220-57-16000M
220-57-16000M
220-57-175
220-57-175
220-57-175001
220-57-187
220-57-190
220-57-190008
220-57-195
220-57-200
220-57-20000M
220-57-235
220-57-235
220-57-240
220-57-250
220-57-255
220-57-270
220-57-27000F
220-57-290
220-57-290
220-57-29000V

ACTION

WSR#

AMO
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E

98-06-031
98-06-031
98-04-045
98-08-045
98-08-045
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-06-039
98-06-039
98-07-011
98-09-055
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-09-014
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-10-097
98-10-097
98-11-087
98-12-075
98-12-075
98-06-031
98-12-077
98-06-031
98-06-031
98-03-070
98-09-015
98-09-015
98-05-034
98-05-034
98-09-028
98-09-028
98-09-095
98-09-095
98-06-031
98-03-070
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-10-061
98-10-061
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-10-061
98-11-086
98-10-061
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-06-038
98-09-005
98-10-030
98-10-030
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-06-037
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-10-060
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-10-061
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-10-061
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-11-040
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
220-57-29000V
220-57-310
220-57-310
220-57-31000X
220-57-315
220-57-31500E
220-57-31500E
220-57-319
220-57-319
220-57-31900Q
220-57-31900Q
220-57-31900R
220-57-335
220-57-340
220-57-350
220-57-350
220-57-355
220-57-365
220-57-385
220-57-385008
220-57-405
220-57-40500A
220-57-425
220-57-430
220-57-432
220-57-435
220-57-450
220-57-455
220-57-455
220-57-460
220-57-46000F
220-57-462
220-57-465
220-57-470
220-57-480
220-57-495
220-57-495
220-57-505
220-57-50500A
220-57-510
220-57-515
220-57-51500N
220-57-525
220-88A-020
220-88A-030
220-88A-040
220-88A-050
220-88A-060
220-88A-070
220-88A-07000R
220-88A-07000R
220-88A-07000S
220-88A-07000S
220-88A-07000T
220-88A-07000T
220-88A-07000U
220-88A-07000U
220-88A-07000V
220-88A-07000V
220-88A-07000W
220-88A-080
220-88A-08000S
220-95-013
220-95-018
220-95-022
220-95-027
220-95-032
222-10-020
222-10-040
222-10-043
222-12-090
222-12-090
222-12-090
Table

ACTION

WSR#

REP-E
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW-E
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E

98-12-059
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-06-037
98-11-086
98-12-060
98-12-060
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-06-037
98-12-085
98-12-085
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-10-061
98-11-086
98-10-060
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-10-061
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-09-005
98-11-086
98-11-086
98-09-005
98-11-086
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-09-088
98-05-043
98-05-043
98-09-050
98-10-032
98-10-032
98-10-058
98-10-058
98-10-096
98-10-096
98-11-007
98-11-007
98-11-105
98-11-105
98-05-043
98-09-050
98-10-100
98-10-100
98-10-100
98-10-100
98-10-100
98-12-026
98-12-026
98-12-026
98-02-065
98-07-046
98-12-027

WAC#
222-12-090
222-16-010
222-16-010
222-16-030
222-16-030
222-16-030
222-16-030
222-16-050
222-16-050
222-16-080
222-16-088
222-20-010
222-20-040
222-20-130
222-24-050
222-30-040
222-46-015
224-12-090
224-12-090
230-02-205
230-02-208
230-02-415
230-02-425
230-04-064
230-04-119
230-04-124
230-04-133
230-08-017
230-08-025
230-08-026
230-08-070
230-08-080
230-08-122
230-08-255
230-12-060
230-12-330
230-12-330
230-20-102
230-20-115
230-20-325
230-20-325
230-20-325
230-20-335
230-20-335
230-30-030
230-30-040
230-30-045
230-30-050
230-30-052
230-30-070
230-30-070
230-30-080
230-30-080
230-30-106
230-30-106
230-30-220
230-30-225
230-30-225
230-30-225
232-12-002
232-12-010
232-12-011
232-12-011
232-12-011
232-12-047
232-12-047
232-12-24401
232-12-24401
232-12-24402
232-12-24402
232-12-297
232-12-619
232-12-6 I 900A

ACTION

WSR#

AMO-C
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW-E
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-S
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-W
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-W
AMO-P
REP-W
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
AMO
AMO
NEW-E

98-12-028
98-07-047
98-12-026
98-02-065
98-07-046
98-12-027
98-12-028
98-07-047
98-12-026
98-12-026
98-12-026
98-07-047
98-07-047
98-07-047
98-12-026
98-12-026
98-07-047
98-03-081
98-10-094
98-04-022
98-10-066
98-04-023
98-04-023
98-10-049
98-10-066
98-10-066
98-10-066
98-09-058
98-10-066
98-10-066
98-09-039
98-04-024
98-10-049
98-10-049
98-10-049
98-03-069
98-08-011
98-04-024
98-04-024
98-03-068
98-08-052
98-09-039
98-03-068
98-08-052
98-09-058
98-09-058
98-09-058
98-10-068
98-10-049
98-09-058
98-10-081
98-09-058
98-10-081
98-03-034
98-09-058
98-10-050
98-06-027
98-10-067
98-12-005
98-10-098
98-06-031
98-05-084
98-06-031
98-10-021
98-05-094
98-10-006
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-080
98-10-007
98-05-041
98-06-031
98-02-040
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WAC#
232-28-02201
232-28-02201
232-28-02202
232-28-02202
232-28-02203
232-28-02203
232-28-02204
232-28-02204
232-28-02205
232-28-02205
232-28-02206
232-28-02206
232-28-02210
232-28-02210
232-28-02220
232-28-02220
232-28-02230
232-28-02230
232-28-02240
232-28-02240
232-28-02250
232-28-02250
232-28-02260
232-28-02260
232-28-02270
232-28-02270
232-28-240
232-28-240
232-28-242
232-28-242
232-28-248
232-28-248
232-28-249
232-28-249
232-28-252
232-28-252
232-28-253
232-28-253
232-28-254
232-28-254
232-28-264
232-28-264
232-28-265
232-28-265
232-28-267
232-28-267
232-28-268
232-28-268
232-28-271
232-28-271
232-28-272
232-28-272
232-28-273
232-28-273
232-28-274
232-28-274
232-28-280
232-28-280
232-28-281
232-28-281
232-28-619
232-28-619
232-28-619008
232-28-619008
232-28-61900C
232-28-61900C
232-28-619000
232-28-6 I 900E
232-28-6 I 900F
232-28-6 I 900G
232-28-6 I 900G
232-28-61900H
232-28-61900H

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E

WSR#

98-05-082.
98-10-015
98-05-081
98-10-014
98-05-099
98-10-016
98-05-098
98-10-013
98-05-097
98-10-012
98-05-096
98-10-011
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-091
98-10-017
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-090
98-10-020
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-093
98-10-018
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-087
98-10-002
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-083
98-10-009
98-05-095
98-10-008
98-05-089
98-10-005
98-05-092
98-10-004
98-05-085
98-10-010
98-05-088
98-10-003
98-06-031
98-11-086
98-02-040
98-03-057
98-03-057
98-05-011
98-06-035
98-06-059
98-06-036
98-06-060
98-06-060
98-06-040
98-06-040

t

t

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

t;32-28-61900H
232-28-619001
232-28-619001
232-28-619001
232-28-6 l 900K
232-28-6 l 900L
232-28-6 l 900L
232-28-6 l 900M
232-28-6 l 900M
232-28-6 l 900N
232-28-6 l 900N
232-28-6 l 900P
232-28-61900W
232-28-61900Y
232-28-61900Z
236-11-010
236-11-020
236-11-040
236-11-050
236-11-070
236-11-080
236-11-090
236-11-100
236-11-110
236-11-120
236-22
246-12-001
"246-12-010
246-12-020
246-12-030
246-12-040
246-12-060
246-12-070
246-12-080
246-12-090
246-12-100
246-12-110
246-12-120
246-12-130
246-12-140
246-12-160
246-12-165
246-12-170
246-12-180
246-12-190
246-12-200
246-12-210
246-12-220
246-12-230
246-12-240
246-12-250
246-12-260
246-12-270
246-12-280
246-12-290
246-12-300
246-12-310
246-12-320
246-12-330
246-12-340
246-12-350
246-12-360
246-220-010
246-221-001
246-221-060
246-221-117
246-221-130
246-221-250
1246-221-265
246-222-080
246-232-010
246-232-040
246-233-010

t

ACTION
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
AMO-XA
REP-XA
AMO-XA
REP-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
REP-XA
PREP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

98-12-085
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-07-012
98-07-031
98-07-056
98-07-056
98-10-030
98-10-030
98-05-063
98-11-019
98-12-085
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-06-035
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-07-110
98-12-109
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-110
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-06-078
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108

246-233-020
246-235-020
246-235-080
246-235-090
246-235-091
246-235-093
246-235-095
246-235-097
246-235-100
246-235-102
246-235-105
246-235-120
246-239-010
246-239-022
246-239-025
246-239-040
246-239-055
246-240-010
246-240-015
246-240-020
246-240-025
246-240-050
246-244-240
246-247-010
246-249-010
246-249-010
246-249-090
246-249-090
246-250-600
246-250-600
246-254-053
246-254-053
246-254-070
246-254-070
246-254-080
246-254-080
246-254-090
246-254-090
246-254-100
246-254-100
246-282-005
246-282-990
246-282-990
246-290-990
246-290-990
246-292-160
246-292-160
246-310-010
246-310-010
246-310-044
246-310-044
246-310-045
246-310-050
246-310-050
246-310-080
246-310-080
246-310-090
246-310-090
246-310-120
246-3 10-120
246-310-132
246-310-132
246-310-150
246-310-150
246-310-160
246-310-160
246-310-170
246-310-170
246-310-180
246-310-180
246-310-395
246-310-395
246-310-395

AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-XA
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA

98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-09-108
98-03-095
98-09-117
98-03-095
98-09-117
98-03-095
98-09-117
98-07-081
98-11-066
98-07-080
98-11-067
98-07-080
98-11-067
98-07-080
98-11-067
98-07-080
98-11-067
98-03-096
98-08-118
98-12-068
98-07-082
98-11-068
98-07-082
98-12-015
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-12-067
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-12-067

246-310-396
246-310-396
246-310-397
246-310-560
246-310-560
246-310-610
246-310-610
246-312
246-312-020
246-312-030
246-312-035
246-312-040
246-312-050
246-312-060
246-312-070
246-312-080
246-312-090
246-312-100
246-312-110
246-312-120
246-316-990
246-318-990
246-327-990
246-328-100
246-328-200
246-328-990
246-331-990
246-336-990
246-340-085
246-358-600
246-358-610
246-358-620
246-358-630
246-358-640
246-358-650
246-802-020
246-802-025
246-802-090
246-802-250
246-802-990
246-808-105
246-808-106
246-808-150
246-808-155
246-808-160
246-808-165
246-808-180
246-808-181
246-808-185
246-808-215
246-808-990
246-810-020
246-810-022
246-810-080
246-810-130
246-810-140
246-810-990
246-812-120
246-812-130
246-812-140
246-812-160
246-812-161
246-812-990
246-812-995
246-815-020
246-815-040
246-815-060
246-815-070
246-815-080
246-815-090
246-815-100
246-815-140
246-815-150

AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
NEW
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
REP-W
AMO
AMO
REP-W
REP
AMO
NEW
AMO
NEW
AMO
REP
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMO
AMO
REP

98-05-057
98-10-053
98-12-067
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-09-111
98-04-090
98-09-109
98-09-112
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-09-112
98-09-112
98-09-120
98-11-001
98-11-001
98-11-001
98-11-001
98-11-001
98-11-001
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-059
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-08-111
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-07-087
98-07-087
98-07-087
98-07-087
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
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Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
246-815-300
246-815-990
246-817-110
246-817-150
246-817-201
246-817-210
246-817-990
246-822-110
246-822-120
246-822-990
246-824-020
246-824-040
246-824-071
246-824-073
246-824-074
246-824-075
246-824-170
246-824-990
246-824-995
246-826-050
246-826-230
246-826-990
246-826-995
246-828-005
246-828-005
246-828-015
246-828-020
246-828-025
246-828-030
246-828-050
246-828-075
246-828-080
246-828-090
246-828-095
246-828-100
246-828-105
246-828-270
246-828-280
246-828-295
246-828-295
246-828-300
246-828-300
246-828-320
246-828-330
246-828-340
246-828-350
246-828-370
246-828-370
246-828-510
246-828-520
246-828-530
246-828-540
246-828-560
246-828-990
246-830-035
246-830-050
246-830-460
246-830-465
246-830-470
246-830-480
246-830-990
246-834-060
246-834-060
246-834-065
246-834-070 .
246-834-080
246-834-170
246-834-200
246-834-260
246-834-400
246-834-500
246-834-990
246-834-990

Table

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-W
AMO
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-P
AMO
NEW-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
REP
AMO-P
AMO

98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-059
98-06-079
98-08-112
98-08-113
98-07-084
98-07-083
98-06-079
98-05-060
98-06-079
98-06-079
98-06-079
98-08-117
98-06-079
98-08-117
98-06-079
98-06-079
98-05-058
98-05-060
98-05-058
98-05-060
98-06-079
98-06-079
98-06-079
98-06-079
98-05-058
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-11-064
98-05-060
98-11-064
98-11-064
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-07-085
98-11-069

246-836-080
246-836-090
246-836-410
246-836-990
246-836-990
246-840-010
246-840-010
246-840-010
246-840-020
246-840-040
246-840-080
246-840-090
246-840-100
246-840-110
246-840-111
246-840-115
246-840-120
246-840-340
246-840-350
246-840-360
246-840-365
246-840-410
246-840-440
246-840-450
246-840-730
246-840-985
246-840-985
246-840-990
246-840-990
246-841-520
246-841-610
246-841-990
246-843-150
246-843-155
246-843-160
246-843-162
246-843-180
246-843-230
246-843-250
246-843-320
246-843-330
246-843-990
246-845-100
246-845-990
246-845-990
246-847-055
246-847-060
246-847-065
246-847-068
246-847-070
246-847-190
246-847-200
246-847-990
246-849-110
246-849-210
246-849-220
246-849-260
246-849-990
246-849-995
246-851-020
246-851-090
246-851-100
246-851-220
246-851-240
246-851-430
246-851-510
246-851-990
246-853-040
246-853-045
246-853-060
246-853-080
246-853-210
246-853-230

AMO
REP
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO-C
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
NEW
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
NEW-C
NEW-W
AMO
PREP
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
PREP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
REP
AMO
REP
REP
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO

98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-058
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-08-116
98-09-040
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-09-115
98-08-116
98-09-040
98-05-060
98-10-108
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-09-116
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060

246-853-240
246-853-270
246-853-275
246-853-990
246-854-050
246-854-080
246-854-110
246-855-100
246-861-010
246-861-020
246-861-120
246-863-030
246-863-050
246-863-070
246-863-080
246-863-090
246-863-120
246-869-050
246-869-220
246-879-070
246-883-050
246-887-020
246-887-170
246-901-065
246-901-120
246-904
246-907-020
246-907-030
246-907-030
246-907-030
246-907-995
246-915-010
246-915-050
246-915-060
246-915-085
246-915-110
246-915-990
246-918-006
246-918-008
246-918-009
246-918-080
246-918-081
246-918-085
246-918-160
246-918-170
246-918-180
246-918-990
246-919-030
246-919-305
246-919-380
246-919-400
246-919-410
246-919-420
246-919-430
246-919-440
246-919-460
246-919-480
246-919-500
246-919-510
246-919-990
246-922-070
246-922-275
246-922-280
246-922-285
246-922-290
246-922-295
246-922-300
246-922-320
246-922-990
246-922-995
246-924-110
246-924-120
246-924-230

REP
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
PREP
AMO
REP-XR
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
REP
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
AMO
NEW
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
REP
REP
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
NEW
AMO
REP
AMO
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WSR#

98-05-06041
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-11-065
98-05-060
98-07-088
98-05-060
98-02-084
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-04-037
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-07-086
98-10-052
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-09-118
98-09-118
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-09-119
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-09-118
98-09-118
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060

t

t

It

t

It

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

246-924-290
246-924-320
246-924-490
246-924-500
246-924-990
246-926-160
246-926-170
246-926-200
246-926-990
246-926-995
246-928
246-928-090
246-928-190
246-928-990
246-930-020
246-930-400
246-930-410
246-930-420
246-930-430
246-930-431
246-930-990
246-930-995
246-933-180
246-933-305
246-933-420
246-933-430
246-933-470
246-933-480
246-933-990
246-935-130
246-935-990
246-937-050
246-937-080
246-937-990
246-976-470
246-976-475
246-976-480
246-976-485
246-976-490
246-976-500
246-976-510
246-976-520
246-976-550
246-976-560
246-976-570
246-976-600
246-976-610
246-976-615
246-976-620
246-976-640
246-976-650
246-976-680
246-976-690
246-976-720
246-976-730
246-976-740
246-976-770
246-976-780
246-976-790
246-976-810
246-976-820
246-976-822
246-976-830
246-976-840
246-976-850
246-976-860
246-976-870
246-976-880
246-976-881
246-976-885
246-976-890
246-976-935
250-10-010

REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW-W
PREP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
NEW
AMD
NEW
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
REP
NEW
AMD
AMD
NEW
REP

98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-059
98-08-114
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-05-060
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-04-038
98-05-035
98-08-006

WAC#
250-10-020
250-10-022
250-10-026
250-10-028
250-10-030
250-10-040
250-I0-050
250-10-060
250-10-070
250-10-080
250-10-090
250-10-100
250-10-110
250-10-120
250-10-130
250-10-140
250-10-150
250-10-160
250-10-170
250-12-010
250-12-020
250-12-030
250-12-040
250-12-050
250-12-060
250-12-070
250-16-001
250-16-010
250-16-020
250-16-030
250-16-040
250-16-050
250-16-060
250-18-020
250-18-060
250-55-010
250-55-020
250-55-030
250-55-040
250-55-050
250-55-060
250-55-070
250-55-080
250-55-090
250-55-100
250-55-110
250-55-120
250-55-130
250-55-140
250-55-150
250-55-160
250-55-170
250-55-180
250-55-190
250-55-200
250-55-210
250-55-220
250-61-060
250-61-090
250-61-150
250-71-050
251-04-170
251-04-170
251-10-030
251-19-100
251-19-100
251-19-105
251-19-105
251-19-154
251-22-127
255-01-010
255-01-010
255-01-020

ACTION

WSR#

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
REP
AMD
NEW-C
NEW
AMD
AMD-C
AMD
AMD-C
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P

98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-006
98-08-008
98-08-008
98-08-008
98-08-008
98-08-008
98-08-008
98-08-008
98-08-007
98-08-007
98-08-007
98-08-007
98-08-007
98-08-007
98-08-007
98-08-004
98-08-004
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-009
98-08-001
98-08-002
98-08-005
98-08-003
98-06-014
98-08-024
98-03-051
98-06-015
98-08-026
98-06-013
98-08-025
98-09-067
98-10-121
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
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WAC#
255-01-020
255-0I-030
255-01-030
255-01-040
255-01-040
255-01-050
255-0I-050
255-01-060
255-01-060
255-01-070
255-01-070
255-01-080
255-01-080
255-01-090
255-01-090
255-01-100
255-01-100
255-01-110
255-01-110
255-01-120
255-01-120
255-01-130
255-01-130
255-01-140
255-01-140
255-02-010
255-02-010
255-02-020
255-02-020
255-02-030
255-02-030
255-02-040
255-02-040
255-02-050
255-02-050
255-02-060
255-02-060
255-02-070
255-02-070
255-02-080
255-02-080
255-02-090
255-02-090
255-02-100
255-02-100
255-02-110
255-02-110
260-24-560
260-32-180
260-32-360
275-25
275-26
275-27
275-27-020
275-27-030
275-27-180
275-27-182
275-27-185
275-27-190
275-27-195
275-27-200
275-27-205
275-27-210
275-27-212
275-27-810
275-27-820
275-31
275-38
275-41
275-46-010
275-46-020
275-46-060
275-46-070

ACTION

WSR#

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMD
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-060
98-07-071
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-I 1-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-04-059
98-11-005
98-10-110
98-07-070
98-07-070
98-09-092
98-09-092
98-09-092
98-10-040
98-09-094
98-10-040
98-10-040
98-10-040
98-10-040
98-10-040
98-10-040
98-10-040
98-10-040
98-10-040
98-09-094
98-09-094
98-09-092
98-09-092
98-09-092
98-10-125
98-10-125
98-10-125
98-10-125
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
275-59
284-01-050
284-05-040
284-05-040
284-05-060
284-05-060
284-05-070
284-05-070
284-10
284-10-010
284-10-015
284-10-020
284-10-030
284-10-050
284-10-060
284-10-070
284-10-090
284-10-140
284-17-135
284-17-220
284-17-220
284-17-300
284-17-300
284-17-570
284-17-570
284-19-010
284-19-020
284-19-030
284-19-040
284-19-050
284-19-060
284-19-070
284-19-080
284-19-090
284-19-100
284-19-110
284-19-120
284-19-130
284-19-140
284-19-150
284-19-160
284-19-170
284-19-180
284-23
284-23
284-23
284-23-120
284-23-120
284-23-130
284-23-130
284-23-200
284-23-200
284-23-210
284-23-210
284-23-220
284-23-220
284-23-230
284-23-230
284-23-235
284-23-235
284-23-240
284-23-240
284-23-250
284-23-250
284-23-260
284-23-260
284-23-270
284-23-270
284-23-380
284-23-380
284-23-610
284-23-620
284-23-640.
Table

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
NEW
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XA
REP
REP-C
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XA
REP
REP-XA
REP
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
REP-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
REP-XA
REP
REP-XA
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-XA
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO

98-10-105
98-04-063
98-07-105
98-11-089
98-07-105
98-11-089
98-07-105
98-11-089
98-03-004
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-06-022
98-07-104
98-11-090
98-04-084
98-09-041
98-07-065
98-11-088
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-08-097
98-02-062
98-03-076
98-07-062
98-07-065
98-11-088
98-07-065
98-11-088
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-04-083
98-11-003
98-07-065
98-11-088
98-05-026
98-05-026
98-05-026

284-23-645
284-23-650
284-23-660
284-23-690
284-23-710
284-23-730
284-24
284-24-065
284-28-001
284-28-001
284-36A-010
284-36A-010
284-36A-020
284-36A-020
284-36A-025
284-36A-025
284-36A-030
284-36A-030
284-36A-040
284-36A-040
284-36A-045
284-36A-045
284-36A-050
284-36A-050
284-36A-055
284-36A-055
284-36A-060
284-36A-060
284-36A-065
284-36A-065
284-43
284-43
284-43
284-43-040
284-43-100
284-43-110
284-43-120
284-43-130
284-43-200
284-43-210
284-43-220
284-43-250
284-43-300
284-43-310
284-43-320
284-43-330
284-43-340
284-43-400
284-43-410
284-43-420
284-43-610
284-43-620
284-43-630
284-43-640
284-43-650
284-43-700
284-43-710
284-43-720
284-43-730
284-43-800
284-43-900
284-43-905
284-43-910
284-43-915
284-43-920
284-43-925
284-43-930
284-43-930
284-43-930
284-43-935
284-43-940
284-43-945
284-43-950

NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
PREP
REP-XA
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XA
REP
NEW-XA
NEW
NEW-XA
NEW
NEW-XA
NEW
NEW-XA
NEW
NEW-XA
NEW
NEW-XA
NEW
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

98-05-026
98-05-026
98-05-026
98-05-026
98-05-026
98-05-026
98-05-102
98-04-081
98-07-065
98-11-088
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-04-085
98-09-016
98-02-063
98-03-004
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-10-082
98-10-082
98-10-082
98-10-082
98-10-082
98-10-082
98-10-082
98-10-082
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-07-105
98-11-089
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
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WAC#
284-43-955
284-44
284-44
284-44-100
284-44-110
284-44-120
284-44-130
284-44-140
284-44-150
284-44-160
284-44-190
284-44-200
284-44-210
284-44-220
284-44-240
284-44-360
284-44-360
284-44-410
284-46
284-46-020
284-46-575
284-50-435
284-50-435
284-51-180
284-51-180
284-58-010
284-58-020
284-58-040
284-58-040
284-58-050
284-58-050
284-58-060
284-58-060
284-58-250
284-58-260
284-58-270
284-58-280
284-74-010
284-74-020
286-04-010
286-04-010
286-04-060
286-04-060
286-06-065
286-06-065
286-13-030
286-13-030
286-13-040
286-13-040
286-13-045
286-13-045
286-13-070
286-13-070
286-13-085
286-13-085
286-13-100
286-13-100
286-26-020
286-26-020
286-26-110
286-26-110
286-27-040
286-27-040
286-27-055
286-27-055
286-27-065
286-27-065
286-27-075
286-27-075
286-30-050
286-30-050
286-35-060
286-35-060

ACTION

WSR#

NEW
REP-C
REP-C
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP-XA
REP
REP
REP-C
REP
REP
REP-XA
REP
REP-XA
REP
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
REP-XA
REP
REP-XA
REP
REP-XA
REP
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
AMO
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO

98-04-011
98-02-063
98-03-004
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-01 l
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-011
98-04-01 l
98-04-005
98-07-065
98-11-088
98-04-005
98-03-004
98-04-005
98-04-005
98-07-065
98-11-088
98-04-084
98-09-041
98-08-098
98-08-098
98-04-084
98-09-041
98-04-084
98-09-041
98-04-084
98-09-041
98-08-098
98-08-098
98-08-098
98-08-098
98-05-069
98-05-069
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
97-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-04-079
98-08-014

t

41

t

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

192-100
292-110-010
292-110-050
292-110-060
296-04
296-04-001
296-04-005
296-04-010
296-04-015
296-04-040
296-04-042
296-04-045
296-04-05001
296-04-060
296-04-090
296-04-105
296-04-115
296-04-125
296-04-160
296-04-165
296-04-260
296-04-270
296-04-275
296-04-280
296-04-295
296-04-300
296-04-310
296-04-330
296-04-340
296-04-350
296-04-351
296-04-360
296-04-370
~96-04-380
96-04-390
96-04-400
296-04-410
296-04-420
296-04-430
296-04-440
296-04-460
296-04-470
296-04-480
296-04A-001
296-04A-003
296-04A-006
296-04A-009
296-04A-012
296-04A-015
296-04A-Olj!
296-04A-025
296-04A-028
296-04A-034
296-04A-037
296-04A-040
296-04A-043
296-04A-046
296-04A-049
296-04A-052
296-04A-055
296-04A-060
296-04A-100
296-04A-110
296-04A-120
296-04A-130
296-04A-150
296-04A-200
ti96-04A-210
96-04A-230
96-04A-300
296-04A-3000 I
296-04A-330
296-04A-340

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
AMD
NEW
NEW
PREP
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W

98-11-026
98-08-054
98-03-045
98-04-001
98-09-063
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-12-074
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058

296-04A-350
296-04A-351
296-04A-360
296-04A-370
296-04A-380
296-04A-390
296-04A-400
296-04A-410
296-04A-420
296-04A-430
296-04A-440
296-04A-460
296-04A-470
296-04A-480
296-08-001
296-08-020
296-08-030
296-08-040
296-08-050
296-08-060
296-08-070
296-08-080
296-08-090
296-08-100
296-08-110
296-08-120
296-08-130
296-08-140
296-08-150
296-08-160
296-08-170
296-08-180
296-08-190
296-08-200
296-08-210
296-08-220
296-08-370
296-08-380
296-08-390
296-08-400
296-08-410
296-08-420
296-08-430
296-08-440
296-08-450
296-08-460
296-08-470
296-08-480
296-08-490
296-08-500
296-08-510
296-08-520
296-08-530
296-08-540
296-08-550
296-08-560
296-08-570
296-08-580
296-08-590
296-14-010
296-14-015
296-17
296-17
296-17-310
296-17-31001
296-17-31002
296-17-31003
296-17-31004
296-17-31005
296-17-31006
296-17-31007
296-17-31008
296-17-31009

NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
AMD-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-07-058
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-08-102
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-11-101
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079

296-17-31010
296-17-31011
296-17-31012
296-17-31013
296-17-31014
296-17-31015
296-17-31016
296-17-31017
296-17-31018
296-17-31019
296-17-31020
296-17-31021
296-17-31022
296-17-31023
296-17-31024
296-17-31025
296-17-31026
296-17-31027
296-17-31028
296-17-31029
296-17-320
296-17-345
296-17-350
296-17-35202
296-17-35203
296-17-35204
296-17-360
296-17-370
296-17-380
296-17-390
296-17-400
296-17-410
296-17-411
296-17-420
296-17-430
296-17-440
296-17-44001
296-17-441
296-17-450
296-17-45001
296-17-45002
296-17-45003
296-17-45004
296-17-45005
296-17-45006
296-17-455
296-17-460
296-17-470
296-17-501
296-17-503
296-17-504
296-17-505
296-17-50601
296-17-50602
296-17-50603
296-17-508
296-17-509
296-17-50908
296-17-50910
296-17-50912
296-17-50915
296-17-50917
296-17-510
296-17-511
296-17-51101
296-17-512
296-17-513
296-17-51301
296-17-516
296-17-517
296-17-519
296-17-52001
296-17-52002

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-019
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-i2-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
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98~12-079

98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079

Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296-17-521
296-17-52101
296-17-52102
296-17-52103
296-17-52104
296-17-52105
296-17-52106
296-17-52108
296-17-52109
296-17-52110
296-17-52111
296-17-52113
296-17-52116
296-17-52118
296-17-52119
296-17-52120
296-17-52121
296-17-52122
296-17-52123
296-17-52124
296-17-52125
296-17-52126
296-17-522
296-17-523
296-17-524
296-17-525
296-17-526
296-17-527
296-17-52701
296-17-528
296-17-529
296-17-532
296-17-534
296-17-535
296-17-53501
296-17-53502
296-17-53504
296-17-536
296-17-537
296-17-538
296-17-53801
296-17-53802
296-17-53803
296-17-53805
296-17-53806
296-17-539
296-17-540
296-17-541
296-17-54101
296-17-542
296-17-544
296-17-54401
296-17-545
296-17-546
296-17-548
296-17-549
296-17-550
296-17-551
296-17-552
296-17-55201
296-17-555
296-17-557
296-17-560
296-17-561
296-17-56101
296-17-562
296-17-563
296-17-564
296-17-56401
296-17-56402
296-17-565
296-17-566
296-17-56601
Table

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

WSR#

WAC#

98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079

296-17-56602
296-17-567
296-17-568
296-17-569
296-17-56901
296-17-570
296-17-57001
296-17-57002
296-17-57003
296-17-571
296-17-572
296-17-573
296-17-574
296-17-575
296-17-57602
296-17-57603
296-17-578
296-17-580
296-17-581
296-17-582
296-17-58201
296-17-583
296-17-584
296-17-585
296-17-58501
296-17-58502
296-17-58503
296-17-58504
296-17-58505
296-17-58506
296-17-58507
296-17-586
296-17-587
296-17-590
296-17-59201
296-17-59202
296-17-59203
296-17-59204
296-17-59205
296-17-594
296-17-595
296-17-596
296-17-597
296-17-599
296-17-600
296-17-604
296-17-606
296-17-612
296-17-614
296-17-615
296-17-616
296-17-618
296-17-61801
296-17-61804
296-17-619
296-17-620
296-17-622
296-17-626
296-17-627
296-17-628
296-17-629
296-17-630
296-17-631
296-17-633
296-17-634
296-17-635
296-17-63501
296-17-636
296-17-637
296-17-638
296-17-640
296-17-641
296-17-643

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
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WSR#

WAC#

98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079

296-17-644
296-17-645
296-17-646
296-17-647
296-17-649
296-17-64901
296-17-64902
296-17-64903
296-17-64904
296-17-64905
296-17-64999
296-17-650
296-17-651
296-17-652
296-17-653
296-17-654
296-17-655
296-17-656
296-17-657
296-17-658
296-17-65801
296-17-659
296-17-660
296-17-66001
296-17-66002
296-17-66003
296-17-66004
296-17-661
296-17-663
296-17-666
296-17-668
296-17-669
296-17-670
296-17-673
296-17-675
296-17-676
296-17-67601
296-17-67602
296-17-677
296-17-678
296-17-679
296-17-67901
296-17-680
296-17-681
296-17-682
296-17-684
296-17-685
296-17-686
296-17-68601
296-17-687
296-17-688
296-17-689
296-17-690
296-17-691
296-17-692
296-17-693
296-17-694
296-17-695
296-17-696
296-17-697
296-17-698
296-17-699
296-17-700
296-17-701
296-17-703
296-17-704
296-17-706
296-17-707
296-17-708
296-17-709
296-17-710
296-17-711
296-17-712

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

WSR#

98-12-07941
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079

41

98-12~079

98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079

t

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

t96-17-713
296-17-71301
296-17-714
296-17-715
296-17-716
296-17-717
296-17-718
296-17-719
296-17-721
296-17-722
296-17-72201
296-17-72202
296-17-723
296-17-724
296-17-725
296-17-726
296-17-727
296-17-729
296-17-730
296-17-73105
296-17-73106
296-17-73107
296-17-73108
296-17-73111
296-17-735
296-17-736
296-17-737
296-17-738
296-17-739
296-17-740
296-17-741
296-17-742
296-17-743
~96-17-744
96-17-745
96-17-746
296-17-747
296-17-748
296-17-749
296-17-750
296-17-751
296-17-752
296-17-753
296-17-75301
296-17-75303
296-17-754
296-17-755
296-17-756
296-17-757
296-17-758
296-17-759
296-17-760
296-17-761
296-17-762
296-17-76201
296-17-76202
296-17-76203
296-17-76204
296-17-76205
296-17-76206
296-17-76207
296-17-76208
296-17-76209
296-17-76210
296-17-76211
296-17-76212
296-17-763
196-17-764
96-17-765
96-17-766
296-17-772
296-17-773
296-17-777

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
, AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079

296-17-778
296-17-779
296-17-870
296-17-895
296-20-03004
296-20-135
296-20-135
296-23-220
296-23-220
296-23-230
296-23-230
296-24
296-24
296-24
296-24-060
296-24-061
296-24-06105
296-24-06110
296-24-06115
296-24-06120
296-24-06125
296-24-06130
296-24-06135
296-24-06140
296-24-06145
296-24-06150
296-24-06155
296-24-06160
296-24-065
296-24-067
296-24-070
296-24-205
296-24-20501
296-24-20503
296-24-20505
296-24-20507
296-24-20509
296-24-20511
296-24-20513
296-24-20515
296-24-20517
296-24-20519
296-24-20521
296-24-20523
296-24-20525
296-24-20527
296-24-20529
296-24-20531
296-24-20533
296-27
296-30-050
296-44-005
296-44-010
296-44-011
296-44-013
296-44-015
296-44-016
296-44-017
296-44-023
296-44-02301
296-44-02305
296-44-02309
296-44-02315
296-44-02319
296-44-02323
296-44-02329
296-44-02335
296-44-02349
296-44-025
296-44-035
296-44-03505
296-44-03509
296-44-041

AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-XR
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
REP-XR
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-12-079
98-08-101
98-05-100
98-09-125
98-05-100
98-09-125
98-05-100
98-09-125
98-08-104
98-11-075
98-12-083
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-06-061
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-10-073
98-12-081
98-08-100
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009

296-44-04105
296-44-04109
296-44-04125
296-44-04129
296-44-04135
296-44-051
296-44-05105
296-44-05109
296-44-05115
296-44-05119
296-44-05125
296-44-05129
296-44-05131
296-44-05135
296-44-05141
296-44-065
296-44-06505
2 96-44-06511
296-44-06517
296-44-074
296-44-07405
296-44-07411
296-44-07417
296-44-07423
296-44-07427
296-44-07433
296-44-07439
296-44-086
296-44-08605
296-44-08611
296-44-08619
296-44-098
296-44-09805
296-44-09811
296-44-09819
296-44-09826
296-44-110
296-44-11005
296-44-11021
296-44-11029
296-44-11035
296-44-11041
296-44-125
296-44-12505
296-44-12515
296-44-134
296-44-13405
296-44-13415
296-44-13421
296-44-13431
296-44-170
296-44-17005
296-44-17017
296-44-17029
296-44-182
296-44-18205
296-44-18225
296-44-18239
296-44-18250
296-44-18261
296-44-18273
296-44-194
296-44-19405
296-44-19421
296-44-19433
296-44-212
296-44-21209
296-44-21221
296-44-21230
296-44-21241
296-44-21253
296-44-21265
296-44-21273
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ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

WSR#
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296-44-21279
296-44-21287
296-44-21295
296-44-242
296-44-24205
296-44-24213
296-44-24221
296-44-24233
296-44-263
296-44-26309
296-44-26321
296-44-26333
296-44-278
296-44-27809
296-44-27821
296-44-27833
296-44-27847
296-44-29501
296-44-29509
296-44-29515
296-44-29523
296-44-29529
296-44-29539
296-44-29541
296-44-29551
296-44-29563
296-44-29572
296-44-317
296-44-31709
296-44-31719
296-44-31729
296-44-31738
296-44-31749
296-44-31757
296-44-31765
296-44-31772
296-44-31783
296-44-31792
296-44-350
296-44-35009
296-44-35021
296-44-365
296-44-36518
296-44-36527
296-44-36539
296-44-36551
296-44-36563
296-44-36575
296-44-370
296-44-386
296-44-38609
296-44-38628
296-44-38641
296-44-38653
296-44-398
296-44-39809
296-44-39823
296-44-39842
296-44-39855
296-44-413
296-44-41309
296-44-41321
296-44-41333
296-44-41341
296-44-41359
296-44-425
296-44-42509
296-44-42521
296-44-42533
296-44-42541
296-44-42559
296-44-440
296-44-44009
Table

ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

WSR#

WAC#

98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009

296-44-4402 I
296-44-44033
296-44-44047
296-44-452
296-44-45209
296-44-452 I 9
296-44-45231
296-44-45243
296-44-45257
296-44-467
296-44-46709
296-44-46733
296-44-46739
296-44-46747
296-44-46755
296-44-46761
296-44-491
296-44-49109
296-44-49121
296-44-850
296-44-855
296-44-860
296-44-865
296-44-870
296-44-875
296-44-880
296-44-88001
296-44-88002
296-44-88003
296-44-88004
296-44-88005
296-44-88006
296-44-88007
296-44-88008
296-44-88009
296-44-88010
296-44-88011
296-45
296-45-005
296-45-015
296-45-025
296-45-035
296-45-045
296-45-055
296-45-065
296-45-075
296-45-085
296-45-095
296-45-105
296-45-115
296-45-125
296-45-135
296-45-175
296-45-17505
296-45-17510
296-45-17515
296-45-17520
296-45-17525
296-45-17530
296-45-17535
296-45-17540
296-45-17545
296-45-17550
296-45-17555
296-45-17560
296-45-17565
296-45-195
296-45-205
296-45-215
296-45-225
296-45-255
296-45-25505
296-45-25510

98-07~009

98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009

ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
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WSR#

WAC#

98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009

296-45-275
296-45-285
296-45-295
296-45-305
296-45-315
296-45-325
296-45-335
296-45-345
296-45-355
296-45-365
296-45-375
296-45-385
296-45-455
296-45-45505
296-45-45510
296-45-45515
296-45-45520
296-45-45525
296-45-45530
296-45-465
296-45-475
296-45-485
296-45-48505
296-45-48510
296-45-48515
296-45-48520
296-45-48525
296-45-48530
296-45-48535
296-45-48540
296-45-48545
296-45-48550
296-45-48555
296-45-48560
296-45-525
296-45-52505
296-45-52510
296-45-52515
296-45-52520
296-45-52525
296-45-52530
296-45-52535
296-45-52540
296-45-52545
296-45-52550
296-45-545
296-45-60013
296-45-650
296-45-65003
296-45-65005
296-45-65009
296-45-65011
296-45-65013
296-45-65015
296-45-65017
296-45-65019
296-45-65021
296-45-65023
296-45-65026
296-45-65027
296-45-65029
296-45-65031
296-45-65033
296-45-65035
296-45-65037
296-45-65038
296-45-65039
296-45-65041
296-45-65043
296-45-65045
296-45-65047
296-45-660
296-45-66001

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

WSR#

98-07-00.
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009

98-07-~

98-0798-07-00
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009

98-07~

98-0798-07
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

-296-45-66003
296-45-66005
296-45-66007
296-45-66009
296-45-6601 l
296-45-67543
296-45-680
296-45-690
296-45-695
296-45-700
296-45-900
296-45-901
296-45-903
296-45-905
296-46-100
296-46-100
296-46-140
296-46-140
296-46-155
296-46-155
296-46-21052
296-46-21052
296-46-225
296-46-225
296-46-23028
296-46-23028
296-46-30001
296-46-30001
296-46-348
296-46-348
296-46-495
296-46-495
296-46-50002
296-46-50002
296-46-770
296-46-770
296-46-910
296-46-910
296-46-915
296-46-915
296-46-920
296-46-920
296-46-930
296-46-930
296-46-940
296-46-940
296-52-489
296-56
296-56
296-62
296-62
296-62
296-62-07477
296-62-07477
296-62-07515
296-62-07515
296-62-07515
296-65
296-78
296-81
296-81-007
296-81-007
296-86-010
296-86-010
296-86-020
296-86-020
296-86-030
296-86-030
196-86-040
96-86-040
296-86-050
296-86-050
296-86-060

t

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD-W
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-XA
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P

98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-008
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-009
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
. 98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-12-103
98-08-104
98-12-080
98-08-104
98-12-082
98-12-084
98-05-061
98-10-029
98-05-061
98-10-028
98-10-029
98-08-104
98-08-104
98-02-080
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094

296-86-060
296-86-070
296-86-070
296-86-075
296-86-075
296-86-080
296-86-080
296-86-090
296-86-090
296-86A-Ol0
296-86A-Ol0
296-86A-020
296-86A-020
296-86A-025
296-86A-025
296-86A-028
296-86A-028
296-86A-030
296-86A-030
296-86A-040
296-86A-040
296-86A-060
296-86A-060
296-86A-065
296-86A-065
296-86A-070
296-86A-070
296-86A-073
296-86A-073
296-86A-074
296-86A-074
296-86A-075
296-86A-075
296-86A-080
296-86A-080
296-104
296-104-700
296-104-700
296-124-010
296-124-020
296-124-021
296-124-022
296-124-040
296-124-050
296-125
296-126-098
296-150C-0020
296-150C-03 I 0
296- l 50C-0320
296-150C-0410
296-150C-0460
296- I 50C-0500
296-150C-0560
296-150C-0800
296-150C-0820
296-150C-0960
296- I 50C-0980
296- I 50C- l080
296-150C-1170
296-150C-1303
296-150C-1580
296-150C-1590
296-150C-1600
296-150C-1720
296-l50C-l730
296-l50C-l740
296-150C-1750
296-150C-1751
296-150C-l752
296-150C-l 753
296- l 50C- l 7 54
296-150C-l755
296-l50C-1756

ACTION
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
PREP
REP-XR
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
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WSR#

WAC#

98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07~094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-07-094
98-12-043
98-09-065
98-04-017
98-09-064
98-07-093
98-07-093
98-07-093
98-07-093
98-07-093
98-07-093
98-02-079
98-08-103
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095

296-l50C-l757
296- l 50C-1758
296-l50C-1759
296-150C-l760
296- I 50C-3000
296-l50C-3000
296- I 50F-0020
296- l 50F-0130
296-150F-0200
296- l 50F-02 I 0
296- l 50F-0460
296- I 50F-0500
296-l 50F-3000
296- l 50F-3000
296- l 50M-0020
296-l50M-0306
296-l 50M-0307
296-l50M-03l0
296-l50M-033l
296- l 50M-0400
296- I 50M-0600
296-150M-06l0
296-l 50M-0620
296-l50M-0640
296-l 50M-0660
296-l50M-0700
296-150M-0710
296-150M-0730
296-l50M-3000
296-l 50M-3000
296-150P-3000
296-150P-3000
296-150R-3000
296-l 50R-3000
296-155
296-155-229
296-155-24525
296-155-330
296-155-481
296-155-482
296-155-483
296-155-484
296-155-485
296-155-48503
296-155-48504
296-155-48505
296-155-48506
296- J55-48507
296-155-48508
296-155-48509
296-155-48510
296-155-48511
296-155-48512
296-155-48513
296-155-48514
296-155-48515
296-155-48516
296-155-48517
296-155-48518
296-155-48519
296-155-48523
296-155-48525
296-155-48527
296-155-48529
296-155-48531
296-155-48533
296-155-48536
296-155-487
296-155-488
296-155-489
296-155-490
296-155-493
296-155-494

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
NEW-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-096
98-12-041
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-096
98-12-041
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-095
98-07-096
98-12-041
98-07-096
98-12-041
98-07-096
98-12-041
98-08-104
98-05-073
98-05-046
98-05-073
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296-155-496
296-155-497
296-155-498
296-155-528
296-155-605
296-155-615
296-155-683
296-155-688
296-155-689
296-155-700
296-155-730
296-200A-900
296-200A-900
296-301-020
296-305
296-307
296-307
296-400A
296-400A-005
296-400A-021
296-400A-025
296-400A-026
296-400A-027
296-400A-030
296-400A-03l
296-400A-035
296-400A-045
296-400A-045
296-400A-045
296-400A-030
296-400A-070
296-400A-1 l0
296-400A-120
296-400A-140
296-400A-300
296-401-020
296-401-020
296-401-030
296-401-030
296-401-060
296-401-060
296-401-075
296-401-075
296-401-080
296-401-080
296-401-085
296-401-085
296-401-087
296-401-087
296-401-090
296-401-090
296-401-100
296-401-100
296-401-110
296-401- ll 0
296-401-120
296-401-120
296-401-150
296-401-150
296-401-160
296-401-160
296-401-163
296-401-163
296-401-165
296-401-165
296-401-168
296-401-168
296-401-170
296-401-170
296-401-175
296-401-175
296-40 l-180
296-401-180
Table

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP

WSR#
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-05-046
98-07-096
98-12-041
98-10-073
98-ll-075
98-04-094
98-10-035
98-06-043
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-07-096
98-09-124
98-12-041
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-09-124
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042

WAC#
296-401A-l00
296-401A-l00
296-401A-l05
296-401A-l05
296-401A-ll0
296-401A-l l0
296-401A-l20
296-401A-l20
296-401A-l30
296-401A-l30
296-40!A-140
296-40!A-l40
296-40!A-l50
296-401A-150
296-40!A-l60
296-40!A-160
296-401A-200
296-401A-200
296-401A-2l0
296-401A-2l0
296-401A-220
296-401A-220
296-401A-230
296-401A-230
296-401A-300
296-401A-300
296-40!A-3l0
296-40!A-3l0
296-401A-320
296-40!A-320
296-401A-400
296-401A-400
296-401A-410
296-40!A-4l0
296-401A-420
296-401A-420
296-401A-430
296-401A-430
296-401A-500
296-401A-500
296-401A-5l0
296-401 A-510
296-401A-520
296-401A-520
296-40!A-524
296-401A-524
296-401A-530
296-401A-530
296-40!A-540
296-401A-540
296-401A-545
296-401A-545
296-40!A-550
296-401A-550
296-40!A-600
296-40!A-600
296-401A-610
296-401A-610
296-401A-620
296-401A-620
296-40!A-630
296-401A-630
296-401A-700
296-40!A-700
296-40!A-800
296-401A-800
296-401A-810
296-401A-810
296-401A-900
296-401A-900
296-401A-9l0
296-401A-9l0
296-401A-920

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P

98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097

296-401A-920
296-401A-930
296-401A-930
296-401A-935
296-401A-935
308-04-010
308-04-010
308-04-010
308-04-020
308-04-020
308-04-020
308-12-025
308-12-326
308-12-326
308-12-326
308-56A-005
308-56A-005
308-56A-005
308-56A-Ol0
308-56A-Ol0
308-56A-Ol0
308-56A-Ol5
308-56A-Ol5
308-56A-Ol5
308-56A-020
308-56A-020
308-56A-020
308-56A-021
308-56A-021
308-56A-021
308-56A-022
308-56A-022
308-56A-022
308-56A-023
308-56A-023
308-56A-023
308-56A-080
308-56A-080
308-56A-080
308-56A-085
308-56A-085
308-56A-085
308-56A-090
308-56A-090
308-56A-090
308-66
308-93-010
308-93-050
308-93-055
308-93-056
308-93-060
308-93-070
308-93-071
308-93-073
308-93-074
308-93-075
308-93-078
308-93-079
308-93-080
308-93-085
308-93-llO
308-93-120
308-93-180
308-93-190
308-93-200
308-93-210
308-93-215
308-93-220
308-93-230
308-93-241
308-93-241
308-93-242
308-93-242

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-W
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-W
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P

98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-03-023
98-06-080
98-07-018
98-03-023
98-06-080
98-07-018
98-06-047
98-05-012
98-09-057
98-12-064
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-10-071
98-09-001
98-09-001
98-09-001
98-09-001
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-025
98-12-072
98-03-025
98-12-072
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41

41

41

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

1308-93-243
308-93-243
308-93-244
308-93-244
308-93-245
308-93-245
308-93-285
308-93-290
308-93-295
308-93-300
308-93-330
308-93-350
308-93-360
308-93-420
308-93-430
308-93-430
308-93-440
308-93-440
308-93-450
308-93-450
308-93-460
308-93-460
308-93-470
308-93-470
308-93-480
308-93-480
308-93-620
308-93-630
308-93-640
308-93-640
308-94-030
308-94-030
308-94--040
308-94-040
1308-94-050
308-94-050
308-94-070
308-94-070
308-94-080
308-94-080
308-94-090
308-94-090
308-94-100
308-94-100
308-94-110
308-94-110
308-96A-005
308-96A-010
308-96A-015
308-96A-02l
308-96A-025
308-96A-026
308-96A-035
308-96A-040
308-96A-065
308-96A-065
308-96A-066
308-96A-066
308-96A-067
308-96A-067
308-96A-068
308-96A-068
308-96A-070
308-96A-070
308-96A-071
308-96A-071
308-96A-073
308-96A-073

~08-96A-074

08-96A-074
308-96A-080
308-96A-080
308-96A-085

ACTION
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
PREP,
PREP
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

98-03-025
98-12-072
98-03-025
98-12-072
98-03-025
98-12-072
98-03-026
98-03-027
98-03-027
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-05-068
98-09-023
98-05-068
98-09-023
98-05-068
98-09-023
98-05-068
98-09-023
98-05-068
98-09-023
98-05-068
98-09-023
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-03-026
98-09-001
98-04-072
98-08-070
98-04-072
98-08-070
98-04-072
98-08-070
98-04-072
98-08-070
98-04-072
98-08-070
98-04-072
98-08-070
98-04-072
98-08-070
98-04-072
98-08-070
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-03-022
98-12-073
98-03-022

308-96A-085
308-96A-090
308-96A-090
308-96A-095
308-96A-095
308-96A-097
308-96A-097
308-96A-l 75
308-96A-175
308-96A-176
308-96A-176
308-96A- l 80
308-96A-260
308-96A-295
308-96A-300
308-96A-306
308-96A-310
308-96A-3 l 5
308-96A-320
308-96A-325
308-96A-330
308-96A-335
308-96A-340
308-96A-341
308-125-120
308-125-200
308-125-200
308-170-040
308-170-050
308-300-310
308-312-010
308-312-020
308-312-030
308-312-040
308-312-050
308-312-060
308-312-080
308-312-090
308-312-100
314-12-005
314-12-025
314-12-130
314-12-135
314-12-140
314-12-141
314-12-145
314-12-170
314-12-200
314-14-160
314-15-010
314-15-020
314-15-030
314-15-040
314-15-050
314-16-020
314-16-025
314-16-040
314-16-050
314-16-070
314-16-075
314-16-090
314-16-110
314-16-115
314-16-150
314-16-160
314-16-190
314-16-195
314-16-196
314-16-197
314-16-199
314-16-200
314-16-205
314-16-210

AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-P
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
PREP
NEW-P
PREP
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA

98-12-073
98-03-022
98-12-073
98-03-022
98-12-073
98-03-022
98-12-073
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-03-021
98-09-038
98-09-038
98-09-038
98-09-038
98-09-038
98-09-038
98-09-038
98-04-014
98-04-014
98-12-066
98-10-064
98-12-065
98-07-020
98-07-020
98-03-055
98-03-055
98-03-055
98-03-055
98-03-055
98-03-055
98-03-055
98-03-055
98-03-054
98-03-055
98-09-060
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-088
98-05-103
98-12-089
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
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WAC#
314-16-220
314-16-230
314-16-240
314-16-250
314-18-030
314-18-040
314-18-060
314-20-005
314-20-010
314-20-015
314-20-020
314-20-030
314-20-050
314-20-060
314-20-070
314-20-080
314-20-090
314-20-100
314-20-105
314-22-010
314-24
314-24--006
314-24-040
314-24-080
314-24-095
314-24-105
314-24-110
314-24-120
314-24--130
314-24-140
314-24-150
314-24-160
314-24-170
314-24-180
314-24-190
314-24-200
314-24-210
314-24-220
314-24-230
314-24-250
314-25-010
314-25-020
314-25-030
314-25-040
314-26-010
314-27-010
314-30-010
314-37-010
314-44-005
314-45-010
314-52-005
314-52-010
314-52-040
314-52-070
314-52-080
314-52-085
314-52-090
314-52-110
314-52-113
314-52-115
314-60-040
314-64-08001
314-64-08001
314-70-010
314-70-020
314-70-030
314-70-040
314-70-080
315-02-030
315-02-030
315-02-040
315-02-040
315-02-060

ACTION

WSR#

REP-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
REP-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P

98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-.12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-09-061
98-02-069
98-08-041
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-12-090
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

315-02-060
315-02-070
315-02-070
315-02-080
315-02-080
315-02-170
315-02-170
315-02-180
315-02-180
315-02-220
315-02-220
315-04
315-04-180
315-04-180
315-06-123
315-06-123
315-10
315-10
315-10-010
315-10-010
315-10-020
315-10-020
315-10-023
315-10-023
315-10-024
315-10-024
315-10-025
315-10-025
315-10-030
315-10-030
315-1 lA
315-1 lA-137
315-1 lA-138
315-1 lA-139
315-llA-140
315-1 IA-141
315-llA-142
315-JlA-143
315-1 lA-144
315-1 lA-145
315-1 lA-146
315-JlA-147
315-JlA-148
315-llA-149
315-1 lA-150
315-1 IA-151
315-1 lA-152
315-JlA-153
315-1 lA-154
315-1 lA-155
315-1 lA-156
315-1 lA-157
315-1 lA-158
315-1 lA-159
315-JlA-160
315-1 lA-161
315-1 lA-162
315-1 lA-163
315-1 lA-164
315-1 lA-207
315-1 lA-215
315-1 lA-216
315-JlA-217
315-30
315-30
315-33A-060
315-34-055
315-34-055
315-34-060
315-36-010
315-36-010
315-36-010
315-36-020

AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P

Table

WSR#
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-12-033
98-08-065
98-11-091
98-03-074
98-09-103
98-07-089
98-08-066
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-04-073
98-08-067
98-08-066
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-07-090
98-03-075
98-03-075
98-03-075
98-03-075
98-07-089
98-12-033
98-09-102
98-05-070
98-08-063
98-09-102
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073

WAC#

ACTION

315-36-020
315-36-020
315-36-030
315-36-030
315-36-030
315-36-040
315-36-040
315-36-040
315-36-050
315-36-050
315-36-050
315-36-060
315-36-060
315-36-060
315-36-070
315-36-070
315-36-070
315-36-080
315-36-080
315-36-080
315-36-090
315-36-090
315-36-090
315-36-100
315-36-100
315-36-100
315-36-110
315-36-110
315-36-110
315-36-120
315-36-120
315-36-120
315-36-130
315-36-130
315-36-130
315-36-140
315-36-140
315-36-140
315-36-150
315-36-150
315-36-150
317-01-010
317-01-020
317-01-030
317-02-010
317-02-020
317-02-030
317-02-040
317-02-050
317-02-060
317-02-070
317-02-080
317-02-090
317-02-100
317-02-110
317-02-120
317-03-010
317-03-020
326-30-041
332-24-205
332-24-221
352-32-010
352-32-01001
352-32-030
352-32-037
352-32-045
352-32-047
352-32-075
352-32-080
352-32-085
352-32-120
352-32-130
352-32-140

NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-S
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
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WSR#
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-04-073
98-08-064
98-12-093
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-03-073
98-11-093
98-11-047
98-09-046
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065

WAC#
352-32-150
352-32-165
352-32-170
352-32-195
352-32-200
352-32-210
352-32-215
352-32-25001
352-32-25002
352-32-251
352-32-252
352-32-300
352-32-330
352-60-020
352-60-020
352-60-140
352-60-140
352-76
352-76
352-76-010
352-76-010
352-76-020
352-76-020
352-76-030
352-76-030
352-76-040
352-76-040
352-76-050
352-76-050
352-76-060
352-76-060
352-76-070
352-76-070
352-76-075
352-76-075
352-76-080
352-76-080
356-05-390
356-06-120
356-06-120
356-15-060
356-15-060
356-15-060
356-18;075
356-26-110
363-116-082
363-116-185
363-116-300
363-116-300
365-06-010
365-06-020
365-60-010
365-60-020
365-110
372-32-010
381-10-120
381-10-120
381-10-120
381-10-170
381-10-170
381-10-170
381-20-050
381-20-050
381-20-050
381-20-090
381-20-090
381-20-090
381-20-100
381-20-100
381-20-100
381-30-050
381-40-030
381-40-040

ACTION
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
NEW-C
NEW
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
PREP
AMO-XA
AMO-W
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-W
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-W
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-W
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-W
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO

WSR#

98-04-06541
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-04-065
98-03-086
98-07-022
98-03-086
98-07-022
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-03-09041
98-07-021
98-03-090
98-07-021
98-06-012
98-06-014
98-08-024
98-03-052
98-06-062
98-09-066
98-10-121
98-10-122
98-10-092
98-10-093
98-08-071
98-12-008
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-05-027
98-09-096
98-08-060
98-09-047
98-11-071
98-11-072
98-09-047
98-11-071
98-11-072
98-09-047
98-11-071
98-11-072
98-09-047
98-11-071
98-11-072
98-09-047
98-11-074
98-11-07
98-09-045
98-09-045
98-09-045

t

t

t

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

381-40-060
381-40-080
381-40-140
381-60-090
381-60-160
381-60-180
381-70-030
381-70-410
381-80-050
388-11-205
388-14-045
388-14-200
388-14-200
388-14-200
388-14-201
388-14-201
388-14-201
388-14-202 .
388-14-202
388-14-202
388-14-270
388-14-270
388-14-270
388-14-385
388-14-386
388-14-387
388-14-388
388-14-500
388-15-030
388-15-030
388-15-194
388-15-201
388-15-201
388-15-201
388-15-202
388-15-207
388-15-209
388-15-209
388-15-209
388-15-214
388-15-215
388-15-216
388-15-216
388-15-219
388-15-222
388-15-222
388-15-222
388-15-300
388-15-310
388-15-320
388-15-330
388-15-600
388-15-610
388-15-610
388-15-610
388-15-620
388-15-630
388-15-830
388-15-830
388-15-830
388-15-880
388-15-880
388-15-890
388-15-890
388-15-890
388-15-890
388-15-895
388-15-895
388-15-895
388-31
388-49-010
388-49-015
388-49-020

AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO·
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-S
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW
AMO-E
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP
PREP
NEW
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO-E
PREP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
AMO
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO-E
PREP
AMO
PREP
AMO
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
NEW
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

98-09-045
98-09-045
98-09-045
98-09-045
98-09-045
98-09-045
98-09-045
98-09-045
98-09-045
98-03-078
98-12-106
98-04-027
98-06-067
98-10-042
98-04-027
98-06-067
98-10-042
98-04-027
98-06-067
98-10-042
98-04-027
98-06-067
98-10-042
98-05-078
98-05-078
98-05-078
98-05-078
98-05-079
98-03-082
98-07-041
98-07-051
98-04-026
98-09-042
98-11-032
98-11-031
98-11-031
98-04-026
98-09-042
98-11-032
98-11-031
98-11-031
98-08-073
98-11-032
98-11-031
98-04-026
98-09-042
98-11-032
98-02-058
98-02-058
98-02-058
98-02-058
98-11-031
98-04-026
98-09-042
98-11-032
98-11-031
98-11-031
98-04-026
98-09-042
98-11-032
98-04-026
98-11-031
98-04-026
98-09-042
98-11-031
98-11-032
98-04-026
98-09-042
98-11-032
98-06-088
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084

WAC#
388-49-030
388-49-040
388-49-050
388-49-060
388-49-070
388-49-080
388-49-090
388-49-100
388-49-110
388-49-120
388-49-150
388-49-160
388-49-170
388-49-180
388-49-190
388-49-200
388-49-210
388-49-220
388-49-230
388-49-240
388-49-250
388-49-260
388-49-270
388-49-280
388-49-290
388-49-300
388-49-310
388-49-320
388-49-330
388-49-340
388-49-350
388-49-355
388-49-360
388-49-360
388-49-362
388-49-364
388-49-366
388-49-368
388-49-369
388-49-370
388-49-380
388-49-380
388-49-385
388-49-385
388-49-390
388-49-400
388-49-410
388-49-420
388-49-430
388-49-440
388-49-450
388-49-460
388-49-470
388-49-480
388-49-485
388-49-490
388-49-500
388-49-505
388-49-510
388-49-510
388-49-515
388-49-520
388-49-535
388-49-550
388-49-550
388-49-550
388-49-550
388-49-560
388-49-560
388-49-560
388-49-560
388-49-570
388-49-570

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-W
REP-P
AMO-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-E
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-E

98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-06-076
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-06-076
98-11-084
98-06-076
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-03-049
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-04-039
98-04-040
98-10-025
98-11-084
98-04-039
98-04-040
98-10-025
98-11-084
98-04-039
98-04-040

388-49-570
388-49-570
388-49-580
388-49-580
388-49-580
388-49-580
388-49-590
388-49-600
388-49-610
388-49-620
388-49-630
388-49-640
388-49-650
388-49-660
388-49-670
388-49-680
388-49-690
388-49-700
388-55-006
388-55-008
388-55-010
388-55-020
388-55-030
388-55-040
388-55-050
388-55-060
388-61-001
388-73
388-76-540
388-76-540
388-76-550
388-76-550
388-76-560
388-76-560
388-76-561
388-76-570
388-76-570
388-76-590
388-76-590
388-76-590
388-76-59000
388-76-59010
388-76-59020
388-76-59050
388-76-59060
388-76-59070
388-76-59080
388-76-59090
388-76-59100
388-76-59110
388-76-59120
388-76-595
388-76-595
388-76-600
388-76-600
388-76-60000
388-76-60010
388-76-60020
388-76-60030
388-76-60040
388-76-60050
388-76-60060
388-76-60070
388-76-605
388-76-605
388-76-610
388-76-610
388-76-610
388-76-61000
388-76-61010
388-76-61020
388-76-61030
388-76-61040
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ACTION
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-E
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
NEW-S
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO-W
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO-W
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#
98-10-025
98-11-084
98-04-039
98-04-040
98-10-025
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-07-040
98-08-084
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-04-032
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-04-032
98-08-091
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-04-032
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-04-032
98-08-091
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

388-76-6!050
388-76-61060
388-76-61070
388-76-6 !080
388-76-615
388-76-615
388-76-61500
388-76-615!0
388-76-61520
388-76-61530
388-76-61540
388-76-61550
388-76-61560
388-76-61570
388-76-620
388-76-620
388-76-635
388-76-635
388-76-640
388-76-655
388-76-655
388-76-660
388-76-660
388-76-665
388-76-665
388-76-670
388-76-670
388-76-675
388-76-675
388-76-680
388-76-680
388-76-685
388-76-685
388-76-690
388-76-690
388-76-695
388-76-695
388-76-705
388-76-705
388-76-765
388-79
388-79-010
388-79-0IO
388-79-020
388-79-020
388-79-030
388-79-030
388-79-040
388-79-040
388-86
388-86-027
388-87
388-96
388-96
388-96-718
388-97
388-150-180
388-150-190
388-150-200
388-150-470
388-151
388-151-180
388-151-190
388-151-200
388-151-470
388-155-180
388-155-190
388-155-200
388-155-470
388-160
388-200-1100
388-200-1150
388-210-1000

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-S
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-W
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-W
NEW-C
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-04-032
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-12-054
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-08-091
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-02-077
98-11-095
98-08-091
98-05-053
98-03-085
98-I0-055
98-03-085
98-10-055
98-03-085
98-10-055
98-03-085
98-10-055
98-10-106
98-11-084
98-10-106
98-03-077
98-06-066
98-11-094
98-06-089
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-10-104
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-02-057
98-08-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084

388-210-IOIO
388-210-1020
388-210-!050
388-210-1100
388-210-1200
388-210-1220
388-210-1230
388-210-1250
388-210-1300
388-210-1310
388-210-1320
388-210-1330
388-210-1340
388-210-1350
388-210-1400
388-210-1410
388-210-1420
388-212-1000
388-212-!050
388-212-1100
388-212-1140
388-212-1150
388-212-1200
388-212-1250
388-215-1000
388-215-10!0
388-215-1025
388-215-1050
388-215-1060
388-215-1070
388-215-!080
388-215-1100
388-215-1110
388-215-1115
388-215-1120
388-215-1130
388-215-1140
388-215-1150
388-215-1160
388-215-1170
388-215-1225
388-215-1230
388-215-1245
388-215-1300
388-215-1320
388-215-1325
388-215-1330
388-215-1335
388-215-1340
388-215-1345
388-215-1350
388-215-1355
388-215-1360
388-215-1365
388-215-1370
388-215-1375
388-215-1380
388-215-1385
388-215-1390
388-215-1400
388-215-1410
388-215-1420
388-215-1430
388-215-1440
388-215-1450
388-215-1460
388-215-1470
388-215-1480
388-215-1490
388-215-1500
388-215-1510
388-215-1520
388-215-1540

Table

ACTION
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
[ 24]

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084

388-215-1550
388-215-1560
388-215-1570
388-215-1600
388-215-16!0
388-215-1620
388-215-1630
388-215-1650
388-215-1660
388-215-1670
388-216-2000
388-216-2050
388-216-2075
388-216-2100
388-216-2150
388-216-2200
388-216-2250
388-216-2300
388-216-2350
388-216-2450
388-216-2500
388-216-2550
388-216-2560
388-216-2570
388-216-2580
388-216-2590
388-216-2600
388-216-2650
388-216-2800
388-216-2850
388-216-2900
388-216-3000
388-217-3000
388-217-3050
388-217-3100
388-217-3150
388-217-3200
388-217-3250
388-217-3300
388-217-3350
388-218-1010
388-218-1050
388-218-1100
388-218-1110
388-218-1120
388-218-1130
388-218-1140
388-218-1200
388-218-1210
388-218-1220
388-218-1230
388-218-1300
388-218-1310
388-218-1320
388-218-1330
388-218-1340
388-218-1350
388-218-1360
388-218-1390
388-218-1390
388-218-1390
388-218-1400
388-218-1410
388-218-1430
388-218-1440
388-218-1470
388-218-1500
388-218-1510
388-218-1520
388-218-1530
388-218-1540
388-218-1600
388-218-1605

REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

WSR#

98-11-08.
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98;11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-08141
98-11-08
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-07-100
98-10-041
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-0Et
98-11-0
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084

It

t

It

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
388-218-1610
388-218-1620
388-218-1630
388-218-1640
388-218-1650
388-218-1660
388-218-1670
388-218-1680
388-218-1690
388-218-1695
388-218-1700
388-218-1700
388-218-1710
388-218-1720
388-218-1735
388-218-1740
388-218-1800
388-218-1800
388-218-1810
388-218-1820
388-218-1830
388-218-1900
388-218-1910
388-218-1920
388-218-1930
388-218-1940
388-218-1940
388-219-0100
388-219-0200
388-219-1000
388-219-1100
388-219-1500
388-219-1600
388-219-1700
388-219-2000
388-219-2500
388-219-2600
388-219-3000
388-219-3500
388-220-0001
388-220-0030
388-220-0050
388-220-0050
388-225-0010
388-225-0020
388-225-0050
388-225-0060
388-225-0070
388-225-0080
388-225-0090
388-225-0100
388-225-0120
388-225-0150
388-225-0160
388-225-0170
388-225-0180
388-225-0190
388-230-0010
388-230-0030
388-230-0050
388-230-0060
388-230-0080
388-230-0090
388-230-0110
388-230-0120
388-230-0140
388-233-0010
388-233-0020
388-233-0030
388-233-0040
388-233-0050
388-233-0060
388-233-0070

ACTION
·REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

WSR#

WAC#

98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-03-084
98-06-056
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-03-084
98-06-056
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-03-084
98-06-056
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-08-036
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084

388-233-0080
388-233-0090
388-233-0100
388-235
388-235-0010
388-235-0020
388-235-0030
388-235-0040
388-235-0050
388-235-0060
388-235-0070
388-235-0080
388-235-0090
388-235-0100
388-235-0110
388-235-2000
388-235-3000
388-235-4000
388-245-1000
388-245-1150
388-245-1150
388-245-1160
388-245-1170
388-245-1210
388-245-1300
388-245-1310
388-245-1315
388-245-1320
388-245-1350
388-245-1400
388-245-1410
388-245-1500
388-245-1510
388-245-1510
388-245-1520
388-245-1600
388-245-1610
388-245-1700
388-245-1710
388-245-1715
388-245-1720
388-245-1730
388-245-1740
388-245-2010
388-245-2020
388-245-2030
388-245-2040
388-245-2050
388-250-1010
388-250-1050
388-250-1100
388-250-1150
388-250-1200
388-250-1225
388-250-1250
388-250-1250
388-250-1300
388-250-1310
388-250-1350
388-250-1400
388-250-1450
388-250-1500
388-250-1550
388-250-1600
388-250-1650
388-250-1700
388-250-1700
388-250-1750
388-255-1350
388-255-1400
388-265
388-265-1010
388-265-1050

ACTION
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
REP-P

[ 25]

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-07-038
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-04-015
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-04-016
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-08-037
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-06-057
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-07-099
98-11-084
98-11-084

388-265-1100
388-265-1150
388-265-1155
388-265-1200
388-265-1250
388-265-1275
388-265-1300
388-265-1375
388-265-1400
388-265-1450
388-265-1500
388-265-1550
388-265-1550
388-265-1600
388-265-1700
388-265-1700
388-265-1800
388-265-1850
388-265-1900
388-265-1950
388-265-2000
388-270-1005
388-270-1010
388-270-1025
388-270-1075
388-270-1100
388-270-1110
388-270-1125
388-270-1150
388-270-1200
388-270-1250
388-270-1300
388-270-1400
388-270-1500
388-270-1550
388-270-1600
388-275
388-275-0020
388-275-0030
388-275-0050
388-275-0060
388-275-0070
388-275-0090
388-280
388-290
388-290-010
388-290-010
388-290-020
388-290-020
388-290-025
388-290-025
388-290-035
388-290-035
388-290-050
388-290-050
388-290-055
388-290-090
388-290-090
388-290-090
388-310-1300
388-310-1300
388-310-1300
388-320-340
388-320-340
388-400-0005
388-400-0010
388-400-0015
388-400-0020
388-400-0025
388-400-0030
388-400-0035
388-400-0040
388-404-0005

REP-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

98-11-084
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-084
98-11-074
98-11-074
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-07-036
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-07-037
98-08-075
98-03-083
98-08-021
98-03-083
98-08-021
98-03-083
98-08-021
98-03-083
98-08-021
98-03-083
98-08-021
98-08-075
98-03-083
98-08-021
98-08-075
98-03-080
98-07-042
98-10-054
98-08-076
98-11-034
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

388-404-0010
388-404-0015
388-406-0005
388-406-0010
388-406-0015
388-406-0020
388-406-0025
388-406-0030
388-406-0035
388-406-0040
388-406-0045
388-406-0050
388-406-0055
388-406-0060
388-406-0065
388-408-0005
388-408-0010
388-408-0015
388-408-0020
388-408-0025
388-408-0030
388-408-0035
388-408-0040
388-408-0045
388-408-0050
388-408-0055
388-410-0001
388-410-0005
388-410-0010
388-410-0015
388-410-0020
388-410-0025
388-410-0030
388-410-0035
388-410-0040
388-412-0005
388-412-0010
388-412-0015
388-412-0020
388-412-0025
388-412-0030
388-412-0035
388-412-0040
388-414-000 l
388-416-0005
388-416-0010
388-416-0015
388-416-0020
388-416-0025
388-416-0030
388-416-0035
388-418-0005
388-418-0010
388-418-0015
388-418-0020
388-418-0025
388-418-0030
388-420-010
388-422-0005
388-422-0010
388-422-0020
388-422-0030
388-424-0005
388-424-0010
388-424-0015
388-424-0020
388-424-0025
388-426-0005
388-428-0005
388-428-0010
388-430-0001
388-430-0005
388-430-0010

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084

388-430-0015
388-430-0020
388-430-0025
388-434-0005
388-434-0010
388-436-0001
388-436-0005
388-436-0010
388-436-0015
388-436-0020
388-436-0025
388-436-0030
388-436-0035
388-436-0040
388-436-0045
388-436-0050
388-437-0001
388-438-0100
388-438-0110
388-440-0001
388-440-0005
388-442-0010
388-444-0005
388-444-0010
388-444-0015
388-444-0020
388-444-0030
388-444-0035
388-444-0040
388-444-0045
388-444-0050
388-444-0055
388-444-0060
388-444-0065
388-444-0070
388-444-0075
388-444-0080
388-446-0001
388-446-0005
388-446-0010
388-446-0015
388-446-0020
388-448-0001
388-448-0005
388-450-0005
388-450-0010
388-450-0015
388-450-0020
388-450-0025
388-450-0030
388-450-0035
388-450-0040
388-450-0045
388-450-0050
388-450-0055
388-450-0060
388-450-0065
388-450-0070
388-450-0075
388-450-0080
388-450-0085
388-450-0090
388-450-0095
388-450-0100
388-450-0105
388-450-0110
388-450-0115
388-450-0120
388-450-0125
388-450-0130
388-450-0135
388-450-0140
388-450-0145

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084

388-450-0150
388-450-0155
388-450-0160
388-450-0165
388-450-0170
388-450-0175
388-450-0180
388-450-0185
388-450-0190
388-450-0195
388-450-0200
388-450-0205
388-450-0210
388-450-0215
388-450-0220
388-450-0225
388-450-0230
388-450-0235
388-450-0240
388-450-0245
388-450-0250
388-452-0005
388-452-0010
388-454-0005
388-454-0010
388-454-0015
388-454-0020
388-454-0025
388-456-0001
388-456-0005
388-456-0010
388-456-0015
388-458-0005
388-458-0010
388-458-0015
388-460-0001
388-460-0005
388-460-0010
388-460-0015
388-462-0005
388-462-0010
388-462-0015
388-464-0001
388-466-0005
388-466-00 l 0
388-466-0015
388-466-0020
388-466-0025
388-468-0010
388-470-0005
388-470-0010
388-470-0015
388-470-0020
388-470-0025
388-470-0030
388-470-0035
388-470-0040
388-470-0045
388-470-0050
388-470-0055
388-470-0060
388-470-0065
388-470-0070
388-470-0075
388-470-0080
388-472-0005
388-474-0001
388-474-0005
388-474-0010
388-474-0015
388-474-0020
388-476-0005
388-478-0005

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

Table
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WSR#

98-11-081
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-08441
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084t
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

'388-478-0010
388-478-0015
388-478-0020
388-478-0025
388-478-0030
388-478-0035
388-478-0040
388-478-0045
388-478-0050
388-478-0055
388-478-0060
388-478-0065
388-478-0070
388-478-0075
388-478-0080
388-478-0085
388-480-0001
388-482-0005
388-484-0005
388-486-0005
388-486-0010
388-488-0005
388-488-0010
388-490-0005
388-500
388-500-0005
388-500-0005
388-501
388-501-0135
388-503
388-503-0310
388-503-0310
388-503-0505
388-503-0510
388-503-0515
388-503-0520
388-504
388-505
388-505-0110
388-505-0210
388-505-0220
388-505-0520
388-505-0520
388-505-0540
388-506
388-507
388-507-0710
388-507-0710
388-507-0710
388-507-0740
388-507-0740
388-508
388-508-0805
388-508-0805
388-509
388-509-0920
388-509-0920
388-509-0960
388-509-0960
388-510
388-510-1005
388-510-1005
388-510-1020
388-510-1020
388-5ll
388-5ll-1160
388-512
388-512-1275
388-512-1280
388-513
388-513-1315
388-513-1340
388-513-1345

t

It

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-E
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-E
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
AMO-E
PREP
AMO-E
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-E
PREP
AMO
PREP
AMO
REP
PREP
AMO
PREP
PREP

98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-ll-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-ll-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-10-106
98-08-081
98-08-088
98-10-106
98-ll-084
98-10-106
98-08-081
98-08-088
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-08-081
98-08-088
98-11-084
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-08-082
98-08-087
98-ll-033
98-08-081
98-08-088
98-10-106
98-07-039
98-08-085
98-10-106
98-07-039
98-08-085
98-07-039
98-08-085
98-10-106
98-08-081
98-08-088
98-08-081
98-08-088
98-10-106
98-04-031
98-10-106
98-04-004
98-04-004
98-10-106
98-04-003
98-05-052
98-05-052

388-513-1350
388-513-1350
388-513-1350
388-513-1380
388-513-1380
388-513-1380
388-515
388-515-1505
388-517
388-517
388-517-0300
388-517-1710
388-517-1710
388-517-1710
388-517-1715
388-517-1715
388-517-1715
388-517-1720
388-517-1720
388-517-1720
388-517-1730
388-517-1730
388-517-1730
388-517-1740
388-517-1740
388-517-1740
388-517-1750
388-517-1750
388-517-1750
388-517-1760
388-517-1760
388-517-1760
388-517-1770
388-517-1770
388-517-1770
388-518
388-519
388-519-0100
388-519-0110
388-519-0120
388-521
388-521-2160
388-521-2160
388-521-2160
388-522
388-523
388-523-0100
388-523-2305
388-523-2305
388-523-2305
388-524
388-525
388-526
388-527
388-528
388-529
388-529-0100
388-529-0200
388-529-2960
388-530-1600
388-535
388-538
388-538-060
388-538-080
388-538-095
388-538-130
388-540-005
388-540-005
388-540-030
388-540-030
388-540-060
388-540-060
388-555-1000

AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
REP-P
REP-E
REP
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
REP-P
REP-E
REP
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
REP-P
REP-E
REP
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P

98-08-082
98-08-087
98-ll-033
98-03-085
98-05-053
98-08-077
98-10-106
98-05-051
98-04-066
98-10-106
98-ll-084
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-ll-073
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-ll-073
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-ll-073
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-11-073
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-11-073
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-11-073
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-11-073
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-11-073
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-11-084
98-10-106
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-11-073
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-11-084
98-03-079
98-08-081
98-08-088
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-10-106
98-ll-084
98-ll-084
98-04-004
98-05-054
98-08-074
98-10-106
98-ll-084
98-ll-084
98-ll-084
98-11-084
98-02-059
98-06-025
98-02-059
98-06-025
98-02-059
98-06-025
98-07-050

388-555-1000
388-555-1000
388-555-1050
388-555-1050
388-555-1050
388-555-llOO
388-555-llOO
388-555-1100
388-555-ll50
388-555-1150
388-555-1150
388-555-1200
388-555-1200
388-555-1200
388-555-1250
388-555-1250
388-555-1250
388-555-1300
388-555-1300
388-555-1300
388-555-1350
388-555-1350
388-555-1350
388-555-1400
388-555-1400
388-555-1400
388-555-1450
390-05-400
390-05-400
390-13-100
390-13-100
390-13-100
390-16-200
390-16-200
390-16-200
390-16-207
390-16-207
390-16-207
390-17-205
390-17-205
390-17-205
390-17-400
390-17-405
390-17-405
390-17-405
391-08
391-08-001
391-08-100
391-08-120
391-08-180
391-08-230
391-08-300
391-08-310
391-08-315
391-08-520
391-08-630
391-08-640
391-08-800
391-08-810
391-25
391-25-050
391-25-090
391-25-110
391-25-190
391-25-210
391-25-220
391-25-230
391-25-250
391-25-270
391-25-350
391-25-370
391-25-390
391-25-391

NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-S
NEW-S
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P

98-07-052
98-10-107
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-10-107
98-05-107
98-08-069
98-06-051
98-09-021
98-12-038
98-06-052
98-09-020
98-12-036
98-06-053
98-09-019
98-12-034
98-06-054
98-09-018
98-12-035
98-03-072
98-06-055
98-09-017
98-12-037
98-04-049
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-04-049
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
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Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
391-25-410
391-25-450
391-25-590
391-25-630
391-25-650
391-25-660
391-25-670
391-35
391-35-030
391-35-170
391-35-190
391-35-210
391-35-230
391-35-250
391-45
391-45-030
391-45-110
391-45-190
391-45-250
391-45-290
391-45-310
391-45-330
391-45-350
391-45-370
391-45-390
391-45-430
391-55
391-55-245
391-55-345
391-95
391-95-070
391-95-090
391-95-150
391-95-230
391-95-250
391-95-260
391-95-270
391-95-280
391-95-290
392-115-005
392-115-010
392-115-015
392-115-020
392-115-025
392-115-045
392-115-050
392-115-055
392-115-060
392-115-065
392-115-085
392-115-090
392-115-110
392-115-115
392-115-120
392-115-125
392-115-130
392-115-151
392-115-155
392-121-124
392-121-124
392-121-138
392-121-138
392-121-182
392-126
392-134-005
392-134-010
392-134-020
392-134-025
392-139-007
392-139-007
392-139-120
392-139-120
392-139-122

Table

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-W
PREP
AMO-W
AMD-W
AMO-W
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P

WSR#
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-04-049
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-04-049
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-04-049
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-04-049
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-10-101
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-05-008
98-03-066
98-07-060
98-03-066
98-07-060
98-04-070
98-05-038
98-04-070
98-04-070
98-04-070
98-04-070
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040

WAC#

ACTION

392-139-122
392-139-126
392-139-126
392-139-128
392-139-128
392-139-129
392-139-129
392-139-130
392-139-130
392-139-132
392-139-132
392-139-134
392-139-134
392-139-150
392-139-150
392-139-152
392-139-152
392-139-154
392-139-154
392-139-156
392-139-156
392-139-158
392-139-158
392-139-160
392-139-160
392-139-162
392-139-162
392-139-164
392-139-164
392-139-168
392-139-168
392-139-170
392-139-170
392-139-172
392-139-172
392-139-174
392-139-174
392-139-176
392-139-176
392-139-178
392-139-178
392-139-180
392-139-180
392-139-182
392-139-182
392-139-184
392-139-184
392-139-186
392-139-186
392-139-215
392-139-215
392-139-310
392-139-310
392-139-320
392-139-320
392-139-611
392-139-611
392-139-616
392-139-616

REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD

392~139-620

392-139-620
392-139-621
392-139-621
392-139-622
392-139-622
392-139-623
392-139-623
392-139-625
392-139-625
392-139-626
392-139-626
392-139-660
392-139-660
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WSR#
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096

WAC#

ACTION

392-139-661
392-139-661
392-139-670
392-139-670
392-139-676
392-139-676
392-139-680
392-139-680
392-139-681
392-139-681
392-139-685
392-139-685
392-139-690
392-139-690
392-139-691
392-139-691
392-140-601
392-140-601
392-140-602
392-140-602
392-140-605
392-140-605
392-140-616
392-140-616
392-140-625
392-140-625
392-140-630
392-140-630
392-140-640
392-140-640
392-140-656
392-140-656
392-140-660
392-140-660
392-140-665
392-140-665
392-140-675
392-140-675
392-140-680
392-140-680
392-140-685
392-140-685
392-140-700
392-140-700
392-140-701
392-140-701
392-140-702
392-140-702
392-140-710
392-140-710
392-140-711
392-140-711
392-140-712
392-140-712
392-140-713
392-140-713
392-140-714
392-140-714
392-140-715
392-140-715
392-140-716
392-140-716
392-140-720
392-140-720
392-140-721
392-140-721
392-140-722
392-140-722
392-140-723
392-140-723
392-140-724
392-140-724
392-140-725

NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW~P

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P

WSR#

98-05-04098-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-05-040
98-08-096
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98,04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-03641
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-06.
98-07-06
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067

~
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

392-140-725
392-140-726
392-140-726
392-140-727
392-140-727
392-140-728
392-140-728
392-140-730
392-140-730
392-140-731
392-140-731
392-140-732
392-140-732
392-140-733
392-140-733
392-140-735
392-140-735
392-140-736
392-140-736
392-140-740
392-140-740
392-140-741
392-140-741
392-140-742
392-140-742
392-140-743
392-140-743
392-140-744
392-140-744
392-140-745
392-140-745
392-140-746
392-140-746
392-140-747
392-140-747
392-140-800
392-140-802
392-140-804
392-140-806
392-140-808
392-140-810
392-140-812
392-140-814
392-140-816
392-140-818
392-140-820
392-140-822
392-140-824
392-140-826
392-140-828
392-140-830
392-140-832
392-140-834
392-140-836
392-141
392-170-035
392-170-036
392-170-037
392-170-038
392-170-042
392-170-047
392-170-050
392-170-078
392-170-080
392-170-090
392-172
392-182-020

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

399-10-010
399-10-030
399-20-060
399-20-070
399-20-100
399-20-120

WSR#
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-03-067
98-07-061
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080 .
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-04-080
98-09-091
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-12-002
98-05-039
98-04-025
98-07-033
98-07-033
98-07-033
98-07-033
98-07-033
98-07-033

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

399-30-020
399-30-030
399-30-045
399-30-060
399-30-065
415-108-010
415-108-0110
415-108-0111
415-108-441
415-108-443
415-108-445
415-108-450
415-108-451
415-108-453
415-108-455
415-108-456
415-108-457
415-108-458
415-108-459
415-108-460
415-108-463
415-108-464
415-108-465
415-108-466
415-108-467
415-108-468
415-108-469
415-108-475
415-108-477
415-108-479
415-108-482
415-108-483
415-108-484
415-108-487
415-108-488
415-108-490
415-108-491
415-112-445
415-112-4608
415-112-4609
434-08-010
434-08-020
434-08-030
434-08-040
434-08-050
434-08-060
434-08-070
434-08-080
434-08-090
434-24-065
434-26-005
434-26-010
434-26-015
434-26-020
434-26-025
434-26-030
434-26-035
434-26-040
434-26-045
434-26-050
434-26-055
434-26-060
434-26-065
434-26-900
434-30-150
434-30-150
434-32-010
434-57-010
434-57-020
434-57-030
434-57-040
434-57-050
434-57-070

AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
OECOO
DECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOO
DECOO
OECOO
DECOO
OECOD
DECOO
OECOO
OECOO
DECOD
DECOO
OECOO
OECOO
DECOO
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
DECOO
OECOD
AMD
DECOD
DECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOO
DECOD
DECOD
OECOD

98-07-033
98-07-033
98-07-033
98-07-033
98-07-033
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-09-059
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010

434-57-080
434-57-090
434-57-100
434-57-120
434-57-130
434-57-150
434-60-010
434-60-020
434-60-030
434-60-040
434-60-050
434-60-060
434-60-070
434-60-080
434-60-090
434-60-100
434-60-110
434-60-120
434-60-130
434-60-140
434-60-150
434-60-160
434-60-170
434-60-180
434-60-190 ~
434-60-200
434-60-210
434-60-215
434-60-220
434-60-230
434-60-240
434-60-250
434-60-260
434-60-270
434-60-280
434-60-290
434-60-300
434-60-310
434-60-320
434-60-330
434-60-340
434-60-350
434-69-005
434-69-010
434-69-020
434-69-030
434-69-040
434-69-050
434-69-060
434-69-070
434-69-080
434-80-010
434-80-020
434-80-030
434-80-040
434-80-050
434-80-060
434-80-070
434-81-010
434-81-020
434-81-030
434-81-040
434-81-050
434-81-060
434-81-070
434-81-080
434-81-090
434-81-100
434-91-010
434-91-020
434-91-030
434-91-040
434-91-050

OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
DECOO
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
DECOD
OECOO
DECOO
DECOD
DECOD
OECOD
DECOO
OECOO
OECOO
DECOO
OECOD
OECOO
OECOD
DECOO
OECOD
OECOO
DECOD
OECOD
DECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
DECOD
OECOO
DECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
DECOD
OECOD
DECOO
OECOD
DECOO
DECOO
OECOD
DECOD
DECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
DECOD
DECOO
DECOD
DECOO
DECOO
DECOO
DECOD
DECOD
DECOO
OECOO
OECOO

98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
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Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

434-91-060
434-91-070
434-91-080
434-91-090
434-91-100
434-91-110
434-91-120
434-91-130
434-91-140
434-91-150
434-91-160
434-91-170
434-208-010
434-208-020
434-208-030
434-208-040
434-208-050
434-208-060
434-208-070
434-208-080
434-208-090
434-230-030
434-230-150
434-230-160
434-236-090
434-236-170
434-240-190
434-240-230
434-240-235
434-240-320
434-253-050
434-253-110
434-257-010
434-257-020
434-257-030
434-257-040
434-257-050
434-257-070
434-257-080
434-257-090
434-257-100
434-257-120
434-257-130
434-257-150
434-260-010
434-260-020
434-260-030
434-260-040
434-260-050
434-260-060
434-260-070
434-260-080
434-260-090
434-260-100
434-260-110
434-260-120
434-260-130
434-260-140
434-260-150
434-260-160
434-260-170
434-260-180
434-260-190
434-260-200
434-260-210
434-260-215
434-260-220
434-260-230
434-260-240
434-260-250
434-260-260
434-260-270
434-260-280

OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
AMO
RECOO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO

98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010

434-260-290
434-260-300
434-260-310
434-260-320
434-260-330
434-260-340
434-260-350
434-291-010
434-291-020
434-291-030
434-291-040
434-291-050
434-291-060
434-291-070
434-291-080
434-291-090
434-291-100
434-291-110
434-291-120
434-291-130
434-291-140
434-291-150
434-291-160
434-291-170
434-324-035
434-324-050
434-324-060
434-324-065
434-324-085
434-324-095
434-324-105
434-324-120
434-324-130
434-326-005
434-326-010
434-326-015
434-326-020
434-326-025
434-326-030
434-326-035
434-326-040
434-326-045
434-326-050
434-326-055
434-326-060
434-326-065
434-326-900
434-332-010
434-369-005
434-369-010
434-369-020
434-369-030
434-369-040
434-369-050
434-369-060
434-369-070
434-369-080
434-380-010
434-380-020
434-380-030
434-380-040
434-380-050
434-380-060
434-380-070
434-381-010
434-381-020
434-381-030
434-381-040
434-381-050
434-381-060
434-381-070
434-381-080
434-381-090

RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
AMO
AMO
AMO
RECOO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOD
RECOD

98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010

434-381-100
440-26-010
440-26-210
440-26-215
446-20-610
458-12-245
458-16-050
458-16-110
458-16-111
458-16-165
458-16-300
458-16-310
458-20-104
458-20-104
458-20-104
458-20-183
458-20-192
458-20-192
458-20-216
458-20-259
458-40-660
458-40-660
458-50-095
460-32A-400
460-44A-050
460-44A-500
460-44A-500
460-44A-501
460-44A-501
460-44A-502
460-44A-502
460-44A-503
460-44A-503
460-44A-504
460-44A-504
460-44A-504
460-44A-506
460-44A-506
460-44A-508
460-44A-508
463-54-070
468-38-070
468-38-070
468-38-070
468-38-071
468-38-110
468-38-110
468-38-120
468-38-120
468-38-120
468-38-160
468-38-160
468-38-260
468-38-260
468-38-260
468-38-260
468-58
468-51
468-52
468-54
468-58
468-72-050
468-82
468-82-010
468-82-010
468-82-015
468-82-015
468-82-110
468-82-110
468-82-120
468-82-120
468-82-200
468-82-200

RECOO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-XR

Table

[ 301

98~08"010

98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-08-010
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-03-033
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010
98-08-010

REP~XR

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-XA
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-XA
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
PREP
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-E
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-E
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-E
PREP
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP

WSR#

98-08-011
98-09-093
98-09-093
98-09-093
98-11-037
98-08-018
9~-08-0t8

98-07-016
98-07-016
98-07-016
98-07-016
98-07-016
98-02-046
98-10-123
98-11-006
98-05-031
98-07-066
98-09-036
98-11-083
98-12-004
98-05-074
98-10-124
98-07-015
98-07-101
98-07-102
98-08-055
98-11-014
98-08-055
98-11-014
98-08-055
98-11-014
98-08-055
98-11-014
98-08-051
98-09-00
98-11-014
98-08-055
98-11-014
98-08-055
98-11-014
98-08-092
98-06-016
98-09-029
98-12-o97
98-12-097
98-06-023
98-10-038
98-08-057
98-08-089
98-12-096
98-09-090
98-10-037
98-04~3
98-04~5

98-08-090
98-12~3

98-10-089
98-07-049
98-07~8

98-05-037
98-10-089
98-12-095
98-03-032
98-07-004
98-11-044
98-07-004
98-11-044

98-07~

98-11
98-0798-11-044
98-07-004
98-11-044

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

1468-84
468-84-010
468-84-010
468-84-015
468-84-015
468-84-110
468-84-110
468-84-120
468-84-120
468-84-130
468-84-130
468-84-135
468-84-135
468-84-200
468-84-200
468-84-210
468-84-210
468-84-220
468-84-220
468-84-230
468-84-230
468-84-240
468-84-240
468-84-250
468-84-250
468-84-260
468-84-260
468-84-300
468-84-300
468-84-310
468-84-310
468-84-320
468-84-320
468-85
468-85-010
468-85-010
468-85-015
468-85-015
468-85-110
468-85-110
468-85-120
468-85-120
468-85-130
468-85-130
468-85-210
468-85-210
468-85-220
468-85-220
468-85-230
468-85-230
468-85-240
468-85-240
468-85-250
468-85-250
468-85-260
468-85-260
468-85-270
468-85-270
468-85-280
468-85-280
468-85-290
468-85-290
468-85-310
468-85-310
468-300-010
468-300-010
468-300-020
468-300-020
468-300-040
468-300-040
468-300-220
468-300-220
468-400-010

•

•

ACTION
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMO-P
,AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E

WSR#
98-03-030
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-03-031
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-07-006
98-11-046
98-03-050
98-08-051
98-03-050
98-08-051
98-03-050
98-08-051
98-03-050
98-08-051
98-03-009

WAC#
468-400-010
468-400-010
468-400-020
468-400-020
468-400-020
468-400-030
468-400-030
468-400-030
468-400-040
468-400-040
468-400-040
468-510
468-510-010
468-510-010
468-510-020
468-510-020
478-160-015
478-160-015
478-160-095
478-160-095
478-160-110
478-160-110
478-160-120
478-160-120
478-160-142
478-160-142
478-160-143
478-160-143
478-160-150
478-160-150
478-160-246
478-160-246
478-160-270
478-160-270
478-160-275
478-160-275
478-160-280
478-160-280
478-160-295
478-160-295
480-09
480-80-330
480-92
480-110
480-120-027
480-120-045
480-120-045
480-120-400
480-120-405
480-120-410
480-120-415
480-120-420
480-120-425
480-120-430
480-120-435
480-120-540
480-121-040
480-122-020
480-122-020
480-122-070
480-123-010
4950-104-010
4950-104-010
495E-104-010
516-56-001
516-56-002
516-56-010
516-56-011
516-56-012
516-56-020
516-56-021
516-56-022
516-56-023

ACTION
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-S
REP-S
REP-S
REP-S
REP-S
REP-S
REP-S
REP-S
REP-S
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
REP
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
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WSR#
98-03-059
98-06-029
98-03-009
98-03-059
98-06-029
98-03-009
98-03-059
98-06-029
98-03-009
98-03-059
98-06-029
98-04-044
98-08-030
98-12-062
98-08-030
98-12-062
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-10-048
98-05-066
98-i0-048
98-05-056
98-04-028
98-06-050
98-05-056
98-04-028
98-03-011
98-12-071
98-12-071
98-12-071
98-12-071
98-12-071
98-12-071
98-12-071
98-12-071
98-12-071
98-11-082
98-05-055
98-09-033
98-12-070
98-12-070
98-04-028
98-06-020
98-09-031
98-02-037
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048

WAC#
516-56-030
516-56-040
516-56-050
516-56-060
516-56-070
516-56-080
516-56-090

ACTION
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

WSR#
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
98-05-048
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ACCOUNTANCY, BOARD OF
Address changes

Adjudicative proceedings

Board inquiries, duty to respond

Compensation

Continuing professional education

Definitions

Fees
Independence

Integrity and objectivity

Meetings
Public records, availability

Standards, compliance

PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
MISC
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS, OFFICE OF
MISC
Rules coordinator
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
Animal health
brucellosis vaccine
laboratory testing services and fees
scrapie control
Apple advertising commission
assessments
Apple maggot quarantine area
Skagit County
Asparagus commission
meetings
promotional hosting expenses
Barley commission
meetings
Beef commission
meetings
Bulb commission
meetings

Canola and rapeseed commission
establishment
Cattle
brucellosis vaccine

98-01-227
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-023
98-01-226
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-022
98-01-228
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-047
98-01-231
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-055
98-01-233
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-051
98-01-224
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-020
98-01-234
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-01-230
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-049
98-12-056
98-01-229
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-048
98-02-031
98-05-020
98-01-225
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-021
98-01-232
98-05-020
98-07-025
98-12-050

livestock identification
scrapie control
Emergency adjudicative proceedings
Feeds, commercial
definitions
Fertilizers
application rates for commercial
fertilizers
nonnutritive substances,
analysis methods
Food products
labeling
violations, penalty assessments
Food safety
federal regulations uniformity
Food storage warehouses
independent sanitation consultants
Fruit commission
pear assessments
Fruits and vegetables
inspections
Garlic seed
certification
Grain
inspections

Honey
use of seal
Hop commission
assessments
meetings
Hops
rootstock certification

98-01-045

PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP

98-08-022
98-11-010
98-05-104
98-09-104
98-08-023

PREP

98-06-083

Integrated pest management, interagency
coordinating committee meetings
Livestock identification program
Milk and milk products
butterfat testing
Noxious weed control board
meetings
noxious weed list

98-04-078
PREP
PROP 98-08-108
PERM 98-12-091
MISC
PREP
PROP

98-01-088
98-08-099
98-12-017

MISC
MISC

98-02-042
98-06-021

MISC

98-03-007

MISC

98-01-123

penalty schedule
purple nutsedge quarantine
yellow nutsedge quarantine
Organic food
processor certification
Pesticide registration, commission on
meetings
Pesticides
strychnine formulations, restrictions
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PERM

98-04-093

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
EXAD
PERM

98-08-022
98-11-010
98-08-034
98-08-023
98-04-082
98-09-085

PREP

98-12-039

98-10-116
PREP
EMER 98-12-018
PREP 98-12-078
98-10-117
PREP
EMER 98-12-018
PREP 98-12-078
EXRE
PERM

98-08-020
98-02-023

EXAD
PERM

98-04-076
98-09-048

PERM

98-03-089

PROP
PROP

98-03-081
98-10-094

PREP
PROP
PERM

98-03-008
98-07-032
98-10-083

EXRE
EXAD
PERM

98-07-108
98-07-109
98-11-048

PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM

98-03-088
98-07-106
98-11-024
98-12-058

EXRE

98-08-019

PROP
MISC

98-02-073
98-01-122

PROP
PERM

98-06-082
98-09-049

MISC
PREP

98-06-081
98-08-034

PREP

98-04-075

MISC
MISC
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
EMER

98-03-010
98-04-042
98-04-077
98-08-109
98-12-069
98-12-069
98-11-100
98-01-056
98-01-057

PERM

98-01-221

MISC
MISC

98-01-063
98-05-033

PREP
PROP

98-07-003
98-10-069
Index
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Plant pests
definitions and inspection
procedures
chrysanthemum white rust
disease quarantine
Quarantine
apple maggot
chrysanthemum white rust disease
purple nutsedge
yellow nutsedge
Red raspberry commission
meetings
Refrigerated locker establishments
recording thermometers
Return to work initiative
Rules agenda
Seed potatoes
Whatcom County isolation district
Seeds
certification fees

garlic seed
certification
Semen, commercial production
Turf grass commission
creation
Weights and measures
liquefied petroleum gas
metrology laboratory fees
motor and heating fuel pricing
national handbooks,
adoption
national type evaluation program
ARTS COMMISSION
Meetings
Practice and procedure
ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN AFFAIRS,
COMMISSION ON
Meetings
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
Charitable trusts, registration
Notice of request

Opinions
air pollution control authorities,
members (1998, No. 7)
community college presidents, salaries
(1998, No. I)
Index

I

PREP

98-05-105

PREP
PROP

98-07-107
98-10-115

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PERM
EMER

98-04-078
98-08-108
98-07-107
98-10-115
98-11-100
98-01-056
98-01-057

MISC
MISC

98-01-173
98-09-027

Growth Management Act, platting and subdivisions
(1998, No. 4)
MISC
inspection and copying of agency
lists of individuals (1998, No. 2)
MISC
major parties, officers and
duties (1997, No. 8)
MISC
public transportation benefit
area project contracts (1998, No. 3)
MISC
state treasurer, deposit and transfer of funds
(1998, No. 5)
MISC
superintendent of public instruction, duties
(1998, No. 6)
MISC
Public records, availability
PERM

PREP . 98-02-013
PROP 98-09-067
MISC 98-03-087
MISC 98-09-121
EXAD
PERM

98-05-106
98-09-071

PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM

98-06-093
98-06-094
98-09-100
98-09-101
98-12-031
98-12-032

EXRE
EXAD
PERM
EXRE

98-07-108
98-07-109
98-11-048
98-08-080

PREP

98-07-098

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP

98-07-067
98-10-119
98-06-096
98-09-099
98-12-030
98-07-068
98-10-120

PREP
PROP
PERM

98-07-069
98-10-118
98-01-014

MISC
MISC
PREP

98-01-061
98-07-010
98-09-082

MISC
MISC

98-01-097
98-12-029

EXRE
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-07-053
98-03-002
98-05-072
98-07-044
98-07-045
98-10-051
98-12-024

MISC

98-12-019

MISC

98-05-075

98-08-015
98-05-076
98-01-049
98-05-077
98-08-016
98-08-017
98-01-013

BATES TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

98-12-100

BELLEVUE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Tuition and fee waivers

PERM

98-03-044

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-003
98-02-044
98-04-074
98-06-085
98-08-095
98-10-023
98-11-004
98-11-021
98-11-042
98-01-002

BENTON COUNTY CLEAN AIR AUTHORITY
Meetings
MISC

98-05-016

BELLINGHAM TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings

Rules coordinator

BOILER RULES, BOARD OF
(See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF)
BUILDING CODE COUNCIL
Building code
1997 edition
Energy code
review and update

PERM

98-02-054

PERM
PERM
PROP
PROP

98-02-053
98-03-003
98-05-064
98-05-065

PERM
MISC

98-02-056
98-03-037

PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM

98-02-055
98-02-048
98-02-049
98-02-047

CASCADIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

98-01-076

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Meetings

MISC

98-06-032

CENTRALIA COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

98-01-086

CLARK COLLEGE
Discrimination or harassment
grievance procedure
Meetings

PREP
MISC

98-09-032
98-01-172

EXAD

98-09-083

Fire code
1997 edition
Meetings
Plumbing code
1997 edition
Policies and procedures
Public records
Ventilation and indoor air quality

CODE REVISER'S OFFICE
Expedited repeals, filing
Quarterly reports
97-19 - 97-24 See Issue 98-02
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COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE COMMISSION
Practice and procedure
Public records, availability

PROP
PROP

98-09-069
98-09-069

CONVENTION AND TRADE CENTER
Meetings

COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES,
STATE BOARD FOR
Capital projects and
PROP 98-06-073
acquisition of realty
PROP 98-07-059
Courses utilizing supplemental funding,
PROP 98-10-044
charges
Employees
PROP 98-10-113
definitions
PROP 98-10-114
political activity participation
PROP 98-10-046
Exceptional faculty awards program
PROP 98-06-074
Financial aid fund
PROP 98-07-059
General educational development
PROP 98-10-045
(GED) test
PROP 98-10-112
Interdistrict programs
PROP 98-06-071
Organization and operation
PROP 98-07-059
PROP 98-10-074
PROP 98-10-111
PROP 98-10-043
Project even start
PROP 98-10-111
Public records, availability
PROP 98-06-069
Resident student, definition
PROP 98-07-059
PROP 98-06-070
Running start program
PROP 98-07-059
EMER 98-01-108
TIAA/CREF retirement plan
PROP 98-06-075
PROP 98-08-028
EMER 98-09-044
PROP 98-06-072
Tuition and fees
PROP 98-07-059
PROP 98-10-047

MISC

98-11-016

PROP

98-02-074

PROP
PERM

98-01-152
98-04-086

COUNTY ROAD ADMINISTRATION BOARD
MISC
Meetings
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
Rules coordinator
Rural arterial program
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM

98-01-004
98-02-022
98-06-011
98-10-075
98-01-010
98-05-036
98-06-044
98-06-045
98-09-070

CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING COMMISSION
MISC
Meetings

98-03-064

EASTERN WASmNGTON UNIVERSITY
Meetings

ECOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF
Agricultural burning
grass seed fields

COMMUNITY, TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOP·
MENT, DEPARTMENT OF
Archaeology and historic
PERM 98-05-027
preservation public records
PREP 98-09-096
Building permit charges and fees
Community economic revitalization board
MISC 98-07-030
meetings
MISC 98-09-037
PERM 98-05-027
Energy office public disclosure
Growth management
project consistency analysis
PREP 98-01-133
criteria
Historic registers,
PREP 98-12-098
application process
Housing assistance
PERM 98-05-027
local Section 8 payments program
PREP 98-09-081
Long-term care ombudsman program
PREP 98-11-018
Low-income home energy
MISC 98-11-029
assistance program
PERM 98-05-027
Public records
Public works board
MISC 98-01-058
meetings
MISC 98-01-059
MISC 98-05-009
MISC 98-05-010
MISC 98-07-027
PROP 98-07-033
rules review
MISC 98-01-143
Rules coordinator
MISC

98-01-041
98-03-015
98-06-017
98-07-043
98-09-006
98-09-030
98-11-043

CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Correctional industries board
meetings
Jails
communicable disease information
Prisons
discipline

COMMUNITY ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION BOARD
(See COMMUNITY, TRADE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF)

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Meetings

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

Air quality
aluminum smelters, emissions
federal requirements, incorporation
gasoline vapor recovery
new source review program
ozone and particulate matter standards
Washington State University
waste incinerator
Biosolids management
Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area
forest practice rules
Dangerous waste
regulations update
Forest practices to protect water
quality
Landfills
emission guidelines
Marine safety
Marine spill response
tank barges
Perchloroethylene dry cleaning systems

98-09-026

Public records, availability
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MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-02-043
98-03-063
98-05-067
98-06-033
98-08-056
98-I0-077
98-11-053

PREP 98-01-182
PROP 98-08-079
PERM 98-12-016
PREP
EXAD
PERM
PERM
MISC

98-I0-090
98-10-034
98-01-184
98-01-183
98-12-101

MISC
PERM
MISC

98-12-057
98-05-101
98-08-050

EXAD
PERM

98-03-071
98-08-058

PERM
PROP

98-03-018
98-05-062

PROP
PROP

98-04-021
98-04-069

PREP
PROP
PERM

98-06-090
98-09-097
98-03-073

MISC
PERM
EXAD
EXAD

98-09-013
98-04-061
98-04-062
98-11-099
Index
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Resource damage assessment
committee
Resource discharge permittee
Rules agenda
Shoreline Management Act
lakes constituting shorelines,
designation
Spill prevention, preparedness, and
response merger evaluation
committee meetings
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA),
compliance requirements
model ordinance
Storm water
permit for construction activities
Underground storage tanks
fees
Waste reduction and recycling
used oil recycling
vehicle battery recycling
waste tire carriers and storage sites
Water
forest practices to protect water quality
sewage discharge into Lake Washington
wastewater discharge from boatyards
wastewater discharge permit fee
water pollution control
revolving fund
Water rights
application processing
Columbia River withdrawals
Wells
construction and maintenance standards

contractor and operator licensing
Yard waste
Green Mulch facilities

MISC
PERM
MISC

Definitions
high school credit
impact on student learning
Early childhood education
subject area endorsement

98-03-060
98-03-046
98-04-051

PERM

98-09-098

Educational service districts

MISC

98-06-086

Educational staff associates
certification

EXAD
PERM
PREP

98-01-085
98-06-092
98-12-092

MISC

98-06-091

EXAD

98-10-091

MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-181
98-01-181
98-01-181

EXAD
PERM
EMER
EXRE
MISC
PERM

98-01-219
98-07-026
98-07-103
98-08-060
98-01-098
98-03-046

PREP

98-12-044

EMER
PROP
PERM
PERM

98-04-018
98-04-019
98-06-042
98-08-062

PROP
PERM
EXRE
PROP
EMER
PROP
PERM
PROP

98-04-020
98-08-032
98-08-061
98-08-093
98-10-033
98-04-020
98-08-031
98-08-093

MISC

98-08-059

exchange permits
Funding of schools
state support
High schools
credit, definition
graduation requirements
Meetings
Preschool accreditation
Principals
certification
initial endorsement
experience requirement
internships
Private schools
definitions
Pupils
uniform entry qualifications
Real property sales contracts
School nurses, therapists, and speech-language
pathologists or audiologists certification
School plant facilities
state assistance

ECONOMIC DEVELOPME NT FINANCE AUTHORITY
Meetings
MISC 98-02-035
EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF
Administrators
certification

Central purchasing
Certification
test criteria
unprofessional conduct
Index

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

School psychologists
internship
Teachers
assignment within districts
certification
expiration date

98-01-001
98-01-008
98-01-044
98-02-034
98-05-019
98-06-063
98-09-010
98-09-034
98-10-078

PERM
PROP
PREP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PERM

98-01-029
98-01-201
98-04-087
98-05-022
98-10-102
98-01-196
98-05-021

PREP
PREP

98-06-030
98-08-038

requirements
continuing education
excellence in teacher preparation award
limited certificates
preparation programs
Transportation
state assistance
Vocational education
certification requirements
programs
Vocational-technical institutes
modernization financing
Waivers for restructuring purposes
EMPLOYMEN T SECURITY DEPARTMEN T
Employee conflict of interest
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PREP
PERM

98-06-028
98-01-025

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

98-01-203
98-05-023
98-01-195
98-05-003

PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM

98-01-029
98-01-201
98-10-103
98-04-089
98-08-068

PREP
PROP
PERM

98-01-099
98-04-088
98-08-039

PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC
PROP
PERM

98-06-028
98-01-198
98-05-005
98-05-013
98-01-200
98-05-007

PERM

98-01-030

PREP
PROP
PERM

98-04-087
98-10-102
98-01-023

PREP

98-10-024

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

98-01-197
98-05-004
98-01-194
98-05-002

PERM

98-01-027

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

98-06-001
98-06-003
98-06-004
98-06-005
98-06-006
98-06-007
98-06-008

PERM

98-01-028

PERM

98-01-031

PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM

98-01-202
98-05-024
98-01-027
98-01-034
98-01-024
98-01-033
98-01-032

PREP

98-06-002

PERM
PROP
PERM

98-01-026
98-01-199
98-05-006

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

98-01-192
98-09-052
98-01-193
98-05-001

EXRE

98-07-023
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(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Reports and contributions, due dates
-Rules agenda
Rules coordinator
Timber retraining benefits
Unemployment benefits
claims filing
community and technical college part-time
faculty

EXRE
PROP
PROP
MISC
MISC
PREP
PROP
PERM

98-07-024
98-09-105
98-09-106
98-04-047
98-02-005
98-01-185
98-01-186
98-05-042

PERM

98-06-097

PREP

98-08-072

Fish and wildlife commission
commissioners,
abstention requirements
meetings
Fishing. commercial
beam trawl and otter trawl logbooks
bottomfish
coastal bottomfish
catch limits
conservation
Puget Sound bottomfish
catch limits

ENERGY FACILITY SITE EVALUATION COUNCIL
PERM 98-01-083
Adjudicative proceedings
PERM 98-01-084
PERM 98-01-080
Definitions
PERM 98-01-081
Enforcement actions
PROP 98-08-092
MISC 98-10-070
Meetings
MISC 98-12-001
PERM 98-01-078
Organization and operation
PERM 98-01-079
Review of rules
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA),
PERM 98-01-082
compliance requirements

trawl seasons
cod
commercial purchasers, duties
conservation areas
crab fishery
seasons, areas, and gear

ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)
EVERETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Traffic control

PREP

98-11-098

EXECUTIVE ETIUCS BOARD
Administrative procedures
advisory opinions
correction to filing date
compensation
hearings
investigations
Organization and operation
Personal use of state computers
Rules coordinator

PERM
PERM
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
MISC

98-03-045
98-03-045
98-04-001
98-11-026
98-11-026
98-10-088
98-08-054
98-09-072

t

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT
Credit unions
effective date of new rules
Entry of orders
Rules agenda
Securities
condominium or real estate development
unit sales
exempt transactions
filing requirements
investment companies
isolated transaction exemption
National Securities Markets Improvement
Act
registration
nonissuer transactions
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF
Claim payments
Pay dates for 1999
Rules coordinator

herring
areas and seasons
licenses
lingcod areas and seasons
sale of eggs and carcasses
salmon
annual harvest
Columbia River above Bonneville
Columbia River below Bonneville
commercial troll

OF
MISC
PERM
MISC

98-10-072
98-01-072
98-04-029

PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
PREP

98-07-101
98-09-003
98-11-015
98-01-071
98-07-102

PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP

98-08-055
98-11-014
98-03-041
98-09-004

PERM
PREP
PROP
MISC

98-01-022
98-06-064
98-09-084
98-07-014

license buyback
sea urchins
areas and seasons

shellfish
razor clams
shrimp
coastal waters
emerging commercial fishery

FIRE PROTECTION POLICY BOARD
(See WASHINGTON STATE PATROL)
t 1 ! H AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT OF
quatic nuisance species
management plan

MISC

licenses
smelt
areas and seasons

98-11-104
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PREP
PROP
MISC

98-07-017
98-10-098
98-11-055

PROP

98-09-087

EMER
EXAD
EMER
PERM

98-02-019
98-09-080
98-10-059
98-05-043

EMER
EMER
EMER

98-02-033
98-02-039
98-01-110

EMER
PROP

98-01-110
98-09-089

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP

98-01-074
98-02-002
98-04-034
98-05-025
98-07-054
98-09-122

EMER
PERM
PREP
PERM

98-08-045
98-02-018
98-06-065
98-02-017

PREP
PROP
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP
PROP

98-06-058
98-11-086
98-04-056
98-04-068
98-07-057
98-08-020
98-08-046
98-10-031
98-11-020
98-11-085
98-12-076
98-07-091
98-10-100

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

98-01-066
98-01-150
98-02-001
98-02-041
98-03-058
98-03-001
98-04-010
98-04-035
98-05-045

EMER

98-07-055

EMER
EMER
PROP
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP

98-09-002
98-09-050
98-09-088
98-10-032
98-10-058
98-10-096
98-11-007
98-11-105
98-06-065

EMER
EMER

98-04-067
98-05-014

Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
sturgeon
areas and seasons
Fishing, personal use
bottom fish
possession limits
conservation areas
crab
areas and seasons
herring
areas and seasons
game fish seasons and catch limits
Bogachiel River
Calawah River
Chehalis River
Clearwater River
Cloquallum Creek
Coffee Pot Lake
Columbia River
Cowlitz River
Deschutes River
Dickey River
Elk River
Entiat River
exceptions to state-wide rules

Hoh River
Hoquiam River
Humtulips River
Icicle River

Johns River
Kalama River
Klickitat River
Lewis River
Methow River
Okanogan River
Quillayute River
Samish River
Similkameen River
Sol Due River
Wenatchee River
Wishkah River
Wynoochee River
lakes closure
licenses
salmon
annual harvest
areas and seasons
searun fish, definition

Index

EMER
EMER
EMER

98-04-006
98-05-014
98-08-027

EMER
PROP
PROP

98-01-204
98-09-086
98-09-089

shellfish
areas and seasons
native clams
oysters
razor clams
shrimp
shad
areas and seasons

EMER 98-10-097
EMER 98-12-075
EMER 98-12-077
EMER

98-08-045

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PROP
PREP

98-10-061
98-10-061
98-10-061
98-10-061
98-06-035
98-06-059
98-06-038
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-06-037
98-10-060
98-10-061
98-06-035
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-01-073
98-06-040
98-06-060
98-07-012
98-07-056
98-11-019
98-06-036
98-10-061
98-06-035
98-06-035
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-11-040
98-12..059
98-06-035
98-06-037
98-12-060
98-06-037
98-12..085
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-10-061
98-10-060
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-10-061
98-06-041
98-07-031
98-06-035
98-06-035
98-05-063
98-08-1 IO

PREP
PROP
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

98-06-058
98-11-086
98-09-005
98-10-030
98-10-060
98-01-073

shrimp
areas and seasons
smelt
areas and seasons
sport fishing rules
steelhead
areas and seasons

sturgeon
areas and seasons
Fishing, subsistence
Columbia River below Bonneville
Columbia River tributaries
Hunting
auction permits
bear
bighorn sheep
Colville Indian Reservation
cougar

deer
elk
game management units (GMUs)

hunting hours and small game
permit hunts
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EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

98-03-070
98-09-015
98-03-070
98-05-034
98-09-028
98-09-095
98-09-014

EMER
EMER

98-06-039
98-07-011

41

EMER 98-10-097
EMER 98-11-087
EMER 98-12-075
EMER
PROP
PERM
PROP

98-04-055
98-01-007
98-06-031
98-11-049

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

98-02-040
98-03-057
98-05-011
98-10-030

EMER
EMER

98-07-011
98-09-055

EMER 98-12-061
EMER 98-09-022
EMER 98-11-041
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM

98-01-212
98-05-092
98-10-004
98-01-205
98-05-095
98-10-008
98-05-089
98-10-005
98-05-080
98-10-007
98-01-212
98-05-094
98-05-095
98-10-006
98-10-008
98-01-205
98-05-085
98-10-010
98-01-211
98-05-088
98-10-003
98-01-212
98-05-081
98-05-082
98-05-090
98-05-091
98-05-096
98-05-097
98-05-098
98-05-099
98-10-011
98-10-012
98-10-013
98-10-014
98-10-015
98-10-016
98-10-017
98-10-020

PROP
PROP

98-02-016
98-05-087

41

41

I

t

t

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

moose
mountain goat
private lands wildlife management areas

protected wildlife
regulations and boundaries
restricted and closed areas
seasons and permits
special hunts
transport tags for black bear and cougar
Hydraulic projects
small scale prospecting and mining
Rules agenda
Trapping
Wildlife
protected and endangered species
wildlife rehabilitation permits
FORF.ST PRACTICES BOARD
Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area
Meetings
Rules agenda
Salmonid protection
Water quality
Water typing system
GAMBUNG COMMISSION
Bingo
operating procedures
prizes, awarding and accrual
recordkeeping and accounting
Cardrooms
Licenses
fees
reporting requirements
spousal requirements
Manufacturers and distributors
Meetings
Public records, availability
Pull tabs
dispensing devices
flares
manufacturers, distributors and operators
mark-up of merchandise prices
prizes, valuation
replacement of games
Punch boards
manufacturers, distributors and operators
Raffles
recordkeeping requirements
ticket discount sales

PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PERM
PERM

98-10-002
98-05-089
98-10-005
98-05-089
98-10-005
98-01-206
98-01-212
98-05-083
98-10-009
98-05-084
98-10-021
98-11-030
98-01-174
98-05-086
98-10-019
98-05-093
98-10-018
98-10-099
98-01-209
98-01-213

PREP
MISC
PERM
PERM

98-07-092
98-02-064
98-01-207
98-01-208

PERM
PERM

98-05-041
98-01-210

EXAD
PERM
MISC
MISC
EMER
PROP
PROP
EMER
EMER

98-01-222
98-07-047
98-02-067
98-02-066
98-12-626
98-02-065
98-12-028
98-07-046
98-12-027

PREP
PREP
PERM
PERM

98-10-095
98-10-095
98-04-024
98-04-023

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
MISC
PREP

98-08-012
98-10-049
98-08-012
98-10-049
98-03-048
98-01-094
98-03-056
98-01-102

PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PRE!>
PROP

98-01-091
98-03-069
98-08-011
98-03-034
98-03-047
98-09-058
98-04-033
98-10-081
98:.08-043
98-10-068

PREP
PROP

98-03-047
98-09-058

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PERM

98-01-092
98-09-039
98-01-090
98-03-068
98-08-052

Separate businesses, restrictions

Services suppliers

PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PREP
PROP

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF
EXRE
Bid solicitation, procedure
Capitol campus design advisory committee
MISC
meetings
MISC
EXRE
Late payments
Local government
PREP
self-insurance program
Memorials and artwork on capitol campus
PERM
design and placement criteria
EXRE
Printing and duplicating committee
State capitol committee
MISC
meetings
MISC
MISC
State Environmental Protection Act (SEPA),
EXRE
compliance
EXAD
GOVERNOR, OFFICE OF THE
Carbon River Bridge, state of emergency
Clemency and pardons board
meetings
Executive orders, rescission
Gypsy moth infestation
state of emergency
Pullman,
state of emergency

98-01-103
98-08-047
98-01-115
98-12-109
98-01-112
98-01-114
98-01-046
98-01-171
98-11-050
98-01-116
98-07-110
98-08-053

MISC
MISC

98-03-028
98-0I-065

MISC

98-10-027

MISC

98-11-002

MISC
PROP
PERM

98-01-137
98-05-049
98-09-012

MISC

98-02-009

GROWTH MANAGEMENT HEARINGS BOARDS
PERM
Practice and procedure

98-01-144

GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
Basic health plan
administration
income, definition
Public employees benefits board
meetings

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF
Adjudicative proceedings
Birth certificates
release of paper or
electronic copies
Boarding homes
civil fines
licensing fees
Certificate of need program

1

98-01-113

MISC

GRAYS HARBOR COLLEGE
Meetings
Student code of conduct
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98-01-093
98-06-027
98-10-050
98-10-067
98-12-005
98-04-022
98-06-018
98-10-066

PROP
PERM
EXAD

98-01-220
98-07-002
98-10-086

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-077
98-03-012
98-03-013
98-06-019
98-08-029
98-11-012

PERM

98-09-118

PREP

98-07-079

EMER
PREP
PERM
EXAD
PERM
EXAD

98-04-090
98-04-091
98-01-165
98-05-057
98-10-053
98-12-067
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Counselors
disciplinary orders,
fine suspension
Criminal history, disclosure, and
background inquiries
Dental hygienists
examinations
Dental quality assurance commission
Zyban prescriptions
Denturists
training course approval
Emergency medical services and trauma care
system trust account
Health care providers
credentialing procedures

Hearing and speech, board of
audiology and speech-language
pathology education requirements
credentialing
examination
fitting and dispensing
housekeeping amendments
meetings
refunds on hearing instruments
speech-language pathologists
standards of practice
Home health, hospice, and home care
licensing fees
Hospitals
acute care hospitals, licensing fees
nonprofit hospitals, sale
Local public health rules review
Medical quality assurance commission
automatic external defibrillators,
use
Mental health quality assurance council
meetings
Midwives
examinations
licensure fees
Nursing care quality commission
investigations, expedited case closures
investigative case reviews,
timeline
licenses
renewal
mandatory reporting
nursing pools
fees
oral feeding via syringe
pharmacist orders
scope of practice

sexual misconduct
Nursing home administrators, board of
adjudicative proceedings
administrator-in-training program
below threshold determining criteria .
board of examiners
continuing education requirements
definitions
examination of applicants
meetings
standards of suitability and conduct
Index

MISC

98-07-074

PERM

98-09-120

EXRE

98-07-087

MISC

98-07-007

EXRE

98-08-111

PROP
PERM

98-01-164
98-05-035

PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM

98-01-166
98-05-058
98-05-059
98-05-060

PROP
EXRE
PROP
EXRE
PERM
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-07-083
98-08-113
98-07-084
98-08-112
98-06-079
98-02-051
98-04-064
98-11-062

PROP

98-08-117

PROP

98-09-112

PROP
PROP
PREP

98-09-109
98-09-lll
98-01-155

MISC

98-07-075

MISC

98-01-038

PREP
PROP
PERM

98-11-064
98-07-085
98-11-069

MISC

98-11-059

MISC

98-07-073

PREP
PREP

98-10-108
98-09-115

PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
PROP
PROP

98-09-116
98-11-057
98-07-072
98-03-091
98-03-092
98-07-076
98-11-056
98-11-058
98-08-116
98-09-040

PREP
PREP
MISC
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
MISC
PREP

98-01-162
98-01-159
98-03-094
98-01-156
98-01-160
98-01-157
98-01-158
98-01-153
98-01-161

Optometry, board of
Iicensure
Osteopathic medicine and surgery,
board of physician assistants
prescriptive authority
Phannacy, board of
butorphanol
kidney dialysis centers
licensing fees
patient infonnation requirements
theophylline
Physician assistants
disciplinary proceedings
Physicians
foreign-trained physicians,
visa waivers
Podiatric medical board
delegation of duties
investigation
orthotic devices
Psychology, examining board of
meetings
Public health reporting systems
Radiation machine facility
registration fee
Radiation protection
dosimetry results· reports
medical use
radioactive material licenses
fees
respiratory protection equipment
Radioactive waste
Respiratory care practitioners
Rules agenda
Sex offender treatment provider program
meetings
Shellfish programs
commercial operators
minimum perfonnance standards
limited commercial shellfish license
Temporary worker housing
1998 cherry harvest
building codes
licensing fees
Trauma care
Water
drinking water
satellite management agency program
state revolving fund rules
system evaluation and
project review and approval fees

PROP

98-11-070

PREP

98-07-078

MISC
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
EXRE

98-02-084
98-04-037
98-01-163
98-07-086
98-10-052
98-11-065
98-07-088

PERM

98-09-119

PREP

98-06-077

PREP
MISC
PREP

98-08-115
98-03-093
98-08-115

MISC
MISC
PREP
PREP

98-01-018
98-02-000
98-09-113
98-09-114

PERM
PROP
PERM

98-01-047
98-07-081
98-11-066

PREP
PROP

98-06-078
98-09-108

PROP
PERM
PROP
EXAD
PERM
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-07-080
98-11-067
98-09-110
98-03-095
98-09-117
98-08-114
98-11-060
98-11-061
98-02-083

MISC

98-01-019

PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

98-03-096
98-01-154
98-08-118
98-12-068

EMER
PREP
PREP
PERM

98-11-001
98-10-109
98-11-063
98-04-038

MISC
PREP

98-09-100
98-04-092

t

PROP 98-00-082
PERM 98-11-068
PERM 98-12-015

mGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD
Administrative requirements
EXAD
Education Services Registration Act,
administration
PERM
Exemptions from authorization
EXAD
Facilities construction,
federal grants
PERM
Institutional equipment,
federal grants
PERM
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98-08-002
98-08-009
98-08-001
98-08-008
98-08-000

ti

I

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
MISC

98-01-100

PERM
EXAD
PERM
PERM

98-08-006
98-01-101
98-08-004
98-08-005

PERM

98-08-003

WGHLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

98-01-106

WSPANIC AFFAIRS, COMMISSION ON
Meetings

MISC

98-03-053

PERM
PROP

98-01-145
98-10-001

PREP

98-10-110

PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM

98-01-146
98-01-147
98-07-070
98-01-148

MISC
MISC

98-01-217
98-01-218

PROP
PERM
MISC

98-01-175
98-08-035
98-03-020

tNDETERMINATE SENTENCE REVIEW BOARD
Non-APA rules, publication protocol
MISC.
Organization and operation
EXAD
PROP
EXAD
Public records, availability
EXAD
PROP
EXAD

98-09-045
98-09-047
98-11-071
98-11-072
98-09-047
98-11-071
98-11-072

I

Meetings
Postsecondary education,
council for bylaws
Residency status for higher education
Tuition recovery trust fund account
Women's participation in intercollegiate
athletics, goal

HORSE RACING COMMISSION
Association officials and employees
Horses
identification
Jockeys
apprentices
riding fees
Trifecta pools
HOUSING FINANCE COMMISSION
Biennial review of amendments to plan
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
Dog guides and service animals
Meetings

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
Actuaries regulation
Annuities
mortality table
Bulletins and technical assistance
advisories, withdrawal
Commissioner's office inquiries,
response requirements
Disability insurance
fonn filings
Domestic violence victims
discrimination against prohibited
Eagle Pacific Insurance Co.,
acquisition by Lumbermens Mutual
Casualty Co.
Electronic Authentication Act
application to insurance code
Fonn filings
Fraternal risk based capital
Great Northern Insured Annuity Corp.,
merger with General Electric Capital
Assurance Co.
Health care services insurance
chemical dependency coverage

EXAD
PERM

98-07-105
98-11-089

PROP
PERM

98-01-121
98-05-069

MISC

98-09-054

MISC

98-11-027

EXAD

98-04-084

MISC

98-10-022

MISC

98-12-108

PROP
PERM
EXAD
. PERM
EXAD
PERM

98-01-118
98-04-063
98-08-098
98-09-041
98-04-085
98-09-016

MISC

98-12-094

PREP

98-01-117

contract fonns and rate schedules, filing

diabetes
coverage
mental health benefits
pharmacy benefits
Licenses
continuing education
reexamination after failure
Life insurance
accelerated benefits

disclosure
fonn filings
WM Life Insurance Co., merger with
Safeco Life Insurance Co.
Managed care plans
rules

Property insurance
essential property insurance inspection and
placement program
Rate filings
capital cost
compliance and enforcement
Rules agenda
Rules coordinator
Rules, repeal of unnecessary or
outdated sections

PROP
PROP
PERM
MISC

98-01-120
98-02-063
98-04-011
98-09-053

MISC 98-03-029
PREP
98-07-064
PREP . 98-07-063
EXAD
PERM
EXAD
PERM

98-07-104
98-11-090
98-01-135
98-06-022

PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PERM
EXAD

98-01-134
98-02-062
98-03-076
98-05-026
98-04-083
98-07-062
98-11-003
98-04-084

MISC

98-10-079

PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP

98-02-012
98-03-004
98-04-005
98-10-082

EXAD

98-08-097

PREP
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-04-081 .
98-05-102
98-01-119
98-02-026
98-11-028

EXAD
PERM

98-07-065
98-11-088

PERM

98-01-138

PREP
PREP

98-11-102
98-11-103

MISC
MISC

98-01-009
98-01-215

INTEREST RATES
(See inside front cover)
INVESTMENT BOARD, STATE
Rules of conduct
JAIL INDUSTRIES BOARD
Prison industries
certification program
JUDICIAL CONDUCT, COMMISSION ON
Meetings

LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF
Actions and proceedings
special assistants attorneys general
PREP
Apprenticeship and training council
approved apprenticeship standards
PROP
PROP
rules update
PREP
Boiler rules, board of
fees
PROP
meetings
rules update
Commercial coaches
Electrical board
meetings
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98-09-123
98-07-058
98-12-074
98-09-063
98-04-017

PERM
MISC
PREP
PROP

98-09-064
98-01-051
98-09-065
98-07-095

MISC

98-01-012

Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Electricians
journeyman electrician
certification
Elevator board
meetings
Elevators
fees
Factory assembled structures advisory board
meetings
Factory-built housing
Fees
Industrial safety and health act (WISHA)
abatement verification
Manufactured housing
Occupational health standards
air contaminants
chemical agents, control
inorganic arsenic and coke oven
emissions
Plumbers
journeyman certification of
competency
Policy and interpretive statements
Practice and procedure
Right to know
fee assessment
Rules agenda
Safety and health standards
abrasive wheel machinery
accident prevention plan
chemonucleolysis
emergency washing facilities
first aid
hazardous waste operations and
emergency response
personal protective equipment
respiratory protection
Safety standards
agriculture
construction
electrical construction
electrical equipment
electrical workers
elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators,
lifting devices - moving walks
explosives, underground transportation
fire fighters
longshore and marine terminals
mechanical power transmission apparatus
minors
nonagricultural employment
temporary labor camps
Theatrical enterprises
Third-party recoveries
Wages and hours
computer software professionals
Wearing apparel
Workers' compensation
classifications
medical coverage decisions
medical services payments

Index

reporting
retrospective rating

PROP 98-07-097
PERM 98-12-042
MISC

98-01-039

PROP 98-07-094
PERM 98-12-043
MISC
PROP
PROP
PERM

98-01-015
98-07-095
98-07-096
98-12-041

PREP
PROP

98-12-081
98-07-095

PROP
EMER
PERM
EMER

98-05-061
98-10-028
98-10-029
98-02-010

PERM

98-02-030

PREP
PROP
MISC
MISC
MISC
EXRE

98-06-043
98-09-124
98-03-040
98-06-024
98-10-026
98-08-102

PERM
MISC

98-02-029
98-04-057

PERM
PREP
EXRE
PREP
PERM

98-02-028
98-12-083
98-08-101
98-12-082
98-06-061

PREP
PERM
PREP

98-12-084
98-02-006
98-08-104

PREP
PREP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

98-04-094
98-10-035
98-05-046
98-05-073
98-07-009
98-07-097
98-12-042
98-07-008
98-07-009

PREP
EXAD
PREP
PREP
PERM

98-02-080
98-12-103
98-11-075
98-12-080
98-10-073

PREP
PREP
EXRE
EXRE.

98-02-079
98-10-035
98-07-093
98-08-100

PERM
EXRE

98-02-027
98-08-103

PROP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM

98-12-079
98-12-102
98-01-223
98-05-100
98-09-125

PROP
PREP

98-12-079
98-11-101

LAKE WASIUNGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings
MISC
PREP
PROP
PERM

98-02-036
98-02-050
98-06-020
98-09-031

LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF
Architects, board of registration for
application for examination and
registration
fees
intern training program
Auctioneers
fees
Bail bond agents
rules review
Boxing, sparring, and wrestling
practice and proCedure
Camping resorts
fees
Cemetery board
fees
Court reporters
fees
Employment agencies
fees
Engineers and land surveyors, board of
administrative procedures
fees
licenses
limited liability companies
meetings
organization and jurisdiction
pro tern board member appointment
Funeral directors an4 embalmers, board of
licenses
Motor vehicles
certificate of title
dealer-to-dealer transfer
dealers and manufacturers
rules review
disabled person parking
license plates
special plates
licenses

Real estate appraisers
fees
uniform standards of practice
Real estate commission
adjudicative procedures
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PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP

98-06-047
98-05-012
98-09-057
98-12-064
98-06-046

PREP

98-09-073

PREP

98-09-077

PREP

98-09-079

PREP

98-09-076

PREP

98-11-039

PREP

98-09-074

PREP

98-09-075

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
MISC
PREP
MISC

98-08-078
98-12-045
98-09-051
98-12-046
98-08-105
98-12-052
98-08-106
98-12-053
98-01-075
98-11-025
98-05-044

PREP
PREP

98-10-087
9.8-11-038

PREP
PROP
PERM
PERM

98-03-024
98-08-049
98-12-099
98-01-020

PREP
PROP
PREP

98-10-071
98-04-014
98-09-038

PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP

98-01-151
98-04-071
98-09-024
98-03-021
98-03-022
98-03-023
98-04-071
98-06-080
98-07-018
98-09-024
98-12-073

PREP
PROP
EMER
PROP

98-10-063
98-12-066
98-10-064
98-12-065

PERM

98-01-107

t
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Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
licensing procedures
meetings
Rules agenda
Sanitarians
licensing
Security guards
fees
Snowmobiles
Title and registration advisory committee
meetings
Vessels
registration and certificate of title

Whitewater river outfitters
LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
Brewery or winery on
existing retail premises
Licenses
approval, delegation of authority to staff
penalty guidelines
retail licensing
Operations and procedures
Rules coordinator
Samples of spirituous liquor
Tobacco products
sale or handling by employees under
age eighteen
LOTTERY COMMISSION
Instant game number 207
Instant game rules

Lotto
drawing dates
jackpot payment period
Policy statements
Prizes
Quinto
drawing dates
Retailer licensing
Retailer obligations
MILITARY DEPARTMENT
Emergency management division
chapter 365-300 WAC recodification
hazardous chemicals
emergency response planning

PERM
MISC
MISC

98-01-107
98-01-052
98-02-061

EXRE

98-07-020

PREP
PROP
PERM

98-09-078
98-04-072
98-08-070

MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-131
98-05-028
98-11-096

PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
EMER
PERM
PROP
PROP
PERM

98-01-070
98-03-025
98-03-026
98-03-027
98-05-068
98-09-001
98-09-023
98-12-072
98-03-054
98-03-055

PROP

98-05-103

PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
EXAD
PROP
MISC
PROP
PERM

98-01-035
98-09-060
98-12-088
98-12-089
98-02-068
98-12-090
98-09-061
98-10-056
98-02-069
98-08-041

PREP

98-11-081

PERM
PROP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PERM
EXRE
PROP

98-03-075
98-04-073
98-07-089
98-08-064
98-08-066
98-08-067
98-07-090
98-12-093

PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC
MISC
PREP
PROP

98-09-102
98-01-006
98-05-070
98-08-063
98-05-071
98-09-056
98-03-074
98-09-103

PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM

98-09-102
98-12-033
98-08-065
98-11-091

MISC

98-01-064

PERM

98-07-028

MINORITY AND WOMEN'S BUSINESS ENTERPRISES,
OFFICE OF
PREP
98-11-093
Annual goals
Engineering, architectural, and surveying services
PREP
98-08-107
size standards
NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF
Burning permits
PROP
fees
PROP
rules
PERM
Natural heritage advisory council
meetings
MISC
MISC
Natural resources, board of
meetings
MISC
Rules agenda
MISC
NORTHWEST AIR POLLUTION AUTHORITY
Agricultural burning
PROP
Outdoor burning
PROP
Registration
PROP

98-09-046
98-09-046
98-11-047
98-04-002
98-08-042
98-01-104
98-02-071
98-08-094
98-08-094
98-08-094

OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY
Construction fees
PROP 98-11-079
Emission standards
PROP 98-11-077
Gasoline stations
vapor recovery
PROP 98-11-076
Operating permit fees
PROP 98-11-080
Registration fees
PROP 98-11-078
OLYMPIC COLLEGE
Meetings
OUTDOOR RECREATION, INTERAGENCY
COMMITTEE FOR
Meetings
Rules agenda
Rules coordinator
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Clean vessel program funding
Concessions and leases
Meetings
Public use of park areas
Rules coordinator
Whitewater river designation
PENINSULA COLLEGE
Meetings
PERSONNEL RESOURCES BOARD AND
PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT OF
Americans with Disabilities Act compliance
Certifications
actions required
Disabilities
accommodation
Layoffs
Medical expense plans
Rules coordinator
Salaries
Seniority
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MISC

98-06-048

MISC
MISC
MISC
PROP
PERM
MISC

98-03-005
98-03-042
98-04-050
98-04-079
98-08-014
98-03-043

PROP
PERM
PERM
MISC
PERM
MISC
PROP
PERM

98-03-090
98-07-021
98-01-050
98-01-130
98-04-065
98-01-180
98-03-086
98-07-022

MISC
MISC

98-03-065
98-09-068

PROP
PROP
PERM

98-01-141
98-06-014
98-08-024

PROP

98-10-122

PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
MISC
PERM
PROP
PERM

98-01-142
98-06-013
98-08-025
98-03-051
98-10-121
98-04-058
98-03-052
98-01-139
98-06-012
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Shift premium provisions and
compensation
Transfers, lateral movements, and voluntary
demotions

PIERCE COLLEGE
Meetings

PROP
PERM

98-06-062
98-09-066

PROP
PERM
PROP

98-01-140
98-08-026
98-06-015

MISC
MISC

98-02-008
98-08-044

PILOTAGE COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF
PREP
New pilots, limitations
Pilotage tariff rates
PROP
Grays Harbor district
PROP
Puget Sound district
PERM

98-10-093
98-08-071
98-12-008

POLLUTION LIABILITY INSURANCE AGENCY
PERM
Eligibility assessment reimbursement

98-01-053

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
Contributions
encouraging expenditures to avoid
contributions
in:kind contributions and expenditures
limits increase or decrease
solicitation· or acceptance during legislative
session freeze. period
County election officials
campaign disclosure reports, duties
Lobbyist employer reports
Meetings
Registered voters,
calculation of number
Rules agenda
Volunteer services

98-10-092

K-3 staff enhancement
Shared leave programs
Special education programs
Special service program
highly capable students
Transitional bilingual instruction program
Transportation services
basic students transported on
special needs route

98-06-052
98-09-020
98-12-036
98-06-053
98-09-019
98-12-034
98-01-187
98-05-107
98-08-069

EMER
PREP

98-01-055
98-03-072

PREP
PROP
PERM
PERM
MISC

98-06-051
98-09-021
98-12-038
98-01-062
98-11-017

PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC
PREP
PROP
PERM

98-06-054
98-09-018
98-12.oJS
98-02-060
98-06-055
98-09-017
98-12.o37

PREP

98-09-091

PERM . 98-02-037
MISC 98-02-038

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, DEPARTMENT OF
PERM
Board members, recusal
PREP
Deferred compensation program
Employee retirement benefits board
MISC
meetings
Public employees' retirement system (PERS)
PROP
eamable compensation
PERM
Regulatory reform
MISC
contact person
Teachers' retirement system (TRS)
PROP
eamable compensation
PERM
REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF
Business and occupation tax
small business step-ranged tax
credit table
small business tax relief
based on volume of business
small timber harvesters
successor to person quitting business
Excise taxes
articles manufactured and installed
Indian reservations
excise tax liability
mobile homes and mobile home park fee
Interpretive statements
Property tax
agricultural land valuation
inOation rate
intangible personal property,
exemption

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION
PREP 98-04-049
Filing and service of papers
PROP 98-10-101
MISC 98-02-081
Rules agenda

Index

PERM 98-12-002
PROP 98-01-054

I

PUGET SOUND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY
PROP 98-02-072
Asbestos control standards, clarification
PERM 98-06-009
Sources
PROP 98-06-087
emission monitoring
PERM 98-10-039

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES BENEFITS BOARD
(See HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY)

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF
Funding
PERM
audit resolution process
PROP
basic education
PROP
PERM
levy authority and
PROP
local effort assistance
PERM
PERM
local enhancement funds
PERM
special education
PERM
PREP
vocational programs
PERM
Immunization records, verification

98-03-067
98-07-061
98-05-038
98-05-039

PUBLIC WORKS BOARD
(See COMMUNITY, TRADE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF)

RENTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP

nonprofit organizations,
exemptions
refunds
procedures and interest

98-05-008
98-03-066
98-04-070
98-07-060

senior citizen and disabled person
exemption
Rules agenda
Rules coordinator
Sales tax
amusement and recreation
activities and businesses
Timber excise tax
forest land values

98-05-040
98-08-096
98-04-080
98-04-036
98-08-013
98-09-043.
98-04-025
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EMER
EMER

98-01-109
98-12-007
98-01-132
98-01-069
98-09-059
98-11-097
98-01-069
98-09-059

I

98-02-046
98-11-006

EXAD 98-10-123
EXAD 98-12-004
PREP 98-11-083
PERM
PREP
PREP
PERM
MISC

98-01-111
98-07-066
98-09-036
98-01-111
98-02-024

PERM
PERM

98-01-178
98-01-179

PREP
EXRE

98-07-015
98-08-018

PREP

98-07-016

PERM
PERM

98-01-176
98-01-177

EXRE
MISC
MISC

98-08-018
98-02-078
98-04-012

PREP

98-05-031

PERM

98-02-014

I

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
stumpage values

t

RULF.S COORDINATORS
(See Issue 98-0I for a complete list of rules
coordinators designated as of 12124197)
Administrative hearings, office of
Bellingham Technical College
Community, trade and economic development,
department of
County road administration board
Employment security department
Executive ethics board
Financial management,
office of
Insurance commissioner's office
Liquor control board
Outdoor recreation, interagency
committee for
Parks and recreation commission
Personnel, department of
Revenue, department of

PERM
PREP
PROP

MISC
MISC

98-01-045
98-01-002

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-143
98-01-010
98-02-005
98-09-072

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-07-014
98-02-026
98-11-028
98-10-056

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-03-043
98-01-180
98-04-058
98-04-012

SCHOOL·TO·WORIC TRANSmON, GOVERNOR'S
TASK FORCE ON
MISC
Meetings
SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGES
·Meetings

t.CRETARY OF STATE
Address confidentiality program
Charitable trusts
registration
Elections
administration
Electronic authentication act
implementation
Recodification of WAC sections
SKAGIT VALLEY COLLEGE
Meetings

grievance and dispute
resolution method
hearing and conference board
"most wanted" list
Children's administration
case transfers
child care facilities
licenses

98-02-015
98-05-074
98-10-124

child care programs
hearings or court proceedings
opposing testimony
interstate compact on placement of children
Children's services
applicant rights
Developmental disabilities, division of
community alternatives program
delivery of services
eligibility
family support opportunity
pilot program
residential habilitation centers
rules review
Economic services administration
child support payments distribution

98-12-003
eligibility

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-10-076
98-11-008
98-11-013
98-11-052
98-12-006

PREP

98-11-009

PREP

98-07-001

program services review
SSI state supplement
standards of assistance

PERM

98-03-033

unemployable adults

PREP
MISC

98-09-062
98-08-0IO

MISC
MISC

98-01-043
98-03-061

meetings
need standards
payment of grants

U.S. repatriates program
Food stamp program
employment and training
programs requirements
income eligibility
thrifty food plan

SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
Adult family homes
PROP 98-02-077
licensing, limited requirements
PROP 98-04-032
PERM 98-11-095
PERM 98-12-054
PROP 98-08-091
licensing, minimum requirements
Aging and adult services
EXRE 98-08-073
chore personal care services
EMER 98-09-042
PREP 98-11-031
PREP 98-11-032
PERM 98-04-026
eligibility standards
home and community services
PREP 98-07-051
nurse oversight
PREP 98-06-089
nursing homes rules review
Alcohol and substance abuse, division of
PREP 98-09-093
drug-free workplace program
Child care
PREP 98-02-057
day care homes, licensing
Child support, division of
PREP 98-12-106
address disclosure
PREP .98-03-078
assessing support
MISC 98-12-105
family violence
MISC 98-12-104
financial institution data matches

Juvenile rehabilitation administration
placement of offenders
Management services
delegation of authority by secretary
Medical assistance administration
community options program
entry system (COPES)
dental-related services
electronic funds transfer
eligibility

guardianship fees

It

healthy options health
carrier billing
hospice services
hospital services
income eligibility
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PROP
PROP
PREP

98-05-078
98-05-079
98-12-107

MISC

98-02-076

PREP
PREP
PREP

98-08-084
98-10-104
98-01-128

MISC
PERM

98-06-026
98-01-149

PROP
PERM

98-03-082
98-07-041

PREP
PERM
PREP

98-09-094
98-02-058
98-09-094

PREP
PREP
PREP

98-10-040
98-09-009
98-09-092

PROP
EMER
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
MISC
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP

98-01-170
98-04-027
98-06-067
98-10-042
98-03-084
98-06-056
98-11-084
98-01-129
98-01-169
98-08-037
98-07-099
98-11-074
98-01-168

PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP

98-01-126
98-06-057
98-07-036
98-07-038
98-07-037

PROP 98-06-076
PERM 98-03-049
PROP 98-04-039
EMER 98-04-040
PERM 98-10-025
PREP

98-10-125

PROP
PERM

98-08-076
98-11-034

PREP
PREP
MISC
PREP
PREP
PROP
EMER
EMER
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM

98-05-051
98-08-074
98-07-034
98-03-079
98-07-039
98-08-081
98-08-085
98-08-088
98-03-085
98-05-053
98-08-077
98-10-055

MISC
PREP
PERM
PERM

98-05-050
98-01-189
98-01-124
98-04-003
Index

Subject/Agency

In~ex

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
income standards
institutional care

EMER
EMER
PREP
PREP
PROP
EMER
PROP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
EMER
PERM

98-01-190
98-01-191
98-05-052
98-01-188
98-07-050
98-07-052
98-10-107
98-02-059
98-06-025
98-01-068
98-08-082
98-08-087
98-11-033

MISC
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
EMER
PERM

98-02-075
98-01-067
98-08-083
98-04-066
98-08-083
98-08-086
98-11-073

PREP
PREP
EMER

98-03-077
98-06-066
98-11-094

PROP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PERM

98-05-054
98-01-127
98-04-031
98-10-106
98-04-004

MISC
PREP

98-07-035
98-01-167

PREP
PREP

98-10-105
98-06-088

PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM

98-03-083
98-08-021
98-03-080
98-07-042
98-07-100
98-10-041
98-10-054
98-03-084
98-06-056
98-04-015
98-07-040
98-08-036
98-04-016

PERM
MISC

98-01-125
98-04-041

PREP

98-08-075

SOUTH PUGET SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-096
98-03-017
98-06-010
98-08-040
98-12-014

SOUTHWEST AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL AUTHORITY
Dry cleaning operations
Gasoline vapors
Ozone maintenance plan
SEPA procedures
Sources

98-12-011
98-12-013
98-12-040
98-12-012
98-12-010

interpreter services

kidney centers, eligibility
medically needy, eligibility

Medicare
beneficiary program
deductibles
eligibility
cost share

nursing facilities, payment rate
methodology
pharmacy services
billing procedures
resource exemptions
rules review
scope of care
trauma services,
enhanced payments
vision care
Mental health program
records, availability
Telephone assistance program
Temporary assistance to needy families (TANF)
childcare, eligibility
community jobs wage subsidy program

eligibility
eligibility review cycle
family violence amendment
immigrants, eligibility
overpayments, waiver of retroactive
Rules
repeal of obsolete, duplicative, or ambiguous
rules
Rules agenda
WorkFirst
childcare, eligibility

Index

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

SPOKANE COUNTY AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL AUTHORITY
Asbestos program
Municipal solid waste combustors
emission guidelines
Surface coating application
SPOKANE, COMMUNITY COLLEGES OF
Meetings

98-01-036
98-05-030

PERM
PROP
PERM

98-01-037
98-07-029
98-11-011

MISC

98-05-015

SUPREME COURT, STATE
Admissibility of documents
Capital cases, indigent appellate defense
Civil proceedings
Definitions
Law clerk program
Meetings
Trial court
decision review

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-03-035
98-01-048
98-11-022
98-11-022
98-11-023
98-03-019

MISC

98-03-036

TACOMA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

98-01-042

TAX APPEALS, BOARD OF
Meetings
Public records

MISC
PREP

98-01-016
98-02-021

MISC
MISC

98-05-032
98-09-008

TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD
Meetings
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-017
98-07-013
98-09-011
98-10-084

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Meetings

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF
Adopt-a-Highway program
Bicycle racing
Ferries
fare schedule
Highway access management
access control system
permits
Lane use restrictions
Limited access facilities
Limited access highways
Oversize and overweight permits
escort vehicles
hay bales

manufactured housing movements
nighttime hours
nighttime movements
rear-view mirrors
Public transportation
comprehensive transit plans
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PROP
PERM

PREP
EMER
PROP
PERM

98-12-095
98-03-009
98-03-059
98-06-029

PROP
PERM

98-03-050
98-08-051

PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP

98-07-048
98-07-049
98-04-044
98-08-030
98-12-062
98-05-037
98-10-089

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PERM
EMER
EMER
PREP
PROP
PREP
EMER
PROP
PROP
EMER
PREP

98-06-023
98-10-038
98-02-032
98-06-016
98-09-029
98-12-097
98-08-057
98-08-089
98-12-096
98-04-043
98-04-045
98-08-090
98-12-063
98-09-090
98-10-037

PREP
PROP
PERM

98-03-031
98-07-006
98-11-046

t
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Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
feasibility studies
technical studies
Rules agenda

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC

98-03-030
98-07-005
98-11-045
98-03-032
98-07-004
98-11-044
98-04-046

PROP
PERM
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-05-066
98-10-048
98-01-136
98-02-045
98-02-052
98-03-006
98-03-014
98-03-016
98-03-038
98-03-039
98-03-062
98-04-009
98-05-017
98-05-029
98-05-047
98-06-049
98-06-084
98-02-082

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
Background checks
Fire protection policy board
meetings

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Admission and registration
procedures
Meetings

Rules agenda

Fireworks
retail sale
Kidnapping offender registration
Motor vehicles
lamp standards
lighting device standards
sound level measurement
special built vehicles, construction
and equipment
tire chains use

WENATCHEE VALLEY COLLEGE
Meetings

WESTERN WASIHNGTON UNIVERSITY
Housing and dining

USURY RATES

WHATCOM COMMUNITY COLLEGE

(See inside front cover)

Meetings

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Low-level radioactive
waste disposal rates

~eetings

blic records, accessibility
elecommunications
access charge reform
service obligation
universal service
Telephones
prepaid calling card services
billing exemption
rules development
schools and libraries, rates
subscriber rates, calling areas
telephone assistance program
Transportation services
limousines
Water companies
rules review

WALLA WALLA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings·

PREP
MISC
PERM

98-06-050
98-10-065
98-02-011

PROP
PREP
PREP

98-11-082
98-07-111
98-10-080

PERM
PREP
PERM
PROP

PROP

98-02-003
98-05-055
98-04-028
98-03-011
98-12-071
98-09-033
98-12-070

PERM

98-02-004

PREP

98-05-056

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-087
98-01-095
98-09-035
98-11-051

PROP
PREP

WASIHNGTON STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Capital projects fund
Meetings
Public records, availability

If

PROP
PERM
MISC
MISC
PROP
PERM

98-04-059
98-11-005
98-01-089
98-05-018
98-04-060
98-07-071

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-04-008
98-04-048
98-06-034
98-09-025

WORKFORCE TRAINING AND EDUCATION
COORDINATING BOARD
Meetings

YAKIMA VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings
Student rights and
responsibilities

MISC
MISC

MISC

98-10-057
98-12-009
98-12-025

PREP

98-11-037

MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-214
98-02-025
98-04-013

PERM
EXRE
PERM

98-04-007
98-07-019
98-01-021

PERM
PERM
PREP
PERM

98-04-054
98-04-053
98-11-036
98-01-060

PERM
PREP

98-04-052
98-11-035

MISC

98-01-105

PREP
PROP

98-01-011
98-05-048

MISC
MISC
MISC

98-04-030
98-08-033
98-08-048

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

98-01-216
98-06-068
98-09-007
98-10-036
98-10-085
98-11-054

MISC

98-01-040

PREP

98-07-007

SHINGTON STATE LIBRARY

ibrary commission
meetings
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